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The Concordance Base material for  The Acts of The Apostles  Part 2 
           Issue:  22 Jan  2018  
The Aim of this document is to:- 

1   Produce The Prime Reference Standard – most faithful  to The Original Greek for  reasoning/enquiring  minds  
2   Introduce The World back to  “1st Century Christianity”  as first taught by Jesus and is yet  never  taught today  
3   Show  specifically where  “Christianity”  of today is so vastly different to what The Bible really teaches us  
4   Explain to the  lowest detail  explicitly how Yahweh's Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation operates  
5   Give an  analytical  translation to The World that can be trusted to become  “The Disclosing Truth”  for study  
6   Become  The One-Stop  Oasis for The Real Knowledge sourced by Yahweh – bypassing what is given elsewhere  
7   To discover what The Almighty God,  Yahweh,  is really teaching Mankind,  and thus repudiates  “Religion”  
8   To  entirely remove all  ‘mystique and mystery’  within which Religious Leaders wallow for  “People Control”  
9   To  cause vociferous debate  and thus bring to The Fore within peoples' minds just how important is this subject! 

 
The Concordance section is given to bring the text alive showing us how Yahweh is using His Word to guide and teach us 
today – rather than to be pushed away from us today, where some leaders consider themselves as being  ‘wise’  and 
‘sophisticated’  supposedly not to require guidance from an old era   Sadly, we all need this guidance  even more today! 
 
The  “Brown Font”  is for my Electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  located at the Section Headers and given to assist the 
reader in discovering the depth of Bible content,  thereby making it so very different to  all  other worldly  ‘master’  
religious documents   No  world religion can offer this depth and authority that just oozes out from the text – which gives 
“The Knowledge”  offered a quantum jump from anything that  this world  can offer! 
Some definitions of the words used to highlight textual information:- 

Allegory = description of one thing under the image of another  
Comment = a statement and/or a rhetorical question Luke makes in his letter/epistle  
Good News = (1) something for us to be aspiring towards, and/or (2) wonderful future prospect  
Instruction = something that Christians are to be fulfilling in their lives to become TCs  
Prophecy (to include “prophetic”) = prediction; public interpretation of scripture; instruction  
Reasoning = explanation behind the given instruction/comment/prophecy  
Warning = injurious to the  health/well-being  of a human  

These become  bullet points  to  emphasise the content  within the associated verse(s)  to  provoke considered thought  
It now becomes a requirement for theologians to specifically answer The Bullet Points and not to dismiss their existence! 
I felt a strong desire to create  The Prime Working Standard  for The World to use,  and it is deliberately written to 
provoke people,  to start personal reasoning upon The Subject Matter  –  to contest me,  because there are just so many 
charlatans mincing The Truth for their own self-indulgent reasons  (all under the pretence of  ‘glorifying God’)  
What I have constructed is to stand staunchly upon The Solid Foundation of The Bible in the storms of criticism that will 
be brought against me regarding this highly controversial material that counters:  'Pandering to self-indulgence'! 
But I just quite simply ask: “If any human on this planet can put together a more holistic,  righteous scenario than the one I 
present here,  and   then please do so! –  If not, then quite logically what I present stands and  all  some 37,000 deviant 
doctrines of  worldly Christianity  fail,  thus exposing their true nature of waywardness from Yahweh’s Desire!” 

So unashamed,  I put my head up above The Parapet  to explain what was in The Mind of the Scribe  
I am most desirous for the world’s  very best  theologians of any  worldly  religion to contact me in defence of their errant  
exegesis/material,  so that I might publicly expose the righteous  limits and failings  of their reasoning on this website! 

This material shall provoke  “The 2nd Reformation”  of Christianity,  to then close The Gospel Age! 
 
The Acts of The Apostles:             Issue dated:   22 Jan  2018 
 
Some shorthand used in the subsequent text: 
JC = Jesus Christ in a fleshly DNA body,    JCg = Jesus Christ in a heavenly body based upon something I do not know! 
HS = Holy Spirit  (Spirit of/to/the Holy)      TC = True Christian                                           CA = Copyist’s Addition 
{ } = one Greek word                                /  = several English renderings of the same Greek word 
1st 2nd C  =  “The 1st time of JC’s  2nd Coming”  =  “The 1st Resurrection”  to yield of the 144000 TCs  “First Fruits” 
2nd 2nd C  =  3 5 years after the 1st 2nd C to complete The Great Tribulation and bring in The Millennium  (Rev 19v16-21)  
 (see Glossary on all of these terms – where they are carefully explained)       og = Original Greek 
 
 
Note:  This translation is commutative -  meaning that it is  so precisely accurate  as to enable a near perfect translation 
back to the original Greek including nuances   That is something that  cannot  be said  of modern day translations,  many 
are mere interpretations   and thus loose the original 2nd level meaning lying just beneath the more accessible high level  
(which these  interpretations  then severely distort at key doctrinal positions within the text)   By consequence,  I was 
forced to create the  “Prime Reference Standard”  for analytical study of which I now present,  together with exegesis in 
the  inter-verse  commentaries to shake The World from its present misdirection!   To combat corruption by charlatan 
Christian Leaders I was compelled to plug the missing gaps within God’s Word to expose what was in the scribe’s mind  
This precise amplified translation is structured this manner: 

Environmental Context for next section – are given in this font and colour 
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Exact Translation is the      “Text in this font” 
   (Text in this font are the words buried within the original Greek words) 
   [= Text in this font enclosed in square brackets are helpful additions] 

Old Testament citations used to corroborate Matthews’s teaching  (and supportive instruction). 
The English amplified translation is the      “= Text in this font and colour” 
Standard English translation in this Text/Font [background highlight]  and  (local  word/phrase  explanation in this  Text/Font)  
The full commentary explaining the verse is the      “Text in this font and colour” 

Thus I have constructed an  analytical translation  together with the understanding behind the original Word of God  
It will cause much  ‘heart searching’  and  ‘consternation’  within The World as it draws out precisely what Yahweh is 
teaching us  –  there is no escape  –  are we prepared to imbue this ‘new wine – or do we prefer the old?’  Luke 5v39  

Be prepared to be  winnowed/audited:  ‘Are we with JC gathering or against JC dispersing?’  Matt 12v30  
 

Important Note:  Under The Standard Gaussian Distribution Curve of any population  (furthermore,  within any generation)  we realise there are: 
   1. (Few)  Christian Leaders who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire within their life  (at one end of The Gaussian Distribution Curve).   
   2. There are (very many)  worldly Christian Leaders who are mediocre  (wayward and passive to varying degrees in the middle).   
   3. There are (numerous)  iniquitous Christian Leaders distorting Yahweh’s perfect Word for their own glory (having the same future as Judas Iscariot).    
I will not state who is in which grouping  (though obvious when personally having  accurate  Bible knowledge),  but it is  incumbent upon the reader  to  
personally  audit  their leader against specifically what The Bible teaches us regarding Christian Leadership.   Else, you have what you ultimately desire  
(“birds of a feather flocking together” under the leader of their choice, 2Tim.4v3-4,  and flocks responding to the robber's voice,  of John.10v1-9)! 
Long overdue within this World  -  this website  “FutureLife.Org”  as a culmination of very many 10,000’s of personal man-hours gives freely to  The 
Reader the  knowledge,  understanding  and thus  The Tools  to  carry-out  the most effective  audit  upon your Christian Leader to see if  he/she  is  (1) 
a TC,  (2) a worldly Christian Leader or  (3) charlatan Christian Leader!   

Would you like to take up the offer?  -  Then please read on … …  -  to gain  “The Tools”! 
“Sons of God”  is only terminology  –  both  men/women  can be  “sons of God”  noting upon resurrection there is no gender  (Matt.22v30, Luke.20v36); 
gender is only required  “to fill the Earth” (Gen.1v28, 9v1)  once it has occurred as foreknown by Yahweh for The Eternity,  then The Gospel Age 
closes. 
 
Please note my translation rules: 
“The” as a masculine “he” is retained as “the”,  and I have added  “(person [individual’s name])”  thereby  (1) keeping everything  gender neutral, and 
thus more applicable today,  (2) and the individual’s  reference/title  is given as a useful pointer for the reader,  else interpretation of text can be difficult. 
Words (for example) “For” and “And”  generally should be brought forward by one Greek word in the Literal Translation  (“og”).   
Certain words  (for example)  “and”, “also”, “but”, “both”, “through”,  etc.,  mean  specifically as stated.  I have  not   forced-in  an interpretation! 
“The Article” nominative or accusative is retained as “the”,  I have not forced an  interpretation  of an  “a”  into the text,  I allow the reader this option. 
“Ho Theos” nominative (‘T/the G/god’)  is translated as  “T/the {S/specific G/god}” is context applicable,  I give the local reasons as to why this is done 
Plural “yourselves” buried within a word is translated as “you”  to keep the sentences shorter,  but plural is maintained for “specifically yourselves”. 
Everything that is humanly possible has been done to  retain  “The Integrity”  of the  original  Greek Understanding,  thereby being  wholly transparent! 
To achieve this I have been driven to ensure this translation is commutative,  inasmuch The Original Greek can be derived from my English translation. 
Finally,  a translation expresses both  competence and motive,  I trust mine expresses  “The Absolute Truth”  as desired by Yahweh and to further that 
desire,  then I welcome  all  scholarly input so that we together,  can bring any word within this translation  ever closer  to what was in the scribe’s mind. 
Please Note:  This specific document will make for especially unpleasant reading for “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (= people whose income is 
derived from delivering “Religion”)  because there are so many references to them in the original  “Acts of the Apostles”. 
 
 
537th Comment – People at the centre of  “Religion”  want to  impose  their interpretation upon people outside. 
402nd Reasoning – Their mind is closed to understanding where Yahweh is taking Mankind. 
243rd Instruction – We must open our mind to what Yahweh is teaching us through the various  “Epochs of Israel”. 
403rd Reasoning – The Old Covenant was an outward showing of contract of supposedly only works  (while/still The Mind 
rebelled),  The New Covenant was an inward showing of contract to Yahweh  (with a Contrite Mind)  yielding good works. 
182nd Warning – Beware of people assuming positions of leadership in  “Religion”  they do  not  understand Yahweh,  
else if they did know,  then they would not take those positions -  because Yahweh shall reject them,  as The Bible tells us! 
Acts   15v1 og Also  {some/any/certain persons}  (the) {coming/going down}/departing/descending/alighting   
Acts   15v1 og off/away/separated/from  of the  Judea   (they) {caused to learn}/taught/trained   
Acts   15v1 og the  {The Brethren}/brothers,  because  if/whenever  not  (= except)   
Acts   15v1 og (yourselves be) {cut around}/circumcised  to the  {a usage (prescribed by habit/law)}/custom/manner  
Acts   15v1 og (of the) Moses,   no/not/none  (you are) able/possible/capable  
Acts   15v1 og (to be) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved  
Acts   15v1 Also  some/certain  persons  the  coming down  off/from  Judea  they  {caused to learn}/taught  The Brethren: 

Because  not  you are able to be  delivered/saved  except  yourselves  be  circumcised  to the  Custom of Moses. 
 

Also some people coming down from Judea taught The Brethren  (in Antioch,  some 300 miles due north of Jerusalem): 
   Because you are not  delivered/saved  unless yourselves be circumcised to the custom of Moses  
 

Jerusalem was considered to be  “The Major City”,  hence the term  “coming down”  from  ‘on high’  to  ‘the lessor cities’,  and that is why JC 
attributed  “Jerusalem”  to have killed The Prophets  (Matt.23v37, Luke.13v34)  –  because The Orders had originated from there by its leaders! 
Clearly,  these were Jews from Jerusalem having converted to  “1st Century Christianity”,  but were still beholden to the full set of Laws as originally 
given by Moses.  These  “Jerusalem Jewish Christians”  felt they had  ‘the moral high ground’  and tried to impose their beliefs onto these  ‘lower 
people’  in another country! 
The problem is,  that at the time:   “They did not get it!” 

Yahweh laid down  “The Physical”  in The Tanakh,  to demonstrate  “The Required Spiritual”  that was to occur after JC's 1st Advent. 
Physical circumcision was an outward commitment to aim for The Possible Birthright that started with Abraham entering into The Contract for this 
future position with Yahweh.  This  “1st Covenant” was later ratified with a set of  “Physical Laws”  given by Moses to ideally yield a perfected 
Environment within which humans become perfected to yield a perfect future society.  However the Jewish society was intrinsically no different to all 
gentile societies at the time – ‘all’ members  “self-indulging to their neighbour’s hurt”!    “The body follows the mind”.  The mind was hurtful,  hence 
yielding hurtful works that contravened  “The Law of Moses”. 

That was before JC came onto the scene. 
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When JC came onto the scene,  he was able to pass all the laws of Moses  (he fulfilled them,  Matt.5v16-18),  because his mind  (= “thought processes” = 
spirit/personality/desires/traits)  was driven by Yahweh’s Methodology  (= “edify the neighbour to our own hurt”).  “The body follows the mind”.  The 
mind was “holy”,  hence yielding beautiful works that surpassed  “The Law of Moses”.   Thus  “JC’s Mind”  established  “The Credentials”  required to 
pass  “The 2nd Covenant”  which is laid upon all people who claim to be  “Christians” –  having entered into  “The Contract”  with Yahweh  (by 
baptism)  for  “The Birthright”  which is  “Sonship to Yahweh”  (=  “The Anointing” as it was given to JCg upon his Resurrection, Psm.2v6-7, Rev.1v5). 
The point behind this long,  but very necessary preamble is:- 

As Paul explains (Rom.2v29 and earlier): 
It is  “The Circumcision of  The Heart/{Seat of Motivation)”  being  “The Motivation  to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle”. 

However,  to do this,  then,  we must first gain a mind like JC by learning the same things as he did from The Tanakh.  
The Tanakh told us  Where  we are supposed to be going,  and JC  told/showed  us  The Way  how to get there  (John.14v5-15, etc.)! 

Thus it is all about  “The Reform of The Mind”  -  hence of John the Baptist’s  “Preparing for The Way” -  which is of  “total and absolute  repentance”. 
With this background,  we can now understand why these people:  “Just did not get it!” 
Quite simply  (like Christians of today): 

It is much easier to keep customs  (being of works)  to turn up to worship for a few hours of the week and have  ‘a great time’,  rather than we 
are to wholly reform our mind upon  “The Word of God”  (being of spirit)  which is to occur  every minute of the day  for the rest of our life! 

Yahweh is judging  “The Mind”,  being that of  “The 2nd Covenant”  for its worthiness to rule  “The Resurrected World”  (Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.). 
Where  “The Early Adopters”  of The Gospel Age are to become a  “suitable mate”  alongside  The Husband,  JCg  (Eph.5v30-32, Rev.21v9, etc.) 

For The Record:   There are 144000 Early Adopters  (of The Gospel Age)  who make the required Grade of  Sonship to Yahweh  (Rev.14v1-4). 
Also for The Record:  It is  very unlikely  professional religious leaders shall become part of these 144000 TCs  (because of Matt.6v24)! 
They are  “Driven by The Immediacy”,  to give in The Manner to feed The Fleshly body –  from which they are to receive for the fleshly body! 

By consequence  “God”  becomes  ‘a means to their  own  end’  -  to feed  their  fleshly body! 
Hence,  everything is spun upside down onto its head to facilitate this! 

They promote  “ritual”  to feed an ultimately  decaying fleshly body. 
They are not promoting what John the Baptist and JC promoted which is to feed the mind  suitable for everlasting life  in a perfect society! 
Society only becomes perfect,  when its members imitate JC  (hence 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.)! 
Hence forsaking our life of  “The Immediacy”  to gain life for  “The Eternity”  (Matt.10v39, 16v25, Mark.8v35, Luke.9v24, 17v33). 

I hope that the reader can understand what is occurring here – when reading of these individuals behaving like this,  but more importantly,  they could be 
a reflection of us in the mirror (James.1v23-24),  and because of this,  then we should take careful note and audit ourselves! 
 
538th Comment – TCs need to carefully reason through The Evidence with people who have closed minds. 
244th Instruction – TCs are prepared to involve all elders in high-level discussions to determine Yahweh's Desire. 
245th Instruction – TCs will never bend to local pressure – they are driven to uphold Yahweh's Principals. 
Acts   15v2 og (of the having) {became to be} (middle voice)  Therefore/Then  
Acts   15v2 og (of the) {a standing (the act)}/{(demonstrating a) position/existence}/ 

/{controversy (uprising/dissension/insurrection)}/standing   
Acts   15v2 og also  (of the) {mutual questioning}/discussion/disputation/reasoning  no/not/none   
Acts   15v2 og (of the) {puny (in anything)}/short/little/small/{a while}/few  to the  Paul  also  to the  Barnabas   
Acts   15v2 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  them,  
Acts   15v2 og (they) arrangement/assigned/determined/ordained/set  (to) {go up}/arise/ascend/climb  (the) Paul   
Acts   15v2 og also  (the) Barnabas  also  {some/any/certain persons}  else/different/more/other  {from/out of}  
Acts   15v2 og {of them}  toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}   
Acts   15v2 og also  (the) {(comparative of) older}/{Elders (of the ecclesia)}  into/unto  (the) Jerusalem  concerning/about   
Acts   15v2 og of the  {search (in words)}/debate/question  {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabout  
Acts   15v2 Therefore/Then  personally  having become to be  a  {standing of opinions}/controversy  

also  not of  a  small/puny  discussion/disputation  to the  (= with)   Paul  also  to the  (= with)  Barnabas  toward/near  to them, 
they  arranged/determined  the Paul  also  the Barnabas  also  some/other different  persons  from out  of them  to go up  into/unto  
Jerusalem  towards/near  the  apostles/{appointees to tell}  also  the elders  about  of the  debate/question  concerning this. 

 

Then with Paul  also Barnabas personally having become to be in controversy towards them  (= fellow brethren) 
also  (it was)  not a small  discussion/disputation  (of circumcision being required for salvation), 
they  arranged/determined  Paul  also Barnabas,  also other different people from out of them  (= The Brethren) 
to go up unto Jerusalem toward  the apostles  also the elders about the question concerning this  (matter on circumcision)  
 

Paul and Barnabas had:  “Got it!” 
They realised that Yahweh was seeking out a wholly repentant mind that had imbued  “The Word of God”  (so that this controlled the mind of the 
recipient)  to then make  “JCg” (Rev.19v13)  the  “lord/master”  of the person  when  this person  precisely imitates JC's ministry/lifestyle. 

This is what makes a person truly  “beloved by Yahweh”  (Matt.3v15, 17v5). 
In this manner, the person has  contracted  themselves to Yahweh through JC  by covenant  for a position as  the same that JC received as JCg. 
Now clearly,  if  as James tells us at James.2v16-26,  we renege upon our agreement we made with Yahweh at Baptism to  “precisely imitate JC's 
ministry/lifestyle  (by having a  one/same  mind as JC)”,  then  in  Yahweh's Judgment  we have failed  “The Requirement”  for  “Sonship”  and thus 
cannot  be  anointed (= christ)  to become a future  Son of God! 
It is evidential that above will  never  be taught by our  worldly Christian leaders,  which shows they have about the same understanding of Yahweh's 
Plan as did these Jewish Christians who were insisting upon  “physical circumcision”  (noting what Paul taught at Rom.2v29)..    
All of which is  'strange',  because our  worldly Christian leaders claim  ‘we are saved on faith’  (as taught by their peers)  –  being precisely the  'same'  
faith as had these Jewish Christians thought saved them  (as equally taught by their peers)! 

Can the reader start to understand what is being said here? 
After attempting to guide the reader to understand how  worldly Christians  are  similar in their thinking to these Jewish Christians at the time of Paul,  
then I can move onto the next section within the verse. 
We are to follow these TC's  (apostles  [= “appointed to tell”,  by Yahweh])  example. 

When we have a difficulty in resolving an issue,  then we are to have a discussion with  “The Trusted Elders”  for guidance, 
Where: “Trusted Elders” means people who imitate JC  (being demonstrably lowly in mind over years)  thoroughly knowing their subject matter. 
“Trusted Elders” does  NOT  mean  “professional religious people”  visibly high in religious establishments  (they do  not  have a lowly mind to be 
taking,  or even accepting,  that positional place)! 
 
539th Comment – TCs will use all their time to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to anyone prepared to listen. 
246th Instruction – It is a requirement for all people claiming to be Christians to  accurately teach God's Word to anybody 
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But to be in this position,  we must  accurately  know and then understand it in the manner as did “1st Century Christians” 
83rd Good News – By imitating  “1st Century Christians”  then we personally gain great internal joy  (of which we can 
share between our  brethren/sisters)  that more people come to understand Yahweh's Righteous Plan for Human Salvation. 
Acts   15v3 og The (ones = persons)  truly/indeed/{that one}  therefore/then  
Acts   15v3 og (the being) {set forward}/escorted/aided/accompanied/{conducted forth}  under/through/inferior/below/by   
Acts   15v3 og of the  {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church,  
Acts   15v3 og (they) traversed/came/departed/went/abroad/{passed by/over/through}  the  Phoenicia  also  (the) Samaria   
Acts   15v3 og (the) {narrating through wholly}/discussing/declaring/{fully related} (middle voice, plural) 
Acts   15v3 og the  reversion/revolution/conversion  of the  gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples,  
Acts   15v3 og also  (they) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced/caused  
Acts   15v3 og (the) cheerfulness/{calm delight}/gladness/joy  (to the) all/whole/every  to the  {The Brethren}/brothers  
Acts   15v3 Therefore  the ones  (= Paul, Barnabas and other Disciples)   truly  being set forth  by  the {calling out}/ecclesia, 

they  traversed/{passed through}  the Phoenicia  also  the Samaria   
personally  discussing/declaring  the  reversion/conversion  of the  gentiles/nations, 
also  they  made/caused  the  cheerfulness/gladness  to all  the Brethren. 

 

Therefore the persons  (Paul, Barnabas and other disciples,  having)  been truly set forth by the  (Antioch)  ecclesia, 
they passed through Phoenicia  also  (through)  Samaria  (in their journey southwards unto Jerusalem of some 300 miles [480 km]) 
personally  discussing/declaring  (= explaining/publicising)  the conversion of the gentiles   (unto “1st Century Christianity”), 
also they caused  cheerfulness/gladness  to all the Brethren  
 

Phoenicia is a Mediterranean coastal strip of land about 300 km long and about 40 km wide immediately north of Israel  (extending  north/south  beyond 
the modern day Lebanon)  having the major cities of Tyre, Sidon, Byblos, Tripolis and Arwad  (Galilee is to the east of Phoenicia’s southerly part,  that 
also stretched down to include Gaza). 

What does this verse mean? 
This grouping did not rush to Jerusalem by aeroplane  (if aeroplanes had existed then),  but rather,  on their travels they taught  “The Word of God”  
(being “1st Century Christianity”)  to the various towns and villages on the way from Antioch to Jerusalem,  thereby bringing more gentiles unto  “1st 
Century Christianity”.  In addition,  this increasing number of gentiles becoming converted to  “1st Century Christianity”  would bring much joy to the 
brothers,  being a vindication of their teaching work.   Work was not given to  self-indulge  the listeners,  but rather to train them for future ministry! 
 
540th Comment – TCs are  always  welcomed by fellow  brethren/sisters  and elders. 
84th Good News – TCs are  always  positioned to give a good report of the fruits of their work within  'the field'  of service. 
Acts   15v4 og (the having) {became near}/approached/arrived/{appeared publicly}/came  And  into/unto  (the) Jerusalem,   
Acts   15v4 og (they were) {taken fully}/{welcomed (people)}/{approved (things)}/accepted/{received gladly}    
Acts   15v4 og under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church  
Acts   15v4 og also  of the  {(comparative of) older}/{Elders (of the ecclesia)}  
Acts   15v4 og (They) announced/declared/reported/showed/spoke/told  both   
Acts   15v4 og {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever (things)  the  {specific god}  
Acts   15v4 og (he) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced  
Acts   15v4 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  {of them},   
Acts   15v4 And  having approached  into  Jerusalem,   

they were  welcomed/{received gladly}  by  the  {calling out}/ecclesia  also  (by)  the elders. 
They  (= Paul, Barnabas and other disciples)  announced/reported  of both   
(1) whatsoever  things  ‘The Specific God’  (2)  did/performed  together/with  them  (in Antioch and on their journey). 

 

And  (Paul, Barnabas and other disciples)  having approached into Jerusalem, 
they were welcomed by the  {calling out}/ecclesia  also  (by)  the elders  
They  (Paul, Barnabas and other disciples)  announced of both   
(1) whatsoever things  “The Specific God”  (2) did/performed  together/with  them   (in Antioch and on the journey to Jerusalem)  
 

“The S/specific G/god”  being  “ho theos”  is of an interesting usage here,  inasmuch  “the Nominative term”  is used. 
While it is obvious the contextual reference is upon The Apostles and thus directly points to Yahweh,  there is more to this. 
We must understand The Apostles were teaching of  “The Word of God”  to The Gentiles.  We know that  “The Word of God”  is representative of JC 
(Rev.19v13)  that  “knocks at The Door”  to our reasoning minds  (Rev.3v20)  to destroy our old character and bring about The New Character as  “The 
New Creature/Creation”  (Gal.6v15)  built upon  ‘The Spiritual DNA’  of “The Word of God”.  From this,  we can understand that JCg as  “The Word of 
God”  is working in the manner of many ways and things within recipients who gladly  mould their mind upon what  “The Word of God”  yields. 
This is specifically why at 1Cor.3v6 uses the floating pointer  “ho theos” Nominative,  -  instead of the Dative, Genitive or Accusative forms of  “God”. 
We can now understand why  “ho theos”  is used and specifically of the useful split between The Entities involved in directly making the above occur! 

Yahweh  underwrote and supported the  physical environment  around these TCs teaching God's Word to the masses of people. 
JCg  as  “The Word of God”  driving their minds  (as “the master”)  operated through the TCs and into the minds of the recipients. 

It is all  very simple to understand  with no confusion  (of the Trinity myth),  but most importantly: 
It is  precisely what The Bible tells us  throughout  ALL  its pages when understanding the usage of  “ho theos”! 

 
541st Comment – There will always be people who cannot personally grasp how Yahweh's  “Plan for Mankind's 
Salvation”  must  “Righteously”  pan-out through  “The Respective Epochs of Israel”  over its  three  levels/epochs. 
247th Instruction – TCs must learn to be patient with these people  -  because not all brains are similarly able. 
Warning – repeat - Beware of people assuming positions of leadership in  “Religion”  they do  not  understand Yahweh,  
else if they did know,  then they would not take those positions -  because Yahweh shall reject them, as The Bible tells us! 
Acts   15v5 og (they) {from/out of rising up}/{to produce}/beget/{object, raise}  And  {some/any persons}  
Acts   15v5 og of the (ones = persons)  off/away/separated/from  of the  {choice (of parties)}/disunion/heresy/sect/schism  
Acts   15v5 og of the  Pharisees  (the having) committed/believed/entrusted,  
Acts   15v5 og (the) lay/lay/stating/exclaiming:  Because  {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must  
Acts   15v5 og (to) {to cut around}/circumcise  them,  (to) {transmit a message}/enjoin/urge/{(give in) charge}/declare  
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Acts   15v5 og both  (to) {watch/guard over loss/injury}/detain/maintain/{hold fast}/keep  
Acts   15v5 og the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law  (of the) Moses  

Old Testament reference located at Ex.12v44-48.   
Acts   15v5 And  some/any  persons  from/off  of the  Pharisee sect  having believed                   (= Pharisees who had become Christians), 

they  {raised up the objection},  the stating:- 
Because  it is necessary  to  urge/instruct   (these new people into Christendom)   
to both   (1)  {hold fast}/keep  the  Law/Regulation  of Moses   (and)  (2)  to  circumcise  them,   . 

 

And some people from the Pharisee sect having believed   (= they having turned away from Judaism unto  “1st Century Christianity”) 
they raised up the objection,  stating: 
   Because it is necessary to  urge/instruct  (these new Gentile Christians)  to both: 
      (1) hold fast the Law of Moses  (and)  (2) to circumcise them  (= the new Gentile Christians)  
 

Note:   Interestingly,  our  worldly Christian  leaders do  “the exact reverse”  when they ignore  “The Laws of Moses”  (being  “The Fundamental 
Bedrock”  to yield a perfected society at  “The Physical Level”),  which then required  “The Laws of JC”  (operating in The Mind,  that shall ultimately 
yield a perfect society operating at  “The Spiritual Level”)  that  “fulfils the Laws of Moses”.     
Please read Matt.5v16-18 that fully substantiates my reasoning.    
Where sadly,  many self-claimed Christians (especially the leaders)  deliberately  break  “The Laws of Moses”,  only because their mind is  not  the  
one/same  as the mind within JC  (noting our goal is to be John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
These  'Jews cum Christians'  stated:  To hold fast to  “The Law of Moses”  and to circumcise  (the males)  at the physical level. 
However holding fast to  “The Law of JC”  means that  both  men  and  women circumcise their heart at the spiritual level to then imitate JC. 
Which means that  both  men  and  women are able to become  “sons of God”,  where we shall all be  neuters  upon our resurrection  (Matt.22v30, 
Mark.12v25, Luke.20v35,  when having  “filled the Earth”,  Gen.1v28, 9v1).  Note,  the twisted translation given in worldly bibles for the Greek word  
“gume” (StrongsTM 1135).  It does  not  mean:  “Women”  should not be teaching over congregations,  but The Context of this word is regarding  “The 
Wives”  to The Elders  usurping their position over  The Appointed Elders  (within the bedroom)  to then  'gain a hold'  over the congregations!   

When understanding this was in Paul's mind,  then everything he writes becomes so very clear without contradiction! 
This understanding also exposes the apparent disunions in thought within Christendom about women teachers -  created only by  distorted  translations 
made by male translators of  ‘yester-year’  trying to hold an unreasonable position over women generally,  all of which could be completely dispelled 
with an  accurate  translation  (especially when given the [apparently ignored] context of Paul’s instruction)! 
It almost seems that Christian leaders  deliberately bend  God’s Word,  to then,  fraudulently use it as a stick to beat Yahweh!   What an abomination! 
 
248th Instruction – All TCs are of the same mind to join together and discuss any contentious issue to gain universal 
understanding which can then be given as  instruction/guidance  to fellow members of the ecclesia. 
404th Reasoning – It must be understood that Yahweh will expect TCs to  “think for themselves”  under the guidance of  
“The Word of God”  and how it is to be applied.  This is all  part of the process  of gaining  “Real Faith”.  
183rd Warning – It is essential to base any reasoning upon  “The Word of God”,  and  not  “The Word of Man”  where  
“Man's Word”  is always based upon  “Excuses”  on how  not  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  but “Man's Desire”! 
Acts   15v6 og (they were) {led together}/collected/convened/{taken in}/gathered  And  
Acts   15v6 og the  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}  
Acts   15v6 og also  the  {(comparative of) older}/{Elders (of the ecclesia)}  (to) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive   
Acts   15v6 og concerning/about  of the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  
Acts   15v6 og {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabout  
Acts   15v6 And  the  apostles/{appointees to tell}  also  the  elders  they were  collected/gathered  (together)  

to  know/understand  concerning/about  of the  word/reasoning  from/concerning  this   (matter of being circumcised or not). 
 

And the apostles  also the elders were collected   (together) 
to  know/understand  about The Word concerning this   (matter of  “Circumcision”)  
 

Obviously,  an important matter – because both JC's original disciples and the elders of the Jerusalem Ecclesia had convened together. 
 
542nd Comment – There will always be much discussion when analysing how we are to fulfil  “The Word of God”. 
405th Reasoning – It is essential for all aspects of God's Word to be brought out to ensure we personally fully understand 
how it is to be applied within our life.  This is required to gain  “Real Faith”  through assay  (for assurance/competence). 
184th Warning – We must  never  accept at face value what leaders of “Religion” teach us – because behind the charming 
lures/flattery,  what they teach  it is invariably wrong  –  when concerning Yahweh's Plan for our Ultimate Salvation! 
249th Instruction – It is  “The Responsibility of the TCs”  who  thoroughly  know/understand  their subject matter  to take 
The Lead and thus guide the members of the ecclesia in how to personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
185th Warning – Worldly Religious leaders do  not  know nor understand Yahweh,  and thus they  cannot  accurately 
represent Yahweh  -  it is in our interests to  wholly ignore them.  We must take our guidance from TCs who demonstrably 
know and understand  “The Mind of Yahweh”  (John.14v20, 17v21-26).   They are also  demure/humble  people! 
543rd Comment – Yahweh will always use His  “Early Adopters”  of  “The Word of God”  to guide  “The House of 
Israel”  through its various Epochs of Time.    
406th Reasoning –  “Why?”   Because  “The Early Adopters”  first come to Yahweh with a humble and contrite mind,  and 
then make it their business to take upon themselves  “Accountability, Ownership and Responsibility”  for  “The Word of 
God”  and thus Yahweh  is  prepared to work through them.  By contrast,  leaders of Religion demonstrably do not behave 
like this and thus Yahweh  rejects  them,  exactly as The Bible tells us in many places  (in The Old and New Testament)! 
186th Warning – It was obvious to the layperson who was a TC in “The 1st Century” CE.  Yet today it is not easy,  when 
not having the correct guidance upon which to make the correct decision.  Satan has completely skewed  “Knowledge”  
into a  “New Jesus” (2Cor.11v4, Jude.v4)  that bears no resemblance to  “The Original Jesus”.  People now look to  “The 
New Jesus” as being Yahweh's Representative,  but actually,  “The New Jesus” is “The Anti-Christ” working against TCs 
250th Instruction – TCs show themselves as being suitable for  “The Anointing”  (= “The Christ”)  by precisely imitating 
their mentor (= JC),  who as  “The Word of God”,  becomes  The Lord/Master  to control their mind. 
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Acts   15v7 og (of the) many/much/plenteous  And  (of the) {mutual questioning}/discussion/disputation/reasoning  
Acts   15v7 og (the having) {became to be} (middle voice)   (the) {standing up}/arising/{rising up}  (the) Peter  
Acts   15v7 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  toward/nearness/{accession to}  them:  
Acts   15v7 og (The) men/husbands/fellows,  (the) brothers  {specifically yourselves}  
Acts   15v7 og (yourselves) {put your mind upon}/comprehend/{acquaint yourselves with}/understand (middle voice)   
Acts   15v7 og because  off/away/separated/from  (of the) days/{periods of time}  (of the) original/primeval/{old time}  
Acts   15v7 og the  {specific god}  in  {to us}  (he) selected/{made choice}/chose/elected  (middle voice)  
Acts   15v7 og through (reason of)  of the  {‘gash in face’}/{front/edge of weapon}/mouth/edge/face  
Acts   15v7 og {of me}/I/me/mine/my  (to) hear/listen/understand/respond  the  gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples  
Acts   15v7 og the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  {good news/message}/{the gospel},  
Acts   15v7 og also  (to) {commit upon}/believe/entrust  
Acts   15v7 And  the having  (become to be}  much/plenteous  of  {mutual questioning}/disputation, 

the Peter  standing/rising  up,  he  said/commanded  towards  them:  
The  men/husbands,  the brothers;  specifically yourselves  (personally)  comprehend/ understand   
because  off/from  of the  original/old  days/{periods of time}  “The Specific God”  He  (personally)  selected/elected   within us   
through reason of  my  mouth  the  gentiles/nations  to  hear/understand  the  word/reasoning  
of the  {good news}/gospel  also  to  {commit upon}/entrust. 

 

And having become to be much disputation  (between the various people of different backgrounds regarding the necessity of  “circumcision”) 
(then)  Peter standing up commanded towards them: 
   Men,  brothers;  specifically yourselves personally comprehend   
   because from the old days  The Specific God  personally  selected/elected  within us   (= we have become “apostles” to lead The Brethren)   
   through reason of my  (Peter's)   mouth  (for)  the  Gentiles/Nations  to  hear/understand   
   the  word/reasoning  of the  {good news}/gospel  also to  {commit upon}/entrust  
 

We are told that it was  “open house”  for all opinions to be expressed  -  based upon The Scriptures,  rather than  “I think … … ”   which occurs today! 
Actually to be fair, maybe there would be much  “I think … … (the world is flat, etc.)”,  but would have been quickly dismissed by The Original Disciples 
as The Scholars amongst them.  Sadly,  this does  not  presently occur,  scholars today seem to be the prime movers of  ‘flights of fancy’  apparently to 
give themselves some presupposed authority of mind!   Unfortunately,  behind their supposed sophism,  they grossly do  not  understand their subject 
matter  in the manner Yahweh desires  –  that is why it is:  “The Babes”  (= NOT educated at seminaries,  but self-taught,  Matt.23v15, John.7v15, 
Acts.4v13,  plus all the references in The Bible under “Babes”)  who actually truly know Yahweh’s Desire  –  and furthermore,  they do it! 

Thus after everyone has had their say on  “Circumcision”  then Peter  (The Rock, Matt.16v18)  takes control of the situation. 
The Specific God  (ho theos)  of the context is to be read in this manner. 

Yahweh foreknew Peter was to become a premier leader before he was humanly conceived. 
Yahweh chose  “The Specific Time”  in history to ensure that JC was born and began his ministry with the hearkening people around him. 
JC as  “The Word of God”  personally selected Peter  (as a  non-Christian)  to become a fisher of men  (Matt.4v19, etc.). 
JC then personally selected his other disciples  (equally  non-Christians)  to teach  “The Word of God”  to hearkening recipients. 
In this manner,  The Disciples become  Messengers/{Bringers of tidings}/Angels  of  “The Word of God”  to The World. 

Can the reader see how this all righteously pans out to be harmonious it its operation? 
This is why  “ho theos”  is  used,  because  it is a  “floating pointer”  based upon context,  and it is  not  an  “absolute pointer”. 

(I explain this in much more detail elsewhere.) 
Therefore,  Peter now explains his thoughts. 
He knows that Yahweh has invited The Gentiles for  “The Anointing unto Sonship”  to Yahweh  (which is actually: “The Birthright”  originally presented 
to Abraham by Promise),  because of Cornelius’ baptism  (Acts.10v1-39).  
“The Gospel”  is  not  what our worldly Christian leaders teach us:  “Jesus died for us”   -   which sadly seems to be the  ‘sum total’  of their knowledge!  

Which then becomes a  “Gospel of Excuses” (Jude.v4)  for people who  self-indulgently  call themselves “Christians”  vainly believing in JC! 
Rather,  it is so very much more than that! 
It explains: 

“The Righteous Plan”  Yahweh is using to bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind”. 
That comprises of: 

All of the allegoric prophecies within The Tanakh to show how Yahweh’s Plan is progressively unfolding. 
It explains, “2 part life”.   Being:  2 part physical and 2 part spiritual. 
It explains how JC fulfilled  “The Laws of Moses”. 
How and why JC became  “The Ransom Sacrifice”. 
How  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  was righteously required. 
It explains why Yahweh is  ONLY  involving Himself with  “The Early Adopters”  -  and wholly ignores “Israel”  (of its  two  Epochs). 

It is  “This Knowledge”  that  righteously magnifies/extolls  Yahweh’s  Name/Authority/Character  within our minds – so that we 
sincerely want to have His Methodology truly controlling our mind   (and not a “pretence” resulting in “hypocrisy”). 
And in this manner truly separates Yahweh away from the  dross/rubbish  of  “Religion”  sourced by Satan through Men’s minds! 

But  “Christians”  most generally,  know  none  of the above – because they are  not  taught correctly  -  and that is why they can  ONLY  have  ‘blind 
faith’  being the hallmark of “Religion”  made so by its leaders for a hold over their devotees.  That is why Yahweh  detests  all  leaders of “Religion”! 

Because they are collectively  (in their own manner)  sequestrating  (off The World, being)  what belongs to Him! 
That is why we need The Millennium  (that is  never  taught  [I ‘wonder’ why?])  to give The World in its resurrected state to learn “Righteousness”  
from  “The Early Adopters”  of the previous  two  epochs of Israel  (To the Jews first and then to The Christians  [out of Jews and Gentiles], Rom.1v16). 
“The Invitation”  is that we  “commit/entrust”  on being able to personally achieve  “The Goal”. 

“The Goal is ideally to become a future  Son of God”. 
As  only  decided by Yahweh  [Matt.20v23]  and  not  pompous Man presuming to be ‘God’  enacting  beatification/canonisation  processes! 

Only stating The Obvious, – but it must be stated because of the nonsense taught by: “You know who!” 
We can only truly  “commit/entrust”  in  “The Word of God”  by  precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (hence, JC becomes our master). 

Anything else only makes us a “Christian”  in  “Name”,  but certainly  not  in  “Character and Authority”. 
That is what the atheist sees:  “The Name”,  but  no  “Character and Authority”,  where one prominent Atheist  (knowing no better)  stated: 

“The last Christian died upon The Cross!” 
He knows no better,  because of what he witnesses what Christians say and do  (therefore not having JC as The Master of their mind)! 

However in reality,  there shall be 144000 true Christians  gathered-in  by Yahweh,  and virtually all of them will  not  be the  ‘saints’  created by man! 
Perhaps people like William Tyndale murdered by the RCC some 500 years ago,  will be one of these people Yahweh choses to be part of JC’s bride. 

I hope that from my  all-embracing  ramble,  the reader is able to start to understand what was in Paul’s mind as he began his speech. 
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‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets)  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation) = The Premier Son of Almighty God 
Allegory – repeat - Heart (always)  =  “Seat of motivation”  -  being what drives us to do something with passion. 
251st Instruction – Yahweh is quite able to read The Intent,  being our driver  (1Sam.16v7).  He is rejects the outward 
show given by  self-indulgent  “Religious People”,  but looks to  “The Keen Mind”  that aims to fulfil His Desire. 
Reasoning – repeat - Heart – always means “Seat of motivation”  -  being what drives us to do something with passion. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “HS” has the composite definition:- 

1.  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits,  which is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2.  Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment (= The Universe). 

Where Yahweh,  by expressed capability in the environment,  underwrites the work of those entities having His Mind. 
Warning – repeat - The HS does  not  mean what our  worldly (and charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us  (Luke.6v39)! 
Reasoning – repeat - Why?  (1) They make worldly gain by twisting what the HS means  (by fraudulent teaching/action),  
(2) excuses them from making the HS become personal within,  if they can push it away to be an external 3rd party,  and by 
consequence  (3) personally remain  “human”  and have no need to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (1Pet.2v18-24)! 
252nd Instruction – There are like-minded people within The Gentiles,  who think and reason just like us, Jews.  Yahweh is 
inviting them to likewise,  become future  “Sons of God”.  He is grafting them into  “The Family”  through us “Jews”. 
253rd Instruction – By extension,  we  “Christians”  of The Gospel Age should not rely on “Jews” to teach us!   We have 
The Old Testament that explains Yahweh’s Plan,  and it is our responsibility to learn this like The Jews,  to then explain 
how JC answered what Yahweh laid down to be fulfilled,  thereby magnifying Yahweh in our,  and recipient’s mind! 
Acts   15v8 og Also  the  heart-knower/{able to determine a person's motivation}  (the) {specific god}  
Acts   15v8 og (he) witnessed/reported (= the person giving the evidence)  {to them} 
Acts   15v8 og (the) giving/bestowing/granting  {to them}  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
Acts   15v8 og the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin},  
Acts   15v8 og just/as/that/how/when  also  {to us}  
Acts   15v8 Also  'The Specific God'   knows the heart,  He  witnessed/reported  to them  (= the Gentiles in Acts 10v1)   

(by)  the  giving/bestowing  the   holy/pure/innocent/blameless   spirit/personality/desires/traits   to them, 
just/as  also  to us  (= Peter and fellow apostles). 

 

Also  “T/the S/specific G/god”  knows the heart/{seat of motivation}  (= able to determine the motivation of the individual in what  he/she  does) 
H/he  witnessed/reported  to them   (= the Gentiles in Acts.10v1+) 
(by)  giving  the holy  (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin})  the spirit  (= personality/desires/traits)   
to them  (= Cornelius, family and friends),   just/as  to us   (= Peter and fellow apostles 3.5 years earlier at Acts.2v1+) 
 

Again Luke carefully uses the  “ho theos”  in his precise recording of what Peter said to this gathering. 
We are being told that Yahweh is able to  ‘choose the people’  (putting people together)  to ensure that JC as  “The Word of God”  reaches them. 

Yahweh makes  The Physical  occur in the environment  (being The Meeting,  Rev.3v20),  and  JC operates as  The Spiritual  within the mind 
Therefore,  Yahweh  foreknows  The Motivation  (and sets up The Meeting),  and JC knows The Motivation  when it becomes proven. 

This is what Yahweh did with Peter  “To Invite”  Cornelius to become a future Son of God  (Acts chapter 10). 
When having  “The Word of God”  that is truly imbued within us to gain “Real faith”  (= Accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  then and only 
then  (when truly behaving like JC)  do we have the HS operating within us  -  and most certainly NOT before! 

We obviously cannot have the  one/same  mind as Yahweh,  unless we  precisely imitate  JC  (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
This is obviously: 

“Naturally”  the opposite  of what  worldly Christian leaders teach us – because their mind is that of The Opposer to what Yahweh wants! 
Yahweh wants His  “Early Adopters”  to bring in The Millennium at the 144000 trigger threshold (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4),  and Satan most certain does not 
want that to occur,  because that is the beginning of his nemeses (Rev.20v1-3)  that culminates at Rev.20v10.  Thus while he is presently ruling 
(1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4),  then he allows his representatives  (2Cor.11v13-15)  to exercise their power  (operating according to  “worldly methodology”  
–  hence making Satan their god)  over Mankind.  In the meantime,  Yahweh is  operating in parallel  (precisely as Revelations tells us)  to be drawing 
out  “His  proven perfect  Early Adopters”  (having  “The Word of God”  demonstrably operating within their mind  [Luke.17v21]).    

Can the reader understand this?  
I  thoroughly explain everything  in my  inter-verse  original commentaries to Revelations of some 770,000 words. 

Thus the people who intrinsically have a  hearkening  mind  (hence a  willing heart)  to actively imbue  “The Knowledge”  (= accurate knowledge  
sourced by Yahweh and not by Man  [Gal.1v10-12])  shall be like these Jews that  “Yahweh and JC”  had selected.   They gain  “Real Faith”  and thus 
have the  one/same  mind as Yahweh,  thereby operating with the HS  (= having an  “innocent/blameless  personality/desires/traits”). 

Does the reader fully understand what HS really means? 
The HS is  not  the nonsense that the Trinitarians have dreamt up  (to be a supposed ‘third personage’). 

We  NEVER  see the HS mentioned as a  ‘third personage’  when Yahweh and JC are mentioned together as Personages  (which  'seems strange')! 
(See also my commentaries at Matt.12v31-32, Mark.3v28-29, etc.) 

Yet,  we see  ‘ourselves’  (if deemed as TCs)  as  “The Third Personage”  in passages at John.14v20, 17v20  (and  no  HS is mentioned). 
All this tells us that: 

The Holy Spirit becomes personalised  within  any  “Reasoning Entity”  who  “thinks and reasons like Yahweh”. 
Effectively,  the HS becomes  ‘the glue’  that binds all hearkening,  reasoning entities through JC as  “The Word of God”. 

When  we understand this,  then  we can get into the mind of the Trinitarians,  and realise:   
“The Reason”  why  they push the HS into an  external  “Third Personage”  is that it  excuses  them from attaining the HS to be  within  
themselves,  inasmuch they excuse themselves from having a mind like Yahweh!    Hence  “The Gospel of Excuses”  –  of a  “New Jesus” 

It is all quite saddening: 
'They are personally   'shutting the door to Sonship'  (Matt.23v13)  for themselves,  because they  do not  want a mind like Yahweh! 

Which can only be achieved by gaining  “Real Faith”  built upon  accurate knowledge,  thoroughly assayed to gain assurance,  and then be operating 
upon  “The Tested Knowledge”  (to ensure that it  has  come from Yahweh and  not  Man)  with fidelity in our works/actions. 

This is the background behind what Peter  (having the HS)  is espousing to this gathering. 
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I repeat:  Worldly Christian leaders in their  ‘apparent millions’  have  zero  HS,  because their mind  is demonstrably  not  the  one/same  as Yahweh. 
They are completely  wasting their time  in respect to be doing anything that Yahweh intrinsically wants from them! 

Actually,  that is not true,  they become  a continuum  out of which Yahweh is able to draw out His  “Early Adopters”,  and so they  ‘are of some use’! 
I explain all this reasoning elsewhere. 
 
254th Instruction – Neither Yahweh,  nor JCg are respecters of people  (being of their social standing)! 
The only criterion is  “Their Heart Condition”  - Is it  contrite/humble/demur  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire? 
407th Reasoning – Yahweh will judge no person based upon social standing,  about becoming a future son of God. 
JC as  “The Word of God”  will offer  “The Invitation”  (as “The Requirements”)  to become God’s Son,  to any person. 
187th Warning – We, as representatives of Yahweh, must not place any restriction  (of whatever, demeanour/deportment 
or  what we  say/{held worldly views}  [for example in sport/politics/etc.]  that would put off an individual from coming to 
us to learn about The Word of God  [being The Invitation and future Millennium operation]).  Else, Yahweh shall reject us 
Thus, we must be wholly neutral in all worldly affairs,  so that nothing worldly will stick upon us,  as viewed from outside! 
Allegory – repeat - Heart (always)  =  “Seat of motivation”  -  being what drives us to do something with passion. 
255th Instruction – There is at least a million miles between the  “blind faith”  of  “Religion”  and the  “Real faith”  (= 
accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  that comes from “1st Century Christianity”  based upon “The Word of God”! 
Acts   15v9 og Also  {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  
Acts   15v9 og (he) {separated thoroughly}/{withdrew from}/hesitated/doubted/wavered/considered/ 

/discerned/discriminated/distinguished  
Acts   15v9 og {betwixt (of place or person)}/{intervening (time)}/adjoining/between/mean/while/next  
Acts   15v9 og {of/from us}  both  also  {of them},   
Acts   15v9 og to the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (the having) cleansed/cleaned/purged/purified  
Acts   15v9 og the  hearts/{seats of motivation}  {of them}  
Acts   15v9 Also  He  discerned/discriminated/distinguished  nothing  between   both  (1)  of us   also   (2)  {of them}, 

having  cleansed/purified  their  hearts/{seats of motivation}  in the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 
 

Also  H/he  discerned/distinguished  nothing between both  (1) of us  (as Jews)  also  (2) of them  (as Gentiles), 
having  cleansed/purified  their hearts  (= seats of motivation)  in the  (Real)  faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  
 

That is The Crux of Paul’s reasoning,  because Yahweh is not a discriminator of persons  (Acts.10v34-35)  and neither is JC  (Matt.22v16)  and therefore 
“The Invitation for Sonship”  during The Gospel Age is  open to any person.  The TCs must  not  differentiate between people by either of their status or 
disposition  (James.2v1-14).  The only thing that separates people is their  heart/{seat of motivation}: - Are they interested in pursuing with God’s Word?  
Therefore,  the TC becomes  innocent/blameless/holy  in the broadcast of God’s Word,  because they have shown no discrimination in their teaching. 
Else,  an accusing finger could always be pointed towards any TC,  and the words said by a disgruntled person about them:   

I was not resurrected as a “Son of God” because of that specific Son of God,  when as a TC,  rejected me from receiving “The Word of God”.    
This accusation shall  never  be justifiably made  (because of Luke.12v2-3  [for all individuals throughout the spectrum of personalities]). 
Paul is telling us that provided the recipient has a  “Hearkening mind to gain Real Faith”  (= “motivated to learn, test and then do”)  then  “The Word 
of God”  as The Master,  will direct their mind to have a purified heart.  Inasmuch the now purified heart is motivated to go in the correct direction  
(away from fulfilling worldly desires,  and  educated/focused  in the correct direction to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire). 
Important clarification. 

Firstly,  wholly ignore what  worldly Christian leaders’ state!   
They really do  not  have a mind of Yahweh! 

“The Cleansing of The Heart”  is most certainly a  two-way  process. 
It is  not  a  one-way  process as taught by our  worldly Christian leaders,  where they fraudulently teach:   

“JC cleans our heart”  (by association that we supposedly  ‘believe in him’)! 
This is a fraudulent lie! 

It is important to understand the process: 
Firstly,  we must want to reform ourselves! 
Secondly,  we must wholly repent.  This means  (1) never doing those things again,  (2) we give recompense to the recipients of our bad behaviour! 
Thirdly,  we must learn what we are commanded to do by  “The Word of God”  which means,  “Thoroughly learning about what JC taught”. 
Fourthly,  we must thoroughly assay what JC taught so that we understand it,  gain assurance and competence to teach. 
Fifthly,  we must act with fidelity to what we have learnt and assayed. 
Then,  and  only then: 

We have cleansed our hearts upon  “The Word of God”,  by then showing we truly  “believe in him”! 
We  “believe in him”  -  by showing The World that we  precisely imitate  his ministry and deportment. 

“Naturally”,  our  worldly Christian leaders teach a  “Gospel of Excuses”  (Jude.v4)  being a  “Gospel of Flattery” (2Tim.4v3-4)  where we apparently 
have no need to go through that necessary process! 
That is why Yahweh considers them as  “Fraudsters”  in supposedly representing His Standards! 

But,  how does The World know when listening to these  “Fraudsters”  operating in the manner as stated by Jude at Jude.v4? 
 
544th Comment – Peter makes a  two-part  observation: 
     1.  We must not question Yahweh's Decision to invite Cornelius even when he was not circumcised to The Law. 
     2.  How can we impose  “The Law of Moses”  on the Gentiles,  when we the Jews,  could not even keep them! 
408th Reasoning – Peter makes the connection that it is not The Law that is to save them  -  because they could not keep it!   
So it must be something else,   inasmuch The Invitation was given to Cornelius!   Peter would have realised the sincerity 
and humility within Cornelius  (Acts.10v25+)  shown over many years in the bringing of friends to see Peter. 
Clearly it was more than The Law,  it was rather The Heart being motivated to try and fulfil The Law as sourced by God. 
188th Warning – All the above is unintelligible to our professional leaders of “Religion”  taking,  rather than freely giving 
Acts   15v10 og now/present/immediate  therefore/then  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  
Acts   15v10 og (yourselves) test/endeavour/scrutinise/assay/examine/prove/tempt  the  God  
Acts   15v10 og (to) {place upon}/impose/lay  
Acts   15v10 og (the) {joined by yoke}/{coupled through servitude}/{the beam (of the balance)}  over/upon/concerning  
Acts   15v10 og the  throat/neck  of the  learners/pupils/disciples,  whom/which/that  {not too}/neither/none/nor  
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Acts   15v10 og the  fathers/forebears  {of/from us}  {not too}/neither/none/nor  {we ourselves}  
Acts   15v10 og (we) {had/exercised force}/{be able}/{can do}/{be of strength} 
Acts   15v10 og (to) {(idea of) removal}/{take up}/bear/lift/endure/sustain? 
Acts   15v10 Therefore  now,  

who  (of)  yourselves  test/assay/examine  the  God  (= Yahweh)                (being what He proposes to occur in The Environment) 
to  {place upon}/impose  the  {joined by yoke}/{coupled by servitude}  upon  the  neck  of the  learners/pupils. 
that  neither  our  fathers  nor  {we ourselves}  {be able}/{can do}  to  {take up}/bear/endure? 

 

Therefore now,  who of yourselves  (dare to)  test/examine  the God   (= Yahweh,  being what He desires to occur around us) 
to impose upon the neck of the  learners/pupils  (= the Gentiles)  a yoke of servitude   (being accountable to  “The Law of Works”) 
                   (= entering into  “The 1st Covenant”  based upon  “The Law of Moses”,  yielding a  “Judgment only made upon Works”.) 
that neither our fathers nor we ourselves can do to endure  (Rom.3v23)? 
 

This is actually a  two-part  observation made by Peter,  as I amplify below:- 
Peter lays it on the table before them: 

Who of you dare scrutinise Yahweh's decision to invite The Gentiles,  starting with Cornelius  ( not  circumcised to “The Law of Moses”)! 
How can we (Jews)  impose something upon the gentiles,  when we (Jews)  could not even keep  “The Law of Moses”  ourselves? 

Now that was like a missile striking home! 
That is why the  physical circumcision represented male entry  into  The Priesthood  of  “The 1st Covenant”  that  only  JC  could surpass. 
Once JC was able to become  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  to fulfil  “The 1st Covenant”  then  he could  righteously  enact  “The 2nd Covenant” which was 
inaugurated at his murder,  and reciprocated by Yahweh at his resurrection.    

JC glorified Yahweh when he was alive,  and Yahweh glorified JC at his resurrection  to be  “The King in Waiting”  (John.17v1-2, etc.,),  in 
precisely the  one/same  manner as occurred to David  (archetypical JC)  some 1000 years earlier  (1Sam.16v7-13). 

It is crucial to understand: 
JC laid down as  “The Standard”  that made himself successful  to fulfil  “The Law of Moses”! 

It is this  “New Standard”  that forms  “The 2nd Covenant”  that is equally open to  both men and women  because unlike JC born a male to fulfil The 
Prophecies,  both men and women shall be resurrected as neuters.  Hence righteous,  where  The Physical  (laid down for The Jews)  is  “The 
Forerunner”  to  The Spiritual  (laid down for The Christians). 
I could expand this over perhaps two pages of commentary  (as I do elsewhere in my other commentaries),  but this is beyond the scope of this verse. 
The point I am making is there are many,  many prophetic allegories that extend what Peter is teaching us here,  to include The Gentiles in what now 
becomes an open Invitation to The World  (of both men and women)  to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  when having attained a mind like his.  
Importantly we now  become judged upon The Mind  that naturally  yields The Works commensurate with what operates within The Mind. 

So while we are being judged upon The Mind,  we are judged also on Works!  
Importantly,  being judged upon  positive works for an elevation to Sonship to Yahweh,  rather than  negative works that resulted in death. 

Absolutely  all  people  (to include The Jews)  before  JC's Ransom Sacrifice shall be give a  free pass into The Millennium  by JC's Ransom sacrifice. 
They lose  nothing  more than what  was originally promised  to Adam and Eve – “everlasting life within a perfected DNA fleshly body”  (if 
they reform their mind in The Millennium.  Hence wholly righteous.  They have no judgment made upon them by Yahweh  (except to yield  
“The Early Adopters”  as The Prophets spiritually speaking forth  “The Word of God”  to physically yield  “The Word of God” [= JC]). 

However,  for people  after  JC's ransom sacrifice,  then Yahweh's Judgment yields a  THREE  way Judgment  (for  only  “Christians”). 
All non-Christians  follow precisely the same route as  ALL  people who lived  before  JC's Ransom Sacrifice. 

But for  “Christians”,  there is a  righteous  “Three Way Judgment”. 
The Ideal -  is to be part of  “The Bride of Christ” (Rev.21v2, 9).  Only available to 144000 individuals. 
The Acceptable -  is to be part of the resurrected non-Christians.   This is perhaps very approximately 99% of all Christians. 
The Rejects -  is to be charlatan Christian leaders,  hence iniquitous.  They shall  never  be resurrected,  as part of Judas' 13th tribe of Israel. 

I thoroughly explain all this to the lowest level elsewhere  (see for example my commentaries at Matt.11v21, Luke.10v13, covering one aspect),  -  but 
only introduce these concepts at The High Level here,  else these commentaries become so long if I start repeating verbatim what has been written in my 
other commentaries.   I am trying to show to the reader the enormous number of linkages that are almost like the neuron connections within The Brain. 
I am only giving an infinitesimal amount within my commentaries,  but they are so necessary to separate “1st Century Christianity”  from  “Religion”. 

“Religion”  exists for its leaders to live as parasites off the backs of their devotees! 
 
545th Comment – It is through the gifts that JC as “The Word of God” is able to yield,  that transforms us as stated below. 
‘Allegory’ - repeat - Gift/favour/benefit = Of the Gospel taught is two part. Though much deeper,  the high level is: 

1.   “The Word of God”  bringing personal reform into our mind to give us protection from the damaging effects  
       worldly methodology would bring upon ourselves and to our neighbour. 
2.   Explaining how Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”  is to operate over a 2 part life. 

It is the composite operation of these two things that yields to a perfected society in The Culmination. 
409th Reasoning – It is The Transformation within a  humble/contrite  mind made possible by  “The Complete 
Knowledge”  of “The Word of God” (= JC)  wholly inculcated that enables us to be saved  as a TC  from what is  “The 
2nd Death of Annihilation”  if  we fulfil Yahweh's Desire and thus become a future  “Son of God”. 
410th Reasoning – Thus it is not  “The Old Covenant”  under  “The Law of Moses”  that is able to save,  but rather The 
Transformed Mind made possible by The Word of God (= JC)  within both Jew and Gentile that saves. 
Warning –  repeat - All the above is unintelligible to our leaders of “Religion”  taking,  rather than freely giving. 
Acts   15v11 og But  through (reason of)  of the  grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit  (of the) lord/master  
Acts   15v11 og (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah  (we) {commit upon}/believe/entrust  
Acts   15v11 og (to be) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved,   
Acts   15v11 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   whom/which/that  
Acts   15v11 og {a turn (in mode or style)}/{change in deportment/character}/manner/means/way  
Acts   15v11 og (they) {likewise that/those}/{even he/them also}    
Acts   15v11 But  through reason  of the  gifts/favour/benefit  of the  lord/master  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed, 

we  (as 1st Century Christians”)   {commit upon}/entrust  to be  delivered/saved/preserved, 
according to  what  turning/{change in character}/{new way}  {they likewise}/{them also} 

 

But through reason of the  gifts/favours/benefits  of the  lord/master   (= as  “The Word of God”  to wholly control our mind) 
of the Jesus of the  Christ/Anointed   (setting  “The Goal”  of  “The Anointing”  for  “The Early Adopters”  to imitate and thus achieve) 
we  (as “1st century Christians”)  commit upon  (by precisely imitating JC’s deportment/lifestyle)  to be  delivered/saved/preserved, 
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according to what change in character  (away from our former human state)  they  (= Gentiles)  likewise  (can achieve)  
 

JC as  “The Word of God”  educates our mind to  actively  avoid worldly problems that debilitate uneducated worldly minds! 
That is precisely what the first line of this verse means! 

The problem is that the vast majority of Christians are  “very worldly”  inasmuch they either:- 
     1.  Do not know  “The Word of God”,  and thus not be educated to know what to avoid  (even though they may claim to be most devout Christians). 
     2.  They know  “The Word of God”  but still prefer to follow  “worldly methodology”  (even though they will state they must be devout Christians). 
Which is pretty much as JC described at Matt.13v18-22. 
Again,  I expand everything elsewhere in my other commentaries with many examples. 

Peter is speaking to  “Like Minded People”  in  The One/Single  Ecclesia.   
Today  it is precisely  The Opposite,  totally fragmented and alien to what  “The Word of God”  is supposed to yield within humans. 
     (Interestingly,  perhaps many of the devotees are genuinely trying to get to Yahweh,  but that cannot be said of their leaders.) 

Thus Peter uses the word  “We”. 
It is completely ridiculous to use the inclusive  “we”  today,  because virtually no one has  “Real Faith”  of its  three required attributes. 
Yet  “we”  is  inclusive within and throughout the 144000 TCs,  as  “The One Flock that knows The Shepherd's voice”  (John.10v1-9). 

Now understanding the true significance in the word  “we”,  then,  ‘we’  understand  “The Context”  behind what Peter is teaching us here. 
It is: 

People  judged by Yahweh  as being TCs  (demonstrably  committed/entrusting  in JC by works [= imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle])  who 
shall achieve  guaranteed  salvation upon resurrection as future  'Sons of God'. 
It is because the TCs imitate JC,  then the hearkening recipient has truly changed in character from a previously worldly person. 

(Note:  Salvation is righteously  not  “guaranteed”  for any other resurrected human  [except  only  for the 144000 TCs as  the 
proven  {to have imitated JC} “Early Adopters”  of The Gospel Age during the 1st part of their physical life].) 

So Peter reasons:- 
If we,  as Jews,  can do it  (as shown by the  “we”  within this grouping)  then so can  certain members  within The Gentiles! 
With the implication that  “we”  as  “The Ecclesia/{Calling out}”  must  “invite”  them  (= gentiles)  with  “accurate knowledge”. 

Else,  the condemnation is upon our own head  –  if  “we” put them off with burdensome laws that no one can abide  (Rom.3v23)! 
 
546th Comment – These people respected The Authority of Peter, and were also prepared to listen to Paul and Barnabas,  
because Paul and Barnabas had proved themselves worthy after their 1st Missionary Journey! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets)  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation) = The Premier Son of Almighty God 
411th Reasoning – Therefore it was JC as  “The Word of God”  operating within Paul and Barnabas that yielded spiritual 
prodigies within the recipients hearkening to what was taught to them.  However, it was Yahweh physically operating 
within The Environment to further support The Missionaries within their work,  as we shall read earlier. 
85th Good News – Both Yahweh and JC were working within and around Paul and Barnabas to yield the next generation 
of TCs,  not only within the Jews,  but even amongst the Gentiles. 
Acts   15v12 og (it was) {kept silent/closed}/{held as peace or secret}  And  (the) all/whole/every   
Acts   15v12 og the  {large number}/throng/populace/bundle/company/multitude,  
Acts   15v12 og also  (they) heard/listened/understood/responded  (the) Barnabas  also  (the) Paul  
Acts   15v12 og (of the) {considering out (aloud)}/rehearsing/unfolding/declaring/telling/explaining/relating (middle voice)   
Acts   15v12 og {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever (things)   
Acts   15v12 og (he) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced  the  {specific god}  
Acts   15v12 og (the) indications/signs/miracles/tokens/wonders  also  (the) prodigies/omens/wonders   
Acts   15v12 og in  to the  gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples  through (reason of)  {of them}  
Acts   15v12 And  the  whole   throng/company/multitude  was  {kept silent}/{held as peace}. 

Also  they  heard/listened/understood  the  Barnabas also Paul  (personally)  {considering out aloud}/{verbally unfolding/explaining} 
whatsoever  things  ‘The Specific God’  He  did/yield/produce   
the  indications/signs/tokens  also  prodigies/omens/wonders   within  the  Gentiles/Nations   through reason  of them. 

 

And the whole company  (of the Jerusalem ecclesia)  was kept silent  
Also they  heard/listened  (to)  Barnabas  also Paul  relating/{giving account}  (of)  whatsoever  things    
“T/the  S/specific  G/god”  H/he  did/yield  (during Paul’s 1st Missionary Journey)   
(being)  the  indications/signs  also the  prodigies/omens  within the  Gentiles/Nations  through reason of them  
        (=  “Them”  being the amazing changes within people, also the signs as described earlier,  because of  The Apostles  teaching “The Word of God”) 
 

All very sound wisdom as sourced by Peter.   The elders all listened to what The Apostles had to say. 
Barnabas and Paul explained of all the events occurring during their 1st Missionary Journey,  where  “The Power”  of  “The Word of God”  was able to 
convince people to turn away from worldly methodology  (to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt)  unto Yahweh’s Methodology  (to edify our neighbour 
to our own hurt).  Yahweh’s Methodology shall ultimately succeed within The Millennium under The Authority of the  then-to-be  ruling “Early 
Adopters”  guided by the headship of JCg  (Rev.19v16). 
Again we read of  “ho theos”  being used here. 
To repeat my accusation:  Our scholars have missed  “The Obvious”  for the last some 1700+ years as to why this term is used. 
It is  “a floating pointer”  to be used upon the context of the subject matter. 
We understand here from the accounts that would have been given by Barnabas and Paul,  the following:- 

JCg as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  was The Power within The Mind to cause  spiritual  reform within hearkening recipients. 
Yahweh as The Ultimate Authority  physically  suppressed opposition or brought relief as required  (for example, Acts.13v11, 14v10). 

Hence the use of the relative pointer “ho theos”  for the  multilevel  interaction.  In no manner does it lend any support to the Trinity myth! 
The Bible distinctly teaches us of Two Separate Entities,  having the ability to separately reason,  where one (JC)  is subordinate to The Other (Yahweh) 
and  “the subordinate”  freely chooses to do The Will of The Superior  (Matt.26v39, 42).   However,  Trinitarians  ignore  what The Bible teaches us! 

What happened in this verse occurred  because  The Apostles  fulfilled Yahweh's Desire. 
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547th Comment – James,  the half-brother of JC,  takes up the baton to show that Yahweh has  “Moved On”  with His  
“Most Righteous Plan to bring forth Human Salvation”. 
Acts   15v13 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  And  the  
Acts   15v13 og (to) {keep silence/close}/{hold as peace or secret}  them  
Acts   15v13 og (he) {concluded for oneself}/responded/{began to speak}/answered  (the) James  
Acts   15v13 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:  
Acts   15v13 og (The) man/husbands/fellows,  (the) {The Brethren}/brothers  
Acts   15v13 og (yourselves) hear/listen/understand/respond  {of me}/I/me/mine/my  
Acts   15v13 And  after  they  {kept silent}/{held as peace}, 

The James he  {concluded for himself}/answered   stating/exclaiming: 
The  men/husbands,  my  brethren  yourselves  hear/listen/understand:  

 

And after they  (of the Jerusalem ecclesia)  kept silent, 
James answered stating: 
   Men/Husbands,  my brethren yourselves  hear/listen/understand: 
 

After Barnabas and Paul gave their account  (of which I would have thought,  lasted for a few hours)  then James  (JC's DNA half-brother,  Matt.13v55, 
27v56, Mark.6v3, 15v40, 16v1, Luke.6v16, 24v10)  takes the lead in the proceedings  –  using his knowledge base,  attained from both his parents and 
JC's  self-learning  would have  'rubbed-off'  on him as a sibling. 
 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets)  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation) = The Premier Son of Almighty God 
548th Comment – It is Yahweh Who instructed by invitation,  Peter to go to Cornelius and invite him into  “The Family of 
Yahweh”  as exhibited by The Roman, Cornelius,  receiving the HS  (in the manner I explain at Acts.10v34+). 
412th Reasoning – James make the obvious statement: 

Yahweh has invited any person of The Gentiles who has  “The  One/Same  Mind”  as that which operates within 
any Jew desiring to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  (which is to precisely imitate JC's name/character/authority. 

256th Instruction – This must be  our  goal:  Thoroughly learn everything about JC including all the support structure 
within The Old Testament,  rigorously assay it and then operate with fidelity upon what has been thoroughly assayed. 
189th Warning – “Leaders of Religion” do not make this our primary requirement because they have  no  desire to be 
exposed as hypocrites,  and thus they only promote worthless  “Blind Faith”  built upon shifting sand! 
Acts   15v14 og (The) Simeon  (he has) {considered out (aloud)}/rehearsed/unfolded/declared/told/explained/related   
Acts   15v14 og just/as/that/how/when  firstly/before/{at the beginning}/chiefly  the {specific god}  
Acts   15v14 og (he) {inspected over}/selected/{went to see/relieve}/{looked out}/visited (middle voice)   
Acts   15v14 og (to) {get hold of}/{take up/away}/have/receive  in  (the) gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples  
Acts   15v14 og (the) populace/{grouping of people}  into/unto  to the  name/character/authority  (of the) him  
Acts   15v14 The  Simon  (Peter)   he has  {considered out aloud}/{verbally unfolded/explained} 

just/as   ‘The Specific God’   firstly/{at the beginning}  He  (personally)  {inspected over}/{went to see} 
to  {get hold of}/{take up/away}  the  {grouping of people}  unto  the  name/character/authority  of the  Him  in the  Gentiles/nations. 

 

Simon  (Peter)  has  related/{given account}  just/as  “T/the  S/specific  G/god”  firstly  (with Cornelius,  Acts.10v1+) 
H/he  personally inspected over to get hold of the grouping of people unto His  name/character/authority  in the  Gentiles/nations  
 

James states: 
     “ho theos”  has operated at the  required  TWO  levels:  JCg within the mind as the spiritual,  and Yahweh within the environment as the physical. 
This process becomes an inspection over “Israel”,  noting its operation over two Epochs to yield  both  the spiritual and fleshly parts within each Epoch. 
Where: 
       “The Spiritual” (head)  part in both epochs  (Jews and then Christians)  yields  “The Early Adopters”  (as “The Remnant” to become “The Heirs”). 
       “The Fleshly” (body)  part in both epochs  (Jews and then Christians)  yields  “The Majority”  (to become “The Inheritance” after resurrection). 

(Out of which come “The Late Adopters”  if  they learn to truly “believe in JC”  =  imitate JC in the 2nd part of their physical life.) 
While James was born a Jew,  he is  not  speaking about The Jews,  but he is speaking about  “The New Christians”,  who in this instance had to face 
much opposition.  This persecution became  “The Sieve”  producing many people who  were  truly aiming to become TCs and they also had the apostles 
teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  to know of  “The Target”  which is  “The Goal of Sonship”   (= “The Anointing”  as  “Christ”).    
Sadly,  none  of this is taught today  -  because our leaders of Christendom have  not the faintest idea of what it is,  and if they did,  then they would have 
absolutely  no  intention of teaching it by either word or deed!    They are deliberately silent about which Yahweh shouted out in  “His Word”  through 
“The Early Adopters”! 

Thus,  James is speaking about The TCs who shall be elected from out of The Gentiles. 
It is only referenced to the TCs,  because it is only they who come within the  “name”,  but importantly  also the  “character and authority”. 

Where,  as I consistently state:    
            TCs show the  character and authority  of JC to The World,  and  other  people  (external assessors)  say these TCs come in the  name  of JC. 
           Worldly Christians claim to come in the  name  of JC,  and  other  people  (e.g. atheists)  see  no  character or authority  of JC within them! 
 
549th Comment – It must be understood for  “1st Century Apostles”  to quote scripture as that which is to follow means 
they thoroughly knew The Tanakh  (Old Testament).   Can the same be said today?   The answer is an obvious: “No!” 
257th Instruction – We must be able to personally quote by memory The Bible line by line as required during a discussion. 
To support  “The Means”  (= JC), “The Invitation”  (to Sonship)  and “The Millennium” (to righteously give all people a 
2nd opportunity to reform within a perfected world)  thus exhibiting Yahweh's  Righteousness/Magnificence/Omnificence. 
Acts   15v15 og Also  {in/with/by  this}/{the same}  
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Acts   15v15 og (they) {be harmonious}/{to accord (suitable/concur)}/{stipulate (by compact)}/{agree (together)}   
Acts   15v15 og the  words/sayings/topics/reasonings  of the  prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers   
Acts   15v15 og just/as/that/how/when  (it has been) written/scribed/engraved  
Acts   15v15 Also  {in this}/{the same}   the  words/sayings/reasonings  of the  prophets/{inspired teachers} 

they  (= the words)   {be harmonious}/{in accord}/{agree together}  just/as  it has been  written: 
 

Also in this  (matter)  the  words/sayings/reasonings  of the prophets agree together just as it has been written: 
    (“The Matter”  of  Yahweh through JC has extended  “The Invitation to Sonship”  unto The Gentiles) 
 

James continues: 
The prophets prophesied about this process of The Invitation  (being how  “1st Century Christianity”  righteously answers  “Judaism”) … …  

 
550th Comment – James now recognises:  His half-brother JC became The Means for “Sonship” then Yahweh is seeking 
out any person who is prepared to imitate him – to become worthy as a “Co-heir” alongside JCg in The Millennium. 
69th Prophecy – Yahweh will  “Overturn”  “The Old Covenant”  which only was given in respect to Jews. 
413th Reasoning – JC’s Mind  (being Yahweh’s Methodology operating within it)  overturned The Judgement based upon 
Works.  The Judgment is now based upon The Mind  -  being how The Mind is to reform and become Christ-like. 
Thus all people within The World who were prepared to change from  “The Old Way” of the 1st part of our spiritual life  
based upon worldly methodology to  “The New Way”  based upon Yahweh’s Methodology can enter Yahweh’s Family. 
Allegory – repeat - Tent/Tabernacle = “Mobile covering”,  means the  “Spiritual (Knowledge) covering over our mind”,  
as an umbrella covering on how we think, reason and behave in our lives within society.  This becomes the “Controlling 
Methodology”  that  “covers our life”  and what we do within it. 
163rd Allegory – King David (always)  =  “Archetypical of JC”  -  Prophet/King/Shepherd/etc.   
Instruction – repeat - King David thought in the same manner as Yahweh  (like the TCs,  hence John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
414th Reasoning – Yahweh worked through King David  (as likewise through JC)  and  “Built up Israel”,  but  “Israel” 
was ultimately pulled down by Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon,  because Yahweh allowed it to occur, due to its waywardness.   
The identical is occurring,  and shall be fulfilled,  because “Christendom”  has become  equally polluted by “Religion”. 
70th Prophecy – Yahweh will  “Build-up”  “The New Covenant”  from what JC laid down as the stone  (Dan.2v35,45)  to 
gain His future Spiritual Temple  (= the 144000 TCs)  from out of The Gospel Age and then allow The World to destroy 
Christendom  -  just as he allowed The Romans to do at 70 CE to The Jews and of their “Physical Temple”. 
415th Reasoning – It must be clearly understood: 

Yahweh is seeking out His “Early Adopters”  to prove themselves to The World  (as leaders for The New World) 
When He has these “Early Adopters”  then He allows  “That Epoch of Israel”  to sink and become only a “By-word”. 
He gains His “Early Adopters” who prove themselves to deliver JC’s 1st Advent.  Yahweh then closes The Jews at 70 CE. 
He gains His “Early Adopters” who prove themselves to deliver JC’s 2nd Advent.  Yahweh closes Christians “Very Soon”! 
Yahweh then uses JCg and The Early Adopters to gain “The Remnant of The Resurrected World to return back to Him”. 
It is so plain to see,  so obvious,  and precisely what The Bible tells us as written through millennia,  – but ignored today! 
190th Warning – Just ignore  “Professional leaders of Religion”  in precisely the  one/same  manner as does Yahweh! 
Acts   15v16 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  these (things)   
Acts   15v16 og (I will) overturn/return/{busy one’s self}/behave/converse/conduct/deportment,  
Acts   15v16 og also  (I will) {repeated construction}/rebuild/{build again}  the  tent/{cloth hut}/habitation/tabernacle  
Acts   15v16 og (of the) David  the  (having) alighted/{gently fell down}/fallen,  
Acts   15v16 og also   the (things)   (having been) undermined/destroyed/{dug down}/ruined  (of the) her/it/same,  
Acts   15v16 og (I will) {repeated construction}/rebuild/{build again},  
Acts   15v16 og also  (I will) {straighten up}/{lift (set) up}/{make straight}  (the) her/it/same  

Old Testament reference located at Amos.9v11-12. 
Acts   15v16 After these  (things)   I  (Yahweh [through JC])   will  overturn/rescind     (what was constituted earlier) 

also  I  (Yahweh [through JC])   will  rebuild/reassemble  the  tent/tabernacle         (= The Covenant of Works that covered humans) 
of the  (King) David  haven fallen              (= inasmuch it was not fit for purpose for humans,  but only JC could surpass it) 
also  the  (things)   having been  undermined/ruined  of  her/it/same                     (= all humans having failed The Covenant) 
I  (Yahweh [through JC])   will  rebuild/reassemble             (= The New Covenant of The Mind,  as laid down by JC’s ministry/deportment) 
also  I  (Yahweh [through JC])   will  {straighten up}  her/it/same.    (= make fit for purpose  =  to enable humans to pass The Requirements) 

 

After these things  I  (Yahweh [through JC])  will  overturn/revoke   (“The Old Covenant”  [Laws of Moses]  based solely upon “Works”) 
also  I  (Yahweh [through JC])  will rebuild the  tent/tabernacle   (= “The Mobile Covering”  over us that  goes wherever we go) 
              (Inasmuch there is no escape from where The Tabernacle covers us at  “night” [under “Satan’s present methodology” 1John.5v19, Eph.2v2])  
              (“The Tabernacle”  is represented by  “The 1st and 2nd Covenants”  that did and shall replace  “worldly methodology”  –  by contract) 
of the  (king) David haven fallen   (being what covered David  [not allowed to build The Fixed Temple {representative of The 144000 TCs}]) 
also the  (things)  having been undermined of  her/it/same   (= all humans failed  “The 1st Covenant”,  Rom.3v23) 
              (Noting that it was required for JC to demonstrate the necessity of Purified Mind,  and thus able to pass  “The 1st Covenant”  based on Works) 
              (Inasmuch  “The Body follows The Mind”,  thus get  “The Mind correct”,  then  “righteous works follow”!) 
I  (Yahweh [through JC])  will rebuild   (= “The Fixed Temple”  of the 144000 TCs based upon  “The New Covenant”  laid down by JC) 
also  I  (Yahweh [through JC])  will straighten up  her/it/same   (= “The New Covenant”  becomes  “fit for purpose”  to yield  Human Salvation). 
 

Just begs the question within some people’s minds: 
Why couldn’t Yahweh  ‘get it right’  in the first place,  without the use of this 2 stage process as described here? 

It is simply answered,  by stating: 
It is nothing about Yahweh  'getting it wrong',  but rather,  the problem is with  us,  as  “humans”! 

The situation is that the  absolute vast majority  of people:    “Do  not  take advice!”    They always think:  “They know better”! 
Sadly,  they need to personally experience  “The Results”  of their chosen course of action  -  because they always think:   “It will not happen to me!” 
The point behind all this is that  -  Yahweh  knew  this would occur! 
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Yahweh told JCg to expect this  before  he (= JCg)  created   “The Culmination of Life”  on this planet  =  “Mankind”. 
Moreover,  Yahweh also told JCg to expect Mankind to annihilate itself about 6000 years after the  step-creation  of Adam/Eve  (above  the existing 
animal-like humanoids  [hence the comments at Gen.4v14-17])  -  unless JCg could righteously offer himself as a ransom sacrifice to balance  “sin”.   
In addition,  from this one act,  his creation could  “righteously”  (according to Yahweh's requirements for an entity's continued existence within  “His 
Universe”)  be given a  “2 part life”  (see my glossary),  thereby being able to personally learn from  “The Results of our mistakes”. 

Therefore,  Yahweh had to formulate a solution to this problem  (which becomes the basis of the first Bible prophecy at Gen.3v15). 
Importantly.  this formulation had to be  wholly righteous  for  every  individual  within  “The Scheme”! 
Else  “a finger of accusation”  could be laid against Yahweh  –  that  “The Ultimate Arbitrator” (= Yahweh)  is  ‘not righteous’! 

This shall  never  occur  -  because Yahweh is “Holy ”  (= innocent/blameless/pure/{separate from this world of sin}). 
Therefore:   What is this  “Righteous  [for  all  entities]  Scheme”? 

I have explained the basics within my parenthesis embedded within the verse,  which was given in prophecy about 700 years before  JC made  “The New 
Tabernacle”  (= The 2nd Covenant”)  possible under a new tribal line,  all as prophesied some 600 years earlier by Jeramiah at Jer.31v31-33,  all of 
which James knew within his mind,  enabling him to speak boldly now. 
It must be clearly understood that JC is The Stone  (Dan.2v35,45)  that builds  “The New Mountain/Authority”  of  “The Spiritual Temple”  (of 
Revelations)  comprising of the 144000 TCs elected from out of The Christian Nation during The Gospel Age  (Matt.20v16, 22v14, 1Pet.2v5-9).  
Once  Yahweh has these individuals  proven themselves to The World  (as did William Tyndale – for example)  then  Yahweh shall allow The World to 
consume  “The Great Harlot of Christendom”  (Rev.19v2)  closely followed by the other “two harlots of Judaism and Islam”  immediately after  “The 1st 
Resurrection”  (Rev.19v4-9, 20v6, etc.)  during the  last 3.5 years of The Gospel Age before The Millennium is established at Rev.19v16-21, Rev.20v1-3. 

I explain all this in much more detail elsewhere within my commentaries  (Rev. chapters 17 to 19). 
Thus there is a direct  like-for-like  correspondence which has, and is occurring today,  even more so in the next decade or so  (ref to 2017 CE). 
The 2nd Epoch Israel  (= The Christian Nation)  has now fallen into absolute and complete disrepute,  totally abandoned what  “Yahweh Truly Desires”,  
by chasing after a  “New Jesus of Excuses”,  but naturally full of emotion and fervour in supporting what is  “This New Jesus”.  But this  “New Jesus”  
is  “The Anti-Christ”  because it is  “Anti-Anointing”  of the 144000 TCs to become future  “Sons of God”,  by  excusing  us,  that we  (supposedly)  
have no need to precisely imitate JC  (by only ‘believe in him’  inasmuch we  “only need believe he existed”  in the same manner as did Judas – see my 
very detailed commentary at John.6v64). 
“Babylon”  (Rev.17v5)  is renown as being  “The Source of False Religion”,  and likewise here we understand by allegory that  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  
has been overrun with  “False Religion”  and become completely desecrated from within,  throughout all its some 40,000+ schisms starting at 325 CE 
within Nicea. 
Because Christianity  (after JC)  has become  so wayward  (as did The Jews  after  King David),  then Yahweh has let Christianity become overrun by  
“Satan” (Nebuchadnezzar)  by  “False Religion” (Babylon)  now pandemic through  every layer  within it  (thus the comments at Rev.2v9,13, 8v12, 
please read my cited commentaries.) 
It must be clearly understood: 

1st Epoch Israel was  “The Physical”  representation of what Yahweh wanted  (while The World was under Satan’s methodology). 
2nd Epoch Israel was  “The Spiritual”  representation of what Yahweh wanted  (while The World was under Satan’s methodology). 

Out of the two systems above, Yahweh is able to righteously achieve: 
“The 3rd Epoch Israel”  during The Millennium  (while The World shall be under Yahweh’s Methodology). 

Where: 
The 3rd Epoch Israel is  led  by  “The Spiritual” (head)  being  “The Early Adopters”  of  “The Previous Two Epoch”. 
The 3rd Epoch Israel  draws out  by  “The Physical” (body)  being  “The Late Adopters”  of  “The Previous Two Epoch”. 

So I ask: 
Can The Reader understand what  “The Righteous Yahweh”  is doing for us  by allegory? 

This is what  “The Early Adopters”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  were starting to understand. 
Sadly this is all gobbledygook and unintelligible to our  worldly Christian  leaders/scholars/theologians  because they do  not  have a mind like Yahweh! 

It is just like a  foreign language  to them  –  because the vast majority do  not  want to learn this  new language  (being only what JC taught)! 
They prefer The World,  and what The World can deliver to them  (John.11v47-53,   Matt.6v34, etc.). 

That is why  “The Almighty God of The Universe”  -  “Yahweh”  -  wholly  rejects  them  as being His representatives! 
It is only given to “The Babes”  (Acts.4v13, etc.)  who recognise and adore this with great praise  (expressed in their deeds)! 

 
 
551st Comment – It is  “The Remnant of Israel that returns to The Lord”  of which Yahweh seeks over 3 Epochs of Israel. 
Instruction – repeat - We must open our mind to what Yahweh is teaching us through the various  “Epochs of Israel”. 
258th Instruction – Ideally we are to become part of  “The Early Adopters”  (while under Satan’s heaven [singular]). 
We are to have “Yahweh’s Local Heaven” operating within our minds  (Luke.17v21)  to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
191st Warning – We are to avoid “Religion” like the plague  -  of which it demonstrably is,  because its leaders live off 
their devotees like wolves as we are warned at  Matt.7v15, 10v16, Luke.10v3, Acts.20v29, etc. 
259th Instruction – “Search out” means exactly that – actively work at discovering something.  It does not mean  “turn up 
a a  temple/church/mosque  and say nice  words/songs  and to have the ears flattered”!  It means working hard to discover 
how to fulfil Yahweh's Desire - which means,  “Going to The Bible and keep reading it”.  Do  not  go to a  “Religious 
Leader”,  because it is  almost a certainty  that they have  no  idea how to  truly  “fulfil Yahweh’s Desire”! 
415th Reasoning – And this becomes The Crux verse – It is not a Judgment on Works,  but The Judgment of The Mind,  
being those specific people who mentally want to fulfil Yahweh's Desire who  will  put  “The Work In”  to do just this.   
Where  “Righteous Works”  drop out naturally from a mind that desires to fulfil Yahweh's Desire.   
These people  work hard to  “search out”  The Lord,  and Yahweh  recognises  The Effort  they put in to do this! 
416th Reasoning – Thus  “The Invitation”  is now open to any person,  either  Jew or Gentile who has  the personal drive  
to wholly fulfil Yahweh's Desire and thus have truly shown to have called upon Yahweh's  Name/Character/Authority. 
Which is easily explained as:  (1) Learning how to,  and then  (2) precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
260th Instruction – Yahweh states:  It is this type of person doing these things that I recognise as  “The Remnant”! 
86th Good News – Fortunately,  there  are  specific people who become  “The Early Adopters”  in the first 2 Epochs of 
Israel that Yahweh delights to work alongside them  -  because they truly put in  “The Effort”  to fulfil His Desire. 
   (In The 2nd Epoch Israel, of the Christian Nation,  this ratio is  about  1: 30,000* Christians,  Matt.20v16, 22v14). 
192nd Warning – By contrast,  leaders of  “Religion”  do  not  actively seek to  “precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle”. 
Rather they seek to fulfil their own desire for  “The Immediacy”  that is to support their own fleshly body! 
Acts   15v17 og {whatever how}/{in the manner that}/{so that}  wish/suppose  
Acts   15v17 og (they may) {search out}/investigate/crave/demand/worship/{seek after  carefully/diligently}  
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Acts   15v17 og the (ones)  {against remaining (ones)}/{left down (behind)}/remaining/residue  
Acts   15v17 og of the  countenances/{human-beings}/men  the  lord/master  
Acts   15v17 og also  (the) all/whole/every  the  gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples,  
Acts   15v17 og over/upon/concerning  whom/which/that  
Acts   15v17 og (he/she/it has been) entitled/{invoked decision/aid}/appealed/{called upon} (middle voice)   
Acts   15v17 og he  name/character/authority  {of me}/I/me/mine/my  over/upon/concerning  them   
Acts   15v17 og (he) {lays out}/states/exclaims  the  lord/master  
Acts   15v17 og the (one)  doing/making/producing/yielding/performing/providing/practicing  these (things)  
Acts   15v17 og (the) all/whole/every  (things)  

Old Testament reference located at Amos.9v11-12.   
Old Testament reference located at Isa.10v20-22,   2Chron.6v29-33.   

Acts   15v17 So that  the  remaining/residue   of the  humans          (= Jews of Israel noting The 1st Epoch) 
wish/suppose  may  {search out}/crave/{diligently seek after}  the  lord/master        (have a mind like a slave seeking The Master’s Desire) 
also  all   the  Gentiles/nations,                     (= Christians of Israel noting The 2nd Epoch) 
concerning  whom  he/she  has  (personally)  {invoked decision/aid} /{called upon}              (by craving after The Lord/Master) 
My (= Yahweh)  Name/Character/Authority,  concerning them  He states  The Lord/Master (= Yahweh) 
(is)  the (one = Yahweh)  doing/making/yielding/performing  all  these  things.   

 

So that the residue of the humans   (elected from out of each Epoch of Israel  [Jews and then Christians]  during Satan’s tenure of The World) 
wishing, may search out the  Lord/Master   ( [1] firstly,  JC as God’s Word,  upon which once hearkened,  becomes  [2] Yahweh) 
also all the  Gentiles/nations   (being  “The Invitation”  is extended out to The Gentiles to become part of: “The Bride of Christ”) 
concerning whom   he/she  personally called upon My (= Yahweh)  Name/Character/Authority   (by imitating JC’s deportment)  
The  Lord/Master  states concerning them  (= The Early Adopters)  the one (= Yahweh)  doing/yielding/performing  these things  
               (Yahweh makes   “The Whole Scheme”  righteously possible  –  by ensuring things  align-up  in  “The Environmental Background”) 
               (Being “The Things”  required to support those specific people who fulfil Yahweh's Desire by imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
 

The last part of this verse does not mean:   
A person says something in  “The Name of God”  and expects to be answered in the manner to fulfil an animalistic desire. 

No!   This will not happen,  –  Yahweh shall justifiably ignore these type of people because they are  not  “asking correctly”  (James.4v3-4)! 
This verse is specifically speaking about  very special people  who:  “Choose to  search-out  the  lord/master”  (Matt.7v7-8). 

Again – this is a  two level   “lord/master” /  “Lord/Master”! 
The first level is to do what JC and Paul did  -  thoroughly learn  “The Word of God”  as given within The Tanakh. 
This extends into  “The New Testament”  to see how  “JC righteous answered The Tanakh”  to yield  “1st Century Christianity”. 

This requires much hard work! 
JC also became  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  because he knew Yahweh intimately from The Tanakh,  and having proved 
himself,  enabled Yahweh to  'fill him in'  during the 40 days in the wilderness  (Matt./Luke.4v1-3)  before the start of his 3.5 year 
ministry.   Thus  “The Word of God”  becomes our  lord/master  within our mind. 

The second level  only  occurs when we truly become like JC, Peter and Paul.   When humans become like JC in both ministry and lifestyle,  
then they show to The World that Yahweh has truly become their  Lord/Master,  because they wholly fulfil His Desire. 

Worldly Christians  cannot  justifiably call Yahweh their  Lord/Master,  because they have not first made  “The Word of God” (= JC)  their  lord/master. 
Therefore,  when  we have gained  “The Knowledge”,  rigorously assayed it  (to ensure that it is from Yahweh and not Man)  and  then  finally operate 
with fidelity to gain  “Real Faith”  -  then and only then,  shall we know how to  “ask correctly”  because we shall have the  one/same  mind as Yahweh. 

Sadly our  worldly Christian leaders have not reached this stage,  hence do  not  have the  one/same  mind as Yahweh and by consequence,  
Yahweh ignores them  (because of James.1v6-8, 4v3-4)! 

It is worth noting: 
We are told that JC is  “The Temple Foundation”  upon which 144000 stones are placed during The Gospel Age.  So that in The Millennium any person 
around The World supplicating to The Temple  (= Yahweh’s 144001 Sons of God  [referenced to this planet,  with the additional “1” is JCg as “The 
High Priest” over his bride])  shall be heard and receive  instant assistance  [being of particular note if rebellious people are attempting to hurt people 
trying to imitate JC, Rev.22v15]). 
This is based upon the inauguration and  prophetic  speech given by Solomon on The First Stone Temple built in Yahweh’s Honour,  (1Kings.8v27-53).  
And is physical successor  (destroyed in 70 CE)  is replaced with  “The Spiritual Temple”  in its steady construction throughout The Gospel Age ready 
for The Millennium  (Dan.2v35,45  [“mountain” always means “authority”]),  that will start very soon relative to the some 2000 year Gospel Age. 
*  1 : 30,000 derived by  (144,000/2) : 2.2 billion   (Rev.14v1-4), where ‘half of all Christians’ are in our last generation at The Close of The Gospel Age. 
 
552nd Comment – The Occupational Efforts as practiced by  “The Early Adopters”  are well known to Yahweh. 
261st Instruction – Yahweh is making The Judgment upon The Jews first and then The Christians  (out of both Jews and 
Gentiles)  secondly,   to  select/elect  “The Early Adopters”  based upon  “The Reformed Mind”  that yearns to fulfil 
Yahweh's Desire specific for The Respective Epoch of Israel. 
262nd Instruction – Yahweh  foreknew before  The Creation of The Human Species who specifically would become  “The 
Early Adopters”  to  lead/rule/teach  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 
417th Reasoning – It must be clearly understood:  The Early Adopters are proving  nothing  to Yahweh  -  Yahweh already 
knows who shall meet His Requirements!   No!  “The Early Adopters”  must prove  “Their Worth”  to The World of which 
they will rule with  infinite  Authority in The Millennium as  “The Co-heirs”  (Rom.8v17-23)  alongside JCg.   
Acts   15v18 og (the) {well known}/acquainted (either publicly/privately)}/notable (plural)  off/away/separated/from  
Acts   15v18 og (the) age/perpetuity/{Messianic period}  (they) are  to the  God  (the) all/whole/every  
Acts   15v18 og the  {occupational efforts}/doings/works/labours/deeds  (of the) him    
Acts   15v18 all  his  {occupational efforts}/works/labours   

they are  {well known}/notable  to the  God  from/off/away  the  age/perpetuity/{Messianic Period} 
 

all His  (= Yahweh's ) {occupational efforts}   
they  (= the occupational efforts)  are  {well known}/notable  to the God  ( by assignment,)  from the  age/perpetuity  
 

That is the standard interpretation as given in all English Bibles.  
However,  I throw in an alternative translation for consideration:    
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all his  (= the person fulfilling Yahweh's Desire)  {occupational efforts}   
                (by fulfilling Yahweh's Desire,  this person calls upon Yahweh's  Name/Character/Authority  for assistance) 
they  (= the occupational efforts)  are well known to the God  (making The Assessment)  from the  age/perpetuity  
                (= Yahweh knew from The Beginning of Time who  [as “The Early Adopters”]  shall fulfil His Desire  through occupational effort.) 
 

Either interpretation can be supported by the context.   
However,  as I consistently state elsewhere,  I provide a transparency directly to the original Greek for the reader to determine for themselves what is 
being taught from the given text. 
I prefer the second interpretation because it  places the onus upon  ourselves  as individuals to live-up to Yahweh's Requirements to achieve  “The Goal” 
that Yahweh desires  to righteously move forward His Plan for our salvation. 
While the more standard translation merely states the obvious  -  and offers no insight over and above what we already know,  (hence it becomes an  
‘easy’  and  ‘dumbed-down’  translation)!   It becomes a verse to  “Excuse ourselves”,  just so typical in Christianity  and of its derived translations! 
 
553rd Comment – James concludes: 

We should not impede The Gentiles from coming to Yahweh. 
418th Reasoning – These Jewish  “1st Century Christians”  had no desire to impede The Gentiles from coming to Yahweh, 
because Yahweh was not going to judge them upon  “The Law of Moses”,  but rather,  Yahweh was to judge them upon 
their heart condition.  The Judgment by Yahweh upon all people of The Gospel Age is to be based upon  “The Word of 
God”  which is  JC (Rev.19v13);  hence do we precisely copy him  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)?    That  is  The Judgement now! 
Acts   15v19 og therefore/consequently  (emphatic) I/me   {judiciously/mentally decide}/{to try}/conclude/judge  
Acts   15v19 og not  (to) {near/alongside crowd-in/annoy}/{harass further}/{more trouble/annoyance}  
Acts   15v19 og to the (ones = persons)  off/away/separated/from  of the  gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples  
Acts   15v19 og (to the) reverting/{coming/going  again}/converting/{re/turning  around}  into/unto  the  God; 
Acts   15v19 Consequently  emphatic I  (James)   conclude/judge:   

Not  to  {harass further}/{trouble more}  to the  persons  away/from  of the  Gentiles/nations   
to the  reverting/{turning around}  unto  the God  (= Yahweh) 

 

Consequently  emphatic I (James)  conclude/judge: 
   Not to harass further the people  (= ideally to become  “The Early Adopters”)  from of the  Gentiles/nations   
   to the turning around  (away from worldly methodology)  unto God  (= Yahweh)      (by precisely imitating JC) 
 

James concludes: 
Let us  “1st Century Christians”  not make the life of the Gentiles impossible,  by yoking them with all the Jewish customs. 
(Of which there are very many  [some laid down as The Physical to represent The Spiritual for The Gospel Age and into The Millennium]) 

James at the time could not perhaps grasp the full significance of what he was saying,  being what I have written in parenthesis immediately above. 
Even though at the time he did not realise how everything was to  ‘pan-out’,  nonetheless,  he had laid down in stone through these simple words that:- 

The Physical  (of Judaism)  was replaced by  The Spiritual  (of “1st Century Christianity”) 
This is how  “1st Century Christianity”  righteously answers  “Judaism”. 
Where it is The Mind being wholly educated upon  “The Word of God”  enables the fully  hearkening  individual to achieve salvation. 
           If this occurs within the 1st part of our life,  then we shall achieve what JC achieved,  “Sonship to Yahweh”  (and guaranteed salvation). 
           If this occurs within the 2nd part of our life,  then we achieve what was promised to  Adam/Eve,  “Sonship to JCg”  (and grandchildren to Yahweh) 
All through what JC has done for us. 
 
554th Comment – James makes the instruction to notify The Ecclesia amongst The Gentiles of  “The Laws”. 
263rd Instruction – Abstain from the defilements of Image Worship which is  fornication/{spiritual idolatry}. 
264th Instruction – Do not imbue strangled food of which there is the blood within. 
555th Comment – Why? 
419th Reasoning – “Image worship”  is  “The Physical of The Spiritual”  aspect that operates in  “Spiritual Fornication”. 
420th Reasoning – “Strangled things”  is  “The Physical of The Spiritual”  aspect of Blood that is allegoric to “Life”. 
556th Comment – So what is James teaching us? 
265th Instruction – It must be clearly understood,  that James is using  “The Physical”  to represent  “The Spiritual”.   
This is precisely how JC taught both his disciples and public alike,  because it is The Mind that Yahweh wants! 

Get the Mind correct,  then righteous Works will follow. 
James is pointing to  “The Goal”  of  “The Invitation”  of which these people  are to be the leaders  (hence James.3v1). 
421st Reasoning – “Spiritual fornication”  represents  “worldly Christian leaders running after worldly methodology”.  
Where Christians are supposedly  'claiming to have Yahweh's Methodology'  (by supposedly 'believing in JC'),  but in 
reality they are lying in bed with Satan's methodology that pervades the whole world today  (1John.5v19, Eph.2v2). 
422nd Reasoning – Consuming  “blood as the essence of life”  directly points to  charlatan Christian leaders devouring 
their spiritual devotees.  Charlatan Christian leaders take away all possibility for their devotees to become future sons of 
God,  being the  only  future position that  “guarantees  everlasting life”.  Resurrected perfected DNA fleshly people 
become as Adam and Eve  (of nothing  more or less,  than what was originally promised then)  and thus only have 
everlasting life while they imitate JC's lifestyle/deportment. 
Acts   15v20 og but  (to) {enjoin by writing}/{communicate/instruct  by letter}  {to them}   
Acts   15v20 og of the (ones = persons)   (to) {hold oneself off}/abstain/refrain  off/away/separated/from  
Acts   15v20 og of the  {soiled/dirty}/defilements/pollutions  of the  {images for worship}/idols  
Acts   15v20 og also  of the  harlotry/adultery/incest/fornication/{spiritual idolatry}  
Acts   15v20 og also  of the  throttled/{(animal) choked (to death, not bled)}/strangled  also  of the  blood  
Acts   15v20 but  to  {enjoin by writing}/{instruct by letter}   {to them} 

of the  (ones = persons)   to  abstain/refrain  off/away/from   
of the  defilements/pollutions  of the  {images for worship}/idols 
also  of the  harlotry/adultery/fornication/{spiritual idolatry} 
also  of the  throttled/strangled   also  of the  blood. 
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But to instruct by letter to them of the people to abstain  off/away/from: 
of the defilements of the images for worship   
also of the  fornication/{spiritual idolatry} 
also of the strangled  also of the blood  
 

These are the key things that James affirms as being important  -  inasmuch it  concerns how our mind operates. 
        (1)  Defilements of image worship. 

Why? 
Because it becomes  spiritual fornication  -  it  takes our mind off  “The Real Subject”  of learning about  “The Word of God”. 
Inasmuch it consumes our  (very valuable)  time,  and drives us off in completely the wrong direction! 

        (2)  Things that are strangled. 
Why? 

Because strangled animals have  not  been  blood-let  -  hence  we consume  “The Essence of Life”  (Lev17v13-14, Deut.12v23-25, etc.),  by 
virtue  “blood”  (corresponding to “life”)  belongs to Yahweh,  and not us. 
Inasmuch we must value wholesome life and not treat it with disdain as supposedly belonging to us,  for us to take and metaphorically ingest.  

So I ask: 
Can the reader start to see  The Physical  representing  The Spiritual  (in this example)? 

It must be understood,  James is speaking to these people by letter as being The Vanguard,  in similar manner,  as are The Apostles.  Thus,  James is 
using  The Physical  to represent  The Spiritual  amongst people who are to become The Leaders of  “1st Century Christianity”.  However,  within a few 
generations there were no more “1st Century Christian leaders”,  but only  “professional”  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders  living off  
their devotees in the same manner of which James spiritually warns within this verse  (and likewise Paul at Acts.20v29, John in 1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3). 
 
557th Comment – James makes the comparison with Moses.  “The Law of Moses”  has been taught in the synagogues 
every week,  and likewise so shall these revised laws along with what JC taught. 
423rd Reasoning – The Elders of The Jerusalem Ecclesia are resolute that the prescriptive  “Laws of Moses on Works” 
should  be replaced by  “The Laws to drive The Mind”  of which these two requirements represent.  It should be noted that 
they are  not  asking for all  “The Laws of Moses”  be repealed,  but only those that  formulated Jewish Custom. 
266th Instruction – Only “The Laws of Physical Customs”  were replaced,   because they all represented  “The Spiritual 
Customs”  which now drive The Mind und JC's rulership. 
Acts   15v21 og (the) Moses  For  {from/out of}  (of the) generations/ages/nations/times  
Acts   15v21 og (of the) original/primeval/{old time}  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  
Acts   15v21 og (the) {town large/or with walls}/city  the (ones = persons)  proclaiming/preaching/publicising  (the) him  
Acts   15v21 og (he/it) held/taken/possessed/obtained/had,  
Acts   15v21 og in  to the  synagogues  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) all/whole/every  Sabbath  
Acts   15v21 og (the having been) {to know again}/read    
Acts   15v21 For  the  Moses   {from/out of}   the  original/old  generations/ages/times   

had  the persons  proclaiming/publicising  him  {intensely to}/every  city                     (= in city after city) 
the having read  within the synagogues  intensely  every  Sabbath.                  (= every Sabbath after Sabbath) 

 

For Moses  (being of his recorded account)  from of the old  times/ages    
had the people  (= priests)  proclaiming/publicising  him  (= of Moses' account)  in city after city 
within the synagogues every  Sabbath after Sabbath    
 

James makes the point that Moses  (the scribe of the Pentateuch  [just  ignore  the  random nonsense  generated within the minds of certain academics 
lusting for  worthless  paper doctorates])  was cited within the synagogues every Sabbath throughout all the cities during  “The 1st Epoch Israel”. 
There are so many citations I could give here,  so I suggest the reader take a concordance and look under the word  “Moses”  in the books of Joshua, 
Judges, 1 and 2 Kings, 1 and 2 Chron., Ezra, Nehemiah, Psalms, and the prophets, etc. 
Thus, Moses was central to The Jews as their Lawgiver,  which is precisely why Yahweh hid his body  (Deut.34v6, Jude.v9). 

The reason? 
To stop the Israelites from making pilgrimages to see his  carcass/tomb,  in direct contrast  with today,  where millions of  worldly Christians are  
errantly  taught by their leaders to lust upon some old relic of  very dubious provenance,  all of which is very alien to what Yahweh wants us to do! 
Yet our leaders of Christendom do not care,  because money and leverage brought about by this practice  (hence the warning at Matt.6v24)  is of far 
more importance than educating Christians to think and reason in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh  (hence they falling afoul of Matt.23v13)!   
It is this callous attitude within leaders of Christendom to both their congregational members and to Yahweh,  that causes Yahweh  to  loath  them! 
So James was stating here: 

Just as  “Moses”  was communicated to The Jews every week for centuries being through  “The Laws of Works”,  then likewise so should 
these requirements for  “The Required Spiritual Guidance”  along with what JC taught by example for us to imitate. 

 
558th Comment – The Apostles,  Elders and all ecclesia members chose selected people to return to Antioch.  Paul, 
Barnabas,  Silas and other brethren were appointed by  “The Ruling Jerusalem Ecclesia”  to visit Antioch with the letter. 
Acts   15v22 og then/{at the time}  (it was) thought/{became accounted}/deemed/supposed/presumed/seemed  
Acts   15v22 og to the  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}   
Acts   15v22 og also  to the  {(comparative of) older}/{Elders (of the ecclesia)}  
Acts   15v22 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  (to the) whole/all/completely/throughout  
Acts   15v22 og to the  {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church,  
Acts   15v22 og (the having been) selected/chosen/elected  (the) men/husbands/fellows  {from/out of}  {of them}  
Acts   15v22 og (to) {dispatch (from the point of departure)}/transmit/bestow/wield/send/{thrust in}  into/unto  (the) Antioch   
Acts   15v22 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  to the  Paul  also  (the) Barnabas,  
Acts   15v22 og (the) Judas  the  entitled/{invoked decision/aid}/appealed/{called upon}/surnamed (middle voice)  Barsabas,   
Acts   15v22 og also  (the) Silas,  (the) men/husbands/fellows  
Acts   15v22 og (the having) led/commanded/deemed/considered/accounted/{ruled over}/think (middle voice)   
Acts   15v22 og in  to the  {The Brethren}/brothers,   
Acts   15v22 Then  it was  thought/deemed  to the  (= by)   apostles/{appointees to tell}  also  to the  elders  (of the ecclesia), 
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{united as companions}/together/{along with}  to  all/throughout  to the   {calling out}/ecclesia, 
the having  selected/elected  the  men/husbands  {from/out of}  of them  to  dispatch/send  unto  Antioch 
{united as companions}/together/{along with}  to the  Paul  also  the Barnabas,  the  Judas  called  Barsabas,  also  the Silas, 
the  men/husbands  having  (personally)  led/accounted/{ruled over}  within  The Brethren. 

 

Then the  apostles/{appointees to tell}  also by the elders   (of the ecclesia at Jerusalem) 
together/with  all the  {calling out}/ecclesia 
thought/deemed  to send  selected/elected  men/husbands  from out of them unto Antioch   (about 300 miles north of Jerusalem) 
Paul  also the Barnabas united together with the Judas called Barsabas,  also Silas, 
the  men/husbands  having personally  led/{ruled over}  within The Brethren  
 

After James’ concluding summary,  it was deemed for this message to be transmitted to the brethren within the known ecclesia. 
Paul and Barnabas having many personal contacts and much authority  (from their travels,  and acknowledge by The Pillars  [Gal.2v9]  comprising of 
the original disciples)  were best suited to convey this synopsis of  “1st Century Christian”  law to the brethren in distant lands. 
 
559th Comment – This was a general letter that was to be shown to all the ecclesia outside Israel. 
Acts   15v23 og (the) writing/scribing/engraving  through (reason of)   (the) {hollowness for grasping}/hand  {of them}   
Acts   15v23 og {this or that (one)}/{the and the same}/{these or those} (things)    
Acts   15v23 og The  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}  
Acts   15v23 og also  the   {(comparative of) older}/{Elders (of the ecclesia)}  
Acts   15v23 og also  the  {The Brethren}/brothers  to the (ones = persons)  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  
Acts   15v23 og the  Antioch  also  (the) Syria  also  (the) Cilicia,  
Acts   15v23 og (to the) {The Brethren}/brothers  to the (ones = persons)  {from/out of}  
Acts   15v23 og (of the) gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples:  (To) cheer/{be calmly happy}/{be well (salutation)}/rejoice/greet    
Acts   15v23 These  things  (explained earlier)  through reason of their  hand:         (= they wrote these things) 

The  apostles/{appointees to tell}  also  the  elders   also  The Brethren  to the  persons 
intensely (= specifically)  to  the  (= in)  Antioch  also  the Syria  also  the  Cilicia  (where Antioch was located),   
to the  persons  {from/out of}  Gentiles/nations:   {Be  Cheerful}/Greetings. 

 

They wrote these things  (as discussed earlier): 
   The apostles  also the elders  also the brethren to the people specifically in Antioch  also Syria  also Cilicia   
   to the people from out of Gentiles:   Greetings  
 

The Heads  (Peter/James/John, etc.)  of the  Jerusalem Ecclesia wrote this personal message of instruction to be read within the other ecclesia,  starting 
with a welcoming introduction to whom it is addressed.  
 
560th Comment – The letter starts with  “The Problem”. 

Some Jewish Christians are disturbing ecclesia by insisting Jewish Laws and Customs are to be retained. 
We,  of The Jerusalem Ecclesia,  have not sanctioned these personal views! 

Acts   15v24 og {since now}/when/whereas/forasmuch  (we) heard/listened/understood/responded   
Acts   15v24 og because  {some/any/certain persons}  {from/out of}  {of/from us}  
Acts   15v24 og (the having) issued/{came/went forth/out}/departed/{spread abroad}/proceeded  
Acts   15v24 og (the) stirred/{agitated (roil water)}/troubled/disturbed  {specifically yourselves}  
Acts   15v24 og (to the) words/sayings/topics/reasonings   
Acts   15v24 og (the) {repeatedly vessel/baggage}/{pack up}/{to upset}/subvert/unsettling  
Acts   15v24 og the  breaths/lives/souls/{conscious existences}  {of yourselves},   (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:  
Acts   15v24 og (To be) {cut around}/circumcise  also (to) {watch/guard over loss/injury}/detain/maintain/{hold fast}/keep   
Acts   15v24 og the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law  {to whom/which}  no/not/none  
Acts   15v24 og (we) {through repression}/{to set (oneself) apart}/distinguish/enjoin/ 

/charge/{that which was (given by) command} (middle voice)  
Acts   15v24 Because  {since now}/forasmuch  we  heard/understood  {some/certain persons}  {from/out of}  {of us}   

the having  issued/{gone forth}  the  stirred/agitated  specifically yourselves  to the  words/sayings/reasonings 
the  {repeated baggage}/unsettling  the  breaths/lives/souls/{conscious existences}  of yourselves,  the  exclaiming: 
To be  circumcised  also  to  {hold fast}/keep  the  regulation/principle/law   
to which  not  we  (personally)  {to set oneself apart}/{enjoined/instructed to distinguish} 

 

Because forasmuch we heard some people from out of us   
the having gone forth  (and)  agitated specifically yourselves in  words/sayings/reasonings 
unsettling the  {conscious existences} (= breaths/lives/souls)  of yourselves,  exclaiming: 
    (You are)  To be circumcised  also to keep the law in which   
   not we personally  {to set oneself apart}/{instructed to distinguish}   (= we,  as The Elders,  did not authorise what they said)  
 

Now for the contents! 
We have heard that some people have unsettled yourselves  (within the satellite ecclesia in other countries)  by suggesting it is a requirement 
for any new Christian to be circumcised and adhere to  “The  (whole of the)  Law of Moses”  (being what makes a Jew, “A Jew”). 

This instruction has not come from us of  “The Jerusalem Ecclesia”,  as the foremost disciples of Jesus! 
 
561st Comment – We,  of The Jerusalem Ecclesia,  are of one mind to have selected certain brethren to travel along with 
the beloved Barnabas and Paul to be our personal envoys. 
Acts   15v25 og (it) thought/{became accounted}/deemed/supposed/presumed/seemed  {to us}  
Acts   15v25 og (to the having) {become to be} (middle voice)   (the) unanimously/{with one accord}  
Acts   15v25 og (the having) selected/chosen/elected  (the) men/husbands/fellows  
Acts   15v25 og (to) {dispatch (from the point of departure)}/transmit/bestow/wield/send/{thrust in}   
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Acts   15v25 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves},  
Acts   15v25 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  
Acts   15v25 og to the (ones = persons)  {dearly/well-loved}/beloved  {of/from us},  (to the) Barnabas  also  (to the) Paul  
Acts   15v25 It  seemed  (correct)  to us  the  (personally)  having  become to be  {of one  accord/mind}   

the having  selected/elected  the  men/husbands  to  dispatch/send  toward  specifically yourselves, 
{united as companions}/together/with   the  beloved   Barnabas  also  Paul. 

 

It seemed correct to us personally having become to be of one mind, 
the having  selected/elected  men/husbands  to send towards specifically yourselves, 
united as companions with the beloved Barnabas  also Paul  
 

It seems best for everyone to come to the  one/same  mind on the requirements to be a “Christian”. 
To this end,  we  (of The Jerusalem Ecclesia)  have selected a trustworthy envoy of people of whom you already know,  to convey the universal 
requirements for being a  “Christian”. 
 
562nd Comment – These men have surrendered their conscious existences to wholly imitate  The Ministry/Deportment  of 
our  lord/master  the  Christ Jesus. 
267th Instruction – Paul told us to imitate him as he imitated JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  noting 2Cor.11v24-28.   This is what 
Peter did  (Matt.19v27, etc.)  and it is upon that of which Yahweh is judging us likewise on our own special abilities  
(1Cor.12v12-22, Luke.19v12-19)  inasmuch we must sacrifice our life away from worldly methodology  (= self-indulge to 
our neighbour’s hurt)  and become  entirely driven  by Yahweh's Methodology  (= edify our neighbour to our own hurt). 
424th Reasoning – In this manner we show The World that we are truly motivated to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  because what 
else can be our driver if we are receiving nothing from The World except persecution?   It is because professional leaders 
of Religion receive worldly return means they are driven by The World  not  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  (Matt.6v24, etc.),  
noting what JC said about The World at John.17v14-16, etc. 
Acts   15v26 og (to the) men/husbands/fellows  (the having) {yielded up}/surrendered/delivered/betrayed/{cast over}  
Acts   15v26 og the  breaths/lives/souls/{conscious existences}  {of them} 
Acts   15v26 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  of the  name/character/authority  
Acts   15v26 og of the  lord/master  {of/from us}  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah  
Acts   15v26 The  men/husbands  having  {yielded up}/surrendered/{cast over}  their  breaths/lives/souls/{conscious existences} 

{for the sake/behalf of}  of the  name/character/authority  of  our  lord/master  the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed. 
 

The  men/husbands  (= Barnabas, Paul, Judas called Barsabas, Silas  and other disciples) 
having  surrendered/{cast over}  their conscious existences  (= breaths/lives/souls) 
for the  sake/behalf  of the  name/character/authority  of our  lord/master  the Jesus  Christ/Anointed  
 

These men have completely surrendered their  “conscious existence”  over  “to be accurately serving”  our  lord/master  the  Jesus Christ/Anointed. 
As I consistently state,  these exemplary people truly have  “The Word of God”   controlling their mind,  unlike  the  professional leaders of Christendom 
today,  and those persons in power since 325 CE  (in Nicea). 
We therefore realise these  “1st Century Christians”  were truly focused on  'The Job in hand'  which was:- 

1.  Foremost for Yahweh is to achieve His 144000 future sons of God. 
2.  Secondly,  it is to teach The World about The Millennium,  by explaining there  is  a righteous future for  all  of Mankind. 
3.  Explain how  “1st Century Christianity”  righteously answers  “Judaism”  to  underwrite all of the above. 

None  of the above is taught today,  and that is why  worldly Christianity is merely a schism of “Religion”,  a lap-dog of Satan,  and hence rightly 
detested by Yahweh because His  “True Omnificence”  is hidden  behind the antics and  self-adoration  through flattery perpetrated by leaders of  
“Religion”  sequestrating what belongs to Yahweh. 
It is for this reason that leaders of Christendom demonstrably do  not  come in the  “character and authority”  of JC,  but they  'make a great song and 
dance'  by apparently coming in his  “name”  (where Matt.11v17, Luke.7v32 make for useful reading,  see my local commentaries)! 
 
563rd Comment – (Because these men are entirely worthy to represent us)  we also commission Judas along with Silas to 
travel alongside and confirm the authenticity of this letter's contents. 
Acts   15v27 og (we have) {set apart}/sent/{put out/forth}/dispatched/commissioned  therefore/then  
Acts   15v27 og (the) Judas  also  (the) Silas,  also  them  through (reason of)   (of the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning 
Acts   15v27 og (the) announcing/{bringing word again}/declaring/reporting/telling  the (things)   them/same  
Acts   15v27 Therefore/then  we have  {set apart}/{put forth}  the  Judas  also  the Silas, 

also  through reason of  their  word/sayings/reasoning  the  announcing/reporting  the  same  things. 
 

Therefore,  we have put forth Judas  also Silas,   
also through reason of their  word/sayings/reasoning  the  announcing/reporting  the same things  
 

This is not the Judas Iscariot who betrayed JC and then killed himself on the following day,  but a disciple with the surname Barsabas  (Acts.15v22). 
 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “HS” has the composite definition:- 

1.  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  which is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2.  Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment (= The Universe). 

Where Yahweh,  by expressed capability in the environment,  underwrites the work of those entities having His Mind. 
Warning – repeat - The HS does  not  mean what our  worldly (and charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us  (Luke.6v39)! 
Reasoning – repeat - Why?  (1) They make worldly gain by twisting what the HS means  (by fraudulent teaching/action),  
(2) excuses them from making the HS become personal within,  if they can push it away to be an external 3rd party,  and by 
consequence  (3) personally remain  “human”  and have no need to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (1Pet.2v18-24)! 
564th Comment – It seems that we are all of  one/same  mind as united by HS sourced by Yahweh through JC as  “The 
Word of God”  that there is no need to impose all  “The Jewish Customs”  upon yourselves except these things … …  
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425th Reasoning – It must be absolutely clear that  “The Word of God”  carefully assayed and acted upon yields the HS to 
be operating within these individuals having thoroughly discussed the issue and come to this conclusion.  
87th Good News – These apostles showed us how to use The Scriptures to reach a universal consensus,  underwriting their 
respect of each other and importantly of Yahweh’s Authority to control their mind. 
88th Good News – The Conclusion showed The Important Understanding that:  Yahweh had  moved-on  from  “The 
Physical Representation”  given by works,  to  “The Spiritual Operation”  within The Mind that shall through works lead 
to  “The Perfected Society and Environment”. 
Acts   15v28 og (it) thought/{became accounted}/deemed/supposed/presumed/seemed  For  
Acts   15v28 og to the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  
Acts   15v28 og (to the) spirit/personality/desires/traits,  also  {to us},   
Acts   15v28 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  (the) more/greater/many  (to) {place upon}/impose/lay  
Acts   15v28 og {to yourselves}  (the) {going down}/weight/load/abundance/authority/burden   
Acts   15v28 og moreover/besides/nevertheless/notwithstanding  of the  {upon necessity}/necessarily  
Acts   15v28 og {from/concerning these persons/things}  
Acts   15v28 For  it  seemed  (correct)   

to the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  to the   spirit/personality/desire/straits   
also  to us,                    (= being all of one mind with Yahweh sourcing the HS) 
(for)  nothing  greater  the  weight/burden  to  {place upon}/impose  {to yourselves}   
besides/except/than  of the  necessity  from concerning these things: 

 

For it seemed  (correct)  to the holy (= pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin)  to the spirit (= personality/desires/traits) 
also to us  (thinking precisely like Yahweh on this matter,  He sourcing the HS  [through “The Word of God” teaching us how to think like Yahweh]), 
(for)  no greater  weight/burden  to impose to yourselves except the necessity from concerning these  (following)  things: 
 

The immediate question comes to our mind: 
Does this verse mean what our  worldly Christian leaders tell us? 

Based upon past performance,  then the standard resounding answer comes back:  “Obviously not!” 
The ecclesia leaders make the following point: 
From Yahweh's viewpoint  (being the “HS”  [= “Yahweh's  Holy/Pure/Innocent  Desire made manifest within The Environment”]): 

Now JC has set  “The Required New Standard”  (affirmed by his resurrection)  then He is instructing us to take upon ourselves this new 
standard for success,  of which,  it must be taught to The World  (Matt.24v14,  to bring forth The Millennium). 

From our reasoning  (operating likewise with the HS ): 
We now recognise that because JC has set “The Required New Standard” (affirmed by his resurrection),  then  The Spiritual Law  as 
demonstrated by JC  for his success in achieving  “The Goal of Sonship”  has replaced  “The Physical Law of Moses”. 

Therefore regarding any future guidance about adherence to the  “Physical Laws”  then  “for your  SPIRITUAL  protection”  the physical laws of 
ritual observance can be removed,  because we should be  “Aiming for  The Spiritual”  now! 

Why?    
Because The Jewish Physical Laws were  prophetic allegories  for  “The New World Order”  beginning with The Gospel Age  for “The Early Adopters”  
(Luke.17v21),  and then,  for  “The Rest of The World”  (= “The Late Adopters”)  in The Millennium.   

Can the reader understand the subtleties behind this? 
From which useful works follow  (being those of JC's ministry/lifestyle)  internally driven by the HS  (noting its  correct  definition given above). 
Finally let me ask Trinitarians this simple question: 

If,  as the Trinitarians claim,  the HS is a separate personalised entity  (and supposedly all knowing)  then why were The Elders of The 
Jerusalem forced to thoroughly discuss this issue first,  which also required Peter and James give their quotes of The Tanakh to illicit the 
subsequent reasoning before they came to a conclusion?    
This supposed Entity was very quiet when supposedly it mattered for ‘him’ to give an account! 

As I have stated elsewhere,  their argument is  irrational and yet,  it is  dangerous  nonsense!   
However,  it is  “The Word of God”  thoroughly  imbued/inculcated,  rigorously assayed and acted upon with fidelity to yield  “Real Faith”  that makes 
the HS  “personalised within a  humble/hearkening  entity who wholly fulfils Yahweh’s Desire”.  Thus these  people/entities  have the one  same/mind  as 
JC and Yahweh precisely as we are told at John.14v20, 17v21-26.  That is why these apostles here  had to  personally  reason through to The Solution  as 
we have just read,  and thus stating they were all of the  one/same  mind of Yahweh (= having the HS)  to have reached this conclusion.  The reason why 
Trinitarians do  not  understand this it because they do  not  have the  one/same  mind as JC and Yahweh and thus have  zero  HS,  because  “The Word 
of God”  is  not  personalised within them!   All as demonstrated in their output   (these people having passed The Bible through The Mincer of their 
unreasoning mind  [Rev.22v18-19]; by reason:  They  “choose not to know” [agnoeo”]  as JC said at Matt.11v11-13, 23v13, etc.)! 
 
Instruction – repeat - Abstain from the defilements of Image Worship,  which is  fornication/{spiritual idolatry}. 
Instruction – repeat - Do not imbue strangled food of which there is the blood within. 
Comment – repeat - Why? 
Reasoning – repeat - “Image worship” is “The Physical of The Spiritual” aspect that operates in “Spiritual Fornication” 
Reasoning – repeat - “Strangled things”  is “The Physical of The Spiritual” aspect of Blood that is allegoric to “Life”. 
Comment – repeat - So what is James teaching us? 
Instruction – repeat - It must be clearly understood,  that James is using  “The Physical”  to represent  “The Spiritual”.   
This is precisely how JC taught both his disciples and public alike,  because it is The Mind that Yahweh wants! 

Get the Mind correct then righteous Works will follow. 
James is pointing to  “The Goal”  of  “The Invitation”  of which these people  are to be the leaders  (hence James.3v1). 
Reasoning – repeat - “Spiritual fornication”  represents  “worldly Christian leaders running after worldly methodology”.  
Where Christians are supposedly  'claiming to have Yahweh's Methodology'  (by supposedly 'believing in JC'),  but in 
reality they are lying in bed with Satan's methodology that pervades the whole world today  (1John.5v19, Eph.2v2). 
Reasoning – repeat - Consuming  “blood as the essence of life”  directly points to  charlatan Christian leaders devouring 
their spiritual devotees.  Charlatan Christian leaders take away all possibility for their devotees to become future sons of 
God,  being the  only  future position that  “guarantees  everlasting life”.  Resurrected perfected DNA fleshly people 
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become as Adam and Eve  (of nothing  more or less than what was originally promised then)  and thus only have 
everlasting life  while they imitate JC's lifestyle/deportment. 
Acts   15v29 og (to) {to hold oneself off}/abstain/refrain (middle voice)   (of the) {image sacrifice}/{idolatrous offering}  
Acts   15v29 og also  (of the) blood  also  (of the) throttled/{(animal) choked (to death, not bled)}/strangled  
Acts   15v29 og also  (of the) harlotry/adultery/incest/fornication/{spiritual idolatry},  
Acts   15v29 og {from/out of}  {of whom/which}  
Acts   15v29 og (the) {through watching}/{watching thoroughly}/{observing (strictly)}/ 

/{avoiding (wholly)}/{keeping (away)}  
Acts   15v29 og {my/our/your/it them self} (= yourselves),   good/{well (done)}/rightly/happily  
Acts   15v29 og (yourselves) {habitually practice}/{repeated deeds}/{regularly executing}   
Acts   15v29 og (Yourselves) {To strengthen}/{Have health}/{be prospered}/{(passing greeting) Good bye}  
Acts   15v29 To  (personally)  abstain/refrain  of the  {image sacrifice}/{idolatrous offering} 

also  of the  blood,  also of the  choked/strangled  also  of the  fornication/{spiritual idolatry}, 
{from/out of}  {of which}  (things)  yourselves  {watching thoroughly}/{wholly avoiding}/{keeping well away}, 
yourselves  {habitually practice}/{regularly executing}  (this advice,  will)  {do good/well}/{be happy}. 
Yourselves  {have health}/prosper. 

 

To personally abstain: 
   of the  {image sacrifice}/{idolatrous offering} 
   also of the blood, 
   also of the strangled  (by not having been  'blood let')   
   also of the  fornication/{spiritual idolatry} 
from of which things yourselves habitually wholly avoiding  (these things)   (you will)  do well  
Yourselves have health  
 

A copy and paste of Acts.15v20. 
These are the key things that James affirms as being important  -  inasmuch it  concerns how our mind operates. 
        (1)  Defilements of image worship. 

Why? 
Because it becomes  spiritual fornication  -  it  takes our mind off  “The Real Subject”  of learning about  “The Word of God”. 
Inasmuch it consumes our  (very valuable)  time,  and drives us off in completely the wrong direction! 

        (2)  Things that are strangled. 
Why? 

Because strangled animals have  not  been  blood-let  -  hence  we consume  “The Essence of Life”  (Lev17v13-14, Deut.12v23-25, etc.),  by 
virtue  “blood”  (corresponding to “life”)  belongs to Yahweh,  and not us. 
Inasmuch we must value wholesome life and not treat it with disdain as supposedly belonging to us,  for us to take and metaphorically ingest.  

So I ask: 
Can the reader start to see  The Physical  representing  The Spiritual  (in this example)? 

It must be understood,  James is speaking to these people by letter as being The Vanguard,  in similar manner,  as are The Apostles.  Thus,  James is 
using  The Physical  to represent  The Spiritual  amongst people who are to become The Leaders of  “1st Century Christianity”.  However,  within a few 
generations there were no more “1st Century Christian leaders”,  but only  “professional”  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders  living off  
their devotees in the same manner of which James spiritually warns within this verse  (and likewise Paul at Acts.20v29, John in 1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3). 
 
565th Comment – The party of apostles and disciples arrive at the Antioch ecclesia  (some 300 miles north of Jerusalem)  
and gave the letter to the gathering of  “1st Century Christians”  -  comprising of both Jews and gentiles. 
Acts   15v30 og The (ones = persons)  truly/indeed/{that one}  therefore/then  
Acts   15v30 og (the being) {freed fully}/relieved/released/dismissed/divorced/{set at liberty}  
Acts   15v30 og (they) accompanied/appeared/brought/came  into/unto  (the) Antioch,  
Acts   15v30 og also  (the having) {led together}/collected/convened/{taken in}/gathered  
Acts   15v30 og the  {large number}/throng/populace/bundle/company/multitude,  
Acts   15v30 og (they) {gave over (by hand or surrender)}/{delivered unto}/offered  the  {written message}/epistle/letter  
Acts   15v30 Therefore/Then  the persons  truly/indeed  being  dismissed/{allowed to journey}  they  came  unto  the  Antioch. 

Also  the  company/multitude  (of Antioch Christians)  having  gathered/collected/together, 
they  (= the envoy from Jerusalem)   {gave over}/{delivered unto}  the  epistle/letter. 

 

Then the people truly being dismissed  (from Jerusalem,  journeyed north for 300 miles)  they came unto Antioch, 
Also the company  (of  “1st Century Christians”,  when)  having gathered together, 
they  (= as the envoy from Jerusalem)  gave over the letter  (from The Jerusalem Ecclesia to the Antioch Ecclesia)  
 

Once having the letter endorsed by  “The Truly Faithful leaders”  of  “1st Century Christianity”,   this envoy headed north and reached Antioch. 
 
566th Comment – The letter brought cheer to the recipients. 
Acts   15v31 og (the having) {to know again}/read  And  
Acts   15v31 og (they) cheerful/{calmly happy}/{be well (salutation)}/rejoiced/greeted  
Acts   15v31 og over/upon  to the  imploring/exhortation/solace/comfort/consolation/entreaty  
Acts   15v31 And  the having  read  (the letter) 

they  {were cheerful}/rejoiced  upon the  consolation/exhortation. 
 

And  (the recipients)  having read  (the letter) 
they rejoiced upon the  consolation/exhortation  
 

The recipients would rejoice! 
       1.  They were not required to learn and then practice all the many hundreds upon hundreds of Jewish laws and customs of The Physical. 
       2.  They now had clarity of mind on what was required. 
       3.  They could now focus on The Spiritual,  to be learning The Tanakh for its prophetic allegories,  which they could then exercise within their life. 
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Thus,  this letter became a consolation over what would have been a wholly confused mind to what Yahweh truly required. 
Moreover,  this letter would become an exhortation as to what they must adhere,  ensuring they were focused upon the correct and meaningful target. 
 
567th Comment – After the letter had been read and understood,  Judas and Silas were able to prophecy upon what the 
letter meant to these hearkening “1st Century Christians” of the Antioch ecclesia. 
193rd Warning – Ignore what charlatan Christian leaders may infer from this verse!  This verse does  not  endorse 
random,  self-indulgent prophecy’  as is done within modern charismatic assemblies! 
426th Reasoning – These prophets would explain what Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”  meant with regards to the 
contents of the letter -  in a similar manner as I have explained here and elsewhere on “FutureLife.Org”. 
How Yahweh has now given “The Invitation” to The Gentiles and how they shall build upon The Spiritual of The Letter. 
Acts   15v32 og (the) Judas  And  also  (the) Silas,  
Acts   15v32 og also  themselves  (the) prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers  being/have,  
Acts   15v32 og through (reason of)   (of the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning  (of the) many/much/plenteous  
Acts   15v32 og (they) {set beside}/{called near}/{invoked by imploring}/beseeched/exhorted/entreated/urged/comforted  
Acts   15v32 og the  {The Brethren}/brothers  
Acts   15v32 og [and confirmed  them  =  CA  and thus ignore] 
Acts   15v32 And  the  Judas  also  the  Silas, 

themselves  also  being  the  prophets/{inspired teachers}, 
through reason  of the  many/plenteous  word/sayings/reasoning  they  entreated/urged/comforted/exhorted  The Brethren. 

 

And Judas  also Silas,  themselves  also being inspired teachers, 
they  entreated/urged/comforted/exhorted  The Brethren  (of Antioch)  through reason of many  words/sayings/reasonings   
 

This verse does  not  mean what our leaders of Christendom choose to insinuate. 
These Jewish brethren would be  differentiating  between what  (1) was required and  (2) not required within The Tanakh. 
The Jewish brethren would be  extracting  the prophecies and allegories that underwrote  “The New Kingdom”  of which JCg is to head-up. 
The Jewish brethren would be  excluding  the laws detailing Jewish custom that were originally given to be allegories of  “The Spiritual Requirement”. 

Why?   
To underwrite Yahweh’s Omnificence in The Proceedings,  to give us comfort into The Culmination that He knew all things,  and knows all things to 
ensure Mankind will never again be required to go through this purification process  –  to produce  “The Perfect Society”  into The Culmination. 

Thereby through this procedure to generate clarity,  these apostles would be both comforting and  urging/exhorting  their recipients. 
This is why there were  “many sayings”  because it would be an exhaustive extraction process. 

This verse should not be glibly read,  there was much clarification required to move The Ecclesia forward  in the correct direction. 
 
568th Comment – After some time had passed then certain members of The Brethren choose to return back to The 
Jerusalem ecclesia to give report of the letter’s reception within Antioch and in other small ecclesia around about. 
Acts   15v33 og (the having) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced  And  
Acts   15v33 og (the) {unspecified space of time}/opportunity/delay/while/time  
Acts   15v33 og (they were) {freed fully}/relieved/released/dismissed/divorced/{set at liberty} 
Acts   15v33 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  (of the) peace/prosperity/rest  
Acts   15v33 og off/away/separated/from  of the  {The Brethren}/brothers   
Acts   15v33 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}  
Acts   15v33 And  the having  done/yielded/performed   the  duration/time  (in Antioch) 

they  were  dismissed/{allowed to journey}  together/with  of the  peace/prosperity  off/away/from  of  The Brethren 
toward/nearness  the  apostles/{appointees to tell}. 

 

And the  duration/time  having  done/yielded  (in Antioch)    (=  And having continued for a time in Antioch) 
they were dismissed with  peace/prosperity  from of  The Brethren  towards the  apostles/{appointees to tell}  
                   (= Certain members returned back to Jerusalem   to let Peter and John know how their instruction was received in Antioch) 
 

Paul and Barnabas being the prime members of the envoy instructed some brethren to return unto Jerusalem,  to inform Peter and John how their 
instruction had been received in Antioch. 
 
569th Comment – Silas choose to remain in Antioch. 
Acts   15v34 og (it) thought/{became accounted}/deemed/supposed/presumed/seemed  And  
Acts   15v34 og to the  Silas  (to) {stay over}/persevere/abide/continue/remain/{keep on}  his/it/same    
Acts   15v34 And  it seemed  (correct)  to the  Silas  to  {stay over}/continue/remain  it/same  (= there at Antioch) 
 

And it seemed  (correct)  to Silas to remain there  (in Antioch)  
 

Silas choose to remain in Antioch. 
As we are to read later,  I think these prime movers were itching to go out onto The Road again,  that is why they were temporarily staying in Antioch,  
being closer to Asia Minor. 
In addition,  Luke is setting us up for  “The Split”  that is to soon occur between Paul and Barnabas,  regarding Mark. 
 
570th Comment – Likewise,  Paul and Barnabas also stayed in Antioch to further strengthen the ecclesia members. 
268th Instruction – It is important to note the requirement has not changed,  still actively teaching “The Good News”. 
269th Instruction – Also important to note,  they were equally teaching the things taught by the lord/master  (= JC 
controlling their mind)  with many other people. 
194th Warning – Leaders of Christendom do  not  teach of  “The Good News”,  which is  twofold   (1)  The Invitation of 
precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle shall likely enable us to become a “Son of God”  and   (2)  of the Millennium 
enabling all people to righteously reform and learn how to copy JC’s deportment in order to personally obtain eternal life. 
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195th Warning – Leaders of Christendom do  not  teach of  “The things that the lord/master taught”,  which is  twofold   
(1) how Yahweh is  righteously  moving forward His  “Plan for Human Salvation”  and   (2)  how JC answers by 
fulfilment of the all the things given in The Tanakh.  All of which magnifies Yahweh within  sane/reasoning  minds! 
Warning – repeat - By contrast, leaders of “Religion” do not actively seek to “precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle” 
Rather they seek to fulfil their own desire for  “The Immediacy”  that is to support their own fleshly body! 
427th Reasoning – Our professional leaders of “Religion” have absolutely no interest in learning about these things,  
being evident that they do not teach about them!   Because if they did know  (if motivated to find out)  then they  are  duty-
bound  to teach of these things if they claim to represent  “The Almighty God of The Universe”  “Yahweh”. 
That is why Yahweh rejects them in The Millennium,  as most of JC’s parables teach us. 
Acts   15v35 og (the) Paul  And  also  (the) Barnabas  
Acts   15v35 og (they) {wore through (time)}/remained/abided/stayed/continued/tarried  in  (to the) Antioch,  
Acts   15v35 og (the) {causing to learn}/teaching/training  
Acts   15v35 og also  (the) {announcing The Good News}/{preaching The Gospel} (plural, middle voice),   
Acts   15v35 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}   
Acts   15v35 og also  (of the) other/different/altered  (people)   (the) many/much/plenteous,  
Acts   15v35 og the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  lord/master  
Acts   15v35 And  the  Paul  also  the Barnabas  they  remained/stayed  within  the  Antioch, 

also  the  teaching  also  (personally)  {preaching The Good News}, 
also  the  word/sayings/reasoning  of the  lord/master,   together/with  of the  other/different  many/plenteous  people  . 

 

And Paul  also Barnabas remained within Antioch  also teaching  also personally preaching The Good News, 
also the  words/sayings/reasoning  of the  lord/master  together/with  many other people  
 

These two prime movers were also underwriting “1st Century Christianity”  in Antioch,  and soon they wanted to go out on The Road again. 
 
571st Comment – Paul was itching to go out and retrace his steps of  “The 1st Missionary Journey”  and invited Barnabas.  
428th Reasoning – Three fold  (1) wanted to see how the ecclesiae were growing,  (2) ensure that false methodology had  
not  slid in  under the radar’  and finally  (3) meet and support old friends – being the entrusted ecclesia leaders. 
Acts   15v36 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  And  {some/any things}  days/{periods of time}  
Acts   15v36 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  (the) Paul  toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) Barnabas,  
Acts   15v36 og (the having) reverted/{came/went  again}/converted/{re/turned  around}  now/then/doubtless/therefore  
Acts   15v36 og (let us) {inspect over}/select/{go to see/relieve}/{look out}/visit (middle voice)  the  {The Brethren}/brothers  
Acts   15v36 og {of/from us}  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) all/whole/every  
Acts   15v36 og {town large/or with walls}/city  in  {to whom/which}  (we) proclaimed/promulgated/declared/preached  
Acts   15v36 og the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  lord/master,  
Acts   15v36 og {in what manner}/how  (they are) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having    
Acts   15v36 And  after  some  days/{periods of time}  the  Paul  he said  towards  the  Barnabas 

then/indeed  let us  having  reverted/{turned around}  (personally)  {go to see}/visit  our  Brethren  
{intensely  to}  all/every  city             (= in absolutely every city)  
within  which  we  proclaimed/preached  the  word/sayings/reasoning  of the  lord/master  how  they are  holding/possessing  (it). 

 

And after some days,  Paul said towards Barnabas: 
   Indeed let us having turned around personally visit our Brethren in absolutely every city   (of Paul's 1st Missionary Journey) 
   within which we proclaimed the  word/sayings/reasoning  of the  lord/master   (= JC controlling our minds) 
   how they are  holding/possessing   (“The Word of God”  within their mind,  expressed in their deportment)  
 

Paul and Barnabas having made so many friends on their 1st Missionary Journey,  wanted to reacquaint themselves and to provide necessary tweaking,  
lest  “1st Century Christianity”  had begun to morph away from  “The Perfection”  as originally given by Paul and Barnabas.   
Also,  they would wish to transmit the clarification by letter regarding Jewish Law as given by Peter and John a few months earlier,  and after  The 1st 
Missionary Journey,  the same thing as that occurred in Antioch  (Acts.15v1)  would be occurring within the cities of Asia Minor. 

They did not have The Mobile Phone,  or The Internet that gave instant two-way communication! 
 
572nd Comment – Barnabas proposed that Mark should come along with them on this 2nd Missionary Journey. 
Acts   15v37 og (the) Barnabas  And  (he) advised/deliberated/resolved/consulted/determined/purposed/counselled  
Acts   15v37 og (to) {take along with in company}  the  John,  
Acts   15v37 og the (one = person)   (being) called/bided/summoned/announced/named/assigned  (the) Mark  
Acts   15v37 And  the  Barnabas,  he  advised/counselled  to  take along with in company  the  John, 

the person  being  called  the  Mark. 
 

And Barnabas  advised/suggested  to take along in company John,  the person called Mark  
 

Mark was the young  relative/nephew/cousin  to Barnabas  (Col.4v10),  and through this family tie,  Barnabas desired to bring Mark along with them on 
this next journey.   Mark was the scribe to the gospel bearing his name. 
 
573rd Comment – Paul was not inclined to take Mark,  he returned early to Jerusalem in The 1st Missionary Journey. 
Acts   15v38 og (the) Paul  And  (he) {deemed entitled}/{thought good}/{counted worthy} 
Acts   15v38 og the  (having) removed/{instigated (a revolt)}/desisted/deserted/departed/withdrawn/{drew away}   
Acts   15v38 og off/away/separated/from  {of them}  off/away/separated/from  Pamphilia,  
Acts   15v38 og also  not  (the having) {convened/departed in company}/{associated with}/cohabited/assembled  {to them}   
Acts   15v38 og into/unto  the  {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed,  
Acts   15v38 og not  (to) {take along with in company}  (of the) this (specific)   (one = person = Mark)  
Acts   15v38 And  the Paul,   he  {deemed entitled}/{thought good}  not  to take along with in company  of this specific (one = Mark).   
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the  (one = Mark)  having  removed/departed  off/away/from  {of them}  off/away/from  Pamphilia, 
also  not  the  having  {convened in company}/{associate with}  {to them}  unto  the   {occupational effort}/work/labour. 

 

And Paul thought good not to take in company of this specific one  (= person = John Mark)  
The one (= John Mark)  having departed away from of them,  (John Mark)  away from  (going to)  Pamphilia, 
 

However,  Paul was against this  -  because of the argument of which occurred on the previous Missionary Journey when Mark departed early from their 
company when leaving the island of Cyprus  (Acts.13v13). 
It must be clearly understood:- 

The Argument was  not  over doctrinal issues,  but  only  by personality issues. 
I would understand it as being the naive and much younger Mark,  being loyal to his older “Son of Comfort” (Acts.4v36)  uncle Barnabas,  felt miffed 
that Paul was taking a commanding role within the party  (as shown later at Acts.14v12),  especially after witnessing Paul’s admonishment of Elymas the 
sorcerer (Acts.13v11).  Mark thought Paul’s strident and confident deportment too overpowering,  and seeing Barnabas,  his uncle,  ‘forced’  to  'take the 
back seat'  behind Paul’s authority made Mark speak out against Paul’s seemingly  ‘domineering’  persona. 
It would have been over this matter that had caused the dissention within the party. 

It would be difficult to work together after such an outburst of feeling,  hence the necessary split! 
What we read of Paul is that he was strident for  “The Word of God”  to be accurately transmitted,  and certainly  not  to  “control any person”. 

And,  it was this subtle differentiation that the young and naive Mark could not appreciate at the time. 
Barnabas being older,  understood this and felt comfortable with Paul taking the lead,  hence his continuation with Paul during The 1st Missionary 
Journey,  providing a necessary balance to Paul’s strident forthrightness.   Noting that Paul was wise and this event would have honed his personality. 
For our instruction,  we note that all members became reconciled with one another after this incident  –  as we read later in Paul’s letters,  all 
participants realising that it was only a heated conflict between personalities,  having  nothing  to do with the doctrine of  “1st Century Christianity”. 
Nevertheless,  most importantly,  all people showing the  one/same  mind of reconciliation years after the event when having matured of mind,  which 
itself has been nurtured by  “1st Century Christianity”! 
 
574th Comment – Because Paul refused to take Mark,  then Barnabas departed with his younger relative,  Mark,  to 
retrace the steps of the 1st Missionary Journey,  starting at Cyprus. 
Acts   15v39 og (it) {became to be} (middle voice)  Therefore/Then  
Acts   15v39 og (the) 'paroxysm'/{incitement (to good)}/{dispute (in anger)}/contention/{provoke unto},  
Acts   15v39 og thus/{insomuch that}   (to) {rend apart}/separate/{sweep aside}/{depart (asunder)}  
Acts   15v39 og them  off/away/separated/from  (the) {one another}/mutual/together  the  both  Barnabas  
Acts   15v39 og (the) {receiving near}/{associating with}/{assuming an office}/learning/receiving/{taking responsibility}  
Acts   15v39 og the  Mark  (to) {from/out of plunging}/{depart by ship}/{sail (away/thence)}  into/unto  (the) Cyprus  
Acts   15v39 Therefore  it personally  became to be  the  paroxysm/dispute/contention  (between Paul and Barnabas), 

{insomuch that}  to  separate/depart  them  off/away/from  the  {one another}. 
Both  the  Barnabas  the  {receiving near}/{taking responsibility}   (of)  the  Mark  to  {depart by sea}/sail  unto  the Cyprus. 

 

Therefore,  it personally became to be the  dispute/contention  (between Paul and Barnabas) 
inasmuch that  (it was sufficiently forceful enough)  to separate them  away/from  the one another    
Barnabas taking responsibility  (of)  the  (John) Mark,  both sail unto the Cyprus  
 

We can see how an immature attitude  (of Mark almost two years earlier)  can grow and cause disruption later. 
Barnabas taking his younger  relation/cousin/nephew,  John Mark,  under his wing departed unto Cyprus to retrace their steps by sailing ship,  and we 
read later that Paul travelled by foot with Silas northwards and then west into Asia Minor. 

Was Yahweh disappointed in this separation? 
Yes and no! 

Yes,  inasmuch there was  at the time  an unreconciled situation between two TCs supposedly having the  one/same  mind as Yahweh. 
No,  inasmuch there were two independent parties covering  twice as much ground  in The Ministry work! 
 
575th Comment – Paul chose Silas and departed northwards to travel by land into Asia Minor. 
With all people operating according to Yahweh's Methodology,  blessings and gifts were given to this missionary party. 
Acts   15v40 og (the) Paul   And  (the having) {stated upon}/chosen (middle voice)   (the) Silas  
Acts   15v40 og (he / [they]) issued/{came/went forth/out}/departed/{spread abroad}/proceeded,  
Acts   15v40 og (the being) {yielded up}/surrendered/delivered/betrayed/{cast over}  
Acts   15v40 og to the  grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit  of the  God  
Acts   15v40 og under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  {The Brethren}/brothers  
Acts   15v40 And  the Paul  the having  (personally)  {stated upon}/chosen  the  Silas  

they  {went forth}/departed   the being  surrendered/{cast over}  to the (= in)  gifts/favours/benefits  of the   God (= Yahweh) 
under/by  of the  The Brethren. 

 

And Paul having personally chosen Silas,   
they departed being cast over in the  gifts/favours/benefits  of the God  (= Yahweh)  by The Brethren     
                (= Paul and Silas were supported by The Brethren with words of blessing, money, provisions and food,  all having a mind like Yahweh) 
 

Paul now begins his 2nd Missionary Journey. 
Paul and Silas leave northwards in their journey by foot to Asia Minor with words of blessing and physical support. 
The support may also have been an  ass/donkey  or two,  perhaps to help carry them  and/or  their provisions. 
 
576th Comment – Paul travel northwards by land out of Syria and through the province of Cilicia further supporting the 
young ecclesia north of Antioch. 
429th Reasoning – While Barnabas with his younger relative,  Mark,  was travelling in a clockwise direction following 
Paul's original 1st Missionary Journey,  Paul was effectively travelling in anti-clockwise direction,  northwards and then 
west into Asia Minor for his 2nd Missionary Journey.   On the way he was able to  (1) straighten-out any false teaching  (2) 
clarify any questions the Elders in these young ecclesiae may have had regarding The Scriptures.  These young ecclesiae 
would have spring out from The Antioch Ecclesia acting as The Hub for the area. 
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Comment – repeat - I close each chapter with this plea.  I only write like this to gain the rare Nicodemus prepared to  constructively  criticise  
“God's Word”  from out of millions  of  “Leaders of Christendom”  only prepared to  destructively  criticise  “God's Word”  as to what it means for 
“The Early Adopters”.   The  “Probability”  of a Christian leader fulfilling Yahweh's Desire is about 0.00003   (corresponding to 1:30,000 Christians) . 
Acts   15v41 og (he) traversed/came/departed/went/abroad/{passed by/over/through}  And   
Acts   15v41 og the  Syria  also  (the) Cilicia,  
Acts   15v41 og (the) {upon setting fast}/{concerning confirmation}/{supporting further}/{re-establishing}/strengthening  
Acts   15v41 og the  {callings out}/congregations/ecclesiae/assemblies/churches  
Acts   15v41 And  he  (= Paul [and Silas])   traversed/{passed through}  the Syria  also  the Cilicia, 

the   {supporting further}/strengthening  the  {calling outs}/ecclesiae. 
 

And he  (= Paul  [and Silas])  passed through Syria  also Cilicia,  further supporting the  {calling our}/ecclesia  
               (=  Paul and Silas stopped off during their journey to straighten out and false ideas creeping in,  and further expand their knowledge base) 
 

Very much as my parenthesis states. 
It is very likely that Paul would have stopped to visit his relatives living in Tarsus in the province of Cilicia,  some 90 miles further north from Antioch. 
 
 
577th Comment – Paul arrived at Derbe,  also Lystra within Asia Minor.  It was here the missionary party met a disciple 
called Timothy,  the son of a  truthful/faithful  Jewish mother and of a Greek Father. 
Acts   16v1 og (he) {meet against}/{arrived at}/attained/came  And  into/unto  (the) Derbe  also  (the) Lystra,   
Acts   16v1 og also  behold/lo/look/see!    
Acts   16v1 og (The) learner/pupil/disciple  {some/any/certain person}  (he) was  there/thither   
Acts   16v1 og (to the) name/character/authority  (the) Timothy,  (the) son  (of the) woman/wife  {some/any/certain person}   
Acts   16v1 og (the) Jewish  (of the) trustful/believe/faithful/sure/true,  (of the) father/forebear   
Acts   16v1 og and  (of the) {(from) Hellen (Grecian)}/{Greek speaking person (especially non-Jew)}/Gentile/Greek; 
Acts   16v1 And  he (= Paul)  {meet against}/{arrived at}  into  the  Derbe,   also  the  Lystra,   also behold: 

The  leaner/disciple  (a) {certain person}  he was  there  to the  name/character/authority  the Timothy, 
the son of  (a)  trustful/faithful  Jewish  {certain person},  and  of the  Greek  Father.   

 

And he  (= Paul)  arrived at Derbe,  also Lystra,  also behold: 
There was a certain person,  a disciple,  to the  name/character/authority  Timothy, 
the son of a  trustful/faithful  Jewish person,  and of a Greek father  
 

Timothy will become a formidable TC upon whom Paul depends to further extend and establish the ecclesia while Paul is later under house arrest,  both 
in Caesarea  (in Israel),  and then later in Rome. 
We read in Paul’s letters of guidance to Timothy,  Paul's acknowledgement of Timothy's extensive education of The Tanakh made possible by both his 
mother and grandmother  (he had a Greek Father – see Acts.16v3). 
 
578th Comment – Timothy was already teaching The Gospel to hearkening recipients within Lystra and Iconium under the 
guidance of the Brethren of whom Paul had established on his 1st Missionary Journey. 
Acts   16v2 og who/which/that  (he was) witness/reporting (= the person giving the evidence)  under/through/inferior/below/by   
Acts   16v2 og of the (brothers)   in  (to the) Lystra  also  (to the) Iconium  (of the) {The Brethren}/brothers  
Acts   16v2 Who,  he was  (personally)  witnessing/reporting  under  of  The Brothers  within  Lystra  also  in Iconium. 
 

Who  (= Timothy)  was  (personally)  witnessing/reporting  under The Brothers within Lystra  also in Iconium  
 

Paul’s 1st Missionary Journey had been effective,  because The Ecclesia Paul established a few years earlier had borne fruitage in the form of Timothy. 
Timothy was actively teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  as best as he was able,  but now meeting  ‘The Knowledge Base’  Paul,  enabled Timothy to 
gain all the required knowledge to become  “a super teacher”. 
Note:  I intensely dislike using the word  “evangelist”,  it has far too many  negative  connotations  (based upon the many  inaccuracies  of what some 
members propagate today,  to  self-indulge  themselves and their recipients,  being a  “gospel of excuses and flattery”,  alien to what The Bible teaches). 
 
579th Comment – Timothy desired to travel with Paul to learn as much as possible from off him. 
580th Comment – Timothy was circumcised  “as a show”  to The Jews,  because it was well known he had a Greek father. 
430th Reasoning – For Timothy to be circumcised means that he was concentrating on teaching  “1st Century 
Christianity”  to  The Jews,  else he would have not bothered if it was only to The Gentiles! 
Acts   16v3 og (of the) This (specific)  (one = person = Timothy)   (he) determined/{delighted in}/desired/{be pleased}    
Acts   16v3 og the  Paul  {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  (to the) him  
Acts   16v3 og (to) issue/{come/went/go forth/out}/depart/{spread abroad}/proceed,   
Acts   16v3 og also  (the) {getting hold of}/{taking up/away}/having/receiving  (the) {to cut around}/circumcise  
Acts   16v3 og (the) him,  through (reason of)  the  Jews,    the (ones = persons)  being/have   
Acts   16v3 og in  to the  spots/spaces/{positions/places of occupancy}/locations/plains/rooms  (to the) those,   
Acts   16v3 og (they) knew/understood/{was aware}/saw/perceived  for   
Acts   16v3 og {absolutely all}/{every (one)}/{all (things)} (persons)  the  father/forebear  (of the) him,   
Acts   16v3 og because  (the) {(from) Hellen (Grecian)}/{Greek speaking person (especially non-Jew)}/Gentile/Greek, 
Acts   16v3 og (he) {begin under}/{come into existence}/after/live/behave  
Acts   16v3 Of  this specific  (one = person = Timothy)   

he  determined/desired  the  Paul  to  {go forth}/proceed  {united as companions}/{together in union}  to the  him  (= Timothy), 
also  the  {getting hold of}/{taking up}  the circumcise  the him,  through reason  of the  Jews, 
because  {absolutely all}/everyone  the persons  (= The Jews)  being  within  those  places/locations  (= Derbe and Lystra) 
they  knew/understood  his  (= Timothy)  Father  {began under}/{came into existence} (= was born)   the  Greek. 

 

Of this specific person  (Timothy)  he desired Paul to go forth united as companions with  him  (= Timothy), 
also through reason of the Jews  (pressurising him),  (he)  took upon himself to be circumcised, 
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because absolutely all the people  (= the Jews)  being within those places   (= Derbe and Lystra) 
knew his  (= Timothy)  father was born a Greek  
 

Paul would have met with the Ecclesia he had established earlier,  and they would have put him into contact with Timothy. 
Alternatively,  Paul may have gone to a synagogue to preach himself  (“as was his custom”), and would have seen Timothy teaching what he knew. 
Whichever way the two met,  Timothy obviously wanted to know more from Paul  -  being  “The Very Individual”  who had personally established the 
ecclesia that had connected with Timothy!   Clearly, Timothy thought it was a great honour to be working alongside Paul,  and wanted to learn as much 
as possible directly from  “The Great Apostle”  himself!  
It is very interesting to make the observation: 

Timothy was pressurised to become circumcised by the Jews. 
We may ask: 

So what? 
We should reason that Timothy must have been concentrating on teaching what he knew  to The Jews  and  not  to the Gentiles. 
Else,  quite simply,  he would not have bothered!    
Because if he had only concentrated in teaching The Gentiles,  then they would not have cared if he had been circumcised,  or not! 
Therefore,  we can reason that  “1st Century Christianity”  was still pushed towards The Jews,  because they had all  “The Knowledge”  given in the 
Tanakh that underwrote what the apostles taught as  “1st Century Christianity”. 
Therefore,  we are back to the question: 

Why is  “The Tanakh”  (= The Old Testament)  not  taught to Christians? 
Noting what Paul said to Timothy at 2Tim.3v15-17. 

Also: 
Why did JC study and ask questions of The Tanakh when aged only 12 Years  (Luke.2v48-52),  and obviously during his teens? 
Why did Yahweh want Paul to become the 12th Apostle,  if it was not because of his fastidious study while young under Gamliel (Acts.22v3)? 

The point behind this is that a mind requires  “The Foundation of God's Word”  as contained within The Tanakh to generate the required impetus and 
genuine  (unfeigned)  drive to become a TC,  beloved by Yahweh.   
Then we read The New Testament to understand how  “JC  righteously answered  The Tanakh”  to personally make possible The Millennium! 
Now this is all contrary to what our  worldly Christian leaders teach,  but what do they truly know about fulfilling Yahweh's Desire? 

Absolutely nothing! 
That is why Yahweh wholly rejects them for any position of leadership in The Millennium  (as JC tells us in much of his teaching)! 

Yahweh is seeking those individuals who reject the  worldly  teaching of Christendom  (being only a subset of  “Religion”),  because He can only obtain 
144000 TCs throughout the total period of The Gospel Age lasting about 2000 years   (that is soon to be terminated by “The 1st Resurrection”). 
An important note:  I very carefully explain elsewhere regarding  “specific numbers”  as stated in The Bible regarding prophecy,  they are  never  
allegoric and are  not  to be confused with Rev.13v18,  the  only  'number'  deliberately  written in a cryptic fashion  to indicate  that it is figurative  only,  
and  not  to be taken literally.   Except  worldly  people do  the exact reverse,  they ignore the plethora of literal numbers and unto a single figurative 
number,  they try to make it a real number.    

That shows the utter confusion within which their minds operate! 
The point behind this is that we all should be instructed to read and learn The Tanakh,  because it,  as  “The Word of God”  underwrites what JC did to 
answer it,  and without the former then the latter becomes weak,  inasmuch there is no foundation within our minds upon which to build what JC taught. 
With this knowledge then we can become like JC inside,  rather than a hollow shell just spouting: 

“I am saved because I believe JC died for me!” 
Which is about the sum total of what Christians know! 

That statement does  not  bring honour,  nor magnify what Yahweh and JC have done for us  -  it just makes us  “hypocrites”! 
“Hypocrites”  because we pretend to represent both Yahweh and JC,  but in reality we know  nothing  about Them! 
And because we know  “nothing about Them”,  then we cannot behave in the  one/same  manner as Them  (hence not John.14v20, 17v21-26)! 

So I ask: 
Can the reader understand where I am going with this? 

I am not writing this to specifically criticise for the sake of criticism,  but to wake people up out of apathy,  and exhort people to become future TCs! 
Do not rely upon a gospel of  “excuses and flattery”,  because that will not fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and save no person! 

Noting what Paul said at 1Cor.14v7-8 for our warning/instruction. 
Do  NOT  become like a leader of Christendom lost in a hopeless fog of confusion! 

Where these leaders excrete like diarrhea their worthless sermons that are very often  contradictory  to specifically what The Bible teaches us! 
They quote a few verses  (to give some semblance of authenticity)  and then go out at a tangent away from what The Bible was specifically teaching is,  
they being motivated to supposedly validate some worldly practice that in reality Yahweh abhors!  This is Satanic!  Note JC’s teaching at Matt.15v17-20. 

I have hundreds upon hundreds of sermon transcripts generated by Christendom to audit,  and they are just so appalling in places! 
All to be summed-up as: 

“Sermons of Excuses”  for us to remain  “Human”  and thus  “worldly”   on a  “Bed of flattery”! 
Not like the sermons as given by the  “1st Century Christian Leaders”  that vigorous shook and  pulled-up  the recipients from out of their apathy to then 
become worthy representatives of Yahweh!   Because they were given  “The Knowledge”  of Part 1 and Part 2 of God's Word,  being  “The Whole Vista” 
of what Yahweh is doing to righteously yield  “The Salvation of Mankind”. 
Sadly,  all this means  nothing  to our leaders of Christendom  -  else  they would do something about it,  rather than  'shoot The Messenger'! 

Then we are back to what all  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  wanted to do to all TCs throughout the ages  –  starting with JC. 
 
581st Comment – Paul taught the ecclesia,  he had established on his 1st Missionary Journey,  the significantly reduced 
laws as determined at Acts.15v20 and distributed later by letter at Acts.15v29. 
431st Reasoning – Paul was now in Gentile lands,  but still rooted within Jewish suburbs.  However,  it was from these 
beginnings that the Jewish  “1st Century Christians”  were to personally reach out into The Gentiles with  “The 
Invitation”.   These Jews were not to burden The Gentiles with now defunct customs that did not make The Mind pure,  but 
rather,  the physical customs were explained to show how these were to be transposed into The Spiritual. 
Acts   16v4 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  And  (they) {travelled/went/journeyed through}/{passed by}  
Acts   16v4 og the  {towns large/or with walls}/cities,  
Acts   16v4 og (they) {yielded up}/surrendered/delivered/betrayed/{cast over}  {to them}   
Acts   16v4 og (to) {isolate (to) watch}/{be on guard}/preserve/obey/avoid/beware/keep  the  laws/decrees/ordinances   
Acts   16v4 og the (ones = laws/decrees)   (having been) {judiciously/mentally decided}/tried/concluded/judged   
Acts   16v4 og under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}   
Acts   16v4 og also  of the  {(comparative of) older}/{Elders (of the ecclesia)}  of the (ones = persons)  in  (the) Jerusalem    
Acts   16v4 And  {in that manner}/likewise  they  {travelled through}/{passed by}  the  cities, 

they (= Paul and Timothy)  delivered/{cast over}  to them  (= the recipients within the cities)   
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to  {be on guard}/preserve/obey/keep  the  laws/decrees  having been  {mentally decided}/concluded/judged 
under/by  of the  apostles/{appointees to tell}  also  of the  elders  of the (ones = persons = elders)  in the Jerusalem. 

 

And in that manner  (working together,  teaching)  they  (Paul and Timothy)  travelled through the cities, 
they delivered to them  (= the recipients within these cities)  to  preserve/obey/keep  the decrees  (= the requirements to be a Christian) 
having been concluded by of the  apostles/{appointees to tell}  also of the elders in Jerusalem  
 

It must be clearly understood,  this was  not  the only thing they taught,  but only an addition to what they were already teaching. 
However,  it was new,  and thus important to mention in this verse,  this doctrine is taught to give stability and unity within the minds of the Gentiles,  to 
counter the more orthodox Jewish teaching permeating within these new  “1st Century Christian”  ecclesia. 
Noting that Paul would have been teaching of  “The New Laws of 1st Century Christianity”  given at Acts.15v29,  and showing The Gentiles need only 
heed The Laws of Moses that improved society,  but the physical laws that  ‘made The Jews,  Jewish’  had now been  transposed to be spiritual laws  for 
The Gospel Age and on into The Millennium.  The Christian Nation thus became  “The 2nd Epoch of Israel”. 
 
582nd Comment – It was from the work of Paul and Timothy that made the many ecclesiae strong wherever they went. 
270th Instruction – Likewise with our work,  we should be making the recipients of our teaching:  mentally strong. 
This generates  “Real Faith”  built upon  “accurate knowledge,  thoroughly assayed and practiced with fidelity”. 
We must not feed them with emotion and songs – this does  not  make people mentally strong, – but  keeps them weak! 
432nd Reasoning – Yahweh is seeking  kings/priests  to be  “The New World Rulers”  of The Millennium.  He is not 
seeking “self-seeking and self-indulgent”  people either as the congregational heads,  or as their devotees! 
Acts   16v5 og the  truly/indeed  Therefore/Then  {calling outs}/congregations/ecclesiae/assemblies/churches 
Acts   16v5 og (they were) solidified/confirmed/established/{received strength}/{made strong}   
Acts   16v5 og in  (to the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   
Acts   16v5 og also  (they) {super-abounded}/overflowed/exceeded/{became excessive}/{more than needed}   
Acts   16v5 og to the  summed/number  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  day/{period of time}  
Acts   16v5 Therefore/Then  truly/indeed  the  {calling outs}/ecclesiae   

they were  established/{made strong}  within  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}, 
also  they  {super-abounded}/{became excessive}  to the  summed/number  intensely to  the  day/{period of time}  (= day after day). 

 

Therefore  truly/indeed  the  {calling outs}/ecclesiae  were  established/{made strong} 
within the  (Real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity,  built solely upon  “1st Century Christianity”), 
also  they  (= the ecclesiae)  became excessive in number day after day  
 

The local ecclesiae  ramped-up  to a new level under Paul's guiding example of public ministry! 
Timothy was gaining great schooling under the leadership of Paul going out and  accurately  teaching  “1st Century Christianity”. 
The time would be about 50 to 51 CE. 
 
583rd Comment – Luke attributes the HS as The Linking Methodology to Yahweh guiding  Paul/Timothy  to Asia. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “HS” has the composite definition:- 

1.  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  which is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2.  Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment (= The Universe). 

Where Yahweh,  by expressed capability in the environment,  underwrites the work of those entities having His Mind. 
Warning – repeat - The HS does  not  mean what our  worldly (and charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us  (Luke.6v39)! 
Reasoning – repeat - Why?  (1) They make worldly gain by twisting what the HS means  (by fraudulent teaching/action),  
(2) excuses them from making the HS become personal within,  if they can push it away to be an external 3rd party,  and by 
consequence  (3) personally remain  “human”  and have no need to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (1Pet.2v18-24)! 
433rd Reasoning – Because these apostles had the  one/same  mind as Yahweh,  then Yahweh would have engineered the 
physical situation to make it clear to the apostles where to move next,  in this instance,  to stay in western Asia,  so that 
they can move west into eastern Europe. 
Acts   16v6 og (the having) traversed/came/departed/went/abroad/{passed by/over/through}  And  the  Phrygian  
Acts   16v6 og also  the  Galatian   
Acts   16v6 og (the) {empty (expanse)}/{room (around)}/{(space of) territory}/coast/country/fields/ground/land/region,   
Acts   16v6 og (the being) estopped{prevented (by word or act)}/forbidden/{kept from}/withstood/halted   
Acts   16v6 og under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}   
Acts   16v6 og (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  (to) speak/utter/say  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning   
Acts   16v6 og in  to the  Asia  
Acts   16v6 And  the having  traversed/{passed through}  the  Phrygian  also  the  Galatian  land/region, 

the being  estopped/halted  under/by  of the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}   
of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to  speak/utter  the  word/sayings/reasoning  within  the Asia. 

 

And  (Paul and Timothy)  having passed through the Phrygian  also the Galatian region, 
the being halted by of the holy  (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin})  of the spirit  (= personality/desires/traits) 
to speak the  word/sayings/reasoning  within Asia  
 

Does this mean what our  worldly Christian leaders tell us it supposedly means? 
Based upon past performance,  obviously not! 
Firstly a composite definition of the holy spirit:- 

1.  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  which  is  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2.  Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment  (= The Universe). 

It is  when  we thoroughly learn  “The Word of God”,  assay it so that we fully understand it,  and then operate with fidelity (= to gain “Real faith”),  
then  we have  (1) “gained a mind like Yahweh and JC”  to have the HS operating within us to make   (2) “Yahweh's Desire manifest within The 
Environment”. 

It is conceptually so very easy to understand  with no  “mystery”. 
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Worldly Christian leaders want to keep the HS as  'being a mystery',  because they do not want to gain a mind like Yahweh  (= edify our neighbour to our 
own hurt),  because a mind like Satan  (= self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt)  seems better for them in the short term  (of this present life)! 

Now we know what the HS means and importantly,  why our leaders of Christendom do not have it then:- 
We can understand what occurred here! 

Yahweh would have communicated to Paul,  most likely by  “circumstance”  or perhaps having thoughts that the situation was not productive or  “not 
just right”,  inasmuch it did not feel right to be there or take a certain course of action.  This is because Paul had the  one/same  mind as Yahweh and 
that is why Paul would think like Yahweh  (hence  'the glue'  of the HS linking Paul and Yahweh together)!   We know that this is the correct 
understanding,  by virtue that a few verses later we read of a  direct intervention  to provide  specific direction and guidance  given directly to Paul by 
Yahweh which is specifically recorded for us – to demonstrate this  different form  of intervention for our edification. 

Seems logical,  does it not? 
Or have I missed something,  that our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars  could explain to me by email  (supported by The Bible)? 
Acts   16v7 og (the) accompanying/appearing/bringing/coming (middle voice)  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
Acts   16v7 og the  Mysia  (they) tested/endeavoured/scrutinised/assayed/examined/proved/tempted   
Acts   16v7 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  Bithynia  (to) traverse/travel/depart/journey (middle voice)  
Acts   16v7 og also  no/not/none  (it) {let be}/permitted/{left alone}/committed/allowed  them  
Acts   16v7 og the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
Acts   16v7 The  (Paul and Timothy)  (personally)  coming  intensely  (= specifically)  to  the  Mysia,   

they  tested/endeavoured/assayed  to  (personally)  traverse/journey  intensely  (= specifically)  to  the  Bithynia,   
also  not  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  permitted/{left alone}  them. 

 

The  (Paul and Timothy)  personally coming specifically to the Mysia, 
they  endeavoured/assayed  to personally journey specifically to the Bithynia, 
also not the spirit  (= personality/desires/traits)  permitted them  
          (= Paul/Timothy  organised to travel north unto Bithynia,  but then they had second thoughts about this journey) 
 

Bithynia is northeast of Asia Minor,  bordering the south-western side of The Black Sea.    
It was Yahweh's Desire that Paul should not travel north,  but rather west into Greece,  as we are to read. 
Acts   16v8 og (the having) {come near}/{passed aside}/approached/{gone/went by/away}/perished  And   
Acts   16v8 og the  Mysia  (they) descended/{went down}/fell  into/unto  (the) Troas  
Acts   16v8 And  (Paul and Timothy)   the having  {come near}/{gone into}  the  Mysia  

they descended  into  the  Troas  (city on the most western coast of Mysia). 
 

And  (Paul and Timothy)  having come near Mysia  (region),  they descended into Troas  (a city port)  
 

Troas is a city port on the most western side of Asia Minor for a sailing into Eastern Europe. 
Troas,  known today as Eski Stambul,  is located on the Aegean Sea near the northern tip of Turkey's western coast.   
 
584th Comment – This is where Yahweh now specifically  steps-in  to give distinct direction to His apostles through a 
supernatural spectacle.  They are to go to Macedonia. 
271st Instruction – We can see the distinct separation between the earlier verses of the HS and this verse,  where Yahweh 
directly intervenes through a supernatural spectacle.  
434th Reasoning – The HS is the  pure/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  thoughts/traits/character  that operates 
in the minds of the apostles which is the same as that which operates within Yahweh only gave  'negative direction'  (= just 
not wanting to go).  However here,  Yahweh directly intervenes here,  to give a  specific direction of where next to go. 
196th Warning – Beware of people  twisting/spinning  “The Word of God”  to gain a hold over the mind of their deluded 
devotees with unreasoned mystique lost in mystery.   This is  not  what Yahweh Desires! 
Warning – repeat - Beware of people assuming positions of leadership in  “Religion”  they do  not  understand Yahweh,  
else if they did know,  then they would not take those positions -  because Yahweh shall reject them, as The Bible tells us! 
Acts   16v9 og Also  (the) {something gazed at}/{spectacle (especially supernatural)}  through (reason of)  of the  night 
Acts   16v9 og (he/it) {gazed wide eyed}/{shown self}/appeared (middle voice)  to the  Paul,  
Acts   16v9 og (the) man/husband/fellow  {some/any/certain person}  (he) was  (of the) Macedonia  
Acts   16v9 og (the) {standing staunch}/establishing/{holding up}/appointing/abiding,  
Acts   16v9 og (the) {setting beside}/{calling near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseeching/exhorting/ 

/entreating/urging/comforting   
Acts   16v9 og (the) him  also  (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:  
Acts   16v9 og (The) {walk through}/cross/{come/over/pass through}  into/unto  Macedonia,   
Acts   16v9 og  (you) aid/relieve/help/succour  {to us}  
Acts   16v9 Also  through reason of  the night                      (= During the night-time   ) 

the  {supernatural spectacle}  it  (personally)  {shown self}/appeared  to the  Paul. 
The  man/husband/fellow  he was   some  Macedonian  person  the  {standing staunch}, 
the  him   {calling near}/exhorting/urging  also  stating/exclaiming: 
The  {walk through}/{cross over}  into  Macedonia,   you  aid/help  {to us}. 

 

Also during the night,  a supernatural spectacle appeared to Paul  
The man was a certain Macedonian standing staunchly,  he  (was)  {calling near}/urging  also exclaiming: 
(Paul,  you)  Walk through into Macedonia,  you  aid/help  us! 
 

This would be a dream that Yahweh directly inserted within the mind of Paul to give him distinct direction,  because up to this time he was thinking with 
the HS that these other places should be avoided,  but was uncertain as to which specific course to take. 

Yahweh now gives a  distinct destination  for Paul's clarification. 
Yahweh works within The Environment  around and within  Paul,  to make His HS manifest within The Environment! 

The differentiation within this suite of verses underwrites my explanation of the HS. 
I now ask Trinitarians to explain themselves over this issue! 
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585th Comment – On the following morning,  Paul explains his vision to the fellow disciples travelling with him. 
The  Lord/Master,  Yahweh,  had directly instructed them to teach God's Word to the people in Macedonia. 
272nd Instruction – We must go out on a limb to  accurately teach  “The Word of God”  to The World in the manner as did  
“The 1st Century”  Christians.  We must  not  teach a “Gospel of Excuses”,  as do our leaders of Christendom today! 
Acts   16v10 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  And  the  {something gazed at}/{spectacle (especially supernatural)}  
Acts   16v10 og (he/it) knew/understood/{was aware}/saw/perceived,   
Acts   16v10 og directly/{at once}/soon/immediately/shortly  (we) sought/searched/endeavoured/inquired   
Acts   16v10 og (to) issue/{come/go forth/out}/depart/{spread abroad}/proceed  into/unto  the  Macedonia,   
Acts   16v10 og (the) {driving together}/uniting/infering/showing/teaching/compacting/intrusting/gathering/concluding   
Acts   16v10 og because  (he has) {called toward oneself}/summoned/invited/{called (for/to/unto)} (middle voice)  
Acts   16v10 og us/our/we  the  lord/master  (to) {announce The Good News}/{preach The Gospel} (plural, middle voice)    
Acts   16v10 og them  
Acts   16v10 And  {in that manner}/as  he  (= Paul)   understood/perceived  the  {supernatural spectacle}, 

{at once}/immediately  we  sought/endeavoured  to  {go forth}/proceed  into/unto  Macedonia, 
because  the  {driving together}/compacting                (=  bringing together the Apostles unto future recipients) 
The  Lord/Master,  He (= Yahweh)  has  (personally)  summoned/{called unto}  us  to  {preach The Good News}  to them. 

 

And as he  (= Paul)  understood the supernatural spectacle   (he consequently then retold his  dream/vision  to his fellow apostles and … ) 
immediately we  (as the band of apostles)  endeavoured to go forth unto Macedonia, 
because The Lord/Master  (= Yahweh)  bringing together  (the apostles unto eager recipients of “The Word of God”) 
has personally summoned us  (apostles)  to preach The Good News to them  
 

This is the  first time  that the pronoun  “we”  (and “us”)  is used for  'the collective of disciples'  around Paul. 
Thus,  it is generally assumed this is where Paul and  Luke  (the writer of Acts,  and of The Gospel that bears his name)  first met each other in Troas  
(Acts.16v10-17),  Luke stayed in Macedonia,  and then re-joined Paul on his 3rd Missionary Journey at Acts.20v5-21v18,  and personally went with Paul 
on his last journey to Rome Acts.27v1-28v16.  It is assumed that during Paul's two year imprisonment in Caesarea,  Luke stayed with Paul,  and it is 
during this period where he wrote  “Luke's Gospel”  by co-mingling between the  'house arrest'  of Paul and of the free original remaining disciples  
(certainly as a minimum of Peter and John).  Just ignore the nonsense muses of  worldly Christian scholars speaking of a “Q” Gospel – they really have  
no  basis for making such an illogical suggestion – and the absurdness of their arguments  (of which I have read)  does not deserve anymore recognition 
than the contents of this sentence,  except to say: “They clearly do  not  understand their subject matter!”  Though professing to be:  'All knowledgeable!' 

Let us now do the most sensible thing and just  ignore them,  by going back to The Scriptures  (and leave behind what they invent),  because 
quite simply:  If they do not want Yahweh,  then Yahweh does not want them! 

 
586th Comment – Paul and fellow disciples leave western Asia by boat and travel unto  south eastern  Europe/Greece  into 
what was then ancient Macedonia. 
Acts   16v11 og (the) {leading up}/{bringing out}/{setting forth}/sailing/departing/launching  Therefore/Then   
Acts   16v11 og off/away/separated/from  of the  Troas,  
Acts   16v11 og (we) {set a straight race}/{on a level course}/{sailed direct}  into/unto  (the) Samothrace  
Acts   16v11 og to the  both  {over/upon  to go}/supervening/ensuing/following  (day)  into/unto  (the) Neapolis, 
Acts   16v11 Therefore/Then  the  sailing/departing  off/away/from  of the  Troas, 

we  {sailed direct}  unto  the  Samothrace,  to the (= in)  both  (days)  ensuing/following (day)  into/unto  the  Neapolis. 
 

Then the sailing  off/away/from  of the Troas,  we sailed direct unto Samothrace,  in the following day unto Neapolis  
 

Traos was the large coastal city on the most western side of Asia Minor.  They sailed west northwest across the Aegean Sea,  perhaps stopped off at the 
island of Samothrace,  and upon leaving,  sailed pasted the island of Thasos to reach the large coastal city,  Neapolis,  in the region of  Thrace/Tracia,  
being the south eastern side of Europe  (being ancient Macedonia,  now part of Greece).   
This was a sailing journey of about 100 miles. 
Paul and his group were to go to Philippi west northwest first and then to move southeast down into the country region of Macedonia,  as Yahweh 
requested of them because it will be more fruitful  (hence Rev.3v20 in action). 
 
587th Comment – Paul went into a principal Roman colony called Philippi and stayed there for a few days. 
Acts   16v12 og who/which  (it) is  (the) foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former  
Acts   16v12 og thence/{from that place}  both  into/unto  (the) Philippi,   
Acts   16v12 og of the  {a portion}/province/share/participation  of the  Macedonia  {town large/or with walls}/city  
Acts   16v12 og (the) {Roman 'colony' (for veterans)}/colony,  
Acts   16v12 og (we) were  and  in  this/that (specifically)  to the  {town large/or with walls}/city  
Acts   16v12 og (the) {wearing through (time)}/remaining/abiding/being/continuing/tarrying  days/{periods of time}   
Acts   16v12 og {some/any things}  
Acts   16v12 Both  from that place (= those places)   into/unto  the  Philippi,   

which  it is  the  foremost/chief  the  {Roman colony}  city  of the  province/share  of the  Macedonia, 
and  we were  remaining/abiding  in  this specific  city  some  days/{period of times}. 

 

From both those places  (Samothrace and Neaplois)  unto Philippi, 
which is the foremost Roman colony city of the province of the Macedonia, 
and we were remaining in this specific city  (for)  some days  
 

Philippi lies about 10 miles inland west-northwest from the coastal town of Neopolis. 
 
588th Comment – On the second Sabbath,  Paul and his disciples went out of the city with the  women/wives  near to the 
river as was the custom on this day to pray. 
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435th Reasoning – Paul and fellow disciples use every opportunity to  accurately teach  “The Word of God”  to potential 
new  “1st Century Christians”.   Not  to take from them (as do leaders of Religion),  but rather,  they are bringing forward 
Yahweh's Plan for Human Salvation,  by giving Yahweh the next generation of TCs  (to reach 144000 trigger threshold). 
Acts   16v13 og to the  both  day/{period of time}  of the  Sabbaths, 
Acts   16v13 og (we) issued/{came/went forth/out}/departed/{spread abroad}/proceeded  
Acts   16v13 og outside/{away from}/without/outward  of the  {town large/or with walls}/city   
Acts   16v13 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  (the) {a current}/brook/{running water}/flood/river/stream/water,   
Acts   16v13 og {of whom/which}  (it was) accustomed/deemed/regarded/supposed/considered/thought  
Acts   16v13 og (the) supplicate/worship/{pray earnestly}  {to be/exist},  
Acts   16v13 og also  (the) {sitting down}/settling/tarrying/contemplating  (we) spoke/uttered/said  
Acts   16v13 og to the  {convening/departing in company}/{associating with}/cohabiting/assembling  (the) women/wives  
Acts   16v13 to the  (= in/on)   both  of the  Sabbaths                (thus at least a week of days in Philippi,  having encompassed two Sabbaths) 

we proceeded  outside/{away from}  of the  city  (Philippa)   
near/alongside  the  river/stream  of which  it was  accustomed/supposed  to  be/exist (= occur)   the  supplication/worship, 
also  the  {sitting down}/settling  we  spoke/said  to the  {convening in company}/assembling  the  women/wives. 

 

On the second Sabbath,  we proceeded outside of the city   
near the river of which it was accustomed to occur the  supplication/worship, 
also sitting down we spoke to the assembling  women/wives  
 

The Greek text suggests the day was the second Sabbath Paul, Luke and some other disciples went outside Philippa to sit alongside the  women/wives  
who went out to supplicate and worship.  A practice that would indicate no synagogue had been built within this city for The Jews,  hence Paul would use 
this  opportunity to teach  “1st Century Christianity”  unto them.   Where  “1st Century Christianity”  answers  Judaism,  and hence the reason why Paul 
principally went to The Jews,  because they had all the spiritual knowledge sourced by The Tanakh upon which to build  “1st Century Christianity”. 
 
589th Comment – A wealthy woman called Lydia,  a trader in purple cloth from Thyatira personally revered Yahweh. 
She attentively listened to what Paul had to say to this group of women. 
436th Reasoning – Yahweh knew this woman would become a future TC and we can assume she shall possibly be elected 
to become a  'son of God'.    Noting that upon our resurrection,  we shall be resurrected as neuters  (as JC told us).   
273rd Instruction – We all should be like Lydia. 
Acts   16v14 og Also  {some/any/certain person}  (the) woman/wife  (to the) name/character/authority  (the) Lydia,  
Acts   16v14 og (the) {female trader in purple cloth}/{seller of purple}  (of the) {town large/or with walls}/city  
Acts   16v14 og (of the) Thyatira,  (the) revering/adoring/devoting/religious/worshipping (middle voice)  the  God,  
Acts   16v14 og (she) heard/listened/understood/responded,  {of whom/which}  the  lord/master  
Acts   16v14 og (he) {open through}/{thoroughly opened (as first-born or to expound)}  the  heart/{seat of motivation},  
Acts   16v14 og (to) {hold in the mind}/{pay attention}/{apply oneself}/{have regard}/heed  to the (things)   
Acts   16v14 og (being) spoken/uttered/said  under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  Paul  
Acts   16v14 Also  the  certain  woman/wife  to the  name/character/authority  the  Lydia, 

the  female trader in purple cloth  of the  city  of the  Thyatira,  the  (personally)  revering/adoring  the God, 
she  heard/listened/understood,  {of whom}  the  lord/master  he  thoroughly opened  the  heart/{seat of motivation}, 
to  {pay attention}/{have regard}  to the  things   being  spoken/said  through/by  of the  Paul. 

 

Also the certain  woman/wife  named Lydia,  the female trader in purple cloth of the city the Thyatira, 
she personally  revering/adoring  the God  (Yahweh)  heard/listened  (to us), 
of whom the  heart/{seat of motivation}  the  Lord/Master  He  (= Yahweh through JCg as The Word of God)   thoroughly opened    
to  {pay attention}/{have regard}  to the things being spoken by Paul  
 

Lydia would have been originally trained in the dyeing business within Thyatira,  a city renown for this trade. 
Purple was the most expensive dye requiring several months of processing putrefying mussels to obtain only a small amount of dye,  and this colour of 
her trade would suggest she was a wealthy woman with a sharp brain.   
Lydia was clearly attentive to this new knowledge taught by Paul, and importantly,  it made sense to her. 
 
590th Comment – Lydia was fully convinced by Paul's detailed teaching,  she become an “Early Adopter”. 
89th Good News – Because Paul was so persistent in searching out new people during his missionary journeys,  then he 
was able to meet Lydia.  Also, Lydia was actively searching for The Truth (John.8v33-36),  then she found it (Matt.7v7)! 
437th Reasoning – It is important to note that Lydia already thoroughly knew The Scriptures  (we are told she was 
demonstrably devout)  and thus it would not need more than a few hours of Paul's detailed teaching to steer her unto  “1st 
Century Christianity”  by explaining how JC answered the Tanakh.  She could now become baptised. 
591st Comment – Even though a wealthy woman,  she was demur when inviting them unto her hospitality. 
274th Instruction – We must learn to be  demur/humble/contrite  before Yahweh – else we have the  wrong  mind. 
We must be like her and have the mind of kindness to assist any people aiming to be TCs. 
Allegory – repeat - Baptise in water = Spiritual  death  to our old life – by entering into “The 2nd Covenant” with Yahweh. 
Reasoning – repeat - Baptism in water was a “repentance” for all the old things that were done in ignorance (1Tim.1v13)  
and required before we can enter into  “The 2nd Covenant”  with Yahweh,  by wholly inculcating  “The Word of God”. 
Acts   16v15 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  And  (she was) {made overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptised,  
Acts   16v15 og also  the  dwelling/temple/house/household/family  {of her},  
Acts   16v15 og (she) {set beside}/{called near}/{invoked by imploring}/beseeched/exhorted/entreated/urged/comforted   
Acts   16v15 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:   
Acts   16v15 og If  (yourselves have) {judiciously/mentally decided}/{to try}/concluded/judged  I/me/my 
Acts   16v15 og (the) trustful/believe/faithful/sure/true  to the  lord/master  {to be/exist}, 
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Acts   16v15 og (the) entering/{arising into}/{going in}  into/unto  the  dwelling/temple/house/household/family 
Acts   16v15 og {of me}/I/me/mine/my,  (yourselves) stay/remain/abide/dwell/endure/stand/continue   
Acts   16v15 og And  (she)  
Acts   16v15 og {beside/near to crowded/seized oneself}/{forced contrary (to nature)}/{compelled (by entreaty)}/constrained   
Acts   16v15 og us/our/we  
Acts   16v15 And  {in that manner}/as  she was  baptised  also  (near)  her  dwelling/house  

she  {called near}/implored/exhorted  the  stating/exclaiming: 
If  yourselves  have  judged/concluded  I  to  be/exist  the  faithful/trustful  to the  lord/master   
the  entering/{going in}  into/unto  my  dwelling/house,  yourselves  stay/remain. 
And  she  {compelled by entreaty}/constrained/insisted  us. 

 

And as she was baptised  also  (near)  her house,  she implored the stating: 
   If yourselves have judged I to be the  faithful/trustful  to the  lord/master   
   (then)  the entering into my house,  (and)  yourselves  stay/remain  
And she compelled by entreaty us  (= she said: You all must stay with me)  
 

She was baptised in the river,  because she already had a thorough understanding of  “The Word of God”  (as contained within The Tanakh)  and Paul's 
teaching had answered all the things she already knew in  “God's Word Part 1”.   She was hooked upon  “The Knowledge”  for two reasons: 

(1)  Paul  accurately taught  “1st Century Christianity”   “God's Word - Part 2”.   (Never  taught today). 
(2)  It made  righteous sense  to Lydia  (“The Knowledge “ that had separated itself far away from “Religion”). 

It seems from her an authoritative comment:  “Come and stay in  my  home”,  suggests she was the head of the household  (that is likely to include 
servants)  and thus either a widow or spinster. 
Later,  Lydia offers more hospitality after Paul's release from unjustified custody  (Acts.16v36-40),  all of which was gratefully remembered by Paul in 
his letter written much later to The Philippians  Phil.1v3-5). 
 
592nd Comment – It seems that Paul went to the same place as he first met Lydia,  the place of supplication for the women. 
It was here that a female slave of divination bringing much gain to her pimps,  encountered Paul. 
Acts   16v16 og (it) {became to be}  And  (the having) traversed/travelled/departed/journeyed (middle voice)  {to us}  into/unto   
Acts   16v16 og (the) supplication/{earnest praying}  (the) {female slave}/servant/bondmaid/maid  
Acts   16v16 og {some/any/certain thing}  (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having 
Acts   16v16 og (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits 
Acts   16v16 og (of the) Python/{Oracle of Delphi located in Putho}/{diviner of Delphi}/ 

/{inspiration of soothsaying}/divination   
Acts   16v16 og {met away}/encountered  {to us},   
Acts   16v16 og who/which  (the) {(from) occupation}/pain/profit/diligence/craft/work/gain  (the) many/much/plenteous   
Acts   16v16 og (she) {held near}/presented/afforded/exhibited/{furnished occasion}/brought/did/ 

/gave/kept/ministered/offered/provided   
Acts   16v16 og to the  lords/masters  {of her}  
Acts   16v16 og (the) {raving through inspiration}/{uttering spells (under the pretence of foretelling)}/divining/soothsaying  
Acts   16v16 And  it  became to be  the  us  having  (personally)  traversed/journeyed  into/unto  supplication  

the  some/certain  {female slave}/servant  the  having/possessing   
the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  Python/Divination                     (= The Oracle of Delphi located in Putho) 
encountered  {to us}, 
which  brought/presented/exhibited  much/plenteous  {from occupation}/profit/gain  to  her  masters 
(from)  the  {raving through inspiration}/divining/soothsaying. 

 

And it became to be we having journeyed unto  (a place of)  supplication, 
a certain female slave having the spirit of Python encountered us, 
which brought much  profit/gain  to her masters  (from out)  the raving through  (supposed)  inspiration  
 

Paul, Luke and  disciples/brethren  went to a place of supplication,  which in context must have been the place they first met Lydia. 
And on their journey they were followed by an  Oracle/Sibyl  having powers of  oracles/divination/clairvoyance. 

She clearly brought in much money to her  martinets/'pimps'  controlling her,  hence of their annoyance later! 
 
593rd Comment – From there after she kept following Paul and fellow disciples exclaiming: 

These are Yahweh's ambassadors and teach us of the means of Salvation. 
Acts   16v17 og She  {against/intensity of a union}/{accompanying closely}/{following after}  to the  Paul  also  {to us},   
Acts   16v17 og (she) screamed/shouted/shrieked/exclaimed/entreated/{cried out}  (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:  
Acts   16v17 og These/Those (specifically)   the (ones = persons)   countenances/{human-beings}/men  
Acts   16v17 og (the) slaves/{bond servants}  of the  God  of the  Highest/{the Supreme (God)}/heavens/{most high}   
Acts   16v17 og {they are/be},   
Acts   16v17 og whosoever/whatsoever  (they) proclaim/promulgate/declare/preach  {to us}  
Acts   16v17 og (the) way/journey/progress/mode/means  (of the) rescue/delivery/salvation/health/safety    
Acts   16v17 She  {intensity of union}/{closely followed after}  to the  Paul  also  to us, 

she  screamed/{cried out}  the  exclaiming/stating: 
These specifically  the persons,   they are  the men  slaves  of the  God  (= Yahweh)  of the  Highest/{The Supreme} 
whatsoever  they  proclaim/promulgate/preach  to us  the  way/mode/means  of the  rescue/salvation/safety. 

 

She closely followed-after  Paul  also to us,  she cried out exclaiming: 
   These specific people,  they are the men slaves of the  highest/Supreme  God  (= Yahweh),   
   whatsoever they  proclaim/promulgate  to us  (it is)  the  way/mode/means  of the  rescue/salvation/safety  
 

This  Oracle/Sibyl  certainly:  “Got it correct this time”! 
But as we are to read,  she could not restrain herself! 
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594th Comment – Because she constantly said this mantra and by consequence disrupted Paul's teaching to other people,  
then Paul rebuked her  spirit/personality/desires/traits  in the  name/authority/character  of JC to leave her.  She changed. 
438th Reasoning – Paul was forced to censor this girl's behaviour because he could not teach other people with her 
constant interruptions.  Why did she constantly repeat this mantra?   It could be: 
          1.  She was drugged by her pimps, most Sibyls were!   And in a half dazed state,  just repeated Paul's opening liners. 
          2.  She truly had demonic influence within her!   And this demon was determined to curtail Paul's teaching. 
Irrespective of whichever condition,  Yahweh intervened to wholly resolve the situation,  and returned her to normal. 
Acts   16v18 og that/this/there/here  And  (she) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practised   
Acts   16v18 og over/upon/concerning  (the) many/much/plenteous  days/{periods of time}, 
Acts   16v18 og (the being) {to toil through}/worried/grieved/{greatly distressed}  And  the  Paul,   
Acts   16v18 og also  (the) reverting/{coming/going  again}/converting/{re/turning  around}, 
Acts   16v18 og to the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:  
Acts   16v18 og (I) {transmit a message}/enjoin/{(give in) charge}/declare/command  {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy  
Acts   16v18 og in  to the  name/character/authority  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah,  
Acts   16v18 og (to) issue/{come/go forth/out}/depart/{spread abroad}/proceed  off/away/separated/from  {of her}   
Acts   16v18 og Also  (it) issued/{came/went forth/out}/departed/{spread abroad}/proceeded   {to her}/it/same  
Acts   16v18 og to the  {portion of time (season of Year), (hour of day), etc.}  
Acts   16v18 And  this  she  did/performed/practised  over/concerning  the  many/plenteous  days/{periods of time}, 

and  the Paul  being  {toiled through}/{greatly distressed},   also  the  reverting/{turning around}, 
to the (= in)  spirit/personality/desires/traits  he  said/commanded: 
I  enjoin/command/{give instruction}  to you  in  to the  (= within)  name/character/authority  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed, 
To  issue/depart  off/away/from  of her! 
Also  it/same  issued/departed  to the  (= in)  {portion of time (second during the time he spoke)}. 

 

And this  (crying out)  she did over many days,   
and Paul being greatly distressed  (because it was continuously interrupting his  detailed teaching  of  “The Word of God”  to recipients) 
also turning around he commanded to the spirit  (= personality/desires/traits  speaking within this girl)  : 
   I command to you in the  name/character/authority  of the Jesus of the Christ/Anointed, 
   to depart  off/away/from  her! 
Also  it/same  departed in the {portion of time  (second during the time he spoke)}  
 

Paul had to stop her,  because her constant interruptions would diminish the effectiveness of Paul's teaching. 
So Paul removed this spirit of divination from her. 
It is interesting to consider this scenario. 
On first glance,  we must ask: 

Why was she constantly calling out this phrase? 
It would seem to be supporting Paul, Luke and the disciples in their work! 
The reason for her continual interruptions could be one of two very different reasons. 
The first possibility: 

The girl may have been drugged  (Sibyls normally were).   
Perhaps something in her confused mind may have  picked-up  a few key phrases Paul taught: 

“We have been sent by The Almighty God” … “We teach the way of Salvation” 
And much in-between which was unintelligible to her,  so in her confused state she would keep repeating it,  while following them in an 
imbecilic manner. 
Upon Paul's command,  Yahweh cleared the thought processes within this girl's mind  –  to think correctly,  not drugged. 

The second possibility: 
If it truly was a  “spirit”  (as sourced by a demon having some sort if influence over her),  then it had a vestige interest in disrupting Paul's 
teaching  (else collectively Rev.20v1-3,  then the declared countdown to Rev.20v7, noting the interesting comment at Mark.1v24). 

But what could it do? 
It could not decry Paul's teaching as being false,  because it was not!    
Yahweh's ultimate Authority would not sanction an extra-terrestrial entity to lie about Yahweh's Righteous Plan being laid out for Mankind. 
(Noting that members of Mankind  are  allowed to lie,  because they  are  part of  “The Judgment Process”  –  demons are  outside  it.) 
Thus, it could only attempt to terminate Paul's teaching by constant heckling to disrupt proceedings and thus  'force Paul out of town'. 
The demon thinking that Paul  (a mere human)  had no authority over demons and could not stop this activity. 
But Yahweh was underwriting Paul's activity,  Yahweh having  ALL  Authority  of the Universe  would intervene to support Paul. 
Upon Paul's command,  Yahweh dispatched the demonic  influence  operating within her,  to think correctly without demonic influence. 

I tend to lean towards the first possibility as being the most likely,  but the second postulation may have some merit. 
Most importantly,  I take this stance:- 
Only to veer away from the false practices and teachings of supposed Christian leaders trying to exert control over people's minds by spinning hype 
about demons supposedly active in many humans.  This is their  lie  only given to take control over people  by intimidation for worldly gain,  thereby 
showing themselves to be of demoniac mind!   Demons are  only  active in people who invite them in,  because Yahweh offers  all  humans a natural 
protection  provided  humans as individuals,  avoid  “environmental settings”  that court demonic influence.   
This is what The Bible specifically teaches us. 
If we step outside this natural protection by deliberately entering a  possible/supposed  demonic environment,  then we must face the consequences. 
This is all part of  “the learning process”  when within Satan's present worldly system of the 1st part of our life  -  that is why we have The Millennium for 
the 2nd part of our life,  where JCg is in full authority over the demons  (as shown during his ministry). 
 
595th Comment – Her  martinets/'pimps'  had lost all control over her,  she was now a freed woman! 
These pimps wanted revenge by taking Paul and Silas to the magistrates filling false charges against them. 
197th Warning – This often occurs today within certain religious sects,  whose leaders exert control over their converts 
with threats of violence against any person who stands up against them!   This shows these certain leaders of “Religion” 
are like pimps and despicable in their actions,  and if claiming to be Christians then they shall be annihilated by Yahweh! 
Acts   16v19 og (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving  the  lords/masters  {of her}  because  
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Acts   16v19 og (it) issued/{came/went forth/out}/departed/{spread abroad}/proceeded  
Acts   16v19 og the  anticipation/expectancy/confidence  of the  {(from) occupation}/pain/profit/diligence/craft/work/gain   
Acts   16v19 og {of them}  (the having) {held upon}/{seized (for any purpose)}/caught/{laid hold} (plural, middle voice)    
Acts   16v19 og the  Paul  also  the  Silas,  
Acts   16v19 og (they) dragged/drew  into/unto  the  {gathering in town square}/{market place}/thoroughfare   
Acts   16v19 og over/upon/concerning  the  {first in rank}/magistrates/princes/rulers, 
Acts   16v19 Because  the  lords/masters  of her  the  knowing/understanding   

the  expectancy/confidence  of the  {from occupation}/profit/gain  of them  it  issued/departed 
the  (personally)  having  seized/{laid hold}  the  Paul  also  the Silas, 
they  dragged  (Paul and Silas)  into/unto  the  {gathering in town square}/{market place}  upon/concerning  the  magistrates/rulers, 

 

Because her  lords/masters  (=  martinets/'pimps')  knowing their expectation of  profit/gain  (had)  departed, 
The personally having seized Paul  also Silas, 
they dragged   (these two apostles)  into the market place unto the  magistrates/rulers  
 

Retaliatory hurtful behaviour is so typical from people operating according to “worldly methodology”,   being people who like to: “Control People”. 
They  “Control People”  for  “The Worldly Return”  this action brings unto them. 

I call these people  'martinets/'pimps',  who in this instance would have taken Paul and Silas unto  “The Rulers of The Market Place”  who I strongly 
suspect would have been receiving a  'back-hander'  to allow this girl to perform her craft. 

These pimps wanted the  'correct'  decision to be made against Paul and Silas! 
 
596th Comment – These  martinets/'pimps'  stated to the temple governors: 

These Jews,  Paul and Silas,  are greatly disturbing our city with foreign customs alien to Roman practices. 
These practices are bad for us,  Romans,  either for us to receive or do! 

198th Warning – This is standard practice used by world leaders having their income  (of whatever)  curtailed by people 
exposing their fraudulence!  They wriggle,  by spinning the truth into a lie by use of slander against  'the whistle-blowers'!  
These leaders try to make their victims appear as  'Outsiders to The Norm',  thus drawing The Population against them. 
439th Reasoning – This is what occurred here,  these leaders controlling this woman lost their income by Paul and Silas 
exposing their fraud against the public,  and they responded with violence and slander. 
597th Comment – See local commentaries.  (1) Paul and Silas were edifying society by their teaching and  (2) reduced the 
effectiveness of religious fraudsters supposedly representing extra-terrestrial influence. 
Acts   16v20 og also  (the) {leading toward}/{conducting near}/summoning/presenting/ 

/approaching/{drawing near}/bringing   
Acts   16v20 og them  to the  generals/{(military) governors}/{chiefs of (Levitical) temple warden}/captains/magistrates   
Acts   16v20 og (they) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:   These/those (specifically)  the  (ones = persons)    
Acts   16v20 og countenances/{human-beings}/men    (they are) {disturbing wholly}/{exceedingly troubling} 
Acts   16v20 og {of/from us}  the  {town large/or with walls}/city,  
Acts   16v20 og (the) Jews  (the) {beginning under}/{coming into existence}/after/living/behaving  
Acts   16v20 Also  the  {leading toward}/presenting/bringing  them  (= Paul and Silas)  to the  generals/{chiefs of the temple} 

they  said/commanded: 
These  specific  (ones = persons)  {being born}  Jewish men,  they are  {disturbing wholly}/{exceedingly troubling}  of us  the  city. 

 

Also presenting  them  (= Paul and Silas)  to the  generals/{temple chiefs},  they  (= martinets/'pimps')  stated: 
   These specific persons,  being Jewish men,  they are greatly disturbing our city! 
 

A typical  “half-truth”  made by  all  opponents of Yahweh  (to specifically include leaders of Christendom) 
Let us analyse this verse. 
Yes - these are Jewish men. 

Said to make these people appear to be  “outsiders”  and thus removing protection policies afforded to members of the plaintiffs' nation. 
Therefore, by implication,  the plaintiffs' nation become free to do  'what they like'  with these  'outsiders'!     
A standard technique used throughout history with supposed  'undesirables',  isolate and then destroy! 

No – they are not greatly disturbing the city. 
They are  only  disturbing people who are  “exploiting their victims to their hurt”  (=  operating to  “worldly methodology”)! 
Where these people  “controlling her”,  through  money/leverage  “Control the Leaders”  to enact control over other  'undesirable'  people. 
This is called  'remote people control'!   Pandemic in certain profoundly religious communities! 

Acts   16v21 og also  (they) proclaim/promulgate/declare/preach  (the) {usages (prescribed by habit/law)}/customs/manners   
Acts   16v21 og who/which/that  no/not/none  (it is) {it being publicly correct}/lawful  {to us}  
Acts   16v21 og (to) {accept near}/{admit or delight in}/receive  {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  
Acts   16v21 og (to) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice,  (the) Romans  being/have  
Acts   16v21 Also  they  proclaim/promulgate  the  customs/manners   

which  it is  not  being publicly correct  to us,  being the  Romans,   
to  {accept near}/receive  neither   to  do/perform/practice, 

 

Also they  (= Paul and Silas)  proclaim/promulgate  customs/manners  which is not publicly correct to us,  being Romans,  
to receive neither to  do/perform/practice, 
 

Let us analyse this verse in the same manner as the previous verse to show the implied half-truths: 
They  (as Jews and hence  'outsiders')  proclaim which is not publicly correct to us,  being Romans, 

The implication is:  What Romans do is correct,  and therefore by inference  “the outsiders”  are wrong! 
Rather than possibly,  Romans could be wrong and  “the outsiders”  may be correct! 

Next line,  (not publicly correct for us, Romans)  to receive or neither to do. 
The implication is:  We as Romans must not contaminate ourselves with foreign concepts that will hurt us if we do them! 
Rather than:  Nothing is forced,  but offered freely for learning,  then testing and then trying out to determine its validity. 

So I ask: 
Can the reader see the twisted message given to  “Control People”  to stop them from thinking correctly about reality! 
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In addition,  this is precisely what occurs within “Religion”,  where the devotees are taught:  “Not to think or question”!     
Else be excommunicated,  severely punished,  or even killed! 

This occurs because leaders of  “Religion”  are truly frightened of anything that will upset their cosy existence  (for “The Immediacy”,  John .11v47-53). 
Implicitly  knowing that what they teach  is  nonsense,  but only continue with it because it is easier than manual labour  (Luke.16v3,  unlike Acts.18v3). 
Therefore,  they  “Control People”  to their own hurt,  because these leaders oppose Yahweh's Desire to edify Mankind! 
By consequence,  professional leaders of “Religion”  fulfil the desire of Satan,  which is to  oppose/resist  Yahweh! 

Where Yahweh’s Desire is ultimately to purify Mankind.  
And Satan's cohorts  (2Cor.11v13-15)  perpetuate  “self-indulgence”  and ultimately  “death”. 

So again,  I ask: 
Can the reader see the twisted message given to  “Control People”  to stop them from  thinking/reasoning  about/concerning  “Reality”! 

Where everything is  “hidden behind The Norm”  of present day,  rather than  thinking/considering  Yahweh's World in The Millennium. 
It is essential to take our mind out of The Present Day Norm and operate with a mind living in The Millennium  (Luke.17v21)   For it is these type of 
people that Yahweh is seeking to  “Rule in The Millennium”  -  and He needs 144000 of them who  prove themselves to operate like this,   while in 
adversary of The Present World.   It is really a  very strong  “Mind Pull”  to live through it within today's climate! 
 
598th Comment – The  martinets/'pimps'  had  worked-up  the crowd into a frenzy against Paul and Silas teaching  “1st 
Century Christianity”!   So much so,  that even the temple governors sided with the crowd! 
440th Reasoning – Why?    Because the  martinets/'pimps'  had lost income and were thus driven by revenge,  likewise,  the 
temple governors also had a vestige interest in killing “1st Century Christianity”  to protect their position and income! 
It shows that both sets of leaders were  'in the same boat'  of  “defrauding the public”! 
599th Comment – The temple governors ordered Paul and Silas to be beaten with rods. 
441st Reasoning – Paul and Silas were being used as an example!   (1) Personal deterrent not to repeat the action,   (2) 
Public warning for no member to copy the acts of these presumed  'trouble-makers'! 
199th Warning – Persecution is standard against TCs proclaiming  “The True Gospel”  and not a  “Gospel of Excuses” 
as given by Christendom.  By contrast,  if we are  not  being persecuted by religious people for  precisely imitating  JC's 
ministry/lifestyle  then we are  not  TCs!   It is presently Satan's World making its leaders.  It is as simple as that! 
Acts   16v22 og Also  (it) {stood up together}/{resisted/assaulted jointly}/{rose up together}   
Acts   16v22 og the  {(from) vehicle}/{throng borne (along)}/rabble/{class (of people)}/riot/crowd   
Acts   16v22 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  {of them},   
Acts   16v22 og also  the  generals/{(military) governors}/{chiefs of (Levitical) temple warden}/captains/magistrates  
Acts   16v22 og (the) {tearing all around}/{removing completely away}/{rending/tearing off}  {of them}  
Acts   16v22 og the  {dresses (inner or outer)}/apparels/cloaks/clothes/garments/raiment/robes/vestures   
Acts   16v22 og (they) {urged on}/'hail'/{incited (by word)}/ordered/commanded  
Acts   16v22 og (to) {strike with a stick}/bastinado/{beat (with rods)}  
Acts   16v22 Also  the  rabble/crowd  {stood up together}/{jointly resisted/opposed}  against  of them  (= Paul and Silas) 

also  the  generals/{chiefs of the temple}/magistrates  the  {tearing off}  of their  {outer garments}/cloaks/robes, 
they  {urged on}/ordered/commanded   to  {strike with a stick}/{beat with rods}  (the apostles). 

 

Also the crowd stood up together against them  (= Paul and Silas) 
also the  generals/{temple chiefs}/magistrates   tearing off their  cloaks/robes, 
they  {urged on}/commanded  to beat with rods   (the apostle victims)  
 

By consequence,  “The Desired Result”  occurred as manipulated by the leaders who desired to  “Control People”  for the forthcoming revenge! 
The crowd as usual,  operates under  “Herd Instinct”  believing  “The Facade”  because it is difficult to see behind something  constructed to distort! 
These local officials  (in the pay of the  martinets/'pimps')  and operating like politicians facilitating their supporters,  they  'ran with the crowd'  and 
exacted  (unjustified)  revenge. 
 
600th Comment – These religious leaders arranged for these two TCS to be publicly flogged and then thrown into jail. 
Also commanded to be securely restrained  (see later that  Man's [supposed] “security”  is nothing to Yahweh)! 
Reasoning – repeat - Paul and Silas were being used as an example!   (1) Personal deterrent not to repeat the action,   (2) 
Public warning for no member to copy the acts of these presumed  'trouble-makers'! 
Warning – repeat - Persecution is standard against TCs proclaiming  “The True Gospel”  and not a  “Gospel of Excuses” 
as given by Christendom.  By contrast,  if we are  not  persecuted by religious people for  precisely imitating  JC's 
ministry/lifestyle  then we are  not  TCs!   It is presently Satan's World making its leaders.  It is as simple as that! 
Acts   16v23 og (the) many/much/plenteous (persons)   both  (the) {placing upon}/imposing/laying  {to them}  
Acts   16v23 og (the) strokes/wounds/plagues/stripes, 
Acts   16v23 og (they) {threw (in all forms of application/intensity)}/arose/cast(out)/laid/poured/put(up)/sent/ 

/struck/thrown(down)/thrust   
Acts   16v23 og into/unto  (the) guarding/cage/hold/prison/watch,  
Acts   16v23 og (the) {transmitting a message}/enjoining/{(giving in) charge}/declaring/commanding   
Acts   16v23 og to the  {guarding the prisoners}/{keeper of the prison}/jailor  (the) securely/assuredly/safely 
Acts   16v23 og (to) {watch/guard over loss/injury}/detain/maintain/{hold fast}/keep  them, 
Acts   16v23 The  many/plenteous  persons  both  the  (1) placing upon  to them  the  strokes/stripes, 

they  (2) threw/cast/thrust  into/unto  the  prison/jail  the  enjoining/commanding  to the  {keeper of the prison}/jailor  
to  securely/assuredly  {hold fast}/keep them. 

 

The many people both   
(1) placing upon them strokes  (of the rod),  they  (2) threw  (the apostles)  into the jail, 
Commanding the jailor to keep them securely  (from escaping)  
 

These  martinets/'pimps'  wanted the  'correct'  decision to be made against Paul and Silas! 
Firstly,  to personally feel some form of satisfaction  -  to give a hurt  (to innocents)  'in payment'  for their hurt  (that actually pained their many victims)! 
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Secondly,  to drive these TCs from out of the city   (or better,  to kill them if time permitted to generate trumped up charges). 
Thirdly,  as a statement to other Jews:  Do not copy these TCs! 

So typical throughout The World,  and throughout The Gospel Age! 
That is why Yahweh shall make TCs the  kings/priests  in The Millennium  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, etc.). 

They  deserve  that future position! 
More importantly,  “The Resurrected World”  will  recognise the justification  of the TCs' elevation.   This is true righteousness! 
All precisely as we are taught in The Bible. 
 
601st Comment – The Jailor faithfully following orders,  firmly locked Paul and Silas in the most secure part of the Jail 
and also shackled their feet to mounting posts – so there was no human possibility of escape. 
Acts   16v24 og who/which/that  (the) mandate/charge/command/injunction  {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such ones}   
Acts   16v24 og (the having) {got hold of}/{took up/away}/had/received,  
Acts   16v24 og (he) {threw (in all forms of application/intensity)}/arose/cast(out)/laid/poured/put(up)/sent/ 

/struck/thrown(down)/thrust   
Acts   16v24 og them  into/unto  the  interior/inner/within  (the) {a guarding}/cage/hold/prison/watch,  
Acts   16v24 og also  the  feet  {of them}  (he) {rendered secure}/{made fast/sure/firm}   
Acts   16v24 og into/unto  the  timber/stick/club/tree/stocks/wood/post  (= stocks)  
Acts   16v24 Who  (= the Jailor)   having  {got hold of}/received  {truly this}/{of this sort}  mandate/command,   

he  (= the Jailor)   threw/cast thrust  them  (= the apostles)  into  the  interior/within  the  prison/jail   
also  their  feet  he  {rendered secure}/{made firm}  into  the  timber/stocks/post. 

 

Who  (= the jailor)  having received truly this command  (from his  lords/masters  [upholding their  friends’/pimps’  wishes]), 
he  (= the jailor)  threw/cast  them  (= Paul and Silas)  into the  (most)  interior  (of)  the prison, 
also he  (= the jailor)  made secure their feet into the stocks  
 

The Jailor was only following orders! 
It was  “more than his job's worth”  to disobey his paymasters! 
He was loyal to his responsibility. 

 
602nd Comment – TCs,  when suffering,  will sing Psalms to unite themselves within Yahweh's Desire. Even more so when 
in public to transmit  “The Word of God”  to those people outside  “The Real Faith”  of  “1st Century Christianity”. 
442nd Reasoning – TCs are  never  intimidated by what  (Religious)  people can do  –  because by  “Expectation”:   

What is this short existence in Satan's world when compared with eternity in Yahweh's Future World?   
Thus worldly people have,  and are of,  no consequence to TCs aiming to fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
Intrinsically by definition,  professional religious leaders have no “expectation” of  The Future,  but only of  “the now”! 
That is why:  “They do not get it!”   As witnessed by their works  (as that which occurred here)! 
90th Good News – These TCs were publicly witnessing to these physical prisoners by their actions,  importantly by their 
calm deportment and secondly,  teaching  “God's Words”  through King David's Psalms.  All TCs behave likewise. 
Acts   16v25 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  And  the  midnight  (the) Paul  also  (the) Silas  
Acts   16v25 og (the having) supplicated/worshipped/{prayed earnestly},  (the) {sang a religious ode}/hymned  the  God,   
Acts   16v25 og (they) {attentively hearkened}/{carefully listened (favourably)}  and  {of them}  
Acts   16v25 og the  captives/{bound persons}/prisoners/{in bonds}    
Acts   16v25 And  intensely (= very near to)  the  midnight  the  Paul  also  the  Silas  the having  supplicated, 

they  {sang a religious ode}  (to)  the God  (= Yahweh), 
and  the  captives/prisoners  they  {attentively heard}/{carefully listened}  of them  (= Paul and Silas  singing odes) 

And very near to midnight Paul  also Silas,  they sang a religious ode  (to)  the God  (= Yahweh), 
and the prisoners attentively listened  (to)  them  (= Paul and Silas singing)  
 

It must be remembered,  these two men had been viciously beaten with rods by many people and so their bodies must have been in tremendous pain,  
probably now trying to find the best  “least uncomfortable”  position upon which to lay their bodies.  They needed to raise their spirits  (= 
personality/desires/traits)  and singing in an act of union would help ease the physical pain from which they were both suffering. 

Furthermore and most importantly,  they had done nothing intrinsically wrong  (by opposing “worldly methodology”). 
Importantly,  they were effectively preaching to their fellow prisoners,  these recipients were learning how to behave from the actions of TCs. 
 
603rd Comment – Yahweh find's adversarial human effort completely puny.  Yahweh shakes the prison's foundations  
specifically local  to The Cell retaining Paul and Silas.  Yahweh wholly released these TCs from bondage.  The shackles 
were released and the doors required to liberate Paul and Silas unto the street were completely opened. 
Important note:  The  other  prisoners were  not  released!   
443rd Reasoning – Yahweh has absolutely no intention to allow adversarial men thwart His Plans to bring forth  “His 
Plan for Human Salvation”.  Therefore Yahweh shall  step-in  to  'take control'  regardless of what men do,  when 
defending TCs who  still have more personal work  to do,   that is:  “To bring forth His Plan for Human Salvation”!  
200th Warning – Yahweh wholly ignores  self-centred  people who  self-indulgently  gratify their own emotional lusts as is 
done in much of Christendom today!   Yahweh's Interest is  only  in those persons who  fulfil  His  Desire,  where their 
desire becomes His Desire because their mind is the  one/same  as Yahweh having built their whole mind on God's Word 
and  not  a censored part of God's Word as given throughout Christendom (Rev.22v18-19)! 
Acts   16v26 og unawares/expectantly/suddenly  And   
Acts   16v26 og (the) {(from a) commotion}/{(of the air) a gale}/{(of the ground) an earthquake}/{(of the sea) a tempest} 
Acts   16v26 og (it) {became to be}  (the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great  thus/{insomuch that}/{so as}    
Acts   16v26 og (to be) wavered/agitated/disturbed/rocking/shaken/{stirred up}   
Acts   16v26 og the  {things put down}/substructions/foundations  of the  {place of bondage}/dungeon/prison/jail; 
Acts   16v26 og (they were) {opened up}  both  
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Acts   16v26 og (the) {near something needed}/{at the thing}/instantly/forthwith/immediately/presently/straightway/soon   
Acts   16v26 og the  doors/portals/entrances/gates  (the) all/whole/every,  
Acts   16v26 og also  (of the) all/whole/every  the  bands/{ligaments of body/shackle}/bands/bonds/chains/strings 
Acts   16v26 og (it was) {let up}/slackened/deserted/{desisted from}/forbear/left/loosed  
Acts   16v26 And  suddenly/{without notice}  it  became to be  the  mighty/great  commotion/earthquake, 

insomuch/{so as}  the  substructions/foundations  of the  prison/jail  to be  rocking/shaken; 
instantly/immediately  both   (1)  all the  doors/gates  they were  {opened up}, 
also   (2)  all  the  bonds/chains  were  slackened/loosed. 

 

And suddenly without warning it became to be the mighty earthquake, 
so as the  foundations of the prison to be shaken; 
immediately both  (1) all the  doors/gates  were opened up,  also  (2) all the bonds were loosened  (on Paul and Silas)  
 

Yahweh was not going to allow Satan to have his way with these TCs! 
Yahweh  needed to build The Ecclesiae  within many countries and these TCs were required as  “The Advance Party”  to make this build possible! 
Yahweh expresses just the required infinitesimal proportion of His Capability to be expressed within The Environment to fulfil His Desire! 

Paul and Silas can now be released  –  as Yahweh desires,  and not as Satan's representatives’ desire. 
It should be noted that  “all”  is  “Relative to the Result”  that Yahweh Desired. 

Yahweh opened  “All the doors”  to  “Release Paul and Silas to freedom”.   
It was  not  “All the doors to release all The Prisoners”   because that is  NOT  what Yahweh Desired! 
It is essential to read The Bible  with a mind of Yahweh  and  not  a mind of Man! 
Sadly,  much of The Bible is read with  “a mind of Man” by our  “Religious Leaders”,  and presumptions are created that  distort  Yahweh's Plan 
(Rev22v18-19).   A classic example would be The Phase  (and suchlike)  given at John.5v28-29: 

….... Do not marvel at this because all the people in The Graves shall here his voice and people come forth.  The persons having done good 
works to a resurrection of life and the persons having done harmful works to a resurrection of judgment. 

People with an “Unrighteous mind”  not  thinking like Yahweh  (by ignoring the contents of The Bible, and being confused with the copyist addition at 
Rev.5v20)  think this is to be an occurrence of  “Finality of an Immediate Judgment”!   However:  There is no  TIME  domain given in the text. 
Because of this then we must understand  with Yahweh’s Mind  that there is a 1000 years (Rev.20v3-7)  occurring here for people to learn  –  that is why 
JC's  “Ransom Sacrifice”  has been given to  all  of us  without favour  (thus  “freely given  to  all  people”)! 
We must  not  assume a  “Time Frame”  has been given –  when it has  not  -  we must look elsewhere in The Bible for  “Time”  information! 
 
604th Comment – The noise from doors becoming opened awakened the jailer,  and failing,  he was about to kill himself. 
444th Reasoning – He was a  sincere  Jailer,  honest to his job and he yet had failed in his duty.   At that instant in time,  
thinking all the prisoners had been freed,  felt there was nothing that he could do,  and was about to kill himself. 
Acts   16v27 og (the) {from/out  of  sleep/(spiritual torpor)/slumber}/awakened  And  (the having) {become to be}   
Acts   16v27 og the  {guarding the prisoners}/{keeper of the prison}/jailer,   
Acts   16v27 og also  (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving  (the having been) {opened up}   
Acts   16v27 og the  doors/portals/entrances/gates  of the  guarding/cage/hold/prison/watch/jail,   
Acts   16v27 og (the having) {drawn (out)}  (the) knife/dirk/{ (figurative) war}/{judicial punishment}/sword, 
Acts   16v27 og (he was) {to occur}/expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming/{about to}  
Acts   16v27 og {my/our/your/it them self} (= himself)   
Acts   16v27 og (to) {to take up again}/adopt/{take away (violently) abolish/murder}/slay/kill, 
Acts   16v27 og (the) accustoming/deeming/regarding/supposing/considering/thinking  (to have) {fled out}/escaped   
Acts   16v27 og the  captives/{bound people}/prisoners/{in bonds}  
Acts   16v27 And  the  jailor  the having  become to be  {from out of sleep}/awakened, 

also  the  knowing/understanding  the  doors/gates  of the  prison/jail  the having been  opened up, 
the having  drawn out  the  knife  he was  intending/about/going  to  {take away murder}/kill  himself, 
the  deeming/supposing/thinking  the  captives/prisoners  to  have  {fled out}/escaped. 

 

And the jailor the having become to be awakened,  also knowing the prison doors having been opened,    
the having drawn out the knife he was intending to kill himself,  supposing the prisoners to have escaped  
 

This commotion,  causing this sort of damage,  would have awakened everyone within the building! 
Note,  while the movement shook the building,  Yahweh could have contained it to only occur within The Building. 
The jailor believing he had failed in his job,  and expecting himself to be tortured by his superiors,  thought best to take the easy option. 
 
605th Comment – Paul being freed by Yahweh,  saw that the jailer was about to self-harm and shouted: 

“Do nothing to hurt yourself!” 
445th Reasoning – TCs always try to edify their neighbour – as was shown here at the physical level. 
275th Instruction – We must never do anything that can possibly harm ourselves for several reasons:- 
      Examples of dangerous practice would be: 

1. Dangerous activity  (such as sports)  for sensual emotion of  “The Immediacy”. 
2. Any from of drug taking  (smoking/cannabis/{illegal drugs}/etc.)  to satisfy “Immediate Craving”.  

446th Reasoning – Self-harm by examples of the above is most importantly disrespectful to our Creator,  being to threaten 
what  (= “Life” that)  has been so kindly given to us.  Moreover,  it severely reduces our effectiveness  “to edify our 
neighbour to our own hurt”  (= Yahweh's Methodology”)  when  self-indulging  ourselves in such a reckless manner! 
And thus we cannot become a TC  (in Yahweh's Judgment)  if we behave in such a manner! 
201st Warning – Never self-harm,  it is against what Yahweh requires for His 144000 TCs.  TCs will never self-harm, else 
other resurrected people shall use this against these future world leaders in a “Blame/Excuse/Deny” syndrome.  However 
self-harming  people shall be resurrected to learn  “Righteousness”,  but they shall  not  be world leaders. 
Acts   16v28 og (he) {emitted a sound (animal/human/instrumental)}/{addressed (in words/name/imitation)}/called/crowed/cried   
Acts   16v28 og And  (to the) disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice   
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Acts   16v28 og (to the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great  the  Paul  (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:   
Acts   16v28 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing   
Acts   16v28 og (the) {habitually practice}/{repeated deeds}/{regularly executing}  (to the) {thyself}/{your own self}   
Acts   16v28 og (the) worthless/depraved/hurtful/bad/harmful/evil/wicked,   
Acts   16v28 og (the) {absolutely all}/{every (one)}/{all (things)}  for  {we are/being}  within/here/hither  
Acts   16v28 And  the  Paul,  he  called/cried/shouted  to the (= in)  mighty/great  to the  sound/voice,  the exclaiming: 

To your own self  {habitually practice}/{regularly executing}  nothing  the  worthless/harmful/evil! 
 

And Paul shouted in the mighty voice,  exclaiming: 
   To yourself habitually practice nothing  worthless/harmful! 
 

My translation is not only more accurate,  but it is a much better translation than given in standard bibles! 
Because this covers many more topics than  –  just  ‘kill yourself’! 

“Habitually practice nothing harmful”,  covers all the subtle ways we may hurt ourselves during the course of our life. 
Thus, this becomes a  general instruction  to all of us in whatever we may do! 
We must learn from what foolish people do to themselves,  and thus not be foolish ourselves.   This is called  “Learning”! 

The wise people take instruction from The Wise;  the foolish people copy foolish people  (as The Book of  Proverbs tell us). 
We only need to look around ourselves to see where foolish action takes us.  The Bible teaches us not to ingest things that harm our body,  we are to keep 
our body  “holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}”  and examples of things to avoid would be: 

Taking recreational drugs, smoking, dangerous sports,  being anything that could put our physical bodies at risk. 
That would be the physical side,  but we also have the  “spiritual side”,  being what occurs within our minds. 
Quite simply,  we must not hurt our mind away from what Yahweh through JCg originally intended for us,  to ultimately yield a perfect society. 
This is why Yahweh initially gave to us  “The Physical Laws”  through Moses and then later.  “The Spiritual Laws”  through JC,  shall yield the physical 
laws within a perfect society. 
It is because after  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  personally given by JC,  we personally now have  “The Freedom”  to learn from our mistakes during the 1st 
part of our physical life,  that enables us to  re-educate  our mind to become like JC,  thereby purifying the 2nd part of our spiritual life. 

“The Early Adapters”  do this in the 1st part their physical life to then legitimately rule over  “The Resurrected World”. 
And:          “The Late Adopters” do this in the 2nd part of their physical life under  The Guidance/Instruction of  “The Early Adopters”. 

This is precisely what The Bible tells us,  and yet is  wholly ignored  by Christendom. 
Because  without  “The Early Adopters” (= 144000 TCs of The Gospel Age)  then Yahweh  cannot  attain His future  rulers/teachers  of The Millennium. 
And it is because the leaders of Christendom are  not  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire and are thus opposing it,  – makes them  “The Rejects”  (Luke.20v16). 
 
607th Comment – This head-jailer was not alone,  but called for his servants to bring lights to see the situation for himself. 
When he saw that only Paul and Silas were freed and all other prisoners were still retained in their cells,  then he realised 
that these people were special  (he would have known about their history  -  they were actively teaching for many days). 
He thus fell down to his knees in submission to Their Authority,  which was underwritten by Yahweh. 
447th Reasoning – The Jailer would have  'joined the dots'  to realise that  “Extra-Terrestrial Intervention”  had occurred 
to have  selectively released  these two people that he had personally manacled to the wall a few hours earlier.  He would 
have heard of Paul's teaching in the market place about  “The Invitation” (of Sonship)  that yielded  “Guaranteed 
Salvation”  and now “Salvation” in its most limited form was physically demonstrated here.  The Jailer wanted to know! 
91st Good News – This Jailer was an honest and  contrite/humble  man only doing his job,  and now Yahweh was making 
possible for this jailer to become a future TC.    
448th Reasoning – Yahweh had demonstrated Paul's and Silas' commitment  to The World  -  to become worthy TCs,  and 
further,  He had made potentially possible  This Jailer  to become part of the 144000 TCs  -   the door had been opened to 
him.  Yahweh had done two things with one action.   This is how Yahweh often operates to exhibit His Omnificence. 
Acts   16v29 og (the) asking/begging/craving/desiring/requiring  And  (the) shinings/illuminations/fires/lights/radiances   
Acts   16v29 og (he) {unto/into leapt}/{rushed in}/{ran/sprung in},  
Acts   16v29 og also  (the) {trembling in place}/quaking/{shaking with fear}/{in tremor}  (the having) {become to be}  
Acts   16v29 og (he) {fell towards}/{prostrated (oneself in supplication/homage)}/{(violently) rushed upon (in storm)}/ 

/{beat upon}/{fell (down) at (before)}  
Acts   16v29 og to the  Paul  also  to the  Silas, 
Acts   16v29 And  the  asking/desiring  the  lights/radiances  he  (= the jailor)   {leapt into}/{sprung in}, 

also  the having  become to be  the  {trembling in place}/{shaking with fear}, 
he  {fell towards/down}/{went to his knees}  to the  Paul  also  to the  Silas. 

 

And he  (= the jailor)  asking  (for)  the lights,  he leapt into   (the inner part of the prison) 
also the having become to be the shaking with fear,  he fell down to Paul  also to Silas  
 

The jailer saw the enormity of what has occurred,  and he must have heard of Paul's and Silas' very active teaching during the couple of weeks  (see 
later)  especially of the Sibyl shouting everywhere these apostles went,  all this would be  “The Talk of The Town”! 
Therefore,  the jailor would have connected all these things together and known there was something very special about these two people who had been 
released to the exclusion of the other prisoners.  He would have realised  extra-terrestrial  intervention must be behind this  (being  “The Salvation of 
The Almighty God”  made manifest through these TCs  -  see Acts.15v17  repeatedly said for days)  and he came to  “The Very People”  who seemed to 
be the  only  people  (in the city)  who knew what was truly about to occur!   

It should be noticed that only Paul and Silas were released,  showing  the selective nature  of Yahweh's Intervention,  which was not lost upon 
the Jailor when using lights to see that no prisoners had escaped  (evidently still constrained). 

Hence, the first line of the next verse. 
 
608th Comment – The Jailer led Paul and Silas outside the jail and asked what he must do to be saved. 
449th Reasoning – This Jailer can see that  “The Almighty God”  operates through these two ambassadors of  “His 
Methodology”,  because He had released them out of the hands of  “worldly authority”  and of  “its methodology”. 
92nd Good News – This man sincerely wanted to change from worldly methodology unto Yahweh's Methodology.  
Importantly Yahweh  knew this beforehand,  and set up The Environment around His Apostles to make this change occur. 
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Acts   16v30 og also  (the) {holding oneself under}/{enduring with patience}/suffering  them   
Acts   16v30 og outside/{away from}/without/outward  (he) showed/{made known his thoughts}/affirmed/said:    
Acts   16v30 og Lords/Masters/Sirs,  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  I/me/my   
Acts   16v30 og {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must  (to) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice   
Acts   16v30 og that  (I may be) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved? 
Acts   16v30 Also  the  {holding oneself under}/{enduring with patience}/suffering  them  (= the apostles)  

outside/{away from}  he  (= the jailor)   {made known his thoughts}/enquired: 
Sirs,  what  behoves/should/must  I  to  do/perform/practice  that  I may be  delivered/saved/preserved? 

 

Also enduring them  (= Paul and Silas)  with patience outside  (the jail)  he  (= the jailor)  made known his thoughts: 
   Sirs, what must I to  do/practice  that I may be  delivered/saved/preserved? 
 

The jailor takes Paul and Silas outside the innermost part of the prison,  out of the hearing range of the still captive prisoners to speak in private to these 
emissaries of Yahweh.  
And he asks the simple question: 

What must I do to be saved? 
And the answer is equally simple: 

“To attain a mind like JC and then imitate his  ministry/lifestyle!” 
Leaders of “Religion”  cannot even get onto the first square,  which is to  “gain a mind like JC”. 
I hope that they will  change their mind  to become like JC,  if fortunate enough to be resurrected in The Millennium. 

However,  Yahweh in His Righteousness will give any person an opportunity if  he/she  is  not  a  charlatan Christian leader! 
 
609th Comment – TCs teach by example that: 

You must  commit/entrust  upon the  lord/master  (= JC as “The Word of God” to  wholly control our mind). 
202nd Warning – This does  not  mean what leaders of Christendom tell us!   Virtually everything that comes out of their 
mouths  is wrong  when it comes to explaining Yahweh's “Plan for Human Salvation”!   They just teach  “Excuses”! 
Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We, The Slaves,  fully hearken to what is commanded by The Master 
To be in this educated position means we must  (1) first learn what The Master teaches,  – and  (2) then do it with fidelity! 
Reasoning – repeat - The  Lord/Master  relating directly to Humans is always JC,  who is  “The Intercessor”  between  
“Humans and Yahweh”.    JC as  “The Word of God”  becomes  “The Master of The Mind”  within  “The Early 
Adopters”  during The Gospel Age  (and later in The Millennium for  “The Late Adopters”). 
276th Instruction – We must  thoroughly learn  all  “The Word of God”  to  gain  “The Knowledge”. 
Then we rigorously  assay/test/examine  “The Knowledge”  to ensure that it is sourced by Yahweh  (and not by Man). 
We then  gain assurance (in its authenticity)  and become  competent to teach  (unlike leaders of Christendom). 
Finally we  operate with fidelity  to  “The Knowledge”.  We now gain  “Real Faith”  and  truly  “Believe in JC”. 
Then and only then,  we gain the HS to become the  one/same  mind as Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
203rd Warning – Leaders of Christendom only teach to “believe in JC”  in the  one/same  manner as did Judas Iscariot,  
inasmuch  “I believe JC existed and was murdered”  and  not  to:  “Precisely imitate his ministry and deportment”. 
And thus they  demonstrably  do  not  have the mind of Yahweh, JC or the TCs and thus have  zero  HS  in/around  them! 

It must be understood:  Yahweh is  first  seeking out His 144000 TCs to be elected from out of The Gospel Age. 
Acts   16v31 og the (ones = persons)  And  (they) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:  
Acts   16v31 og (You) {commit upon}/believe/entrust  over/upon/concerning  the  Lord/Master 
Acts   16v31 og (the) Jesus  (the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah   
Acts   16v31 og also  (you will be) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved  thou/you  
Acts   16v31 og also  the  dwelling/temple/house/household/family  (of) thee/thy/thou/you  
Acts   16v31 And  the persons  (= Paul and Silas)   they  said/commanded: 

You  {commit upon}/entrust  upon/concerning  the  lord/master  the  Jesus  the  Christ/Anointed, 
also  you  will be  delivered/saved/preserved,  also  your  household/family. 

 

And they  (= Paul and Silas)  commanded: 
   You  {commit upon}/entrust   upon the  lord/master   (= controls our mind so that we as  slaves  fulfil his desire) 
   The Jesus the  Christ/Anointed   (= JC showed us the  way/means  to fulfil Yahweh’s ideal Goal for us to be anointed as “Sons of God”) 
 

Why would his family equally become  delivered/saved/preserved? 
Because  if  the jailor here  truly  {committed upon}/entrusted   (= really “believed”)  then  his family would  (1) notice the difference of a much better 
person and  (2) he would thoroughly learn  “The Word of God”  and then teach it to his family! 

Is that what occurs today? 
After my commentary of the previous verse,  then I should explain this verse. 

Most importantly,  it does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian leaders  fraudulently  teach us! 
It means what I stated in my commentary to the previous verse! 

Repeating it for our benefit:- 
And the answer is equally simple: 

“To attain a mind like JC and then imitate his  ministry/lifestyle!” 
In this manner,  we demonstrate to The World: 

We  commit/entrust  upon the  lord/master. 
I loathe the word  “believe”  because leaders of  “Religion”  have debased this word to mean  “hypocrisy”! 
In almost the same manner as  “faith”  has been devalued to mean  “ignorance”! 
 
610th Comment – The Jailer left The Prison in the charge of his under-staff.  Then he took Paul and Silas to his home to 
refresh these apostles and to  meet/teach  his family members. 
277th Instruction – It is important to understand  Paul/Silas  explained,   “How JC answered The Tanakh”. 
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They did  not  just state:  “JC died for us and now we are saved”  which is about the limit of what our leaders of 
Christendom teach!   Also a note:  There is an unrighteous error in their statement!   Do our leaders know what it is? 
450th Reasoning – Paul and Silas built upon what this Jailor already knew.  I strongly think he (and his family)  already 
had strong Jewish links and thus well-grounded in The Tanakh.  Therefore, Paul and Silas explained all the prophecies to 
underwrite JC's position to become The Ransom Sacrifice, and how we are to imitate him to become part of The Invitation.  
They would have also carefully explained how JC became  “The Means”  to make possible The Millennium to teach  
“Righteousness”  to  “The Resurrected World”  - so that its members have every opportunity to be eternally saved. 
204th Warning – Beware of what our leaders of Christendom teach,  it is  not  “The Whole Story for our Salvation”! 
They  only  teach  “The Easy Bit”  and  wholly ignore  “The Difficult Bit”  both personally and in their teaching! 
Acts   16v32 og Also  (they) spoke/uttered/said  (to the) him  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  lord/master,   
Acts   16v32 og also  (the) all/whole/every  to the (ones = persons)  in  to the  residence/house/household/family  (of the) him  
Acts   16v32 Also  they  (= Paul and Silas)   spoke/uttered  to the  him  the  words/sayings/reasoning  of the  lord/master, 

also  to  all  the  persons  within  the  household  of the  him. 
 

Also they  (= Paul and Silas)  spoke to him  (= the jailor)  the  words/sayings/reasonings  of the  lord/master  (= JC as The Word of God), 
also to all the people within his household  
 

It is interesting to ask about the terminology of: 
“All the  words/sayings/reasonings  of the  lord/master” 

What does this really mean? 
1.  Could  we  speak of all the  words/sayings/reasoning  of the  lord/master? 
2.  Would it be more than just:  “He died for us?   (Which actually,  he said nothing of the sort,  for the  first  3 years  of his ministry!) 
3.  Does that mean if we cannot,  then how has JC become our  “lord/master”  if we know virtually  nothing  about him? 

These are very important considerations for ourselves  -  if we call ourselves  “Christians”! 
The jailor had taken these two men back to his home,  and his family members were equally keen to learn  “1st Century Christianity”. 
And from this,  the previous verse in context becomes the  lead-in  to this verse. 
 
611th Comment – The Jailer assumes responsibility over the welfare of these TCs and he tends to their severe wounds. 
It is important to note that these TCs were prepared to teach first,  before having their wounds treated. 
612th Comment – The Jailer and his family already knew The Tanakh thereby enabling Paul to build upon this  
“Knowledge”  in his teaching of  (1) JC,  (2) The Invitation and of  (3) The Millennium  then Paul was able to baptise 
these people to aim for The Goal.   Else quite simply,  Paul would  not  have baptised them, because they would have  not  
sufficiently known  “The Full Implications”  of their part of  “The Contract”  made at Baptism. 
Allegory – repeat - Baptise in water = Spiritual  death  to our old life – by entering into “The 2nd Covenant” with Yahweh. 
Reasoning – repeat - Baptism in water was a “repentance” for all the old things that were done in ignorance (1Tim.1v13)  
and required before we can enter into  “The 2nd Covenant”  with Yahweh,  by wholly inculcating  “The Word of God”. 
451st Reasoning – TCs  always  “edify their neighbour to the TCs' hurt”.  This is The Hallmark of a TC in society. 
278th Instruction – This Jailer is also learning TCs' qualities by the reciprocation of these qualities.  We should likewise. 
205th Warning – To ultimately achieve  “Personal Salvation”  over our 2 part life then we  ALL  must learn these TCs' 
qualities from  “The Proven Early Adopters”  ideally now,  but certainly during The Millennium at our last chance. 
206th Warning – Our leaders of Christendom and professional leaders of Religion chose to have  zero knowledge  of what  
“Baptism”  truly means,  being  “The Two-Way Contract”  for  “The Invitation”.  I explain all about it elsewhere. 
Acts   16v33 og Also  (the) {receiving near}/{associating with}/{assuming an office}/ 

/learning/receiving/{taking responsibility}  
Acts   16v33 og them  in  {that one}  to the  {portion of time (season of Year), (hour of day)}  of the  night   
Acts   16v33 og (he) {bathed (the whole person)}/{whole body washed}  off/away/separated/from   
Acts   16v33 og of the  strokes/wounds/plagues/stripes,   
Acts   16v33 og also  (he was) {made overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptised  he  
Acts   16v33 og also  the (ones = persons)   (of the) him  (the) all/whole/every (persons)   
Acts   16v33 og {near something needed}/{at the thing}/instantly/forthwith/immediately/presently/straightway/soon  
Acts   16v33 Also  the  {receiving near}/{taking responsibility}   them   (= Paul and Silas) 

in  that one  to the   (=  within that one)   {portion of time  (hour of the night)}  of the  night   
he  (= the jailor)   {bathed the whole person}/{wholly washed}   off/away/from  of the  strokes/stripes  (of the previous beatings), 
also  he  was  baptised,  also  the  ones  (= family members)   of the  him   the  all  (persons)   immediately/straightaway. 

 

Also the taking responsibility of them  (= Paul and Silas)  within that one  {portion of time (hour of the night)}  of the night, 
he  (= the jailor)  wholly washed off of the  strokes/stripes   (from the previous day’s beatings by the  religious  mob), 
also he was baptised,  also immediately  (baptised)  all the people of his household  
 

Here we read of the effect on their bodies that the previous day's beating had upon them. 
These two men would be in tremendous physical pain,  and yet they were still prepared to thoroughly teach  “The Word of God”. 
An interesting consideration: 
The Apostles  never  baptised any person unless  he/she  had first demonstrated a firm grounding in  “The Knowledge Base”  of The Tanakh. 
Thus,  I assume from this,  the jailor would have been a Jew or had access in The Tanakh from which he would have gained God's Word. 
And it was upon this  “Knowledge Base”  that Paul was able to build,  to show how JC answered all the prophecies and further,  how the allegoric 
prophecies were to be fulfilled throughout  The Gospel Age  and then on into The Millennium,  all underwriting Yahweh's Omnificence. 
Sadly our leaders of “Religion”  are wholly  unable to do any of this,  because like leaches,  they use the existence of  “The Almighty God”  as a tool to 
extract a fleshly living  (all in the  'nicest of manners')  by feasting off their deluded devotees  (Matt.7v15, 10v16, Acts.20v29, etc.,)   throughout all the 
lands and ages.    

I find it wholly sickening! 
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613th Comment – The Jailer brings Paul and Silas back to his house  (from the public bath)  and feeds them,  where all the 
family members were so pleased to have finally understood how to truly  entrust/commit  unto Yahweh. 
Instruction – repeat - This Jailer is also learning TCs' qualities by the reciprocation of these qualities. We should likewise 
452nd Reasoning – This jailer was so thankful to now understand Yahweh's Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation. 
By contrast,  members of worldly Christendom have not the faintest idea how Yahweh's Plan righteously operates! 
Acts   16v34 og (the) {leading up}/{bringing out}/{setting forth}/sailing/departing/launching  both  them   
Acts   16v34 og into/unto  the  dwelling/temple/house/household/family  (of the) him   
Acts   16v34 og (he) {placed alongside}/{presented things}/{put forth}/{set before}  (the) table (for business),  
Acts   16v34 og also  (he) {jumped for joy}/exulted/{be exceedingly glad}/{rejoiced greatly} (middle voice)    
Acts   16v34 og {with the whole family}/{with all his house}  (the having) committed/believed/entrusted  to the  God  
Acts   16v34 both  (1) the  {leading up}/{setting forth}  them  (= Paul and Silas)   

into  his  house/family  he  {placed alongside}/{set before}  the  table 
also  (2) he   (personally)  {jumped for joy}/{rejoiced greatly}  {with the whole family}  the having  committed/entrusted  to the  God. 

 

Both  (1) the  leading forth  them  (= Paul and Silas)  into his house he placed alongside the table  (with food) 
also  (2) he personally greatly rejoiced with the whole family the having  committed/entrusted  to the God  (= Yahweh)  
 

The jailor understanding what had been taught was internally moved to give Paul and Silas some food,  perhaps they having nothing for at least 24 hrs. 
Clearly he  (and his household)  was so pleased to now have  “spiritual clarity”  given by  “plain speaking”  which had elevated them from out of  
“Religion”  as presented to The World by demonstrably  spiritually blind religious leaders  just  'taking the money'  and the supposed honour of their 
position over their  “own flocks”! 
The wording suggests that he took them to the local public bath and washed them there,  of which he would have by necessity paid for their bath. 
 
614th Comment – It was now in the (late) morning these religious governors would have convened to then consider the 
future  of these  “innocent/blameless” (hence “holy”)  TCs. 
615th Comment – Importantly,  Paul and Silas volunteered to return back to the prison,  to be jailed again (in new cell)  
because they would not want to be labelled as  “escapees”  (and thus again remained  “innocent/blameless/holy”). 
616th Comment – The religious governors issued the instruction to the floggers for Paul and Silas to be released. 
Acts   16v35 og (of the) day/{period of time}  And  (the having) {become to be}  
Acts   16v35 og (the) {set apart}/sent/{put out/forth}/dispatched/commissioned   
Acts   16v35 og the  generals/{(military) governors}/{chiefs of (Levitical) temple warden}/captains/magistrates   
Acts   16v35 og the  {rod holders}/{(Roman) lictors}/constables/executioners/sergeants/floggers  
Acts   16v35 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming: 
Acts   16v35 og (You) {free fully}/relieve/release/dismiss/divorce/{set at liberty}   
Acts   16v35 og the  countenances/{human-beings}/men  {that one}/those  
Acts   16v35 And  of the  day/{period of time}  the having  become to be   

the  generals/magistrates   the  {set apart}/{put forth}/dispatched  the  {rod holders}/floggers  the  stating: 
You  (= the jailor)  {free fully}/release/{set at liberty}  those  the  men  (= Paul and Silas). 

 

And the having become to be of the day,  the magistrates dispatched the floggers the stating: 
   You  (= the jailor)  release those (specific)  men  (= Paul and Silas)  
 

It would be late morning because  these type  of  'religious governors'  (people who  bend the law)  would not have started work early,  because they bend 
the law  (of  'starting on time')  regarding themselves, –  thus a common applied trait within their thinking and action  –  I am old enough to realise this. 
Clearly,  Paul and Silas would have returned to The Prison with the jailor,  to be alongside the still entrapped prisoners. 

Why did Paul and Silas,  as freed men by Yahweh choose to return to jail? 
The reason is that  “True Christians”  have nothing to fear,  inasmuch they do absolutely  nothing wrong!   They abide by secular law,  knowing that 
secular law is positioned to keep society stable (Rom.13v1-5).  TCs must show respect for The Law,  else how can they teach respect for Yahweh? 
Moreover,  it would be hypocritical as leaders of The Millennium to expect adherence to  “The New Laws”  made by the leaders,  if the new leaders 
themselves could not keep to  “The Laws”  made within the 1st part of their physical life!    

Can the reader understand this?   Because our leaders of  “Religion”  do  not  understand this! 
Yet why should they?   Because they do  not  commit themselves to The Millennium in first instance,  that is why Yahweh  rejects them  (Luke.20v16)! 
After that necessary observation,  then we realise the floggers would know nothing of the night's proceedings and have thus gone straight to The Prison,  
expecting to see the prisoners still there,  for their release by the floggers' command. 
 
617th Comment – The floggers relayed the instruction to The Jailer,  who then told Paul and Silas they were now freed. 
Acts   16v36 og (he) announced/{brought word again}/declared/reported/told  And  
Acts   16v36 og (the) {guarding the prisoners}/{keeper of the prison}/jailor  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning   
Acts   16v36 og {such these} (things/persons)   toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  Paul,   
Acts   16v36 og because  (they have) {set apart}/sent/{put out/forth}/dispatched/commissioned   
Acts   16v36 og the  generals/{(military) governors}/{chiefs of (Levitical) temple warden}/captains/magistrates,   
Acts   16v36 og that  (yourselves may be) {free fully}/relieve/release/dismiss/divorce/{set at liberty}  now/present/immediate   
Acts   16v36 og therefore/then  (the) issuing/{coming/going forth/out}/departing/{spreading abroad}/proceeding   
Acts   16v36 og (yourselves) traverse/travel/depart/journey (middle voice)  in  (to the) peace/prosperity/rest  
Acts   16v36 And  the  jailor  he  announced/reported  the  words/sayings  such these  (words)   towards  the  Paul: 

Because  the generals/magistrates  they have  {put forth}/dispatched  (word)  that  yourselves  may be  released/{set at liberty} 
now  therefore  the  {going forth}/departing  yourselves  (personally)  traverse/journey  within  peace/prosperity/rest. 

 

And the jailor announced these such words towards Paul: 
   Because the magistrates dispatched  (word)  that yourselves may be released,    
   now therefore departing  (from custody),  yourselves personally journey in peace  
The jailor then relayed the release instruction to both Paul and Silas,  as given by the floggers. 
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618th Comment – Paul explained precisely what he thought about his release: 
These religious governors publicly flogged Roman men who had not been given a trial first! 
They publicly jailed us and now they secretly want to release us! 

Paul continues: 
No!  They must publicly come to the jail and formally release us! 

453rd Reasoning – Paul was not insisting public release for revenge,  but rather he wants freedom of public movement. 
He wants to leave the city on his own terms,  rather than being  'run out of the city'.  Moreover, he wants to ensure that all 
the members of the  remaining  ecclesia within this city are  also  protected from future attack. 
Acts   16v37 og the  And  Paul  (he) showed/{made known his thoughts}/affirmed/said   
Acts   16v37 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  them: 
Acts   16v37 og (The having) flayed/scourged/thrashed/smited/beaten  us/our/we  (the) publicly/commonly/openly 
Acts   16v37 og (the) {without (legal) trial}/uncondemned  (the) countenances/{human-beings}/men  (the) Romans  
Acts   16v37 og (the) {beginning under}/{coming into existence}/after/living/behaving  
Acts   16v37 og (they) {threw (in all forms of application/intensity)}/arose/cast(out)/laid/poured/put(up)/sent/ 

/struck/thrown(down)/thrust  
Acts   16v37 og into/unto  (the) {a guarding}/cage/hold/prison/watch/jail,   
Acts   16v37 og also  now/present/immediate  (the) privately/secretly  us/our/we 
Acts   16v37 og (they) eject/{cast/drive forth/out}/expel/{send/thrust away}?   no/not/none  For!    
Acts   16v37 og But  (the) accompanying/appearing/bringing/coming (middle voice)  themselves  us/our/we  
Acts   16v37 og (let them) {lead forth}/{bring forth (out)}/{fetch (lead) out}  
Acts   16v37 And  the Paul  he  {made known his thoughts}  towards  them  (= the floggers): 

The having  publicly/openly  flogged/beaten  us  (= Paul and Silas),   
{without legal trial}/uncondemned  the  being/living  Roman  men,  they (= the magistrates)  threw/cast/thrust  into  the  prison/jail, 
also  now  the  privately/secretly  they  eject/expel  us? 
For no! 
But  themselves  (personally)  the  appearing/coming,   let them  {lead forth}/{fetch out}  us! 

 

And Paul made known his thoughts towards them  (= the floggers giving the news of their release): 
   The having publicly flogged us  (= Paul and Silas)  being uncondemned Roman men, 
   They threw  (us)  into the prison  also now they secretly expel us? 
   For no!   (This is not  correct/fitting  for Roman men  to be treated as  ‘normal’ people!) 
   But themselves  (= the magistrates)  the personally coming,  let them lead us forth  (from out of jail)! 
 

However Paul felt he had a point to make,  not given to  'get his own back',  but rather to give some freedom in his future movements,  to stop an 
immediate arrest occurring again on false charges that no doubt would be levelled against him during any future preaching work within this location. 
He wanted these magistrates to realise that  “people with responsibility” must not make irrational decisions based upon fraudulent evidence! 
 
619th Comment – The floggers returned to the religious governors with Paul's message.   The religious governors were 
afraid of a severe Roman backlash,  should these prisoners report to  “The Roman Authorities”  upon their release!    
207th Warning – These religious governors should not be worried about the prevailing  “Roman Authorities” ,  but rather 
be much more worried about Yahweh  (Luke.12v4-5)  in His judgment of them opposing His TCs in their work,  because 
they are  “Blaspheming against the HS”  (Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32)  noting how Yahweh views that  (see citations). 
208th Warning – The warning above does not stop at 6th decade CE, but has continued ever since.  It is even more pressing 
upon religious leaders of the last few decades of The Gospel Age,  especially now  -  religious leaders have  “no excuse”  
“not to know”  with websites like  “FutureLife.Org”  explaining everything to them!   “Will they ever take note?” 
Acts   16v38 og (they) announced/declared/reported/showed/spoke/told  And  
Acts   16v38 og to the  generals/{(military) governors}/{chiefs of (Levitical) temple wardens}/captains/magistrates  
Acts   16v38 og the  {rod holders}/{(Roman) lictors}/constables/executioners/sergeants/floggers  
Acts   16v38 og the  utterances/topics/narrations/words  these (things)   
Acts   16v38 og Also  (they were) frightened/alarmed/awed/revering/afraid/fearful/respected/deferential  
Acts   16v38 og (the) hearing/listening/understanding/responding  because  (the) Romans  {they are/be}  
Acts   16v38 And  the  {rod holders}/floggers,   

they  announced/reported  these  utterances/words  to the  generals/magistrates. 
Also  they  (= the magistrates)   were  frightened/alarmed   because  the  hearing/understanding  they  (= Paul and Silas)   are  Romans. 

 

And the floggers reported these utterances  (of Paul)  to the magistrates  
Also the magistrates were  frightened/alarmed  because  (of)  hearing they (= Paul and Silas)  be Romans  
               (Because they thought there would be some backlash from the higher Roman Authorities if this became public – hence Paul’s veiled threat) 
 

As I stated earlier,  though Paul was exercising his rights in a manner that these magistrates understood,  it was not done to exact revenge,  but only to 
ensure that he was free in the future to  accurately teach  “The Word of God”  (without future hindrance). 
 
620th Comment – The intimidated religious governors felt they must acquiesce to Paul's request and try to rescue the 
situation,  else they would be at The Mercy of The Roman Authorities!   They requested Paul and Silas leave the city. 
454th Reasoning – Naturally they would state it was a great mistake,  and it was so far from their mind that this should 
have occurred,  also they were given false information about what Paul and Silas had done,  else they would never have 
behaved as they did,  and so on … … !   But gently requested it may be best for all parties if Paul and Silas left the city. 
There may have even been favours of inducement offered as sweeteners to Paul and Silas,  but not recorded here. 
455th Reasoning – Importantly Paul and Silas left on their own terms,  and protected the remaining ecclesia from future 
pernicious attack.  
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Acts   16v39 og Also  (the) accompanying/appearing/bringing/coming (middle voice)   
Acts   16v39 og (they) {set beside}/{called near}/{invoked by imploring}/beseeched/exhorted/entreated/urged/comforted   
Acts   16v39 og them,   
Acts   16v39 og also  (the) {leading forth}/{bringing forth (out)}/{fetching (lead) out} 
Acts   16v39 og (the) {interrogated by request}/asked/beseeched/entreated/urged  
Acts   16v39 og (to) issue/{come/go forth/out}/depart/{spread abroad}/proceed  of the  {town large/or with walls}/city  
Acts   16v39 Also  the  (personally)  appearing/coming,   

they  (= the magistrates)  {called near}/urged/implored/comforted  them  (= Paul and Silas) 
also  the  {leading forth}/fetching out},  the  asked/beseeched/requested  to  {go forth}/{depart out}  of the  city. 

 

Also the personally coming,  they  (= the magistrates)  {called near}/implored/comforted  them  (= Paul and Silas) 
                (= The magistrates came out with many apologies and be saying  'it was all a great misunderstanding and one big mistake'!) 
Also the leading forth  (from out of jail),  (the magistrates)  requested  (Paul and Silas)  to depart out of the city  
 

The Magistrates may not have been Romans themselves,  but very local administrators,  hence their displayed  (feigned)  humility and regret. 
They also requested that Paul should leave the city  (for the time being)  so that the area may become calm from the previous day's excitable commotion. 
 
621st Comment – Paul and Silas departed from jail and went to Lydia's house.  Here they both met the brethren and were 
able to comfort them about their release.  But importantly,  also to make it known to them the jailer had become a 1st 
Century Christian”  and to welcome him into their newly formed ecclesia. 
456th Reasoning – Paul and Silas wanted to maintain the peace by making things easy upon the ecclesia,  and to this end 
felt it wise to leave the city.  They went to Lydia's house to let the ecclesia know what had occurred and to collect their 
travelling disciples to move on to the next city. 
Comment – repeat - I close each chapter with this plea.  I only write like this to gain the rare Nicodemus prepared to  constructively  criticise  
“God's Word”  from out of millions  of  “Leaders of Christendom”  only prepared to  destructively  criticise  “God's Word”  as to what it means for 
“The Early Adopters”.   The  “Probability”  of a Christian leader fulfilling Yahweh's Desire is about 0.00003   (corresponding to 1:30,000 Christians) . 
Acts   16v40 og (the) issuing/{coming/going forth/out}/departing/{spreading abroad}/proceeding  And  {from/out of} 
Acts   16v40 og of the  {a guarding}/cage/hold/prison/watch/jail  (they) entered/{arose into}/{went in}  into/unto 
Acts   16v40 og the (one = house)  Lydia,  also  (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving  
Acts   16v40 og the  {The Brethren}/brothers 
Acts   16v40 og (they) {set beside}/{called near}/{invoked by imploring}/beseeched/exhorted/entreated/urged/comforted   
Acts   16v40 og them,   also  (they) issued/{came/went forth/out}/departed/{spread abroad}/proceeded  
Acts   16v40 And  the  {going forth}/departing  {from/out of}  of the  prison/jail   

they  (= Paul and Silas)   entered/{went in}  into/unto  the  (one = house)  Lydia,    
also  knowing/seeing  The Brethren   they  (= Paul and Silas)   {called near}/exhorted/comforted  them  (= the brethren), 
also  they  (= Paul and Silas)   {went forth}/departed. 

 

And the departing from out of the prison,    
they  (= Paul and Silas)  went unto Lydia’s house,  also  knowing/seeing  The Brethren,  
they  (= Paul and Silas)  {called near}/exhorted/comforted  them  (= The Brethren;   from their anxiety over the arrest of Paul and Silas) 
also they  (= Paul and Silas)  departed  
 

After being officially released in person by the leaders who first put Paul and Silas in jail,  then these two TCs returned to Lydia's house to explain all the 
incredible things that had occurred during the previous night.   Not only of their release,  but also of more people to be added into the ecclesia,  because 
the jailor and his family would have been put in contact with Lydia by Paul,  if not already knowing of her because of their possible Jewish connections. 
 
 
622nd Comment – Paul, Silas and disciples travelled through Amphipolis, then Apollonia and then finally into 
Thessalonica where they stayed. 
457th Reasoning – Nothing of note occurred in these two earlier cities.  Perhaps they had no Jewish community,  and the 
Gentiles had no interest in what Paul had to teach – thus this  “1st Century Christian”  missionary party moved on. 
279th Instruction – Likewise today,  TCs move-on to a new group of people,  if people in one area are not interested in 
what they teach – thus we are to grab the opportunity while we have it presented.   When the TCs have taught as much as 
they can to the receptive people in that area,  then they move on to another grouping of people presently lost in the world. 
208th Warning – By contrast leaders of “Religion”  do the reverse.  They like to captivate a grouping of people with 
alluring words of vanity  (and excuses)  and then stay in this one place to live off the efforts of their deluded devotees! 
They often use their devotees to go out into the world  for them,  to bring more deluded devotees back  –  pyramid living! 

Can the reader understand this?   It is so important and is what delineates  “Yahweh”  from  “Religion”. 
Acts   17v1 og (the) {traveling/passing through}/{going throughout}  And  the  Amphipolis  also  (the) Apollonia, 
Acts   17v1 og (they) accompanied/appeared/brought/came  into/unto  (the) Thessalonica,   
Acts   17v1 og where  (it) was  the  synagogue  of the  Jews  
Acts   17v1 And  the  {traveling/passing through}  the  Amphipolis  also  the  Apollonia, 

they appeared/came  into  the  Thessalonica,  where it was  the synagogue  of the  Jews. 
 

And the travelling through Amphipolis  also Apollonia, 
They  (= Paul and Silas)  came into Thessalonica,  where  (there)  was a Jewish synagogue  
 

Paul and Silas travelled southwest about 30 miles to Amphipolis and then a further 20 miles  (or so)  southwest to Apollonia. 
Afterwards they travelled about 45 miles due west unto Thessalonica. 
Just because nothing is mentioned in the text regarding Amphipolis and Apollonia does not mean that Paul and Silas were silent regarding God's Word 
within these two cities.  We know from Paul's ardour that he would have taught within the market places and expanded God's Word to those specific 
people interested in its content.  This would have occurred on a  non-Sabbath  day,  Paul went in to the synagogues  (if present within the city)  on the 
Sabbath days to explain how Judaism  'expanded'  into “1st Century Christianity”,  so that the recipient Jews had no excuse by stating:  They were given 
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no opportunity to become a future Son of God!   The reason why there is no additional information is due to no incident of note occurring,  the listeners 
were perhaps apathetic to the message being taught by both Paul and Silas.  Maybe too few Jews  (most having moved to the nearby city of  
Thessalonica)  upon which to build  “The Word of God”  on the back of The Tanakh  (as The 1st Part of God's Word).    
By consequence,  these TCs would move along to the next city on their travels. 
We read they came to Thessalonica where there was  a synagogue,  which would suggest a more sizeable Jewish community.  Now Paul had somewhere 
to teach Jews directly on The Sabbath.  This he did for three Sabbaths, as we are to read in the next verse. 
 
623rd Comment – Paul, Silas and the grouping of disciples  according to custom  entered into the synagogue week after 
week for three weeks teaching “1st Century Christianity”  to these Jews and reasoned through The Scriptures. 
280th Instruction – It must be clearly understood:  Paul would be giving a  different  sermon lasting perhaps several 
hours each week,  building upon  “The Knowledge”  given within the previous week.  It was “Paul's Custom” to do this! 
281st Instruction – And further:  Paul thoroughly explained The Background that supported JC's 1st Advent and also how 
he would return at his 2nd Advent after Yahweh had His required number of Sons of God to rule alongside JCg. 
282nd Instruction – If we are to truly represent Yahweh's Interests on this planet,  then we are to do likewise! 
458th Reasoning – Paul was bringing true  glory/honour/majesty  to Yahweh within the  sane/reasoning  minds of 
repentant/hearkening  recipients.   In this manner Paul agapao (= edifying love)  Yahweh by bringing this  “Knowledge”  
into more people who themselves could become the next generation of TCs. 
209th Warning – Leaders of “Religion”  have  no  care to do this,  because they have  no  interest in bringing  “Real” 
glory/honour/majesty  to Yahweh,  but a collection of vain words of self-indulgency for themselves and devotees  'living for 
the moment'  in very much as does a  “drug pusher”  feeding a  “drug user”  (same motivators employed both ways)! 
Acts   17v2 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  And   
Acts   17v2 og the  {to be used (by habit or conventionality)}/usage/{be custom/manner/wont}  to the  Paul 
Acts   17v2 og (he) entered/{arose into}/{went in}  toward/nearness/{accession to}  them,  
Acts   17v2 og also  into/unto  (the) Sabbaths  three 
Acts   17v2 og (he) {through exclamation}/{stated thoroughly}/{discussed (in argument or exhortation)}/disputed/ 

/preached/{reasoned (with)}/spoke (middle voice)   
Acts   17v2 og {to them}  off/away/separated/from  of the  documents/{holy writs}/scriptures  
Acts   17v2 And  accordingly to  the  habit/usage/custom  to the  (= in)  Paul,  he  entered/{went in}  towards  them,    

also  unto  three Sabbaths  he  (personally)  {through exclamation}/{stated thoroughly}/{reasoned with}  {to them}   
off/away/from  of the  {holy writs}/scriptures. 

 

And according to the  habit/custom  in Paul,  he entered towards them  (= The Jews in the synagogue) 
                (I think of this suitable analogy:  ‘A honey bear finding a bee’s nest’!   Paul completely decimates their reasoning!) 
also for three Sabbaths he personally thoroughly reasoned with them from of the scriptures! 
                (Where  “The Scriptures”  would be the Tanakh  [= The Old Testament])! 
 

Paul would be reasoning from The Old Testament to explain not only the scriptures pertaining to JC,  but also the prophets speaking of The Millennium. 
In addition,  taking allegoric prophecies from out of Genesis to show how Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  was described within 
it  (in the same manner as I explain in my dissertation entitled  “Yahweh's Plan as given in Genesis”). 
So after that,  then we should ask the question:- 

Could our  worldly Christian leaders do likewise? 
Of course they could not,  being  entirely deficient!    
Understanding  nothing  of what I have outlined above – witness their  near useless  sermons given only to please worldly ears  (2Tim.4v3-4). 
Therefore, when we understand what we should be doing then:- 

This becomes a call to  The Brethren (Christian)  aiming to become TCs  (in the  eyes/judgement  of Yahweh). 
Paul thoroughly reasons with them by explaining The Scriptures to show what is required of us to fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 

Yahweh's Desire is  not  fulfilled by singing songs with much enthusiasm,  saying words with great gusto  (in sermons, chants and prayers),  
having the most wonderful ceremonies,  praising  “God”  in flowing locution! 

That does  NOT  fulfil Yahweh's Desire  (He does  not  think like worldly leaders having their ego nourished and garnished),  –  but this activity is very 
likely to make us  “hypocrites”  and thus  despised  by Yahweh  (Isa.1v11-20, Amos.5v21-23, etc.). 
We must know how to personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  and that is:- 

Precisely what  “1st Century Christian Apostles”  taught to their congregations,  which is to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
Exactly  not  what  worldly Christian leaders teach today  -  being  how to  excuse  themselves  from copying JC,  thereby ignoring what Paul 
taught us at 1Cor.4v16, 11v1,  Gal.4v12,  1Thes.1v6, etc. 

I explain this in much greater detail within more appropriate commentaries. 
 
624th Comment – Paul explained  “The Scriptures Content”  (= The Tanakh/{old Testament})  relative to JC's 1st Advent 
and why he had to suffer,  and to become resurrected as  The Christ/Anointed  of which Paul taught to these recipients. 
459th Reasoning – Paul explains how The Scriptures of which The Jews knew,  translated into what JC was able to yield,  
inasmuch how JC was able to righteously answer what Yahweh had  “put forth”  in the Tanakh by faithful Early Adopters  
(as Paul gave by example to us in Hebrews chapter 11 culminating in the  important verses  at Heb.11v38-40). 
283rd Instruction – I explain in much detail elsewhere what Paul would have explained to these Jews,  and have not the 
space of many, many pages to repeat verbatim here. 
210th Warning – Sadly our leaders of Christendom do  not  imitate Paul or even myself,  and thus Yahweh rejects them! 
Likewise,  we should reject them,  if Yahweh has already rejected them for positions of rulership in The Millennium. 
Acts   17v3 og (the) {opening through}/{thoroughly opening (as first-born or to expound)}   
Acts   17v3 og also  (the) {placing alongside}/{presenting things}/{putting forth}/{setting before}    
Acts   17v3 og because  the  Christ/Anointed/Messiah  {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must 
Acts   17v3 og (to have) {experienced/felt (usually pain)}/passion/vexed/suffered   
Acts   17v3 og also  (to have) {stood up}/arose/{raised up}/risen  {from/out of}  (of the) dead/corpses/mortified/cadavers,   
Acts   17v3 og also  because  this/that (specifically)  (one = JC)   (he) is  the  Christ/Anointed/Messiah,  (the) Jesus,  
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Acts   17v3 og whom/which/that  (emphatic) I/me  proclaim/promulgate/declare/preach  {to yourselves}  
Acts   17v3 The  {opening thoroughly}   also  the  {presenting things}/{putting forth}     
                      (= explaining the reasoning behind the scriptures,  as laid down by Yahweh) 

Because  {it was necessary}/must  the  Christ/Anointed  to have  {experienced pain}/suffered 
also  to have  {stood up}/risen  {from/out of}  of the  dead/corpses/cadavers, 
also  because  this specific one  the Jesus,   he is  the  Christ/Anointed, 
whom  I  proclaim/promulgate  to yourselves. 

 

The opening thoroughly  (the scriptures into their mind)  also the presenting things   (= a new vista on how Yahweh is operating) 
because it is necessary the  Christ/Anointed  to have suffered   (like all  “The Early Adopters”  for  “The Anointing”) 
also to have risen from out of the  corpses/cadavers,  also because this specific one the Jesus,  he is the  Christ/Anointed, 
whom I  proclaim/promulgate  to yourselves  
 

“Opening thoroughly the scriptures  (of The Old Testament)  within their minds”   means precisely that! 
That is something that  NEVER  occurs within  worldly Christian circles. 
For example I heard a sermon today  (17/Sept./2017 BBC Radio 4 on Sunday Worship)  completely dedicated to extolling the virtues of being “invited” 
for a “vocation” as a woman priest.  And that was the sum total.  Absolutely nothing was taught about  “The Real Invitation”  nor anything about The 
Scriptures underwriting JC.  It was all about underwriting women priests and nothing else!   It would have been a sermon  detested by Yahweh  
irrespective if it were dedicated to either gender!   They really do not have a clue about what they should be teaching! 
“Presenting things”  used in this manner  (and context)  means explaining things.   It does not mean passively showing them in a shop window! 
Explaining why  “The Anointed had to suffer”  means  that   “Entities attaining Sonship must suffer in an  unjust  manner”. 
The reason for this is not that TCs are masochists,  but they are showing to  “The Future Resurrected World”  “The Strength of Conviction”  that 
operates within them to maintain the  integrity/conviction  of  “The Word of God”  as being  The Lord/Master  within them,  thereby qualifying them to  
Rule/Teach/Guide  over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 
JC was  “The First”  of another 144000 TCs to follow over the next some 2000 years,  and Paul  was leading by example. 
I have listened to many thousands upon thousands of sermons and  none  of them taught about  “The Most Important Thing”  that JC and The Apostles 
taught,  which clearly shows our religious leaders have absolutely  no  intention to fulfil  “The Invitation”  if they  never  mention it! 

How can they represent Yahweh?    
Clearly they do not!   None of them!    I invite emails from them to explain themselves  –  if they dare! 

But as religious experts,   they are so  very good  at teaching  “Religion”! 
Equated to  “Atheism”,  but having a few deities thrown in for ‘good measure’,  plus many absurd customs, Matt.23v23! 

(Think very carefully on that definition of  “Religion”  to see how accurate it is  [as viewed by Yahweh]!) 
After giving the background,  then Paul was able to confidently state that JC has arisen from the dead and had been seen by many people,  including 
himself by saying the same thing as he wrote to the Corinthians 1Cor.15v4-8. 
Which is precisely why Luke repeats  “Christ/Anointed”  a second time,   this time directly associated with  “Jesus”,  being the  personal  connection. 

Paul then states:  I proclaim   “The Means”  (= JC)  to make Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”  righteously possible. 
The reader may blindly think: 

That is not much to say to the Jewish congregations! 
But we must understand,  Paul has been continuously speaking for perhaps  two hours  to the Jewish congregations,  for  each  of the three Sabbaths. 

And he would not be saying the same thing each Sabbath,  -  but expanding both wider and deeper  without a script. 
Now compare that with the  pathetic  sermons given today by our supposed  'learned'  professional  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars. 

So learned'  in the ruminations of Man,  but  'so  weak/ignorant'  in The Scriptures,  and what they should  really  be teaching us! 
Yahweh sees them as  “Fraudsters”  to what they supposedly claim!     
“Rogue Traders” taking money under false pretences,  by behaving as  “Spiritual Paedophiles ! 

 
625th Comment – Some Greek people who had come to this Jewish congregation hearkened to  “The Knowledge”  given 
by Paul and Silas.  Importantly they understood what is meant by  “The Inheritance”  as applied to Paul and Silas. 
Many Greek speaking people (men)  and also many high ranking women were also interested. 
460th Reasoning – As usual there is a split in uptake to  “The Knowledge”  as given by  “1st Century Christianity”. 
Greek speaking people within the Jewish community,  attending the synagogue were interested in what Paul taught  -  it 
made common sense to what they knew about what Yahweh had laid down in The Tanakh. 
Instruction – repeat - We must open our mind to what Yahweh is teaching us through the various  “Epochs of Israel”. 
461st Reasoning – Paul taught about  “The Invitation”  of  “The Inheritance”  open to all people who wanted to become 
“The Early Adopters”  of  “The New Covenant”  by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  for  no  worldly return,  in 
the same manner as were Paul and Silas exhibiting themselves  for us to copy  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1). 
Acts   17v4 og Also  {some/any/certain persons}  {from/out of}  {of them}  
Acts   17v4 og (they were) pacified/conciliated/agreed/persuaded/confident/assured/trusted/obeyed, 
Acts   17v4 og also  (they) {toward/beside inheritance/lot}/{gave a common lot}/{associated with}/{consorted with}   
Acts   17v4 og to the  Paul  also  to the  Silas,   
Acts   17v4 og of the  both  (the) revering/adoring/devoting/religious/worshipping (middle voice)  
Acts   17v4 og (the) {(from) Hellen (Grecian)}/{Greek speaking people (especially non-Jew)}/Gentile/Greek (plural)   
Acts   17v4 og (the) many/much/plenteous  (the) {large number}/throng/populace/bundle/company/multitude  
Acts   17v4 og (of the) women/wives  both  of the  foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former (ones = persons)  
Acts   17v4 og no/not/none  (the) {puny (in anything)}/short/little/small/{a while}/few  
Acts   17v4 Also  some/certain  persons   {from/out of}  {of them}  they were  pacified/persuaded/trusted, 

also  they  {toward inheritance}/{came for common lot}/{consorted with}  to the  Paul  also  to the  Silas, 
both  (1) of the  (personally) revering/adoring Greek speaking people  (2) the  many/plenteous  throng/populace, 
both  (1) of the  foremost/chief  women/wives  (2) not the  little/few. 

 

Also  some/certain  people from out of them they were  persuaded/trusted, 
also they  {toward inheritance}/{came for common lot}  to the Paul  also to the Silas  
both  (1) of the  personally  revering/adoring  Greek speaking people  (2) the plenteous populace 
both  (1) of the foremost  women/wives  (2) not the few  
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Notice my translation  “toward inheritance”  instead of the other  faulty  translation given in standard  worldly bible translations  dumbing down  what 
The Gospels and Epistles  are  really  teaching us  at key doctrinal positions,  and by consequence,  hiding  “The Real Invitation”. 
Luke is teaching us that many of these Greek people within The Jewish Community were convinced by Paul's and Silas' teaching of  “The Invitation 
towards inheritance”  of which the TCs ardently try to achieve  (as we are told at Rom.8v17, 23),  hence  “to the Paul also to the Silas”. 
We must understand  “The Thrust”  of Paul's and Silas' teaching is for Yahweh to achieve His 144000 TCs,  else without them fulfilling Yahweh's 
Prophecy,   then Yahweh  cannot righteously  move forward with The Millennium.  It is this specific  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  that Satan is 
objectively trying to frustrate,  and when he starts to see this being accomplished then he knows his time is short  (Rev.12v12). 
For  “The Record”  this number  is  almost complete,  -  but not quite yet,  there are still just a few more places that need to be fulfilled,  and it is toward  
these last few places that we should aim,  because it makes The Millennium come ever sooner! 
However our  worldly Christian leaders lock the door to themselves for Sonship,  and sadly,  also to their congregational members  (Matt.23v13). 
 
626th Comment – The zealous Jews refused to accept  “1st Century Christianity”  and chose to rebel against what Paul 
and Silas offered.  They gathered a crowd of street thugs and disrupted the city when marching through unto Jason's house 
to seize Paul and Silas. 
462nd Reasoning – As usual there is a split in uptake to  “The Knowledge”  as given by  “1st Century Christianity”. 
Many of The Jews likewise attending the synagogue were  not  interested in what Paul taught  -  it went against what they 
“wanted to believe”  thereby personally  “choosing to be ignorant” (“agnoeo”). 
284th Instruction – Precisely the same has occurred throughout The Gospel Age,  and shall constantly occur today within 
Christianity when people try to reform the base worldly Christianity into something that Yahweh Desires to represent His 
Interests within The World.  It is The Religious Leaders who do not like their comfortable life rocked  (John.11v47-53). 
211th Warning – Professional religious leaders are not interested in  “The Invitation”,   but only promoting  “Religion”  
out of which they can gain worldly return for  “The Immediacy”  that pleases the  animalistic/carnal  mind  (Matt.6v24).  
And to do this then they must keep their  'punters happy'  with vain words that are so easy to put together.  These people 
are called  “charmers”  and perfectly describes charlatan Christian leaders,  but we know all charmers are unfaithful! 
Acts   17v5 og (the) {having warmth of feeling}/desirous/covet/jealous/zealous/fervent  And   
Acts   17v5 og the  disbelieving/disobedient/rebellious/uncommitted  Jews,   
Acts   17v5 og also  (the having) {taken to oneself}/{leaded/admitted (to friendship/hospitality)}/received   
Acts   17v5 og of the  {one who visits a forum}/{vulgar/baser (things/people)}/{market-loafers} 
Acts   17v5 og {some/any/certain persons}  (the) men/husbands/fellows  
Acts   17v5 og (the) hurtful/evil/wicked/harmful/malicious/grievous/lewd  also 
Acts   17v5 og (the) {making a crowd}/{raising (public) disturbance}/{gathering a company}  
Acts   17v5 og (they) {be in tumult}/disturb/clamour/{make ado (a noise)}/{trouble self}/ 

/{set on in uproar}/{set in turmoil}   
Acts   17v5 og the  {town large/or with walls}/city   
Acts   17v5 og (the) {standing upon}/{being present}/{thrusting onto}/{coming upon}/ 

/{being at hand}/imminently/insisting/urgently   
Acts   17v5 og Both  to the  residence/house/household/family  (of the) Jason  
Acts   17v5 og (they) sought/searched/endeavoured/inquired  them  (to) {lead away}/bring/drive/go/induce  into/unto   
Acts   17v5 og the  {(from) bind/knot (applied to people)}/{public (joined together socially)}/ 

/{mass of (like-minded) people}/mob  
Acts   17v5 And  the  zealous/fervent  disbelieved/disobedient/uncommitted  (to “1st Century Christianity)  Jews, 

also  the having  {taken to oneself}/received  of the  {vulgar/baser people}/{market/street loafers} 
{some/certain persons}  the  hurtful/harmful/malicious  men/husbands   
also  the  {making a crowd}/{gathering a company}  they  disturb/clamour/{set in  turmoil/uproar}  the  city, 
both  (1) the  {standing upon}/{thrusting onto}/{coming upon}  to the  house  of the  Jason 
(2) they  sought/searched/endeavoured  to  {lead away}/bring/drive  them (= Paul and Silas)  to the  {binding knot of people}/mob.  

 

And the  zealous/fervent  Jews  disbelieved/uncommitted   (to “1st Century Christianity”) 
also the having taken to oneself the  {baser people}/{street loafers}  (= hired thugs)  some  hurtful/malicious  men/husbands 
also the making a crowd they set in  turmoil/uproar  the city   (= professional trouble makers,  hired by  religious leaders), 
both  (1) the thrusting onto Jason's house  (2) they searched  (by force)  to lead them  (= Paul and Silas)  away to the mob  
 

Zealous Jews were not prepared to think through the logical argument. 
This is so typical of all  “Religious People”,  because their faith is so  WEAK  that they are  too afraid  to examine  “logical righteous reasoning”! 
Contrary to what Paul was able to state of himself at 1Cor.9v1-20,  to engage with,  and the steer people's minds to  “The Absolute Truth”. 
Actually,  the problem is  not  with the deluded devotees,  but rather Yahweh sees the problem to with the professional religious leaders! 
The real problem is that professional  “Religious Leaders”  earn a fleshly sustenance from the unrighteous nonsense they preach  (Matt.6v24),  so the  
very last thing  they want is intelligent questioning of what they  purport  to  'believe'  -  because it will expose all forms of  “Unrighteous Nonsense”  as 
regards  “The Salvation of Mankind”. 
The reason is that they  “think like Satan” (= self-indulgently)  inasmuch Satan does not want to lose his existence,  and neither do the leaders of  
“Religion”,  because their interest is only on  “The Immediacy”,  and being intelligent people,  they certainly do  not  personally believe the nonsense 
they teach!    But if they were to admit it,  then they lose their income!    So they are caught between a rock and a hard place! 

And as JC tells us at Luke.12v46-48, Matt.8v12, 22v13, etc.,  the religious leaders are in for a rough time in the near future! 
But they believe  none  of this  (as an audit of their  public/private  life would show)  -  so  they do not care  -  this present life is all that concerns them  -  
else they  would  teach of The Millennium  if  it  was  of a concern to them! 

This reasoning is obvious,  is it not? 
So leaders of  “Religion”  organise what they are good at doing  (2Cor.11v13-15) -  resisting/opposing/adversarial  (= satanic)   to  “Yahweh's Desire 
being manifest within The Environment”  (= the HS),  and thus,  they are: 

Rebelling/Opposing  (= blaspheming  within the mind)  against the HS   (see my commentaries at Matt.12v31-32, Mark.3v28-29).  
In this instance they organised  “Rent a mob”  to silence Yahweh's TCs,  effectively these leaders of “Religion”  wanted to silence Yahweh's Word from 
being taught to religious congregational members,  and they went out to search at a house of a known new  “1st Century Christian”  converted by Paul's 
ministry.  Not finding Paul or Silas in Jason's house,  they took Jason  (and other brethren)  instead!   They wanted a  'sacrifice'! 
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627th Comment – These thugs could not find Paul and Silas they dragged out Jason and some of the brethren unto The 
Magistrates shouting:  These “1st Century Christians”  have completely disrupted The World and here in this City! 
212th Warning – Beware of  half-truth  accusations that come out of the mouths of professional religious leaders. 
285th Instruction – Truth:  “1st Century Christians”  are disrupting worldly methodology  (Luke.10v18). 
Lie:  It is not done physically but in truth it is done by  careful reasoned argument,  where it is a battle for The Mind. 
463rd Reasoning – It must be clearly understood Yahweh is after The Mind by careful reasoned argument,  but violence is 
used by people who have lost The Argument by  “Reason”.   Yahweh wants His  “Early Adopters” for The New World 
Order whose mind has been wholly transformed to solely operate according to  “Yahweh's Methodology”. 
Yahweh is presently building His Mountain  (Dan.2v35, 45)  comprising solely of  “The Early Adopters”. 
Acts   17v6 og not  (the) finding/obtaining/seeing/perceiving  And  them,   
Acts   17v6 og (they) {to trail}/dragged/drew/hauled  the  Jason  also  {some/any/certain persons}  
Acts   17v6 og (of the) {the Brethren}/brothers   into/unto  the  {town/city  officers/judges}/magistrates, 
Acts   17v6 og (the) hullabaloo/shouting/{crying out}:  Because  the (ones = disciples)   
Acts   17v6 og the  {(terrene part of the) globe}/{inhabited world}  
Acts   17v6 og (the having) {removed from}/{driven out of home}/disturbed/{turned upside down}/ 

/{made an uproar}/troubled   
Acts   17v6 og these/those (specifically)  also  within/here/hither  (they have) {to be near}/{at hand}/{time being}/presently  
Acts   17v6 And  not  the  finding/obtaining  them (= Paul and Silas), 

they  (= the thugs hired by the religious leaders)  dragged/hauled  the  Jason  also  {some/certain  persons}  of  The Brethren   
unto  the  {town officers/judged}/magistrates,  the  shouting/{crying out}: 
Because  the ones (= disciples)  the having  {removed from}/{made an uproar}/troubled  the  {terrene globe}/{inhabited world} 
also  these specific (persons)  they have  {to be near}/presently  within/here. 

 

And  (the hired thugs)  not  finding/obtaining  them  (= Paul and Silas), 
they  (= the thugs hired by the religious leaders)  dragged Jason  also some of The Brethren unto the magistrates,  the shouting: 
   Because the ones  (= disciples)  having made an uproar the inhabited world   (by only  peaceably teaching  “The Word of God”) 
   also these specific people,  they are presently here  (at Thessalonica [troubling us])  
               (The apostles were  only  peaceably, accurately teaching  “The Word of God”  detested by  professional  leaders of “Religion”) 
 

“Rent a mob”  (doing the dirty work for leaders of “Religion”  [as usual])  grabbed all the people within Jason's house and marched them off to the 
magistrates stating the usual half-truths: 

Yes  -  they were causing and uproar within the inhabited world. 
But  “The World”  became to be in uproar because  “The World”  hated  “The Message of God's Word”  (Matt.10v16-28, John.17v14-18). 

God's Word teaches:  “Edify the neighbour to our own hurt”  to yield a  “perfect”  society  (ultimately under JCg's rule,  Rev.19v16). 
The World prefers:  “Self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt”   to yield a  “hurtful/harmful/evil”  society  (presently under Satan's rule,  1John.5v19). 
So the TCs following the  lord's/master's  example  (noting Matt.10v16-42)  controlling their mind,  were only  (1) freely giving  “The Knowledge”  on 
what Yahweh has done,  (2) what He said will occur,  (3) provided The Means to make the future occur,  (4) which shall be borne out in The Millennium. 

And yet  “Leaders of Religion”  do  not  want this to occur   (so they,  like Satan,  oppose it being taught and thus try  not  to make it occur)! 
“Leaders of Religion”  do not want this to occur,  because they prefer the present worldly system  -  being what it personally yields to them! 

Precisely as did The Religious Leaders in the day of JC  (John.11v47-53),  and the same type of people are in these positions,  every generation. 
 
628th Comment – The Religious leaders state Jason has hosted Paul and Silas.  All these  “1st Century Christians”  
constantly operate against Caesar's Laws and exclaim:  JC is King! 
Warning – repeat - Beware of  half-truth  accusations that come out of the mouths of professional religious leaders. 
286th Instruction – Lie:  “1st Century Christians”  are model secular citizens and  never  oppose secular authority. 
Truth:  “1st Century Christians”  hold  “Yahweh's Laws”  as The Priority of Adherence above that of  “worldly Laws”. 
287th Instruction – Lie:  “1st Century Christians”  never  oppose secular kingship of The Present World. 
Truth:  “1st Century Christians”  have JC ruling their mind living as though it shall be in The Millennium. 
In this manner,  they live a non-violent manner and thus be called  “innocent/blameless/holy  in all things”. 
213th Warning – Because professional religious leaders  (half)  lie  (especially when it comes to what Yahweh Desires to 
be taught),  then is essential for us to gain  “All  The Knowledge”  to become in the educated position to  “separate fact 
from fiction”,  else quite simply they shall control our mind with a twisted message of mystery,  to scam off us! 
Acts   17v7 og whom/which/that  (he has) {admitted under one’s roof}/entertained/welcomed/received (middle voice)  
Acts   17v7 og (the) Jason    Also  these/those (specifically)   (the) all/whole/every (persons)   
Acts   17v7 og {from in front}/opposite/before/midst/{in the presence of}/contrary   
Acts   17v7 og of the  laws/decrees/ordinances  (of the) Caesar 
Acts   17v7 og (they) {habitually practice}/{repeated deeds}/{regularly executing}, 
Acts   17v7 og (the) {foundation of power}/sovereign/king  (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming 
Acts   17v7 og (the) other/different/altered  {to be/exist},  (the) Jesus  
Acts   17v7 Whom (= Paul and Silas)  the  Jason,  he has  (personally)  {admitted under his roof}/entertained/hosted/received. 

Also  all  these specific (apostles and disciples)   
they  {habitually practice}/{repeated deeds}  opposite/contrary  to  Caesars' laws/decrees, 
the  stating/exclaiming:  {To be/exist}  the  other/different  sovereign/king,  the Jesus. 

 

Whom  (= Paul and Silas)  Jason has personally  {admitted under his roof}/received  
Also all these specific people  (= apostles and disciples)   
they habitually practice opposite to Caesars'  laws the exclaiming: 
   There exists another king,  the Jesus  
 

Let me emphasis that leaders of “Religion”  constantly operate under  half-truths  when opposing  “1st Century Christianity”.  
It is almost implicit within their very make-up;  they just cannot help themselves when presently operating under their god of this world, Satan,  because 
that is precisely how he operates  (John.8v44),  so that  we  must  thoroughly know our subject matter  to differentiate between  “fact and fiction”.  
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So again,  let me differentiate between the half-truths and the half-lies. 
“They habitually oppose Caesar's Laws” 

No – they fastidiously abide by secular law  (of which is under the jurisdiction of Caesar). 
Yes – only when secular law opposes Yahweh's Law  (for example:  To join  “The Military”  whose objective is to kill one's enemy). 

“They have another king,  the Jesus” 
No – they allow Caesar to rule this world  (hence wholly  neutral  in  all  political affairs),  because this is not JC's world  (John.18v36). 
Yes – JC rules their mind  (Luke.17v21,  to edify their neighbour to our own hurt). 

So I ask again: 
Can the reader see how leaders of “Religion”  operate? 

However,  to be in this educated position then we personally need to  thoroughly know and fully understand  our subject matter to recognise delinquency.    
If I can do this,  then you too can be like me,  positioned to see through  “distortion”  (by  reasoned  argument based upon  accurate  knowledge),  and 
this is what they want to curtail  -  all as history can testify! 
 
629th Comment – Religious leaders trouble the crowd and likewise the magistrates upon hearing such accusations. 
464th Reasoning – “The Truth” is deliberately  bent/twisted  to gain control over the mind of The Recipient  so that 
something can be personally gained form The Recipient by The Controller of the situation! 
214th Warning – Beware of worldly leaders striking early in an attempt to gain The Upper Hand,  because they like to 
“Control People”  through delusion based solely on a  “Need to Know”  rather than give all the information .  By 
contrast, Yahweh's Apostles explain everything so that  nothing  is kept in mystery,  and all recipients  “know everything”! 
Acts   17v8 og (they) stirred/{agitated (roil water)}/troubled/disturbed  And   
Acts   17v8 og the  {(from) vehicle}/{throng borne (along)}/rabble/{class (of people)}/riot/crowd   
Acts   17v8 og also  the  {town/city  officers/judges}/magistrates  (the) hearing/listening/understanding/responding 
Acts   17v8 og these (things)  
Acts   17v8 And  they (= the religious instigators)  stirred/troubled  the  throng/crowd   

also  the  {city officers}/magistrates,  the  hearing/listening  these things. 
 

And they  (= the religious instigators)  stirred/troubled  the crowd,  also the magistrates hearing these things  
 

The members of the public do not know;  -  they only listen to the presented twisted words comprising of  half-truths  designed to confuse the mind of the 
recipient to do the bidding of the leaders whose objective is to:  “Control People”.   This is what  ALL  “leaders”  do!   By definition of “Leader”! 
              That is specifically  why  they are leaders within Satan's world,  –  because  they operate under his methodology  (to self-indulge to their gain)! 
              That is why general members of The Public are  not  leaders  (because we think differently,  we do not  want to  “Control People” for our gain)! 
This is why leaders of The Present World will  NOT  be leaders of The Millennium under Yahweh's Methodology,  “a new broom sweeps clean”! 
So again,  I ask: 

Can the reader understand this? 
This is not of my invention -  it is precisely what The Bible tells us  -  if we only care to read it  -  being   ALL  of it! 
 
630th Comment – Bail money changed hands to release Jason and the fellow disciples.  Because it was really Paul and 
Silas (as the confident speakers thoroughly knowing their subject matter)  that these religious leaders wanted. 
Acts   17v9 og Also  (the) {getting hold of}/{taking up/away}/having/receiving   
Acts   17v9 og the  {to arrive}/{coming into season}/ample/fit/great/many/sufficient/considerable/security/bail   
Acts   17v9 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  of the  Jason  
Acts   17v9 og also  of the  (ones = persons)  {remaining ones}/residues/rest,  
Acts   17v9 og (they) {freed fully}/relieved/released/dismissed/divorced/{set at liberty}  them  
Acts   17v9 Also  the  getting hold of  security/bail   near/against/for  of the  Jason 

also  of the  ones  (persons = disciples)  remaining,  they (= the magistrates)   released/{set at liberty}  them  (= Jason and disciples). 
 

Also the getting hold of bail  near/for  Jason,  also of the remaining persons  (= disciples), 
they  (= magistrates)  released them  (= Jason and fellow disciples)  
 

The magistrates then imposed  'bail'  money upon Jason for his release. 
As we read in the next verse,  Paul and Silas (with supportive disciples)  leave Thessalonica to quieten the situation for Jason and his local friends. 
 
631st Comment – The brethren understanding the intense hostility from  “The Religious Leaders”,  they arranged for the 
immediate departure of Paul and Silas from out of Thessalonica and unto Berea,  where they entered the Jewish 
Synagogue and started teaching there. 
465th Reasoning – It was evident that The Religious Leaders on Thessalonica had no intention of reasoning through what  
“1st Century Christianity”  offered in the Salvation of Mankind,  and thus Paul and Silas left for their own safety. 
215th Warning – We must not be like these leaders of “Religion”,  we must not let worldly influences crowd our mind so 
that we are only focussed on what The World can deliver.  We must be focussed on The Vista of The Millennium. 
Acts   17v10 og the  And  {The Brethren}/brothers  directly/{at once}/soon/immediately/shortly  through (reason of)   
Acts   17v10 og of the  night  (they) {from/out of dispatched/departed}/{sent away}  the  both  Paul  also  the  Silas   
Acts   17v10 og into/unto  Berea  who/which  
Acts   17v10 og (the having) {became near}/approached/arrived/{appeared publicly}/came  into/unto   
Acts   17v10 og the  synagogue  of the  Jews  (they) {went away}/{became absent}  
Acts   17v10 And  the brethren  {at once}/immediately  through reason  of the  night             (= during cover of night) 

they  dispatched/{sent away}  both  the Paul  also  the Silas  unto  Berea, 
who  the  having  {become near}/arrived/came  (into Berea)   they  went away  to the  synagogue  of the  Jews. 

 

And the brethren immediately through reason  (= under the cover)  of night 
they sent away both Paul  also Silas unto Berea, 
who  (= Paul and Silas)  the having arrived  (into Berea)  they went away to the synagogue of the Jews  
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Berea was about 30 miles west of Thessalonica and immediately, Paul and Silas went into the Jewish synagogue to teach by explanation how  “1st 
Century Christianity”  righteously answers  “Judaism”. 
 
632nd Comment – In this instance The Jews of Berea were much more interested in listening to Paul’s reasoned teaching. 
So much so that they went home and read The Tanakh to see if it underwrote what Paul taught. 
466th Reasoning – These Jews must have been led by a Rabbi who was genuinely searching himself.  We shall notice this 
further in Paul’s Missionary Journeys;  the congregations are heavily influenced by what their leader thinks. 
467th Reasoning – These Jews were obviously encouraged by their leader to check the things said by Paul against what 
The Tanakh stated about  (1) The Invitation,  (2) JC as The Means  and  (3) of The Millennium.   Where Paul explained 
how JC (as God’s Word, Rev.19v13)  was able to righteously answer the Tanakh  (given as God’s Word). 
288th Instruction – It is  absolutely essential  that we also cross check everything that people claim,  most religious leaders 
are fraudsters to what they claim to represent  (of which I have 100s of sermon transcripts to validate this).  Paul however 
was not – he was completely genuine and sincere,  and most importantly he was  accurate  in what he taught!  
216th Warning – Beware of religious leaders who resist devotees checking and asking questions of their sermons – these 
type of leaders invariably have something to hide!   Moreover,  beware of leaders who do not incite their devotees to ask 
difficult and awkward questions about the subject matter,  it is only by this route we understand what has been taught! 
93rd Good News – There are groups of people who are sufficiently motivated to personally put in the effort to seek and to 
find,  these type of people who sincerely question everything shall be successful and become future  “Sons of God”.  
Acts   17v11 og these/those (specifically)  And  (they) were  (the) {well born}/nobleman/{high in rank}   (than)    
Acts   17v11 og of the (ones = persons)   in  (to the) Thessalonica  whosoever/whatsoever 
Acts   17v11 og (they) received/accepted/taken/welcomed (middle voice)  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning   
Acts   17v11 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  (the) all/whole/every  
Acts   17v11 og (the) predisposition/alacrity/{forwardness of mind}/readiness/enthusiasm/willingness/eagerness,  
Acts   17v11 og the  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) day/{period of time}  
Acts   17v11 og (the) scrutinising/investigating/interrogating/determining/questioning/examining   
Acts   17v11 og the  documents/{holy writs}/scriptures,   
Acts   17v11 og if  (it) held/taken/possessed/obtained/had   (been)   these (things)   
Acts   17v11 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  
Acts   17v11 And  those specific  (ones = persons)    (of Berea),  

they were  the  {well born}/nobler/better  than  of the  (ones = persons)   within  Thessalonica   (because) 
whosoever  they  (personally)  received/welcomed  the  word/sayings/reasoning  together/with  all  the  alacrity/enthusiasm/eagerness, 
the  scrutinising/investigating/examining  the  {holy writs}/scriptures  the intensely to  the  day/{period of time}  (= day by day), 
if  it  (= what Paul and Silas taught)  held/possessed/{had been}  these  things  likewise/so  (= according to The Tanakh). 

 

And these specific people  (of Berea),  they were  nobler/better  than of the people within Thessalonica   (because:) 
whosoever personally  received/welcomed  the  words/sayings/reasoning  with all  alacrity/enthusiasm/eagerness, 
(and they were)  the  scrutinising/investigating/examining  the scriptures  (= The Tanakh)  day by day, 
if these things  (= what Paul and Silas taught)  {held true}/{had been}  so  (= what was written in The Tanakh about JC and The Millennium)  
 

These specific Jews of Berea were searching for answers.     
These Jews did not attack Paul,  perhaps  (and  most likely)  the Jewish Rabbi leading this specific grouping  was seriously searching himself,  and thus 
instructed his congregational members to do likewise.  Hence of Luke's recorded comment these Jews were more honourable because they  personally  
searched The Scriptures to discover if that,  of what Paul stated,  was true. 
So my usual question: 

How does this compare with what occurs within Christian congregations today? 
And for specific consideration: 

Does this sort of activity occur today? 
Do the religious leaders exhort the congregational members to  daily  study a Good Quality Bible  (best to be a pre 1950 CE translation)? 
Do the religious leaders spend time at a  one-to-one  level to answer difficult questions that devotees may have regarding The Bible contents? 

Or perhaps,  as we see within virtually  all  churches today:- 
A few passages may be read from out of the Bible,  and then a complete ramble of disjointed nonsense be taught about another topic! 
On weekdays,  the leader making worldly gain by being nothing more than a  'glorified'  social worker  (for a worldly applause)! 

This really is  not  “good”,  and is an abomination to what Yahweh really wants His supposed representatives to be doing! 
And they really:  “Do not get it!” 
Because quite simply:  “They do  not  care for The Lord/Master”   Because they rejected him (= JC)  becoming the master of their mind! 

Thereby showing that Satan still has control over their mind! 
So again,  I ask: 

Can the reader understand this? 
And moreover: 

Recognise that this truly occurs? 
Have I invented this? 

I am only a reporter  writing down what I witness! 
Also  -  all this will be exposed within The Millennium  (Luke.12v2-3, etc.). 

 
633rd Comment – Many noble Greek women and men within this congregation truly believed in what Paul taught. 
468th Reasoning – Many  “truly believed”  because they were prepared to put in The Effort to discover The Truth,  they 
were not interested in having their ears titivated by silver tongued speakers  (as is done today in Christendom)! 
Acts   17v12 og (the) many/much/plenteous  truly/indeed  therefore/then  {from/out of}  {of them}   
Acts   17v12 og (they) committed/believed/entrusted,   
Acts   17v12 og also  of the  Grecian/Greek  women/wives   
Acts   17v12 og of the (ones = persons)  well-formed/decorous/noble/comely/honourable/presentable/respectable  
Acts   17v12 og also  (the) men/husbands/fellows  no/not/none  (the) {puny (in anything)}/short/little/small/{a while}/few  
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Acts   17v12 Therefore  truly/indeed  the  many/plenteous  (people)  {from/out of}  {of them}  they  committed/entrusted, 
also  of the  Greek  women/wives  of the  (ones = persons)   {well formed}/decorous/noble  
also  the  men/husbands  not  the  little/few. 

 

Therefore  truly/indeed  the many people from out of them they  committed/entrusted, 
also not the few of the  {well formed}/decorous/noble  Greek  women/wives  also the  men/husbands  
 

Let us ask the simple question: 
Why did many of these people commit and entrust upon what Paul stated? 

Because quite simply: 
What Paul and Silas taught   (1) made logical and righteous sense   (2) was as precisely written within The Tanakh  (= The Old Testament)! 

But most importantly (as I stated earlier): 
I strongly suspect that the Rabbi of this Synagogue was truly searching himself and was thus  receptive to Paul's teaching. 
Under this type of leadership then the congregational members likewise followed! 

Else based upon past experience,  the leader would have mounted vigorous opposition to maintain his elevated position  (to fraudulently scam off the 
deluded devotees,  being so typical of worldly  “professional”  [by definition]  “Religious Leaders”). 

How can I justifiably make that statement? 
Quite simply: 

Compare what they teach,  with what I teach.   Is what they teach righteous for every human who has existed on this planet? 
They are paid and have an elevated  (glorious)  position over their devotees.   

I receive  nothing  and have  nobody  fawning over me  (neither would I want it,  Acts.10v26)! 
Compare how they behave over their devotees.   Do I behave likewise by lording myself over a recipient to my knowledge? 

Would they explain everything to the lowest detail,  or just  brush-off  difficult questions with:  “It is a mystery of God”! 
So we should ask: 

How would  “The Almighty God of The Universe”,  “Yahweh”  view  “The Situation”  before Him? 
And how would Paul behave in the examples given above? 

Returning full circle: 
Yes -  Paul behaved in The Manner that Yahweh Desired,  he explained everything,  and what he taught was fully supported by God's Word! 
That is why the Jews of Berea  “committed/entrusted”  in what Paul taught  for  “The Expectation/Anticipation”. 

All of which truly  glorified/magnified  Yahweh within an  educated mind! 
By contrast,  that is why people only  “believe” (in its  most weak  form)  today,  and thus can only live on  “hope”! 

None of which glorifies Yahweh,  because it is:  “Vanity within the mind”! 
 
634th Comment – It would not take long before the religious leaders of Thessalonica would have heard of Paul's success 
in Berea some 30 miles away,  and wanted to stop him from  accurately explaining  “The Word of God”  to interested 
recipients.  And by consequence,  these leaders travelled to Berea and fermented serious trouble within the city. 
469th Reasoning – This demonstrates a closed mind,  operating within non-thinking and wholly irrational people.  Paul 
has taught nothing wrong,  and if he has,  then he is entitled to free speech!   I must face this all the time when I listen to 
advocates of  worldly Christianity defrauding their congregational members,  but I do not go and violently stop them,  I 
use  “The Power of Rational Argument”  having zero mysteries.   However,  I do not expect the same return,  from some 
quarters it will be like these religious bigots using violence to intimidate and suppress what I teach! 
217th Warning – We must expect certain religious leaders to organise physical hostility,  only because they have no 
credible argument to use against inductive reasoning based upon the solid foundation of The Bible.  It is very likely these 
type of people are fearful of being exposed as not to be knowing their subject matter and thus hypocrites,  not deserving to 
be living off their deluded devotees. 
Acts   17v13 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  And  (they) {with certainty}/{absolutely knew/understood}  
Acts   17v13 og the (ones = persons = Jews)  off/away/separated/from  of the  Thessalonica  (the) Jews,   
Acts   17v13 og because  also  in  to the  Berea  (it was) proclaimed/promulgated/declared/preached   
Acts   17v13 og under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  Paul  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  God,  
Acts   17v13 og (they) accompanied/appeared/brought/came  {likewise in that place}/{and there}/{there also}  
Acts   17v13 og (the) wavering/agitating/disturbing/rocking/shaking/{stirring up}  
Acts   17v13 og the  {(from) vehicle}/{throng borne (along)}/rabble/{class (of people)}/riot/crowd  
Acts   17v13 And  {in that manner}/as  the  Jews  off/away/from  Thessalonica  they  {certainly  knew/understood}   

because  also  the  words/sayings/reasoning  of the  God  it was  proclaimed/promulgated/preached  within  the  Berea, 
they  accompanied/appeared/came  {likewise in that place}/{there also}  the  agitating/disturbing/{stirring up}  the  rabble/crowd.  

 

And as the Jews  (= Religious leaders/zealots)  from (= of)  Thessalonica certainly  knew/understood  because   
also the  words/sayings/reasoning  of the God  (= Yahweh)  was  proclaimed/promulgated  within the Berea, 
they  (= Religious leaders/zealots)  came likewise in that place  (Berea)  the  agitating/{stirring up}  the crowd  
 

Paul was having much success,  and after a few weeks,  the report of Paul's success would have travelled the 30 miles or so between the two cities. 
Therefore, it was inevitable  “The Religious Leaders”  felt moved to stop  “The Word of God”  (= “The Word”  of  “The Almighty God of The 
Universe”)  being taught to the people!   This is their raison-d’etre ,  which is interesting,  because it is not to promote The Millennium! 
Where it is  only  The Millennium that can provide any form of salvation for them  (provided they are  not  charlatan Christian leaders). 

So  'enter stage'  the cronies of  “The Religious Leaders”,   another  “Rent a mob”  to stop God's Word from being taught from Paul's mouth! 
 
635th Comment – Paul was in the firing sights of these religious leaders from Thessalonica,  they wanted his blood! 
It is obvious from the separation of which only Paul was forced to leave,  then shows he was the main speaker,  the others 
were learning and providing the  back-up  of  one-to-one  teaching/counselling. 
289th Instruction – We must follow Paul's example in our teaching.  If people want to become violent towards us then we 
should back away  -  it being pointless to stay in the same place trying to teach a baying crowd! 
Acts   17v14 og directly/{at once}/soon/immediately/shortly  And  then/{at the time}  the  Paul  
Acts   17v14 og (they) {off/from/out  set apart}/{went forth (on mission)}/dispatched  the  {The Brethren}/brothers  
Acts   17v14 og (to) traverse/travel/depart/journey (middle voice)  {in that manner}/likewise/as  over/upon/concerning  
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Acts   17v14 og the  sea  (they) remained/underwent/resilient/borne/{had fortitude/patience}/endured  And  
Acts   17v14 og the  both  Silas  also  the  Timothy  there/thither  
Acts   17v14 And  then  {at once}/immediately  the brethren,   they   {went forth on mission}/dispatched  the  Paul   

to  (personally)  traverse/journey  likewise/as  over/upon  the sea,   
and  both  the Silas  and  the Timothy  they  remained/endured  there  (in Berea,  to further establish the ecclesia). 

 

And then immediately the brethren dispatched Paul to personally journey likewise upon the sea, 
and both Silas and Timothy remained there  (in Berea,  to continue strengthening the ecclesia)  
 

Paul was  “The Prime Speaker”  (Acts.14v12)  being a fluent orator who  thoroughly knew his subject matter. 
He was The Target of hate by the leaders of “Religion”  because they could not speak against him,  they were so inferior in capability and knowledge. 
Thus it was best for him to go forward to the next location and leave the quieter,  but still essential disciples to establish The Core of Operations. 
Silas and Timothy also thoroughly knew their subject matter,  but were perhaps not fluent speakers,  and yet could certainly  accurately teach  “The 
Word of God”  at a  one-to-one  level,  also to provide guidance on how to cement the foundations of a new ecclesia.   
It requires different types of people for these different,  but all very important roles  (1Cor.12v12-22).  
In the Sales departments of commercial companies,   these different types of people are called “hunters” and “farmers”! 
 
636th Comment – Paul and his assistant disciples sailed to Athens,  and it was from here Paul sent a message to Silas and 
Timothy, for them to come and help him in the ministry – because he could see this was a large city full of devout people. 
470th Reasoning – These devout people could be interested in Paul’s teaching,  or they could be like most  “Religious 
People”  having closed minds and devoid of reasoning to rigorously question what they are taught for “Righteousness”. 
Paul thinks he may have fertile ground here in Athens. 
Acts   17v15 og the (ones = persons)  And  
Acts   17v15 og (the) {placing down (permanently)}/designating/constituting/conveying/appointing/making/ordaining/seting  
Acts   17v15 og the  Paul  (they) {led away}/brought/driven/went/induced  (the) him  until/while/{as long as}/unto  
Acts   17v15 og (the) Athens,  also  (the having) {got hold of}/{took up/away}/had/received  
Acts   17v15 og (the) {authoritative prescription}/commandment/injunction/precept  toward/nearness/{accession to}  
Acts   17v15 og the  Silas  also  (the) Timothy  that  {in that manner}/likewise/as  
Acts   17v15 og {most quickly}/{very swiftly}/{as soon as possible}/{with all speed} 
Acts   17v15 og (they) accompany/appear/bring/come  toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) him  
Acts   17v15 og (they) {(from) to go/issue}/{left (a place)}/{escaped (to a shore)}/departed/{got (to land)}/{went out}  
Acts   17v15 And  the ones  (= persons = disciples)   the  {placing down}/designating/conducting/assisting  the  Paul, 

they  {led away}/brought/induced/conducted  the him  until/{as long as}  the  Athens. 
Also  the having  {got hold of}/received  the  command/injunction  towards  the Silas  also  the Timothy  that   
{in that manner}/likewise  {most quickly}/{as soon as possible}  they  accompany/come  towards  the him,  they  departed/{went out}. 

 

And the people  (= fellow disciples)  conducting/assisting  Paul,  they brought him as  long/far  as Athens  
Also  (when)  Silas and Timothy having received the command  (from Paul in Athens)   
that likewise they departed  (from Thessalonica to travel to Athens)  (and)  come towards him as soon as possible;   
 

Paul advanced to the next city, Athens, with his support staff of disciples learning how to teach God's Word to the people. 
We are told here that Paul had subsequently sent a request for assistance from Silas and Timothy,  this verse states they responded to his call. 
We must understand they did not have mobile phones to call one another and guide themselves together constantly while speaking on the phone! 
Paul would need to calculate how long it would take for a messenger to travel from Athens (some 200 miles north by ship)  to Berea and then find Silas 
and Timothy in that city.  Then guess how long they would take to make themselves ready to travel,  and then allow for the time to travel back by ship and 
find Paul. 
From this calculation Paul would then write this on a note  (or give a verbal message to someone)  suggesting they all meet together at a notable land 
mark at the calculated future date and at a certain time.  Paul would naturally assume they may be delayed and be prepared to keep returning to this 
agreed spot every day until they met with each other! 
Else rely upon Timothy to ask for the whereabouts of a new,  yet very notable public speaker amongst the Jewish people! 
 
637th Comment – While Paul was waiting for Silas and Timothy,  his spirit was inflamed at seeing all the idolatry. 
471st Reasoning – These people knew no better,  this is what they had been nourished all their life and never seriously 
questioned anything for “Righteousness” -  it was all based upon “hearsay”.   This is  “The Problem”  with  “Religion”  
it is  “unsubstantiated hearsay”  particularly after it has passed through the leaders' minds.  Precisely the same thing has 
occurred in the some 40,000 schisms of worldly Christianity today!   Paul would be horrified at Christianity today! 
290th Instruction – It is essential for us to thoroughly question these religious leaders with at least  “three levels of why”  
and then their illogical reasoning will just crumble before our resilient questioning.  But this is only possible when we 
have a mind that is filled with  “The Knowledge”  of  “1st Century Christianity”,  else they bamboozle the weak mind. 
218th Warning – Religious Idolatry  is The Mainstay of “Religion”  because  “Spiritual Reasoning”  is non-existent;  and 
thus  “Spiritual Reasoning”  must be replaced with physical objects upon which to  'fix the mind'.  This was rampant here 
in Athens in the midst of Paul,  and is equally rampant in Christendom today as we only need witness throughout it all. 
Acts   17v16 og in  And  to the   Athens  
Acts   17v16 og (of the) {accepting from (a source)}/awaiting/expecting/{looking for}/tarrying (middle voice)  them  
Acts   17v16 og of the  Paul,  (it was) {sharpened alongside}/exasperated/{easily provoked}/stirred  
Acts   17v16 og the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (of the) him  in  (to the) him,  
Acts   17v16 og (to the) {(to be a) spectator of}/discerning/experiencing/beholding/considering/{looking on}/perceiving   
Acts   17v16 og (the) {utterly idolatrous}/{wholly given to idolatry}/{full of image worship}  being/having   
Acts   17v16 og the  {town large/or with walls}/city  
Acts   17v16 And  of the  Paul  (personally)  awaiting/expecting  to  them  (= Silas and Timothy)   within  Athens, 

his  (= Paul’s)  spirit/personality/desires/traits   was  {sharpened alongside}/exasperated/stirred  within  him, 
in  discerning/beholding/perceiving  the  city  (= Athens)  being  {wholly given to idolatry}/{full of image worship}. 
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And  (while)  Paul  (was)  personally  awaiting/expecting  them  (= Silas and Timothy)  within  Athens, 
his  (= Paul’s)  spirit  (= personality/desires/traits)  was  exasperated/stirred  within him, 
in  discerning/perceiving  the city being full of image worship   (but unlikely to be as bad as is The World today!) 
                (Where technology is misused to generate  “Images”  that  “take all our time in devotion”  [games/{social media}/etc.]) 
 

An interesting question: 
What do we think when we read this verse? 

Do we read it and then think: 
What foolish people worshipping ridiculous idols! 
And we would reason:  No wonder Paul was so exasperated! 
We would not behave like that!  –  We are  “Christians”,  –  we are not like people of other religions having idols of their gods! 
Then we move onto the next verse! 

But perhaps we should stop and think of what occurs today. 
Religious Tokens: 

Many Christians have  “Models of Jesus”  on their mantel place,  or pictures of an artist's  “Creation of Jesus”  hanging on the wall. 
What is this,  if it is not an idol  (object of adoration)  taking pride of place in their life? 
All these practises are  against  specifically what we are instructed by Yahweh! 

Other things: 
Now for the atheists amongst us. 
Let us consider things that  “consume our time and devotion”  -  which becomes the definition of  “worship”! 
The most obvious to consider would be  “The Mobile Phone”  resulting in some examples:- 

People jay walking into the path of oncoming cars because their eyes are on their ‘smart phone’,  and then swear when a car horn is blown! 
People walking off  cliff/bridge  edges following Pokémon images. 
Drivers of  cars/lorries  having accidents and killing people because they are driving and using a mobile phone at the same time! 
Trolling and giving messages of abuse to take someone’s life,  groom youngsters to become victims of horrific acts  (all consume time).  
Youngsters feeling that  'a part of them is missing'  –  if they do not have their mobile phone on their person. 

What is that -  if it is not  “sacrificing a life before your idols”  when devoting previously so much time to them ?! 
Can someone  please explain the difference,  and why this is no worse now than it would have been in Athens in the day of Paul’s visitation? 

It makes Athens of Paul’s time,  look like a place of  ‘holiness’  when compared with The World and  how it operates today! 
But we,  who are living within The World today accept its values of today as  “The Norm”  to become  “acceptable behaviour”,  but when I consider 
what The World was like some 40 to 60 years ago then I realise it is  so much worse  now,  as I carefully explain within my many other commentaries 
underwritten by example. 

So perhaps we should not dismiss this verse so lightly! 
But rather,  we should take specific note of it as being an  important warning  to us,  for us to  change! 

 
638th Comment – This is what Paul is best at.  Thoroughly reasoning through  “The Knowledge”  to listening people. 
He starts as normal within a new city at The Synagogue  “as was his custom”.  He also moves to the worshippers at the 
various shrines and then continues to teach  “1st Century Christianity”  in the market places. 
472nd Reasoning – Paul has zeal to constantly teach God's Word all through The Day,  every day without stopping. 
So I simply ask:  Is this what our religious leaders do?   Of cause not!   They just peddle “Religion” for a worldly return. 
The difference is that Paul knows he has  “The Truth”  and yet the world is full of deceit as exemplified by “Religion” ,  
and it is this knowledge that becomes Paul's Driver to keep working all hours to push forward “The Truth”. 
291st Instruction – We must copy Paul  (1Cor.4v16m 11v1, etc.)  because  worldly Christianity is like Athens here,  full of 
Idolatry, lies and distortion  keeping its devotees befuddle in mystery,  -  but having the lures of “Salvation”  and supposed  
“Love”  where its devotees  absolutely do not know  what these two words  really  mean! 
219th Warning – Beware of worldly Christianity that covers The World today  “behind a fig-leaf”  of  'supposed decency',  
but yet it is like Athens full of  self-indulgent  “Religion”  that Yahweh finds wholly disgusting and an abomination,  
because  “Worldly Christianity”  is “The Anti-Christ”  because it  “Opposes The Anointing”  of 144000 TCs. 
Acts   17v17 og (he) {through exclamation}/{stated thoroughly}/{discussed (in argument or exhortation)}/disputed/ 

/preached/{reasoned (with)}/spoke (middle voice)   
Acts   17v17 og truly/indeed  Therefore/Then  in  to the  synagogue  to the  Jews   
Acts   17v17 og also  to the (ones = persons)  revering/adoring/devoting/religious/worshipping (middle voice),  
Acts   17v17 og also  in  to the  {gathering in town square}/{market place}/thoroughfare   
Acts   17v17 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) all/whole/every  (the) day/{period of time}   
Acts   17v17 og toward/nearness/{accession to}   
Acts   17v17 og the  (ones = persons)  {to chance near}/{fall in with}/{meet with}/{happening to be}  (there)  
Acts   17v17 Therefore  he (= Paul)   (personally)  {through examination}/{stated thoroughly}/{discussed in detail} 

within  the synagogue  to the  Jews  also  to the  persons  (personally)  revering/worshipping   (in image worship), 
also  within  the  {market places}/thoroughfare  intensely to  all  the day  (= throughout all the day,  every day) 
towards  the ones  (= persons)   {to chance near}/{meet with}/{happening to be there}. 

 

Therefore he (= Paul)  personally discussed in detail   (how JC fulfilled The Tanakh to righteously yield The Millennium,  and of our part in this)  
within the synagogue to the Jews,  also to the people personally worshipping   (their  “images of worship”,  that  “consumed their time”) 
also within the market places throughout all the day,  every day,  towards the people happening to be there  
 

Paul  always  starts in the Synagogue with people who have a thorough knowledge of The Tanakh,  because they have all the solid foundation upon 
which Paul can build  “1st Century Christianity”.  Paul explains how:  “JC”  righteously answers  “Judaism”  to yield  “1st Century Christianity”! 
This gives the strength and fortitude of mind to remain resilient to the forces of The World that would otherwise undermine Yahweh's Purpose for us  to 
imitate JC,  that would else yield a weak,  and thus demonstrable blind faith in Yahweh's Judgment.  Today no one in the congregations knows anything 
in Tanakh  – because they are  not  taught  “The Reason”  as to  why  they should know,  by their religious leaders;  who likewise do not realise that they 
too,  need to know!   It really is the case of  “The Blind leading the blind and they both fall into the ditch”  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)! 
That is why our  worldly Christian leaders truly have weak and blind faith -  because they do not know of all the allegoric prophecies that underwrite 
Yahweh's Majesty and Omnificence.  And because of this, they then do not have the strength of commitment to remain fortified to: “Not  be worldly”. 
Which by consequence of not knowing,  then they truly  “become demonstrably worldly”! 

Can the reader actually understand what I am teaching here? 
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The problem is this: 
It is like a new language – and thus conceptually difficult to understand – unless a person is truly interested in discovering what Yahweh has 
been,  and is really teaching us! 

If we are not taught these things,  then we do not know they exist and thus remain  blissfully ignorant  of what Yahweh  truly wants us to do! 
But this is  not  how it should be  -  Yahweh did not write these things down in The Tanakh to be ignored by The World! 

Thus we should learn all these prophetic allegories,  for JC,  and for The Gospel Age to yield the ideal Goal and then the remainder is to be fulfilled in 
The Millennium. 
It is  this  that  magnifies Yahweh  in our minds  and gives us  The Strength to remain faithful  in our life to oppose The Worldly things that we do under 
the cover of “Darkness”  (i.e. hidden from public scrutiny)  all rampant in Religion,  but even more so within Christendom  (operating in “hypocrisy”)! 
And it is this that  makes us unfit  to  “Rule as Leaders”  in The Millennium  (when all is revelled – Luke.12v2-3)  and thus by consequence  delays  
Yahweh from closing The Gospel Age.   Why?   Because He is righteously forced to wait longer for  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  (Rev.14v1-4)  
of 144000 proven TCs to occur who precisely imitated JC's ministry/lifestyle  during the 1st part of their physical life, 
Therefore, by consequence,  this “delay” for Yahweh to achieve 144000 TCs actually fulfils Satan's Desire because it delays Rev.20v1-3 from occurring! 
I must repeat again because all this is just so important to grasp within our mind: 

Can the reader actually understand what I am teaching here? 
I say this not to be rude,  but in the manner as to be  imploring  you to think through  “The Righteous Logic”  behind what I am teaching here! 

And it is precisely for this reason why I call  “worldly Christianity” a  “Gospel of Excuses”  for us  not  “to become a TC”  (Jude.v4)! 
Yahweh must have: 

People who prove themselves in small things  (by taking upon themselves responsibility over things and people,  Luke.19v16-19)  and 
remaining  absolutely faithful  in small things   “To be  Trusted”  by other people in our administration of these things”   before  Yahweh can 
righteously place greater responsibility upon us in The Millennium. 

The Crux of this is  NOT  with ourselves as individuals who are of  “The Correct Material”,  nor with Yahweh! 
The problem is that  “The Finger of Blame”  by suggestion  (as did Satan to Job,  Job.1v8-12)  could always be pointed against any future 
World Leader  (= one of the 14440000 TCs)  by any member of  “The Resurrected World”  stating:   

This person should not be in that position of authority,  because they have not proved themselves to be worthy  “to rule over me”! 
This is such a critical message to understand  – because  “The Righteousness”  of what Yahweh is doing  hangs upon this! 
Further, the fact that  worldly Christian leaders  hide  this requirement exposes themselves to be fraudsters to what Yahweh Desires to occur! 

Moreover, of equal importance:  
People who are not interested in self-reform – presuming they are perfect in “Their Knowledge of Christianity”  having  stopped  questioning 
by audit  (= what The Bible terms “watching”)  what they think and do,  are  not  wanted by Yahweh for future roles of Leadership. 
Yahweh does not want bigots  (Matt.9v12, Mark.2v17, Luke.5v31)  ruling/teaching  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”! 

I really cannot write it down more simply than what I have done here,  by explanation of what Yahweh wants! 
Moving on. 
Paul not only teaches in the Synagogues,  but also he takes the more important aspects of what Yahweh teaches us in The Tanakh and uses this to explain 
everything to those people showing a propensity to worship a higher Entity.  It is because these people personally demonstrate an eagerness to  (1) listen,  
then  (2) learn  and then  (3) do  (all three are required for us to “hearken”).   This is what Yahweh wants us  all  to do! 
It demonstrates a  contrite/humble  mind,  being an absolute  prerequisite  for  any  person who is to become a future world leader in The Millennium. 
Therefore,  Paul teaches in The Synagogue on the Sabbath,  and teaches in the market places on the other six days of the week. 

Who does that today in Christendom  -  noting 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Thes.1v6, 1Pet.2v21, etc.? 
 
639th Comment – Certain  “Academics”  thought they could take Paul on their own terms of debate.   They in their mental  
'ivory towers'  of supposed  'mental excellence'  saw Paul,  a TC,  as a presumed blabber of no mental capability peddling 
nonsense!   He proposes a  'supposed nonsense ' of “The Specific God”  (pertinent to context)  being of Yahweh and JC 
and how They both operate in their Own ways to  righteously  bring forth  “The Salvation of Mankind”. 
473rd Reasoning – People assuming positions of mental capability set themselves for a great fall.  This occurs particularly 
in “Religious Academia”  because what they have is  'mere fluff'  and has no substance,  unlike that of  “Scientific 
Academia”  which is testable and provable.  “Religious Academia”  is just  “Hot Air”  that passes away once released,  
which is why it needs a  follow-on  generation,  else it would completely dissipate – as it shall in The Millennium! 
292nd Instruction – We must listen to the TCs,  take note of what they do and how they behave -  then imitate them! 
474th Reasoning – Paul has been explaining  “The Two Part Salvation”  of which JC has made possible.  Being of  “The 2 
Part Physical”  and of  “The 2 Part Spiritual”  of which is  wholly unintelligible  to leaders of Christendom. 
220th Warning – Beware of leaders of Christendom who are  absolutely identical to these philosophers entrenched in their 
own methodology and most are unable to leave what supports their livelihood.  There is the odd Nicodemus (John.3v1-12)  
in Christianity prepared to listen,  just as there is the odd person in this grouping prepared to listen and imbue. 
Acts   17v18 og {some/any/certain persons}  And  of the  Epicureans  also  of the  Stoics   
Acts   17v18 og (the) {fond of wise things}/'philosopher' (plural)   
Acts   17v18 og (the) {threw into union}/{(speaking) combined/conversed/conferred/consulted}/ 

            /{(mental) considered/aided}/{(personally) joined/attacked/conferred/encountered/helped/made/met}   
Acts   17v18 og (to the) him   And  {some/any/certain persons}  (they) {laid out}/stated/exclaimed:   
Acts   17v18 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  wish/suppose  (he) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}   
Acts   17v18 og the  {seed picker (as the crow)}/sponger/loafer/gossip/{trifler (in talk)}/babbler  this/that (specifically)   
Acts   17v18 og (to) {lay out}/state/exclaim?   the (ones = persons)   And  foreigners/hosts/entertainers/guests/strangers  
Acts   17v18 og (the) {demonic beings/entities}/{gods}/devils  (he) think/{be accounted}/deems/supposes/presumes/seems   
Acts   17v18 og (the) proclaimer/{setter forth}/announcer  {to be/exist},  
Acts   17v18 og because  the  Jesus  also  the  {standing up again}/resurrection/{rising again}  {to them}  
Acts   17v18 og (he) {announced The Good News}/{preached The Gospel} (plural, middle voice)   
Acts   17v18 And  some/certain persons,  the philosophers  of the  Epicureans  also  of the  Stoics   

the  {threw into union}/{mentally considered}/conversed  (= mentally engaged)   to the (= with)  him  (= Paul). 
And  some/certain  persons   (as philosophers considering themselves to be of the then “academia”)   they  stated: 
What  wish/suppose  this  specific  loafer/babbler  he  {delight-in}/{be pleased}  to  state/exclaim? 
And   (other)   the  (ones = persons): 
He  deems/supposes   to  be/exist   the  proclaimer/announcer  the  foreigners/strangers  {supernatural entities}/gods; 
because  he  (personally)  preached  to them  (= the listeners)  The Good News  (of)  the  Jesus  also  the  resurrection. 
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And certain people,  the philosophers of the Epicureans  also of the Stoics mentally engaged with Paul, 
And certain  (academic)  philosophers stated: 
   What suppose this specific  loafer/babbler  be pleased to exclaim?    (= Has Paul anything worthwhile to speak to us of “academia”?) 
And the  (other)  people  (stated): 
He  (= Paul)  supposes to be the proclaimer  (of)  the foreign gods; 
because he personally preached to them  (= the recipients)  The Good News  (of)  the Jesus and  (of)  the resurrection  
                    (All as underwritten within The Tanakh  (Acts.26v22-23)  -  being the fulfilment of much prophecy,  thereby giving surety of The Millennium.) 
 

The Epicureans followed a philosophy of  “pleasuring the self”  to become the goal of life,  essentially a philosophy of “Hedonism”.   Interestingly the 
pleasure should not be expressed physically (as with hedonism),   but within the mind to enjoy life.  Giving good things to other people was only done in a 
selfish manner,  “give to receive”  and thus receive good things by return.  They believed in gods,  but they were too far away to be interested in us,  and 
thus by reason we should not fear gods,  hence no need to revere them nor to give sacrifices to them.   They also believed the gods were supremely happy 
and that is to be our goal,  while alive.  However, when we die,  they believed that we and  'our soul'  dissolved away into the sub elements of The 
Universe releasing us from our 'nightmare life'!   Note Paul's comment at 1Cor.15v32. 
The Stoics on the other hand,  did not believe in God as an individual Person,  but rather we and our  'soul'  were all a material part of this impersonal 
God,  as were our vices and virtues.  The ideal goal of happiness was to use the mind and reason to understand the laws of The Universe and in doing so 
they should start with The Laws of Nature governing The Earth.  The wisest people would be those who were neutral to the extremes of life.  Neither be 
rich nor poor,  indifferent to pleasure and pain.  They believed in  “Fate”  controlling our future. 

Both philosophies did not accept a “Resurrection”  made possible by God (Yahweh)  upon His son Jesus  ( = 'foreign gods'). 
To even think that both Yahweh and JC were operating within our affairs,  as taught within  “1st Century Christianity”  in a Righteous Plan to yield 
Mankind's Salvation,  appeared to be ridiculous,  and thus these philosophers rejected what Paul taught as being nothing more than aimless words with 
no foundation  -  as would have been made by a babbler. 
We can understand why we need the background of The Tanakh to  underwrite  what we speak and thus become competent to  accurately  teach  “1st 
Century Christianity”.  We must not present the garbled unsubstantiated hearsay of  “Religion”,  perpetuated by our  worldly leaders of Christendom,  
who  demonstrably  have  absolutely no interest  in The Tanakh – because it does not bring them any worldly gain by return! 
 
640th Comment – These Academics thought they could control the situation,  forcing Paul to a place of their own choosing 
– to impose  their environment  upon Paul supposedly weakening his position.   A standard tactic used in the world. 
475th Reasoning – They wanted to  'sound-out'  Paul on their own terms,  to bring him down under their authority and 
dispose of his presumed audacity to question their supreme knowledge base within  The (local) Environment  and 
importantly,  what it yielded to them in public income,  glory/power/leverage/money/etc.   Paul was displacing them! 
221st Warning – Beware of  “the fronted interest”  – very often  “the interested facade”  is presented draw out which is 
hidden so that it can be used at a later date against the person of interest.    
641st Comment – However it is different with TCs,  they have nothing to hide and are so very open,  and yet so  
pure/innocent/blameless  and are thus like  “Teflon” - nothing can stick to them.  Further they welcome The Opportunity 
to  freely  open-up  The Old and New Testament to an enquiring mind either the intent be genuine or deceitful,  because  
all  people must be treated equally with  “The Word of God”  for  “The Invitation”. 
Acts   17v19 og (the) {holding upon}/{seizing (for any purpose)}/catching/{laying hold} (plural, middle voice)  Both  (of the) him,   
Acts   17v19 og over/upon/concerning  the  Areopagus/{Hill of Mars (in Athens)}  
Acts   17v19 og (they) {led away}/brought/driven/went/induced,  (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:  
Acts   17v19 og (We are) able/possible/capable  (to) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand}   
Acts   17v19 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  the  new/freshness  this/that (specifically)   
Acts   17v19 og the  under/through/inferior/below/by  (of) thee/thy/thou/you  (the being) spoken/uttered/said  
Acts   17v19 og (the) instruction/doctrine/{what is taught}  
Acts   17v19 Both  (1)  the  seizing/{laying hold}  of the  him,    (2)  they  {led away}/brought  (him)   upon  the  Areopagus, 

the  stating/exclaiming: 
We  are  possible/able  (= May you tell us  )  
to  {absolutely  know/understand}  what  (is)  this specifically  the  new  instruction/doctrine  the being  spoken  under/by  of you? 

 

Both  (1) the seizing of him  (= Paul),  (2) they brought  (Paul)  upon the Areopagus, 
the stating: 
   May you tell us to absolutely  know/understand    
   what  (is)  this specifically new  instruction/doctrine  being spoken by you? 
 

The Areopagus was located at the  “Hill of Mars”  to the northwest side of The Athenian Acropolis.  There were shrines,  statues,  temples,  altars  to the 
gods on the crest of the hill,  and the  all-important  open air supreme court of the Areopagus. 

Paul was manhandled by these philosophers and directed to teach all of them about Paul's philosophy in this open-air court place! 
Of which Paul was only too pleased to oblige! 

 
642nd Comment – These Academics made the opening statement:   

You possess ideas of which you teach to members of the public,  now you tell us here,  what are these ideas! 
476th Reasoning – Note this was much more of a demand than a simple question of interest. 
They wanted to root-out what Paul knew so they could see “how it affected them”  of social class and income. 
Could it decimate them or edify them  (thinking very much in the worldly sense)?   But so unlikely for them to be thinking 
in the terms that drove Paul for edification into The Eternity, thereby saving him from the decimation of annihilation!   
Instruction – repeat - We must open our mind to what Yahweh is teaching us through the various  “Epochs of Israel”. 
222nd Warning – How do we evaluate what is presented to us,  albeit be from the wholesome source of a TC wholly based 
upon The Bible, or a worldly Christian leader having passed The Bible through The Mincer of their mind (Rev.22v18-19)? 
How do we evaluate  by audit  “information”?  We first  must be in an educated position –  else we  will  be deceived! 
Because that  is  “The Way of The World”,  of  today’s  world under Satan’s tenure  (Eph.2v2, 1John.5v19). 
Acts   17v20 og (the) {being a host}/{making/appearing strange}/entertaining/lodging  For  {some/any/certain things}   
Acts   17v20 og (you) {to carry inward}/{bring in}/{lead into}  into/unto  the  ears  {of/from us},  
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Acts   17v20 og (we are) {be willing/disposed}/minded/intended/purposed  therefore/then  
Acts   17v20 og (to) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand}  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether   
Acts   17v20 og wish/suppose  these (things)  {to be/exist}  
Acts   17v20 For  the  {being the host}/lodging   some/certain  things  you  {carry inward}/{bring unto}  our  ears, 

we are  willing/minded/purposed  therefore  to  {absolutely know/understand}  what suppose  these things  to be/exist. 
 

For you are hosting  (= For you have within you)  certain things  (= The Gospel of how Yahweh righteously yields Mankind's Salvation)    
you bring unto our ears   (= we hear of your innermost beliefs being publicised) 
we are  willing/purposed  therefore to absolutely  know/understand  what suppose these things to be  
                 (= we wish to question intelligently through a  two-way  intercourse what your beliefs may be.) 
 

We have a mixture of  'learned people': 
             1.  People who were genuine in discovering new ideas upon which to reason. 
             2.  People who only wished to contest – merely for the joy of being adversarial. 
             3.  People wanting to protect their lifestyle that Paul was contesting -  they wanted Paul to expose himself and then they could swoop for the kill! 
Afterwards,  these three groupings would produce three groupings of people after Paul's teaching – as we are to read later. 
             1.  People antagonistic to plausible ideas that may undermine their own present position. 
             2.  People neutral to what is presented – and thus would be interested in further discussion  (in their own time). 
             3.  People interesting in the  reasoning/concepts  presented by Paul and would proceed positively with Paul  (immediately). 
 
643rd Comment – Luke makes a wholesome  (and yet simplistic)  comment  (ignoring the undercurrents’): 

All people living in Athens liked to discuss new ideas and concepts. 
477th Reasoning – The simplistic comment operates at the public level,  but with “Professions”  then it is different! 
“Professionals” must make money upon which to live,  “Religious Academics”  live only on broadcasting their ideas and 
thus require a good mouth,  being easier to move than muscles in the arms and legs in more menial work (Luke.16v3)! 
So we must reason there is more to this comment when applied to these religious academics questioning Paul. 
Acts   17v21 og Athenians  And  (the) all/whole/every (persons)  also   
Acts   17v21 og the  (ones = persons)  {making oneself at home}/{residing (in a foreign land)}/{dwelling as a strangers}  
Acts   17v21 og (the) foreigners/hosts/entertainers/guests/strangers  into/unto  {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  
Acts   17v21 og (the) other/different/altered  {have a good time}/opportunity/leisure/{convenient time}   
Acts   17v21 og or/than/either/rather  (to) {lay out}/state/exclaim  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  
Acts   17v21 og also  (to) hear/listen/understand/respond    (the) newer/fresher  (things)  
Acts   17v21 And  all  persons,  the Athenians  also  the  foreigners/strangers  residing/{dwelling as strangers}   

unto  nothing  other  the  opportunity/{convenient time}                   (= they like to use all their available time) 
rather  to  state  that/which  also  to  hear/listen  the  new/fresh  things.           (= they liked to talk and listen of new ideas and concepts) 

 

And all people  (here),  the Athenians  also the residing strangers 
they rather liked to use all their available time to talk and listen of new ideas and concepts  
 

Luke makes the broad and general comment: 
All people,  either native or foreigners,  were motivated to discuss new ideas. 

So it appeared to Paul to be a good place within which to speak openly about  'his ideas'! 
 
644th Comment – Little did these religious academics realise:  Paul was very much in his element here,  having been 
schooled in  “The Art of Debate”  by Gamaliel for at least 12 years in the highest Rabbinic School in Jerusalem/Israel,  
and had some further 15 years teaching on the road and in Antioch.  He was  “The Supreme Debater”  of his day! 

They had no chance,  except:  to accept or capitulate! 
645th Comment – Paul starts by trying to win them onto his side  -  a very potent technique for engagement.  He starts: 

I have noticed that all of you are very religious people! 
293rd Instruction – When we teach  “The Word of God”  then we too should be engaging in how we freely present  “The 
Wholesome Truth”  to  edify the recipient to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
223rd Warning – Beware of religious leaders trying to engage with untruthful (actually half-truth) lures,  so that we need 
to be very educated to separate fact from fiction!   They do this for ulterior motives,  to fulfil their own worldly desires! 
All of which shall be fully exposed in The Millennium,  when Yahweh exhibits these people and their actions to The World! 
Always remember Yahweh’s Goal is for an  “intrinsically  perfect society”  –  we are a very, very long way from that! 
Moreover  “Religion”  has had some 6000 years to achieve that – and  failed  most dismally!   
294th Instruction – Only “1st Century Christianity” as given in The Bible,  explained by FutureLife.Org shall  righteously  
enable Mankind of the last some 6000 years become part of a perfected society.  Nothing given by “Religion” will do this! 
Acts   17v22 og (the) {standing staunch}/establishing/{holding up}/appointing/abiding  And  the  Paul  
Acts   17v22 og in  (to the) middle/{before them}/among/between/midst  of the  Areopagus/{Hill of Mars (in Athens)}   
Acts   17v22 og (he) showed/{made known his thoughts}/affirmed/said:   
Acts   17v22 og (The) men/husbands/fellows,  Athenians,   
Acts   17v22 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) all/whole/every (thing)  {in that manner}/likewise/as 
Acts   17v22 og (the) {more religious (than others)}/{(negatively) too superstitious}/{fearful of gods}/ 

/{careful/precise discharge of religious services}  
Acts   17v22 og {specifically you}  (I) {(to be a) spectator of}/discern/experience/behold/consider/{look on}/perceive  
Acts   17v22 And  the Paul  the  standing staunchly  within  the  middle/midst  of the  Areopagus  he  {made known his thoughts}: 

The  man/husbands,  Athenians,   
I  discern/behold/perceive  intensely to  all things  {specifically yourselves}  the  {more religious than other people}/{fearful of gods}. 

 

And Paul standing staunchly within the  middle/midst  of the  Areopagus  made known his thoughts: 
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   The  men/husbands,  Athenians, 
   I perceive specifically yourselves  (to be)  the  more religious  (than other people)  in absolutely all things  
 

This would have been a pleasing experience for Paul  -  to stand up in front of these people and have an intelligent discussion with them. 
Paul really liked reasoned debate upon his specific subject matter! 

This was his specific strong point! 
 
646th Comment – Paul is very perceptive and uses an observation to his advantage  “to get into their mind”. 
This technique is much like a “Trojan Horse”,  use something of which they already accept and then spin it around. 
647th Comment – I notice you have an altar to “The Unknown God”,  just to cover yourselves,  because you are so 
religious,  but:   I fully know That God,  and it is of  This God,  that I now explain to you! 
478th Reasoning – It is such a wonderful opening – with so much power to force  “Reason”  into their mind. 
It is best to start a series of questions within the recipient’s mind when teaching  “The Word of God”,  because that is the 
only way to penetrate past the  massive bolder at the door’ implanted by religious leaders scared of  “Reasoned debate”! 
295th Instruction – We must use Paul’s technique to get “The Word of God”  past The Blocked Door to The Mind!   
479th Reasoning – We must start questions in the recipient’s mind,  because it is the opposite technique, religious leaders 
use,  by virtue it is the very  last  thing religious leaders want to instil in religious devotees:  “A Mind to Question”! 
They just want  moronic devotees’  who question nothing,  upon which to feed!   It is wholly disgusting! 
480th Reasoning – Paul uses  “This Unknown God”  as being  “his known God”  “Yahweh”,  whose Name means:  “I 
make become who/what I choose to become”,  which is perhaps  “The Most Powerful Statement”  that can be made in The 
Universe!  Moreover,   “This God”  can be  “your known God”,   and that is why I,  Paul,  am teaching this to you! 
Acts   17v23 og (the) traversing/coming/departing/going/abroad/{passing by/over/through}  For   
Acts   17v23 og also  (the) {looking again}/attentively/{considering intensely}   
Acts   17v23 og the  {things adored}/{objects of worship}/{subjects of devotion}  {of yourselves},  
Acts   17v23 og (I) found/obtained/seen/perceived  also  (the) stand/altar  in  {to which/whom}  
Acts   17v23 og (it had been) {written upon}/{inscribed over}:   
Acts   17v23 og (To the) unknown  (to the) God,  whom/which/that  therefore/then  
Acts   17v23 og (the) {being inclined not to know/understand}/{rather being ignorant}   
Acts   17v23 og (yourselves) {be good worshippers}/{be pious}/{being godly}/{be well reverential},   
Acts   17v23 og (of the) this (specific)   (One = Yahweh)   (emphatic) I/me  proclaim/promulgate/declare/preach  {to yourselves}  
Acts   17v23 For  the  traversing/{passing through}  (Athens)   

also  {attentively looking}/{considering intensely}  your   {things adored}/{objects of worship}/{subjects of devotion}. 
I  found/seen  also  the  altar  within  which   it had been  {written upon}: 
“To the  Unknown God”       (= ‘To cover all bases’!   In case,  they had forgotten one!) 
Whom  therefore  yourselves  {be good worshippers}/{be pious}/{be well reverential}  {being inclined not to  know/understand}. 
Of this  specific  One  (= Yahweh)   emphatic I  proclaim/preach  to yourselves.        (= Now to make known to yourselves) 

 

For  (while)  traversing  (within Athens)  also attentively looking  (at)  your  {things adored}/{objects of worship} 
I also found the altar within which it had been written: 
   “To the Unknown God” 
Whom therefore yourselves  (though)  being inclined not to know  (are)  good worshipers    
Of this Specific One  (= Yahweh)   emphatic I (Paul)  proclaim/preach  to yourselves  
 

Peter begins his discourse by making use of an interesting observation. 
It is a very useful observation,  of which Paul cleverly uses to his advantage in teaching about  “Yahweh”! 

You cover yourselves  (in case there is a god that you have missed in your worship)  by raising an altar to  “The Unknown God”  to Whom you worship.   
And you are correct,  there is  “The Almighty God : “Yahweh”  who is  presently unknown to yourselves,  and it is about this  “God”,  “Yahweh”,  of 
which I will introduce to yourselves. 
Now bringing this into our time of the 21st Century,  we may arrogantly state:   

“It is ridiculous to worship something that is an unknown god to us!” 
Let me suggest an  “unknown god”  to today's people,  being an object of worship,  being something that takes our time and adoration. 
I would suggest a useful comparison would be the mobile phone.  It is an object of worship,  people feel a pressing need to keep using it,  and feel an 
'anxiety attack'  if they have left this  “object of worship”  at home!  
Now obviously  “The Idol Makers” of the mobile phone welcome this total slavish dependence,  because they become fat on this  (just as did the idol 
makers throughout all time).  And it is so  'much better'  if the idol has software to run more slowly when upgrades detect an older “Idol/Model”  to force 
the devotees to buy a new “Idol/Model”!   What a scam!   The users become  “The Slave to The Phone”  have no real life  (of human interaction with 
their immediate family),  but that of a loose, nebulous and frothy life of mere acquaintances consisting of weak bonds over a much larger area  (that 
cannot be  substantiated/cemented  by regular direct human physical  interaction/intercourse),  and thus when society fails,  these connections fail.  
Only  local tight  bonds of personal physical intercourse are successful during society failure  (which is sadly on the horizon,  certainly prior to the 
middle of the 21st Century CE). 
But this all has to be  physically proven by action   – else  “The Diehards”  will always state::   

“Give us enough time to sort it out ourselves”! 
And this is precisely what Yahweh is doing,  so that  “The Diehards”  may learn from their mistakes and reform afterwards! 

That is  true  “Righteousness”  -  sourced by  “The Righteous God”  –  “Yahweh”! 
However,  our pundits  “of whatever”  today,  are wholly unable to understand this obvious righteous logic! 

That is why  “Everything”  must  be played out before their very eyes  –  before  they will believe it! 
They think they have a most marvellous mind to reason on  “such matters”,  but actually,  they have a  very weak  “worldly”  mind! 
But in Yahweh's  “Righteousness”,  showing Himself to be  “Holy/Blameless”  (of all charges)  allows these people to have their own way  (Rom.1v16-
32)  to give them a greater chance of  self-reform  in The Millennium.  Always knowing they must repent from  their self-imposed stupidity  and take upon 
themselves Yahweh's Laws to produce a  “Perfect Society”  (they having personally failed to do it in the 1st part of their physical life). 

Can the reader fully appreciate Yahweh's Righteousness and  Holiness/Innocence  into The Eternity? 
 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
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for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets)  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation) = The Premier Son of Almighty God 
481st Reasoning –Yahweh as “The Specific God” Created The Building Blocks upon which The Universe is founded. 
482nd Reasoning –JCg as “the specific god” used The Building Blocks to then create “Life” upon this planet. 
164th Allegory –World (always) = “Life” = Kosmos StrongsTM= 2889= decoration/Adornment (on otherwise barren planet) 
Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We, The Slaves,  fully hearken to what is commanded by The Master 
To be in this educated position means we must  (1) first learn what The Master teaches,  – and  (2) then do it with fidelity! 
Reasoning – repeat - The  Lord/Master  relating directly to Humans is always JC,  who is  “The Intercessor”  between  
“Humans and Yahweh”.    JC as  “The Word of God”  becomes  “The Master of The Mind”  within  “The Early 
Adopters”  during The Gospel Age  (and later in The Millennium for  “The Late Adopters”). 
165th ‘Allegory’ - heaven(s) =  singular refers to the authority around The Earth,  plural represents The Universe. 
Thus singular  heaven/sky  over The Earth refers to Satan’s authority now,  or JCg’s authority in The Millennium. 
Plural heavens  refers to Yahweh’s Domain operating under His Authority =  The Universe. 
All this information is lost in our many useless bible translations  (for analytical study)  where in places the translators 
seem to toss a dice as being The Means to decide whether they use singular or plural for the Greek word  (Matt.23v13)! 
166th Allegory - earth =  The  systems/mechanisms/technology  that support mankind  (as does The Earth). 
296th Instruction – The L/lord/M/master cannot be contained with things made by Man’s hands! 
297th Instruction – The Lord/Master Yahweh,  of JCg and Early Adopters,  cannot be contained in The Universe. 
298th Instruction – The lord/master JCg,  of The World,  becomes  “The Word of God”  to control our minds. 
299th Instruction –  Both L/lords/M/masters  have absolutely no interest to be associated with inanimate objects! 
They both want us to wholly integrate Their Methodology within our mind,  so our mind is the  one/same  with Them. 
This is incomprehensible to our leaders of Religion,  personally making every excuse under the sun for this not to occur! 
300th Instruction – Ultimately “The Word of God” shall control all minds within successful people into The Eternity. 
So let us start early now,  and become one of  “The Early Adopters”  and bring forward The Millennium ever sooner. 
Acts   17v24 og The {specific god}  the (one)   (having) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced  
Acts   17v24 og the  World/Adornment/Decoration (= all life on this planet)   
Acts   17v24 og also   (the) all/whole/every (things)   the (things)   in  (to the) him/it/same,  
Acts   17v24 og this/that (specifically)   (of the) {zone above the land/earth}/heaven/sky  
Acts   17v24 og also  (of the) Earth/land/province/country/region   (the) lord/master  
Acts   17v24 og (the) {beginning under}/{coming into existence}/after/living/behaving,  no/not/none 
Acts   17v24 og in  (to the) {hand-made}/manufactured/{human construction} (plural)  {to dwell}/shrines/temples  
Acts   17v24 og (he) {is housed permanently}/{firmly inhabits}/{persistently dwells},   
Acts   17v24 T/the  S/specific  G/god,  The  O/one  having  did/made/produced  the  World   (= all  “Life”  on this planet) 

also  the  all  things  within  it,     
this  {being under}  specifically  The  Lord/Master  (the lord/master)  of the  heaven/sky  also  of the  earth,  
no/not  within  {hand-made}/{human constructed}  shrines/temples  H/he  {is housed permanently}/{persistently dwells}, 

 

The Specific God (= Yahweh)  [also “the specific god” = JCg]     (where:  “ho theos”  is  “Context Based” – that is why it is used in the text!)   
The  O/one  having  made/produced  The World   (= “Life” upon this planet,  “Earth”  [Yahweh the elements for “The Planet”,  JCg for “Life”]) 
Also all the things within it, 
This being under specially The  Lord/Master  (= Yahweh)   [also  “the lord/master” = JCg  as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)] 
of the heaven   ([singular] = The Ultimate Authority  over The Earth  [that has been temporally usurped by Satan because we chose it to be so])   
also of the Earth  (= systems/procedures/protocols/mechanisms  that physically supports us,  as does The Planet,  “Earth”) 
H/he  (= Yahweh/JCg)  is not housed permanently within  hand-made  shrines/temples 
                 (=  Yahweh is outside The Universe  [having created The Universe]  so that all intrinsically  good/ideal  things are ultimately assigned to Him) 
                 (=  JCg  as  “The Word of God”  is to ultimately be within us,  controlling our minds -  as Paul taught at 1Cor.3v13-16) 
 

It is very important to notice the use of  “ho theos”  being a concept  wholly unknown  to our leaders and theologians of Christendom,  and all people 
for the last some 1900+ years.   The understanding came to me in about 2001 CE when I was learning machine code for microprocessors  (incidentally it 
was for the Motorola 68000)  and I was being introduced to  “stack pointers”  being either relative or absolute.  I was at the time trying to resolve 
certain problems in The Greek text regarding  “Theos”  and I was learning in parallel about the four cases of  “Theos”  nominative, dative, genitive and 
accusative.   Then it was like a lightning bolt that hit me – it all made sense if the nominative became like the  'relative stack pointer'  inasmuch the 
nominative was a relative pointer based upon context,  and the other three cases where absolute pointers! 

I then checked throughout The New Testament where  every  instance of “Theos” was used and everything made perfect sense! 
The 2D text opened up within my mind like a 3D vista!    

Therefore we must understand that when  “ho theos”  is use in the text,  then we must appreciate that it is  'the specific god'  of  “The Context”. 
By consequence  “ho theos”  becomes relative to the context of the subject matter. 

Notice how  “The Accusative Case”  is not used,  and therefore The Text is  not  “absolutely”  pointing to Yahweh. 
So let us look at the verse and of its context. 
We can see two levels of  “Creation”  within that specifically of The World. 
“World”  (StrongsTM = 2889 =  “Adornment/Decoration”  = “Life”)  rarely means  “planet”,  but most often means  “Life” = “Mankind”  specifically. 
The Bible states the plural  “Us” (Gen.1v26)  and likewise at John 1v1-4 where there are two Entities working together. 
From this information,  righteous logic tells us that:  Because Yahweh is The Supreme and Jesus Christ the subordinate then we can accurately deduce: 

1.  Yahweh created  “The Building Blocks”  of The Universe being  “The Laws of Nature”. 
2.  JC using Yahweh's Building Blocks,  was able to experiment with DNA to create “Life”  (= The World”). 
All as can be inferred from Gen.1v26 and John.1v1-4  (please see my commentaries to the given citations). 

It all makes perfect sense,  comfortably fits every verse in The Bible  without  generating any “mysteries”. 
This Resultant is wholly consistent with Yahweh's Ethos. 

It wholly destroys the Trinity myth,  which has  absolutely zero  foundation in The Bible,  and moreover,  generates  mystery/confusion (1Cor.14v33)!  
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This Resultant is alien to Yahweh's Ethos,  and thus can only support Satan's Ethos to be adversarial to Yahweh! 
We read that all the things within  “Life”  have been created by  “ho theos”. 

Yahweh created all the forms of  “The Laws of Nature”   (including sub-particles and of their interaction). 
JC created all the forms of  “Life”  on this planet  by using Yahweh's Creation to full effect. 

The  Lord/Master  is used in the  one/same  manner as King David used it,  and then quoted by JC to The Pharisees. 
Useful references would be Psm.110v1-2 and Matt.22v43-45. 

Thus  “The Lord/Master”  of JC is Yahweh,  and  “the  lord/master”  of our mind is ideally to be JC  (Rev.19v13). 
“Of the heaven (singular)”  always  means,  without exception,  “The Sky”  which  by allegory  always  means  “Authority over The Earth”. 
“Of the earth”  in context by allegory  always  means,  without exception,  “The  Systems/Protocols/Procedures/Mechanisms”  that  “support Mankind”. 

The allegory  “Earth”  is used in this context because the physical Earth supports Mankind. 
These allegories are specifically used in The Book of Revelations. 

And finally Paul states:  “Ho theos”  is not to be found in  hand-made  shrines.” 
Because: 

Yahweh is outside The Universe that He created. 
JC, while physically off this planet,  he is yet spiritually in us as  “The Word of God”  (provided we  precisely imitate his  ministry/lifestyle). 

Else,  if we do  not  precisely imitate his ministry/lifestyle  then he cannot be our  lord/master  working within us (see above)! 
All makes perfect sense  –  with zero mysteries! 

So I need to ask the reader this question: 
Can you see how this verse righteously  (to what we are taught in The Bible)  and logically  (= sensibly)  operates? 

 
648th Comment – Yahweh is not served by human hands as though He needs anything from us humans! 
649th Comment – Likewise,  JCg is not served by human hands as though he needs anything from us humans! 
301st Instruction – Yahweh gave all “Life” into this Universe and has  “The Capability”  to  awaken/resurrect  any entity! 
302nd Instruction –JCg gave all life on this planet and became  “The Means” for Yahweh to  righteously awaken/resurrect 
us into the 2nd part of our physical life.  Also JCg as The Word of God physically displayed to us,  becomes The Template 
upon which to purify they 2nd part of our spiritual life  (away from worldly methodology)  to escape  “The 2nd Death”. 
224th Warning – Beware of religious leaders stating  “They serve God”.      Because quite simply:  “They do not!” 
483rd Reasoning – If they were doing their Job’ correctly then they would be  “Serving The People” to bring “The Mind”  
of these people to be the  one/same  as that of Yahweh.   But the fact they demonstrably do  not  (by explaining nothing and 
giving a “Gospel of Excuses”)  means they are   “Not serving The People!”   And thus they are “Not Serving Yahweh’s 
Desire that is to be made manifest in The Environment”,  and by consequence  are  “Blaspheming against the HS!” 
Acts   17v25 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  under/through/inferior/below/by  
Acts   17v25 og (the) {hollowness for grasping}/hands  (of the) countenances/{human-beings}/men  
Acts   17v25 og (he is) {waited upon menially}/{adored (God)}/{relieved (of disease)}/cured/healed/worshipped/served 
Acts   17v25 og (the having) {require additionally}/{want further}/need (middle voice)   (of the) {some/any/certain thing},  
Acts   17v25 og he  (the) giving/bestowing/granting  (to the) all/whole/every  (the) life/existence  
Acts   17v25 og also  (the) respiration/breeze/breath/wind  also  the (things)  all/whole/every  
Acts   17v25 neither  through/by  men’s  hands   He (= Yahweh)   is  {waited upon menially}/cured/healed/served   

(as though)  the  (personally)  having  {required additionally}/{want further}/need  of the  {some/any/certain thing}, 
He (= Yahweh)  the  giving/bestowing  to the  all  life/existence   
also  the  respiration/breath  also  all  the  things  (we require to survive). 

 

neither by men’s  (or women’s)  hands  H/he  (= Yahweh or JC)  is  {waited upon menially}/cured/healed/served   
(as though)  the personally having need of  {some/any/certain thing},   (= we are able to offer Yahweh/JC  nothing  that H/he needs) 
H/he  (= Yahweh/JC)  the  giving/bestowing  to all  life/existence 
also the  respiration/breath  also all things   (that will edify us to fulfil His Desire to yield our salvation in due season)  
 

It must be absolutely stated: 
          If:- 

1.  Yahweh created  “The Building Blocks”  of The Universe being  “The Laws of Nature”. 
2.  JC using Yahweh's Building Blocks,  was able to experiment with DNA to create “Life”  (= “The World”, StrongsTM = 2889, “Kosmos”). 

          Then why:- 
Does either Entity need us  (humans)  to exist as individuals? 
Or need us to do anything specifically to make Their life/existence  easier? 
Paradoxically – we as humans have made  Their  (Yahweh and JCg)   life/existence  far more difficult  than it need be for Them! 

          The Point being:- 
Yahweh or JCg do  not  require us as “Individuals”  – we  all  could be allowed to be annihilated as regard the future of Yahweh or JCg. 
And  not  having a human  (= worldly)  leader's mind,  They have  no  intrinsic desire to be worshipped by vain  words/actions/customs! 

Where am I going with this? 
We can inductively reason what drives Yahweh and JCg to graciously do  (= gifts/favours/benefits)  so much for us. 

1.  They are working  towards The Future goals  when  society has been perfected. 
2.  There are individuals within Mankind who intrinsically desire to live within a perfected society. 
3.  Both Entities shall be worshipped by the members of the perfected society  when they  ARE  behaving like JC! 

Both Yahweh and JC have absolutely  NO  desire to listen to vain words of rampantly flowing emotion as is profusely done in “Religion”. 
Both Entities find  “hypocrisy”  an abomination! 
The very worst,  are leaders of  “Christendom”  who mince God's Word into a mishmash for personal gain. 
“Gain” that can be expressed in many forms:  Money/Power/Leverage/Honour/Glory/Sex/Pension/etc.  (= “a nice personal life”). 
Which is anything yielded by worldly methodology of:  “self-indulging to our neighbour's hurt”  (behind a crafted smarmy face). 
(As we are told at 2Tim.3v5, Tit,1v16.) 

This whole commentary is  “The Opposite”  to what we are vainly taught by leaders of Christendom,  and equally by their peers in “Religion”. 
Especially when many “ministers” of Christendom state:  “We serve The Lord!” 
Which is a lie at two levels! 

1.  They have absolutely  NO  intention in  “Really serving The Lord”,  being what this phrase Really Means! 
2.  If they understood what they  should  be saying,  then they should state we are “Serving the People”  (but that does not sound so grand). 

Where:- 
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Actually “serving The People”  is to explain  “How they are to purify their mind”  becomes  “The Process”  that  serves  “Yahweh’s Desire 
to be fulfilled in The Environment”,  which by consequence is  “the HS”  in operation. 

But that simple statement,  is  unintelligible  to our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders! 
However,  when  we know  how  they think,  by the way they behave,  then  we can understand  why  they teach  “The Opposite”  (2Tim.4v3-4). 

As I cover in so many places,  they muddle-up  “Love”  for self-indulgent reasons  (= for a large following which can then be milked)! 
Let me explain their  delinquent error! 
    Yahweh and JC  “Agapao”  (= edify us to their own hurt,  'love')  to bring about the salvation of those people who  ultimately imitate JC. 
    Yahweh and JC do  NOT  “Phileo” (= attractively 'love')  us in our present state  (as worldly humans, we are detested). 
    Because we  “Eros”  (= self-indulgent 'love')   ourselves for  “The Immediacy”  (to satisfy  worldly emotions). 
    And by virtue of our self-indulgent attitude then Yahweh and JC do not  “Storge”  (= family 'love')  us who do  not  precisely imitate JC. 
That clarifies “Love” in its four Greek forms  (completely confused by  worldly Christian leaders to make present worldly gain). 
Please read what made Abraham righteous,  because it was not that he was just a  “Good Man”  (Rom.4v1-5). 
But as I state again,  we will  not  be taught any of this  “Reality”  by our leaders of Christendom,  because they do  not  want us to improve! 

They want us to remain  “worldly”  and  not  become an  “Early Adopter”,  and by consequence,  they fulfil Satan's Desire! 
Can you see how this verse righteously  (to what we are taught in The Bible)  and logically  (= sensibly)  operates? 

The rest of this page could be filled with Bible citations to support what I state,  naturally never taught for obvious reasons by:  “You know who!” 
 
303rd Instruction – Yahweh has provided the means that from out of one blood (Adam)  to establish Mankind  (as we know 
it)  on this planet for the last some 6000 years. 
304th Instruction – Yahweh has provided the means that from out of one blood (JC)  to establish Mankind  (as we shall 
learn)  on this planet for the eternity. 
484th Reasoning – JC’s Ransom Sacrifice becomes  “The Righteous Means”  to get  ALL  people  (except charlatan 
Christian leaders)  into The 2nd part of their physical life into The Millennium  (to learn “Righteousness”). 
305th Instruction –  All  people from  all  nations  (therefore includes  all  people  pre and post  JC’s 1st Advent)  to have 
an opportunity to firmly inhabit the Earth. 
485th Reasoning – All people have had an opportunity to firmly inhabit the Earth during the 1st part of their physical life.  
Also all people shall have the opportunity to firmly inhabit the Earth during the 2nd part of their physical life  (possibly for 
an eternity – provided they learn to reform)  based upon what JC has done during his 1st Advent  (about 2000 years ago). 
306th Instruction – Yahweh has appointed when  “The 1st Resurrection”  is to occur for the 144000 TCs. 
307th Instruction – Yahweh has appointed the 144000 TCs to become future  kings/priests  as “The Heirs” (= 
administrators)  to rule over  “The Resurrected World”  as  “The Inheritance”  (to be administrated). 
308th Instruction – Yahweh has appointed JCg to become The King/Lord of kings/lords (Rev.19v16) of The Millennium,  
because he wholly glorified Yahweh and Yahweh has made This Appointment  (John.17v1-2),  and shall in time make 
JCg’s enemies become his footstool  (Matt.22v44-45). 
486th Reasoning – Because JCg has positioned himself to be King/Lord of all  (having proved himself righteous to The 
Requirements as laid down in The Law of Moses)  then he has automatically become appointed over The Millennium. 
309th Instruction – As such, JCg shall appoint fleshly people of  “The Resurrected World”  in their respective places 
within The World during The Millennium. 
Acts   17v26 og (he) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced  Both  {from/out of}  one/singularly  
Acts   17v26 og (of the) blood  (the) all/whole/every  (of the) gentile/nation/heathen/people  
Acts   17v26 og (of the) countenances/{human-beings}/men   
Acts   17v26 og (to) {to house permanently}/{firmly inhabit}/{persistently dwell}  over/upon/concerning 
Acts   17v26 og (the) all/whole/every  the  {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion 
Acts   17v26 og of the  Earth/land/province/country/region,  
Acts   17v26 og (the) {marking (out or) bound}/’horizon’/{appointing/decreeing/specifying}/declaring/ 

/determining/limiting/ordaining  
Acts   17v26 og (the) {pre-arranged}/prescribed/{before appointed}  (the) time/season/occasion  
Acts   17v26 og also  the  {limit placing}/{boundary lines}/bounds  of the  residence/{abode (itself)}/habitation  
Acts   17v26 og {of themselves}; 
Acts   17v26 Both  He (= Yahweh)  did/performed/provided  {from/out of}  one/singular  of the  blood  (= JC’s Ransom Sacrifice) 

(1)  all  the  men  of the  gentiles/nations   
to  {house permanently}/{firmly inhabit}/{persistently dwell}  over/upon  all the  {frontal visage}/face  of the  Earth/land, 
(2)  the  {marking out}/appointing/decreeing   the  {pre-arranged}/{before appointed}  the  time/season/occasion   
also  the  {limit placing}/{boundary lines}  of  their  residence/abode/habitation. 

 

He  (= Yahweh)  performed/provided  from out of the  one/singular  blood   (= [1] Adam  and then  [2] JC’s singular Ransom Sacrifice) 
(that)  both all men  (and women)  of the nations to  {firmly inhabit}/{persistently dwell}  upon all the face of the Earth, 
(1)  (of)  the  appointing/decreeing  the  time/season  before appointed   
also   (2) the  {limit placing}/{boundary lines}  of their  residence/habitation  
 

The first and obvious level would be concerning Paul's teaching of Adam  (as  “The Elevated Human”  over the humanoid  sub-species of some 100,000 
years earlier, hence  Cain’s comments/actions at Gen.4v14-17)  bringing forth the subsequent generations of humans up to Paul's speech,  and further 
unto our generation of  “The 21st Century”.   
These humans have persistently dwelt upon  The Earth  according to their appointed time  (during the some 6000 years)  also set boundaries as to where 
they would live during their  respective time slot  of human history. 
Then the “Christian”  having some knowledge may then make the leap that perhaps this verse refers to JC providing his sacrificial blood to redeem 
humans and give everlasting life to “us”  (by inference  “Christians” [because ‘we’ are the only grouping who ‘believe in him’]).  And after making this 
connection move confidently on,  thinking that because we call ourselves  “Christians” then that is good enough! 

All very obvious,  and that is where the reader would leave it and start reading the next verse! 
While saying  “it is obvious”,  I do not see it just like that,  because my mind  constantly reasons  at the secondary level that is  unknown  to “Religion”. 

I should make the reader aware about the  “Christian’s interpretation”  given above is first at its simplistic level just plainly “Wrong” and 
secondly,  makes them a “hypocrite”!    I let the reader muse on the reasons why this is true  (read my other commentaries to explain why). 
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Therefore,  I read this verse at the secondary level –  which is so natural to me,  so please let me explain it. 
Paul  thoroughly knowing the secondary level  and  is working his way towards it,  because like JC,  Paul helps his listener to understand  “The Thrust”  
of  “1st Century Christian”  teaching by using allegories  -  as we are able to read in many places within his epistles. 
Paul uses  “Adam”  as  “The First”  setting a  (poor)  standard,  and then  “JC”  as  “The Second”  to rectify what Adam had done,  by setting  “The 
New (Good) Standard”  (for example 1Cor.15v45). 
Thus, we must look at this verse at its secondary level to teach us where Yahweh is to be taking  “The Human Species”  in The Millennium. 
Nevertheless,  to enable The Millennium to occur then Yahweh requires His  demonstrably (to The World)  proven  “Early Adopters”. 

Let us begin! 
Yahweh  is  able to righteously work within The Environment around His  “Early Adopters”  to bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind”,   because  of 
what JC did  -  else there would be no point  by virtue that we,  as individuals,  could not be righteously resurrected into the 2nd part of our physical life! 

How does Yahweh work within The Environment around His  “Early Adopters”? 
Yahweh manipulates The Environment by making  “The Early Adopters”  more effective within their ministry  -  as we read in Acts. 
Yahweh  only  works with individuals who  precisely imitate  JC's ministry/lifestyle  to bring forth the next generation of TCs so that ultimately Yahweh 
can bring forth The Millennium,  when  He has achieved  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs  (Rev.14v1-4)  that righteously allows 
Him to bring forth  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Matt.24v40-44, 25v1-12, 1Cor.15v50-55, 1Thes.4v13-18, Rev.19v4-9, 20v6, etc.)  to yield His future  “Sons 
of God”,  who become  “The Heirs”  over  “The Inheritance”  (= “The Resurrected World”  =  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  of The Millennium). 
It must be clearly stated for The Record: 

Yahweh absolutely does  NOT  work within The Environment around leaders of Christendom. 
Especially  charlatan Christian leaders giving the sales spiel and feigning miracles  (thus demonstrating their iniquity)! 

Yahweh wholly  ignores  them and finds them an  abomination! 
Except,  Leaders of Christendom stand a chance of being resurrected in The Millennium and then be positioned to learn how to imitate JC. 
By contrast,  charlatan Christian leaders in the  'millions'  shall  never  be resurrected  -  Yahweh shall ignore them at both 1st and 2nd Resurrections. 

There is  no  3rd Resurrection! 
Hence,  charlatan Christian leaders shall be annihilated at their forthcoming death  -  as was Judas Iscariot. 

After that sobering warning,  then let us now continue with this verse. 
JC's ransom sacrifice has become  “The Means”  for Yahweh to righteously resurrect each one of us  “as individuals”  based in the following manner:- 
JCg can point to  any  specific dead individual and state to Yahweh: 

Will You resurrect this individual because my sacrificial murder shall cover the 1st part of  his/her  physical life? 
Yahweh can righteously oblige and make this possible  (“Yahweh”  =  “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”), 

JCg can now point to a different dead individual and ask Yahweh the same question. 
Will You resurrect this individual because my sacrificial murder shall cover the 1st part of  his/her  physical life? 
Yahweh can righteously oblige and make this possible  (“Yahweh”  =  “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”), 

JCg can effectively repeat this request for every human who has existed since Adam and Eve. 
However,  JCg  cannot  righteously ask this question of a  charlatan Christian leader  (beloved by so many Christian devotees)  because: 
        The  charlatan/Iniquitous  Christian leader has:- 

1.  Publicly denounced  his/her  old life at Baptism. 
2.  Spiritually taken up the new life that JC has brought us through  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13). 
3.  Instead of remaining faithful to  “The Word of God”  – this (= JC)  has been wholly rejected within their mind by what they outwardly do! 
4.  They state they are for JC by giving a  “pretend show”  to please the masses of deluded devotees,  but by contrast, they are  not  producing 
the next generation of TCs (Matt.7v16-19, 12v30-31, etc.).   Thus, they are doing what JC warns Matt.23v13. 
5. They are  deliberately  changing God's Word  (Rev.22v18-19)  to make a  'nice little earner'  from it. 
6. They are therefore blaspheming against the HS of which there is no forgiveness  (Matt.12v31-33, Mark.3v28-29, etc.). 
7. They have demonstrably  rejected  what JC means in their life – so JC cannot cover them – because of the above items.   These people are 
deliberately working against what JC represented within society.  Hence Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22, 1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3, etc. 
These people have effectively become  “The Anti-Christ”  =  “Anti-Anointing”  =  “Anti-JC and Anti-The 144000 TCs”  as  “Sons of God”. 

They are actively working against  “What Yahweh is achieving within The Environment”. 
Yahweh cannot righteously resurrect them! 

They wholly know,  and deliberately distort what they know,  hence  “iniquitous”  –  that leads to death  (= annihilation). 
I hope that the reader can understand this and recognise the perhaps  'millions'  of  charlatan Christian leaders who operate today! 
My warning is: 

Do  not  become like the deceived  'billions'  of Christian devotees within The World! 
This is all part of  “1st Century Christianity”  that  “The 1st Century Apostles”  taught  (which is  never  taught today). 
Let us now continue with what The Apostles taught some 1900+ years ago  (which again,  is  never  taught today)! 
All humans,  either male or female  (to then be resurrected as neuters)  shall be allocated their respective positions within society within due season to 
persistently dwell upon The Earth. 
The important thing to understand here is that  “to persistently dwell upon The Earth”  means  precisely that  within The Millennium. 
It absolutely does not mean we  'go to heaven',  because we are told that  “The Rulers”  (= “The Early Adopters”)  as  “The New Jerusalem”  come 
down to Earth  (Rev.21v1-4),  so even they do  not  stay in a physical heaven,  but as  “The New Jerusalem”,  they become  “The [Spiritual] Heaven”  (= 
“The Authority”)  over The Earth.   
The allocated places will be determined by Yahweh after  “The Respective Resurrection”  (either The 1st or The 2nd Resurrection). 
Where  “The 1st Resurrection”  yields His future sons of God for various levels of Responsibility (Luke.19v16-19)  because Yahweh's Mansion has many 
rooms  (John.14v2),  and those people who participate in  “The 2nd Resurrection”  (perhaps about 99.9% pf all people)  will be allocated a position in 
“The Future Society”  appropriate to their lifestyle during the 1st part of their physical life. 
Let me repeat: 

Paul starts his teaching with what people know,  and then  builds upon it  to explain Yahweh's Plan going forward into The Millennium! 
That is why he went to The Jews first -  because they knew all this  -  as given in The Tanakh by prophecy. 
It then became  “The Responsibility”  of The Jews  (who converted to “1st Century Christianity”)  to teach The Gentiles both:- 

1.  Concerning the contents in The Tanakh  –  relevant to Yahweh's prophetic plan for Human Salvation. 
2.  Build upon  (1) to explain by allegory how Yahweh's Omnificence is exposed throughout  “Time”  by fulfilment. 

This became  “1st Century Christianity”  (never  taught today). 
 
650th Comment – If people wish to achieve The Goal,  then all they need do is search for JC  (as The Word of God)  also 
they may find JC  (as The Word of God),  because  he/(it)  is not far away from each one of us! 
310th Instruction – While it is our choice,  it is strongly advised for our long term wellbeing to actively search for  “The 
Word of God”,  and ideally we are to  imbue/inculcate  “The Word of God”  to then  find  JC  operating within us. 
487th Reasoning – For society to become perfected then its members must imitate JC's lifestyle to perfect themselves.  
Thus “The Goal”  is to perfect our mind upon  “The Word of God”  that saves us  spiritually  while he  physically  saved 
us through his ransom sacrifice.   Thus JC  saves  us at  “The Required Two Levels”  for our soul (= conscious existence). 
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225th Warning – JC as  “The Word of God”  is not too far away from us  (especially if we claim to be a Christian)  and 
thus if we  refuse  to precisely imitate JC,  then we have much more for which to answer  (Luke.12v46-48). 
Acts   17v27 og (to) seek/search/endeavour/inquire  the  lord/master,  if  therefore/thus  
Acts   17v27 og (they wish/may) manipulate/{verify by contact}/{to search for}/{feel  for/after}/handle/touch  (the) him  
Acts   17v27 og also  (they wish/may) find/obtain/see/perceive  {and yet indeed}/{although really}  no/not/none  
Acts   17v27 og {from a distance/afar}/{afar off}/{from far}  off/away/separated/from  one/singularly  
Acts   17v27 og each/any/every (person)  {of/from us}  {beginning under}/{coming into existence}/after/living/behaving  
Acts   17v27 To  seek/search/endeavour/inquire  the  lord/master,                 (This is “The Requirement” [for our own edification]) 

if  therefore  they may wish  {verification by contact}/{to search for}/touch  H/him,          (= be in contact with  ) 
also  they may wish  find/obtain/perceive,           (= to fully understand how H/he  thinks/reasons) 
although really  (H/he be)  not  {afar off}  away/from  every  one/singularly  {of us}  {coming into existence}/living. 

 

(Through what JC has done,  then  “The Requirement”  is for all humans presently living … ) 
To  seek/search/inquire  the  lord/master    (“The Ideal Requirement”  is  [1] gain JC as The Word of God and then  [2] attain Sonship to Yahweh) 
if therefore they may wish  {to search for}/touch   (= gain a mental connection through  “The Word of God”  operating in our brain) 
                 (As “ho theos” explains  [1] Gain JC to become the master of our mind  [2] our mind becomes one with Yahweh [John.14v20, 17v21-26]) 
also they may wish  (to)  find/obtain/perceive  (to make the above occur)  
although really  (H/he  be)  not afar off from every  one/singularly  of us living    (Hence, we all have an opportunity to learn  if  we desire) 
                 (H/he  means:  [1] he, JC as The Word of God is around us,  if we want to read it.  [2] He, Yahweh will be close to us if we then imitate JC) 
 

Not quite the slant our translators give to this verse within our worldly bibles! 
However,  now the reader has the most accurate transparent translation,  then they can make the choice for themselves as to which they trust! 
It must be understood that Paul is ‘bending what they knew’ unto what Paul wants to teach – it is a very cleaver tactic! 
This is what he meant by his terminology at 1Cor.9v19-21,  hence of my usage:  “G/god” in subsequent verses. 
There is the first and obvious level: 
This level is an idealistic concept because only  “The Early Adopters”  (per Epoch of Israel)  achieve  “The Goal”  desired by Yahweh for us. 
“The Early Adopters”  form less than 0.01 %  of the population  (about 1 in 90,000, see later how this is derived),  and thus the remainder lay between 
the limits of atheists at one extreme,  to the most highly religious people at the other extreme.   
Clearly, the religious people will sincerely tell us:   “They love The Almighty God with all their heart!”   (Matt.7v20-21). 

And  emotionally  “they do”,  but  “emotion”  is treacherous  -  and it  will  mislead us  (because we do not think straight and correctly)! 
And  Leaders of Religion”  use  “emotion and hype”  to disarm their victims'  “reason”  to supplant their own ideas and concepts! 
This is why Yahweh detests leaders of “Religion”  doing these things  (Luke.12v46-48, 2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16, etc.). 

Therefore,  during the 1st part of our physical life  -  “The Early Adopters”  (as  only  determined by Yahweh, Matt.20v23)  achieve this ideal goal. 
The second level which stands out within my mind  -  and  I always see this first  within The New Testament writings,  is  “The Vista of The Millennium”. 
Paul is using this first level as a springboard to speak about The 2nd Part of our physical life in The Millennium,  being the 2nd level. 
“The Resurrected World”  (as  “The Inheritance”  of/under  “The Heirs” [= “The Early Adopters” = “Sons of God”, Rom.8v17, 23, etc.,)  become 
educated during The Millennium to ideally fulfil This Scripture.   This Scripture becomes a prophecy of what will occur,  because it absolutely does  not  
occur presently when we  carefully audit  what 99.9% of The Population does with regard to what Yahweh instructs of us within The Bible! 
I mean what we personally do every minute, hour, day, year of our life,  and not a  one-off  stunt of  'goodness'  for notoriety in front of the cameras,  but 
what is done in private of which Yahweh is examining (Matt.6v1-8, etc.). 

Leaders of  “Religion”  operate for  the show and glamour,  so that The World may give reward by return. 
Yahweh by contrast,  is examining what is done in private  (Matt.6v1-8)  to move forward  His  “Plan for Human Salvation”. 
Leaders of “Religion” have  no part  to play within Yahweh's Plan for Human Salvation  -  because they  never  teach about it! 
It is only The Jews first and then The Christians second,  who become a continuum out of which Yahweh is able to gain  His  Early Adopters! 

Moreover, it is what we do privately,  that shall be brought to The Fore within The Millennium  (Luke.12v2-3).  To be educated by  “The Early Adopters”  
how to  operate/behave  like JC for every minute, hour, day, year of our future existence  (that  could  last for an eternity,  if  we do not return to the ways 
of our previous existence,  during Satan's tenure of the last 6000 years)! 

This is all  incomprehensible and unintelligible  to our leaders of Christendom -  because they  never  teach it! 
With what validity can I state this? 

I ask the reader: 
When did you last hear the contents of this commentary taught by your  worldly Christian leader? 
The answer is  “Never”! 

Yet this is precisely what JC and The Apostles taught us as  “1st Century Christianity”  underwritten by The Tanakh  [and by JC's actions]! 
This is specifically why leaders of Christendom  are  despised by Yahweh  –  because they persistently ignore The Warning given at Rev.22v18-19. 

They are thus grossly delinquent! 
 
651st Comment – Paul states clearly:  We as apostles live within Yahweh through JC making it possible. 
Also we as apostles  move/operate  and exist in the manner as your certain  poets/ministers  have said: 

“For we are also of God's  kind/lineage/offspring/stock” 
488th Reasoning – Paul is still trying to build a relationship with these religious scholars by being very inclusive. 
But he starts by firmly stating that The Apostles  (of which he is one)  live within Yahweh,  so much so,  that The Apostles 
think/operate/exist  of the  one/same  mind  as Yahweh.   Very much as your  poets/ministers  say about yourselves: 

“We are just like the children of God  (have the same  [metaphoric]  spiritual DNA as our Father)”. 
489th Reasoning – Paul is deliberately being engaging here to win them over,  by being a little loose on the word “We” 
and inclusive by similarity only,  with the phrase:  “Children of God”.  However if there were more serious takers to what 
Paul was teaching,  then he would become more specific in how the differentiation truly operated within these topics.  
311th Instruction – Paul is telling us that we  must  gain  “The Mind of Yahweh”  to  think/reason/operate/exist  in the 
manner that Yahweh would want us to  think/reason/operate/exist.  This means precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
490th Reasoning – However,  this is  ONLY POSSIBLE  by  wholly gaining  “The Word of God”  of  “Part 1” (Tanakh)  
and “Part 2”  (The New Testament),  rigorously assaying it, for us to thoroughly understand it and then finally,  operating 
with fidelity to what we have  “proved to understand”  within our mind.  We have now gained  “The Mind of Yahweh”. 
There is  no  short-cut in this process! 
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226th Warning – Beware of  “The Doctrine of Short-cuts!”   “Short-cuts”  to bypass the  (only)  route given above is 
profusely taught by leaders of Christendom under the two banner titles:   (1) “If you have faith you are saved”  and  (2) 
“Just believe in Jesus!”   As they both stand,  these statements are wholly fraudulent and unrighteous nonsense! 
We must understand the words  “faith”,  “saved”,  “believe”  and  “Jesus”  to then be in the  educated  position of  
recognising the  half-truth  of these two quoted phrases and thus expose the wholly fraudulent and unrighteous nonsense 
that comes out of the mouths of our  worldly Christian leaders.  

Yahweh detests them,  because they do  NOT  have His Mind,  and yet they pretend to represent Him  for money! 
227th Warning – Beware of leaders of Christendom presumptuously  (and errantly)  calling themselves and 
congregational members  “Children of God”,  by implication  “Sons of God”  when we expressly know that  ONLY  
Yahweh chooses  His  future Sons of God  (Matt.20v23).   They teach a lie!   There is only  one  occasion in The New 
Testament where that phrase is used,  and it must be carefully considered in its context,  unlike the wholly irreverent 
manner it is used today! 
Acts   17v28 og in  (to the) him  For  (we) live/exist  also  {to stir}/go/{(re)-turn}/{(re)-move}  also  {we are/being},   
Acts   17v28 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  also  {some/any/certain persons}  of the (ones = persons)   
Acts   17v28 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  {specifically yourselves}   
Acts   17v28 og (the) performers/poets/doers/players/workers   (they have) said/uttered/spoken,  of the (one = God)  For  
Acts   17v28 og also  (the) kin/countrymen/kind/nation/offspring/stock/race  {we are/being}  
Acts   17v28 For  within  him  we  live/exist  also  {to  stir/turn/move}  also  {we  are/being}, 

{in that manner}/as  also  {some/certain  persons}  of the  performers/poets  intensely (= own)  {specifically yourselves} 
they have  said/spoken: 
For  {we are/being}  also  of the  (one = G/god)  kind/offspring/stock. 

 

For within him  (= Yahweh through JC)   we  (as declared Apostles)  live/exist   (actually this becomes an exhortation to “us” recipients) 
also  {to stir (into action) / turn (by repenting) / move (to imitate JC)} also  {we are/being  (by précising imitating JC’s ministry/deportment)}, 
in that manner as  also specifically your own certain  performers/poets  have said: 
   For we are also of  G/god’s  kind/offspring/stock! 
                   (I deliberately used  “G/god”  for us to think through all the permeations of what is being said here  –  of at least  3  off variants) 
 

A simple question: 
What does the reader understand by the  'simple'  word  “we”? 

And another simple question: 
Is this  “we”  the same  “we”  of which we are taught by our  worldly Christian leaders? 

And the simple answer: 
Obviously not! 

Worldly Christian leaders teach to obtain a fleshly living off the backs of their deluded devotees  (Acts.20v29). 
So,  they will tell their deluded devotees anything for a  'meal ticket'! 

Yet they do  not  teach what Yahweh wants taught! 
Yahweh wants to be taught: 

Instruction by command how we are to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle,  so that we too,  can be called  “Beloved”  by Yahweh! 
Then  Yahweh shall work within us and around us to bring forth the next generation of TCs until The Target of 144000 TCs is attained. 

Notice how I use the word  “us”  as an  exhortative inclusive  word. 
And it is in this same manner that Paul uses this word  -  to exhort and urge his listeners to become like him. 
By contrast,  Yahweh absolutely does  not  want  worldly Christian congregational members to become like their leaders   (hence Rev.18v4)! 
We can now start to understand the terminology of  “we”  within this context. 
Moreover, by differentiation,   we can understand why  worldly Christian leaders use the word  “we”  in a fraudulent manner! 

Paul uses “we” to exhort his listeners to  “be like him as he imitates JC's ministry/lifestyle”  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1The.1v6, etc.) 
By contrast: 

Worldly Christian leaders use the word  “we”  as  “continue as you are in a worldly sense”,  in the  one/same manner as do they! 
So now,  we understand the simple word  “we”  in the context given,  then the rest of the verse starts to make righteous sense. 
Paul is hortatively inviting his listeners  (being philosophers of ridiculous philosophy)  to think about what they know. 
Paul is using  “The Shrine to the Unknown God”  as a lever into their mind,  by saying we are of the stock from this “Unknown God”  to you,  but He is 
very well known to me – and that is why I am here teaching you about Him! 

Because of their lack of knowledge,  Paul firstly directs their attention to Yahweh –  being  “The Foremost God”. 
Nevertheless,  when he can speak to the interested listeners at a one to one level,  then he can go into more detail and speak of the two layers being:- 

1.  Yahweh as  “The Almighty God”  over all things pertaining to The Universe,  and: 
2.  JCg the lower god,  and yet JCg is  “the specific god”  of us while we are in our present sinful state and require an 
Intermediary/Intercessor  between Yahweh and ourselves.   (I explain all this in meticulous detail elsewhere). 

That is specifically why The Text uses “ho theos”  relative case pointer,  and not  “The Absolute Case”  three pointers. 
All makes perfect common sense,  and yet leaders of Christendom feel an irrational need to  'fuzz-it-all-up”  into a fiction by use of the Trinity myth! 
Quite simply:  They do  not  care for  “Accuracy”,  but  2nd and 3rd rate is good enough for them! 

But it is not good enough for me! 
It is my responsibility to ensure that  “The Absolute Truth”  of  “The Knowledge”  is  accurately transmitted to The World  (Matt.24v14)! 

 
652nd Comment – Paul continues:   If you (and I)  consider ourselves as offspring of  “God”  then consider this: 

Can you consider yourself as being God-like,  to exist  in the  metal/stone  craft produced by Man? 
Inasmuch,  can your  reasoning/lifestyle/operations  be  captured/reproduced  by Man as a perfect clone? 
491st Reasoning – If Man cannot make a clone of yourself,  how much less than can Man clone  “God-Like Entity”! 
Acts   17v29 og (the) kin/countrymen/kind/nation/offspring/stock/race  Therefore/Then  
Acts   17v29 og (the) {beginning under}/{coming into existence}/after/living/behaving  of the  God,   
Acts   17v29 og no/not/none  (we) {sum accruing}/owing/{failing a duty}/{become indebted}/ought  
Acts   17v29 og (to) accustom/deem/regard/suppose/consider/think  (to the) gold  or/than/either/rather 
Acts   17v29 og (to the) {(from) shining (metal)}/silver   or/than/either/rather  (to the) stone  
Acts   17v29 og (to the) {scratch/etching}/stamp/{badge (of servitude)}/{sculptured (figure - statue)}/graven/mark  
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Acts   17v29 og (of the) {art (as productive)}/trade/skill/craft/occupation,  
Acts   17v29 og also  (of the) deliberation/device/thought/imagination  (of the) countenances/{human-beings}/men,   
Acts   17v29 og the  godlike/divinity  {to be/exist}  (the) {similar (in appearance/character)}/{like manner}  
Acts   17v29 Therefore/Then   the  kind/offspring/stock  the  {beginning under}/living  of the  G/god, 

we  {become indebted}/ought  not  to  deem/think/regard  the  godlike/divinity      (Note:  “Godhead”  is a bad translation) 
{to  be/exist}  the  {similar in appearance}/{in like manner} 
to the  gold,  or  to the  silver,  or  to the  stone  sculptured/graven  of the  {productive art}/trade/craft 
also  of the  men’s  deliberation/imagination. 

 

Therefore  (surely)  the  kind/offspring  the being under of the  G/god, 
we ought not to  deem/think  the  Godlike/Divinity/{God Entity}   (= being of  what Yahweh represents  of both spiritual and physical)   
                (“Godlike”  to mean  “Having the characteristics of God”  or  “Being what it means to be in the position of God”) 
to exist in similar appearance to gold,  or silver,  or stone   (= any ‘precious’ material) 
sculptured of the  {productive craft} (to make money)  also of men’s imagination  (who are  lessor/inferior  to that of  G/god)  
                  (= How can  “The Inferior”  ‘capture’  “The Superior”?    To then charge money for it!) 
 

Now Paul has  'grabbed their attention'  by using an example of what they do,  then he can actually  'spring-board'  from off it! 
He states: 

Because you accept that yourselves, must be from God, (your Unknown God”) then let me, explain this to you: 
God  (= Yahweh)  cannot be found in things of the Earth transformed by Man into  hand-crafted  sculptures. 

And: 
God  (= Yahweh)  cannot be found in the things created by Man  (either physical or spiritual  [e.g. Trinity myth]) 

Essentially Yahweh is outside  (= cannot be contained by)  anything that man  deems/supposes/creates  either physically or spiritually. 
Now for the usual  misinformation  given by our  worldly Christian leaders  not  understanding their subject matter! 
The word  “Godhead”  is a  very bad and misleading  translation.  If  “Godhead”  was the correct translation then the word would  not  be  “theos”  
(StrongsTM = 2304) but rather  “theoskephale”  -  being a word that does not exist in The Greek Language! 

The Translation I give  “Godlike/Divinity/{God Entity}/{Having the characteristics of God}”  is  wholly accurate. 
The translation given within  worldly bibles is  wholly inaccurate,  perpetuating  systematic  error  in the vain attempt to prop up a  defunct  myth! 
 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets)  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation) = The Premier Son of Almighty God 
653rd Comment – Yahweh  overlooks all  people  without  “The Word of God”.   He does not judge them (while ignorant). 
492nd Reasoning – Yahweh  only  Judges The Jews (pre-JC)  and Christians (post-JC)  for  “The Early Adopters”. 
654th Comment – JCg  overlooks all  People pre and post his 1st Advent some 2000 years ago  (while ignorant).. 
493rd Reasoning – JCg (and The Early Adopters)  only  judge/s “The Resurrected World” in The Millennium for  “The 
Late Adopters”  from out of  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”. 
655th Comment – Both Yahweh and JCg  (as The Word of God)  demands/commands  all people to become repentant first. 
494th Reasoning – We must repent first, because that is the only way we shall be prepared to wholly imbue/inculcate  “The 
Word of God”  to either  (1) become  “The Early Adopters” or  (2) “The Late Adopters”,  else we shall be annihilated. 
228th Warning – Ignore  “The Nonsense”  as given by our spiritually blind  “Leaders of Religion”  about our future.  
FutureLife.Org  explains The Source  (The Bible)  in  The Most Logical and Righteous Manner  for  ALL  humans!   
No  “Religion” (including worldly Christianity)  is righteous towards  every human  who has existed on this planet! 
Acts   17v30 og the (ones = times)  truly/indeed  Therefore/Then  
Acts   17v30 og (the) {unspecified spaces of time}/opportunities/delays/whiles/times  of the  ignorance  
Acts   17v30 og (the having) overlooked/{not punished}/{winked at}  the  {specific god},  
Acts   17v30 og the  now/present/immediate  {transmitted messages}/enjoins/{(gives in) charge}/declares/commands  
Acts   17v30 og the  countenances/{human-beings}/men  (the) all/whole/every  universally/{all places}/everywhere   
Acts   17v30 og (to) {think  differently/afterwards}/{reconsider (feel remorse/compunction)}/repent  
Acts   17v30 Therefore/Then  truly/indeed  the  {unspecified spaces of time}/delays/whiles  of the  ignorance 

“T/the  S/specific  G/god”  the having  overlooked/{not punished}/ignored, 
the  now/presently  enjoins/declares/commands  all  the  men  universally/everywhere  to  {think differently}/repent. 

 

Therefore/then  indeed  The  S/specific  G/god   (= Yahweh  through  JC as  “The Word of God”,  Rev.19v13) 
having  overlooked/{not punished}/ignored  the  times/whiles  of the  ignorance   (being prior to JC’s 1st Advent of ministry/sacrifice), 
now/presently  commands all men  (and women)  everywhere to  {think differently}/repent  
 

We must understand the various levels about which Paul speaks,  especially when he wholly understands how Yahweh operates. 
Yahweh progressively gives out  “The Knowledge”  as He  righteously builds upon the earlier construction. 
The reader must understand that it must be like this,  because this route is the only manner in which Yahweh can  progressively draw out  His  “Early 
Adopters”  through  “Each Age”  which are: 

Pre-Israelite Age – no God's Word given directly. 
Humans are allowed to find their own way blindly,  but this yields  “The Ancient Worthies”  (as The Early Adopters).. 

1st Epoch Israelite Age – God's Word  given directly through  The Prophets. 
Humans are directly instructed to be “Good”  and must not sin by works.  This yields The Prophets  (as The Early Adopters). 

2nd Epoch Israelite Age – God's Word  expressed by  JC in ministry/lifestyle  and imitated by 144000  TCs. 
Humans are directly instructed to purify The Mind hence not driven to sin.  This yields The TCs  (as The Early Adopters). 

3rd Epoch Israelite Age – God's Word is proven by  “The Early Adopters”  now ruling over “The Resurrected World”. 
Resurrected humans learning from their former sinful life,  are now taught all intrinsically  ideal/good  things by  proven leaders. 

These humans as  “The Inheritance”  learn from an  enforced  perfect  society  to yield  “The Late Adopters” 
Paul knows this whole scenario within his mind and in some manner, he must implant this knowledge into his listeners' minds. 
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“The Failures”  (about 99.9+% of all people)  to Yahweh's exacting requirements  to yield a perfected society  in the 1st part of their physical life  during 
the 6000 years shall have a resurrection,  because Yahweh shall  “overlook”  the sins of all these people.  Yahweh is righteously able to do this by virtue 
of what JC has done to  cover/atone  “The Human Species”  when formally ignorant  (when living under Satan's methodology/tenure). 
However when we are given  “The Word of God”  within a perfect environment made so by The New Heaven (= Authority by JCg and 144000 TCs)  and 
New Earth  (= Systems/Protocols/Procedures/Mechanisms)  as we are taught at  2Pet.3v12-13, Rev.21v1-4, etc.,  that shall occur in The Millennium.  
When this occurs,   then  “The Resurrected World “  shall be in this position about which Paul now speaks as The 2nd Level.   
The 1st Level is  “The Invitation”  to make The New Heaven/Earth  a righteous reality.  Firstly  “spiritually” within The Minds of  “The Early Adopters”  
of The Gospel Age  (= the 144000 TCs,  Luke.17v21)  and then, “physically”  (when Yahweh achieves His prophesied Trigger Threshold, Rev.14v1-4)  
3.5 years  (Dan.12v11-12)  after  “The 1st Resurrection”  when Rev.19v16-21 shall occur to yield Rev.20v1-3  to begin  “The Millennium”. 
“The Reason”  why Paul states:  “The specific god”  requests all people to repent becomes the 1st stage of our  required reform  away from Satan's 
worldly methodology  (= self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt)  and imbue Yahweh's Methodology  (= edify our neighbour to our own hurt).  Yahweh's 
Methodology is the  only  methodology that shall yield a future perfected society  (that begins in The Millennium). 

Without people going through this process then Yahweh  cannot  gain His 144000 TCs to become The Heirs  ruling over  The Inheritance. 
“The specific god”  terminology is used because The Process is:- 

1. JC as  “The Word of God”  can only become embedded as the  lord/master  within a  humble/contrite  repentant mind. 
 (Hence John the Baptist had to lead The Way  before  “The Light”  of The World  (= JC as God's Word)  came  (into our minds). 
2. Yahweh as The Almighty God becomes The Direct Ruler  (without the need of an Interface [= JC])  for His 144000 future sons of God. 
 (These people become entitled to Rule – having proved themselves  “entirely worthy”). 

Very consistent reasoning throughout,  to establish The Route to make Yahweh's  Pure/Blameless Desire manifest within The Environment (= the HS). 
All of which is  wholly unknown  by our leaders of Christendom  –  hence they have  zero  HS because they do not make the above occur! 

They are just very good at promoting  “Religion”  (for personal worldly return)! 
 
656th Comment – Yahweh has appointed The Day when His conclusion for the 144000 TCs is made known to The World. 
495th Reasoning – Yahweh chooses The Day,  because it is He who judges for the 144000 TCs  (Matt.20v23)  and thus it is  
only  He who knows when to close The Gospel Age  (Matt.24v36)  with the instruction for JCg to collect the 144000 TCs at  
“The 1st Resurrection”  for His  “Sons of God”  (1Cor.15v50-55, 1Thes.4v13-18, Rev.11v11-13, etc.). 
496th Reasoning – Yahweh chooses The Day,  because it is He who judges for the 144000 TCs  (Matt.20v23)  and thus it is  
only  He who knows when to close The Gospel Age  (Matt.24v36)  with the instruction for JCg to collect the 144000 TCs at  
“The 1st Resurrection”  for His  “Sons of God”  (1Cor.15v50-55, 1Thes.4v13-18, Rev.11v11-13, etc.). 
657th Comment – (At the 2nd level) “The Millennium Day”  is The 1000 years when JCg is appointed to judge  “The 
Resurrected World”  for  “The Remnant that returns to The Lord”  after having been taught  “Righteousness”. 
497th Reasoning – JCg has chosen the time during The Day for The Judgement of people within that  “Day”  because 
some people may need to be removed early  (= annihilated)  because even in a perfect society they are completely 
rebellious and  refuse to reform  (Rev.22v15,  see all my cited local commentaries within this whole section). 
312th Instruction – Yahweh shall  “Righteously”  judge  “The Early Adopters”  based upon  “The Word of God”  (= of 
The Tanakh and of JC that yielded the 2 Epochs of Israel)  noting very specifically Heb.11v40 and Psm.45v16. 
313th Instruction – JCg  (and the 144000 TCs)  shall  “Righteously”  judge  “The Late Adopters”  based upon  “The 
Demonstrated Perfect Proof”  of  “The Early Adopters’ own lives”  in the 1st part of their physical life,  has made them fit 
to judge  “Righteously”. 
314th Instruction – Yahweh has marked  out/decreed  those specific people who shall become future sons of God. 
498th Reasoning – Yahweh already knew who shall become  “The Early Adopters”  before Mankind was created.   
It is just that  “The Early Adopters”  must prove themselves worthy to  “The Resurrected World”  that they  are  
demonstrably worthy to rule alongside JCg of which they do during the 1st part of their physical life,  while perfecting the 
2nd part of their spiritual life upon The Word of God.. 
499th Reasoning – JCg knows that while the 1st part of a human’s physical life who shows a propensity to reform during 
the 2nd part of their physical life when given the last opportunity to  repent/reform and then to inculcate  “The Word of 
God”  in the perfected  society/world  of The Millennium. 
315th Instruction – Only those people over their  “2 part life”  who demonstrate “Real Faith”  in him  (= JCg,  as The 
Word of God ,  Rev.19v13)  having been resurrected from The Dead Corpses  shall achieve everlasting live. 
Instruction – repeat - “Real Faith”  =  accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity. 
Without  all  of the three terms on the right hand side,  then it becomes only  “blind faith”  pandemic in “Religion”  based 
solely on  “hearsay”  that would be thrown out of a  “Court of Law”  (of which we are all under “Yahweh’s Judgement”)! 
Reasoning – repeat - A person having  “Real Faith”  built only upon  “The Word of God”  via the required 3 stages  has 
a mind that  thinks/reasons  like Yahweh (hence above)  and because of this,  Yahweh operates in and around this person. 
Instruction – repeat - We must go through the required  three  stages to gain “Real Faith”  before  we can obtain the HS. 
Naturally, this is all contrary to what our professional leaders of  “Religion”  teach us, –  but demonstrably:   

“What do they know that is worthwhile for our future survival?”   Nothing! 
229th Warning – Beware of religious leaders  fraudulently  using the term “faith”.  They lie when using that word because 
what they teach as “faith” makes a mockery of what that word really means,  having usurped and undermined it! 
They are an abomination to Yahweh,  by belittling what this word means to undermine what Yahweh represents! 
Acts   17v31 og Inasmuch/{Because that}  (he has) {stood staunchly}/established/{held up}/appointed/abided  
Acts   17v31 og (the) day/{period of time}  in  {to whom/which}  
Acts   17v31 og (he is) {to occur}/expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming/{about to}  
Acts   17v31 og (to) {judiciously/mentally decide}/{to try}/conclude/judge  
Acts   17v31 og the  {(terrene part of the) globe}/{inhabited world}  in  (to the) righteousness/equality/justification 
Acts   17v31 og in  (to the)  man/husband/fellow  {to whom/which}  
Acts   17v31 og (he) {marked (out or) bound}/’horizon’/{appointed/decreed/specified}/declared/ 

/determined/limited/ordained, 
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Acts   17v31 og (the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  
Acts   17v31 og (the having) {held near}/presented/afforded/exhibited/{furnished occasion}/brought/done/gave/ 

/kept/ministered/offered/provided   
Acts   17v31 og  (to the) all/whole/every (persons),  (the having) {stood up}/arose/{raised up}  (the) him  {from/out of}  
Acts   17v31 og (of the) dead/corpses/mortified/cadavers  
Acts   17v31 Inasmuch  He  has  established/appointed  the  day/{period of time}  within  which  He  is  expecting/intending   

to  {judiciously decide}/conclude/judge  the  {inhabited world}  within  righteousness/equality/justification 
within  man/husband  to/in whom  He  {marked out/bounded}/appointed/decreed/ordained, 
the having  {held near}/exhibited/provided  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  to the  all  persons, 
the having  {stood/raised up}/arose  the him (= JCg)  {from/out of}  of the  dead/corpses/cadavers. 

 

Inasmuch He  (= Yahweh)  has appointed the day within which He is intending   (= “The 1st Resurrection”, Rev.20v6,  Matt.24v36) 
to  conclude/judge  the inhabited world   (= “The Special/Greater [1st ] Judgement”  made  only  upon Christians  [James.3v1])   
within  righteousness/equality   (to what JC laid down as being  “The Standard”  that is required to attain  “Sonship to Yahweh” ) 
within man  (and women)  to whom He  (= Yahweh)  {marked out}/decreed   (= Yahweh knows who are to become “Sons of God”) 
                 (“Sons of God”  is only terminology,  we will be resurrected as neuters,  and thus The Goal is applicable to both men and women of today) 
To all people  having  {held near}/exhibited  the  (Real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance = fidelity) 
(Yahweh underwrites this,  by first)  having raised up him  (= JCg)  from out of the  {dead people}/corpses  
                (Thus what JC received [as first begotten],  is  equally possible  for all those individuals who  precisely imitate  his ministry/lifestyle) 
 

This is a verse that leaders of Christendom proudly profess to know and understand,  but clearly they do not  -  because they ignore the word  
“Righteous”  and thus they being  “unrighteous”  in thought,  then by consequence,  demonstrably  'get this verse wrong'! 

So let me explain what this verse means in  “The Most Righteous Manner”,  and let us hope they learn something! 
I did start to use “H/he”  but it would become too confusing within the text of the verse,  so I now explain the linkage,  and how this linkage righteously 
operates through the various epochs of Israel. 
The verse gives  what is applicable for our own specific time  -  being what is of immediate importance to us now  (as it was in Paul’s time),  but I explain 
the additional linkage below to validate Yahweh’s prophetic Omnificence through the three respective epochs of Israel. 

Paul's principal interest is to generate the next generation of TCs progressively through The Gospel Age. 
This is supported by explaining Yahweh's Most Righteous Plan to  underwrite  within the minds of potential TCs the reason why they must presently go 
through so much pain and suffering  (metered out by leaders of “Religion”)  in the 1st part of their physical life to make the 2nd part a physical reality. 
This Verse operates at   Two  Levels. 
This is The First Level  (being the most important,  inasmuch  [1] it points directly to us,  and  [2] without it,  then there is no Millennium)! 
Thus as we are told here: 

Yahweh has appointed a day  (when The Results of His continued assessment of Christians in The Gospel Age yields 144000 TCs). 
This becomes “The Day”  of  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Isa.66v8)  when  “The Judgement”  is made visible  (Matt.24v17, 40-44, Rev.11v11-13, 
1Cor.15v50-55, 1Thes.4v13-18, 19v4-9, 20v6, etc.). 
“The inhabited world”  comprising of Christians is being judged  (hence  “The Gospel Age”  to yield Christians)  against The Standard as 
laid down by JC as  “The Invitation for Sonship”  -  that he achieved and led The Way  (John.14v5-15)  for us to personally achieve. 
That is why it is a  “Special/Greater Judgement”  (James.3v1)  of:- 

You,  as individuals,  have received JCg as  “The Word of God”,  but have you personally progressed to become a teacher with 
Responsibility  to then take upon yourself:  Accountability and Ownership  to  imitate  JC's ministry/lifestyle?   

If you have,  then you  PASS  this judgement made by Yahweh  (Matt.20v23). 
The Judgment is  Righteous/Equal  to  “The Standard”  as  “Laid down by JC”. 
That is why this is  not  a judgement made upon “Non-Christians”,  because they did  not  have  “The Standard”  upon which to be judged,  
and thus as we are told in the previous verse  in context  –  “Yahweh chooses to  ignore/overlook”   “non-Christians”  hence they are 
automatically  resurrected in  The Millennium  to  learn how to imitate JC  within a perfected environment. 

That is why Paul uses the word  “Righteous”  that leaders of Christendom completely ignore  (in their muses)!   
(Because they are demonstrably  “unrighteous”  in thought,  else they would  not  ignore it) 

Yahweh has marked out His 144000 TCs before they were even born  (placed upon  “The Scroll of Life”  of which JCg opens, Rev.5v2-9,  but 
the TCs must prove themselves as being wholly  Christ-like  to both themselves and  more importantly to The World now  (that shall become  
“The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium)  else some disgruntled person would say:   

“I do not believe that person is righteous enough to rule over me in The Millennium!” 
It is specifically for this reason why the 144000 TCs must live out their lives in persecution while precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  to 
prove  to The Resurrected World that these 144000 TCs  are demonstrably  “entirely worthy/blessed”  (Rev.20v6)  to be  “The Heirs/Rulers”  
(Rom.8v17, 23, 2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.). 
Also importantly,  to demonstrate they are not inclined to become another “Satan”  at some point in the very far and distant future! 
It is  ONLY  the 144000 TCs who  demonstrably prove themselves  as having  “Real Faith”  and thus  “Truly Believe”  in JC,  because they 
have precisely imitated  his ministry/lifestyle.  That is specifically why they partake in  “The 1st Resurrection” (Rev.29v6)  to become future 
Sons of God,  precisely as JCg showed The Way in his resurrection unto a position as  “The King in Waiting”  for his bride  (John.3v28-30, 
Rev.21v2, 9)  comprising of 144000 TCs. 

Therefore,  may I ask the reader before we move on: 
Do you now understand what Paul is exhorting of his listeners –  and where he is trying to take them? 
This is “The Thrust” of The Gospel, which is sadly never taught today,  except something that is  twisted/mangled  into unrighteous nonsense! 

After explaining The Primary Level,   then let us move to The Second Level. 
The second level occurs within The Millennium for  “The Resurrected World”  who  failed  in some manner to become  “The Early Adopters”  (under 
Satan's heaven over the planet “Earth”).   It must be absolutely understood:  A failed person is  NOT  necessarily an “Evil Person”,  and perhaps in 
many instances most of The World's members were not evil,  but The Crux is this: 

Was the specific Christian sufficiently driven to  precisely imitate  JC for “The Goal of Sonship”  and the required: 
Accountability/Ownership/Responsibility  that comes with that position. 

Most people are  not,  -  they are good people in the best manner they can be,  and will consequently thrive within The Millennium. 
The people who will  'wilt'  within The Millennium are  “the present day leaders of society”,  being those people who specifically climb to  self-indulge  to 
their neighbour's hurt,  are the type of people who like to  “Control People”  for the worldly gain this brings.   Yahweh presently does  not  like these 
type of people,  and will give them an opportunity to reform in The Millennium  -  all precisely as JC told us in many places about: 

“The First/Most  (within society today)  shall become  The Last/Least  (within society in The Millennium). 
Not  to exact some form of revenge,  but a person becomes better placed to self-reform,  by starting at the bottom! 
All this shows Yahweh to be entirely righteous in all His works  (hence  “Holy/Blameless”). 
Noting that no  charlatan Christian leader can  “righteously”  be resurrected into The Millennium  –  because they have wholly rejected JC,  and like 
spiritual paedophiles  (Luke.17v2, etc.,)  they have become  rogue traders  with  “The Word of God” (= JC)  and thus have personally stepped outside 
“The cover/Atonement”  that JC has so kindly and graciously given to all of us. 
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This is The Second Level: 
Thus,  this verse becomes  'replayed'  within The Millennium,  but instead of Yahweh Judging,  it shall be JCg and his 144000 TCs judging as The Bible 
specifically tells us at  John.5v22, 27, 30,  Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.,  that becomes effectively  “The Second Judgment”. 
How is this a possible explanation?   It is underwritten by 2Pet.3v8 where  “A day of The Lord is as a thousand years for man”,  which is to be linked 
with Rev.20v3 and 6,  culminating at Rev.20v10-15. 

This commentary therefore explains the  dual nature  of this verse at its two respective levels based upon “ho theos” (of the context). 
 
658th Comment – As usual,  the recipients split into various groupings,  those people who ridicule  “The Word of God”,  
those people are apathetic to  “The Word of God”  and finally,  as we are to read,  a very few people who are actively 
interested in learning more about  “The Word of God”  as  accurately  given by a TC. 
500th Reasoning – People often ridicule God's Word because they do not,  or choose not to,  understand it. 
501st Reasoning – People are apathetic because they do not care when supposedly  'more important'  things rule their life. 
502nd Reasoning – Sadly,  “Religion”  has burnt the mind of many people in these two groupings,  either by all the 
religious confidence tricksters,  or quite simply they can recognise the given illogical and self-indulgent teaching! 
230th Warning – If we wait,  then we shall miss The Opportunity!   The Bible teaches that we are to strive and work hard 
to grasp out for The Goal.  Grab  “The Word of God”  when it is presented  by a TC  – do not let it go. 
231st Warning – At some point of time in our 2 part life we must reform our mind to  “1st Century Christianity”,  else we 
will be annihilated.   It is best to become an  “Early Adopter”  rather than wait to be a  “Late Adopter”. 
232nd Warning – If we hold unto “Religion”  (to include  worldly Christianity)  then we are masochists.  And if we refuse 
to reform unto “1st Century Christianity” over our 2 part life then we shall be committing suicide unto annihilation. 
Acts   17v32 og (the) hearing/listening/understanding/responding  And  
Acts   17v32 og (the) {standing up again}/resurrection/{rising again}  (of the)  dead/corpses/mortified/cadavers,  
Acts   17v32 og the (ones = persons)  truly/indeed  (they) {thrown out the lip}/{jeered at}/ridiculed/mocked/{made fun of}    
Acts   17v32 og the (ones = persons)  And  (they) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:   
Acts   17v32 og (We will) hear/listen/understand/respond  (of) thee/thy/thou/you  
Acts   17v32 og anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again  concerning/about  
Acts   17v32 og {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabout  
Acts   17v32 Also  the  persons  the  hearing/listening  of the  {dead persons}/corpses  the  {standing up again}/resurrection,   

truly/indeed   they  {jeered at}/ridiculed/mocked   (Paul), 
And  the persons  (= some other people)   they  said/commanded: 
We will  hear/listen  furthermore/again  of you   concerning/about  {this such matter} 

 

Also the people hearing of the  {dead people}/corpses  {standing up again}/resurrected,  indeed they ridiculed mocked   (Paul)  
And the  (other)  people,  they said:  We will hear furthermore of you concerning this such matter  
 

Paul was starting to move onto the best part where a resurrection was possible in The Future based upon what JC received and yet as soon as he spoke 
about  “resurrection”  and thus JC returning as an existing conscious entity then this concept was becoming too difficult to understand. 
This subject was now far removed from the ingrained  “Religion/Methodology”  existing within their present minds,  and caused the natural three way 
split as outlined in my commentary given to verse 20 earlier. 
             1.  People antagonistic to plausible ideas that may undermine their own present position. 
             2.  People neutral to what is presented – and thus would be interested in further discussion. 
             3.  People interested in the  reasoning/concepts  presented by Paul and would proceed positively with Paul. 
The vast majority wholly dismissed what Paul stated. 
Perhaps a third  (or so of people)  would like to hear more later regarding of what Paul taught,  when they had time to think about what he said. 
Finally,  a  very few,  as we read later,  would be convinced. 
The point we must realise is the following:- 

The Bible insists that we:  “Grasp  (with a sense of urgency)  for The Invitation”. 
This shows our genuine desire to  “Run with the baton”  (1Cor.9v24-26, according to The Rules, 2Tim.2v5 [to precisely imitate JC]). 
The people who thought:   

We will think about it and  'come back tomorrow',  –  or  'when we feel like it';   –  these people shall  “miss the boat's departure”! 
(In the same manner as JC taught at Matt.25v8-12.) 

Paul cannot stay in the same location for years to be at  “The Beck and Call”  of a  'doubter'! 
He has other people to see who would immediately grasp to be a TC,  and he must not jeopardise their keen interest for someone having  no commitment. 

This is precisely what JC  taught  us  to do!    
We are to keep moving on  -  and find people who are keen to take upon themselves  “The Invitation”. 
“The Invitation”  is to become a future son of God  -  by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle. 

Worldly leaders of Christendom do  NOT  precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle,  -  but they feign a supposed allegiance to him! 
That is why they  ARE  rejected from future office in The Millennium as very many of JC's Parables clearly tell us! 

Because they rejected what  “The Invitation”  really means  internally  (though outwardly, they pretend 'allegiance',  2Tim.3v5, Tit.1v16)! 
 
659th Comment – Paul had done his best at sowing The Seed of  “God's Word”.  Yet these people had shown no interest  
(except a 'handful' of people,  as we read later)  in  “The Word of God”,  so he had to leave. 
503rd Reasoning – Importantly,  the TC is duty bound to accurately sow  “The Word of God”  everyday where possible,  
and thus people know where to go when they are interested to learn more  (ideally as soon as possible to grasp at the 
opportunity).  In this manner TCs are demonstrably  innocent/blameless (= holy)  to Yahweh's Requirements. 
504th Reasoning – Also TCs are “holy”  because by leaving,  when people show no interest,  means they do not antagonise 
people,  by virtue all they have done is offered an explanation of their life,  and other people can take it or leave it. 
However – it is other people who become guilty if they then choose to persecute The TC  (= Yahweh's Apostle). 
Acts   17v33 og Also  {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  the  Paul  
Acts   17v33 og (he) issued/{came/went forth/out}/departed/{spread abroad}/proceeded  {from/out of}  
Acts   17v33 og (of the) middle/{before them}/among/between/midst  {of them}  
Acts   17v33 Also  {after that}/so  the  Paul,   he  {went forth}/departed  {from/out of}  the  middle/midst  {of them}. 
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Also after that,  Paul  {went forth}/departed  from out of the  middle/midst  of them  
 

A commotion ensued,  begun by disgruntled people  (as is the norm)  to what Paul was attempting to teach them. 
It is immediately obvious that  “sensible and rational”  transfer of knowledge cannot occur within a disruptive environment,  and so Paul had to leave. 
However,  he had sown the seed and those persons interested,  would know where to go  -  and they did,  of which we read in the next verse! 
This is precisely how JC operated. 
He sowed the seed in the synagogues,  and he taught out in the countryside to those people  sufficiently motivated  who came out to find him. 
It was these people who were sufficiently interested,  that  “The Word of God”  seeks out  (Rev.3v20)   for these people to grasp for  “The Invitation”. 

This becomes a  natural sieve,  and the TCs can concentrate on people who truly wish to go forward to the next stage! 
However,  people who are not interested,  then a TC must leave,  because they have personally rejected what  “The Invitation”  really means! 
By contrast,  worldly Christian leaders stay in the same place giving out  'pleasing nothings'  to live off their devotees as wolves (Matt.7v15, Acts.20v29)! 
 
660th Comment – However there were a few people interested in  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by Paul,  and these 
people came to find Paul which showed their true inner desire;  -  they grasped at  “The Word of God”. 
505th Reasoning – This is precisely how JC operated in his ministry.  He went to The Synagogues and explained how The 
Tanakh was to be answered by The Millennium.  Then he moved into The Wilderness and people came there to him to 
further their learning.  But importantly,  JC used this as a filter so that only  “The Very Interested People”  would come 
out in The Wilderness to see him,  and thus he could concentrate on potential “Early Adopters”. 
94th Good News – There are always the few people who have  “The Interest and Determination to become TCs”  by 
precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  (which means thoroughly learning “The Word of God” and  understanding it). 
Comment – repeat - I close each chapter with this plea.  I only write like this to gain the rare Nicodemus prepared to  constructively  criticise  
“God's Word”  from out of millions  of  “Leaders of Christendom”  only prepared to  destructively  criticise  “God's Word”  as to what it means for 
“The Early Adopters”.   The  “Probability”  of a Christian leader fulfilling Yahweh's Desire is about 0.00003   (corresponding to 1:30,000 Christians) . 
Acts   17v34 og {some/any/certain persons}  And  (the) men/husbands/fellows  
Acts   17v34 og (the) sticking/gluing/cleaving/adhering/bonding/joining  (to the) him  (they) committed/believed/entrusted   
Acts   17v34 og in  {to whom/which}  also  (the) Dionysius  the  Areopagite,  
Acts   17v34 og also  (the) woman/wife  (to the) name/character/authority  (the) Damaris, 
Acts   17v34 og also  (the) other/different/altered (persons)  {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}   
Acts   17v34 og {to them}  
Acts   17v34 And  {some/certain persons},   

the  men/husbands  the  sticking/bonding/joining  to the  him  (= Paul),   they  committed/entrusted    (in what Paul taught). 
Also  within which  (of this grouping)   the  Dionysius the Areopagite,  also  the  woman/wife  to the  name/character  the Damaris, 
Also  other/different  persons   {united as companions}/{together in union}  to them   (= Paul and his close assistants). 

 

And  some/certain  men/husbands  the  sticking/bonding  to the him  (= Paul),  they  entrusted/committed  
Also within which  (of this entrusting/committed  grouping learning to imitate Paul,  were): 
Dionysius the Areopagite  (member of the judicial council of Areopagite  = a High Court member), 
also the  woman/wife  to the name Damaris  
Also  (there were)  other people united as companions to them  (= these named people)  
 

These people grasped out to Paul while he was there within their vicinity. 
They could have waited,  until another day as did many other people,  and yet Paul would be gone,  by necessity to other places to tell other people,  
some of whom could be future TCs  (but could not, unless Paul was physically with them  -  to teach them). 
So here,  we have mentioned by Luke: 

Dionysius and Damaris,  along with some other people with them,  grasped  “The Opportunity”  to be taught by Paul. 
 
 
661st Comment – Paul had done all he could at Athens and now he could leave the city in the capable hands of Timothy, 
Silas and a few disciples to fully establish the ecclesia.    
506th Reasoning – Paul now travelled to Corinth because this was  “The Gateway to The World”,  inasmuch it was  (1) 
the major sea trading city of the whole area and then,  it was  (2)  The Administrative Capital of the whole Grecian Area.  
This would be a most useful place for Paul to go to spread “1st Century Christianity”! 
Acts   18v1 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  And  these (things)   
Acts   18v1 og (the having) {placed space between}/departed/separated (middle voice)  the  Paul   
Acts   18v1 og {from/out of}  of the  Athens,  (he) accompanied/appeared/brought/came  into/unto  (the) Corinth  
Acts   18v1 And  after  these (things)  the  Paul  departed/separated  {from/out of}  of the  Athens, 

he  appeared/came  into/unto  the Corinth. 
 

And after these things,  Paul departed from out of Athens,  he came unto Corinth  
 

Paul left Athens when Silas and Timothy arrived. 
Silas and Timothy would not be as competent as Paul to be in The Vanguard,  but they consolidated  ('fertilised/watered')  what Paul had sown. 

Their expertise was in the  setting-up  and establishing New Ecclesia.   
They would explain in detail Yahweh's Plan to the people already converted by Paul's initial work. 

They were just as necessary as was Paul  -  else, these Ecclesiae could not become established. 
Paul moved onto Corinth about 48 miles west of Athens. 
Corinth was located on the narrow piece of land that separates Peloponnese and mainland Greece,  about halfway between Sparta and Athens. 
Corinth was one of the largest and most important cities within Greece having a population of about 100,000 people,  which became the provincial 
capital of Greece during Roman times,  and thus became like a magnet to Paul,  having so many people to convert! 
Corinth was like a  Sea Gateway'  to The World,  many different nationalities  sailed into and out of Corinth,  boats laden with sea trade.  It was an 
international trade-hub and just ripe for an Ecclesia to be established here to enable an international teaching program to spring off from this location  -  
hence Paul's comments about speaking in many foreign languages ('tongues')  to teach  “The Word of God”  to all these multinational people  (1Cor. 
Chapters 12 to 14).   All of which is wholly distorted and twisted by charismatic church leaders,  bending God's Word  (Rev.22v18-19)  for personal 
worldly acclaim  -  directly against what God's Word teaches us!   They shall be severely reprimanded if fortunate enough not to be determined by 
Yahweh to be  charlatan Christian leaders!   They are now warned! 
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Finally,  as an interesting aside: 
I ask the reader to search on the internet for a lady named  “Aimee Semple McPherson”,  because she and her husband,  were the founder 
leaders of  “The Charismatic Church”  in America about 100 years ago.    

The reader will discover quite startling information about her life,  where just about  EVERY  thing that she did both publicly and privately was exactly  
the opposite  of how Yahweh would want a TC to behave in  his/her  life  (noting for our warning James.3v11-12)!    And their worldly concoction to  
“please the emotions”  of an unreasoning  animalistic/carnal  mind has ruled ever since within that schism and covered much of The Planet,  because 
that is  what worldly people want,  “the emotion and spectacle”  that these circus shows are designed to provide,  and are prepared to pay for it!    

These leaders see  “The Need”  and provide  “The Service”  for  worldly return! 
However,  that is  not  what Yahweh wants in His future World Leaders!   He wants people like JC, Peter, Paul, etc. 

Now that is a salutary thought upon which to end this commentary! 
 

662nd Comment – Paul meet and drew close to a Jew, Aquila,  and his wife,  Priscilla,  forced to leave Rome by a decree 
given by Caesar Claudius for all Jews to leave Rome. 
507th Reasoning – Yahweh ensured Paul would meet Aquila and Priscilla,  by engineering The Environment for this to 
occur.  However if Paul did not teach,  or  Aquila and Priscilla  not show interest in  “The Word of God”  then it would be 
very unlikely these three people would have come together!   Thus Yahweh chooses to work with people who put in The 
Effort to fulfil His Desire which is to bring forth The Millennium. 
Acts   18v2 og Also  (the) finding/obtaining/seeing/perceiving  {some/any/certain person}  (the) Jew   
Acts   18v2 og (to the) name/character/authority  (the) Aquila  (of the) Pontus  
Acts   18v2 og to the  kin/countryman/kind/nation/offspring/stock/race  recently/lately 
Acts   18v2 og (the having) accompanied/appeared/brought/come  off/away/separated/from  of the  Italy, 
Acts   18v2 og also  (the) Priscilla  (the) woman/wife  (of the) him  through (reason of)  the (one = Claudius)  
Acts   18v2 og (to have [= had]) {arranged thoroughly}/instituted/ordained/prescribed/commanded  (the) Claudius 
Acts   18v2 og (to) {place space between}/depart/separate  (the) all/whole/every  the  Jews  {from/out of}  
Acts   18v2 og of the  Rome  (he) {came near}/approached/consented/assented/{drew close}  {to them}  
Acts   18v2 Also  the  finding/seeing  {some/certain person}  the Jew  to the  (= by)   name/character  the  Aquila 

to the (= by)   kin/countryman/nation/race  of the  Pontus,   the  having  recently  come  away/from  of the  Italy  
also  (= with)   the  Priscilla  his  wife  through reason of  the  Claudius  to have  ordained/commanded   
to  depart/separate  all  the Jews  {from/out of}  of the  Rome.   He  (= Paul)  {came near}/approached/{drew close}  {to them}. 

 

Also  (Paul)  finding a certain Jewish person by the name  (of)  Aquila of Pontus,  by race, 
the having  recently come  from  Italy  with  his wife  Priscilla,  through reason of  (Caesar)  Claudius to have commanded: 
   All the Jews to depart from out of Rome  
He  (= Paul)  drew close to them  (= Aquila and Priscilla)  
 

Paul finds Aquila and his wife Priscilla having just moved to Corinth from Rome  (due to an unfavourable edict from Caesar Claudius). 
Their initial meeting would have been either at a synagogue on The Sabbath and heard of Paul's teaching (see verse 4),  or in the market place during a 
week day when again Paul would have been teaching to the bystanders  “1st Century Christianity”.   Yahweh would have manipulated The Environment 
to ensure that this meeting would occur over and above the two reasons given below. 
The meeting occurred  because of  two reasons:- 

1.  Paul was  proactive in teaching  God's Word. 
2.  Aquila and Priscilla were  receptive and hearkening  unto God's Word. 

I realise this is  “Stating the Obvious”,  but many people cannot see  “The Obvious”  because they do not personally want to be part of either (1) or (2). 
Even though many of these people will fervently say:  “They love God”!   They may love God in an  “Eros”  manner for the emotion this brings,  but 
when it comes to love God in an  “Agapao”  manner  (to edify)  Him  “in the mind of the recipient”,  to our own hurt,  then they are not interested!   
And clearly they do not truly  “Phileo”  (attractively love)  Him  (by having the  one/same mind as Him),  to want to  “Storge”  Him  (by becoming a 
family member! 

“Hard are these words,  who can do them?”   (John.6v60)   But 144000 TCs during The Gospel Age  are able! 
Importantly,  Yahweh through JC is  “Inviting us”  to become one of these TCs! 

 
663rd Comment – Paul had a trade to feed his fleshly body,  he worked alongside Aquila and Priscilla to make tents. 
508th Reasoning – Paul did not mix Yahweh and The World together  (being aware of Matt.6v24).  Paul did physical work 
to feed his fleshly body and then taught Yahweh's Word  for no worldly return  and thus faithful to what Yahweh Desired. 
Paul did not teach God's Word for a fee!   Always knowing that:  “He who pays The Piper, calls the tune!” 
Yahweh  pays  Paul with  “Sonship”  upon his awakening at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Matt.20v8-9). 
233rd Warning – Beware of religious leaders soliciting money by whatever means -  Yahweh despises them,  because these 
people are selling Him in a  worthless manner,  inasmuch they twist God's Word to become  worldly commodity! 
Get away from them! –  And yet,  these fraudulent leaders are beloved by  millions upon millions  of Christians! 
316th Instruction – We must perform secular work for our fleshly living and be like a  lay-preacher  freely giving of our 
time “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”  thereby showing we have Yahweh's Methodology driving our mind. 
This is what Yahweh recognises in His Judgment  -  by reading our mind  (for future kingship  1Sam.16v7-13)! 
Acts   18v3 og also  through (reason of)  the  {same trade/skill}/{fellow artificer}/{alike craft}  {to be/exist}  
Acts   18v3 og (he) stayed/remained/abided/dwelt/endured/stood/continued  near/beside/with/against/alongside  
Acts   18v3 og {to them}  also  (he) {toiled as occupation}/effected/{engaged with}/{laboured for} (middle voice),   
Acts   18v3 og (they) were  for  (the) tent-makers  the  {art (as productive)}/trade/skill/craft/occupation  
Acts   18v3 Also  through reason of  the  {same trade/skill}/{fellow artificer}  to be  he  (= Paul)   stayed/remained/dwelt, 

also  he  (personally)  {toiled as occupation}/{engaged with}  near/beside  {to them},   
for  they were  the  tent-makers  (by)  trade/craft/occupation. 

 

Also through reason of being the same  trade/skill,  he  (= Paul)  stayed/remained, 
also he  (= Paul)  personally toiled as an occupation alongside to them,  for they were tent makers  (by)  trade/occupation  
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This is an important verse because it tells us that Paul had a trade to  feed himself.   It was a mobile trade inasmuch there would be tent manufacturers in 
virtually every large town,  and thus he could offer his services for a salary to nourish his  fleshly  body  by his own efforts.   While importantly,  in 
parallel to this secular trade,  he taught  “The Word of God”  to  spiritually  feed the minds of his recipients. 

Thus he was  not  like a leader of “Religion”  (Luke.16v3)  living off the  backs/efforts  of his listeners! 
We have further information at 2Thes.3 v6-12 as to what Paul thought about  “fleshly living”  and  “spiritual teaching”   (as did JC at Matt.6v24,  also 
in a different manner at Mark.12v42-43, Luke.21v2-3,  see all my cited commentaries)! 
By contrast,  see my commentaries for 1Cor.9v9, 1Tim.5v18 regarding the  “Threshing Ox”. 
He was therefore spiritually unencumbered  (Matt.6v24 as given earlier)  -  he could freely teach what Yahweh Desired to be taught,  rather than what 
men desired to be taught  (2Tim.4v3-4),  noting his important comment at  Gal.1v10-12. 
Paul says:  “Copy me as I copy Jesus!”  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.,)  and that is precisely what we should do! 
Obviously not to be a tent-maker,  but we should have an external occupation to pay for our fleshly needs,  and we give God's Word  freely/simply! 
If we are to be paid for  “Accurately teaching The Word of God”,  then we should be doing this,  and  not  twisting God's Word and being patted on the 
back for telling us what we want to hear,  or for being  'glorified social workers'  saying a few  'sweet nothings'  to pander the ear  (2Tim.4v3-4). 

It is an abomination to be calling ourselves:  “Having come in  'The Name of JC'  when we behave in such an abysmal manner! 
We must teach:  “The Absolute Truth”  and nothing but:  “The Absolute Truth”! 

 
664th Comment – “As was Paul's custom”  he was in The Synagogue every Sunday persuading  by strength of argument  
how JC answered The Tanakh to  (1) become  “The Means”  for  “Mankind's Salvation”  and of  (2) The Millennium to 
teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”  for their final assay at the end of the 1000 years  (Rev.20v7-15). 
509th Reasoning – Paul is wholly driven to use all his time in sincerely and  accurately  promoting  “The Word of God”  
in the manner that Yahweh wants His Word publicised.  Paul was  not  a  “professional religious leader”  and hence 
money, honour and advantage was  not  Paul's driver,  and thus he completely fulfils Yahweh's Desire without blemish. 
234th Warning – By contrast,  “professional leaders of Religion”  distinctly have a  “conflict of interests”,  they must gain 
money from what they teach to physically live  -  and thus they give what the  'paymasters'  want to hear!   
Sadly,  it is  not  what Yahweh wants to hear taught in His  Name/Character/Authority. 
Acts   18v4 og (he) {through exclamation}/{stated thoroughly}/{discussed (in argument or exhortation)}/disputed/ 

/preached/{reasoned (with)}/spoke (middle voice)   
Acts   18v4 og And  in  to the  synagogue  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) all/whole/every   
Acts   18v4 og Sabbath/{day of weekly repose from secular activity}, 
Acts   18v4 og (he) pacifying/conciliating/agreeing/persuading/confidently/assuring/trusting  both  (the) Jews  
Acts   18v4 og also  (the) {(from) Hellen (Grecian)}/{Greek speaking people (especially non-Jew)}/Gentiles/Greeks  
Acts   18v4 And  he  (= Paul)   (personally)   {through examination}/{reasoned thoroughly}    

within  the  synagogue   intensely (= specifically)   the  every  Sabbath,   
he  (= Paul)   persuading/assuring  both  (1) the Jews  also  (2) the  Greeks. 

 

And he  (= Paul)  personally reasoned thoroughly within the synagogue specifically every Sabbath, 
he  (= Paul)  persuading both  (1) the Jews  also  (2) the Greeks  
 

We can see Paul's commitment and ardour:  “To get The Job done”! 
He is so very good in his teaching,  that he converts  both  Jews and Gentiles to  “1st Century Christianity”. 
It should be noted these Gentiles would be attending the synagogue because they were  interested in Judaism,  and of what Paul taught about JC 
answering The Tanakh to become the extension of the established  “Word of God”  as given by The Prophets. 
 
665th Comment – Silas and Timothy responded to Paul's earlier request and were now here with him in Corinth. 
510th Reasoning – Paul was The Vanguard,  but Silas and Timothy were required to establish and consolidate the new 
ecclesia after Paul had broken new ground.  This is what they had done in this instance. 
Acts   18v5 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  And  (they) {came/went down}/departed/descended/alighted   
Acts   18v5 og off/away/separated/from  of the  Macedonia  the  both  Silas  also  the  Timothy,  
Acts   18v5 [pressed by the spirit  =  CA,  thus ignore] 
Acts   18v5 og the  Paul  
Acts   18v5 og (the) {through/channel of witnessing}/{solemnly affirmation/charge}/ 

/{protesting earnestly}/hortatively (middle voice) 
Acts   18v5 og to the  Jews  the  Christ/Anointed/Messiah  the  Jesus  
Acts   18v5 And  {in that manner}/as  the  both  (1) the Silas  also  (2)  the Timothy 

they  {came down}/departed  off/away/from  of the  Macedonia   (having responded to Paul’s request of 17v15) 
(to support)  the Paul  (personally)  {actively witnessing}/{protesting earnestly}/hortatively   
the  Christ/Anointed  the  Jesus  to the  Jews. 

 

And in that manner  (by responding to Paul’s request of 17v15)  both  (1) Silas  also  (2) Timothy 
they came down  away/from  Macedonia  (to support)  Paul personally actively witnessing the Anointed Jesus to the Jews  
 

Silas and Timothy have the  “Support Skills”  to establish the Ecclesia,  while Paul goes out to seek new converts. 
Very much,  like the two types of sales people:   “The Hunter”  and  “The Farmer”  are useful and very well-known analogies! 
Paul is very much “The Hunter”,  while  Silas and Timothy are more like  “The Farmers”,  and Yahweh needs  both  types of people for Him to gain His 
144000 TCs throughout The Gospel Age  (as Paul teaches at 1Cor.12v12-22). 
Notice the text.   To assist in preaching about  “The Anointed Jesus”  to The Jews. 
Paul always focusses on The Jews because they have  “The Knowledge of The Tanakh” itself  that  begs to be answered  to yield  “1st Century 
Christianity”. 

Naturally none of this is taught by our  worldly Christian leaders  –  because they believe none of it,  else surely they would  if  they were truly 
interested in fulfilling Yahweh's Desire!   That is why they are so silent on the subject! 

A comment on the Copyist Addition. 
Can the reader understand why it stands out like a flashing red beacon? 

Firstly,  there is no text in The Bible that says people  “become pressed by the spirit”  thus; it is not used terminology at the time The Bible was written. 
Secondly,  we know that Paul was always wholly committed to speak  “The Word of God”  whenever and wherever he could  -  so the copyist addition is 
a superfluous statement that has  no  need to be added. 
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Finally,  this comment has very much a  'worldly feel'  to it,  inasmuch it appears to be a 3rd person outwardly working upon Paul. 
Where the 3rd person was  never  a concept at the time when The Bible was written.  It was only terminology that came into existence after 325 CE,  all of 
which the  reader may discover for themselves by reading The New Testament  (as I have done very many times to generate The Most Accurate English  
Translation of The New Testament on this planet).  It can be read that  ONLY  Yahweh and JC are mentioned  together  as specific Entities,  but  never  
the HS as a personage is mentioned alongside.   Seems very strange does it not,  if all three were supposed personages and one is  never  mentioned with 
the other two!   Common sense  tells us that there are only Two Entities who are joined together by  “one  purpose of thought”  (= the HS,  see the 
definition given on FutureLife.Org),  to be as one mind,  just as are the 144000 TCs  (hence John.14v20, 17v21-26,  please read my cited commentaries). 

Yet, this righteous logic substantiated by The Bible is  unintelligible  to our leaders of  “Religion”  with  closed and unreasoning  minds! 
Just as were the minds of The Jewish Religious leaders when Paul was teaching  “The Word of God”!    
All leaders of Religion have the  one/same  mindset to oppose Yahweh,  but just different  names/faces.  That is  why  they take these places! 

 
666th Comment – Paul taught in The Synagogue  (to The Jew first and then The Gentile, Rom.1v16)  and while The 
Gentiles of the congregations were interested,  The Jews were excited by The Rabbis to repulse Paul's teaching.  The Jews 
slandered him and of his teaching,  so much so,  that Paul had to reject them -  only because they made his life impossible. 
667th Comment – Paul shook off his outer garments, and said:  The Blood be on your own head,  for I am clean and now I 
shall travel to The Gentiles. 
511th Reasoning – Leaders of Religion could see  “The Word of God”  taught by Paul that answered The Tanakh was 
drawing many gentiles away from their synagogue and were worried that Jews would be the next to follow.  They 
orchestrated hostility within The Jewish People to vilify Paul and made his life so difficult. 
235th Warning – Precisely  “The Same”  occurred by  “Christians”  against  “The Jews”  during The Gospel Age.  The  
Jews were persecuted solely because that nation was used as an excuse for Worldly Christian Leaders to collectively use 
The Jews as being supposedly  'The Evil People'  against The Christian Faith.   This is absolute nonsense!  It was always 
The Leaders of both faiths who generated hostility for their own ends;  sadly, the congregations of both faith were duped 
and blindly followed what their leaders taught.  “Leaders of Religion”  behaving like this  are an abomination to Yahweh! 
167th Allegory – Garments (always) = personality/character  as viewed by The World. 
512th Reasoning – “Garments”  in this sense of  “being removed”  means things on the outside closest to the offender 
have been contaminated by their actions  (as driven by their  personality/character)  will start to affect our own 
personality/character  and thus must be removed before we personally become internally contaminated. 
Allegory – repeat - Blood = The physical essence of life within a body.     
168th Allegory – Clean = Perfect/Pure,  inasmuch no blame can be made against Paul 
513th Reasoning – Paul was judged by Yahweh as being “Clean”  to  “The Requirements”.  No blame could be made 
against Paul as not trying to explain  “How JC answered The Tanakh” to The Jews first,  where JC became  “The Means 
of Salvation for Mankind”,  of which Yahweh first needs  “The Early Adopters”  before  He can  bring-in  The Millennium 
after about 2000 years of The Gospel Age. 
514th Reasoning – Paul was forced by circumstance to  “Go to The Gentiles”  because The Jews to whom Yahweh went 
first,  as The Vehicle  (= “The Woman,  Rev.12v1-4)  to deliver JC,  had wholly rejected  “The 2nd and Most Important 
Part of Yahweh's Plan”  for  “The Universal Salvation of Mankind”.  The Jews were most privileged to be in this position,  
but they wholly rejected  “The Responsibility”  that came with this privilege! 
Warning – repeat - Beware of people assuming positions of leadership in  “Religion”  they do  not  understand Yahweh,  
else if they did know,  then they would not take those positions -  because Yahweh shall reject them, as The Bible tells us! 
Acts   18v6 og (of the) {ranging oneself against}/resisting/opposing (plural,  middle voice)  And  (of the) him  also  
Acts   18v6 og (of the) vilifying/{speaking impiously}/defaming/reviling (plural)  
Acts   18v6 og (the having) {from/out of swung}/{shaken (violently) off}   
Acts   18v6 og the  {dress (inner or outer)}/apparels/cloaks/clothes/garments/raiments/robes/vestures,  
Acts   18v6 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  toward/nearness/{accession to}  them:   
Acts   18v6 og The  blood  {of yourselves}  over/upon/concerning  the  head  {of yourselves}  
Acts   18v6 og (the) clean/clear/pure/unspotted  (emphatic) I/me  off/away/separated/from  of the  now/present/immediate   
Acts   18v6 og into/unto  the  gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples  (I will) traverse/travel/depart/journey (middle voice)  
Acts   18v6 And  (they = the Jews)   the  resisting/opposing   the him  (= Paul)    

also   (they = the Jews)  of the   vilifying/defaming/reviling   (him = Paul), 
he  (= Paul)  the having  {shaken off}  the  dress/cloaks/garments  said/commanded   towards  them: 
The blood  {of yourselves}  (be)  over/upon  the  head  {of yourselves} 
(for)  empathic  I   (am)  clean/pure,   now  I will  traverse/journey  off/away  unto  the  gentiles/nations. 

 

And they  (= the Jews,  were)  resisting/opposing  him  (= Paul)  also they  (were)  vilifying/defaming  (him), 
(after)  the having shaken off  (his = Paul’s)  clothes/garments,  he said to them: 
   Your blood  (be)  upon your head   (= your future salvation is now in your hands – over your 2 part life,  having rejected “Sonship”),  
   (for)  (emphatic) I  am clean   (inasmuch I have tried my very best to give you  “The Knowledge”,  and yet,  you refused it), 
   now I will journey off unto the  gentiles/nations   (because they appear to be more interested in  “The Anointing”  for  “Sonship”)! 
 

Paul righteously goes to The Jews first,  wherever he journeys,  because they have  “The Knowledge of God's Word”   from The Tanakh upon which to 
build  “1st Century Christianity”.  This bonus would thereby enable them  (and us)  to truly worship Yahweh by  (1) understanding how we all can really 
fulfil Yahweh's Desire to bring forth the next generation of TCs  and then  (2)  doing it with fidelity! 

However,  “Religious”  people are taught  NOT  to think,  else, they become a danger to their leaders! 
The leaders,  originally were naive recruits,  who become  hardened/callus  over time,  now live  only  to  “protect their patch”  (Matt.23v15). 
Obviously,  they project a most wonderful smile  (and 'love')  to their devotees,  because that is from whence their living is sourced! 

Thus  “The Jews”  (= The Religious Leaders,  protecting their patch,  and their  unthinking  deluded devotees)  resisted Paul's teaching of  “1st Century 
Christianity”  and  “naturally” (when operating according to worldly methodology)  they attacked him! 

The difference is that Paul teaches God's Word and is prepared to  move-on  to new people  (because he teaches  “not to be paid”)! 
Religious Leaders by contrast,  stay in their same patch funded by what they teach and do!    So they  teach/do  “for worldly return”! 

The old adage states:  “He who pays the piper,  calls the tune!”   All of which is so applicable here! 
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That is the primary difference between  TCs and  “Professional Religious Leaders”  is based solely upon what drives their mind! 
Is it Yahweh's Methodology  (for TCs)  or Satan's methodology  (for Professional Religious Leaders)? 

Thus,  Paul follows the advice of JC  (Matt.10v14, Mark.6v11, Luke.9v5): 
Go to a new area and teach God's Word of  “1st Century Christianity”. 
If they listen,  then stay with them to bless them by teaching God's Word to them. 
If they refuse,  then shake the dust of your feet and move on to a new area where the recipients are more likely to hearken. 

So Paul becomes resolute to teach The Gentiles,  because they are less likely to kill him  (as we are to read later,  the Jews tried  three  times)! 
It is interesting that Gentiles were going to the Jewish Synagogues to learn about God's Word  (as contained in The Tanakh)  which pleased the Rabbis 
because it brought more numbers, money and accolades to The Religious Leaders.  However, as soon as Paul turns-up and interests these Gentiles  
(deemed as being  'uncommitted' to Judaism by the Jews)  with Paul's teaching that furthered  “The Word of God”  (= JC within The Mind)  then these 
Jews turned against Paul.  They turned against Paul,  not because of The Content of what he taught,  but rather because he was turning away,  The 
Gentiles from “Worldly Judaism”  and the worldly returns these people brought to The Jewish Leaders.   Naturally  (in a worldly sense),  they were 
worried that  'The Rot' would spread into The Jewish Congregation and these Religious leaders would after a while have  no-one  to support their 
lifestyle.  
That is really,  what is occurring  -  Decisions are made on  “worldly return”  and  not  on what  “Yahweh Desired to occur”! 

This concern is  more than pandemic  in  “Religion”,  because it is  “The Only Concern”  operating in the minds of The Religious Leaders.  
Yahweh's Concern does  not  even register within the leaders' minds  -  else they would not behave as they do  (as we witness within their 
sermons and actions,  especially behind The Public Facade)! 

It should be noted that I speak in the same manner as JC classified  “Religious Leaders”  as “All”,  even though there was the odd leader who had a 
mind to reform and imbue  “The Word of God”  (very much as did Nicodemus,  John.3v1-12).   
 
668th Comment – Paul left that synagogue where he was rejected,  and was accepted by  “God  fearing/revering”   Justus 
and his family who lived near to The Synagogue. 
95th Good News – While most people reject God's Word (being how Yahweh wants it imbued),  there are a few people who  
are  interested in aiming to become  “The Early Adopters”  in Yahweh's Judgment.   This becomes worthwhile for TCs to 
keep pressing forward within their mission to find for Yahweh these rare pearls within  “The Sea of Mankind”. 
Acts   18v7 og Also  (the) {amid pace/foot}/{changing place}/departing/going/passing/removing   
Acts   18v7 og thence/{from that place}  (he) accompanied/appeared/brought/came  into/unto   
Acts   18v7 og {some/any/certain person}  (to the) name/character/authority  (of the) Justus,  
Acts   18v7 og (of the [one = person]) revering/adoring/devoting/religious/worshipping (middle voice)  the  God,   
Acts   18v7 og who/what/which/that  the  residence/house/household/family  
Acts   18v7 og (it) was  {boarder together}/adjoined/{join hard}/adjacent  to the  synagogue  
Acts   18v7 Also  (he = Paul)   {amid foot}  {changing place}   {from that place} 

He (= Paul)  appeared/came  into/unto  {some/certain person}  to the  name  of the  Justus, 
of the  (personally)  revering/adoring/devoting  the  God,  whose  house/family  was  adjoined/adjacent  to the  synagogue. 

 

Also changing apace from that place,  he  (= Paul)  came unto a certain person named Justus, 
personally  revering/adoring  the God  (=  Yahweh),  whose  house/family  was adjacent to the synagogue, 
 

As we are reading and shall read later,  there appears to be two synagogues within this city of Corinth. 
It seems that Paul was forced out of one synagogue  led by “Sosthenes”  (verse  17)  and he went to a synagogue led by  “Crispas”  (next verse). 
Apparently,  there was a man very sympathetic to Paul's teaching,  and this man,  Justus,  lived next to a synagogue,  but to which one we do not know. 
 
669th Comment – In another synagogue its leader,  Crispas,  was interested in Paul’s teaching and clearly encouraged his 
congregation of Jews and Gentiles to attentively learn about  “1st Century Christianity”,  as a result many were Baptised. 
Allegory – repeat - Baptise in water = Spiritual  death  to our old life – by entering into “The 2nd Covenant” with Yahweh. 
Reasoning – repeat - Baptism in water was a “repentance” for all the old things that were done in ignorance (1Tim.1v13)  
and required before we can enter into  “The 2nd Covenant”  with Yahweh,  by wholly inculcating  “The Word of God”. 
515th Reasoning – Crispas was genuinely searching for The Word of God.  He could see all the open-ended issues raised 
within The Tanakh,  that needed to be  “closed by an answer”  from Yahweh.  The Answer came in the form of JC! 
Here was Paul providing all the answers by explaining what JC taught by ministry and lifestyle. 
Good News – repeat - While most people reject God's Word (being how Yahweh wants it imbued),  there are a few people 
who  are  interested in aiming to become  “The Early Adopters”  in Yahweh's Judgment.  This becomes worthwhile for 
TCs to keep pressing forward within their mission to find for Yahweh these rare pearls within  “The Sea of Mankind”. 
Acts   18v8 og (the) Crispas  And  the  {head/chief/ruler of synagogue}  (he) committed/believed/entrusted  
Acts   18v8 og to the  lord/master  {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  (to the) all/whole/every 
Acts   18v8 og to the  dwelling/temple/house/household/family  (of the) him,  
Acts   18v8 og also  (the) many/much/plenteous  of the  Corinthians  (the) hearing/listening/understanding/responding   
Acts   18v8 og (they) committed/believed/entrusted  also  (they were) {made overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptised  
Acts   18v8 And  Crispas,  the  {head/chief of the synagogue},  he  committed/entrusted  to the  (= in)   lord/master  

(also)  all  his  family/household  (were)  {united as companions}/{together with}   (him), 
also  the  many/plenteous  Corinthians  hearing/listening,  they  committed/entrusted 
also  they were  baptised. 

 

And Crispas,  the head of the synagogue,  he  committed/entrusted   in the  lord/master 
(also)  his  family  (were)  united as companions with  (him,  Crispas), 
also many Corinthian people hearing  (of Paul and Crispas teaching)  they  committed/entrusted  
 

As I mentioned in 17v10-11 when speaking about the Jews of Berea being very receptive to Paul's teaching,  I strongly believe the Rabbi there,  and 
Crispas here were both searching for  “sensible answers”  to The Tanakh  (which they both thoroughly knew)  and they had led their congregational 
members  to think likewise.  This is a  very rare  attitude within a leader and of their congregation,   this rarity should be greatly welcomed whenever and 
wherever seen! 

People who are  truly searching  will grasp  “1st Century Christianity”  because it makes  complete righteous sense! 
This occurred in Berea,  and to the Jews in this specific synagogue in Corinth converted to  “1st Century Christianity”. 
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It is interesting that there must have been two congregations of Jews in Corinth having a broad base of reasoning people , and yet one grouping 
entrusted in what Paul taught and the other grouping rejected Paul's teaching.  All of which shows us that the congregational attitude to Paul must have 
been The Respective Leader's attitude to Paul that swayed  'the flock'  (of differing types,  John.10v1-9)  hence JC's warning at  Luke.12v46-48. 

This is  “The Basic Problem”  we have today,  and it has held sway for the last some 1900+ years! 
 
670th Comment – Yahweh directly intervenes for a definite cause of  action/direction  to occur  to/with/for  a TC,  as He 
did here to Paul.  Paul was instructed not to worry about what was to occur,  but to stay in Corinth and keep teaching. 
516th Reasoning – This was The Hub of Commerce and Administration for the whole area,  having many  international 
visitors as merchants and leaders.  Yahweh wanted to build a strong ecclesia here within Corinth. 
317th Instruction – Yahweh specifically intervenes when something must occur.  By contrast,  the HS guides in a general 
manner because it is  “The Word of God” operating in our mind that causes us to think like Yahweh as we personally 
reason through a set of circumstances.   Thus, by conclusion “it tells us” because we have reasoned through with a mind 
of God based upon  “The Word of God”.   A concept that is very easy to understand  without any mysteries,  except to 
those people  (= Trinitarians)  without  a mind of God  (= Yahweh)! 
Acts   18v9 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  And  the  lord/master  through (reason of)  
Acts   18v9 og (of the) {something gazed at}/{spectacle (especially supernatural)}  in  to the  night  to the  Paul:   
Acts   18v9 og Not  (you) frightened/alarmed/awe/revere/afraid/fear/respect/defer, 
Acts   18v9 og but  (you) speak/utter/say  also  not  
Acts   18v9 og (you wish/may be) silent/hushed/muted/{involuntary still}/{inability (to speak)}/ 

/{calm (as quiet waters)}/dumb/peaceful;   
Acts   18v9 And  the  lord/master  he  said/commanded   through reason  of the  {supernatural spectacle}  within  the  night  to Paul: 

Not  you be  frightened/alarmed/fearful,  but  you  speak/say   not  you  may wish  to be   silent/hushed/muted. 
 

And the  Lord/Master  commanded through reason of the supernatural spectacle within the night to Paul: 
   Not you be  frightened/alarmed  (in your future ministry),  but you speak,  not you may wish to be silent  
 

Yahweh being aware the leader  “Sosthenes”  of the other synagogue was minded to oppose Paul,  and thus felt obliged to alert Paul by a  vision/dream  
within the night of the forthcoming persecution within Corinth at its culminating peak in about 18 months’ time. 
 
671st Comment – Yahweh continues to both encourage Paul,  and yet to warn Paul he will receive opposition.  But  “The 
Yield”  for Yahweh is so great here within Corinth -  and of what can springboard off from here! 
Reasoning – repeat - This was The Hub of Commerce and Administration for the whole area,  having many international 
visitors as merchants and leaders.  Yahweh wanted to build a strong ecclesia here within Corinth. 
318th Instruction – Yahweh will work for us within our local environment to achieve  His Goals,   if and only if,  we place 
ourselves out on a limb by  accurately teaching  “The Word of God”  by both word and deeds. 
517th Reasoning – Yahweh wants His next generation of TCs,  and He will support this aim.  However He will  not  
support any person who behaves  “not precisely like JC” (James.1v6-8)  because that brings shame on Him both now and 
in The Future as  not  being  “Righteous” to  “His Goals”  which is to yield a perfect society that is  “precisely like JC”! 
It is so obvious when written down like that! 
236th Warning – Ignore  “The Gospel of Excuses and Flattery”  as given by  “The Leaders of Christendom”  (Jude.v4)! 
Acts   18v10 og inasmuch/{because that}  (emphatic) I/me  amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}   
Acts   18v10 og (of) thee/thy/thou/you,  also  {not even one}/{no one}/none (person)   
Acts   18v10 og (he/she will) {place upon}/impose/lay  {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy  of the  
Acts   18v10 og (to) {to injure}/exasperate/{entreat evil}/harm/hurt/vex  thee/thy/thou, 
Acts   18v10 og inasmuch/{because that}  (the) populace/{grouping of people}  (it) is  {to me}/mine   
Acts   18v10 og (the)  many/much/plenteous  (people)   in  to the  {town large/or with walls}/city  this/that (specifically)  
Acts   18v10 Inasmuch  emphatic  I  (= Yahweh)   together/with  you, 

also  no one  person  he/she  will  {place upon}/impose  to you   of the  (thing/action)   to   injure/harm/hurt  you, 
inasmuch  the  populace/{grouping of people}  it is  Mine,   the  many/plenteous  people  within  this specific  city. 

 

Inasmuch  emphatic I (= Yahweh)   (am)  together/with  you  (Paul), 
also no person will impose  harm/hurt   upon you   (= The Religious Authorities will not be able to  hurt/harm  you in your  accurate  ministry)  
inasmuch the  grouping of people is Mine   (= there are certain people who shall aim to become TCs  [like you Paul]  by imitating JC)  
the many people within this specific city   (of Corinth = a city of sea trade having  many foreign visitors)  
 

Yahweh is desirous for Paul to set up a strong Ecclesia here within Corinth from which to spring forth new Ecclesia around The World ,  because of its 
sea trade with many  international  connections.  Hence Paul's mention of  “Different Languages”  (= “Tongues”)  within this  “Multi-national  Sea 
Trading City”  in his letter to  “The Corinthians  (1Cor. Chapters 12-14).  Sadly,  what Paul taught is  wholly distorted   (Rev.22v18-19)  by certain 
religious leaders of the last some 100 years making personal gain  (leverage/glory/money/honour/spectacle/etc.,)  by practising  “The Craft/Art”  of 
speaking  inane,  self-indulgent  “Gibberish”  within their congregations! 

It is an abomination to make Yahweh look ridiculous in the mind of  sane/reasoning  people  (= atheists,  as Paul states at 1Cor,14v23)! 
But the leaders  (craving for power)  do not care,  and the deluded devotees are not taught to think outside their self-imposed insanity,  blindly  thinking 
they are sane  (because they supposedly  [most fervently]  'believe'  in  “God”)  and the rest of The World is mad  (because  “The World” does not)! 
We must not behave like members of certain factions of  “Religion”  all thinking they are representatives of “God”,  and likewise speaking gibberish! 
“1st Century Christianity”  teaches us to be sane  (Titus.2v2-8, etc.)  so that we can correctly represent Yahweh within The Environment to bring forth 
the next generation of TCs who take upon themselves  “Accountability, Ownership and Responsibility”  with  “The Word of God”  to be chosen by 
Yahweh  (Matt.20v23)  to become The Leaders of The Millennium.    

“Religion”  is  not  capable of yielding these type of people  (either in its leaders or its devotees)! 
Because I simply ask: 

What  “gain”  occurs from  “speaking in tongues”  (as  fraudulently done within Charismatic groups)  to supposedly fulfil Yahweh's Desire? 
All it does is feed  self-indulgent  hype and  self-adoration  within its members,  all  counter to what Yahweh desires   both  (1) within the individual and  
(2) in the community at large to yield His next generation of TCs  To Rule  “The Resurrected World”. 
To substantiate my attestation,  I further ask: 
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Would any  sane-minded  resurrected person want to be ruled by people who are: 
1.  Rolling around in the dirt  (supposedly slain in the spirit)  or: 
2.  Making laws and pronouncements in  “Gibberish”  of which no person could understand! 
3.  Or the leaders promoting this nonsense for their own pleasure to have  “Power to control people”  to do  stupid things! 

The whole thing is farcical and preposterous,  therefore we  (who think like Yahweh)  recognise this type of practice to be  “Satanic”! 
Because it is  opposing  Yahweh's Desire to gain 144000 TCs who think and operate like JC and the apostles,  who certainly  never  behaved like this! 
Moreover,  those Christian leaders who are silent on such activity in Yahweh’s Judgement are equally complicit in such fraudulent behaviour by being 
too ashamed to speak up for  “The Word of God” (Rev.19v13)  and thus JCg is too ashamed of them (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v16).  
 
672nd Comment – With this extra-terrestrial encouragement,  Paul continues to teach for 18 months in Corinth even 
though for some Jews in one synagogue this became too much  -  as we are to read. 
Acts   18v11 og (he) {sat down}/settled/tarried/contemplated  both  (the) year  also  (the) months  six,  
Acts   18v11 og (the) {causing to learn}/teaching/training  in  {to them}  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  God  
Acts   18v11 He  (= Paul)   settled/tarried  both  the year  also  six  months, 

the  teaching/training  the  words/sayings/reasoning  of the  God  (= Yahweh)  within  them. 
 

He  (= Paul)  settled for one year  also six months,    
teaching/training  the  word/sayings/reasoning  of God  (= Yahweh)  within them   (= the Corinthian people)  
 

Paul works hard here to teach  “1st Century Christianity”  (as requested by Yahweh in the previous verse)  to the population within this huge city of 
Corinth,  and clearly,  he has an influence to convert many people,  because  'The Jews'  became antagonistic to Paul and wanted to stop him! 
 
673rd Comment – The Jews (as incited by religious leaders)  took Paul to the tribunal of the deputy Gallio. 
518th Reasoning – It must be clearly understood it was The Jewish religious leaders of one synagogue who felt their 
status/income  threatened by The Rise of  “1st Century Christianity”  amongst The Corinthian people.   
237th Warning – Whenever a TC makes an impact by their “Christ-Like Activity”  then leaders of Religion shall react 
against a TC.  It is as inevitable,  as  “night follows day”,   they just cannot help themselves to be  adversarial  to  “The 
Fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire made manifest in The Environment”  (hence  against  “The HS”, Mark.3v28-29). 
It occurred then,  and regularly ever since during the last some 2000 years of The Gospel Age  (Matt.6v24). 
Acts   18v12 og (the) Gallio  And  (the) {acting as proconsul}/{being the deputy}  of the  Achaia  
Acts   18v12 og (they) {stood over against}/{rushed upon}/ assaulted/{made insurrection against} 
Acts   18v12 og unanimously/{with one accord}  the  Jews  to the  Paul,  
Acts   18v12 og also  (they) {led away}/brought/driven/went/induced  (the) him  over/upon/concerning 
Acts   18v12 og the  rostrum/tribunal/{judgement seat}/throne  
Acts   18v12 And  the  Gallio  the   {acting as proconsul}/{being the deputy}  of the   Achaia 

the  Jews,   they  {stood over against}/assaulted/{made insurrection against}  to the  Paul, 
also   they  {led away}/brought/drove  the him (= Paul)  upon/concerning  the  rostrum/tribunal/{judgement seat}. 

 

And  (while)  Gallio being the deputy of the Achaia   (= a year of service,  at the time of about 51/52 AD or 52/53 AD) 
the Jews  (= The Religious Leaders)  made insurrection against Paul   
also they  (= The Religious Leaders)  brought him  (= Paul)  upon the tribunal  
 

From secular sources,  we are told Gallio was born in Spain at about the same time in history as was JC. 
A fragment of parchment was found bearing his name as acting proconsul,  assumed by scholars to have been a letter from Caesar Claudius 
acknowledging Gallio's appointment,  having the number 26th inscribed to indicate it was the 26th proclamation from Claudius which then dates Paul's 
time here in Corinth about 51/52  (some scholars think it could be a year later). 
“Jews”  in this type of context always means  “Religious Leaders and their henchmen”  stirring up  “unreasoning”  religious devotees! 
Thus we read: 

“The Religious Leaders and their henchmen”  stirred-up  their devotees to be adversarial towards Paul. 
Because these leaders had engineered this insurrection against Paul,  then they had an  'excuse'  to bring Paul up against the Roman Proconsul with the 
supposed evidence that all the people were  out-raged  against Paul's teaching of  “1st Century Christianity”  that undermined The Religious Leaders' 
position over their devotees! 

This has occurred again and again,  a  'billion'  times during the Gospel Age,  ever since Paul walked the planet  (and before)! 
 
674th Comment – The usual claim:   

This TC incites people to adore Yahweh in a manner against The Laws of which we claim to uphold. 
519th Reasoning – This is a spin!   Actually what these religious leaders mean: 

The TC's effective ministry is hurting our worldly income  (money/leverage/glory/honour/etc.) 
The Laws of which religious leaders claim to hold are worldly laws  (being worldly methodology that operates within their 
mind that opposes Yahweh's Desire),  but in  “Darkness”  they likewise reject them  (as they do Yahweh's rules)! 
520th Reasoning – The Basic Problem is that their mind is still hardened unto worldly methodology  (= self-indulge to our 
neighbour's hurt)  behind the  fig-leaf'  of pretending to represent  The Almighty God.  Their mind is hardened and 
unrepentant in precisely the same manner as John the Baptist said to the religious leaders at Matt.3v7-10. 
Warning – repeat - Beware of people assuming positions of leadership in  “Religion”  they do  not  understand Yahweh,  
else if they did know,  then they would not take those positions -  because Yahweh shall reject them,  as The Bible tells us! 
Acts   18v13 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming  because  near/beside/with/against/alongside   
Acts   18v13 og the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law  this/that (specifically)   (one = Paul)   
Acts   18v13 og (he) {repetitively experiences}/incites/persuades  the  countenances/{human-beings}/men  
Acts   18v13 og (to) revere/adore/devout/religious/worship (middle voice)  the  God  
Acts   18v13 The exclaiming:   

Because  this  specific  (one = Paul)   he  incites/persuades  the  men  to  (personally)  revere/adore  the  God 
against/contrary  (to)  the  regulation/law. 
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The  (Religious Leaders)  exclaiming: 
   Because this specific one  (= Paul)    
   he  incites/persuades  men to personally  revere/adore  the God,  contrary  (to)  the law  
 

Religious leaders acting true to their normal form  -  give a  half-truth,  precisely as Satan behaved to Eve at Gen.3v1-5,  and towards JC at Matt.4v1-9. 
Let us reason through what they say: 

“Paul incites men to personally revere God,  contrary to the law” 
Yes!   Paul incites people to revere Yahweh  (Eccl.12v13-14),  because Yahweh needs HIs future world leaders who imitate Paul. 
No!   As we read in Rom.13v1-5,  Paul would do nothing against  “The Law of the Land”. 

It is supposedly  'The Law'  as they see  within their own mind  being neither  “The Law of Yahweh”  nor  “Secular Law”. 
So a nebulous embracing term of   “The Law”  is used in very much the same terms as is  “Love”  used by our religious leaders of today! 

“Leaders of Religion”  operate in vacuum  that  lacks  any form of  “righteous precision”  and thus they  cannot be trusted! 
Then we only need read what James recognises concerning these people at James.3v11-12.   It sadly is pandemic! 
 
675th Comment – Paul was about to say:    This charge is not true, because  … …  
But Gallio stops him,  because Gallio knows precisely  “The Situation”  and he states: 

If Paul has done something against Roman State Law then I would be interested in listening to you!     But …  
521st Reasoning – Secular leaders  make it their business  to discover precisely the activities of those people who make an 
impact upon public opinion  -  because as I state elsewhere,  ultimately it directly affects their position of leadership and it 
is in their personal  (primarily self-indulgent)  interests to know precisely what has occurred! 
Acts   18v14 og (the) {being to occur}/expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming/{about to}  And  of the  Paul 
Acts   18v14 og (to) {open up}  the  {‘gash in face’}/{front/edge of weapon}/mouth/edge/face,  
Acts   18v14 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  the  Gallio  toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  Jews:  
Acts   18v14 og If  truly/indeed  therefore/then  
Acts   18v14 og (it) was  {a wrong (done)}/{evil/hurtful/harmful  doing}/iniquity/{matter of wrong}/{unjust deeds}   
Acts   18v14 og {some/any/certain thing}  or/than/either/rather  
Acts   18v14 og {easy going behaviour}/{reckless deeds}/crime/lewdness/criminality  
Acts   18v14 og (the) hurtful/evil/wicked/harmful/malicious/grievous/lewd,  
Acts   18v14 og {O (by interjection)}  (the) Jews  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  (the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning 
Acts   18v14 og wish/suppose  (I) {hold oneself up against}/{bear with}/endure/forbear/suffer  {of yourselves}  
Acts   18v14 And  intending/expecting/{about to}  to  {open up}  the  mouth  of the   Paul, 

the   Gallio  he  said/commanded  toward  the  Jews: 
If  truly/indeed  therefore/then  it was  a certain  {wrong done}/{hurtful action}/{unjust deed}   
or  the  evil/wicked/malicious  {reckless deeds}/crime/waywardness, 
O  Jews  (= The Religious Leaders)   wish/suppose  I  {bear with}/endure/suffer  against/intensely  the   word/sayings  {of yourselves}. 

 

And  (as)  Paul  (was)  about to open up  (his)  mouth,  Gallio said towards the Jews   (= The Religious Leaders): 
   If therefore truly it was a certain  {wrong done}/{hurtful action} 
   or the  evil/malicious  {reckless deeds}/crime/waywardness, 
   O Jews  (= The Religious Leaders)  wish/suppose  I endure specifically your  words/sayings! 
 

Paul was about to explain what he has been doing for the last 18 months within Corinth,  but he has absolutely no need to give a defence!   
Gallio already knows precisely what Paul has been teaching for the last 18 months,  because any world leader would ensure that  he/she  is fully 
informed about someone who is  “stirring-up the masses”  by  sending-in  spies to gather information! 
This is precisely what Pontius Pilate did regarding JC,  he had sent spies out to listen to JC's teaching and they would have reported unto Pontius Pilate 
to state:  JC was absolutely no threat to The Romans!   That is why Pilate was confidently able to state  THREE  times  (John.18v38, 19v4, 6):   

“I find no fault in this man  (= JC)!”    
It was  only  “The Religious Leaders”  (termed 'The Jews')  who  'found fault',  because driven by a  self-indulgent  mind they wanted to protect their own 
fleshly living to feed their  spiritual worldly mind  (John.11v47-53)!   It occurred then and has occurred all around  The World ever since,  day after day! 

Therefore,  Gallio was having none of this false religious accusation,  and fully  'puts them in their place'! 
Gallio therefore states to these religious leaders: 

“If this man  (Paul)  has done anything hurtful then perhaps I may listen to you!” 
With the implication that Paul has done nothing wrong,  but:- 
 
676th Comment – Gallio continues: 

But if the charge you bring against Paul is about names (= JC)  also of your Law (of Moses)  then, 
You can look upon me as not being interested in these things! 

522nd Reasoning – Gallio deliberately separates Jewish religious law away from Roman secular law.  He is not involving 
himself as a Roman Representative in this nation's (= Jewish)  internal matters. 
319th Instruction – We must not bring worldly religious customs into secular law,  but we must lead by example 
deportment (= Yahweh's Laws driving our mind to yield a perfect society  [secular = laws of Moses, personal = laws of 
JC])  how secular law should be written and enacted.   There is a massive difference between the two scenarios! 
238th Warning – Beware of Religious leaders trying to take control of political affairs for  self-indulgent  reasons.  And by 
mutual return,  Political leaders use “Religion” as a lever to control the minds of The Public.  In this manner both  “legs 
of the three legged stool”  work together  united by worldly methodology.  The third leg  (Commerce)  provides the money 
to grease the wheels of the other two  (and by mutual return those two legs look after the requirements of Commerce)! 
Acts   18v15 og if  And  (the) {search (in words)}/debate/question  (it) is  concerning/about  
Acts   18v15 og (of the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning  also  (of the) names/characters/authorities   
Acts   18v15 og also  (of the) {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law  
Acts   18v15 og of the  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  {specifically yourselves}, 
Acts   18v15 og (you will) {gaze wide eyed}/{shown self}/appearance (middle voice)  they/(selves)   (the) judge  
Acts   18v15 og for  (emphatic) I/me  {from/concerning these persons/things}   
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Acts   18v15 og no/not/none  (I) {be willing/disposed}/{be minded}/intend/purpose  {to be/exist}  
Acts   18v15 And  if  the  debate/question  it is  concerning/about   of the  word/saying/reasoning   

also  of the  names/characters/authorities  also  of the  regulation/law  against/intensely  (= specifically related)   {to yourselves}  
you  (as spectators),  they  will   (personally)  {gaze wide eyed}/stare   
for  emphatic I  (Gallio)   not  {be willing/disposed/minded}/intend  {to be/exist}  the  judge  concerning these  things! 

 

And if the  debate/question  is  concerning/about  the  word/sayings/reasoning   
also of the  names/characters/authorities   also of your specific  regulation/law  (Judaism)   (then): 
You  (as the people all around me),  they will stare  (at my countenance/edict/opinion) 
for  emphatic I  (Gallio)  not be  minded/intended  to be the judge concerning these things! 
                 (= If you are coming to me about a Jewish religious matter,  then I have absolutely  no  interest in listening to these things!) 
 

But as Gallio publicly recognises: 
“If this matter is about your Jewish customs and religious law  (by implication,  being outside the secular law operating in Corinth) 
then you all can see that I have absolutely no interest in judging such matters!” 

Therefore,  leave Paul alone and leave my presence! 
That certainly  'told them'!   These religious leaders had,  as usual,  produced false accusations against a TC. 
This is standard practice by people who operate in darkness  (to conceal their private life)  wanting to snuff-out  “The Light”  of  “The Word of God”  
that exposes hypocrisy within the lives of  “Religious Leaders”,  pretending  to be  'good'  people for the worldly return this brings! 

Yet they bring absolutely nothing useful to The World,  certainly  not  its  “Salvation”  in what they teach or do! 
I ask the reader this simple question: 

How do they personally bring  “Salvation to The World”? 
Firstly,  it was  only  JC who made  “Salvation Possible”  to  all  people,  and certainly  not  our professional  “Leaders of Religion”! 
Secondly,  TCs  are  able,  –  if we follow through  “The Righteous Logic”  of what  FutureLife.Org  teaches to The World! 

What I would really like is for our professional  “Leaders of Religion”  to  'open themselves up'  by responding,  to my claim so that I may 
have more material with which to publicly expose their  'exegesis'  having as many holes within it as a colander! 

 
677th Comment – Gallio would have no interaction with these trouble makers!   He dismissed them! 
523rd Reasoning – We should recognise the underhand manipulation occurring within The Environment directly driven by 
religious leaders having their mind controlled by worldly methodology.   This will all be exposed in The Millennium   
(Luke.12v2-3)!   But religious leaders do not believe in The Millennium.  Else sensibly they would curtail their activities! 
Warning – repeat - Beware of people assuming positions of leadership in  “Religion”  they do  not  understand Yahweh,  
else if they did know,  then they would not take those positions -  because Yahweh shall reject them, as The Bible tells us! 
Acts   18v16 og Also  (he) {from/off pushed}/drove  them  off/away/separated/from  
Acts   18v16 og of the  rostrum/tribunal/{judgement seat}/throne  
Acts   18v16 Also   he  (= Gallio)   drove/pushed   them  (= The Religious Leaders)   off/away/from  of the  rostrum/tribunal. 
 

Also he  (= Gallio)  drove them  (= The Religious Leaders)  away/from  the tribunal  
 

Gallio uses his guards and soldiers to drive away the  “Religious Leaders”  and an initially deluded crowd following them! 
 
678th Comment – The crowd saw common sense and grabbed  “The Ring/Religious Leader”  and beat him,  realising that 
Sosthenes had spun the truth to make Paul look bad,  even though he had done no wrong = innocent/blameless.  
Gallio did not stop the crowd from beating this  “Ring/Religious Leader”  -  considering that he deserved it! 
524th Reasoning – This crowd had been roused into a frenzy and their emotions must be relieved,  it could not be released 
against Paul,  so they exhausted it upon Sosthenes having started this furore. 
320th Instruction – We should always be truthful and honest in our deportment to our fellow man,  else  if/when  things 
become uncontrollable,  then retribution can be very painful! 
Acts   18v17 og (the having) {held upon}/{seized (for any purpose)}/caught/{laid hold} (middle voice)   And  
Acts   18v17 og (the) all/whole/every (persons)  
Acts   18v17 og the  {(from) Hellen (Grecian)}/{Greek speaking people (especially non-Jew)}/Gentiles/Greeks  
Acts   18v17 og (the)  Sosthenes  the  {head/chief/ruler of synagogue}  
Acts   18v17 og (they) thump/impact/pummel/beat/smite/strike/wound 
Acts   18v17 og {in front of}/against/at/before/{in the presence/sight of} 
Acts   18v17 og of the  rostrum/tribunal/{judgement seat}/throne    
Acts   18v17 og Also  {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  {from/concerning these persons/things}  to the  Gallio  
Acts   18v17 og (he/it) {to be of interest}/concerned/{it mattered}/{(took) care}  
Acts   18v17 And  all   Gentile/Greek  persons   

the having  (personally)  {held upon}/seized  the  {head/chief  of synagogue},  Sosthenes   (= The Religious Leader) 
they  (= the Greek crowd)  thumped/smite/struck  (him = Sosthenes)   in the  front/midst/sight  of the  rostrum/tribunal. 
Also  Gallio  {not even one}/none  to be  {of interest}/{took care}  { concerning these  things}. 

 

And all the Greek people,  having personally seized the head of the synagogue,  Sosthenes  (= The Leader of Religion), 
                 (= Sosthenes,  The Leader of Religion,  having personally started all the trouble against Paul in his sermons!) 
they  (= the Grecian crowd)  thumped/struck  (Sosthenes)  in the  front/midst  of the tribunal  
Also Gallio not to be interested concerning these things   (either in  [1] religious law or  [2] the thumping of Sosthenes)  
 

It required a heathen secular authority to  spiritually  'wake-up'  this mass following,  and bring them to their senses! 
The Crowd realised these  “Leaders of Religion”  had deceived them regarding Paul's actions and in this volatile state they then turned against the 
leaders making these false claims about a TC and by retaliation,  they beat the leader,  Sosthenes. 
This is precisely what is beginning to occur now  (spiritually,  and then to become physically)  at  “The Close of The Gospel Age”.  All precisely,  as we 
are taught in Revelations chapters 17 and 18,  as my  inter-verse  commentaries clearly explain.  This starts with  “Christendom”  (as  “The Great 
Harlot”,  Rev.19v2)  and then moving on to the other  two  lessor harlots of:  Islam and Judaism  (all three having passed through Jerusalem [it is very 
important to understand this connection],  noting  “The Mother of the [three] harlots”  is  “Babylon”,  along with the other religions of The World)! 

These  three  'Great'  Religions operating under Satan's rule,  shall become merely a  “by-word”  of  “warning”  in The Millennium. 
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When in The Millennium,  only  “1st Century Christianity”  shall cover The Earth!    Amen! 
 
679th Comment – Paul had won the situation over Sosthenes,  and felt moved to stay in Corinth a little while to ensure the 
ecclesia remained established after this violent interruption.   He wanted to return to the Antioch Ecclesia at the end of 
this 2nd Missionary Journey lasting about four years  (49 – 52 CE). 
680th Comment – Aquila had taken a vow to become like Paul  (as best as he was able),  so he and Priscilla chose to 
travel with Paul for some of his journey back to Antioch. 
Acts   18v18 og the  And  Paul  yet/still/more  
Acts   18v18 og (the having) {stayed further}/{remained (in place)}/{adhered to}/persevered/continued 
Acts   18v18 og (the) days/{period of times} 
Acts   18v18 og (the) {to arrive}/{coming into season}/ample/fit/great/many/sufficient/considerable,   
Acts   18v18 og to the  {The Brethren}/brothers  (the having) {said adieu}/parted/{taken leave}/{sent away}  
Acts   18v18 og (he) {from/out of plunging}/{departed by ship}/{sailed (away/thence)}  into/unto  the  Syria, 
Acts   18v18 og also  {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  (to the) him  (the) Priscilla  
Acts   18v18 og also  (the) Aquila  (the having) shorn/{cut with scissors}  the  head  in  (to the) Cenchrea,  
Acts   18v18 og (he) held/taken/possessed/obtained/had  for   
Acts   18v18 og (the) {wish (expressed as) a petition (to God or in) votive (obligation)}/prayer/vow  
Acts   18v18 And  still/more  the  Paul  the having  {stayed further}/continued  the  many/considerable  the  days/{periods of times}, 

(then)  the  having  {said adieu}/{taken leave}  to the  brethren,   he  (= Paul)   {departed by ship}/sailed  unto  the  Syria, 
also  {united as companions}/{together with}  to the  him  (= Paul)   the  Priscilla  also  the  Aquila, 
the having  shorn  the  head  within  Cenchrea,  for he  had/taken  the  {wish a vocative petition}. 

 

And still  (after this incident),  the Paul having continued many days   (with the brethren in Corinth), 
(then)  having said adieu to the brethren,  he (= Paul)  departed by ship unto Syria, 
also united as companions with Priscilla  also Aquila having shorn  (his)  head within Cenchrea, 
for he  (Aquila)  had/taken  a vocative petition   (= a calling to become a TC,  endorsed by this visible action)  
 

Paul knew he had to move on,  he had established an ecclesia within Corinth,  possibly  headed-up  by Crispas  (the leader of the other Jewish 
congregation, v8).  He stayed for a few days to give an affirmation of their ecclesia after  “The Show Down”  with Sosthenes  and thus were safe to leave 
alone.  Paul feels he has done enough on this 2nd Missionary Journey,  it was time to return to Antioch in Syria,  which was the first and now very mature 
ecclesia established outside Jerusalem,  being the place where he had started his two missionary journeys. 
Priscilla and Aquila departed from Corinth along with Paul,  he being minded to go to Antioch  (but as we are to read),  he was to first travel south East  
to Caesarea and report back to Philip,  one of the original disciples who would then relay Paul's success back to the other foremost disciples  (Peter and 
John)  in Jerusalem. 
 
681st Comment – Paul and his company sailed to Ephesus,  and Aquila and Priscilla stopped off here. 
But while the boat was moored,  he went into the local synagogue to give a real sermon that pleased Yahweh. 
321st Instruction – Whenever the opportunity arises to accurately teach The Word of God,  then we should grasp it. 
Acts   18v19 og (he) {met against}/{arrived at}/attained/came  And  into/unto  (the) Ephesus,   
Acts   18v19 og {likewise that/those}/{even he/them also}  
Acts   18v19 og (he) {left down/behind}/abandoned/reserved/{had remaining}  his/its  (= there),  
Acts   18v19 og he  and  (the) entering/{arising into}/{going in}  into/unto  the  synagogue  
Acts   18v19 og (he) {through exclamation}/{stated thoroughly}/{discussed (in argument or exhortation)}/disputed/ 

/preached/{reasoned (with)}/spoke (middle voice)   
Acts   18v19 og to the  Jews  
Acts   18v19 And  he  {arrived at}/came  unto  the  Ephesus, 

{even them also}  (Priscilla and Aquila)   he  (= Paul)   {left behind}  there   (at Ephesus,  when Paul would then later sail further on), 
and  (= but for the time being)   he  the  entering/{going in}  into/unto  the synagogue 
he  (= Paul)   (personally)  {through examination}/{thoroughly discussed}  to the  Jews. 

 

And  he  (= Paul)  came unto the Ephesus,    
he  (= Paul)  left behind even them [= Priscilla and Aquila]  also there   (at Ephesus,  then later Paul would  travel-on  by himself)  
And  (for a short time)  he entering into the synagogue,  he personally thoroughly discussed  (the scriptures)  to the Jews  
 

The ship landed at Ephesus,  which became the destination for Priscilla and Aquila.  However,  because the ship was staying within the port for perhaps 
a day or two,  then Paul made use of this time to visit the local synagogue and thus be positioned to accurately teach  “The Word of God”  (of “1st 
Century Christianity”).  Paul thoroughly knowing,  and more importantly,  understanding God's Word,  was able to explain how The Tanakh was 
righteously answered by JC,  and thus truly magnified Yahweh within the mind of The Jews at this specific synagogue. 
 
682nd Comment – Another rare Jewish congregation of note!   These people were interested in how  “The Word of God”  
(Part 1)  as given in The Tanakh was able to be  righteously answered  by JC as  “The Word of God”   (Part 2). 
525th Reasoning – These people could see how the two halves linked together under Paul's careful teaching. 
Acts   18v20 og (the) {interrogating by request}/asking/beseeching/entreating/urging  And  {of them}   
Acts   18v20 og over/upon/concerning  (the) more/greater/many  
Acts   18v20 og {unspecified space of time}/opportunity/delay/while/time 
Acts   18v20 og (to) stay/remain/abide/dwell/endure/stand/continue  near/beside/with/against/alongside  {to them},   
Acts   18v20 og no/not/none  (he) {upon nod}/{to assent}/consented/agreed  
Acts   18v20 And  {of them}  (= they)   asking/beseeching/entreating   

over  the  more/greater  while/time  to  stay/remain/continue  near/beside/alongside  {to them}, 
not  he  (= Paul)   consented/agreed. 

 

And they  beseeching/entreating  (Paul)  to stay over the  more/greater  time/while  alongside to them, 
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(but)  not he  (= Paul)  agreed  
 

Two things operated here: 
            1.  These people were honestly searching for Yahweh because they had  (A) an open and  (B) questioning minds! 
            2.  Paul was able to accurately teach  “The Word of God”,  that taught of  (A) Yahweh's requirement of the 144000 TCs and  (B) The Millennium. 
Sadly for today,    (1)  OR  (2)  hardly exist,  and even less likely  (= non-existent)  (1)  AND  (2). 
But because  (1) and (2) existed here,  being far more likely in  “The 1st Century”  than today because of Paul being  (2) above,  then these people 
recognised what they had in their midst and desired Paul to stay longer with them.   

However, Paul had to move on,  because a boat to Caesarea was about to leave port,  from whence he would then go to Antioch in Syria. 
 
683rd Comment – Paul had to leave,  but promised to return within a year. 
684th Comment – Paul qualifies his statement with:  “God willing”. 
526th Reasoning – Paul does not know if Yahweh has more important business for him,  so it is essential to qualify his 
statement with:  “God willing”,  showing all due respect to Yahweh,  thereby allowing Yahweh to determine Paul's future 
actions (in the same manner as James wrote at James.4v13-15). 
Acts   18v21 og but  (he) {said adieu}/parted/{took leave}/{sent away} (middle voice)  {to them}  
Acts   18v21 og (the) saying/uttering/speaking/commanding/granting:   
Acts   18v21 [I must by all means keep this feast that comes in Jerusalem,  but/and  =  CA  and thus ignore] 
Acts   18v21 og anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again  (I will) {repeatedly bend}/{turn back}/return   
Acts   18v21 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves}  of the  God  
Acts   18v21 og (the) determining/{delighting in}/desiring/{being pleased}  
Acts   18v21 og Also  (he) {led up}/{brought out}/{set forth}/sailed/departed/launched  off/away/separated/from  
Acts   18v21 og of the  Ephesus  
Acts   18v21 But  he  (= Paul)   (personally)  {said adieu}/{took leave}  {to them}  the  saying/commanding:   

I will  {turn back}/return  towards  {specifically yourselves},   of the  God  determining/{being pleased}/willing. 
Also  he  (= Paul)   {led up}/sailed/departed  off/away/from  of the   Ephesus. 

 

But he  (= Paul)  personally said adieu to them,  saying: 
   I will return towards specifically yourselves,  God (= Yahweh)  determining/willing  
Also he  (= Paul)  sailed  away/from  Ephesus  
 

Paul really wants to return unto them,  because they were so fervent  (as we read in his letter to them). 
This Paul does on his 3rd Missionary Journey in the following year as described in Acts.19v1-7. 
It is important to recognise all TCs will state  “God Willing”  inasmuch they rely on Yahweh to manipulate The Environment around the TC so that 
“Yahweh's Desire is made manifest within The Environment”  (which is essentially  to yield the next generation of TCs,  that fulfils  “The Requirement 
of The HS”  during The Gospel Age).   See James’s teaching given at James.4v13-17. 
 
685th Comment – Paul stopped off at Caesarea where The Original Disciple, Phillip lived,  then Paul returned to Antioch. 
527th Reasoning – Paul gave an account of his 2nd Missionary Journey to Phillip so that he could then relay this 
information back to The Original Disciples at Jerusalem.  Paul had every reason to fear The Jewish Religious Leaders in 
Jerusalem  because as we are to read later in Acts,  these leaders wanted to kill Paul on at least  three  occasions. 
528th Reasoning – Paul returned to Antioch because this was a  well-established  ecclesia who truly valued Paul's 
capabilities and thus they could  'recharge Paul's batteries'. 
Acts   18v22 og Also  (the having) {come/go down}/departed/descended/alighted  into/unto  (the) Caesarea,  
Acts   18v22 og (the having) {gone up}/arose/ascended/climbed  
Acts   18v22 og also  (the having) {enfolded in the arms}/embraced/saluted/greeted  
Acts   18v22 og the  {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church,  
Acts   18v22 og (he) descended/{went down}/fell  into/unto  the  Antioch  
Acts   18v22 Also  having  {come down}/alighted  into/unto  the  Caesarea, 

(then)   the having  {gone up}/climbed  also  the having  embraced/greeted  the  {calling out}/ecclesia, 
he  (= Paul)   descended/{went down}  into/unto  the  Antioch. 

 

Also  (Paul)  having alighted into Caesarea,  (then)  the having gone up  also having greeted the  {calling out}/ecclesia, 
he  (= Paul)  descended unto Antioch  
 

Paul at the end of his 2nd Missionary Journey,  went to see Philip  (one of the original Disciples)  as he again did later at the end of his 3rd Missionary 
Journey of which we read at Acts.21v8.  Paul travelled to Caesarea  (on the Mediterranean coast of Israel)  thereby enabling him to give a  “Ministerial 
Work Report”  to Philip,  one of the leading  “1st Century Christian” Authorities.  Philip would then communicate this to the other original disciples  
(John and Peter)  back in Jerusalem.  The reason is that Paul feared for his life from  “The Religious Authorities”  in Jerusalem,  so he deliberately kept 
away for about 14 years during his three missionary journeys.  This concern was certainly justified,  as we are to read later in Acts! 
After giving a report for his 2nd Missionary Journey to Phillip,  Paul then returned to Antioch,  the first Christian ecclesia outside Israel,  near to Paul's 
home town of Tarsus which itself was about 90 miles further north from Antioch. 
 
686th Comment – Paul stays in Antioch for a period of time and then feels a pressing need to travel to The Ecclesiae he 
had established on his two earlier Missionary Journeys with the aim to further strengthen their activities within the pupils. 
529th Reasoning – What does  “further strengthen their activities”  mean?   Quite simply it means:  Ensure they have  
“not gone off the rails”!    As Paul mentions at the end of his 3rd Missionary Journey:  People from amongst you shall 
come in and divert you away from  “1st Century Christianity”  and live amongst you like wolves! 
239th Warning – Paul had started to witness this  'withering away'  occurring amongst ecclesia between his successive 
missionary journeys and thus could confidently prophesy “falling away”  this would occur!  And now we have had some 
1900+ years to witness every possible distortion within Christendom occur under the direction of  “The Wolves”! 
687th Comment – Paul begins his 3rd Missionary Journey in the Galatian and Phrygia region. 
Acts   18v23 og Also  (the having)  done/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced  
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Acts   18v23 og (the) {unspecified space of time}/opportunity/delay/while/time  {some/any/certain thing} 
Acts   18v23 og (he) issued/{came/went forth/out}/departed/{spread abroad}/proceeded,  
Acts   18v23 og (the) traversing/coming/departing/going/abroad/{passing by/over/through}   
Acts   18v23 og thereafter/consecutively/{subsequent (person or time)}/{by (in) order}  the  Galatian   
Acts   18v23 og (the) {empty (expanse)}/{room (around)}/{(space of) territory}/coast/country/fields/ground/land/region   
Acts   18v23 og also  (the) Phrygia,  
Acts   18v23 og (the) {upon setting fast}/{concerning confirmation}/{supporting further}/re-establishing/strengthening   
Acts   18v23 og (the) all/whole/every  the  learners/pupils/disciples  
Acts   18v23 Also  the having  done/yielded  some/certain  while/time,   

he  {went forth}/proceeded  the  traversing/{passing through}  consecutively/{by order}  
the Galatian  territory/region  also  the  Phrygia,  {supporting further}/strengthening  all  the  learners/pupils/disciples. 

 

Also having  done/yielded  (= worked within Antioch,  “The 1st Christian Ecclesia”  outside Jerusalem)  some  while/time, 
he  (= Paul)  went forth passing through in succession the Galatian  also Phrygia region, 
{supporting further}/strengthening  all the  learners/disciples   (so that they too,  would ideally imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  
                 (But,  most importantly:  To ensure they did  not  stray from  “1st Century Christianity”,   which was then starting to occur.) 
 

Paul now begins his 3rd Missionary Journey. 
Paul would pass through his home town of Tarsus,  which itself was about 90 miles north of Antioch,  and then travel by land westward to Derbe and 
Lystra,  then up to Iconium and afterwards, westward across to Antioch then southwest to Ephesus  (note,  this is a totally different “Antioch” than the 
one just south of his home town).   He is visiting the cities of which he had established before on his 1st and 2nd Missionary Journeys to make certain the 
recipients of his ministry had not strayed from  “The Required Accuracy”  as  demanded  by  “1st Century Christianity”. 

Why Paul's concern? 
Because it is so very easy to fall away from  “Perfection”  that  “The Word of God”  imposes  upon us as individuals. 
This is  precisely the  opposite  to what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us,  that is why they truly have  fallen far   from The Goal of being a TC,  
where it is  only  a TC who fulfils Yahweh's Desire during The Gospel Age  (to bring forth the next generation of TCs unto Yahweh). 

Again,  our  worldly Christian leaders will teach none of this,  which is why Yahweh wholly rejects them for “Sonship” (Luke.20v16, etc.). 
 
688th Comment – While Paul was teaching in Galatia and Phrygia,  in parallel to this,  unknown to Paul a man called 
Apollos was teaching in Ephesus.  He was an Alexandrian Jew and a very good orator. 
Most importantly he thoroughly knew The Scriptures of The Tanakh (= The Old Testament). 
530th Reasoning – He was teaching how the Tanakh required  The Christ/Messiah  to bring forth The Millennium  as only 
explained  by John the Baptist  (see next verse),  but not how Jesus righteously answered The Old Testament. 
322nd Instruction – We must thoroughly know our subject matter before we begin to teach responsibly.  And for us to 
teach effectively then we must understand it!   If we claim to represent “God”   then we must understand our subject 
matter in  “The Manner that Yahweh wants us to understand it”! 
240th Warning – While Christian leaders, theologians and scholars may know certain areas of their subject matter  'fairly 
well',  they only understand it in  a worldly manner,  but absolutely do  not  understand it  “The Manner that Yahweh 
wants us to understand it”  -  because it requires a complete mental shift away from The World unto Yahweh to do this. 
And by  auditing  their output then it becomes very clear that they do not want to make this transition! 
That is why Yahweh  rejects  them as  “The Mature”  (in the teaching of their worldly peers)  and looks to  “The Babes”  
(sufficiently motivated who  learn by themselves  directly from The Bible)  to represent Him  (as The Bible often tells us)! 
Acts   18v24 og (the) Jew  And  {some/any/certain person}  (the) Apollos   (to the) name/character/authority, 
Acts   18v24 og (the) Alexandrian  to the  kin/countryman/kind/nation/offspring/stock/race,  
Acts   18v24 og (the) man/husband/fellow  (the) {(from) fluent}/orator/eloquent  
Acts   18v24 og (he) {met against}/{arrived at}/attained/came  into/unto  (the) Ephesus,  
Acts   18v24 og (the) powerful/capable/{make possible}/mighty  being/having  
Acts   18v24 og in  to the  document/{holy writ}/scriptures    
Acts   18v24 And  some/certain  person,  the Jew  to the  name/character/authority  Apollos,  the Alexandrian  to the (= by)  nation/race, 

He {arrived at}/came  into/unto  the  Ephesus,  being  the  powerful/capable  within  the {holy writ}/scriptures. 
 

And a certain Jew by the name  (of)  Apollos,  an Alexandrian by race,  he came into Ephesus, 
being  powerful/capable  within the scriptures    (= Apollos  thoroughly knew his subject matter  =  he knew  “The Tanakh”  [The Old Testament]) 
While Paul was working in Galatia and Phrygia at the start of his 3rd Missionary Journey,  in parallel,  Apollos was teaching in Ephesus where Aquila 
and Priscilla had disembarked off the boat almost a year earlier when Paul had left them on his return to Antioch. 

Apollos was unknown to Paul the year earlier,  yet he was Paul's  “Kind of Man” -  someone who  thoroughly knows The Subject Matter!  
This is so important for us  (Heb.5v12-14),  to  intimately  know  “God's Word”  for five reasons: 

1.  We can safely recognise when we are being deceived  (by leaders of  “Religion”). 
2.  We can position ourselves to become competent teachers and thus bring forth the next generation of TCs to Yahweh. 
3.  We know that we are truly fulfilling  “Yahweh's Desire to be made manifest within The Environment”  (= operating with the “HS”). 
4.  We know that we are personally ending Satan's tenure when  “the  last  TC fulfils 144000th position”  becomes accepted by Yahweh. 
5.  From the above we know that The Millennium is being brought ever closer! 

This is what Apollos was competently able to do,  and he did,  -  as Paul publicly acknowledged in at 1Cor.3v4-6. 
 
689th Comment – Apollos was well educated in what John the Baptist taught about The Christ/Messiah. 
690th Comment – Apollos was driven by the  one/same  spirit/personality/desire/traits  as that within Paul. 
691st Comment – Apollos accurately taught the things about JC in the manner as he was taught by John the Baptist. 
323rd Instruction – We should drive ourselves to  accurately  teach about  The Lord/Master. 
531st Reasoning – We  cannot  accurately represent Yahweh's Qualities or what He is aiming to do for Mankind,  if we 
know so little about Yahweh!   Sadly, most people  (including religious leaders)  know  virtually nothing  about Yahweh 
and yet they claim to represent “god”,  -  but which one  (1John.5v19)! 
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241st Warning – It is absolutely essential to thoroughly know and understand God's Word – else we become like  worldly 
Christian leaders who have some knowledge and yet understand (as Yahweh requires)  none  of what they claim to know,  
that is why they call the things of  “God”  as being a “mystery” to them!   They  “choose not to understand” (“agnoeo”). 
Acts   18v25 og this/that (specifically)   (one = person)   (he) was  
Acts   18v25 og (the being) {sound down into the ears}/indoctrinated/catechized/{orally informed/instructed/taught}  
Acts   18v25 og the  way/journey/progress/mode/means  of the  lord/master, 
Acts   18v25 og also  (the) hot/burning/earnest/fervent  to the  spirit/personality/desire/traits  (he) spoke/uttered/said 
Acts   18v25 og also  (he) {caused to learn}/taught/trained  exactly/circumspectly/diligently/precisely/perfectly/accurately   
Acts   18v25 og the (things)   concerning/about  of the  lord/master, 
Acts   18v25 og (the having) {to put the mind upon}/comprehended/{acquainted with}/understood (middle voice)   
Acts   18v25 og merely/alone/only  the  {making overwhelmed}/{fully wetting}/baptism  (of the) John  
Acts   18v25 This specific person  (Apollos),   

he was being  {well taught by mouth}/{orally informed/instructed}  (in)  the way/mode/means  of the  lord/master, 
also  burning/fervent  to the  (= in)   spirit/personality/desires/traits  he  spoke/uttered, 
also  he  taught/trained  precisely/accurately  the things  concerning/about  of the  lord/master, 
the having  (personally)  comprehended/understood  only  the  baptism  of the John (the Baptise teaching). 

 

This specific person  (Apollos), 
he was well instructed by mouth   (= perhaps as one of John the Baptist's disciples,  Luke.11v18-19, etc.)  
in the  way/mode  of the  lord/master   (= JC controlled his mind,  and thus he operated in fidelity to JC), 
also he spoke  (with a mind)  burning/fervent  in the spirit   (= his  personality/desires/traits  was solely motivated to imitate JC’s ministry), 
also  (importantly)   he  taught/trained  (recipients)  precisely/accurately  the things  (= teaching and deportment)   about  the  lord/master, 
                 (This sadly,  does  not  occur now,  but instead our leaders teach us many things that JC did  not  teach or do  [Rev.22v18-19]  as  ‘gospel’.) 
the having  personally  comprehended/understood  only the baptism of the John  (the Baptist,  JC’s physical cousin  [Luke.1v36])  
 

Firstly, we must ask  (as usual): 
Does this verse mean what our leaders of Christendom teach us? 

No – Of course,  it does not! 
John specifically taught of:   “Repentance”,  and for us to understand as to why we need to begin a  new  life ready for The Millennium. 
JC specifically taught of:   How Yahweh was going to make this a reality -  starting with The Millennium’s new leaders being required! 

Our  worldly Christian leaders teach  none  of the above. 
But only a tiny fraction about JC,  much that he died for us and if we  'believe'  in him we will have eternal life without any need for  (real) repentance! 

Thus as Jude.v4 tells us:  Sit back  'believing JC died for us',  but continue business as usual!   No real change in our life! 
That is about the  sum total  we get from our religious leaders!  -  Continuing  “business as usual”  in their most  “professional”  manner  (Matt.6v24)! 

This is:  “Just  NOT  good enough”!    (To fulfil what Yahweh desires from us as individuals now!) 
The reader must understand the following: 

1.  Apollos was well taught,  a teaching sourced by John the Baptist  (either 1st or 2nd hand). 
2.  Apollos was fully convinced about what he was teaching. 
3.  Apollos accurately taught  -  as judged by Paul  (who equally knew his subject matter). 
4.  Apollos operated with  “True Faith”,  because he operated with fidelity,  having assurance to what he accurately knew. 
5.  Apollos was internally driven to teach,  more so than any fear of retribution sourced by leaders of  “Religion”. 

Therefore, we should ask ourselves: 
Are we like Apollos (or Paul)? 
If not,  then why not? 
Is it because our leaders of  “Religion”  say we have no need to be like this? 
So why should they teach us this? 
Especially if The Bible says we must be like Paul and Apollos,  hence  the opposite  to what leaders of  “Religion”  teach us? 

Therefore: 
Can the reader understand why Yahweh  detests  leaders of “Religion”? 

Let me expose the crookedness  (hence not “straight”)  of what they teach.   
They actively teach: 

We must be bold and courageous!  
Except they suggest this should be against secular authority  (being supposedly what The Bible teaches us!) 

Yet no  -  The Bible does not,  but the very opposite  (Luke/Rom.13v1-5)! 
In no manner do they suggest we should be bold and courageous in actively speaking out  against  our  “professional leaders of Religion”! 
Inasmuch we should be speaking out for  “The Word of God”  to be  accurately  taught! 

Naturally,  they do not,  because they  
will  never  teach what The Bible  really  teaches us  (but only a confused message)! 

This is why  “FutureLife.Org”  boldly and courageously speaks out what Yahweh wants to hear taught to The World  (Matt.24v14)! 
 
692nd Comment – Apollos boldly taught within The Synagogue.  Aquila and Priscilla heard him teach and hosted him. 
693rd Comment – They taught Apollos what Paul had taught them so that he completely understood God's Word. 
532nd Reasoning – Apollos was accurately teaching what he knew,  which was good, because  at least it was accurate  
(and not deliberately twisted for self-indulgent gain).  He taught The Ground-Work that John the Baptist taught.  But JC 
taught the next stage – how he answered The Tanakh,  and that is what “1st Century Christianity” taught  (never taught 
today).  This is what Paul taught and thus  Aquila/Priscilla  was able to teach this  “Complete Knowledge”  to Apollos. 
324th Instruction – If we claim to represent Yahweh then it becomes our  “Responsibility”  to  “Get The Facts Correct”  
because we will be called to  “Account”  if we have  not  taken  “Ownership”  of what we claim. 
96th Good News – Apollos was entirely motivated to fulfil Yahweh's Desire and  eagerly absorbed  “The Complete 
Knowledge”  as given by Aquila and Priscilla.   He did  not  behave as do worldly  “Leaders of Religion”! 
Acts   18v26 og this/that (specifically)   (one = person)   both  (he) {precedence/commencement (in time)}/began (middle voice)   
Acts   18v26 og (to) {be frank/honest in utterance}/{be confident in spirit/demeanour}/{preach/speak  evermore boldly}   
Acts   18v26 og in  to the  synagogue, 
Acts   18v26 og (the) hearing/listening/understanding/responding  and  of the  him  (the) Aquila  also  (the) Priscilla,   
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Acts   18v26 og (they) {took to oneself}/{leaded/admitted (to friendship/hospitality)}/received  (the) him,   
Acts   18v26 og also  (the) {more/greater  exactly/circumspectly/diligently/precisely/perfectly/accurately}  (to the) him   
Acts   18v26 og (they) {from/out of  place/purpose/advise}/exposed/declared/expounded/{cast out}  the  of the  God   
Acts   18v26 og (the) way/journey/progress/mode/means  
Acts   18v26 This specific person (= Apollos),   

both   (1)  he  (personally)  began/started  to  {be frank/honest in speech}/{preach evermore boldly}   (2)  within the synagogue, 
and  the Aquila  also  the Priscilla  the  hearing/listening/understanding  of the  him, 
they  {gave hospitality}/received  the him, 
also  they exposed/expounded  the  way/journey/means  of the  God (= Yahweh)  the  {more precisely}/{greater detail}  to the  him. 

 

This specific person  (= Apollos) 
both  (1) he personally began to speak  frankly/boldly   (and that day it was)  (2) within the synagogue, 
and  Aquila  also Priscilla  (after)  hearing him   (Apollos give his teaching about the requirement of  “Repentance to attain Salvation”), 
they gave hospitality  (to)  him   (= offered Apollos a place to stay and sustenance)  
also they expounded the way of the God   (= Yahweh’s plan for  “The Anointing”  to become a future son of God  -  for new World Leaders) 
(in)  more  precise detail to him   (being precisely what JC taught and showed for us to ideally imitate in our life  now)  
 

We must understand that Apollos was accurate – to what he knew,  and faithful to what he knew  (being what John the Baptist taught). 
However he  only  knew  “The First Part”,  and had knowledge of  “The Second Part”,  but he did not know  “The Third Part”. 

Apollos was faithful  (= accurately knew, fully assured, operated with fidelity to what he knew)  to  “The First Part”. 
Because of what Paul knew  (having been taught by The Original Apostles,  to answer what Paul knew of The Tanakh),  which he had accurately 
conveyed to Aquila and Priscilla,  then these two recipients were able to accurately teach Apollos  “The Second and Third Part”. 

Where,  today we are  NEVER  taught   “The First,  Second or Third Part”  by our “professional leaders of Religion”! 
Yet they consider themselves as representatives of “God”  with much supposed HS oozing out of themselves! 

Naturally, it is all nonsense! 
They are  not  representatives of Yahweh,  and have   zero  HS! 

Let me ask and then explain,  for the reader's behalf: 
So,  what is  “The First,  Second and then Third Part”  of which leaders of “Religion”  ignore? 

Quite simply  
The First Part: 

An honest and completely thorough repentance.   
(= Wholly leave worldly methodology,  never to repeat our previous lifestyle,  and give recompense to any person we hurt). 

The Second Part: 
To learn The Tanakh and apply it in the manner as instructed by JC and  “The 1st Century Apostles”. 
(= Gain “The Knowledge”,  rigorously assay it,  operate with fidelity to it  -  to have Yahweh's Methodology driving our mind)   

The Third Part: 
To  understand  how Yahweh's Plan  “Righteously yields The Salvation of Mankind”  based upon what JC did. 
(= From [1]  we are motivated unto [2]  combined with what JC did  to  personally answer The Tanakh), 

All this yields “1st Century Christianity”. 
When we assay “professional leaders of Religion”,  then we realise they do  none  of the above! 

That is why Yahweh wholly  rejects  them to rule as  “Sons of God”  in The Millennium,  because they do  NOT  demonstrate: 
Accountability,  Ownership  and  Responsibility  to what  “The Word of God”  (Yahweh)  requires from them! 

It was this third part that Aquila and Pricilla  (explaining what Paul had taught them)  was able to help Apollos to understand,  being how Yahweh's Plan  
was/is  able to yield  “The Salvation of Mankind”  by means of The Millennium and the type of person Yahweh requires  to rule  in The Millennium to 
bring about  “The Universal Salvation of Mankind”. 
 
694th Comment – Apollos had oratory skills,  and now having  “The Complete Knowledge”  was able to teach elsewhere. 
He chose to go to Achaia and the brethren of  Aquila/Priscilla  wrote a letter of introduction. 
With his increased knowledge and oratory skills then he was able to bring many  gifts/favours  to his recipients. 
97th Good News – Gifts/favour/benefits  of  “The Word of God”  yielding  “1st Century Christianity”  come at two levels: 

1.  Protection from the problems that worldly methodology yields. 
2.  The opportunity to aim for Sonship by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle. 

533rd Reasoning – Apollos was able to  accurately explain how JC answered The Tanakh,  being  “The Righteous Means”  
to provide  “The Salvation to Mankind”  through The Millennium,  and of  “The Invitation for Sonship”  to Yahweh. 
Acts   18v27 og (of the) {be willing/disposed}/minded/intending/purposing  And  (of the) him  
Acts   18v27 og (to) {to traverse}/come/depart/go/abroad/{pass by/over/through}  into/unto  the  Achaia,  
Acts   18v27 og (the being) {turned forward for oneself}/encouraged/exhorted (middle voice, plural)  
Acts   18v27 og the  {The Brethren}/brothers  (they) wrote/scribed/engraved  to the  learners/pupils/disciples 
Acts   18v27 og (to) {take fully}/{welcome (people)}/{approve (things)}/accept/{receive gladly}  (the) him  who/which/that   
Acts   18v27 og (the having) {become near}/approached/arrived/{appeared publicly}/come  
Acts   18v27 og (he) {threw into union}/{(speaking) combined/conversed/conferred/consult}/{(mental) consider/aid}/ 

/{(personally) joined/attacked/conferred/encountered/helped/made/met/pondered} (middle voiced)   
Acts   18v27 og many/much/plenteous  to the (ones = persons)   (the) committing/believing/entrusting  through (reason of)  
Acts   18v27 og of the  grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit  
Acts   18v27 And  of the  him  (= Apollos)   {being willing}/intending/purposing  to  traverse/depart/{pass through}  into/unto  Achaia, 

the  brethren  the being  (personally)  encouraged/exhorted   (to support Apollos in his future ministry) 
they  wrote  to the  learners/disciples   to  {take fully}/welcome/{receive gladly}  the him;   
who  the having  {become near}/come  
he  (= Apollos)   (personally)   {threw into union}/conferred/helped/aided  many/plenteous  to the  persons   
the  committing/entrusting  through reason  of the  gifts/favours/benefit   (that Apollos had brought to them). 

 

And he  (= Apollos)  intending/purposing  to depart unto Achaia, 
(Because of this)  the brethren  being personally  encouraged/exhorted   (to support Apollos in his future work of The Ministry),    
they wrote to the  learners/disciples  to welcome him  (= Apollos); 
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who,  having come   (= when Apollos arrived in Achaia)   
he personally  {threw into union}/aided  many people   (= Apollos with his knowledge and understanding helped establish  “Real faith”) 
committing/entrusting  through reason of the  gifts/favours/benefits   (in Apollos guiding their mind to aim for  “Sonship to Yahweh”)  
 

Apollos felt motivated to travel from Ephesus to Achaia,  which itself was located on the northern part of the Peloponnese peninsular of Greece about 
1400 km by land and perhaps about the same distance by the long route on sea around the peninsular  (and not far west from Corinth). 
With  “Stage Three”  explained  (= how JC answered The Tanakh),  now Apollos was able to understand the final  “Third Part”,  where everything 
righteously slotted into place within his mind which explained precisely how Yahweh's Plan  righteously  operates,  then he is empowered to teach. 
The Brethren alongside Aquila and Priscilla emboldened by his desire to travel to Achaia were encouraged to give a letter of commendation regarding 
Apollos' capability and competence to accurately teach  “The Word of God”.   

How were Aquila and Priscilla able to give letters of commendation o people some 1400 km away?  
Because Aquila and Priscilla use to live there after Caesar Claudia had expelled Jews from Rome,  and made many friends! 
Apollos then travelled unto Achaia with his letter of commendation from Aquila to live alongside The Brethren located there.  Apollos was driven by his 
enhanced enthusiasm based upon  “The Explained Knowledge”  (of how  “JC  righteously answered  Judaism”)  enabled him to bolster what the 
recipient brethren knew,  so that they too could become emboldened to become TCs in their  own  capacity  (1Cor.12v12-22,  Luke.19v16-19, etc.).   
The knowledge of Yahweh's Methodology delivers  gifts/favours/benefits  at two levels: 
            1.  Safeguards us from the worldly fallout of problems that occur when operating according to worldly methodology. 
            2.  By truly knowing Yahweh's Plan and how it we are to be part of it,  gives us the opportunity to aim for The Expectation of Sonship to Yahweh. 
 
695th Comment – Apollos was a TC having the gift of oratory which he used to teach  “1st Century Christianity”. 
325th Instruction – The TCs have great knowledge of God's Word and thoroughly understand of its application within 
their life which they do by imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  as best they are able with the unique  gifts/”talents”  they have. 
696th Comment – TCs are able to use “The Strength of Argument” to decimate what leaders of  “Religion”  perpetrate for 
their own worldly gain.  Therefore, TCs demonstrate themselves to be  “The Early Adopters”  of Yahweh's Methodology. 
534th Reasoning – Because TCs thoroughly know their subject matter,  then they can call upon whatever quotation as 
required,  and moreover by virtue of wholly understanding  “1st Century Christianity”  are able to give  the most logical 
and righteous rendition  of how Yahweh can bring forth  “The Salvation of Mankind”  that  wholly repudiates “Religion”. 
Comment – repeat - I close each chapter with this plea.  I only write like this to gain the rare Nicodemus prepared to  constructively  criticise  
“God's Word”  from out of millions  of  “Leaders of Christendom”  only prepared to  destructively  criticise  “God's Word”  as to what it means for 
“The Early Adopters”.   The  “Probability”  of a Christian leader fulfilling Yahweh's Desire is about 0.00003   (corresponding to 1:30,000 Christians) . 
Acts   18v28 og (the) {in a well strung manner}/{intensely (in a good sense)}/cogently/ 

/{fiercely (in a bad sense)}/mightily/powerfully/vehemently   
Acts   18v28 og For  to the  Jews  (he) {proved downright}/confuted/convinced/forthrightly/{expressly showed}  
Acts   18v28 og (the) {in public}/common/openly,  (the) {over showing (physical/mentioning)}/exhibiting  through (reason of)   
Acts   18v28 og of the  documents/{holy writ}/scriptures  {to be/exist}  the  Christ/Anointed/Messiah  (the)  Jesus  
Acts   18v28 For  he  cogently/{inductive reasoning}/powerfully  {proved downright}/convinced  to the  Jews,   

the  publicly/openly,  {over showing}/exhibiting  through reason  of the  {holy writ}/scriptures:   
The  Jesus  to be  the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

For he publicly,  cogently/{inductively reasoned}  (using The Tanakh)  {proved downright}/convinced  the Jews, 
{demonstrably showed}/exhibited  through reason of the scriptures  (= The Tanakh): 
The Jesus to be the  Christ/Anointed   (and The Reason?   So that we feel motivated to imitate him,  to become ideally a future  “son of God”)  
 

A useful question: 
How many people could do that today? 

Certainly  not  our leaders of Christendom! 
They have absolutely  no  interest in doing so  -  as we only need witness when  analysing/auditing  their sermons against what The Bible 
specifically teaches us  (being the contorted nonsense taught in seminaries  [Matt.23v15])! 

“The Third Stage”  taught to Apollos made him so happy and exuberant,  because it answered everything he knew regarding God's Word as given in The 
Tanakh as a faithful recording of both  “The Ancient Worthies and The Prophets”  (as Paul  recognised/acknowledged  for us to read at Heb.11v38 -40). 

“JC  righteously answered  Judaism” 
Both as  “The Word of God”  which  (1) taught of,  and  (2) was required to yield The Millennium. 

All of which is  never  taught in Christendom in its  wholly unrighteous nonsense   -  because its leaders do  not  believe in The Millennium. 
From their works,  we realise they simply have a  “feigned belief”  in JC,  because it is  “only a job”  for a worldly return  (Matt.6v24)! 

After  'getting that necessity off my chest'  then: 
Apollos explained how JC answered what The Jews knew within The Tanakh  -  and it made righteous sense to these specific Jews! 
He used The Tanakh to explain how JC righteously became to be anointed as a  “Son of God”  (and certainly,  JCg was  not  “The Almighty God”,  nor 
some appendage of  “Yahweh”).  Also how JC became a  “king in waiting”,  exactly as was David  (1Sam.16v7-13)  archetypical of JC,  some 1000 
years before the birth of JC  (having more than 10 allegories linking the two individuals [made so by Yahweh],  and yet  never  taught by leaders of  
“Religion”,  because I ask:  Do you know what they are?   See my glossary for the listing). 

And so many other things that I cover in much greater detail elsewhere within my commentaries would have been taught by Paul, Aquila, 
Priscilla and Apollos   (and by the many other  “1st Century Apostles”). 

 
 
697th Comment – While Apollos was teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  to the people of Corinth of which Paul had 
established,  ironically,  Paul was located in Ephesus where Apollos was originally teaching  The Gospel of John the 
Baptist.  It was here that Paul found disciples of The Gospel of John the Baptist  (as that formally taught by Apollos here). 
Acts   19v1 og (it) {became to be}  And  in  to the  (time/occasion)   the  Apollos  {to be/exist}  in  (to the) Corinth,   
Acts   19v1 og (the) Paul  (the) traversing/coming/departing/going/abroad/{passing by/over/through} 
Acts   19v1 og the  {superior (locally)}/{more remote}/upper/{in-land}/higher 
Acts   19v1 og (the) apportions/divisions/sections/shares/pieces/parts  (to) accompany/appear/bring/come  into/unto  
Acts   19v1 og (the) Ephesus  also  (the) finding/obtaining/seeing/perceiving  {some/any/certain  persons} 
Acts   19v1 og (the) learners/pupils/disciples, 
Acts   19v1 And  it  became to be  within  (time [of  trade/duties/ministry])  the  Apollos  to  be/exist  within Corinth, 
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the  Paul  the  traversing/{passing through}  the  upper/higher apportions/parts   (= north of where Apollos was)   
to  appear/come  into/unto  the  Ephesus  also  the  finding/seeing  {some/certain persons}  the  learners/disciples. 

 

And it became to be within  (a time/while)  Apollos to be within Corinth, 
Paul  (was)  traversing/{passing through}  upper parts  (of the region)  to come unto Ephesus   
also  (on his journey,  he occasioned to be)  finding/seeing  some/certain  learners/disciples, 
 

Luke is letting us know that Apollos was within Corinth  (having earlier travelled to Achaia located just to the west of Corinth.) 
Now Paul had been to Corinth on his previous missionary Journey and established an ecclesia there,  so obviously Apollos would have found them 
during his very public teaching!   Especially if it was at the synagogue of which Crispas once led  (Acts.18v8)  -  the connections having been established 
would have drawn Apollos to Crispas and the ecclesia,  in particular with him teaching exactly the same material  (= “1st Century Christianity”)  as did 
Paul. 
It is such an interesting turn of events as described in this passage. 

Luke is really playing upon it for our benefit! 
Apollos returns to Paul's teaching ground  (Corinth),  now having learnt what Paul originally taught through Aquila and Priscilla. 
Paul,  on the other hand,  is going to the very place from which came Apollos  (Ephesus),  who then only knew the teachings of John the Baptist! 

It is really a very illuminating verse when read in conjunction in the local context. 
 
698th Comment – Paul asks if they have received the HS since of their commitment to God's Word.  
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “HS” has the composite definition:- 

1.  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  which is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2.  Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment (= The Universe). 

Where Yahweh,  by expressed capability in the environment,  underwrites the work of those entities having His Mind. 
Warning – repeat - The HS does  not  mean what our  worldly (and charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us  (Luke.6v39)! 
Reasoning – repeat - Why?  (1) They make worldly gain by twisting what the HS means  (by fraudulent teaching/action),  
(2) excuses them from making the HS become personal within,  if they can push it away to be an external 3rd party,  and by 
consequence  (3) personally remain  “human”  and have no need to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (1Pet.2v18-24)! 
535th Reasoning – “God's Word”  in this instance was  (1) The Tanakh fully inculcated,  and  (2) of John the Baptist's 
Gospel of our  required unequivocal repentance.  It is through this that we can appreciate how JC  (as “God's Word” 
precisely enacted)  answered  “God's Word”  (as originally given by prophecy),  to then realise how to precisely copy JC. 
536th Reasoning – It must be clearly understood these disciples were baptised in  “Repentance”  having thoroughly known 
“God's Word”  in prophecy (as required for “The Old 1st Epoch of Israel”),   but they did  not  know how to fulfil 
Yahweh's Desire for  “The 2nd Epoch of Israel”  and that is why they could  not  know about the HS  (see above definition). 
Allegory – repeat - Baptise in water = Spiritual  death  to our old life – by entering into “The 2nd Covenant” with Yahweh. 
Reasoning – repeat - Baptism in water was a “repentance” for all the old things that were done in ignorance (1Tim.1v13)  
and required before we can enter into  “The 2nd Covenant”  with Yahweh,  by wholly inculcating  “The Word of God”. 
Acts   19v2 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  toward/nearness/{accession to}  them: 
Acts   19v2 og If/Whether  (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  
Acts   19v2 og (the) holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  
Acts   19v2 og (yourselves) {got hold of}/{took up/away}/had/received  (the) committing/believing/entrusting?   
Acts   19v2 og the (ones = persons)   And  (they) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  
Acts   19v2 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) him:   
Acts   19v2 og But  {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  if/whether  (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits   
Acts   19v2 og (the) holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  
Acts   19v2 og (it/there) is  (we) heard/listened/understood/responded  
Acts   19v2 he  (= Paul)   said/spoke  towards  them: 

If/Whether (= Have)   yourselves  {got hold of}/received  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   
the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}   (since)  the  committing/entrusting? 

(= Have yourselves received the HS during the period of time you have been entrusting/committing?) 
And  the persons  they  said/uttered  towards  the him  (= Paul): 
But  we  heard/listened  not even  if/whether  there is   
the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}! 

 

He  (= Paul)  said towards them: 
   Have yourselves received  the spirit  (= personality/desires/traits)  the holy  (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin) 
   since  (of your)  committing/entrusting? 
And the people  (= disciples)  said towards him  (= Paul): 
   But we  (have)  not even heard   
   if there is  the spirit  (= personality/desires/traits)  the holy  (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin)! 
 

The usual question at these places: 
Does this mean what our professional  worldly Christian leaders teach us? 

And the usual answer comes back:- 
Obviously not! 
They have not the faintest idea about what The Bible  really  teaches us! 

Paul asks:- 
Have you  (disciples)  received the HS? 

So we should ask: 
What does this question  really mean? 

Is it:- 
What our leaders of Christendom  fraudulently  teach us? 

And,  I repeat,  the usual answer comes back:- 
Obviously not! 
They have not the faintest idea about what The Bible  really  teaches us! 
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The HS  only  comes to a person who has  (1) wholly  gained  “The Knowledge”,  (2) assayed it and then  (3) operates with fidelity upon it.   
In this manner a person gains  “Real Faith”  who then  “truly believes in JC”,  because they precisely imitate his ministry/lifestyle,  freely given. 
            That is why our  worldly Christian leaders have  no  HS   (because they can  only  think/reason  in a  “worldly manner”, having no “Real faith”). 

As demonstrated by their teaching of  “Religion”! 
Notice what Paul said to these specific people of this verse: 

“... … since of your  entrusting/committing?”    
This absolutely does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian leaders  fraudulently  teach us! 
They only teach of a  weak and 'non-existent'  “belief”,  being the same  “belief”  as had Judas  (see my exhaustive commentary at John.6v64). 
The crux of this verse is that these disciples of John the Baptist's teaching had  “Real Belief”  built upon  “Real Faith” (see the above  three stages). 
They had  “Real Faith”  in what they had been taught,  which was of:   

1. The Prophecies of  “The Word of God”  as given in The Tanakh that taught of  “The Messiah/Saviour and of The Millennium”,   
2. “The New Jerusalem”  formed from out of  “The Early Adopters”  elected from out of   “The 2 Epochs of Israel”,  and of: 
3.  “The Required Repentance”  ultimately required as a  “Must”  to achieve  “Personal Salvation in The Millennium”. 
      Which only comes from completely inculcating  “The Word of God”  and doing it. 
      Hence of John the Baptist:  “Preparing the Way for JC”  as  The Word of God to be inculcated within us –  to imitate JC (Matt.3v3, etc.) 
      So that once JCg becomes the  lord/master  of our mind,  then Yahweh becomes our  Lord/Master  without the need of an intercessor, JC. 

Can the reader understand this righteous logic? 
Importantly,  and this is The Crux of understanding this verse  (based upon the above): 

“Yahweh’s  Pure/Holy  Desire that is to be made manifest within The Environment”  (= the “HS”)   had  moved-on  to the next stage as 
required for  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  which was:  To precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  to yield the 144000 TCs as future Sons of God. 

And by natural consequence,  because they were  not  precisely imitating JC's ministry  (by not knowing what he did)  as required 
for the people of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  to wholly fulfil Yahweh's Desire ,  then they could  not  have the HS  by definition. 

Thus they had not yet been  'filled in'  regarding  the link  between  (1) what John the Baptist  taught  (noting it was on  repentance  and of the all-
important  three verses of John.3v28-30  within its local context  [see my commentaries])  –  which would have found their way to these disciples)  and 
(2) specifically what JC was  able to yield. 
Now Paul did  not  “Just find these disciples”  as a simplistic reading of v1 may insinuate,  but rather:- 

They  came  to Paul  after  hearing him teach  “1st Century Christianity”  (being what Paul always did,   “as it was his custom”).  
Of which they may have come  several times  to hear Paul teach  “1st Century Christianity”. 

Else, Paul out of the many thousands of people passing by,  would not have known they were  “Disciples of John”  without  them volunteering it! 
It was volunteered  because  they heard of Paul's teaching  - and they wanted to know more,  by question. 

This demonstrated their  “Real Faith”  of  “Real Belief”  in what they knew.   
Paul's teaching formed the necessary link between what they knew  (parts [1] and [2])  as I explained for Apollos in my commentary to Acts.19v26. 

Because of this  (to be gaining [3]),  they were now in the primed position to receive the HS. 
It is an interesting paradox presented here! 

These disciples of John's teaching had  “Real Belief”  and yet  not  heard of the HS. 
Members of Christendom have  no  “Real Belief”  (of its three very necessary stages)  and yet they have heard of the HS. 
       (Though their leaders fraudulently say they are oozing with the HS,  after having  dumbed-down  the requirement to attain the HS)! 

Then we have verse 6 to consider later! 
These  “Disciples of John”  had the intrinsic interest,  -  but had not  “The Knowledge”  to complete the last step! 
By contrast,  members of Christendom have The Luxury of knowing where to go,  –  but have  no  intrinsic interest to achieve it. 
       (Because they are taught by their leaders,  they have no need to precisely imitate JC  (but to only  [vainly]  'believe in him'.) 

This shows  the difference  in  “Faith”  between  the two groupings and why one grouping ultimately achieves the HS and the other does not! 
Again,  just for The Record  (because of the dangerous nonsense taught by leaders of Christendom),  the Holy Spirit is the composite definition of: 

1.  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  which is  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2.  Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment  (= The Universe). 

From which we understand,  the HS becomes personalise within any  “Reasoning Entity”  who imbues the  “The Word of God”  to personally make  
“Yahweh's Pure/Blameless  Desire manifest within The Environment”. 
      Furthermore,  because leaders of Christendom do not do this,  because the HS is  not  personalised within them,  then they do  not  have the HS! 

That is why they like to push the HS off and  away  from them as a supposed  'third personage'! 
It is all  very simple  to understand and  not  at all a complicated  “mystery”! 
Therefore these  “Disciples of John's Teaching”  were almost there,  they just needed the last little piece of the jigsaw piece to be fitted into place before 
they became complete,  to mentally see the whole vista and thus become wholly configured to internally receive the HS and then become like Paul! 

This is of what we read in the next few verses! 
 
699th Comment – This is where Paul discovers they were only baptised in the act  of  “Repentance”. 
537th Reasoning – This is a stage where we have  The Knowledge of God's Word  from a reliable source  (leaders of 
“Religion”  are  demonstrably  “The Most Unreliable Source)  and make an educated commitment to completely and 
utterly change our life away from the 1st part of our spiritual life.   This is Baptism –  a public  “Death to our old life”! 
Acts   19v3 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  both  toward/nearness/{accession to}  them: 
Acts   19v3 og Into/Unto  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether,   
Acts   19v3 og therefore/then  (yourselves were) {made overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptised?    
Acts   19v3 og the (ones = persons)  And  (they) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  into/unto  the  (baptism) 
Acts   19v3 og (of the)  John  {made overwhelm}/{fully wetted}/baptism  
Acts   19v3 Both  he  said/uttered  towards  them: 

(1)  Unto  what therefore   (2)  yourselves were  baptised? 
And  the people  (= disciples)   they  said/spoke: 
Unto the baptism of John  (the Baptist). 

 

Both he  (= Paul)  said towards them: 
   (1) Unto what therefore  (2) yourselves were baptised? 
And the disciples said: 
   Unto the baptism of John  (the Baptist)  
 

These disciples were baptised unto  “Repentance”,  being the  very necessary  transformation of our mind  wholly away from  worldly methodology. 
However, they were not baptised to become TCs with  “The Word of God”  by imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle.  This is  “The Next Step”  (Heb.5v12-14). 

This is where Paul's  much teaching  was able to make that bridge between  (1) what they did know and  (2) what they did not know! 
It was of this teaching and subsequent questioning that drew these disciples unto Paul  -  to learn and then become educated for  “The Next Step”!  

Hence Paul's words as given in the next verse: 
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700th Comment – Paul explains:   “That is The First Part!”    The Required Repentance. 

But it is  “What Follows”  That is Equally Important. 
326th Instruction – We must  believe  (= precisely imitate)   JC is The Anointed  (by Yahweh for fulfilling His Desire). 
538th Reasoning – It is by doing this that we are fulfilling Yahweh's Desire,  which is to gain the 144000 anointed TCs. 
Because it is only when Yahweh  has  obtained  “His Prophesied Trigger Threshold of 144000 TCs”  can He then move 
forward to the next stage of  “His Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  =  “Resurrection into The Millennium”. 
242nd Warning – This is like a  foreign language  to  “Leaders of Religion”,  but it should not be to those of Christendom! 
Allegory – repeat - Baptise in water = Spiritual  death  to our old life – by entering into “The 2nd Covenant” with Yahweh. 
Reasoning – repeat - Baptism in water was a “repentance” for all the old things that were done in ignorance (1Tim.1v13)  
and required before we can enter into  “The 2nd Covenant”  with Yahweh,  by wholly inculcating  “The Word of God”. 
Acts   19v4 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  And  (the) Paul:    (the) John  (= the Baptist)   
Acts   19v4 og (he) {made overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptised  (the) {made overwhelm}/{fully wetted}/baptism  
Acts   19v4 og (of the) {compunction (for guilt)}/reformation/{reversal (of decision)}/repentance  
Acts   19v4 og to the  populace/{grouping of people},   
Acts   19v4 og the  {laying out}/stating/exclaiming  into/unto  the (one = person = JC)   
Acts   19v4 og accompanying/appearing/bringing/coming (middle voice)    
Acts   19v4 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  (the) him  that  
Acts   19v4 og (they may) {commit upon}/believe/entrust  that/this/there/here  (he/it) is,   
Acts   19v4 og into/unto  the  Christ/Anointed/Messiah  (the) Jesus    
Acts   19v4 And  the  Paul,  he  said/uttered: 

The  John  (the Baptist)   he baptised  the baptism  of the  reformation/repentance  to the  populace, 
the  exclaiming  unto/for  the  person  (= JC)   (personally)  accompanying/coming  after  the him (= John the Baptist) 
that they may  {commit upon}/entrust  that   he (= JC)  is  unto/for  the  Christ/Anointed  the Jesus. 

 

And Paul said: 
   John  (the Baptist)  baptised the baptism of the repentance to the populace, 
   exclaiming,  for the person  (= JC)  personally coming after him  (= John the Baptist) 
   that they  (= the populace)  may  {commit upon}/entrust  that he  (= JC)  is for the Anointed Jesus  
           (Inasmuch it is JC aiming for  “The Goal of Anointing”  by Yahweh,  to which we also should be aiming for the same goal  [by imitating JC]!) 
 

Slightly differently written to that given in standard bible translations,  where my translation is  much closer  to the original Greek. 
Why have I done this   (= to be giving a more faithful translation)? 

Because I am trying to sift out precisely what  is  “The Invitation”,  rather than to be hiding it  (as given in  worldly bible translations)! 
As I explained in the previous verse: 

John the Baptist taught of the  very necessary  “Repentance”  which  must occur first,  before we can personally move to the next stage of our 
required journey unto salvation.    We must wholly repent  away from  “worldly methodology”  (= self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt). 

After we have done this,  then  we gain the correct mind to be positioned to imbue  “The Word of God”  and practice it to complete  “Real Faith”. 
JC  is  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  and by consequence,  becomes  “The Person  after  John the Baptist”.   

Thus,  “Repentance”  is required  first  before  we are able to gain the correct mind to start inculcating  “The Word of God”. 
It was true then,  as it is equally true today! 

So that  all  people have  “The Opportunity”,  which comes from  “The Invitation”  that JC has given to us  “by example”  (= we must copy). 
“The Invitation”  is to become precisely like him  (= how we  think/behave)   for the  one/same  goal that he personally achieved. 
This can be achieved by  “The Early Adopters”  (= “The Heirs”)  of  “The Word of God”,  so that they are positioned to bring forth  “The 
Late Adopters”  (= “The Inheritance”)  in The Millennium.  This is The True Righteousness of Yahweh's Plan for Human Salvation. 

All this can  only occur  by  “Real Belief”,  that can  only come  from  “Real Faith”  comprising of the  three  required stages  (for “Real Faith”). 
Certainly, “Real Faith”  cannot come from  “blind faith”  yielded by  “Religion”  based only upon  nonsense/unrighteous  “hearsay”! 

 
701st Comment – The disciples  hearing and understanding  what Paul taught  (this would have been over numerous 
hours)  would then be baptised in the  name/character/authority  of JC. 
539th Reasoning –  It  must be clearly understood  Paul would have been teaching these disciples cumulatively over hours 
how JC righteously answered The Prophecies as given within The Tanakh  (of which these disciples  thoroughly knew).    
Only then,  when Paul had considered they were sufficiently knowledgeable to understand  “The Accountability of 
Baptism”,  would he then baptise them.   He would not vainly baptise any person – else they could be placed in jeopardy! 
Allegory – repeat - Baptise in water = Spiritual  death  to our old life – by entering into “The 2nd Covenant” with Yahweh. 
Reasoning – repeat - Baptism in water was a “repentance” for all the old things that were done in ignorance (1Tim.1v13)  
and required before we can enter into  “The 2nd Covenant”  with Yahweh,  by wholly inculcating  “The Word of God”. 
Warning – repeat - This is like a  foreign language  to  “Leaders of Religion”,  but should not be to those of Christendom! 
243rd Warning – Beware of religious leaders blandly teaching baptism to people having no knowledge of JC or of The 
Tanakh.  Because that is why there were  TWO  Baptisms at the time of JC  (1) Repentance and then (2) unto The Goal. 
We all need  (1) for salvation and  (2) is required for “The Invitation of Sonship”  to Yahweh. 
540th Reasoning – Now  “Baptism”  should be explained as  The Combination of (1) and (2),  and yet Christendom 
teaches  neither,  being only a  “Baptism of Excuses”  and “Flattery”  to   (1) Remain as one's old self  and  (2) Nothing 
about  “The Invitation/Requirement”  to achieve  “The Goal of Sonship”  to Yahweh,  by precisely imitating JC. 
Warning – I repeat – This  is  a foreign language  to  “Leaders of Religion”,  but it should not be to those of Christendom! 
Acts   19v5 og (the) hearing/listening/understanding/responding  And  
Acts   19v5 og (they were) {made overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptised  into/unto  the  name/character/authority 
Acts   19v5 og of the  lord/master  (of the) Jesus  
Acts   19v5 And  the  hearing/listening/understanding/responding 

they  (= the disciples)   were  baptised  into/unto  the  name/character/authority  of the  lord/master  of the  Jesus. 
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And the  hearing/understanding/responding   (to Paul's teaching of how JC answered The Tanakh to yield Mankind's Salvation) 
they  (= the disciples originally of John’s teaching for only “Repentance”) 
were baptised unto the  name/character/authority  of the  lord/master  of the Jesus   (where JC,  as God’s Word,  controls our mind) 
 

This verse now becomes the natural  follow-on  from the previous verse  (of which our  worldly bible translations hide). 
After Paul has taught them how to imitate JC through his direct teaching to them,  based upon The Tanakh of which these disciples would have already 
thoroughly known  -  else they would not have been already:  “Disciples of John the Baptist”. 

These disciples of  “Repentance”  follow-on  to the next stage,  that becomes  “The Invitation”,  which is to start imitating Jesus’  Character. 
Then after learning how to be precisely like him from the teaching of Paul  (which for us,  is by imbuing  all  the scriptures and behaving like 
him  1Pet.2v18-24)  then they gain The Authority  to teach in the  one/same  manner as JC. 
Upon which  after doing  all  the above,  then they are to be given the  Name  of Jesus (= one who “Yahweh Saves”)  by outside observers  
when watching what these wholly reformed people do  (and we likewise,  if  we precisely imitate JC). 

As the reader can start to understand  –  this process is  precisely the opposite  of what  worldly Christians do!    
Actually,  most Christians do not get past the first stage of just saying:   

“They come in the name of Jesus”,  –  but most outside observers  (especially atheists)  just see:  “Hypocrites”! 
It is by what they see that entrenches their  'belief'  to remain as atheists  (thus  “their belief”  is made  just-so  by Christians)! 

Reading these verses in the new light of what I am explaining now makes for the reason as to why this event is specifically recorded for our learning. 
Firstly,  it starkly shows of The Two Stage Requirement:- 

1.  A total and complete repentance,  away from our former life  (hence  The Beginning  of the 2 part spiritual). 
2.  Now the beginning of a wholly new lifestyle that is to  precisely imitate  our savour,  to ideally achieve what He showed possible! 
    (Which becomes  The Process  of purifying the 2nd part of our spiritual life) 

Secondly,  it explains the three-part process in becoming like JC  (as I have explained in my earlier commentaries (and repeat now). 
These disciples were Jews,  who  (1) clearly knew The Tanakh  (like Timothy 2Tim.3v15-17)  to have been disciples of John's teaching,  and thus had  
“The Knowledge”  being the 1st part of Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”  based upon The Tanakh  (of which virtually no Christian has read  
[hence having  not  stepped on the 1st square]).  They had  (2) thoroughly repented under the guidance of John’s teaching,  thus they were primed and 
thirsty ready for Paul to give them the third stage,  which was  (3) to explain  “The Answer”  that JC gave regarding  “The Word of God” as given  in 
The Tanakh by prophecy.   This whole process yielded  “1st Century Christianity”,  which is why “1st Century Christianity”  is  never  taught today! 
When Paul explained everything to them  –  then they were ready to be immediately baptised for the HS for  “The Invitation”  unto ideally  “Sonship”. 
As the reader can distinctly see  -  this is  absolutely not  as we are taught by our  worldly Christian leaders,  who probably do not even have as much 
knowledge in their heads as had these disciples of John's teaching at the time of Paul’s interception! 

Worldly Christian leaders get  “the cart before the horse”  because it  ‘sounds nice’,   but sadly to the trained person:  “It looks stupid”! 
However,  they do not care!   They have their  'billions'  of duped devotees  “paying to have their ears tickled” (2Tim.4v3-4)  filling their hearts with 
emotion to please an  animalistic/carnal  mind lusting for  “The Immediacy”  rather than to be bringing forth Yahweh’s Millennium  (to be  “A Time of 
Rest”,  see Hebrews chapter 4). 

After these two verses  (as explained by my commentaries – like nothing you will read elsewhere),  then the next verse becomes an obvious 
and natural conclusion:- 

 
702nd Comment – Paul was able to place his hands upon these Individuals to gain the HS for  a life changing event! 
Instruction – repeat - laying on hands = A public affirmation that the recipient is  “starting a life changing event”  and it 
is a public sign of unity,  where everyone is agreed that this person is worthy of this new  beginning/adventure. 
Warning – repeat - Beware of  charlatan Christian leaders who twist God's Word to  'gain a following'  of  captivated 
people lusting to have their animalistic desires fed by stage magicians performing for  “Entertainment”  to gain return! 
This is absolutely not  what Yahweh Desires,  because it cannot bring forth The Salvation of Mankind that can  only occur 
through His Early Adopters who  behave/reason/operate  precisely as did JC  (to become the leaders of The Millennium). 
Reasoning – repeat - It must be clearly understood:   The Bible teaches us that the laying on of hands  only  occurs when 
The Individual is about to undertake a life-changing event.  It was not done in a frivolous manner as it is done today! 
703rd Comment – These disciples then started to speak in other languages and also started to prophecy. 
541st Reasoning – It must be clearly understood:   The Bible teaches us that the speaking of tongues is only mentioned on 
four occasions  (1) Jerusalem, (2) Caesarea,  (3) Corinthians and (4) Ephesians.  The common denominator between the 
four is that there was a  international  connection!   There was every reason why they spoke different languages! 

(1) Jerusalem – Told of many international visitors came for Pentecost,  and a comprehensive list given. 
(2) Caesarea – Told The Centurion was of The Italian Squad and friends/family were Italians – spoke Latin. 
(3) Corinth – Was an international shipping city and the administration capital of the area. 
(4) Ephesus – Had the goddess Artemis – told of many international visitors came to worship here. 

Can the reader see why the term “tongues” is used here?    See also 1Cor.14v23 written for us of today! 
244th Warning – Beware of  charlatan Christian leaders  'playing the game'  entitled  “Defrauding Devotees”! 
Pretending every week to be speaking prophecies to their deluded devotees in the created mass euphoric hype.  This is an 
abomination and a fraudulent practice detested by Yahweh.  These  charlatan Christian leaders will  never  be resurrected 
at their forthcoming death unless they wholly and completely repent from their evil ways of  “scamming their devotees”. 
542nd Reasoning – It must be clearly understood:   The Bible teaches us that the speaking of prophecies was to wholly 
support Yahweh's Plan for Human Salvation.   Prophecies were  never  given to pamper personal  self-indulgence! 
Warning – I repeat – This  is  a  foreign language  to  “Leaders of Religion”  especially those of Christendom! 
Acts   19v6 og Also  (the) {placing upon}/imposing/laying  {to them}  of the  Paul  
Acts   19v6 og the  {hollowness for grasping}/hands,   
Acts   19v6 og (it) accompanied/appeared/brought/came  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits 
Acts   19v6 og the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  over/upon/concerning  them, 
Acts   19v6 og (they) spoke/uttered/said  both  (to the) tongues/{naturally acquired tongues/languages}  
Acts   19v6 og also  (they) {foretold events}/{spoke under divine inspiration}/prophesied  
Acts   19v6 Also  Paul  placing  the hands  upon  to them  (= the disciples) 

the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  the   holy/pure/innocent/blameless{separate from this world of sin}   
accompanied/came  upon/concerning  them, 
both  they  (= the disciples)   (1) spoke/said  to the  (= in)  tongues/{naturally acquired languages}   
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also   (2)  they  {foretold events}/prophesied. 
 

Also Paul placing his hands upon them   (= Jewish disciples in foreign lands ready to take upon themselves  “The Ministry of JC”) 
the spirit (= personality/desires/traits)  the holy  (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}) 
accompanied/came  concerning them, 
both they  (= disciples becoming commissioners for Christ Jesus)   
(1) spoke in  {natural acquired languages}   (of their locality  ready to teach  “The Word of God”  to the gentiles  round about them) 
(2) {foretold events}   (to bring forth The Salvation of Mankind  in their ministry  [not to titivate  animalistic/carnal  minds as might  ‘a game show’]) 
 

While written regarding a different grouping of people,  a copy and paste of Acts.8v17  makes useful reading  (see also Acts.13v3). 
Done only to show the same reasoning is equally applicable here – to disarm many  fraudulent  Christian leaders  twisting  the words  “laying on of 
hands”  and of the word  “tongues”  as used by The Apostles and viewed by Yahweh in His Judgment of us! 
A pertinent question:- 

Why could Philip,  an  equal apostle  to Peter and John,  not  ‘just do this’  “laying the hands upon them”? 
Because as I am to explain,  Peter and John did not just come all the way to just:  “Lay hands upon these people”  as a very simplistic reading of this 
verse may imply!   And naturally blown out of context by our  charismatic Christian leaders for the hype their very falseness generates! 
Peter and John first spent several weeks here alongside Philip to give these people both  assurance  through personal  assay/test  and to direct them in  
fidelity  to  “The Word of God” previously taught by Philip!   And by consequence  -  being the deliberate separation made in the recorded text between 
Simon and certain members of the public,  there would be some  “Early Adopters”  of  “The Word of God”  from the results of Peter’s and John’s work 
who would gain  “Real Faith”. 
Therefore,  there would become specific people who had:- 
        1.  Gained  “The Accurate Knowledge”. 
        2.  Actively  assayed/tested/proved  its  validity/righteousness  consequently gained  assurance/confidence/capability  to fight for it  (Eph.6v13-17). 
        3.  Were actively operating with fidelity based upon (1) and (2)  to teach their neighbours,  and equally had a deportment like JC. 
Then the Mature Apostles  “Behaving Responsibly”  to what  “The Word of God”  had taught them,  would have personally checked the credentials of 
these new Christians,  and then laid their hands upon them  ONLY  when having deemed them worthy  to start the  next  phase of their life.  This new 
phase in their life,  to be as new apostles who would correctly come in “The Name of JC”  by correctly exercising both JC’s “Character and Authority”! 

This  “laying of hands”  is  not  done correctly  (but very irreverently)  in our Charismatic groupings today! 
Contrary to specifically what The Bible teaches us with regard to  “The laying of hands”   (see  guidance at 1Tim.5v22, Acts.13v3, etc.). 

So we may then ask:- 
Why these specific people had the apostles’ hands laid on them,  and  not  Simon? 

Because Simon and perhaps  many other people  in his position  (and yet not quite as vocal and bold as was he,  see next verse)  had  not  demonstrably 
achieved  the required 3 stages  to achieve  “Real Faith”.    

We see Simon has zero  “Real Faith”  because he does not understand what is required before he can attain the HS. 
So we may ask:   

What is  The Driver  within Charismatic assemblies,  whose members demonstrably have  zero  “Real Faith”  based upon what The Bible 
teaches us and is as defined on  “FutureLife.Org”? 

And yet they have so much demonstrable:   “Blind Faith”  when  spiritually challenged!  
The answer is twofold,  depending whether the person is a leader or congregational member! 

1.  “The Leader”  wants  “worldly return”  (as did Simon).  Hence,  he/she  is like Simon and has  zero  HS. 
2.  “The Congregational member”  wants  “The Thrill” of “The Immediacy”  within an  animalistic/carnal  mind  (and hence has  zero  HS)! 

Neither  participant fulfils Yahweh's Desire  to personally increment forward  “His Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 
Because I simply ask: 

Please could a representative of these Charismatic assemblies logically explain how they personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire? 
It should be difficult for them,  because all these people have  not  the faintest idea of what is:  “Yahweh's Desire”! 
Let me explain at the high level,  “Yahweh’s Desire”  is:- 

To  righteously  purify Mankind into The Eternity! 
Yahweh  righteously  does this through “The 3 Epochs of Israel”  (to gain  ‘The Remnants that return back to The Lord’,  Isa.10v20-22). 
Yahweh  righteously  requires  “The Proven Perfect  (To His Requirements under Satan’s heaven)  Early Adopters”  (= prophets + TCs). 
“The Early Adopters”  (Heirs/Sons as kings/priests)  are required to teach  “The Resurrected World”  (= The Inheritance)  “Righteousness”. 
For all this to  righteously  operate – required JC to become  (1) “The Teacher/Standard”   and  (2) The Ransom Sacrifice. 
We are  righteously  required to achieve  “The Required Standard”  over our  “2 part life”  (by The Millennium close,  else be annihilated). 

This is the very high level overview,  and my commentaries thoroughly explain everything at the low level,  and how all this  righteously  operates. 
This  is  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and the apostles  (and is yet  never  taught today). 
What I teach is  not  a  “Gospel of Excuses”  (contrary to what leaders of Christendom teach – because it gives a worldly return). 
Neither do I teach a  “Gospel of Flattery”  (to make the ears flutter with excitement – 2Tim.4v3-4, 1Thes.2v3-6, etc.) 

I repeat  -  all this is a million miles away from the nonsense that our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders teach us! 
Whose present deportment  actively  delays  “The Onset of The Millennium”  and thus  prolongs  the present pain and suffering in The World! 

They have so much for which to answer in The Millennium  -  if fortunate enough to be resurrected! 
But that is Yahweh’s Decision,  not mine! 

However, it  is  my responsibility  “to warn”  (Eze.33v1-30)  and to explain,  at  “The present close  of the Gospel Age”  (Matt.24v14). 
Also a copy and paste of Acts.13v3 as follows. 
This is an important verse because it speaks loudly about something! 
Whenever a person in The New Testament embarks on a life-changing event then the  “1st Century Christians”  laid their hands upon the specific people 
who are entering upon this  life-changing journey  (noting specifically Paul’s teaching given at 1Tim.5v22). 

That is what The Bible specifically teaches us! 
It must  not  be done in a frivolous manner nor in the hype we witness in charismatic assemblies,  where in some applications of this  ‘laying of hands’  
we see the recipient falling backwards supposedly  “slain in the spirit”!   This is an  utter abomination  to what Yahweh represents and desires! 

This is the  absolutely opposite  to how we are taught in The Bible to behave at several levels! 
We must extract ourselves from such fraudulent activities  –  given  not  in  “The Spirit of Yahweh”,  but given in  “The Spirit of the World” (Eph.2v2),  
being the methodology sourced by Satan  to oppose  what Yahweh Desires  “to be achieved  in The Environment”,  and thus  against  the HS.  Which 
becomes obvious when we know precisely what the HS means as given on this website “FutureLife.Org”,  and what Yahweh desires to occur unto The 
Culmination to  righteously  bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind”. 
They teach of a  “New Jesus”  (2Cor.11v4)  given by the leaders  (2Cor.11v13-15 in context)  to fraternise the worldly,  animalistic,  carnal mind lusting 
for  “The Immediacy”  and  not  for the long term good of Mankind.   
But there is worse to come,   it  actively delays  (thus “opposes/satanic”)  Yahweh’s Plan to yield His 144000 TCs to be  “Anointed /Christ”,  and  “The 
1st Resurrection”  of these  “Early Adopters”,  after which then comes The Millennium,  thereby  prolonging the present pain and suffering in The World!   
I repeat again,  what I state in many places elsewhere:- 

Any Christian leader,  who does not actively condemn this type of activity,  actually condones it and is judged by Yahweh,  as doing likewise. 
Noting what JC said at Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26.  But they reason:  ‘When living in glass houses do not cast the first stone’! 
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All of which shows the  ‘strength’  of their  “(blind) faith”! 
The two copy and pastes of Acts.8v17 also 13v3 given above,  prepares our mind for the last part of the verse. 
These disciples, now  “Brethren”,  are enthralled with  “The Knowledge”  that Paul had brought to them,  became wholly enthused ready to teach this 
knowledge to  the foreign visitors who originally came to their  “Temple of Artemis”  (as we are to read later,  termed the  “temple up-keepers”)  which 
was one of  “The Seven Wonders of The World”.  It also had a large river port making a commercial centre for that area,  and thus similar to Corinth. 
Also having this knowledge enabled them to consider the future of  “The New World Order”  as it will be in The Millennium,  and thus be able to give 
predictions  of  “how Yahweh would bring this forth”,  being how  “Yahweh is able to make His Desire manifest within The Environment”  (= the HS). 
It must be clearly understood by The Reader that what these  'disciples cum Brethren'  did.   

It was to edify them and their neighbour to bring forth the next generation of TCs.   
It was  not  the dangerous nonsense as committed by our charismatic congregational members who do absolutely  nothing  to bring forth the next 
generation of TCs to rule  “The Resurrected World”,  and thus they cannot fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  but only their own and their leaders' desires! 
Let me ask the reader this question: 

Why would Yahweh support humans who do  anything other  than precisely imitate Paul who imitates JC's ministry/lifestyle? 
Which is solely done to yield  “The Salvation of Mankind”  as stated in The Bible and thoroughly explained on  “FutureLife.Org”! 

And a further extension question: 
Why would Yahweh support humans who do  not  precisely imitate Paul and thus do  not  imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle? 
And therefore,  would be supporting  self-indulgence  and the witnessed anarchy,  and thus the present system under Satan's tenure! 
(Noting what JC stated at Matt.7v20-21 and elsewhere. for example what Luke.19v16-19 means compared with Luke 19v20-23.) 

So I must ask the obvious question: 
Does the reader really understand what is occurring around them,  being the  'smoke and mirrors'  of  “corruption and distortion”? 
All of which The Bible persistently warns  -  if we only care to read God's Word! 

I really cannot make it more plain to recognise than I have!     
There is not a person so blind,  as a person who does not want to see! 

Just ask the  three levels  of  “Why”,  and then the answers just drop-out! 
That is,  if  the reader wants to gain a mind of Yahweh,  by coming as a child and keep asking  “Why”,  so they may then  learn! 
 
704th Comment – There were 12 disciples making the  life changing event  to aim for  “The Invitation of Sonship”. 
Acts   19v7 og (they) were  And  the (ones = persons)  all/whole/every (persons)   (the) men/husbands/fellows  
Acts   19v7 og {as if}/{as (it had been, it were)}/{like (as)}   twelve  
Acts   19v7 And  they  were,  all  the  men/husbands   {as if}   twelve  (in number).     
 

And all the  men/husbands  were as if twelve  (in number)  
 

An interesting number! 
 
705th Comment – Paul does what is his  “habitual custom”,  to teach in the synagogue.   He boldly teaches for 3 months. 
He explains in detail by strength of argument all things concerning  “The Kingdom of God”. 
706th Comment – What does this  really  mean? 
245th Warning – He most certainly did  not  give a sermon that I just heard today  (10.Dec.2017 Sunday Worship, BBC 
radio 4)  being a homily of barely 7 minutes that only patronised  self-indulgence  when supposedly explaining Rev.21v1-4 
543rd Reasoning – Paul here boldly teaches for 3 months in detail about  “The Kingdom of God”.  It starts with ourselves! 
(Luke.17v21)  Because without Yahweh achieving His 144000 TCs then we shall never be resurrected in The Millennium. 
Thus Paul's teaching is  two-fold  (1) precisely imitate JC by wholly inculcating  ALL  “The Word of God”,  rigorously  
assay/test  it and then operate with fidelity to it;  (2) it is these people who lead The Millennium by personal example with 
infinite authority and capability entrusted with them by Yahweh to yield what is described at Rev.21v1-4 in the future.   
544th Reasoning – Paul would  not  be giving a sermon of barely 7 minutes,  but be of at least an hour for each Sabbath of 
12 Sabbaths,  where each Homily would be different as Paul used The Tanakh to underwrite what he taught. 
Could the priest I heard today do likewise?   Hardly,  he  dried-up  after teaching  self-indulgence  for only 7 minutes! 
Acts   19v8 og (the) entering/{arising into}/{going in}  And  into/unto  the  synagogue,  
Acts   19v8 og (he) {be frank/honest in utterance}/{confident in spirit/demeanour}/{preached/spoke  evermore boldly}   
Acts   19v8 og over/upon/concerning  months  three   
Acts   19v8 og (the) {through exclamation}/{stating thoroughly}/{discussing (in argument or exhortation)}/disputing/ 

/preaching/{reasoning (with)}/speaking/conversing (middle voice)    
Acts   19v8 og also  (the) pacifying/conciliating/agreeing/persuading/confidently/assuring/trusting  the  (things)   
Acts   19v8 og concerning/about  of the  kingdom/reign/realm  of the  God  
Acts   19v8 And  the entering  into  the  synagogue, 

he  (= Paul)   {spoke frankly/honestly}/{preached evermore boldly}  over/concerning  three months, 
the  (personally)  {stating thoroughly}/{discussing in detail}   
also  the  persuading/assuring  the  things  concerning/about  the  kingdom  of the  God  (= Yahweh). 

 

And  (upon)  entering into the synagogue, 
He  (= Paul)  preached evermore  frankly/boldly  over  (a period of)  three months, 
personally discussing in detail   (how JC  “Answered the Tanakh”,  to become  “The Means”  in  “Yahweh’s Salvation of Mankind”) 
also persuading  (by strength of argument)  the things concerning the kingdom of God   (being Yahweh’s  “Right to rule our mind”)  
 

Why? 
Because of both Apollos and of this grouping of disciples! 
It seems Ephesus was a rich place for  “The Teaching of John”  which only needed to go a little further to become rich with  “The Teaching of JC”. 
Thus, Paul had to become  “The Means”  for the people of Ephesus to make the small,  but very necessary step to become future TCs. 
This is what Paul was able to explain:   

How JC answered The Tanakh to become  “The Kingdom of God”  in a  spiritual  sense operating  within the mind  of  “The Early Adopters” 
(Luke.17v21).  Also,  how The Tanakh required JC to make The Millennium  physically  possible in The Future  after  “The 1st Resurrection”  
of  “The Early Adopters”  (hence Isa.66v8, Rev.20v6)   made ready for the then  “General  (= 2nd)  Resurrection” to  follow afterwards  for  
“The Resurrected World”  to then learn how to: “Truly believe in JC”  (by imitating him)  for everlasting life.    
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Comment – repeat - As usual,  the recipients split into various groupings,  those people who ridicule  “The Word of God”,  
those people are apathetic to  “The Word of God”  and finally,  as we are to read,  a very few people who are actively 
interested in learning more about  “The Word of God”  as  accurately  given by a TC. 
Reasoning – repeat - People often ridicule God's Word because they do not,  or choose not to,  understand it. 
Reasoning – repeat - People are apathetic because they do not care when  'more important'  things rule their life. 
Reasoning – repeat - Sadly,  “Religion”  has burnt the mind of many people in these two groupings,  by all the religious 
confidence tricksters,  or quite simply they can recognise the given illogical and self-indulgent teaching! 
707th Comment – repeat - Paul had done his best at sowing The Seed of  “God's Word”.  And yet these people had shown 
no interest  (except a 'handful' of people,  as we read later)  in  “The Word of God”,  so he had to leave. 
Reasoning – repeat - Importantly,  the TC is duty bound to accurately sow  “The Word of God”  everyday where possible,  
and thus people know where to go when they are interested to learn more  (ideally as soon as possible to grasp at the 
opportunity).  In this manner TCs are demonstrably  innocent/blameless (= holy)  to Yahweh's Requirements. 
Reasoning – repeat - TCs are further “holy”  because by leaving,  when people show no interest,  means they do not 
antagonise people,  by virtue all they have done is offered an explanation of their life,  other people can take it or leave it. 
However – it is other people who become guilty if they then choose to persecute The TC  (= Yahweh's Apostle). 
708th Comment – repeat - However there were a few people interested in  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by Paul,  
and these people came to find Paul which showed their true inner desire;  -  they grasped at  “The Word of God”. 
545th Reasoning – repeat - This is precisely how JC operated in his ministry.  He went to The Synagogues and explained 
how The Tanakh was to be answered by The Millennium.  Then he moved into The Wilderness and people came there to 
him to further their learning.  But importantly,  JC used this as a filter so that only  “The Very Interested People”  would 
come out in The Wilderness to see him,  and thus he could concentrate on potential “Early Adopters”. 
98th Good News –repeat- There are always the few people who have “The Interest and Determination to become TCs”  by 
precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  (which means thoroughly learning  “The Word of God”  and  understanding it). 
Acts   19v9 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  And  {some/any/certain persons}  
Acts   19v9 og (they were) indurated/{rendered stubborn}/hardened/calcified   
Acts   19v9 og also  (they) disbelieved/disobeyed/rebelled/uncommitted,  
Acts   19v9 og (the) {hurtful/harmful words/sayings}/reviling/{speaking evil} (plural)   
Acts   19v9 og the  way/journey/progress/mode/means  {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}   
Acts   19v9 og of the  {large number}/throng/populace/bundle/company/multitude,   
Acts   19v9 og (the) removing/{instigating (a revolt)}/desisting/deserting/departing/withdrawing/{drawing away}   
Acts   19v9 og off/away/separated/from  {of them},  
Acts   19v9 og (he) {set off by boundary}/limited/excluded/appointed/divided/separated/severed  
Acts   19v9 og the  learners/pupils/disciples  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  day/{period of time}  
Acts   19v9 og (the) {through exclamation}/{stating thoroughly}/{discussing (in argument or exhortation)}/disputing/ 

/preaching/{reasoning (with)}/speaking/conversing (middle voice)   
Acts   19v9 og in  to the  {withdraw from physical employment}/'school'  (of the) Tyrannus  
Acts   19v9 og (of the) {some/any/certain person}  
Acts   19v9 And  {in that manner}/as  {some/certain persons}  they were  {rendered stubborn}/hardened/calcified  

also  they  disbelieved/disobeyed/rebelled, 
(and)  the  {speaking evil}/{saying hurtful/harmful words}  way/means/mode  {in the face/sight/midst}  of the  throng/multitude, 
the  removing/{drawing away}  separated/from  {of them}, 
he  (= Paul)   divided/separated  the  learners/disciples  the  {stating thoroughly}/{discussing in detail}   
intensely to  the day   (= day by day  =  daily)   within  school  of the  {certain person}  Tyrannus. 

 

And as certain persons were  {rendered stubborn}/hardened   (in the mind,  too frightened to leave what they  “wanted to believe”)   
also they  disbelieved/rebelled   (against what Paul explained about JC  “Answering the Tanakh”  to yield  “Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation”) 
(their)  way/means  (of disruption,  was)  the saying  hurtful/harmful  words in the  midst/face  of the  throng/multitude, 
(So)  he  (= Paul)  removing  (himself)  from them  (as the general congregation), 
(and)  separated the disciples  (being the people  who wanted to learn,  to be)  discussing in detail  (the Scriptures)  daily  
within the school of the certain person,  Tyrannus  
 

What scriptures would they be  discussing in detail,  daily? 
It was  not  The New Testament,  because it had not been written!    

Therefore, they would have been discussing  “The Old Testament”  daily  upon which  to build The New Testament in answer to it! 
Can the reader see where I am going with this? 

Paul was following JC’s advice  -  do not waste time with people who chose not to learn  all  “The Knowledge”  (maybe some 99+%  of people)!     
Quite simply:  Yahweh does  not  want them now!   They choose to be spiritually blind  (“agnoeo” StrongsTM = 50)  by  not  learning  “The Knowledge” 
so we must leave them to it,  always knowing The Millennium will give them a final opportunity to  know/understand  “The Truth”  as given by  “The 
Worthy 144000”   new  world leaders. 

Therefore,  we are instructed to concentrate upon  “The Early Adopters”  who personally  want to learn and actively aim to become like JC. 
This is the type of person Yahweh is seeking to become part of  “The Future Rulers”  of  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium.   
Being those specific people who  (1) want to reason upon  “The Word of God”   (2) to understand its  “Righteousness”  and then  (3) to act with fidelity 
upon what it yields within The Mind. 

This type of activity makes the TC  “Holy”   (= “blameless/innocent  of all charge”). 
Why? 

Because: 
1.  They have actively taught  “The Word of God”  freely and simply  (with no strings attached). 
2.  They have been impartial  (Matt.22v16)  and given  “The Knowledge”  to any person interested. 
3.  They have  forced/coerced  no  person,  and thus should  not  be subject to persecution and abuse! 
4.  They fully abide by all secular law  -  and are thus  “perfect model citizens”  (hence, they should receive  no  state interference). 

Therefore,  I ask the reader: 
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Why should a TC be persecuted and condemned? 
The answer is:- 

Quite simply:  They should  not  be persecuted or condemned – because they have, done  nothing  wrong  (being  “blameless/innocent/holy”)! 
They are only fulfilling Yahweh's Desire which is: 

1.  To bring a new recipient around to Yahweh's  way of thinking  (by intelligent  reasoned argument). 
2.  To possibly bring a new TC to Yahweh,  so that Yahweh  may achieve  His Trigger Threshold of 144000 TCs ever sooner. 
3.  To teach of The Millennium,  thereby showing  how  Yahweh  righteously  brings forth  “The Salvation of Mankind”. 
4.  To have the  “Kingdom of God”  grow,  first spiritually in the mind of TCs and then physically in The Millennium for all of society. 
5.  Thereby wholly  replacing  Satan's present spiritual hold and physical tenure on this planet  -  over us. 

That is the outline of what we should be doing -  and where we are supposed to be going. 
Now let us examine what actually occurs within The World. 

We can see what occurs within the world around a  “Blameless”  TC  by reading this verse! 
Therefore,  we should ask ourselves:  Why does this occur? 

The answer: 
Because  “The Light”  of a TC's  teaching and behaviour  exposes the hypocrisy of people preferring  “Darkness”  to hide their activities! 

It is not really the deluded devotees who orchestrate the hostility,  but rather it is  “The Religious Leader”  having something to hide,  who organises the 
hostility against a TC,  because it is The Leader's hypocrisy  (Luke.12v1, etc.,)  that shall be exposed by the TC's  “teaching and behaviour”! 

Because who else within society has  “The Motive”  to persecute TCs? 
Moreover,  once  “hypocrisy"  is exposed then the worldly income  (power/money/leverage/honour/sex/etc.,)  from the deluded devotees will dry-up! 
It is this income,  which the leaders want to protect,  by organising opposition and hostility in the devotees against a TC’s  “teaching and behaviour”! 

It is just so obvious,  and precisely what we read in The Bible  (and have witnessed in The World for the last some 1800+ years)! 
These people for various worldly reasons  (being The Income and Lifestyle generated)  did not want to leave this,  so they went out to stop Paul! 
By consequence,  Paul being  “holy/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}”  separated himself from them and drew alongside himself  only  those 
specific individuals who were interested in becoming like him. 
I ask the simple question: 

What else could Paul do? 
Paul,  like all TCs,  has/have  absolutely  no  interest in creating a  “following of people”  who come to see and physically support him! 
But rather,  he is trying to give sufficient knowledge and understanding so that they can  replace him  as  the next generation of TCs. 
           This is precisely  “the opposite”  of how leaders of  “Religion”  chose to operate! 
          They want a  “large following of duped devotees”  to service their own needs for perpetuity  (of their present existence, ignoring The Millennium)! 
The reader must get  his/her  own mind around what they see operating within The Environment. 
Get behind the  “expertly crafted facade”  and see the  “stench”  behind  (Matt.23v27-32, Luke.11v44-48,  Acts.23v3). 
Therefore as we read here,  Paul being a TC  (and by consequence,  not  a leader of “Religion”)  takes to one side,  only a  few  people to teach,  who 
are  genuinely  interested in fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  (as explained above).   All of which requires extensive learning of what is Yahweh's Plan,  and 
then to  competently explain  “This Knowledge”  to The World  (while facing persecution,  as explained above,  regarding contrary motives). 
 
709th Comment – Paul was teaching in Ephesus for 2 years.  During this time all the people in Asia Minor heard the 
word/sayings/reasoning  of the  lord/master  Jesus,  both Jew and Gentile. 
Comment – repeat - What does this  really  mean? 
546th Reasoning – It must be clearly understood:   Paul cannot teach all the people in Asia Minor by himself! 
This reasoning tells us that Paul was teaching these disciples  how to be like him,  and it was  they  who were teaching all 
the Jews and Gentiles within Asia Minor all about  “1st Century Christianity”,  in the  one/same  manner as did Paul   
327th Instruction – We are to be like these disciples,  freely giving our time to  accurately  teach God's Word. 
But first we must  thoroughly learn God's Word from a  good quality  Bible  (else we  will  be deceived by our leaders). 
Where God's Word”  is given as “1st Century Christianity” and  not  the  self-indulgent nonsense  taught in Christendom! 
Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We, as The Slaves,  fully hearken to the commands of The Master. 
To be in this educated position means we must  (1) first learn what The Master teaches,  – and  (2) then do it with fidelity! 
Warning – repeat - Beware of people assuming positions of leadership in  “Religion”  they do  not  understand Yahweh,  
else if they did know,  then they would not take those positions -  because Yahweh shall reject them, as The Bible tells us! 
Acts   19v10 og that/this/there/here  And  (it) {became to be}  over/upon/concerning  years  dual/both/two,   
Acts   19v10 og thus/{insomuch that}  (the) all/whole/every (persons)  the  (ones = persons)  
Acts   19v10 og (the) {housed permanently}/{firmly inhabiting}/{persistently dwelling}  the  Asia  
Acts   19v10 og (they) heard/listened/understood/responded  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning   
Acts   19v10 og of the  lord/master  (of the) Jesus,   (the) Jews  both   
Acts   19v10 og also  (the) {(from) Hellen (Grecian)}/{Greek speaking people (especially non-Jew)}/Gentiles/Greeks  
Acts   19v10 And  this  (situation)  became to be  over/concerning  two  years, 

inasmuch that  all  the  persons  {housed permanently}/{persistently dwelling}  (in)  the Asia 
they  heard/listened/understood  the  word/sayings/reasoning  of the  lord/master  of the  Jesus. 
both   (1)  the Jew  also   (2)  the  Greeks. 

 

And this  (situation of Paul teaching these keen disciples)  became to be over  (= to last for)  two years  
inasmuch that all the people persistently dwelling  (in)  Asia   (Minor = western side of today’s Turkey) 
they  heard/understood  the  word/sayings/reasoning  of the  lord/master  of the Jesus   (as  “The Word of God”  to control their minds), 
both  (1) the Jew  also  (2) the Greeks   (because of the active ministry from these disciples  under Paul’s guidance)  
 

This occurred for two years. 
What occurred for two years? 

Paul  ‘just’  teaching  “The Word of God”,  in the style  (presently ignoring the content in this discussion)  as is done by our leaders of “Christendom? 
Obviously not! 

Look  at what the verse tells us. 
“Inasmuch that all the people dwelling in Asia heard and understood the  words/sayings/topics  of Jesus”. 

Paul could  not  be teaching  “all the people in Asia himself”  –  because the area is  too vast,  and the number of people  too many! 
Thus we understand that Paul was teaching these ardent disciples  how to become like him  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1),  and it was  they  who were going out to 
all these people in Asia Minor to explain precisely what Paul had taught them.  What Paul had taught them was what JC had taught his disciples,  being  
“The Word of God”  which was to ultimately yield:- 
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The Millennium and of its need to have  “The Required New Leaders”  to  accurately  teach God’s Word to  “The Resurrected World” 
(Hence Matt.25v14-22, Luke.19v12-19,  so that Matt.24v14 occurs,  followed by Matt.24v36, Matt.25v35-40, Rev.19v16-21, etc.). 

Where  “The Invitation”  for this to occur was given to  both  The Jews also to The Gentiles  (just as it should be today). 
Therefore,  “The Invitation”  is open to  any  person to  personally  make  “The Above”  occur. 

Yet that is  not  what professional leaders of “Religion” do,  -  but precisely  the opposite! 
They do  not  actively teach of The Millennium  (to magnify Yahweh in the minds of people,  about how Yahweh righteously operates). 
They are  not  interested in becoming the new leaders of something of which they do not believe  (hence do not teach about it). 
They are  not  interested in creating the next generation of TCs to become these new world leaders  (and thus kill devotees’ prospects). 

All precisely as JC said at Matt.23v13. 
That is  why  Yahweh  wholly rejects them  -  “they are  not  fit for purpose”  (Mark.11v13-14, 20-21,  Luke.20v16, etc.)! 

These reprobates are both  delinquent and redundant  (Luke.12v46-48, 20v16, etc.)! 
 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets)  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation) = The Premier Son of Almighty God 
710th Comment – The Mighty Work  of  “Ho theos”  operated as required by Paul's hands. 
547th Reasoning – Yahweh does  “The Mighty Work”  into The Environment to underwrite  The 
Name/Character/Authority  in the TC to be accurately representing Yahweh by being responsible with God's Word. 
JC does  “The Mighty Work”  within the mind of a hearkening recipient changing a formally  hardened/recalcitrant mind,  
accurately given into The Environment by a TC who is  precisely imitating  JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
Reasoning – repeat - When we  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  then the recipients are able to truly transform 
themselves away from worldly thinking people,  to heavenly thinking people who actively start to behave like JC.   
In this manner,  prodigies and signs of change are beginning to occur within The Public domain. 
Allegory – repeat - mighty work (always) = “The Word of God”  accurately  taught,  “to transform a worldly recalcitrant 
mind” of the recipient away from worldly methodology unto Yahweh's Methodology to start copying JC's ministry/lifestyle 
Warning – repeat - Beware of  charlatan Christian leaders who twist God's Word for the entertainment of the recipient's 
animalistic/carnal  mind lusting after  “The Immediacy”  rather than producing  “The Required Internal Reform”  to 
become entirely  Christ-like  in our future deportment! 
Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh wants the next generation of TCs who  think/reason/behave  like JC,  to learn and then  
accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to new people  (Heb.5v12-14,  1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.).  This will not occur by 
leaders swindling off their deluded devotees and keep them ignorant of what Yahweh is truly seeking for The Millennium! 
'Allegory' – repeat - Prodigies/wonders = The new people taking upon themselves  “The Reform/Commitment”  required 
to change their life around to become entirely  Christ-like  by hearkening to what is taught. 
'Allegory' – repeat - Indications/signs = Yahweh's Methodology is taking hold over The Community signalling that a new 
era is occurring to replace worldly methodology operating within these newly minded people. 
Warning – repeat - Beware of charlatan Christian leaders twisting God's Word to  'gain a following'  of captivated people 
lusting to have their animalistic desires fed by stage magicians performing for  “Entertainment”  to gain monetary return! 
This is absolutely not what Yahweh Desires,  because it cannot bring forth The Salvation of Mankind that can only occur 
through His Early Adopters who  behave/reason/operate  precisely as did JC  (to become the leaders of The Millennium). 
Good News – repeat - There are people who positively respond to  “The Word of God”  accurately  taught to become TCs. 
169th Allegory' – hands = capacity of work done within the environment. 
548th Reasoning – Often in The Bible  “Hands”  means “work done”  for example  “clean hands”  means  “blameless 
work done”   (and thus fulfils Yahweh's Desire).   Likewise, here The Work that Paul does has The Support of “Ho theos”. 
328th Instruction – Likewise we must work  (by allegory, “use our hands”)  to entirely fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
Acts   19v11 og (the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}  Both  no/not/none   
Acts   19v11 og the  {make ready}/{bring to pass}/attain/perchance/occur  
Acts   19v11 og (he) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced  the  {specific god}  through (reason of)  
Acts   19v11 og of the  {hollowness for grasping}/hands  (of the) Paul  
Acts   19v11 Both   (1)  the  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}   (2)  not  perchance  (= when required) 

The Specific God  (= Yahweh)  did/performed/provided  through reason  of the  hands  of the  Paul.   
 

The Specific God  (= Yahweh)  performed/provided   both    
(1) the  mighty work  (2) {as and when required}  through reason of Paul’s hands  
 

Explaining why  “ho theos”  is used within the verse. 
The context of  “The Specific God”  is referenced upon Paul and thus points directly towards Yahweh as sourcing The Capability to physically heal. 

BUT,  Paul's primary objective was to teach  (and thus  “heal the mind”  away from  worldly methodology)  and  not  to physically heal. 
The specific god,  JC as  “The Word of God”,  performs  “Mighty Work”  within hearkening recipient minds,  people's minds that were originally  
callous/hard  unable to reform  (to wholly operate according to Yahweh's Methodology)  when previously  “Religious”  or  “Atheist”. 
Yet it is Yahweh who physically performs  “Mighty Work”  within The Environment to support and underwrite the TC's teach of God's Word. 

Can the reader see the virtuous circle being taught here? 
Sadly, it is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  because they seem  unable/unwilling  to teach  “The Core Basics”! 
 
711th Comment – Paul's artefacts were symbols that Yahweh was prepared to offer healing to a recipient via Yahweh's 
visible representative,  Paul,  done only to underwrite Paul's authority as Yahweh's Ambassador on Earth. 
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549th Reasoning – It must be clearly understood,  Yahweh would have  first  communicated to Paul that He was prepared 
to heal someone.  Paul would have then presented this artefact to a trusted person to give unto the worthy recipient,  for 
the cure to then be enacted by Yahweh,  which could have been kept as an evidential keepsake by the recipient. 
329th Instruction – The artefact has absolutely no intrinsic value or capability.  It is Yahweh who  'pulls all the strings'! 
246th Warning – Beware of religious leaders outwardly copying Paul's precedence.  It must be realised that Yahweh is 
nowhere near to these leaders,  and the recipients of such public staging are merely stooges.  The drivers within Paul and 
these religious leaders today are polar opposites,  likewise are the methodologies from their respective sources! 
Acts   19v12 og Thus/{Insomuch that}  also  over/upon/concerning  the (ones = persons)  
Acts   19v12 og (the) {being feeble/weak/impotent/diseased/sick}   
Acts   19v12 og (to be) {to bear upon}/{super-induced}/taken/inflicted  off/away/separated/from  
Acts   19v12 og of the  {(from) handling}/{body (surface)}/skin  (of the) him  
Acts   19v12 og (the) sudarium/{sweat-cloth}/{towel (for wiping)}/{binding for corpse face}  or/than/either/rather   
Acts   19v12 og semicinctiums/{half girdings}/{narrowing coverings}/aprons,   
Acts   19v12 og also  (to be) {to changed away}/released/removed/delivered/departed/freed  off/away/separated/from  
Acts   19v12 og {of them}  the  malady/disability/{(thus) disease/infirmity/sickness} (plural),  
Acts   19v12 og the (plural)  both  spirits/personalities/desires/traits  
Acts   19v12 og the (plural)  hurtful/evil/wicked/harmful/malicious/grievous/lewd 
Acts   19v12 og (to) issue/{come/go forth/out}/depart/{spread abroad}/proceed  off/away/separated/from  {of them}  
Acts   19v12 Also  insomuch that  off/from/away  of the  body/skin  of him (= Paul) 

the  {sweat-cloth}/{towel for wiping}  or  {half-girdings}/aprons   to be  {bourn upon}/taken  
upon/concerning  the  persons  feeble/weak/sick  also 
to be  {changed away}/removed/delivered  off/away/from  of them  the  malady/disability/sickness, 
(and)  the  hurtful/harmful/grievous  spirits/personalities/desires/traits  to  issue/depart/leave  off/away/from  of them. 

 

Also inasmuch that the  sweat-cloth  or the aprons  off/from  his  (= Paul’s)  body 
to be taken upon the  feeble/weak  people also   
the  malady/illness  to be  {changed away}/delivered  off/from  of them   (and) 
the  hurtful/grievous  spirits (= personalities/desires/traits)  to  issue/leave  off/from  of them  
 

Does this mean what our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us? 
The immediate answer,  based upon past performance,  is a resounding:  “No!” 

What do I mean? 
I have answered this earlier in Acts. 

1. It is Yahweh that is producing the healing – not Paul,  and certainly not the artefact.  Importantly they have come to see Paul and have by 
consequence,  expressed  “real faith”  in this action which means Yahweh is prepared to respond positively. 

2. “Spirit”  absolutely does  not  mean  “demon”.  They are very differently meaning words!   As is an  “apple to an orange”. 
Related only in that they both grow on trees!   

The reason I make these two statements is to counter the  fraudulent activity of certain Christian leaders through the ages making money out of distorting 
“Truth” into a “Lie”   -   and they need to be exposed as:  “Fraudsters”  making money out of  “The Word of God”  by twisting what we are taught.   
It is by changing Truth into a Lie,  they make Yahweh’s Word appear ridiculous to  sane/reasoning  minded atheists  –  supposedly,  the very people to 
whom Yahweh’s Word should be taught!    These Christian  Fraudsters  (in their apparent ‘millions’)  shall be  most harshly judged  by Yahweh! 
Far more harshly than  any  “non Christian”  (see my commentaries to Matt.11v21, Luke.10v13, 12v46-48). 

What do I mean? 
Examples would be:- 

1. Supposed relics  (of very dubious provenance)  of dead saints  carted-around  for people to come and fawn over such icons! 
2. Humans supposedly having demons out of which a  (fraudster)  Christian leader can make money in their  (supposed)  removal. 

This is all an abomination! 
Item (1) needs no explanation. 
However as I explained earlier in Acts  “hurtful/grievous  spirits”  only means:  “Anti-social behaviour”. 
Let us review two examples. 

1. I often hear people with eating disorders saying they have a little voice within them commanding them to act as the recipient does. 
2. In addition, I hear that murderers say:  It was the voices in my head telling me to commit these crimes. 

These people do  not  have demons,  but what they  do have  is  “a mental disorder”  that the average person does not have! 
It is fraudulent  (and  misuse of power  [hence “spiritual paedophile”, Matt.18v6] to corrupt peoples’ thinking)   to suggest otherwise! 
As an analogy to what I state here: 

People often state about a disruptive person:  “They have a wild spirit”.  This does not mean they have a demon inside them! 
Thus,  what we must understand is this:- 

When  we have a thorough understanding of God’s Word as taught by  “1st Century Christianity”  (and absolutely  not  the unrighteous 
nonsense taught today as  “worldly Christianity”  in all its  'millions'  of guises) -   
Then  we are able to  “rule over”  the little voices in our head because  “The Knowledge”  of God’s Word becomes  “The Power of Mastery”  
over our  'worldly spirits'  (being the way  we think and operate). 

It is by these people coming to Paul and listening to  “The Word of God”  correctly taught  enabled  “a mental healing”  to take place  –   for them to 
then personally conquer the mental anguish and hurt within their mind. 

As I heard on BBC Radio 4  (mid. January 2017)  a youth from a dysfunctional family background had set out upon a life of crime,  but then 
he changed to become a teacher of rehabilitation for other youngsters of crime.   
The Reporter asked:  What made you change?  The reformed youth replied:  “I found God”! 

Likewise here. 
That explains the Spiritual aspect,  now we move onto the Physical. 

The physical was the token of something from Paul upon which the mentally healed recipient could latch,  that enforced the personal cure. 
Very much as today,  people will take away with them  (and often encouraged to do so)  a token of something upon which to focus their personal reform. 
In addition, sadly,  the same reasoning operates  (in its most perverse form)  with  ‘trophy hunters’  in serial acts of malicious hurt  (and even murder). 
This is what this verse is saying to us: 

“The Word of God”  accurately taught  brings about  internal  personal  reform,  upon which we can associate the act of  “personal reform”  
with an object received from the benefactor making this reform possible. 

Sadly,  this is  unintelligible  to our Religious Leaders because they love  “hype and mystic dominion over their devotees”  (as spiritual paedophiles,  
Matt.18v6),  to feed off them like wolves (Acts.20v29),  behind the endearing and alluring smile and most warm handshake of supposed friendship! 
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All of which JC and the apostles write by warning in The New Testament,  because the  one/same  minded person operated then,  as they do today! 
For a few examples:  Gal.3v1, 1Thes.2v3-6, 1John.2v18-19, 2Cor.11v13-15,  etc.,  and later in Acts. 
Now after saying all of the above,   then there  are exceptions  of which we are to read in the next verse by counter,  however we should consider the 
following reasoning. 

It must be clearly understood that there were  not  more  demons present in  The World  then than there are now,  so we must look around us 
today and understand that what makes people think and act,  is the same then,  as it is today. 

It is very difficult in those days for outside observers to differentiate between what was a  self-induced  malady from an external induced malady. 
Likewise perhaps it is difficult for professional doctors today to differentiate between an internal and external induced mental abnormality. 
Thus,  we must very carefully disentangle The Evidence for each specific event  -  because they are  all  different. 

It is the height of foolishness to irrationally lump all people and symptoms to be of the  one/same  cause!    
Ask any doctor –   if this statement is true! 

Likewise,  we must take note,  and judge these things upon their specific merit,  when analysing the contextual factual evidence! 
Sadly, our  worldly professional religious leaders demonstrably do not do this  (they want mastery,  for worldly gain,  by twisting God's Word)! 
 
712th Comment – Some mercenary Religious Jews had an occupation of Exorcism  (supposedly)  in the name of JC. 
Who took upon themselves to exorcize in the name of JC of whom Paul proclaimed. 
247th Warning – Beware of bogus religious leaders taking upon themselves acts of exorcism for payment as done then,  
and today  (especially in Africa)  by fraudulently claiming a person  (often an innocent child)  is possessed by a demon!   
This is an abomination hated by Yahweh.  These charlatan leaders will be annihilated at the end of their present existence. 
330th Instruction – We must beware of the so very many fraudulent religious leaders whose god  “is themselves”,  and 
thus effectively make Satan their god because they operate upon his methodology  (= self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt). 
550th Reasoning – Consider the motivation behind these individuals claiming exorcism.  It is for notoriety, money, power, 
leverage and control over the community,  being all the qualities that  reject  themselves from becoming TCs! 
Acts   19v13 og (they) {(put the) hand upon}/undertook/{went about}/{took in hand (upon)}  And  
Acts   19v13 og {some/any/certain persons}  off/away/separated/from  of the (ones = persons)    
Acts   19v13 og {come all around}/strollers/vacillators/vagabonds/{wandering about}  (of the) Jews   
Acts   19v13 og (the) {one that binds by an oath}/'exorcists'  to  name/character/authority  (an infinitive)   
Acts   19v13 og over/upon/concerning  the (ones = persons)   holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having   
Acts   19v13 og the  spirits/personalities/desires/traits (plural)  
Acts   19v13 og the  hurtful/evil/wicked/harmful/malicious/grievous/lewd (plural)  the  name/character/authority 
Acts   19v13 og of the  lord/master  (of the) Jesus,  (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:  
Acts   19v13 og (We) {to put on oath}/{make swear}/{solemnly enjoin}/adjure/charge (= exorcise)  {specifically you}  
Acts   19v13 og the  Jesus  whom/which/that  the  Paul  (he) heralds/proclaims/publicises  
Acts   19v13 And  {some/certain persons}  off/away/from  the  vagabonds/strollers/{wandering about}  of the  Jews   

they {put their hand upon}/{took upon themselves}   to  name/character/authority  “{binding by oath}/exorcists”  
over/upon/concerning  the persons  possessing/having  hurtful/harmful/grievous  spirits/personalities/desires/traits   
the  name/character/authority  of the  lord/master  of the  Jesus,  the  stating/exclaiming  
we  {put to oath}/adjure/charge  {specifically you}  (by)  the Jesus  whom  Paul  heralds/proclaims. 

 

And some  vagabonds/{wandering about}  Jews took upon to name themselves  “Exorcists”  (in)  the name of the Lord Jesus 
over/concerning  people having  hurtful/grievous  spirits  (= personalities/desires/traits)  the stating: 
                (= These Jewish nomadic “Exorcists”  preyed upon deluded weak people  –  very much as is done in Africa today by charlatan exorcists) 
  We  adjure/command  specifically you by The Jesus,  whom Paul  heralds/proclaims! 
 

Not quite the translation seen in our worldly bibles! 
It is what Paul  (and Peter, in his examples)  represented that is crucial to understand here. 

It is specifically this  (= The Mind of TCs is the  one/same  as Yahweh),  that these fraudsters did  not  understand! 
Just as it occurs today in the  ‘millions of leaders’  assuming these positions. 

It is because Paul and Peter  precisely represented  Yahweh  (by thinking like Yahweh  [hence 'having His Mind']) ,  that Yahweh then freely choose to 
operate through Paul and Peter  (as the front people to Yahweh’s expressed capability)  to enabled the occurrence of the exorcism.  The  “front people”  
in their own right  are nothing  as regards to what Yahweh is able to do,  but it is because these specific people truly  think/reason  like Yahweh,  that 
Yahweh freely chooses to work through them  (noting the converse at James.1v6-8, and James 4v3-4).  Please see  “faith” in my glossary that explains 
this by allegory. 

The people in this verse  supposedly came in Jesus’ Name  (because it is so easy  ‘to crow about it’) 
However,  they do  NOT  come in his Character,  and thus   (1) not able to speak with Authority,  and  (2) Yahweh does not underwrite His 
Authority within them! 

Hence,  the reaction we read in subsequent verses! 
Note we read from this text:   

This “spirit”  has character and dominance to speak against these humans taking upon themselves a  “supposed authority”,  but Yahweh is 
not intervening and allows this entity to have sway over these charlatans pretending to represent Yahweh. 

As I state elsewhere regarding this subject,  we should read this verse  with distinct care.   
This person may just be a physically strong man with a rebellious demeanour (= “spirit”)  and detests subjugating himself to  “Authority”! 
It should  not  be assumed that he has a demon in him,  and certainly, I think he has not  –  else the word  “demon”  would be used.   
It is just that  “Religious People”  have their mind  bent-out-of-shape  (= not understanding how to “reason”)  by listening to  charlatan Christian 
leaders placing the word  “demon”  into every conceivable part of The Bible text -  only to add mysticism and hype to what they say!   All done in an 
attempt to underwrite a supposed credibility of their presumed position of supposedly representing God,  thereby programming these devotees to come in 
a mistaken belief to these despotic worldly leaders ‘for supposed comfort and protection’,  these same leaders to the live off these deluded devotees as 
parasites. 
This comes from  “a mind that is  not  Christ-like”,  but is deliberately  opposing  what Yahweh desires to occur within The Environment. 

For which these  charlatan Christian leaders  (as deemed by Yahweh)  shall  never  be resurrected at the end of their present existence! 
They have been forewarned,   “The Responsibility”  of their own future now moves from me,  to them  (Eze.33v1-20)! 

 
713th Comment – Luke describes these people as seven sons of the Jewish High Priest. 
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551st Reasoning – Seven sons of the High Priest is unlikely,  but a grouping of men coming together to form a group of 
seven people with  “The Name”  of  “The Seven”  which means  “complete/perfect by oath”  in Hebrew.   So has on the 
surface a  'good ring to it'  ready to scam their victims!    Just as people do today – pick a name that solicits  “money”! 
Acts   19v14 og (they) were  And   {some/any/certain persons}  (the) sons  (the) Sceva,   
Acts   19v14 og (of the)  Jewish  {the High Priest}/{Chief of all priests},  seven  the (ones = persons = sons)   
Acts   19v14 og that/this/there/here  (the) doing/making/producing/yielding/performing/providing/practicing  
Acts   19v14 And  they were  seven   {some/certain persons}  sons  of the  Jewish High Priest  Sceva 

the  doing/providing/performing  this  (exorcism). 
 

And there were seven sons of the Jewish High Priest  doing/performing  this  (‘exorcism’)  
                 (Inasmuch this grouping made a living  'doing the rounds'  of fraudulent exorcism,  and now they were to meet their match!) 
 

Just as today,  it occurred then,  fraudulent leaders  scamming off  their deluded devotees,  by  “offering a  (supposed)  service”  in the presumed 
assumption they represent “God’s Word”  in the  Name  of  “Jesus”  (Rev.19v13)  because it is so easy to say,  and yet they do  not  represent his 
Character  or  Authority! 
Therefore,  they sequestrate off  “The Word of God”,  inasmuch they use  “Jesus”  as a tool for fleshly living.   This is an abomination! 

It started to occur then,  and now become pandemic ever since! 
That is why the  Name  of  “Jesus”  is treated with so much distain within  sane/reasoning  minds of today.  It has only occurred because  fraudulent  
Christian leaders are  not  coming in his  Character  or  Authority  over the last some 1700 years,  and having peaked today  (as their sermons testify)! 
It is interesting they take upon themselves the number “7”  to be  “perfect/complete by oath”  in Hebrew (StrongsTM 7650/1),  but I strongly suspect it is 
“strength by numbers”  in case they have a difficult case  (of a strong man),   however that was not enough here!   It is worth considering that this 
grouping is a  fraud  from the start,  because someone with Yahweh on their side only needs one person  –  not seven people!   So it is obviously a scam! 
Just as what occurs today in similar proceedings! 
 
714th Comment – The hurtful  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (of the man)  said: 

Jesus, I absolutely know;  Paul, I comprehend;  but who are you? 
552nd Reasoning – It is always assumed this man has a demon.  But that should not be taken as true!  It could have been a 
person who has heard of JC as taught by Paul,  and thus this man personally knows of this,  but has genuinely not heard of 
this grouping.   Crazed people are known to be very strong when continuously running on adrenalin and thus can be very 
strong and rip off clothing as we are to read in the next verse. 
553rd Reasoning – While having stated the above  (as a  cautionary note  against the output of  charlatan Christian 
leaders),  in this specific instance the man may have had a demon within him,  that was speaking through him.  Obviously 
recognising Yahweh was The Authority behind both JC and Paul,  then it  could only  be deferential.  But knowing these 
seven pretenders had no authority behind them,  the demon said:  What authority have you over me? 
248th Warning – Beware of  “Fraudsters”  claiming to come in the name of JC or Yahweh.  Sadly, the world is full of 
them, within every supposed  'holy place'  on this planet,  ignoring what Paul taught us at 1Cor.3v13-16,  and Peter wrote 
at 1Pet.2v5-9.   But who reads The Bible today sufficiently motivated  to understand it?  Not even do our religious leaders! 
Acts   19v15 og (it) {concluding for oneself}/responding/{beginning to speak}/answering  And   
Acts   19v15 og the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  the  hurtful/evil/wicked/harmful/malicious/grievous/lewd  
Acts   19v15 og (it) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:   
Acts   19v15 og The  Jesus  (I) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand},   
Acts   19v15 og also  the  Paul  (I)  {put the mind upon}/comprehend/{acquainted with}/understand (middle voice),    
Acts   19v15 og {specifically you}  and  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  {you are/belong}? 
Acts   19v15 And  the  hurtful/grievous  spirit/personality/desires/traits  responding/answering,  said/commanded: 

The Jesus  I  absolutely  know/understand,  also  the  Paul  I  (personally)  comprehend/understand, 
and  (= but)   {specifically you};  who  are you? 

 

And the  hurtful/grievous  spirit  (personality/desire/traits)  responding  (to this band of fraudulent Exorcists),  commanded: 
   The Jesus,  I absolutely  know/understand,  also the Paul I personally comprehend, 
   but specifically you;  who are you? 
                (By inference,  these seven upstarts had no authority  [from Yahweh]  to command this entity to do anything!) 
 

Quite an interesting verse  -  a verse that exposes fraudsters! 
This man does not want to succumb to “Authority”,  deeming these individuals to be fraudsters,  presuming Yahweh does not underwrite their activities  
and thus tests them.   We know their mind is wrong,  because they come in numbers to subdue by “force of numbers”,  while  only  a single TC would be 
required when having Yahweh underwriting  his/her  actions! 
Their mind is  “self-indulgent to their neighbour's hurt”,  just as are the leaders of Christendom,  else Christian leaders would  not  hide  “The 
Invitation”  from their deluded devotees behind a sales spiel driven by worldly methodology  (supporting self-indulgent behaviour by  both  parties). 
These individuals have an unrepentant mind  (still driven by worldly methodology)  lusting for world fame and monetary return  (as is done today). 
By contrast,  the TCs  accurately  give  “God's Word”  freely  because their mind desires to  “edify the neighbour to the giver's own hurt”  becomes the 
type of person Yahweh desires to underwrite by supporting their activities -  because their mind  is  the  one/same  as Yahweh by virtue of what JC 
taught,  did and represented  (John.14v5-15). 
So this man  (having a “spirit” [as do we all])   rhetorically asks:    

“Who are you?” 
(= “What authority have you over me?”) 

 
715th Comment – The man with the hurtful  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (= character)  had sufficient muscle to 
overpower these seven fraudsters,  stripped them of their clothes and in the process wounded them,  forcing them to flee! 
554th Reasoning – I strongly think this man had no demon,  but was very strong and wholly enraged out of his mind. 
These seven  'brothers'  had no chance against this strong man and suffered the consequences. 
331st Instruction – If it had been Paul in this position,  Yahweh would have bound him and then purified his mind of the 
abnormal chemicals flowing within it to make this man wholesome again.   There would have been no fuss! 
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332nd Instruction – This is what separates fraudsters from TCs.  Fraudsters seek out to manipulate a situation to their 
financial advantage  (performing no real cure,  but perhaps killing their victim in the course of their excessive violence).  
By contrast,  TCs may perchance upon a situation and then quietly pray to Yahweh without directly touching the victim of 
this malady and then Yahweh will intervene with no fuzz or bother.   It most certainly not be a public spectacle! 
555th Reasoning – The driver is different,  the former wants a worldly return,  the latter wants to quietly heal the victim! 
Acts   19v16 og Also  (the) {leaping upon}/{springing over}  upon/over/concerning  them   
Acts   19v16 og the  countenance/{human-being}/man  in  {to whom/which/that}  (it) was   
Acts   19v16 og the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  the  hurtful/evil/wicked/harmful/malicious/grievous/lewd,  
Acts   19v16 og also  (the) {lording against}/controlling/subjugating/{exercising dominion}/ 

/{being lord over}/overcoming/overmastering   
Acts   19v16 og {of them},   (he/it was) {to have/exercise force}/{be able}/{can do}/{be of strength}/prevailed   
Acts   19v16 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  {of them},   
Acts   19v16 og thus/{insomuch that}  (the) nude/naked (plural)  also  (the having been) {inflicted a wound}/wounded (plural) 
Acts   19v16 og (to) {flee out}/escape  {from/out of}  of the  dwelling/temple/house/household/family  {that one}/those  
Acts   19v16 Also  the man  within which  the  hurtful/grievous  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (operating within him) 

the  {leaping upon}/{springing over}  upon/concerning  them  
also  the  {lording against}/controlling/overmastering/overpowering  of them, 
he was  {to have force/strength}/{be able}/prevailed  intensely/{against to}  of them  
inasmuch  (to make)  those  (ones = persons)  nude  also  having wounded  to  escape  from/out of the  dwelling/house. 

 

Also the man  (having)  within,  the  hurtful/grievous  spirit  (= personality/desires/traits), 
the leaping upon concerning them   (= the seven fraudulent Exorcists) 
also the  controlling/overcoming,  he  {had ability}/prevailed  against them, 
inasmuch  (to make)  those  (seven)  people nude,  also having wounded,  (before they were able)  to escape  from/out  of the house  

 

It is interesting that crazed people seem to have enormous strength to physically overpower people. 
Though this man was entirely human,  he did have a mind that was entirely  “adversarial to Yahweh's Desire being made manifest in The Environment”. 
And though to a different level,  these seven men were  also  adversarial to  “Yahweh's Desire being made manifest in The Environment”.  

By consequence Yahweh left them to it and  'let the most powerful side win'! 
Yahweh was  not  involving Himself in this matter,  like with virtually all matters within The World,  He allows people to fulfil their  own  “worldly 
desires”  (Rom.1v16-32)  thereby keeping Himself  “holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}”  so that when things inevitably fail,  
Satan  cannot  attribute  “The Failure”  to Yahweh.  That is why Yahweh  is  working in parallel  to  “Religion”  and ONLY  through  His  “Early 
Adopters”  who themselves shall be  resuscitated/roused/awakened  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Isa.66v8, Rev.20v6). 
Irrespective of the  unrighteous nonsense  leaders of “Religion” teach about  'an'  “Almighty God”  answers  their deluded devotees' prayers,  quite 
simply  Yahweh  (as  “The Almighty God”)  wholly ignores them while operating in their present  “worldly methodology”.  Yahweh being perfect and 
righteous,  can do no other!   However,  Yahweh  does  answer The Prayers of  “The Early Adopters”  because they:  “Ask Correctly” (1John.5v14-15).  

Their mind  (operating to Yahweh's Methodology)  is truly the  one/same  as that of Yahweh's Mind. 
Because religious people  (of some 5 billion+)  do  not:  “Ask Correctly”  then Yahweh does  not  respond,  –  but ignores them  (James.4v3-4). 
Now leaders of  “Religion”  would  “naturally”  object to my given  righteous  statement because they want to justify their  (fraudulent)  position as the 
supposed conduit to  “God”  for the exploitation this position  unrighteous yields. 

It is appalling what is supposedly done in  “God's Name”  -  of which I reason their god can only be Satan,  “The Pretender to The Throne! 
Because it is his methodology that ultimately operates within their mind  (Matt.6v24, because of 1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4)! 

 
716th Comment – This event became notable amongst both the Jews and Gentiles of Ephesus.  Alarm/Awe  had seized all 
these peoples thereby resulting in Yahweh and JC being exulted by this incident.   How? 
556th Reasoning – The teaching of Paul was underwritten by miraculous events thereby exhibiting Paul to have extra-
terrestrial assistance.  By contrast, these seven charlatans had no authority behind them,  which was now plainly evident! 
333rd Instruction – Yahweh and JC were magnified from out of this incident,  when compared with what Paul did! 
Acts   19v17 og that/this/there/here  And  (it) {became to be}  
Acts   19v17 og (the) {well known}/acquainted (either publicly/privately)}/notable  (to the) all/whole/every  (persons),   
Acts   19v17 og (to the) Jews  both   
Acts   19v17 og also  {(from) Hellen (Grecian)}/{Greek speaking people (especially non-Jew)}/Gentiles/Greeks,  
Acts   19v17 og to the (ones = persons)  {housed permanently}/{firmly inhabiting}/{persistently dwelling}  the  Ephesus,   
Acts   19v17 og also  (it) {embraced/seized}/{fell into}/{laid on}/{pressed upon}    
Acts   19v17 og (the) alarm/fright/fear/terror/awe/reverence  over/upon/concerning  (the) all/whole/every  them,   
Acts   19v17 og also  (it was) {made/declared great}/increased/extolled/enlarged/magnified/{shown great}  
Acts   19v17 og the  name/character/authority  of the  lord/master  (of the) Jesus  
Acts   19v17 And  this  (event)   

it  {became to be}  the  {well known}/notable  to  all  (the persons)   {housed permanently}/{persistently dwelling}  (in)  the  Ephesus, 
both   (1)  to the  Jews  also   (2)  to the  Greeks, 
also  the  alarm/fright/fear  it  seized/{laid on}/{pressed upon}  over/concerning  all/whole  them, 
also  the  name/character/authority  of the  lord/master  of the  Jesus,  it was  {made great}/enlarged/magnified. 

 

And this  (event)  became to be notable to all people persistently dwelling  (in)  the Ephesus, 
both  (1) to the Jews  also  (2) to the Greeks, 
also the  alarm/fear  pressed upon concerning all  (of)  them, 
also the  name/character/authority  of the  lord/master  Jesus was magnified  (within the minds of the hearkening  recipients)  
 

Why was  “The Name/Character/Authority”  of Jesus Christ  magnified by this event? 
The answer is given by the words:   “Character/Authority”! 
Inasmuch it was  “the differentiation”  between what Paul taught by word and deed,  to the things the Exorcists taught  (being of 1John.2v18-19)  taking 
upon themselves the apparent  “Name” of Jesus,  but certainly  not  having his  “Character and Authority”.   

Precisely as we witness today in Christendom! 
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Sadly the differentiation is  not  made today,  because virtually  all  the Christian leaders have a character very much the same as did these seven 
fraudulent exorcists supposedly coming in  “The Name of Jesus”  for the public show  (but certainly  not his  Character or Authority”).  By consequence,  
“The Flock(s)”  cannot  make the distinction between  “The Real (= Original) Jesus”  and of  “The New (of today) Jesus”  (2Cor.11v4,  because 
2Cor.11v13-15 has occurred in context). 
 
717th Comment – Many people entrusted in  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by Paul. 
This moved the people to renounce their former spiritual practices and  'supportive customs' 
557th Reasoning – It must be understood this city was  “The Home of The Goddess Artemis”,  one of the seven wonders of 
The Ancient World!   There would be many practises and customs given in support of this goddess! 
These practises would have been stopped,  because their minds were educated on something that made righteous sense! 
Acts   19v18 og (the) many/much/plenteous  Both  of the (ones = persons)   (having) committed/believed/entrusted  
Acts   19v18 og (they) accompanied/appeared/brought/came 
Acts   19v18 og (the) acknowledging/assenting/confessing/professing/promising,   
Acts   19v18 og also  (the) announcing/declaring/reporting/showing/speaking/telling  
Acts   19v18 og the  practices/functions/deeds/office/works  {of them}    
Acts   19v18 Both  the  many/plenteous  of the  persons  having  committed/entrusted   

they  accompanied/came  acknowledging/promising  also  the  announcing/reporting  of their  practices/functions/deeds. 
 

Both the many people having  committed/entrusted  they 
(1) came  acknowledging/promising  also  (2) the  announcing/reporting  of their  practices/functions/deeds  
 

However because there  WAS  this distinction between Paul's  teaching/works  and the  teaching/works  of the fraudulent representatives of  “God”  then 
the populace  could  make a differentiation,  in direct contrast today where there are  so few  TCs  (perhaps about 1 TC in 90,000  people of a standard 
population)  the distinction is not readily forth coming!   

All we have today are practices and customs of one fraudulent set of religious leaders and a different set of practices and customs from 
another fraudulent set of religious leaders!   This is repeated again and again for each of the some 40,000 schisms of Christianity. 

The masses of people just do not have a chance to escape from these wolves  (Matt.7v15),  and that is why we righteously have The Millennium for the 
resurrected people to then be told what  really was occurring  by people supposedly coming in JC’s Name  (Luke.12v2-3)  during The Gospel Age! 
However,  then the people of Ephesus  were  able to differentiate between a TC's teaching and the teaching from these fraudulent representatives of  
“God”.  Because of the obvious differentiation,  then they were internally driven to give up their old practices of supernatural study and worship,  being 
the  spin-off  resultant activities of a city that  “Kept The Temple of Artemis”,  and by consequence,  being a  'hotbed'  of  “The Supernatural”! 
Many people in the city promised to make a change in their life,  to reform their life away from  study and worship of  “The Supernatural”,  by what they 
had learnt from Paul,  now educated to recognise the unrighteous nonsense given by leaders of “Religion”,  had convinced them to  “jump ship”. 
 
718th Comment – The converted inhabitants of Ephesus renounced all things concerning The Goddess Artemis.  They 
convened together and making a pile of their books,  having a street value of 50,000 pieces of silver,  they publicly burnt.   
558th Reasoning – They realised Artemis had no significance in their life  -  only Yahweh had  “Pride of Place”  in their 
life!  And by consequence anything pertaining to Artemis was to be wholly eradicated! 
559th Reasoning – It must be understood this city was  “The Home of The Goddess Artemis”,  one of the seven wonders of 
The Ancient World!   There would be many religious books and other supposed religious icons sold to the tourists when 
they came to worship at The Temple of Artemis!   There was much money to be made out of the tourists! 
560th Reasoning – Many foreign people would have come to worship at this temple!   Thus, these people would have much 
support literature to  sell-on  as souvenirs to these multi-national visitors! 
719th Comment – It must be understood that these people did not dispose of these books by selling them at their face value,   
but completely burnt these books out of existence  -  and thus personally lost out at their market value. 
561st Reasoning – These people  “edified their neighbour to their own hurt”  by deliberately taking these books out of 
circulation so that other people could  not  be deceived by the much  “religious nonsense”  within them! 
334th Instruction – We must be like these people!   We must personally  'take the hit'  when it comes to edifying our 
neighbour which these people perfectly showed,  thereby showing their true  spirit/personality/desires/traits  being the 
one/same  as that which operates within Yahweh and JC. 
249th Warning – Sadly by contrast,  our leaders of “Religion”  retain and continue to sell to the public,  dangerous  
“nonsense literature”  and plastic tat in the form of religious icons!   Which means these leaders  “self-indulge to their 
neighbour's hurt”  perpetuating worldly methodology,  being counter to Yahweh's Methodology!   But what do they care? 
Acts   19v19 og (the) {to arrive}/{coming into season}/ample/fit/great/many/sufficient/considerable  And   
Acts   19v19 og of the (ones = persons)  the  {over careful}/{working all around}/{officious meddlesome}/busybody 
Acts   19v19 og (the) {habitually practicing}/{repeated deeds}/{regularly executing} 
Acts   19v19 og (the) {bearing together}/contributing/profiting/{being better/good}/{being expedient}/{taking advantage}  
Acts   19v19 og the  {sheets/scrolls/books of writing}  (the) {burned down (to the ground)}/{consumed entirely}  
Acts   19v19 og {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}  (of the) all/whole/every (persons)    
Acts   19v19 og Also  (they) {computed jointly}/{counted together}  the  value/esteem/honour/precious/dignity/price 
Acts   19v19 og {of them},  also  (they) found/obtained/seen/perceived  
Acts   19v19 og (of the) silvery/{cash (drachma or shekel)}/money/{piece of silver}  ten thousands  five  
Acts   19v19 And  the  {arriving to the occasion}/considerable  of the  persons   

{working all around}/{carefully involving}  the  {habitually practicing}/{regularly executing}   
the  {bearing together}/{being expedient}  the  {burned down}/{wholly consuming}  the  {books/scrolls of writing} 
in the  face/midst/sight  of  all  the persons. 
Also  {counted together}/totalised  the  value/price  {of them},  also  they  found/perceived  fifty thousand  {pieces of silver}. 

 

And the people arriving to the occasion carefully involved  (in)  the regularly working together   (collecting all these books),    
wholly burned the written books in the  midst/sight  of all the persons   (= books supporting  mystic/occult  practices)  
also  the  totalised  value  of them  (these books),   they  perceived fifty thousand  pieces of silver  
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All these people  were originally working together in spiritual practices,  but after hearkening to Paul's teaching,  they realised what they were doing was 
worthless,  and by consequence they were of one mind to collect all these books,  then to come together and burn all their books on  “spiritualism”. 
These books had great  perceived  value within the community that was  committed to supporting  “The Temple of Artemis”,  and yet to these converted 
people,  their books were mere trash and completely worthless! 

It is interesting to consider why did these people not sell the books to people within the city at their perceived  'market value'? 
The simple answer is that these people genuinely saw through them as being  “dangerous rubbish”  and because they now truly thought like Paul,  then 
they much rather lose money by destroying these books so that they should not be used in the future to contaminate other peoples' minds. 
Something I would suggest people do with the NIV “worldly interpretation”  that bears little resemblance to what was in the scribe’s mind at key places. 

Thus,  they operated according to Yahweh's Methodology  “edify our neighbour to our own hurt”  to destroy these books. 
An unreformed human operating according to  worldly  methodology  “self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt”  would have sold the books. 
I hope that clarifies what was operating here,  showing that  true reform of the mind  had occurred within these people. 
 
719th Comment – After that public renouncing of Artemis then two things occurred! 

1.  More people positively responded to  “1st Century Christianity”. 
2.  A backlash by those people who would lose money in this mass conversion  (as we are to read later)! 

562nd Reasoning – Paul's righteous teaching had,  and would further,  strike home within  sane/reasoning  minds. 
This is what  “1st Century Christianity”  is able to do   (unlike “worldly Christianity” vainly taught today). 
Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh does  “The Mighty Work”  into The Environment to underwrite  The 
Name/Character/Authority  in the TC to accurately representing Yahweh by being responsible with God's Word. 
JC does  “The Mighty Work”  within the mind of a hearkening recipient changing a formally  hardened/recalcitrant mind,  
accurately given into The Environment by a TC who is  precisely imitating  JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
Reasoning – repeat - When we  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  then the recipients are able to truly transform 
themselves away from worldly thinking people,  to heavenly thinking people who actively start to behave like JC.   
In this manner, prodigies and signs of change are beginning to occur within The Public domain. 
Allegory – repeat - mighty work (always) = “The Word of God”  accurately  taught,  “to transform a  worldly recalcitrant  
mind” of the recipient away from worldly methodology unto Yahweh's Methodology to start copying JC's ministry/lifestyle 
Warning – repeat - Beware of  charlatan Christian leaders who twist God's Word for the entertainment of the recipient's 
animalistic/carnal  mind lusting after  “The Immediacy”  rather than producing  “The Required Internal Reform”  to 
become entirely  Christ-like  in our future deportment! 
Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh wants the next generation of TCs who  think/reason/behave  like JC,  to learn and then  
accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to new people  (Heb.5v12-14,  1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.).  This will not occur by 
leaders scamming off their deluded devotees and keep them ignorant of what Yahweh is truly seeking for The Millennium! 
Acts   19v20 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  
Acts   19v20 og (the) {great vigour}/dominion/might/power/strength  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  
Acts   19v20 og of the  lord/master  (it) grew/enlarged/{gave increase}   
Acts   19v20 og also  (it) {had/exercised force}/{was able}/{could do}/{was of strength}  
Acts   19v20 {After that}  intensely (= specifically)   the  word/sayings/reasoning  of the  lord/master, 

it  grew/enlarged  also  it  {exercised force}/{had influence}.   (= Affected the minds of the recipients)    
 

After that  (event)  specifically the  word/sayings/reasoning  of the  lord/master  
grew/enlarged  (throughout the populace)  also it  {exercised force}/{had influence}   (= it changed how people thought and reasoned)  
                 (= “The Word of God”  accurately taught,  created  “1st Century Christians”  and dramatically improved society) 
 

After this public mass showing of a genuine personal rejection of the old methodology  (that included spiritualism),  then it became like a  “domino 
effect”  throughout the city,  being originally a city that was wholly devoted to  “The Upkeep of The Temple of Artemis”,   “The 7th Wonder of The 
Ancient World”.   We must appreciate the enormity of what had occurred.  This was a city that played host to perhaps 100,000 international visitors per 
year,  coming specifically to worship at  “The Temple of Artemis”,  and whose economy was built around servicing this inflow of  'customers'  ready to 
part with their money!   Yet now,  many of its residents had rejected the old philosophy in favour of the new as taught by Paul. 
 
720th Comment – Paul having fulfilled his present commitment of several years to Ephesus,  now wanted to move unto 
Jerusalem and then onto Rome.    But first to pass through Macedonia and then Achaia. 
563rd Reasoning – Paul has personally solidified the ecclesia within Asia Minor, Macedonia and in Corinth,  to be left in 
competent hands of Timothy, Apollos, etc.  He now wants to preach directly within the final two bastions  that oppose 
Yahweh.   The Bastions of  “Religion” (Spiritual Jerusalem)  and  “Politics” (Secular Rome). 
721st Comment – “Jerusalem”  actually means  “City/Organisation of Peace”  which it shall be in The Millennium,  being 
wholly representative of  “Yahweh's Ruling Authority”  over The Earth.   
However,  Jerusalem is not that now,  but representative of:- 
170th Allegory – Jerusalem = represents  “Three Religious Harlots”  that are  “The Abrahamic Faiths”.   They are  
Judaism,  Christianity and Islam,   The Worst/Great Harlot  (Rev.19v2)  is Christendom  because it has all The 
Information  (both Old and New Testaments)  and yet its leaders treat  “The Knowledge”  with complete disdain!   
(Note: The City [Babylon] as The Mother of Harlots Rev.17v5, 18v2) represents “Religion” generally  (from which comes 
the three harlots pretending to be betrothed to  “The Word of God”  [Tanakh+JC],  and yet they are in bed with Satan). 
171st Allegory – Rome = represents  “World Secular Power”  which closes  “The Respective Epochs of Israel”  when 
Yahweh has finished with each Epoch!   Rome did this to  “1st Epoch Israel”  at 70 CE  (I explain all elsewhere),  and The 
World Power shall close  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (Christendom)  within a decade or two  (w.r.t. 2017 CE).   Already it is 
on its last legs,  and Judaism and Islam will follow shortly afterwards along with all  “Religion”  in a secular world!  

Nobody  in their heart  really  believes in  “Religion”  today,  because it is a  demonstrable  farce!    
But all people presently give a mock belief for “The Show”,  but prolific education will show “Religion” to be redundant! 
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Note:  When Yahweh allows  “The Secular World”  to remove “Religion”,  then JCg and the 144000 TCs shall remove  
“The Secular World Power”  as we are told at Rev.19v16-21,  to  bring-in  The Millennium  (Rev.20v1-3).   Amen! 
Acts   19v21 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  And  (they were) {made replete}/imbued/{filled up}/fulfilled/accomplished   
Acts   19v21 og these (things)   (he) placed/ordained/settled/{sunk/laid down}/purposed/appointed/determined (middle voice)   
Acts   19v21 og the  Paul  in  to the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   
Acts   19v21 og the  traversing/coming/departing/going/abroad/{passing by/over/through}  the  Macedonia  
Acts   19v21 og also  (the) Achaia,  (to) traverse/travel/depart/journey (middle voice)  into/unto  (the) Jerusalem  
Acts   19v21 og the  saying/uttering/speaking/commanding/granting:   
Acts   19v21 og Because  amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  the  {becoming to be}  I/me/my   
Acts   19v21 og there/thither,  {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must  I/me/my   
Acts   19v21 og also  (the) Rome  to  know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  
Acts   19v21 And  as  these  things  were  {made replete}/fulfilled/accomplished, 

the  Paul,  he  (personally)  purposed/determined  within  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   
the  traversing/{passing through}  the  Macedonia  also  the  Achaia  to  (personally)  traverse/journey  unto  the  Jerusalem 
the  saying/commanding:   Because after  I  {becoming to be}  there,  also  to  know/see  the  Rome. 

And as these things were fulfilled   (inasmuch Paul had done all he could in this area,  and thus needed to move to new pastures) 
Paul personally  purposed/determined  within the spirit   (= personality/desires/traits)   ( = “he thought in his mind”) 
(while)  passing through Macedonia  also Achaia to personally journey unto Jerusalem the saying: 
   Because after I have been there  (in Jerusalem),  also  (I desire)  to  know/see  Rome  
 

Over his three missionary journeys,  Paul had seen the incredible growth of  “1st Century Christianity”  throughout Asia Minor by his own efforts,  while 
having survived all forms of opposition,  he concluded now his work could be left in the hands of other competent people to steadfastly grow.   He now 
felt confident with Yahweh working alongside him that he could move forward to the two last remaining  'hot spots'  of concern,  namely Jerusalem and 
then onto Rome! 
 
722nd Comment – Paul sent Timothy and Erastus into Macedonia,  before he was to go there after his assistants. 
Acts   19v22 og (the) {setting apart}/sending/{putting out/forth}/dispatching/commissioning  And   
Acts   19v22 og into/unto  the  Macedonia  dual/both/two  of the (ones = persons)   
Acts   19v22 og the  {waiting upon menially}/{servant assisting}/ministering  (to the) him,  
Acts   19v22 og (the) Timothy  also  (the) Erastus,   
Acts   19v22 og he  {held upon}/retained/detained/{paid attention to}/{gave/took heed to}/{held forth} 
Acts   19v22 og (the) {unspecified space of time}/opportunity/delay/while/time  into/unto  the  Asia  
Acts   19v22 And  the  {setting apart}/{putting forth}  the  Timothy  also  the  Erastus  unto  the  Macedonia, 

two  of the  persons  the  {waiting upon menially}/{servants assisting}  to the  him  (= Paul), 
he  (= Paul)  {held upon}/stayed/retained  the  time/while  into  the  Asia  (Minor). 

 

And putting forth Timothy  also Erastus unto Macedonia,  two of the servants assisting Paul, 
he  (= Paul)  stayed a while in Asia  (Minor)  
 

Paul had numerous trustworthy administrators to follow through after him,  and he was itching to break forth into  The Capitals  of both forms of 
rulership over Mankind at the time,  being  “The Religious”  (Jerusalem)   and  “The Secular”  (Rome).  Yahweh would use this as an ultimate 
testimony to Mankind  -  that the leaders of these two institutions  (Religious and Political)  as represented by these two bastions  are alien  to Yahweh's 
Desire,  when  The Leaders/Representatives  demonstrable oppose Yahweh's spokesperson,  Paul  (as we are to read). 
 
723rd Comment – Paul was about to follow after Timothy,  but a commotion occurred in Ephesus to stop Paul's travel. 
564th Reasoning – Paul's successful teaching had made him a few enemies  (of which we are about to read). 
Acts   19v23 og (it) {became to be}  And  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   the  time/season/occasion   
Acts   19v23 og {that one}/those  (the) disturbance/{(popular) tumult}/stir  no/not/none  
Acts   19v23 og (the) {puny (in anything)}/short/little/small/{a while}/few  concerning/about 
Acts   19v23 og of the  way/journey/progress/mode/means  
Acts   19v23 And  it  {became to be}  accordingly to  the  time/season/occasion  that one  not the  small/little  disturbance/tumult/stir 

concerning/about  of the  way/progress/journey. 
 

And it became to be according to that one  time/occasion  not a small  disturbance/tumult 
about the  ( his/Paul’s) journey  (= Paul’s lengthy travel,  ultimately back to Jerusalem, v21,  to give a personal report back to Peter)     
 

Paul was  'rounding-up  his affairs'  within Ephesus to then leave for Jerusalem,  when he was suddenly faced with a large disturbance in Ephesus. 
 
724th Comment – The silversmith,  Demetrius,  made silver shrines of The Goddess Artemis to be sold to the tourists.  This 
tourists trade brought much gain to these artisans. 
565th Reasoning – People who make money out of  “Religion”  oppose a TC's teaching of  “1st Century Christianity”. 
250th Warning – Leaders of “Religion”  who are internally  driven  make money out of “Religion”  (Matt.6v24)  oppose a 
TC's teaching of  “1st Century Christianity”. 
335th Instruction – We must understand that any person who makes a cent or more from out of “Religion” will oppose 
TCs teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  because TCs receive  NOTHING  (except “abuse”)  from what they teach! 
They also teach: We must not receive money from what we teach.  By consequence, expose those who do,  as hypocrites. 
Acts   19v24 og (the) Demetrius  For  {some/any/certain person}  (to the) name/character/authority,  (the) silversmith, 
Acts   19v24 og (the) doing/making/producing/yielding/performing/providing/practicing  {to dwell}/shrines/temples 
Acts   19v24 og (the) {made of silver}  (of the) Artemis/(Diana)  
Acts   19v24 og (he/it) {held near}/presented/afforded/exhibited/{furnished occasion}/brought/done/ 

/gave/kept/ministered/offered/provided  
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Acts   19v24 og the (plural)  artisans/founders/creators/builders/craftsmen   
Acts   19v24 og {(from) occupation}/pain/profit/diligence/craft/work  no/not/none   
Acts   19v24 og (the) {puny (in anything)}/short/little/small/{a while}/few  
Acts   19v24 For  the  {some/certain person}  to the  name/character/authority  the  Demetrius,  the silversmith, 

the  doing/making/producing  {made of silver}  shrines/temples  of the  Artemis/(Diana), 
it  brought/kept/provided  the  artisans/craftsmen  not the  small/little  gain/profit/work. 

 

For the certain person to the name Demetrius,  the silversmith  making/producing  silver shrines of the Artemis, 
(this occupation of producing religious articles)  brought/provided  the artisans not a small  gain/profit  
          (= these silversmiths made much money from selling  ‘religious artefacts’  to a wholly gullible people  -  just as they do today!) 
 

Rule Number One: 
People who have their worldly lifestyle adversely affected by a TC's teaching will  always  retaliate and become adversarial. 
Normally it is leaders of  “Religion”,  but it can be from the people of commerce or politics who gain by working with  “Religious Leaders”. 

Why only the groupings having the common denominator of  “Religion”? 
Because: 

There is absolutely  no  other grouping of people who are sufficiently motivated to spend their time, effort and resources to fight a TC! 
In fact,  the general populace is either  (1) indifferent to a TC or  (2) like TCs,  because TCs are wholly inoffensive in the way they behave to people,  and 
moreover,  they use much of their time to  freely  help their neighbour of which this report will be publicised by word of mouth to other people. 
Therefore,  as we read here:  There is a person who obtains much money by making idols and other paraphernalia to be sold as merchandise,  and Paul's 
teaching was having a seriously negative effect upon his trade!   His sales have considerably fallen,  and he is now very annoyed! 

He is now sufficiently motivated to  raise-up  considerable opposition against Paul. 
 
725th Comment – These silversmiths came together to discuss the effect of Paul's teaching: 

His teaching will bring significant loss to our very profitable trade. 
566th Reasoning – Worldly thinking people always put The World first  -  before fulfilling Yahweh's Desire. 
251st Warning – Leaders of “Religion”  always put The World first  -  before fulfilling Yahweh's Desire. 
336th Instruction – People who put The World first -  will never put the fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire first  (Matt.6v24). 
Acts   19v25 og whom/which/that (plural)   (the) hoarding/convening/{calling (gather) together},  
Acts   19v25 og also  the (ones = persons)  concerning/about  the (things)   
Acts   19v25 og {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such ones}  (= likewise affected people),  
Acts   19v25 og (the) toilers/teachers/labourers/workers,  (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:  
Acts   19v25 og (The) Men/Husbands/Fellows,  
Acts   19v25 og (yourselves) {to put the mind upon}/comprehend/{acquainted with}/understand (middle voice)   
Acts   19v25 og because  {from/out of}  this/that (specifically)   
Acts   19v25 og of the  {(from) occupation}/pain/profit/diligence/craft/work/trade   
Acts   19v25 og the  {preparing/providing very much more}/{good for passing through}/ 

/{have (pecuniary) means}/{ability to provide}/gain   
Acts   19v25 og {to us}  (it) is  
Acts   19v25 Whom  (= these silversmiths)   the  convening/{calling together}   

also  the  toilers/workers  concerning  the things  {like this}/{such ones}            (= all people producing idolatrous religious tat) 
he  said/commanded: 
The  men/husbands,   yourselves  (personally)  comprehend/understand   
because  from out of  this specific  work/trade  it is  {providing much}/gain  {to us}. 

 

Whom  (= the silversmiths)  convening together,  also the workers concerning such like things 
                (Thus all the workers making  “Idolatrous Religious Artefacts”  came together to stop Paul teaching  “The Truth”,  because it hurt their trade) 
He said: 
   The  men/husbands,  yourselves personally comprehend,  because from out of this  work/trade  it is providing much to us  
 

Why would he be saying this? 
In addition to this question,  compare the situation then,  with what  (or rather, “should”)  occurs today! 
Paul was teaching  “The Word of God”,  being  “The Truth”  as Yahweh desires to be taught to The World  (and absolutely  not: “Religion”),  and part 
of this would be the requirement of  not  to have  “graven images”  pertaining to gods  (see Ex.20v4, Lev.26v1, Isa.44v15-18, Acts.17v29, etc.). 

That is what Yahweh speaks about idols,  and that is precisely what Paul taught about idols. 
However,  that is  not  what leaders of “Religion”  teach,  but  the very opposite! 

They teach:   We should have graven images of  “God”  or of  “gods” ,  or have shrines,  or (supposed)  “holy places”! 
(Noting what Paul terms to be a  “holy place “  at 1Cor.3v16,  provided we precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle). 

Then we only need look no further than the RCC to see they promote graven images that take  'pride of place'  within the devotees' houses. 
Furthermore,  many other schisms of Christendom promote the sale of such things,  even  “candles”  to be burnt for some thing or other. 
This is  NOT  what we are taught to do in The Bible,  but the very opposite,  and then we think of James's warning at James.3v11-12.  From this warning 
we realise that  we must leave  such schisms of “Religion”  (Rev.18v4)  that practise such Satanic  (= adversarial/opposing)  practices,  because  other 
things about what they teach  (James.3v11-12)  are  equally likely to be adversarial to  “Yahweh's Pure Desire being made manifest within The 
Environment”  (see my commentaries at Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v30-32,  etc.). 
Therefore as we can only,  but correctly reason: 

Paul's teaching adversely affected a  “worldly return”  (in this case it was  “money”)  and  “the affected party”  retaliated! 
 
726th Comment – Demetrius continues to say to his fellow silversmiths: 

Paul has captured the mind of many people in Ephesus and nearly all of Asia by saying: 
These shrines have no goddess Artemis within them. 

567th Reasoning – Demetrius starts by gaining a  like-minded  crowd,  to start the ball rolling!   Get numbers on side! 
252nd Warning – Likewise with leaders of  “Religion”  they club together  (in closed rooms, plotting as did same-minded 
people at John.11v47-53)  and then rouse-up their congregational members with  half-truths  to surge against a TC. 
Acts   19v26 og Also  (yourselves) {(to be a) spectator of}/discern/experience/behold/consider/{look on}/perceive   
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Acts   19v26 og also  (yourselves) hear/listen/understand/respond,  because  no/not/none  merely/alone/only  
Acts   19v26 og (of the) Ephesus,  but  nigh/nearly/almost  (of the) all/whole/every  of the  Asia,  
Acts   19v26 og the  Paul  this/that (specifically)  pacified/conciliated/agreed/persuaded/confident/assured/trusted/obeyed   
Acts   19v26 og (he/it) transferred/{carried away}/deposed/moved/translated/{turned away} 
Acts   19v26 og (the) {to arrive}/{coming into season}/ample/fit/great/many/sufficient/considerable  
Acts   19v26 og (the) {(from) vehicle}/{throng borne (along)}/rabble/{class (of people)}/riot/crowd,   
Acts   19v26 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming  because  no/not/none  {they are/be}  (the) gods   
Acts   19v26 og the (ones)  through (reason of)   (of the) {hollowness for grasping}/hand  (the having) {become to be}  
Acts   19v26 Also  yourselves  discern/behold/consider  also  yourselves   hear/listen, 

because  not  only  of the  Ephesus,  but  nearly/almost  all/whole  of the  Asia  
this specific  Paul  persuaded/assured   (also)   he  transferred/{carried/turned away}  the  many/considerable  throng/crowd,   
the  stating/exclaiming:  Because  they be  no  gods  the having  become to be  through reason  of the  hand. 

 

Also yourselves  discern/consider  also  listen/hear,  because not only  (here in)  Ephesus,  but nearly all of the Asia  
This specific Paul  persuaded/assured  (also)  he  transferred/{carried/turned away}  a considerable crowd,  the exclaiming: 
   Because they not  (really)  be gods having become to be  (created)  through reason of the hand  (= made by human hand)  
               (So why waste money on them?   Yet more importantly,  why give any form of credibility or time to them!) 
 

Two approaches can be taken. 
1.  Physically assassinate the TC when no other person is present  -  thus  ‘a silent removal’. 
     (Precisely as did the religious leaders of Jerusalem were to attempt later in Acts to Paul three times.)! 
2.  Use character assassination against the TC,  to alienate the TC from The General Populace,  and allow events to take their course! 
     (Where,  “the events”  generally mean  “a public lynching”  as hoped by the exposed hypocritical party)! 

In this instance,   Demetrius elected for option (2). 
Consequently, he first  stirs-up  a crowd of  like-minded  people  (fellow silversmiths)  to produce a noisy rabble on his side to add some 
credence to his cause. 

Now he has a significant group of fellow supporters,  then he can move to The Public at large.   This he does. 
He knows that much of the city derives its income from nurturing  “The Temple of Artemis”  for the moneyed foreign visiting worshippers. 
“Artemis”  is one of the most loved deities in The Ancient World,  also having the Roman name of  “Diana”. 
He states: 

This Paul has  (by inference)  deceived many people with a false knowledge that goes against what you all believe and accept as correct! 
These beautiful images of your  “Goddess”  Artemis,  of which you all love,  are dismissed as being rubbish by this outsider called Paul! 

This would quickly anger the populace who never think very deeply over such matters  (of “Religion”),  but only accept what friends and family tell them 
how they should think about such things  (else be irrationally victimised in some manner)! 
 
727th Comment – Demetrius continues with his accusations against Paul: 

Not only do we lose our income because our output is in disrepute,  but:- 
The Temple of Artemis will be thought as nothing and her magnificence be destroyed, 
of whom all the world and Asia adores! 

568th Reasoning – Notice how Demetrius starts with The Pocket first,  because they have real no faith in Artemis who 
comes distinct second within their mind!   If they truly believed in Artemis,  then she surely would have come first! 
253rd Warning – Likewise leaders of  “Religion”  put income first and their Deity comes a distinct second in their life! 
Naturally, they will profusely argue against this,  but what they say yields their income,  so they only say what pleases the 
ear of their paymaster!   That is worldly - and yet they ignore The Great Paymaster, Yahweh,  Who pays with  “Sonship”! 
Acts   19v27 og no/not/none  merely/alone/only  And  that/this/there/here  (it is) {undergo danger/peril}/{be in jeopardy}    
Acts   19v27 og {to us}  the  apportion/division/section/share/piece/part  into/unto   
Acts   19v27 og (the) {from/off confute/admonish/convince/rebute/reprove}/refutation/contempt/nought/disrepute  
Acts   19v27 og (to) accompany/appear/bring/come,   
Acts   19v27 og but  also  the (one = temple)  of the  big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great  {female deity}/goddess  Artemis   
Acts   19v27 og (the) {sacred place}/temple/{place separated from this world}  into/unto   
Acts   19v27 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  (it/she will be) reckoned/calculated/reasoned/thought,   
Acts   19v27 og (to) occur/expect/intend/necessary/go/come/{be about to}  both  
Acts   19v27 og also  (to be) lowered/demolished/{cast/pulled/taken down}/destroyed  
Acts   19v27 og the  superbness/glory/splendour/magnificence/majesty/{mighty power}  (of the) her/it   
Acts   19v27 og whom/which/that  (the) whole/all/completely/throughout  the  Asia  
Acts   19v27 og also  the  {(terrene part of the) globe}/{inhabited world}  
Acts   19v27 og (it) reveres/adores/{is devout/religious}/worships (middle voice)   
Acts   19v27 And  not  only  this  apportion/share   (of money,  delivered by our craft  [and all the other services offered to visitors])   

it is  {to undergo danger}/{in jeopardy}  to  appear/come/{be set}   into  contempt/nought/disrepute, 
but  also  the  temple  of the  great  goddess Artemis  both  it/she  will be  reasoned/thought  unto  nothing, 
also  to  occur/{be about to}  her  splendour/magnificence  to be  demolished/destroyed, 
whom  all  the  Asia  also  the inhabited world  (personally)  reveres/adores 

 

And not only this apportion   (of money obtained by scamming off deluded devotees,  by the city's inhabitants) 
is in danger to be  brought/set  into disrepute   (= no one will buy our idolatrous religious  products  [tat],  or our services!) 
but  also the temple of the great goddess Artemis   
both  (1) it/she  will be thought for nothing,  also  (2) her magnificence to be soon destroyed, 
whom all the Asia,  also the inhabited world personally reveres! 
 

Demetrius continues: 
You public members provide services to our international visitors who come to worship Artemis,  this brings much money into the city. 
If people follow Paul's teaching then who will give the beautiful and loving goddess the glory, honour and worship that she deserves? 
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Everyone in The World loves her and all the things she represents unto The World,  especially for women, in childbirth, protecting young girls 
and a  representative/arbitrator  on behalf of women's diseases.  
She is our huntress goddess also the representative of wildlife and wilderness. 
She is pertinent to so many crucial things within our life,   and yet Paul says it is wrong to show our appreciation in the images of her!  

The naïve and deluded public members  (what is different today)  would  soak-up  this message and respond in their  'only'  manner possible … … …  
 
728th Comment – Demetrius has inflamed his associates who in number,  then inflamed the populace. 

They all shout:  Great is Artemis of the Ephesians. 
569th Reasoning – The Ball is now rolling  stirred-up  by a worldly  self-seeking  individuals desiring  money/influence  
from/over  people,  and the listening people have no care to test what has really been taught by words!  
254th Warning – Professional Religious leaders will also start The Ball rolling because they are  worldly  self-seeking  
individuals desiring  money/influence  from/over  people,  and the listening people have no care to test what has been 
taught by words,  because the leaders  “see a need”  and  “supply a service”  as a supposed conduit to “God”!  
337th Instruction – It is absolutely vital for us to thoroughly  test/assay  everything before we emotionally run head-long 
after something  -  this is true in all matters regarding Politics,  Religion and Commerce  being the three legged stool that 
supports Mankind.   The leaders of all three legs always ensure they have the  best/first/most, – that is why they take that 
position!   But let them show themselves to be like this while  we show ourselves to be  holy/blameless/innocent  of charge! 
Acts   19v28 og (the) hearing/listening/understanding/responding  And  also  (the having) {become to be} 
Acts   19v28 og (the) replete/{covered (over)}/complete/full  
Acts   19v28 og (of the) {passion (as if breathing hard)}/fierceness/indignation/wrath 
Acts   19v28 og (they) screamed/shouted/shrieked/exclaimed/entreated/{cried out}  (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:  
Acts   19v28 og (The) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great  the  Artemis  (of the) Ephesians! 
Acts   19v28 And   the  hearing/listening,  also  the having  {become to be}  the  complete/full  of the  indignation/wrath, 

they  screamed/{cried out}  the  exclaiming: 
The  mighty  Artemis  of the  Ephesians! 

 

And  (upon)  hearing  (this excitation from Demetrius,  the silversmith  [given only for personal gain]) 
also having become to be full of the  indignation/wrath,  they screamed out exclaiming: 
   The mighty Artemis of the Ephesians! 
 

The amassed populace are enraged at what had been said! 
They being united together  (knowing no better)  with one voice they   (moronically [see later])  shout: 

“Great is Artemis of the Ephesians!” 
 
729th Comment – The silversmiths had created confusion within the environment,  so much so,  that the crowd rushed into 
the arena seizing both Gaius and Aristarchus,  the fellow disciples of Paul. 
570th Reasoning – These TCs had arranged for an arena to give a mass teaching of  which would have been publicised 
perhaps a week earlier -  hence giving time for Demetrius to arrange this opposition. 
571st Reasoning – “Confusion” is precisely the situation leaders desire,  because they can then control their sphere of 
operations,  to make some form of worldly gain out of the confusion  they have generated. 
255th Warning – Religious leaders generate  “Confusion” in “Mystery”,  because they can then control their sphere of 
operations,  to make some form of worldly gain out of the confusion  they have generated.  
338th Instruction – By contrast,  “1st Century Christianity”  has no  “mystery”,  “generates zero confusion”  and  
“answers all questions”  in the most righteous manner for  all  humans  (of whatever their present capability)  who have 
existed  pre/post  JC's 1st Advent.  “Religion” (to include “worldly Christianity”)  on this planet  cannot  do this  -  I invite 
their very best advocates to prove themselves and their  “religion”  by reasoned argument!   They have my email address! 
But they dare not,  because they  all  know  “Religion”  has as many holes within it as does a colander – of which I know! 
Acts   19v29 og Also  (it was) filled/imbued/influenced/supplied/fulfilled/accomplished/furnished 
Acts   19v29 og the  {town large/or with walls}/city  (the) whole/all/completely/throughout 
Acts   19v29 og (of the) {(from) commixture}/{righteous disturbance}/confusion, 
Acts   19v29 og (they) {from start}/{spurred/urged on}/dashed/plunged/rushed/{ran (violently)}  both   
Acts   19v29 og the) unanimously/{with one accord}  into/unto  the  {place for public show}/spectacle/theatre/arena,  
Acts   19v29 og (the) {snatching together}/{jointly seizing}  (the) Gaius  also  (the) Aristarchus,  (the) Macedonians,   
Acts   19v29 og (the) {co-absentees from home}/{fellow travellers}/{companions in travel}  (of the) Paul  
Acts   19v29 Also  the  city   

it was  filled/replete/sated  completely/throughout  of the  confusion, 
they  (= the crowds)   both   (1)  dashed/rushed  {with one accord}  into  the  theatre/arena, 
(2)  the  {snatching together}/{jointly seizing}  the  Gaius  also  the  Aristarchus,  the Macedonians, 
the  {fellow travellers}/{companions in travel}  of the  Paul. 

 

Also the city was completely filled of confusion, 
they  (= the members of the crowd)  both  (1) rushed with one accord into the  theatre/arena  (being Paul’s  closing address  to The People) 
(2)  the jointly seizing Gaius  also Aristarchus,  the Macedonians,  the fellow travellers of the Paul  
 

The members of the public felt moved to protect  (1) their income and  (2) their  (supposed)  protectorate  (Artemis). 
With the implied extension that all the presumed instigators behind this insurgent problem, Paul and his assistants must be apprehended and severely 
'disciplined'  because of their disrespect to our  'wonderful and caring goddess'! 

This is what the unreasoning rabble now did! 
They knew  “The 1st Century Christians”  were teaching at this large public arena and promptly marched there to obtain  'justice'  for a supposed crime! 
 
730th Comment – Paul was a great orator and could give a rational  “Reasoned argument”  to sane minded people. 
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But his fellow disciples refused him to go out onto the dais in the arena to give a speech! 
572nd Reasoning – Paul was not fearful, -  knowing  “1st Century Christianity”  always  out-performs  “Religion”. 
The problem is:  This crowd was  not  thinking with a rational  sane/reasoning  mind,  the crowd had a deluded mind fed 
with  half-truths  given solely to confuse,  for the benefit of its leaders. 
256th Warning – Leaders of Religion are always so fearful, -  knowing  “1st Century Christianity”  will  always  out-
perform   “Religion” in a detailed reasoned debate and also by using the three levels of  “why”! 
They manipulate their congregational members to be  not  thinking with a rational  sane/reasoning  mind,  their members  
have a deluded mind fed with  half-truths  given solely to confuse,  for the sole benefit of its leaders. 
339th Instruction – We must have  sane/reasoning  minds,  else religious leaders lead us like sheep to the slaughter. 
Instruction – repeat - It is essential for us to thoroughly  test/assay  everything before we emotionally run headlong after 
something  -  this is true in all matters regarding Politics,  Religion and Commerce  being the three-legged stool that 
supports Mankind.   The leaders of all three legs always ensure they have the  best/first/most, – that is why they take that 
position!   But let them show themselves to be like this while  we show ourselves to be  holy/blameless/innocent  of charge! 
Instruction – repeat - We must open our mind to what Yahweh is teaching us through the various  “Epochs of Israel”. 
Acts   19v30 og of the  And  Paul  (having) {be willing/disposed}/minded/intended/purposed     
Acts   19v30 og (to) enter/{arise into}/{go in}  into/unto   
Acts   19v30 og the  {(from) bind/knot (applied to people)}/{public (joined together socially)}/{mass of (like-minded) people}/mob,   
Acts   19v30 og not  (they) {let be}/permitted/{left alone}/committed/allowed  (the) him  the  learners/pupils/disciples  
Acts   19v30 And  of the  Paul  having  intended/purposed  to  enter/{go in}   (the arena)   into  the  {mass of like-minded people}/mob, 

the  learners/disciples  not  they  permitted/allowed  the him (= Paul). 
 

And Paul having intended to enter  (the theatre/arena)  into the mob, 
(but)  not the disciples allowed him (= Paul)  
 

Paul being a very good orator was prepared to go into the arena and defend his cause,  being his last address before he left for Jerusalem. 
Nevertheless,  his associates thought differently when considering the hysterical mood of these public demonstrators,  concluding these rioters were not 
of the mind to  “listen to reason”  and therefore restrained Paul from committing possible suicide by presenting himself to the mob,  to lynch him! 
 
731st Comment – The arena's officials  were friends of Paul,  and likewise communicated to Paul for him not to enter into 
the arena else become a victim to a  senseless/unthinking  mob. 
573rd Reasoning – These arena officials were friends of Paul,  having been convinced by  “Strength of Argument”  of 
which “1st Century Christianity”  delivers,  gave use of The Arena for Paul to make his farewell public announcement. 
They too recognised this was a dangerous situation,  being an unruly and unthinking mob of people. 
340th Instruction – We,  who aiming to be TCs of The New World Order,  must  never  attach ourselves to  
mobs/demonstrations  of people – this shows a worldly mind that is devoid of Yahweh's future world  (Rom.13v1-5)! 
Acts   19v31 og {some/any/certain persons}  And  also  of the  Asiarchs,   
Acts   19v31 og (the) being/having  (to the) him  (the) dear/friend/fond (plural),  
Acts   19v31 og (the) {dispatching (from the point of departure)}/transmitting/bestowing/wielding/sending/{thrusting in}   
Acts   19v31 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) him,   
Acts   19v31 og (the) {setting beside}/{calling near}/{invoking by imploring}/beseeching/exhorting/ 

/entreating/urging/comforting   
Acts   19v31 og not  (to) give/bestow/grant  {my/our/your/it them self} (= himself)  
Acts   19v31 og into/unto  the  {place for public show}/spectacle/theatre/arena  
Acts   19v31 And  {some/certain persons}  also  of the  Asiarchs/{city/game officials}  the  being  dear/friends  to the  him  (= Paul) 

the  dispatching/sending  (a message)  towards   the him  (= Paul),    
the  urging/exhorting/beseeching  not  to  bestow/present  himself  into  the  theatre/arena! 

 

And some people  (having befriended Paul over his two year stay preaching with them),   
also of the game's officials being  dear/friends  to him  (= Paul) 
the sending  (a message)  towards him  (= Paul), 
the  urging/beseeching  not to  bestow/present  himself into the  theatre/arena  (to make a public leaving address)! 
 

Similarly,  the people organising the public event on the  “1st Century Christians' behalf”  likewise sent message to Paul decrying any attempt for Paul to 
have a  face-to-face  discussion with this unreasoning crowd! 
 
732nd Comment – Different people shouted different things,  because they were all confused,  also many people did not 
even know why they were there within the crowd  (they had join later,  only for the spectacle)!   
574th Reasoning – Their leaders had sown confusion within the peoples’ unthinking minds. 
257th Warning – Religious leaders sow confusion within the peoples’ unthinking minds. 
Instruction – repeat - We must have  sane/reasoning  minds else religious leaders lead us like sheep to the slaughter! 
Instruction – repeat - It is essential for us to thoroughly  test/assay  everything before we emotionally run headlong after 
something  -  this is true in all matters regarding Politics,  Religion and Commerce  being the three-legged stool that 
supports Mankind.   The leaders of all three legs always ensure they have the  best/first/most,  – that is why they take that 
position!   But let them show themselves to be like this while  we show ourselves to be  holy/blameless/innocent  of charge! 
Acts   19v32 og (the) else/different/more/other (plural)  truly/indeed/{that one}  therefore/then  
Acts   19v32 og else/different/more/other  (singular)  {some/any/certain thing}  
Acts   19v32 og (they) screamed/shouted/shrieked/exclaimed/entreated/{cried out},  
Acts   19v32 og (it) was  for  the {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church  
Acts   19v32 og (the having been) {poured together}/{commingled (promiscuously)}/{thrown (an assembly) into disorder}/ 
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/{perplexed (the mind)}/confounded/confused/{stirred up}/{in an uproar},   
Acts   19v32 og also  the  (ones = persons)  more/greater/many  no/not/none 
Acts   19v32 og (they) knew/understood/{be aware}/see/perceived  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether   
Acts   19v32 og {on account of}/{by reason of}/{for the sake of}  
Acts   19v32 og (they) {convened/departed in company}/{associated with}/cohabited/assembled    
Acts   19v32 The  different/other  (people) therefore  truly/indeed  different/other  {some/certain thing}  they  screamed/shouted 

(The implication is:  Each specific grouping of people shouted a specifically different thing  [to that of each grouping],  hence:-) 
      (= “Different groups”  of people  shouted/screamed  “different things”) 

for  the  {calling out}/assembly  it was  the having  been  {thrown into disorder}/confused/{in an uproar}, 
also  the  greater/many  people   
not  they  knew/understood  wherefore  {on account of}/{by reason of}  (= why)   they  {convened in company}/assembled. 

 

Different groups of people   shouted/screamed  different things,  for the assembly was  confused/{in an uproar}, 
also the many people not they  knew/understood  why they assembled  (together)  
           (= many people “just followed the crowd”,  basic  “Herd instinct”  that  political/religious  leaders like to generate for the leaders’ personal gain) 
 

As I stated earlier,  I justifiably used the term  “moronic”  to describe the attendees of this mob regarding this issue of  “Religion”,  because as this verse 
clearly tells us regarding these people: 

1.  Different people were crying out different charges against Paul and of his associates. 
2.  Other people had  drifted-in  for The Spectacle,  not even knowing why they were attendees to this throng! 

So there we have the situation facing these  “1st Century Christians”! 
Pretty much sums up what occurs within “Religion”  throughout  The Ages  –  all as  “History”  will testify  (now and in the future,  as we will be told in 
The Millennium,  Luke.12v2-3)! 
 
733rd Comment – The leaders dragged Alexander out of the crowd.  The Jews (= religious leaders)  pushed Alexander 
onto the dais at the front of the crowd.  Then he beckoned with the hand and started to give his account before the mob. 
575th Reasoning – The silversmiths dragged Alexander from out of the crowd and it was The Jews (= religious leaders)  
who pushed him up in front of the crowd to be a sacrificial offering!   What is new? 
734th Comment – My enemy’s enemy is my friend becomes evident here!   The Jews (supposedly having Yahweh as their 
Deity)  were alongside with the silversmiths supposedly representing Artemis!   It was a charade on both sides! 
The Jews were to have no god except Yahweh,  and the silversmiths only used Artemis as “a means to an end”  (money). 
258th Warning – What is new here?   The Jews (= Religious Leaders)  siding with another god,  and Commerce uses 
“Religion” as a means to make money!   Both groupings conspiring with each other,  hence Rev. chapter 18. 
341st Instruction – It is essential to understand The Operations of The World behind the publicly crafted painted façade! 
Else quite simply you shall be befuddled,  because that is their aim,  control by use of deception given as  “Half-Truths”,  
so that we must be exceedingly knowledgeable to be able to  “separate fact from fiction”!   This is all par for the course’! 
259th Warning – While the different sects of “Religion” will often fight between themselves,  they will always unite against 
a common enemy,  TCs!   Because TCs only have Yahweh's Methodology, driving their mind that always exposes 
“hypocrisy”, but leaders of “Religion”,  have worldly methodology driving their mind which automatically sets up conflict  
between parties  (self-indulging to their neighbour's hurt). 
Acts   19v33 og {from/out of}  And  of the  {(from) vehicle}/{throng borne (along)}/rabble/{class (of people)}/riot/crowd   
Acts   19v33 og (they) {forcibly brought to the front}/{seized forward}/{dragged before}/instigated/{before instructed}   
Acts   19v33 og (the) Alexander  
Acts   19v33 og (the) {throwing forward}/{pushing to the front}/germinating/{putting forward}/ 

/{shooting forth}/{thrusting to the fore}   
Acts   19v33 og (the) him  of the  Jews  
Acts   19v33 og the  and  (the) Alexander  (the) {swaying downwards}/{making a signal}/beckoning   
Acts   19v33 og the  {hollowness for grasping}/hand  
Acts   19v33 og (he) {gave an account (legal plea) of oneself}/exculpated/{made defence}/ 

/{answered/excused self} (middle voice)    
Acts   19v33 og to the  {(from) bind/knot (applied to people)}/{public (joined together socially)}/ 

/{mass of (like-minded) people}/mob  
Acts   19v33 And  they  {seized forward}/{dragged before}  the Alexander  {from/out of}  of the  rabble/crowd 

the  Jews   (= the religious leaders)   the him  {throwing forward}/{pushing to the front}. 
And  the  Alexander  the  {making a signal}/beckoning  the  hand, 
He   (personally)   {gave an account of himself}/{made defence}/{answered himself}  to the  {mass of like-minded people}/mob. 

 

And they seized forward the Alexander from out of the rabble,   
the Jews  (= The Leaders of Religion,  having instigated this action)  throwing him forward   (to be seen by all the people)  
And Alexander beckoning  (with)  the hand,  he personally  {made defence}/answered  to the mob  
 

Alexander was one of these captured  “1st Century Christians”  and thrown forward to become “The Fall Guy”,  the person upon whom the wrath of the 
crowd could be focussed,  only because they could not find Paul.  However,  as soon as he started to give an explanation of what  “1st Century 
Christianity”  personally means,  his accent gave away his origins  -   and this immediately cause the mob to consider him to be an  ‘outsider’! 
As we are to read in the next verse … …  
 
735th Comment – The people in the mob recognised Alexander’s Jewish accent,  and became incensed to cry out: 

“Great is Artemis of The Ephesians!” 
576th Reasoning – Their mind has been programmed to think in one specific manner by their conspiring leaders! 
Nothing has been given as  “Truth”,   but in  “half-truths and innuendos”.  This is how leaders of The World operate. 
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342nd Instruction – This is  not  how leaders of The Millennium shall operate!   They have been proven in small things to  
only  “speak The Truth”;  they can do no other because that is how they think based upon John.8v33-36 as their master. 
That is why Yahweh  selects/elects these 144000 TCs from out of The Gospel Age.  Today’s Worldly leaders  cannot speak  
“The Truth”,  their mind is driven by worldly methodology to get them where they are,  and they are not schizophrenic. 
260th Warning – Religious leaders will  engineer the protest’,  but then sneak behind the front line having done their job,  
and then appear on the outside as being  ever-so  innocent  (= “whitewashed wall”),  while admiring their handicraft! 
577th Reasoning – They do this because they have a mind that operates upon  “worldly methodology”. 
Acts   19v34 og (the) {knowing upon some mark}/recognising/{full acquaintance}/acknowledging/perceiving  And   
Acts   19v34 og because  (the) Jew  (he) is  (the) disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice  
Acts   19v34 og (it) {became to be} (middle voice)  first/certain/one  {from/out of}  (of the) all/whole/every 
Acts   19v34 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  over/upon/concerning  {portion of time (season of Year), (hour of day)}    
Acts   19v34 og dual/both/two  (the) screaming/shouting/shrieking/exclaiming/entreating/{crying out}:  
Acts   19v34 og (The) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great  the  Artemis  (of the)  Ephesians! 
Acts   19v34 And  the  recognising/perceiving  because  he is  the  Jew, 

{from/out of}  of the  all/whole   (people)   it  (personally)  {became to be}  one/certain  disclosure/address/voice 
{in that manner}/as  over/concerning  two  {portion of time (hours of the day)}  the screaming/shouting: 
  “The  Great Artemis of the Ephesians!” 

 

And because recognising he  (= Alexander)  is a Jew, 
(then)  from out of all the people,  it become to be as one voice  (for)  over two hours,  (they)  screaming: 
   “The Great Artemis of the Ephesians!” 
 

It must be understood  “The Enemy of my enemy is my friend”  was operating here! 
This is a standard worldly axiom,  and method to  (1) have a temporary increase in numbers to slay a common enemy  and  (2) defer blame by excuse. 
This is precisely what was occurring here. 
“The Leaders of Religion”  being  (1) The Priests of Artemis” (Religion)  and  (2) “The Priests of Judaism” (Religion)  had joined forces behind a 
common front of  “The Commercial Wing”  (= Commerce)  to act against  “The Word of God”  being accurately taught within The World. 
This is common practice within The World,  because  “The Here and Now”  is of  much greater concern  than  “Bringing in The Millennium”. 

(1) By teaching of  “The Word of God”  so that people learn to have:  “The Kingdom of God operating in their mind”  (Luke.17v21). 
(2) It is  “The Resultant” of (1)  to yield  “The Early Adopters”  (= 144000 TCs)  that enables Yahweh to bring forward The Millennium. 

Thus the actions of these two wings driving Mankind under Satan’s present regime  (the 3rd being “Politics”)  that delays  The Onset of The Millennium! 
“The Religious Leaders of Judaism”  lay low and push out  “1st Century Christians”  into the baying crowd so that  “The Leaders of Artemis”  do their 
dirty work for them!  That is precisely how  “The Religious Leaders of Judaism”  operated with JC,  using The Romans as  “The Scape Goat”  for killing 
JC,  so that supposedly the Jewish Religious Leaders remained unstained before their congregational members.   This is how  “Leaders”  operate! 

They operated like that  before  JC’s ministry,  then  during  his ministry and equally  after  his ministry!   They also do it  TODAY! 
Precisely the  one/same  mindset of person takes these various positions within  any  worldly/religious  edifice. 
It is a  “perfectly natural”  (while under this present worldly system [John.17v14-16, Eph.2v2, 1John.5v19])  for leaders to operate like this. 
They cannot help themselves,  but to operate like this  -  that  is  WHY  they are leaders  (operating under the present worldly methodology). 

However by contrast,  “The Last/Least” now  (= demur people = demonstrably not  “leaders”)  shall be made by Yahweh upon their resurrection to be  
“The First/Most”  in The Millennium to rule “The Resurrected World”,  because they have  nurtured the correct mindset  (in the 1st part of their physical 
life)  to lead people in the manner Yahweh wants people to be led!   (Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke13v30, etc.). 

Can the reader understand this righteous inductive logic? 
I have not invented anything! 

It is  (1) precisely what The Bible tells us and  (2) what we witness today  (and have done so throughout all time)! 
So we might ask: 

If this is all true,  then why should we not believe what I teach about  “The Invitation”  and how  “Mankind’s Salvation operates”?    
(A statement underwritten by James.3v11-12.) 

Now compare this with the unrighteous nonsense taught by leaders of “Religion”  regarding our  “Salvation”! 
Likewise,  with the people here,  they moronically repeat:  “Great is Artemis of the Ephesians”  for about two hours! 

Why?    
Because they are  not  taught to think correctly and logically upon  “The Presented Facts”  (= a pandemic problem in “Religion”),  by virtue there is 
absolutely  nothing  logical or sane in  “Religion”  regarding  “Mankind’s Salvation”! 
 
736th Comment – After two hours of public chanting,  the town clerk makes a public address: 

Ephesian men,    
Is there a man amongst you who does not know Ephesus is The Temple Keeper of The Great Goddess Artemis 
also the one having fallen from the sky? 

578th Reasoning – The town clerk has used the two hours to mentally craft his address.  Also he has waited until the mob 
has become tired of mindlessly chanting the phrase:  “Great is Artemis of the Ephesians!” 
343th Instruction – We should be like this town clerk,  wise in our deliberations to calm troubled waters.  
Acts   19v35 og (the having) {put down}/quelled/appeased/quietened/calmed  And  
Acts   19v35 og (the) writer/scribe/secretary/{town clerk}   
Acts   19v35 og the  {(from) vehicle}/{throng borne (along)}/rabble/{class (of people)}/riot/crowd   
Acts   19v35 og (he) showed/{made known one’s thoughts}/affirmed/said:  
Acts   19v35 og (The) Men/Husband/Fellows  (the) Ephesians,  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  for  (he/it) is 
Acts   19v35 og (the) countenance/{human-being}/man  who/which/that  no/not/none  
Acts   19v35 og (he) {with certainty}/{absolutely knows/understands}  the (city)   (of the)  Ephesian  
Acts   19v35 og {town large/or with walls}/city  (the) {temple servant/keeper}/votary  (the) being/having  
Acts   19v35 og of the  big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great  {female deity}/goddess  (of the) Artemis,  
Acts   19v35 og also  of the  (one = image/thing)   (of the) {fallen from the sky/Jupiter}/aerolite/meteorite?   
Acts   19v35 And  the  secretary/{town clerk}   having  quelled/calmed   the  rabble/crowd,   he  {made known his thoughts}/said: 

The  men/husbands,  the  Ephesians,   
for  what  man  is  (there)   that  not  he  {absolutely knows/understands}  the  Ephesian  city   
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He states plainly:  There are established Institutions of Law specifically in place to resolve disputes calmly and lawfully. 
346th Instruction – We must abide by  “The Rule of Law”  else  “Society will degenerate into anarchy”  (Rom.13v1-5). 
Acts   19v38 og If  truly/indeed/{that one}  Therefore/Then  (the) Demetrius  also  
Acts   19v38 og the (ones = persons)   {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  (to the) him 
Acts   19v38 og (the) artisans/founders/creators/builders/craftsmen  toward/nearness/{accession to} 
Acts   19v38 og {some/any/certain person}  (the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning  (they) hold/take/possess/obtain/have,  
Acts   19v38 og (the) {one who visits a forum}/{vulgar/baser (things/people)}/{market-loafers}  (= courts)  
Acts   19v38 og (they are being) {led away}/brought/driven/went/induced,   
Acts   19v38 og also  (the) {(instead (of) highest (officer)}/{(Roman) proconsuls}  {they are/be (= there are)}   
Acts   19v38 og (Let they) {call in debt/demand}/{bring to account}/accuse/charge  (to the) {one another}/mutual/together  
Acts   19v38 Therefore/Then  truly/indeed/{that one}  the  Demetrius  also  the  artisans/craftsmen   

{united as companions}/together  with  him,  they  have  the  words/sayings/topics/reasoning  towards/{near to}  {some/any person}, 
the  {one visiting a forum}/courts  they are being  brought/induced      (for such market loafers), 
also  the  {Roman proconsuls}  there are.   Let they  {bring to account}/accuse  to  one another! 

 

Therefore,  truly/indeed  the Demetrius  also the  artisans/craftsmen  united as companions with him, 
(if)  they have the  words/topics  towards any person   (= if they have a  matter/dispute  with any person,  then … ) 
(they have the option to)  the  {one visiting forums}/courts  they  (= disputatious)  persons are being brought, 
also there are the Roman proconsuls    Let them  (= combatants)  accuse to one another  (within these Instruments of Law)  
 

It is very clear the town clerk knew by name specifically who the leader was behind this turbulent crowd.  This suggests that Demetrius' action was not 
spontaneous,  but rather had been festering over many days or weeks and these instigators had chosen their time carefully when they considered all the 
‘Ring Leaders’  of  “1st Century Christianity”  had been grouped together in this one  arena/theatre  to give this public talk at Paul’s leaving for 
Jerusalem.  In this one action,  he could capture all of them together  –  and not let any escape the vengeance of the opposing crowd! 
Therefore,  the Town Clerk continues with his reasoned argument: 

If these artisans have a problem with what certain people are doing within the city of Ephesus,  then let them use the established courts of the 
land.   That is specifically why courts have been established  -  to allow opposing sides to accuse one another within a legal framework!   

 
Acts   19v39 og if  And  {some/any/certain things}  concerning/about  other/different/altered (things)  
Acts   19v39 og (yourselves) search/inquire/demand/crave,   in  to the  legal/{subject to law}/{under law}  
Acts   19v39 og (to the) {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church  
Acts   19v39 og (it will be) {solved further}/explained/decided/determined/expounded/{settled affairs}  
Acts   19v39 And  if  {some/any things}   yourselves  inquire/crave   (to be settled/finalised)   concerning  other/different  things 

it will be  {solved further}/decided  within  {subject to law}  to the (= in)   {calling out}/assembly  
 

And if yourselves  inquire/crave  (to be resolved)  concerning certain other things, 
(then)  it will be solved further within The  (appointed)  Lawful Assembly   (for such matters)  
 

The Town Clerk continues: 
If you have certain specific things to be resolved then these too,  can be resolved by discussion within a Lawful Assembly. 

 
740th Comment – The Town Clerk then concludes: 

Unless we follow The Law then we shall all be brought to account for our actions! 
We will not be able to give even one reason as to why this riotous crowd has assembled! 

582nd Reasoning – The obvious conclusion that comes with a warning!   The Town Clerk had succinctly said just the right 
number of words to clarify the present deleterious situation.   
He has made the point:  You have all voiced your opinions,  now let Demetrius continue the dispute within the appointed 
courts,  because it is  not  a religious matter,  – but a commercial matter! 
347th Instruction – We must listen to  “Reason”  within our life.  Hearkening to wisdom shall bring success to society. 
Acts   19v40 og also  For  (we are to) {undergo danger/peril}/{be in jeopardy}  
Acts   19v40 og (to be) {called in debt/demand}/{brought to account}/accused/charged   
Acts   19v40 og (of the) {a standing (the act)}/{(demonstrating a) position/existence}/ 

/{controversy (uprising/dissension/insurrection)}/standing  
Acts   19v40 og concerning/about  of the  {on the/this day or the/this night just passed}/now/present/hitherto  
Acts   19v40 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  (of the)  reason/crime/cause/fault  
Acts   19v40 og (the) {begin under}/{come into existence}/after/live/behave  concerning/about  {of whom/which} 
Acts   19v40 og (we will be) able/possible/capable  (to) {give away}/recompense/render/requite/return/reward 
Acts   19v40 og (the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning   
Acts   19v40 og of the  {twisting together}/{(secret) coalition}/{riotous crowd}/{banding/crowding together}/concourse   
Acts   19v40 og this/that (specifically)  
Acts   19v40 For  also  we are to  {undergo danger}/{be in jeopardy}  to be  {called in debt}/{brought to account}/accused/charged   

of the  {standing in the act}/{controversy of  dissension/insurrection}  concerning  of the  present/hitherto,   
the  {not even  one}  of the  reason/cause  the  {begin under}/{come into existence}  concerning  {of which} 
we will be  able/capable  to  {give away}/recompense/requite  the  words/topics  of  this  specific  {riotous crowd}/{crowding together}. 

 

For also we are to be in danger,  to be brought to account of the controversy of insurrection concerning of the present  (day), 
                (= we are in danger of living with  “the unpleasant fallout”  from the reckless actions of today) 
(for)  not even one  reason/cause  (has)  come into existence concerning of which   (= we cannot generate any reason to … ) 
we will be able to recompense the  words/saying   (= give a justifiable answer for ourselves … )   
of this specific riotous crowd   (= becoming a lynch mob)  
 

The Town Clerk concludes: 
Unless we go through these established legal routes for peaceful settlement,  then we will be accused of bringing ourselves into disrepute! 
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Being a society within which law and order has broken down,  also we ourselves will have no excuse to justify our actions of today to any 
external auditors  (for example,  The Roman overseers entrusted to establish law and order). 

A very clear and concise speech  -  said with wisdom. 
It should be noted that he felt moved to give such a speech because his job would have perhaps been in jeopardy within a future  “Court of Enquiry”  if 
the mob had been allowed to go on a rampage within Ephesus without his interjection for calm and moderation!     
The Romans would have removed him from office and replaced him with another official;  and the present incumbent could not let that occur! 
 
741st Comment – The Town Clerk dismisses the crowd. 
583rd Reasoning – The crowd wanted to go home,  pacified by having expressed their religious concern,  knowing that 
Demetrius could always take Paul to court for material recompense  (which he is unlikely to do). 
Comment – repeat - I close each chapter with this plea.  I only write like this to gain the rare Nicodemus prepared to  constructively  criticise  
“God's Word”  from out of millions  of  “Leaders of Christendom”  only prepared to  destructively  criticise  “God's Word”  as to what it means for 
“The Early Adopters”.   The  “Probability”  of a Christian leader fulfilling Yahweh's Desire is about 0.00003   (corresponding to 1:30,000 Christians) . 
Acts   19v41 og Also  these (things)   (the) saying/uttering/speaking/commanding/granting   
Acts   19v41 og (he) {freed fully}/relieved/released/dismissed/divorced/{set at liberty}  
Acts   19v41 og the  {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church    
Acts   19v41 Also  the  saying/speaking  these things,   he  relieved/dismissed  the  {calling out}/assembly. 
 

Also  (after)  saying these things he  (= the town clerk)  dismissed the assembly  
 

The Town Clerk had picked his time correctly,  he had waited until the crowd had worn themselves out with the chanting,  had their say,  voiced their 
opinions and now wanted to go home for refreshments!   This is when  “The Town Clerk”  made his move to then give  “The Crowd”  direction. 
Demetrius and his cronies operating in a worldly manner  (= self-indulge to his neighbour’s hurt)  had started what could have caused much pain and 
suffering unto many parties.  These artisans were operating to satisfy  “The Immediacy”  of  a  carnal/animalistic  mind  (= “I want more money”).   
However by contrast,  “The Town Clerk”  taking upon himself  “Accountability,  Ownership and Responsibility”  was looking for the long-term gain of 
all people.  He showed similar qualities as that of a TC  -  notwithstanding what I said earlier about him  (being personally interested in keeping his 
office),  perhaps he had already been positively influenced by Paul’s teaching! 

Under the wise words of  The Town Clerk,  the crowd went to their own homes – appeased,  knowing there were  “Instruments of Law”  that 
could,  and should be rightfully used in these sort of issues. 

Demetrius had his  ‘15 minutes of fame’,  but lost the argument  -  he was forced to be reconciled to the due legal process that must be followed if he had 
a legitimate complaint against the  “1st Century Christians”.  Likewise,  this is how society should and must operate for minimal pain and suffering.   
This is precisely how Yahweh operates,  not in the manner as prescribed by  “Religion”,  but rather through  “The Millennium Process”  that is  never  
taught in  “Religion”  -  because  “Religion”  is ultimately sourced by Satan,  operating through his representatives  “The leaders of  Religion”  
(2Cor.11v11-15)  who do not exhibit Yahweh’s Righteousness in their life.   Else,  quite simply they  would  teach about The Millennium that righteously 
allows  “The Late Adopters”  to reform away from worldly methodology and imbue Yahweh’s Methodology by  precisely imitating their  saviour - JC. 

It is all  very simple to understand,  – but religious leaders do not teach it because they choose  not  to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle! 
 
 
742nd Comment – The disturbance had been abated through the wise counsel given by The Town Clerk.  Paul was 
vindicated and free to continue his 3rd Missionary Journey into Macedonia and then onto Greece,  which he does. 
584th Reasoning – Paul wants to see all the ecclesia he has established before he sets his face unto Jerusalem! 
He has Athens and Corinth to visit after passing through the ecclesia established in Macedonia  (Thessalonica, etc.). 
He has a very many friends to see again,  and is there to answer any problems they may have with the scriptures.  
His sole desire is to edify them for no worldly return  -  a great example for us to imitate  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.)! 
Acts   20v1 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  And   
Acts   20v1 og the  pausing/restraining/quiting/desisting/leaving/refraining/ceasing/stopping   
Acts   20v1 og of the  tumult/disturbance/clamour/trouble/uproar/turmoil,  
Acts   20v1 og (the having) {called toward oneself}/summoned/invited/{called (for/to/unto)} (middle voice)   the  Paul   
Acts   20v1 og the  learners/pupils/disciples,   
Acts   20v1 og also  (the having) {enfolded in the arms}/embraced/saluted/greeted  (them)   
Acts   20v1 og (he) issued/{came/went forth/out}/departed/{spread abroad}/proceeded  
Acts   20v1 og (to) traverse/travel/depart/journey (middle voice)  into/unto  the  Macedonia  
Acts   20v1 And  after  the  pausing/ceasing/stopping  of the  tumult/clamour/disturbance, 

the  Paul  the having  (personally)  {called toward himself}/summoned  the  learners/disciples, 
also  the  having  {enfolded in the arms}/embraced/greeted  (them)   
he (= Paul)   issued/{went forth}/departed  to  (personally)  traverse/journey  into  the  Macedonia. 

 

And after the  clamour/disturbance  (had)  ceased,  Paul having personally summoned the disciples, 
also having embraced  (them),   he went forth to personally journey into Macedonia  
 

After the people went home,  Paul considered it was time to  move-on. 
He was to leave the ecclesia in a fine state,  and the last opposition  (from Demetrius)  had been permanently extinguished!  
Paul now contented the ecclesia was settled on firm ground,  he felt able to say his farewells to the Ephesian disciples and then departed south. 
Acts   20v2 og (the) traversing/coming/departing/going/abroad/{passing by/over/through}  And   
Acts   20v2 og the  apportions/divisions/sections/shares/pieces/parts  {that one}/those,   also  
Acts   20v2 og (the having) {set beside}/{called near}/{invoked by imploring}/beseeched/exhorted/ 

/entreated/urged/comforted   
Acts   20v2 og them  (to the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning  (to the) many/much/plenteous,  
Acts   20v2 og (he) accompanied/appeared/brought/came  into/unto  the  Greece  
Acts   20v2 And  the  traversing/{passing through}  those  divisions/parts/places  (of Macedonia), 

also  the having  {set beside}/beseeched/exhorted/urged  them  (= Macedonia Brethren)  in  many/plenteous  words/sayings/reasoning, 
he  appeared/came  into  the  Greece. 

 

And  (Paul)  passing through those  parts/places  (of Macedonia), 
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also having  beseeched/urged  them  (= The Macedonian Brethren)  in many  words/sayings/reasoning, 
he  (= Paul)  came into Greece  
 

Paul began retracing his previous  (2nd) Missionary Journey to ensure the ecclesia that he established earlier were still  (1) following and  (2) accurately 
teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  to the people around them  (and had not degenerated into “worldly Christianity” as taught  everywhere  today).   
Paul exhorts these recipients to remain  truly faithful  to  “God's Word”  (as taught by Paul, and originated by JC). 
 
743rd Comment – Paul is within Greece for three months  (first to Athens,  and then onto Corinth)  and while he was there,  
it came to his attention of an assassination plot against him if he took the boat directly from there to Syria. 
He therefore resolved to retrace his steps through Macedonia. 
585th Reasoning – The Religious leaders just cannot help themselves!   They feel it is their duty to assassinate  “The 
Opposition”  because the strength of their argument is just so weak against  “1st Century Christianity”!   Which shows 
they have absolutely  no  mind to repent and humble themselves before  “The Almighty God of The Universe”! 
261st Warning – TCs must expect religious leaders to be  'waiting around the corner'  to enact some form of vengeance to 
silence the honest and righteous words given by the TCs teaching  “1st Century Christianity”.   It has occurred throughout 
The Gospel Age whenever TCs stood up to represent Yahweh's Interests  to bring forth The Millennium. 
Acts   20v3 og (the) doing/making/producing/yielding/performing/providing/practicing  both  months  three,  
Acts   20v3 og (the having) {become to be}  (to the) him  (the) {upon the will}/{plan against someone}/plot/{laying in wait}   
Acts   20v3 og under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  Jews  
Acts   20v3 og (to the) {to occur}/expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming/{about to}  
Acts   20v3 og (to) {lead up}/{bring out}/{set forth}/sail/depart/launch  into/unto  the  Syria  
Acts   20v3 og (he) {became to be}  (the) cognition/opinionated/resolved/agreed/judged/minded/purposed   
Acts   20v3 og of the  {to turn under}/return/{come again}/{turn back}  through (reason of)   (the) Macedonia  
Acts   20v3 The  (Paul)  both   (1)  doing/yielding/producing/practicing  three months, 
(2)  the having  become to be  the  plot/{laying wait}  by  the Jews  to the  him  (= Paul)   intending/{about to}  to  sail/depart  into/unto  Syria, 
he  (= Paul)   became to be  the  opinionated/resolved/purposed  {to return}/{turn-back}   through reason  of the  Macedonia. 
 

(Paul)  both  (1) doing/producing  three months  (in Greece,  teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  to edify the ecclesia) 
(2)  (hearing of)  the plot having become to be by the Jews to him  (as he was)  about to sail unto Syria, 
he  (= Paul)  became to be  resolved/minded  to return back through the Macedonia, 
 

“The Jews”  (= The Religious Leaders”  looking after their position by inciting their followers)  obviously heard of Paul’s active teaching and wanted to 
kill him,  a  very standard procedure  performed by “Leaders of Religion”  when having their hypocrisy exposed.  Very much in the  one/same  manner as 
did a vestige interest in Malta assassinated Daphne Caruana Galizia with a car bomb (17 Oct 2017)  because she was an investigative journalist and 
publicly  ‘dished-up-the-dirt’  on her blog about Maltese politicians.   Same-minded people behave in the  one/same  manner  –  The World over! 
Likewise a similar response by USA, and Russia over whistle-blowers who expose hypocritical practices within those two countries by their leaders! 
This is what  worldly leaders do -  they cannot help themselves,  but to act like that because they  choose  to be driven by  worldly methodology! 
That is  why  they take leadership positions by operating according to present  “Worldly methodology”,  else they cannot be a leader of The World,  
hence JC's comment at John.17v14-16, 18v36.   We really do not need a Master’s Degree to understand this inductive logic! 

Paul was setting  “The Correct Standard”  as desired by Yahweh;  Religious leaders set  “The Corrupted Standard”  as desired by Satan. 
That is why they wanted to kill him,  to silence  “The Whistle Blower”! 

They had clearly heard of Paul was about to sail to Syria and were minded to put an assassin on board  –  where Paul being entrapped,  could not 
escape off the ship  –  except by jumping off into the sea and be killed by drowning! 
Thus,  Paul felt it was safer to keep in the open country where he had freedom to move away from assassination attempts. 
 
744th Comment – Paul took seven disciples,  plus Luke as the inclusive “us” of the next verse. 
Acts   20v4 og (he being) {in union to follow}/{to attend (travel) in company with}/accompany  (middle voice)  And  
Acts   20v4 og (to the) him  {up to}/{as far as}/until  of the  Asia  (the) Sopater  (the) Berean  (of the) Thessalonians  and,  
Acts   20v4 og (the) Aristarchus  also  (the) Secundas,  also  (the) Gaius  (the) Derbe,  
Acts   20v4 og also  (the) Timothy,  (the) Asia (plural)  and  (the) Tychicus  also  (the) Trophemus  
Acts   20v4 And  he  being  (personally)  { attending in company}/accompanying  with  him  {up to}/{as far as}  of the  Asia  (Minor), 
the Sopater  the Berean;  and  of the  Thessalonians,  the Aristarchus  also  the Secundas;  also  the Gaius the Derbe;   
also  the  Timothy  ,   and  the  Tychicus  also  the  Trohemus  (of)  the  Asia  (Minor). 
 

And he  (= Paul)  personally travelling in company with him  (= Paul)  as far as Asia (Minor) 
Sopater the Berean;  and of the Thessalonians,  Aristarchus  also Secundas;  also Gaius of Derbe;   
also Timothy;  and the Asians:  Tychicus  also Trophemus  
 

Paul took seven disciples with him on his journey through Macedonia.   “Us” in the next verse suggests Luke  (the scribe)  also travelled with them. 
Timothy is Paul's ardent disciple,  in whom Paul thoroughly trusts to be his ambassador,  as Paul states at 1Cor.16v8 and greatly mentioned in his other 
epistles Rom.16v21, Col.1v1, Philipians.1v1, Philemon.1v1, Heb.13v23. 
 
745th Comment – Those seven disciples went ahead of Paul and Luke,  to meet in Troas 
Acts   20v5 og these/those (specifically)   (the) {going onward}/proceeding/{going before/forward}/outgoing/{passing on}   
Acts   20v5 og (the) stayed/remained/abided/dwelt/endured/stood/continued/awaited  us/our/we  in  (to the) Troas  
Acts   20v5 These specific  (persons)   {going onward}/{proceeding forth}  stayed/awaited  us  within  Troas. 
 

These specific people  (mentioned above)  proceeding forth,  awaited  (for)  us within Troas  
 

These seven men went ahead to Troas,  planning to meet Paul and Luke later there. 
 
746th Comment – Paul and Luke sailed from Philippi after The Sabbath Week following The Passover.   
The journey took 5 days for Paul and Luke to reach Troas,  and they stayed together there for 7 days. 
Acts   20v6 og {we ourselves}  And  {from/out of plunging}/{departing by ship}/{sailing (away/thence)}   
Acts   20v6 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  the  days/{periods of time}   
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Acts   20v6 og of the  unleavened/uncorrupted  off/away/separated/from  (the) Philippi,   
Acts   20v6 og also  (we) accompanied/appeared/brought/came  toward/nearness/{accession to}  them  
Acts   20v6 og into/unto  the  Troas  {up to}/{as far as}/until  (the) days/{periods of time}  five,  
Acts   20v6 og {of whom/which}  (we) {wore through (time)}/remained/abided/stayed/continued/tarried   
Acts   20v6 og days/{periods of time}  seven  
Acts   20v6 And  {we ourselves}  {departing by ship}  from  the  Philippi  after  the  days  of the  unleavened  (bread), 

also  we  appeared/came  toward/near  them  (= fellow brethren)   into  the Troas   until  (= after)   five  days, 
{of  which}  (place)  we  remained/stayed  seven  days. 

 

And we ourselves departing by ship from Philippi after the days of the unleavened (bread)   (= The Week immediately after the Passover)  
also after five days we came  toward/near  them  (= the fellow brethren who had gone before us)  into Troas, 
of which  (place)  we stayed  (for)  seven days    
 

Luke and Paul then followed afterwards by ship and reached Troas about five days later to meet up with the seven disciples having travelled earlier. 
The unleavened bread tells us the time of year,  being the week following Nisan 14  (The Eve of the Passover, Jewish time). 
It is of no coincidence Paul wanted to hurry unto Jerusalem before Pentecost,  50 days after Nissan 14. 
It would be quite a rush for Paul to organise travel for over a 700 miles within about three weeks,  because as we are told,  he arrived more than a week 
early  (and this was after another week  stop-off  with brethren on route), allowing one additional week to cleanse himself before Pentecost  (as was The 
Law of Moses). 
 
747th Comment – At the end of these seven days,  Paul was to leave on the next day and after a meal together,  he began to 
teach unto them for the very last time,  late into the night. 
586th Reasoning – Consider this!   This was not the first time Paul had been with them.  He had been there several times 
and for many days for each visit,  and yet Paul has  more  to tell them in this deep theological discussion on “1st Century 
Christianity”.   What does this tell us?    It shows  “The Depth”  of Paul's teaching where he is able to spend many, many 
and very many hours in deep theological discussion of  “1st Century Christianity” that is underwritten by The Scriptures. 
262nd Warning – Beware of our leaders of “Religion”  who seem to have much knowledge,  and yet so little when it comes 
to  accurately  teaching God's Word.  They are so full of Man's Word of which they can waste many hours of time 
regurgitating,  but when it comes to Yahweh's Word, they are exhausted after a few minutes!    Contrast this to Paul here! 
263rd Warning – I very much doubt our leaders of Religion” would repeat Paul's activities here.  I strongly suggest on 
their last day with certain hosts there would be a big meal with plenty of wine while speaking of worthless pleasantries of 
the previous day(s),  and be looking forward to what the next host can give!   Hardly what Paul was doing here! 
Can the reader: “Get it?  Being how our leaders of  “Religion” today are so vastly different to “The 1st Century Apostles” 
And they have the cheek to call themselves:  “Children of God!”   How dare they compare themselves with Paul! 
I am only  speaking-out  in a  pre-audit  explaining how Yahweh is judging them – hoping they hearken for their sake! 
587th Reasoning – Notice how Paul welcomes discussion and questioning so the attendees can fully understand the subject 
matter and gain mastery over “1st Century Christianity” thereby qualifying them to teach as representatives of Yahweh.   
264th Warning – Religious leaders resist  intelligent questioning  of their subject matter,  because they fear exposure of 
their inherent weakness with regard to righteously explaining Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”.   But they can give 
a good account of themselves regarding the nonsense of  “Religion”  that pleases worldly ears! 
Acts   20v7 og in  And  to the  first/certain/one  of the  Sabbath/{day of weekly repose from secular activity},  
Acts   20v7 og (the having been) {led together}/collected/convened/{taken in}/gathered  of the  learners/pupils/disciples  
Acts   20v7 og of the  (to) break  (the) bread/loaf,   the  Paul  
Acts   20v7 og (the having) {through exclamation}/{stated thoroughly}/{discussed (in argument or exhortation)}/disputed/ 

/preached/{reasoned (with)}/spoke/conversed (middle voice)   
Acts   20v7 og {to them}  (the being) {to occur}/expecting/intend/necessity/going/coming/{about to}/ready  
Acts   20v7 og (to) {(from) to go/issue}/{leave (a place)}/{escape (to a shore)}/depart/{get (to land)}/{go out}  
Acts   20v7 og to the  {upon the morrow}/{occurring on the succeeding day}/{day following}/{next day (after)},  
Acts   20v7 og (he) {near to stretch}/{extended along}/{prolonged (in point of time)}/continued  both  
Acts   20v7 og the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  {as far as}/{up to}/{the terminus}  (of the) midnight  
Acts   20v7 And  within  the  first/one  (day)   of the  Sabbath   

the having  collected/gathered  of the  learners/disciples  to  break  the  bread/loaf 
the  Paul  having  (personally)  {stated thoroughly}/{discussed in detail}/{reasoned with}  to them   
the  being  {to occur}/{about to}/ready  to  go/issue/depart  to the  (= in the)  {next/following  day}, 
he  (= Paul)   both   (1)  prolonged/extended  the  words/sayings/reasoning   (2)  {as far as}/{up to}  of the  midnight. 

 

And within the first  (day)  of the Sabbath  (week),  having collected  (together)  the disciples to break bread  
Paul,  being ready to depart in the next day,    
personally  discussed in detail   (= preached  “1st Century Christianity”  based upon The Tanakh that underwrote JC’s  ministry/lifestyle) 
both  (1) prolonged  words/sayings/reasoning  (2) as far as the midnight  
                 (Is this what occurs in Christian societies and meetings today?   Because it should!   However, there is  no one  who cares sufficiently to do it!) 
 

The first day of the Sabbath week in this instance  means  “Saturday evening”  after 18:00 hr   that begins the new Jewish Day. 
It is interesting to read again,  the disciples  “broke bread”. 
This absolutely does  not  mean  “Holy Communion”,  else  “wine”  would be mentioned as well.   

It only means sharing a meal amongst fellow members -  where Yahweh is blessed for making the meal possible. 
Paul has been there for seven days and yet he still has so much to teach these recipients in a bilateral dialogue. 
He must journey tomorrow and yet he is prepared to stay awake teaching until at least midnight. 

Could our  worldly Christian leaders do likewise  (over seven days and late into the night before the journeying of several weeks)? 
Hardly,  except senseless waffle  (of perhaps an hour at most)  that only exults worldly methodology,  and by consequence,  defames Yahweh! 
Just a note: 
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The Sabbath new day begins on Friday night at sunset  (normally about 18:00 hr European time)  and ends when three stars are visible (or theoretically, 
would be visible)  on the following Saturday evening  (again normally about 18:00 hr European time). 
There is also a religious service called Havdalah,  were the Jews say adieu to the old week and greet in the new following week. 
 
748th Comment – There were many lamps within the room to shed light over all the people having dialogue with Paul. 
Acts   20v8 og (they) were  And  (the) ‘lamps’/flambeaus/lights/torches  
Acts   20v8 og (the) {to arrive}/{coming into season}/ample/fit/great/many/sufficient/considerable  
Acts   20v8 og in  to the  {elevated above (others)}/{raised to highest position}/{highly exalted}  
Acts   20v8 og {of whom/which/where}  (they) were  {led together}/collected/convened/{taken in}/gathered  
Acts   20v8 And  there were  many/considerable  lamps/torches  within  the  {elevated places}/{highest positions} 

of where  they  were  collected/gathered  (together). 
 

And there were many lamps within the highest positions of where they were gathered  (together)  
 

Luke is telling us that this room was well lit,  making the area like day in brilliance,  however … … …  
 
749th Comment – A youth called Eutychus fell asleep while sitting on the window ledge during Paul's discourse to the 
assembled  “1st Century Christians”  and fell out of the third storey window!   He was taken up as though a dead corpse. 
588th Reasoning – Clearly the youth not realising the full significance of what was occurring here, and hence fell asleep. 
The mature people interacted with Paul knowing this was the last time he was to be with them,  this  'font of knowledge' 
having connected all the dots to wholly understand Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  would be 
leaving them.   The mature people wanted to draw all they could from him while they were still able. 
348th Instruction – We must be prepared to grasp the opportunity to completely imbue  “The Word of God”  when we 
have the opportunity,  else it will pass us by.   The Adage says: You make your own luck’.   Likewise here:  “You make 
yourself a son of God”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle –  hence demonstrably  worthy  and wholly  righteous  
(to Yahweh’s Requirements)  when all is exposed within The Millennium  (Luke.12v2-3, etc.)! 
265th Warning – Beware of people who would argue against this!   They are fulfilling Satan’s desire by being adversarial 
to Yahweh’s Desire being made manifest in The Environment!   Thereby opposing the HS (Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32). 
Acts   20v9 og (the having been) {siting down}/remaining/residing/dwelling  And  
Acts   20v9 og (the) {some/any/certain person}  {youth (under forty)}/{young man}  
Acts   20v9 og (to the) name/character/authority  (the) Eutychus  over/upon/concerning  of the  aperture/window,  
Acts   20v9 og (the having been) {borne/carried down}/{overborne/overcome (with drowsiness)}/fall/give/{sunk down}  
Acts   20v9 og (to the) sleep/{spiritual torpor}/slumber  (to the) profound/deep/chasm,  
Acts   20v9 og (of the having) {through exclamation}/{stated thoroughly}/{discussed (in argument or exhortation)}/disputed/ 

/preached/{reasoned (with)}/spoke/conversed (middle voice)  
Acts   20v9 og of the  Paul  over/upon/concerning  the  more/greater/many,  
Acts   20v9 og (the being) {borne/carried down}/overborne/overcome (with drowsiness)}/fall/give/{sink down}   
Acts   20v9 og off/away/separated/from  of the  sleep/{spiritual torpor}/slumber  (he) alighting/{gently fell down}   
Acts   20v9 og off/away/separated/from  of the  {third floor/storey/loft}  downwards/beneath/bottom/down/under,  
Acts   20v9 og also  (he was) {lifted/taken  up/away}/carried/taken  (the) dead/corpse/mortified/cadaver    
Acts   20v9 And  the having  been  {sitting down}/residing  upon/concerning  of the  window    

the  certain  {young man}/youth  to the  name/character/authority  the  Eutychus    
the having been  {overborne with drowsiness}/{sunk down}  to the (= in)   deep  sleep/slumber  
(while)  Paul  over/upon  the  more/many  of having  (personally)  {stated thoroughly}/{discussed in detail}/{reasoned with}, 
the  (youth)  being  {overborne with drowsiness}/{sunk down}  off/away  (in)  of the  sleep/slumber   
he  alighted/{fell down}  off/from  of the  third floor/storey  downwards/beneath  also  he was  {taken up}/carried  the  dead/corpse. 

 

And having been sitting down upon the window,   
the certain youth to the name of  Eutychus  the having been sunk down in deep sleep   
(while)  Paul upon greatly discussing in detail   (“1st Century Christianity”,  being how JC answered The Tanakh by cross referencing) 
               (of which  “Christians”  today have  absolutely no  interest in learning about how JC as The Word of God answered God’s Word in The Tanakh) 
the youth being overborne with drowsiness away in sleep,  he fell off the third floor downwards, 
also he was taken up  (as)  dead/corpse   (from the ground below)  
 

Even with these bright lights around the room,  this  youth fell asleep ,  not having the stamina,  as does an elder man of Paul's stature! 
Paul was taking questions and explaining in detail how  “JC  answered  The Tanakh.”. 
Paul also explained how  “JC  righteously made possible  The Millennium”. 
Finally,  Paul expounds  “The Requirement”  for The Rulers of The Millennium,  they  “must imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle”  NOW! 

(Thereby proving themselves to The World that they are truly worthy to rule in The Millennium.) 
Sadly,  our  worldly Christian leaders teach  none  of the above,  because they believe  none  of the above and are only capable of teaching “Religion”. 
Which means they have no need to copy JC's ministry/lifestyle,  thereby teaching  nothing  about The Millennium nor of its Requirements! 
However,  this youth was still young and immature,  thus unable to understand The Gravity of what Paul was teaching to the mature members of this 
grouping having a much greater experience of  “Life”  and thus appreciating  “The Meaning of Life”. 
Moreover,  he had no appreciation of Paul not seeing them again because of the hatred The Religious Leaders had of Paul and of his teaching. 
This youth fell asleep and dropped off the third floor of the building onto the ground below,  and the people below picked him up as being dead. 
 
750th Comment – Paul rushes downstairs to the youth on the ground and clasps him,  and feels life within Eutychus. 
589th Reasoning – Whether the youth was initially dead or Yahweh had ensured a soft landing’,  I do not know,  except I 
and people then,  believed Yahweh had intervened in some manner to ensure this youth was not harmed from the fall. 
349th Instruction – “Yahweh” = “I make become who/what I choose to become”  ensured this youth survived the fall 
without any ill effects,  as we are to read later. 
Acts   20v10 og (the) descending/{going down}/falling  And  the Paul  
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Acts   20v10 og (he) {embraced/seized}/{fell into}/{laid on}/{pressed upon}  (to the) him,  
Acts   20v10 og also  (the having) {felt sympathy (with)}/commiseration/compassion  
Acts   20v10 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:    
Acts   20v10 og Not  (yourselves) {to be in tumult}/disturb/clamour/{make ado (a noise)}/{trouble self}/ 

/{set on in uproar}/{set in turmoil}   
Acts   20v10 og the  for  (the) breathing/life/soul/{conscious existence}  (of the) him  in  (to the) him  (it) is  
Acts   20v10 And  the  Paul  the  descending/{going down},  he  embraced/clasped/{pressed upon}  to the  him, 

also  the having  {felt sympathy}/commiseration/compassion  he  said/commanded: 
Not  yourselves  {be in tumult}/clamour{set in turmoil}/{make ado}  for  his  breath/life{soul/{conscious existence}  it is  within  him. 

 

And Paul going down  (to the youth),   he  embraced/clasped/{pressed upon}  to him, 
also having  commiseration/compassion  he stated: 
   Not yourselves  clamour/{make ado},  for the  breathing/soul/life/{conscious existence}  is within him  
 

Paul immediately ran down to embrace the youth in his arms, and recognised “life” had not left this youth, Yahweh had kept this youth from dying.  It is 
said that a limp body can survive a fall better than a stiff body  (especially if landing in a roll),  and in this particular instance,  Yahweh ensured the fall 
was not fatal. 
 
751st Comment – They all returned upstairs to break-bread,  full of conversation about this incident,  and Yahweh is to be  
praised/thanked  for its positive outcome.  Then Paul would answer any final questions on scripture unto dawn. 
590th Reasoning – They would be grateful to Yahweh,  and in an act of symbolist unity,  they would break bread together 
giving praise to Yahweh for His involvement with them.  Then Paul would continue to teach until dawn. 
350th Instruction – We must learn to feel motivated to give thanks to Yahweh for all that occurs for our edification,  and 
this can only come from education – else without education then we cannot appreciate what is involved! 
266th Warning – Beware of leaders of Christendom teaching that the breaking of bread always represents  “holy 
communion”  in the manner that JC taught us for  “The Last Supper”  that is to  only  occur on Nisan 14.  Because if we 
are TCs,  then we think of JC every minute of the day;  so does this mean we should have “holy communion” every minute 
of the day?   By suggesting  “once every week”  shows  when  these advocates supposedly  only think of JC’! 
267th Warning – Would our leaders of Christendom show such commitment – to be  “teaching till dawn”  before days of 
travelling?   Hardly!   The reader must really start to think about The Real World today,  rather than the painted façade! 
Acts   20v11 og (the) {going up}/arising/ascending/climbing  And   
Acts   20v11 og also  (the) breaking  (the) bread/loaves  also  (the having) tasted/eaten/{to experience},   
Acts   20v11 og over/upon/concerning  
Acts   20v11 og (the) {to arrive}/{coming into season}/ample/fit/great/many/sufficient/considerable  both   
Acts   20v11 og (the) {being in company with}/conversing/communing/talking  {up to}/{as far as}/until  
Acts   20v11 og (the) {a ray of light}/radiance/dawn/{break of dawn},   
Acts   20v11 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  
Acts   20v11 og (he) issued/{came/went forth/out}/departed/{spread abroad}/proceeded  
Acts   20v11 And   (Paul)   the  ascending/{going up}  also  the breaking the  bread/loaves  also  the having  tasted/eaten,   

both   (1)  the  great/considerable  conversing/talking   (2)  {up to}/until  the  {break of dawn}/sunrise, 
{after that}  he  (= Paul)   issued/{went forth}/departed. 

 

And  (Paul)  going up  (to the third storey),  also breaking the bread  also having eaten, 
both  (1) great/considerable  conversation/talking  (2) until the break of dawn, 
after that,  he  (= Paul)  departed  
              (Could we be as dedicated as was Paul:  Awake for one full day,  then awake all the night,  and then journey on the following day?  [1Cor.11v1]) 
 

This incident would cause much dialogue concerning the miracle of Eutychus’ survival of such a fall.  Even so,  Paul would still be open to final 
questions of The Scriptures until dawn,  being the time he must leave them and take the ship. 
This just shows the  two-way  interaction occurring here and hence how much knowledge Paul is imparting to these eager recipients. 

Would we  ever  get this in our churches,  or worse,  within our  worldly Christian seminaries  (Matt.23v15)? 
Again,  the answer is  “Obviously not!” 

The Established Mantra of “Religion” is  (hence the advice given at Rev.18v4 for our protection):- 
(1)  “Think as I say”  else be excommunicated! 
(2)  “Ignore what I do,  and only do what I say!”  (Matt.23v1-3) 
(3)  Most importantly:   “Do  not  ask deep and penetrating questions!”   (Certainly never three layers of “Why”!) 
        (Counter to what JC meant when he spoke of coming to him as  “children”,  being that we must keep asking “why”.) 

Interestingly,  we have  “breaking of bread”  mentioned again. 
We must therefore understand that  “Breaking Bread”  does not mean  “Holy Communion”,  but it means  “an informal meal”  with other people. 

Else why repeat it twice on the  same  day/night  –  unless it means an  “informal meal”,  as a  “social event”?    
I strongly suggest that of its use here and at the time it occurred has more significance than we give credence.  
I would suggest it is an act of togetherness  at/after  a major event in the midst of Yahweh being with them.  But  not  specifically to be known as  “The 
Last Supper”  before JC’s murder. 
In addition,  there is no mention of wine – being the other half of what JC taught us at His  “Meal of Remembrance”  (= The Last Supper). 
Therefore we are taught here of  “an informal meal taken in company”, – but,  and very importantly,  Yahweh is being blessed in making possible this 
meal,  with all people including Eutychus. 
 
752nd Comment – The  “1st Century Christians”  brought Eutychus with them  (feeling comforted that he was alive)  as 
they waved a final good-bye to Paul, Luke and the seven other travelling disciples as they all departed unto Assos,  noting 
Paul chose to walk rather than sail by boat with the other disciples. 
591st Reasoning – The  “living servant”  is  Eutychus;  firstly because of the word  “living”  to endorse his survival of the 
fall,  and secondly  “they were comforted”  that he was alive and well,  not that they were  pleased to see Paul go’! 
Acts   20v12 og (they) {led away}/brought/driven/went/induced  And  
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Acts   20v12 og the  {boy in servitude}/slave/servant  (the) living/existing,  
Acts   20v12 og also  (they were) {set beside}/{called near}/{invoked by imploring}/beseeched/ 

/exhorted/entreated/urged/comforted   
Acts   20v12 og no/not/none  (the) {from a measure}/moderately/slightly/little  
Acts   20v12 And  they  {led away}/brought   the  living/existing  {boy in servitude}/servant, 

also  they were  not  the  slightly/little  {set beside}/urged/comforted   
 

And they  (= resident disciples)  brought the living servant  (= Eutychus)   (to the quayside,  to watch Paul and his party leave by ship) 
also they were not a little comforted   (= they were greatly comforted that  [1] Paul had taught them so much,  [2] Eutychus was alive and well)  
 

This verse effectively tells us that  “The Living Servant”  was  “Eutychus”,  who fell out of the window some six hours earlier. 
How do we know?  

1.  The word  “living”  is placed in front of the word  “servant”  (telling us that he  survived  his fall  [else why mention  “living”  in the verse?]). 
2.  Also  “they were very comforted”  because Eutychus  was  alive and well,  he was able to wave  good-bye  to Paul! 
     Else,  Why would they be comforted to see Paul leaving them?   They would much rather want Paul to stay with them for longer! 
Thus this verse becomes an endorsement by Luke,  that Eutychus was alive and well after what could have been a tragic accident. 
 
753rd Comment – Luke and the seven other disciples choose to sail 40 miles by boat to Assos,  while Paul chose to walk a 
distance of about 20 miles to Assos. 
592nd Reasoning – Perhaps Luke and the Disciples felt tired and wanted to sleep in the boat during the day  (they had 
been awake for at least 24 hours).  Yet Paul wanted to have some quiet time to think about his return to Jerusalem,  and 
the certain backlash that will be upon him there,  brought about by the leaders of “Religion”! 
351st Instruction – Paul was contemplating his own future,  knowing that he must teach in the two worldly bastions of 
Satan represented by Jerusalem and Rome  (respectively: Religion and Politics)  as a closure to his life,  having 
thoroughly established ecclesia where he could in Asia and Greece.  
We must consider our future – what are we doing?   Do we nestle comfortably within Religion and Politics? 
593rd Reasoning – The Old Covenant was an outward showing of contract of supposedly only works  (while The Mind 
rebelled),  The New Covenant was an inward showing of contract to Yahweh  (with a Contrite Mind)  yielding good works. 
268th Warning – My usual warnings regarding Religion and Politics!   Do I really need to keep repeating them? 
Acts   20v13 og {we ourselves}  And,  (the) {going onward}/proceeding/{going before/forward}/outgoing/{passing on}  
Acts   20v13 og over/upon/concerning  the  vessel/ship/boat,  
Acts   20v13 og (we) {led up}/{brought out}/{set forth}/sailed/departed/launched  into/unto  the  Assos,  
Acts   20v13 og thence/{from that place}  (the being) {to occur}/expecting/intend/necessity/going/coming/{about to}  
Acts   20v13 og (to) {take up}/{receive up}/{take in/unto/up}  the  Paul  
Acts   20v13 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  for  (it) was  
Acts   20v13 og (the having been) {arranged thoroughly}/instituted/ordained/prescribed/commanded,  
Acts   20v13 og (the) {to occur}/expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming/{about to}  he  
Acts   20v13 og (to) {foot a journey}/{travel by land}/{go afoot}  
Acts   20v13 And  {we ourselves}  the  {going onward}/{proceeding forth}  upon/concerning   the  vessel/boat, 

we  {set forth}/sailed/departed  into/unto  the  Assos,   
{from that place}  the  being  expected/{about to}  to  {take up}/receive  the  Paul, 
for  it was  the having been  {arranged thoroughly}/prescribed/commanded   in this manner  {to occur}/intending   
he  (= Paul)   to  {foot a journey}/{travel by land}/{go afoot}. 

 

And we ourselves the going onward upon the boat  (immediately)  {set forth}/sailed  unto Assos, 
(and)  from that place the being expected to receive Paul, 
for it was having been  arranged/organised  in this manner,  he  (= Paul)  intending to go afoot  (more directly)  
 

Luke and the other seven members of Paul’s party went on the boat and set sail to Assos  having  pre-arranged  to meet Paul at the same place. 
Paul wanted to travel by foot.  Perhaps Paul was trying to avoid being spotted within the large grouping of  well-known  disciples  -  by possible 
assassins on an enclosed boat,  having no means of escape,  or just felt  hemmed-in  and wanted to have some open air freedom to himself.  Maybe he just 
felt travelsick and wanted to walk it off,  noting he had not slept for the previous 24 hours – so obviously having an overpowering reason to walk to be 
awake continuously for 36 hours,  while the other disciples could sleep in the boat!     But  -  after all that being said … …  
I think Paul was contemplating what he would do in Jerusalem and how he was to confront the threats from  “The Religious Leaders”  there,  knowing 
they all wanted to kill him,  like they did to JC  -  his lord and master.  However,  he also understood how Yahweh saved JC and Eutychus from death,  
then likewise Paul will be saved from certain death.  See what he was to say to the Elders of The Ephesian congregation at Acts.20v18+,  knowing he 
would never see these congregations again because  “The Leaders of Religion”   were  constantly plotting  for his death  (as we are to read). 
Other commentators just blandly state:  He wanted to have quiet time for meditation from the bustling ship's crew.   
While I accept Paul was meditating,  there is very much more behind this,  and the other commentators give such an unthinking,  generic suggestion! 
The distance from Troas to Assos is about 20 miles by land,  and about twice that by ship,  so it is a reasonable distance to walk. 
 
754th Comment – Paul finally reached Assos and found Luke and the seven other disciples waiting for him. 
Paul may have slept out in the countryside by himself to freshen his mind. 
When having found a boat,  they sailed on to Mitylene. 
Acts   20v14 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  And  
Acts   20v14 og (he) {threw into union}/{(speaking) combine /conversed/conferred/consulted}/{(mental) considered/aided}/ 

/{(personally) joined/attacked/conferred/encountered/help/made/met/pondered}  
Acts   20v14 og {to us}  into/unto  the  Assos,  
Acts   20v14 og (the) {taking up}/{receiving up}/{taking in/unto/up}  (the) him  
Acts   20v14 og (we) accompanied/appeared/brought/came  into/unto  Mitylene  
Acts   20v14 And  {in that manner}/likewise  (as arranged)  he  {threw into union}/encountered/met   {to us} (= with us)   into  the  Assos, 

(when)  the  {taking up}/receiving  the him  (= Paul),   we  accompanied/came  into  Mitylene. 
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And likewise  (as prearranged),  he  (= Paul)  met with us into Assos, 
(when)  receiving him  (= Paul),  we came into Mitylene  
 

Not able to use mobile phones –  it requires much organisation to prearrange an appointment in those days. 
It is not as simple as using the mobile phone to find each other across merely  ‘a crowded room’! 
This is a southerly sailing of about 40 km onto the island of Lesbos to reach the port of Mitylene. 
 
755th Comment – From thence Paul, Luke and the seven disciples sailed on various short hops to reach Miletus. 
594th Reasoning – The boat directly bypassed Ephesus,  and Paul wanted to say his very last words of guidance to the 
elders of The Ephesian Ecclesia. 
Acts   20v15 og {likewise from that place/time}/{and afterward}/{thence also}  
Acts   20v15 og (the) {from/away to sail}/{setting sail}/{sailing away}  
Acts   20v15 og to the  {over/upon  to go}/supervening/ensuing/following  (day)  
Acts   20v15 og (we) {met against}/{arrived at}/attained/came  
Acts   20v15 og {to lie opposite}/adversary/repugnant/{be contrary}/oppose  (of the) Chios,  
Acts   20v15 og to the  and  other/different/altered  (day)  
Acts   20v15 og (we) {threw near/alongside}/{reached a place}/arrived/{(figuratively) to liken/compare}  
Acts   20v15 og into/unto  (the) Samos,  
Acts   20v15 og also  (the having) stayed/remained/abided/dwelt/endured/stood/continued  in  (to the) Trogyllium,  
Acts   20v15 og to the  (being) held/taken/possessed/obtained/had  (next day)  
Acts   20v15 og (we) accompanied/appeared/brought/came  into/unto  (the) Miletus  
Acts   20v15 {Likewise from that place}/{And afterward}/{Thence also}  the  {sailing away}  

to the  (= in/with)  ensuing/following/next  (day)  we  {met against}/{arrived at}  {to lie opposite}/against/abutting  of the  Chios, 
and  to the  (= in/with)  other/different  (day)  we  {threw alongside}/arrived  into/unto  Samos, 
also  the  having  stayed/remained  within  Trogyllium,  to the  being  taken/obtained  (day   [= next day])  into/unto  Miletus. 

 

And from that place sailing in the next day we met against opposite of Chios, 
and in the other  (next)  day we arrived  into Samos, 
also the having stayed within  Trogyllium,  in being taken a day  (= traveling the next day)  into Miletus  
 

A combined sailing distance of about 240 km  (150 miles)  
Paul was in a hurry to push forward his return unto Jerusalem for The Feast of Pentecost  (see next verse). 
The boat bypassed Ephesus ,  but Paul wanted to speak words of guidance to  The Elders of Ephesus,  as we are now to read in this chapter. 
To save time,  he planned to meet these elders at Miletus. 
 
756th Comment – The boats were not sailing to Ephesus at the time Paul desired,  and if he had waited for sailing 
connections at Ephesus then he would be too late to reach Jerusalem before Pentecost. 
595th Reasoning – Paul had perhaps only one week to travel about 700 km and to have two weeks spare for eventualities. 
He therefore needed to carefully plan his itinerary to ensure he achieved his objectives planned earlier (on his walk). 
Acts   20v16 og (he) {judiciously/mentally decided}/tried/concluded/judged  For  the  Paul  
Acts   20v16 og (to) {sail  near/by/past}  the  Ephesus,  
Acts   20v16 og {whatever how}/{in the manner that}/{so that}  not  (it/he will) {become to be} (middle voice)   (to the) him  
Acts   20v16 og (to) {timer wearer}/procrastinate/{spend time}  in  to the  Asia  
Acts   20v16 og (he) {(strengthened form of) to speed}/{urged on (diligently or earnestly)}/{(made/with) haste unto}  for 
Acts   20v16 og if  powerful/capable/{make possible}/mighty  (it) was  (to the) him  the  day/{period of time}  
Acts   20v16 og of the  Pentecost  (to) {become to be}  into/unto  Jerusalem  
Acts   20v16 For  the  Paul, 

he  {mentally decided}/concluded/judged   to  {sail near/by/past}  the  Ephesus, 
{so that}/because  not  he will  (personally)  become to be  {time wearer/waster}/{spend/using time}  within  Asia  (Minor), 
for  he  {made haste unto}  if  it was  capable/{make possible}  to him   
to  {become to be}  into Jerusalem  (on)  the day  of the  Pentecost. 

 

For the Paul mentally decided to sail by Ephesus   (= Paul chose to bypass Ephesus),   
so that not he will personally become to be using up time within Asia (Minor), 
for he made haste unto,  if it was possible  (for)  him to become to be into Jerusalem  (on)  the day of Pentecost  
 

Paul would have needed to sail back upon himself to arrive at Ephesus,  which was about 40 km directly northwards  (and perhaps about 64 km by road,  
for which a messenger would need to take).  Maybe there were no ships going northwards at the time,  and Paul felt his time was best used by teaching in 
the synagogue and market places within Miletus rather than be travelling north through Asia to reach Ephesus  (and would have been further away from 
Jerusalem).  Therefore,  he requested the elders of the Ephesian ecclesia to come and see him by foot,  so that he may speak to them  -  as we are to read 
in the next verse. 
 
757th Comment – Paul summoned The Ephesian Elders by messenger to come the some 40 miles to meet with him. 
596th Reasoning – Paul could not arrange the boat connections in time,  thus better to invite The Elders to speak with him 
in Miletus,  because Paul knew they would not meet again after The Religious Leaders of Jerusalem had intercepted him! 
Acts   20v17 og off/away/separated/from  And  of the  Miletus  
Acts   20v17 og (the having) {dispatched (from the point of departure)}/transmitted/bestowed/wielded/sent/{thrust in}   
Acts   20v17 og into/unto  (the) Ephesus  (he) {called  amid/elsewhere}/summoned/{come hither}  
Acts   20v17 og the  {(comparative of) older}/{Elder (of the ecclesia)}  (plural) 
Acts   20v17 og of the  {a calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church  
Acts   20v17 And  off/away  of the   Miletus  the having  dispatched/transmitted/sent   (a message)   into/unto   the  Ephesus, 

he  called/summoned  the  elders  of the  {calling out}/ecclesia. 
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And from Miletus the having sent  (a message)  into Ephesus,  he  (= Paul)  summoned the elders of the  {calling out}/ecclesia  
 

Paul wanted to have a serious talk to these leaders of the Ephesian ecclesia. 
Paul wanted to visit Jerusalem for Pentecost and feared he would be arrested and murdered by the leaders of  “Religion”  within that city. 
By consequence,  this may be the last time he would see them face to face. 
 
758th Comment – These Elders came promptly to Paul's request.  Paul now plainly states: 

You all know from the first day we met and for all the time I was with you … …   
597th Reasoning – Paul starts by laying out his credentials to speak firmly with them. 
352nd Instruction – Are we able to state what Paul was able to say of himself … … ? 

Let us read further and ask the question of ourselves  (of we are to become possible TCs). 
Acts   20v18 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  And  (they) {called  amid/elsewhere}/summoned/{came hither}   
Acts   20v18 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) him,  (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  {to them}: 
Acts   20v18 og {Specifically yourselves}  {to put the mind upon}/comprehend/{acquainted with}/understand (mid. voi.),   
Acts   20v18 og off/away/separated/from  (the) foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former  day/{period of time}  
Acts   20v18 og off/away/separated/from  {of whom/which}  
Acts   20v18 og (I) {walked upon}/{set foot}/mounted/ascended/embarked/arrived/{went abroad}/{took ship}  
Acts   20v18 og into/unto  the  Asia,  {in what manner}/how  amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  
Acts   20v18 og {of yourselves}  the  all/whole/every  (the) {unspecified space of time}/opportunity/delay/while/time  
Acts   20v18 og  (I) {became to be}, 
Acts   20v18 And  {in that manner}/likewise  they  {called elsewhere}/{came hither}  towards/{near to}  the him, 

he  uttered/spoke  to them: 
Specifically yourselves  (personally)  comprehend/understand  off/from  the  beginning/first/former  day/{period of time} 
off/from  {of which}  I  {set foot}/embarked/arrived  into/unto  the  Asia  {in what manner}/how   
I  {became to be}  together/with  {of yourselves}  all/whole  the  while/times. 

 

And in that manner  (as requested)  they  (= the elders)  came hither towards him  (= Paul),  he spoke to them: 
   Specifically yourselves personally comprehend/understand  from the first day from of which I arrived into Asia, 
   how I became to be  together/with  yourselves all the while  
 

We must realise: 
Paul seriously feared for his life in Jerusalem by the way he now speaks to these leaders of the Ephesian ecclesia. 
He sincerely thinks he shall never see them face to face again  (v25, 37-38,  and he does not  [leaders of “Religion”  ensure of that]). 

Paul lays it out to them: 
You know my character and the way I have behaved from first seeing you,  and I have remained the same ever since! 

By implication,  the Apostle Paul operates in direct contrast with  “professional religious leaders”,  who start with a big smile and a warm handshake,  
before they change over time,  to then,  surreptitiously entrap their victim within their spiritual tentacles of  “deception”  pandemic  in “Religion”,  
precisely as The Bible warns us,  being those people who care to read it. 
The 144000 TCs do  not  operate like this  -  they operate within  “The Light”  and welcome a public audit of their private life,  but by contrast,  
professional leaders of  “Religion”  prefer  “The Darkness”  within which to hide their private lives!   This is why these terms are used in The Bible. 

Paul then continues to show how he is  so very different  to professional leaders of  “Religion” … … …  
 
759th Comment – Paul begins to state his credentials to underwrite his authority to speak: 

I have slaved to the  lord/master  in all  modesty/humbleness  
also with many tears,  also the trials concurring to me through reason of The Religious Leaders. 

Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We, The Slaves,  fully hearken to what is commanded by The Master 
To be in this educated position means we must  (1) first learn what The Master teaches,  – and  (2) then do it with fidelity! 
Reasoning – repeat - The  Lord/Master  relating directly to Humans is always JC,  who is  “The Intercessor”  between  
“Humans and Yahweh”.    JC as  “The Word of God”  becomes  “The Master of The Mind”  within  “The Early 
Adopters”  during The Gospel Age  (and later in The Millennium for  “The Late Adopters”). 
353rd Instruction – Modesty/humbleness  means just that!  We take  “The Last/Least”  position in our neighbour's midst!  
This means  “we edify our neighbour to our own hurt”.  The very best manner in which to edify our neighbour is to bring 
them forth in our personal sacrifice to Yahweh for them to become a future  “Son of God”. 
598th Reasoning – In order for us in our sacrifice (of our lives)  to bring them forth as possible future “Sons of God”  is to 
use our time to  accurately explain  “The Word of God”  to them,  so that they  know/understand  why and how  to become 
a future son of God by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
269th Warning – By contrast leaders of “Religion” do  none  of the above!   They take  “The First/Most”  in their 
neighbour's midst,  therefore  “self-indulging to their neighbour's hurt”.    They  never  teach how their devotees are able 
to truly become future  “Sons of God”.,  but are so prepared to fraudulently state they are all  “Children of God”   (by 
implication “sons of God”)  when it is   only  Yahweh is able to state this (Matt.20v23).  Therefore they  are  fraudsters to 
what they claim and do not represent Yahweh,  and by consequence Yahweh wholly rejects them,  as JC so clearly tells us! 
354th Instruction – Paul shed many tears,  not over himself,  but for the TCs that he had brought into  “The Real Faith”  
of “1st Century Christianity”  and from which they had suffered so much persecution from leaders of  “Religion”. 
599th Reasoning – Paul sincerely feels for the people who he has personally brought into “1st Century Christianity”  for 
their greater gain as future “Sons of God”,  and equally that of society within The Millennium under these proven leaders. 
And yet presently,  they are persecuted wherever they go by leaders of “Religion”!   It is this that brings tears to Paul. 
270th Warning – People who aim to become TCs for  “The New World Order”  of The Millennium,  will always be 
persecuted by the leaders of this present worldly system,  because Yahweh's Methodology  (of The Millennium)  is opposite 
to Satan's methodology that rules this present worldly system  (1John.5v19, Eph.2v2, etc.)! 
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355th Instruction – Paul has been through many trials and tribulations coming together,  brought against him by leaders 
of “Religion”  trying to stop his ministry of  “The Word of God”,  where Truth and Understanding is accurately taught by 
the TC who  really cares  for Mankind  (unlike:  “You know who,  only caring for themselves!"). 
600th Reasoning – That is very much the reason why  “Leaders of “Religion”  persecute TCs,   because the TCs' teaching 
exposes  (1) nonsense 'exegesis'  and  (2) the hypocrisy  that emanates from these leaders of “Religion”. 
271st Warning – Leaders of “Religion” will always plot with each other to impede the effectiveness of a TC at work. 
356th Instruction – Quite simply,  if we are  not  being persecuted for  “The Word of God”,  then it is highly likely that we 
are  not  imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle.   
601st Reasoning – Why?  Because this is Satan's world,  and the leaders of this present system will protect their lifestyle! 
Interestingly,  leaders of “Religion” also state this is “god's world”  and we know Satan is the god of this present world,  
so from what they say,  we now know who is their “god”!   Which we witness in their works  (under 'Darkness'). 
Acts   20v19 og (the) serving/{in bondage}/slaving  to the  lord/master  
Acts   20v19 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  (the) all/whole/every  
Acts   20v19 og (the) {humiliation of mind}/modesty/{humbleness/humility/loneliness of the mind}  
Acts   20v19 og also  (of the) many/much/plenteous  (of the) tears  
Acts   20v19 og also  (of the) {putting to proof by experiments}/solicitations/adversities/temptations/trials  
Acts   20v19 og of the  {walking/transpiring together}/concurring/{taking place}{happening unto}/{passing along}  
Acts   20v19 og {to me}/mine  in  to the  {upon the will}/{plan against someone}/plots/{laying in wait} (plural)  
Acts   20v19 og of the  Jews, 
Acts   20v19 The  {in bondage}/slaving  to the  lord/master   

together/with  all/whole  the  modesty/humbleness/{humility of the mind}  also  of the  many  tears 
also  of the  adversities/temptations/trials  of the  concurring/{taking place alongside}  to me  within  the  plots/schemes   of the  Jews. 

 

The slaving to the  lord/master   (= JC as  “The Word of God”  controlling our mind,  so that  “Yahweh becomes our Lord/Master”) 
together/with  all  humbleness/humility  of the mind   (this is what we do  not  see in our  worldly  leaders of  commerce/politics and  religion) 
also of the many tears   (witnessing the suffering of fellow  “1st Century Christians”  persecuted by leaders of Religion) 
also of the  adversities/trials  taking place alongside me within the  plots/schemes  of the Jews   (= leaders of Religion)  
 

A contrasting comparison between Paul and   “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  is now given:- 
Paul is a slave to JC who,  as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13),  is the  lord/master  that controls his mind. 
Paul precisely imitates JC's ministry/lifestyle  because JC as  “The Word of God”  controls his mind. 
JC directly represents Yahweh  (as His image,  John.14v5-15)  so if we precisely imitate JC then we too become part of  “The Word of God”. 

By definition,  all  professional  “Leaders of Religion”  demonstrably are,  and do,  none of the above. 
Paul has a humble and contrite mind,  and operates in all humility  -  he controls no one,  but only  edifies/guides  by honest instruction. 

By definition of  “Leader in this world”  means taking upon oneself:  “The Characteristics of The World”. 
These people like to  “control people”  -  that is  why  they  take  this position  to be a leader  (to self-indulge on people below)! 

Paul sheds genuine tears over the suffering of the brethren who were trying to imitate him  (and thus persecuted by leaders of “Religion”). 
Sadly,  leaders have no regard over The World's future,  else they would  teach what JC taught to  truly:  “Save The World”! 
These religious leaders only teach what pleases the ears and minds of The World  (being under 1John.5v19). 

Paul mentions of the  trials/tribulations  sourced by the  leaders of  “Religion”  refusing to accept  “1st Century Christianity”. 
“Religious leaders”  earn their  money/honour/leverage  by teaching  “Religion”,  they detest what JC taught  (John.11v47-53). 

We must ask: 
What does this tell us about Paul's character,  when compared  with the general character of our leaders of “Religion”? 

 
760th Comment – Paul continues to verbally publicise what they already know: 

I have hidden nothing of the  profitable/expedient  things away from yourselves, 
but announced all these things to you, 
also I have trained yourselves to publicly teach from house to house. 

602nd Reasoning – Paul has carefully explained the two levels to these “1st Century Christians”: 
        1.. “The Word of God”  when inculcated reforms The Mind that  protects us from the fallout of worldly methodology. 
        2.. A purified mind  within a TC will bring the greatest gain of becoming a future  “Son of God”. 
357th Instruction – We must gain  all  “The Word of God”  first  -  before we can even start to fulfil Yahweh's Desire.  
Then to gain “Real Faith”  we must  assay/prove  God's Word to gain  assurance/competency  to teach,  and then  finally 
to act with fidelity to what has been proven to have been sourced by Yahweh!    Then  we gain the HS. 
272nd Warning – Leaders of “Religion”  will  never  teach this,  because an educated person will immediate recognise a 
fraudster at work scamming their deluded devotees.   Thus, these leaders of “Religion”  will  never  behave like Paul!  
Of which  (1) they are  not  interested to imitate him  and  (2) they have  not  Paul's knowledge to do so! 
603rd Reasoning – Paul has taught these people how to publicly teach from house to house,  but first: 
        1.. They must know and understand  “The Word of God”  -  ALL  of it! 
        2.. Be shown how to  accurately  communicate  “The Word of God”  to all other people. 
        3.  How to gain the confidence that comes from  assurance/competence  to publicly teach from house to house. 
358th Instruction – Are we able to do likewise?   Being what Paul has been able to do to these elders?   
Could we actually be like Paul and become The Teacher of the teachers?    This is what Yahweh Desires. 
273rd Warning – Yahweh does  not  want religious leaders scamming off their deluded devotees.  He wants the leaders of 
“Religion” to bring their devotees up to the same level, as was Paul.   However, this is an impossible task for leaders of 
“Religion” because they are so far away from being anything like him!   But they excel at teaching “Religion”! 
Quite simply: Yahweh does  not  want religious leaders teaching their devotees to become clones of themselves! 
Hence JC's warning at  Matt.23v15 for us  not  to go to seminaries,  to be taught how  not  to be a TC. 
Acts   20v20 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  
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Acts   20v20 og (I) {withheld under}/cowered/{shrunk back}/concealed/withdrawn/shunned/{kept back}  
Acts   20v20 og of the  {borne together}/contributory/profitable/{being better/good}/expedient/advantageous  (things)  
Acts   20v20 og of the  not  (to) announce/declare/report/show/speak/tell  {to yourselves}  
Acts   20v20 og also  (to) {cause to learn}/teach/train  {specifically yourselves}  (the) publicly/commonly/openly  
Acts   20v20 og also  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  (the) dwelling/temple/house/household/family (plural), 
Acts   20v20 {In that manner}/likewise   

I  concealed/{kept back}  nothing   of the  contributory/profitable/expedient/advantageous  things,  
of the  not  (= but)   to  announce/declare/report  {to yourselves}  also  to  publicly  teach/train  {specifically yourselves} 
also  from  intensely  to  the houses/families   (= also  from  house/family  to  house/family) 

 

Likewise  (by my demonstrable actions)   
I  (Paul)  concealed nothing of the  profitable/expedient/advantageous  things   (away from yourselves) 
                  (= I have taught you how to fulfil  “The Goal”  which is to ideally become a future  “Son of God”  –  as only determined by Yahweh) 
but to  announce/declare  to yourselves  also to publicly  teach/train  specifically yourselves   (to become like me,  1Cor.4v16, 11v1) 
                  (Inasmuch:  I have taken you out into the market squares and taught you to publicly teach  “The Word of God”  to strangers). 
also from  house/family  to  house/family   (to teach  “The Word of God”  =  “1st Century Christianity”  based upon The Tanakh) 
 

Again,  we look around us and ask:- 
Is this what our  worldly Christian leaders do? 

Absolutely not! 
They like to put on a weekly show for The Punters  (‘betting on eternal life’)  which is precisely the opposite of what Paul has taught these people! 
And those people who are soliciting additional punters from out of the public do so  –  not for “Sonship to  Yahweh”,  but only to increase their group 
numbers so that the religious leaders can  ‘cream off’  more  ‘filthy lucre’  from the deluded devotees! 

What an abomination! 
Paul states here: 

He explains  “1st Century Christianity”  that is logical and righteous to every person who has existed on this planet  pre/post  JC's 1st Advent. 
Therefore, I ask: 

Can  ANY  “professional religious leader”  on this planet  explain likewise? 
I expressly ask them to give an account of themselves -  rather than the nonsense they promulgate  (for the self-indulgent gain of both parties). 
I truly want them to expose themselves by an email answer,  so that I may have more material to  publicly  audit on  FutureLife.Org.! 

Paul then explains to this ecclesia's leaders  (having been  personally selected by Paul  to the criteria given in the guiding letters to Timothy and Titus): 
I have publicly taught you to become like me,  so that you too can teach people how to become  the next generation  of TCs. 
You now know how to teach  “1st Century Christianity”  from  house/family  to  house/family. 

Moreover,  I ask our leaders of “Religion”: 
Are they able to do likewise,  that is:  To teach  “1st Century Christianity”? 

Sadly,  they do not know what  “1st Century Christianity”  means by either word or deed.   So how can they represent  “The Almighty God”? 
They certainly have no intention to generate new TCs to  lead/rule/guide   “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium,  but they much rather generate 
various flocks  (John.10v10, 12)  that like to listen to the robbers' various voices of a  “New Jesus”  (2Cor.11v4)  because they think like their master(s) 
(2Cor.11v13-15).   However, they are skilled to perfect such a wonderful outward facade that is so beloved by their myriad of deluded devotees! 
 
761st Comment – Paul explains: 

You have been shown how to specifically teach to both The Jew and The Gentiles 
of the course of repentance unto God (Yahweh)   
also the  (Real)  Faith for our  land/master  the  Christ Jesus. 

604th Reasoning – These elders have been taught the skills of how to teach to both The Jews and Gentiles.  This means 
knowing of their background and steering the conversation to be best suited for The Recipient  (1Cor.9v16-19). 
359th Instruction – We must learn how to think like our recipient,  to get into their head so that we can start on a positive 
entry point.  This means learning sufficient  “Religion”  so that we shall know of its weaknesses and pitch our attack to be 
most successful within the recipient's mind 
360th Instruction – You will not be successful with a full frontal attack on a deluded devotee,  they will just put up their 
defences with a wholly closed mind.   I am not like this with religious leaders because they absolutely do  not  believe what 
they purport to represent,  but it is an easy meal ticket!  Therefore, I go for a full frontal attack on their known weaknesses 
and watch them  squirm/capitulate  hoping  they reform to sense.   The approach is different depending upon the recipient. 
605th Reasoning – “The Course to Salvation”  starts with repentance to Yahweh,  because it was He Who set The Rules to 
yield a perfect society,  and we failed those rules to our own harm.   This must be total and complete “Repentance”.   
361st Instruction – It is essential  to promise  by commitment  to  never  repeat those bad deeds again,  and offer some 
form of recompense to any person hurt by what we had previously done.  This is true  “Repentance”  and not the self-
indulgent hypocrisy we witness throughout society,  whose members  pretend  to “Repent”. 
606th Reasoning – It is  only  through this single course are we able to change our mind around to be in a position to  
start  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire,  being the  first  step on a very long journey for oue ultimate personal salvation. 
This is precisely why John the Baptist came first with “Repentance”  before JC as “The Word of God”. 
Sadly all this is incomprehensible to our leaders of Religion”  living in  “Darkness” to hide their personal life. 
Instruction – repeat - We must  thoroughly learn  all  “The Word of God”  to  gain  “The Knowledge”. 
Then we rigorously  assay/test/examine  “The Knowledge”  to ensure that it is sourced by Yahweh  (and not by Man). 
We now  gain assurance (in its authenticity)  and become competent to teach  (unlike leaders of Christendom). 
Finally, we  operate with fidelity  to  “The Knowledge”.  We now gain  “Real Faith”  and  truly  “Believe in JC”. 
Then  and only then,  we gain the HS to become the  one/same  mind as Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
Warning – repeat - Leaders of Christendom only teach to “believe in JC”  in the  one/same  manner as did Judas Iscariot,  
inasmuch  “I believe JC existed and was murdered”  and  not  to:  “Precisely imitate his ministry and deportment”. 
Thus they  demonstrably  do  not  have the mind of Yahweh, JC or the TCs and thus have  zero  HS  in/around  them! 

It must be understood:  Yahweh is  first  seeking out His 144000 TCs to be elected from out of The Gospel Age. 
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Instruction – repeat - There is at least a million miles between the  “blind faith”  of  “Religion”  and the  “Real faith”  (= 
accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  that comes from “1st Century Christianity”  based upon “The Word of God”! 
607th Reasoning – The Christ Jesus.   JC showed The Way (John.14v5-15)  to  “The Anointing”  as a future “Son of God” 
which ideally is to be our goal,  by precisely imitating JC in ministry and deportment yielding good works.  Led by The 
Mind that is wholly built upon  “The Word of God”  that becomes  “The Lord/Master”  of how we think and what we do. 
274th Warning – Beware of leaders of “Religion”  who teach anything other than what is taught here!   Because quite 
simply they do not want  “The Required Standard”  to be known,  else it automatically exposes them to be hypocrites! 
Acts   20v21 og (the) {through/channel of witnessing}/{solemn affirmation/charge}/ 

/{protesting earnestly}/hortatively/testifying  
Acts   20v21 og (to the) Jews  both  also  
Acts   20v21 og (to the) {(from) Hellen (Grecian)}/{Greek speaking people (especially non-Jew)}/Gentiles/Greeks  
Acts   20v21 og the  into/unto  the  God  (the) {compunction (for guilt)}/reformation/{reversal (of decision)}/repentance,  
Acts   20v21 og also  (the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  the  into/unto  
Acts   20v21 og the  lord/master  {of/from us}  (the) Jesus  (the) Christ/Anointed  
Acts   20v21 {Through the channel of witnessing}/{Protesting earnestly}/Testifying   

both   (1)  to the Jew  and   (2)  to the  Greeks/Gentiles 
repentance  unto  the God  (= Yahweh),   also  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   unto  our  lord/master,  the  Jesus Christ. 

 

Through the channel of witnessing   (= explaining how JC precisely answered The Tanakh,  and became  “The Means”  to yield The Millennium) 
both  (1) to the Jew,  and  (2) to the  Greeks/Gentiles 
repentance unto God   (= recognising that Yahweh truly has  “The Right to rule our mind”  and thus we  must  personally leave our old ways) 
also the  (Real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   
unto our  lord/master   (= JC as God’s Word to control our mind) 
the Jesus Christ   (= Jesus became The Exemplar for us  to precisely imitate  to achieve  “The Goal of The Anointing”  unto  “Sonship to Yahweh”)  
 

Paul speaks to these ecclesia leaders,  of whom he dearly loves,  not in an  “Eros” (to self-indulge)  manner as do our  worldly Christian leaders. 
Paul dearly loves these people,  “Agapao” (to edify),  “Phileo”  (attractively of the one/same mind),  and  “Storge”  having become spiritual family 
members.  Importantly Paul has put himself out on a perilous limb to bring them unto this state because of the religious leaders desiring to kill him! 
He restates what he has trained these leaders to do: 

They have accurately taught and explained Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  to  all  people without favour. 
They have explained how: 

We must  truly  repent away from our former existence. 
We must   completely  learn  “The Word of God”  from  (1) The Tanakh  and how  (2) JC fulfilled it  (for us to imitate). 
We must  rigorously  assay/test/prove  this knowledge to gain assurance for  competency/authority  to teach. 
We must  steadfastly  practise with fidelity to our neighbour  “The Proven Knowledge”. 

If,  and only if,  we do the above,  then,  and  only then,  are we truly beloved by Yahweh to become future  sons/children  of God. 
Sadly,  our leaders of  “Religion”  (the very worst being leaders of Christendom  [because they have the access to  “The Whole Knowledge”,  but they 
either ignore it or twist it into an unholy mess]  have no excuse),  they do and teach  none  of the above  -  and are thus  completely rejected  by Yahweh. 
The recipients of Paul and these leaders of the Ephesian Ecclesia stand a possibility of becoming  “Children of God”  to rule  “The Resurrected World”. 
The recipients of leaders of  “Religion”  stand  no  chance of becoming  “Children of God”  (as they presently stand)  and must rely upon The 
Millennium  (and of personal reform therein)  to become eternally saved. 

Naturally,  this is all contrary to what professional leaders of  “Religion”  teach,  but:   
What do they know and practice that pleases Yahweh? 
Please would they send me an email stating  specifically why  they should be  'Beloved by Yahweh'? 

JC as  “The Word of God”  becomes  “the lord/master”  within the minds of people who have fully passed through the listing explained above. 
Because JC becomes  “the lord/master”  of these people,  then these TCs have Yahweh as their  “Lord and Master”  (as  was/is  Yahweh to JC). 

It is all  very simple  to understand  without  any mystery! 
Only leaders of Christendom make it a  “Mystery”  to  self-indulgently  “divide and rule”  throughout The Gospel Age! 
They only teach a  “Gospel of Excuses”  (Jude.v4)  for the  power/money/leverage/honour/etc.,  this personally brings. 

That is why Yahweh  detests/rejects  them  (precisely as The Bible tells us in  very many places)! 
 
762nd Comment – Paul has this overwhelming drive to go to  “The Next Stage”: 

And now I am internally driven to personally journey unto Jerusalem, 
not certain of what shall become of me when I am there! 

608th Reasoning – Paul knows Yahweh wants Paul to go into The Lion's Den!    
To become  “The Witness”  against  “Leaders of Religion”. 

These are the people who have persecuted Paul relentlessly since he became a  “1st Century Christian”,  -  just as they did 
to his  lord/master  JC  (John.11v47-53),  some 20+ years earlier. 
Reasoning – repeat - TCs are  never  intimidated by what  (Religious)  people can do  –  because by  “Expectation”:   

What is this short existence in Satan's world when compared with eternity in Yahweh's Future World?   
Thus,  worldly people have,  and are of,  no consequence to TCs aiming to fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
Intrinsically by definition,  professional religious leaders have no “expectation” of  The Future,  but only of  “the now”! 
That is why:  “They do  not  get it!”   As witnessed by their works  (as that which we shall read)! 
Warning – repeat - We must expect certain religious leaders to organise physical hostility,  only because they have no 
credible argument to use against inductive reasoning based upon the solid foundation of The Bible.  It is very likely these 
type of people are fearful of being exposed as not to be knowing their subject matter and thus hypocrites,  not deserving to 
be living off their deluded devotees. 
Warning – repeat - TCs must expect religious leaders to be  'waiting around the corner'  so they may enact a form of 
vengeance to silence the honest and righteous words given by the TCs teaching  “1st Century Christianity”.   It has 
occurred during The Gospel Age whenever TCs stood up to represent Yahweh's Interests  to bring forth The Millennium. 
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362nd Instruction – We must be prepared for this persecution,  and thus we must be perfectly innocent/blameless/holy  in 
everything  that we do so that we effectively become  “covered in Teflon”  – so  “nothing can stick to us”,  in this manner 
we become protected as best we are able,  and thus  publicly exhibit  our accusers to be  evil/hurtful/harmful! 
This demonstration of our works further becomes our witness to The World,  in contrast to leaders of “Religion”. 
609th Reasoning – Paul does not know what his direct future holds when in Jerusalem.  He does know Yahweh will take 
him to Rome afterwards,  so Paul knows he will not die in Jerusalem,  though it will be a  painful/gruelling  experience! 
275th Warning – Sadly TCs must by consequence of what they do,  suffer badly because if they do not suffer,  then the 
excuse will always be made in The Millennium of them,  by some disgruntled person:  “A TC was only a good person 
because Yahweh protected them”.  And this disgruntled person could further personally claim:  He/she was not 
resurrected as a future “Son of God”  because  he/she  “Got it hard”  during the 1st part of their physical life.   Thus the 
TC must show their worthy fortitude to remain “Christ-like”  during stress - for their future role.  Can this be understand? 
363rd Instruction – We must  only  suffer by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  We must  not  place ourselves in a 
position to suffer for any other means -  examples:  breaking secular law;  being unpleasant to  neighbours/spouse/etc. 
Acts   20v22 og Also  now/present/immediate  behold/lo/look/see  (emphatic) I/me  
Acts   20v22 og (the being) bound/{be in bonds}/knitted/tied  to the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
Acts   20v22 og (I am) traversing/travelling/departing/journeying (middle voice)  into/unto  (the) Jerusalem  the (things)  
Acts   20v22 og in  {to her}/it  (the will) {together against (contrasts)}/{meet with}/{to occur}/befall  {to me}/mine  
Acts   20v22 og not  knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving, 
Acts   20v22 Also  now  behold/look  emphatic I  being  bound/tied  to the  (= in)   spirit/personalities/desires/traits   

I am  (personally)  traversing/journeying  into/unto  Jerusalem   
not  knowing/understanding/perceiving  the things  (that)  will  {meet with}/occur/befall  {to me}  within  her/it  (= Jerusalem)    

 

Also now behold  -  (emphatic) I  being bond in the spirit   (= personality/desires/traits,   =  Paul is personally motivated to … … … ) 
I am personally journeying unto Jerusalem not knowing the things  (that)  will befall me within her  (= Jerusalem)  
 

Why was he so personally motivated to be in Jerusalem by Pentecost? 
Because he knows this event in time was  “The Kick-start of The Gospel Age”  (Acts.2v1+),  when  The Apostles  took upon themselves: 

“The  Accountability/Ownership/Responsibility”  of  “The Word of God”,  hence they received the HS specifically for this purpose. 
This was  “The Invitation”  going out to The World (= then, The International Jews)  for  “Sonship to Yahweh”  being  “The Beginning of 
The Collection of  “The Barley First-fruits”  to be waved at The Temple  (Lev.23v5-27)  unto Yahweh (for election),  who are actually to form  
“The Spiritual Temple”  of Revelations.  That is a very high level link across several sections that I fully explain in my other commentaries. 

It was almost like a  ‘milestone in time’  of which he had been an intense part of making occur over the subsequent some 20 years! 
And thus he wanted to worship Yahweh at The Temple  (as we are to read later)  as recognition by return of what he has done to The World,  being The 
arduous  work-load  over about 20 years in precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  almost as a closing event in his mentally  worn-out  life  (forced 
upon him by leaders of “Religion”).   Inasmuch this activity becomes a  'Ritual to Yahweh at Jerusalem',  that he must complete before he dies!  
 
763rd Comment – Paul tells them that he has done his best and this has resulted in: 

Irrespective of what occurs to me and how I feel about my immediate future in Jerusalem, 
but it is the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  spirit/personality/desires/traits   
which is occurring through what I have  done/taught  in every city   
which becomes the reason for my  bonds/persecution  that awaits me in Jerusalem.  

610th Reasoning – Paul knows that the  “Leaders of Religion”  are baying for his blood in Jerusalem. 
364th Instruction – We must understand the full significance of this.  Paul is a TC,  Jerusalem represents The Abrahamic 
Religions.   Thus, a TC knows that The Leaders of Judaism, Christianity and Islam will be baying for a TC’s blood. 
Because a TC teaches “1st Century Christianity” and The Abrahamic Religions are  morphed so very far away from this! 
Driven as such by their leaders preferring The World,  rather than The Millennial Rule under Yahweh’s Methodology! 
611th Reasoning – Paul knows his future shall be painful because he has:- 

“Made Yahweh’s  pure/holy  spirit/desires  manifest within The Environment.” 
By teaching of  (1) Repentance,  (2) The Invitation for The Goal as laid down by JC and of  (3) The Millennium. 
It is this HS operating within him (based upon inculcated “Word of God”)  that has made him behave in this manner. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “HS” has the composite definition:- 

1.  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  which is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2.  Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment (= The Universe). 

Where Yahweh,  by expressed capability in the environment,  underwrites the work of those entities having His Mind. 
Warning – repeat - The HS does  not  mean what our  worldly (and charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us  (Luke.6v39)! 
Reasoning – repeat - Why?  (1) They make worldly gain by twisting what the HS means  (by fraudulent teaching/action),  
(2) excuses them from making the HS become personal within,  if they can push it away to be an external 3rd party,  and by 
consequence  (3) personally remain  “human”  and have no need to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (1Pet.2v18-24)! 
Reasoning – repeat - Importantly,  the TC is duty bound to  accurately  sow  “The Word of God”  everyday where 
possible,  and thus people know where to go when they are interested to learn more  (ideally as soon as possible to grasp 
at the opportunity).  In this manner TCs are demonstrably  innocent/blameless (= holy)  to Yahweh's Requirements. 
Reasoning – repeat - TCs are further “holy”  because by leaving,  when people show no interest,  means they do not 
antagonise people,  by virtue all they have done is offered an explanation of their life,  other people can take it or leave it. 
However – it is other people who become guilty if they then choose to persecute The TC  (= Yahweh's Apostle). 
Instruction – repeat - Yahweh specifically intervenes when something must occur.  By contrast,  the HS guides in a 
general manner because it is  “The Word of God” operating in our mind that causes us to think like Yahweh as we 
personally reason through a set of circumstances.   Thus, by conclusion “it tells us” because we have reasoned through 
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with a mind of God based upon  “The Word of God”.   A concept that is very easy to understand  without any mysteries,  
except to those people (= Trinitarians)  without   a mind of God! 
612th Reasoning – Paul  (as a TC)  is to be persecuted by  “Leaders of Religion”  (specifically of  “The Three Harlots”  to 
Yahweh having come through Jerusalem)  because he has accurately taught The Word of God by both word  AND  deed. 
Moreover,  it is the  apparent’  closeness’  of  “1st century Christianity”  to The Abrahamic Religions that  “Rattles the 
cages”  within the minds of the professional leaders of these “specific religions”  “looking out”  for their income stream! 
365th Instruction – We must understand:  Professional leaders of The Abrahamic Religions will feel greatly motivated to  
“bind-up”  the teaching of a TC because it will adversely affect their worldly livelihood   (John.11v47-53, Matt.6v24). 
Acts   20v23 og moreover/besides/nevertheless/notwithstanding  because  
Acts   20v23 og the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  
Acts   20v23 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) {town large/or with walls}/city  
Acts   20v23 og (it) {through/channel of witnessing}/{solemn affirmations/charges}/ 

/{protests earnestly}/hortatively/testifies  
Acts   20v23 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming   
Acts   20v23 og because  (the) bands/{ligaments of body/shackle}/bonds/chains/strings  
Acts   20v23 og I/me/my  also  (the) afflictions/pressures/burdens/persecutions  (they) await     
Acts   20v23 Moreover/Besides/Notwithstanding  ( “I”  [as my spirit/personality/desires/traits]  wanting to do this,  but) 

because  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  
{through the channel of witnessing}/{protests earnestly}/testifies  intensely to  the  towns/cities   (= testifies in city to city) 
the  stating/exclaiming  because   the  bands/bonds  also  the  afflictions/persecutions  they await  me (= Paul). 

Notwithstanding   (how I personally feel about journeying unto Jerusalem), 
(but it is)  because  the spirit  (= personality/desires/traits)  the holy  (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}) 
through the channel of witnessing  (= being the resultant of what I have done)  within every city 
the stating  (it is)  because the  bands/bonds  (as a prisoner)  also the  afflictions/persecutions  await me   (within Jerusalem)  
 

The work that Paul has done throughout all the cities in his three missionary journeys has resulted in The Jews  (= “Leaders of Religion”)  to persecute 
him!   But this does not faze him,  he is motivated to approach  'The Hornet’s Nest'  and shake it,  by worshipping in  “The Temple of Yahweh”  that has 
driven him to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  (Acts.21v26-27, noting 1Cor.3v16. 1Pet.2v5-10, etc.). 
We should actually read:   

The  Lord/Master  “JC”  as  “The Temple of Yahweh”  has  “Driven  The Mind of Paul”  to do this as a closure to his outstanding work. 
Paul knows that  “Jerusalem” (= The Religious Leaders residing there)   always persecutes The Prophets and JC   (Matt.23v37, Luke.13v34)  and it is 
there,  that he is to meet  ‘the same fate’  as did his predecessors  (having the  one/same  mind as he). 

This shall be fulfilled after the prophecy soon to be given by Agabus  (Acts.21v10-11). 
 
764th Comment – Paul confidently states: 

I have no need to justify my work with words    (because my works stand firm without the need of vain words), 
I now consider my life to be of no value    (= I now have no fear of what  “Religious Leaders”  can do to me)  
so I may  complete/perfect  the 1st part of my physical life with joy    (knowing I shall become a future “Son of God”) 
by taking upon myself The Responsibility of serving The World    (by accurately teaching “1st century Christianity”), 
which I took upon myself by imitating the  lord/master  Jesus    (I sacrificed my life to edify my neighbour) 
to earnestly protest The Good News of the  gifts/favours/benefits  of the God    (= Yahweh) 

613th Reasoning – Paul has no need to justify his works with words,  because his works stand forth like a mountain! 
Any person can see from the letters he wrote,  together with the pain and suffering endured that he is a 10+/5+ steward 
for the  lord/master (= JC as “The Word of God” controlling his mind ) in his service to his  Lord/Master (= Yahweh). 
366th Instruction – People judge us upon  “our clothes”  (= “our character”)  how we behave that shows what occurs 
within our mind.  We must get our mind straight,  built upon  “The Word of God”  to deliver genuinely good works. 
276th Warning – It is only rogue traders  (= charlatan Christian leaders)  who must use many flattering words  (copiously 
overlaid with the HS mentioned many times)  to ingratiate their deluded devotees to cover the substandard workmanship 
that only a skilled trader  (= TC)  can identify at the time!   Their work is as a house built upon sand  (Matt.7v26-27) 
614th Reasoning – Paul is exhausted,  both mentally and physically,  through the labour he has put in over the last some 
14+ years as  “The Supreme Advocate”  for  “The Word of God”  taught as  “1st Century Christianity”.  He now looks 
toward both Jerusalem and Rome as his last push forward  - into The Beasts of Religion and Secular Power.  Thus, he 
cares not about his future now,  He will just press forward into the Lion’s Den,  allowing Yahweh to pull all The Strings,  
Paul has now become a willing puppet in the hands of Yahweh to manipulate The Environment around him. 
367th Instruction – We too,   must become like Paul – so that we have driven ourselves to the limit of our exhaustion. 
Not to prove anything to ourselves or to Yahweh,  but to  “The Resurrected World”  that we are truly worthy to rule them! 
277th Warning – It will be a hard life for taking the  last/least  position within society and being constantly abused by 
leaders of “Religion”  for  only  precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  But we are bringing forth The Millennium and 
a perfect society for  all  people upon their resurrection,  and by so doing,  bring the present system to a close  ever sooner 
615th Reasoning – It is because Paul  has  proven himself for the last half of his present existence to have copied JC that 
he can say  “He has perfected The Run of his Life”  (and  won  his race to become a future  “Son of God”).  And by so 
doing,  to be cheerful that he has brought more TCs to come alongside him as future “Sons of God”  (Rom.8v17, 23).   
368th Instruction – We are to perfect the 2nd part of spiritual life in the manner as described on FutureLife.Org. 
278th Warning – Leaders of “Religion”  will invent  every excuse under the sun  to absolve themselves and their 
congregational members not to copy Paul copying JC  -  contrary to what we are taught at  1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.). 
Naturally,  they and their congregational members will lose The Race and  not  achieve Sonship to Yahweh,  and by so 
doing  delay  The Millennium over more time,  because Yahweh  must wait longer  to achieve 144000 TCs. 
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Thereby  “They are”  perpetuating this Satanic World with all its pain and suffering within and throughout it! 
617th Reasoning – Paul served The World freely for absolutely no return,  except abuse,  to ensure that every recipient 
had an opportunity to grasp at  “The Invitation for Sonship”  that brings ever closer The Millennium. 
369th Instruction – Likewise,  we are to serve The World freely when  accurately  giving  “The Word of God”  at  NO  cost 
to our neighbour,  so that  no  fault can be laid at our door  -  see later. 
279th Warning – Leaders of “Religion”  are  professional,  and as such,  charge  for their  “services to The World”.  By 
consequence they teach  what the paying public want to hear  -  else they are not paid.   Sadly,  they teach what Satan 
wants to hear and Yahweh abhors!   How very disappointing  -  when  “The Invitation”  has been completely hidden! 
618th Reasoning – Paul tells us he is imitating Jesus because Paul is trying to please Yahweh.   If Paul was doing all this 
work in a  self-interested  fashion  to become a  “Son of God”,   then Yahweh would immediately reject him! 
370th Instruction – As I state all the time  -  We are to imitate JC  -  as did Paul,  to grasp out for  “The Invitation”.   
Warning – I repeat again, - Leaders of “Religion”  will invent every excuse under the sun to absolve themselves and their 
congregational members not to copy Paul, copying JC -  contrary to what we are taught at  1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.),  etc. 
‘Allegory’ - repeat - Gift/favour/benefit = Of the Gospel taught is two part. Though much deeper,  the high level is: 

1.   “The Word of God”  bringing personal reform into our mind to give us protection from the damaging effects  
       worldly methodology would bring upon ourselves and to our neighbour. 
2.   Explaining how Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”  is to operate over a 2 part life. 

It is the composite operation of these two things that yields to a perfected society in The Culmination. 
619th Reasoning – Paul teaches of these  gifts/favours/benefits  in very great depth,  while I give only the barest high level 
in “Allegory”  section above,  but I teach in the same manner as did Paul of this in other sections of FutureLife.Org. 
371st Instruction – We must gain  “The Word of God”  before  we can then fully understand what these things really mean 
280th Warning – Leaders of “Religion”  will ignore what all these things mean by hiding everything behind the word  
“grace”  which they,  and their congregational members,  do  not  understand!   I only write like this to wake people up 
and then exhort them to actively aim for  “The Invitation”.   I can only do what Yahweh instructs of us as individuals. 
99th Good News – TCs are able to thoroughly explain  “The Word of God”  to people  -  not in mystery or disrepute,  but 
so that it has  real  meaning within our minds,  to have  The Power to  Reform  a previously  callous/hardened  mind. 
Why?   Because it has been explained in a manner:  “That makes  Righteous  sense”! 
Acts   20v24 og But  (of the) {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing (singular masculine)    
Acts   20v24 og (the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning  (I) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice,  
Acts   20v24 og {no longer/more}/{yet not to}  
Acts   20v24 og (I) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  the  breathing/life/soul/{conscious existence}  {of me}/I/me/mine/my   
Acts   20v24 og (the) {more/most  valuable/precious/honoured/beloved}  (to the) {my own}/myself,  
Acts   20v24 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  
Acts   20v24 og (I may) {to complete}/accomplish/{consummate (in character)}/consecrate/furnish/ 

/fulfil/{make perfect}/finish  
Acts   20v24 og the  {a race}/course/career  {of me}/I/me/mine/my  amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  
Acts   20v24 og (the) cheerfulness/{calm delight}/gladness/joy,  
Acts   20v24 og also  the  attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world}  how/which/that  
Acts   20v24 og (I) {got hold of}/{took up/away}/had/received  near/beside/with/against/alongside  
Acts   20v24 og of the  lord/master  of the  Jesus  
Acts   20v24 og (to) {through/channel of witnessing}/{solemn affirmation/charge}/{protest earnestly}/hortatively/testify  
Acts   20v24 og the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}  of the  grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit  of the  God  
Acts   20v24 But  {not one}  the  words/sayings/reasonings   (in the account given earlier)   I  do/produce/provide, 

{no more}  I  hold/have  my  breathing/life/soul/{conscious existence}  the  {more valuable/precious/honoured}  to the  myself, 
{in that manner}/as  I may  complete/accomplish/{consummate in character}/{make perfect}  my  race/course   
together/with  the  cheerfulness/gladness/joy, 
also  the  attendance/{serving in the World}  which  I  {got hold of}/{took up}  near/alongside  of the  lord/master  of the  Jesus 
to  {through witnessing}/{solemnly charge}/{protest earnestly}  the  {good news}/Gospel  of the  gifts/favours/benefits  of the  God. 

 

But not I provide the words   (to justify what I have done in my life to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  because my works speak for themselves) 
(because)   no more I hold my  life/soul/{conscious existence}  more valuable to myself 
                 (= I give my life as  a complete sacrifice  to edify my neighbour,  as has been publicly shown within all cities of my teaching) 
as I may  complete/accomplish/{consummate in character}/{make perfect}  my  race/course  together/with  cheerfulness/joy, 
                 (= It is joyful to see recipients of God's Word reform their life to become wholly like JC,  and thus, ideally become  “Sons of God”  like me). 
also  the  attendance/{serving in the world}   (= freely sacrifice our life  [= we receive  no  worldly payment  -  see Acts.20v33]) 
which  I  {got hold of}  near/alongside  of the  lord/master  the  Jesus   (= I learnt God's Word and then imitated JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
to  {protest earnestly/charge}  the  {Good News}/Gospel  of the  gifts/favours/benefits  of the  God  (= Yahweh)  
 

Paul has no need to justify what he has done by words  (in direct contrast to what our  worldly Christian leaders feel they need to do). 
After the work Paul has done in fulfilling Yahweh's Desire by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  over the very many years,  
then he is physically exhausted and is therefore prepared to face The Jews  (= “The Religious Leaders”  that in this specific instance were Jews)  
knowing they have every intention of murdering him  (Acts.21v31, 23v12, 25v24, etc.). 
By contrast our  “Leaders of Religion”  have every intention of keeping their preferred present life  –  because they have  no  vista of The Millennium! 
Which is why they are so quiet on the subject and teach absolutely nothing about it,  in contrast to The Bible teaching us so much about it! 
Paul was not concerned over his present life,  because his concern was over his  future life  in The Millennium and being how to make it possible,  all 
precisely as JC taught us at Matt.10v39, 16v25, Mark.8v35, Luke.9v24, 17v33, John.12v25,  and a similar theme in many other places. 

Notice the  all-important  word that Paul uses  “{conscious existence}”   (= soul/life/{to breathe}). 
Obviously,  our  worldly Christian leaders do not understand what this word means,  especially when they erroneously speak of the  'eternal soul',  where 
this language comes straight from Satan  (Gen.3v5)  in direct contrast to what Yahweh stated  (Gen.2v17). 
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Again,  I ask for any Christian leader to irrationally attempt to defend a lie  (noting John.8v44 and hence 2Cor.11v13-15)  by email! 
The reader must clearly understand that  virtually everything  that comes out of a  worldly Christian leader's mouth  is wrong  when it comes to stating 
what Yahweh desires to hear taught!   Yet they are so  very good  at teaching “Religion”!   And,  there are  'millions'  of  “worldly Christian leaders”! 
Returning to what Paul is telling us about himself  (of which we should try to emulate): 

Despite all the persecution which has sapped his strength,  this opposition has  perfected/completed  his character at the end of his present 
existence - because it all has been done with joy,  knowing that this arduous work has brought new TCs unto Yahweh,  for Yahweh's pleasure. 

Therefore,  we should ask ourselves: 
What does all this really mean? 
Is it what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us? 

Based upon what we now know of them,  being of their naked exposure by  “FutureLife.Org”,  then obviously not! 
Paul has worked very hard to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  (just as did JC,  to become  “Beloved by Yahweh”,  Matt.3v17, 17v5). 

By contrast: 
Our Christian leaders say that:  'we have no need to work'  (to be saved  [they not understanding what this word  “saved”  really means). 
From that,  then I assume they do not want us to be  “Beloved by Yahweh”!  
Therefore if we are not beloved by Yahweh,  then that leaves us being beloved by Satan  (noting it is either  'for or against'  in the Scriptures,  
JC teaches us in numerous places that there is no middle ground [e.g. Matt.7v12-14, 12v30, 25v 31-46, etc.]). 

So I ask: 
Do our Christian leaders really:  “Get it?” 
Clearly,  they do  not  understand what Yahweh Desires!   That is why Yahweh rejects them!   As JC says in many places (e.g. Luke.20v16). 

Paul is joyful for two specific reasons: 
1.  Most importantly he has fulfilled Yahweh's Desire  -  which is  (1) to bring more TCs to Yahweh and  (2) taught of The Millennium. 
2.  Secondly he has  “fed the starving”,  “watered the thirsty”,  “released captives from jail”  by  accurately teaching  “The Word of God”. 

What the reader must clearly understand,  is that JC always used  “The Physical”  to teach  “The Spiritual”. 
He was  forced  to use  “The Physical”  allegories  because  “worldly man”  cannot  understand  “The Spiritual”  (Matt.11v11-13, etc.)   
The Beatitudes  (Matt.5v1-10, Luke. 6v20-28,  and the parable at Matt.25v31-46  absolutely does not mean  “The Physical”  directly,  JC is speaking 
about  “The Spiritual”  as my very exhaustive commentaries of these citations clearly explain.  The Reason why our  worldly Christian leaders only teach 
the physical aspect is because they: 

“Do  not  Get The Spiritual”  -  because their mind is so worldly  -  they can  only  think  “Worldly” and “Physical” 
They cannot think in  “Yahweh's Heavenly Plane” and “Spiritual”  -  being how JC truly operates and how he is The Means to yield The Millennium. 

“They just do  not  Get It!” 
But as I have stated before,  they are so very good at teaching about  “Religion”  and of  'love'  (but  not  understanding what  'love'  really means  over 
its  four  variations  -  because they effectively  only teach  “eros” love  [being a self-indulgent love]  when carefully analysed)! 

They are just  “Fraudsters”  to what they claim  -  paid to give what a  “worldly mind”  desires to hear  (2Tim.4v3-4)! 
Paul feels  {consummated in character}/perfected  because he  has survived  all that Satan  through his agents  could throw at Paul.   
He has run  “The Perfect Race of his Life”  and  come in first  (1Cor.9v24, Heb.12v1)  to receive  “The Prize of Sonship to Yahweh”  (Matt.20v8-10 and 
23,  having run according to The Rules  (2Tim.2v5)  which are to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
Now he can go to Jerusalem,  knowing that  “Religious Leaders”  can only take his  now perfected life,  but they cannot take away what Yahweh shall be 
giving to Paul at  “The 1st Resurrection”,  a position alongside JC and the other 11 original disciples  (Matt.20v23, 2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, etc.). 
Paul has  'broken the back of Satan'  because Paul has built upon what JC laid,  to become one of the 144000  “white stones”  of  “The New Temple”,  
“The Spiritual Temple of Revelations”  precisely as we are taught at 1Cor.3v16, 1Pet.2v5-10.  Paul has,  and still is,  bringing forth to Yahweh  “The 
Early Adopters”  who precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  -  they are absolutely  not  the billions of  “Christians”  of today,  but are  only  people 
throughout The Gospel Age who  behave/d  like the  “1st Century Christians”   (and were unrighteously persecuted accordingly by  “Religious People”). 
This is hardly anything that our  worldly Christian leaders can say about themselves! 

Yet they are so  'full of themselves'  as to presumptuously state:  “They are children of God”  while in their present state  (noting Heb.12v8)! 
What utter rubbish! 

How can I be so confident to make that statement? 
1.  Only Yahweh chooses (Matt.20v23)  and  not  leaders of Religion,  also  
2.  There are  only  144000 TCs  (Rev.14v1-4)  who are able to make  “The Grade”  as determined by Yahweh. 
3.  Finally,  The Millennium  (as described at Rev.21v1-4)  has obviously not yet begun  (requiring [2] to occur first)! 

Yet millions of  worldly Christian leaders have stated that they and their congregations are  (supposedly)  “Children of God”! 
“Billions of people “ do  not  equate to  “144000 people”  (Matt.20v16, 22v14)! 
I think  (1) and (2)  as direct quotes from The Bible  separates me from professional leaders of Christendom  (in numerous respects)! 

Prophetic numbers are  never  allegories,  but form the links between the allegoric nouns  (please see these citations:  Gen.37v7-10, 40v5-13, 41v25-32, 
Dan.8v20-22, Rev.17v9-12, etc.,  to illustrate precisely what I mean,  the are NO examples in The Bible to the contrary  [note the wording at 
Rev.13v18]). 
So:  “They are liars”  (noting James.3v11-12,  John.8v44, 2Cor.11v13-15). 
The reason why they state  “The Lie”  is by virtue of  Jude.v4, 2Tim.4v3-4, 1John.2v18-19, 1Thes.2v3-6, etc.  because they are like wolves (Matt.7v15)  
pretending to be showing the gate to salvation (Matt.7v12-14, 2Tim.3v5, Tit.1v16),  but in reality shutting the door to it  (Matt.23v13),  by stopping 
people from becoming  “The Early Adopters”  (by  not  teaching how to become a TC  [by not imitating JC])!    
They state:  We do not need to work like JC and Paul because  'we are saved through faith',  but wholly ignore James.2v16-26 (and Heb.11v1-40)! 

I explain all this in my dissertation entitled:  “What is the difference between being saved and everlasting life?” 
Yet all this is  incomprehensible  to our  worldly Christian leaders  -  “preferring to be ignorant”  (“agnoeo” StrongsTM = 50)  because of the 
consequential changes that would be required to be made during their present existence  (John.11v47-53)! 
Paul has attended to the servicing of The World  -  freely,  without strings attached to what he has taught! 
He has worked for his fleshly  “physical”  existence by a secular trade  (Acts.18v3, and 2Thes.3v6-12) -  he was  not  “paid to teach”! 
He  freely taught  “The Spiritual”,  and thus he was  not  encumbered to teach what his paying audience wanted to hear! 

Noting:  “He that pays the piper,  calls the tune”! 
Paul was very mindful of JC's teaching at Matt.6v24,  therefore he was  “objective”  and had  no  “conflict of interests”! 
This is all contrary to what our professional worldly Christian leaders do,  being precisely like  all  professional leaders of “Religion”,  they charge in 
some manner for their services  (either directly or indirectly),  and the more the deluded devotees like to have their ears tickled,  then the more they pay 
their dues to the religious leader!    
They are all in the same boat together,  which is precisely why JCg told us through John by allegory,  to   'Get out of Religion'  at Rev.18v4. 
Paul obtained his teaching from JC  inasmuch he taught  “1st Century Christianity”  and was trying to stop it morphing into the  “worldly Christianity” 
that is presently covering the planet today  (Rev.8v12)!   He  tells/asks  his readers what do you what me to teach  (Gal.1v10-12)? 

Do you want me to teach  “worldly Christianity”,  or “1st Century Christianity”? 
At least the people then had a choice! 

Today,  we have  no  choice,  -  it is only  “worldly Christianity”,  being a  “Gospel of Excuses and Flattery”  that is taught today! 
“The Goal of Sonship”  to Yahweh is so well hidden,  that people must  break-out  from the confines of what is taught today to discover what The Bible 
really teaches us.  The Bible teaches us something conceptually so  vastly different  to what our millions of  worldly Christian leaders teach us  (who 
personally do not believe the  unrighteous rubbish that they  'spout out'  in their sermons),  but it  'makes for an easy buck'  (Luke.16v3)! 
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Paul protests earnestly  “The Good News”  of the  gifts/favours  of God. 
Does this mean what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us? 

No,  because quite simply:  They do not teach  “The Good News of the gifts/favours  of God”  by virtue  “they do not know what is: The Good News”! 
They simply state:  “The Good News is that JC died for us so that we,  as believers,  have eternal life”. 

If we exclude “JC died for us”,  then there are almost the same number of errors as there are remaining words in that statement! 
I explain all this in much detail elsewhere,  but at the high level: 
“The Good News”  is: 

Explaining  all the  very many details  of how Yahweh is  righteously  able to provide our salvation. 
    (This  underwrites  Yahweh's  majesty/omnificence  and separates  “1st Century Christianity”  away from nonsense  “Religion”.) 
The Understanding of what comes from wholly  imbuing/inculcating  “The Word of God”  (noting Rev.19v13). 
   (Being that we are  protected  from the fallout of behaving in a worldly manner  [of  immorality/fraud/deception/gambling/drugs/etc.]) 

And all the above is through The Means to make this possible = JC who  “Volunteered”  himself  -  he was  NOT  “Sent”,  but  “Put forth”  by Yahweh. 
JC was not,  and is not,  Yahweh.  They are  two very distinct  “Reasoning Entities”  able to make their own decisions  (Matt.26v39, 42, etc.) 
Now we have some factual basics,  then we are able to compare those facts with what our  worldly Christian leaders teach by both word and deed. 
I explain everything within my other commentaries pertinent to each specific subject matter,   but I merely draw the reader's attention to the fact that 
most things taught by our  worldly Christian leaders are  blatantly wrong!   Then by consequence,  we are best to wholly  disregard what they teach! 

As the reader is able to clearly see,  this verse becomes  “a wake-up call”  for us to make the very important differentiation between what 
Paul did  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  and what our  worldly Christian leaders have subsequently done  (1John.2v18-19)  to become “The Antichrist”! 

Where  “The Anti-Christ” is  “The Anti-Anointing”,  being  “anti/against  Yahweh attaining His 144000 TCs”  as  “The Early Adopters”. 
It  only  by behaving as did Paul are we able to promote  “The Christ” = “The Anointing” = “Yahweh  anointing/attaining  His 144000 TCs”. 
Because we are given an example of what to copy.  JC and Paul are good examples to copy,  professional leaders of Region are bad examples to copy! 
When  and only when,  Yahweh has His 144000 TCs  (Rev.19v1-4),  then,  and  ONLY  then,  He can  righteously  (according to His Prophesied Word)  
restrain Satan and bring in The Millennium  (Rev.20v1-3)  to then really start saving people from  “The 2nd Death of Annihilation” (Rev.2v11, 20v6). 
Without the 144000 TCs,   then Satan can still keep reigning (1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4),  with no resurrection for our dead past generations,  which is 
perhaps why our  worldly Christian leaders still keep praying to the present god of this world  -  in their prayers of vanity! 

However,  all this is wholly  'unknown'  to them  –  in their  “preferred ignorance”  (“agnoeo”,  StrongsTM = 50)! 
I could write a large book on this one verse alone, – but hopefully I have provided enough disclosure for the readers to  start thinking for themselves! 
Yahweh wants us to  “think for ourselves”  based solely on  “The Word of God”  and  not  on what  leaders of “Religion” (= Men)  errantly  tell us! 

Please read my  inter-verse  commentaries to  all  the citations given above within this commentary. 
 
765th Comment – With melancholia,  Paul is moved to say: 

Now listen,  I especially know you from among all the people of whom I have publicised God's Kingdom,  
you shall never again gaze at my face  (because the leaders of “Religion” shall stop me). 

620th Reasoning – Paul has accurately taught the  three  levels of God's Kingdom: 
1.  Spiritually gaining God's Kingdom within us by inculcating God's Word to become a TC  (Luke.17v21). 
2.  Physically being within God's Kingdom during The Millennium  on The Earth. 
3.  Ideally becoming a future  “Son of God”  to teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”. 

281st Warning – Leaders of “Religion”  never  teach anything about God's Kingdom,  but dangle out some Eutopia where 
supposedly it fulfils our dreams  (but whose dreams and what sort of dreams?)!   They are an utter abomination to what 
Yahweh really wants to be taught to us in both The Old and New Testaments,  and yet they claim to represent Him! 
372nd Instruction – We must gain Real Knowledge and make God's Kingdom a reality by inculcating  all  of God's Word! 
621st Reasoning – Paul explains:  You will not see me again after today,  because the leaders of  “Religion”  are 
determined to kill me if I return to Jerusalem (see later),  and yet this  “Religious Place”  is the culmination of my 
Missionary Work. 
Reasoning – repeat - Paul  (as a TC)  is to be persecuted by  “Leaders of Religion”  (specifically of  “The Three Harlots”  
to Yahweh having come through Jerusalem)  because he has accurately taught The Word of God by both word  AND  deed 
Moreover,  it is the  apparent’  closeness’  of  “1st century Christianity”  to The Abrahamic Religions that  “Rattles the 
cages”  within the minds of the professional leaders of these “specific religions”  “looking out”  for their income stream! 
Instruction – repeat - We must understand:  Professional leaders of The Abrahamic Religions will feel greatly motivated 
to  “bind-up”  the teaching of a TC because it will adversely affect their worldly livelihood   (John.11v47-53, Matt.6v24). 
Acts   20v25 og Also  now/present/immediate  behold/lo/look/see!   
Acts   20v25 og (emphatic) I/me  know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  because  {no longer/more}/{yet not to}   
Acts   20v25 og (yourselves will) {gaze wide eyed}/{shown self}/appearance (middle voice)  
Acts   20v25 og the  {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion  {of me}/I/me/mine/my  
Acts   20v25 og {specifically yourselves}  (the) all/whole/every (persons),  
Acts   20v25 og in  {to whom/which}  (I) traversed/came/departed/went/abroad/{passed by/over/through}  
Acts   20v25 og (the) heralding/proclaiming/publicising  the  kingdom/reign/realm  of the  God  
Acts   20v25 Also  now/presently  behold/look! 

emphatic I  know/understand  {specifically yourselves},  the  all persons   within whom   
I have  traversed/came/{passed by/through}  the  heralding/proclaiming/publicising  the  kingdom  of the  God 
because  {no longer/more}  yourselves will  (personally)  {gaze wide eyed}  of my  {frontal visage}/countenance/face. 

 

Also now behold! 
(Emphatic) I (Paul)  know/understand  specifically yourselves,   
(being part of)  all the people within whom I have  traversed/{passed through}  heralding/publicising  the kingdom of the God  
because yourselves will personally gaze wide eyed of my face no more  
 

Paul now makes the statement to the Ephesian Ecclesia leaders: 
I will be stopped from seeing any person,  of the many thousands of people I have taught about  “The Kingdom of God”. 

As I stated earlier,   
Paul knows  “The Leaders of Religion”  will make every effort to kill him when he goes to Jerusalem,  just as they did to JC. 

History tells us that this occurs within all countries throughout The Gospel Age!   
Whenever a TC starts to teach  “1st Century Christianity”  then  “The Religious Leaders”  will  move-in  to silence  “The Word of God”  being taught. 
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Notice that Paul also  “Proclaimed the Kingdom of God”. 
Does the reader know what this statement really means? 

In fact:   Would they know what this  “Truly Means”  based only upon what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us? 
Especially pertinent when JC speaks about  “The Kingdom of God being within us”  at Luke.17v21. 
Let me explain,  because we will not obtain  “righteous  (or any) sense”  from our leaders of Christendom  (but a load of excuses)! 
1.  Spiritually: 

When  JC as  “God's Word”  becomes fully inculcated within a  sane/reasoning  mind,  so that the individual precisely imitates JC's 
ministry/lifestyle  then  “Yahweh's Methodology”  is operating within the mind that will be of the  one/same  methodology that shall prevail 
over all people in The Millennium. 

2.  Physically: 
When  Yahweh has obtained 144000 demonstrable TCs of  (1) above,  during The Gospel Age,  then  Yahweh shall respond with The 1st and 
then The 2nd Resurrection to bring forth  “The Millennium”  where those people of  (1) shall rule as  kings/priests  (Co-Heirs, Rom.8v17,23)  
to  rule/teach/guide/administrate  over  “The Resurrected World” (= “The Inheritance”). 

All the above  must occur  “to  fulfil prophecy”  (= “God's Word”)   -  that  righteously exhibits   Yahweh's Omnificence into The Culmination. 
Where JC as  “The Word of God”  spiritually  rules The Mind  (Luke.17v21)  of  “The Early Adopters”  (by definition)  to become  “The Heirs”,  and he  
physically  rules  “The Resurrected World”  (Rev.19v16)  as  “The Inheritance”.  That in time they  (as  “The Late Adopters”)  may learn to change 
their worldly thinking minds to become like the minds of their leaders  (kings/priests)  as  “The Heirs”.   The Members of  “The Inheritance”  have up to 
1000 years to do this,  then they face  “The (2nd) Judgement” made by JC and the 144000 TCs  (John.5v23, 27, 30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.)  to see 
if these people are worthy  (by  self-choosing,  having been educated to make an  “educated choice”,  having experienced both  “The Two Systems”  
[Satan's then Yahweh's])  to avoid  “The 2nd Death of Annihilation”  (Rev.20v12-15).  That is true “Righteousness”,  never  taught today. 

Nobody knows anything about all of this,  nor of The Bible Scriptures that  completely support  this very high-level overview.   
It is  “The Direct Responsibility”  of our leaders of Christendom to teach of this to be gaining the next generation of TCs to make this all possible. 

Sadly,  none  of the above,  and  “The Requirements thereof to succeed”  are taught by our  worldly Christian leaders! 
Why? 

Because they will believe  “anything”  (being that sourced by their peers [= Man])  other  -  than what The Bible specifically teaches us! 
Quite simply:   

They do  not  want to conform to what JC as  “The Word of God”  expressly teaches us,  because they cannot make worldly gain out of it! 
They have so much for which to answer,  if they are fortunate enough to be resurrected in The Millennium  (Luke.12v46-48, 20b16, Matt.8v12, etc.)! 

I would not like to be in their shoes  (Luke.12v4-5)! 
Please read my inter-verse commentaries to  all  the citations given above. 
 
766th Comment – Paul confidently states: 

I personally testify to you today,  I am  clean/pure  from the blood of these people. 
Allegory – repeat - Clean = Perfect/Pure,  inasmuch  no blame  can be made against Paul 
Allegory – repeat - Blood = The physical essence of life within a body.     
Reasoning – repeat - Paul was judged by Yahweh as being “Clean”  to  “The Requirements”.  No blame could be made 
against Paul as not trying to explain  “How JC answered The Tanakh”  to The Jews first,  where JC became  “The Means 
of Salvation for Mankind”,  of which Yahweh first needs  “The Early Adopters”  before  He can  bring-in  The Millennium 
after about 2000 years of The Gospel Age. 
622nd Reasoning – Paul is speaking principally against  “The Leaders of Religion”  (specifically those having come 
through Jerusalem  [to spawn “The Three Harlots” we have today])  who have heard him teach God's Word and yet they 
rejected it because it required them to change their mind away from  “self-indulging to their neighbour's hurt”! 
373rd Instruction – We should always be asking ourselves: 

Have we  clean/pure  hands  (= our work)  in how we have behaved to our neighbour? 
Have we ever operated in hypocrisy,  be living a double lifestyle,  or given a lie from our mouth? 

282nd Warning – “Leaders of Religion”  want control over people,  that is why they take these positions,  and yet Paul 
taught against this by both word and deed by imitating JC who taught us to take the  last/least  in The World.  He is trying 
to show the type of leader Yahweh Desires for The Millennium for their own edification,  but this is an anathema to them! 
767th Comment – Can our  “Leaders of Religion”  honestly  say the same about themselves,  as Paul was of himself? 
Acts   20v26 og therefore/consequently  (I) {what is given}/{adduce as a witness}/{to obtest}/testify (middle voice)   
Acts   20v26 og {to yourselves}  in  to the  {on the/this day or the/this night just passed}/now/present/hitherto/{this very}  
Acts   20v26 og day/{period of time},  because  (the) clean/clear/pure/unspotted 
Acts   20v26 og (emphatic) I/me  off/away/separated/from  of the  blood  (of the)  all/whole/every  (persons)  
Acts   20v26 Consequently  I  (personally)  {adduce as a witness}/testify  {to yourselves}  within  {this present}  day/{period of time} 

because  emphatic  I  the  clean/pure/unspotted  off/away/from  of the  blood  of the  all  persons. 
 

Consequently,  I personally adduce as a witness to yourselves within this present day  
because  (emphatic) I (Paul)   (am)  clean/pure  away/from  the blood of all people   (who have heard my testimony,  explaining  about JC)  
             (Can  worldly  [and worse, charlatan]  Christian leaders  make such an honest statement about themselves?   I hardly think so!) 
 

This means that Paul has done the very best to edify his recipients  (to ultimately save them from The 2nd Death of Annihilation). 
No charge by any person  ‘can be laid at his door’  that  (supposedly):   

“He could have done more to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire”  (which  was/is  to,  precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle). 
He has done his very best to educate people with  “1st Century Christianity”  so that they have  “The Possibility”  of becoming a future  “Son of God”  
and by consequence have  “Guarantied everlasting life”  where  “The 2nd Death of Annihilation”  has no hold on them  (Rev.2v11, 20v6). 

“The Choice”  is now  in the hands of The Recipients  to his teaching  -  being  where  “The Choice”  should be! 
By contrast,  the situation today is very different. 
They teach  nothing  of what Paul taught,  except a very twisted version,  to excuse ourselves  of any  “Accountability,  Ownership or Responsibility”  to 
become a future TC.  This is only done because they personally abdicated themselves of any  “Accountability,  Ownership or Responsibility”  to become 
a future TC,  hence of their shutting the door to heaven  (Matt.23v13)  to  both   (1) themselves and  (2) to their deluded devotees.  

“The Choice”  is  never  given to their deluded devotees,  and by consequence, these leaders,  as reprobates,  are wholly discredited to rule in 
The Millennium!   It is only  “The Early Adopters”  who  break-out  from this strangle hold,  who succeed to fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 

All precisely as The Bible tells us,  but obviously, this will  never  be taught by our leaders of Christendom  (ignoring the warning at Rev.22v19). 
 
768th Comment – Paul proudly proclaims: 
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I do not shun my responsibility in declaring to yourselves the whole  advice/purpose  of  Yahweh. 
623rd Reasoning – Paul thoroughly knows his subject matter,  he has spent decades assaying The Knowledge,  and 
rigorously contended  “The Very Best of Religious Scholars”  and  won  “The Argument” every time.  He knows by taking 
The Lowest Position in society, then he has the  one/same  mind as JC and thus must be on the same road as taken by JC. 
624th Reasoning – Paul knows he has the  one/same  mind as JC and likewise of Yahweh,  by consequence he  can  report 
to his recipients the whole  advice/purpose  of Yahweh -  as he has done to us of his epistles,  of which we can read and 
thus be positioned to thoroughly understand  “The Mind of Yahweh”. 
374th Instruction – We are able to gain  “The Mind of Yahweh”  by reading Paul's epistles and thoroughly imbuing this 
knowledge into our minds from a dedicated and thoroughly  “honest to Yahweh's Desire”  individual. 
283rd Warning – By contrast,  we are  not  able to gain The Mind of Yahweh from leaders of “Religion”  who are  not  
dedicated and “honest to Yahweh's Desire” being manifest within them!   That is why we are taught to leave “Religion”  
(Rev.18v4)  in very much the same way leaders of  “Religion”  have taken themselves away from Yahweh (see later)!  
By consequence for our own Salvation,  we must ignore our leaders of “Religion”  (Matt.7v12-15),  the wolves of society! 
Good News – repeat - There are people who positively respond to  “The Word of God”  accurately  taught to become TCs. 
Unto whom Paul is teaching here,  -  people who wholly inculcate “The Word of God”  and  truly imitate JC. 
Acts   20v27 og no/not/none  For  (I) {withhold under}/cower/{shrink back}/conceal/withdraw/shun  
Acts   20v27 og of the  not  (to) announced/declared/report/show/speak/tell  {to yourselves}  
Acts   20v27 og (the)  all/whole/every  the  volition/advice/purpose/counsel  of the  God  
Acts   20v27 For  not  I  cower/{shrink back}/withdraw/shun   

of the  (responsibility)  not  to  announce/declare/report  {to yourselves}   
the  all/whole  the  volition/advice/purpose/counsel  of the  God. 

 

For not I  cower/{shrink back}  of the  (responsibility/work/action)  not to  declare/report  to yourselves 
                  (= I have  not  cowered/{shrunk back}  to  declare/report  to yourselves … … ) 
the whole  advice/purpose/counsel  of the God   (= Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  over our  “2 part life”  through JC)  
                  (= Something that our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders seem absolutely and  demonstrably  incapable of doing!) 
 

Paul  “Tells it, as it is!” 
He is truly trying to bring more TCs unto Yahweh to perpetuate Yahweh's Methodology  - and he will  correct/admonish  where required. 

(Yahweh's Methodology = edify our neighbour to our own hurt  [= agapao love].) 
He is  reforming  people  (by instruction)  to imitate him as he imitates JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1). 

By contrast,  worldly Christian leaders have absolutely  no  intention to produce TCs for Yahweh,  but only to perpetuate Worldly methodology. 
They will  not  correct or admonish,  but  excuse  sinful action as we read at Jude.v4,  because they want numbers of people for  more gain. 

(Worldly methodology = self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt  [= eros love].) 
Thereby they are  maintaining the present status quo,  which is precisely the  opposite  of what Yahweh Desires. 

By consequence,  leaders of Christendom  cower/{shrink-back}  from teaching the  WHOLE  advice/purpose/council  of Yahweh. 
All as I clearly differentiate  on  “FutureLife.Org”  by thorough explanation. 

 
769th Comment – Paul now begins to give a warning of what shall occur: 

You elders must pay attention  -  for it is your responsibility to be vigilant! 
In addition,  your congregations must pay attention  (if they are to remain fulfilling Yahweh's Desire). 
Of which the HS is  presently  working within the overseers to tend as shepherds to these congregations. 
    (therefore listen unto them  [= Paul, Timothy, Apollos, etc.]  for your guidance and protection.) 
The congregations who presently  “call out”  “The Word of God”  to the nations, 
which JC had personally brought around himself  (as his wife)  through reason of his own sacrifice. 

(Note:  I have used different and additional words to help explain what Paul is saying here.) 
625th Reasoning – Paul is calling for these  presently pure  elders and congregational members  to be vigilant! 
These elders are presently pure because they have been handpicked by “1st Century Apostles”!   They have  not  been 
handpicked by leaders of Christendom only interested in their worldly pension  (from whom they can live off)! 
“They are to be vigilant”  because a great menace of  “The Antichrist”  will envelope them  (more later). 
375th Instruction – We must be vigilant ourselves,  else be deluded by  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders 
profusely claiming to come in  JC’s/God’s  Name,  and yet come in their own name to live off the backs of their devotees. 
284th Warning – Those elders were to watch-out against  “The New Jesus” (2Cor.11v4) that was to envelope them and 
The World,  which it has now done,  to cover the World completely -  being a  “Jesus of Excuses”  seen at Jude.v4. 
626th Reasoning – Paul states:  Presently there is the HS operating within the overseers  (Paul, Timothy, Apollos, etc.),  
but when we are dead then the responsibility rests upon yours shoulders to maintain integrity to  “The Word of God”. 
376th Instruction – Ideally we are to be these overseers filled with the HS,  by taking upon ourselves The Responsibility 
(direct control over)  of what  “The Word of God”   entails.  We must take upon ourselves  Accountability (answerability)  
and  Ownership  (ensure the job gets done)   of  “The Word of God”  to ensure that we fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “HS” has the composite definition:- 

1.  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  which is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2.  Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment (= The Universe). 

Where Yahweh,  by expressed capability in the environment,  underwrites the work of those entities having His Mind. 
Warning – repeat - The HS does  not  mean what our  worldly (and charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us  (Luke.6v39)! 
Reasoning – repeat - Why?  (1) They make worldly gain by twisting what the HS means  (by fraudulent teaching/action),  
(2) excuses them from making the HS become personal within,  if they can push it away to be an external 3rd party,  and by 
consequence  (3) personally remain  “human”  and have no need to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (1Pet.2v18-24)! 
172nd Allegory – Shepherd = a person (= leader)  who cares for his flock of sheep  (= congregational members). 
285th Warning – The Bible teaches us of false shepherds (= “hirelings”)  who have no care for the sheep (John.10v2-12). 
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They are hired by The World  (= driven by worldly methodology)  to  self-indulge  over their congregational members. 
627th Reasoning – “Ecclesia of God”  means  “people who are  wholly driven  by Yahweh’s Methodology”.  These are 
people  striving to imitate  the  “pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  overseers”.  These are people 
actively aiming to become part of  “The Invitation”  and are thus  “Calling Out”  other people to do likewise! 
286th Warning – “Ecclesia of God”  does  NOT  include people who call themselves  “Christians”!   Just ignore what 
comes out of the mouths of our leaders of Christendom who have a  worldly interest  in calling themselves:  Church of 
God’  either,  as an official title,  or a name banded about within the congregation!   Only Yahweh officially determines 
that,  and  only  TCs have a very good idea of those specific individuals who truly are part of  “The Ecclesia of Yahweh”! 
173rd Allegory – “Personally put around JC”  means  “The Invitation of The Goal”  to become part of  “The Bride of 
Christ”  which can  only  be personally achieved  if  we precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  at an individual level. 
628th Reasoning – We have  “The Personality of JC”  to become of his  one flesh’  (Gen.2v24, 1Cor.6v16, Eph.5v30-32, 
Rev.19v4-9, 21v2,9, Matt.22v1-9, 25v1-12, etc.)   
629th Reasoning – It is  only  “The Early Adopters”  (as determined by Yahweh)  who can legitimately state: 
They are  “personally around JC”  as “The Bride of Christ”,  because it is only those specific people who have  at that 
point in time  “Guaranteed Everlasting Life”  as “Sons of God”.  No person  (accept the 1st Century Apostles)  during  
The Gospel Age can make any definite statement about any person’s future  (see James.4v10-15,  Matt.20v23). 
Allegory – repeat - Blood = The physical essence of life within a body.     
630th Reasoning – JC made  “The Sacrifice”  both physical and most importantly spiritually for all people to get them into 
the 2nd part of their life (= The Millennium).   But righteously,  it is only  “The Early Adopters”  who are those specific 
individuals as mentioned in this verse,  because it is  only  they who have a  “guaranteed existence into The Eternity”  as 
“The Bride of Christ”  (Rev.21v2,9, etc.).  All other people must reform during The Millennium to become truly Christ-like 
to  then  “personally survive after The Millennium”  (outside JC's cover over  [1] before and  [2] during The Millennium). 
287th Warning – Just ignore the unrighteous and muddled nonsense that comes out of the mouths of our leaders of 
Christendom,  they really have not much care,  nor the faintest idea about what Yahweh is doing within The Environment. 
As their sermons and public pronouncements fully testify – perhaps three errors are stated per minute of their speech! 
And they are supposed  “paid professionals”  to deliver such nonsense,  no wonder then,  Yahweh wholly rejects them! 
Acts   20v28 og (Yourselves) {to hold in the mind}/{pay attention}/{apply oneself}/{have regard}/heed  therefore/then  
Acts   20v28 og (to the) {my/our/your/it them self} (= yourselves)  
Acts   20v28 og also  (to the) all/whole/every  to the  flock/{group of like-thinking people},  
Acts   20v28 og in  {to whom/which}  {specifically yourselves}  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
Acts   20v28 og the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  
Acts   20v28 og (it) placed/ordained/settled/{sunk/laid down}/purposed/appointed (middle voice)   
Acts   20v28 og (the) superintendents/{ecclesia officers}/overseers,  
Acts   20v28 og (to) {tend as a shepherd}/supervisor/{feed cattle}/rule  
Acts   20v28 og the  {a calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church  of the  God  
Acts   20v28 og whom/which/that  (he) {made around oneself}/acquired/purchased  (middle voice)  
Acts   20v28 og through (reason of)  of the  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}/privately  (of the) blood  
Acts   20v28 Therefore/Then  yourselves  {hold in the mind}/{pay attention}/{apply yourselves}/{have regard}/heed  to yourselves 

also  to  all/whole  to the  flock/{group of like-thinking people}  
within which  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin} 
it has  placed/ordained/settled/appointed  the  superintendents/{ecclesia officers}/overseers, 
to  {tend as a shepherd}/supervisor/{guide to pasture}  the  {calling out}/ecclesia  of the  God (= Yahweh) 
which  he  (= JC)   (personally)  {made around himself}/acquired/purchased  through reason of the  {his own}  blood. 

 

Therefore  {hold in the mind}/{pay attention}/{apply yourselves}/heed  to yourselves   (by ideally becoming responsible ecclesia leaders) 
also to the whole  flock/{group of like-thinking people}   (= The Hearkening  “1st Century Christians”  having been taught God’s Word) 
within which the holy  (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin})   the spirit  (= personality/desires/traits) 
it has   (because  “it [= HS] has”  operated through  “The 1st Century Apostles”  following  “The Advice”  Paul give in the letters to Timothy and Titus) 
               (Sadly,  this does  not  occur today,  because the overseers of Christendom  demonstrably  have  “Zero”  HS operating within them!) 
placed/ordained/settled  the  superintendents/overseers   (working through  “The 1st Century”  apostles making  the correct decisions), 
to tend as a shepherd   (= give  accurate  guidance/knowledge  to feed our minds,  so that we  fully understand Yahweh’s Mind) 
the  {calling out}/ecclesia  of the God   (inasmuch the  congregational members  are taught how to  accurately teach  The World about Yahweh) 
which he  (= JC)  personally made around himself   (inasmuch JC’s  ministry/sacrifice  has produced his Bride of  “The Early Adopters”)  
through reason of his own blood   (JC sacrificed  “The Essence of Life”  to give  ALL  of us a  “2 part life”  irrespective  of what we have done)  
 

The Ecclesia leaders must take  “Accountability, Ownership and Responsibility”  upon themselves,  as we are taught by warning at James.3v1. 
The Ecclesia members should ideally aim to become like their leaders,  who themselves are imitating Paul as he imitates JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1). 
When  this occurs,  then  both groupings are operating within the HS of which  “The Word of God”  yields within hearkening entities who freely choose 
to reform their mind to  instinctively  think/reason  as would JC about any situation  (without having to internally question  any course of action).   

In this manner they  then  gain  ‘The Mind of Yahweh’  (hence  John.14v20, 17v21-26, etc.). 
This has occurred precisely as Paul tells us here,  it is through  “The Word of God”  (= JC, Rev.19v13)  operating within  “The 1st Century Apostles”  
that has brought about The Ecclesia Leaders and of their congregational members into  ‘The One Mind of Yahweh’  to therefore gain the HS. 
Needless to say,  this does  not  occur within Christendom,  because its members do  not  think like JC  (witness their actions)  –  and are thus on mass 
wholly rejected by Yahweh as being  “The Great Harlot”  (as I  very carefully  explain in my many detailed commentaries of Revelations chap. 17-19). 

The very  last  people I would want to be superintendents over me would be  “Leaders of Christendom”! 
Why? 

Because they operate in  “hypocrisy”  (just as did The Pharisees with God’s Word,  Luke.12v1, etc.)! 
At least I would be on  ‘more sure ground’  with people who are  not  “Christians”! 

It is a very sad thing for me to write those last few statements!    
Moreover,  Yahweh thinks likewise,  when He is peering through  ‘the sea of glass’  Rev.4v6 to draw out the 144000 TCs during The Gospel Age!   
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Let me state for The Record:- 
Christians are more vocal about  “love”  and supposedly being  “good”  to other people,  also supposedly to their enemies! 
However,  when I analyse other religions,  the people are taught  precisely the  same  thing! 
Except in Christendom,  the members hypocritically crow that they supposedly have  ‘the monopoly’  on  “love”  and not  ‘other people’. 
Yet,  they do not understand what The Word  “Love”  means in its  four  basic Greek forms! 
Then I look at what Christians are like to their enemies,  and then I see no difference between any of the religions. 
And finally,  the leaders of Christendom completely  mess-up  what The Bible  really  teaches  about  “forgiveness”,  and in the process make 
Yahweh look wholly unrighteous and ridiculous within the  sane/reasoning  minds of atheists. 

All of which shows our leaders of Christendom to be an  unrighteous,  hypocritical abomination  (against what Yahweh Desires)! 
I explain all the above in my thousands of commentaries to The New Testament in the appropriate locations. 

So:- 
Need I say more here? 

I thoroughly explain in my commentaries how our leaders of Christendom wholly  oppose/Satanic  “Yahweh’s Way of Thinking”! 
After my  mini-rant  to vent my frustration of  “The Way of The World”  as led by  “The Members of Christendom”  (especially in The UN Security 
Council,  producing most of the weapons of use in The World between them,  designed to expressly “kill people”,  hence Rev.9v1-21),  then:- 
Paul expressly tells us:- 

“JC is personally forming around himself The Ecclesia of God”. 
This means:   JC is forming  ‘his other half’  to become  “The Bride of Christ”  (Eph.5v30-32, Rev.21v2, 9, Matt.22v1-9. 25v1-12, John.3v28-30, etc.). 
This  “other half”  is  “The Ecclesia of God”  (= the 144000 TCs)  and  NOT  “The Ecclesia of Satan”  (= Christendom, Rev.2v9, 13,  when we 
understand The Context of those comments made by JCg through John to us,  see my local commentaries to chapters 2 and 3 of Revelations). 

“The Ecclesia of God”  is  “A grouping of people”  who publicly  “call out”  an  accurate  rendition of  “The Word of God”. 
These people are by definition  not  leaders of Christendom,  because they seem  incapable  of giving out an accurate rendition of God’s Word! 

I have dated transcripts of  hundreds  of their public sermons,  which are a mixture of  half-truths  and lies! 
There are  very few  that have any truth within them! 

But what else do the  ‘kept ignorant’  deluded devotees know? 
They just lap it up thinking that it is the correct thing to do,  which is to listen to their supposedly  ‘educated’  leaders! 

But educated in what? 
Only in what their hapless,  spiritually blind peers have regurgitated from a worldly mind of present day and from old. 

(Often only repeating on rote, what their  equally spiritually blind  sages/gurus  have said of  'years past')! 
They are so educated in  ‘their own thing’,  but know  nothing  about what Yahweh wants taught to The World! 

The whole thing is a sordid abomination! 
“Through reason of JC’s own blood.” 

What does this mean? 
Does it mean what our worldly Christian leaders tell us? 

Obviously not,  based on past performance! 
“Blood”  means:  “The Essence of Life”,  being the most precious thing to a  “conscious entity”. 

Our religious leaders can just about  ‘get that part correct’ –  because it does not need much of a mind to work it out! 
However,  it goes much deeper than that,  and this is where they become unstuck   (within a mind,  that cannot progress to “The Spiritual”). 
It really means:  A painful offering has been given  -  where:  “It hurts The Giver”. 

Where it is supposed:   To  hurt  The Giver  in The Mind! 
This is where our leaders of Christendom – do not:-  “Get it!” 

They only think  “physically”,  not  “spiritually”! 
This is why Yahweh decried the sacrifices given by The Jews  (Isa.1v11-20, Amos.5v21-23, etc.). 
The Prophets castigated the sacrifices being given as  “not to be hurting The Giver”,  inasmuch it was only the lame and infirm animals that were given 
to Yahweh,  and this did  “not hurt The Giver”  -  they were only  ‘clearing out  lame/diseased  stock’! 
The sacrifices were ideally to be  “The Prime of Stock”,  not  any old  ‘rubbish’  livestock  (all of which was to represent  “JC's Sacrifice”)! 

Yahweh,  in the long term,  would  bless  the person giving  “Prime of Stock”,  and by contrast,  
Yahweh would  ignore  the person giving and  old/lame/diseased  reject of stock. 

Now we understand  “The Background”  behind  “The Sacrifice”,  then we can apply the same rational with JC,  and supposedly us! 
JC did  not  ‘just’  die for us  (ignoring for the moment the tremendous pain he went through in the process)! 
What JC did for us,  was to put his very  “Existence”  in jeopardy!    
He could have been  “Annihilated”  in the midst of Yahweh’s Decree,  which effectively states:   

“In the day you sin,  you will [begin to] die [everlastingly]”. 
JCg as a separate reasoning entity  [to Yahweh],  and subordinate,  was always subject to Yahweh’s Laws and Principles. 
If JC sinned while  ‘living as part of his creation’  then he would be annihilated,  and so would his creation some 2000 years later! 

This is really a  “Very Serious Matter”,  and must  not  be dismissed lightly,  as is done throughout  “Christendom”. 
For the moment we must put out of our minds the unrighteous and unsupported nonsense of the Trinity myth and let us reason upon this:- 

JCg as  “the specific god”  of the culmination of his personal creation  (= Mankind),  by default made him superior to us,  and yet he 
personally placed his existence  ‘on the line’  to give us,  as fully  educated  individuals,  a once only  opportunity to:  “Get it correct”. 

(Which for most people,  this once only opportunity to be  “wholly educated”  shall be in The Millennium.) 
To “Get it Correct”  means  “get our thinking in line with Yahweh”,  which we are  ONLY  able to do by imbuing  “The Word of God”  to then precisely 
imitate JC's lifestyle  (while “The Early Adopters” also imitate his  ministry  [in their own best way under  'the heaven'  of Satan's authority Eph.2v2]). 
We must understand:- 
    JC  “Spiritually”  wholly sacrificed his mind away from  “The Immediacy”  of what The World could yield  (invariably meaning  “to sin”). 
    But because of the nature within our leaders of “Religion”  this  “Spiritual Sacrifice”  inevitably caused him to become  “The Physical Sacrifice”. 
Likewise the people who Yahweh considers to be  “The Early Adopters”  have demonstrably also wholly sacrificed their mind away from  “The 
Immediacy”  of what The World can yield   (this does  NOT  mean shutting oneself away in a  monastery/nunnery,  but the very opposite;  I explain all 
elsewhere in my commentaries).    And sadly,  many of these people,  through no fault of their own  (hence  holy/innocent/blameless),  are also murdered,  
and thus personally become a physical sacrifice to what they  “Hold Dear”,  being Yahweh’s Methodology operating within their mind. 

We must understand  what is on trial here.   It is  NOT  “The Physical”,  but rather  “The Spiritual”. 
“The Spiritual”  being  “What operates within our mind”! 
It is this that Yahweh Judges (1Sam.16v7),  not  our works,  but our  SINCERE  works  underwrite the quality of our Mind. 

As I explain elsewhere: 
It is Yahweh's Methodology operating within JC's Mind  that righteously conquered:- 
Satan's worldly methodology operating within the minds of  “Professional Leaders of Religion” (John.11v47-53, throughout all time). 

As righteously arbitrated by Yahweh having no need to answer to any Entity  (Amos.6v8, Heb.6v13, etc.). 
All this is completely  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders who are wholly lost in a  self-generated  thick spiritual fog! 

 
770th Comment – Paul gives his  devastating warning  of what  is soon to occur    (and has done ever since): 
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I know what will occur within The Ecclesia when I have gone! 
When  “The 1st Century Apostles”  have died,  then: 
Burdensome wolves  (= leaders of Christendom)   will personally enter into yourselves  
and they will not spare any person within the flock    (= they will live like leaches upon all of you)! 

631st Reasoning – Paul has wholly dedicated all his time and efforts  to ensure  The Ecclesia he personally established 
would continue in  “The Footsteps of JC”.   However he has already seen people come in and spin “The Whole Truth”  
into a “half-truth” and “half-lie”  which actually becomes “A Full Lie”  (John.8v44,  hence 2Cor.11v13-15).  He knows 
this will occur because when he is dead  (and likewise Timothy/Apollos),  The Overseers’ full of the HS will be no more! 
288th Warning – People shall come in to rule because they  “See a Need”:  “People wanting to come to God”  and they 
will give all they have do so.  So  Worldly/Charlatan  Christian leaders  step-in  to fill  “This Need”  and  “Give what The 
Devotees want to hear”  -  obviously for a price to  “grease the wheels of Salvation”  and thus they become  “The 
Bookmakers”  giving  “Bets on personal salvation”  to  the punters’!   The whole thing is a disgusting abomination! 
377th Instruction – It is absolutely  ESSENTIAL  for us as individuals to personally  test/assay/prove  our Christian 
leaders against specifically what The Bible tells us  (start with 1 and 2 Timothy, Titus)  and that will  rule out  virtually all 
of them to be teaching over us!   Then read the rest of The Bible to gain some knowledge and start asking those inquiring 
questions that they will find impossible to answer,  to seal the door firmly shut on them as representatives of Yahweh! 
174th Allegory – Wolves = pack-like people who live off sheep.  Term used in The Bible to mean  worldly (and worse, 
charlatan) Christian leaders who give such an inviting exterior,  but charge for their services  (behind a  'donation')! 
Warning – repeat - We are to avoid “Religion” like the plague  -  of which it demonstrably is,  because its leaders live off 
their devotees like wolves as we are warned at  Matt.7v15, 10v16, Luke.10v3, Acts.20v29, etc. 
289th Warning – Sadly leaders of Christendom do not only financially live off their devotees,  but they also impose weighty 
(either quantity or burdensome)  customs in the supposed fraudulent belief that these will impress Yahweh.   Sadly they do 
not impress Yahweh,  because they take our mind and time away from The Real Things that would truly please Yahweh! 
Acts   20v29 og (emphatic) I/me  For  know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  that/this/there/here,  
Acts   20v29 og because  (they will) {to enter}/{enter (go) into} (middle voice)  
Acts   20v29 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  the  {(from) to spread}/arrival/departure  
Acts   20v29 og {of me}/I/me/mine/my  (the) {(from) whitish hair}/wolves  (the) weighty/burdensome/grave/grievous/heavy  
Acts   20v29 og into/unto  {specifically yourselves},  
Acts   20v29 og not  (the) abstaining/{treating leniently}/forbearing/sparing  of the  flock/{group of like-thinking people}  
Acts   20v29 For  emphatic I  know/understand/perceive  this, 

because  after  my  {to spread}/departure,    
the  weighty/burdensome/grievous  wolves,  they will  (personally)  {enter/go  into}  into/unto  {specifically yourselves}, 
not  the  abstaining/forbearing/sparing  of the  flock/{group of like-minded people}. 

 

For  (emphatic) I (Paul)  know/perceive  this   (future reality of The Gospel Age) 
because after my departure   (to spread God’s Word elsewhere) 
the  weighty/burdensome  wolves   (= leaders to live on the backs of their congregational members  [often,  “in the nicest possible manner”]) 
will personally enter into specifically yourselves   (who are presently imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  of  “1st Century Christianity”), 
(and)  not  (be)  abstaining/sparing  the  flock/{group of like-minded people}  (= they will tithe the congregations for the teaching of customs)! 
                 (This is what we have today throughout  all  of Christendom  [and it has been like this for the last some 1700+ years]) 
 

The word  “wolves”  has the connotation of  “pack-like”  meaning  “many of them”  within each ecclesia. 
Paul calls them  “weighty/burdensome”  because these  “professional religious leaders”  will  live-off  the efforts of their deluded devotees. 
JC's calls these people  “wolves”  because they feed off the flock they purport to shepherd  (Matt.7v15, 10v16, Luke.10v3). 
Ezekiel uses the same expression regarding political leaders at Eze.22v27,  “shedding blood and killing people to make dishonest gain”, 

Now we know what drives these type of people who want to come into these ecclesiae  (we are now forewarned)! 
So then,  let us now ask: 

What does this verse  “Really Mean”? 
“Insidious”  (as stated elsewhere)  means:  “sliding-in  undetected”,   “coming-in  under the radar”!   See also  2Pet.2v1. 
It means the teaching of a  “New Jesus”  2Cor.11v4 as Paul recognised and stated at Gal.3v1,   and of which Jude states at Jude.v4. 
John also saw it  1John.2v18-19;  -  so it had started then  –  and continued from  “strength to strength”  ever since for the last some 1900+ years! 

The point of Paul's warning is to beware of the future  “New Leaders”,  who shall take  “1st Century Christianity”  and  spin/change  it 
around to become  “worldly Christianity”  which forms just another schism of  “Religion”  that thickly covers the whole planet today. 

These new leaders are like the  “hirelings”  (by being  “professionals” to The World)  who have no care for their flocks  (John.10v1-10). 
They have no care to give exhortation for their congregational members to  personally strive  for  “The Goal”  to attain  “Sonship to Yahweh”,  and thus 
these  “professional religious leaders”  allow the congregational members to continue with a worldly mind lusting after  “The Immediacy”  of  
animalistic/carnal  emotional pleasure.  Because that is  easy and desirable  now within this present worldly system  (John.17v14-16, 18v36). 
Just to clarify: 

Paul is speaking about  “Professional Religious Leaders”  who will  swarm-into  these fledgling ecclesiae after what he fears,  being of his 
murder by professional leaders of “Religion”  (of Jerusalem in this particular instance,  but noting it allegoric extension]). 

We understand this was an insidious invasion to occur within a generation or so  (as we are able to read in the apostles' epistles). 
We have had some 1900 years for these  “wolves”  in  generation after generation to progressively change Yahweh's Word into Satan's Word of 
deception. 
It must be clearly understood:    

These people will appear to be very godly (2Tim.3v5, Tit.1v16). 
These people will say such wonderful and lovely things  (2Tim.4v3-4, [by contrast at 1Thes.2v4-5]). 
These people will seek to be honourable leaders  (1Thes.2v6). 
These people will be highly trained,  and yet their mind is far from operating according to Yahweh's Methodology  (1John.2v18-19). 

  Paul can only give guidance and warning. 
“FutureLife.Org”  can only give guidance and warning. 

But it is  “The Personal Responsibility”  of the recipient to hearken unto the  freely  given guidance and advice. 
It is  ONLY  by  thoroughly knowing and understanding The Scriptures  can  “The Quality”  of the religious leader be determined! 

And it certainly is  not  in the interests of these professional religious leaders to teach of these important verses in The Bible! 
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I ask the reader: 
Would you be motivated to  cut off  your food supply? 

A most important observation and explanation. 
Yahweh is deliberately using this process to draw out by Election  “The Early Adopters”  who  personally extract themselves  from out of 
Satan's methodology  (covering The World)  by being personally motivated to imbue The Word of God within extreme difficulty forced upon 
them by The Leaders of Religion.  This shows to  “The Resurrected World”  that these  “Early Adopters”  are  truly worthy to rule over them! 
And by consequence,  we have no excuse not to hearken unto them! 

So again,  I ask: 
Can the reader see the righteous process being undertaken here through seven millennia? 

All of which fully vindicates Yahweh's infinite Omnificence and Magnificence throughout The Universe! 
It glorifies JCg's rightful position to be The King of kings and The Lord of lords in The Millennium and on into The Eternity! 

None of which is taught by people  (of the three harlots born from the mother, Babylon)  claiming to represent  “The Almighty God of The Universe”. 
Where:   “Babylon”  is  “Universal Religion”,  and the  “three harlots”  are  “Judaism, Christianity and Islam”  having come through Jerusalem. 
 
771st Comment – Paul then explains this dire situation will  not  come from outside  (and thus be obvious for a defence): 

Men will stand-up  within  Christendom  (claiming to be highly trained professionals) 
and these men  (and women)   will teach you  distortions/perversions  (pretending this is  “Truth”  from God) 
to  deceive/seduce  naive/unlearned  people  (= the congregational members  [deliberately kept ignorant])   
into following these leaders'  'understanding of life'  full of half-truths  (away from The Truth given by Yahweh). 

632nd Reasoning – These men will be trained in Christendom to promote a worldly understanding of “God's Word.”   It 
started in 325 CE when the leaders wanted their soldiers to fight for a cause in the same manner as did the TCs  (very 
much as do the suicidal bombers devoted to Islam, today).  Then it quickly drifted to include scamming money of their 
devotees in the manner of tithing,  and then every device and custom ever since has been  used/done  to sequestrate 
whatever was possible out of God' Word in the most worldly manner  -  making them “bastards”  to Yahweh  (Heb.12v8). 
633rd  Reasoning – These professionals (= taking money off us  for a worldly  service)  will distort God's Word from  “The 
Absolute Truth”  into an  'infinite'  number of  “half-truths”  so that we need to be highly educated in our subject matter to 
differentiate between Fact and Fiction.  With my some 50,000 hours of personal research in  ONLY  The Bible then I can 
quickly spot Fact from Fiction as the words immediately come out of their mouth and quote to counter their verbiage.    
378th Instruction – You can be like me – not by discovering it over 50,000 hours of hard work,  but by reading 
FutureLife.Org  where it is  all  so easily explained in the most logical and righteous manner – as desired by Yahweh! 
290th Warning – Leaders will come out of Christendom to rule over the congregations.  These leaders will behave like 
wolves  (but naturally in the 'nicest' possible manner,  because  'a parasite needs its host').  While I can spot a  charlatan 
Christian leader before  he/she  opens the mouth,  sadly virtually all Christians cannot because they are kept ignorant by 
these wolves,  knowing 'senseless cattle are easier to corral'!   These leaders are an atrocity to be hurting their devotees. 
291st Warning – Sadly these leaders will be beloved by  million upon millions  of beguiled “Christians”.  In a few extreme 
and wholly seduced groups,  they will even commit mass suicide,  just because the leader says this should be done! 
Acts   20v30 og Also  {from/out of}  {of yourselves}  their  (they will) {stand up}/arise/{rise up}  
Acts   20v30 og (the) men/husbands/fellows  (the) speaking/uttering/saying  
Acts   20v30 og (the) distorted/misinterpreted/corrupted/perverted/{turned away} (things)  
Acts   20v30 og of the  {drag forth}/{unsheathe (a sword)}/retire/{draw away}  the  learners/pupils/disciples  
Acts   20v30 og {go to the back}/{aback (in time/place)}/backward/{get behind}/follow/after  their  (perverse teaching)  
Acts   20v30 Also  {from/out of}  of yourselves  their  men/husbands 

they will  {stand up}/arise  the  speaking/saying  the  distorted/misinterpreted/perverted  things   
of the  (form to)  {drag forth}/{draw away}  learners/disciples  {go to the back}/{get behind}/{follow after}  their  (perverse teaching). 

 

Also from out of yourselves  men/husbands  will stand up   (as  professional and semi-professional religious leaders)    
saying the  distorted/misinterpreted/perverted  things   (this is precisely what we have today –  hence the some  42,000+  Christian schisms) 
to  {drag forth}/{draw away}  leaners   (this teaching will sound so plausible,  and yet  the crucial message  shall be buried) 
to  {get behind}/{follow after}  their   (perverse teaching,  being a gospel of  “Excuses”,  because supposedly:  ‘JC did it all for us’,   Jude.v4!) 
 

Paul endorses his guidance and warnings by bringing it closer to home! 
These people can appear from out of fellow congregations  (having been taught at seminaries,  Matt.23v15). 
Yet they shall teach  distorted/twisted  things  (being the reasonings sourced by Man,  for example,  the Trinity myth). 
These supposedly learned religious leaders will pervert The Minds of entrusting acolytes and deluded devotees. 

Both  (1) the acolytes at seminaries taught  not to question  and  (2) the deluded congregational members  revelling in hype and emotion,  will follow 
after these religious leaders having charisma or honour or power or leverage, -  but they certainly do  not  have  “God's Word”  operating within them! 
Hence by consequence they have  zero  HS  (but much “worldly spirit”),  even though they are just the people most likely to claim to have  'much HS'! 

The Crux is that they are  not  delivering the next generation of TCs in their presupposed service to The Lord! 
It is a well-known fact: 

Good workers never state how wonderful they are – because their work shows how good they are! 
Bad workers always state how wonderful they are – because if their work were audited,  then it would show how bad they were! 

Precisely the same  can be said of TCs and  charlatan Christian leaders. 
TCs never mention the HS about specifically themselves or recipients of God's Word  (The Bible records it is only said by outside observers). 
Charlatan Christian leaders make much personal mention about the HS being in them and in the congregational members! 

The answer is obvious as to why they do it!   See the analogy above! 
Just as does Paul,  “FutureLife.Org”  can only guide and warn,  but ultimately  it is  “The Responsibility”  of the recipient  to hearken. 
Paul and  “FutureLife.Org”  can only take you to  “The Clean Water”  (of  “Yahweh's Knowledge”);  we cannot (and shall not) force you to drink it! 

It is how the recipient hearkens that becomes The Subject to Yahweh's Judgement for “Sonship”. 
 
772nd Comment – Paul returns to his constant worry now leaders of Religion will  'take him down'  in Jerusalem: 

Therefore:  Keep yourselves awake;  be vigilant about what is occurring around you! 
Remember all the things I taught you during the 3 years I have been in contact with you. 
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I have always  cautioned/reproved  every person with my tears. 
634th Reasoning – Paul has established these Ecclesiae through much hard effort on his part for no worldly return except 
persecution.  He  (sincerely)  cares for their well-being especially after rescuing them from worldly methodology,  because 
he  agapao (= edifying loves)  them.  That is why he warns,  by giving. 
292nd Warning – Beware of leaders of  “Religion”  who  (pretend to)  care for their congregational members by giving 
what these devotees desire,  because they  eros  (= self-indulgently love)  them.  That is why they do not warn,  but take. 
773rd Comment – The above given here is just so  very important  to understand,  it explains everything! 
Instruction – repeat - It is absolutely  ESSENTIAL  for us as individuals to personally  test/assay/prove  our Christian 
leaders against specifically what The Bible tells us  (start with 1 and 2 Timothy, Titus)  and that will  rule out  virtually all 
of them to be teaching over us!   Then read the rest of The Bible to gain some knowledge and start asking those inquiring 
questions that they will find impossible to answer,  to seal the door firmly shut on them as representatives of Yahweh! 
635th Reasoning – Paul  cautioned/reproved/instructed  “to edify them”  to be suitable candidates as possible Sons of God 
293rd Warning – Leaders of “Religion”  will  never  caution/reprove/instruct  “to edify their”  congregational members,  
but only to keep them subdued under the control of the religious leaders,  thereby stopping these congregational members 
from becoming future sons of God  (Matt.23v13,  see next  “Warning”).   
636th Reasoning – Paul shed real tears because he cared when a person just showed the slightest sign of slipping away 
from “The Required Standard”  to achieve The Greatest Goal for any human on this planet  -  to become a “Son of God”  
for an eternity.  But we,  of The Gospel Age,  only have “ONE SHOT” at this Goal - during the 1st part of our physical life. 
294th Warning – Leaders of “Religion”  will shed  no  tears for their deluded devotees because they care  not  for  “The 
Greater Goal”  of which we  are  required to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle.  But it is worse!  They tell their 
deluded devotees:  “They are Children of God”  -  when they do  NOT  imitate JC! 
What does this mean?   It means these people  do not realise  that they  cannot  become  “Sons of God”  because they are 
not educated to realise how to become a  “Son of God”!   Does the reader understand how heinous are these leaders? 
Good News – repeat - There are people who positively respond to  “The Word of God”  accurately  taught to become TCs. 
Unto whom Paul is teaching here,  -  people who wholly inculcate “The Word of God”  and  truly imitate JC. 
Acts   20v31 og therefore/consequently  (yourselves) {keep awake}/{be vigilant}/{carefully watch},  
Acts   20v31 og (the) {exercising the memory}/{recollecting deeds}/{making mention}/{being mindful}  
Acts   20v31 og because  {three years}  (the) nights  also  (the) days/{periods of time}  
Acts   20v31 og no/not/none  (I) paused/restrained/quiet/desisted/left/refrained/ceased/stopped  
Acts   20v31 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  (the) tears  
Acts   20v31 og (the) {putting in mind}/cautioning/warning/admonishing/{reproving gently}  
Acts   20v31 og one/singularly  (the) each/any/every (person)    
Acts   20v31 Consequently  keep yourselves  awake/{carefully watch}/{be vigilant}   

(and)  {recollecting deeds}/{being mindful}/remembering, 
because  (for)  three years  the nights  also  the days  not  I  paused/ceased/stopped  
the  cautioning/warning/{gently reproving}  every  one  person  together/with  the tears. 

 

Consequently keep yourselves  (mentally)  awake/{carefully watch}/{be vigilant}   (about slipping away from  “1st Century Christianity”) 
and  {recollecting deeds}/{being mindful}/remembering   (what I have done and of the guidance  [words/deeds]  I have given to yourselves) 
because  (for)  three years  (both)  nights  also days I have not  paused/ceased   (it has been at the front of his mind,  “incoming perversion”) 
the  cautioning/warning/{gentle reproving}  every one person  together/with  the tears   (of the utmost concern for their future wellbeing)  
 

After the warnings given by Paul  (and elaborated upon by explanation as given in “FutureLife.Org”)  then Paul pleads: 
Keep yourselves  mentally  awake  (because of 2Pet.2v1)! 

Do not become personally deluded by crafted  “sweet talking”! 
Do not personally slide into worldly methodology! 

It is essential for us to remember what The Scriptures teach us about  “The Early Adopters”  both pre and post JC's 1st Advent. 
But for us to be in this position then we  MUST DAILY  read The Bible  -  else we shall  not  know of what they did and how they lived! 
So that we may  learn from them,  then see what Paul said of Timothy at 2Tim.3v15-17. 

Paul in particular has spent many years in this missionary journey to teach God's Word with much knowledge and certainty. 
He  corrected/reproved  all people without partiality,  only done to edify them to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  of which he  had/has  much genuine concern 
over their future welfare!  

Hardly the case behind the  ‘feigned concern’  given by our  worldly Christian leaders for the worldly return their activity brings. 
How can I justify that statement? 

I simply ask: 
         How can our professional religious leaders really love their devotees if they do not teach The Very Thing that would make Yahweh  most  happy? 
        “The Very Thing”  for us,  as individuals,  is to become judged by Yahweh  as being justifiably worthy  to be one of His future  “Sons of God”! 
The very fact that they hide this requirement,  tells us that they do  not  love us,  but  they love themselves  for  “The Immediacy”  their behaviour yields! 

By consequence,  they fulfil Satan's Spirit and not Yahweh's Spirit! 
It is  only  when Yahweh obtains His 144000 TCs can He move forward to suppress Satan's Spirit prevailing over The World  (1John.5v19). 

 
774th Comment – After  “The Warning”  Paul.  by contrast,  offers  “The Goal”: 

To yourselves  (as selected by me to be The Elders)  I  “present as suitable”  yourselves to Yahweh. 
Also  “present as suitable”  yourselves to  Yahweh's Methodology that yields  gifts/favours/benefits 
to enable yourselves to build upon Yahweh's Methodology  (as given through God's Word inculcated) 
also to give unto yourselves the heirship that is available to all people who have been perfected (internally). 

637th Reasoning – Paul has  personally  selected these individuals as being suitable to bring forth Yahweh's  “Plan for 
Mankind's Salvation”  because they have  “The Correct Credentials”.    
295th Warning – By contrast,  leaders of “Religion”  as selected by The World,  by definition,  do  not  have  “The Correct 
Credentials”  to bring forth Yahweh's  “Plan for Mankind's Salvation”  -  they just  delay  it! 
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379th Instruction – Paul has “The Correct Credentials”  to  personally  select these individuals as being suitable 
candidates to bring forth Yahweh's  “Plan for Mankind's Salvation”,   by contrast,  leaders of “Religion”  can only select 
their  “Own Kind”  to maintain the present status quo,  to continue Satan's World. 
638th Reasoning – By having “The Correct Mind”  that is  repentant/contrite/humble,  then it is a suitable medium for 
Yahweh's Methodology to enter and operate within,  to then yield the  gifts/favours/benefits  within themselves and to the 
recipients of these leaders' instruction. 
296th Warning – By contrast,  leaders of “Religion”  as selected by The World,  by definition,  do  not  have  “The Correct 
Mind”  for Yahweh's Methodology to enter and then operate within,  so these worldly leaders  cannot  then yield the  
gifts/favours/benefits  within themselves  or  to the recipients of these leaders' instruction. 
639th Reasoning – Once having inculcated  “The Word of God”  upon which a wholly repentant mind can build for  “The 
New Creature/Creation”  within us,  then it is possible that Yahweh  may  select us to rule over  “The Resurrected World”  
as future  “Sons of God”  to teach all people how to  truly  “Believe in JC”.   This means we must  now  precisely imitate 
JC to be saved from  “The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation. 
297th Warning – If we cannot inculcate  “The Word of God”  because we do not have a wholly repentant mind,  then we 
cannot build  “The New Creature/Creation”  within us.  By consequence Yahweh will  not  select us to rule over  “The 
Resurrected World”  as future “Sons of God”  because we cannot teach any person how to  truly  “Believe in JC” having 
never had the practice in the 1st part of our physical life!   These type of people  may  find it difficult to precisely imitate 
JC and thus not be saved from  “The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation  (Matt.11v21, Luke.10v31). 
640th Reasoning – These Elders have been  personally  selected by Paul  (with The Mind of Yahweh)  as having  “The 
Correct Credentials”  to bring forth Yahweh's  “Plan for Mankind's Salvation”.    
Warning – repeat - By contrast,  leaders of “Religion”  as selected by The World,  by definition,  do  not  have  “The 
Correct Credentials”  to bring forth Yahweh's  “Plan for Mankind's Salvation”  -  they just  delay  it! 
175th 'Allegory' – heirship  =  A gifted “Inheritance”  from “The Father”.   For completeness,  “The Inheritance”  is what  
“The Heirs”  receive from The Father.   These definitions are incomprehensible to our leaders of Christendom. 
So just for our Christian leaders:  “The Heirs” = “Sons of God”,  and  “The Inheritance” = “The Resurrected World”. 
380th Instruction –  “The Goal of Heirship”  is  possible to those very specific people who  have  truly perfected their 
mind upon  “The Word of God”  (as  only  determined by Yahweh,  Matt.20v23)  to precisely imitate JC as best they are 
able with their own set of talents  (Matt.25v14)  given at birth to yield  more to  The Lord/Master. 
298th Warning – By contrast,  people who are unable to  (presently)  perfect their mind during the 1st part of their physical 
life shall  not  be elected by Yahweh for a position of Sonship  (Matt.20v16, 22v14),  Why?  Because they are  not  suitable 
candidates to give any yield unto Yahweh and JCg in The Millennium from out of  “The Resurrected World” (having not 
been able to yield any TCs unto  The Lord/Master  in the 1st part of their physical life,  Luke.19v20-22). 
381st Instruction –  It is those specific people having perfected their mind upon  “The Word of God”  to become  “The 
Early Adopters”  who have brought more TCs unto The Lord/Master in their  accurate  ministry work  (for  no  worldly 
return).   The number of TCs grows in every generation to become  “The Wife”  of JCg,  and  “Sons of God”  to Yahweh 
in the  self-sacrifice  of  “The Mature”  TCs having gone before  (in the  one/same  manner as JC  leading first  as  “The 
Foundation of The New [spiritual] Temple”  [= The 144000 TCs]  as spoken in The Book of Revelations)! 
Acts   20v32 og Also  the (plural, neutral)  (= brethren [men and women])   now/present/immediate  
Acts   20v32 og (I) {place alongside}/{present things}/{put forth}/{set before}/commend  {specifically yourselves},  
Acts   20v32 og (the) Brethren/brothers,   to the  God   
Acts   20v32 og also  to the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  
Acts   20v32 og of the  grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit  (of the) him,  
Acts   20v32 og to the  (being) able/possible/capable (middle voice)   (to) {construct over}{build upon},  
Acts   20v32 og also  (to) give/bestow/grant  {to yourselves}  (the) heirship/patrimony/possession/inheritance  
Acts   20v32 og in  to the (ones = persons)   (having been) purified/consecrated/{made holy}/sanctified  (the) all/whole/every  
Acts   20v32 Also  now  {place alongside}/{set before}/commend  specifically yourselves,  the brethren,  to the  God (= Yahweh) 

also  to the  word/sayings/reasoning  of  His  gifts/favour/benefit, 
to the  (words/sayings/reasoning/topics)   being  (personally)  able/capable  to  construct/{build upon} 
also  to  give/bestow  {to yourselves}  the  heirship/possession/inheritance  within  all  the persons  having been  purified/{made holy}. 

 

Also now brethren  I  {place alongside}/commend  specifically yourselves to God  (= Yahweh) 
                 (Why?  Because these brethren  precisely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  [of which they were warned:  ‘Not to go astray after a New Jesus’]) 
also  (commend yourselves)  to the  word/sayings/reasoning  of His  gifts/favours/benefits   (of which God’s Word yields  to a hearkening mind) 
to the  (word/sayings/reasoning)  being personally  able/possible  to   
{construct over}/{build upon}   (= our lives must imitate JC’s life, Rev.19v13) 
also to give to yourselves   (who are precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
the  heirship/possession/inheritance   (of becoming  “Sons of God”  to rule over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium) 
(that becomes possible)  within all people having been  purified/{made holy}   (by personally perfecting the 2nd part of their spiritual life)  
 

This verse does not mean what we are told elsewhere,  both in  worldly bible translations,  or  from the mouths of our  “professional religious leaders”! 
Of course,  it would not!  -   
Because we are  not  taught of  “1st Century Christianity”  today  -  being precisely of what Paul forewarned in the previous verse! 

Paul is telling us about something of  great importance. 
Paul knows these specific TCs as the Ephesian Ecclesia  elders/leaders  are  operating with the  one/same  mind as Yahweh,  and thus they think and 
reason like Yahweh regarding how they are to behave within The World.  They are therefore  spiritually  “placed alongside”  Yahweh,  as  was/is  JC/g  
having wholly received the  gifts/favours/benefits  that come from this position  (= protection from worldly fallout)  and that shall come  (= to become 
future sons of God),  because of Matt.12v48-50, Eccl.12v13-14, etc. 
It is by virtue these specific leaders  have  taken upon themselves  “Accountability, Ownership and Responsibility”  with  “The Word of God”  to imitate 
JC's ministry/lifestyle  then  they are able to build upon this knowledge,  which is: 
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(1)  Strengthening it within their own mind  (by making it more secure)  by  
(2)  Working at building this knowledge into the next generation of TCs,  who then later,  follow the Ephesian elders. 

It is  THIS  process that becomes part of  “The Heirship/Possession/Inheritance”! 
It is  “The Progressive Nature”  of this specific activity that builds up  “The (Spiritual) Temple”  comprising of 144000 white stones ready for its role in 
The Millennium to rule over  “The Inheritance”  that comprises of  “The Resurrected World”  whose members are to learn  “Righteousness”  before 
their final personal assay at  “The End of The Millennium”  (Rev.20v12-15). 
It is a  two - stage process: 

The Early Adopters (= the 144000 TCs in The Gospel Age)  become perfected by JC,  which is shown by imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
The Late Adopters (= The Resurrected World)  become perfected by the ruling JCg and his bride (144000 TCs),  which is shown by imitating 
JC's lifestyle. 

This is how people  are  to be made  “holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}”. 
The Early Adopters are able to purify themselves through inculcating God's Word under Satan's  (Old) heaven  (2Pet.3v13-14, Rev.21v1-4). 
The Late Adopters are able to purify themselves through inculcating God's Word under Yahweh's  (New) Heaven  (same above citations). 

The Late Adopters require  “The New Environment”  within which to learn how to improve themselves  (by repenting and then learning God's Word). 
This New Environment will be very conducive to learning how to purify our mind because  “The Police”  in the form of  “The Kings/Priests”  will be 
having quiet words with  potential  perpetrators  BEFORE  any crime is committed and these potential criminals shall be expected to make amends as a 
punishment for even  “planning a possible physical crime”  against someone else!   Therefore, a 100% detection rate  BEFORE  the crime is committed! 

This  is  how it shall be in The Millennium! 
It will not go down well for some people as we read in Rev.22v15-17. 

But our wholly erroneous leaders of Christendom will say,  I am wrong! 
Well of course, they would  –  because they do  not  have a mind like mine,  or like Yahweh's! 

They will state: 
JC's ransom sacrifice has made us perfect! 
Thus we,  who are  (supposedly)  Christians,  are by de facto:  “Children of God”! 

Right? 
No!  -   They are   righteously  “Wrong”! 

Their statement shows they clearly do  not  understand their subject matter  -  of which they claim to know! 
'All'  JC has done is  (and said with no disrespect to the extreme pain he suffered): 

Get us through  “The 1st Death”  brought about by  Adam/Eve.  
JC has  not  got us through  “The 2nd Death”  that is on the horizon,  and that occurs at  “The Close”  of The Millennium  (or earlier for some people). 
It is our  personal responsibility  to get ourselves  “as individuals”  through  “The 2nd Death of Annihilation”. 

We get ourselves through  “The 2nd Death”  by precisely imitating  JC's lifestyle. 
This requires  “personal reform”  (built upon  “The Word of God”  = JC [Rev.19v13]  being  “The Power”  to reform our mind). 
Where we become  “The New Creature/Creation”  built upon the metaphoric spiritual RNA of God's Word wholly imbued  (Gal.6v15). 

What Yahweh and JC have done is to  “Righteously”  get us into The Millennium so that we  “Righteously”  have  “The Opportunity”  to live in a 
perfected society for us to then benefit from the positive enforcement that good works do,  created by a perfected mind.  The Mind having become purified 
from imbuing  “The Word of God”  that shall be mutual throughout society  (enforced  as such by The New World leaders – JC and 144000 TCs).    
Now all people will have experienced the evil society  (now within the 1st part of our physical life)  and having experienced the good society  (then in The 
Millennium)  become placed in  “The Educated Position “  to make a choice.  This  FREE  choice is to be personally made when JC and  “The 144000 
TCs”  release control for 3.5 years to  righteously balance  JC's assay  (Rev.20v7,  for us to continue into the eternity): 

Do we return to our old (evil) state of the 1st part of our physical life  (and then be annihilated at  “The 2nd Death”).   Or 
Do we remain according to our new reformed  (good)  state in a perfected DNA fleshly body into The Eternity? 

The choice is ours when  “educated to choose”  -  That is true Righteousness   and is what makes Yahweh  “Holy/Innocent”  to  Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9! 
This is what The Bible precisely tells us throughout,  and yet our  worldly Christian leaders teach  NONE  of this! 
Yet,  they claim to represent  “God”,  but only speak  “unrighteous nonsense”  about our salvation! 
They  only  speak about worldly things,  dreamt-up by their worldly gurus and sages – equally spiritually blind  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39). 

All as my many hundreds of their recorded  sermons/prayers  testify,  of which I have yet to publicly audit! 
They clearly do  not  speak the same language as Yahweh,  but the words of  The Adversary (Satan). 

 
775th Comment – Paul plainly states of himself: 

I have wanted nothing from you   (= I have never asked you for money/clothes)! 
641st Reasoning – In the context of what he has been saying,  then why should he say this? 
Because quite simply:  “ 'Professional'  Religious Leaders”  will  follow him  charging for their services! 
They shall live sumptuously  over/upon   their devotees  (Rev.17v2-6)  because they are  only  interested in  'the here and 
now',  but not in The Millennium that will become The Means to purify Mankind beyond  “The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation. 
382nd Instruction – We must  never  place strings  (to be pulled later)  upon what should be given  entirely freely.   We 
received freely and it should be given freely  (Matt.10v8)  noting my commentaries at  1Cor.9v9, 1Tim.5v18.  Our mind 
must be entirely focussed on bringing forth The Millennium ever sooner,  and ever more quickly for the 144000 TCs. 
299th Warning – Beware/Avoid  any  people  soliciting  “donations”   for supposed service done.  Their reward is 
therefore within this world – because this  is  their world,  and the god of this world is their  “God”  (1John.5v19). 
383rd Instruction – Paul showed us by demonstration and teaching that we must have a secular occupation to pay for our 
fleshly body  (Acts.18v3, 2Thes.3v6-12, etc.)  and freely give The Spiritual for The Mind,  which Yahweh shall reward 
accordingly,  upon our resurrection   (Matt.25v19-23, Luke.19v16-19).  The Bible clearly tells us that Yahweh looks to  
“The Lay-preachers”  freely giving  (because their mind is correct),  not  to the paid  professionals’  (Matt.6v24). 
Acts   20v33 og (of the) silvery/{cash (drachma or shekel)}/money/{piece of silver}  or/than/either/rather  
Acts   20v33 og (of the) {a golden article (plating/ornament/coin)}/{with gold}  or/than/either/rather  
Acts   20v33 og (of the) clothing/array/raiment/vesture/garments  (of the) {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  
Acts   20v33 og (I) {to set one’s heart upon}/coveted/desired/lusted/{longed for}  
Acts   20v33 I  (have)  coveted/lusted/{longed for}  of  {not even one}/nothing                 (=“masculine” or “neuter”  thus “person” or “thing”) 

of the  silver/money  or  of the  gold/coinage  or  of the  clothing/garments. 
 

I (Paul)   (have)  coveted/lusted  nothing  of  silver/money  or  gold/coinage  or  clothing/garments   
                   (= I have  not  desired  “money”  or  “coins”  or  “peoples’ position”  in contrast to that of professional religious leaders through the ages) 
 

As I keep stating elsewhere,  Paul does not lust for money to cover his fleshly needs,  his fleshly body requirements come only from his secular work. 
Therefore his spiritual work in teaching  “The Word of God”  is done  freely and simply  (= no strings attached,  that may be pulled later). 
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He is not encumbered by money or fleshly needs that would otherwise impinge upon what he teaches.   
Paul is entirely  “objective”  and had  no  “conflict of interests” (Matt.6v24),  his one and  only  aim is to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  as 
faithfully as possible! 

He does not want fancy priestly clothes  (see what JC stated at Luke.20v46, by comparison with Matt.11v7-8 of Matt.3v4)  which is interesting,  because 
one of the first things considered most important after the English Synod voted for women priests was:   The type and styling of priestly clothes they 
should wear!   

That just about sums up their priorities! 
Paul  (by contrast to these very worldly professionals)  lives unobtrusively so that he is not picked out in a crowd,  in a  similar  manner as was JC who 
was not a showman brandishing fancy clothes or miracles for The Spectacle (Matt.8v4). These individuals relied solely upon “The Depth of Reasoning”  
that would drive deep into our  hard/callous  minds and break  “The Curse of Satan”  of  “delusion that ultimately leads to death”  operating within. 
Notice what Paul states at 1Tim.6v10,  where it is  “The  Affection  for Money that leads to sin”  and  not  just money itself. 

“Money”  however,  does buy  “opportunity”  and absolutely nothing else.   
It is  how  we personally use the  “opportunities”  that money brings,  which defines our character  (see local context to the above citation)! 

 
776th Comment – Paul clearly states: 

Every person within your ecclesia absolutely knows  
that my hands  (= working)    have only been used in the ministry to serve your  needs/requirements 
and for the  needs/requirements  of the people with me    (learning by example ‘on the job’). 

642nd Reasoning – What does this verse really mean?   Is it what our leaders of Christendom tell us?   Obviously not! 
Paul is telling us:   It is evident to every person within  “The Congregation”  that I only work to edify  you/them! 
He works with his hands in  secular work to feed his fleshly body,  so that he can  spiritually teach  “The Word of God”   
to edify their minds.  Paul has successfully made  “The Separation”  between “The Physical and The Spiritual”,  having 
heeded JC’s warning at Matt.6v24 and is not hiding God’s Word under a bushel  (Matt.5v15, Mark.4v21, Luke.11v33). 
300th Warning – Beware of leaders of “Religion”  who cannot make  “The Separation”  between  “The Physical and The 
Spiritual”!   They  cannot  be objective,  because they have an internal conflict of interests!   So they service  “The Most 
Pressing Need”  of  “The Immediacy”  which to them is of the fleshly body,  ignoring what JC taught at Matt.10v39, 
16v25, Mark.8v35, Luke.9v24, 17v33, John.12v25, etc.  They have no regard for The Millennium,  being  “The Means”  
that JC has freely given to us for our personal purification built upon what he has so kindly given to us. 
Acts   20v34 og they  And  (yourselves) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand}  because  
Acts   20v34 og to the  affairs/needs/demands/requirements/necessities/wants  {of me}/I/me/mine/my  
Acts   20v34 og also  to the  (ones = persons)   being/having  amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  
Acts   20v34 og {of me}/mine  (they) {be a subordinate}/subserved/{ministered (unto) serve} 
Acts   20v34 og the  {hollowness for grasping}/hands  they  
Acts   20v34 And  they  (= the recipients of my attention,  being  “yourselves”)   

yourselves  absolutely  know/understand   
because  my  hands  they  subserved/{ministered unto serve}  to the  affairs/needs/requirements  
also  to the  persons  together/with  {of me} 

 

And they  (of)  yourselves absolutely  know/understand   
because my hands,  they ministered unto serve to the  affairs/needs/requirements  also to the people  together/with  me  
                (Is this what we see of our professional religious leaders,  noting the example Paul  also  gives at Acts.18v3, 1Thes.2v6-12?) 
 

Paul states  (in direct contrast to our professional leaders of Religion)  his hands have been solely used to edify the recipient to his teaching. 
He has helped in both  (1) The Affairs of People and by consequence  (2) edified the people around him. 

What he has done is  not  to gain personal  “worldly return”  (money/glory/honour/leverage/{useless paper doctorates}/etc.),  but rather: 
Teach by explanation  “The Depth and Certainty”  of God's Word so that it has  MEANING  and by consequence  “Magnifies Yahweh”  
within the mind of a repentant and hearkening  new  person. 

What is done by our professional leaders of  “Religion”  within their teaching is to magnify their own position on the back of God's Word,  having no 
depth and substance,  but are flowery words of  ‘pleasant show’  that will over time wilt to nothing! 

That is why Yahweh detests them sequestrating what belongs  ONLY  to Him! 
Our hearts (motivation)  and minds (knowledge)  must  not  run on worldly hype and emotion  (which is so dangerous in the hands of unscrupulous 
religious leaders manipulating our minds for their own worldly gain  [especially of charismatic assemblies]).   

We should know that  “a charmer”  is  always  dangerous to us. 
But by contrast,  our hearts and minds must be driven by accurate,  sound,  dependable,  reasoned knowledge  that magnifies Yahweh,  being  “The 
Source”  of such  “Greatness and Omnificence”. 
It is only when we are in this educated position,  are we then able to personally peer through  “The Wiles” (ulterior motives)  of  “Religious Leaders”. 
That is why  “professional religious leaders”  try to keep us in the dark,  so that we cannot see through them and thus witness their hypocrisy! 
That is why 50,000+ personal man-hours has been consumed to write  “FutureLife.Org”  so that it becomes  “The Prime Reference Standard”  for The 
World,  to expose pandemic corrupt teaching.  It now becomes incumbent for The World to accept what  “FutureLife.Org”  teaches,  or counter it by 
intelligent reasoned argument  based solely upon what The Bible teaches  that what  “FutureLife.Org”  states is supposedly  ‘not true’! 

Else our  “Professional leaders of Religion”  must  “shut-up”  -  if they,  together,  cannot formulate a  sensible/coherent  answer by reply! 
It is somewhat strange that a  “Degree in Religion” (unlike a Degree  in any other discipline)  is likely to be a qualification of   “NOT to teach”,  as 
determined by Yahweh in His  Special/Greater  (1st) Judgement to be made upon  “Christians”  (James.3v1). 

Noting what is written at John.7v15, Acts.4v13  and  Matt.23v15.   
It all makes for salutatory reading,  because Yahweh is after a  repentant/contrite  mind that then builds upon  His  Knowledge. 
Yahweh is  not  after a mind that is  unrepentant/rebellious  which later gains  (worldly)  knowledge to  “lord it over one’s neighbours”! 

Can the reader understand the point being made here? 
I only write like this,  in the same manner as did JC and Paul speak to The Pharisees.  Not to be vindictive,  but only to be  “The Hardened Sharp Spike”  
(as  “The Power”  of  “The Word of God”)  to pierce through what is an obstinate and callous mind,  so that a possible Nicodemus may positively 
respond  (John.3v1-12, 7v50, 19v39,  please read my commentaries to all these citations used in this commentary). 
 
777th Comment – Paul closes his address unto them: 

I have exhibited unto you,  how you should behave in your life  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.) 
we must work hard together to  help/support  the weak  (yes “physically”,  but  most importantly “spiritually”)  
because we remember,  what JC taught us: 
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It is supremely blessed (= well spoken)  to give (assistance)  than to receive  (anything by return for this assistance). 
643rd Reasoning – So:  What does this verse really mean?   Is it what our leaders of Christendom tell us?   Obviously not! 
They get it wrong at several levels  as usual  with things pertaining to The Bible!   They really cannot help themselves  
(well actually they do,  but it is off other people  -  which is  kind of’  appropriate to this verse)! 
644th Reasoning – Paul is telling us:   Imitate him as he imitates JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.)  a summary of which can be 
read at 2Cor.11v24-28,  and detailed within Acts.   Simply stated:  “We edify our neighbour to our own hurt!” 
But to be in this position,  then we must thoroughly know our subject matter,  else we hurt our neighbour  if  we are 
genuine in trying to help them.  It is like an unqualified doctor genuinely trying to help a bleeding person;  if they do not 
know what they are doing,  then they will hurt their victim’  (as they did to President Lincoln after he was shot)!    
It is precisely the same at  “The Spiritual Level”!   If we do  not  thoroughly  know/understand  our subject matter then we 
shall hurt the recipient.   As the respected adage states:  “A little knowledge is dangerous!” 
301st Warning – A little knowledge or little understanding is dangerous!   Sadly, our leaders of “Religion” have so very 
little  knowledge/understanding  that shall give  long-term  benefit to the recipient of their output.  So they spin the  
“Spiritual”  (of which they have so little  knowledge/understanding)  into the  “Physical”  because this brings to them 
much worldly acclaim in both praise and adoration  (and monetary support)  for  “The Immediacy”. 
645th Reasoning – What we must clearly understand is that JC and Paul taught  “The Spiritual”  from out of  “The 
Physical”,  because it is  “The Spiritual”  that delivers  “The Physical”.  Get  “The Spiritual”  correct and then correct 
works in “The Physical” shall follow.  But being human,  we have to learn from  “The Physical”  (examples)   because we 
cannot understand “The Spiritual”  (being how The Mind should operate  [ideally to be built upon  “The Word of God”]). 
302nd Warning – What leaders of “Religion”  do is behave like the  unqualified  doctor,  who sticks a plaster over the 
wound and allows the wound to fester underneath  (but the plaster looks nice from outside)!   What they should be doing is 
cauterising the wound  first  before covering with a plaster!   Sadly (while some may mean well)  they are so unqualified 
by Yahweh to teach,  and yet all this knowledge is in The Bible;  however they are so stiff-necked as not to learn it! 
Always thinking,  “they know better”   thereby showing an unrepentant mind,  and we then return full circle! 
646th Reasoning – JC sets us free  (= “The Word of God” [Rev.19v13] sets us free from Satan’s World),  but we must first 
learn it  (John.8v33-36),  else we cannot be free!   We must  not  be like religious people being bound by religious physical 
laws and customs – for example  “praying 5 times a day”  – this is only a public showing  (by contrast with Matt.6v1-8),  
where Yahweh is searching The Heart Condition  (1Sam.16v7)  being The Motivation behind what is publicly done! 
647th Reasoning – Blessed are the people who give and do not receive.  Slightly different emphasis to show “The Spirit”  
behind what Paul said.  What this phrase really means is that  “We should give and not expect a return for what has been 
given” -  inasmuch  “No strings should be attached to what has been given”. 
303rd Warning – As usual ,  Christian leaders spin this phrase into an unrighteous farce,  that becomes a bland phrase 
when the 2nd half is ignored!   The 2nd part belongs to the 1st part and not be taken in isolation to then make it unrighteous! 
The problem is  “professional”  leaders of  “Religion do precisely this:  “They give  with strings attached – expecting a 
return”  that makes them unrighteous to Yahweh’s requirements! 
384th Instruction – We are to use all our time edifying our neighbour.  It is much better to edify The Mind,  because The 
Purified Mind enables us to survive into The Eternity  (even though about 99.9+% of the population will require The 
Millennium to do this).  The present body will rot away to nothing,  that is why The (present) Body is captured by Satan,  
but in The Millennium we shall be  “given in trust”  by Yahweh a perfected DNA body within which to purify our mind. 
The point is:  Purify The Mind  early  because it gives such an advantage to succeed in The Millennium.  And a purified 
mind now,  presently edifies society and the members within it  -  so they too know The Goal for which to aim! 
Acts   20v35 og (The) all/whole/every (things)    
Acts   20v35 og (I) {exhibited under (the eyes)}/exemplified/instructed admonished/showed/forewarned  {to yourselves},  
Acts   20v35 og because  {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  
Acts   20v35 og (the) {feeling fatigued}/{working hard}/toiling/labouring  
Acts   20v35 og (we) {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must  
Acts   20v35 og (to) {to take (hold of) in turn}/succour/participate/help/support  
Acts   20v35 og of the (ones = persons)  {being feeble/weak/impotent/diseased},  
Acts   20v35 og (to) {exercise the memory}/{recollect deeds}/{make mention}/{be mindful}  both  
Acts   20v35 og of the  words/sayings/topics/reasonings  of the  lord/master  (of the) Jesus,  
Acts   20v35 og because  he  said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:  
Acts   20v35 og (The) {supremely blessed}/fortunate/{well off}/{very happy}  
Acts   20v35 og (it) is  (to) give/bestow/grant  (the) {greater degree}/{more than}/better  or/than/either/rather  
Acts   20v35 og (to) {get hold of}/{take up/away}/have/receive  
Acts   20v35 I  {exhibited under the eyes}/exemplified/instructed/shewed  {to yourselves}  the  all  things   (in how to live our lives) 

because  {in this manner}/likewise  the  {working hard}/toiling/labouring   
we  behoves/ought/must  to  {jointly hold in turn}/help/support  of the  persons  {being  feeble/weak/impotent}, 
both   (1)  to  {recollect deeds}/{be mindful}/remember  of the  words/sayings/reasoning  of the  lord/master  of the  Jesus 
because he  said /spoke: 
(2)  It is  {supremely blessed}/{greatly well-spoken}  to  give/bestow  than/rather  to  {get hold of}/receive. 

 

I  (Paul)  {exhibited under your eyes}/exemplified  to yourselves all things   (in achieving  “The Goal”  of  “Sonship to Yahweh”) 
because likewise the  {working hard}/labouring   (is precisely what  “The Future Sons of God”  will be doing  in The Millennium) 
                (The “Sons of God” shall be  accurately teaching  “Righteousness” to “The Resurrected World”  itself being initially  “feeble/weak  of mind”) 
we  (who are aiming for “The Goal”)  must  {jointly hold in turn}/support  the people being  feeble/weak   (of mind) 
both  (1) to remember the  words/sayings/reasoning  of the  lord/master   (= JC as  “The Word of God”  controls our mind and of our thinking) 
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of Jesus  (inasmuch he was the exemplar for us to imitate,  1Cor.4v16,  11v1)  because he said: 
(2) It is greatly well spoken to give  (assistance),  than to receive  (anything  for the assistance given)  
 

Notice what Paul says: 
I have exemplified all things to you. 

This means Paul has  shown by his works  the genuine nature of his character that has been moulded on  “The Word of God”. 
Therefore,  we realise these  (positive)  works are very necessary to underwrite what is taught  –  else people would justifiably state: 

“It is all words and no action!” 
As James teaches us at James.2v16-26,  we must demonstrate our  (REAL) faith by  “fidelity to what we have tested to know is sourced by Yahweh”. 

This is all counter to  “The Unrighteous Nonsense”  presently taught that:  “We are saved by  (blind) faith and not works”! 
Precisely the same was occurring 1900+ years ago at  Jude.v4,  being of a  “New Jesus”  2Cor.11v4. 

Else,  in The Millennium some disgruntled person will justifiably state: 
“That person has no right to be a  king/priest  over me because  he/she  has not proved themselves righteous  (to be a son of God)!” 

It is through  “The Visible Works”  that the individual  proves  (to The World)  what is occurring within their mind! 
Noting that Yahweh has no need to see “The Works”,  He foreknew who would be part of the 144000 TCs  before  they were born! 
That is why He  was  able to select all the correct numbers and timings  before  The Creation of Mankind to fulfil prophecy! 

A well know maxim states:- 
The Body follows the Mind. 

It is what The Body does that demonstrates what is driving The Mind! 
It really cannot be said simpler than that! 

Perhaps our leaders of Christendom should explain themselves by email to  “FutureLife.Org”!  
Therefore,  as Paul goes on to state: 

“We must be labouring hard   ” 
All of which underwrites what I explain,  and destroys what our leaders of Christendom teach in their  ‘near useless’  sermons! 
Paul always aims for The Mind in his teaching in precisely the  one/same  manner, as did JC. 
Therefore, when Paul speaks of  “the sick and infirmed”,  he is principally speaking of The Mind,  being people suffering under worldly methodology. 
This does not exclude the physical  feeble/weak,  but  “The Primary Aim”  is  for The Mind,  get the spiritual correct,  then the physical will follow,  
inasmuch get all of society heading off into the correct direction then there are more people to help with the physical. 
It is when having  “The Full Knowledge”  taught about Yahweh within society to  “Underwrite His Majesty and Omnificence”  will the members of 
society treat  “Yahweh’s Requirements for a Good Society”  with any credence,  and then start to  “come around”  to Yahweh’s Way of Thinking. 
It is because leaders of Christendom make Yahweh  ‘look so stupid’  within the  sane/reasoning  mind of an atheist,  because of their  sheer incompetence 
to teach,  that Society disregards Yahweh and “The Things of Yahweh”,  being His Methodology,  which otherwise would be applied within society to 
make it so much better. 
Sadly,  at present there are  so few  people teaching  “1st Century Christianity”,  and yet The World is full of people teaching  “Religion”,   which is 
precisely why the people teaching “1st Century Christianity”  must presently use  all  their time to support  “the  feeble/weak  mind”  of The World. 
Hence the teaching of  James.2v16-26,  which our  worldly Christian leaders  wholly ignore  in their teaching regarding  “faith”. 
They are so capable of teaching  “blind faith”  pandemic  in “Religion” based only upon hearsay,  but they are  so useless  in teaching  “Real Faith”  
sourced by Yahweh. 

Yet how do the devotees know any different? 
It is only when  “HAVING THE KNOWLEDGE”  can one then look back and with this education,  to realise how  LITTLE  was  previously  known! 
Nevertheless, we must become  “Educated”  first to then be in that position! 

A very few people of The World  (about 1 in 90,000)  are able to do it now to become  “The Early Adopters”. 
The majority of The World  (about 2/3)  shall be able to do it in The Millennium and become  “The Late Adopters”. 

Yet without  “The Early Adopters”,  then we shall not be in the position to gain  “The Late Adopters”! 
Mankind needs  “The Early Adopters”  FIRST  -  and it is to these people that  “The Invitation  (of Sonship)  becomes a Reality”! 
JC and Paul were  “calling out”  (“screaming out”  if that would help us to take note)  to become one of  “The Early Adopters”  by taking upon 
ourselves  “Accountability,  Ownership and Responsibility”  with  “The Word of God”  to then imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
Absolutely do  not  become a  “professional leader of Religion”  else,  you are so likely to sink into The World and  compromise  God’s Word! 
 
778th Comment – Paul has emptied his heart out to them for the following reason: 
648th Reasoning – Because Paul  sincerely cared  for the members of this Ephesian congregation,  then he wanted to give 
them something by which to remember him,  a collection of Heart Felt Warnings of what would occur.  He was exhibiting 
himself as The Standard for  (1) them to copy,  and  (2) comparison of future leaders deliberately lowering  “The Required 
Standard for Sonship”  (as originally set by Paul)  for  “The Popular Vote”   (2Tim.4v3-4)! 
304th Warning – By contrast,  leaders of “Religion”  are unwilling to set a very High Standard for people to copy,  in fact 
they have lowered  “The Required Standard for Sonship”  to  “Zero”,  and say that if you are a “Christian”,  then you are 
a “Child of God”!   What effrontery to Yahweh  (1) by taking  “The Decision”  away from Him  (Matt.20v23)  and  (2) be 
lowering  “The Standard”  to a point of  “Zero”  so that  any  person can supposedly become a  “Son of God”!   
649th Reasoning – Paul has done his very best for them and now he  sincerely  entreats Yahweh to look after this ecclesia 
by strengthening and guiding these  genuine  (to fulfil Yahweh's Desire)  Ecclesia leaders in their role of rigorous service 
to The Congregation of Ephesus. 
305th Warning – By contrast leaders of “Religion”  have no  real  care for  “The Edification unto Sonship”  for their 
congregational ,members,  else they would instruct them on how to be like Paul.   Sadly,  leaders today put The Bible 
through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19  within their minds,  and spew out the remains to their congregations,  as by critical 
audit of their sermons testify,  when I pull their output apart against directly what The Bible teaches us! 
Acts   20v36 og Also  these (things)   (the having) said/uttered/spoken/commanded/granted,  
Acts   20v36 og (the having)  placed/ordained/settled/{sunk/laid down}/purposed/appointed  the  knees  (of the) him,   
Acts   20v36 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  (to the) all/whole/them  {to them}  
Acts   20v36 og (he) supplicated/worshipped/{prayed earnestly with a vow}  
Acts   20v36 Also  these things  having  said/spoken  (then)  the having  placed/{sunk down}  of  his knees,    

he  supplicated/{prayed earnestly with a vow}  {united as companions}{together in union}  to (= with)  them  all. 
 

Also these things having said,  (then  Paul)  having sunk down  (on)  his knees, 
he  supplicated/{prayed with a vow}  united as companions with them all    
                (= Paul  prayed over them,  for them to personally understand  he was asking Yahweh to keep them steadfast in  “1st Century Christianity”) 
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Paul had poured out to these leaders of The Ephesian Ecclesia,  the feelings and concerns of his heart,  fearfully knowing that not only his imminent 
future in The World was bleak,  but so also the future for these genuine TCs appointed by Yahweh  through Paul  to  accurately  teach God's Word. 
He would have  “supplicated”  to Yahweh on their behalf,  for Yahweh not to allow worldly tribulation to press down too hard upon them. 
Paul knows that “Tribulation”  sourced from  “professional leaders of Religion”  operating according to Satan's methodology  will  bear down upon 
these leaders,  because all TCs must be  tried/tested/proved  'in the field'  as being wholly reliable for  “The Greater Responsibility”  in The Millennium. 
Else,  some disgruntled person will always say a certain  king/priest  is not sufficiently  proven/assayed/qualified  to rule over  “The Resurrected World”. 
That is why  “all things”  will be broadcast throughout  “The Resurrected World”  (Luke.12v2-3, etc.):- 

The activities of both  
The Bad  (= religious leaders rejected to teach or rule,  Luke.20v16)  and  
The Good  (= The 144000 TCs appointed to teach and rule  2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4). 

It is all so very obvious and moreover,  precisely what The Bible tells us! 
It really is  no  mystery,  –  but all so very crystal clear! 

It is just that our  'spiritually lost'  professional religious leaders who make it all so very difficult to understand! 
Done only so they may have some mastery of position over us,  in some manner to justify that  'higher'  position for their worldly return! 
This is  not  how it should be  -  it is  not  what JC or The Apostles  exhibited by example. 

 
779th Comment – The Elders knew Paul was sincere and genuine in his intense care for their future welfare. 
They all wept together knowing that Paul would never see them again during the 1st part of their physical lives. 
650th Reasoning – The Act of Weeping allows the body to release its emotions in a controlled manner.   They could not 
stop Paul from  moving-on  to do what he was best at  -  to teach new people about  “The Word of God”. 
Acts   20v37 og (the) {to arrive}/{coming into season}/ample/fit/great/many/sufficient/considerable  And  
Acts   20v37 og (it) {became to be}  (the) lamentation/wailing/weeping/weeping  (of the) all/whole/every (persons)   
Acts   20v37 og also  (the) embracing/seizing/{falling into}/{lying on}/{pressing upon}  over/upon/concerning  
Acts   20v37 og the  throat/neck  of the  Paul  (they) {kissed  earnestly}/{ardently kissed}  (the) him, 
Acts   20v37 And  it  {became to be}  great/considerable  lamentation/weeping  of  all  the  persons 

also  the  embracing/{falling on}   upon  the  throat/neck  of the  Paul,  they  {ardently kissed}  the  him. 
 

And it became to be considerable weeping of all the people, 
also  embracing/{pressing upon}  upon Paul’s neck,  they ardently kissed him   
 

These grown men older than 40 years,  are seriously weeping,  embracing Paul upon his neck,  and kissing him,  as a foremost spiritual brother. 
Why? 

They have just been told: 
Paul will not be seeing them face to face anymore. 
Paul will no longer be able to answer their questions,  nor be working alongside them in their daily ministry. 
Paul will be going to Jerusalem,  knowing the  “professional leaders of Religion”  will plot to kill him  (actually, we shall read three times)! 
Paul has warned them about unscrupulous Religious Leaders coming into their congregations to rule over them. 
Paul has said these future leaders will be like ravenous wolves living on the backs of the congregational members. 

This was to occur within a generation,  and has remained firmly entrenched throughout The World for the last some 1900+ years! 
 
780th Comment – Luke  (as a witness)  records for us: 

They were weeping because Paul said,  they should not expect to see his face again! 
After which they led him to the boat to wave goodbye. 

651st Reasoning – Paul knows  “The Leaders of Religion”  in Jerusalem  (read: “Judaism, Christianity and Islam”  as 
having come through  “Jerusalem”)  will make every attempt to kill him  (as we are to read on  three  occasions),  as do 
subsequent leaders of Judaism, Christianity and Islam do to TCs of The Gospel Age.  A continuing practice until Yahweh 
has achieved His “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs   (Rev.14v1-4)  to then close The Gospel Age. 
Comment – repeat - I close each chapter with this plea.  I only write like this to gain the rare Nicodemus prepared to  constructively  criticise  
“God's Word”  from out of millions  of  “Leaders of Christendom”  only prepared to  destructively  criticise  “God's Word”  as to what it means for 
“The Early Adopters”.   The  “Probability”  of a Christian leader fulfilling Yahweh's Desire is about 0.00003   (corresponding to 1:30,000 Christians) . 
Acts   20v38 og (the) grieving/sorrowing/tormenting  
Acts   20v38 og (the) {very most}/{in the greatest degree}/chiefly/{most of all}/especially  
Acts   20v38 og over/upon/concerning  to the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  {to whom/which}  
Acts   20v38 og (he had) said/uttered/spoken  because  {no longer/more}/{yet not to}  
Acts   20v38 og (they are) {to occur}/expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming/{about to}  
Acts   20v38 og the  {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion  (of the) him  
Acts   20v38 og (to) {(to be a) spectator of}/discern/experience/behold/consider/{look on}/perceive   
Acts   20v38 og (they) {sent forward}/escorted/aided/accompanied/{conducted forth}  And  
Acts   20v38 og (the) him  into/unto  the  vessel/ship/boat  
Acts   20v38 Grieving/sorrowing   the  {very most}/especially   over/concerning   to the  words/sayings/reasoning 

{to which}  he had  said/spoken  because  they  are  expecting/{to occur} {no longer/more}  to  behold/{look on}  his  face. 
And  they  escorted/accompanied  the  him  unto  the  boat. 

Grieving/Sorrowing  especially concerning to the  words/reasoning  to which he had said: 
because they are expecting no more to behold his face  
And they escorted him unto the boat  
 

As I stated in my previous commentary  (of which I repeat here): 
They have just been told: 

Paul will not be seeing them face to face anymore. 
Paul will no longer be able to answer their questions,  nor be working alongside them in their daily ministry. 
Paul will be going to Jerusalem,  knowing the  “professional leaders of Religion”  will plot to kill him  (actually, we shall read three times)! 
Paul has warned them about unscrupulous Religious Leaders coming into their congregations to rule over them. 
Paul has said these future leaders will be like ravenous wolves living on the backs of the congregational members. 

This was to occur within a generation,  and has remained firmly entrenched throughout The World for the last some 1900+ years! 
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After showing their intense affection towards Paul,  they then walked with him to the boat. 
 
 
781st Comment – Paul, Luke and the accompanying disciples left the Elders behind,  and sailed away for about 200 miles 
stopping off at ports Coos,  Rhodes and then unto Patara. 
Acts   21v1 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  And  (it) {became to be}  (the appropriate time)  
Acts   21v1 og (to) {lead up}/{bring out}/{set forth}/sail/depart/launch  us/our/we  
Acts   21v1 og (the having been) {dragged forth}/{unsheathed (a sword)}/retired/{drawn away}/withdrawn  
Acts   21v1 og off/away/separated/from  {of them},  
Acts   21v1 og (the having) {straight run}/{level course}/{sailed direct}  (we) accompanied/appeared/brought/came   
Acts   21v1 og into/unto  the  Coos,   
Acts   21v1 og to the  and  {taking the hold of}/adjoining/successive/afterwards/following/{on the next (day/ship/etc.)}   
Acts   21v1 og into/unto  the  Rhodes,  
Acts   21v1 og (we) {likewise from that place/time}/{and afterward}/{thence also}  into/unto  (the) Patara, 
Acts   21v1 And  likewise  the having been  {dragged forth}/{drawn away}  off/away/from  {of them}   

it  {became to be}  (the due time)   to  sail/depart/launch  we  having  {straight run}/{sailed direct}  appeared/came  unto  the  Coos, 
and  to the  (= in)   adjoining/successive/following  (day/ship/sailing)  unto  the  Rhodes 
we  {likewise from that place}/{thence also}  unto  the  Patara. 

 

And likewise the having been drawn away from them   (= the watching brethren located on the quayside) 
it became to be  (time)  to  sail/launch,  we having sailed direct came unto Coos, 
and in the following  (day/ship/sailing)  unto Rhodes,   (then)  likewise from that place unto Patara  
 

Paul and Luke,  together with the other seven disciples departed by boat from The Elders of The Ephesian Ecclesia at Miletus. 
The total journey outlined in this verse was about 200 miles by boat.  
 
782nd Comment – Paul and his entourage found a boat sailing towards Phoenicia  (= Gaza, Israel, Lebanon and Syria). 
Acts   21v2 og also  (the having) found/obtained/seen/perceived  (the) vessel/ship/boat   
Acts   21v2 og (the) {crossing entirely}/{going/passing over}/{sailing over}  into/unto  (the) Phoenice,  
Acts   21v2 og (the) {walking upon}/{setting foot}/mounting/ascending/embarking/arriving/ 

/{going abroad}/{taking ship}  
Acts   21v2 og (we) {led up}/{brought out}/{set forth}/sailed/departed/launched  
Acts   21v2 Also  the having  found/seen  the  ship/boat   the  {crossing entirely}/{sailing over}  unto  the  Phoenice/Phoenicia, 

(then)  the  {walking upon}/embarking/{going aboard},  we  {set forth}/departed/launched. 
 

Also having found the boat sailing over unto Phoenicia, 
(then upon)  going aboard  (the boat),  we  {set forth}/launched  
 

They found a boat in Patara on the coast of Lycia that was sailing directly to Tyre on the coast of Phoenicia just north of Israel  
This journey was about 380 miles by sea. 
 
783rd Comment – Paul. Luke and the disciples sailed pass Cyprus and onto Syria  to unload the boat at Tyre. 
Acts   21v3 og (the having) {repeated showing/appearing}/{pointed out}/discovered/sighted  And  the  Cyprus,  
Acts   21v3 og also  (the) {leaving down/behind}/abandoning/reserving/{have remaining}  her/it/same   
Acts   21v3 og (the) {well named}/{good omen}/{left (hand-side as being the lucky side in pagan Greek)}/{left hand side},  
Acts   21v3 og (we) {(from) plunged (through water)}/{passed in vessel}/sailed  into/unto  (the) Syria,   
Acts   21v3 og also  (we) {led/tied down}/landed/touched  into/unto  (the) Tyre;  
Acts   21v3 og {(from) there}/{yonder (place)}  for  (it) was  the  vessel/ship/boat  
Acts   21v3 og (the) {off/away/from unloading}/unloading  (middle voice)  
Acts   21v3 og the  {a load (as filling)}/cargo/wares/burden/merchandise  
Acts   21v3 And  the having  {pointed out}/sighted  the  Cyprus, 

also  {leaving behind}/abandoning  her/it  (on)  the  {left hand side}, 
we  {passed in vessel}/sailed  unto  the  Syria,  also  we  {tied down}/landed  into  the  Tyre; 
for  {from there}/{yonder place}  the  ship/boat  it was  the  (personally)  unloading  the  cargo/wares/merchandise. 

 

And having sighted Cyprus,  (then)  also leaving her  (= Cyprus)  (on)  the  right-hand  side  (of Cyprus), 
we sailed unto Syria,  also we  (then)  landed into  (the city of)  Tyre; 
for from there the boat was unloading the  cargo/merchandise  
 

Cyprus was seen from the boat,  about 200 miles into the sea journey. 
When finally reaching Tyre,  the boat unloaded its cargo, and reloaded with other cargo,  taking perhaps about seven days  (see next verse). 
 
784th Comment – The boat was tied up in the harbour,  unloading and loading for a week.  During which time Paul and 
his entourage stayed with  fellow  “1st Century Christians”  who advised Paul not to go to Jerusalem. 
652nd Reasoning – The  “personality/desires/traits”  (= “how these disciples thought”)  was spoken out to Paul. 
306th Warning – Just because the word  “spirit”  is used in the text does  not  automatically mean it is the  “HS”;   very 
often it is  NOT  the HS  (when “holy” is omitted).  And certainly it is not HS here because it is counter to The HS 
operating in Paul aiming to go to Jerusalem,  and within Yahweh  (also wanting Paul to go to Jerusalem). 
385th Instruction – When  “Spirit”  is used in these circumstances  (with “holy” omitted)  it means  “Personal Opinion”.   
Acts   21v4 og Also  (the having)  {repeatedly/severally find/obtain}/{found out}/{diligently searched}  
Acts   21v4 og (the) learners/pupils/disciples,  
Acts   21v4 og (we) {stayed over}/persevered/abided/continued/remained/{kept on}  his/its  (= there)  
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Acts   21v4 og days/{periods of time}  seven;  
Acts   21v4 og who/which  to the  Paul  (the) {laid out}/stated/exclaimed   
Acts   21v4 og through (reason of)  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits,  
Acts   21v4 og not  (to) {go up}/arise/ascend/climb  into/unto  (the) Jerusalem   
Acts   21v4 Also  the having  {looking all around to find}/{diligently searched}  the  learners/disciples, 

we  {stayed over}/continued/remained  it (= there)  seven  days; 
who  the  stated/exclaimed  to the  Paul  through reason of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits, 
not  to  {go up}/ascend  into/unto  the  Jerusalem. 

 

Also the having diligently searched  (for)  the  learners/disciples,  we  {stayed over}/remained  there seven days; 
who  (= the learners/disciples)  stated to Paul through reason of the  spirit (= personality/desires/traits) 
                   (= Because of their concern,  the disciples  were “minded”  to warn Paul that it was too dangerous for him to go to Jerusalem) 
(for Paul)  not to ascend into Jerusalem    (= it was not safe at that time to enter Jerusalem)   
 

Paul, Luke and the other seven disciples knowing the cargo transfer would take about seven days to complete,  chose to use that time to find other  “1st 
Century Christians”  and start teaching within the city for new people.  No time like the present,  to teach God's Word to strangers! 
However, as soon as Paul told these  “1st Century Christians”  he was traveling on to Jerusalem,  they immediately felt motivated to say:  “No!” 
They knew the leaders of  “Religion”  heading-up  Jerusalem wanted to kill Paul,  so were minded to instruct Paul not to go to Jerusalem. 

This is an interesting verse inasmuch in what it does not say! 
It does not have the word  “holy”  around the word  “spirit”.  
We know this is  not  a reference to the HS,  because the HS  never  operates in a contradictory manner within people. 
Paul was moved by the HS to travel to Jerusalem and yet these people said:  No!   In very much the  one/same  manner as did Peter to JC  (Matt.16v23). 
Thus here and much elsewhere when only the word  “spirit”  is used in isolation to  “holy”,  then it should be correctly reasoned it means someone is  
“minded to do something”,  underwriting my universal description of  “spirit”  to be  “personality/desires/traits”  expressed by character. 
The reader should beware,  because many  worldly Christian leaders whenever seeing the word  “spirit”  within the text automatically and erroneously 
state it means the HS,  which it most certainly does not!  Or they state the very opposite to errantly state  “demon”   (ignoring the warning at Rev.22v18).   

The reason for my warning is that these  charlatan Christian leaders will  spin  the understanding at such locations  into a lie  for their own 
devious personal gain! 

I can only but warn;  the responsibility personally lays with the reader  to heed the warning  I freely give! 
 
785th Comment – After seven days in Tyre,  and ready to leave,  they say their farewells to the women and children outside 
the city and prayed together. 
653rd Reasoning – Prayer brings the unity of the people to be alongside Yahweh.   Actually Yahweh does not need our 
prayers at all!    However we need to pray to Yahweh  -  not for self-indulgent goodies,  but so that we learn to consolidate 
our mind to be in union with Yahweh  -  pushing ourselves to be fulfilling His Desire.  This is the first part of what praying 
yields,  and if we are asking  correctly  then Yahweh shall answer positively (James.4v2-3,  1John.5v14-15). 
Acts   21v5 og {at which too}/when  And  (it) {became to be}  us/our/we  
Acts   21v5 og (to) {from out completeness/perfection}/{to finish out}/{to equip fully}/accomplish/{thoroughly furnish}   
Acts   21v5 og the  days/{periods of time},  
Acts   21v5 og (the having) issued/{come/gone forth/out}/departed/{spread abroad}/proceeded  
Acts   21v5 og (we) traversed/travelled/departed/journeyed (middle voice)  
Acts   21v5 og (of the) {sending forward}/escorting/aiding/accompanying/{conducting forth}  us/our/we  
Acts   21v5 og (of the) all/whole/every  {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  (to the) women/wives  
Acts   21v5 og also  (to the) children/daughters/sons  until/while/{as long as}/unto  outside/{away from}/without/outward  
Acts   21v5 og of the  {town large/or with walls}/city,  
Acts   21v5 og also  (the) {to be placing}/ordaining/settling/{sinking/laying down}/purposing/appointing  the  knees  
Acts   21v5 og over/upon/concerning  the  {rush unto the sea}/beach/shore  
Acts   21v5 og (we) supplicated/worshipped/{prayed earnestly} (middle voice), 
Acts   21v5 And  when  it  {became to be}  (for)  us  to  accomplish/complete  the  days        (= fulfilled our workload in ministry) 

the  having  {gone forth}/departed/proceeded,  we  (personally)  travelled/journeyed  accompanied/escorted      (by the  women/children) 
we  all/whole  {united as companions}/{together in union}  to the (= with)  women/wives  also  to the (= with)  children   
until/{up to}/while  the  outside/{away from}  of the  city, 
also  the  placing/{sinking down}  the knees  over/upon  the  beach/shore   we  (personally)  supplicated/{prayed earnestly}. 

 

And when it became to be  (for)  us to  accomplish/complete  the days   (of our ministry term within this city to strengthen the disciples) 
(then)  having departed,  we personally travelled in company   (with our disciple’s wives and children,  who were to bid farewell to us) 
we all together in union with  women/wives  also with children until outside of the city, 
also the sinking down the knees upon the shore we personally supplicated   (= for Yahweh to interceded over their future wellbeing)  
                 (=  For them   [1]  not to be persecuted by religious leaders  and   [2]  not to slip back into worldly methodology) 
 

After the seven days waiting for the ship to unload and reload different cargo,  Paul,  Luke  and the other disciples went in company outside the city of 
Tyre with the wives and children outside the city and jointly supplicated to Yahweh about Paul's and their future.  Asking Yahweh to assist them in their 
ministry to make them more efficient and productive than they would have been if not having Yahweh working alongside them. 
With Yahweh working alongside,  then the effectiveness of persecution by religious leaders would be minimised,  also working hard in the ministry work 
would greatly occupy their mind,  thus protecting them from sinking back into worldly methodology. 
Note the Greek word “gune” is used.   

Why is this significant? 
Not particularly in this instance – because within the context of children,  then we realise this means “wives”. 
Now when we now see the same word used at 1Cor.14v34-35 our translators change it to “women”, when the context again tells us it should be “wives”, 
Being that  “The Wives”  of the appointed elders should not be usurping the position of their husbands over the congregational members. 
The point is that when married,  the dynamics change in  some instances  where wives assume control over their husbands,  who in this instance are  
contrite and humble  husbands,  else they would not have been appointed by The Apostles to administer the congregations.  Please see The Requirements 
for Elders as given in the letters to both Timothy and Titus. 

Therefore,  Paul is  not  speaking about “women”.   
But rather,  Paul is speaking directly to  “The Wives”  of The Elders,  to be respectful to their husbands' appointed positions. 
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We understand that  faulty  translations given by male translators some 500 years ago has remained unchallenged except in an  unrighteous  manner in 
the last few years to make Paul and Yahweh to look stupid and unreasonable!   It is  The Male Translators  at fault,  not  The Source of Knowledge! 
Moreover, we must not forget  “The Supplication”  mentioned in this verse. 

Is it the supplication  (translated as  “prayer”  in worldly bibles)  as taught by our  worldly Christian leaders? 
Obviously not!   They get just about  everything wrong! 
They teach what  “prayer”  means is best explained with the following examples: 

1.  We pray for the people hurt in some  distant land,  suffered some form of catastrophe, … … …  etc. 
     (In the manner to show some feigned concern and now.  over to You,  God .  Do something about it!) 
2.  We pray for You,  God,  to help me to be good, better, helpful,  … … … etc.   
     (In the manner to feign some concern over personal improvement!   And if You,  God,  do not,  then it is Your fault if I do not improve!) 
Actually it is worse now  (I have just heard today a lady Chaplin state:  “We think of you people in pain and suffering … … !”   

And evidentially  -  not much else! 
The whole thing is  “Hypocrisy”  of the highest order and please let me explain why. 
Quite simply: 
To answer the first point: 

Yahweh is staying outside Worldly affairs because He  is  truly  “Holy”  and if He involved Himself, in its affairs while it is presently Satan's 
world,  then humans within Mankind would not know upon Whom to apportion  “Blame”  of the current worldly problems.  So Yahweh only 
involves Himself in directly supporting TCs  -  who  demonstrably prove  themselves to be precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
Because when Yahweh  does  gain His 144000 future  “Sons of God”  then He  can  directly intervene by removing Satan,  physically 
stopping the pain and suffering within The World by bringing forth The Millennium  (Rev.21v1-4),  and this improvement can be directly 
attributed to where it should lay,  with Yahweh.   
That is  why  it is our primary responsibility to bring more TCs to Yahweh,  so that this future reality can occur ever-more sooner. 

To answer the second point: 
Yahweh and JC have  'bent over backwards'  to make us become  “good,  better and helpful  (etc.)”,  and yet we wholly ignore what both of 
Them have done for us!    Therefore, if that is not the most hypocritical and disrespectful form of prayer with that subject matter,  then I do not 
know what could exceed it!   Where,  if we have not improved during the 1st part of our physical life,  and about 99.9% of all humans shall not 
improve sufficiently to become TCs,  then by inference,  are we at liberty to blame Yahweh for not making us  better/etc.? 

I hope that the reader can now understand the extreme vanity and hypocrisy of such words! 
Then the last addition made during my final proof reading  (18 Dec. 2018) “think”,   just takes the effrontery to a completely new level! 

However,  Yahweh is steadily working within and around TCs who demonstrably prove themselves worthy of His interaction to bring forth His “Most 
Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  which for The Gospel Age is to achieve 144000 TCs for His next stage,  being The 1st Resurrection and then 
afterwards comes  “The Millennium”. 
Yahweh affords protection for the TCs and guides them  IN THINGS THAT ARE  OUTSIDE OF THEIR CONTROL,  as we read by example in  “The 
Acts of The Apostles”,  so that the TCs can continue to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  to bring forth the next generation of TCs to achieve this  
“Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs. 
Yet our professional leaders of Christendom,  believe none of it,  that is why they  never  teach it,  and why Yahweh  completely rejects them! 
Everything in this commentary is underwritten by The Bible in many, many places  -  but our professional Christian leaders  ignore this evidence! 
All as my thousands of commentaries of The New Testament tell us. 

They are  “On Notice”  as having been  publicly forewarned,  so now they have no excuse,  when Yahweh belittles them in The Millennium! 
All precisely as we are taught in The New Testament in many places when speaking about our  worldly Christian leaders of The Gospel Age! 

 
786th Comment – Finishing their prayers together,  the apostles embarked on the boat and  women/children  went home. 
Acts   21v6 og also  (the) {enfolded in the arms}/embraced/saluted/greeted (plural, middle voice)  
Acts   21v6 og (the) {one another}/mutual/together,  
Acts   21v6 og (we) {walked upon}/{set foot}/mounted/ascended/embarked/arrived/{went abroad}/{took ship}   
Acts   21v6 og into/unto  the  vessel/ship/boat,  
Acts   21v6 og {that one}/those  and  (they) {to turn under}/return/{come again}/{turn back}  into/unto  
Acts   21v6 og the (plural)  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}/privately  
Acts   21v6 Also  the  (personally)  embraced/saluted  the  {one another}, 

we  {walked upon}/embarked/{went aboard}  into/unto  the  ship/boat, 
and  those  (women/children)  they  returned/{turned back}  unto  the  (ones = homes)  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}. 

 

Also  (we)  personally embraced one another,  (then)  we went aboard into the boat, 
and those  (women and children)  they returned unto their own  (homes/families)  
 

Again,  Paul, Luke and the 7 disciples embraced the  “1st Century Christians”   and boarded the boat to leave them  (moving ever steadily to Jerusalem). 
 
787th Comment – They sailed south for 20 miles from Tyre to Ptolemais and stayed with some  “1st Century Christians”  
for a day with them. 
Acts   21v7 og {we ourselves}  And  the  {(from) plunging to sail}/navigation/{set course}/voyage  
Acts   21v7 og (the) {(from) through (to effect)}/{accomplishing thoroughly}/completing/finishing  
Acts   21v7 og off/away/separated/from  (of the) Tyre,  
Acts   21v7 og (we) {met against}/{arrived at}/attained/came  into/unto  (the) Ptolemais,  
Acts   21v7 og also  (the having) {enfolded in the arms}/embraced/saluted/greeted (plural, middle voice)   
Acts   21v7 og the  brothers/{The Brethren}  (we) stayed/remained/abided/dwelt/endured/stood/continued  
Acts   21v7 og (the) day/{period of time}  first/certain/one  near/beside/with/against/alongside  {to them}  
Acts   21v7 And  {we ourselves}  the  completing/finishing  the  {set course}/sailing/voyage  off/from  of the  Tyre, 

we  {arrived at}/came  into/unto  the  Ptolemais, 
also  the having  (personally)  embraced/saluted  the  brothers,   
we  stayed/continued/remained  first/one  day/{period of time}  near/alongside  {to (= with)  them}. 

 

And we ourselves completing the voyage from Tyre,  we came unto Ptolemais, 
also the having personally embraced the brothers,  we stayed one day alongside with them  
 

This journey southwards was of about 20 miles by ship along the coast. 
Paul and his companions met with more  “1st Century Christians”  at another city closer to Jerusalem,  and stayed a day with them. 
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788th Comment – Paul and his party of people travelled south to Caesarea and stayed with the apostle Philip. 
He was one of the remaining seven of the original twelve disciples of JC. 
Acts   21v8 og to the  And  {upon the morrow}/{occurring on the succeeding day}/{day following}/{next day (after)}  
Acts   21v8 og (the) issuing/{coming/going forth/out}/departing/{spreading abroad}/proceeding  the (ones = persons)  
Acts   21v8 og concerning/about  the  Paul  (we) accompanied/appeared/brought/came  into/unto  (the) Caesarea,  
Acts   21v8 og also  (the) entering/{arising into}/{going in}  into/unto  the  dwelling/temple/house/household/family  
Acts   21v8 og (of the) Philip  of the  {a preacher (of the Gospel)}/evangelist,  
Acts   21v8 og of the (one = person)  being/having  {from/out of}  of the  Seven,  
Acts   21v8 og (we) stayed/remained/abided/dwelt/endured/stood/continued  
Acts   21v8 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  (to the) him  
Acts   21v8 And  to the  (= in/on)  {upon the morrow}/{following/next day}    

the  (ones = persons)  issuing/{going forth}/{spreading abroad}  concerning/about  (= with)   the Paul   
we  accompanied/appeared/came  into/unto  the  Caesarea, 
also  the  entering/{going in}  into/unto  the  dwelling/house  of the  Philip  of the  evangelist,   
of the  (one = person)   being  {from out of}  of the  seven   (remaining pillars of  “1st Century Christianity”  = of the 12 original disciples). 
we  stayed/remained  near/alongside  to the (= with)  him. 

 

And on the next day,  the people going forth with  Paul,  we came into Caesarea, 
also entering into the house of the evangelist Philip, 
one of the people being from out of the seven   (= Philip was one of the original 12 disciples,  of which 7 now live  [the rest untimely killed]) 
we stayed alongside with him  
 

After another boat trip of about 30 miles southwards along the coast,  Paul, Luke and the seven disciples arrived at the important city of Caesarea where 
Philip,  one of The Original Twelve Disciples, was living.  This was about 56 CE and by now, only seven of the original 12 disciples were alive,  four had 
been  murdered,  and Judas  Iscariot,  “The Betrayer of JC”,  had committed suicide. 
Phillip found room for these nine guests to stay with him. 
 
789th Comment – Philip had four prophesying daughters who were still virgins. 
654th Reasoning – These daughters must have been late 20's to mid-30's because Yahweh would not operate within anyone 
younger  (being emotionally too immature),  which would have made Philip married and with daughters when he was a 
disciple of JC.  
655th Reasoning – It must be understood that these daughters would have learnt much from their father and had the  
correct  upbringing to become useful vessels for Yahweh to operate within.  Having a humble,  demur and respectful mind. 
As such Yahweh would use them to teach about  “The Salvation of Mankind”  by reason of The Millennium. 
307th Warning – These daughters would  not  be behaving like people do today in some Christian churches,  where they 
bring Yahweh to shame in a  sane/reasoning  mind by giving  self-indulgent  prophetic prattle to patronise  self-
gratification  of both themselves and their peers!   This is an abomination! 
386th Instruction – The  only  prophecies that are sourced by Yahweh are those specific prophecies that in some manner 
bring forth  “The Salvation of Mankind”!   Nothing else!   Yahweh has no reason to  self-indulge  spoilt children! 
Acts   21v9 og {in/with/by  this}/{the same}  And  (they) were  (the) {female children}/descendants/daughters  
Acts   21v9 og (the) maidens/virgins  four  (the) {foretelling events}/{speaking under divine inspiration}/prophesying  
Acts   21v9 And  {by this}  (man = Philip)   they  were   (his)  daughters,    

four  maidens/virgins  the  {speaking under divine inspiration}/prophesying. 
 

And by this  (man = Philip),  there were daughters,  four  (unmarried)  maidens prophesying  
 

Phillip was obviously married.  In addition, he must have been married when traveling with JC as a foremost disciple some 25 years earlier,  because all 
four daughters were of an age to be prophesying.  They would most certainly  not  be behaving in the same manner as is done today in the irreverently 
hype and emotion of charismatic congregations.   These four daughters would be respectful of their father's position and authority over the household.  
They would most certainly not be behaving in a manner that would bring disrepute to their father,  also to  “Whom and What”  he represented within a  
sane/reasoning  mind of an external observer.   Paul would have had something to say if they did anything other than accurately represent  “The Mind of 
Yahweh”  and thus be speaking about specifically how Yahweh was moving forward His  “Plan for Human Salvation”   (and certainly not about self-
indulgent  hype and activity)! 

We should very carefully reason upon these things,  and put them into context. 
 
790th Comment – While Paul, Luke and the seven disciples stayed with Philip,  a prophet Agabus came from Jerusalem. 
Acts   21v10 og (of the) {staying over}/persevering/abiding/continuing/remaining/{keeping on}  And  {of/from us}  
Acts   21v10 og (the) days/{periods of time}  more/greater/many,  
Acts   21v10 og (he) {came/went down}/departed/descended/alighted  {some/any/certain person} 
Acts   21v10 og off/away/separated/from  of the  Judea  (the) prophet/{inspired teacher}/foreteller   
Acts   21v10 og (to the) name/character/authority  (the) Agabus  
Acts   21v10 And  the  {staying over}/abiding/remaining  of us  the  more/many  the  days/{periods so time} 

the  {some/certain person}   the  prophet/{inspired teacher}  to the  name/character/authority  the  Agabus   
he  {came down}/departed  off/from  of the  Jerusalem. 

 

And we  {staying over}/abiding  the more days  (with Philip) 
a certain  prophet/{inspired teacher}  to the name  (of)  Agabus came down from Jerusalem  
 

Luke records that while staying over with Philip for a few days,  then a prophet  “Agabus”  come from Jerusalem. 
 
791st Comment – Agabus took Paul's belt,  firstly bound his hands and then afterwards bound Paul's feet as a symbolic 
representation of what was to occur when Paul went to Jerusalem.  Agabus did this under the direction of the HS. 
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656th Reasoning – Why?  It is important for us to understand.  Agabus was  not  saying Paul should not go to Jerusalem,  
but mentally preparing him what to expect so that it would not be a surprise.  Thus enabling Paul beforehand to prepare 
his mind for this eventuality,  Forewarned is to be forearmed!   Yahweh is showing Paul that He knows what will occur 
and He will still be close alongside Paul during his detention. 
71st Prophecy – Agabus prophesises that Paul will be taken prisoner in Jerusalem. 
Acts   21v11 og Also  (the having) accompanied/appeared/brought/come  toward/nearness/{accession to}  us/our/we,  
Acts   21v11 og also  (the) {lifting/taking  up/away}/carrying/taking  the  belt/pocket/girdle/purse  of the  Paul,  
Acts   21v11 og (the) binding/{being in bonds}/knitting/tying/winding  both  (of the) him  
Acts   21v11 og the  {hollowness for grasping}/hands  also  the  feet  (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:  
Acts   21v11 og {this or that (one)}/{the and the same}/{these or those}  (it) {lays out}/states/exclaims  
Acts   21v11 og the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin},  
Acts   21v11 og the  man/husband/fellow  {of whom/which}  (it) is  
Acts   21v11 og the  binding/{being in bonds}/knitting/tying/winding  this/that (specifically),  
Acts   21v11 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  (they will) bind/{be in bonds}/knit/tie/wind  
Acts   21v11 og in  (to the) Jerusalem  the  Jews,  
Acts   21v11 og also  (they will) {yield up}/surrender/deliver/betray/{cast over}  
Acts   21v11 og into/unto  (the) {hollowness for grasping}/hands  (of the)  gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples  
Acts   21v11 Also   the having  appeared/come  towards  us,   also  the  {lifting up}/taking  the  belt/girdle  of the  Paul 

both  the  binding/tying  of  his   (1)  hands  also   (2)  the  feet  he said/spoke: 
This states  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}, 
{in like manner}/likewise  the  Jews  within  Jerusalem 
they will  bind/tie  the  man/fellow  of whom  is  this  specific  binding/tying. 

 

Also the having come towards us  (as a grouping)  also  (then)  taking Paul’s  belt/girdle 
(Agabus)  both binding of his  (= Paul’s)   (1) hands  also  (2) the feet,  he said: 
   This states the spirit  (= personality/desires/traits)  the holy   (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}), 
   likewise  (to me binding you by illustration,)  the Jews  (= The Religious Leaders)  within Jerusalem,   
   they will bind the man of whom is  (the recipient of)  this  (illustrative)  binding  
 

Agabus would have been an elderly person by the way he behaved to Paul,  a younger person would not have operated like this to a foremost apostle. 
This prophet used the physical allegory of the belt to impress upon Paul,  what Paul was to expect when he goes to Jerusalem. 
Very important observation. 

It must be noted that Agabus absolutely did  not  say to Paul  “Not to go to Jerusalem”,  but rather conditioning Paul's mind  to be prepared  
to face what was to occur,  of which Paul already realised would become a reality,  hence his earlier farewell meeting with the Ephesian 
Ecclesia leaders in Miletus. 

Yahweh was  kindly preparing  Paul to face his future,  strengthening Paul,  letting him know that Yahweh has  not forgotten him  and would be working 
alongside him while in this future imprisoned state.   It was merely the next phase within Paul's life,  where Yahweh would be speaking through Paul,  
and Paul would directly witness to  “The People in Power”  with the onus now on themselves as to how they were to operate. 

In addition, this time of future imprisonment would enable Luke to write  “Luke's Gospel”  and then  “The Acts of The Apostles”.  Both books 
were wholly necessary to be included within The Bible for all of us to read throughout the next some 1900+ years,  and thus  yield more TCs  
throughout The Gospel Age while Paul and Luke were in their graves  ‘asleep’  awaiting for their  justified place  in  “The 1st Resurrection”! 

 
792nd Comment – When all the people heard of this prophecy,   they begged Paul not to go to Jerusalem. 
657th Reasoning – Note:  It would not be Agabus pleading with Paul not to go.   He knows that Paul will go to fulfil 
Yahweh's Desire and these things will occur as he as foretold through the HS.  It would be the novices not understanding 
Yahweh's Desire who would be pleading with Paul.  It is very important to make this distinction. 
387th Instruction – We must gain a mind of Yahweh and not of The World.  It is by understanding Yahweh's Desire to 
bring forth  “The Salvation of Mankind”   that separates  “The Mature Adult”  in God's Word from  “The Child”. 
658th Reasoning – “The Child”  looks to a  long life in the present body  knowing of nothing else,  but  “The Mature 
Adult” taught and grown up in God's Word looks to  Everlasting Life in a new Perfect Body.   That is the difference. 
Acts   21v12 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  And  (we) heard/listened/understood/responded  these (things),  
Acts   21v12 og (we) {set beside}/{called near}/{invoked by imploring}/beseeched/exhorted/entreated/ 

/urged/comforted/begged/besought  
Acts   21v12 og {we ourselves}  both  also  the  {(from) fixed location}/{resident (of that place)} (plural)  
Acts   21v12 og of the  not  (to) {go up}/arise/ascend/climb  (the) him  into/unto  (the) Jerusalem  
Acts   21v12 And  {in that manner}/as  we  heard/understood  these things,    

both   (1)  {we ourselves}  (as of Paul’s party)   also  (2) the  residents of that place  (= Philip’s family) 
{set beside}/beseeched/entreated/urged/begged  of the  him  not  to  {go up}/arise  into/unto  the  Jerusalem. 

 

And in that manner as we  heard/understood  these things   (= the prophecy by allegory said by Agabus)   
both  (1) we ourselves  (of Paul’s traveling party)  also  (2) the residents of that place  (= Philip’s family and local friends) 
{set beside}/beseeched/begged  of the  him  (= Paul)  no  to go up into Jerusalem  
 

It was  not  Agabus begging Paul not to go,  he had  only  given the future prophecy  (of what he knew would occur). 
It was the other people around Paul who wanted Paul to be free and alongside them,  and it was they who begged Paul not to go to Jerusalem.   
This immediately reminds me of Peter and JC at Matt.16v23,  and JC rebuked Peter by saying:  “Get behind me , you opposer!” 
The point behind this is that both JC and Paul  were  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire for  “The Greater Long-Term Good”.  

For JC,  it was to become  “The Ransom  Sacrifice”  and thus give every human a second opportunity for life everlasting 
For Paul,  it was to prove Paul righteous to  “The Resurrected World”  and to show the  “Anti-Yahweh  nature”  of  “Religious Leaders”! 

 
793rd Comment – Paul indignantly replies: 

Why are you weeping and crushing my resolve? 
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For I am prepared not only to be bound,  but to die for The Cause of Yahweh! 
    (= The leaders of  “Religion”  can kill me in Jerusalem like they did to JC!) 

659th Reasoning – Paul is not only making a statement to these people  (that he is fearless worker for Yahweh),  but 
importantly,  he wants to make a personal statement to the  “Leaders of Religion”.   To show they have no  mental hold 
over him or as it turns out,   no physical hold because they are unable to murder him even though they try  three  times! 
388th Instruction – It must be understood:  Yahweh is showing  leaders of “Religion”  (and to The World at large)  when 
Yahweh Decrees something,  in this instance  -  “Paul is to speak in Rome” then this shall occur.  Leaders of “Religion” 
shall be shown to be wholly impotent against  “Yahweh's Desire being made manifest in The Environment”  (= the HS)! 
Acts   21v13 og (he) {concluded for oneself}/responded/{began to speak}/answered  And  the  Paul   
Acts   21v13 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  
Acts   21v13 og (yourselves) doing/making/producing/yielding/performing/providing/practicing  
Acts   21v13 og (the) sobbing/{wailing aloud}/weeping  also  (the) {crushed together}/dispirited/breaking  
Acts   21v13 og {of me}/I/me/mine/my  the  heart/{seat of motivation}?   
Acts   21v13 og (emphatic) I/me  For  no/not/none  merely/alone/only  (to be) bound/{be in bonds}/knitted/tied,  
Acts   21v13 og but  also  (to) die/{face death}/{be slain}  into/unto  (the) Jerusalem   
Acts   21v13 og prepared/provided/adjusted/{made ready}  (I) hold/take/possess/obtain/have   
Acts   21v13 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  of the  name/character/authority   
Acts   21v13 og of the  lord/master  (of the) Jesus  
Acts   21v13 And  the  Paul,  he responded/answered: 

Why/Wherefore   yourselves  doing/making/producing  the  sobbing/weeping   
also  the  {crushing together}/dispiriting/breaking  my  the  heart/{seat of motivation}? 
For  emphatic I  (Paul)  hold/possess/have  preparedness/readiness  not  merely/only  to be  bound/tied   
but  also  to  die/{be slain}  into/unto  the  Jerusalem   
{for the sake/behalf of}  of the  name/character/authority  of the  lord/master  Jesus. 

 

And Paul answered: 
   Why are yourselves doing the  sobbing/weeping  also  {crushing together}/dispiriting  my  heart/{seat of motivation}? 
   For  (emphatic) I (Paul)  have readiness not only to be bound   (by  “Leaders of Religion”),   
   but also to die  (= be murdered,  by  “Leaders of Religion”)  in the Jerusalem 
   for the sake of   (= by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to  accurately  teach people  “1st Century Christianity”) 
   of the  name/character/authority  of the  lord/master  Jesus   (= JC as “The Word of God”  wholly controls our mind so we imitate him)  
 

Paul makes his stance well known;  his mind is fully disposed to go to Jerusalem  to complete the missionary phase of his life at Jerusalem. 
So he states clearly to them: 

Why are you all crushing my determination to go to Jerusalem? 
My mind is resolved to offer myself at Yahweh's Temple as a future stone of  “The New Spiritual Temple”! 

Establishing terminology: 
“Jerusalem”  means  “city/organisation of peace”  being what it shall be in The Millennium  (where  “Jerusalem”  is absolutely  not  a 
physical place,  but rather it is  “Yahweh’s Organisation of Leaders”  that shall be ruling  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium). 
“Jerusalem”  contextually in this verse means:  “The Hub of central religious thinking”   

We must understand  “Jerusalem”  today means  “centralised religious control”,  where its leaders of whatever religion  (Judaism, Christianity and 
Islam)  deliberately plot to remove religious opposition that adversely affects their domineering position over society as we read at John.11v47-53. 

Being what this position yields:  money/power/leverage/honour/sex/{debilitating habits}/glory/etc. 
This we witness throughout the ages –  and thus occurs today –  as we have equally read  (being only what is exposed –  like the tip of an iceberg)! 
However it shall all be exposed in The Millennium  (Luke.12v2-3)  to explain why these present religious leaders have been  completely rejected  by 
Yahweh to be  “The New World Leaders”  over  “The Resurrected World”  (Matt.22v9-12, Luke.20v16,  as a few of so  many  examples). 
Paul is internally motivated to push  “The Word of God”  (= “for the sake of JC”)  directly into 'The Hornets' Nest',  he is not cowering away from them 
anymore,  he has fully established many Ecclesiae outside Israel that he can leave in the capable hands of Timothy, Apollos, Titus, etc.  Paul is now 
going to  “The Head of The Serpent”  being those religious leaders in Jerusalem who murdered his master,  JC. 
It is no different throughout The World for the last some 1900+ years while The World's Leaders have Satan's methodology as their ruler  (1John.5v19). 
 
794th Comment – The people around Paul could not dissuade him,  and so held their peace. 

Stating:  Let Yahweh's Desire occur, 
660th Reasoning – At last,  the people around Paul now:  “Get it!” 

Paul,  as The Exemplar,  has shown The Way for them to:  “Get it!”   
Paul knows Yahweh's Mind;.  He knows Yahweh has worked alongside him and Yahweh will never let “Death” occur to 
Paul until Paul can no longer be of service to Yahweh,  thereby  'instantly later'  (as it appears when 'asleep')  he shall be 
resurrected as a future “Son of God”.   So about what should he be worried?   His life is in Yahweh's Hands! 
389th Instruction – We must gain a mind like Paul which is a mind like Yahweh.  But we can only be in this position by 
thoroughly learning our subject matter,  rigorously assaying it and then finally operating with fidelity to  “The Assayed 
Knowledge”  confidently knowing then,  it is sourced by Yahweh.   It is this that gives us  “assurance”  to continue! 
308th Warning – Beware of people taking away our resolve with supposed words of  (worldly)  wisdom,  often coming 
from acclaimed dedicated “Christians”.   But these “Acclaimed dedicated Christians”  are actually  “worldly Christians”  
who think they have a mind of Yahweh,  but clearly  they only have a worldly mind  unable to think where Yahweh shall 
take Mankind!   Sadly,  they cannot see  the  underwork  required  to support The Millennium. 
Acts   21v14 og not  (of the being) pacified/conciliated/agreed/persuaded/confident/assured/trusted/obeyed  And  (of the) him,  
Acts   21v14 og (we) {kept still}/{refrained from labour/meddlesome/speech}/ceased/{held peace}/{be quiet}/rested  
Acts   21v14 og (the) saying/uttering/speaking/commanding/granting:  
Acts   21v14 og The  determination/decree/purpose/choice/will/desire  of the  Lord/Master  (let it) {become to be}  
Acts   21v14 And  not  of the  him   being  pacified/persuaded/assured   

we  {kept still}/ceased/{held peace}  the  saying/speaking: 
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The  determination/will/desire  of  The  Lord/Master  (= Yahweh)  let it  {become to be}. 
 

And he  (= Paul)  not being  pacified/persuaded   (by the people imploring him not to go to Jerusalem) 
we  (= Paul’s company and Philip’s family)  held peace  (= they stopped speaking about it)   
the saying: 
   The  determination/will/desire  of  The  Lord/Master  (= Yahweh)  let it become to be  
 

Why is  The Lord/Master  =  Yahweh  and  not  JC?   (As “The Word of God” – see previous verse). 
Quite simply answered: 

They are already driven by  “The Word of God” (= JC) operating within their mind,  and thus as TCs  (as  only  determined by Yahweh)  then 
their direct  “Lord/Master”  is  “Yahweh”,  because they are now positioned in precisely the  one/same  position as was JC when he was in a 
human body. 

This absolutely  cannot  be said about our professional religious leaders who have a different god ruling their mind  (witness their hypocritical output as 
I have profusely explained elsewhere). 
We must ignore the unrighteous nonsense that comes out of the mouths of our  ‘millions’  of Christian theologians and scholars within the higher 
echelons of Universities and Seminaries,  -  they have a mind full of  “worldly capability”  and yet almost  zero  understanding of Yahweh’s Mind.   
A conclusion based upon  auditing  their output against specifically what The Bible teaches us,  of which I have reams upon reams of their writings that 
weave in and out of semi-truth,  filled with fanciful,  but wholly irrational nonsense in between! 

Having nothing better to do than to be gallivanting upon flights of fancy in their ego trips,  and The Resultant of their muses signifies nothing! 
That is why The Bible speaks so much about The Babes (= non-academics)  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  and likewise of JC speaking about the First/Most 
(of society today)  becoming the  Last/Least  (within The Millennium),   because quite simply Yahweh is judging  “The Humility of The Mind”  for these 
future positions of honour in The Millennium! 

The very best thing  “Babes”  can do is  wholly ignore these academics  –  which is precisely what Yahweh is presently doing! 
We must only read a  good quality  Bible  (not the NIV,  Good News, or the such-like examples)   -   that is  all  we need to do. 

Most importantly,  wholly  avoid  the teaching of  “professional religious leaders”! 
Then put into practice with fidelity what The Bible teaches us.   It is really  “perfectly simple”! 

Contrary to  all  other professions where excellence in academia yields a competent authority to represent  “The Reason”  for education,  an academic 
qualification in “Religion”  is the very Worst Thing to gain if claiming to represent Yahweh,  because The Mind is developed  incorrectly! 
 
795th Comment – Unable to dissuade Paul,  they packed their clothes and journeyed together unto Jerusalem. 
Acts   21v15 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  And  the  days/{periods of time}  
Acts   21v15 og these/those (specifically)   
Acts   21v15 og (the having) {from/off vessel/equipment}/{packed up (one's) baggage}/carriages/{made ready} (plural)   
Acts   21v15 og (we) {went up}/arose/ascended/climbed  into/unto  (the) Jerusalem  
Acts   21v15 And  after  those  specific days             (of impassioned begging not to go to Jerusalem) 

the  having  {packed up our own baggage}/{picked up our carriages},  we  {went up}/ascended  into/unto  the  Jerusalem. 
 

And after those specific days   (of when we tried to dissuade Paul from going to Jerusalem – [as did Peter to JC, Matt.16v22-23]) 
we having packed our own baggage  (then)  went up into Jerusalem  
 

The party was resigned to Paul forging forward into Jerusalem to  'shake it up'! 
As they travelled alongside Paul,  think what may have been said during the many hours of the walking journey, consuming some 65 miles (without cars)! 

Would it be in silence?   
Or speaking about past events on Paul's Missionary Journeys,  or perhaps of Paul's anticipation to stir the inhabitants within Jerusalem? 

 
798th Comment – A large grouping of people, Paul, Luke and his disciples,  and those living at Caesarea journeyed unto 
Jerusalem along with a Cypriot, Mnason,  having the ability to host all of them within Jerusalem.  
Acts   21v16 og (they) {convened/departed in company}/{associated with}/cohabited/assembled  And  
Acts   21v16 og also  of the  learners/pupils/disciples  off/away/separated/from  (of the) Caesarea  
Acts   21v16 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  {to us},  
Acts   21v16 og (the) {leading away}/bringing/driving/going/inducing  (one = person)  near/beside/with/against/alongside  
Acts   21v16 og {to whom/which}  (we may) {be a host}/{make/appear strange}/entertain/lodge,  
Acts   21v16 og (the) Mnason  {some/any/certain person}  (to the) Cypriot,  
Acts   21v16 og (to the) original/primeval/{old time}  (to the) learner/pupil/disciple   
Acts   21v16 And  they  {convened in company}/{assembled with}  {to us} 

also  {united as companions}/{in union}  the  learners/disciples  of the  Caesarea 
the  bringing/inducing  the  Mnason  {some/certain person}  Cypriot,  the  old  disciple, 
{to whom}  we may  lodge. 

 

And in union  (= having the same mind to come to Jerusalem)  the disciples of Caesarea  
also they assembled  (= physically joined as one party)  to us   (= Paul and his original missionary party) 
the bringing Mnason some Cypriot person,  an old disciple to whom we may lodge  (in Jerusalem)  
                (= We assume that Mnason had a large enough property in Jerusalem for this large grouping of people to reside within.) 
 

This was quite a large party,  Paul, Luke, with Paul's travelling disciples,  plus additional disciples of Caesarea,  together with Mnason who apparently 
had a sufficiently large residence in Jerusalem to accommodate this very large grouping of people. 
 
799th Comment – The Jerusalem brethren greatly rejoiced to see this grouping of “1st Century Christians” from Caesarea. 
Acts   21v17 og (of the) {becoming to be}  And  {of/from us}  into/unto  (the) Jerusalem  
Acts   21v17 og (the) {with pleasure}/gladly/joyfully  
Acts   21v17 og (they) received/accepted/taken/welcomed (middle voice)  us/our/we  the  brothers/{The Brethren}  
Acts   21v17 And  of the  {becoming to be}  {of us}  into/unto  the  Jerusalem 

the  brothers/Brethren  they  (personally)  received/welcomed  us  the  gladly/joyfully. 
 

And of us becoming to be  (= arriving)  into Jerusalem 
the brothers personally welcomed us joyfully  
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The Jerusalem Brethren welcomed this large grouping of people. 
This ecclesia was the  “command and control centre”  whose principal existence was to teach   “1st Century Christianity”  to  “The International Jews”  
travelling from distant lands to celebrate the Jewish Festivals within Jerusalem. 
 
800th Comment – On the next day,  Paul, Luke and the seven other travelling disciples had a meeting with some of JC's 
Original Disciples and The Elders of The Jerusalem Ecclesia. 
661st Reasoning – The Jerusalem Ecclesia was the  Command and Control Centre of  “The 1st Century Christians”   and 
defined   “The Required Standards”  for the rest of the known world's ecclesiae to follow.   This was natural;  because JC 
and his original disciples were Jewish,  they stayed in Jerusalem to capture the International Jews visiting Jerusalem for 
its religious festivals. 
662nd Reasoning – Paul and the other disciples were meeting to  (1) give feedback on the successes of many ecclesiae 
established to the west of Israel   and  (2) Paul's fervent desire to be at The Temple on Pentecost. 
Acts   21v18 og to the  And  {over/upon  to go}/supervening/ensuing/following/next  (he) {to enter}/{entered/went into}  
Acts   21v18 og the  Paul  {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  {to us}  
Acts   21v18 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) James,  
Acts   21v18 og (the) all/whole/every (persons)  both  (they) {became near}/approached/arrived/{appeared publicly}/came   
Acts   21v18 og the  {(comparative of) older}/{Elder (of the ecclesia)} (plural)  
Acts   21v18 And  to the  (= in/on)   ensuing/following/next  (day/{period of time})   the  Paul   

he  {went into}  {united as companions}/{together in union}/with   {to us}  
both towards   (1)  the James  (also)  they  {became near}/arrived/came  (2)  all  the Elders of the ecclesia. 

 

And in the following  (day)  Paul went into,  united as companions with us   
both towards  (1) James  (= JC’s biological half-brother)   (also)  they came  (2) all the elders of the  (Jerusalem)  ecclesia  
 

On the next day Paul went to give a personal update on his success with the overseas ecclesia he had established throughout Asia Minor, Macedonia and 
as far as Corinth. 
The  “James”  mentioned here is JC's half-brother and not the brother of the apostle John  (=  JC's cousin,  because he was murdered by Herod in 
Acts.12v4).  The fact that Peter and John are not mentioned,  suggests they were elsewhere  -  else certainly they would be mentioned within this account. 
 
801st Comment – Paul explained the success of his  operations/ministry  within the gentile nations when  accurately  
teaching  (in servitude)  “The Word of God”  which demonstrated how “ho theos” was working within these recipients. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets)  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation) = The Premier Son of Almighty God 
Acts   21v19 og Also  (the having) {enfolded in the arms}/embraced/saluted/greeted  them,  
Acts   21v19 og (he) {considered out (aloud)}/rehearsed/unfolded/declared/told/explained/related (middle voice)   
Acts   21v19 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  in  (the) each/any/every (person)  who/what/which/that  
Acts   21v19 og (he) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced  the {specific god}  
Acts   21v19 og in  to the  gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples  
Acts   21v19 og through (reason of)  of the  attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world}  (of the) him  
Acts   21v19 Also  the having  embraced/greeted  them, 

he  (personally)  unfolded/declared/related  intensely  to the  each person     (= from person to person) 
the  {specific god}  he  did/produce/perform  within  the  gentiles/nations 
through reason  of  his  (= Paul’s)   attendance/{servicing in the world}. 

 

Also having greeted them   (= James and the elders of Jerusalem’s ecclesia) 
he  (= Paul)  personally  declared/related  from person to person   (being the individual examples of people within his travels) 
(what)  T/the  S/specific  G/god  did/produce  within the  gentiles/nations  
through reason of his  (= Paul’s)  servicing in the world  
 

I cannot bring myself to use the word  “minister”  within my translations because it is so completely abused in its application today,  inasmuch it does 
not mean what it meant some 2000 years ago!   It has been wholly subverted in politics and religion to become a  ‘sham of a word’  of corrupted sense! 
After getting that off my chest,  then let me explain why  “ho theos”  was use in this verse. 
As I state everywhere,  “ho theos”  operates at  two levels  depending upon the context. 
1.  “the specific god” = JCg. 

It is always  “The Word of God”  (= JC. Rev19v13)  that operates at the lower level as The Introduction,  and becomes The Food upon which 
to feed.   It is  “The Word of God”  that grows within a repentant and hearkening mind,  to become the  lord/master of the thought processes. 

2.  “The Specific God” = Yahweh. 
Yahweh is The Source of all intrinsically  ideal/good  things into The Universe,  and is thus attributed as  “The Omnificent  Lord/Master”  of 
all intrinsically good things,  especially applicable to all entities who demonstrably have  “The Word of God”  fully operational within their 
mind.  Yahweh also physically operates within The Environment  to ensure “The Word of God” (= JC)   reaches potential TCs. 

By righteous definition,  any entity within The Universe who does  not  wholly have  “The Word of God”  operating within their mind,  is  not  accepted 
by Yahweh as being their  Lord/Master  (see James.1v6-8).  That is why  before  we have  “The Word of God”  wholly operational within our mind  (as 
an “Early Adopter”)  then we have JC as our intercessor (Gal.3v20, etc.,)  to speak on our behalf to Yahweh.  This occurs while we are in a failed state 
before our  self-purification  built solely upon  “The Word of God”  as  “The RNA”  upon which to  build ourselves  as  “The New Creation/Creature” as 
Paul teaches us at Gal.6v15. 
All the above is both  (1) unintelligible to our  worldly Christian leaders and  (2) counter to what we are taught by them,  but the leaders of Christendom 
have demonstrably  no  authority by Yahweh to teach  (having been taught to  “think like men”  within their seminaries,  Matt.23v15)! 
Therefore, by consequence we are to ignore them,  else they  will  harm our long-term future interests  (Matt.7v12-15, hence the advice of Rev.18v4)! 
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Perhaps I should go as a supposed innocent student to some of these seminaries and really shake them up from inside –  just as Paul is about to do within 
Jerusalem!   Now that is an idea!  –  But I supposed I would be  expelled/excommunicated  within about a day of voicing my objections to their theology 
by  rigorous argument  (like  'fire out of the mouth',  Rev.11v4)  in a similar manner as Paul did to the religious leaders on his missionary journeys! 

Thus Yahweh worked through Paul as he distributed  “The Word of God”  (= JC)  to potential future TCs. 
Now we can understand why Luke used the nominative  “ho theos”  and not the accusative  “theos”  here within this verse. 
 
802nd Comment – The Positive: 
All the people listening  (genuinely)  magnified Yahweh through what He had done within The Environment  underwriting  
the work of Paul  accurately  distributing “The Word of God” (= JC)  unto The Nations.  
Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We, The Slaves,  fully hearken to what is commanded by The Master 
To be in this educated position means we must  (1) first learn what The Master teaches,  – and  (2) then do it with fidelity! 
Reasoning – repeat - The  Lord/Master  relating directly to Humans is always JC,  who is  “The Intercessor”  between  
“Humans and Yahweh”.   JC as  “The Word of God”  becomes  “The Master of The Mind”  within  “The Early Adopters”  
during The Gospel Age  (and later in The Millennium for  “The Late Adopters”). 
803rd Comment – From out of Paul's teaching of  “The Invitation”  that yielded”:- 

1.  The Jews into the Next Stage of of Yahweh's Plan for Human Salvation. 
2.  The Gentiles previously knowing nothing about Yahweh's Plan can jump onto The 2nd Stage of The New Law. 

663rd Reasoning – The Jews already had The Law,  (yet it was not fit for purpose [for humans]),  and thus JC brought in  
“The New Law”  being  “The Law of The Mind”.  Earlier,  Peter and James reasoned The Gentiles had no need to 
conform to the  customs/law  of Moses except Acts.15v29.  Therefore, The Apostles were teaching of  “The New Law”  of 
which JC had taught to The World. 
664th Reasoning – And further,  the  “1st Century Christian”  Jews  (led by Peter)  had   (1) been instructed to bring 
Gentiles unto  “The Invitation”  (Acts.10v1-40, and 11v1-10)   and  (2) Paul on numerous occasions had stated he turns to 
The Gentiles  (because The Jews had rejected his teaching),  therefore  “The Gentiles”  would  not  be ignored during the 
reports of his missionary journeys.  Thus  “The Gentiles”  would be included in the praise of Paul's extensive work,  which 
our translators ignore. 
665th Reasoning – Finally,  these  “other people”  were  “beginning under”  -  and cannot be Jews because they already 
were under The Law,  but of  “The Old Law”  and had thus to transmigrate from old to new,  by consequence this must be 
a reference to  “Different People”  coming unto something   “New”  (= Yahweh)   to them,  being  “The New Law”  to 
fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
309th Warning – Beware of worldly translators putting a hidden spin on God's Word in numerous places  -  at least my 
translation is transparent and gives the reader the opportunity to question and reason upon what they read! 
Acts   21v20 og the (ones = persons)  And  (the) hearing/listening/understanding/responding  
Acts   21v20 og (they) {rendered glorious/honour}/{highly esteemed}/magnified  the  Lord/Master,  
Acts   21v20 og (they) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  both  (to the) him:  
Acts   21v20 og (You) {(to be a) spectator of}/discern/experience/behold/consider/{look on}/perceive,  brother (vocative),  
Acts   21v20 og {how much}/{what amount}/{how great}  (the) {ten thousand}/myriad/{indefinite number} (plural)  
Acts   21v20 og {they are/be}  (of the) Jews   of the (plural mfn)   (hence:  “ones” = persons = Jews)   
Acts   21v20 og (the having) committed/believed/entrusted  
Acts   21v20 og also  (the) all/whole/every (plural m)   (hence:  persons)    (the) zealous/earnest  
Acts   21v20 og of the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law (singular) 
Acts   21v20 og (they) {beginning under}/{coming into existence}/after/living/behaving  
Acts   21v20 And  the  persons  hearing/listening/understanding                (this account from Paul)  

they  {rendered honour}/{highly esteemed}/magnified  the  Lord/Master, 
they  said/spoke  both   to the  him  (= Paul) 
You  discern/behold  brother (Paul)   {how much/great}/vastness  the  myriad/{indefinite number}  they be: 
(1)  of the  Jews  having  committed/entrusted                (by reforming unto “1st Century Christianity”) 
also  (2)  of the  all  zealous/earnest  persons  (= the gentiles)   they are  {beginning under}/{living accordingly}   
of the  principle/law.       (being The Law that JC laid down as The 2nd Covenant  [NOT “Judaism”]) 

 

And the people hearing   (of Paul’s results in his Missionary work,  being how Yahweh was working through JC as  “The Word of God”) 
they  {rendered honour}/magnified  the  Lord/Master   (= Yahweh through what JC had laid down to yield “1st Century Christianity”) 
they said both  (things  [see below])  to him  (= Paul)   
  You  discern/behold  brother  (Paul)  how much the infinite number they be: 
   (1) of the Jews having  committed/reformed   (by recognising how JC answered Judaism,  and became  “The Invitation”  for us to imitate) 
   (2) of all the  zealous/earnest  people  (= gentiles)  they are beginning under of the law   (laid down by JC,   of  “1st Century Christianity”) 
 

Whenever there is a possibility of two interpretations,  then invariably our very  worldly interpreters go for the  wrong  understanding of the Greek text! 
They link the  singular “Law” with the plural “of the”  (which can be done in Greek  if  “plural” and “singular”  “The Article” are the same,  but here 
they are not,  and cannot be the link as given in their interpretation),  hence they are  wrong! 
Thus,  what Luke wrote is not quite,  as our many  worldly bibles give  …  

Why? 
It is thought by Christendom’s leaders  (in their 'worldly wisdom')  that these leaders were speaking about The Jews being part of  “The Law  (singular) 
of Moses”.,  but actually “The Article”  following “The Jews” is plural and  not  singular,  hence speaking about  “The plural Jews”  and not the 
singular law.   But is seems our translators  choose  to ignore these things here! 
In addition, we must: 

 (1) understand The Driver in Paul and  (2) specifically what he was teaching;  to understand why Christendom’s  ‘reasoning’  is wrong! 
Let us now understand what these leaders were stating. 

Paul has taught us in his letters that  “The Law (of Moses)”  was useless to purify us with regard to how Yahweh wished society to operate. 
     (But please see  “The Most Important Note”  below.) 
Thus, Paul was teaching something  “New”  to The World,  because  “The Law of Moses” was useless at saving Humans  (it only saved JC)!  
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He explained how JC was able to answer  “The Law of Moses”  of  “The 1st Covenant”  based upon “Works”,  and in the process to  bring-in  
“The New Law of JC”  that righteously brought in  “The (New) 2nd Covenant”  based upon  “The Mind”. 

Thus, Paul was teaching  “The New Law”  to The Jews that would enable them to pass  “The Old Law”. 
However,  it was not only to The Jews (first),  but he then went to The Gentiles (second)  to whom he had also to give The Tanakh. 

(Especially with Paul’s comments at Acts.13v46  “we turn to the gentiles”.) 
Now we understand what Paul had been doing and had obviously told these leaders of The Jerusalem Ecclesia after his previous missionary journeys 
precisely what he was doing,  then we have the response of this verse stated:- 

Look how many people Paul has taught and brought unto  “The New Law of JC”  as given within  “1st Century Christianity”. 
Not only The Jews  (having The Tanakh answered by JC),  but also all zealous people being those of The Gentiles  (because Paul did not 
ignore them,  and Peter knew they must be invited  [Acts chapter 10]  hence The Gentiles would be included within this exclamation)! 
All these people,  Jews and Gentiles,  are becoming under  “The New Law of JC”   that ideally yields  “Sonship to Yahweh”! 

That is  “The Specific Goal”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  -  it is  not  to promote  “The Old Law of Moses”  that is now redundant for salvation! 
It now makes perfect sense what is being said within this verse! 

The Most Important Note: 
“The Law of Moses”  was righteously given by Yahweh for  two  very valid reasons: 

1.  It set  “The Required Standard”  as to how society was to behave  (and shall behave in The Millennium). 
2.  It also set  “The Required Standard”  for everlasting life for any individual fulfilling  “The Required Standard”. 

Humans had the  “wrong mind”  and thus  “a propensity to sin”  -  and by consequence,  all failed  “The Required Standard”  (Rom.3v23). 
JC was of different stock,  his mind was like that of Yahweh's,  and thus he did not fail  “The Required Standard”. 

JC was  physically  “The Son of Man  (to show it is possible for TCs, hence Paul’s reference at Acts.13v33),   
But  spiritually  “The Son of God”  (to pass The Law of Moses). 

JC fulfilled The Law of Moses  (Matt.5v17-19)  and was thus able to inaugurate  “The 2nd Covenant”  of  “The Revised Required Standard”. 
This Revised Standard was for The Mind to become purified on  “The Word of God”  which enables The Law of Moses to then be surpassed. 
The Judgment is now  only  upon The Mind  driven by agapao  and not  (negative)  works  (inasmuch a  genuine  mistake can be overlooked). 
Only  “The Early Adopters”  achieve this while in Satan's present world of the last some 6000 years,  “The Late Adopters”  need Yahweh's 
Heaven (singular)  over The Earth  (= The Millennium)  within which to purify their mind upon  “The Word of God”. 
Yet it should be noted that while The Old Law is redundant for salvation it has  NOT  been removed,  people who refuse to imitate JC over 
their “2 part life”  shall be caught under  “The Law of Moses”  (when JC’s cover is removed)  and be annihilated in  “The 2nd Death”! 

All the above reasoning is wholly  unintelligible  to our academic  scholars/theologians ,  which becomes obvious when  auditing their output! 
But in saying the above,  which is  “The Good News”,  then we have  “The Counter”  as given in the next verse … … …  
 
804th Comment – The Negative: 
The non-believing Jews amongst the nations are spreading rumours amongst themselves about you,  Paul! 
They state you teach forsaking the Laws of Moses,  and have no need to circumcise the sons or to heed the customs. 
666th Reasoning – The Jerusalem Heads of  “1st Century Christianity”  had given the positive of Paul's teaching to The 
Nations,  and now they voiced a concern for Paul,  that would become especially evident at Pentecost.   
The International Jews will spot you in The Temple during Pentecost and attack you as being an apostate to Judaism! 
390th Instruction – The rumours were  half-truths  spun to maximise discord,  engineered by  “The Religious Leaders”. 
Warning – repeat - Beware of  half-truth  accusations that come out of the mouths of professional religious leaders. 
391st Instruction – Lie:  Paul had left “The Law of Moses”  (noting what JC said of himself Matt.5v17-18, copied by Paul) 
Truth:  Paul had forsaken the things that could not perfect The Mind,  these physical things now translated to the spiritual. 
392nd Instruction – Truth:  Paul taught physical circumcision was not required to enter The New Covenant with Yahweh. 
Lie:  Paul taught Baptism is required to enter into The New Contract with Yahweh for “Sonship”. 
Circumcision was just for the male and physical,  Baptism is for both sexes and spiritual.  It means both sexes  (male and 
female)  can become  “Sons of God” (as neuters)  and it is an outward showing of  'dying away'  from  “The Old Self”. 
393rd Instruction – Truth:  Paul had left the physical customs introduced by Moses because they had been surpassed. 
Lie:  Paul taught The Physical Representation of the customs in repetitive works had transmuted to The Spiritual driving 
The Mind that ultimately yield works commensurate to what drives The Mind  =  JC as  “The Word of God”  that becomes 
our  lord/master.  Enabling us to become future  “Sons of God”  for Yahweh to be our  Lord/Master. 
310th Warning – Because professional religious leaders  (half)  lie  (especially when it comes to what Yahweh Desires to 
be taught),  then it is essential for us to gain  “All  The Knowledge”  to become in the educated position to  “separate fact 
from fiction”,  else quite simply they shall control our mind with a  “twisted message of mystery”,  to scam off us! 
Warning –  repeat - All the above is unintelligible to our leaders of “Religion”  taking,  rather than freely giving. 
394th Instruction – While the above can be delineated as shown,  it was unintelligible to The Jewish Leaders,  it should  
not  be unintelligible to Christian Leaders,  but sadly it is  -  just listen and watch their output today! 
Acts   21v21 og (they were) {sound down into the ears}/indoctrinated/catechized/{orally informed/instructed/taught}   And  
Acts   21v21 og concerning/about  (of) thee/thy/thou/you  
Acts   21v21 og because  (the) {defection (from The Truth)}/{falling away}/apostasy/forsaking  
Acts   21v21 og (you) {cause to learn}/teach/train  off/away/separated/from  (the) Moses  
Acts   21v21 og the (ones = persons)  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples  
Acts   21v21 og (the) all/whole/every  (the) Jews,  (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming  
Acts   21v21 og not  (to) {to cut around}/circumcise  them  the  children/daughters/sons,  
Acts   21v21 og {and/but  not}/neither/nor  to the  {usages (prescribed by habit/law)}/customs/manners  
Acts   21v21 og (to) {tread all about}/walk/{deport oneself}/{to occupy one’s life}  
Acts   21v21 And  the  (ones = persons = Jews)   all  the Jews  intensely/{accordingly to}  the  gentiles/nations                 (= in all the nations) 

they were  catechized/{orally instructed/taught}  concerning/about  of you         (= being what Paul taught) 
because  you  {caused to learn}/taught  the  {falling away}/forsaking  off/away/from  the  Moses   
the  (Jews)   stating/exclaiming:      (= The Jews critical of Paul’s teaching of  ) 
not  to circumcise  them (= their)   the  children/sons 
neither  to the  (= in)   customs/manners   to  {deport oneself}/{occupy one’s life}. 

 

(But by counter,  from out of all the positive work you have done,  we have the Jews stating:  … … ) 
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And all the Jews  (= the objectors)  throughout the  gentiles/nations 
they were orally  instructed/taught  (= by vicious rumour)  concerning of you  (Paul)   
because you taught the forsaking  away/from  (The Laws of)  Moses,   
the Jews  (are)  stating  (in an attack against your teaching):- 
   Not to circumcise their  children/sons,  neither to deport oneself in the  customs/manners  (as taught by Moses)! 
                (As usual, – a heavily  twisted/bent  objection made by  “unreasoning religious people”!) 
 

The Leaders of The Jerusalem Ecclesia now state: 
All the remaining Jews not accepting  “1st Century Christianity”  have started vicious rumours about you forsaking  “The Law of Moses”. 
In addition,  they are stating you have said sons have no need to be circumcised,  neither to follow the customs as given by Moses! 

Now  “The Concern”  is stated these Ecclesia leaders,  and they must now decide what should be done to alleviate the ensuing problem of Paul in 
Jerusalem being accosted by The International Jews coming here to celebrate Pentecost. 
Paul had only been explaining how The Covenant had moved-on,  away from what Moses had ordained  –  because JC  fulfilled  it  (by answer)! 
JC fulfilled  “The Old Covenant”,  and was thus righteously able to inaugurate  “The 2nd Covenant”  that we  can  fulfil  (provided we imitate him)! 
However, to do that,  then we  must  personally purify  our mind upon  “The Word of God”,  and in this manner,  we can then imitate him. 

Can The Reader understand this? 
If we refuse to do this –  then we are like all  worldly Christians covering The Planet falling afoul of Jude.v4 
Our leaders of Christendom will  never  teach of this –  because it is not in their present  worldly interests to teach it –  that is why Yahweh  rejects  them! 
Let me explain how religious leaders  (in this instance,  Jewish leaders)  speak in  half-truths: 
“Forsaking The Laws of Moses” 

Yes – only those laws that taught of adherence to physical works which merely supported The Old Covenant,  now spiritually replaced. 
No – to the very many laws that supported society and respected Yahweh's Position over Man  (for example The 10 Commandments). 

“Not to circumcise the sons” 
Yes -  Circumcision of the male reproductive organ was only an outward sign of adherence to the old covenant that could save no human. 
No – Because  “The Invitation”  is to  both  male and female to  “circumcise the heart”  (Rom.2v29 include context)  being an inward sign 
between us and Yahweh of our adherence to  “The Word of God”  driving our mind,  to  reproduce  “Spiritual Children”. 

“Not deporting to the customs of Moses” 
Yes – Paul rejected the customs that brought nothing to the perfection of our mind based upon  “The Word of God”. 
No – Paul supported The Customs that held Yahweh in the forefront of our mind. 

JC was able to show how  “The Laws of Moses”  were to be  answered  by  what operated within The Mind. 
This is what Paul understood,  and he explained to his recipients specifically how  “1st Century Christianity” (as given by JC as  “The Word of God”)  
answered God's Word as given in The Tanakh. 
 
805th Comment – Therefore what should we do,  so that we may … …  
              Defuse the hostility within traditional Jews generated by your successful teaching of  “1st Century Christianity”? 
Because these international traditional Jews will come to Jerusalem for Pentecost and they will recognise you! 
667th Reasoning – The Jerusalem Elders recognised Paul to be the most ardent and successful Apostle in their arsenal   -  
but this has come at a cost  -  Paul was renown amongst the traditional Jews as being a supposed heretic to what they 
believed.  Sadly, they were not prepared to make the mental jump to The Next Level to understand how JC answered what 
Yahweh had laid down in The Tanakh,  to righteously move forward  His Plan for Human Salvation of the next Two levels. 
311th Warning – Sadly neither do leaders of Christendom!  Just ignore what they say, most opposes what Yahweh desires! 
Acts   21v22 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  Therefore/Then  (is) it?  
Acts   21v22 og (The) entirely/{at all events/occasions}/{by all means}/surely  
Acts   21v22 og {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must  
Acts   21v22 og (the) {large number}/throng/populace/bundle/company/multitude  
Acts   21v22 og (to) {convene/depart in company}/{associate with}/cohabit/assemble,  
Acts   21v22 og (they will) hear/listen/understand/respond  for  because  (you have) accompanied/appeared/brought/come  
Acts   21v22 Therefore  which is it?     (Hence the question,  because of  v20 and v21) 

Because  surely/{by all means}  behoves/must  the  throng/multitude  to  {convene in company}/assemble 
for  they will  hear/listen  you have  appeared/come  (to Jerusalem). 

 

Therefore which is it?     (Paul has  [1] brought Jews/Gentiles to The 2nd Covenant,  and  [2] stirred up Jewish bigots beholden to The 1st Covenant) 
       (= What do we do about this situation to protect Paul?) 
Because surely the multitude  (of Jews from around Asia)  must assemble   (for this feast of Pentecost) 
for  (then)  they will hear you  (Paul)  have come   (to Jerusalem at the same time,  as equally have you,  both to celebrate at this feast time)  
 

Therefore,  the leaders of The Jerusalem Ecclesia have stated the two scenarios in the previous two verses: 
1.  We have seen you,  Paul.  convert many Jews and Gentiles to  “The New Law of JC”. 
2.  The hard-hearted,  unrepentant Jewish leaders have seen you supposedly promote the rejection of  “The Old Law of Moses”. 

Therefore: 
How would this be seen by The Jews in Jerusalem? 

Many of these international Jews will be in Jerusalem celebrating The Feast of Pentecost;  they shall recognise you and then start a riot against you! 
Having raised  “The Concern”,   then these Ecclesia Leaders try to resolve it. 

The leaders of The Jerusalem Ecclesia put together a plan for the protection of Paul from these potential attacks! 
In trying to placate the wrathful  (unthinking)  religious bigots,  it was suggested that Paul purify himself for The Temple observances,  this would 
publicly show that Paul is following  “The Standards”  as laid down by Moses.  Also,  when a man is in the process of purification,  he must shave his  
head as an outward sign to all Jews that he is in this seven day purification process and thus according to Jewish Law,  then the man should  not  be 
touched,  else the perpetrator becomes unclean  (Num.19v22). 
However this was rather a vain hope,  because  “religious bigots”  do  not  think/reason  upon what they know,  they just want to kill people who are not 
clones of themselves!   All as we are about to read in the next section  (and to be repeated throughout The Gospel Age,  ref William Tyndale). 
 
806th Comment – The Elders of The Jerusalem Ecclesia make a suggestion to  'protect'  Paul from unjustified criticism: 

Paul could lead  “The Purification Process”  for four new men vowed unto Yahweh. 
668th Reasoning – The idea behind this suggestion would be to show that Paul respects  “The Law of Moses”  by going 
through this recognised purification process   -  and thus nullify some of the objections from these travelling Jews. 
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The shaven head would become an obvious sign that Paul was adhering to The Laws of Moses and ideally protect him 
from that accusation!   And ideally physically,  because they should not touch him during this time,  Num.19v22. 
Acts   21v23 og that/this/there/here  Therefore/Then  (you) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice  
Acts   21v23 og who/which/that  {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy  (we) {lay out}/state/exclaim,  {they are/be}  {to us}  (the)  
Acts   21v23 og men/husbands/fellows  four  (the) {a wish (expressed as) a petition (to God or a) votive (obligation)}/prayer/vow  
Acts   21v23 og (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  over/upon/concerning  
Acts   21v23 og {my/our/your/it them self} (= themselves)  
Acts   21v23 Therefore/Then  you  (Paul)  do/perform/practice  this  that  we  (now)  state  to you: 

they be to us                     (= we have some people) 
four  men/husbands  the  having/possessing  the  {a petition to God}/{votive obligation}  upon/concerning  themselves. 

 

Therefore,  you  (Paul)  do/perform  this,  that we  (now)  state to you: 
   We have four  men/husbands  having  {a petition of God}/{votive obligation}  upon themselves  
 

The Jerusalem Ecclesia leaders suggest this plan to protect Paul from the potential forthcoming attacks by  “The International Jewish Leaders”  visiting 
Jerusalem for Pentecost. 

We have four  men/husbands  having vowed a petition to Yahweh. 
Perhaps you could lead them in their dedication to Yahweh over the next week  -  thereby underwriting what Moses has taught. 

This would give you some protection in the midst of potential attacks from disgruntled Jews,  by disarming them of at least one accusation! 
Moreover it will be obvious with your head shaven that you are going through this “Purification Process”,  and during this process they should not 
touch you,  else they become unclean themselves until evening  (Num.19v22). 
 
807th Comment – The Elders suggest Paul lead-up these four men having vowed to Yahweh in commitment of their future 
servitude and shall be going through the necessary perfection procedure as specified in The Law  (Num.6v9). 
In this manner, you will also be purified alongside them,  with shaven hair,  and The International Jews will understand 
the rumours they have heard about you are untrue  and that you fully adhere to  “The Law of Moses”. 
669th Reasoning – Paul would be fully knowledgeable in The Law (Acts.22v3)  and could instruct accordingly.   But 
importantly he could explain  how  “The Laws of Moses”  at the physical level  translated  into  “The Laws of JC”  at the 
spiritual level.  Showing by reasoned argument how  “The 1st Covenant”  translated into  “The 2nd Covenant”. 
Acts   21v24 og {such these} (persons)  
Acts   21v24 og (the) {receiving near}/{associating with}/{assuming an office}/learning/receiving/{taking responsibility}  
Acts   21v24 og (you be) {made clean}/sanctified/{purified (self)}  
Acts   21v24 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  {to them},  
Acts   21v24 og also  (you) expend/{(in a good sense) to incur cost}/{(bad sense) to waste}/consume/spend   
Acts   21v24 og over/upon/concerning  {to them},  that  (they may) shave  the  head, 
Acts   21v24 og also  (they may) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand}  (the) all/whole/every (persons) 
Acts   21v24 og because  {of whom/which}  
Acts   21v24 og (they have been) {sound down into the ears}/indoctrinated/catechized/{orally informed/instructed/taught}  
Acts   21v24 og concerning/about  (of) thee/thy/thou/you  {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  (it) is,   
Acts   21v24 og but  (you) {arrange in regular line}/{orderly procession}/{march in rank}/{walk in conformal manner}  
Acts   21v24 og also  he  the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law  
Acts   21v24 og (the) {isolation (to be) watching}/{being on guard}/preserving/obeying/avoiding/beware/keeping  
Acts   21v24 (You be)  {receiving near}/{assuming an office}/{taking responsibility}   {these such}  persons 

(and)  you be  {made clean}/sanctified/{purified self}  {united as companions}/{in union with}  {to them}, 
also  you  expend/{incur cost}/consume   (time and mental resources [= personal one to one teaching])   over/upon  to them, 
that  they may  shave  the head,          (= to indicate to The World that they have made a mental commitment to Yahweh) 
also  the  all   persons  (= The Jews)   they may  {absolutely know/understand}   
because  {of which}                 (= being the things   ) 
they have been  catechized/{orally informed/instructed}                   (= the twisted reports concerning Paul’s teaching) 
concerning/about  of  you   it is  nothing.                     (= let your actions with these four people,  and going to the temple,   calm The Jews) 
but  you   {orderly procession}/{walk in a conformal manner}   
also  he  (= you, Paul  [as outwardly observed by these Jews])   the  preserving/obeying/keeping  the  regulation/principle/law. 

 

(You  [Paul]  be)  taking responsibility  (over)  these such persons   (= the four men having committed themselves to Yahweh) 
(and)  you be  {made clean}/purified  united as companions with them   (= therefore:  Be seen  to be with them alongside purifying yourself) 
also you incur cost   (= use this time to special effect by teaching them about  “The 2nd Covenant”  that explains  “The Invitation and Millennium”) 
that they may shave the head   (to indicate outwardly to The World that they are committed to Yahweh,  by seven days of purification - Num.6v9) 
              (However,  in the meantime,  you  [Paul]  are privately teaching them about:  How “1st Century Christianity”  righteously answers  “Judaism”) 
also all the people  (= The Jews from Asia Minor having come to Jerusalem for Pentecost Feast) 
they may absolutely  know/understand   (by personally witnessing  you  [Paul]  are following Jewish rituals during the time they are here) 
being the things they have been orally informed/indoctrinated   (= the twisted rumours of unsubstantiated hearsay created by religious bigots) 
concerning/about  you  (Paul)  is nothing,   (= these twisted rumours  [of which they have heard]  have absolutely no  basis/foundation) 
             (Therefore by implication, you are wholly committed to the fulfilment of  “Yahweh’s Desire to be made manifest in The Environment” [= the HS]) 
but  (that)  you  (Paul)  walk in a conformal manner   (= you fulfil The Requirements as originally inaugurated by Moses) 
also he  (= Paul,  as observed by these  indoctrinated/unreasoning  Jews)  is  preserving/obeying/keeping  The Law  (of Moses)  
 

You,  Paul,  could lead these men in their dedication of purification to Yahweh. 
(We know you are wholly pure,  as does Yahweh,  but outwardly it would disarm any Jewish attackers) 

During this time with these four men, you can teach them how  “1st Century Christianity”  answers  “Judaism”  as given in The Tanakh. 
Then the visiting Jews  seeing your shaven head  will recognise your dedication to Yahweh in the manner given by Moses  (as The Purification 
Process laid down at Num.6v9)  and conclude these rumours are not true.   
These rumours will be shown to be untrue because they will see you following the ordnances as laid down by Moses. 

(Note: Likewise “The Purification Process” after having Leprosy given at  Lev.13v33, 14v8-9.) 
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There are several caveats within this verse as I bring out within my parenthesis given above! 
It must be understood that Paul (as a Jew)  was going to keep ordnances that did  not  conflict with The Teaching of Jesus. 
Jesus’ teaching did not conflict with what Moses taught  (Matt.5v17-19),  but that Jesus added the capability for us to  righteously:  “Circumnavigate the 
harshness of The Law”  (Rom.3v23)  by  reforming our mind upon  “The Word of God”  (= precisely imitate “JC”)  so that JC becomes our lord and 
master of how we think.  From of this mental transformation then the qualified works will follow. 
 
808th Comment – The Jerusalem Elders restate The Law for  “1st Century Christians”: 
Instruction – repeat - Abstain from the defilements of Image Worship,  which is  fornication/{spiritual idolatry}. 
Instruction – repeat - Do not imbue strangled food of which there is the blood within. 
Comment – repeat - Why? 
Reasoning – repeat - “Image worship” is “The Physical of The Spiritual” aspect that operates in “Spiritual Fornication” 
Reasoning – repeat - “Strangled things”  is “The Physical of The Spiritual” aspect of Blood that is allegoric to “Life”. 
Comment – repeat - So what is James teaching us? 
Instruction – repeat - It must be clearly understood,  that James is using  “The Physical”  to represent  “The Spiritual”.   
This is precisely how JC taught both his disciples and public alike,  because it is The Mind that Yahweh wants! 

Get the Mind correct and then righteous Works will follow. 
James is pointing to  “The Goal”  of  “The Invitation”  of which these people  are to be the leaders  (hence James.3v1). 
Reasoning – repeat - “Spiritual fornication”  represents  “worldly Christian leaders running after worldly methodology”.  
Where Christians are supposedly  'claiming to have Yahweh's Methodology'  (by supposedly 'believing in JC'),  but in 
reality they are lying in bed with Satan's methodology that pervades the whole world today  (1John.5v19, Eph.2v2). 
Reasoning – repeat - Consuming  “blood as the essence of life”  directly points to  charlatan Christian leaders devouring 
their spiritual devotees.  Charlatan Christian leaders take away all possibility for their devotees to become future sons of 
God,  being the  only  future position that  “guarantees  everlasting life”.  Resurrected perfected DNA fleshly people 
become as Adam and Eve  (of nothing  more or less than what was originally promised then)  and thus only have 
everlasting life while they imitate JC's lifestyle/deportment. 
Acts   21v25 og concerning/about  And  of the  committing/believing/entrusting  (of the) gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples  
Acts   21v25 og {we ourselves}  {to enjoin by writing}/{communicate by letter}  
Acts   21v25 og (the) {judiciously/mentally deciding}/{to be trying}/concluding/judging  
Acts   21v25 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such one}  
Acts   21v25 og (to) {watch/guard over loss/injury}/detain/maintain/{hold fast}/keep  them,   
Acts   21v25 og if  not  (to) {isolation (to) watch}/{be on guard}/preserve/obey/avoid/beware/keep  (from)  them  
Acts   21v25 og the  both  (the) {image sacrifice}/{idolatrous offering}  also  the  blood  
Acts   21v25 og also  (the) throttled/{(animal) choked (to death, not bled)}/strangled (thing)  
Acts   21v25 og and  (the) harlotry/adultery/incest/fornication/{spiritual idolatry}  
Acts   21v25 And  concerning/about  of the  committing/entrusting  of the  gentiles/nations   

{we ourselves}  {communicate by letter}  the  concluding/judging  {not one}  {such one}  (thing)  them  to  {hold fast}/keep 
if not  (= except)   them  to  {hold fast}/keep  from  both  the  {image sacrifice}  also  the  blood 
also  the  throttled/strangled  thing  and  the  harlotry/adultery/{spiritual idolatry}. 

 

And  concerning/about  of the  committing/entrusting  of the  gentiles/nations   
               (= what customs of the Jews that the  “1st Century Christian”  gentiles  should keep within their life … … ) 
we ourselves communicated by letter concluding not one such thing they to keep   (= they have no need to keep  The Jewish Customs) 
except they to keep  (away from)  both  (1) the  {image sacrifice}  also  (2) the blood 
also the strangled thing  (= by implication it has not been blood-let  [and thus the meat has blood within it]  Lev.7v26-27)    
and the  harlotry/{spiritual idolatry}  (effectively this is image sacrifice, making the other party the subject of our worship/time for self-gratification) 
 

Notice the KJV is incorrectly translated at the beginning of this verse,  because the translators were trying to be too helpful and  got it wrong! 
However,  this occurs much more frequently within the NIV being a  “travesty of a translation”,  thus an  interpreted fabrication  at key doctrinal areas! 

If you do as we suggested,  then this should disarm The International Jews of their fears regarding your teaching. 
As for the gentiles,  we shall not press upon them all the laws of Moses,  but only what we agreed some 10 years earlier at Acts.15v20 just 
before Paul’s 2nd Missionary Journey at Acts.15v38. 

These requirements are: 
A copy and paste of 15v29. 
These are the key things that James affirms as being important  -  inasmuch it  concerns how our mind operates. 
        (1)  Defilements of image worship. 

Why? 
Because it becomes  spiritual fornication  -  it  takes our mind off  “The Real Subject”  of learning about  “The Word of God”. 
Inasmuch it consumes our  (very valuable)  time,  and drives us off in completely the wrong direction! 

        (2)  Things that are strangled. 
Why? 

Because strangled animals have  not  been  blood-let  -  hence  we consume  “The Essence of Life”  (Lev17v13-14, Deut.12v23-25, etc.),  by 
virtue  “blood”  (corresponding to “life”)  belongs to Yahweh,  and not us. 
Inasmuch we must value wholesome life and not treat it with disdain as supposedly belonging to us,  for us to take and metaphorically ingest.  

So I ask: 
Can the reader start to see  The Physical  representing  The Spiritual  (in this example)? 

It must be understood,  James is speaking to these people by letter as being The Vanguard,  in similar manner,  as are The Apostles.  Thus,  James is 
using  The Physical  to represent  The Spiritual  amongst people who are to become The Leaders of  “1st Century Christianity”.  However,  within a few 
generations there were no more “1st Century Christian leaders”,  but only  “professional”  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders  living off  
their devotees in the same manner of which James spiritually warns within this verse  (and likewise Paul at Acts.20v29, John in 1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3). 
 
809th Comment – Paul took responsibility over these four novices while being purified at the same time. 
He was with them at the beginning and will be to the end, where on the 8th day  he/they  would then give an offering. 
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Reasoning – repeat - Paul would be fully knowledgeable in The Law (Acts.22v3)  and could instruct accordingly.   But 
importantly he could explain  how  “The Laws of Moses”  at the physical level  translated  into  “The Laws of JC”  at the 
spiritual level.  Showing by reasoned argument how  “The 1st Covenant”  translated into  “The 2nd Covenant”. 
Acts   21v26 og then/{at the time}  the  Paul  
Acts   21v26 og (the) {receiving near}/{associating with}/{assuming an office}/learning/receiving/{taking responsibility}  
Acts   21v26 og the  men/husbands/fellows,  
Acts   21v26 og to the  (be) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  (to the) day/{period of time}   
Acts   21v26 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  {to them}  
Acts   21v26 og (the having been) {made clean}/sanctified/{purified (self)}  (he had) entered/{arose into}/{went in} (plueperfect) 
Acts   21v26 og into/unto  the  {sacred place}/temple/{place separated from this world},  
Acts   21v26 og (the) {heralding thoroughly}/{publically declaring/preaching}/proclaiming  
Acts   21v26 og the  completion/accomplishment/fulfilment  of the  days/{periods of time}  
Acts   21v26 og of the  {cleansing (the act)}/lustration/purification,  
Acts   21v26 og until/while/{as long as}/unto  {of whom/which}  
Acts   21v26 og (it be) {bourn toward}/{led to}/{tendered/given (to God)}/treated/{dealt with}/ 

/do/{offered (unto/up)}/{presented unto}/{put to}  
Acts   21v26 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  one/singularly  each/any/every (person)  
Acts   21v26 og {of them}  the  presentation/oblation/sacrifice/offering  
Acts   21v26 The  Paul  then  {receiving near}/{assuming an office}/{taking responsibility}  the  men/husbands, 

to the  (= in)   be  taking/obtaining/having  to the  day/{period of time}  {united as companions}/{in union with}  {to them} 
the  having been  {made clean}purified.   
He had  entered  into  the  {sacred place}/temple  the  {publicly declaring}/{giving notice} 
the  fulfilment  of the  days  of the  cleansing/purification  until  the  sacrifice/offering  
it be  {tended to God}/{presented unto}  {for the sake/behalf}  of  each  one  {of them}. 

 

Paul then taking responsibility  (of) the  (four)  men/husbands  in the  day/{period of time}  be taking, 
the having been purified united as companions with them  
                 (= Paul taking responsibility of the men,  the having been purified in union with them to be taking a period of time  [of 7 days]) 
(For)  He  (=Paul)  had entered into the temple giving notice of the  fulfilment of days of the purification  
until the offering be presented  (to God)  for the  sake/behalf  of each one of them  (see next verse)  
 

Many bible translations ignore the pluperfect of  “entered”  into the temple,  and thus  loose the sense of what is occurring  and hence yielding a 
translation of  “having” (passive)  into a meaning of “next”.    

Luke tells us that Paul then accepts the responsibility of these four  husbands/men  over the forthcoming week. 
Luke then goes on to explain that Paul was able to do this because: 

Paul  “had  (at the beginning of the week)  entered”  into the temple to give notice of the commencement of the forthcoming week of  “The 
Purification Process”  as laid down by Moses,  beginning with an offering to Yahweh on behalf of himself and of his four companions. 

If the reader studies the translations given in our worldly bibles,  then this sequence of events is not obvious without having read my translation first! 
 
810th Comment – Paul was about to complete his purification process and thus in The Temple in preparation  to complete  
“The Purification Process”,  and he was espied by The International Jews!   They caused a commotion and seized him! 
670th Reasoning – It is very important to understand the full significance of this.  Paul was positioned as being  most pure,  
but not quite;  so in theory they should still not touch him until on the 8th day after the sacrifice of the two turtle doves. 
But they ignored protocol  (= The Law of Moses)  and still seized him.  Therefore, Paul had done nothing wrong in The 
Judgment of Yahweh,  and yet  it was they,  who had contravened  “The Law of Moses”! 
312th Warning – Religious Leaders  (supposedly the most pious)  can be most hypocritical when it suits them!   These 
“Most Religious People”  coming to celebrate  “The Feast of Pentecost”  had just violated  “The Law of Moses”! 
Acts   21v27 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  And  
Acts   21v27 og (the) occurring/expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming/{about to}   
Acts   21v27 og the  seven  days/{period of times}  (to) {complete entirely}/execute/end/finish/fulfil 
Acts   21v27 og the (ones = persons)  off/away/separated/from  of the  Asia (the) Jews,  
Acts   21v27 og (the having) {looked closely at}/perceived/visited/beheld/{looked upon}/seen  (the) him  
Acts   21v27 og in  to the  {sacred place}/temple/{place separated from this world},  
Acts   21v27 og (they) {poured together}/{commingled (promiscuously)}/{threw (an assembly) into disorder}/ 

/{perplexed (the mind)}/confounded/confused/{stirred up}/{be in an uproar}  
Acts   21v27 og (the) all/whole/every  the  {(from) vehicle}/{throng borne (along)}/rabble/{class (of people)}/riot/crowd,  
Acts   21v27 og also  (they) {threw upon}/{cast on}/fell/{laid/thought on}/{stretched forth}  
Acts   21v27 og the  {hollowness for grasping}/hands  over/upon/concerning  (the) him, 
Acts   21v27 And  {in that manner}/as  the  seven days  the  expecting/{about to}  {complete entirely}/finish, 

the  (persons)  Jews  off/away/from  of the  Asia  (Minor)    
the  having  {looked closely at}/beheld/spotted  the him  (= Paul)  within  the  {sacred place}/temple, 
they  {threw the assembly into disorder}/confounded/{stirred up}/{caused an uproar}  the  whole  rabble/crowd, 
also  they  {threw upon}/{cast on}/{stretched forth}  the  hands  upon/concerning  the him  (= Paul). 

 

And as the seven days  (were)  about to finish, 
the Jews from of Asia  (Minor)  having  {looked closely at}/spotted  him  (= Paul)  within the temple, 
they  (= the [Jewish] religious bigots)  caused an uproar  (within)  the whole crowd, 
also they cast their hands upon him  (= Paul)  
 

Towards the end of this one week of purification process,  certain “International Jewish Leaders” recognised Paul in The Temple;  they caused an 
uproar within The Temple,  and seized him,  contrary to “The Law of Moses”!     
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The full significance of this should not be lost upon us –  engineered as such by Yahweh to make a specific point  (of hypocrisy)  against these most pious  
“Religious People”  and yet to vindicate  “The  Holiness/Purity/Blamelessness  of Paul”  going through what Moses had decreed! 
While Paul was at his  'most clean'  being right at the end of The Seven Days,  he was still  “Unclean”  and as such he should  not  have been touched by 
these International Jews  (Num.19v22),  else they too would be unclean.  These people would have known Paul was during his purification process  –  
thus clearly  “still unclean”,  so they  deliberately broke  “The Law of Moses”  to touch him while seizing him! 
However this is standard practice with  “Religious People”  (especially The Leaders)  being that they operate in  “hypocrisy”  'when it suits them',  
hence JC's teaching at Matt.7v3-5 and Luke.6v41-42,  also his observations at Matt.23v28, Luke.12v1, etc. 
Religious People are hypocritical because Yahweh's Laws were given to produce a perfect society and not to fragment it. 
Religious people fragment society by spinning Yahweh's Laws upon  ‘their head’  in a manner that Yahweh has not authorised! 

This is what  “Religious People”  “Do not get!”    Why?   Because they are so  self-indulgent  in their  self-centred  attitude! 
That is why Yahweh rejects them from positions of  “Authority”  in The Millennium! 

 
811th Comment – The Most Pious Jews  (in their hypocrisy)  shouted out: 

This man has been teaching all men everywhere against The Jews and against The Law of Moses! 
Also against Jerusalem and The Temple. 
And furthermore brought foreigners into The Temple and defiled this holy place! 

Reasoning – repeat - Their mind is closed to understanding where Yahweh is taking Mankind. 
395th Instruction – Lie:  Paul never turned The World against The Jews as a nation. 
Truth:  Paul opened The World to  “The Invitation”  that The Jews  (generally)  refused. 
396th Instruction – Lie:  Paul never taught against The Law of Moses that edified society. 
Truth:  Paul taught how certain physical laws had been replaced by The Equivalent Spiritual Laws  (to edify Mankind). 
397th Instruction – Lie:  Paul never taught against The Physical Temple – he respected it  (as we see here)! 
Truth:  Paul taught about The New Spiritual Temple of The Gospel Age  (comprising of 144000 TCs). 
398th Instruction – Lie:  This was not against The Law,  Gentile slaves could be  grafted-in  to The Law  (of the temple). 
Truth:  Paul taught we should become purified in the mind and thus become a personal (mini) temple of Yahweh ourselves 
399th Instruction – Lie:  Paul had not defiled The Temple – but respected it through his observance. 
Truth:  There was no “Truth”. But they defiled  “The Law of Moses”  by touching an unclean person during observances! 
Warning – repeat - Because professional religious leaders  (half)  lie  (especially when it comes to what Yahweh Desires 
to be taught),  then it is essential for us to gain  “All  The Knowledge”  to become in the educated position to  “separate 
fact from fiction”,  else quite simply they shall control our mind with a twisted message of mystery,  to scam off us! 
Instruction – repeat - While the above can be delineated as shown,  it was unintelligible to The Jewish Leaders,  it should  
not  be unintelligible to Christian Leaders,  but sadly it is  -  just listen and watch their output today! 
Acts   21v28 og (the) screaming/shouting/shrieking/exclaiming/entreating/{crying out}:   
Acts   21v28 og (The) men/husbands/fellows  (the) Israelites  (yourselves) aid/relieve/help/succour!   
Acts   21v28 og This/That (specifically)  (he) is  (the) him,   the  countenance/{human-being}/man  the (one = person)   
Acts   21v28 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  of the  populace/{grouping of people}  
Acts   21v28 og also  of the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law  
Acts   21v28 og of the  spot/space/{position/place of occupancy}/location/plain/room  
Acts   21v28 og {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabout  (the) all/whole/every (men)   
Acts   21v28 og universally/{all places}/everywhere  (the) {causing to learn}/teaching/training,  
Acts   21v28 og yet/still/more  both  
Acts   21v28 og also  (the) {(from) Hellen (Grecian)}/{Greek speaking people (especially non-Jew)}/Gentiles/Greeks  
Acts   21v28 og (he) {brought into}/{led unto}/introduced  into/unto  
Acts   21v28 og the  {sacred place}/temple/{place separated from this world},  
Acts   21v28 og also  (he has) { made/considered profane}/common/defiled/polluted/unclean  
Acts   21v28 og the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  
Acts   21v28 og (the) spot/space/{position/place of occupancy}/location/plain/room  (of the) this (specific)  
Acts   21v28 The  (Jews)   screaming/shrieking/{crying out}: 

This  specifically  is  the him  (= Paul),   the  man,  the  person  teaching/training  all  men  everywhere   
intensely/against  of the  populace  also  of the  regulation/principle/law, 
{from concerning this}  of the  place/location  (= the temple), 
yet/still  also 
both   (1)  the  Gentiles/Greeks  he has  {brought into}/introduced  into/unto  the  {sacred place}/temple 
also   (2)  he has  defiled/polluted  this specific  holy  place/location. 

 

The  (Jews  =  Religious bigots  ‘egged on’  by their religious leaders)  screaming/shrieking: 
   This is specifically him  (= Paul)!    
   The Man  teaching/training  all men everywhere against the population  (of Jews)  also the Law  (of Moses) 
   concerning this place   (where  “The Temple”  is  “The Centre”  for  “The Jews”  and of  “The Law”), 
   yet  also …  
   both  (1) the gentiles he has brought into the sacred place 
   also  (2) he has  defiled/polluted  this specific holy  place! 
 

Quite a list of accusations! 
Let us analyse what they said  (being how  “Religious leaders”  and/or  “their representatives”  promote  half-truths): 
This man is turning The World against The Jews! 

No -  Paul never turned The World against The Jews.  In fact,  he  never  specifically spoke against The Jews as a nation. 
Yes -  Inasmuch he only opened  “The Invitation”  to The Gentiles because certain Jewish leaders  refused  “1st Century Christianity”!  

This man is turning The World against The Law (of Moses)! 
No -  Paul never turned The World against The Law of Moses,  neither did JC  (Matt.5v17-19).  In fact, he was supporting it now! 
Yes -  Inasmuch he gave a new means to circumnavigate around The Law of Moses and by consequence  meet its objectives! 
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This man is teaching against The Temple (of Yahweh). 
No -  Paul never taught against The Temple of Yahweh  -  in fact,  he was here offering himself in purification to Yahweh! 
Yes -  Inasmuch he taught of The New Spiritual Temple whose foundation was JC,  and ideally, we are to be part of this new Temple as TCs. 

This man has brought gentiles into The Temple (of Yahweh). 
No -  This was not against The Law of Moses  -  in fact,  gentile slaves could be brought into The Judaism and thus enter into The Temple. 
Yes -  Inasmuch he brought  “Spiritual Slaves”  unto Yahweh who had personally sacrificed their lives on The Altar before Yahweh. 

This man has defiled this place. 
No -  Paul never defiled The Temple – his mind was pure (demonstrated by works)  –  in direct contrast to the accusers!  
Yes -  There is  no  “Yes”,  -  this was their assumption,  only given to  stir-up  the crowd in a fraudulent manner. 
Except it was they who defiled  “The Law of Moses”  by touching a supposedly  'unclean'  person!   What hypocrites! 

As we are able to see – a list of half-truths,  ending in a lie and hypocrisy! 
This is  ‘par for the course’  regarding religious leaders and of their  spiritual  offspring!   

They hope to lose their duped clientele in a list of half-truths,  which needs an educated person to sift out  “fact from fiction”,  “truth from out of a lie”. 
They wallow in a  “life of half-truths and excuses”,  counter to  “The Absolute Truth” and “Accountability”  within which Yahweh reigns! 

So how on Earth are they able to represent Yahweh? 
Obviously,  they do not,  and that is why Yahweh wholly rejects them as being His Representatives in The Millennium  (Luke.20v16, etc.)! 
Yahweh shall expose them to be fraudsters in The Millennium (Luke.12v2-3). 

But they do not care,  they  demonstrably  only live for  “The Moment”  (being  “The Immediacy”  driven by an  animalistic/carnal  mind),  and do not 
believe in The Millennium,  which is specifically why they  never  teach about it  (being  “The Very Thing”  of which both The Tanakh and JC taught)! 

If someone keeps something hidden  (Matt.5v15, Mark.4v21, Luke.11v33)  then there must be a reason for this action!? 
 
812th Comment – The International Jews had seen Trophimus,  a gentile with Paul,  and presumed he had taken 
Trophimus within The Temple. 
671st Reasoning – These Religious Leaders had assumed an unclean gentile had entered The Temple holy area. 
313th Warning – Pious “Religious People”  will use any excuse even when they are mistaken,  to attack a TC who exposes 
fraudulent behaviour within  “Religion”! 
672nd Reasoning – These type of people are generally so self-indulgent and self-centred that they care not to think through 
a situation to carefully reason upon what they are doing,  and by consequence,  lash out with no considered thought.    
That is why Yahweh rejects  “Religious People”  from any position of Responsibility in The Millennium  (Matt.8v12, etc.). 
Acts   21v29 og (they) were  For 
Acts   21v29 og (the having) {beheld in advance}/{noticed (another) previously}/ 

/{kept in (one's own) view}/foreseen/{seen before} (middle voice) 
Acts   21v29 og (the) Trophimus  the  Ephesian  in  to the  {town large/or with walls}/city  
Acts   21v29 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  (to the) him,  
Acts   21v29 og whom/which/that  (they) accustomed/deemed/regarded/supposed/considered/thought  
Acts   21v29 og because  into/unto  the  {sacred place}/temple/{place separated from this world}  
Acts   21v29 og (he) {brought into}/{led unto}/introduced  the  Paul  
Acts   21v29 For  they  (= The Jews)   that having  (personally)  {noticed previously}/{seen before} 

the  Trophimus  the  Ephesian  within  the  city  {united as companions}/{in union with}  to the  him  (= Paul), 
whom  (= Trophimus)   they  deemed/supposed/thought   because (= that)   the  Paul, 
he  {brought into}/{led unto}   (Trophimus)   into/unto  the  {sacred place}/temple. 

 

For they   (= the Jews from Asia Minor)   
having personally seen Trophimus the Ephesian  (= gentile)  within the city united as companions with him  (= Paul) 
whom  (= Trophimus)  they  deemed/supposed  that Paul brought  (Trophimus)  into the sacred place   (in the purification process)  
 

These specific Jews would have come from Ephesus,  and been party to the public outburst at Acts.19v24-34 where much of the city was crying,  “Great 
is the goddess  Artemis/Diana  of the Ephesians”  for about two hours,  against Alexandria when not finding Paul to lynch!   All having occurred because 
Paul had made such a great impact on the Ephesian people over the previous many months of hard ministry work,  which naturally generated many 
fellow disciples,  of whom Trophimus would have been one of them!   Therefore,  Paul was widely recognised by The International Jews even with a 
baldhead,  and they had assumed Trophimus was one of these four men with Paul in The Temple. 
 
813th Comment – Jerusalem was stirred up with riotous emotion sweeping through it,  so much so,  they dragged Paul 
outside The Temple and closed The Doors! 
673rd Reasoning – This was deliberately orchestrated upon recognising Paul by  “The International Leaders of Religion”  
having come to  'pay their observances'  in Jerusalem.   The Act of the closing of  “The Temple Doors”  was a  “Showing” 
to alienate Paul even further before The Crowd! 
Warning – repeat - Beware of people assuming positions of leadership in  “Religion”  they do  not  understand Yahweh,  
else if they did know,  then they would not take those positions -  because Yahweh shall reject them, as The Bible tells us! 
Acts   21v30 og (it was) stirred/go/{(re)-turned}/{(re)-moved}  Both  the  {town large/or with walls}/city  
Acts   21v30 og (the) whole/all/completely/throughout,  
Acts   21v30 og also  (it was) {becoming to be}  (the) {running together}/{(riotous) concourse}  
Acts   21v30 og of the  populace/{grouping of people},  
Acts   21v30 og also  (the having) {held upon}/{seized (for any purpose)}/caught/{laid hold} (middle voice)  of the  Paul  
Acts   21v30 og (they) dragged/drew  (the) him  outside/{away from}/without/outward  
Acts   21v30 og of the  {sacred place}/temple/{place separated from this world},  
Acts   21v30 og also  directly/{at once}/soon/immediately/shortly  
Acts   21v30 og (they were) closed/{shut (up)}  the  doors/portals/entrances/gates  
Acts   21v30 Both   (1)  the  city  it was  stirred/turned  completely/throughout 

also   (2)  it was  {becoming to be}  the  {running together}/{riotous concourse}  of the  populace, 
also  the having  (personally)  {held upon}/seized/{laid hold}   of the  Paul, 
they  dragged/drew   the him  outside  of the  {sacred place}/temple, 
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also  {at once}/immediately  they  closed/{shut up}  the  doors/gates. 
 

Both  (1) the city  (= Jerusalem)  was completely  stirred/turned   
also  (2) it was becoming to be the riotous running together of the populace, 
also the having personally seized Paul, 
they dragged him outside of the sacred place  also immediately they shut the doors   
 

The news of Paul being within The Temple,  spread out into the city of Jerusalem,  as The Ecclesia Elders had earlier feared  (for Paul’s safety). 
The riotous people grabbed Paul,  manhandled him out of The Temple,  and then shut The Doors as a showing of their displeasure! 
This was wholly irrational and what they personally did  was against  “The Law of Moses”,  but these people had an unrighteous, unreasoning fixation 
within their mind and acted upon it,  precisely as The Religious Ringleaders had hoped, would occur  (getting other people to do their  'dirty work'  for 
them)!   This has occurred throughout The Gospel Age,  as we shall be clearly told in The Millennium  (Luke.12v2-3)  as being The Reason for their 
rejection of responsibility. 
An aside. 

This  “purification process”  was an instruction to purify The Person from things like leprosy, leakage of body fluids, etc. at  “The Physical 
Level”,  which is representative of  “Mankind's Purification Process” at  “The Spiritual Level”,   over its  “7 days”  representing  “7 
millennia”  (2Pet.3v8),  where on  “The 8th Day”,  being  “The 8th Millennia”  we become purified into  “The Eternity”. 

These things are what our Christian leaders  should  be telling us to  separate “Christianity”  away from useless “Religion”,  and by result bring  “Real 
Glory/Honour/Majesty”  to Yahweh within a  sane/reasoning  Mind.   However, they are  incapable  of doing this,  only because  they do  not  care! 
 
814th Comment – The pious  “Religious People”  were seeking to kill Paul  (= a typical response against a TC)  and this 
commotion in the city travelled quickly to the Chiliarch  (effectively The Roman Police Chief)  of Jerusalem.  
674th Reasoning – The lynch mob was being assembled and the Roman Commander of the army had to respond. 
314th Warning – Religious people behind their piety will plot against Yahweh's Representatives,  because Apostles have  
the one/same  mind as Yahweh,  but Religion is adversarial to Yahweh's Desire being made manifest in The Environment! 
Acts   21v31 og (of the) seeking/searching/endeavouring/inquiring (plural)  And  
Acts   21v31 og (the) him  (to) kill/{put to death}/slay (intention to destroy),  
Acts   21v31 og (it) {went/came up}/arose/ascended/climbed  (the) {enlighten by saying}/report/tidings  
Acts   21v31 og to the  {commander of one thousand men}/chiliarch  of the  {a mass of men}/{(military) cohort}/squad,  
Acts   21v31 og because  (the) whole/all/completely/throughout  
Acts   21v31 og (it having been) {poured together}/{commingled (promiscuously)}/{thrown (an assembly) into disorder}/ 

/{perplexed (the mind)}/confounded/confused/{stirred up}/{been in an uproar}  
Acts   21v31 og (the) Jerusalem  
Acts   21v31 And  (they)  seeking/endeavouring  to  kill/slay  the him  (= Paul) 

the  report/notification   it  {went up}/ascended  to the  chiliarch  of the  {military cohort}/squad 
because  the  Jerusalem  it having  been  {thrown into disorder}/confounded/{been in uproar}  completely/throughout. 

 

And they  (= The bigot Jews,  led by their religious leaders)  seeking/endeavouring  to kill him  (= Paul) 
the notification  (of this possible lynching,  quickly)  went up to the chiliarch of the military cohort   (which was … … ) 
because the Jerusalem having been completely thrown into disorder    
 

This unruly,  riotous crowd had fixated to murder Paul outside The Temple! 
The earlier commotion was communicated to the chiliarch (= The Commander of the Roman Garrison in Jerusalem)  and he quickly organised a strong 
party of soldiers to quell the uprising! 
It would not look good afterwards on his personal records to have let Jerusalem descend into anarchy!    Think of the resulting “Paperwork”! 
 
815th Comment – The army commander took his centurions and soldiers to the centre of commotion and upon their 
arrival,  the pious  “Religious People”  stopped lynching Paul  (the TC and Yahweh's Apostle). 
675th Reasoning – It takes  “The Heathen”  to control the excesses of  “Religious People”! 
315th Warning – “Religious People”  are taught to have  “tunnelled vision”  (by their uncaring leaders)  so as not to 
recognise Yahweh's Representatives or even His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”!   By consequence,  they try 
to eliminate their effective ministry  -  because TCs speak  “righteous sense”,  religious leaders do not! 
Acts   21v32 og who/which/that  (the) {from that hour}/instantly/immediately/presently/straightaway  
Acts   21v32 og (the having) {received near}/{associated with}/{assumed an office}/ 

/learned/received/{taken responsibility}  
Acts   21v32 og (the) {campers out}/{a (common) warriors}/soldiers  also  (the) {captains of one hundred men}/centurions   
Acts   21v32 og (he) {ran down}  over/upon/concerning  them,  
Acts   21v32 og the  and  (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving (plural) 
Acts   21v32 og the  {commander of one thousand men}/chiliarch  also  the  {campers out}/{a (common) warriors}/soldiers  
Acts   21v32 og (they) paused/restrained/quitted/desisted/left/refrained/ceased/stopped  
Acts   21v32 og (the) thumping/impacting/pummelling/beating/smiting/striking/wounding  the  Paul  
Acts   21v32 Who  (= the chiliarch)   immediately/straightaway  the having  {assumed an office}/{taken responsibility} 

the  soldiers  also  the  centurions  he  {ran down}  over/upon  them  (= the riotous lynch mob), 
and  (they)  knowing/seeing  the  chiliarch  also  the soldiers, 
they  paused/ceased/stopped  the  thumping/pummelling/beating  the  Paul. 

 

Who  (= the chiliarch)  immediately having taken responsibility  (of)  the soldiers  also the centurions 
he ran down upon them  (= the riotous lynch mob), 
and they seeing the chiliarch  also the soldiers,  they stopped beating Paul  
 

A centurion commands 100 solders,  we have plural centurions and thus a minimum of 200 soldiers would have been sent out to support The Chiliarch 
leading them.  This was obviously a serious riot! 
The rioters stopped their lynching of Paul as soon as they saw The Roman Law-Keepers arrive on the scene. 
It somewhat shows the mentality of  (these)  “Religious People”  who break the law  whenever they feel they can get away with it! 
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This is  NOT  the attitude  (= worldly spirit)  Yahweh wants in His future 144000 TCs! 
 
816th Comment – The Chiliarch went for the easiest catch,  he seized Paul and restrained him. 

He asked any person in the crowd who Paul was,  and what he had done to create such a turmoil. 
676th Reasoning – Paul is singular,  and it is easier to isolate him away from the rest of the crowd by encircling his 
soldiers around Paul.   The Chiliarch needs to know from anyone who Paul is and what he is doing.  Once having this 
knowledge then the chiliarch can sensibly resolve the situation. 
Acts   21v33 og then/{at the time}  (the) {making near}/approaching/{drawing close}/{being neigh}  
Acts   21v33 og the  {commander of one thousand men}/chiliarch  
Acts   21v33 og (he) {held upon}/{seized (for any purpose)}/caught/{laid hold} (middle voice)   (of the) him,  
Acts   21v33 og also  (he) {urged on}/'hail'/{incited (by word)}/ordered/commanded   
Acts   21v33 og (to be) bound/{be in bonds}/knitted/tied  (to the) fetters/manacles/bonds/chains  dual/both/two,  
Acts   21v33 og also  (he) {ascertained (by enquiry)}/{learned by question}/asked/enquired (middle voice)  
Acts   21v33 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  wish/suppose  he/it  {might (could/would/should) be}/was/were  
Acts   21v33 og also  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  (he) is  
Acts   21v33 og (the) doing/making/producing/yielding/performing/providing/practicing  
Acts   21v33 Then  the  {making near}/{drawing close}  the  chiliarch  he  (personally)  {held upon}/seized/caught  of the  him  (= Paul), 

also  he (= the chiliarch)  ordered/commanded  (Paul)  to be  bound/tied  to the  (= in)  two  fetters/bonds/chains   
also  he (= the chiliarch)  (personally)  asked/enquired  who  suppose  he  (= Paul)   {might be}/was 
also  what  he is  the  doing/performing. 

 

Then the chiliarch drawing close,  he personally seized him  (= Paul), 
also he  (= the chiliarch)  commanded  (Paul)  to be  bound/tied  in two  fetters/bonds 
also he  (= the chiliarch)  personally  asked/enquired  who suppose he  (= Paul)  might be 
also what he  (= Paul)  is doing  
 

The chiliarch went out to take control of the situation through his soldiers. 
He went for Paul,  because it was easier to take the singular Paul and put a ring of soldiers around him. 
Once having surrounded Paul,  the chiliarch had him bound hand and foot  (hence the  two  fetters)  presupposing Paul would run away. 
When the chiliarch felt confident he had control of the situation,  he then asked the people in the crowd who Paul was,  and how he had started this riot,  
presuming he would obtain more  sense/truth  from the crowd,  than the prisoner.   He was in for a rude awakening! 
 
817th Comment – However the people gave contradictory reports about who Paul was,  and what he had supposedly done!   
Because the Chiliarch could not guarantee the safety of Paul, then he commanded Paul to be led away to the army camp! 
677th Reasoning – “Religious People”  operate in mystery,  and by consequence are not rational to things around them,  
but live in a fantasy creation built by their deceptive religious leaders!   As such  “Religious People”  do not understand 
who, why and how a TC operates within this present Satanic world. 
678th Reasoning – Because  “The Heathen Chiliarch”  could not obtain any consistent sense from the  “Religious People”  
around Paul,   then this heathen Army Commander took Paul away for his own safety unto the army camp. 
Acts   21v34 og else/different/more/other (plural)  And  else/different/more/other (singular)  {some/any/certain thing}  
Acts   21v34 og (they) hullabaloo/shouted/{cried out}  
Acts   21v34 og in  to the  {(from) vehicle}/{throng borne (along)}/rabble/{class (of people)}/riot/crowd,  
Acts   21v34 og not  (the being) able/possible/capable  and  (to) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand}  
Acts   21v34 og the  {not failing}/security/certainty/safety  
Acts   21v34 og through (reason of)  the  tumult/disturbance/clamour/trouble/uproar/turmoil,  
Acts   21v34 og (he) {urged on}/'hail'/{incited (by word)}/ordered/commanded  (to) {lead away}/bring/drive/go/induce  
Acts   21v34 og (the) him  into/unto  the  {throwing in beside (juxtaposition)}/{battle array}/encampment/army/castle/camp  
Acts   21v34 The  different/other  (people) therefore  truly/indeed  different/other  {some/certain thing}  they  shouted/{cried out} 

(The implication is:  Each specific grouping of people shouted a specifically different thing  [to that of each grouping],  hence:-  
      (= “Different groups”  of people  shouted/screamed  “different things”) 

within  the  rabble/crowd, 
and  (the chiliarch)   not  the  being  able/capable  to  {absolutely know/understand}  the  security/safety  (of Paul) 
through reason  of the  tumult/clamour/uproar/turmoil   (of the crowd) 
he  (= the chiliarch)   ordered/commanded  to  {lead away}/induce  the  him  (= Paul)   into/unto  the  castle/camp. 

Different groups of people cried out different things within the crowd, 
and  (the chiliarch)  not being  able/capable  to absolutely  know/understand  the  security/safety  (of Paul) 
through reason of the  clamour/uproar/turmoil  (of the crowd) 
he  (= the chiliarch)  commanded to  lead away  him  (= Paul)  into the castle  
 

Upon hearing these two questions,  the crowd immediately shouted out to  talk-over  whatever Paul may say in his defence. 
Except there was the usual problem  (as we have read elsewhere,  some examples would be in Ephesus and at JC's mock trial)  the religious witnesses 
contradicted one another in what they had to say!   
Because the chiliarch could not obtain any common sense in the answers given by these religious leaders and representatives,  then he thought it best to 
take Paul away for his own safety and question him in the garrison with additional physical force to make Paul more compliant in his answers. 
 
818th Comment – Paul had to be carried high by the  “Heathen Soldiers”  because of the intense hostility the irrational 
“Religious People”  had towards a TC. 
Reasoning – repeat - Their mind is closed to understanding where Yahweh is taking Mankind. 
Instruction – repeat - We must open our mind to what Yahweh is teaching us through the various  “Epochs of Israel”. 
400th Instruction – It seems “The Heathen”  are more respectful to Yahweh's Requirements than are “Religious People”! 
Being that  “Law”  should be upheld within society. 
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Acts   21v35 og {at which too}/when  And  (he was) {become to be}  over/upon/concerning  the  stairway/stairs  
Acts   21v35 og (it) {walked/transpired together}/concurred/{taken place}{happened unto}/{passed along}  
Acts   21v35 og (to be) {(idea of) removal}/{taken up}/borne/lifted/endured/sustained/carried  (the) him  
Acts   21v35 og under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  {campers out}/{a (common) warriors}/soldiers  
Acts   21v35 og through (reason of)  the  {vital activity}/force/violence  
Acts   21v35 og of the  {(from) vehicle}/{throng borne (along)}/rabble/{class (of people)}/riot/crowd  
Acts   21v35 And  when  he was  {become to be}  over/upon  the  stairs,  it  {transpired together}/{happened unto} 

the him  (= Paul)   to be  {taken up}/lifted/carried  through/by  of the  soldiers 
through reason  of the  force/violence  of the  rabble/crowd. 

 

And when he  (= Paul)  became to be upon the stairs,   
it happened unto him  (= Paul)  to be carried by the solders,  through reason of the violent crowd  
 

It shows the vastness of the crowd following around these soldiers for the soldiers having necessitated to carry Paul to reach the garrison's steps. 
 
819th Comment – All  “The Religious People”  shouted out: 

“You take him away!” 
401st Instruction – This means:  “You Romans kill him,  because we do not want a TC teaching us!” 
316th Warning – “Religious People”  will  not  listen to informed,  rational reasoning!   Their “Religious Leaders”  have 
programmed them not to, -  else be supposedly shunned by  “The Almighty God”!   Interestingly,  Yahweh  wants  
informed,  rational reasoning to take place because this will magnify His  Name/Character/Authority  in a  sane/reasoning  
mind!   But  “Religious Leaders”  do  not  want informed reasoning to occur,  else it exposes their total incompetence to 
represent  “The Almighty God's Interests”  here on this planet!    But they are all so very good at teaching “Religion”! 
Acts   21v36 og (it) {in the same way with}/accompanied/followed/reached  For  
Acts   21v36 og the  {large number}/throng/populace/bundle/company/multitude  of the  populace/{grouping of people}  
Acts   21v36 og (the) screaming/shouting/shrieking/exclaiming/entreating/{crying out}:  
Acts   21v36 og (You) {lift/take  up/away}/carry/take  (the) him  
Acts   21v36 For  the  throng/multitude  of the  populace  accompanied/followed  the  screaming/shrieking/{crying out}: 

You  {take away}/carry  the  him  (= Paul). 
 

For the multitude of the populace followed screaming: 
  You  (= chiliarch)  take him  (= Paul)  away! 
 

These people screaming:  “You take him away!” 
This does not quite mean what the words tell us. 
What it means:   

Take him away and  lock him up for ever,  or better,  kill him! 
 
820th Comment – Before Paul was hustled into the army camp,  he requested to the chiliarch in Greek: 

May I say something to you? 
And the chiliarch replied: 

You clearly  speak/understand  Greek? 
679th  Reasoning – This was a shock to  The Army Chief!   He was expecting Paul was an Egyptian Rebel troubling the 
area  (see next verse),  so to hear Greek being spoken by Paul caused the chiliarch to give Paul some latitude! 
Acts   21v37 og (the being) {to occur}/expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming/{about to}  Both  
Acts   21v37 og (to be) {brought into}/{led unto}/introduced  into/unto  
Acts   21v37 og the  {throwing in beside (juxtaposition)}/{battle array}/encampment/army/castle/camp  the  Paul  
Acts   21v37 og (he) {laid out}/stated/exclaimed  to the  {commander of one thousand men}/chiliarch:  
Acts   21v37 og If  {it being publicly correct}/lawful  {to me}/mine  (to) say/utter/speak/command/grant  
Acts   21v37 og {some/any/certain thing}  toward/nearness/{accession to}  thee/thy/thou?   
Acts   21v37 og the (one = person)  And  (he) showed/{made known his thoughts}/affirmed/said  (to the) Greek   
Acts   21v37 og (you) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand}? 
Acts   21v37 The Paul  both   (1)  the being  {to occur}/{about to}  to be  {brought into}/{led unto}/introduced  into  the  castle/camp 

(2)  he  stated/exclaimed  to the  chiliarch: 
if  (= Is)  {it be lawful}  to me  to  say/speak  {some/certain thing}  towards  thee/you? 

(= May I say something to you?) 
And  the person  he  (= the chiliarch)  {made known his thoughts}/said:   You  (= Paul)   {absolutely know/understand}  to the  Greek? 

Paul both  (1) being about to be led into the castle,  (2) he stated to the chiliarch: 
(Paul said in Greek: … … ) 
   May I say something to you? 
And the person  (= the chiliarch)  made known his thoughts: 
   You  (= Paul)  absolutely  know/understand  in Greek? 
 

To quickly grab the attention of the chiliarch,  Paul then deliberately spoke in Greek: 
May I say something to you? 

This shook the chiliarch because he thought Paul was an infamous Egyptian troublemaker with a gang of assassins! 
And he responded: 

You  know/speak  Greek? 
 
821st Comment – The Chiliarch thought Paul was an Egyptian Assassin with a band of some 400 men. 
Acts   21v38 og no/not/none  Therefore/Thus  thou/you  {thou art}/{you are}  the  Egyptian  
Acts   21v38 og the (one = person)  fore/{in front of}/prior/before  {from/concerning these persons/things} 
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Acts   21v38 og of the  days/{periods of time}  
Acts   21v38 og (the having) {removed from}/{driven out of home}/disturbed/{turned upside down}/ 

/{made an uproar}/troubled/{caused a riot}  
Acts   21v38 og also  (the) {leading forth}/{bringing forth (out)}/{fetching (lead) out}  into/unto  
Acts   21v38 og the  lonesome/waste/desert/solitary/desolate/wilderness  the  {four thousand}  men/husbands/fellows  
Acts   21v38 og of the  {dagger men}/assassins/murderers? 
Acts   21v38 Therefore  you  (= Paul),   {you are}   not  the  Egyptian,    

the person  the having  disturbed/{made an uproar}/{caused a riot}  prior/before  {concerning these things}  of the  days,    
also  the  {leading forth}/{fetching out}  into/unto  the  desert/wilderness 
the  {four thousand}   men/husbands  of the  {dagger men}/assassins? 

 

Therefore you  (= Paul),  you are not that Egyptian,  having made an uproar before these days   (of your time here in Jerusalem) 
also  (he)  leading forth four hundred men  (called)  the dagger men? 
 

The chiliarch knew from the fact that most Egyptians could not speak Greek,  then his prisoner was unlikely to have been this Egyptian trouble maker 
having a gang of some four hundred assassins. 
 
822nd Comment – Now having the chiliarch's attention,  Paul requests: 

I am a Jew of Tarsus of Cilicia,  a citizen of from a noble city. 
May I be permitted to address the crowd? 

680th Reasoning – Paul briefly gives his background to pacify The Army Chief and quell his concerns,  thereby winning 
the chiliarch over to Paul's way of thinking and allow Paul to explain himself unto these  “Religious People”. 
Paul is hoping that under the Roman Protection, he can completely defuse the situation,  and then he can go home! 
823rd Comment – Sadly,  Paul is too logical and wholly righteous in his thinking!   This approach will not work with 
“Religious People”  having left  “Reason”  well behind in their life,  when they entered into  “Religion”! 
Acts   21v39 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  And  the  Paul:  
Acts   21v39 og (emphatic) I/me  (the) countenance/{human-being}/man  truly/indeed/{that one}  am/exist  (the) Jew,   
Acts   21v39 og (the) Tarsian  of the  Cilicia,  no/not/none  (of the) unmarked/ignoble/mean  {town large/or with walls}/city  
Acts   21v39 og (the) townsman/citizen,  
Acts   21v39 og (I) {beg, as binding oneself}/petition/beseech/pray/{make request} (middle voice)  and  
Acts   21v39 og (of) thee/thy/thou/you  {to turn over (transfer)}/{give leave}/allow/let/permit  {to me}/mine  
Acts   21v39 og (to) speak/utter/say  toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  populace/{grouping of people}  
Acts   21v39 And  the  Paul  he  said/spoke: 

Emphatic  I  (Paul)  truly/indeed  am/exist  the  man,   the  Jew  the Tarsian  of the Cilicia, 
the  citizen  of  not the  ignoble/mean  city, 
and  I  (personally)  beseech/{make request}  of  thee/you  to  allow/permit  {to me}  to  speak/say  towards  the  grouping of people. 

 

And Paul spoke: 
   (Emphatic) I (Paul)  am truly a Tarsian Jewish man of the Cilicia  (province), 
   the citizen of not the ignoble city  (of Tarsus),     (= a citizen of a noble city called Tarsus) 
   and I personally make request of you to permit me to speak towards the grouping of people  
 

Paul wanted to speak to the Jewish people in order to explain himself,  and thus calm the crowd,  thereby freeing him to then continue with his ministry 
within Jerusalem without further ado. 
The Chiliarch was now quickly primed to hearken unto Paul's request to speak to the people while in the protection of   'the police force'! 
Paul's logical reasoning was this. 

If I can explain myself to these people then they will go home reassured,  and leave me alone to continue my business in Jerusalem. 
The problem with this line of  “logical and righteous reasoning”  is that he would be speaking to  “Religious People”  and these type of people do  not  
behave in a logical and righteous manner,  but very often in completely the  opposite  manner to these fine qualities!    
They are generally  (by definition)  to be irrational and stubborn  (and thus not fit to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium)! 
 
824th Comment – The Chiliarch,  reassured by what he heard,  allowed Paul to speak to  “The Religious People”. 

Paul beckoned with his hand,  and the expectant crowd became hushed … …  
Comment – repeat - I close each chapter with this plea.  I only write like this to gain the rare Nicodemus prepared to  constructively  criticise  
“God's Word”  from out of millions  of  “Leaders of Christendom”  only prepared to  destructively  criticise  “God's Word”  as to what it means for 
“The Early Adopters”.   The  “Probability”  of a Christian leader fulfilling Yahweh's Desire is about 0.00003   (corresponding to 1:30,000 Christians) . 
Acts   21v40 og (the having) {turned over (transfer)}/{given leave}/allowed/let/permitted  And  (of the) him,  
Acts   21v40 og the Paul  (the) {standing staunch}/establishing/{holding up}/appointing/abiding  over/upon/concerning  
Acts   21v40 og of the  stairway/stairs  (he) {swayed downwards}/{made a signal}/beckoned  
Acts   21v40 og to the  {hollowness for grasping}/hand  to the  populace/{grouping of people}  
Acts   21v40 og (the) many/much/plenteous  and  (the) {hiss/hush}/silence  (the having) {become to be}  
Acts   21v40 og (he) {sounded toward}/{made an address}/summoned/{called unto}/said  
Acts   21v40 og to the  Hebrew  (to the) {(mode of) discourse}/'dialect'/language  (to the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming  
Acts   21v40 And  the  (chiliarch)   having  allowed/permitted   of the  him  (= Paul)   

the  Paul  the  {standing staunch}/{holding up}  upon  of the  stairs,   he  beckoned  to the (= by)   hand  to the  {grouping of people}.  
And  the having  {become to be}  the  much  hush/silence   
he  {sounded toward}/{made an address}  to the (= in)   Hebrew  dialect/language  to the  stating/exclaiming: 

 

And the  (chiliarch)  having permitted him  (= Paul), 
Paul standing staunch upon the stairs,  he beckoned by the hand to the grouping of people; 
and having become to be much  hush/silence 
he  (= Paul)  made an address in the Hebrew language  stating: 
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Paul's request seemed reasonable to the chiliarch and gave Paul freedom to speak. 
When Paul began to speak,  they recognised his Jewish accent and relented,  became silent ready to listen.  
Very likely the vaste majority of people stopped their abusive tirade against Paul,  only  because they wanted to discover precisely what he had 
supposedly done in their own language,  because as we read earlier at Acts.21v34,  they were accusing Paul of many different things! 
And this was the only time they had been sufficiently silent to let him speak! 
 
 
825th Comment – Paul begins: 

Men, brothers, fathers listen to my defence I give to yourselves. 
Acts   22v1 og (the) men/husbands/fellows  (the) brothers/{The Brethren}  also  (the) fathers/forebears,  
Acts   22v1 og (yourselves) hear/listen/understand/respond  {of me}/I/me/mine/my   
Acts   22v1 og of the  toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves}  now/present/immediate  
Acts   22v1 og (the) {a plea/apology}/{answering oneself}/{giving an account}/defence  
Acts   22v1 The  men/husbands,  the  brothers  also  the  fathers  

yourselves  hear/listen  to  my  {giving an account}/defence  now  towards  {specifically yourselves}   
Men/husbands,  brothers  also fathers  
listen to my defence now  (given)  towards specifically yourselves  
 

Paul begins his defence to these Jews. 
 
826th Comment – The Crowd went quiet when they recognised Paul speaking with a Hebrew accent.  
681st Reasoning – “Religious Leaders”  having caused  “The Trouble”  often slip into the background and allow their 
troops to do their  'dirty work'  for them -  hence the reason why The Crowd generally became silent.   
The Religious Trouble Makers had  'melted away'  when The Soldiers came! 
682nd Reasoning – Most became silent because they recognised The Roman Commander (= “The Authority”) had allowed 
Paul to speak,  and others became silent,  only because they wanted to know for what reason they were attacking him! 
Acts   22v2 og (the) hearing/listening/understanding/responding (plural)   And  because  
Acts   22v2 og to the  Hebrew  {(mode of) discourse}/'dialect'/language  
Acts   22v2 og (he) {sounded toward}/{made an address}/summoned/{called unto}/said  {to them},  
Acts   22v2 og (the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great  
Acts   22v2 og (they) {held near}/presented/afforded/exhibited/{furnished occasion}/brought/ 

/done/gave/kept/ministered/offered/provided  
Acts   22v2 og (the) stillness/{desistance from bustle or language}/{not meddlesome}/quietness,   
Acts   22v2 og also  (he) showed/{made known his thoughts}/affirmed/said: 
Acts   22v2 And  because  (they)  hearing/listening   

he  (= Paul)   {sounded toward}/{made an address}  to the (= in)   Hebrew  dialect/language  {to them}, 
they  exhibited/kept/provided  the  mighty/great  stillness/quietness,  
also  he  (= Paul)   {made known his thoughts}: 

 

And because they hearing he  (= Paul)  made an address in the Hebrew language to them, 
they  exhibited/kept  the great quietness   (to listen to what Paul had to say to them), 
also he made known his thoughts   (to the now listening Jewish crowd)  
 

The Jewish crowd wanted to discover for what reason they were shouting at Paul,  -  from his own mouth! 
Because,  by contrast,  they had received nothing of worthwhile,  that made any sense from their  religious leaders  and/or  representatives! 
 
827th Comment – Paul explains his  “Authority to Teach”  regarding  “The Law of Moses”: 

I am a Jew born in Tarsus of Cilicia. 
From a child I was educated directly by Gamaliel within this city,  Jerusalem 
under The Fathers' exactness of  “The Law of Moses” 
and zealous in living my life according to Yahweh  
just as you all are today! 

683rd Reasoning – Paul explains his background.  He states: 
       1.  He has had the very best training of The Tanakh in Israel since a child under The Foremost Rabbi, Gamaliel! 
       2.  He was,  and is,  during his life,  very zealous in fulfilling Yahweh's Desire. 
And proposes members of the crowd also want to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  just as does Paul. 
402nd Instruction – We must engage with our listeners to aid in the transfer of knowledge. 
Acts   22v3 og (emphatic) I/me  truly/indeed/{that one}   am/exist  (the) man/husband/fellow  (the) Jew,  
Acts   22v3 og (the having been) {(process of) procreated/generated/beget}/regenerated/begotten  in  (to the) Tarsus  
Acts   22v3 og of the  Cilicia,  
Acts   22v3 og (the having been) {repeated stiffening/fattening}/nourished/reared/{brought up}  and  
Acts   22v3 og in  to the  {town large/or with walls}/city  this/that (specifically)  near/beside/with/against/alongside  
Acts   22v3 og the  feet  (of the) Gamaliel  
Acts   22v3 og (the having been) {trained up as a child}/educated/disciplined/chastened/instructed/taught  
Acts   22v3 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (to) exactness/{perfect manner}/precision  
Acts   22v3 og of the  {(from) paternal}/hereditary/{of fathers}  
Acts   22v3 og (of the) {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law,  
Acts   22v3 og (the) zealous/earnest  (the) {beginning under}/{coming into existence}/after/living/behaving  of the  God,  
Acts   22v3 og just/as/that/how/when  (the) all/whole/every (persons)  {specifically yourselves}  
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Acts   22v3 og {you are/belong}  {on the/this day or the/this night just passed}/now/present/hitherto, 
Acts   22v3 Emphatic  I  (Paul)  am/exist  the man  the Jew,  the having been  generated/begotten  within  Tarsus  of the  Cilicia, 

and  the having been  nourished/{brought up}  within  this  specific  city  (= Jerusalem)  near/alongside  the  feet  of the  Gamaliel 
the having been  {trained up as a child}/educated/instructed  intensely/according to   
of the  paternal/father’s  exactness/precision  of the  regulation/principle/law  (of Moses), 
(and)  the  zealous/earnest  {being under}/{coming into existence}  of the  God  (= Yahweh), 
just/as  {specifically yourselves}  {you are}  {on this present day}. 

 

(Emphatic) I (Paul)  am/exist  a Jewish man,  the having been  generated/begotten  within Tarsus of Cilicia, 
and the having been  nourished/{brought up}  within this specific city  (= Jerusalem)  alongside the feet of Gamaliel 
of the  paternal/fathers'  exactness/precision  of the  regulation/law  (of Moses) 
(and)  the  zealous/earnest  {being under}/{coming into existence}  of the God  (= Yahweh), 
just/as,  specifically you are on this present day  
 

Paul gives his background  -  to show that his Jewish background was just like theirs of the crowd  (in an attempt to win them over)! 
In fact,  his background showed him to be the most fastidious in the upkeep of The Law,  proving to be the most pious of Jews alive. 
He was giving this background in an attempt to show the crowd that he held  “The Law of Moses”  in great respect,  in the same manner as yourselves of 
The Crowd  (supposedly)  held  “The Law of Moses”  in great respect.  

Gamaliel was the most respected religious teacher in Jerusalem and was appointed to The Sanhedrin council. 
He was a highly respected teacher within the most prestigious rabbinic school in Jerusalem and taught The Art to succeed within debate. 
Paul was making public his credentials as being  “the most worthy Jew”   (in what would be a vain hope to endear himself to them). 
 
828th Comment – Because Paul was always so zealous to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  then: 

he wanted to keep Judaism pure by removing the  “1st Century Christian”  heretics/apostates. 
He attempted to eradicate  “1st Century Christianity”  by means of  “Death”  to its proponents! 
He bound,  and cast over  (1st Century Christian)  men and women into prison. 

684th Reasoning – The problem at the time was that Paul:  Did not understand what he was doing! 
He had been taught by  “Leaders of Religion”  within the seminary:  “Not to Think”! 
He had been taught to be a  “Clone of The (Worldly) Establishment” – to support the leaders above him! 
Quite simply:  Within a seminary, its students are taught to:   “Think like Man”  and  “Not like Yahweh”  (Matt.23v15). 
403rd Instruction – It is essential to gain  “A mind of Yahweh”  -  This is  impossible  within a seminary. 
Yahweh looks to “The Babes”  who have  not  become  “Mature”  within  “Man's Seminaries” (as The Bible tells us). 
685th Reasoning – Paul is effectively saying:  “I was just like You!”   “I thought like you!”  Just as you are thinking now! 
I knew everything about  “The Law of Moses”  having:  “The Best Education in The World's Best Seminary!” 
I was with you  -  and went out to attack  “1st Century Christians”  in precisely the same manner as you are doing to me! 
Acts   22v4 og who/which/that  this/that (specifically)  the  way/journey/progress/mode/means  
Acts   22v4 og (I) {followed after}/pursued/persecuted/suffered  {up to}/{as far as}/until  
Acts   22v4 og (of the) death/{deadly result}/fatality  
Acts   22v4 og (the) {being a binder}/{enchaining (a prisoner)}/{tying on (a load)}/binding  also  
Acts   22v4 og (the) {yielding up}/surrendering/delivering/betraying/{casting over}  
Acts   22v4 og into/unto  (the) guardings/cages/holds/prisons/watches/jails  (the) men/husbands/fellows  both  
Acts   22v4 og also  (the) women/wives, 
Acts   22v4 Which  I  {followed after}/pursued/persecuted  this specific the  way/journey/mode 

{up to}/{as far as}  of the  death/{deadly result}  (of my victims) 
the  enchaining/binding  also  the  {yielding up}/delivering/{casting over}  into/unto  the  cages/prisons/jails   
both  the  men/husbands  also  the  women/wives. 

 

Which  I  {followed after}/pursued  this specific  way/journey  as far as of the death   (of the “1st Century Christians” victims) 
the  enchaining/binding  also  {yielding up}/{casting over}  into  cages/prisons/jails 
both the  men/husbands  also the  women/wives  
 

Paul continues: 
I pursued this policy to protect what I had been taught since my youth,  to the very point of death for the people  (= 1st Century Christians)  of 
whom I personally caught,  bound and cast into prison,  for the sole reason that I considered them to be opposing  “The Law of Moses”.   

Through this reasoned argument,  Paul was trying to win them around unto his way of thinking,  to warm unto him. 
 
829th Comment – Paul continues: 

The High Priest and Jerusalem's Elders of Judaism supported my every action! 
They also wrote letters of recommendation to other Jewish congregations in and outside the country, 
I journeyed to Damascus to capture and bring  “1st Century Christians”  back to Jerusalem to be avenged! 

686th Reasoning – Paul showed that he went above and beyond  anyone:  To wholly eradicate “1st Century Christianity”. 
He was more enthused than any member in this Jewish Crowd to defend Judaism from  'being corrupted'!  

He was fully satisfied that he was completely fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  'To The Letter'! 
687th Reasoning – Sadly,  Paul did not understand  “The Spirit”  of what Yahweh was doing. 
He was  not  taught  how  to understand  “The Spirit” behind “The Letter”  as given in  “The Word of God”. 
Because the people teaching him in the seminary were teaching “The Letter”,  but  not  “The Mind of Yahweh”. 
“The Leaders of Religion”  within The Seminary were only teaching  “The Mind of Man”  for their own worldly gain! 
317th Warning – “Leaders of Religion”,  change  “The Letter of God's Word”  into  “The Mind of Man”,  hence  “The 
Word of God”  had been morphed into  “The Spirit of Man”  (hence later,  they taught of a  “New Jesus”, 2Cor.11v4).  
Acts   22v5 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  also  the  {the High Priest}/{Chief of all priests}  
Acts   22v5 og (he) witnesses/reports (= the person giving the evidence)  {to me}/mine  also  
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Acts   22v5 og all/whole/every  the  {the order of the elders}/{leaders of the [Jewish] congregations}  
Acts   22v5 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  {of whom/which} (plural)   
Acts   22v5 og also  (the) {written messages}/epistles/letters  
Acts   22v5 og (the having) {arranged thoroughly}/instituted/ordained/prescribed/commanded  
Acts   22v5 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) brothers/{The Brethren},   
Acts   22v5 og into/unto  (the) Damascus  (I) traversed/travelled/departed/journeyed (middle voice),  
Acts   22v5 og (the) {leading away}/bringing/driving/going/inducing  also  the (ones = persons)  
Acts   22v5 og being/have  (the) bound/{be in bonds}/knitted/tied  into/unto  (the) Jerusalem  that/{so as}  
Acts   22v5 og (they may be) {to protect one's honour}/avenged/{inflicted a (required) penalty}/punished/vindicated  
Acts   22v5 Also  in that manner  the  High Priest  he  witnesses/reports  to me                     (= the high priest supports me) 

also  all/whole  the  elders/leaders           (of the religious groupings) 
also  (from)  near/alongside  {of whom}                  (= the high priest and religious leaders scattered abroad) 
the  {written messages}/letters  the having  {arranged thoroughly}/prescribed  toward  the  brothers        (for their arrest) 
I  (personally)  travelled/journeyed  into/unto  the Damascus  
also  the  {leading away}/bringing/inducing  the  persons  being  the  bound/tied  into/unto  Jerusalem   
{so as}  they may be  avenged/{inflicted a required penalty}.                   (because they were supposed  ‘apostates’  to Judaism) 

 

Also in that manner the High Priest he reports to me   (= the high priest supports my actions in his writings to  like-minded  people) 
also all the  (religious)  elders/leaders   (of the religious communities in the locality of Israel  [to include Damascus in Syria]) 
also  (from)  near/alongside  of whom   (= the professional religious leaders) 
(I have)  the written messages the having arranged thoroughly towards the brothers   (= the Jewish people)  
                 (= I have permission from the professional leaders of  “Religion” in the locality to go out and arrest  “1st Century Christians”) 
I personally  travelled/journeyed  unto Damascus   (to fulfil the desires of professional leaders of “Religion”) 
also  {leading away}/{rounding up}  the people being  bound/tied  unto Jerusalem 
so as they may be  avenged/{inflicted with a required penalty}   (because they were  [errantly]  deemed:  ‘apostates to Judaism’)  
 

Paul continues: 
He was so effective in his work that he had the commendation from The High Priest! 
Also all the Jewish religious leaders fully supported what he did against these  “1st Century Christians”. 

In very much the same manner as you,  yourselves are doing to me! 
I had letters of introduction to fellow Jewish congregational members to rid them of any  “1st Century Christians”  in their midst. 
To which end,  I travelled to Damascus to capture  “1st Century Christians”  and bring them back to Jerusalem for  'justice'! 

Paul is trying to show by reasoned argument: 
Therefore,  who from amongst yourselves could be more zealous for  “The Law of Moses”  than could I? 

Paul was really working hard to bring The Crowd onto his side. 
Note:  The word  “Brothers”  could be taken at two levels: 

(1)  The Brothers  of  The Jews  (hence could mean “Pious Jews”)   or: 
(2)  The Brothers  to be  “The 1st Century Christians”. 

From (1) Paul could be engaging himself with his listeners to be the inclusive brethren  (under Abraham)  of  “The Pious Jews”   
(Where:  “arranged thoroughly”  means organising amongst themselves to arrest  “The 1st Century Christians”)  or: 

From (2) Paul could be engaging himself with his spiritual brethren of  “The 1st Century Christians”. 
(Where:  “arranged thoroughly”  means  aggressively hunting people who were to become Paul's brethren). 

I suggest the former in Paul’s futile attempt to win them over to his way of thinking. 
 
830th Comment – Paul explains of an incident that was to change his life: 

I was travelling to Damascus to  round-up  more “1st Century Christians”  
and at noon  (being the brightest time of day), 
a bright light   (much brighter than the sun)   from out of the sky,  shone all around me! 

688th Reasoning – Paul gives this supernatural experience as The Reason for them to listen to him. 
Paul is trying to explain that  “Extra-terrestrial intervention”  was occurring here. 
He had to take note and listen! 
Just as surely,  any person would in his position! 

318th Warning – The problem shall be:   
“The members in The Crowd  care not  to believe him!”   They shall have  no regard to hearken  unto him!  

That has occurred then,  and for the last 2000 years  -  especially within the leaders of Christendom,  else they would  not  
teach in the manner they do  -  that clearly exhibits:   A “Care not”  and of a  “No regard to hearken”   attitude! 
Acts   22v6 og (it) {became to be}  And  {to me}/mine  (the) traversing/travelling/departing/journeying (middle voice)  
Acts   22v6 og also  (to the) {making near}/approaching/{drawing close}/{being neigh}  to the  Damascus  
Acts   22v6 og concerning/about  (the) {middle day}/{(by implication =) south}/noon,  
Acts   22v6 og suddenly/unexpectedly  {from/out of}  of the  {zone above the land/earth}/heaven/sky  (to) shine  
Acts   22v6 og (the) shine/illumination/fire/light/radiance  
Acts   22v6 og (the) {to arrive}/{coming into season}/ample/fit/great/many/sufficient/considerable  
Acts   22v6 og over/upon/concerning  I/me/myself  
Acts   22v6 And  it  {became to be}  (= occurred)   to me  the  (personally)  travelling/journeying   

also  to be  approaching/{drawing close}  to the  Damascus  concerning/about  the  {middle day}/noon, 
(then)  suddenly/unexpectedly  {from out of}  of the  sky  to shine  the  great/considerable  light/radiance  over/upon  myself. 

 

And it occurred to me personally travelling,  also to be approaching  Damascus  (at)  about noon 
(then)  unexpectedly from out of the sky the great light to shine upon myself  
 

Paul having believed he has won over the crowd by reasoned argument continues: 
He now begins to explain what motivated  “The Change”  in his life. 
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He is trying to show to The Crowd,  that the precursor to his change was a supernatural event  -  which could have  only  been sourced by  “The 
Almighty God”,  Yahweh,  having  also sourced  “The Law of Moses”. 
Thus while Paul was supposedly protecting  “The Law of Moses”  from  “1st Century Christians”,  Yahweh had obviously intervened in Paul's actions. 

Paul is trying to engage his listeners,  to appreciate that Yahweh was communicating to Paul. 
They must realise that no human can contend with Yahweh,  and by consequence,  Paul was forced to conform to Yahweh’s demands. 

However,  there is a flaw in Paul's assumption,  being that these people would respect his logical reasoning!   
He was  not  speaking to TCs like Paul himself,  but rather he was speaking to  “Religious People”  who did  not  truly respect Yahweh's 
position within their life,  but only:  “When it suited them  on their  own  terms!”  (James chapter 4 is a useful read). 

While:- 
The TC desires to be a  true slave  to Yahweh  (and this is shown by  his/her  works,  as we are to read),  but by contrast: 
“Religious People”  (say  'they obey God',  because it sounds good,  but)   test  Yahweh  ('like a puppet on a string',  counter to Matt.4v7). 

 
831st Comment – Paul states the obvious for a person in that position: 

I sunk to the ground on my knees in humble submission,  and  
heard a voice asking: 

Saul, Saul  for what reason do you persecute me? 
689th Reasoning – This was like a sword piercing Paul's heart!   It was so simple,  but yet so penetrating and devastating! 

Just those few words  “Thoroughly  examined/assayed  Paul's motivation!”    
What was he doing?   Where was he going with his life? 

He thought he was completely fulfilling God's Desire -  because it was what professional leaders of Religion had told him! 
And surely,  being  “professionals”  (paid 'to deliver'),  then they must know what “God” wants? 

690th Reasoning – Up to now Paul was completely oblivious to what he was really doing.  He had not thoroughly 
questioned what he had been taught,  and accepted it without  “proving thought”!   He was just a  “Religious Person”. 
He was doing precisely what his “Leaders of Religion”  had taught him!   He was doing their  'dirty work'! 
404th Instruction – What we must understand is that Yahweh could read Paul's Motivation  (1Sam.16v7).  He knew Paul 
was internally driven to  truly  fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  but had gone off in completely the wrong direction.   Thus  “JCg”  
as “The Word of God” (Rev.19v13),  as Yahweh's  “Premier Messenger” (by definition)  intercepted Paul to redirect him. 

This is what JCg is doing  today  as you read this  –  questioning YOU ! 
Acts   22v7 og (I) alighted/{gently fell down}  Both  into/unto  the  basis/bottom/{the soil}/ground,  
Acts   22v7 og also  (I) heard/listened/understood/responded  (the) disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice  
Acts   22v7 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming  {to me}/mine:  (The) Saul,  (the) Saul,  
Acts   22v7 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  I/me/my 
Acts   22v7 og (you) {follow after}/pursue/ensue/{press forward}/suffer/persecute? 
Acts   22v7 Both   (1)  I  {fell down}  unto  the  basis/soil/ground, 

also   (2)  I  heard/listened  the  disclosure/address/voice  the  stating/exclaiming  to me: 
Saul,  Saul,  wherefore  (= for what reason do)   you  {follow after}/pursue/persecute  me? 

 

Both  (1) I fell down unto the  soil/ground,  also  (2) I heard the  disclosure/voice  stating to me: 
  Saul,  Saul  for what reason do you persecute me? 
 

Paul' continues by logical debate to explain the  obvious  “Extra-terrestrial intervention”  
I fell down to the ground in submission,  -  because what else could a mere human do in such a situation!? 
I heard this  extra-terrestrial  voice communicate with me  -  in the same manner,  as perhaps did The Prophets,  your  'fathers'! 

Paul is sincerely hoping this logical reasoning would have some effect within their mind. 
But as I stated earlier,  he is speaking to  “Religious People”  who have been taught by their religious leaders  “not  to think”,  but to act like  'zombies'  
to their wishes and commands!   Religious leaders do  not  want people to question anything,  else these religious leaders become exposed as fraudsters! 
 
832nd Comment – Paul continues to state the obvious,  being  (supposedly)  what any person would state in his position: 

I answered: 
Who are you? 

JCg replied: 
I am Jesus the Nazarene! 
I am Jesus whom you persecute! 

691st Reasoning – This was turning  “The Sword of The Word of God”  around within his  heart/{seat of motivation}. 
Surely, Paul was fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire as given in The Tanakh,  and yet he was being accused of persecuting 
“Yahweh’s Premier Representative!”   Many questions would be swirling around within his mind! 
692nd Reasoning – The problem with Paul’s argument is that  he is different  to these listening people!   Yes,  he was a  
“Religious Person”,  but the difference is that he  truly  wanted to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  inasmuch “He put himself out 
to do something”  (James.2v16-26).  “Worldly religious people”  do  not  intrinsically  want to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  
they  only  want to fulfil  their desire as taught by The World  (of which they clearly demonstrate within their works),  
being  “their interpretation”  of Yahweh’s Desire   (Rev.22v18-19)! 
319th Warning – “Religious People”  choose  not  to  assay/test/prove  what they know for “Righteousness”  and that is 
why JCg does  not  speak to them -  even though many, many  “Christians”  errantly think he is,  especially at church’! 
Actually, Yes and No!   Yes, through the pages of The Bible,  but No, through their religious leaders or voices in the head! 
693rd Reasoning – This argument is now turning against Paul in the minds of his listeners.  Paul spoke in a logical and 
righteous manner using “The Strength of Argument”  to support his case,  but these people are not intrinsically interested!   
They are only interested as in  “a spectacle” - being  “A Show”  of what comes next!   As given today in many churches. 
They are  not  interested in  “The Manner”  Paul wants them to be interested!    
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694th Reasoning – Paul is  loosing these people’,  he has now shown  “He is different to them”,  inasmuch he is special 
because Yahweh  has  chosen to speak’ to Paul,  and yet,  not to them,  because they do not have these experiences!   
Instead of warming to Paul and respecting his  “Authority to Speak”  underwritten by Yahweh,  they will reject him! 
Acts   22v8 og (emphatic) I/me  And  {concluded for oneself}/responded/{began to speak}/answered:  
Acts   22v8 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  {thou art}/{you are}  Lord/Master/Sir?   
Acts   22v8 og (he/it) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  Both  toward/nearness/{accession to}  I/me/my:   
Acts   22v8 og (emphatic) I/me  am/exist  (the) Jesus/{Yahweh is Salvation}  the  Nazarene  
Acts   22v8 og whom/which/that  thou/you  (you) {follow after}/pursue/ensue/{press forward}/suffer/persecute! 
Acts   22v8 And  emphatic  I  (Paul)  responded/answered: 

Who  are you  lord/master? 
Both  he/it  said/commanded  towards me: 
(1)  Empathic  I  am/exist  the  Jesus  the  Nazarene 
(2)  whom  you  persecute! 

 

And  (emphatic) I (Paul)  answered:- 
   Who are you  lord/master? 
Both he commanded towards me: 
   (1)  (Emphatic) I  am/exist  the Jesus the Nazarene  
   (2)  Whom you persecute! 
 

Paul continues to explain why he changed from being  “The Most Pious Jew”  to then become a  “1st Century Christian”. 
It must be clearly stated: 

Paul did  not  become a  “21st Century Christian”. 
Paul became a  “1st Century Christian”  

The  difference  between the two is like  “chalk and cheese”,  separated by what seems like:  “Light years of distance”. 
A “21st Century Christian” has been taught  “Religion”  by men,  as representatives of  “The Adversary/Satan”  (2Cor.11v13-15). 
A “1st Century Christian” has been taught  “The Word of God” by JC,  a representative of  “Yahweh”  (John.14v5-15). 

And unless  “You”  thoroughly  know  BOTH,  then a distinction  cannot  be personally made! 
It really cannot be stated much simpler than that. 
Moreover,  Paul was facing  precisely the  one/same  problem  as I face in my writings! 
The recipients are  not  “hearkening”  -  because they have been taught  not  “to hearken”  (= to listen,  think, reason, understand  and  then do)! 

Their religious leaders  obtain  (not “earn”)  money, power and honour under the  false pretences  of supposedly representing  “God”. 
They are hardly likely to want their income drying up  (John.11v47-53),  and this protection of their worldly income has,  and still does occur,  
all over The World throughout all time -  no different in Paul's day,  as it is today while you read this! 

Paul likewise  needed  this  “extra-terrestrial”  intervention  -  because at the time of this intervention:  He too,  was a  “Religious Person”. 
Yet the difference with Paul is that he was  truly searching  and  highly motivated  to fulfil  “Yahweh's Pure Desire within The Environment” (= the HS). 
However,  his mind was  'locked in a box'  and he required  extra-terrestrial  intervention to unlocked the box and free his mind. 
His mind had The Knowledge of Judaism,  but he could not correctly apply it,  unless he could escape from the box created by  “The Religious Leaders”  
of Judaism.  JC had answered Judaism to provide that required escape and that is what JCg was doing here  –  releasing him from his spiritual prison! 
This is the point of his argument to these people in the crowd: 

He was  like  them,  –  a  “Religious Person”  taught how  “NOT to think”  by his  “religious leaders”  in a seminary  (Matt.23v15)! 
Nevertheless,  there  is  a problem,  he is speaking to  “Religious People”,  who are perhaps like the reader,  set in their own ways and fearful of change! 

Fearful of what my family may think,  and/or  my present circle of friends think of me if I were to change:  “What I believe”! 
This is  “The World of Satan”  talking in our mind,  -  but JC has made us free  (John.8v33-36)  by  “opening our mind”. 

Please read my three sequential dissertations entitled  “50 things to ask of your Religion”. 
The first has the questions,  the second specifically forces bold responses,  and the third explains how a TC would answer as a  “1st Century Christian”. 

JCg was setting Paul free from the box,  locked up by the religious leaders protecting their own lifestyle. 
Paul by logical reasoning is trying to impress upon his audience: 

I was like you,  –  but JCg came to me,  just as he can come to you in the manner I am explaining to you! 
Just listen to my account of how JC unlocked the confined box of my mind. 
JC is only  one-step  away from Judaism,  inasmuch he  answers  what Yahweh taught by action and prophecy in The Tanakh. 

And likewise,  within Christianity,  while  what is taught  in  “21st Christianity”  is so vastly different  (like  “chalk and cheese”,  “light years distant”)  
to  what JC taught  as  “1st Century Christianity”  the content itself as given in The Bible  is only  “one step away”!   It is only that our  worldly Christian 
leaders have  personally created a huge gulf between the two  (hence of a  “New Jesus”,  of which Paul was later to witness, 2Cor.11v4)  for self-
indulgent  reasons  (to the hurt of their neighbour)  by ignoring the warning given at  Rev.22v18-19! 
So Paul asks  (in this encounter on The Road to Damascus):   

Who are you? 
Paul knows it is  “The Almighty God”,  Yahweh,  directly  “putting forth”  (= “making physically possible”)  this communication unto him. 

Yahweh has  “put forth”  (not “sent”  [as always so very  badly  translated in worldly bibles])  JCg to speak to  (Saul)/Paul. 
Why?   Because JCg had  proved himself worthy  to  'take The Front Seat',   to be at  “The Right Hand Side of Yahweh”  (with regard to this planet)  then 
Yahweh spoke to  (Saul)/Paul  through His  representative/intercessor/intermediator,  JCg. 
Yahweh could not speak directly to Saul/Paul,  because he was not yet a TC on the road to Damascus  (but the opposite),  that is why it had to be JCg! 
JC had delivered  “The Ministry”,  proved himself perfect to  “The Law of Moses”  and remained faithful until death,  to be  “The Ransom Sacrifice”. 

Yahweh was therefore allowing JCg as  “The Future Leader”  (Rev.19v16)  to roll forward The Millennium during The Gospel Age. 
Yahweh via JCg  (as “The Means”)  was bringing forth The Millennium through Paul,  being what he was to do within his future life! 

Paul thought he was fulfilling Yahweh's Desire through his  (“worldly” as taught by religious leaders)  understanding of  “The Law of Moses”.  
However, his understanding was wrong; he had the precisely same thought processes as do  (21st Century)  Christians have of what they think JC taught! 

He had  not  thoroughly  assayed/tested/proved  “what he knew”  for  “Righteousness”  thereby qualifying it to have come from Yahweh!  
He as a dutiful,  budding student,  had  lapped-up  what his religious leaders told him  -  but they were wrong,  because they were  NOT INTERESTED  
in their subject matter to personally  assay/test/prove  “what they knew”  for  “Righteousness”,  to ensure that what they had understood was sourced by 
“The Righteous Yahweh”!    

While  “The Information”  was correct,  “The Understanding”  was flawed,  and hence their  knowledge as taught was incorrect! 
While  “The Information”  is correct for Judaism and “1st Century Christianity”,  by contrast  “the information”  for other religions is  wholly flawed. 
So while the people of Judaism and Christianity have some chance of  “getting somewhere useful”,  people of other religions have  “no chance”! 
But while people of other religions have a  “Guaranteed Resurrection”  to  “have a chance”  to learn in The Millennium how to imitate JC,  the option 
of  “Resurrection”  for Christians is  not  so  clear-cut,  charlatan Christian leaders have forsaken their option of a personal resurrection,  they have 
become like Judas by  betraying  “The Responsibility”  “The Word of God”  has upon them! 
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However,  I explain all the reasons why elsewhere,   Paul in this instance was going to become a premier TC,  of whom Yahweh would become proud to 
be associated with his output!   Therefore, Yahweh supports Paul. 
Paul was therefore explaining to these people in the crowd: 

A supreme Extra-terrestrial Entity was telling me,  that my action of  ‘protecting my understanding of The Law of Moses”  was: 
“Persecuting this supreme Extra-terrestrial Entity”  having this discourse with me! 

I was persecuting the very specific Extra-terrestrial Entity having established  “The Law of Moses”  in the first instance. 
(Because logic tells us:  “The Supreme Law of Moses”  could  not  have come from any other Entity)! 

Therefore,  Paul is telling these people: 
I thought like you,  wanted to act in precisely the  one/same  manner as you are doing to me  -  and I was wrong! 
It was not  “The Religious Leaders”  telling me I was wrong,  but  “The Supreme Entity”  personally telling me I was wrong! 

I had to listen,  understand and then respond! 
Else I would be an enemy to what I had  (up to that point in time)  lived to uphold within my life! 

Paul thinks this reasoning will help them to understand: 
Therefore,  can you all understand what I was going though? 

Nevertheless, it will not make any difference because  “Religious People”  are  not  interested in  “Reality as defined by Yahweh”,  they are only 
interested in the “reality of their small world”  comprising of their local contacts.    
“The Reality of TCs”  is of  “The Greater Vista”  which wholly comprises of The Millennium and of Yahweh’s Plan to make that future a viable reality. 
That is why these Jewish people and Christians most generally,  have absolutely no interest in both what Paul is saying and what subsequent TCs state! 
Because quite simply: 

They are taught  not  to think like Yahweh by their religious leaders  (hence Luke.12v46-48)! 
And around the circle we go again! 

 
833rd Comment – Paul describes his accomplices: 

My  (muscled)  cohort of men saw the bright light and were trembling, 
but they did not understand the disclosure   (from Jesus). 

695th Reasoning – Paul is really starting to alienate the listeners!   It seems that he is the only one privy to understand the 
communication between him and the Extra-Terrestrial Entity,  normal people are excluded!   The point Paul is trying to 
explain is that He was commissioned by “Religious Leaders”  to do one thing,  and now an  infinitely higher  Authority 
was telling him to do the  exact opposite!   It seems obvious to Paul he must forsake the former and join the latter! 
405th Instruction – We must understand that if we do not gain  ALL  “The Word of God”  in the beginning,  then we will 
not understand what Yahweh through JC is trying to communicate to us  -  because  “bits will be missing”  and we will 
have a  skewed/distorted  understanding  (= not understanding)! 
320th Warning – This is pandemic within The World today,  “1st Century Christianity”  has  completely morphed  into 
“Worldly Christianity”  to become merely a subset of “Religion”,  and by consequence today  no one  (= 89,999 people in 
90,000 people)  understands.  Except dangerously,  they think  “they know”.   A little knowledge is always dangerous! 
Acts   22v9 og the (ones = persons)  And  {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  {to me} 
Acts   22v9 og being/having  the  truly/indeed/{that one}  (the) shine/illumination/fire/light/radiance  
Acts   22v9 og (they) {looked closely at}/perceived/visited/beheld/{looked upon},  
Acts   22v9 og also  (the) {in fear}/alarmed/affrighted/afraid/tremble (plural)   (they)  {became to be},  
Acts   22v9 og the  and  disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice  no/not/none  
Acts   22v9 og (they) heard/listened/understood/responded  (of the) him  (of the) speaking/uttering/saying  {to me}/mine  
Acts   22v9 And  the persons  {united as companions}/{in union}  {to [= with] me} 

they  being/having  beheld/{looked upon}  truly/indeed   the  light/radiance, 
also  they  {became to be}  the  fearful/afraid/trembling, 
and  the  disclosure/address/voice  not  they  listened/understood  of the  him  of the  speaking/uttering  {to me}. 

 

And the persons united as companions  with me  (= the religious leaders’ henchmen travelling with  ‘Saul cum Paul’) 
they having truly beheld the  light/radiance  also they became to be  fearful/trembling 
and the  disclosure/voice  of his speaking to me,  not they  listened/understood  
 

Several things to discuss here: 
1. “Heard not”  (of worldly bibles,)  contradicts elsewhere where it distinctly states:  “They heard”,  but my translation does not contradict! 
2. What report would these henchmen give on their return – having left Saul cum Paul,  and what would they do with the rest of their lives? 

Interesting points to be considered! 
Taking the first point,  we are back to what I stated earlier in the previous chapter: 

If  there are two possible interpretations,  then  our worldly translators invariably  go for the wrong one! 
They just cannot seem to help themselves in this matter! 

That is why it was incumbent upon me to become accountable,  take ownership,  be responsible with  “The Word of God”,  and thus generate  “The Most 
Trustworthy English Translation”  together with  “The Most Accurate Inter-Verse Commentary”  on this planet at  “The Close  of The Gospel Age”. 
“The Most Accurate Inter-Verse Commentary”  because it wholly reflects what Yahweh intended to be told to The Reader and not the gross  'near-
nonsense'  that has been written throughout the ages  (of some 1700 years),  some of which I have read and been appalled at the content! 

It was for this one specific reason I generated  “The Prime Reference Standard”  to actively combat and thus lay to rest such nonsense! 
This  “Knowledge”  shall become  “The Record”  that Yahweh can use to end The Gospel Age and begin The Millennium,  by stating: 
      “You of The World now have everything explained  -   it is your responsibility to inculcate it  -  because it was  all  in The Bible!” 

Returning to this verse. 
The point behind this observation is that Paul’s henchmen at the time  heard  “The Address made by JCg”,  but importantly they did  not understand  it. 

It was like a foreign language of gobbledygook to them  -  just a loud incoherent noise. 
Why? 

Because JCg was  not  speaking to them,  they had  closed  minds!  
Paul both  (1) heard,  but more importantly,  (2) he understood  what was said because Yahweh through JCg was talking to an  open  mind. 

A mind that had been educated upon  “The Word of God”  as given in The Tanakh,  Paul was  already receptive to it! 
The point is that we must become like Paul -   “Gain the Knowledge”  by reading a  GOOD  Bible  (I suggest a pre-1950 CE translation). 

This occurs naturally with humans,  people having minds attuned to a specific subject matter  (for example “quantum mechanics”)  will quickly grasp 
and understand what is spoken,  but other people not attuned,  will immediately  'switch-off'  and communication is lost! 

That analogy best describes what was occurring here! 
Taking the second point as a matter of interest. 
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Place yourself in the position of these henchmen,  and consider what went through their mind at the time,  and then afterwards! 
Firstly having to lead by hand the blinded Paul  (their leader)  to Straight Street in the middle of Damascus.  Then leaving  Saul/Paul  there by himself,  
and return back to Jerusalem to report-back to  “The Religious Leaders”  why they had come back empty handed,  less their leader,  Saul. 

Think what  The Religious Leaders back at base would have thought about  The Situation! 
I leave the commentary at that point for personal consideration  (noting what the same leaders did at Matt.28v11-15). 
 
834th Comment – Paul now responds in the obvious manner to  “The Higher Authority”,  he asks: 

What do you want me to do? 
And JCg replies: 

Stand up and journey to Damascus,  and there you shall be told what to do! 
696th Reasoning – The crux behind this  (being why JCg intercepted Paul)  is that Paul  wanted  to fulfil The Desire of The 
Authority  -  he just did not know what it was,  because he had been taught incorrectly.  He had  “The Knowledge”  in his 
head,  as contained within  “The Tanakh”,  but he did not understand it at the time.   
321st Warning – In theory, leaders of Christendom should have much  “Yahweh’s Knowledge”  (supposedly studying it),  
but their head is completely  messed-up  with Man’s Understanding  (which negates much of Yahweh’s Knowledge)  -  so 
of course they do  not  understand Yahweh.  Sadly,  their congregations are even in a worse state,  have their minds 
completely full of Man’s Knowledge after Yahweh’s Knowledge has been passed through The Filter (Rev.22v18-19)  of 
Man’s Understanding  -  by consequence,  they know absolutely  nothing  about  what Yahweh truly desires! 
Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We, The Slaves,  fully hearken to what is commanded by The Master 
To be in this educated position means we must  (1) first learn what The Master teaches,  – and  (2) then do it with fidelity! 
Reasoning – repeat - The  Lord/Master  relating directly to Humans is always JC,  who is  “The Intercessor”  between  
“Humans and Yahweh”.    JC as  “The Word of God”  becomes  “The Master of The Mind”  within  “The Early 
Adopters”  during The Gospel Age  (and later in The Millennium for  “The Late Adopters”). 
Acts   22v10 og (I) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  And  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  
Acts   22v10 og (I shall) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice  Lord/Master (vocative)?  
Acts   22v10 og the  And  lord/master  (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  
Acts   22v10 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  I/me/my:  
Acts   22v10 og (The) {stand up}/arise/{rise up},  (you) traverse/travel/depart/journey (middle voice)  into/unto 
Acts   22v10 og (the) Damascus,  {likewise in that place}/{and there}/{there also}  {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy  
Acts   22v10 og (it will be) spoken/uttered/said  concerning/about  (the) all/whole/every (things)  {of whom/which}  
Acts   22v10 og (it is) arranged/assigned/determined/ordained/set  {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy  
Acts   22v10 og (you shall) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice  
Acts   22v10 And  I  said/spoke: 

What  shall I  do/yield/produce/perform/practice  lord/master? 
And  the  lord/master  he  said/commanded  towards  me: 
The  {stand up}/arise,   you  (personally)  travel/journey  into/unto  the  Damascus 
{likewise in that place}  to  thee/you   it will be  spoken/uttered    
concerning/about  the  all things  {of which}  you shall  do/yield/produce/perform/practice. 

 

And  I  (Saul/Paul)  said/spoke: 
   What shall  I  do/yield/produce,  lord/master? 
And the  lord/master  commanded towards me: 
   Stand up,  you personally  travel/journey  into Damascus 
   likewise in that place it will be spoken to you concerning all the things you shall  do/yield/produce  
 

Paul feels motivated to continue explaining why he has changed from being a pious Jew and become a  “1st Century Christian”  by logical reasoning. 
He is explaining to these people,  that his errant knowledge  (as sourced by leaders of “Religion”)  must be changed. 

Else,  why the present discourse? 
He asks what he must do,  as should any human when being addressed by  “The Supreme Entity”  (Yahweh through JCg while Paul is in this state). 

The Extra-terrestrial Entity then gives instructions, which Paul dutifully fulfils. 
The point behind this as Paul reasons to himself,  as he speaks to The Crowd,  is this:- 

What else could I do? 
As Paul understands things,  it is  “The Expressed Duty for humans to fulfil Yahweh's Desire”  (Ecc.12v13-14). 
The problem with this reasoning is that  “Religious People”  do  not  think like this  -  they only do what  they want to do! 
Sadly,  what they want to do is not governed by a mind like Yahweh,  and by consequence,  they do worldly things! 

That is specifically why Paul's address to this crowd is doomed to ultimately fail,  as we will read later! 
 
835th Comment – Paul continues: 

My cohorts needed to guide me into Damascus because I was blinded by the great light. 
697th Reasoning – Yahweh had caused temporary blindness only to Paul.  The reason was several fold: 

1.  Physical  blindness would have impressed upon Paul about his  spiritual  blindness. 
2.  Paul was a  'walking Tanakh',  he had no need for his eyes!  Paul was turning over The Tanakh in his mind. 
3.  Yahweh wanted to cut Paul's life in half,  seminary worldly methodology,  and now,  Yahweh's Methodology. 

698th Reasoning – Paul was explaining to his audience how Yahweh had deliberately interacted with him – to emphasise 
how he was forced to follow instructions from this Extra-Terrestrial Entity  (inasmuch Paul felt duty-bound to do so)   
406th Instruction – We too should be like Paul thoroughly learning our subject matter and then being truly internally 
driven to fulfil Yahweh's Desire which is to bring forth  “The Next Generation of TCs”  to Yahweh in our  self-sacrifice. 
322nd Warning – There is a problem for Paul:  These  “Religious People”  had absolutely no intention to make this Extra-
Terrestrial Entity their  Lord/Master  because they do  not  feel  duty-bound  to fulfil His Desire  (which is why Yahweh 
through JCg has not,  and shall not,  intercept them).   But for Paul his logical reasoning will just alienate them! 
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Acts   22v11 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  And  no/not/none  
Acts   22v11 og (I) {to look on}/{to observe fixedly}/{to (absolutely) discern clearly}/behold/{gaze/stare upon}  
Acts   22v11 og off/away/separated/from  of the  glory/honour/dignity/worship  
Acts   22v11 og of the  shine/illumination/fire/light/radiance  {that one}/those  
Acts   22v11 og (the being) {hand leader}/{guided (a blind person)}/{led by the hand}  under/through/inferior/below/by  
Acts   22v11 og of the (ones = persons)  {exist in union}/{be in company with}{present together at time}  {to me}/mine,  
Acts   22v11 og (I) accompanied/appeared/brought/came  into/unto  (the) Damascus  
Acts   22v11 And  {in that manner}/as  no/not  I  {to look on}/{observe fixedly}{discern clearly}/{gaze upon}  off/away/from   

of the  glory/dignity  of the  {that one}  light/radiance, 
I  accompanied/came  into/unto  the  Damascus,   
the  being  {led by the hand}/guided  under/by  of the  persons  {being in company with}/{present together at time}  {to [= with]  me}. 

 

And as  I  (was)  not  (able)  to  {look on}/{discern clearly}/{gaze upon}  off/from  (= because)  of the glory of that  light/radiance, 
                   (= Paul was  [temporally]  physically blinded.) 
I came into Damascus,  being guided by the people presently in company with me  
 

Paul still vainly hopes this additional information will make these recipients take note and be assured,  that Paul was truly intercepted by an Extra-
terrestrial Entity impressing His Authority upon Paul. 
 
836th Comment – Paul endorses his recognition by Yahweh of his future role by bringing forth a devout Jewish man called 
Ananias to interact with Paul.  This man was recognised by all Jews as being devout to  “The Law of Moses”. 
699th Reasoning – Paul is hoping that this universally recognised Jewish devout man instructed by Yahweh to come and 
aid Paul will bring the audience around to understand why he is teaching  “1st Century Christianity”. 
Acts   22v12 og (the) Ananias  And  {some/any/certain person}  (the) man/husband/fellow  
Acts   22v12 og (the) {well reverent}/pious/{very devout}/godly  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
Acts   22v12 og the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law   
Acts   22v12 og (the having been) witnessed/reporter (= the person giving the evidence)   
Acts   22v12 og under/through/inferior/below/by  (of the) all/whole/every  
Acts   22v12 og of the (ones = Jews)  {housed permanently}/{firmly inhabiting}/{persistently dwelling}  (of the) Jews  
Acts   22v12 And  the  Ananias  {some/certain person}  the  {very devout}/godly  man/husband   

according to  the  principle/law  (of Moses)                      (noting that he had become a “1st Century Christian”) 
the  having been  witnessed/reporter  under/by   of the  all  of the  Jews  {housed permanently}/{persistently dwelling}  (there). 

 

And Ananias a certain  {very devout}/godly  man according to The Law  (of Moses) 
                 (However,  he  had  recognised how  “1st Century Christianity”  answered  “Judaism”,  and thus  personally tried to imitate JC) 
the having been  witnessed/reported  (as such)  by all of the Jews persistently dwelling  (there)  
 

Paul continues to justify his actions subsequent to  “The Supernatural Intervention”. 
Ananias is a  devout  person who has been  universally endorsed by all the Jews in Damascus,  now personally comes to help Paul! 

Paul with his logical mind continues to think all this must be helping his cause! 
Question:  Is there a contradiction between Ananias being recognised as a Devout Jew,  and yet he is becoming a  “1st Century Christian” (Acts.9v13)? 
No!   He was an elderly man,  exceedingly scholarly in The Tanakh and a Rabbi,  having taught many people within  “The Law of Moses”,  -  but 
obviously he was  searching for  answers  to The Tanakh and thus in the process of converting to   “1st Century Christianity”,  where JC provided  “The 
Answers”  to The Tanakh. 
 
837th Comment – This devout Jewish scholar in The Tanakh called Paul  “brother”,  and Paul received his sight! 
Reasoning – repeat - Paul is hoping that this universally recognised Jewish devout man instructed by Yahweh to come and 
aid Paul will bring the audience around to understand why he is teaching  “1st Century Christianity”. 
Acts   22v13 og (the) accompanied/appeared/brought/came  toward/nearness/{accession to}  I/me/my  also  
Acts   22v13 og (the) {stood upon}/{been present}/{thrust onto}/{came upon}/{at hand}/imminent/insistent/urgent   
Acts   22v13 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  {to me}/mine,  
Acts   22v13 og (the) Saul  Brother (vocative),  (you) {to look up}/{recover/receive sight}/{able to perceive}   
Acts   22v13 og {I also}/{even I}/{and me}  she/it/same  to the (= in)  {portion of time (season of Year), (hour of day)}  
Acts   22v13 og (I) {looked up}/{recovered/received sight}/{was able to perceive}  into/unto  (the) him  
Acts   22v13 The came  towards  me  also  the  {stood upon}  he  said/commanded  {to me}: 

Saul,  brother,  you  {look up}/{recover sight}/{be able to perceive}. 
In  (that)  same  {portion of time  (as part of his conversation with me)}  {I also}  {looked up}/{recovered sight}/perceived  unto  him. 

 

(Ananias)  Came towards me  also  {stood upon}/ present,  he  (= Ananias)  said to me  (Saul/Paul): 
   Brother Saul,  you  {look up}/{recover sight}  
In  (that)  same  {portion of time  (as he was speaking to me)}  I also  {looked up}/{recovered sight}  unto him  
 

Paul has made the point,  a Jew recognised as being a most godly man according to “The Law of Moses” personally came and called me brother,  
thereby indicating Paul is welcome into their spiritual family  (presently implied as being a brother Jew)  and by consequence,  Yahweh returned Paul's 
sight through this man. 
Paul is thinking: 

Surely all this information must be winning them over! 
(1)  Because this Eminent Rabbi had called Paul:  “Brother”. 
(2)  Yahweh had given Paul back his sight,  to indicate an endorsement from On High. 

But as I stated earlier – Paul is losing the battle  (as I explain later)  because he is speaking to  “Religious People”  who are irrational and have  closed  
minds that have been built upon  “weak/blind faith”  and thus must  close their mind  because they have  no  “Real Faith”  (to ‘protect’ their beliefs). 
Sadly,  in honestly explaining himself,  Paul has unconsciously disassociated himself from them  -   because they do not have such experiences! 
Therefore,  people with  “weak faith”  are not able to copy Paul at the level of 1Cor.9v16-20,  because they are fearful of losing  “Reasoned Argument”.   
However,  a TC  is  fearless because  they thoroughly know their Subject Matter  and are personally able to stridently  press-forward  as did Paul and 
spiritually decimate religious opposition based upon inductive righteous argument! 
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838th Comment – Ananias said: 

The Specific God of our fathers has personally appointed you to clearly  know/understand 
the equitable one (= JCg)  also hear his voice from his mouth  (= The Invitation to be The 12th Apostle). 

‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets)  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation) = The Premier Son of Almighty God 
407th Instruction – The Righteous One = JCg who fulfilled  “The Law of Moses” in its entirety and Yahweh's Law on Sin.  
He was  “Equitable”  to  “The Requirements”  as laid down by Yahweh and thus “Faultless/Blameless”,  to be  “Holy”. 
408th Instruction – JCg on The Road to Damascus  personally  “Invited”  Paul to become a future “Son of God” and thus  
“The Replacement 12th Disciple”  to Judas Iscariot  (Matthias was only selected by the casting of lots,  Acts.1v26-28). 
700th Reasoning – Thus while Paul was  not  a  “1st Century Christian”,  JCg was  “the specific god”  of  Saul/Paul.  But 
when Paul became a  proven  “1st Century Christian”  (= a TC)  then Yahweh become  “The Specific God”  of Paul. 
This is how “ho theos” works. 
323rd Warning – Beware of leaders of Christendom who understand  none  of this,  it is like a  foreign language  to them! 
This simplicity of  “ho theos”  is just lost on  “Christendom”  when it’s Trinitarians generate  unrighteous  “mystery”. 
701st Reasoning – Paul is hoping that the recognition by The Almighty God, Yahweh, of The Fathers  (= The Prophets)  of 
Paul's future role in  knowing/understanding  The Righteous One  will endear them to him.   Sadly, it will not  - instead of 
recognising Paul to be  “The Foremost Representative”  of Yahweh unto whom to hearken,  they will just push him away! 
Acts   22v14 og the (one = person = Ananias)  And  (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  the  {specific god}  
Acts   22v14 og of the  fathers/forebears  {of/from us}  
Acts   22v14 og (he has) {to handle for oneself in advance}/purposed/choose/{made ready for use in future}/ 

/constituted/destined/{before appointed} (middle voice)  
Acts   22v14 og thee/thy/thou  (to) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand}  
Acts   22v14 og the  determination/{delighting in}/will/desire/{be pleased}  (of the) him,  
Acts   22v14 og also  (to) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  the  equitable/innocent/righteous/just  (One),  
Acts   22v14 og also  (to) hear/listen/understand/respond  (the) disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice  
Acts   22v14 og {from/out of}  of the  {‘gash in face’}/{front/edge of weapon}/mouth/edge/face  (of the) him  
Acts   22v14 And  he (= Ananias)  said/commanded: 

The  ‘specific god’  of our  fathers  he has  (personally)  purposed/constituted/{before appointed}   
thee/you  to  {absolutely know/understand}  his  determination/will/desire, 
also  to  know/understand/perceive  the equitable/innocent/righteous/just  one  (= JCg) 
also  to  hear/listen/understand/respond  the  disclosure/address/voice  {from out of}  of  his  mouth. 

 

And he  (= Ananias)  said: 
The Specific God  (= Yahweh)  of our fathers   (= “Ancient Worthies and prophets”   [NOT  “1st Epoch Israel” generally]) 
He has personally  purposed/{before appointed}  you  (= Paul)  to absolutely  know/understand  His  determination/will/desire, 
also  (you)  to  know/understand/perceive  the  equitable/innocent/righteous/just  one   (= JCg in his vision to Damascus, 1Cor.15v8) 
also to  hear/understand  the  disclosure/voice  from out of his mouth   (as  “The Personal Invitation”  to be the 12th Apostle replacing Judas)  
 

Paul continues by  quoting this highly esteemed Jewish man: 
The Specific God of our fathers has personally appointed you to absolutely know His Desire. 

Paul mentally reasons: 
This must give him  “The Recognition”  within this crowd's eyes  “The Authority to Speak”! 

Paul continues to  quote this publicly acclaimed Jewish man: 
You,  Paul,  shall understand  “The Innocent One” (= JC)  also  hear/understand  his voice from out of his mouth! 

As outside observer,  perhaps we should ask ourselves: 
Given these credentials,  would we be defending Paul or be attacking him? 

Most Christians may state: 
Oh,  we would support him! 

Then I would ask: 
Really? 
Especially when many Christians would dispute what he writes in his epistles – especially about what he states about  male/female  positions! 

Then they say:   
He is not relevant to our time,  or I disagree with certain other aspects in his epistles! 

To this,  I would say: 
Christians who have made those comments have just aligned themselves with The Jewish Crowd  (and hence with Satan  “to oppose”)! 

Can the reader start to understand  “The Double Standards”  that Christians so readily flit between,  showing them to be  truly  “Religious People”! 
 
839th Comment – Paul explains what was said about him by a Jewish Authority: 

You shall be The Witness/Martyr for The Equitable One  (= JC = “God's Word”, just to Yahweh's Requirements) 
giving “The Word of God” to all humans for what you have discerned and understood  (for “The Inheritance”). 

409th Instruction – Witness/Martyr “for The Cause”  means precisely that!  “Go out on a limb to put our life in jeopardy”  
by  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  by both word  and deed  (= precisely imitate JC's lifestyle).   That is why 
there  are only  144000 TCs elected from out of The Gospel Age of about a 2000 year duration. 
324th Warning – Witness/Martyr “for The Cause”  absolutely does  not  mean what  “leaders of Christendom”  teach by 
both  word and deed ,  which is why Yahweh  rejects them  as The Bible profusely teaches us through its pages.   
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410th Instruction – Paul as The 12th Disciple,  has personally chosen to  discern/understand  “The Word of God”  being 
what it means to completely change our mind away from worldly methodology unto Yahweh's Methodology.  This means 
more than just  “words”,  but importantly also The Deeds that  underwrite  The Words! 
702nd Reasoning – In Paul's logical and righteous mind,  he thought this instruction and  endorsement from a recognised 
Jewish Authority speaking on behalf of Yahweh would endear these  “Religious People”  unto him!   No!   To the contrary,  
these “Religious People”  have  “closed minds”  and have no interest in analysing what Paul has to say! 
Acts   22v15 og because  (you) {shall be}/{will come to pass}  (the) witness/martyr/{for the record/cause}  (to the) him  
Acts   22v15 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) all/whole/every  (the) countenances/{human-beings}/men  
Acts   22v15 og {of whom/which}  (you have) {stared at}/{discerned clearly}/beheld/perceived/seen/{taken heed}  
Acts   22v15 og also  (you have) heard/listened/understood/responded  
Acts   22v15 Because  you  (= Paul)   {shall be}  the  witness/martyr/{for the record/cause}  to the  him  (= imitate JCg) 

towards  the all  {human beings}/men  {of which/what}  you have  {stared at}/{discerned clearly}/beheld   
also  you have  heard/understood/responded. 

 

Because you  (= Paul)  shall be the  witness/martyr/{for the record/cause}  to him  (= JCg as “The Word of God”  accurately represented) 
towards all humans of what you have  {stared at}/{discerned clearly}  also you have  heard/understood/responded   (to “The Invitation”.) 
 

Paul continues to quote this highly respected Jewish man's prophecy regarding Paul's future life. 
Paul internally rationalises:  

I should give this information to this crowd,  because I fulfilled this prophecy over the last some 14+ years and received much persecution for 
only stating what I have been ordained to do by Yahweh through His Jewish representative  (Ananias)! 

However,  this is likely to backfire  because “Religious People”  do not think along these lines. 
They will just think Paul deserves it and there must be something wrong with him,  as an outsider to what they personally do. 
Their  (faulty)  reasoning  (irrationally)  based upon:   

What they personally believe is correct and everyone else is wrong,  'we'  do not do what Paul does and because  'we are correct'  then Paul is 
wrong and we shall oppose him! 

We can see  “The Mindset of Paul”  is wholly different to these people  –  they think  so very differently  to him. 
Paul wants to fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
“Religious People”  have absolutely  no  intention on  truly  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire! 

Why? 
Paul made it his business to truly discover what Yahweh Desires  (Matt.7v7-8)  –  so that he can fulfil it to yield  “the future life”! 
“Religious People”  have absolutely  no  interest in discovering Yahweh's Desire  –  because they like  “the present life”! 

So while it seems logical for Paul to explain  how  he is fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  -  and that is  why  he should tell these people. 
These people can only reason that Paul is an  “outsider”  by his actions and must be ostracised as  not  being part of them!   

They need to  excuse  themselves,  to absolve themselves from all responsibility for  “The Word of God”  (as they  choose  to see it)! 
(Because music, words and songs are cheap,  being so easy to do for the resultant heightened emotional hype as pushed by religious leaders!) 

Thus,  Paul's argument is starting to fall apart  in  their  eyes,  therefore,  he is only beginning to  'dig a hole for himself'! 
Can the reader see the contradictory nature of these two types of minds? 

 
840th Comment – Paul explains: 

Ananias instructs Paul to stand-up and be baptised into this New Role  as  “The Martyr for The Cause”. 
    (To metaphorically wash away The Sins of Paul's former life and to start precisely imitating JC the  lord/master.) 

Allegory – repeat - Baptise in water = Spiritual  death  to our old life – by entering into “The 2nd Covenant” with Yahweh. 
Reasoning – repeat - Baptism in water was a “repentance” for all the old things that were done in ignorance (1Tim.1v13)  
and required before we can enter into  “The 2nd Covenant”  with Yahweh,  by wholly inculcating  “The Word of God”. 
Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We, The Slaves,  fully hearken to what is commanded by The Master 
To be in this educated position means we must  (1) first learn what The Master teaches,  – and  (2) then do it with fidelity! 
Reasoning – repeat - The  Lord/Master  relating directly to Humans is always JC,  who is  “The Intercessor”  between  
“Humans and Yahweh”.    JC as  “The Word of God”  becomes  “The Master of The Mind”  within  “The Early 
Adopters”  during The Gospel Age  (and later in The Millennium for  “The Late Adopters”). 
411th Instruction – We are invited  (but not forced)  to become a  “Martyr for The Cause”  which means thoroughly 
learning  “The Word of God”,  rigorously assaying it and then operating with fidelity upon it.   In this manner, we 
personally gain  The Character/Authority  of JCg and by result:  We come in JC's Name  -  as stated by  other people.  
325th Warning – Beware of  “Leaders of Christendom”  ignoring  “The Character/Authority”  behind  “The Name”  by 
both  “Instruction”  and by personal  “Deeds”,  because this would be too illuminating as  “The Light”  shining upon 
their present “Darkness”  -  if they educated their congregational members unto  “discernment”. 
Acts   22v16 og Also  now/present/immediate  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  
Acts   22v16 og (you) {to occur}/expect/intend/necessity/going/coming/{about to}?  
Acts   22v16 og (The) {stand up}/arise/{rise up},  (you be) {made overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptised (middle voice)  
Acts   22v16 og also  (you) {washed fully}/{have remitted}/{wash (away)} (middle voice)  
Acts   22v16 og the  sins/faults/offences  (of) thee/thy/thou/you,  
Acts   22v16 og (the having) entitled/{invoked decision/aid}/appealed/{called upon} (middle voice)  
Acts   22v16 og the  name/character/authority  of the  lord/master  
Acts   22v16 Also  now  what  you  expect/intend/{about to}                         (= you now know what to do!) 

The  {stand-up}/arise,  you be  (personally)  baptised, 
also  you  (personally)  {wash fully}/{have remitted}  your  sins/faults/offences, 
the having  (personally)  entitled/{invoked decision/aid}/{called upon}  the  name/character/authority  of the  lord/master. 

 

Also now   (Paul,  sort out within yourself)  what you  expect/intend/{about to}   (after your  “Personal Invitation”  from JCg) 
Stand-up,  you be personally baptised   (as  “The Public Declaration”  to have taken upon oneself  “The Invitation”) 
                (The Invitation:  To die away from the old self and become The New Self to  precisely imitate  JC for “The Goal of Anointing” as a Son of God) 
also you personally  {wash away}/{have remitted}  your  sins/faults/offences   (= totally throw away  “The Old Self”) 
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the having  personally  {invoked decision/aid}/{called upon}  the  name/character/authority  of the  lord/master   (= JC as God's Word) 
             (= personally undertaking to  precisely imitate  the  character/authority of JC and thus be  externally recognised as coming  in the  name  of JC) 
 

Paul explains,  he constantly follows instruction like a slave,  from the representatives  (prophets)  of Yahweh,  and in this instance,  Ananias. 
He was baptised as both a  (1) personal and  (2) public statement of commitment to die away from  his/(our)  former sins,  and live by precisely imitating 
JC's ministry/lifestyle.  To do this with any justified meaning requires that we must first wholly imbue  “The Word of God”  first,  else how can we make 
a commitment to precisely imitate  The Ministry/Lifestyle  of something that we do  not  know or understand!   Else, we are  “Fraudsters”! 

Moreover,  within what context on  “FutureLife.Org”  have we previously read of that word  “Fraudsters” ? 
Paul states that to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  we must  personally  wash away our  sins/faults/offences! 
That is new,  for us,  Christians of the  “21st Century”  because our  “Fraudulent Christian Leaders”  tell us that JC did that for us! 

That is  “The Fundamental Problem”  with them   -  they tell us a  “Half-Truth”  being  “The Easy Bit”! 
They wholly  ignore  “The Difficult Bit”  being  “The Most Important Part”  of our  “Salvation”! 

Perhaps I had better explain myself and give  “The Whole Story”  being  “The Bit”  that our  “Fraudulent Christian Leaders”  'conveniently'  ignore! 
For society to ultimately be successful into The Culmination,  then its members must sincerely strive to precisely imitate JC's lifestyle  (driven by a 
similar mind).  For the last 6000 years under Satan's present heaven  (singular – [hence only over The Earth]),  ONLY  “The Early Adopters”  (= [1] 
Pre Israel, The Ancient Worthies;  [2] 1st Epoch Israel, The Prophets;  [3] 2nd Epoch Israel, 144000 TCs;  demonstrably prove themselves to live into 
The Eternity  -  the rest of us do NOT!   This is all true,  irrespective of  “The Unrighteous Nonsense”  that comes from our Christian Leaders who 
clearly do  not  understand their subject matter!   Because we do  not  deserve to live into The Eternity  (as we presently stand),  then we need The 
Millennium to enable us to learn  why/how  to precisely imitate JC's lifestyle  (driven by a mind like that of JC). 

That is  “The Stark Reality”  wholly ignored  by our leaders of Christendom  (that is why Yahweh  detests them as being His representatives)! 
What JC did for us was become  “The Righteous Means”  to freely give us a  “2 part life”!   That being  “2 part Physical and 2 part Spiritual” 

1. The physical Ransom Sacrifice to  enable Yahweh  to righteously resurrect us into a  perfected body  for the 2nd part of our physical life. 
2. The spiritual Ministry (of God's Word)  for us  to righteously  purify our mind  as the 2nd part of our spiritual life  (in a body  given in trust) 

Our Christian leaders readily teach (1)  because it is easy for us -  we have to do nothing!    
However: 
They wholly ignore  (2)  because it is difficult for us -  we must completely change the way our mind thinks and reasons -  we must learn, hearken and do! 
Item (1)  gets us into The Millennium  to become positioned to fulfil (2)  which ideally enables us to succeed through the final assay at Rev.20v12-15. 
“The Early Adopters”  having proved themselves entirely worthy have already perfected their mind and as Leaders have no need to be finally assayed! 
Can the reader understand why our leaders of Christendom are fraudsters by only teaching “Half the Truth”,  precisely as does Satan  (2Cor.11v13-15)!  

Because  “Half the Truth”  only  gets is into The Millennium  -  it does  not  get us into The Eternity  (after The Millennium). 
But critically,  “Half the Truth” does  not  gain  “The Early Adopters”,  and it is  only  when we have 144000 TCs  can The Millennium start! 

Most importantly: 
Can the reader see how all this righteously pans out into The Eternity,  and why leaders of Christendom  ARE  fraudsters? 

We must all understand: 
JC unconditionally saves us from  “The 1st Death”  brought about by Adam and Eve  -  we have to do nothing! 
JC as  “The Word of God”  must be inculcated and acted upon;  to save us from  “The 2nd Death”   we must completely change our mind. 

Where,  JC as  “The Word of God”  truly operates as  “the lord/master”  of our mind  (because we make it so)  gives us ultimate salvation. 
Does the reader wholly understand this? 

In addition,  why what leaders of Christendom teach is  completely wrong  for  “our long term  personal salvation”! 
Furthermore,  can the reader understand  why  our leaders of Christendom have  never  and will  never  teach this? 

We  only  gain the  name/character/authority  of JC when,  and  only when,  we precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
We must learn “The Word of God”  (both of the Tanakh and of JC's ministry as explained in the epistles)  before we can imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
Only  when  we completely do  all  the above,  then  we gain  “Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity). 
Again,  none  of this is taught in Christendom by its leaders  (which is why Yahweh  detests/rejects  them);  hence, they only operate in  “blind faith”! 

Can the reader understand the righteous and logical exegesis given above? 
I invite leaders of Christendom to give a counter argument by email,  for me to audit against specifically what The Bible teaches us! 
 
841st Comment – Paul then gives further endorsement by Yahweh to his unique position as a TC: 

When I was in The Temple of Jerusalem    (some 20 years ago,  in the same temple where you arrested me, today) 
also I while having vowed with a prayer,  I became to be in a trance, … ... 

703rd Reasoning – Paul innocently speaks of Yahweh interacting with him in The Temple to further underwrite Yahweh's 
endorsement of Paul as Yahweh's Premier Representative.  This is all true,  but it only alienates  “Religious People”  
because they do  not  have these experiences in The Temple  -  because Yahweh is not interested in them during the 1st part 
of their life while He is now drawing out The Early Adopters  (to then draw out The Late Adopters in The Millennium). 
326th Warning – The engineered hype of  “The Show”  for worldly  animalistic/carnal  minds as given in some churches 
and groupings is wholly alien to what Yahweh Desires to occur!   And for The Record it is:  To draw out 144000 TCs from 
out of The Gospel Age to rule The Resurrected World,  who imitated JC's ministry/lifestyle  driven by a likewise mind. 
Also for The Record:   Worldly  “circus shows”  do  not  produce TCs,  but reinforces a worldly mind  alien to Yahweh! 
Acts   22v17 og (it) {became to be}  And  {to me}/mine   (the having) {turned under}/returned/{came again}/{turned back}  
Acts   22v17 og into/unto  (the) Jerusalem,  
Acts   22v17 og also  (of the having) supplicated/worshipped/{prayed earnestly}  {of me}/I/me/mine/my  
Acts   22v17 og in  to the {sacred place}/temple/{place separated from this world},  
Acts   22v17 og (the) {becoming to be}  I/me/my  in  (to the) {displacement (of the mind)}/bewilderment/'ecstasy'/trance, 
Acts   22v17 And  it  {became to be}  (= occurred)   {to me}  the having  returned/{came back}  into/unto  Jerusalem, 

also  I  having  supplicated/{prayed earnestly}  within the  {sacred place}/temple   
I  the  {becoming to be}  within  the  {displacement of the mind}/ecstasy/trance, 

 

And it occurred to me  (when)  having returned into Jerusalem, 
also I having supplicated   (= asked for instruction on how to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)   
within the temple I became to be within a trance, 
 

Paul persists with his logical reasoning: 
If I now mention I went into The Temple after my baptism some 14+ years ago and mention how Yahweh  intercepted me again,  exactly were 
I was today when they all accosted me,  then perhaps they will listen to me! 

“No -  Paul!” 
These sort of things do  not  occur to  “Religious People”  (except  “worldly engineered  deception”  within charismatic assemblies)  and 
Paul has only made them  more antagonistic,  because he has unwittingly separated himself as being especially different to  “normal people”. 
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In his honest attempt to engage himself with them as being accounted worthy by Yahweh to represent Him, -  he has just further embittered them! 
 
842nd Comment – Paul now  'digs the hole even deeper for himself'  in  legitimately  justifying what he has done: 

I understood Yahweh telling me through JCg that I must quickly leave Jerusalem 
because the people of Jerusalem will have no interest in God's Word that  I/you  are to teach! 

412th Instruction – Paul responds to  “The Higher Authority”  and leaves  “Jerusalem”  (noting what it really means)  
and goes out to people  not  having  “The Word of God”  to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”.  We must do likewise 
if  “Religious People”  (of Jerusalem  [= Judaism, Christianity and Islam])  refuse to listen,  precisely as JC instructed. 
704th Reasoning – Paul is  “Righteous to The Requirement”  and explains he is  “Following Orders”  from  “The 
Lord/Master”.   Sadly all this makes Paul different to “Religious People”  who themselves have  zero  direct  extra-
terrestrial  intervention,  because they show themselves  not  to learn and then hearken,  so Yahweh is presently not 
interested in them!   But,  He shall be in The Millennium if during their reform in a perfected society. 
327th Warning –  “People  (generally)  of Jerusalem”  (= Judaism, Christianity and Islam)  shall  not  be interested in  
“1st  Century Christianity”  but are much more interested in what their “Leaders of Religion”  tell them,  because these 
leaders tell their congregational members what they want to hear,  for the worldly return this brings back to the leaders! 
That is why  “The Almighty God”  rejects  them for any future role of  “Responsibility”  over  “The Resurrected World”. 
705th Reasoning – Quite simply:  “Religious People”  much prefer worldly customs and have their ears flattered by the 
leaders  (fraudulently)  reassuring them that  “God 'loves' them” (not understanding the  difference  between  “Agapao”  
and “Phileo”).   They have absolutely no intention to precisely imitate JC which would genuinely bring forth Yahweh's 
favour and interaction with them  -  as He did with Paul!  
Acts   22v18 og also  (to) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  (the) him  (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming   
Acts   22v18 og {to me}/mine,  
Acts   22v18 og (you) {(strengthened form of) to speed}/{urge on (diligently or earnestly)}/{(make/with) haste unto}  also  
Acts   22v18 og (you) issue/{come/go forth/out}/depart/{spread abroad}/proceed  
Acts   22v18 og in  (to the) {brief space (of time)}/haste/quickly/shortly/speedily  {from/out of}  (the) Jerusalem;   
Acts   22v18 og inasmuch/{because that}  no/not/none  (they will) {to accept near}/{admit or delight in}/receive  
Acts   22v18 og (of) thee/thy/thou/you  the  {evidence given}/record/report/testimony  concerning/about  {of me}/mine  
Acts   22v18 also  (in the trance)  to  know/understand/perceive  the him  (= JCg)   the  stating/exclaiming  {to me}: 

You   (Paul)   {urge forward}/{make haste}/{move quickly}  also  you  issue/{go forth}/{spread abroad}  {from/out of}  Jerusalem; 
inasmuch  not  they  (= The Jewish Religious Leaders)   will  {accept near}/{admit or delight in}/receive  thee/you  (Paul) 
the  {evidence given}/record/report  concerning/about  me  (= JC as  “The Word of God”). 

also  (while within the trance)  to  know/understand/perceive  him  (= JCg as  “The Word of God”)  the stating to me  (Paul): 
   You  (Paul)  move quickly,  also you  {go forth}/{spread abroad}  from out of Jerusalem; 
   inasmuch not they  (= Leaders of “Religion”)  will  {accept near}/{admit/delight in}  you   (teaching about  “The Word of God”) 
   the  {evidence given}/record/report  about me  (= JC as  “The Word of God”)  
                 (= “The Evidence/Report of JC”  is explained as:  “1st Century Christianity”  [not  of the  “New Jesus”  of  “worldly Christianity” of today) 
 

In Paul's innocence to what these  “Religious People”  were really thinking about him,  Paul digs his hole even deeper! 
Paul knows he fulfils Yahweh's Desire and this is  “The Correct Thing”  for  all  “Humans”  to do,  so he freely tells these  “Religious People”  hoping 
to ingratiate himself to them,  because,  surely,   it is natural for all humans to ultimately fulfil Yahweh's Desire  –  so  let us  all  start now! 
But again it must be stated  “Religious People” do  not  want to fulfil  Yahweh's  Desire,  they only want to  fulfil their  own  desire! 

And,  they  change  “Yahweh's Desire”  within their own mind,  so that it becomes  “their desire”  as a perception  of  “Yahweh's Desire”! 
Sadly,  they are taught to think like this by their  “professional  leaders of Christendom”! 
Therefore,  while Paul was hoping to bring them around to his way of thinking by explaining He is fulfilling what Yahweh asked of him,  he is actually 
alienating himself towards them! 

Yahweh through JCg told Paul to leave Jerusalem because: 
The Leaders of Religion  (in this instance  “The Jewish Leaders”)  have no interest in listening to you teaching God's Word. 
= They have no interest in you teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  being what JC taught to The World  (starting in Israel). 
However,  people outside Jerusalem (= certain Gentiles and receptive Jews)  will hearken to your teaching. 

This  Truth  is hardly likely to go down well to this audience,  but worse is to come!   “Truth hurts!”   “Absolute Truth,  hurts absolutely!” 
 
843rd Comment – Paul explains to these  “Religious People”  how he honestly felt about this assignment: 

Lord/Master  (Yahweh through JCg [as The Intercessor])  
The  “1st Century Christians”  entrusting in  Y/you,  will know that I severely persecuted them! 

Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We, The Slaves,  fully hearken to what is commanded by The Master 
To be in this educated position means we must  (1) first learn what The Master teaches,  – and  (2) then do it with fidelity! 
Reasoning – repeat - The  Lord/Master  relating directly to Humans is always JC,  who is  “The Intercessor”  between  
“Humans and Yahweh”.    JC as  “The Word of God”  becomes  “The Master of The Mind”  within  “The Early 
Adopters”  during The Gospel Age  (and later in The Millennium for  “The Late Adopters”). 
706th Reasoning – Paul honestly reflects in this public manner how ashamed he felt for what he had done to these people. 
He  sincerely repents,  which becomes his driver to give recompense to those people who remain. 
This is best implemented by teaching them what he knows and understands about Yahweh,  and of His Plan. 
413th Instruction – If we have  “The Knowledge and Understanding of Yahweh”,  then we  are  duty-bound  to use our life 
to publicise this in  “The Most Accurate Manner”  possible  -  else we are reneging upon our “Responsibility”. 
707th Reasoning – Paul hopes this emotional response to how he inwardly felt about his past actions would endear these 
“Religious People”  to his open sincerity.   Sadly, he was mistaken;  they are so inwardly focussed upon their own self-
indulgent lifestyle and “wants”,  as not to inwardly question what they know!    Paul is wasting his time upon them! 
Acts   22v19 og {I also}/{even I}/{and me}  (I))said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  Lord/Master (vocative)  
Acts   22v19 og they  {to put the mind upon}/comprehend/{acquainted with}/understand (middle voice)  
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Acts   22v19 og because  (emphatic) I/me  {I was/be}  (the) incarcerating/imprisoning  also  
Acts   22v19 og (the) flaying/scourging/thrashing/smiting/beating  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  
Acts   22v19 og the  assemblages/{meetings of religious people}/synagogues  
Acts   22v19 og the  (ones = persons)   committing/believing/entrusting  over/upon/concerning  thee/thy/thou  
Acts   22v19 {I  also}  said/spoke:   Lord/Master! 

They  (= “1st Century Christians”)   (personally)  comprehend/{acquainted with}/understand   
because  (emphatic)  I  (Saul cum Paul),   
{I was}  the  imprisoning  also  the  flaying/thrashing  down/against  the  assemblages/{meetings of religious people} 
the ones  (= persons)   committing/entrusting  upon/concerning  thee/you  (= JCg). 

 

I also said: 
   Lord/Master!   (= JCg as  "The Word of God”  controlling our mind so that we  precisely imitate  his  ministry/lifestyle) 
   They  (= the  “1st Century Christians”)  personally  comprehend/understand  because  (emphatic) I (Saul cum Paul), 
   I was imprisoning  also  flaying/thrashing  down/against  the meetings of religious  (“1st Century Christian”)  people, 
   the  (“1st Century Christian”)  people  committing/entrusting  upon you  (JCg)  
                   (Inasmuch these people understood how  “JC answered The Tanakh”  and thus personally tried to imitate his  ministry/lifestyle) 
 

Paul tells these unstable  “Religious People”  about the sincere guilt he has over the earlier part of his life,  again hoping that by being open and honest 
to these people,  then perhaps they will come  on-board  to his way of thinking about what Yahweh Desires to occur  (inasmuch he could change,  and  so 
can they  change)! 

He explains of the most heinous of things he had done to  “1st Century Christians”  (which now spiritually hurts him  so deeply). 
Moreover,  he honestly communicated this to Yahweh through JCg:   'How can I have the audacity to even show my face to them!' 

Paul is trying to be honest to his audience about how he felt towards what he had previously done. 
He should not have done these evil things to these people  -  he was just ignorant  (1Tim.1v13-16),  made like that by his “Religious Leaders”! 
While opening himself up – showing that he was like them  (doing the same thing to him)  then they too  could become like him  and change. 

They  could  “change”  if they wholly imbue and then inculcate  “The Word of God”  to gain  “Real faith”. 
Yet “Religious People” had/have  absolutely no intention to change their mind,  having been  “taught to be unthinking and irrational”,  and thus docile 
to the whims and wiles of their dictatorial  (in the most obsequious, sycophantic of manner)  control,  in order to quell honest dissident questioning. 
They instead,  are taught to attack outsiders that justifiably question the way how,  and manner of what,  they think! 

How does the reader reason upon all the things stated within these commentaries? 
Furthermore,  consider why should I be writing as I do? 
What can be my driver – if I  freely  give this information  (because:  What is -  in-it for me)? 

Nothing,  but worldly opposition and persecution   (but at least it fulfils the requirement given at Ecc.12v13-14)! 
This is only what The Bible teaches us,  so it will occur! 

 
844th Comment – Paul continues to publicly expose his agonising shame: 

I recall the blood  (sacrifice)  of The Martyr Stephen where, 
I was present and agreed to his murder,  during which time,  I held the clothes of the people executing him! 

708th Reasoning – This picture haunts Paul's mind every day for the last some 16+ years,  and is what drives him ever 
harder to fulfil Yahweh's Desire.  This is what he is trying to explain to these  “Religious People”. 

1. He was commanded to go out and teach,  by  “The Supreme Authority”,  Yahweh. 
2. He remembers the faces of the people whom he consented to their murder,  and must recompense them. 

So he is innocent to any crimes as laid by charge against him according to these “Religious People”  orchestrated by their 
“Leaders of Religion”  refusing to humble themselves to Yahweh  (in the manner that Paul has clearly demonstrated) 
709th Reasoning – So Paul is cleared of all blame!? 

Yes,  in The Judgement of  Yahweh! 
No,  in the judgment of  “Religious People”. 

“Religious People”  demonstrably do  not  think like Yahweh,  but it is so easy to give  “beautiful words”  in the same 
manner as does  “a charmer”,  but in reality it is hot air of no sincerity,  that dissipates quickly into The Environment! 
414th Instruction – The only Judgment that matters into  “The Long Term”  of  “The Eternity”  is that made by Yahweh,  
because the judgement made by humans is only for “The Very Short Term” af some years  (Luke.12v4-5). 
Allegory – repeat - Blood = The physical essence of life within a body.     
710th Reasoning – Stephen spilt blood was the public exhibition of his sacrifice to The World,  where  “he put his life on 
the line”  to further  “The Cause of JC – as The Word of God”.  Which is:  (1) to bring forth the next generation of TCs (= 
“The Early Adopters”),  and  (2) to accurately teach of The Millennium,  that purifies “The Late Adopters”! 
Acts   22v20 og Also  {at which too}/when  (it was) {poured forth}/{gushed out}/{run greedily}/{shed (abroad/forth)}  
Acts   22v20 og the  blood  (of the) Stephen  of the  witness/martyr/{for the record/cause}  (of) thee/thy/thou/you,  
Acts   22v20 og also  he (= myself)  
Acts   22v20 og (I) was  (the) {standing upon}/{being present}/{thrusting onto}/{coming upon}/ 

/{being at hand}/imminently/insisting/urgently   
Acts   22v20 og also  (the) {thinking well of in common}/assenting/allowing/{being pleased}consenting  
Acts   22v20 og to the  {(the act of) killing}/death/execution  (of the) him,  
Acts   22v20 og also  (the) {isolation (to) watch}/{being on guard}/preserving/obeying/avoiding/beware/keeping  
Acts   22v20 og the  {dress (inner or outer)}/apparels/cloaks/clothes/garments/raiment/robes/vestures  of the  (ones = persons)   
Acts   22v20 og {to take up again}/adopting/{taking away (violently) abolish/murder}/slaying/executing/killing  (the) him  
Acts   22v20 Also  when  the blood  of the  Stephen  of the  witness/martyr/{for the record/cause}  of  thee/you  (= JCg) 

also  he  (= “myself”  “watching as a by-stander”) 
I was  the  {standing upon}/{being present}/insisting  also  the  {thinking well of in common}/assenting/{being pleased}   
to the (= in)  his  {act of killing}/execution, 
also  the  {being on guard}/keeping  the  apparels/cloaks/raiment  of the  ones  (= religious leaders)  slaying/executing  the him. 

 

And when  (recalling)  the blood of your  (= JCg)   martyr/{for the record/cause}  Stephen  
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also he   (= “Saul,  as myself”,  “standing as a watching bystander”  wholly complicit to these actions) 
I was being present  also  assenting/{being pleased}  in his execution, 
also keeping on guard the  cloaks/raiment  of the people  (= Religious Leaders and their henchmen)  executing him  (= Stephen)  
 

Paul is almost wholly engrossed within himself,  'in a world of his own'  as he meditates upon what he said to Yahweh through JCg so many years ago. 
Where,  in his early days,  he was beholden to the instruction of his  “Religious Leaders”  throwing the first stones at Stephen. 
This image persistently haunts Paul,  knowing that it was he,  Paul,  who had hunted Stephen down to arrest him,  was a witness at The Sanhedrin 
speaking against Stephen,  and had come out with  “The Religious Leaders”  to witness The Stoning of Stephen  (Acts.7v58, etc.). 
He now knows  “The Professional Religious Leaders”  had misled him for their own  self-indulgent  reasons for worldly gain by controlling people. 
This honest and intelligent discourse is now going very badly for Paul,  which is to be finally sealed with the following verse: 
 
845th Comment – Paul continues to explain  “The Instruction”  from  “The Supreme Authority”: 

You must travel,  and  I  (JCg as “The Word of God”)  will dispatch you to the far-off nations. 
711th Reasoning – Paul confidently explains:  He is fulfilling Orders from On High!   He is not guilty of anything! 

And if they hold dear to Yahweh,  then why are they remonstrating against him?! 
328th Warning – Paul has legitimised his actions  (before Yahweh as The Supreme Judge),  but he has not legitimised his 
actions to these  “Religious People”  because they:  “Do not care”!  They are only fixated on what they have been taught 
by their religious leaders,  being how  “not to think or question”  what they are fed  to keep them compliant! 
Acts   22v21 og Also  (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  toward/nearness/{accession to}  I/me/my,  
Acts   22v21 og (you) traverse/travel/depart/journey (middle voice)   
Acts   22v21 og because  (emphatic) I/me  into/unto  (the) gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples  
Acts   22v21 og {from a distance/afar}/{afar off}/{from far}  
Acts   22v21 og (I will) {off/from/out  set apart}/{gone forth (on mission)}/dispatch  thee/thy/thou  
Acts   22v21 Also  he  (= JCg)   said/commended  towards  me: 

You  (Paul)   (personally)  travel/journey,   
because  emphatic  I  (JCg)   will  {set apart}/{go forth on a mission}/dispatch  thee/you  into/unto  the  {afar off}  gentiles/nations.   

 

Also he  (= JCg)  said/commanded  to me: 
   You  (Paul)  personally  travel/journey   (= Paul’s three missionary journeys over the next some 15 years)  
   because  (emphatic) I (JCg as  “The Word of God”)  will dispatch you unto the afar off  gentiles/nations  
 

Yahweh's reply through JCg to Paul's honest concern and utmost regret to have been associated with this past activity,  was: 
You must leave Jerusalem and go out into The Gentile Nations  -  They will listen to you. 

Paul simply states to these  “Religious People”:   -   Yahweh's command to him,  -  he was only following instructions! 
Yet as I repeatedly state:  “Religious People “  have  absolutely no interest  in following  “Yahweh's Command”  through JC as  “The Word of God”. 
“Religious People”  are  only  taught what their religious leaders  “want them to think”  and  not  taught  “to think for themselves” or “ask questions”,  
else be ostracised or excommunicated as being  'different'  and  'difficult'.   
These  “Religious People”  are the same  in their thought processes  “through and through”  every generation,  and in  every country  throughout The 
Gospel Age,  it is merely their  misinformation  (as generated by their worldly religious leaders)  that is different between the religious groupings. 
What would be so funny,  if it was not so concerning,  is that all these religious leaders  (who are quite intelligent people)  do  not  actually believe what 
they teach!   Being intelligent people,  they inwardly know what they teach is intrinsic “rubbish”   (= “unrighteous for universal Human Salvation”),  
but they profusely say  'they believe what they say',  because it makes for an easy worldly return by  'moving the mouth'   (Luke.16v3)! 

How bad and fraudulent is that! 
I welcome a very  detailed and intelligent  discussion with  ANY  religious leader  on this planet  to justify:  “What they believe”! 

Because  “The More”  they expose themselves then:  “The Weaker they become”,  and they certainly will not dare to do that! 
 
846th Comment – Paul has not really finished – because he has so much more to say,  but … …  
These “ Religious People”  have cut him short  -  they have heard enough!     And demanded: 

You take away this person off the Earth  (= kill him) 
for  we  think it is not proper for him to exist! 

712th Reasoning – They had heard enough and wanted Paul annihilated. 
Was it because he had done anything wrong  (except agreeing with The Religious Leaders 16+ years ago)? 
Or,  because they did not agree with what he said?  –  Even though Yahweh had underwritten all of it! 

Sadly  “Religious People”  do  not  listen to  “Reason”  -  fearing the exposure of personally  “Knowing very little”! 
It really shows they do not want  “The Absolute Truth”,  else they would  “Listen” and “Reason”! 

415th Instruction – We must  listen, think, test and reason  - else quite simply,  we remain “Ignorant”  (by definition). 
329th Warning – Sadly  “Religious People”  do not want to listen to “Reason”.  It shows how weak is their 'faith'! 
They are not really interested in  “The Almighty God”,  else they would make it their business to  wholly learn about Him! 
416th Instruction –  A person with  “Real Faith”  has  no  fear of having a detailed discussion with  any  person! 
Acts   22v22 og (they) heard/listened/understood/responded  And  (of the) him  {up to}/{as far as}/until  
Acts   22v22 og {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabout  of the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning,  
Acts   22v22 og also  (they) word/sayings/topics/reasoning  the  disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice  {of them}  
Acts   22v22 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:  
Acts   22v22 og (You) {to  lift/take  up/away}/carry/take  off/away/separated/from  
Acts   22v22 og of the  Earth/land/province/country/region  the  {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such one},  
Acts   22v22 og no/not/none  for  (the) {to reach to}/convenient/correct/proper/fitting  (the) him  (to) live/exist  
Acts   22v22 And  they  (= these Jews in Jerusalem at The Feast of Pentecost)   

heard/listened/understood  {from concerning this}  of  the  word/saying/reasoning  {up to}/{as far as}/until   (now), 
also  the  word/saying/reasoning  of  their  disclosure/address/voice  the  stating/exclaiming: 
You  (chiliarch)  {take away}/carry  off/away/from  of the  Earth/land  the  (person)  {truly this}/{such one}, 
for  not  the  correct/proper/fitting  the him (= he)   to  live/exist. 

 

And they   (= the Jews from afar lands,  co-mingling with those resident in Jerusalem)  
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heard/listened  concerning this   (= of Paul’s  defence/testimony,  as to why he had taught  “1st Century Christianity”  to the nations) 
{up to}/until   the  words/reasoning   (to the point where Paul said:  “Jews of Jerusalem will not listen” – so  “Go out to The Gentiles”)   
also  (by reply)  the  word/reasoning  of their voice,  the stating: 
   You  (Chiliarch)  take away truly this such person  (= Paul)  off/from  the  Earth/land   (= You Romans:  “Kill him!”) 
   for not  proper/fitting  he should  live/exist! 
                  (A typical response for  active  “Religious people”  presuming  'God personally appoints them',  as the only people to represent Him!) 
 

Now we have: 
The Classic and Standard Response of  “Religious People”  to an intelligent discourse by a TC. 

Remove the TC from out of our sight and kill him  (or her). 
The point is that TCs  “thoroughly know  their subject matter”.  
They can  stand-up  and give a very intelligent defence of their understanding of The Scriptures. 

How is this so? 
Because they  make it their business  to wholly gain  “The Knowledge”,  thoroughly assay The Knowledge to gain assurance and competence,   
then practice with fidelity the teaching of God's Word by  explaining in its totality  what it means. 

By contrast,  leaders of Christendom do  none  of the above,  they  pretend  to know God's Word,  but only know what other  equally spiritually blind  
men have said about what they supposedly think God's Word means.   They do  not  rationally consider  “The Righteousness”  of what they claim to 
know!   Needless to say:  What they know is  “Wholly Unrighteous”  and thus demonstrably do  not  know  “The Almighty Righteous God”  because they 
have  zero  interest in rigorous  assay/testing  of what they know to see if it would be sourced by a  “Righteous God”!    They just want an  easy  life! 
By consequence they irrationally repeat  unrighteous nonsense,  claim it comes from god,  but it is the god of this present world: “Satan” (1John.5v19)! 
If the reader carefully audits a sermon presentation given by leaders of Christendom then the following format will be noticed:- 

Read something out of The Bible! 
Take the same words and then rearrange them a little bit and give the same discourse back that they have just read! 
They may meander off on some worldly experience that only endorses worldly methodology to excuse themselves. 
Throw-in  a few words like  “love”, “forgiveness”;  toss-in  “Jesus”  and  “God”,  perhaps a  “cross”  and that is about it! 
Sing a song. 
Say a few  self-indulgent  prayers. 

That is about the sum total of what they supposedly teach!   It is utter nonsense,  compared with what Yahweh  wants taught! 
This useless performance will only bring  “dishonour and disdain”  to Yahweh within the  reasoning minds  of questioning humans. 
Yahweh wants: 

Deep foundational material taught that underwrites what JC has done and is doing within The Environment to bring forth The Millennium. 
He wants  “The Goal of The Anointing”  to be taught,  being a complete change of mind to be wholly  Christ-like  to bring TCs to Yahweh. 
He does  not  want  “Excuses”  (that endorses human behaviour)  nor  “Worldly methodology”  to be taught. 
He wants  “The Completely New Methodology”  of  His Methodology  to be taught as being the  only successful route  in The Millennium. 
This is to occur  now!    This knowledge and understanding wholly magnifies Yahweh within  educated minds. 
This then becomes The Driver  within society  for change  “based upon Education”  = “The Power” of  “The Word of God”! 

This is what Paul had been teaching for  the entire  last some  14 years  during his Three Missionary Journeys. 
By contrast,  worldly Christian leaders have taught  none  of this in the last some  1700+ years! 

How bad is that!    
Yet they  fraudulently  claim to represent  “The Righteous Yahweh”! 

I would not like to be in their shoes if they are fortunate to be resurrected into The Millennium  (Matt.8v12,  25v41-45,  Luke.12v46-48,  etc. etc.) 
 
847th Comment – These  “Religious People”  made a demonstration against  “The Authority”  (of The Romans)  to fulfil 
their desires that were irrational,  illegal and unrighteous  (to Yahweh's Requirements). 
176th Allegory – Clothes – Normally means  “personality/character”  when used in The Apostles' teaching,  but by 
extension here it means  “contamination/dirty”  under the supposed closeness to the rejected individual. 
177th Allegory – throwing Dust =  Expressing intense displeasure  -  demanding summary judgment upon a perpetrator. 
330th Warning – These  “Religious People”  made every effort to force their evil desire against  “The Authority”  that was 
endeavouring to maintain  “Law and Order”  for a peaceful society.    What is new?    Occurs all around The World! 
Acts   22v23 og (the) {of a clamouring}/{crying out}/shouting  And  {of them},  
Acts   22v23 og also  (the) {tossing up}/flinging   
Acts   22v23 og the  {dress (inner or outer)}/apparels/cloaks/clothes/garments/raiment/robes/vestures  
Acts   22v23 og also  (the) {pulverulence, as blown  (about)}/dust  
Acts   22v23 og (the) {to throw (in all forms of application/intensity)}/arising/casting(out)/laying/pouring/ 

/putting(up)/sending/striking/throwing(down)/thrusting  
Acts   22v23 og  into/unto  the  breath/respire/blow/air  
Acts   22v23 And  the  clamouring/{crying out}/shouting   {of them}, 

also  the  {tossing up}/flinging  the  cloaks/garments/raiment   
also  the  throwing/sending/thrusting   the  {pulverance as blown about}/dust   
into/unto  the  breath/blow/air. 

 

And  the  clamouring/shouting  of them   
also  the  flinging  the  cloaks/garments,   also  the  throwing  the dust  into  the  air  
 

These are  “Religious People”  putting on a show of displeasure! 
They are displeased because Paul has  “thrown into question”  what they have  “unquestioning held dear”  that yielded to them a comfortable life! 
         A TC will cause the recipients of their teaching to seriously consider their lifestyle and cause sincere personal reform. 
This change will cause serious family friction,  of which JC said would occur  (Matt.10v35, Luke.12v53, etc.). 
         A TC will not  excuse worldly behaviour, yet always be exhorting a wholly Christ-like ministry/lifestyle  (when having “Real Faith” of its 3 stages). 
Most importantly a TC: 

Will ensure the recipients  understand precisely why  they must exactly imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle,  so reform becomes  internally driven. 
Finally,  a TC: 

Will  never  use hype, emotion, customs or waffle to bamboozle a mind,  but clearly explain everything to its simplest level for a sane mind to 
carefully reason upon and inculcate this knowledge  (as instructed at Titus.2v2-8, etc.). 

Leaders of Christendom are unable to do any of the above!   I have heard and read their output – and can wholly substantiate what I have written with 
much evidence  -  and do,  when I publicly audit their sermons against specifically what The Bible teaches us! 
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848th Comment – The Chiliarch ordered Paul to be taken to the castle and then bound,  where he would be whipped so the 
commander may ascertain the reason for the public disturbance involving Paul. 
713th Reasoning – The chiliarch justifiably,  could not understand what all the fuss was about!   It seemed that Paul had 
done nothing wrong,  and yet these  “Religious People”  were insisting Paul to be killed! 
331st Warning – “Religious People”  are wholly irrational when confronted by a logical  “sequence of reasoning”. 
417th Instruction – We must follow Paul's example.  He was wholly deferential to  “Authority”.  All TCs are submissive to 
“Authority” - because they submit themselves to Yahweh,  and shall expect  “The Same”  in The Millennium  unto them! 
Acts   22v24 og (he) {urged on}/'hail'/{incited (by word)}/ordered/commanded  (the) him  
Acts   22v24 og the {commander of one thousand men}/chiliarch  (to be) {led away}/brought/driven/gone/induced   
Acts   22v24 og into/unto  the  {throwing in beside (juxtaposition)}/{battle array}/encampment/army/castle/camp,  
Acts   22v24 og (the) saying/uttering/speaking/commanding/granting  (to the) {contact by whipping}/flagellum/scourges  
Acts   22v24 og (to be) {repeatedly tested}/investigated/examined  (the) him,  
Acts   22v24 og that  (he may) {know upon some mark}/recognise/{full acquaintance}/acknowledge/perceive  
Acts   22v24 og through (reason of)  whom/which/that  (the) cause/{as if asked for}/{the reason for}/accusation/case/fault  
Acts   22v24 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  
Acts   22v24 og (they) {to  called/addressed  over/concerning/at (something)}/exclaimed/{cried out (against)}/{gave shout}  
Acts   22v24 og (to the) him  
Acts   22v24 The  chiliarch  he  ordered/commanded  the him  (= Paul)   to be  {led away}/brought  into  the  castle/camp, 

the  saying/commanding  the him  (= Paul)   to be  {repeatedly tested}/examined  to the (= by)  whipping/scourges, 
that  he  (= chiliarch)   may  {know upon some mark}/recognise/perceive   through  reason of  what  the  cause/{reason for}/fault  
{in this manner}/as  they  (= bigoted religious people)   {called over}/{cried out against}  to the  him  (= Paul). 

 

The chiliarch  ordered/commanded  him  (= Paul)  to be led away into the  castle/garrison, 
commanding him  (= Paul)  to be examined by  whipping/scourges  
that he  (= chiliad)  may  recognise/perceive  through reason of what the  cause/{reason for} 
in this manner they  (= the Religious Leaders encouraging religious bigots)  cried out against him  (= Paul)    
 

This discourse went  'well above the head'  of the chiliarch! 
He understood none of what Paul was saying to the people,  and thought there must be some other reason as to why they wanted to kill him! 
To this end,  he sought  “The Truth”  by physical punishment within the garrison. 
 
849th Comment – While the Roman soldiers were tying Paul prostrate ready to beat him.    
Paul asked the question:    

Is it lawful for you to beat a Roman citizen without first taking him to court allowing him to plead his case? 
714th Reasoning – Paul knows The Law,  Roman citizens in Roman occupied countries had certain privileges. 
Acts   22v25 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  And  (they) stretched/protruded/{tied prostrate}  (the) him  
Acts   22v25 og to the  straps/{ties (of a sandal)}/{lashes (of a scourge)}/latchets/thongs,  
Acts   22v25 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  toward/nearness/{accession to}   
Acts   22v25 og the  {standing staunch}/establishing/{holding up}/appointing/abiding  
Acts   22v25 og (the) {the captain of one hundred men}/centurion  the  Paul,   
Acts   22v25 og If  (the) countenances/{human-beings}/men  (the) Roman  also  
Acts   22v25 og (the) {without (legal) trial}/uncondemned  (it is) {it being publicly correct}/lawful  
Acts   22v25 og {to/with  you/yourselves}  (to) flog/whip/scourge/smack? 
Acts   22v25 And  as  they  stretched/{tied prostrate}  the  him  (= Paul)   to the (= with)   straps/ties, 

the  Paul,  he  said/spoke  toward  the   {standing staunch}/appointing  centurion: 
If  it is  {publicly correct}/lawful  to yourselves  to  whip/scourge  the  Roman  also  {without legal trial}/uncondemned? 

 

And as they tied prostrate him  (= Paul)  with straps,  Paul said toward the centurion standing staunch: 
   Is it lawful to yourselves  (as Romans)  to whip a Roman  (who is)  also uncondemned   (= had no legal trial)? 
 

While the soldiers were tying Paul up against  “The Rack”  to then beat him for  “The Truth”,  Paul then asked: 
“Is it lawful to beat an uncondemned Roman Citizen?” 

This question from Paul was like a  “bolt lightening from out of the sky”  to the soldiers! 
Roman Citizens in  “Roman occupied countries”  had special rights over and above the indigenous citizens,  and this was one of them,  trial first before 
punishment may be inflicted upon a guilty verdict. 
 
850th Comment – The centurion immediately went to the chiliarch saying: 

Consider what you are doing to Paul,  he is a Roman citizen! 
Acts   22v26 og (the) hearing/listening/understanding/responding  And  the  {the captain of one hundred men}/centurion,  
Acts   22v26 og (the) {coming near}/approaching/consenting/assenting/{drawing close}  
Acts   22v26 og (he) announced/{brought word again}/declared/reported/told  
Acts   22v26 og to the  {commander of one thousand men}/chiliarch  (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:  
Acts   22v26 og (You) {stare at}/{discern clearly}/behold/perceive/see/{take heed}   
Acts   22v26 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  
Acts   22v26 og (you) {to occur}/expect/intend/necessity/going/coming/{about to} 
Acts   22v26 og (to) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice,  
Acts   22v26 og the  for  countenance/{human-being}/man  this  (the) Roman  (he) is  
Acts   22v26 And  the  hearing/listening  (this),    

the  centurion  the  {coming near}/approaching,  he  declared/reported  to the  chiliarch  the  stating: 
You  behold/{take heed}  what  you intend/{about to}  to  do/perform,  for  this  man  he is  the Roman! 
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And  (upon)  hearing   (this information about Paul), 
the centurion approaching  (his commander),  he reported to the chiliarch,  stating: 
   You  (commander)  take heed what you intend to do,  for this man,  he is Roman! 
 

The supervising centurion went directly to the chiliarch  (sooner than the chiliarch would suppose)  not with  “The Truth” extracted by torture,  but with 
some important news! 

“Be careful with what you have commanded us to do to him,  for this person is a Roman Citizen!” 
This was a severe shock to the chiliarch! 
If this news found its way back to The Authorities then he,  the chiliarch,  would face some serious questioning,  and perhaps lose his position! 
 
851st Comment – The Chiliarch went and asked Paul: 

Are you a Roman? 
Paul replied: 

Yes! 
Acts   22v27 og (the having) {come near}/approached/consented/assented/{drawn close}  And  
Acts   22v27 og the  {commander of one thousand men}/chiliarch  (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  
Acts   22v27 og (to the) him:  
Acts   22v27 og (You) {lay out}/state/exclaim  {to me}mine,  if  thou/you  (the) Roman  {thou art}/{you are}?  
Acts   22v27 og the (one = person = Paul)   And  (he) showed/{made known his thoughts}/affirmed/said:  Yes! 
Acts   22v27 And  the chiliarch,  the  having  {come near}/approached  (to Paul),  he  said/commanded  to him: 

You  (Paul)   state  to me,  if  you,  {you  are}  the Roman? 
And  the  person  (= Paul)  he  {made own his thoughts}:   Yes! 

 

And the chiliarch,  the having approached  (Paul),  he commanded to him: 
   You  (Paul)  state to me:   Are you a Roman? 
And he  (= Paul)  made known his thoughts: 
   Yes! 
 

The chiliarch quickly went to Paul and demanded to know if Paul was truly a Roman Citizen. 
To which question,  Paul replied:  Yes! 
 
852nd Comment – The Chiliarch states: 

I paid much money to obtain Roman Citizenship. 
Paul replies: 

I was born a Roman Citizen. 
715th Reasoning – The Chiliarch was amazed that Paul having no apparent means,  could afford Roman Citizenship! 
Perhaps even disbelieved Paul,  by saying:   I paid much money for it,  to be in This Position of Army Chief! 
716th Reasoning – Paul's reply trumped the Chiliarch when Paul stated:  “I was born a Roman”! 
The relationship between the two wholly changed from this point of time! 
Acts   22v28 og (he) {concluded for oneself}/responded/{began to speak}/answered  Both   
Acts   22v28 og the  {commander of one thousand men}/chiliarch,  
Acts   22v28 og (emphatic) I/me  (of the) many/much/plenteous  
Acts   22v28 og (of the) {principal (thing)}/{main point}/{an amount (of money)}/summary  
Acts   22v28 og the  citizenship/community/commonwealth  this  (I) {to get}/acquired/obtained/possessed   
Acts   22v28 og the  And  Paul  (he) showed/{made known his thoughts}/affirmed/said:  
Acts   22v28 og (emphatic) I/me  And  also  (I have been) {(process of) procreated/generated/beget}/regenerated/begotten  
Acts   22v28 The  chiliarch,   he  both  answered: 

Emphatic  I  (chiliarch)   (1)  much/plenteous  {an amount of money}   (2)  this  citizenship  I  obtained. 
And  the Paul,  he  {made known his thoughts}: 
And  emphatic  I  (Paul)   also  have been  generated/begotten  (from conception). 

 

The chiliarch,  he both answered: 
  (Emphatic) I   (1)  I obtained  this citizenship  (to become a Roman)   (2)  (by paying with)  much  an amount of money  
                 (Inferring:   How can a  no-body  like you Paul  [that I have just picked up off the streets]  expect to be a Roman?!) 
And Paul,  he made known his thoughts: 
  And  (emphatic) I (Paul)  also have been begotten   (= conceived/born  a Roman)  
                (Hence Paul is effectively stating:  “I am  ‘more Roman’  than are you,  chiliarch!”   -   So you be very careful with what you do to me!) 
 

Obviously,  the chiliarch had personally worked very hard to climb up through the ranks to become a leader of 1000 men,  and to then have been given 
responsibility over a major city called  “Jerusalem”.  This was his aim in life  (having perhaps reached the limit of what he could do),  and had earnestly 
saved money in the earlier part of his life to  “buy himself into”  this responsible position,  that required a person to be a Roman Citizen to command this 
many Roman men. 
So the chiliarch looks at Paul tied to The Rack,  seemingly to have no money,  his wealth being only the clothes within which he stands,  and wonders 
how can this man be a Roman citizen?   He reasons:  Roman citizens do not behave like this man  –  they are positioned to take:  “The Best in life”,  
certainly in Roman occupied lands! 
Hence his automatic outburst:   

“I had to  pay  much money to become a Roman citizen!” 
Yet Paul comes back with a stinging reply: 

“I was  born  a Roman citizen!” 
Thus,  by “Birthright”  Paul was “Roman”,  not  grafted-in  by money  (in the manner as could be construed to be a bribe)  as was the chiliarch! 

The Chiliarch was now forced by circumstance to handle things very differently! 
Else,  the full weight of Roman law could be made to bear down upon him! 

 
853rd Comment – The soldiers drew away from Paul,  knowing they could be charged if Paul felt vindictive! 
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The Chiliarch realised he had a very delicate situation and chose to be sensible, – else he could be charged! 
717th Reasoning – Paul of Roman birth had the right to demand an answer as to why he was being ill-treated! 
Acts   22v29 og directly/{at once}/soon/immediately/shortly  therefore/then  
Acts   22v29 og (they) {to remove}/{instigated (a revolt)}/desisted/deserted/departed/withdrew/{drew away} 
Acts   22v29 og off/away/separated/from  (of the) him  
Acts   22v29 og the (ones = persons)  (the being) {to occur}/expecting/intend/necessity/going/coming/{about to}  (the) him  
Acts   22v29 og (to) {repeatedly test}/investigate/examine   also  the  {commander of one thousand men}/chiliarch  And  
Acts   22v29 og (he was) frightened/alarmed/awed/revered/afraid/fearful/respected/deferential,   
Acts   22v29 og (the) {knowing upon some mark}/recognising/{full acquaintance}/acknowledging/perceiving  because  
Acts   22v29 og (the) Roman  (he) is  also  because  (it) was  (the) him  (he had) bound/{be in bonds}/knitted/tied  
Acts   22v29 Therefore/Then  directly/immediately   

they  (= the soldiers)   removed/{drew away}  off/away/from  of the  him  (= Paul),   
the persons  being  intending/{about to}  to  investigate/examine  the  him  (= Paul). 
And  the  chiliarch  also  he was  frightened/afraid/deferential  
because  the  recognising/perceiving  he  (= Paul)   is  the  Roman   
also  because  it was  he (= the chiliarch)   had  bound/tied  the him  (= Paul). 

 

Therefore immediately the people  (= soldiers)  being about to examine the him   (= Paul,  by means of whipping him)   
they  (= the soldiers)  drew away from him  (= Paul)  
And the chiliarch,  also he was  frightened/deferential  because recognising  he  (= Paul)  is Roman  
also because it was he  (= the chiliarch)  had  (by command)  bound/tied  him  (= Paul)  
 

This would not have occurred before  (Romans in outlying lands would have taken prestigious positions over  'the natives',  and  not  be like Paul). 
By consequence,  the soldiers would immediately step back from Paul  -  not daring to mishandle the situation,  solely waiting for orders from on-high,  
so they may not be personally held responsible for any actionable claim against them! 
Likewise,  the chiliarch was in the same position,  but the chain of command presently stopped with him,  there was no one higher there! 

He therefore took  “The Safe Option”  and immediately commanded Paul to be released. 
 
854th Comment – On the next day the Chiliarch summons the high priests and all the members of The Sanhedrin together 
and he releases Paul to stand before them and answer the charges brought against him. 
718th Reasoning – The Chiliarch,  as a foreigner,  has absolutely no idea why Paul has caused so much commotion in the 
city.  He realises it is a religious matter and feels the high priests and city authorities should be able to question Paul and 
resolve this matter to his satisfaction. 
Comment – repeat - I close each chapter with this plea.  I only write like this to gain the rare Nicodemus prepared to  constructively  criticise  
“God's Word”  from out of millions  of  “Leaders of Christendom”  only prepared to  destructively  criticise  “God's Word”  as to what it means for 
“The Early Adopters”.   The  “Probability”  of a Christian leader fulfilling Yahweh's Desire is about 0.00003   (corresponding to 1:30,000 Christians) . 
Acts   22v30 og to the  And  {upon the morrow}/{occurring on the succeeding day}/{day following}/{next day (after)}  
Acts   22v30 og (the having) {been willing/disposed}/minded/intended/purposed   
Acts   22v30 og (to) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand}  the  {not fail}/secure/certain/safely, 
Acts   22v30 og the  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  
Acts   22v30 og (he was) {to be a plaintiff}/{charged with some offence}/accused/objected  
Acts   22v30 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  of the  Jews,  
Acts   22v30 og (he) loosened/{break-up}/dissolved/{put-off}/unwrapped/undid  (the) him  off/away/separated/from  
Acts   22v30 og of the  bands/{ligaments of body/shackle}/bonds/chains/strings,  
Acts   22v30 og also  (he) {urged on}/'hail'/{incited (by word)}/ordered/commanded  (to) accompany/appear/bring/come  
Acts   22v30 og the  {the High Priest}/{Chief of all priests} (plural)   
Acts   22v30 og also  (the) whole/all/completely/throughout  the  Sanhedrin  {of them},  
Acts   22v30 og also  (the having) {led/tie down}/land/touch/brought  the  Paul  
Acts   22v30 og (he) {stood staunchly}/established/{held up}/appointed/abided  into/unto  them  
Acts   22v30 And  to the (= in/on)  {following/next  day}    (the chiliarch)  

the having  {been willing}/intended/purposed  to  {absolutely know/understand}  the  certainty 
wherefore  he  (= Paul)   was  {charged with some offence}/accused  near/against   of the  Jews,   
he  (= chiliarch)   loosened/{put off}/undid/untied  the  bands/bonds/ties  off/away/from  the  him  (= Paul)  
also  he  ordered/commanded  to  appear/come  the  high priests  also  the  all/whole/complete  Sanhedrin  {of them}   
also  the having  {led down}/brought  the Paul,  he  {stood staunchly}abided   unto  them. 

 

And on the following day   (the chiliarch)  
having  intended/purposed  to absolutely  know/understand  the certainty   (= to understand  “how real”  is this charge made against Paul) 
wherefore  (= with what)  he  (Paul)  was accused  (that was so precious)  of the Jews, 
he  (= the chiliarch)  untied the  bonds/ties  off/from  him  (= Paul)   
also he  (= the chiliarch)  commanded the High Priests  also them of the  whole/complete  Sanhedrin to  come/appear, 
also the having brought Paul,  he stood staunchly unto them   (of the 71 leaders of  Jerusalem/Israel  to form The Sanhedrin)  
 

From what the chiliarch had heard,  it seemed to be a religious matter,  and personally having no idea how to resolve this,  considered the best course of 
action was to involve  “The Religious Leaders”.   Of which,  they were now only  very pleased  to  “take over the affairs”  in the same manner they dealt 
with JC some 20 years or so,  earlier  -  “Mock trial and then a guaranteed execution”   -  precisely as Paul had suspected earlier would be on their 
mind  (exactly as they did with Stephen,  witnessed by Paul himself)! 
We understand that the chiliarch was effectively  “The Roman Police Chief”  here in Jerusalem because he had considerable authority to summon a 
hastily arranged meeting with  “The Religious Leaders”  of Jerusalem  for the  next  morning  -  at The Sanhedrin  (the highest court in The Land). 
 
 
855th Comment – Paul eyeballed  the 71 members of The Sanhedrin  and began to speak: 
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Men, brothers; 
I have deported myself in the best possible manner towards Yahweh up to this day! 

719th Reasoning – Paul starts by taking command of the situation  – in the midst of Israel's highest leaders. 
He proclaims his innocence before Yahweh,  having done no wrong up to this present day! 
418th Instruction – We who are aiming to become TCs must be able to honestly state likewise.  We cannot claim to be a 
TC if we have  lied, deceived, defrauded, hurt any person, institution, company or authority  -  that rules out most people! 
Acts   23v1 og (the having) {gazed intently}/{beheld earnestly}/stared/{fixed eyes upon}  And  the  Paul   
Acts   23v1 og to the  Sanhedrin  (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:  
Acts   23v1 og (The) men/husbands/fellows   (the) brothers,  
Acts   23v1 og (emphatic) I/me  (to the) all/whole/every  (to the) coperception/{moral consciousness}/conscience  
Acts   23v1 og (to the) {intrinsically good}/{well-being}/ideal  
Acts   23v1 og (I have) {behaved as a citizen}/{let conversation be}/{conducted myself}/lived  to the  God  
Acts   23v1 og {up to}/{as far as}/until  this  of the   day/{period of time}  
Acts   23v1 And  the  Paul  having  {gazed intently}/{fixed eyes upon}  to the  Sanhedrin   (of some 71 leaders of Israel) 

he  said/spoke: 
The  men/husbands,  the brothers   (= all Jews like me) 
emphatic  I  (Paul)   have  {behaved as a citizen}/{conducted myself}  to the (= in)  all/whole  to the  {intrinsically  ideal/good}   
to the  {moral consciousness}/conscience  to the  God  (= Yahweh)   {up to}/until  of the  this  day. 

And Paul having fixed  (his)  eyes upon the Sanhedrin   (comprising of the 71 Jewish leaders over  Jerusalem/Israel) 
he spoke: 
   Men/husbands,  the  (DNA)  brothers   (whose lineage in Paul’s time,  could then be traced all the way back to Abraham) 
   (Emphatic) I (Paul)  have  conducted myself in all the intrinsically  ideal/good  conscience   (= to ideally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire) 
   to the God  (= Yahweh)  until of this day  
                  (That was a  ‘blow to the heart’!   They know Paul was this,  and most importantly,  they  all  knew they were  “wholly crooked in their life”)! 
 

Paul would have cast his mind back some 20 years,  a role reversal,  standing as did Stephen in the same spot and Saul giving evidence against him! 
Now, it was Paul defending himself,  knowing these leaders were hypocritical crooks to what Yahweh had ordained for a future Millennium. 
He knew Yahweh had merely allowed them their present position  (Rom.1v16-32)  and it was not in his authority to remove them  (Rom.13v1-5). 
Like  all  leaders who  take  their positon,  internally driven  “to control people”,  they were only there to comfortably  “feather their own nest”. 

The worst of them being  “The Religious Leaders”.  Why?   Because they are so completely hypocritical  (as JC frequently tells us)! 
That is why Paul fixed his eyes upon them,  knowing that he was speaking to  'a pit of serpents'! 
Nonetheless,  he starts in a friendly manner,  confidently stating his position: 

Men/Husbands  (because they were then),  
brothers  (only through physical DNA, certainly not spiritual by  “The Word of God”), 
I have conducted myself with all intrinsic  ideal/good  conscience   (in direct contrast to these leaders of The Land) 
to the  God  (= Yahweh)  until this day.   (Certainly cannot be said by  “The Leaders of Religion”  then,  or today  [by my audit]).   

This was a stinging introduction by Paul to The Sanhedrin! 
So  'innocently stated'  and yet so penetrating in its attack!  

The crux of this introduction is that:   
Paul was sincerely motivated to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  all his life. 
It was just that in the early part of his physical life he was completely misdirected by his then teachers,  “Leaders of Religion”. 

(This period was also the 1st part of his spiritual life.) 
It required  “The Direct Intervention”  by JCg to turn Paul around by asking the simple question: 

Why are you persecuting me? 
Like this opening statement by Paul,  this question by JCg struck deep and home! 
Paul had turned around,  he totally rejected  “Leaders of Religion”  for what they  were/are  and wholly re-evaluated by assay what he knew! 

(This period became The Start of the 2nd part of his spiritual life,  Gal.1v18) 
By contrast,  as we are to read,  “The Leaders of Religion”  have absolutely  no  intention of turning around to then assay what they know,  
because quite simply they are  not  interested in Yahweh,  they are only interested in what they can get out of  “pretending to represent Him”! 

Hence,  we are now able to understand their automatic and very  “natural”  reaction in the next verse: 
 
856th Comment – The High Priest Ananias ordered Paul's mouth to be struck. 
720th Reasoning – The High Priest did this to assert his authority – he could see that Paul was commanding 'the stage'. 
He wanted to put Paul down in front of The Sanhedrin under the pretext we are all not good in front of Yahweh.  
419th Instruction – While we can be (accidentally) sinful,  we can be  righteous/good  to Yahweh's requirements of us! 
721st Reasoning – How is this conundrum resolved?  We can produce accidental sinful acts but provided we are driven by 
a Mind that wholly chooses to fulfil Yahweh's Desire then we are righteous/good  to His Requirements of us as individuals 
332nd Warning – Beware of leaders of Christendom  “Dumbing down The Requirement”  that Yahweh has of us as 
individuals!   They argue we are all sinful and should be good – standard mantra of “Religion”  -  and that is it!   
420th Instruction – It is much more than this:   We must endeavour with all our might,  not to be sinful in anything,  which 
means never defraud any person or entity,  but also be aiming for The Goal:  “To precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle” 
333rd Warning – Beware of “Religious Leaders” assuming a position over us of supposedly  'holy representatives'  of  
“God”  (as was this High Priest)  to correct us,  and yet they are hypocrites to what they claim by both word and deed. 
Acts   23v2 og the  And  {the High Priest}/{Chief of all priests},  
Acts   23v2 og Ananias  (he) {arranged upon}/ordered/charged/commanded/enjoined  
Acts   23v2 og to the (ones = persons)  {standing beside}/exhibiting/proffering/substantiating/providing/ 

/yielding/commending/showing/presenting  
Acts   23v2 og (to the) him  (to) thump/impact/pummel/beat/smite/strike/wound  (of the) him  
Acts   23v2 og the  {‘gash in face’}/{front/edge of weapon}/mouth/edge/face  
Acts   23v2 And  the High Priest  Ananias,   

he  ordered/commanded  to the  persons  {standing beside}/exhibiting/presenting  to the  him  (= Paul)  
to  thump/smite/strike  the  mouth  of him  (= Paul). 
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And the high priest,  Ananias,  ordered the people standing beside him  (= Paul) 
to  thump/strike  his mouth  (= Paul)  
 

This was only done to impose mastery over Paul,  expecting him to cower,  under the cover that we should not presuppose ourselves to have fulfilled 
Yahweh’s Desire,  by being intrinsically  ideal/good.  We reason these leaders of society comprising of The Sanhedrin had never done this,  because they 
were intrinsically motivated:  “Not to do so”  (in direct contrast to Paul,  even though he got it wrong in his early days  1Tim.1v13-16  in genuine error).   

The point is this:  Paul was  sincere  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  while these leaders were  deliberate hypocrites  (and  knew it)!  
Nonetheless,  Paul was much cleverer than to allow that imposition to mentally subdue him. 
He had to remain  “holy”   (= “innocent/blameless”  so that  “no charge could be  justifiably  laid against him”). 

He had to remain:  “Holy to Yahweh”  and equally,  “Holy to men”. 
That simple statement is  unintelligible  to our leaders of Christendom! 
 
857th Comment – Paul then asked of The High Priest  (the supposed ambassador of Yahweh): 

The Specific God shall likewise strike you,  you  “Whitewashed Wall!” 
Also you present yourself  (as The High Priest)  to judge me according to The Law of Moses, 
and yet,  against The Law of Moses,  you ordered me to be struck! 

‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC.  It is JCg as  the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20) to give  “The Invitation” 
for  “possible  Anointing/Christ  Sonship to Yahweh”,  then ideally as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  (of the 
required 3 stages)  then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”,  The Specific God’  yielding His HS for TC growth. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs  (JCg and the prophets)  =  “The Almighty God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - There is JCg as  “the specific god”  of the world  (his creation) = The Premier Son of Almighty God 
178h Allegory – Whitewashed Wall = An apparently  clean/pure  barrier,  but hiding behind it are all forms of corruption. 
722nd Reasoning – Paul uses this allegory to explain how Yahweh views this specific  supposed representative’  of His! 
Yahweh shall use JCg as  “The Word of God”  as  “The Basis”  for destroying this  “hypocritical barrier”  (Matt.23v13). 
Hence JCg is The Standard that condemns Ananias,  and Yahweh performs The Action  (hence the usage of “ho theos”). 
723rd Reasoning – Paul is obviously very annoyed at several levels  (being this and the background of the last 20+ years),  
but he  keeps his cool’  and asks:  Why do you present yourself as the judge using  “The Law of Moses”  against me,  and 
yet you contravene  “The Law of Moses”  by striking me without a cause? 

This is a devastating question – which can be taken at two levels  (discussed later). 
421st Instruction – Whatever form of injustice may befall us,  we must not give a  violent/physical  return,  because  (1) it 
contravenes The Law and  (2) it would be used as an excuse for the perpetrator to respond in increased detrimental 
manner.  However,  we are instructed  (as did JC)  to question the actions in the most pointed manner,  to cause the 
perpetrator to think about what they are doing. 
Acts   23v3 og then/{at the time}  the  Paul  toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) him  
Acts   23v3 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:  
Acts   23v3 og (To) thump/impact/pummel/beat/smite/strike/wound  thee/thy/thou  
Acts   23v3 og (he is) {to occur}/expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming/{about to}  the  {specific god}   
Acts   23v3 og wall (vocative)   (been) whitewash/whitened (vocative);  
Acts   23v3 og also  thou/you  {sit down}/sit/remain/reside/dwell (middle voice)  
Acts   23v3 og (the) {judiciously/mentally deciding}/{to be trying}/concluding/judging  I/me/my  
Acts   23v3 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  
Acts   23v3 og the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law   
Acts   23v3 og also   (the) {from beside the regulation/law}/{be opposed to the law}/transgress/{contrary to law}  
Acts   23v3 og (you) {urge on}/'hail'/{to incite (by word)}/order/command  I/me/my  
Acts   23v3 og (to be) thumped/impacted/pummelled/beaten/smitten/stricken/wounded?   
Acts   23v3 Then  the Paul  he  said/spoke  towards  the him  (= Ananias) 

The ‘specific god’  he is  intending/expecting/{about to}  to  thump/impact/strike  thee/you   
“Whitewashed wall”.         (= Publicly presented as being  “pure and perfect”,   and yet  “resilient  [to change]”,  “masking what is behind it”) 
Also  thou/you   (personally)  {sit down}/reside,  the  {mentally deciding}/concluding/judging  me   
intensely/{according to}   the  regulation/principle/law   
also  {against/opposed/contrary  to the  regulation/law}/{by transgression}  you  order/command  me  to be  thumped/struck? 

 

Then Paul spoke towards him  (= Ananias): 
   The  S/specific G/god  H/he  is  intending/expecting/soon  to  thump/strike  you,   “Whitewashed Wall”!    (See commentary) 
   Also you personally reside judging me  (supposedly)  according to The Law  (of Moses) 
   also  (= and yet)  contrary to The Law  (of Moses)  you order me to be thumped   (by your henchmen)! 
              (This is how “worldly leaders of Religion” operate!   Get someone else to do their dirty work for them – so publicly,  they  ‘remain clean’!) 
 

This verse is best explained over two parts. 
For the first part of the verse. 

“The specific god”  operates at its usual double level as I copiously explain elsewhere. 
How it specifically applies here is as follows: 

JC as  “The Word of God”  is  “the specific god”  that becomes  “The Standard”  upon which they are to be judged. 
Yahweh as  “The Judge”  (in the 1st part of physical life)  is  “The Specific God”  for  His  future  “Sons of God”. 
But this can  only righteously occur  to those people  with  “The Word of God”  =  “Christians”  (hence  NOT  “non-Christians”) 

All perfectly logical and precisely what The Bible tells us  (unlike the nonsense taught by:  “You know who”)! 
“Thump”  means to  “personally hurt”  (not necessarily  “physically”,  but importantly it means  “spiritually”,  Matt.8v12, etc.) 
“Whitewash Wall”  was used in a similar manner,  as did JC to describe precisely the same people  (Matt.23v27-32).   
It would have been a phrase having a  standard usage at the time  to mean:  “hypocrisy”. 
Inasmuch,   “The Front/Public Face”  appears to be  “perfect and purified”  and yet what is behind is  “disgusting and filthy”. 
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Thus, Yahweh shall strike this wall and demolish it to publicly show the disgusting  (spiritual)  filth behind it! 
Now the second part of the verse. 

You judge me according to The Law  (as perceived by yourselves) 
and yet,  contrary to The Law  (as stated within The Law  [of which I thoroughly know]),  you strike me!? 

In that one following sentence,  comprising of a simple  statement/question,  Paul has thoroughly exposed  “The Hypocrisy”  of  The High Priest! 
Hence the use of  “whitewash wall”  previously. 
In no manner has Paul broken The Law,  he has  not  brought Yahweh's  Name/Character/Authority  into  question or shame  “by works”. 
In fact, he has done  The Precise Opposite:  He has  magnified  Yahweh's  Name/Character/Authority  within the  sane/reasoning  minds in Asia. 
Now compare that with  “The Religious Leaders”  presently with Paul,  and the religious leaders that were to follow in the last some 1700+ years. 

Do I need to say any more? 
Except one thing, 

Paul thoroughly knew The Law,  far more so than did the High Priest (Acts.22v3, 26v5) as is usual in these situations,  often people in these 
positions are just figureheads for The Establishment.  Thus, Paul was confidently able to make this statement in direct opposition to the 
human high priest usurping JCg’s position. 

 
858th Comment – The attendants  licking the boots’  of  “The High Priest”  indignantly proclaim: 

Do you choose to  insult/mock  The High Priest’  of  “God”? 
724th Reasoning – Clearly these attendants were showing their allegiance to their worldly master for the worldly return of 
their efforts.  They were paid to  feather the nest’  of their master,  which they did here! 
334th Warning – We must not put the wishes of any worldly man above what Yahweh Desires.   
422nd Instruction – We are to become like Paul and make  “Yahweh”  our  Lord/Master  because  “JC”  as  “The Word of 
God”  is the  lord/master  of our mind;  and  not  to be controlled by what men wish us to do,  that is against Yahweh! 
Acts   23v4 og the (ones = persons)  And  {standing beside}/exhibiting/proffering/substantiating/providing/yielding/ 

/commending/showing/presenting  
Acts   23v4 og (they) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:   
Acts   23v4 og The  {the High Priest}/{Chief of all priests}  of the  God  (you) reproach/vilify/revile/curse?    
Acts   23v4 And  the persons  {standing beside}/exhibiting   they  said/uttered: 

The   High Priest   of the  God  you  reproach/vilify/revile? 
 

And the people standing beside  (Paul),  they said: 
   You  reproach/revile   The High Priest of God? 
 

All those people present,  clearly understood the thrust of Paul's comment. 
Even though Paul had stated nothing wrong   -   he had  only  stated  “The Truth”  regarding The Law and of its application! 

This is what made Paul  “holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}”! 
When compared with how  “The Leaders of Religion”  applied  “The Law”  (of  The 1st [then]  and  2nd Covenant [now]). 

 
859th Comment – Paul answered in a cleaver manner: 
           1.  (Are)  Not you the high priest,  and we are not to speak amiss of our  (worldly)  people's Ruler? 
           2.  You are not you high priest,  and we (to include Ananias)  are not to speak amiss of our people's Ruler  (JCg)! 
423rd Instruction – We should never speak evilly of our worldly rulers,  but we can comment on things they do wrong. 
424th Instruction – We should never speak evilly of our heavenly rulers,  they have proved themselves not to do wrong. 
725th Reasoning – While we have no justification to speak evilly against our heavenly rulers  (Yahweh, JCg and ultimately 
the 144000 TCs),  we may have every justification to speak evilly about our worldly rulers.  But we are instructed  not  to 
do this,  thereby  not  causing fermentation and disruption through possible insurrection  (Luke/Rom.13v1-5). 
We are able to state  “The Known Truth” (and not gossip)  to explain why  they are  not  our spiritual  leaders! 
726th Reasoning – Worldly leaders  take  their position to rule and  they personally gain  out of this position.  Heavenly 
rulers by contrast have  earned  their position to rule and  we gain as a society  from out of their rule.  Under Satan's rule 
now we are to  “Respect The Position of their Authority”  (even though we wholly disagree with them)  and not plot any 
form of opposition or demonstration,  for it  “will go well with us”  and we are deemed no threat to them.  Also it creates  
“The Correct Form of Mind” ready for The Millennium to humble ourselves before Yahweh, JCg and the 144000 TCs. 
335th Warning – Reject leaders of Christendom endorsing the behaviour of people demonstrating or rebelling. 
Sadly this practice is pandemic in  “Religion”  (especially in Christendom,  whose leaders  should  know very much better 
if  they read to understand The Bible)  and it further hurts society.  It is essential:  “To remain neutral in worldly affairs”! 
Acts   23v5 og (he) showed/{made known his thoughts}/affirmed/said  Both  the  Paul,   
Acts   23v5 og No/Not/None  (I) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  (the) brothers/brethren  because  
Acts   23v5 og (he) is  (the) {the High Priest}/{Chief of all priests}  (it has been) written/scribed/engraved  for:  
Acts   23v5 og (the) {first in rank}/magistrate/prince/ruler  of the  populace/{grouping of people}  (of) thee/thy/thou/you  
Acts   23v5 og no/not/none  (you) say/utter/speak  (the) badly/amissly/diseased/evilly/grievously/miserably/sickly/sorely  
Acts   23v5 The Paul  both  {made known his thoughts}/said: 

(1)  Because  not  I  know/perceive  brethren  he is  the high priest,  for  it has been  written: 
(2)  the  {first in rank}/ruler  of  your  populace,  not  you   say/speak  the  badly/amiss/sorely! 

 

The Paul made known both of his thoughts: 
   (1) Because,  not  I  know/perceive  he is the high priest,  for it has been written: 
   (2) You  (must)  not speak  badly/amiss   of your people’s ruler  (?, see commentary)  
 

This was such a clever answer. 
It operated at two levels:- 

(1) The worldly level  (as a question). 
(2) The level at which Yahweh viewed the situation  (as a statement). 

At the worldly level,  Peter is saying  (in a form of a question beginning with “Not” … … ):- 
Yes,  I recognise he is the high priest and I have not spoken evilly,  because I have only said: 
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You are positioned to judge me according to The Law,  and yet you have struck me for no reason,  because I only stated:   
I have tried to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire during my life! 

That is surely -  what we all should be doing.   So what is wrong in that? 
But at Yahweh’s level,  Peter is saying:- 

I do  not  recognise you to be The High Priest of Yahweh,  because you,  Ananias have spoken evilly against Yahweh  (via JCg): 
(Where it is JCg as  “The Intercessor/{High Priest}”  of The People,  to bring people to Yahweh – as The Ultimate Ruler). 

You are  falsely representing  Yahweh’s Character and Authority and thus do  not  come in His Name. 
In addition,  because Ananias  “falsely represents”  Yahweh,  then the people are  “wholly misdirected”. 
That is also precisely, what has occurred within Christendom since 325 CE unto the present day of writing this commentary (2017 CE)! 

It is  only  “The Early Adopters”  who pull themselves  out  of Christendom  –  who show themselves to have Yahweh’s Character and Authority. 
It is  only  these  “Early Adopters”  specifically  elected/chosen  by Yahweh  from out of Christendom  (Matt.20v16, 22v14, 23v20)  who themselves,  
become the 144000 TCs to rule  (Rev.20v6)  “The Resurrected World”  within The Millennium  (spiritually as The Temple [=144000 TCs]  within 
Jerusalem  [= The Ancient Worthies and Prophets and angels]). 

This  is  “The Invitation”,  being  “The Goal”  that JC  “laid out by example”  and personally fulfilled  “to show The Way”  (John.14v5-15). 
Jesus wholly rejected  “Religion”  as  ‘portrayed by Man’,  because Man uses  “Religion”  to express Satan’s hypocrisy within  ‘his life’. 

Not quite the commentary generated by Christendom! 
However, what do they know  (being like the representative of Ananias, here)?    Nothing  that will ultimately yield Mankind's Salvation! 

 
860th Comment – Paul has enough of this farce!   He knows how to break this charade of a show trial! 
Knowing  “The Foremost Leaders of Israel”  at The Sanhedrin were split down religious lines,  he shouted aloud: 

Men, Brothers I am born a Pharisee and as a Pharisee …  
I am being judged here  (by a High Priest not believing in a resurrection, who then slaps me …) 

Concerning the expectation of the resurrection of the dead people! 
727th Reasoning – This was like lit dynamite in The Sanhedrin!   Paul wanted to take the attention off him and back onto 
the perpetrators  in the midst of The Chiliarch's Judgement.   Paul wished to show to The Heathen Army Leader why there 
was this animosity against Paul,  because it was intrinsic  within/between The Jews!,  even here amongst the very leaders! 
Thus, a few words of  'not much significance'  to The Heathen  would cause a furore amongst The Jews! 
425th Instruction – We must note:  Paul did nothing wrong.  He stated  “The Absolute Truth”  and it was concerning  
“The Absolute Truth”  upon which worldly  (Religious)  Man condemned him!   Likewise with  all  TCs.   
336th Warning – While TCs  only  speak  “The Absolute Truth”,  by contrast  “Religious People”  will speak in  “half-
truths”   and as such,  will vilify these TCs for exposing the  “half-truths”  given by  “Religious People”. 
The difference is:  TC's are prepared to thoroughly discuss;  but  “Religious People”  (of 'blind faith')  are  too afraid! 
It is  “The Reaction”  of  “Religious People”  who  let themselves down  when having lost The Argument,  and are wholly 
intransigent to learn  “The Absolute Truth”,  that truly shows what their  “spirit is like”  (both rebellious and hardened)  
when compared with that of  “JC and the 1st Century Christians”!   Surely, that speaks volumes?! 
Acts   23v6 og (the) {with certainty}/{absolutely knowing/understanding}  And  the  Paul  
Acts   23v6 og because  the  one/singularly  apportion/division/section/share/piece/part  (it) is  (the) Sadducees,  
Acts   23v6 og the  and  other/different/altered  (the) Pharisees,  
Acts   23v6 og (he) screamed/shouted/shrieked/exclaimed/entreated/{cried out}  in  to the  Sanhedrin:  
Acts   23v6 og (The) men/husbands/fellows  (the) brothers,  (emphatic) I/me  (the) Pharisee  am/exist  
Acts   23v6 og (the) son  (of the) Pharisee  concerning/about  (the) anticipation/expectancy/confidence  
Acts   23v6 og also  (of the) {standing up again}/resurrection/{rising again}  (of the) dead/corpses/mortified/cadavers  
Acts   23v6 og (emphatic) I/me  (am being) {judiciously/mentally decided}/tried/concluded/judged  
Acts   23v6 And  because  the  Paul  {absolutely  knowing/understanding}   

the  one/singularly  division/part  it is  the  Sadducees  and  the  other/different   (part)   the Pharisees, 
he  shouted/{cried out}  within  the  Sanhedrin: 
The  men/husbands,  the  brothers,  emphatic  I  (Paul)  am/exist  the Pharisee, 
the son  of the  Pharisee  concerning/about  the  anticipation/expectation/confidence  also  the  {standing up again}/resurrection 
of the  {dead people}/corpses/cadavers  emphatic  I  (Paul)  am being  {mentally decided}/concluded/judged! 

 

And because Paul absolutely  knowing/understanding  
one part  (of the Sanhedrin)  it is the Sadducees and the other  (part is)  the Pharisees,  
he cried out within the Sanhedrin   (to draw the attention away from specifically himself,  by deliberately invoking  “partisanship”) 
   Men/Husbands,   (DNA)  brothers   (= Jews, being all under the lineage of Abraham) 
   (emphatic) I (Paul)  am a Pharisee,  the son of a Pharisee! 
   (emphatic) I (Paul)  am being judged about: 
    The  anticipation/expectation/confidence  also the  {standing up again}/resurrection  of the  {dead people}/corpses! 
 

Paul then launched out in a spirited attack,  –  knowing they would fight amongst themselves! 
According to Josephus  (Jewish Antiquities XIII, 293 x6)  the Sadducees began to oppose The Pharisees' belief about 120 years BCE. 
The Sadducees had,  at that time,  The Ascendancy within  The Eyes of The Romans  (through some political agreement many years earlier)  and thus  
The Pharisees were always looking for some religious argument to hit back at The Sadducees to establish some moral high ground! 
Paul knew this and that is why he sided himself alongside   'The Politically Suppressed Pharisees'  in this instance  (especially because all The Pharisees 
knew precisely who Paul was,  and of his very pious Pharisee background). 
He knew: 

The Pharisees believed in The Resurrection  (of which he knew that only JC made possible). 
The Sadducees did not believed in The Resurrection  (see next verse). 

Paul cried out: 
I am the  son of a Pharisee,  and  I am being judged by  The Sadducee High Priest  about:  “The Resurrection of The Dead People”! 

By inference: 
Are you,  The Pharisee members of The Sanhedrin,  going to allow this to occur? 

This was enough to set both sides into a fierce argument! 
Paul is  showing The Chiliarch  that:   

It is over precisely  “this phrase”  that is generating all the fuss!    
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You have arrested me for only saying the same as have I stated here,  and  (as you have just witnessed): 
Even the leaders of The Country are fighting over it  between themselves! 

By implication:  “Are you going to arrest  The Leaders of Jerusalem  also?” 
 
861st Comment – Just as Paul expected: 

The Sanhedrin spit down religious lines,  and a furore now ensued between the two halves! 
728th Reasoning – It must be understood The Pharisees had lost political power under the ascendancy of The Sadducees 
working with The Romans.  The Pharisees were then trying to maintain  “The Religious high ground”  and were looking 
for any opportunity to:  “Get one over”  The Sadducees!    And this was just such an opportunity,  to be alongside with 
Paul,  they being also of his heritage and beliefs! 
Acts   23v7 og that/this/there/here  And  (of the) him  (the having)  spoken/uttered/said  (it) {became to be}   
Acts   23v7 og (the) {a standing (the act)}/{(demonstrating a) position/existence}/{controversy (uprising/dissension/insurrection)}/ 

/standing/discord/dissension  
Acts   23v7 og of the  Pharisees  also  of the  Sadducees,  
Acts   23v7 og also  (it was) split/severed/broken/divided/opened/{made a rent}/torn  
Acts   23v7 og the  {large number}/throng/populace/bundle/company/multitude  
Acts   23v7 And  this   of the  him  (= Paul)   the  having  spoken/said  

it  {became to be}  the  {demonstrating a position}/{controversy of dissension}/discord  of the  Pharisees  also  of the  Sadducees, 
also  the  throng/company/multitude  it was  split/divided. 

 

And this he  (= Paul)  having spoken   (precisely as Paul knew it would) 
it became to be controversy of dissension  (between)  the Pharisees  also the Sadducees, 
also the multitude was  split/divided   (down  “Religious”  lines  [no one was truly listening to each other,  but only being bigots])  
                  (No intelligent discussion occurred,  but only  “unreasoned rant”  -  being:  “The Hallmark”  of  “Religion”) 
 

Being  “Religious People”,  they had absolutely  no  intention to listen to each other’s reasoning  (not that leaders of  “Religion”  have any logical 
reasoning within their 'exegesis';  -  only  “1st Century Christianity”  is underwritten by  logical/righteous  reasoning,  throughout its whole structure).   
These  “Religious Leaders”  would have been shouting  'abusive nothings'  to each other,  in a complete verbal foray of each other  -  as we are to read! 
 
862nd Comment – Luke,  the scribe,  explains to his reader(s): 

The Sadducees state there is:  (1) No resurrection and  (2) No Messenger  or  a  Spirit/Will/Desire 
The Pharisees state there is  (1) a resurrection and  (2) a Messenger  and  a  Spirit/Will/Desire. 

863rd Comment – Taking at face value what Luke tells us of these combatants,  then how do we understand these terms? 
427th Instruction – We must NOT take these understandings as our worldly Christian leaders teach us  (in fact collectively 
they do not believe  any  of the terms, -  else they would not take their positions and act towards us as they do!) 
729th Reasoning – Let us go through these terms:  “Resurrection”.    Actually,  there are  two different  resurrections.  
The First is simultaneous for all individuals and is  only  the 144000 TCs (= The Early Adopters),  not yet occurred (2017) 
The Second may be staged over 100 year cycles (Isa.65v20)  and is for all people to ideally produce  “The Late Adopters” 
730th Reasoning – Let us go through these terms:  “Messenger”.    Actually,  there are many different “messengers”. 
“The Greatest Messenger”  is JC as  “The Word of God”  made manifest in human form to edify us. 
The next level are the 144000 TCs who have imitated JC and accurately spread The Word of God during The Gospel Age. 
After these, come Yahweh’s Messengers  (called “angels”)  who give direct communication of Yahweh’s Mind to humans. 
Paul also uses the term of a splinter as being a messenger to remind him of Satan’s present pull (2Cor.12v7). 
Now we come to the self-indulgent messengers. 
“Leaders of Religion”  who communicate what their devotees want to hear for a worldly pay back. 
Finally, there are Satan’s representatives in another  dimension/spirit  world who can interact with us. 
731st Reasoning – Let us go through these terms:  “Spirit”.    Actually,  this term is best explained like this: 
   How an individual thinks and reasons upon “Life”  and its interaction with  “The World/Universe”. 
   Cognitive processes within a functioning body whose output can either edify or harm  “Life” and “The Environment”. 
732nd Reasoning – We can now see the link between  “Messenger” and “Spirit”,  hence the usage of “both” in the Greek 
Text  (lost in worldly bible translations).  It is  “The Spirit”  that drives the  thought processes  of  “The Messenger”. 
“The Messenger”  outputs what occurs within the mind,  dictating its allegiance to  “The Controlling Methodology”. 
337th Warning – The above is explained very simply without mystery!   However,  beware of  “The Nonsense”  that comes 
out of the mouths of leaders of “Religion”  who have a  “spirit of Satan”  to confuse,  thereby  “self-indulging to their 
neighbour’s hurt”.  If they perpetuate hokum and do not clearly explain everything,  then they are  “subject ignorant”,  
keep away from these fraudsters  (in their millions)  who are just living off their victims like wolves upon the sheep! 
428th Instruction – Luke is telling us: 
     The Sadducees did not believe of a person physically raised from the dead,  nor of an  individual’s  thought processes. 
     The Pharisees  believed of people physically raised from the dead,  and,  also of an  individual’s  thought processes. 
Where:  “The Messenger”  is a cognitive representative of Yahweh or of Satan  (there is no middle ground). 
Acts   23v8 og (the) Sadducees  truly/indeed/{that one}  for  (they) {lay out}/state/exclaim  not  {to be/exist}  
Acts   23v8 og (the) {standing up again}/resurrection/{rising again},  
Acts   23v8 og {and/but  not}/neither/nor  (the) {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel,  
Acts   23v8 og {not too/even}/neither  (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits   
Acts   23v8 og (the) Pharisees  And  (they) assent/covenant/acknowledge/promise/agreement  the  both  
Acts   23v8 For  the  Sadducees  truly/indeed  they  state/exclaim: 

the  {standing up again}/resurrection  not  {to be/exist},    
{and not}  the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel 
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neither  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 
And  the  Pharisees,  they  covenant/consent/acknowledge  the  both.   

 

For the Sadducees they truly state: 
   (1) the resurrection not to  be/exist 
   (2) and not the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel,  neither the spirit   (= personality/desires/traits  =  our character)  
And the Pharisees,  they  covenant/consent/acknowledge  the both  
 

Let me explain this verse. 
At the obvious level  (as stated here)  The Sadducees chose:- 

1. To state The Resurrection does not exist   (as silenced by JC when referring them back to Moses,  Matt.22v23-34, Luke.20v27-40, etc.)! 
2 (a). {Bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels  do not exist. 
2 (b). The spirit does not exist. 

Let me add what Josephus also states in his writings  (Jewish Antiquities)  about The Sadducees' beliefs: 
1. They denied that fate has a part to play in our life  (contrary to The Pharisees),  and hence, 
2. Our future depended solely upon what we did. 
3. Unlike the Pharisees,  they did not believe in the immortality of the soul,  nor in the retribution or recompense after death. 
4. There was little  kindness/philanthropy  between each other and thus attracted the richer members of society. 

As we read here,  they managed to be accurate in a few things,  as likewise were The Pharisees elsewhere,  but invariably both fail in many other areas! 
Like all leaders of  “Religion”  they do  not  get  “Righteousness”,  nor  “common sense”  as viewed by Yahweh! 
I really feel like banging a few heads together to try to knock some common sense into them, –  but it would be useless in their present condition! 

They need to  “repent”  first  - to  get their mind into the correct condition  to start inculcating  “The Real Word of God”! 
Reading the above verse would suggest three different things,  but the way Luke writes,   tells us that he is lumping  “the messenger”  with  “the spirit”  
in the manner I imply in the listing given above. 

Perhaps we should consider what Luke deemed to be  “The Rational”  of  “1st Century Christianity”. 
“The Resurrection”  is The Core of  “1st Century Christianity”  and thus stands by itself as  “The First Item”. 
“Messenger and Spirit”  must now be the second part of  “The Both”  relating to what The Pharisees believed. 
(Note: Just ignore scholars suggesting “both” really means “three off”,  they always  'spin Greek'  to get the conclusion  [of “mystery”]  they want!) 
However,  importantly see the next verse where they combine the two in their understanding of Paul,  ignoring “The Resurrection”. 

So how are these two things related,  to therefore be considered as  “The Second Item”  of  “The Both”? 
A Messenger is an entity that  consciously choses  to fulfil The Desire of  “A Master”,  commanding  the messenger  “to deliver”. 
A Messenger is  driven by a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that  implicitly forms the character  of the individual of the messenger. 
Inasmuch the Messenger can  freely chose  for which Master to work  (Yahweh or Satan,  precisely as we are told in The Bible). 
Thus  “The Spirit  (= personality/desires/etc.)   of The Master”  becomes implicitly present within whom the messenger  freely choses to represent. 
We can,  by inductive extension,  make the connection: 

“The Motivation”  implicit in  “the character driving The Physical Messenger”  becomes a  “Conscious Entity”  = “Soul” 
It is all very easy to understand  and yet completely  incomprehensible  to our leaders of  “Religion”  (especially those leaders  of/within  Christendom)! 
I find it all just so depressing when I  hear/read  their output,  much waffle generated by able  word-smiths,  and yet  nothing  is correctly explained! 

Which clearly shows they do  not  understand about what they speak,  yet so capable of generating waffle to support their fleshly existence! 
An aside to support the above statements: 
I heard today (09 Jan. 2018)  on  “Prayer for The Day”  the usual  misinformation taught about  “God help us with … … this, that and the other”! 
Without explaining,  “He has – in every possible manner”  and it then becomes “Our Responsibility”  to  “make The Change within ourselves”! 
But it was as usual,  “A Gospel of Excuses”  as to why we supposedly cannot improve ourselves!   It was an abomination of a “Prayer”,  but it was so 
“nice”  to  “the worldly ears”  speaking about  “Children”  with  “God helping them to improve”  where The Responsibility of The Parents to make this 
possible  –  was  wholly ignored.   Apparently she was a professor and doctor of Divinity,  –  who obviously did  NOT  have The Mind of Yahweh! 

This is  our problem  within The World today!    “Professional Leaders of Religion”  preaching to please  “The Worldly Ear”! 
They  actively  DELAY  the onset of The Millennium,  and thus they personally fulfil Satan's Desire! 

However,  they are so  spiritually blind  as not to realise it!    
It is so frustrating in trying to teach them anything that would fulfil Yahweh’s Desire -  because they refuse to listen while hiding behind their doctorate! 

They have been taught:  “How NOT to think like Yahweh”  in their seminary,  but only  “Think like Man”  (Matt.23v15)! 
 
864th Comment – There became an uproar within The Sanhedrin.  The scribes within The Pharisees violently stated: 

There is nothing worthless about Paul!   
And further: 

If the spirit of Yahweh operates within him as The Messenger,  then we shall not contend with Yahweh! 
733rd Reasoning – These scribes recognise Paul as Yahweh’s Ambassador,  representing Yahweh and of His interests, and 
having the  one/same  mind (= spirit)  as Yahweh regarding matters on this planet and therefore:  Do not oppose Yahweh! 
429th Instruction – It is sensible advice to recognise Yahweh’s Representatives and not to oppose to them  -  else we are 
contending with Yahweh of  infinite  “Authority and Capability”.  It would be rather foolish! 
338th Warning – Sadly,  leaders of “Religion” are Yahweh foolish,  even though they have so much “worldly capability”! 
Because they  persistently contend  with Yahweh being what “He Represents” within The Environment -  as we only need 
to read the records of virtually everything they do throughout The History of The Gospel Age.  They are such hypocrites! 
Precisely as JC spoke of them during his day,  and people do not change,  generation after generation in these positions! 
Acts   23v9 og (it) {became to be}  And  (the) {an outcry (in notification, tumult or grief)}/clamour  
Acts   23v9 og (the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great  also  (the having) {stood up}/arisen/{risen up}  
Acts   23v9 og the  writers/scribes/secretaries/{town clerks}  of the  apportion/division/section/share/piece/part 
Acts   23v9 og of the  Pharisees  (they) {through war/quarrel/dispute}/{fought fiercely (in altercation)}/strove (middle voice)  
Acts   23v9 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:  
Acts   23v9 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  (the) worthless/depraved/hurtful/bad/harmful/evil/wicked  
Acts   23v9 og (we) find/obtain/see/perceive  in  to the  countenance/{human-being}/man  {in/with/by  this}/{the same},  
Acts   23v9 og if  not  (the) spirit/personalities/desires/traits  (it)  spoke/uttered/said  (to the) him  
Acts   23v9 og or/than/either/rather  (the) {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel,  
Acts   23v9 og not  (we/us shall) {resist deity}/{contend God}/{counteract the divine will}  
Acts   23v9 And  it  {became to be}  the  mighty/great  outcry/clamour   

also  the  writers/scribes  a  division/part  of the  Pharisees  the having  {stood up}/arisen   
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they  (personally)  {fought fiercely in altercation}/strove  the  stating/exclaiming: 
Nothing  the  worthless//bad/harmful  we  find/perceive  within  {this same}  man  (= Paul)   
if not  (= except  =  “and if”)   the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  it  spoke/said  (= communicated)   to the  him  (= Paul)  
or/either  the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel, 
not  we shall  {resist deity}/{contend God}/{counteract the divine will}. 

 

And it became to be the mighty  outcry/clamour   (within the Sanhedrin) 
also the  writers/scribes  a division of the Pharisees the having stood up 
they personally fought fiercely in altercation the stating: 
   Nothing  worthless/bad  we  find/perceive  within this same man  (= Paul) 
   and if the spirit   (= personality/desires/traits  [operating within Paul]) 
   or the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel   (= Paul speaking about his ministry giving out  “The Word of God”) 
   not we shall  {resist deity}/{contend God}  
                (= This man fulfils Yahweh's Desire,   irrespective of  “The Source of Communication”,  therefore do not oppose him!) 
 

This division grew from a  “controversy of dissension”  to become  a  “mighty outcry/clamour”! 
This  drew-in  in a  sub-group  of the Pharisees who  stood-up  for what Paul represented,  as a previous Pharisee  (being widely known)! 
Boldly stating: 

There is nothing wrong with this man,  Paul,  who promotes what we believe,  for he is: 
the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel  (by inference from  God/Yahweh). 

Where: 
Paul is  “The Messenger”  with  “The Spirit”  -  precisely as Luke wrote in  the previous verse  to  “link the two in context”. 

Hence by further implication: 
Not we shall contest God  (being what Yahweh has taught us through His representatives of The Ages). 

Restating  to emphasise this important linkage,  these scribes affirm: 
“Paul to be a messenger”  “working with the spirit of Yahweh”,  and thus  we shall not contend with Yahweh!  

This verse explains the previous verse,  being their understanding of  “spirit” and “angel”,  which is completely  'screwed-up'  within Christendom! 
But I repeat: 

What do the members of Christendom know about their subject matter  -  with regards to:-    
How Yahweh desires  (Real)  “Christianity”  to be taught to The World? 

They are only capable of talking about a  New/Different  Jesus (2Cor.11v4),  in contrast to The One that walked upon The Earth some 2000 years ago! 
 
865th Comment – The vitriolic dispute between the two halves of The Sanhedrin became so intense that the chiliarch 
considered anything explosive may happen,  and thus because Paul was in his protection,  felt it best to remove Paul from 
this terrible display  -  by these badly behaved  Leaders of The Land! 
734th Reasoning – The chiliarch was starting to understand that perhaps there was nothing wrong with Paul, and it must 
be The Leaders  instilling this type behaviour within their followers  that was the real problem behind Paul’s arrest! 
430th Instruction – We must  NOT  behave like our self-indulgent worldly leaders.  That is why they take their positions! 
Our worldly leaders do  NOT  have the type of mind and character that Yahweh wants to be rulers in The Millennium! 
339th Warning – Leaders of The World  (Religion, Politics and Commerce)  take these positions and then compromise 
themselves within these positions,  having not humbled their mind to  “The Requirements of Yahweh”.  We must respect 
their position of authority,  but  not  their character  (inasmuch we should  not  imitate them,  but set a  much better  
standard ourselves).   In this manner,  we set ourselves up as being worthy to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
431st Instruction – We must behave responsibly as did this chiliarch.  He was the equivalent to The Police Chief having to 
work in the midst of this ensuing chaos.  His responsibility was of Paul’s Safety,  which he took upon himself. 
We must take upon ourselves  “Position of Responsibility”  over people and behave in a manner befitting of a future ruler! 
Acts   23v10 og (the) many/much/plenteous  And  (the having) {become to be}  
Acts   23v10 og (the) {a standing (the act)}/{(demonstrating a) position/existence}/{controversy (uprising/dissension/insurrection)}/ 

/standing/discord/dissension,  
Acts   23v10 og (the being) {circumspect/apprehensive}/{(religiously to) reverence}/{(moved with) fear}/fearful  
Acts   23v10 og the  {commander of one thousand men}/chiliarch  not  
Acts   23v10 og (he may be) {through drawn apart}/{severed or dismembered}/{plucked asunder}/ 

/{pulled to pieces}/{torn apart}  
Acts   23v10 og the  Paul  under/through/inferior/below/by  {of them},  
Acts   23v10 og (he) {urged on}/'hail'/{incited (by word)}/ordered/commanded  
Acts   23v10 og the  armament/{body of troops}/army/{man of war}/soldiery  (the) descend/{go down}/fall   
Acts   23v10 og (to) seize/{catch (away/up)}/pluck/pull/{take (by force)}  (the) him  
Acts   23v10 og {from/out of}  (of the) middle/{before them}/among/between/midst  {of them}  
Acts   23v10 og (to) {lead away}/bring/drive/go/induce  both  into/unto  
Acts   23v10 og the  {throwing in beside (juxtaposition)}/{battle array}/encampment/army/castle/camp/garrison  
Acts   23v10 And  the having  {become to be}  (= occurred)  much/plenteous  controversy/discord/dissension, 

the  chiliarch  being  circumspect/apprehensive/fearful   
not/lest  the Paul  may be  dismembered/{pulled to pieces}/{torn apart}  under/by  {of them}, 
he  ordered/commanded  the  {body of troops}/soldiery  the  {go down}  to  seize/{take by force}  the him (= Paul) 
{from out of}  of the  middle/midst  {of them}  both   (1)  to  {lead away}/drive/induce   (2)  into the  castle/camp/garrison. 

 

And having occurred much  controversy/disunion   (within the Sanhedrin between the two parties comprising of the Pharisees and Sadducees) 
the chiliarch being  circumspect/fearful  lest Paul may be torn apart by them    (= Leaders of “Religion”  holding court in the Sanhedrin) 
He commanded the soldiery  (to)  go down to seize him  (= Paul) 
from out of the  middle/midst  of them,  both  (1) to lead away  (Paul)  (2) into the  castle/garrison  
 

This was becoming a very heated and uncontrolled brawl by words,  that would soon manifest itself as a physical fight. 
The chiliarch expecting this anger could switch around onto Paul,  felt moved to step into the fray and remove Paul for his own safety! 
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To this end,  he commanded his soldiers to grab Paul and led him away into the garrison for safety! 
The chiliarch must have been completely nonplussed,  mentally at a loss to understand why these leaders could have sunk to such a low level over some 
religious matter  of which he could not understand! 
To him,  there seemed to be three shades of opinion and Paul seemed to know precisely what button to press to  bring-out  this enmity between the other 
two opposing sides! 

So apart from that,  the chiliarch did not learn very much about what to do with Paul! 
Moreover: 

Just imagine what Ananias,  The High Priest,  thought when he went home after the meeting!    
His mind would be filled with murderous hate regarding Paul,  recognising how Paul deliberately spun the trial off himself and onto the members of The 
Sanhedrin so that The Chiliarch was forced to take Paul away from the proceedings.  He knew Paul engineered this riot within The Sanhedrin,   and thus 
sufficiently clever to  “Control the Proceedings”  when it should have been he,  Ananias,  to have controlled Paul's future and subsequent death!  
 
866th Comment – Yahweh communicated to Paul within a dream on the following night, stating: 

You have courage,  Paul, 
Precisely as you have testified these things in Jerusalem, 
So likewise,  you shall testify these things within Rome! 

735th Reasoning – So what has Paul testified?   Is it just in words? 
Absolutely not!    Equally importantly is his  “behaviour and deportment”  within The Environment. 

Words are easy to say, often far too easy,  but it is  “The Works/Behaviour”  that underwrite  “The Words”! 
340th Warning – Sadly,  our leaders of “Religion”  cannot even get the words correct  (to Yahweh’s Satisfaction)  and the 
very worst are certain leaders within Christendom  (= The Great Harlot of Revelations, see my local commentaries)!  
They have all the knowledge readily available and yet are  incapable  of teaching it correctly either by word or deed! 
432nd Instruction – We must gain “The Knowledge sourced by Yahweh” (as only contained in The Bible). We must ignore 
what comes out of the mouths of “Leaders of Religion”,  because they  demonstrably  do not  understand what they speak! 
It is  inconsistent and unsubstantiated hearsay  –  generated by a prattler for worldly ears and worldly payback! 
Within three levels of  “Why”  I can destroy their reasoning  -  and yet they cannot do the same of what I teach! 
You can be like that,  and  Yahweh wants you to be like that  -  to  accurately  represent Him! 
Acts   23v11 og to the  And  {over/upon  to go}/supervening/ensuing/following/next  (to the) night   
Acts   23v11 og (the having) {stood upon}/{been present}/{thrust onto}/{came upon}/ 

/{been at hand}/insisted/{been imminent/urgent}  
Acts   23v11 og (to the) him  the  lord/master  (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted: 
Acts   23v11 og (You) {to have courage}/{be of good cheer}/{be confident/emboldened}  Paul (vocative),  
Acts   23v11 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  for  
Acts   23v11 og (you) {through/channel of witnessing}/{solemnly affirmation/charge}/{protest earnestly}/ 

/hortatively/{fully testified}  
Acts   23v11 og the (things)  concerning/about  {of me}/mine  into/unto  (the) Jerusalem,  
Acts   23v11 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  thee/thy/thou   
Acts   23v11 og {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must  
Acts   23v11 og also  into/unto  (the) Rome  (to) witness/report/testify (= the person giving the evidence)  
Acts   23v11 And  to the  (= in/on)   following/next  to the  night  the  lord/master  the having  {stood/come upon}  to the  him,  he said: 

You  {have courage}/{be of good cheer}  Paul, 
for  {in that manner}/as  you  {protest earnestly}/{fully testified}  the things  concerning  {of me}  into/unto  the  Jerusalem, 
{in this manner}/likewise   thee/you  behoves/should/must  also  to  (personally)  witness/report  into/unto  the  Rome   

 

And the  lord/master  the having come upon to him  (= Paul)  on the next night,  he  (= Yahweh through JCg)  said: 
   You have courage Paul, 
   for in that manner as you fully testify the things concerning of me into Jerusalem, 
   likewise you must  also to personally  witness/report  (about me,  JCg as  “The Word of God”)  into Rome  
 

After this uncontrolled outburst amongst  “The 71 Leaders of Israel”  then Paul would have been very concerned about his immediate future! 
Yahweh knowing how Paul felt about what had just occurred communicated to Paul by a dream at night,  the stating: 

Have courage Paul,  precisely as you have  spoken-up  for  “1st Century Christianity”  here within Jerusalem,   
You shall likewise personally  testify/report  about  “1st Century Christianity”  within Rome. 

This was The Answer Paul wanted,  because he had personally set himself The Goal to teach God's Word to the two most heinous places before he died! 
They  were/are: 

Religious Jerusalem  (as The Woman that shall over The Gospel Age spawn  “The Three Harlots”  of  “Judaism, Christianity and Islam”). 
Political Rome  (as The Heathen Head that shall spawn The Seventh,  Healed/Last  head of The Beast League of Nations becoming The UN) 

Precisely as we are told by analogy within  “The Book of Revelations”  (as The Last Book of The Bible)  showing us to  now  be at  “The Close of The 
Gospel Age”  that shall be signalled by  “The 1st Resurrection”,  closely followed about 3.5 years later with  The Commencement of The Millennium.   
Amen! 
Nevertheless,  repeating Paul's Goal: 

Both  “The  Religious  and  Political  Centres of The World”  within which to teach God's Word. 
He had conquered Asia Minor, Greece and Corinth,  having left these places in the competent hands of Timothy, Titus, Apollos, etc. 
His target was now these two final and largest bastions of worldly influence,  driven by Satan's methodology. 

Therefore,  here tonight,  Yahweh was informing Paul his ambition would be fulfilled;  he should not worry,  and allow Yahweh to pull the appropriate 
strings within The Environment for Paul’s ambition to occur!    

As we are to read,  Yahweh shall intervene on numerous occasions in The Environment to ensure Paul ultimately reaches Rome. 
 
867th Comment – On the next day some Jews in a conspiracy made an oath together: 

We shall neither eat or drink until we have killed Paul! 
736th Reasoning – We must understand that Paul had made his opposers look very stupid in front of the chiliarch!  
And in that manner,  their behaviour vindicated Paul as being wholly  innocent/blameless  to the chiliarch!  
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They had their best opportunity to kill him through  'legal means'  and had completely thrown it away,  in self-bickering. 
They now were using  “self-help”  inasmuch  “taking the law into their own hands”,  that leads to a Lawless Society. 
341st Warning – We must accept that when our adversaries cannot find any reason to stop an  accurate  ministry of which 
exposes their incompetence to represent  “The Almighty God of The Universe”,  then they will resort to any  
underhand/unlawful  means to silence a TC. 
Acts   23v12 og (the) {becoming to be}  And  (the) day/{period of time},  
Acts   23v12 og (the) doing/making/producing/yielding/performing/providing/practicing  {some/any/certain persons}  
Acts   23v12 og of the  Jews  
Acts   23v12 og (the) {twisting together}/{(secret) coalition}/{riotous crowd}/{banding/crowding together}/concourse  
Acts   23v12 og (they) {declared/vowed under penalty of execration}/{bound under a curse}/{bound with an oath}  
Acts   23v12 og {my/our/your/it them self} (= themselves)   (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming   
Acts   23v12 og {not too/even}/neither  {to eat}  {not too/even}/neither  (to) imbibe/drink  until/while/{as long as}/unto   
Acts   23v12 og {of whom/which}  (they may) kill/{put to death}/slay (intention to destroy)  the Paul  
Acts   23v12 And  the  {becoming to be}  the  day/{period of time} 

{some/certain persons}  of the  Jews  the  doing/making/yielding  {secret coalition}/conspiracy{banding together}, 
they  {vowed by curse}/{bound with an oath}  themselves  the  stating/exclaiming: 
neither  {to eat}  neither  to drink  until/unto  {of which}  they may  kill/slay  the Paul. 

 

And the day becoming to be   (= on the following morning after JCg came to see Paul during the night) 
some/certain  Jews making a  {secret coalition}/conspiracy,  they vowed by curse themselves stating: 
   Neither to eat,  neither to drink until of which  (time)  they may kill Paul  
 

These certain Jews,  very likely to have been Sadducees having lost Paul out of their clutches in the mayhem of the previous day,  decided to  “Take the 
law into their own hands”  and finish off what they started,  before being  ‘rudely interrupted’  in their mission to silence him. 

The usual business for leaders of “Religion”  when a person becomes such a significant  'thorn in their side'! 
In this instance,  they made a pact together,  sealed by oath not to eat or drink until they killed Paul. 

This gives light to the seriousness they held to permanently remove Paul!     
It was   “A Life or Death situation!” 

 
868th Comment – There were forty men conspiring together to kill Paul. 
737th Reasoning – We realise this was not a small isolated number of people,  but a large number of  like-minded  people 
determined to use force of numbers to overpower a prospective small group of unsuspecting solders escorting Paul! 
Acts   23v13 og (they) were  And  (the) more/greater/many  (than)  forty  the  (ones = persons)   this/that (specifically)  
Acts   23v13 og the  {swearing together}/plot/conspiracy  
Acts   23v13 og (the) doing/making/producing/yielding/performing/providing/practicing; 
Acts   23v13 And  the persons  the  doing/making/yielding  this specific  the  {swearing together}/plot/conspiracy 

they were  the  more/greater  (than)  forty; 
 

And the people making this specific plot  (together),  they were more  (than)  forty; 
 

Paul had affected many people with his teaching;  he had seriously affected,  in the most adverse manner,  the lifestyles of at least forty people here for 
them to be specifically motivated to be that resolute in removing him!   People are not normally motivated to kill people unless  “personal lifestyle”  has 
been seriously affected,  and in this instance a dramatic oath was also in place,  therefore Paul’s teaching must have been doubly damaging,  having 
involved two legs of the three legged stool that supports society.    
The three legs in society being:- 

Commerce:  How it affects the money in our  (leaders’)  pocket. 
Political:  How it affects our  (leaders’)  aspirations  “to control people”  for worldly gain in our  “present life”. 
Religious:  How it affects our  (leaders’)  aspirations in the  “next life”  (by controlling people for worldly gain,  now). 

At least people of Commerce are not hypocritical;  its practitioners honestly  “want our money”  and offer in the most part,  something worthwhile. 
Then as we go down the list,  it becomes progressively worse and more hypocritical,  with something even  less  worthwhile being offered by return! 
That just about sums up our leaders of The World,  painting these three legs in the most attractive and beguiling colours  (to entrap us)! 
It shall  NOT  be like this in The Millennium,  where  The First/Most  within society now,  shall become  The Last/Least  within The Millennium. 

But these leaders do  not  care to take note of  this warning,  because  none  of them believe in  “The Millennium”! 
They live for  “The  Animalistic/Carnal  Mind”  lusting after  “The Immediacy”   (as shown by their works,  hence Rom.1v16-32)! 

 
869th Comment – This band of conspirators communicated their oath to The High Priests and The Temple Elders. 
738th Reasoning – It is interesting to consider that if  “The Leaders of Religion”  had sincerely wanted  to Lead Society  in   
“The Same Manner”  that we should live within  “The Future New Society”  then they should not conspire in an unlawful 
manner that supports  “anarchy”!   It shows the type of mind that takes positions of leadership in “Religion”. 
342nd Warning – It must be clearly understood that generation after generation,  it is the  one/same  minded person who 
takes these places.  Just the names and faces are different!   Precisely as JCg will tell us in The Millennium! 
Acts   23v14 og to the  {the High Priest}/{Chief of all priests} (plural)   also  
Acts   23v14 og to the  {(comparative of) older}/{Elder (of the [Jewish] assemblies)} (plural)  {to whom/which}  
Acts   23v14 og (they) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:  
Acts   23v14 og (To the) ban/excommunication/curse/anathema  
Acts   23v14 og (we) {declared/vowed under penalty of execration}/{bound under a curse}/{bound with an oath}  
Acts   23v14 og {my/our/your/it them self} (= ourselves)   (of the) {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  
Acts   23v14 og (to) taste/eat/{to experience}  until/while/{as long as}/unto  {of whom/which}  
Acts   23v14 og (we may) kill/{put to death}/slay (intention to destroy)  the  Paul  
Acts   23v14 whosoever (= who)  the having  {come near}/approached  to the  high priests  also  to the  elders  

{to whom}  they  said/spoke:   
To the  (= in/with)  curse/vow  we  {vowed by curse}/{bound with an oath}  ourselves   
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of the  nothing  to  eat/taste  until/while  {of which}  (time)   we may  kill/slay  the Paul. 
 

Who  (themselves)  having come near to the high priests  also to the elders   (of the religious assemblies) 
to whom  (= religious authorities)  they  (= conspirators)  spoke: 
   With a curse,  we bound ourselves by oath,  to  eat/taste  of nothing until of which  (time)  we may kill Paul  
 

What we must understand is that these people  thought they were correct  –  just as do  ALL  “Religious People”  (including Christians today)! 
The problem is that they were  “Religious”  people,  and had thus closed their mind to intelligent reasoning  -  made so by their leaders! 
Because fundamentally their faith is so weak  (based upon  inaccurate  knowledge)  that they close their ears to intelligent reasoning! 

That is why these High Priests do  not  correct these conspirators,  because they are  'all in the same bed'  together! 
The High Priests and Religious Authorities did  not  correct these conspirators,  but actively supported them! 

The state of any organisation is a representation of what  “The Head thinks,  believes and acts”! 
That is why we have: 

“Worldly organisations”  of today are  headed-up  by Satan’s methodology. 
“Heavenly organisation”  (= “The New Jerusalem”)  of The Millennium shall be  headed-up  by Yahweh’s Methodology. 

We need to know how bad things are now,  to then be in the  educated position  to realise how good things are in The Millennium. 
Then  we can make an  “educated decision”  at the end of The Millennium which methodology we chose  to rule our mind  (Rev.20v12-15). 
It shall be at that point in time for “The Late Adopters” to show they:  “Truly believe in JC”  when  they imitate him  (knowing both systems). 

This is  precisely what The Bible tells us  –  when  correctly  explained  (and not unrighteously bent by: “You know who”)! 
Thereby the whole process of  “Mankind’s Salvation”  shows Yahweh’s complete  “Righteousness and Omnificence”  into The Eternity. 

Sadly.  this complete  righteous  process is  wholly unintelligible  to our leaders of Religion”,  the worst being those of Christendom,  because at least 
they have  “The Knowledge”  and yet they  ignore  it,  and teach  anything else  (being what supports worldly methodology).   How bad is that! 

The trouble is:  Their mind is  “so bent”  out of shape upon worldly methodology,  that they cannot even recognise they are doing it! 
It is only an  outside  Qualified Auditor who can recognise they are  NOT  following The Procedures as given in The Quality Manual -  The Bible! 
 
870th Comment – These conspirators organise with  “The Leaders of Religion”  a plot to ambush Paul and kill him,  when 
he is transported to a fraudulent meeting of The Sanhedrin,  supposedly arranged to know more about Paul's teaching, 
739th Reasoning – Typical  “behind the scenes”  worldly methodology  (= self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt)  operating 
at various levels  (1) against a TC  and  (2) hurting all the people who would be stopped from hearing Paul's teaching  (3) 
working against the chiliarch  (as 'The Police Chief')  who is only trying to maintain  “Law and Order”. 
433rd Instruction – It should be clearly understood The Sanhedrin of 71 leaders not only comprised “Religious Leaders”,  
but also leaders of Politics and Commerce.  These other leaders may have been innocent of this plot,  but if Paul's 
teaching had adversely effected these two other groupings,  then they would not be innocent! 
Reasoning – repeat - It is interesting to consider that if  “The Leaders of Religion”  had sincerely wanted  to Lead Society  
in   “The Same Manner”  that we should live within  “The Future New Society”,  then they should not conspire in an 
unlawful manner that supports  “anarchy”!   It shows the type of mind that takes positions of leadership in “Religion”. 
Warning – repeat - It must be clearly understood that generation after generation,  it is the  one/same  minded person who 
takes these places.  Just the names and faces are different!   Precisely as JCg will tell us in The Millennium! 
Acts   23v15 og now/present/immediate  therefore/then  {specifically yourselves}  
Acts   23v15 og {to exhibit (in person)}/{disclose (by words)}/appear/declare/{(plainly) inform}/{(will) manifest}  
Acts   23v15 og to the  {commander of one thousand men}/chiliarch  
Acts   23v15 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  to the  Sanhedrin,  
Acts   23v15 og {whatever how}/{in the manner that}/{so that}  (the) {fresh breeze of new day}/{next day}/tomorrow   
Acts   23v15 og (the) him  (he may) {lead/tie/bring down}/land/touch/bring  toward/nearness/{accession to}  
Acts   23v15 og {specifically yourselves}  {in that manner}/likewise/as  
Acts   23v15 og (the) {to occur}/expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming/{about to}  
Acts   23v15 og (to) {through knowing}/{know thoroughly}/{ascertain exactly}/{(would) enquire}/{wholly determine}  
Acts   23v15 og (the) {more exactly/perfectly/accurately}/{greater precision}  the (things)  concerning/about  (of the) him,  
Acts   23v15 og {we ourselves}  and  fore/{in front of}/prior/before  
Acts   23v15 og of the  (to) {make near}/approach/{drawn close}/{be neigh}  (the) him  
Acts   23v15 og (the) fitness/adjusted/prepared/readiness  {we are/being}  
Acts   23v15 og of the  (to) {to take up again}/adopt/{take away (violently) abolish/murder}/slay/execute/kill  (the) him  
Acts   23v15 Now  then  {specifically yourselves}  {united as companions}/{in union with}  to the  Sanhedrin 

{exhibit in person}/{disclose by words}/{plainly inform}  to the  chiliarch, 
{so that}  the  {next day}/tomorrow  he may  {lead/bring down}  towards  {specifically yourselves}   
{in that manner}/as  the  expecting/intending  to  {know thoroughly}/{wholly determine}   
the  {more accurately}  the  things  of the  him (= Paul), 
and  {we ourselves}  {in front of}/before  of the  {drawing near}/approaching  of the  him (= Paul) 
the  adjusted/prepared/ready  we  are/being  to  slay/kill  the him (= Paul). 

 

Now then specifically yourselves   (= The Religious Leaders) 
in union with the Sanhedrin   (comprising of the remaining Political Leaders  [a few leaders of Commerce would have their tentacles within it]) 
                  (= Set up a meeting  on false pretences  and this you … … ) 
plainly inform the chiliarch,  so that tomorrow he  (= chiliarch)  may lead down  (him,  Paul)  towards specifically yourselves 
in that manner as the intending to wholly determine more accurately the things of him  (= Paul) 
                  (= You leaders  pretend  to have  “an interest”  in Paul's teaching of  “1st Century Christianity”) 
and we ourselves  (as 'The Forty Assassins')  before the approaching of the him   (= Paul,  coming to the Sanhedrin) 
we  (are)  prepared/ready to  kill/slay  him   (= Paul)  
 

There we have it: 
The Religious Leaders conniving with the other members of The Sanhedrin to kill Paul! 
The leaders of all three legs of Society  (Religion, Politics and Commerce)  were  in-it  together,  scheming to kill Paul! 
Where  “Paul” was accurately teaching  “The Word of God”  to any person who was interested  (he was not forcing it down people’s throat)! 

Note:  Any person with money (= commerce)  would have  position/strings  in/to  The Sanhedrin  (e.g. we only need to look to the USA elections).  
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Therefore,  there was this  “front of opposition”  comprising of  71  “Leaders of Israel”  being wholly committed to kill Paul! 
Moreover,  in the middle of this was: 

The  long-suffering  (heathen)  chiliarch trying to maintain Law and Order  (against these very  high-ranking  religious bigots). 
This chiliarch was perhaps only starting to realise that Paul had  ‘touched a very raw nerve’  amongst these people,  and yet he had no idea about what 
was being planned behind his back for the next day! 
 
871st Comment – Paul's nephew hears of this plot and runs to the army camp and tells Paul. 
740th Reasoning – Paul is trusted by the chiliarch and thus not manacled in a cell,  but is free to move about within a 
pleasant room with a soldier guarding,  and thus it was easy for Paul's nephew to visit his uncle. 
434th Instruction – We must realise  Yahweh was operating in The Environment  to ensure that a  “friendly person”  
would be suitably positioned to overhear of the plot,  and then later be able to inform Paul,  and the Roman chiliarch.   
Acts   23v16 og (the having) heard/listened/understood/responded  And  the  son  of the  sister  (of the) Paul  
Acts   23v16 og the  ambush/{murderous design}/{lying in wait},  
Acts   23v16 og (the) {became near}/approached/arrived/{appeared publicly}/came (middle voice) 
Acts   23v16 og also  (the having) entered/{arose into}/{gone in}  into/unto  
Acts   23v16 og the  {throwing in beside (juxtaposition)}/{battle array}/encampment/army/castle/camp  
Acts   23v16 og (he) announced/{brought word again}/declared/reported/told  to the  Paul  
Acts   23v16 And  the  son  of the  sister  of the  Paul  the having  heard/listened  (of)  the  ambush/{murderous design}, 

the  (personally)  {became near}/approached,  also  the  having entered/{gone in}   
into/unto  the  castle/camp/barracks,  he  announced/reported  to the  Paul. 

 

And the son of Paul's sister having  heard/listened  (of)  the ambush,   (= Paul's nephew heard of the ambush) 
(he)  personally approached  also the having entered into the castle,  he reported  (of the ambush)  to Paul  
 

Precisely as I repeatedly state elsewhere,  Yahweh surreptitiously manipulates The Environment around a TC  to ensure that the TC is able to fulfil 
Yahweh's Desire which is  (1) to bring forth The Millennium,  that  (2) first requires 144000 TCs to  demonstrably prove themselves to The World! 
TCs have absolutely no need to prove themselves to Yahweh,  because Yahweh knows exactly who the TCs shall be,  before Adam and Eve were created,  
that is why He chose the specific  prophetic  numbers and times throughout Mankind's Existence to show His  absolute  Omnificence throughout “Time”! 
That is the introduction for Yahweh to involve Himself in this matter. 

Yahweh conveniently places a relative of Paul through his sister's side to hear of this ambush plot to kill his uncle,  Paul. 
The fact that Paul's nephew was able to enter into The Garrison,  and directly speak to Paul shows the Chiliarch had confidence in Paul not to wander. 

It was obviously in Paul's own interests not to wander outside because there were so many people outside wanting to kill him! 
The chiliarch holds Paul in respect and trusts him,  not only because Paul is a Roman citizen,  but Paul's sincerity would come through his speech and 
deportment.  No doubt Paul would have already  worked-on  the chiliarch and given him  “1st Century Christianity”  in two way discussion,  perhaps 
even invited by the chiliarch,  so that he could understand why Paul,  a Roman citizen,  behaves like a TC  (= not  like a  “worldly person”). 

The thing that stands out with a TC is that  he/she  is  wholly trustworthy,  they  NEVER  lie,  nor will  he/she  defame any individual. 
The chiliarch would have recognised something  very different  about Paul,  wholly separating him from all other people interacting with the chiliarch! 
After understanding why the nephew was able to speak to Paul,  we are told the nephew was motivated to warn his uncle about The Plot! 
 
872nd Comment – Paul summoned the centurion and asked his nephew to be taken to the chiliarch with a report. 
741st Reasoning – Because Paul was a  “trusted Roman”  he was given fairly free access around the barracks  (like 
people holding-up in a foreign embassy for their protection from outside),  his nephew was easily able to find him and 
pass-on the news,  which Paul then called upon a centurion to escort the lad to the chiliarch. 
Acts   23v17 og (the) {calling toward oneself}/summoning/inviting/{calling (for/to/unto)} (middle voice)   (to him)  And  
Acts   23v17 og the  Paul  one/singularly  of the  {the captains of one hundred men}/centurions  
Acts   23v17 og (he) showed/{made known his thoughts}/affirmed/said  the  {a youth (under forty)}/{young man}  
Acts   23v17 og (of the) this (specific)   (you) {to take off}/bring/{take/carry/lead  away}  toward/nearness/{accession to}  
Acts   23v17 og the  {commander of one thousand men}/chiliarch  (he) holds/possesses/obtains/has  for   
Acts   23v17 og {some/any/certain thing}  (to) announce/{bring word again}/declare/report/tell  (to the) him  
Acts   23v17 And  the  Paul  (personally)  summoning/inviting  (to himself)  one  of the  centurions 

he  (= Paul)   {made known his thoughts}: 
You  {lead away}  this specific  youth  towards  the  chiliarch  for  he  possesses/has    
some/certain thing  to  announce/report  to the  him. 

 

And Paul personally summoning  (to himself)  one of the centurions he  (= Paul)  made known his thoughts: 
   You  (centurion)  lead away this specific youth  (= Paul's nephew)  towards the chiliarch 
   for he has something to report to him  (= chiliarch)  
 

Paul calls over one of the  on-duty  centurions and has a quiet word with him: 
Please will you take this youth to the chiliarch,  for he has something important to report to him. 

To which the centurion duly does,  all of which demonstrated how Paul,  as an accepted Roman,  was regarded and heeded by the Romans,  showing that 
he was  not  a normal prisoner within the garrison,  but more like  “a guest under house arrest”  (for his own protection)! 
 
873rd Comment – The centurion took charge of Paul’s nephew and led him to the chiliarch,  stating Paul has requested me 
take this boy to you for he has something important to say. 
Instruction – repeat - We must realise Yahweh was operating in The Environment to ensure that a  “friendly person”  
would be suitably positioned to overhear of the plot,  and then later be able to inform Paul,  and the Roman chiliarch.   
Acts   23v18 og the (one = person)  truly/indeed/{that one}  Therefore/Then  
Acts   23v18 og (the) {receiving near}/{associating with}/{assuming an office}/learning/receiving/{taking responsibility}  
Acts   23v18 og (the) him   (he) {led away}/brought/drove/took/induced   toward/nearness/{accession to}  
Acts   23v18 og the  {commander of one thousand men}/chiliarch   
Acts   23v18 og also  (he) shows/{makes known his thoughts}/affirms/says:  
Acts   23v18 og The  captive/{bound person}/prisoner/{in bonds}  (the) Paul  
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Acts   23v18 og (the having) {called toward oneself}/summoned/invited/{called (for/to/unto)} (middle voice)  
Acts   23v18 og I/me/my  (he) {interrogated by request}/asked/beseeched/entreated/urged  (of the) this (specific)  
Acts   23v18 og the  {a youth (under forty)}/{young man}  
Acts   23v18 og (to) {lead away}/bring/drive/go/induce  toward/nearness/{accession to}  thee/thy/thou,  
Acts   23v18 og (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  {some/any/certain thing}  (to) speak/utter/say  
Acts   23v18 og {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy  
Acts   23v18 Then  {that one}   the  person  (= centurion)   {receiving near}/{{assuming an office}/{taking responsibility}   

he  {led away}/brought  the him   towards  the chiliarch  also  he  {makes known his thoughts}/says: 
The  captive/prisoner  the Paul  the having  (personally)  summoned/invited  me 
he  asked/beseeched/entreated  of  this specific  the  youth  to  {lead away}/induce  towards  thee/you,   
the  possessing/having  {some/certain thing}  to  speak/say  to  thee/you. 

 

Then that one person  (= centurion)  taking responsibility,   
he  (= centurion)  brought him  (= Paul's nephew)  towards the chiliarch  also he  (= centurion)  makes known his thoughts: 
   The prisoner Paul,  having personally invited me  (= centurion) 
   he  (Paul)  asked  (me [centurion])  to lead away this specific youth towards you  (= chiliarch) 
   the  (youth)  having something to say to you  (= chiliarch)  
 

The centurion hearkened to Paul,  and personally took  Paul's nephew to the chiliarch and stated: 
Paul called and asked me to take this youth towards you,  because he has something important to say to you. 

 
874th Comment – The Chiliarch took Paul's nephew into a separate room so they may talk privately. 
Acts   23v19 og (the) {holding upon}/{seizing (for any purpose)}/catching/{laying hold}  And   
Acts   23v19 og of the  {hollowness for grasping}/hand  (of the) him  the  {commander of one thousand men}/chiliarch   
Acts   23v19 og also  (the having) retired/departed/{given place}/{gone to  turn/self/aside}/{withdrawn self}  
Acts   23v19 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}/privately  
Acts   23v19 og (he) {ascertained (by enquiry)}/{learned by question}/asked/enquired (middle voice):   
Acts   23v19 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  (it) is  who/which/that  (you) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  
Acts   23v19 og (to) announce/{bring word again}/declare/report/tell  {to me}? 
Acts   23v19 And  the  {holding upon}/seizing  his  hand                  (= and the chiliarch seizing the youth's hand) 

also  the having  retired/departed/{gone aside}  against/accordingly to  the {ones' own}/privately 
he  (personally)  asked/enquired: 
What  it is  that  you possess/have  to  announce/report  {to me}? 

 

And the  (chiliarch)  holding upon his  (youth's)  hand 
also the  (both)  having departed accordingly to one's own   (= the chiliarch spoke in private to Paul's nephew) 
he personally enquired: 
   What is it that you have to report to me? 
 

The chiliarch took the youth into his private quarters to have a quiet word with him. 
He asked:  “What do you have to say to me?” 
 
875th Comment – Paul's nephew begins: 

The Jews (= religious leaders)  have agreed together to ask for a meeting with you and Paul,  for him to further 
explain himself at The Sanhedrin tomorrow. 

742nd Reasoning – The lad is very concerned about this murder plot made against his uncle tomorrow. 
Acts   23v20 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  And  because  the  Jews  
Acts   23v20 og (they) {to place jointly}/consented/bargained/stipulated/concurred/agreed/covenanted  (middle voice)  
Acts   23v20 og of the  (to) {interrogation by request}/ask/beseech/entreat/urge  thee/thy/thou,  
Acts   23v20 og {whatever how}/{in the manner that}/{so that}  (the) {fresh breeze of new day}/{next day}/tomorrow  
Acts   23v20 og into/unto  the  Sanhedrin  (you) {lead/tie/bring down}/land/touch/bring  the  Paul  
Acts   23v20 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) {to occur}/expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming/{about to}  
Acts   23v20 og {some/any/certain thing}  (the) {more exactly/perfectly/accurately}/{greater precision}  
Acts   23v20 og (to) {ascertain (by enquiry)}/{learn by question}/ask/enquire (middle voice)  concerning/about  (of the) him   
Acts   23v20 And  he  said/spoke: 

Because  the  Jews  they  (personally)  consented/agreed/covenanted  to  ask/request   of the  thee/you, 
{so that}  the  {next day}/tomorrow   you  {lead down}/bring  the  Paul  into/unto  the  Sanhedrin   
{in that manner}/as  the  intending/expecting  {some/certain thing}   
the  {more accurately}  to  (personally)  ask/enquire  concerning/about  of the  him. 

 

And he  (= Paul's nephew)  spoke   (to the chiliarch): 
   Because the Jews they personally  consented/covenanted  to  ask/request  of you  (= chiliarch) 
   so that tomorrow you bring Paul into the Sanhedrin in that manner as  
   the intending something the more accurately to personally enquire  concerning/about  of him  
                (= Religious/Political  leaders  hatched up a plan of pretence to supposedly learn more about  “1st Century Christianity”  from Paul) 
 

Paul's nephew in this privacy states: 
I have heard the Jews planning to ask you:   

That you bring Paul to the Sanhedrin tomorrow on the pretext to learn more about Paul's actions. 
(Supposedly for them to make for a more  'accurate'  judgment of the case.) 

 
876th Comment – Paul's nephew pleads the chiliarch not to agree to their meeting tomorrow,  because forty assassins 
have made an oath not to eat or drink until they have killed Paul. 
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Reasoning – repeat - We realise this was not a small isolated number of people, but a large number of like-minded people 
determined to use force of numbers to overpower a prospective small group of unsuspecting solders escorting Paul! 
Acts   23v21 og thou/you  Therefore/Then  not  
Acts   23v21 og (you may be) pacified/conciliated/agreed/persuaded/confident/assured/trusted/obeyed  {to them},  
Acts   23v21 og (they) {to lurk}/{plot assassination}/{lay in wait for}  for  (the) him  {from/out of}  {of them}  
Acts   23v21 og (the) men/husbands/fellows  (the) more/greater/many  forty,   who/which   
Acts   23v21 og (they) {declared/vowed under penalty of execration}/{bound under a curse}/{bound with an oath}  
Acts   23v21 og {my/our/your/it them self} (= themselves)  {not too/even}/neither  {to eat}  
Acts   23v21 og {not too/even}/neither  (to) imbibe/drink  until/while/{as long as}/unto  {of whom/which}  
Acts   23v21 og (they) {take up again}/adopt/{take away (violently) abolish/murder}/slay/execute/kill  (the) him,  
Acts   23v21 og also  now/present/immediate  (the) prepared/provided/adjusted/{made ready}  {they are/be}  
Acts   23v21 og (the) {admitting (into some intercourse of  hospitality/credence/endurance)}/ 

/awaiting/allowing/accepting/{looking for} (middle voice)   
Acts   23v21 og the  off/away/separated/from  (of) thee/thy/thou/you  
Acts   23v21 og (the) announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise  
Acts   23v21 Therefore  not  thou/you  may be  agreed/persuaded/assured  {to them}, 

for  the  men/husbands  the  more/greater  (than)  forty,   they  {plot assassination}/{lay in wait}  the  him   
who  they  {vowed by curse}/{bound with an oath}  themselves   neither  {to eat}  neither  to  drink   
until/while  {of which}  (time)   they  kill/slay  the  him, 
also  now  {they are/be}  the  (personally)  awaiting/{looking for}  the  announcement/pledge  off/away/from  of  thee/you. 

 

Therefore not you may be  agreed/persuaded  to them,   (= do not agree to this meeting with the leaders of “Religion”) 
for greater  (than)  forty  men/husbands  plot to assassinate him  (= Paul)   
who they vowed by curse themselves neither to eat neither to drink until of which  (time)  they kill him  (= Paul), 
also now they are personally awaiting the pledge from of you   (= They are awaiting for you to agree to this request of a meeting) 
 

Paul's nephew then advises: 
Do not agree to this request! 
Because there are more than forty men plotting to assassinate Paul,  having vowed not to eat nor drink until they have killed him! 
They are just waiting for you to agree tomorrow for their request to expedite this meeting. 

 
877th Comment – The chiliarch dismissed the youth, commanding him not to disclose the words exchanged with person. 
743rd Reasoning – Again the chiliarch took upon himself The Responsibility of the safety for Paul and also of the youth. 
Instruction – repeat - We must behave responsibly as did this chiliarch.  He was the equivalent to 'The Police Chief' 
having to work in the midst of this ensuing chaos.  His responsibility was of Paul’s Safety,  which he took upon himself. 
We must take upon ourselves “Position of Responsibility” over people and behave in a manner fitting of a future ruler! 
Acts   23v22 og the  truly/indeed/{that one}  Therefore/Then  (the) {commander of one thousand men}/chiliarch 
Acts   23v22 og (he) {freed fully}/relieved/released/dismissed/divorced/{set at liberty}  
Acts   23v22 og the  {a youth (under forty)}/{young man}  
Acts   23v22 og (the) {transmitting a message}/enjoining/{(given in) charge}/declaring  (him)  
Acts   23v22 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  (to) {from/out of talk}/divulge/tell  because  these (things)  
Acts   23v22 og (you) {exhibited (in person)}/{disclosed (by words)}/appeared/declared/{(plainly) informed}/{(made) manifest}  
Acts   23v22 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  I/me/my  
Acts   23v22 Then  {that one}  the  chiliarch  he  {feed fully}/released/dismissed  the  youth, 

the  enjoining/declaring  (him)  because  to  divulge/tell  {no one}  (person)  these things   
you  {exhibited in person}/{disclosed by words}/{plainly informed}  towards  me. 

 

Then that one,  the chiliarch,  he dismissed the youth  (= Paul's nephew)  the declaring  (to the youth): 
   Because  (you are)  to tell no person these things you disclosed by words towards me  
 

After hearing of this report from Paul's nephew,  the chiliarch discharged the youth saying:  
Tell no person about this matter. 

 
878th Comment – The chiliarch summoned two centurions and ordered them to journey unto Caesarea tonight with: 

Two hundred foot soldiers, seventy cavalry also two hundred guardspersons. 
744th Reasoning – The chiliarch takes this threat seriously and is taking no half measures in Paul's protection. 
The chiliarch knows from the reaction when he first met Paul in the middle of a lynching,  and then later,  the response of 
the leaders in The Sanhedrin over a few  'innocent'  words spoken by Paul,  meant this was a genuine threat tomorrow! 
435th Instruction – We keep a wise head upon our shoulders when interacting with leaders of “Religion” (Matt.10v16). 
Acts   23v23 og Also  (the) {called toward oneself}/summoned/invited/{called (for/to/unto)} (middle voice)   
Acts   23v23 og dual/both/two  {some/any/certain persons}  of the  {the captains of one hundred men}/centurions  
Acts   23v23 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:  
Acts   23v23 og (Yourselves) prepare/provide/adjust/{make ready}  (the) {campers out}/{(common) warriors}/soldiers  
Acts   23v23 og {two hundred}  {whatever how}/{in the manner that}/{so that}  
Acts   23v23 og (they may) traverse/travel/depart/journey (middle voice)  until/while/{as long as}/unto  (the) Caesarea  
Acts   23v23 og also  (the) {cavalry force}/horsemen  (the) seventy,  
Acts   23v23 og also  (the) {take/seize to the right-hand side}/guardsmen/spearmen  (the) {two hundred} 
Acts   23v23 og off/away/separated/from  (the) third  {portion of time (season of Year), (hour of day)}  of the  night, 
Acts   23v23 And  the  (personally)  {called to himself}/summoned  two  {some/certain persons}  of the  centurions  he  said/commanded: 

Yourselves  prepare/{make ready}  the  two hundred  soldiers  
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{so that}  they may  (personally)  travel/journey  until/{as far as}  the  Caesarea   
also  the  seventy  horsemen,   also  the  two hundred  guardsmen   
of/away/from  the  third  {portion of time (hour/watch of night)}  of the  night. 

 

And the  (chiliarch)  personally summoned two certain centurions people,  he commanded: 
   Yourselves make ready two hundred soldiers so that they may journey as far as Caesarea   
   also seventy horsemen,  also two hundred guardsmen   
   from the third  {portion of time  (hour/watch of the night)}  of the night  
 

The chiliarch immediately summons two centurions to organise two hundred soldiers,  seventy cavalrymen, two hundred guardsmen and travel to 
Caesarea,   to leave in the third part of the night.  This starts around midnight. 
 
879th Comment – Paul was mounted on horseback and with a surround escort for his protection,  they all proceeded to 
Caesarea unto the protection of Felix, The Governor of the region. 
745th Reasoning – The Chiliarch considered it too dangerous for Paul to stay in Jerusalem so he arranged for Paul to be 
taken some 68 miles northeast unto Caesarea and be under the safety of Felix the Roman Governor. 
Acts   23v24 og (the) {domestic animals}/beasts/animals  both  
Acts   23v24 og (to) {stand beside}/exhibit/proffer/substantiate/provide/yield/commend/show/present,  
Acts   23v24 og that  (the having) {upon laden foot}/{set on}/{caused to mount (an animal)}  the  Paul  
Acts   23v24 og (they may) {through (complete) rescue}/{save thoroughly}/{made wholesome}/{brought preservation}  
Acts   23v24 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) Felix,  the  leader/{chief (person)}/governor/prince/ruler,  
Acts   23v24 Both   (1)  the  beasts/animals  to  {stand beside}/show/present, 

(so)  that   (2)  the  having  {set on}/{caused to mount}  the Paul 
they may  {through complete rescue}/{save thoroughly}  (him = Paul)   towards  the  Felix,  the  leader/governor/ruler, 

 

Both  (1) the animals to stand beside,  (so)  that  (2) the having caused to mount Paul 
they may thoroughly save  (Paul)  towards Felix,  the governor 
 

The two centurions arranged this large grouping of people for the transportation and protection of Paul unto Caesarea,  where he would be safeguarded 
by The Roman Governor,  Felix. 
 
880th Comment – The chiliarch, Claudius Lysias writes an accompanying letter to his Roman Governor college. 
Acts   23v25 og (the having) written/scribed/engraved  (the) {written message}/epistle/letter  
Acts   23v25 og (the) {holding all around}/including/clasping/{after (this manner)}/containing  
Acts   23v25 og the  stamp/pattern/die/mould/form/type  (of the) this (specific): 
Acts   23v25 the  having  written  the  letter  the including/containing  this specific  form/type: 
 

the having written a letter containing this specific  form/style: 
 

The chiliarch then wrote a letter of introduction,  explaining the reason for this military entourage from Jerusalem. 
Acts   23v26 og (the) Claudius  Lysias  to the  {(from) strongest (in dignity)}/{very honourable}/{most excellent}  
Acts   23v26 og (to the) leader/{chief (person)}/governor/prince/ruler  (to the) Felix  
Acts   23v26 og (I) cheer/{calmly happy}/{be well (salutation)}/rejoice/greet    
Acts   23v26 The Claudius Lysias,   to the  {very honourable}/{most excellent}  leader/governor/ruler  Felix,  I  rejoice/greet  (you). 
 

Claudius Lysias  -  to the most excellent governor,  Felix,  I greet  (you)  
 

We now know of the chiliarch’s name  -  Claudius Lysias. 
 
881st Comment – Claudius Lysias begins to write: 

This man, Paul, was being lynched by The Jews, whom I rescued with my soldiers, having learnt his was Roman. 
882nd Comment – Not quite the truth!   Claudius only discovered Paul was a Roman,  when he was about to whip him! 
746th Reasoning – It is these  “human truths”  maintained  within The Bible shows that  we can trust  other parts of The 
Bible that that expressly explain Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”  through the millennia. 
343rd Warning – Beware of our scholars of Christendom who together spend  millions  of hours on studying The Bible,  
but  cannot  see  “The Obvious”  that I see and explain on FutureLife.Org.   Quite simply they are more interested in  
“destructive criticism”  for the fame of a  'worldly paper doctorate'  that is  wholly  worthless  in Yahweh's sight! 
Acts   23v27 og the  man/husband/fellow  (of the) this (specific)   
Acts   23v27 og (the having been) clasped/seized/arrested/conceived/aided/helped/taken   
Acts   23v27 og under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  Jews,  
Acts   23v27 og also  (the being) {to occur}/expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming/{about to} (plural) 
Acts   23v27 og (to be) {taking up again}/adopting/{taking away (violently) abolished/murdered}/slay/executed/killed   
Acts   23v27 og under/through/inferior/below/by  {of them},  
Acts   23v27 og (the) {standing upon}/{being present}/{thrusting onto}/{coming upon}/{being at hand}/ 

/imminently/insisting/urgently  
Acts   23v27 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  
Acts   23v27 og to the (= with)  {an armament}/{body of troops}/army/{man of war}/soldiery  
Acts   23v27 og (I) {tore out}/selected/released/delivered/rescued/{plucked out} (middle voice)   (the) him  
Acts   23v27 og (the having) learnt/understood/taught  because  (the) Roman  (he) is  
Acts   23v27 This specific  the man  the having been  seized/arrested/taken  under/by  of the  Jews, 

also  the  being  {to occur}/{about to}  be  {taken away}/murdered/killed  under/by  {of them} 
(then)  the  {thrusting onto}/{coming onto}  together  with  {an armament}/soldiery.    
I  (personally)  {tore/plucked out}/released//rescued  the him  (= Paul)  
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the  having  learnt/understood  because  the  Roman  he is. 
 

This specific man  (= Paul)  having been seized by the Jews,  also the being about to be  murdered/killed  by them  (at the Temple) 
(then)  the thrusting onto  (them = The Jews)  together with soldiery   
I personally  {plucked out}/rescued  him  (= Paul)  because having learnt he is Roman  
 

Claudius Lysias explains the background to Felix. 
The Jews had seized this man and were about to kill him. 
I commanded my soldiers to go into the crowd and rescued him,  because I heard that he is a Roman. 

It is interesting that Claudius  'bends the truth';  so that he does not sound quite so bad regarding what truly occurred,  inasmuch no mention is made that 
he had first tied Paul firmly and was about to flog Paul.   It was only  then  he learnt that Paul was a Roman citizen! 
All this shows how  accurate  is Luke's account  -  exposing a  'true to type'  human personality  (of Claudius). 

That conformation gives us confidence in  trusting other aspects  of Luke's recorded account  (importantly noting James.3v11-12). 
 
883rd Comment – Claudius Lysias continues to write:   

I took him before The Sanhedrin to understand why The Jews were lynching him. 
747th Reasoning – Claudius showed he was doing the correct thing,  ask  “The Leaders of Israel”  about this matter,  they 
should  'give a good account of themselves'  and explain the background  (hardly)! 
Acts   23v28 og (the being) {willing/disposed}/minded/intended/purposed  And  
Acts   23v28 og (to) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand}  
Acts   23v28 og the  cause/{as if asked for}/{reason for}/accusation/case/fault/charge  through (reason of)   
Acts   23v28 og whom/which/that  (they were) {calling in debt/demand}/{bringing to account}/accusing/charging  
Acts   23v28 og (to the) him,  (I) {laid/tie down}/landed/touched/brought  (the) him  into/unto  the  Sanhedrin  {of them}  
Acts   23v28 And  (I)  the being  disposed/minded/purposed  to  {absolutely  know/understand}   

the  cause/accusation/charge  through  reason of  which  they were  {calling in debt}/accusing/charging  to the  him, 
I  (the Chiliarch)  {laid down}/brought  the him  into/unto  their  Sanhedrin. 

 

And  (I)  being  disposed/minded  to absolutely  know/understand  the charge through reason of which they were accusing  him, 
I  (the Chiliarch)  brought him  (= Paul)  unto their Sanhedrin  
 

Claudius Lysias explains that he had no understanding as to why the Jews should be attacking Paul,  so he convened a Sanhedrin meeting for its 
members to personally investigate and determine the reason as to why Paul was attacked by  “Religious People”. 
 
884th Comment – The letter continues:   

Paul was charged about his interpretation of  “The Law of Moses”, 
for which he should not receive death or shackles! 

748th Reasoning – Claudius recognised Paul was entitled to have his personal interpretation of The Religious Law! 
He had done nothing against Roman Secular Law,  or any civil law.  He should be a freed man! 
It seemed Paul was the only person to behave well,  all the  “Religious People”  had behaved  badly! 
344th Warning – “Religious People”  always behave badly when fearing “intelligent reasoning”  against  “Religion”. 
“Intelligent questioning”  always exposes  “blind faith”  pandemic throughout all  “Religion”  based upon  “hearsay! 
Acts   23v29 og whom/which/that  (I) found/obtained/seen/perceived  
Acts   23v29 og (the being) {called in debt/demand}/{brought to account}/accused/charged  concerning/about  
Acts   23v29 og (the) {search (in words)}/debates/questions  
Acts   23v29 og of the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law  {of them},  
Acts   23v29 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing   
Acts   23v29 og and  (the) {deemed entitled for}/{deserving of}/{suitable for reward}/worthy  
Acts   23v29 og (of the) death/{deadly result}/fatality  or/than/either/rather  
Acts   23v29 og (of the) bands/{ligaments of body/shackle}/bonds/chains/strings 
Acts   23v29 og (the) {(from) to call in as a debt/demand}/accusation/{offence alleged}/ 

/{crime laid against}/{laid to charge} 
Acts   23v29 og (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  
Acts   23v29 Whom  I  found/perceived  the  (man = Paul)   being  {called into debt}/accused/charged   

concerning/about  the  debates/questions  of their  regulation/law, 
and  nothing  the  possessing/having  the  {crime laid against}/accusation 
{deserving of}/worthy  of the  death/fatality  or  of the  bands/bonds/shackles. 

 

Whom  (= Paul)  I found being  accused/charged  about the questions of their  Law  (of Moses) 
and the accusation having nothing deserving of the death or of the shackles  
 

Claudius Lysias soon discovered the lynching was only due to the questions concerning  “The Law of Moses”,  of which Paul had done nothing that 
deserved death or the being bound in shackles  (hence of Paul’s free movement within the castle to receive his nephew). 

That is the unbiased assessment of  “The Chief of Police”  (equivalent)  within Jerusalem to  “The Roman Governor”  of Caesarea. 
 
885th Comment – Claudius concludes his letter by saying: 

I was informed of an assassination plot against Paul by The Jews in Jerusalem, 
therefore I sent him to you and instructed the accusers to speak with you regarding him. 

749th Reasoning – This was now a  political/religious  issue  and  not a criminal issue,  thus the chiliarch felt  “out if his 
league”  in this matter,  and passed Paul's Case to The Roman Governor  (a 'political animal')  to resolve! 
Acts   23v30 og (the being) {striving through disclosure}/reported/{pointed out}/declared/intimated/revealed  And  {to me}   
Acts   23v30 og (the) {upon the will}/{plan against someone}/plot/{laying in wait}  into/unto  the  man/husband/fellow  
Acts   23v30 og (to) occur/expect/intend/{be necessary}/go/come/{about to}  
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Acts   23v30 og (to) be/am/exist  under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  Jews,  
Acts   23v30 og {from that hour}/instantly/immediately/presently/straightaway  
Acts   23v30 og (I) {dispatched (from the point of departure)}/transmitted/bestowed/wielded/sent/{thrust in}   
Acts   23v30 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  thee/thy/thou,  
Acts   23v30 og (the) {transmitting a message}/enjoining/{(giving in) charge}/declaring  also  
Acts   23v30 og to the  {against the streets}/{against (persons in the) assembly}/{complainants in law}/accusers  
Acts   23v30 og (to) {lay out}/state/exclaim  the (things)  toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) him  over/upon/concerning  
Acts   23v30 og (of) thee/thy/thou/you    
Acts   23v30 og {To strengthen}/{Have health}/{be prospered}/{(passing greeting) Good bye}/Farewell    
Acts   23v30 And  the being  reported/revealed  {to me}  the  {plan against him}/plot  unto  the  man/husband/fellow 

to  occur/{about to}  {to  be/exist}  under/by  of the  Jews, 
I  dispatched/sent   (him)   immediately/instantly  towards  thee/you, 
also  the  {transmitting a message}/enjoining/declaring/instructing   to the  {complainants in law}/accusers   
to  state/exclaim  the  things  concerning/about  the him  towards  you  . 
{Have health}/Farewell. 

 

And being revealed to me  (= the chiliarch)  the plot unto the man  (= Paul)  about to be  (executed)  by the Jews 
                 (= Leaders of  “Religion”  want to kill  “TCs”,  this has been true throughout all of  The Gospel Age  [because TCs expose “hypocrisy”]) 
I sent  (Paul)  immediately towards you  (Felix), 
also the  enjoining/instructing  the accusers to state the things concerning him  (= Paul)  towards you  
 

The chiliarch continues: 
I then hear of a plot by the Jews  (= Religious Leaders)  to murder this man,  Paul. 
I therefore sent him directly to you for his protection. 
I have also instructed his accusers to come and speak directly to you about what he has supposedly done! 

Obviously,  these two Romans were on good terms with each other,  Claudius entrusts Felix to do the correct thing with Paul. 
Claudius is only trying to maintain Law and Order,  and not be involving himself in  “Religion and Politics”!   Felix would be more able and competent 
to operate within this  political/religious  arena – meeting with these people at the same  one-to-one  level,  being above the more physical aspects of 
maintaining law and order of which Claudius would operate at.   Claudius has done his best in Jerusalem and it had collapsed all around him in The 
Sanhedrin into a complete mess! 

That ends the contents of the letter. 
Perhaps Felix is thinking,  “Thank you Claudius for giving me a hot potato to hold!” 

Inasmuch Felix would know how Religion was so ingrained within the Politics of The Jewish People. 
 
886th Comment – Once having the letter and Paul,  the solders journeyed towards Caesarea during the night and reached 
the midway town of Antipatris after some 38 miles. 
Acts   23v31 og the  truly/indeed/{that one}  therefore/then  (the) {campers out}/{(common) warriors}/soldiers   
Acts   23v31 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  
Acts   23v31 og the  (having been) {arranged thoroughly}/instituted/ordained/prescribed/commanded  {to them}   
Acts   23v31 og (the)  {taking up}/{receiving up}/{taking in/unto/up}  the  Paul,  
Acts   23v31 og (they) {led away}/brought/driven/went/induced  through (reason of)  of the  night  into/unto  the  Antipatris  
Acts   23v31 Then  truly/indeed  the soldiers  accordingly to  the  having been  prescribed/commanded  to themselves 

the  {taking/receiving  up}  the Paul,  they  {led away}/brought  through  reason  of the  night  unto  the  Antipatris. 
 

Then indeed the soldiers taking up Paul according to  (what was)  having been commanded to themselves, 
they brought  (Paul)  through reason of the night unto Antipatris   (located 38 miles northwest of Jerusalem)  
 

The soldiers followed instructions and took Paul on a journey of about 38 miles to Antipatris through the night and into the morning. 
This journey was just over halfway to Caesarea. 
It was a journey made by foot and would have taken at least 10-12 hours to make  (to include a couple of rest stops). 

It would be interesting to consider if many Western People could do this today  (and not collapse in a heap on route)? 
 
887th Comment – At Antipatris,  the footmen return to Jerusalem and the horsemen continue onwards to Caesarea. 
888th Comment – A brisk walk of 4 miles per hour means the halfway journey would take at least 10 hours. 
Acts   23v32 og to the  And  {upon the morrow}/{occurring on the succeeding day}/{day following}/{next day (after)}  
Acts   23v32 og (the) {letting be}/permitting/{leaving alone}/committing/allowing  the  {cavalry force}/horsemen  
Acts   23v32 og (to) traverse/travel/depart/journey (middle voice)  {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  
Acts   23v32 og (to the) him,  (they) {turned under}/returned/{came again}/{turned back}  into/unto  
Acts   23v32 og the  {throwing in beside (juxtaposition)}/{battle array}/encampment/army/castle/camp  
Acts   23v32 And  to the  (= on)  {next/following  day}  

the  permitting/allowing  the  horsemen  to  (personally)  travel/journey  {united as companions}/{together with}  to the  him, 
they  returned/{turned back}  into/unto  the  castle/camp. 

 

And on the next day  (the soldiers)  allowing the horsemen to personally journey together with him  (= Paul) 
they  (= the solders)  returned unto the castle   (= the foot soldiers returned to Jerusalem)  
 

Once outside the limits of Jerusalem  (where the plot to ambush would have taken place),  the large number of solders were not required,  and all the foot 
soldiers returned to Jerusalem,  not having the need to go the full journey.  The cavalrymen continued with Paul on to Caesarea,  some 27 miles  further-
on  from Antipatris. 
 
889th Comment – Having arrived in Caesarea,  the horsemen handed Paul and the letter over to The Governor. 
750th Reasoning – The Governor was now being handed  'The Hot Potato'  to resolve!   It was a  political/religious  matter 
Acts   23v33 og who/which  (the having) entered/{arose into}/{went in}  into/unto  the  Caesarea  also  
Acts   23v33 og (the) {repeated giving/bestowing}/{handing over}/delivering  the  {written message}/epistle/letter,  
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Acts   23v33 og to the  leader/{chief (person)}/governor/prince/ruler,  
Acts   23v33 og (they) {stood beside}/exhibited/proffered/substantiated/provided/yielded/commended/showed/presented  
Acts   23v33 og also  the  Paul  (to the) him  
Acts   23v33 Whom  (= the horsemen and Paul)   the having  entered/{went in}  into/unto  the  Caesarea  

the  {handing over}/delivering   the  {written message}/letter  to the  leader/governor/ruler, 
also  they  exhibited/presented/showed  the Paul  to the  him  (= Felix). 

 

Whom  (= the horsemen and Paul)  having entered into Caesarea   (on the coast some 27 miles  north/west/north  of Antipatris) 
delivering the letter to the governor,  also they presented Paul to him  (= Felix)  
 

The Roman cavalrymen and Paul entered into Caesarea on the coast of the Mediterranean Sea. 
At which point the Roman cavalrymen presented both Paul and the letter from Claudius to The Governor, Felix. 
 
890th Comment – The Governor reads the letter from Claudius and asks Paul from where does he come? 

Paul replies:  Cilicia. 
751st Reasoning – The Governor is gauging what might be motivating Paul to behave as he does,  especially if he is born a 
Roman.  Romans do not normally behave as had Paul,  involve themselves in  “Religious Matters”! 
Acts   23v34 og (the having) {to know again}/read  And  the  leader/{chief (person)}/governor/prince/ruler,  
Acts   23v34 og also  (the) inquiring/seeking/demanding/desiring/questioning  {from/out of}   
Acts   23v34 og {characterising of type}/{what sort of}/{what manner of}  
Acts   23v34 og {over/upon the first rank/power}/{governor of a district}/'eparch'/{special region of government/ 

/{Roman praefecture}/province  
Acts   23v34 og (he) is,  also  (the having) {ascertained (by enquiry)}/{learned by question}/asked/enquired (middle voice)  
Acts   23v34 og because  off/away/separated/from  (of the) Cilicia,   
Acts   23v34 And  the  leader/governor/ruler  the having  read   (the letter), 

also  the  inquiring/questioning  {from/out of}  {what sort of}  {Roman praefecture}/province  he is, 
also  because  the having  (personally)  {learned by question}   (Paul was)   off/away/from  of the  Cilicia, 

 

And the governor  (Felix)  having read   (the letter from Claudius the chiliarch) 
also inquiring  (of Paul)  from out of what province he is, 
also because having personally learned by question  (Paul was)  from Cilicia,   
 

Felix having read the letter then asked from where was Paul's hometown,  thereby giving Felix a background behind this prisoner. 
 
891st Comment – The Governor considering what he has in front of him,  said to Paul: 

I will patiently hear your side of the events,  and,  also of your accusers  (the leaders of “Religion”) 
when they eventually arrive here in Caesarea. 

He commanded centurions to guard Paul within Herod's palatial house. 
752nd Reasoning – The Governor could do no other,  he must gather The Evidence first before a decision can be made. 
345th Warning – “Religious People”  have absolutely no intention to gather  “The Evidence”  first,  because they just 
vacantly believe what  'professional religious scammers'  tell them,  and  never  test anything for  “Righteousness”! 
JC and The Apostles call them “wolves”,  I call them  “spiritual paedophiles” (Luke.18v6)  or  “rogue traders”! 
Comment – repeat - I close each chapter with this plea.  I only write like this to gain the rare Nicodemus prepared to  constructively  criticise  
“God's Word”  from out of millions  of  “Leaders of Christendom”  only prepared to  destructively  criticise  “God's Word”  as to what it means for 
“The Early Adopters”.   The  “Probability”  of a Christian leader fulfilling Yahweh's Desire is about 0.00003   (corresponding to 1:30,000 Christians) . 
Acts   23v35 og (I will) {through (reason of) hearing}/{hear throughout}/{patiently listen}  (of) thee/thy/thou/you  
Acts   23v35 og (he) showed/{made known his thoughts}/affirmed/said  whenever/{inasmuch as}/{as long as}  also  
Acts   23v35 og the  {against the street}/{against (persons in the) assembly}/{complainants in law}/accusers  
Acts   23v35 og (of) thee/thy/thou/you  (they may) {become near}/approach/arrive/{appear publicly}/come (middle voice),  
Acts   23v35 og (he) {urged on}/'hail'/{incited (by word)}/ordered/commanded  both  (the) him  
Acts   23v35 og in  to the  praetorian/{governor’s court-room)/{judgement hall}/palace  of the  Herod  
Acts   23v35 og (to be) {isolation (to) watch}/{on guard}/preserved/obey/avoid/beware/kept (middle voice)  
Acts   23v35 he  (= Felix)   {made known his thoughts}/said:  I will  {hear throughout}/{patiently listen}   of thee/you  (Paul)    

also  the  {complainants in law}/accusers   of thee/you  whenever/{as long as}  they may  (personally)  {become near}/arrive/come. 
He  ordered/commanded  both  
(1)  the him (= Paul)   to be  guarded/kept   (2)  within the  praetorian/{judgement hall}/palace  of the  Herod. 

 

he  (= Felix)  made known his thoughts:    
   I will patiently hear of you  (Paul)   also of your accusers  (= Leaders of “Religion”)  
   whenever they may personally arrive  
He commanded both: 
   (1) the him  (= Paul)  to be guarded  (2) within Herod's  praetorian/palace  
 

Felix now knowing of Paul's background and status  deemed Paul not to be too much of a risk and treated him likewise  “a guest under house-arrest”. 
He hoped to resolve this affair quickly by bringing the two opposing sides together and listening to what each had to say within the next few days. 
As a Roman governor,  while Felix knew nothing about this specific affair,  but based upon what he knew of Jews and of their fervour to religious 
matters,  then he would have suspected something deeper behind this event!   However,  little did he realise specifically how polarised the leaders of 
“Religion”  had become over this event! 
 
 
892nd Comment – After five days,  The High Priest,  Ananias,  also a professional speaker,  Tertullus,  and his support 
team of  (false) witnesses arrive at Caesarea to accuse Paul in front of The Governor adjudicating this matter. 
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753rd Reasoning – The High Priest brings out his  'Big Guns'  to  force through  an unrighteous  “execution”! 
This was standard practice for Ananias;  he did it with JC some 20 years earlier in that kangaroo trial! 
346th Warning – “Leaders of Religion”  will use whatever is in their arsenal to  intimidate/quell/subdue  TCs  who expose  
the fraudulent nature of these worldly leaders!  “Fraudulent”  because they are  not  of  Whom/What  they claim to be! 
But  to their supporters  they beam the most friendly smile – to keep their worldly income flowing! 
Acts   24v1 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  And  five  days/{periods of time}  
Acts   24v1 og (he) descended/{went down}/fell  the  {the High Priest}/{Chief of all priests}  (the) Ananias   
Acts   24v1 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}   
Acts   24v1 og of the  {(comparative of) older}/{Elders (of the [Jewish] congregations)}  also  
Acts   24v1 og (the) {(professional) speaker}/{(forensic) advocator}/orator  (of the) Tertullus  {some/any/certain person}  
Acts   24v1 og who/which   (they) {exhibited (in person)}/{disclosed (by words)}/appeared/declared/ 

/{(plainly) informed}/{(made) manifest}   
Acts   24v1 og to the   leader/{chief (person)}/governor/prince/ruler  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  of the  Paul  
Acts   24v1 And  after  five  days/{periods of time}  the  High Priest,  the Ananias 

he  descended/{came down}  together/with  of the  Elders   (of the Jewish congregations)   
also  the  {professional speaker}/orator  of the  some/certain person,  the  Tertullus, 
who  they  {exhibited in person}/{made manifest}  to the  leader/governor  against  of the  Paul. 

 

And after five days the High Priest,  Ananias,   
he descended together with the  (Religious)  Elders  also the professional speaker,  Tertullus, 
                (= The  'Big Guns'  came to The Roman Governor,  Felix.  Obviously The Religious Leaders  “wanted an execution”  and nothing to go wrong) 
who  (= Tertullus)  they  (= leaders of “Religion”)  exhibited in person to the governor  (to speak)  against Paul  
 

Ananias,  the Sadducee High Priest,  came to Caesarea from Jerusalem with much support staff,  including a professional speaker,  Tertullus. 
A professional speaker is trained to  'press all the correct buttons'  in fluent,  silver-tongued  eloquence. 

We shall read of his efforts in the next few verses. 
Perhaps for some people it yields effective results,  however it would just alienate me to what this person had to say! 
 
893rd Comment – The Governor,  Felix,  asks Tertullus to commence with The Accusations against Paul. 
Tertullus begins  (with the usual  insincere  flattery): 

You have given this land much  peace/prosperity   
also you have become a good public administrator to this nation through your forethought! 

754th Reasoning – The Professional Speaker,  Tertullus,  starts with a well-rehearsed opening to  soften-up  the recipient 
and by consequence become amenable to Ananias' intentions. 
347th Warning – Professional speakers have no sincerity – because it is well practised and used  'time and time again'  for 
any person irrespective of their qualities  - it is merely a means to earn money hence JC's comment at Matt.6v24! 
Thus,  “The Judgement”  is not made on the sincerity,  but only upon  “The Outcome”  (The Means justifies The End)! 
348th Warning – Professional Religious Leaders align themselves with such people  (by employment)  because their mind 
is  the  one/same  to  self-indulge  at  'The Minions'  expense!   But this is all alien to  “The Mind of Yahweh”. 
Acts   24v2 og (the being) called/bided/summoned/announced/named/assigned  And  (of the) him  
Acts   24v2 og (he) {precedence/commencement (in time)}/began (middle voice)   
Acts   24v2 og (to) {be a plaintiff}/{charge with some offence}/accuse/object  the Tertullus  
Acts   24v2 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:  
Acts   24v2 og (the) many/much/plenteous  (the) peace/prosperity/rest  
Acts   24v2 og (the) {making ready}/{bringing to pass}/attaining/perchancing/occurring  
Acts   24v2 og through (reason of)   (of) thee/thy/thou/you,  
Acts   24v2 og also  (the) {(something) made fully upright}/rectification/{good public administrator}/ 

/{very worthy deeds}/{excellent attainments}  
Acts   24v2 og (the having) {become to be}  to the  gentile/nation/heathen/people  {in/with/by  this}/{the same}  
Acts   24v2 og through (reason of)  of the  thine/your/thy  forethought/{provident supply/care}/provision, 
Acts   24v2 And  of the  him  (= Tertullus)   the being  called/bided/summoned, 

the  Tertullus  to  {be a plaintiff}/accuse  he  (personally)  proceeded/began  the  stating: 
The  much/plenteous  the  peace/prosperity/rest  the  {bringing to pass}/occurring  through  reason of  thee/you, 
also  the  {good public administrator}/{very worthy deeds}  the having  {become to be}  to the  {this same}  nation/people 
through  reason of  the  your  forethought/{provident care}/provision. 

 

And him  (= Tertullus)  being  called/summoned   (by Felix to speak on behalf of the accusers  [= The Religious Leaders]) 
the Tertullus to be a plaintiff personally began stating: 
   The much  peace/prosperity  occurring through reason of you   (= Governor Felix) 
   also the good public administrator the having become to be to this same nation/people  
   through reason of your  forethought/provision  
 

This professional speaker has been hired by The Religious Leaders to  soften-up  the Governor Felix,  to bring him over to  'their way of thinking',  by the 
means of flattery -  in precisely the  one/same  manner as do  charlatan Christian leaders to their paying audience! 
These type of people tell  men/women  what they like to hear,  however  Yahweh  absolutely does  not  like to hear it said to Him,  -  but rather it is 
actions to underwrite the words as James tells us at James.2v16-26, etc.   Yahweh reads The Mind  (1Sam.16v7)  being The Driver behind what is said 
and done,  and likewise here. 
The professional speaker starts by saying: 

You are responsible for much peace in this land,  also  
Your forethought has made you a good public administrator for this people! 

This praise  (may be justified,  however it was  not  sincerely said)  is being thickly laid onto Felix by this professional speaker! 
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894th Comment – Tertullus continues: 
Because of this,  we,  of all places,  gladly receive you with all thankfulness, 
The Most Excellent  -  Felix! 

755th Reasoning – The flattery continues in an attempt to win over The Mind upon sickly words,  said with  no  sincerity. 
349th Warning – We must not let  silver-tongued  flattery disarm us.  Sadly,  most leaders of “Religion” behave like this 
are very skilled in this manner,  because that is  how they earn their worldly living!   They want as many victims as 
possible upon which to feed  (as “wolves” Acts.20v29)!   The very worst are  charlatan  Christian leaders beguiling the 
ears  (2Tim.4v3-4)  of  millions upon millions  of Christians in The World,  to finance these leaders' lifestyles!   
Acts   24v3 og (to the) {of manner}/always/wholly  both  also  (of the) universally/{all places}/everywhere  
Acts   24v3 og (we) {to take fully}/{welcome (people)}/{approve (things)}/accept/{receive gladly} 
Acts   24v3 og (you) {strongest (in dignity)}/{most excellent}/{most honourable}  (the) Felix,  
Acts   24v3 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  (the) all/whole/every  
Acts   24v3 og (the) {act of gratitude}/{grateful language}/{giving thanks}/thankfulness,   
Acts   24v3 To the (= in)  {of manner}/always/wholly   

we  both  of the  {all places}/everywhere  also  {welcome people}/{approve things}/{receive gladly}    
together/with  the  all/whole  {grateful language}/thankfulness,  you  {most excellent/honourable}  Felix. 

 

In the  manner/wholly 
we  (of the nation)  both  (1) of all places  also  (2) gladly receive  (you) 
together/with  all thankfulness,  you most excellent Felix  
 

Tertullus continues: 
In this manner,  we of all places,  gladly receive you with all thankfulness,  your Excellence Felix. 

This insincere praise is most sickening! 
 
895th Comment – Tertullus begins to move to his paid objective: 

I realise your time is precious and thus I urge you to briefly hear us in your patience! 
756th Reasoning – Tertullus has just stated Felix's is such a positive influence to the nation and now by contrast he comes 
to The Subject of this Matter,  ever so briefly because … …  
Acts   24v4 og that/{so as}  And  not  over/upon/concerning  (the) more/greater/many  thee/thy/thou  
Acts   24v4 og (I) {cut into}/impede/detain/hinder,   
Acts   24v4 og (I) {to set beside}/{call near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseech/exhort/entreat/urge/comfort  
Acts   24v4 og (to) hear/listen/understand/respond  thee/thy/thou  {of/from us}  (the) concisely/briefly/{in a few words}  
Acts   24v4 og to the  thine/your/thy  (to the) suitableness/equity/mildness/clemency/gentleness/forbearance  
Acts   24v4 And  {so as}  not  I  impede/hinder  thou/you  the  more/greater, 

I  beseech/exhort/urge  thee/you  to  hear/listen  {from us}  the  briefly/{in a few words}  to the (= in)  your  mildness/forbearance. 
 

And so as not I hinder you the more  (longer than I need,  then) 
I  beseech/urge  you to briefly hear from us in your forbearance  
 

Like all professional orators – he said many words and yet said nothing!    
All of which, has been rehearsed to perfection many times  'in front of a mirror'! 
In fact,  this sycophancy makes me quite ill reading this,  but it is what  worldly leaders love to hear,  and religious leaders teach likewise about Yahweh! 
           Yet Yahweh has long closed His ‘ears’  to such hypocritical words in their worthless sermons filled with vain and insincere words (without a vow)! 
 
896th Comment – Tertullus comes to the thrust of his speech: 

    (By contrast with you Felix,  being such a great benefactor to society  ... … ) 
We  (leaders of Religion)  have found this specific man  (Paul,  a TC)  to be a  plague/pestilent  to society  
and he is stirring controversial insurrection within all Jews throughout The World! 

436th Instruction – Lie:  Paul was beloved by many  Jews/Gentiles,  some cried over him leaving them! 
Truth:  Paul was hated by  “Religious People”  adversely affected in a worldly manner by his teaching. 
437th Instruction – Lie:  Paul was a model secular citizen,  he upheld all secular law! 
Truth:  Paul taught about The New Covenant that was to wholly overthrow Satan's worldly methodology. 
350th Warning – As usual,  a mixture of half-truths and lies spun to confuse the recipient!   This is  standard practice  for 
all advocates of  “Religion”,  because  “Religion”  cannot stand upon its own strength and requires lies to support it.   
The lies are sourced by its leaders requiring a fleshly living on the backs of their deluded devotees! 
Acts   24v5 og (the having) found/obtained/seen/perceived  For  the  man/husband/fellow  (of the) this (specific)  
Acts   24v5 og (the) plague/disease/pest/pestilent,  also  (the) {to stirring}/going/{(re)-turning}/{(re)-moving}  
Acts   24v5 og (the) {a standing (the act)}/{(demonstrating a) position/existence}/ 

/{controversy (uprising/dissension/insurrection)}/standing   
Acts   24v5 og (the) all/whole/every (plural)  to the  Jews  to the (plural)  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  
Acts   24v5 og the  {(terrene part of the) globe}/{inhabited world},  
Acts   24v5 og (the) {standing first (in the ranks)}/captain/champion/ringleader  both  of the (singular)   
Acts   24v5 og of the (plural)  Nazarenes  (of the) {choice (of parties)}/disunion/heresy/sect/schism, 
Acts   24v5 For  the having  found/seen  the  man/husband/fellow  of the  this specific  the  plague/pestilent   

also  the  stirring/turning  the  {demonstrating/controversy  insurrection}  to the (= in)  the  all/whole  Jews  
to the (= in)  intensely  (= throughout)   the  {inhabited world} 

 

For  (we,  “Religious Leaders”)  having found this specific man  (= Paul),  a  disease/pestilent  (within society) 
also the stirring controversial insurrection in all the Jews throughout the inhibited world  
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After the insincere opening given by Tertullus,  he then launches into character assassination of Paul. 
This is quite a well-structured and considered opening plan! 

1.  Start with:  Praising The Governor for him solely  edifying  “The Country and Peoples”  within it. 
2.  Then give by immediate contrast:  Paul as a  pestilent  to  “The Country and Peoples”! 

Tertullus continues: 
Paul teaches controversial insurrection within all the Jews throughout the inhabited world! 

Let us analyse  “the classic technique”  used by leaders of “Religion”  -  being the generation of  “Half-Truths”  to get their own way  by deception! 
“Paul is a pestilent  (to the country and people)” 

No –  he is welcomed by many people,  people embraced him and cried over him when he had to leave them  (Acts.20v36-38). 
Yes – he was a pestilent to those people who are exposed as fraudsters and hypocrites,  living off the efforts of those people below them! 

“Stirring controversial insurrection in all the Jews throughout The World.” 
No –  Paul fully underwrites secular rule,  and is a model secular citizen  (see his teaching at Rom.13v1-5). 
Yes – he teaches  “1st Century Christianity”  which is controversial and an insurrection to  “worldly methodology”! 

Therefore,  we can see the twisted  half-truths  concocted by leaders of “Religion”  to attack the work of a TC. 
This happens everywhere a TC threatens the livelihood of our  “professional leaders of Religion”. 
The fact that the vast majority of Christians are not victimised is because there are  about  29,999  worldly Christians to a single TC. 
Worldly Christians support their hypocritical leaders teaching to  “please the ear”;  and given on the premise:  “You do not bite the hand that feeds 
you”,  means these leaders are hardly likely to attack their supporters,  but give them what they want to hear and see  (to please a worldly mind)! 
The 30,000 number is derived from: 

Assume  a third of the population are  “Christians”   (Rev.8v12,  see my local commentaries). 
Assume  half The Population of Christians over The Gospel Age is in our last generation = 2,160,000,000  worldly Christians. 
Assume  likewise,  half 144,000 TCs (Rev.14v1-4)  occurs in our last generation of The Gospel Age = 72,000  TCs, 

Therefore:    2,160,000,000  :  72,000  =  30,000 : 1 
We reason that single TC can easily be  'lost'  in what some 30,000  worldly Christians do,  by leaders of “Religion”! 

(For completeness:  Because about a third of the population of The World are Christians,  then there are very roughly 30,000 * 3 = 90,000 people to one 
TC!   Thus in a city of about 90,000 people then  assume  there is perhaps one TC.  
I only write this to give an  order of magnitude  about the populations of TCs  (to become “Sons of God”)  as  viewed by Yahweh  to counter the  utter 
and unsubstantiated nonsense  that comes out of the mouths of our  worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders talking about  “Children of God”.  
Please see my commentaries to Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4. 
 
897th Comment – Tertullus  (representing leaders of “Religion”)  continues with his lies: 

He  (Paul, a TC)  also profaned our temple,  
whom  (Paul, a TC)  we also  seized  and wanted to judge him according to our law! 

438th Instruction – Lie:  Paul did not profane the temple – he was following The Law of Moses in his purification process. 
Truth:  There was  no  “truth”  in this statement by Tertullus  (speaking on behalf of  “Religious Leaders”)! 
439th Instruction – Lie:  Paul was seized and was about to be killed by mob rule,  against  “The Law of Moses”! 
Truth:  The only truth was  “Paul was seized”   the remainder was a lie! 
757th Reasoning – Tertullus representing  “Leaders of Religion”  had painted the worst possible character reference 
based upon  half-truths  and lies  to wholly slander Paul,  a foremost TC! 
Warning – repeat - As usual,  a mixture of half-truths and lies spun to confuse the recipient!   This is  standard practice 
for all advocates of  “Religion”,  because  “Religion”  cannot stand upon its own strength and requires lies to support it.   
The lies are sourced by its leaders requiring a fleshly living on the backs of their deluded devotees! 
Acts   24v6 og who/which/that  also  the  {sacred place}/temple/{place separated from this world}  
Acts   24v6 og (he) tested/endeavoured/scrutinised/assayed/examined/proved/tempted  
Acts   24v6 og (to) desecrate/profane  whom/which/that  also  (we) {used strength to seize/retain/obtain}  
Acts   24v6 og also  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  {our/my (possessive)}/{your (by a different reading)}  
Acts   24v6 og (the) {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law  
Acts   24v6 og (we) determined/{delighted in}/desired/{be pleased}  
Acts   24v6 og (to) {judiciously/mentally decide}/{to try}/conclude/judge  
Acts   24v6 Who  also  he  endeavoured/attempted  to  desecrate/profane  the  {sacred place}/temple 

whom  also  we  {used strength to  seize/obtain}  also  we  determined/desired  to  {mentally decide}/judge  
according to  our  regulation/law. 

 

Who  (= Paul)  also endeavoured to profane the temple, 
whom  (= Paul)  also we used strength to  seize/obtain,  also we determined to judge according to our law  (of Moses)  
 

The professional speaker continues to malign Paul's activities: 
He has attempted to profane the temple. 

Analysing this in the same manner as we did earlier at Acts.21v28: 
No -  Paul never defiled The Temple – his mind was pure  (demonstrated by works)  – in direct contrast to the accusers!  
Yes -  There is  no  “Yes”,  -  this was their accusation,  only given to  stir-up  the crowd in a fraudulent manner. 

The Professional Speaker,  for The Religious Leaders,  continues to justify their actions to Governor Felix,  regarding Paul's seizure.  
Yet,  true to form,  “The Half-Truths”  and  “Deception”  just keep rolling out of the mouth: 
“We also used strength to retain him” (insinuating that he was going to escape)  

No -  Your representatives  (as confirmed by “we”)  were lynching Paul and would have murdered him if Claudius had not intervened! 
Yes -  “We” had seized him. 

“also we determined to judge him according to our law” 
No -  if we quote what was said about JC to Pilate at John.18v31,  which interestingly,  there is no Death Penalty for what Paul was doing! 
Yes -  There is no, “Yes”, – but only given to insinuate this is not a Roman matter within which Felix need become involved! 

This means:  Let us  “Religious Leaders”  deal with the matter in our own way  (and we reading this,  know what that means)! 
So we can read of the twisted words coming out of their mouths as they oppose what Yahweh Desires to occur within The Environment  (= these leaders 
were  “blaspheming against the HS”  [Mark.3v28-29, Mat.12v30, etc.],  being a standard practice throughout The Gospel Age). 
 
898th Comment – Tertullus then blackens the character of Claudius the chiliarch: 

Claudius Lysias came with much force and took Paul away from us! 
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758th Reasoning – This was not a good idea to blacken the character of Claudius,  because being a fellow Roman  (by 
payment)  was actually attacking  'The Police Chief'  personally aligned with Felix,  The Roman Governor! 
759th Reasoning – Indeed,  Paul was also a Roman  of which Felix knew,  and thus Claudius was doing the correct thing 
to take a Roman out by force away from a public lynching!   Again,  another bad idea by Tertullus to suggest this! 
440th Instruction – Lie:  Claudius used zero force,  the mob stopped attacking Paul when The Soldiers arrived. 
Truth:  Claudius came with many soldiers to ensure there would be no blood spilt – to  'nip the problem in the bud'! 
441st Instruction – Lie:  The implication was that what the  “Religious People”  were doing was correct! 
Truth:  It was Claudius' responsibility as a 3rd party to establish  “The Truth”  by separating the involved parties! 
Warning – repeat - As usual,  a mixture of half-truths and lies spun to confuse the recipient!   This is  standard practice  
for all advocates of  “Religion”  because  “Religion”  cannot stand upon its own strength and requires lies to support it.   
The lies are sourced by its leaders requiring a fleshly living on the backs of their deluded devotees! 
Acts   24v7 og (the) {coming near}/{passing aside}/approaching/{going by/away}/perishing  And  (the) Lysias 
Acts   24v7 og the  {commander of one thousand men}/chiliarch  amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  
Acts   24v7 og (the) many/much/plenteous  (the) {vital activity}/force/violence  {from/out of}   
Acts   24v7 og of the  {hollowness for grasping}/hand  {of/from us}  (he) {took off}/brought/{took/carried/led  away},  
Acts   24v7 And  the  Lysias,   the  chiliarch  the  {coming near}/approaching   (us), 

together/with  the  much/plenteous  force/violence  he  {took off}/{carried/led away}   (Paul)   {from/out of}  {of our}  of the  hands, 
 

And Lysias,  the chiliarch,  approaching   (us = “The Religious Leaders”  - being  one of the two subjects  within this court case) 
together/with  the much  force/violence,  he  (= Lysias)  carried/led  away  (Paul)  from out of our hands, 
 

Again,  “The Half Truths”  continue to roll out of their mouths: 
“the chiliarch came with much force” 
By implication,  (1) he over-reacted and  (2) actively used force against them, (an argument redirecting the required focus away from where it should be) 

No -  The crowd when seeing the number of soldiers,  then stopped themselves! 
Yes -  The chiliarch only exhibited sufficient number of soldier to quell violence  without the use of force! 

If the chiliarch only exhibited himself with ten other soldiers to stop perhaps 1000 people lynching a person,  then there would be a blood bath. 
But Claudius behaving responsibly ,  ordered at least 200 armed soldiers to come with him,  caused the rioters to quickly come to their senses and stop 
their actions without the need for any violence to occur. 
“he took Paul from out of our hands” 

No -  Not a justified argument -  inasmuch there would be an unlawful killing against a Roman citizen,  Claudius was duty-bound to take him! 
Yes -  The chiliarch was upholding The Law,  a person should not be lynched.   Paul was being protected! 

So I ask: 
Can the reader start to see how  “Professional Leaders of Religion” operate to force through a personally favourable decision  (of “Death”)?  

“Their Desired Outcome”  again shows where their true allegiances lay  (counter to what JC represented to yield “Life”)! 
 
899th Comment – Tertullus concludes his representation: 

When you command the accusing witnesses to stand before you  
then you can examine all the things they say to realise that our accusations are truthful’! 

760th Reasoning – A confident Tertullus sows the seed in Felix's mind that he is about to hear a string of truth’,  just as he 
has supposedly heard from of the mouth of this professional speaker  (hardly likely). 
Acts   24v8 og (the) {urging on}/'hail'/{inciting (by word)}/ordering/commanding  
Acts   24v8 og the  {against the street}/{against (persons in the) assembly}/{complainants in law}/accusers  (of the) him  
Acts   24v8 og (to) accompany/appear/bring/come  over/upon/concerning  thee/thy/thou  
Acts   24v8 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  {of whom/which}  (you will be) able/possible/capable  
Acts   24v8 og he  (the having) scrutinised/investigated/interrogated/determined/questioned/examined  concerning/about   
Acts   24v8 og (of the) all/whole/every  {from/concerning these persons/things}  
Acts   24v8 og (to) {know upon some mark}/recognise/{full acquaintance}/acknowledge/perceive  {of whom/which}  
Acts   24v8 og {we ourselves}  {to be a plaintiff}/{to charge with some offence}/accuse/object  (of the) him  
Acts   24v8 the  ordering/commanding  the  {complainants in law}/accusers   of him (= Paul)   to  appear/come  over/upon  thee/you. 

{of whom}  (= plaintiffs)   near/alongside   you  (= Felix)   will be  able/possible/capable    (on the information gained) 
he  (= yourself = Felix)   the  having  scrutinised/investigated/examined  concerning/about  of  all  {concerning these things}   
to  recognise/acknowledge  {of which}  {we ourselves}  {to be a plaintiff}/accuse   of the  him  (= Paul). 

 

(And)  commanding his  (= Paul’s)  accusers  (= The Religious Leaders)  to come upon you  (= Felix)  
of whom  (= the leaders of “Religion”)  near/alongside  you  (= Felix)  will be able   (upon the information given by these religious leaders) 
yourself having  scrutinised/examined  concerning about of all these things   (that we shall tell you) 
to recognise of  which/what  (things)  we ourselves  (as leaders of “Religion”)  accuse him  (= Paul, a TC wholly fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire)  
 

Religious leaders give further by implication, the  false impression: 
To make things worse,  Claudius has the audacity to command us,  as the country’s Religious Leaders,  to come and answer for our actions to 
you,  over something that is so minor and thus should not concern you  –  when you have some many more important things to deal with! 

The religious leaders are calling into question what  “The (Roman) Police Chief”,  Claudius,  had done,  based upon their supposed position to 
intimidate recipients and thus force a favourable outcome for themselves!   An argument that may work with Israelites,  but Romans are going to  stick-
together and Felix would support Claudius come what may,  unless Claudius had done something criminal! 

Therefore, their tactic is nothing new!      
They did it with JC (John, chapters 18 and 19),  Peter and John  (Acts, chapters 3 and 4). Stephen  (Acts, chapter 7), etc.,  and they do it  “throughout all 
time”,  because that is  “the type of people they  inherently  are”,  a common trait for people taking that position of leadership  within the world.    

However,  a person having  “TC like mentality”  would  never  take those positions to then  ‘behave in the manner  expected of that position’!    
This is  not  their world to take command within it,  as we read at the following citations  John.6v15, 17v14-16, 18v36. 

The ending given by these religious leaders is a presumptuous conclusion given in an attempt to spin the judgment! 
A typical approach,  when an argument is known to be weak! 
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900th Comment – Many witnesses come forward to give expression to what Paul was supposed to have done. 
Likewise,  The Jews  (= “Leaders of Religion”)  agreed with all these  (twisted)  witnesses' accounts. 

761st Reasoning – These witnesses bend the truth, because they are unable to see The World from Yahweh’s point of view! 
They only see The World in the manner that enables them to receive the greatest short-term benefit for  “The Immediacy”! 
Yahweh’s only interest is in getting the greatest number of people into The Eternity in The Most Righteous Way possible! 
(Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9)    Sadly,  this is does not register in the minds of 99.9+% of The World’s Population. 
Reasoning – repeat - Their mind is closed to understanding where Yahweh is taking Mankind. 
Instruction – repeat - We must open our mind to what Yahweh is teaching us through the various  “Epochs of Israel”. 
Reasoning – repeat - The Old Covenant was an outward showing of contract of supposedly only works  (while The Mind 
rebelled),  The New Covenant was an inward showing of contract to Yahweh  (with a Contrite Mind)  yielding good works. 
Warning – repeat - Beware of people assuming positions of leadership in  “Religion”  they do  not  understand Yahweh,  
else quite simply they would not take those positions  -  because Yahweh shall reject them! 
Acts   24v9 og (they) {placed jointly}/consented/bargained/stipulated/concured/agreed/consented/covenanted  (mid. voice)   
Acts   24v9 og And  also  the Jews  (the) {making known}/asserting/affirming/professing/alleging   
Acts   24v9 og these (things)  {to be/exist}  
Acts   24v9 And  they  (personally)   {placed jointly}/concurred   (with many accounts of what Paul has supposedly done) 

also  the  Jews  (= leaders of “Religion”)   the  {making known}/alleging  these things  to be  (correct and truthful). 
 

And they personally gave supporting accounts   (of what Paul had supposedly done against The Jews) 
also the Jews  (= The Religious Leaders)  alleging these things to be   (correct and truthful accounts)  
                 (All of which would have been  wholly twisted  lies  –  as we read elsewhere by example within Acts  [and likewise with JC in the gospels]) 
 

These leaders of Religion then use the next hour or so,  giving out a wholly  one-sided  and thus a completely distorted account of what Paul had done 
within Jerusalem. 
They had 5 days to:-  “Get the story correct”  and thus supposedly to align with each other. 
 
901st Comment – When the Accusers had their say,  then Felix beckoned Paul to give his account. 
Paul answered: 

I have known your judgments over the many years to be fair and understanding towards us. 
I therefore cheerfully give my account of what occurred. 

762nd Reasoning –Paul begins with a warm and sincere recognition of Felix's credentials of impartiality to judge this case 
Acts   24v10 og (he) {concluded for oneself}/responded/{began to speak}/answered  And  the  Paul,  
Acts   24v10 og (the having) nodded/signalled/beckoned  (to the) him  of the  leader/{chief (person)}/governor/prince/ruler  
Acts   24v10 og (to) {layout}/state/exclaim:   
Acts   24v10 og {from/out of}  (of the) many/much/plenteous  (of the) years  being/have  thee/thy/thou  (the) judge   
Acts   24v10 og to the  gentile/nation/heathen/people  {in/with/by  this}/{the same}  
Acts   24v10 og (the) {putting the mind upon}/comprehending/{acquainting with}/understanding (middle voice),  
Acts   24v10 og (the) {in fine spirits}/{being cheerful}/{of good cheer}/{more cheerfully}  the (things)  
Acts   24v10 og concerning/about  {my own}/myself   
Acts   24v10 og (I) {give an account (legal plea) of oneself}/exculpate/{make defence}/{answer/excuse self} (middle voice)  
Acts   24v10 And  the Paul,   the  leader/governor   having  nodded/beckoned   (Paul)   to state  (his side),   he responded/answered: 

{From/out of}  of the  many/plenteous  years   
the  (personally)  comprehending/understanding  thee/you  being  the  judge  to  {this same}  nation/people,   
(then)   I  (personally)  {give a legal plea for myself}/{make of my defence}  {more cheerfully}  concerning/about  myself. 

 

(After  “The Religious Leaders”  had given their twisted accusations for at least an hour or so,  then … … ) 
And the governor having beckoned  (Paul)  to state  (his case),  Paul answered: 
   From out of the many  years,  personally understanding you being the judge to this same people  (= The Jews) 
                  (= I,  Paul,  have known you Felix to be a fair and honourable Judge over this nation  [and entrust you to be likewise with me])  
   (then)  more cheerfully I personally give a legal plea about myself  
 

The Religious Leaders finished their presentation,  exhibiting many witnesses to give what the religious leaders wanted to hear! 
Felix now having heard  “The Charge”  from the leaders of “Religion”,   then he wanted to hear  “Paul's Defence”. 
Paul now begins. 
Paul states of his assurance that Felix will give a fair and just judgment based upon the judgements Felix has previously given! 
He is therefore pleased to be positioned to plead his case before Felix. 
 
902nd Comment – Paul begins with the facts: 

You know  (from the evidence given)  that I have been no more than 12 days within Jerusalem, 
unto which,  I came only to worship at The Temple. 

763rd Reasoning – Paul starts with the established facts: 
1.  He has only been in Jerusalem for 12 days. 
2.  He only came to worship at The Temple. 

764th Reasoning – By implication,  how has he been in Jerusalem long enough to establish a rebellion against The State? 
Also,  why would he want to begin a riot against The State if he only came to worship at The Temple? 
Acts   24v11 og (of the being) able/possible/capable  (of) thee/thy/thou/you  
Acts   24v11 og (to) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand}  because  no/not/none  (the) more/greater/many  
Acts   24v11 og {they are/be}  {to me}  (the) days/{periods of time}  or/than/either/rather  twelve   
Acts   24v11 og off/away/separated/from  {of whom/which}  (I) {went up}/arose/ascended/climbed  
Acts   24v11 og (the will) {kiss (like a dog licking his master’s hand)}/fawn/crouch/{prostrate in homage}/ 
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/{revere towards}/adore/worship  (nom. fut. act. part) 
Acts   24v11 og in  (to the) Jerusalem  
Acts   24v11 Because  of  thee/you  of the being  able/possible  to  {absolutely  know/understand}  

(that)  {they be}  not  more/greater  than  twelve  the  days/{periods of time}  off/from   
{of which}  I  {went up}/arose  within  Jerusalem  to  {revere towards}/worship. 

 

Because of you  (= Felix)  being able to absolutely  know/understand    
(that)  they be not more than twelve days from of which I went up within Jerusalem to worship  
 

Paul effectively starts by saying: 
From the evidence already given,  then you Felix are able to see that I was not in Jerusalem for more than 12 days! 
Therefore, how is it possible that I have had sufficient time to cause the great insurrection within Jerusalem as suggested? 
It requires more than 12 days to cause all the turmoil that these witnesses have claimed! 
I only came to Jerusalem to worship at The Temple during Pentecost;   I have had no time to do anything else! 
Most importantly by custom of purification,  my hair was shaven and I was not to be exposed to other people for 7 of those 12 days! 

 
903rd Comment – Paul continues to categorically state: 

On no occasion within the temple did the  “Leaders of Religion”  see me dispute with any person! 
Neither did they see me cause a riotous gathering of the crowd 
either in the synagogues or in any place within Jerusalem! 

765th Reasoning – Paul again states  “The Absolute Facts”  being  “The Absolute Truth”  as befitting of a TC. 
442nd Instruction – It is essential for any person aiming to be a TC,  is to live a perfect life according to secular and civil 
laws and by such means nothing can stick to them.  In this manner, they are at ease to speak  “The Absolute Truth”,  of 
which it is incumbent upon them to do so,  thereby positioning themselves for election by Yahweh for future roles! 
351st Warning – By contrast,  worldly leaders  (especially those of “Religion”)  find it  exceedingly difficult  to speak  
“The Truth”  and by consequence it is ingrained  only  to speak in  “half-truths”  to  deceive and misdirect  their listeners. 
Acts   24v12 og also  {not too}/neither/none/nor  in  to the  {sacred place}/temple/{place separated from this world}  
Acts   24v12 og (they) found/obtained/seen/perceived  I/me/my  toward/nearness/{accession to}  
Acts   24v12 og {some/any/certain person}  
Acts   24v12 og (the) {through exclamation}/{stating thoroughly}/{discussing (in argument or exhortation)}/ 

/disputing/preaching/{reasoning (with)}/speaking/conversing (middle voice)  
Acts   24v12 og or/than/either/rather  
Acts   24v12 og (the) conspiracy/{concourse (riotous/friendly)}/{that which comes upon}/{rising up}/ 

/{riotous gathering} (middle voice)  
Acts   24v12 og (the) doing/making/producing/yielding/performing/providing/practicing  
Acts   24v12 og (of the) {(from) vehicle}/{throng borne (along)}/rabble/{class (of people)}/riot/crowd  
Acts   24v12 og {not too}/neither/none/nor  in  to the  assemblage/{meeting of religious people}/synagogues,  
Acts   24v12 og {not too}/neither/none/nor  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  {town large/or with walls}/city  
Acts   24v12 also  neither  within  the  {sacred place}/temple  they  found/seen  me   

the  {stating thoroughly}/{discussing in argument/exhortation}/reasoning  towards  {some/any person} 
or/either  the  (personally)  doing/making  the (= a)  conspiracy/{riotous gathering}   of the  throng/crowd 
neither  within  the  {meeting of religious people}/synagogues  
neither  accordingly/intensity to  the  city                         (= neither  throughout  the city) 

 

also neither within the temple they  (= The Leaders of “Religion”)  found/seen  me 
discussing in  argument/exhortation  towards any person, 
or personally making a  conspiracy/{riotous gathering}  of the crowd 
neither within the synagogues,  neither throughout the city  
 

Paul continues: 
Also they never saw me discussing by way of argument towards any person in the temple. 
Neither was I making a conspiracy of the crowd,  either in the synagogues or throughout the city! 
Because how can I,  during my 7 days of purification before The Lord. 

Hence the importance of James’ suggestion given at Acts.21v24 for Paul’s protection,  of which he can  justifiably use in his defence now! 
It is impossible to raise a riot when in a state of 7 days of purification  -  which means to be entirely separated from people! 
 
904th Comment – Paul is adamant: 

The  “Leaders of Religion”  cannot substantiate anything of which they claim against me! 
766th Reasoning – A TC is always able to make that truthful statement about  “Leaders of Religion”  because a TC is  “as 
wise as serpents”  (Matt.10v18)  within such situations,  always knowing that their perfect behaviour will always be a 
source of resentment within hypocrites who become exposed by a TC's lifestyle/deportment. 
352nd Warning – “Leaders of Religion”  will always slander a TC,  because there is  no  substance in their accusations,  
only motivated as such because TCs expose “hypocrisy”.  Clearly  “leaders of Religion”  will always say the most 
wonderful things about their devotees,  because it is the deluded devotees who provide  “The Meal Ticket”.    
Acts   24v13 og {not too}/neither/none/nor  (to) {stand beside}/exhibit/proffer/substantiate/provide/yield/ 

/commend/show/present  
Acts   24v13 og (they are) able/possible/capable  concerning/about  {of whom/which}  now/present/immediate 
Acts   24v13 og (they) {to be a plaintiff}/{to charge with some offence}/accuse/object  {of me}/I/me/mine/my  
Acts   24v13 Neither  they are  able/possible/capable  to  {stand beside}/substantiate/commend   

concerning/about  {of which}  now  they  {to be a plaintiff}/accuse  me 
 

Neither they  (= The Leaders of “Religion”)  are  able/capable  to  substantiate/commend 
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concerning   (the things)  of which they now accuse me  
 

Paul completes this phase of his argument: 
The leaders of “Religion”  are incapable to substantiate their claims against me! 

 
905th Comment – Paul concedes to Felix: 

Yes,  I do operate my life according to a sect  (as an extension to Judaism, which answers Judaism)  
where I am a hired servant to the ancestral God  
entrusting in all the things written in The Law of Moses and given by prophecy through The Prophets. 

767th Reasoning – Paul explains he is part of a sect of which they claim,  but he is a hired servant to Yahweh,  and he 
thoroughly entrusts in The Written Law and also of all the written prophecies  (about JC and of The Millennium). 
443rd Instruction – It is a prerequisite that we must learn what is written in The Tanakh to be positioned to accurately 
represent Yahweh's Interests on this planet  -  to further (1) Yahweh's “Plan for Human Salvation”  that  (2) requires 
“144000 TCs who precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle”. 
353rd Warning – By contrast  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  errantly  state this is  not  a requirement,  contrary to 
what Paul taught us at 2Tim.3v15-17 and ignoring 2Tim.2v5.    Therefore “Leaders of Religion”  actively work against  
“Yahweh's Desire being made manifest within The Environment”  (= against the “HS”, Mark.3v28-29  by delaying the 
onset of  “The 144000 Trigger Threshold”)! 
Acts   24v14 og (I) assent/covenant/acknowledge/promise/agreement  And  that/this/there/here  
Acts   24v14 og {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy,   
Acts   24v14 og because  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  way/journey/progress/mode/means   
Acts   24v14 og whom/which/that  (they) {lay out}/state/exclaim  (the) {choice (of parties)}/disunion/heresy/sect/schism  
Acts   24v14 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  
Acts   24v14 og (I) {a hired menial}/{minister (to God)}/worship/{divine service}/{rendered homage}  
Acts   24v14 og to the  {(from) paternal}/hereditary/{of fathers}/ancestral  (to the) God,  
Acts   24v14 og (the) committing/believing/entrusting  (to the) all/whole/every  to the (things)   
Acts   24v14 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  
Acts   24v14 og the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law  also  
Acts   24v14 og to the  prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers  (the having been) written/scribed/engraved; 
Acts   24v14 And  I  assent/acknowledge/agree  this  {to thee/you} 

because  according to  the  way/journey/progress,  which  they  state/exclaim  the  sect/schism, 
{in this manner}/likewise  I  {hired menial}/{minister to God}  to the  hereditary/ancestral  God 
the  committing/entrusting   to the  (= in)  all  to the  things  the having been  written/scribed  
according to  the  regulation/law  also  to the  prophets/{inspired teachers};   

 

And  I  acknowledge/agree  this to you  (= Felix) 
because according to the  way/journey  (= modus operandi)  (of)  which they state  (is)  a  sect/schism  (= 1st Century Christianity”),   
in this manner  (= my modus operandi)  I  {hired minister}/{minister to God}  to the ancestral God  (= Yahweh) 
the  committing/entrusting  in all the things having been written according to the Law  (of Moses)  also to the prophets; 
 

Paul continues: 
However,  I do acknowledge this to you,  Felix: 
The manner how I conduct my life of which they say is a schism, 
it is in this manner I behave as a hired minister to  The Ancestral God, 
to which I commit to all the things that have been written according to  “The Law of Moses”  and of what The Prophets gave to us. 

Paul just states it  -  as it is! 
 
906th Comment – Paul brazenly states: 

I have the  one/same  confidence/anticipation  of  The Writers of The Tanakh  in what Yahweh shall do, 
that they,  and I,  await for  “The Resurrection”  to occur for  all  the dead people 
both  of the “Righteous”  people,  and,  also of the  “Unrighteous”  people! 

354th Warning – This verse does  NOT  mean what our  “leaders of Christendom”  unrighteously  tell us!   Read what  
“1st Century Christianity”  tells us in the sections below and as carefully explained in the associated commentary!  
768th Reasoning – Paul has the  one/same  mind as the writers  (= “The Early Adopters”  of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”,  
thereby making Paul an  “Early Adopter”  of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”)  who tell us:  Yahweh shall make possible The 
Resurrection of  “The Just and The Unjust people”  having existed during the tenure of Satan over this present world. 
444th Instruction – Yahweh shall resurrect  BOTH  “The Perfect”  and  “The Guilty”  to Yahweh's  Requirements. 
Does this mean what  “Leaders of Religion” tell us?   Obviously not,  by default  “they are unrighteous”  to Yahweh's 
Requirements of people taking their position   (Luke.12v46-48,  hence Luke.20v16)! 
769th Reasoning – Paul is speaking about  “The Goal of Sonship”  being “The Most Important Thing” of The Gospel Age, 
because without the 144000 TCs,  then Yahweh  cannot  start  The Millennium that  begins  “The Reform of The World”! 
Thus Paul is speaking about  “The Resurrection of The Perfect”  =  “The TCs at The 1st Resurrection”  and also  “The 
Resurrection of The Guilty” = “The Rest of The World at The 2nd Resurrection”.  The Millennium for both resurrections.  
The First is for The Rulers (perfect/heirs) to teach,   The Second is for The Subjects (guilty/{The Inheritance}) to learn! 
907th Comment – Why does Yahweh resurrect The Guilty as well? 
355th Warning – It is  not  as our leaders of Christendom unrighteously tell us!   They get just about  everything wrong  
when it concerns  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and The Apostles!   
770th Reasoning –“The Guilty” (to Yahweh's Requirements particular to The Specific Epoch of Israel)  comprises of about 
99% of all humans and it is these people who are resurrected into The Millennium  to learn  how to be like  “The Early 
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Adopters”  ruling  (as kings/priests)  over them!   They are to learn how to imitate JC's lifestyle within a perfect society 
made  precisely so  by JCg and the 144000 TCs  having infinite  “Authority and Capability”  underwritten by Yahweh. 
356th Warning – If we refuse to reform during this training period  (to imitate JC)  then we shall be annihilated at the end 
of it.  And worse,  if we are  charlatan Christian leaders then we shall  never  be resurrected when we die  (= annihilated), 
Acts   24v15 og (the) anticipation/expectancy/confidence  (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  into/unto  
Acts   24v15 og the  God,  whom/which/that  also  they  these/those (specifically)  
Acts   24v15 og (they) {admit (into some intercourse of  hospitality/credence/endurance)}/await/allow/accept}/ 

/look for} (middle voice)  
Acts   24v15 og (the) {standing up again}/resurrection/{rising again}  
Acts   24v15 og (to) occur/expect/intend/necessity/go/come/{about to}  {to be/am/exist}  
Acts   24v15 og (of the) dead/corpses/mortified/cadavers  (of the) equitable/innocent/righteous/just  both  
Acts   24v15 og also  (of the) unjust/unrighteous/wicked/heathen/{not equitable}  
Acts   24v15 The  having/possessing  the  anticipation/expectancy/confidence  unto  the  God   (= Yahweh), 

whom/which  also  they,   these specific ones (= themselves)             (= prophets and Ancient Worthies) 
they  (personally)  await/{look for}  the  {standing up again}/resurrection  to be/exist 
of the  {dead persons}/cadavers  of  both  the equitable/innocent/righteous  also  of the  unjust/guilty/unrighteous. 

 

(and)  possessing the  anticipation/expectancy/confidence  unto the God  (= Yahweh) 
                   (This is  NOT  a  ‘blind hope’  that purveys throughout all Christendom  [as a  subset/schism  of “Religion”],  but built upon “Real Faith”) 
which they,  themselves,  also they personally  await/{look for}  the resurrection to exist   (of themselves, to be part of … … ) 
                   (Even though they  [the prophets]  knew nothing about JC,  and how he was able to make this righteously occur) 
of the dead people of both the  equitable/innocent/righteous  also of the  unjust/guilty/unrighteousness   (to what Yahweh Desires)  
                   (Being  “what Yahweh desires”  of us  as individuals  during our respective time periods during the two epochs of Israel, Rom.4v1-5) 
 

Paul continues: 
I possess the  anticipation/expectation/confidence  in the Almighty God  (Yahweh, to fully uphold … … ) 
exactly what they (= the prophets),  themselves who also personally await the resurrection to occur of the dead people 

(Some examples:  Job.19v25-27, Psm.45v1-17, Eze.37v1-26, Dan.12v1-13, etc.) 
both  of the  equitable/innocent  people  (to Yahweh's Requirements)  also  of the  unjust/guilty  people  (to Yahweh's Requirements). 
(This occurs in The Millennium,   The Righteous are The Leaders [= Heirs] to teach,  and The Unjust are The Rest [= Inheritance] to learn). 

See full explanation at the end of this commentary how this truly works. 
This is also what JC and Peter state at Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 1Pet.1v10,  that the prophets knew what was to occur and that Yahweh' Servant  (= JC) 
was “The Means”  by  “Righteous Answer”  able to make all this possible.  But  “The Early Adopters”  under “The 1st Covenant”  did not know how  (1) 
it was righteously able to occur,  or  (2) to be part of making this occur  (i.e. becoming one of the 144000 TCs  to ultimately close  The Gospel Age  
[when  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  [Rev.14v1-4]  has been achieved]). 
This verse is most certainly  not  telling us that righteous people are  “automatically resurrected to life”  (actually they are,  as “The Leaders”)  and  the 
unrighteous people are  “automatically resurrected to then be killed off”! 

That is both  “stupid” and  “unrighteous”!    
However,  that is what  ALL  Christian leaders teach us,  it is  very bogus  and completely  WRONG! 

It goes directly against Ece.33v11 and 2Pet.3v9,  and Yahweh is  NOT  “Unrighteous”! 
This unrighteous conclusion is based upon a demonstrably proven to be a  “Copyist Addition”  being the first sentence of Rev.20v5 where there is  no  
supportive evidence  anywhere  else  in The Bible  -  yet very much to the contrary!    
We should be aware of what is also stated in The Bible:  
       All things should have  “two witnesses” (= supportive Biblical statements)  before being believed  (for the sole reason  “humans will invent things”)!   
Please read my copious reasoned arguments within my local commentary consisting of some 17,000 words specifically written to explain that one verse 
of Rev.20v5.  It is lunacy to base one's whole  credence/doctrine  upon  (1) one sentence in The Bible  that  (2) has no supportive evidence elsewhere,  (3) 
shown to be a copyist addition  and importantly  (4) against The Whole  Ethos/Spirit  and Tenure of what The Bible teaches,  and finally  (5) actually 
counter to Yahweh's  “Righteous Mode of Thinking”! 

So how can leaders of Christendom promote something that is  alien  to what both The Bible teaches and is against Yahweh's Nature? 
Why? 

Because they  “choose not to understand”  Him,  and have a mind of Satan to oppose Yahweh  (and of His Desire made manifest in The Environment)! 
They want what worldly leadership gains for them out of The World!    They have  no  interest in The Millennium! 

My additional explanation how this truly operates. 
Most importantly: 

It is Yahweh Who has The Capability to physically make possible The Resurrection for each one of us. 
All made righteously possible for Yahweh to operate,  only because of  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  freely  given by JC. 

If JC gave us  “a free gift”,  then logically,   we have no need to pay for it;  moreover there is nothing that we can do in substitute for this  “free gift”! 
Thus, the obvious conclusion is that  every  person is covered by JC’s Free Gift  -  including  “Non-Christians”  at  their death  (termed “asleep”). 
Furthermore  (works do come into this for  “The Bonus”  in the following manner):- 
Yahweh is presently  “Judging Christians”  on  “how they compare with JC”  for Sonship  –  144000 people achieve this goal  (as “The Bonus”). 
Yahweh is judging  all  non-Christians on  “The Law of Moses”  – they all fail (Rom.3v12),  but  all are resurrected into The Millennium  (because of 
JC's Ransom Sacrifice  freely given without prejudice)  to learn  “how to imitate JC's lifestyle”  (upon which to be judged later)  by being taught 
righteousness through the righteous 144000 TCs (= “Early Adopters”). 
All failed Christians  (except charlatan Christian leaders)  shall be resurrected into The Millennium  to continue  how to learn how to imitate JC. 
(Hence JC's comments at Matt.11v21, Luke.10v13,  please see my important local commentaries.) 

Both these latter groupings will learn how too truly  “believe in  (= imitate)  JC”  to achieve a lasting salvation. 
Now link what this verse told us,  to my given righteous scenario of what  will  occur in the future. 

A resurrection of  both  the  equitable/innocent  people  (to Yahweh's Requirements)  also  of the  unjust/guilty  people  (to Yahweh's 
Requirements). 

Let us ask:    
Why should Yahweh resurrect someone if He is immediately going to kill him or her;  or torture him or her for some form of retribution? 

Yahweh's Mind does  NOT  operate like that;  He does  not  have the same morbid mind as that of humans who  invented such nonsense! 
Only  “human minds”  operating under Satan's methodology would  dream-up  that type of future scenario! 

Yahweh has  no  interest in doing such things humans, –  but only  interested in giving  “The Opportunity of Righteous Reform” (Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9). 
“The Equitable Person”  is  “Righteous to  The  Law/Covenant  ruling at The Time”. 
“The Unjust Person”  is  “Unrighteous to  The  Law/Covenant  ruling at The Time”. 

Christians are  “Judged upon JC”  (as The 2nd Covenant)  of The Mind,  those who achieve this have  guaranteed  everlasting life as Sons of God. 
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Failed Christians having failed this standard are allowed to  roll-on  in the 2nd part of their spiritual life within a resurrected body,  to have an 
opportunity to perfect the 2nd part of their spiritual while in a  perfected  DNA fleshly body  (given  in Trust). 
All  non-Christians  pre/post JC's Ministry are  “Judged upon  The Law of Moses”  and automatically failed.  They,  like failed Christians,  shall be 
given an  automatic  resurrection into  perfected DNA fleshly body  (given  in Trust)  based again upon JC's covering and shall likewise learn  “The 
Word of God”  (= JC)  so they too can then truly  “Believe in JC”  and then have life into The Eternity  (all precisely as The Bible tells us). 
The two counter exceptions  (as the two  extreme  exceptions)  are:- 

1.  Charlatan Christian leaders of The Gospel Age shall  NEVER  be resurrected,  and thus become annihilated at the end of their present 
existence  (like Judas Iscariot)  Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22, etc. 
2.  Humans pre JC's Advent  “who The World  did not deserve,  they are  saved by their sons” (= the 144000 TCs)   Heb.11v38-40. 

I take this to mean the Prophets  (and such-like people of Hebrews, chapter 11)  of item (2) above,  are judged by Yahweh as  being  LIKE  the 144000 
TCs  and they shall be given places of very high office in The Millennium  (because they have  behaved like their sons,  hence  saved by them). 
These people become The Princes at The Marriage of The King's (= Yahweh)  Son (= JCg)  to the princess bride (= 144000 TCs)  in The Millennium as 
The Prophet King David told us at Psm.45.v12-17.  Likewise Matt.22v1-12,  see my local commentary and many other examples could be given. 
I could quite easily write another 100 pages with full citation backup to explain all this,  –  but please read my commentaries of The Gospels and of The 
Epistles where I clearly explain Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 
I repeat:   
          Just ignore the unrighteous humbug that comes out our  worldly Christian leaders' mouths  -  they have absolutely  no  idea how Yahweh thinks! 
          Especially those  'scholars'  who teach in seminaries  -  they are so  spiritually blind  as to keep falling over themselves in such adverse teaching! 
 
908th Comment – Paul clearly states: 

Because I have the  one/same  mind as  of  The Law and of  The Prophets,  then: 
I constantly strive to have a  pure/blameless  moral conscience   
to Yahweh's Requirements  and in my  deportment/teaching  towards all people. 

771st Reasoning – Paul is internally driven to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  (= imitate JC,  1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  and in this manner 
he gains a  pure/blameless  moral conscience by fulfilling Yahweh's Requirements,   which is to  accurately  teach people  
why/how  they are to imitate JC themselves.   And this occurs amid  The Persecution/Opposition  from religious leaders 
who oppose this process,  and by consequence,  they are  adversarial/satanic  to Yahweh's Requirements!  
445th Instruction – We are to imitate Paul as he imitated JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.) 
Acts   24v16 og in  {in/with/by  this}/{the same}  also  he (= myself)   (I) elaborate/{train by striving}/exercise,  
Acts   24v16 og (the) {not leading into sin}/{without offence}/faultless/blameless  
Acts   24v16 og (the) coperception/{moral consciousness}/conscience  (to) hold/take/possess/obtain/have   
Acts   24v16 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  God  also  the  countenances/{human-beings}/men  
Acts   24v16 og through (reason of)   (of the) all/whole/every (singular neuter/masculine)  
Acts   24v16 Within this same  (ethos)   also  myself,   

I  {train by striving}/exercise  to  have/possess  the   {without offence}/faultless/blameless  {moral consciousness}/conscience   
towards  the God  also  the  {human beings}   through reason  of  all/every thing 

 

Within this same  (ethos that carried the prophets and Ancient Worthies)  also myself   (imitating them) 
(1st option) 
I  (Paul)  train by striving to have  faultless/blameless  (thus = “holy”)  moral conscience 
towards the God  (= Yahweh)  also  (towards)  human beings through reason of all the things  (that I do within society during my life)  
                  (= Paul tries to  “edify his neighbour to Paul’s own hurt”  throughout the remaining part of his life  [to be deemed  “equitable/righteous”].) 
(2nd option) 
I  (Paul)  train by striving,  through reason to have  all/whole  faultless/blameless  (thus = “holy”)  moral conscience 
towards the God  (= Yahweh)  also  (towards)  human beings  
                  (= Paul tries to  “edify his neighbour to Paul’s own hurt”  throughout the remaining part of his life  [to be deemed  “equitable/righteous”].) 
 

Slightly different interpretations,  but both amount to the same thing,  however being a transparent translation,  then I give  both  options and allow the 
reader to decide themselves,  rather than having only one option forced upon us! 
The Crux of this verse is the following: 
Paul is emphasising that  “The Driver”  within him is the  one/same  as that of  both  The Law and The Prophets underwriting the contents of The Law 
through prophecy concerning JC and The Millennium. 
His driver is to: 

“Accurately teach of The Expectation of The Resurrection”. 
The point behind this specific opening reason for what he does is to clearly state to Governor Felix: 

The reason why these specific leaders of “Religion”  are trying to kill me  (being what Claudius has said by initial letter)  is that: 
The Sadducee High Priest teaches of there  not  being a resurrection! 

Therefore,  because I teach the  opposite  to what he teaches,  then he wants to kill me!     To silence  “Free Speech”! 
By implication,  he and his supporters are inventing  'supposed evidence'  (of a posit rebellion)  is really a ruse to silence me! 

In addition, Paul continues within this verse. 
It is my mission to train myself to become faultless in what I do when compared to what The Law and The Prophets have laid down! 
The Law and The Prophets directly represented  “The Ancestral God”  to Whom I also represent. 
In this manner,  I become an example for all humans to imitate  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.)!  

This is a bold opening assertion by Paul to state directly to Felix two things:- 
I operate in  “Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  to what  “The Ancestral God”  sourced to The World. 
Because I do this,  then the leaders of “Religion”  want to kill me,  because by inference,  they do  not  operate in  “Real Faith”. 

 
909th Comment – Paul continues to explain what he has done: 

I followed this methodology,  as described,  for many years and then I came to Jerusalem. 
I was doing merciful deeds in bringing more people to Yahweh 
and gave presentations for my people unto Yahweh. 

772nd Reasoning – Paul qualifies what he has done for years,  likewise within Jerusalem during these 12 days. 
Acts   24v17 og through (reason of)   (of the) years  And  (of the) more/greater/many  
Acts   24v17 og (I) {became near}/approached/arrived/{appeared publicly}/came  
Acts   24v17 og (the) {compassionateness (as exercised to the poor)}/beneficence/benefaction/alms/{merciful deeds}  
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Acts   24v17 og (the) doing/making/producing/yielding/performing/providing/practicing  into/unto  
Acts   24v17 og the  gentile/nation/heathen/people  {of me}/I/me/mine/my  
Acts   24v17 og also  (of the) presentations/oblations/sacrifices/offerings  
Acts   24v17 And  through reason            (= “And after”  [because Paul  reasoned to fulfil Yahweh's Desire within his life) 

of the   more/many  years       (after he had transformed to become a Christian who imitated JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
I  {became near}/approached/arrived  the  doing/producing/yielding  the  beneficence/{merciful deeds}   
also  of the  presentations/sacrifices/offerings  into/unto  of my  nation/people 

 

And after the many years   (of teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  firstly to The Jews  [in the synagogues]  and then to The Gentiles) 
I arrived the  doing/yielding  merciful deeds   (by bringing four new people unto Yahweh,  after their 7 day purification  into The Temple)   
also of the  presentations/offerings  unto my  nation/people  (= specifically these four Jewish people)  
 

Paul continues from his initial assertion: 
To put into practice  “My Driver”  of  “Teaching about The Resurrection”  (= “All the supporting evidence”)  of which both The Law and 
The Prophets taught  -  as sourced by  “The Ancestral God”  (Yahweh)  then I have travelled around The World to tell people about this. 
After these many years I have returned to yield merciful deeds  (of mentoring four disciples for a week)  and of the presenting of sacrifices 
within The Temple for my people  (= The Jews  [= The Woman]  having yielded JC to The World  through The Prophecies of The Prophets). 

Therefore,  Paul is telling Felix:- 
I am solely driven by  “The Knowledge”  of  The Law and of what The Prophets have told me  (as sourced by  “The Ancestral God”). 
I am teaching this  “Knowledge”  to interested recipients of this  “Knowledge”  who are living around The World. 
After which I came home to  “The Temple of The Ancestral God”,  to pay my respects unto Him for my people  (having yielded JC)! 

Therefore by implication: 
What have I done wrong? 

 
910th Comment – Paul further explains their false witness: 

These  “Religious People”  and their leaders found me having been purified within The Temple  
all by myself,  with no crowd around me,  and certainly not within a riot! 

773rd Reasoning – Paul exposes the lies emanating from these false witnesses underwriting the religious leaders' aims. 
Paul does this by righteous and logical reasoning of what precisely occurred. 
Acts   24v18 og in  {to whom/which}  (they) found/obtained/saw/perceived  I/me/my  
Acts   24v18 og (the) {made clean}/sanctified/{purified (self)}  
Acts   24v18 og in  to the  {sacred place}/temple/{place separated from this world}  no/not/none   
Acts   24v18 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  
Acts   24v18 og (of the) {(from) vehicle}/{throng borne (along)}/rabble/{class (of people)}/riot/crowd   
Acts   24v18 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  
Acts   24v18 og (of the) tumult/disturbance/clamour/trouble/uproar/turmoil  
Acts   24v18 Within whom  they  found/saw  me  {made clean}/{purified self}  within  the  {sacred place}/temple    

not  together/with  of the  throng/rabble/crowd, 
{not even}  together/with   of the  tumult/disturbance/uproar/turmoil. 

 

Within whom   (= Paul together with these four purified people,  presented unto Yahweh at the temple)    
they   (= Jews from Asia,  inspired by their religious leaders)    
found me  (= Paul)  made purified  (by his 7 days of  purification process  [noting what this  truly represents  =  6000 years plus The Millennium]),  
(then to be)  within the temple  (noting what this  truly represents – in The Millennium  [= the 144000 TCs]), 
not  together/with  the  throng/crowd   (of ‘impure’ people,  or  to be teaching them  “1st Century Christianity”  in The Temple)   
not even  together/with  the  uproar/turmoil    (Thus in this specific instance,  Paul had kept to himself with his four purified acolytes given to God) 
 

Paul then categorically states: 
It was when I was paying homage to  “The Ancestral God”  in  “His Temple”  that these  “Religious People”  then pounced upon me! 
They pounced upon me  at the end  of me being purified by a week of religious observance  as specified by  “The Law of Moses”. 
       (This was specifically why The Original Disciples suggested Paul go through this process  for his protection  from just this sort of attack.) 
When they pounced upon me,  I was not in a crowd of people  (= I was alone),  neither was I exciting an uproar  (= I was quietly meditating). 

Therefore,  Paul is telling Felix:- 
I had fulfilled The Law to purify myself  in the midst of  “The Ancestral God”  within His Temple  (noting what this means in The Millennium).  
I was quietly meditating to myself upon what Yahweh had instructed of me  –  and of what I had done on my missionary journeys. 

Therefore,  what have I done wrong? 
 
911th Comment – Paul requests: 

These  “Religious People”  from Asia should come here before you 
and they should give an accusation against me  -  if they have anything to say! 

774th Reasoning – Paul insists if these  “Religious People”  have anything to say against me,  then let them speak! 
Acts   24v19 og {some/any/certain persons}  off/away/separated/from  of the  Asia  (the) Jews,  
Acts   24v19 og whom/which/that  (it is) {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must  over/upon/concerning  
Acts   24v19 og (of) thee/thy/thou/you  (to be) near/{at hand}/{time being}/present  also  
Acts   24v19 og (to) {be a plaintiff}/{charge with some offence}/accuse/object  if  (they) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  
Acts   24v19 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  I/me/my; 
Acts   24v19 Some/Certain  persons,   the  Jews  off/away/from  of the  Asia,   

whom  it is  necessary/behoves/ought  to be  near/{at hand}/here/present  of  thee/you   
if  they  have/possess   to  {charge with some offence}/accuse/object  towards  me; 

 

(These)  Certain people,  the Jews from Asia,  (of)  whom it is necessary   (for these Jews) 
to be present  (with)  you if they have some offence towards me; 
 

Paul defiantly concludes: 
These Jews from Asia who are present with us,  let them present The Evidence to you of which they accuse me! 
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The conclusion to this affair is that: 
Paul has stated what he has done.   
The Asian Jews directly caused the riotous action that ensued when  he was in quiet meditation to  “The Ancestral God”! 

As the reader can fully understand,  it is  essential  for the TC to: 
Remain  completely neutral  in  all  worldly affairs;  else,  people can use a TC’s involvement as a spin upon  “The Word of God”. 
Remain  completely law abiding,  else people can use this as a pretext to stop a TC from teaching  “The Word of God”. 
Have  perfect lifestyle without fault;  else, people will use that to be a reflection upon what is taught as  “The Word of God”. 
Interaction with people must be  calm and respectful;  else, our behaviour can be used to discredit  “The Word of God”. 
Be  sensible and rational in all things,  else how can we as individuals be respected by people around us  -  when we teach “God’s Word”. 
Never cheat/defraud  any person, company, organisation, institution  else,  we show The Wrong Mind for responsibility to Yahweh. 

In this manner,  TCs show themselves to be  “innocent/blameless/pure/{separate from this world of sin}  = “holy”! 
In  all  these instances,  the TC must show  him/her  self as being  entirely worthy to be a  future administrator  of Yahweh’s  future World Order. 
Then we only need look around to  “Religious People”  and discover why  “Atheists”   rationally remain as  “Atheists”  based upon what they see! 

Again,  it really is  not  that difficult to understand! 
This is exactly why Yahweh is operating as He is,  to draw out  “The Early Adopters”  now,  ready to teach  “Righteous”  to  “The Resurrected World”! 
Yet our leaders of “Religion”  will teach  none of this,  but only a  “List of Excuses” (and flatter our ears)  because we are supposedly  “Only Human”! 

So that  “as humans”  we keep  “paying for their meal ticket”  generation after generation  (until we humans destroy ourselves as a species)!    
They have absolutely  no  interest in our  long-term  gain,  but only for  their short-term gain! 

Yahweh does  not  want  “humans”  for The Culmination,  but  only  people  (over their “2 part life”)  who  “imitate JC”  to live forever! 
Can the reader understand this? 

That is  precisely why  worldly Christian leaders  (in their millions)  are so  adversarial/satanic  to Yahweh! 
That is  precisely why  worldly Christian leaders  (in their millions)  are  detested  by Yahweh! 
That is  precisely why  worldly Christian leaders  (in their millions)  are  rejected  by Yahweh for future positions of responsibility! 
Etc. 

 
912th Comment – Paul extends his request: 

The members of The Sanhedrin  (being The Leaders of Israel)  had every opportunity  
when I was standing on trial in front of The Sanhedrin,  for them to state  

I had done a hurtful deed. 
(And by implication,  because they did not,  then I am innocent,  because they only argued amongst themselves!) 
775th Reasoning – Paul lays everything down in front of Felix,   These  “Leaders of Religion”  had every opportunity to 
put charges against me,  and yet they did not,  but only argued amongst themselves about  “The Resurrection”. 

That shows how seriously they took any accusations about my supposed riotous behaviour! 
Acts   24v20 og or/than/either/rather  they  these/those (specifically)   (they let) say/utter/speak/command/grant  
Acts   24v20 og if  {some/any/certain thing}  (they) found/obtained/seen/perceived  in  {to me}  
Acts   24v20 og (the) {a wrong (done)}/{evil/hurtful/harmful  doing}/iniquity/{matter of wrong}/{unjust deed},  
Acts   24v20 og (of the) {standing staunch}/establishing/{holding up}/appointing/abiding  {of me}/I/me/mine/my  
Acts   24v20 og over/upon/concerning  of the  Sanhedrin  
Acts   24v20 or  they,  these specific people  (= themselves)    

let them  say/speak  they  found/seen  the  {wrong/hurt done}/iniquity/{unjust deeds}, 
of me  {standing staunch}  upon/concerning  of the  Sanhedrin. 

 

or they,  themselves  (= The Religious Leaders),   
let them speak  (that)  they  found/seen  my  hurtful/unjust  deed   (made against any person) 
(when)  standing staunch upon the Sanhedrin     
                (Of course, they could not state that Paul was guilty of any hurtful deed,  only that he spoke out against their false  doctrine/hypocrisy!) 
 

Paul by extension now includes  “The Religious Leaders”  of Jerusalem and invites them to speak: 
I also ask the Religious Leaders of The Sanhedrin to speak out against me regarding any hurtful deed of what I have supposedly done! 

This was a direct attack on  “The Ruling Religious Leaders”  of Jerusalem to give  “The Evidence”  of any claimed hurtful deed Paul had committed. 
However,  because Paul copied JC  (Cor.4v16, 11v1)  then his  ministry/deportment  hurt  “the hypocritical lifestyle”  of  “The Religious Leaders of The 
Land”  and  they followed precisely the same process as they did to JC  (John.11v47-53).   This  is  true for  every  generation over the last some 2000 
years because people having  “That Type of Mind”  take their position as  “leaders within this world”,  generation after generation  prefer  “darkness”  
to  “cover their private lifestyle”  away from public  audit/scrutiny  against  “specifically what The Bible teaches us".  
That is precisely why they  cannot  teach the contents of The Bible  correctly  -  hence practising  Rev.22v18-19  by both word and deed! 
It must be realised:   

I am only voicing what Yahweh is  thinking during His Judgment of them  (James.3v1). 
At least I am only giving them a  pre-audit,  hence  an opportunity for them to reform  –  if they truly have a mind to  (1) repent and then  (2) reform. 
An “opportunity to reform”  before “The Great Awesome Day of The Lord”,  while they still have a  {conscious existence}/soul  to make  “The Change”! 
 
913th Comment – Paul concludes: 

It was when I cried out amongst them in The Sanhedrin: 
I am being judged because I teach about The Resurrection 

That I am now being judged before you, Felix! 
776th Reasoning – Paul has presented his case to show that he has done nothing wrong,  and when these religious leaders 
were given the opportunity to accuse him,  they immediately started to have a verbal altercation with each other about  
“The Resurrection”.  It clearly showed where their priorities were! 
446th Instruction – The evidence shows  “Religious People”  have no reason to charge TCs on secular Law,  but will 
argue on doctrinal issues because that is so easy for them to do,  choosing only to argue on nebulous  “Hearsay”. 
777th Reasoning –  All  “Religion”  is built on unsubstantiated  “Hearsay”  because its protagonists have  absolutely no  
interest in  testing/assaying  what they know for  “Righteousness”.  By contrast,  TCs welcome sincere,  intelligent 
external questioning of  “1st Century Christianity”  by any person. 
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357th Warning – “Religious People”  will irrationally attack TCs and by consequence TCs will need to intelligently defend 
themselves -  of which they can,  as Paul has done here,  – because they are law abiding and are wholly neutral in secular 
matters,  thereby antagonising no person except irrational “Religious People”. 
Acts   24v21 og or/than/either/rather  concerning/about  (the) first/certain/one  this/that (specifically)   
Acts   24v21 og (the) disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice  {of whom/which}  
Acts   24v21 og (I) screamed/shouted/shrieked/exclaimed/entreated/{cried out}  
Acts   24v21 og (the) {standing staunch}/establishing/{holding up}/appointing/abiding  in  {to them}   
Acts   24v21 og because  concerning/about  (the) {standing up again}/resurrection/{rising again}  
Acts   24v21 og (of the) dead/corpses/mortified/cadavers  
Acts   24v21 og (emphatic) I/me  (the being) {judiciously/mentally decided}/tried/concluded/judged  
Acts   24v21 og (the) {(on) the/this day (or) the/this night (just passed)}/now/present/hitherto  
Acts   24v21 og under/through/inferior/below/by  {of yourselves}  
Acts   24v21 Rather  (it was)   concerning/about  this  one/certain  specific  disclosure/address  {of which}  I  {cried out}   

the  {standing staunch}  within them,   
because  (it was)  concerning/about  the  {standing up again}/resurrection  of the  {dead persons}/cadavers 
emphatic  I  (Paul)  the being  {mentally decided}/concluded/judged  {this present day}  by/under  {of yourselves}. 

 

Rather  (it was)  concerning this one specific disclosure of which I cried out  (while)  standing staunch within them, 
because   (it was)  concerning  the  {standing up again}/resurrection,   of the  (resurrection)  
(that)  (emphatic) I (Paul)  (am)  being  concluded/judged  this present day by yourselves  
 

Finally,  by summary,  Paul sates: 
It is only because when standing within The Sanhedrin I stated: 

I am only being judged by you  (people of The Sanhedrin)  because  I teach of The Resurrection … …  
that I am now standing in front of you Governor Felix  (to be judged upon what I have done)! 

Inasmuch: 
“The High Priest”  (as The Leader of “Religion”)  is a Sadducee and does not believe in The Resurrection! 

Quite a testimony. 
Most importantly,  it is  precisely accurate  and furthermore,  Paul  can  “speak accurately”  because  “he has absolutely nothing to hide”! 
Paul operates within  “The Light”  which  “The Word of God”  brings within a wholly  repentant/contrite  heart (= seat of motivation). 
By contrast: 
“Leaders of Religion”  operate in  “The Darkness”  because  “The Word of God” has been personally rejected within a  hardened/callous  heart! 
We know this because of the position within The World that a TC takes  in direct contrast  to the position a Religious Leader takes within The World. 
Because we should know that, The Bible tells us:  It is presently Satan’s World  (1John.5v19)  and it is not JCg’s World  (John.17v14-16, 18v36, etc.). 
Therefore Satan’s representatives grow in stature within  his  world,  while TCs spiritually grow within stature for The Millennium  (= JCg’s World). 

It really is so  “blindingly obvious”!    Yet  “hidden in darkness”  by  worldly Christian leaders  (for numerous obvious reasons)! 
Moreover,  this is what all  “The Early Adopters”  face while  “existing”  within Satan’s present worldly system  (John.16v1-4). 
People who operate to present worldly principles will grow within this world and become highly elevated  (as “The First/Most”);  by contrast,  people 
who grow according to Yahweh’s principles cannot grow within this world and remain small  (as “The Last/Least”)! 
This is all precisely as JC taught us in so many places  -  please see my many hundreds of commentaries to The Four Gospels! 

However,  none  of this will be taught within Christendom for obvious reasons! 
 
914th Comment – Felix had heard contradictory evidence presented and wants to hear from a neutral party of whom he 
can trust,  Claudius Lysias,  the chiliarch.   Felix defers his judgment until he hears from a fellow Roman citizen. 
778th Reasoning – Felix knows he cannot trust the  “Religious Leaders”  acting like sharks within the sea,  and this 
Roman citizen,  Paul,  seemed a calm, sensible and articulate person who was very unlikely to have caused a riot! 
As Paul stated,  Felix was a fair and impartial person,  truly seeking The Truth and would make a decision when having 
all the evidence. 
Acts   24v22 og (the having) heard/listened/understood/responded  And  these (things)  the  Felix   
Acts   24v22 og (he) {repeatedly threw}/{put off}/deferred  them  
Acts   24v22 og (the) {more exactness/{greater perfect manner}/{better precision}  
Acts   24v22 og (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving  the (things)  concerning/about  
Acts   24v22 og of the  ways/journey/progress/mode/means,  
Acts   24v22 og (the) saying/uttering/speaking/commanding/granting:   
Acts   24v22 og whenever/{inasmuch as}/{as long as}  (the) Lysias  the  {commander of one thousand men}/chiliarch  
Acts   24v22 og (he) descends/{goes/comes down}/falls  
Acts   24v22 og (I will) {through (reason of) knowing}/{know thoroughly}/ascertain exactly}/enquire/{know the uttermost}  
Acts   24v22 og the (things)  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  {specifically yourselves}  
Acts   24v22 And  the Felix  the  having  heard/listened  these things   

the  knowing/understanding/seeing  the  things  concerning  about  the  ways/progress     (of this court case)    
he  {put off}/deferred  them  (= the accusers),  the saying/commanding: 
Whenever/{as long as}  the  Lysias  the  chiliarch  he  descends/{comes down}   
I will  {know thoroughly}/{precisely know}/{ascertain exactly}  the things   accordingly/against  {specifically yourselves}. 

 

And the Felix having heard these things,   
(and thus)  knowing the things concerning about the  ways/progress   (of the court case proceedings against Paul) 
he deferred them   (= “The Religious Leaders”  and their posse of  henchmen/spokespersons/{false witnesses}) 
the saying: 
   Whenever Lysias the chiliarch comes down   (to Caesarea from his duties within Jerusalem)    
   (then)  I will precisely know the things  accordingly/against  specifically yourselves   (both of  [1] Paul and of  [2] his accusers)  
                  (= When someone I can trust  [= Lysias]  comes,  then I will know who is telling  “The Truth”!   Certainly not exposed leaders of “Religion”) 
 

That completes the presented statements. 
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So polarised and yet The Roman Governor,  Felix,  could see that Paul had done nothing wrong against The Romans and to what they upheld. 
It was all about the Jewish  “Religion”  and nothing else! 

In addition,  on the face of it,  Paul’s demeanour and character did not show him to be a ‘hot-head’,  but rather calm, intelligent and verbally articulate. 
Paul was therefore,  hardly the sort of person who would want to cause civil disruption! 
Felix thought he should have a quiet word with someone  “He can trust”  “a fellow Roman”  Claudius Lysias   (even though Paul was a “Roman”). 
“The Roman ‘Police’ Chief”  should be able to explain in more detail about what precisely occurred! 
I have some sympathy for these Roman leaders,  Felix, Claudius and Pontius Pilate operating in these positions of authority,  all trying their very best to 
maintain some semblance of order within society,  and yet  “The Religious Leaders”  were/are  constantly  lying  to these secular leaders,  so much so,  
that Pontius Pilate in complete exasperation blurted out;  “What is Truth”  John.18v38.  
 
915th Comment – Felix commanded a centurion to personally accompany Paul during his  'house arrest'  thereby freeing 
Paul from his cell of the previous week,  now allowing free access to Paul's friends,  to assist him in his needs. 
779th Reasoning – Felix,  having heard the main evidence,  realised Paul had no reason to escape,  in fact Paul obviously 
felt safer under Felix's detention.   Because of this,  Paul was given relative freedom of the Felix's establishment. 
447th Instruction – It is because TCs are  honest,  law abiding and hence wholly trustworthy that secular administrators 
can trust them!   This gives TCs freedom,  which cannot be given to worldly operating people placed in a similar position! 
Acts   24v23 og (the having) {arranged thoroughly}/instituted/ordained/prescribed/commanded  both  
Acts   24v23 og to the  {the captain of one hundred men}/centurion  
Acts   24v23 og (to) {watch/guard over loss/injury}/detain/maintain/{hold fast}/keep  the  Paul  
Acts   24v23 og (to) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  both  (to)  relaxation/relief/eased/liberty/rest,  
Acts   24v23 og also  {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  (person)  
Acts   24v23 og (to) estop{prevent (by word or act)}/forbid/{keep from}/withstand/halt  
Acts   24v23 og of the  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}/privately  (of the) him  
Acts   24v23 og (to) {be a subordinate}/subserve/{minister (unto) serve}  or/than/either/rather  
Acts   24v23 og (to) {come near}/approach/consent/assent/{drawn close}  (to the) him  
Acts   24v23 Both  the having  (1) prescribed/commanded  to the  centurion  to  (2) detain/keep  the  Paul   

both  (1) to  have/possess  to  relaxation/relief/rest/liberty   
also  (2) to  stop/prevent  {not even one}  person  of  his  {pertaining to himself}/{one’s own}      (= allow any of Paul’s friends to see him) 
to  subserve/{minister unto serve}  or  to  {come near}/approach/{draw close}  to the him  (= Paul). 

 

(And Felix … … ) 
Both having  (1) commanded the centurion to  (2) detain Paul  
both  (1) (Paul) to have  relaxation/relief/rest   (from his present bonds and incarceration  [placed upon him before his trial]) 
also  (2) to allow any of Paul’s associates to minister unto serve,  or to come near to him   
               (= Felix allowed Paul’s associates to come to Paul and  [1] physically nourish him and  [2] him to spiritually teach  “1st Century Christianity”)  
 

From what we read here,  Felix entirely trusted Paul to give him  ‘house freedom’,  knowing Paul was not motivated to leave ,  thereby it being 
unnecessary for Paul to be locked away in a dungeon! 
Paul was to have  rest/relief  from being held,  as would a normal prisoner.   
In addition,  Paul's associates  (one of which would be Luke writing this account)  were given free access to Paul. 
 
916th Comment – A few days later, Felix and his Jewess wife Drusilla,  invited and listened to Paul speak of his faith 
concerning the  Christ/Anointed. 
780th Reasoning – Felix made time to listen to Paul teach  “1st Century Christianity”  to understand what internally drove 
Paul.   Also Drusilla,  being a Jewess,  would perhaps understand things more quickly than would Felix,  as Paul 
explained how  “1st Century Christianity”  answered Judaism!   Working together,  Felix may be able to resolve this. 
448th Instruction – Being a fair man,  Felix was genuinely interested in resolving this delicate matter.  We should aim to 
be like him in this regard. 
358th Warning – It will be difficult for Felix to be impartial,  because it would be so easy for him to acquiesce under the 
immense political pressure being exerted upon him by “The Leaders of Religion”  baying for Paul's blood.    
449th Instruction – Likewise for us,  should we ever be in the position of Felix facing intimidation from  “Religious 
People”  then we too should be resilient and remain steadfast to  “Righteousness”  in all our actions.  
Acts   24v24 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  And  (the) days/{periods of time}  
Acts   24v24 og (the) {some/any/certain things}  (the having) {become near}/approached/arrived/{appeared publicly}/come   
Acts   24v24 og the Felix {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  (to the) Drusilla  to the  woman/wife  
Acts   24v24 og (of the) him,  being/have  (the) Jew,  
Acts   24v24 og (he) {sent (from) elsewhere}/summoned/invited/{called/sent for} (middle voice)  the  Paul  
Acts   24v24 og also  (he) heard/listened/understood/responded  (of the) him  concerning/about  of the  into/unto  
Acts   24v24 og the  christ/messiah/anointed  (the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  
Acts   24v24 And  after  the  {some/certain things}  the  days/{periods of time} 

the Felix  {united as companions}/together  to the  (= with)  Drusilla  his  wife,  being  the  Jew,   
he  (personally)  summoned/invited/{called for}   the Paul, 
also  he  heard/listened   of the  him  (= Paul)   
concerning/about  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  into/unto  the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

And after some days,  Felix together with his wife Drusilla,  being a Jewess, 
he personally invited  Paul,  also he  (= Felix [and Drusilla])  listened to him  (= Paul) 
concerning of the  (Real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  unto the  Christ/Anointed  
                  (= Paul taught “1st Century Christianity”  to Felix and his wife Drusilla,  explaining  “The Invitation”  to become a  “future son of God”) 
 

Drusilla was both the 2nd wife of Governor Felix and the sister to the King Agrippa. 
When  'the dust had settled'  after the trial between The Religious Leaders and Paul,  Felix and his wife wished to have a discussion with Paul. 
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They were intrigued as to why  (1) Paul behaved as he did,  and perhaps by understanding that,  then they may  (2) understand why the leaders of 
“Religion”  detested Paul,  an obvious  “1st Century Christian”  (= a “TC”). 
Drusilla would have been barely a teenager when JC was giving his ministry and so she would not have then fully appreciated what he taught,  but being 
of Jewish Royalty then she would have been positioned to learn of his existence some 23+ years earlier during his ministry. 
So naturally,  she would be interested for the sake of her own curiosity,  while Felix was interested more from a secular point of view to help him resolve 
this unusual case!   

Therefore,  both were interested for their own reasons to discover what drove Paul to be so committed unto JC for  “The Invitation”. 
It is important to understand that when  “Jesus”  is not alongside  “Christ/Anointed”  then the context is  not  merely “Jesus”,  but rather it becomes  
“The Extension”  for  “The Goal of Sonship”.  This is what these leaders  would have heard,  being all part of  “The Fundamental Teaching”  of what 
Paul taught to The World  (and yet is  never  correctly taught today,  which makes what I teach  “New” [but really only  “resurrected”]  today).   
 
917th Comment – Paul carefully explained: 

The  righteousness/equality/justification 
The  {self-control}/temperance 
The Judgment coming upon us. 

Felix responded: 
For now,  you can depart from me,  but I will call you later to continue this discussion. 

450th Instruction – Righteous to:  “What Yahweh Desires to occur in The Environment”  which is: 
1. To  obtain/elect  144000 TCs  (= “The Early Adopters”)  from out of The Gospel Age  (Matt.20v16, 22v14). 
2. To teach of The Millennium and of its detailed operations. 

Yahweh needs his  “Early Adopters” (of “1” above)  first,  before  He can obtain  “The Late Adopters” (of “2” above). 
451st Instruction – Temperance is to occur at several levels while we patiently wait: 

1. For  Yahweh to bring The End  to the Present Pain and Suffering  (= we  must be neutral  in worldly affairs). 
2. For  recipients to  imbue/understand  “The Word of God”  (we  must carefully/accurately  teach  God's Word). 
3. During the persecution given by  “Religious Leaders/People”  (we must always be holy/innocent to all charge) 

Yahweh needs his  “Early Adopters”  first,  before  He can obtain  “The Late Adopters”. 
542nd Instruction – The Forthcoming Judgment is twofold: 

1. For Yahweh to  select/elect  (out of The Christian Nation)  144000 TCs from out of The Gospel Age . 
2. For JCg  (and 144000 TCs)  to select/obtain  (out of The Resurrected World)  “The Late Adopters”. 

Yahweh needs his  “Early Adopters” (of “1” above) first,  before  He can obtain  “The Late Adopters” (of “2” above). 
543rd Instruction – We must  learn/understand  all the sub-structure as given within The Bible to be positioned to 
accurately and righteously teach the three topics given above that  underwrites  Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”. 
781st Reasoning – Felix was becoming mentally overloaded with the  sub-structure  that Paul used within The Tanakh to 
explain The Allegoric Customs at The Old Physical (in Judaism)  to represent The New Spiritual  (in “1st Century 
Christianity”)  that was to righteously yield  (1) JC,  (2) The TCs who then together,  (3) yield The Millennium. 
Instruction – repeat - While the above can be delineated as shown,  it was unintelligible to The Jewish Leaders,  it should  
not  be unintelligible to Christian Leaders,  but sadly it is  -  just listen and watch their output today! 
Reasoning – repeat - Paul has been explaining  “The Two Part Salvation”  of which JC has made possible.  Being of  
“The 2 Part Physical”  and of  “The 2 Part Spiritual”  of which is  wholly unintelligible  to leaders of Christendom. 
359th Warning – While the above is  incomprehensible  to leaders of  “Religion”,  it should  not  be to  “leaders of 
Christendom”,  but sadly they are the worst offenders,  having  “The Knowledge”  and yet  they wholly defame it! 
That is why much of JC's teaching expressly speaks of “Professional Leaders of Christendom” being rejected by Yahweh! 
Acts   24v25 og (of the) {through exclamation}/{stated thoroughly}/{discussed (in argument or exhortation)}/disputed/ 

/preached/{reasoned (with)}/spoke/conversed (middle voice)  
Acts   24v25 og (of the) him  concerning/about  the  righteousness/equality/justification  
Acts   24v25 og also  (the) {self-control}/temperance  also  of the  decision/judgement/conclusion  
Acts   24v25 og of the  {to occur}/expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming/{about to}  {to be/am/exist},  
Acts   24v25 og (the) {in fear}/alarmed/affrighted/afraid/tremble  (the having) {become to be}  the  Felix  
Acts   24v25 og (he) {concluded for oneself}/responded/{began to speak}/answered:  
Acts   24v25 og The  now/present/immediate  (the) hold/take/possess/obtain/have 
Acts   24v25 og (you) traverse/travel/depart/journey (middle voice),  
Acts   24v25 og (the) time/season/occasion  And  (the) {get hold of together}/participate/{accept and use}/{be a partaker}  
Acts   24v25 og (I will) {to call  amid/elsewhere}/summon/{come hither}  thee/thy/thou  
Acts   24v25 (And)  of the  (personally)  {stated thoroughly}/{discussed in exhortation}/conversed  of the  him  (= Paul) 

concerning/about  the  righteousness/equality/justification   
also  of the  {self-control}/temperance  also  of the  decision/judgement/conclusion  of  expecting/intending/coming  to  be/exist   
the  Felix  he  responded/answered: 
You  (personally)  traverse/depart/go/journey  the  now/presently  have/possess, 
and  the  time/occasion  {get hold of together}/{be a partaker},  I will  {call you from your location}/summon  thee/you  (= Paul). 

 

(And as)  he  (= Paul)  personally  {stated thoroughly}/conversed  concerning 
the  righteousness/equality/justification 
also of the  {self–control}/temperance   
also of the  judgment/conclusion  expecting/intending/coming  to  be/exist  (in the future), 
Felix responded: 
   You (Paul)  personally go on your way  (for)  now, 
   and  (when)  the  time/occasion  {comes together}   (= When a convenient time arrives for me to continue this discussion … … )  
   I will summon you  (Paul)  
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Paul would have been pleased to thoroughly expound the following topics: 
1.  Righteousness/Equality. 
2.  {Self-control}/Temperance. 
3.  Judgement coming. 

Let us discuss the above in  direct contrast  to how our leaders of “Religion”  would teach about them  -  if ever! 
1.  Righteousness/Equality 
The first question would be:  “Righteousness/Equality”  to what? 
Quite simply it is  not  to what  men/women  would understand these terms to relate. 
Paul teaches “Righteousness/Equality”  to what  Yahweh Desires to occur within The Environment to yield  which is:- 

1.  To gain 144000 TCs so that Yahweh is able to righteously close The Gospel Age,  by the TCs personally fulfilling prophecy (Rev.14v1-4). 
2.  To bring forth The Millennium within which to begin resurrecting People so they may learn  “Righteousness”  before  their  final  assay. 

That is simply  “The Overview”  -  which is  never  taught by our  “Leaders of Religion”,  but they do  everything in their power  to  thwart  the above 
from occurring within Mankind!   That is why Yahweh wholly  detests/rejects  them from the positions of power within The Millennium,  precisely as JC's 
many parables and allegories tell us within The Four Gospels  (please read my many hundreds of commentaries of The Gospels on  “FutureLife.Org”). 
Naturally,  Satan does not want these two things to occur because these two things automatically bring forth  (1) Rev.20v1-3  and then  (2) Rev.20v10. 
Therefore,  we conclude because  “Leaders of Religion”  are aligned to what Satan desires,  and then they are  Adversarial/Satanic  towards Yahweh! 
I could now easily write a some 300,000 word dissertation with copious examples  (one given in the next section below)  to support specifically what I 
have written here,   but it becomes the responsibility for the reader to carefully reflect on what The Bible  really tells us  to then understand  for 
themselves  the validity of what I  espouse/expose.  This is what Yahweh desires,  a person taking upon themselves  “Accountability,  Ownership and 
Responsibility”  means precisely this course of action for us,  as individuals,  to become wholly assured and competent with  “The Word of God”  to 
accurately  communicate it to other people  (personally by both word and deed). 
2.  {Self-control}/Temperance 
Many leaders of  “Religion”  claim these virtues,  but then hypocritically ignore them when they proclaim we should take up some worldly cause! 
The classic example would be leaders of Christendom supposedly extolling the virtues of Dietrich Bonhoeffer plotting to kill Hitler.  I detest what Hitler 
did,  but I also detest what Dietrich did,  because a TC would certainly  never  behave like that – see Paul here by example  (and read 1Cor.4v16, 11v1). 
Therefore leaders of Christendom who promote that we should hold what Dietrich did as an example of what we should do,  have ignored JC's teaching 
at Luke.13v1-5 and Paul's teaching of Rom.13v1-5,  thereby they  are delaying  The Millennium  (by teaching things that do  not  produce TCs)  and thus 
support Satan's aims.  The problem is that our leaders of “Religion”  demonstrably  cannot  think with a mind like Yahweh,  by having  not  His Mind  
(hence not part of John.14v20, 17v20-26)  to understand where Yahweh is going with Mankind.  They  only  have a  worldly  thinking/reasoning  mind. 
Temperance operates at three levels: 

1.  Patiently wait  for  Yahweh  to  Physically  intervene to close The Gospel through JCg and the 144000 TCs  (Psm.110v1-2, Rev.19v16-21). 
2.  Be patient at an individual level when recipients to our teaching find what we teach initially difficult to understand. 
3.  Having  self-control  to operate in a godly manner when our adversaries are being  hurtful/harmful  against us. 

It is essential for a person aiming to become a TC,  for us not to behave,  as does a worldly person to daily situations that come upon us. 
We,  who are aiming to become TCs,  must be  innocent/blameless/pure/holy  to  any  charge that can be made against us by worldly people! 
We must show a mind that is  entirely worthy  in every aspect to  “Rule the Resurrected World”. 
This is  “The Primary Goal”  for us,  if we are to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.   

Yahweh’s Desire is to achieve  Respectable and Responsible  people who  precisely copy  JC to  “Rule the Resurrected World”. 
Importantly, for us to become one of these people then we  must  exhibit  “self-control at all the three levels given in the listing above”. 

1. We must not involve ourselves in physically putting The World to rights  -  presently it is Satan’s World and we cannot fight Satan,  see 
what JC said to Satan at Jude.v9  (please read my local commentary – it does not mean what our religious leaders teach us,  as usual). 
We spiritually fight Satan with  “The Word of God”  in the minds of hearkening recipients so Yahweh  can  achieve 144000 TCs having 
wholly reformed their minds to become like JC in both ministry and lifestyle  (Eph.6v12). 

Can the reader understand this?   Moreover,  why it is alien to what our  worldly Christian leaders teach? 
2.  We must learn to  FREELY  teach  “The Word of God”  to any person who is interested in it.  We sow the seed  (= “The Word of God”)  
and the vast majority of people are  not  interested in it as we read at Matt.13v19-22.  In many instances the seed that falls on the hard path 
not  only refers to atheists and agnostics,  but to  most  “Christians”  having The Word of God  supplanted  by  “The Word of Satan”  (hence 
Matt.13v25 in following context)  by their  worldly Christian leaders!   It is  only  the few people  truly having  “The Word of God”  who can  
then  become pulled away by worldly tribulation or attraction of verses 20-22.  Finally, it is only the very, very few (= 144000 TCs)  who fulfil 
verse 23   (Matt.20v16, 22v14)  as determined by Yahweh  (Matt.20v23).   Therefore,  from this reasoning we must be very patient with people  
(knowing they are presently lost in a spiritual fog of delusion),  because the  vast majority  (some 29,999 in 30,000 Christians  [see my 
commentary at 24v5])  of them  will  fail to become TCs!   Yet that does not mean we stop trying.  It is our responsibility to help those people 
having  “The Word of God”  supplanted by  worldly Christian leaders teaching what Satan wants to hear,  or potential TCs finding worldly 
tribulation painful or The Present World an attractive lure! 
3.  Obviously when we  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”,  then this will antagonise  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  because their  
“Bread and Butter”  would walk out of the door -  when their fraudulence and hypocrisy is exposed  (John.11v47-53).   
They have therefore two options: 
(1) Become a Nicodemus and wholly change.  (2) Become a Caiaphas and remain the same  – JC tells us this by numerous examples:   
       “There is no middle ground!”  (Matt.7v12-14, 12v30, 25v10-12, 32-45, Mark.11v13-21, Luke.20v16, and just so many more). 
Because “Professional religious Leaders”  do not like to do other forms of  (productive)  work  (Luke.16v3)  then they become like Caiaphas 
and shall attack the work of a TC.   This occurs just as  ‘night follows day’  -  they cannot help themselves because  “The Animalistic/Carnal 
Mind”  of  “The Immediacy”  overwhelms  “The Long-Term Objectives of Yahweh”  (Matt.6v24)!   Also because they do  NOT  understand  
“The Long Term Objectives of Yahweh”  (having been taught to  think/reason  like ‘Man’ at seminaries, Matt.23v15)  then naturally they 
think only for the short term and  “love the present life”  ignoring  Matt.10v39, 16v25, Mark.8v35, Luke.9v24, 17v33, John.12v25, etc. 
By consequence,  The Vast Majority shall attack  “The Word of a TC”  (as the best form of ‘defence’) because they hate exposure and will 
firstly use all forms of  half-truths  to bewilder the deluded devotees against the teaching of a TC and attack the TC,  maligning/slandering 
(devil)  them as being a drunkard, Beelzebub.  Precisely as they did of JC by character assassination.  If all that fails,  and it shall  (because a 
TC is aiming to imitate JC  are  holy/innocent/blameless),  then they will use physical means to assassinate the TC in the same manner as do  
ALL  political regimes around the world to their own political opponents.  For example,  some of the most sophisticated and outlandish being 
perpetrated by Russia against its perceived dissidents,  just as did USA conceive against Fidel Castro,  etc.,  –  but all countries have their 
preferred methods. 

This  is  how worldly people  (as leaders, leading worldly methodology)  operate  –  and TC  must expect it to personally occur! 
(Especially when The Bible tells us it will occur  John.16v1-4, 2im.3v11-13, etc.) 

If this  religious abuse does  not occur to us,  then we are  not TCs because we are  not standing up for “The Word of God” in Satan’s World. 
Noting we can be “Christians” receiving abuse from outside “Religion” by being  “worldly stupid”  –  that does not make us TCs! 

I hope that that clarifies what is occurring within this world and how we are to deal with it. 
3.  The Coming Judgement 
This is something that leaders of Religion  (especially in Christendom)  completely mess-up within their minds  (that is to say – if they actually believe 
there is  “a judgment”,  and the vast majority do not,  as shown by their works).  Their works completely undermine what they teach! 
So let me explain what Paul would have said concerning  “The Coming Judgement”. 
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Let me state  for The Record  (for us living in The Gospel Age):- 
There are  TWO  Judgements for Christians. 
There is only  ONE  judgment for non-Christians. 

This information is wholly  unknown  to  ALL  people both  (1) religious and  (2) non-religious. 
Actually,  this information is buried within The New Testament if the reader cares to read The Bible with an enquiring mind  (Matt.7v7-8)  that 
endeavours to understand  “The Righteousness of Yahweh”. 
The initial clue is that we are told:- 

1. Only Yahweh Judges (Matt.20v23)  and also  
2. Only JCg Judges (John.5v23, 27, 30). 

On the face of it,  it appears contradictory,  and  worldly Christian leaders  “without thought”,  just bend this into the Trinity myth  (while  wholly 
ignoring  “The Separate Nature”  of the two Entities at the given citations  [hence the terminology,  “without thought”]). 
There are many other citations that support  “The Two Judgement”  scenario for instance Rev.20v6,  where if there is a  “1st Judgement” for a “1st 
Resurrection”,  then by default there must be at least a  “2nd Judgement”  for  “The 2nd Resurrection”  as a minimum!   And so on! 
So let me explain what leaders of Religion”  do not  explain to us,  because they either  (1) do not know or  (2) do not care  (I suggest both options are 
true  together,  because [1] is derived from [2])! 
During The Gospel Age:- 

Yahweh is seeking out His  “Early Adopters”;  they can  only come out of  “The Christian Nation”  (I explain all the reasons why elsewhere). 
This becomes  “The 1st Judgment”  made  only  by Yahweh  (Matt.20v23)  on  only  “Christians”  (hence of  “The Invitation”  to become part 
of this  “Judgment”).  Thus the  comment/warning  at James.3v1  given to Christians.  Yahweh is  “The 3rd Party Assessor”  when  comparing  
“Christians against JC”  –  it  cannot  be JC doing this  (= to be judging against the self,  it has to be a third party  “outside observer”)!      
Yahweh Desires His 144000 TCs who  prove themselves to have imitated JC's ministry/lifestyle  and thus  worthy to rule alongside him (JCg). 

During The Millennium:- 
These TCs  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4)  are to be JCg's Bride  (Matt.22v1-9, 25v1-12, Eph.5v30-32, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9, etc.). 
From this  “Perfect Union”  of  “Faithful Marriage”  between  “Husband and Wife”  yields  “The Children”  from this union. 
All  non-Christians are resurrected into The Millennium to  learn  how to  “believe in JC”  [= imitate JC]  to gain everlasting life. 
Likewise,  most Christians are resurrected to equally learn how to imitate JC.   But,  charlatan Christian leaders are  NEVER  resurrected. 
“The Resurrected World”  is taught  “Righteousness”  by JCg and his  Bride/Wife  to ideally yield  reformed/hearkening  people. 
These  “reformed children”  are  “The (3rd) Remnant of  (The 3rd Epoch of)  Israel that returns to The Lord”  (Isa.10v20-22). 
These children are  spiritually reformed  humans from out of  “The Resurrected World”,  taught  “Righteousness”  from JCg and his Bride. 
“The Resurrected World”  becomes judged by JCg and his Bride  (John.5v23, 27, 30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.). 
This becomes  “The 2nd Judgement”,  which occurs at  “The End of The Millennium”  (Rev.20v12-15).    
Those people who survive this judgment become  “The Late Adopters” 

That is precisely what  will  occur,  -  it is exactly what The Bible tells us,  and most importantly,  it is  “Righteous”  and thus sourced by Yahweh! 
“Religion” (to include  worldly Christianity as taught today)  in its entirety  is  “Unrighteous”,  “Illogical”,  has  “Zero Common Sense”  and therefore 
is  not  sourced by  “The Almighty God of The Universe”  (= Yahweh),  but by Satan,  Yahweh's Adversary  -  given only  “to confuse”  Mankind! 

Moreover,  Satan is  very successful at confusing Mankind  -  as it is so very easy to witness throughout  all  of  “Religion”! 
All the above is precisely what JC taught and it is equally,  what  “The 1st Century Apostles”  taught as  “1st Century Christianity”. 
It must be clearly understood,  that while  “The Two Judgments”  were taught,  then:  “What is:  The Most Important Judgement?” 

It is obviously “The 1st Judgment”  because that is  “The Only Judgment”  that is relevant to  “The Invitation”! 
Also because it is  “coming first”  means that we  (calling ourselves “Christians”)  should take specific note of it's requirements! 
“The Invitation”  is to become a future  “Son of God”  as  only  elected by Yahweh  (in “The 1st Judgment”). 

Obviously,  without  The 1st Judgment being fulfilled,  then it is  impossible  to have The 2nd Judgment occurring! 
It is most certainly  not  “Children of God”  as supposedly elected by our very  worldly/charlatan  Christian leaders  usurping  God's position! 
I really would not want to be in their shoes  (Matt.8v12, etc.,)  if they should be fortunate enough of a resurrection into The Millennium! 
It is  only  when  Yahweh  has  His 144000 TCs can He  then  start The Millennium  -  that is  why  it is so important for Paul to teach of this  first! 
Obviously,  Paul cannot go  hard-in  with this information,  giving all the support information from The Tanakh as answered by JC in his ministry,  for 
too long  -  The Roman Governor Felix will have  “Brain Overload”! 

Felix asked Paul to stop and he would talk to Paul later about all of this  (when his brain had cleared,  to accept new knowledge). 
 
918th Comment – Felix wanted to  (regularly)  see Paul again,  because he wanted to gain  something useful  from Paul,  
being more useful information to edify his mind at the two levels,  based upon Paul's teaching. 
544th Instruction – “Something useful”  is at  “The Spiritual Level”  and  not  at  “The Physical Level”.   
360th Warning – It is a travesty of a translation to write “money”  which shows the translators do not understand their 
subject matter!   But certainly it shows what drives their mind  (Matt.6v24)!   It is certainly not  “Yahweh's Mind”! 
782nd Reasoning – The two levels for Felix are:   

1. To understand how to best resolve Paul's future. 
2. To understand  “1st Century Christianity”  perhaps through Drusilla's help in explaining Judaism. 

The above makes much better sense given The Context,  especially when we understand that Paul  (1) had no money,  and  
Paul taught  (2) “bribery is dishonest”.  The problem is our translators not having Paul's mind,  do not understand this! 
361st Warning – Bible translators have a worldly thinking mind and not Yahweh's Mind. 
Acts   24v26 og {(at the) same (time)}/{close association}/together  And  also  (the) expecting/confiding/entrusting  
Acts   24v26 og because  (the) {(something) useful or needed}/wealth/price/riches/money  (it will be) given/bestowed/granted  
Acts   24v26 og (to the) him  under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  Paul,   
Acts   24v26 og {whatever how}/{in the manner that}/{so that}  
Acts   24v26 og (he may) loosen/{break-up}/dissolve/{put-off}/unwrap/undo  (the) him,  
Acts   24v26 og therefore/consequently  also  (the) clasped/frequently/often  (the) him  
Acts   24v26 og (the having) {sent (from) elsewhere}/summoned/invited/{called/send for} (middle voice)  
Acts   24v26 og (he) {be in company with}/conversed/communed/talked  (to the) him  
Acts   24v26 And  {at the same time}/{close association}    

because  also  the  expecting/entrusting  the  {something useful}/wealth  it will be  given/granted  to him  (= Felix)   through/by  Paul,   
{in the manner that}/{so that}  he  (= Felix)   may  loosen/unwrap/untie/undo  the him  (= Paul) 
therefore/consequently  also  frequently/often  the  having  (personally)  summoned/invited/{called for}  the  him (= Paul)    
he  (= Felix)   conversed/communed/talked  to the  him  (= Paul). 

 

And at the same time   (as saying this) 
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because  (Felix was)  also  expecting/entrusting   something useful will be given to him by Paul, 
so that he  (= Felix)  may  loosen/untie  him  (= Paul)    (see commentary) 
consequently,  also frequently the having personally summoned  him  (= Paul),    
he  (= Felix)  conversed/talked  to him  (= Paul)  
 

Our standard bible translations infer this is  “monetary” (as “something useful”),  inasmuch Felix desires a bribe from Paul,  to release Paul. 
But I suggest:  “No!” 

Felix knew Paul had  no  money;  this information would have come out of his teaching! 
Paul does  not  operate at a worldly level  -  especially to be using monetary bribes  -  and Felix would understand this by what Paul taught! 
Especially as later in this same verse,  we read Felix had many conversations with Paul. 

I think their  mistranslation shows what drives our  worldly translators and their paymasters  (= leaders of Christendom),  “money”! 
Being  'professionals'  - “money”  comes first  in their thoughts  (Matt.6v24),  and gaining  “Yahweh's Mind”  comes a  distinct second! 

I prefer to read the text slightly differently and turn the translation from  “The Physical” (money)  to  “The Spiritual” (ideas/concepts). 
Luke writes like this to explain that Felix wanted to learn more from Paul at  “The Spiritual Level”  to understand what made Paul so very much 
different from all the other people with whom Felix associated during his daily intercourse.   Moreover, Paul,  like Felix was a “Roman”,  a connection! 
I also see  'The All Powerful'  Felix keenly clinging upon  ‘a trophy’  that only he has,  Paul being almost as  ‘a magical almanac’  that only Felix has in 
his position,  to whom he alone has privilege to go and visit,  to have an audience protected from leaders of  “Religion”.  Naturally,  to keep this  'trophy 
happy'  then,  by all means,  let his friends and acquaintances come and  'service him'! 
Governor Felix reasons: 

While in this position,  perhaps something may come out in Paul's teaching that would give me an opportunity to release Paul – being  “The 
Evidence”  that Paul would no longer be a threat to the leaders of “Religion”.   

During which time Felix would be learning much knowledge about  “1st Century Christianity”. 
Likewise,  Luke would be writing his Gospel within the locality  (talking to The Original Disciple,  Philip,  living in the same town of Caesarea)  having 
been inspired by Paul to understand  “1st Century Christianity”.  Furthermore,  Peter and James would visit Paul and discus with Luke concerning JC’s 
ministry as The Material for Luke’s Gospel of which we have today! 
 
919th Comment – After two years Festus succeeded Felix.  During this period, Felix had vacillated over Paul and kept him 
under house arrest to make his life easier by placating  “The Religious Leaders”.  
783rd Reasoning – It seems the regular meetings with Paul had not made it any clearer how Felix should resolve Paul's 
future.  Felix realised Paul was wholly innocent,  but could not release Paul,  because  “The Leaders of Religion”  would 
have been baying for Felix's blood in the same manner as they threatened to Pontius Pilate (John.19v12). 
545th Instruction – Clearly Felix was a fair man,  but must have been weak and just wanted an easy life  -  not prepared to 
“Take-on The Religious Leaders”  for the sake of  “Real Justice within The Community”  by releasing a TC. 
Comment – repeat - I close each chapter with this plea.  I only write like this to gain the rare Nicodemus prepared to  constructively  criticise  
“God's Word”  from out of millions  of  “Leaders of Christendom”  only prepared to  destructively  criticise  “God's Word”  as to what it means for 
“The Early Adopters”.   The  “Probability”  of a Christian leader fulfilling Yahweh's Desire is about 0.00003   (corresponding to 1:30,000 Christians) . 
Acts   24v27 og {two years}  And  (the being) {made replete}/imbued/{filled up}/fulfilled/accomplished  
Acts   24v27 og (he) {got hold of}/{took up/away}/had/received  (the) {(from) to receive in turn}/successor  the  Felix  
Acts   24v27 og (the) Porcius  (the) Festus;  (the) determining/{delighting in}/desiring/{being pleased}  both  
Acts   24v27 og (the) grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit  (to) {to place down}/deposit/lay/shew  to the  Jews  
Acts   24v27 og the  Felix  (he) {left down/behind}/abandoned/reserved/{had remaining}  the  Paul  
Acts   24v27 og (the being) bound/{be in bonds}/knitted/tied  
Acts   24v27 And  two years  the being  fulfilled/accomplished  the  Felix 

he  {got hold of}/received  the  {receive in turn}/successor  the  Porcius  the  Festus, 
(also)   the  Felix  both   (1)  the  determining/desiring  gifts/favours/benefits  to  {place down}/deposit   to the  Jews 
he   (2)  {left down}/reserved/{had remaining}  the  Paul  the being  bound/knotted/tied. 

 

And  (after)  two years being fulfilled,  the Felix received a  successor  (named)  Porcius the Festus, 
(also)  Felix  both  (1) desiring  favours/benefits  to  deposit/ingratiate  the Jews   (= The Religious Leaders) 
he  (= Felix)  (2) left/{had remaining}  Paul being  bound/tied   (actually this means  ‘still in captivity’  and not necessarily  “physically tied”)  
 

Governor Felix completes his standard  two-year  term in this position and moves to another part of the Roman Empire. 
Felix is replaced by Governor Porcius the Festus.   
At the end of his term,  Felix still realises Paul is  “as resolute as ever” and shall not change his  “real belief”  in  “1st Century Christianity”. 
Felix had given up on this matter,  and thinks it is best to leave Paul under house arrest for the next governor to resolve.  However,  Paul is out of reach 
from  “The Religious Leaders”;  very much in the same manner as today,  a person may rush inside an Embassy and claim protection within that small 
piece of property in an otherwise hostile land  (for example,  Julian Assange within the Ecuadorian Embassy). 

The Governor's House was like  “The Roman Embassy”  and should not be violated by the host country! 
Luke has stated in the previous verse Felix was trying to obtain a legitimate reason from Paul as to release him  (and not gaining it)  considered it best to 
keep him under house arrest as a protection from  “The Religious Leaders”  as we read later in Acts.25v3,  they still wanted to kill him after all this time  
(of two years)!     

Very much as do, the political leaders of today wish to punish Julian Assange making possible for their gross hypocrisy to be exposed! 
I use that as an example,  and I am completely neutral in what he has done or alleged to have done  (all will be exposed in The Millennium). 

As Luke states here,  Felix felt it best to leave Paul in house arrest to favour the Jews  (= Religious Leaders)  inasmuch he has not released Paul into the 
environment  outside the reach  of  “The Religious Leaders”.  Paul was still in a known location –  “The Buck now passed onto the next governor”  and  
“The Religious Leaders”  shall have a second opportunity to grasp Paul,  which they quickly try to facilitate,  as we read in the next chapter!  
 
 
920th Comment – The New Governor,  Festus,  wanted to gauge the strength and weaknesses of the leaders of Israel early 
on,  so within three days he went up to Jerusalem to meet them for about ten days  (as would be customary then). 
Acts   25v1 og (the) Festus  Therefore/Then  
Acts   25v1 og (the) {to walk upon}/{set foot}/mount/ascend/embark/arrive/{go abroad}/{take ship}  
Acts   25v1 og to the  {over/upon the first rank/power}/{governor of a district}/'eparch'/{special region of government}/ 

/{Roman praefecture}/province,  
Acts   25v1 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  three  days/{periods of time}  
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Acts   25v1 og (he) {went up}/arose/ascended/climbed  into/unto  (the) Jerusalem   
Acts   25v1 og off/away/separated/from  (of the) Caesarea   
Acts   25v1 Therefore/Then  the  Festus  {to walk upon}/{set foot}  to the  {governor of the district}/{governmental region}, 

after  three days  he  {went up}/ascended  into/unto  the   Jerusalem  off/away/from  of the  Caesarea. 
 

Therefore  (when)  Festus set foot in the governmental region   (=  When Festus officially became governor over this region … ) 
after three days he went up into Jerusalem from Caesarea   (to see  “The Power Brokers”  ruling in Jerusalem over Israel) 
 

Festus became governor over the region,  and in three days, these leaders do what is natural;  they meet their peers on a social visit. 
Festus went to visit  “The People of Prominence”  in Jerusalem,  with whom he would need to do  (political)  business over the next two years. 
He left his residence in Caesarea on the Mediterranean Coast and travelled southeast to Jerusalem some 68 mile distant. 
 
921st Comment – The High Priest and the other “Religious Leaders” (= The Jews)  spoke against Paul to Festus. 
784th Reasoning – These “Religious Leaders”  were like a  'dog with a bone',  they would not leave Paul alone,  they 
wanted him annihilated  – and prepared to do it themselves  (read next verse). 
362nd Warning – TCs must understand that  “Religious Leaders”  will steadfastly  'protect their worldly patch'  and 
continuously suppress  “The Truth”  being taught that exposes their gross incompetence to represent Yahweh. 
Acts   25v2 og (they) {exhibited (in person)}/{disclosed (by words)}/appeared/declared/{(plainly) informed}/{(made) manifest} 
Acts   25v2 og And  (to the) him  the  {the High Priest}/{Chief of all priests}  also  
Acts   25v2 og the (plural)  foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former (persons)  of the  Jews   
Acts   25v2 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  of the  Paul  also  
Acts   25v2 og (they) {set beside}/{called near}/{invoked by imploring}/beseeched/exhorted/entreated/urged/comforted  
Acts   25v2 og (the) him, 
Acts   25v2 And  the  high priest  also  the  foremost/chief/first  persons  of the  Jews   

{exhibited in person}/appeared/{plainly informed}  to the  him  (= Festus) 
against  of the  Paul   also  they  beseeched/exhorted/urged  the him.  

 

And the high priest  also the  foremost/first  people of the Jews   (= “The Religious Leaders”  right at the top of society) 
{exhibited in person}/{plainly informed}  to him  (= Festus)  against the Paul; 
also the(y)  beseeched/urged  him  (= Festus), 
 

One of the first people Festus meets in Jerusalem was The High Priest  (Caiaphas)  and there was only one thing on his mind  -  how to murder Paul. 
Nevertheless,  “The Leader of Religion”  would obviously not tell Festus that!    
However true to form,  “The Leader of Religion”  would  'hatch a plan'  to extract Paul out of  “The Place of Safety”  and into Jerusalem within the 
jurisdiction of  “The Leader of Religion”  who could then more easily arrange for Paul's murder  (precisely as they did to JC). 
 
922nd Comment – “The Leaders of Religion”  asked for a  gift/favour/benefit  to be given by Festus to them,  which was 
for him to grant Paul be taken to Jerusalem,  because they were conspiring to murder Paul on the route. 
923rd Comment – Well of course they would!   Why would they want to do any other with a worldly religious mind? 
785th Reasoning – When it came to Paul,  living as a TC,  then Religious Leaders have a  one track mind:  “Kill TCs”. 
It occurred then and  ever since  during The Gospel Age,  whenever people work to fulfil Yahweh's Desire: “Kill them!” 
363rd Warning – As we are realising when reading  “The Acts of The Apostles”,  it almost starts becoming a constant 
mantra of  “Religious People”:  “Kill TCs”!   Which is very strange when it is  only  they  (by definition)  who are truly 
fulfilling Yahweh's Desire to bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind”  of which I constantly explain on FutureLife.Org,  
and yet is  never  taught by  “Leaders of Religion”!    
786th Reasoning – The reason why normal Christians have not this worry,  is that they do not ruffle  “The Comfortable 
Lifestyle”  of their leaders,  but actually support it.  So obviously,  “The Professional Religious Leaders”  will be very nice 
to those people who support their living!    -  Told just enough to make them think they are doing the correct thing! 
Acts   25v3 og (the) asking/begging/craving/desiring/requiring  (the) grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit   
Acts   25v3 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (of the) him,   
Acts   25v3 og {whatever how}/{in the manner that}/{so that}  
Acts   25v3 og (he may) {send (from) elsewhere}/summon/invite/{call/send for} (middle voice)   (the) him  
Acts   25v3 og into/unto  (the) Jerusalem,  
Acts   25v3 og (the) {in/position of sinking}/ambuscade/{murderous plot}/{laying in wait}  
Acts   25v3 og (the) doing/making/producing/yielding/performing/providing/practicing  
Acts   25v3 og (to) {take up again}/adopt/{take away (violently) abolish/murder}/slay/execute/kill  (the) him  
Acts   25v3 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  way/journey/progress/mode/means  
Acts   25v3 the  begging/craving/desiring  the  gifts/favours/benefits  against  of the  him  (= Festus) 

{whatever how}/{so that}  he may  (personally)  summon/{call for}  the  him  (= Paul)   into/unto  Jerusalem, 
the  doing/making/producing/hatching  the  ambuscade/{murderous plot}  to  slay/kill  the him  down/against/on  the  way/journey. 

 

(The “Religious Leaders” … … ) 
the  begging/craving  the  favours/benefits  against him  (= Festus) 
so that he  (= Festus)  may personally summon him  (= Paul)  into Jerusalem, 
the making an  ambuscade/{murderous plot}  to  slay/kill  him on the  way/journey  
                  (They really cannot help themselves  -  even two years later they still want to kill Paul,  a TC  [and have repeatedly done so ever since].) 
 

There we have it  -  being true to form:   
Remove any person who exposes their hypocrisy,  fraudulence and incompetence  (to the fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire)! 

 
924th Comment – Festus answered: 
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I cannot presently send Paul to Jerusalem,  because he is detained in Caesarea,  and I am here,  but I will soon 
be going to Caesarea and when I am there,  then I will see what I can do for you! 

787th Reasoning – Festus is at the start of a 2-year term,  he has already had a conversation with Felix and does not want 
another 2 year stalemate between Paul and  “The Religious Leaders”  on his hands.  Presently Festus thinks Paul must 
have done something wrong for  “The Religious Leaders”  to be so concerned over Paul,  and thinks a  “sweet deal” with 
these  “Religious Leaders”  would lead to peaceful term of office!   Get Paul out of Caesarea and into Jerusalem. 
364th Warning – Beware of political leaders, they come in all colours!    However “The Self” is always “No.1”  at The 
Top of The Pile,  “No.2”  are the supporters.  And if there is time to include The Public members,  they come a distinct 
last!   In this case, Paul comes a distinct last and Felix wants to win friends with people having influence to support him! 
TCs are mindful of this – and treat Politicians with care – always needing to second-guess what they may do! 
Acts   25v4 og the  truly/indeed/{that one}  Therefore/Then  
Acts   25v4 og (the) Festus  (he) {concluded for oneself}/responded/{began to speak}/answered   
Acts   25v4 og (to be) {watched/guarded over loss/injury}/detained/maintained/{held fast}/kept  
Acts   25v4 og the  Paul  in  (to the) Caesarea,   
Acts   25v4 og {my/our/your/it them self} (= himself)  and  (to) occur/expect/intend/necessity/go/come/{about to}  
Acts   25v4 og in  (to the) {brief space (of time)}/haste/quickly/shortly/speedily  
Acts   25v4 og (to) depart/{be discharged}/proceed/project/{come/go forth}/{come/go out of}/issue  
Acts   25v4 Therefore/Then  truly/{that one}  the  Festus  

he  responded/answered: 
The  Paul  to be  detained/kept  within  the  Caesarea   
and  himself  to  expect/intend  to  depart/proceed/{go forth}   within  the  {brief space of time}/haste. 

 

Then that one,  Festus,  he answered: 
   The Paul to be detained within Caesarea,  and himself  (= Festus)  to intend to depart within haste   (back to Caesarea)  
 

To which request,  Governor Festus replies: 
Paul is to be detained in Caesarea according to what my predecessor,  Governor Felix,  has ordained. 
I will be going back to Caesarea shortly when my visit of Jerusalem ends,  then I will organise something for you regarding Paul.  

 
925th Comment – Festus is conceiving an idea to facilitate Paul's extradition from Caesarea to Jerusalem and says: 

Perhaps if you,  and all the premier leaders of Israel,  came to Caesarea with me then I will see what I can do for 
you!   If you can present any reasonable case against him,  then for you,  I will persuade him to go to Jerusalem! 

788th Reasoning – Festus wants Paul off his hands as soon as possible!   He needs to engineer a suitable exit plan for him 
to off-load Paul to wherever,  and if it was to Jerusalem  (= out of Caesarea)  to the pleasure of  “Religious Leaders”  
then Festus gains twice!     He organises another trial,  with an offer to go to Jerusalem for a better promise. 
926th Comment – Round Three.  “In The Organisation of Paul's Murder,  a proven TC”.     

(1) Sanhedrin,  (2) Felix and now  (3) Festus ! 
Warning – repeat - Beware of political leaders, they come in all colours!    However “The Self” is always “No.1”  at The 
Top of The Pile,  “No.2”  are the supporters.  And if there is time to include The Public members,  they come a distinct 
last!   In this case, Paul comes a distinct last and Felix wants to win friends with people having influence to support him! 
TCs are mindful of this – and treat Politicians with care – always needing to second-guess what they may do! 
Acts   25v5 og the (ones = persons)  Therefore/Then  powerful/capable/{make possible}/mighty  in  {to yourselves}  
Acts   25v5 og (he) shows/{makes known his thoughts}/affirms/says  
Acts   25v5 og (the) {ascending in company with}/{going/coming up with}  (me)  if  {some/any/certain thing}  
Acts   25v5 og (it) is  (the) {out of place}/improper/noxious/amiss/harmful/injurious/unreasonable  
Acts   25v5 og in  to the  man/husband/fellow  {in/with/by  this}/{the same},  
Acts   25v5 og (they let) {be a plaintiff}/{charge with some offence}/accuse/object  (of the) him  
Acts   25v5 Therefore/Then  he  (= Festus)  {makes known his thoughts}/says: 

The  persons  powerful/capable/mighty  within yourselves  the  {ascending in company with}/{going up with}  (me)   
if  {some/certain thing}  it is  the  amiss/harmful/injurious  within  {this same}  man/husband, 
let they  {be a plaintiff}/accuse  of the  him  (= Paul). 

 

Then  he  (= Festus)   makes known his thoughts: 
The  powerful/capable/mighty  persons  within yourselves   (may)   come up   (to me)   in company   (= you may join me) 
                 (= I invite the most  [worldly]  competent  people amongst you,  “Religious Leaders”,  to join me on my return to Caesarea) 
(and)   if  some thing  is  the  amiss/harmful/hurtful  within  this same  man/husband  (= Paul) 
let them  {be a plaintiff}/accuse  him  (= Paul)  
 

Bible translators  ‘not getting it’  change the  “come up”  to  “come down”  believing themselves to cleverly spot an error that people travel  “up”  to 
Jerusalem and  “down”  away from Jerusalem.   However this  “up” does not mean that,  but rather Festus is inviting these people  “up”  to join him in 
his journey  “down”  to Caesarea.   This is an example of very many,  that shows how translators try to be  ‘too clever’,  and by consequence,  they over-
reach themselves,  and their resultant translations  are faulty.   

Here it really does not matter,  but elsewhere in key doctrinal areas detailing what Yahweh is really teaching us,  then it is  most serious! 
Fortunately for the reader,  they now have finally,  a faithful and transparent translation that is trustworthy to what was originally scribed! 
Let me now explain what we are being taught within this verse. 
Festus proposes a solution: 

The most influential people within Jerusalem can join me on my return to Caesarea. 
And if Paul has done something wrong,  then let these people accuse him under my judgment. 

That was not quite, what these religious leaders wanted to hear! 
They wanted Paul in Jerusalem  “for an easy murder”  -  as they did to JC,  Stephen and many other TCs following these two! 
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927th Comment – Festus stays for a total of 10 days in Jerusalem,  completing his introductions to all the necessary 
dignitaries with whom he will need to work over the next 2 years.  He also arranged who of these high-powered people 
should return with him to Caesarea,  for the hastily arranged trial on the following day after their arrival. 
789th Reasoning – Festus is very keen to  'strike while the iron is still hot',  “The Leaders of Religion”  want Paul  (dead)  
as soon as possible,  and Festus wants Paul off his hands – as soon as possible!    
The trial is begun on the following day of their arrival. 
Acts   25v6 og (the having) {wore through (time)}/remained/abided/stayed/continued/tarried  And  in  {to them}  
Acts   25v6 og (the) days/{periods of time}  (the) more/greater/many  or/than/either/rather  ten  
Acts   25v6 og (the) descending/{going down}/falling  into/unto  (the) Caesarea  
Acts   25v6 og to the  {upon the morrow}/{occurring on the succeeding day}/{day following}/{next day (after)}  
Acts   25v6 og (the) {sitting down}/settling/tarrying/contemplating  over/upon/concerning  
Acts   25v6 og of the  rostrum/tribunal/{judgement seat}/throne  
Acts   25v6 og (he) {urged on}/'hail'/{incited (by word)}/ordered/commanded  the Paul  
Acts   25v6 og (to be) {led away}/brought/driven/went/induced  
Acts   25v6 And  the having  remained/stayed/tarried  within  (= amongst)   them  more than  ten  days/periods of time}   

(then)  the  descending/{going down}  into/unto  the Caesarea  to the  (= in/on)  {day following}/{next day} 
the  {sitting down}/settling  over/upon  of the  rostrum/{judgement seat}  
he  ordered/commanded   the  Paul  to be  {led away}/brought/induced. 

 

And  (Festus)   the having  stayed  amongst  them   (= the  “Leaders of Religion and other dignities of Jerusalem) 
more than  ten  days,   (then)  the  going down  unto  Caesarea   (and)   on the  following day   
the  sitting down  upon  the  judgement seat,   he  (= Festus)   ordered  Paul  to be  brought  
 

Festus stayed with  “The Religious Leaders”  and other dignities for ten days within Jerusalem,  'getting to know them';  their likes and dislikes,  gauging 
their strengths and weaknesses,  ready for later negotiations during his two year tenure of Israel. 
Then he returned to Caesarea along with Jerusalem's most high people,  headed up by  “The Leaders of Religion”,  this associate grouping of  
“Religious People”  having one sole aim:   

“To get hold of Paul and kill him!” 
On the next day after reaching Caesarea,  Festus sat in The Judgement Seat to listen to  “The (supposed) Evidence”  and make judgment! 
Festus beginning his new job wanted to find favour with  “The Religious Leaders”  and make his next 2 year period of governorship over Israel easier.  
Because of this,  then he was prepared to acquiesce unto these religious leaders  (hence the comment at Acts.24v31,  to appease  “The Religious 
Leaders”  -  The Decision was almost made,  -  but Felix did not want to take responsibility for it,  because of the possible religious consequences! 

However,  Festus was about to be trumped by Paul's legitimate demand  (having sensed 'the climate' operating around these individuals)! 
 
928th Comment – Paul was called to stand in front of these  “Leaders of Religion”  who had just arrived from Jerusalem 
on the previous day.  They brought many significant charges against Paul,  none of which could be substantiated! 
790th Reasoning – This was the third round,   and Paul was conscious these  “Leaders of Religion”  were determined to  
“Get their man”!   However, during the previous two years Paul was thinking how to extricate himself from the next 
inevitable trial – thinking it would likely go against him.  We read of his solution in the next few verses. 
365th Warning – “Leaders of Religion”  do not fix their mind upon fulfilling Yahweh's Desire,   but how to physically 
remove “opposition”  when having  lost  “The Spiritual Argument”,  because their mind has refused to repent and 
remains controlled by worldly methodology. 
Acts   25v7 og (of the having) {become near}/approached/arrived/{appeared publicly}/come  And  (of the) him  
Acts   25v7 og (they) {stood (all) around}/{be a bystander}/{kept away from}/shunned  the (ones = persons)  
Acts   25v7 og off/away/separated/from  (of the) Jerusalem  (the having) descended/{went down}/fell  (the) Jews  
Acts   25v7 og (the) many/much/plenteous  also  (the) weighty/burdensome/grave/grievous/heavy  
Acts   25v7 og (the) {things charged}/{specific accusations}  
Acts   25v7 og (the) enduring/{bearing/carrying}/{going on}/upholding/leading/moving/reaching/bringing   
Acts   25v7 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   of the  Paul  who/which/that  no/not/none  
Acts   25v7 og (they) {have/exercise force}/{were able}/{can do}/{be of strength}  
Acts   25v7 og (to) {show off}/exhibit/demonstrate/accredit/prove/{set forth}  
Acts   25v7 And  of the  him (= Paul)   the having  {become near}/approached/come,  

the persons  having  descended/{went down}  off/away/from  of the  Jerusalem,   the  Jews,   they  {stood all around}/{be bystanders} 
also  the  bearing/bringing  the  many/plenteous  weighty/grievous  the  {things charged}/{specific accusations} 
against  of the  Paul   which  no/not  they  {were able}/{can do}  to  exhibit/demonstrate/accredit/prove. 

 

And he  (= Paul)  the having come near,  (then)  the people having went down from Jerusalem 
the Jews   (= the most  capable/first  amongst  “The Leaders of Religion”) 
they  (= leaders of “Religion”)  stood all around   (Paul) 
also bringing many weighty specific accusations against Paul,  which they were not able to  demonstrate/prove  
 

When Paul stood amongst the protagonists,  then the  “Leaders of Religion”  began to give their twisted and distorted  sermon/address  concerning Paul. 
They brought some very serious accusations against Paul,  but had no evidence with which to support their fraudulent claims! 
Precisely the same occurs when TCs are attacked throughout The Gospel Age,  because like Paul  (imitating JC, 1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  there will be  no  
evidence forthcoming,  because TCs  are  also  “most perfect”  ('not human'),  intently endeavouring to be like the one they passionately try to emulate,  
JC,  but that did not stop  “The Professional Religious Leaders”  from killing JC! 
 
929th Comment – Paul begins his defence against these charges and categorically states: 

I have never missed the mark in anything concerning: 
The Jewish Law,  nor for the Temple,  nor unto Caesar! 
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791st Reasoning – Paul already knows it is pointless to go through a detailed recital of what he has done,  and he 
categorically refutes in the simplest manner what these false adversaries state about him,  already knowing he is going 
straight to Rome by the quickest route possible  -  as prophesied earlier by Yahweh.  
546th Instruction –:Paul had not  “Missed The Requirement”  for: 

How The Jewish Law edified society 
How The Temple was respected as The Place to come, learn and dedicate oneself to Yahweh. 
How Secular Law was required to maintain minimal standards of human interaction. 

Likewise we aiming to become TCs must have a deportment similar to Paul. 
Acts   25v8 og (of the) {giving an account (legal plea) of oneself}/exculpating/{making defence}/ 

/{answering/excusing self} (middle voice)   
Acts   25v8 og (of the) him:  Because  {not too}/neither/none/nor  into/unto   
Acts   25v8 og the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law  of the  Jews,  
Acts   25v8 og {not too}/neither/none/nor  into/unto  the  {sacred place}/temple/{place separated from this world},  
Acts   25v8 og {not too}/neither/none/nor  into/unto  (the)  Caesar  {some/any/certain thing}  
Acts   25v8 og (I) {missed the mark}/erred/sinned/offended/trespassed  
Acts   25v8 Of the  (personally)  {giving a legal plea of himself}/{making defence}   of the  him  (= Paul):  

Because  neither  unto  the  regulation/principle/law  of the  Jews,   
neither  unto  the  {sacred place}/temple, 
neither  unto  the  Caesar  I  {missed the mark}/sinned/offended  {some/any/certain thing}. 

 

(Paul)  Personally making defence of himself: 
   Because  neither  I  {missed the mark}/sinned   (in)   any thing   
   unto the  law of The Jews,   nor  unto the temple,   nor  unto Caesar  
 

Paul had already decided what he is to do,  which is expressed later in a few verses later on. 
Therefore, he does not produce much of a defence,  but just states  “The High Level Truth”: 

I have not sinned in anything  (since I have become a TC)! 
I have not sinned against The Law of Moses! 
I have not sinned against The Temple  (being of its regulations)! 
I have not sinned against Caesar! 

Those statements sum up Paul's defence,  because he is not going to waste his breath on them  -  he will appeal to outside this court! 
 
930th Comment – After this terse statement by Paul,  Festus in an attempt to  ameliorate/placate  “The Leaders of 
Religion”,  proposed that perhaps Paul should go to Jerusalem to give a better defence of himself before Festus?! 
792nd Reasoning – We can understand that Festus had no real desire to hear Paul's case because:  Why acquiesce to  
“The Religious Leaders”  for Festus to hear the case in Jerusalem,  when he already had all the participants here?   It was 
a senseless legal suggestion,  but merely a political decision.    
Reasoning – repeat - Festus wants Paul off his hands as soon as possible!   He needs to engineer a suitable exit plan for 
him to off-load Paul to wherever,  and if it was to Jerusalem  (= out of Caesarea)  to the pleasure of  “Religious Leaders”  
then Festus gains twice!     He organises another trial,  with an offer to go to Jerusalem for a better promise. 
Warning – repeat - Beware of political leaders, they come in all colours!    However “The Self” is always “No.1”  at The 
Top of The Pile,  “No.2”  are the supporters.  And if there is time to include The Public members,  they come a distinct 
last!   In this case, Paul comes a distinct last and Felix wants to win friends with people having influence to support him! 
TCs are mindful of this – and treat Politicians with care – always needing to second-guess what they may do! 
Acts   25v9 og the  Festus  And  to the  Jews  (the) determining/{delighting in}/desiring/{being pleased}  
Acts   25v9 og (the) grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit  (to) {place down}/deposit/lay/shew,  
Acts   25v9 og (the) {concluding for oneself}/responding/{beginning to speak}/answering  to the  Paul  
Acts   25v9 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:  (You) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}   
Acts   25v9 og into/unto  (the) Jerusalem  (to) {go up}/arise/ascend/climb,  
Acts   25v9 og there/thither  concerning/about  {from/concerning these persons/things}  
Acts   25v9 og (to be) {judiciously/mentally decided}/tried/concluded/judged  over/upon/concerning  {of me}/mine? 
Acts   25v9 And  the  Festus   determining/desiring  to  {place down}/deposit  the  favours/benefit  to the  Jews 

the  responding/answering  to the  Paul,  he said: 
You  desire/{be pleased}  to  {go up}/ascend  into/unto  the  Jerusalem 
to be  tried/judged  upon (= by)  {of me}  there,   about  concerning  these things? 

 

And Festus desiring  favours/benefits  to  deposit/ingratiate  to the Jews   (= The Religious Leaders) 
(and)  answering  Paul,  he  (= Festus)  said: 
   You  (Paul)  desire to go up unto Jerusalem to be judged there by me about concerning these things? 
 

We read here,  what Paul had already surmised would occur! 
Festus just beginning his term of 2 years wanted to  'get off to a good start'  with  'The Movers and Shakers'  in Jerusalem,  as he perceived at the time. 

Governor Festus thus elected to side with  “The Leaders of Jerusalem”!   
However, Festus had no idea that Paul would be one of  “The Greatest”   of  “Movers/Shakers”  in The Gospel Age,  and then  as a  “Son of God”  in 
The Millennium and then exist  on into The Eternity! 

With hindsight,  we conclude:  Festus had ultimately picked  “The Wrong Side”! 
Yet as a  “Political”  leader of  “The (present)  World”  -  this is the most likely choice for  every  person who takes these positions within society. 
Likewise,  these leaders of “Religion”  set  “The Pattern”  of what was to follow throughout The Gospel Age for  all  worldly religious leaders. 
They collectively form the two legs of the three-legged stool of society  (the third leg being “Commerce”). 

So Festus had   “Set Paul up”.   -  Paul was to be made a sacrifice for political expediency  (to these Religious Leaders). 
Festus asks Paul: 

Perhaps you would like to go to Jerusalem,  and you be judged by me in Jerusalem? 
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This was such a poor excuse,  because Festus could have so easily judged Paul here in Caesarea,  as had Felix some 2 years earlier!   
This was obviously a suggestion made by Festus to placate the leaders of “Religion”! 
This was  'the final straw'  for Paul,  confirmation that he must appeal to Caesar to take him out of the hands of these  “Leaders of Religion”. 
 
931st Comment – Paul makes a defiant statement in reply to Festus' smarmy suggestion: 

I must be judged in the midst of Judgement Seat of Caesar! 
I have never hurt The Jews as all of you leaders,  clearly know! 

793rd Reasoning – That was an unexpected  'bolt of lightening'  from out of nowhere! 
Completely unexpected,  but yet it fulfilled the aims of Festus!   And:  “It let Festus off the hook!” 

1.  Paul could now  'disappear'  from out of his residence.    
2.  Felix has no need to  'fall out of favour'  with  “The Religious Leaders”! 
3.  He forfeits a difficult decision! 

547th Instruction – Paul was a Roman Citizen and had  “The Legal Right”  to call upon Caesars' Judgment! 
Acts   25v10 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  And  the  Paul:  
Acts   25v10 og over/upon/concerning  of the  rostrum/tribunal/{judgement seat}/throne  (of the) Caesar  
Acts   25v10 og (the) {standing staunch}/establishing/{holding up}/appointing/abiding  (I) am/exist  
Acts   25v10 og {of whom/which}  I/me/my  {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must  
Acts   25v10 og (to be) {judiciously/mentally decided}/tried/concluded/judged;  
Acts   25v10 og (the) Jews  {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  (I have) {been unjust}/wronged/offended/hurt/suffered   
Acts   25v10 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  also  thou/you  (the) {better (than many)}/{very well}  
Acts   25v10 og (you) {know upon some mark}/recognise/{full acquaintance}/acknowledge/perceive  
Acts   25v10 And  the Paul,   he  said/spoke: 

I  am/exist  the  {standing staunch}  over/upon  of the  rostrum/{judgement seat}  of the  Caesar   
{of which}  I/me  behoves/ought/must  to be  tried/judged; 
Not  I have  {been unjust}/wronged/hurt   (towards)   the Jews, 
{in that manner}/as  also  thou/yourselves  {very well}  recognise/acknowledge. 

 

And Paul he said: 
   I am the standing staunch upon the judgement seat of the Caesar of which I must be judged; 
   I have not  {been unjust}/hurt  (towards)  the Jews   (= The  “Leaders of Religion”), 
   in that manner as yourselves very well  recognise/acknowledge  
 

Paul ignored by rejection,  Festus’ suggestion of a trial occurring in Jerusalem! 
Paul wanted to go to Rome to continue his ministry there! 
Paul states: 

I must be judged upon the judgment seat of Caesar! 
I have not hurt the Jews as has been claimed,  as you all very well know! 

 
932nd Comment – Paul again,  defiantly states: 

If I have repeatedly done anything wrong,  that deserves “death”  
then I will not shun  “The Death Penalty”, 
but if there is nothing of which these Religious Leaders can accuse of me, 
then not even you Festus are able to grant me as a gift to these  “Religious Leaders”,  
I personally call upon Caesar! 

794th Reasoning – Paul knows Festus was about to offer Paul as a sacrifice to placate  “The Leaders of Religion”. 
Paul plainly states you, Festus,  cannot give  “innocent me”  away as a peace offering to these  “Religious People”  who 
have no evidence,  and thus no valid reason to kill me  (except they want to stop “1st Century Christianity” being taught)! 
548th Instruction – TCs must second-guess what Political and Religious Leaders wish to do,  because certain leaders will 
form clandestine deals with each other to the detriment of TCs being able to accurately represent Yahweh's Interests. 
They can do no other,  because TCs by definition:  “Are  innocent/blameless/pure/holy”! 
Acts   25v11 og if  truly/indeed/{that one}  For  (I am) unjust/wrong/offend/hurt/suffer  also  
Acts   25v11 og (the) {deemed entitled for}/{deserving of}/{suitable for reward}/worthy  
Acts   25v11 og (of the) death/{deadly result}/fatality  
Acts   25v11 og (I have) {habitually practiced}/{repeated deeds}/{regularly executed}  {some/any/certain thing}  
Acts   25v11 og no/not/none  (I) {to beg off}/deprecate/decline/shun/avoid/reject/refuse (middle voice)  
Acts   25v11 og the  (to) die/{experience death}/{be slain};   
Acts   25v11 og if  and  {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing (thing)  (it) is  {of whom/which}  these/those (specifically)  
Acts   25v11 og (they) {be a plaintiff}/{charge with some offence}/accuse/object  {of me}/I/me/mine/my,  
Acts   25v11 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing (person)  I/me/my  (he/she is) able/possible/capable (middle voice)  
Acts   25v11 og {to them}  (to) {grant as a favour}/{gratuitously in kindness/forgiveness/pardoning/rescuing}  (mid. voice)   
Acts   25v11 og (the) Caesar  (I) entitle/{invoke decision/aid}/appeal/{call upon} (middle voice)  
Acts   25v11 For  if  truly/indeed  I have  {habitually practiced}/{repeated done}  {some/any/certain  thing}   

(where )  I am  unjust/wrong/hurt  also  the  {deemed untitled for}/{deserving of}  of the   death/fatality 
(then)  not  I  (personally)  decline/shun/reject  the  to  die/{experience death}/{be slain}; 
and  if  {not even one}  thing  it is  {of which}  these  specific  persons  they  {being a plaintiff}/accusing  {of me}, 
{not even one}  person  he/she  is  (personally)  capable/able  to  {grant as a favour}/{gratuitous kindness}  me  {to them}. 
I  (personally)  appeal/{call upon}  the  Caesar! 

 

For if  truly/indeed  I have repeatedly done  any/certain  thing 
(that shows)  I am  unjust/wrong  also the deserving of death 
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(then)  not I personally  shun/reject  to be slain  (= be executed for my crimes); 
and  (yet by contrast)  if  (there)  is not even one thing of which these specific people  (= Leaders of Religion)  accuse of me,   
(then)  not even one person  (= you, Festus)    
he is personally able to grant as a favour,  me  (to be given)  to them  (= The Religious Leaders,  who want to murder me)  
I personally call upon the Caesar!   (= Paul is effective  ‘going above their heads’  –  knowing he will not get a fair trial here,  as did not JC)  
              (Only because throughout the ages  “Religious Leaders”  have used  “The thumb screws”  both metaphorically  and physically!) 
 

Paul passionately states: 
Yes!   If  I have done something wrong that deserves  “The Death Penalty”,  then  I gladly accept  “The Death Penalty”! 
But I have done nothing wrong!   Nothing of which you people can accuse me! 
No person,  not even you,  Festus,  can give me away as a  “sacrificial offering”  to these  “Religious Leaders”! 
I personally call upon Caesar to judge me! 

That was a  'bolt  from the blue'  to both Festus and to the leaders of  “Religion”! 
They were not expecting that request! 

However,  being a Roman,  then it was Paul's prerogative to ask for this! 
Festus was a Roman and knew this was an acceptable request! 

Actually,  Festus would have been pleased with this request,  because it  'got him off the hook'  with these authorities of Jerusalem after Paul's blood! 
(Noting what  “Jerusalem”  really means  with regards to TCs,  both under Satan's world and then in JCg's Millennium at the two levels.) 

 
933rd Comment – Festus privately conversed with  “The Leaders of The Sanhedrin”  predominately controlled by  “The 
Religious Leaders”  concerning Paul's request. 
795th Reasoning – Clearly there was a split,  of which Festus had to explain,  and it would have gone like this: 

Leaders of Religion wanted Paul in their hands. 
Festus would state:  Paul is a Roman,  you are under Roman occupation and I need to respect Paul's request! 

“The Religious Leaders”  had to respect  “Roman Law”  trumps “Jewish Requests”,  and Festus was not prepared to 
bend  “The Rules”  –  else he would be permanently beholden to them  -  and he was not prepared to go that far! 
Acts   25v12 og then/{at the time}  the  Festus  (the having) {talked together}/conversed/{communed with}/{spoke among}   
Acts   25v12 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  of the  Sanhedrin  
Acts   25v12 og (he) {concluded for oneself}/responded/{began to speak}/answered:  
Acts   25v12 og (the) Caesar  (you have) entitled/{invoked decision/aid}/appealed/{called upon} (middle voice)  
Acts   25v12 og over/upon/concerning  Caesar  (you will) traverse/travel/depart/journey (middle voice)  
Acts   25v12 Then  the  Festus  the having  {talked together}/conversed  together/with  of the  Sanhedrin   

he  responded/answered: 
You have  (personally)  appealed/{called upon}  the  Caesar,  concerning  the  Caesar  you will  (personally)  travel/journey. 

 

Then Festus having conversed with  (the members)  of the Sanhedrin,  he answered  (Paul): 
   You have personally called upon the Caesar,  concerning the Caesar you will personally journey  
 

Think about this: 
Festus wants the problem  “off his hands”.  He does not want to make a difficult decision and alienate  “The Religious Leaders”  with  “much 
political power”  at the beginning  of his two-year reign over these lands. 

The Religious Leaders reluctantly reason:   
If they can get Paul  off their lands  and  out of their sight  –  then it is  “business as usual”  raping/defrauding  their devotees! 

All of which is standard policy within official religious organisations  –  that is why Yahweh detests them  -   because effectively,  they support Satan’s 
present regime of  “worldly methodology” (1John.5v19)   = “self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt”! 
In addition,  perhaps they,  through Festus,  can  “get Paul”  later by their tentacles stretching possibly as far as Rome. 

Therefore,  “In the short term”  this looks like  “an acceptable solution”  for all people! 
It should also be realised that  “The Sanhedrin”  was like  “Parliament”, -  it was  “The Source of Secular and Adherence of Religious Law”  for  Israel. 

Consequently,  we must understand that  “All the Legislators”  had come down to Caesarea in an attempt  to murder Paul! 
This gives some idea of  “The Impact”  Paul had on their  “way of life”,  that they should be that interested in his total removal from society! 

TCs have this type of impact throughout society today,  when they expose  “hypocrisy”  by their words  underwritten by their deeds. 
By contrast,  it is very unlikely a person is a TC if they are  not  exposing “hypocrisy”  by their words that must be underwritten by deeds. 
TCs become  “The Whistle-blowers”  speaking on behalf of Yahweh's Methodology within Satan's presently worldly system. 
 (John.17v14-16, 18v38, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19, etc.). 

It is essential to clearly understand the advice given by Jesus and Paul at both  Luke/Rom.13v1-5.  Where our actions show that we are faithful to  “Law 
and Authority”,  however bad it may be on Earth,  because by this means we are adhering to  “The Principles of Hierarchy”  to JC and Yahweh. 

Inasmuch  if  we rebel against Worldly Laws,  then  we nurture a mind that has a tendency to rebel against Yahweh’s Laws! 
Where,  if  we are unable to submit to  “Official Laws”  to keep society  'reasonably healthy',  then  how can we expect the reciprocal in The 
Millennium – if we are successful in achieving  “The Goal of Sonship”?   That would be  “pure hypocrisy”  –  a worldly trait! 

Noting that we are free to choose  not to practice  “worldly methodology”  as exhibited within  “Worldly Laws”;  and the correct 
choice,  that shows TCs  worthy to Rule in The Millennium,  by them accurately representing Yahweh in words and deportment. 

It requires careful differentiation between these issues;  but sadly,  the vast majority  (actually  “all”)  of leaders  (of politics, religion and commerce)  
choose to blur  “distinction”  thereby enabling personal gain  (financial/leverage/glory/honour/etc.,)  from  ‘the fog’  (of which The Bible terms as  
“Darkness”)  they deliberately generate within which to hide  their private life and motives! 

Therefore,  it is how we make this distinction,  which Yahweh uses to determine our credentials for future anointing as  “Sons of God”. 
Remember:  Yahweh is  judging The Mind,  being  “The Motives driving our actions”  (1Sam.16v7)! 

 
934th Comment – Seven days after Paul appealed to be examined by Caesar,  The King Agrippa,  and his sister,  Bernice,  
came to Caesarea,  and upon arrival,  they embraced Festus. 
796th Reasoning – Festus had to write a charge sheet against Paul for Caesar to read,  and he had no idea what to write!  
He had invited The Jewish King and his sister  (cum mistress/wife)  to hear Paul explain his actions for the last some 20 
years and perhaps together they may compose a charge list for Caesar to read! 
Acts   25v13 og (of the) days/{periods of time}  And  
Acts   25v13 og (the having) {through become to be}/{elapsed meanwhile}/after/passed/{been spent}  
Acts   25v13 og (of the) {some/any certain thing},  
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Acts   25v13 og (the) Agrippa  the  {foundation of power}/sovereign/king  also  (the) Bernice  
Acts   25v13 og (they) {met against}/{arrived at}/attained/came  into/unto  (the) Caesarea  
Acts   25v13 og (the) {enfolding in the arms}/embracing/saluting/greeting  the  Festus  
Acts   25v13 And  the having  {elapsed meanwhile}/passed  {some/certain things}  of the  days/{periods of time} 

the  king,  Agrippa,  also  Bernice  they  {arrived at}/came  into/unto  the  Caesarea  the  embracing/greeting  the  Festus. 
 

And the having passed some days   (after this decision between Festus and The Sanhedrin,  over Paul’s future) 
King Agrippa,   also   (his sister)   Bernice,   they came unto Caesarea,   the embracing Festus   (as  “The New Governor”) 
 

Note the closeness of family ties: 
Agrippa  (mentioned here)  was the son of  “Herod Agrippa”. 
Agrippa had two sisters  (1) Bernice (mentioned here)  and  Drusilla mentioned earlier in Acts to be the second wife to Felix. 
The historian Flavius Josephus mentions that Agrippa had an incestuous relationship with his sister Bernice,  which seems to be supported by 
this account here,  recorded in the manner as being  ‘husband and wife’! 

King Agrippa and his sister Bernice embraced Festus as  “The New Governor”  of the province  -  to make a fine showing.  
 
935th Comment – After some days of pleasantries,  Festus raised the subject of Paul,  of which he needed to write a charge 
sheet regarding this prisoner.  Festus gave the background,  as he knew it: 

Felix left Paul under house arrest for me to resolve in my term of office. 
797th Reasoning – Festus must write this charge sheet and he needs some help.  It is time to for The Roman,  Festus,  to 
enlist the help of The Jewish Royal Family and he begins his saga. 
Acts   25v14 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  And  (the) more/greater/many  (the) days/{periods of time}  
Acts   25v14 og (they) {wore through (time)}/remained/abided/stayed/continued/tarried  there/thither,  
Acts   25v14 og the  Festus  to the  {foundation of power}/sovereign/king  
Acts   25v14 og  (he) {set forth (for oneself)}/propounded/communicated/declared (middle voice)   
Acts   25v14 og the (things)  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  Paul,  
Acts   25v14 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:  (the) man/husband/fellow  {some/any/certain person}  (he) is  
Acts   25v14 og (the having been) {left down/behind}/abandoned/reserved/{had remaining}  
Acts   25v14 og under/through/inferior/below/by  Felix  (the) {a captive}/{bound person}/prisoner/{in bonds}  
Acts   25v14 And  {in that manner}/as  they  remained/stayed/tarried  there  the  many/more  days/{periods of time}, 

the  Festus  he  (personally)  propounded/declared  to the  king  (Agrippa)   
the  things  accordingly/against  the  Paul,  exclaiming: 
He is  {some/certain person}  man/husband,  the  captive/prisoner  the having been  {left down}/abandoned/remaining   
under/by  Felix  (= the previous governor for two years)   

 

And as they  (= Agrippa and Bernice)  stayed there many days   (with Festus  [The New Roman Governor],  in Caesarea), 
the Festus personally declared to the king  (Agrippa)  the things  (laid out)  against Paul,  exclaiming: 
   He is a certain male prisoner,  the having been abandoned by Felix  (= the previous governor,  of two-years)   
 

While King Agrippa and his sister, Bernice,  stayed with Festus,  Festus started to speak to them about his  “house prisoner”  Paul,    who had been left 
by the previous governor Felix,  for Festus to resolve Paul's future. 
 
936th Comment – Festus explains that during his introductory visit to Jerusalem to meet its dignitaries at the beginning of 
his term of office,  The High Priests  and the other  “Leaders of Religion”  implored  “The Death Penalty”  against Paul.    
798th Reasoning – The  “Leaders of Religion”  were again baying for Paul's blood,  and because of their insistency at the 
time,  Festus considered  “The Leaders of Religion”  may have had a legitimate case,  but it was important to have a court 
hearing first,  he could not authorise  “The Death Penalty”  without a hearing! 
Warning – repeat - “Leaders of Religion”  do not fix their mind upon fulfilling Yahweh's Desire,   but how to physically 
remove  “opposition”  when having  lost  “The Spiritual Argument”,  because their mind has refused to repent and 
remains controlled by worldly methodology. 
Acts   25v15 og concerning/about  who/what/which/that  (of the having) {become to be}  {of me}/I/me/mine/my   
Acts   25v15 og into/unto  (the) Jerusalem  
Acts   25v15 og (they) {exhibited (in person)}/{disclosed (by words)}/appeared/declared/{(plainly) informed}/{(made) manifest}   
Acts   25v15 og the  {the High Priest}/{Chief of all priests} (plural)  also  
Acts   25v15 og the  {(comparative of) older}/{Elders (of the [Jewish] congregations)} (plural)  of the  Jews  
Acts   25v15 og (they are) asking/begging/craving/desiring/requiring  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (of the) him  
Acts   25v15 og (the) {(self-evident) correctness}/justice/{righteous decision}/penalty  
Acts   25v15 Concerning/About  whom  (= Paul),   I  the having  become to be  into  the Jerusalem, 

the  high priests  also  the elders  (of the Jewish congregations)   of the  Jews  
they  {exhibited in person}/{plainly informed}/{made manifest}   (to me) 
they are  begging/craving/desiring  the  ‘correctness’/penalty  accordingly/against  of the  him  (= Paul). 

 

About whom  (= Paul),   I  (Festus)   the having become to be in Jerusalem   (to meet its leaders,  as part of my new job), 
the high priests  also the elders  (of the congregations)   of the Jews   
they  plainly informed  (me),  they are  begging/craving  the  (death)  penalty against him  (= Paul)  
                 (=  “The Religious Leaders”  want to murder a TC,  Paul,   like the leaders before this incident,  and throughout The Gospel Age afterwards.) 
 

Festus explains to King Agrippa and Bernice: 
I was thinking this conflict would be a simple matter that could be easily resolved at the beginning of my  two-year  term.  I simply hand Paul 
over for trial in Jerusalem that sadly, would inevitably lead to Paul's execution.   “Inevitable”  because leaders of “Religion”  were so 
completely fixated to kill Paul. 

The sole reason leaders of “Religion”  wanting to kill Paul was that he had exposed them to be hypocrites and fraudsters to their claim of representing  
“The Almighty God of The Universe”,  and if he was let loose,  then he would continue to do so!   Importantly,  because he was originally “One of them”  
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inasmuch he had gone to a seminary,  learnt how they thought and acted from within,  and he had then  turned away from them!   He was a  “Turncoat”  
and these type of people are most hated by the forsaken people.  Human minds are  “Small”  and can only associate with  “What they know”,  and by 
consequence direct their attention upon what is  “close to mind”,  very much as in a hurdle race,  jump the nearest hurdle within the present field of 
vision,  and then move to the next one when it arrives! 
 
937th Comment – Festus tells King Agrippa,  he replied to these  “Religious Leaders”  by saying: 

The Romans do not gift any human to death  (upon an accuser's whims) 
without first giving the defendant a face to face encounter with the plaintiffs  
and the opportunity to present a defence to the accusation! 

799th Reasoning – Not quite what  “The Leaders of Religion” wanted to hear!  But they acquiesced to “The Roman Way”! 
366th Warning – We must realise  “Leaders of Religion” would prefer to put people to death first  (as they did to William 
Tyndale,  and  'millions'  of other innocents likewise  throughout The Gospel Age)  without recourse to  “Normal Law”.   
Acts   25v16 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  who/which/that (= the Jews)   
Acts   25v16 og (I) {concluded for oneself}/responded/{began to speak}/answered  because  no/not/none  (it) is  
Acts   25v16 og (the) {a usage (prescribed by habit/law)}/custom/manner  (to the) Romans  
Acts   25v16 og (to) {grant as a favour}/{gratuitously in kindness/forgiveness/pardoning/rescuing} (middle voice)   
Acts   25v16 og {some/any/certain person}  (the) countenance/{human-being}/man  into/unto  
Acts   25v16 og (the) ruin/destruction/perish/lost/perdition,   
Acts   25v16 og (the) prior/sooner/before  or/than/either/rather  
Acts   25v16 og the (one = person)  (being) {of a plaintiff}/{charged with some offence}/accused/objected   
Acts   25v16 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
Acts   25v16 og (the) {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion  
Acts   25v16 og (he should) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  
Acts   25v16 og the  {against the street}/{against (people in the) assembly}/{complainants in law}/accusers,  
Acts   25v16 og (the) spot/space/{position/place of occupancy}/location/plain/room  both  
Acts   25v16 og (the) {a plea/apology}/{answering oneself}/{giving an account}/defence  
Acts   25v16 og (he shall) {get hold of}/{take up/away}/have/receive  concerning/about  
Acts   25v16 og of the  {(from) to call in as a debt/demand}/accusation/{offence alleged}/ 

/{crime laid against}/{laid to charge}  
Acts   25v16 Towards  whom  (= The Religious Leaders)   I  responded/answered: 

Because  it is  not  the  custom/manner  to the  Romans  to  (personally)  {grant as a favour}/{gratuitous kindness}   
{some/any/certain person}  {human being}/man  unto   the  ruin/destruction/perish,  
than  the  prior/before  the person  being  charged/accused  he should  have/possess   
against  to the  {frontal visage}/face  (=  face to face)  (to)  the  {complainants in law}/accusers, 
he  shall   {get hold of}/receive   both  (1) the  space/location/place  to  (2)  {answering oneself}/{giving a defence}   
concerning/about  the  accusation/{offence alleged}/{laid to charge}. 

 

Towards whom  (= The Religious Leaders)  I  (Festus)  answered: 
   Because it is not the Roman custom to personally grant as a favour any human unto  ruin/destruction, 
   than before the person being charged,  he should have the face to face  (encounter)  to the accusers, 
   he shall receive  (under Roman custom)  both  (1) the  space/place  of the  (2) giving a defence concerning the accusation  
To protect his position,  Festus explained: 

I cannot just simply hand Paul over to yourselves,  for  “The Religious Leaders”  to murder him! 
Paul must have a trial first where he has The Space to give his Defence before his accusers,  because that is The Roman Way of doing things! 

All of which shows that  “The Heathen”  have better standards than  “Religious Leaders”  who  (fraudulently)  claim to represent  “The Almighty God”! 
 
938th Comment – Festus having only heard one side quickly arranged a trial to hear for himself both sides of the litigation 
800th Reasoning – Festus thought this would be an open and shut case,  with Paul going to Jerusalem to face the death 
penalty.  But after speaking with Paul and hearing of his request for a presentation  to Caesar then everything changed! 
Acts   25v17 og (the) {convening/departing in company}/{associating with}/cohabiting/assembling  Therefore/Then   
Acts   25v17 og {of them}  within/here/hither  (the) {putting off}/delay  (the) {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  
Acts   25v17 og (the having) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced  
Acts   25v17 og to the  {taking the hold of}/adjoining/successive/afterwards/following/{on the next (day/ship/etc.)}  
Acts   25v17 og (the) {sitting down}/settling/tarrying/contemplating  over/upon/concerning  
Acts   25v17 og of the  rostrum/tribunal/{judgement seat}/throne  
Acts   25v17 og (I) {urged on}/'hail'/{incited (by word)}/ordered/commanded  
Acts   25v17 og (to be) {led away}/brought/driven/went/induced  the  man/husband/fellow  
Acts   25v17 Therefore/Then   the  {convening in company}/assembling  {of them}  here   (at Caesarea) 

the having  made/performed  {not even one}  delay  to the  (= in/on)   adjoining/following   (day) 
the  sitting down}/settling  over/upon  of the  rostrum/{judgment seat} 
I  ordered/commanded   the  man/husband  to be  {led away}/brought/induced. 

 

Therefore  (when)  convening in company of them  (= The Religious Leaders)  here   (at Caesarea,  having travelled from Jerusalem),   
(then)  on the following day not having made any delay   (= immediately on the next day,  showing Festus' haste to  'clear the matter') 
sitting upon the judgement seat,  I ordered the man  (= Paul)  to be brought   (to have  “a face to face encounter with his accusers”) 
               (That is to say:   Operating to  “heathen” Roman Custom,  in contrast to the way  “Religious Leaders”  would like to operate.) 
 

Festus then relates to King Agrippa and his sister Bernice what occurred at the initial trial of Paul in Caesarea. 
I quickly convened the trial on the following day having assembled all  “The Religious Leaders”  and other people having an interest. 
Then I called Paul in to The Auditorium,  so that we may all listen to the charges and then allow him to give his defence. 
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939th Comment – Festus continues to explain The Trial whose outcome totally changed: 
The accusers made what I could only conclude were false charges against Paul. 

801st Reasoning – Festus mind changed when he heard of these obviously false charges made by  “Leaders of Religion”! 
Acts   25v18 og concerning/about  who/what/which/that  
Acts   25v18 og (the) {standing staunch}/establishing/{holding up}/appointing/abiding  
Acts   25v18 og the  {against the street}/{against (persons in the) assembly}/{complainants in law}/accusers   
Acts   25v18 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing (thing = charge)   (the) reason/crime/cause/fault  
Acts   25v18 og (yourselves) {bear upon}/{super-induce}/take/inflict/brought,   
Acts   25v18 og {of whom/which}  (I) {thought under (privately)}/surmised/conjected/supposed/deemed  (emphatic) I/me  
Acts   25v18 Concerning/About  whom  (= Paul) 

the  {complainants in law}/accusers  the  {standing staunch}  yourselves  {bear upon}/inflict/brought  {not even one}  crime/cause/fault   
{of which}  emphatic I  (Festus)  surmised/conjected/supposed. 

 

Concerning whom  (= Paul), 
the accusers  (= The Religious Leaders)  standing staunch,  themselves  inflicted/brought  not even one  cause/fault   (against Paul) 
of which  (emphatic) I (Festus)  surmised/supposed    (= Festus was perceptive enough to realise these were false charges.) 
 

During which time  I surmised these leaders of “Religion”  could not bring any charge against Paul,  all the accusations were false!   Nothing new! 
 
940th Comment – Festus had noticed the name  “Jesus”  was repeatedly mentioned in the context of his death. 
Also customs concerning The Law of Moses were mentioned. 
802nd Reasoning – This was way beyond Festus' comprehension and that is why he sought the assistance from King 
Agrippa who should know more about Jewish Law and of this man,  Jesus,  executed some 23 years ago. 
Acts   25v19 og (the) {searches (in words)}/debates/questions  and  {some/any/certain thing}  concerning/about  
Acts   25v19 og of the  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}/privately (singular)   (of the) {religious belief}/superstition  
Acts   25v19 og (they) held/taken/possessed/obtained/had  toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) him,  
Acts   25v19 og also  concerning/about  {some/any/certain person}  (of the) Jesus  (the having) {(definitely) died}  
Acts   25v19 og who/what/which/that  (he) {made known}/asserted/affirmed/professed  the  Paul  (to) live/exist  
Acts   25v19 And  the  {some/certain things}  the  questions/debates   

concerning/about  of the  {religious belief}/superstition  {pertaining to the self}/{one's own}  they  had/possessed  towards  the him, 
also  concerning/about   the  {some/certain person}  of the  Jesus  the having  {definitely died}. 

 

And the certain  questions/debates  they  (= The Leaders of Religion)  had  towards/with  him  (= Paul)   
concerning of their own religious beliefs  also concerning a certain person,  Jesus,  the having definitely died  
 

Note:  Some worldly bible translations twist  “religious beliefs”  into  “worship of demons”  and  such-like. 
Perhaps this is an insidious attempt to make it appear  “Christians”  (as a religious sect)  are  ‘holier’  than all other religions! 

But no!   Most Christians are  just as bad  as is everyone else,  when we  carefully examine  their beliefs and practices! 
Of which I have done in some of my other commentaries  -  to expose fraudulent teaching  by detailed example! 

It should  not  be like this!   Christians should be educated by their leaders to be far away from these practices,  and yet  “The Worst Offenders”  are the 
leaders themselves  adding supposed credibility to these worldly opinions,  (mal)practices  and  customs!    
Often they teach in both words and deeds  against  specifically what The Bible teaches   (making today far worse than Sodom and Gomorrah)! 

For teaching this,  then they shall be severely chastised  (Luke.12v46-48)  and  wholly rejected by Yahweh  (Luke.20v16, etc.). 
This is what atheists witness today that confirms their assumption to remain as atheists!   Therefore,  Christians enforcing this attitude within atheists are 
wholly and justifiably  condemned  by Yahweh,  because Christians  should be precisely imitating  JC's ministry/lifestyle  and clearly,  they are  NOT! 

Repeating again,  the very worst offenders are the leaders themselves!   They truly  are  an abomination to Yahweh! 
But they do  not  care,  they do  not  believe in “God”,  but  use  His Word as  a tool to make a worldly living!   (Luke.16v3). 

They are complete  “Fraudsters”  to what they profess to represent! 
Festus explains: 

It seems to me that this matter  (of the religious leaders wanting to kill Paul)  was all about religious doctrine! 
These Religious Leaders  (Sadducees)  were concerned about Jesus having definitely died,  and Paul having stated:  He was resurrected! 

 
941st Comment – Festus admits he was completely perplexed about these things,  The Customs and of Jesus,  so he 
suggested The Trial continue at Jerusalem nearer to the  'centre of action'  and other witnesses could be sought there! 
Reasoning – repeat - This was way beyond Festus' comprehension and that is why he sought the assistance from King 
Agrippa who should know more about Jewish Law and of this man,  Jesus,  executed some 23 years ago. 
Acts   25v20 og (the) {having no way out}/{being at a loss}/{being perplexed/puzzled}  And  (emphatic) I/me  into/unto  
Acts   25v20 og the  concerning/about  {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabout  
Acts   25v20 og (the) search/dispute/question/inquiry  (I/[they]) {laid out}/stated/exclaimed, 
Acts   25v20 og if  (he) {be willing/disposed}/minded/intended/purposed  (to) traverse/travel/depart/journey (middle voice)  
Acts   25v20 og into/unto  (the) Jerusalem  {likewise in that place}/{and there}/{there also} 
Acts   25v20 og (to be) {judiciously/mentally decided}/tried/concluded/judged  concerning/about  
Acts   25v20 og {from/concerning these persons/things}  
Acts   25v20 And  emphatic  I (Festus)   

the being  {at a loss}/perplexed/puzzled  into  the  concerning  {such matter of}  the  question/inquiry,  I  stated, 
if  he  {be willing/disposed}/minded/purposed  to  (personally)  travel/journey  into/unto  the  Jerusalem   
and there  to be  tried/judged  about  {concerning these things}. 

 

And  (emphatic) I (Festus)  perplexed/puzzled  in  concerning such matter of the  question/inquiry,  I stated, 
if he  (= Paul) be  willing/disposed  to personally journey into Jerusalem and there to be judged about these things  
 

Festus continues: 
Not knowing or understanding these things specifically concerning Jewish Law,   then I thought it best that this matter should be resolved in 
the central place where  “Jewish Law”  is seen to be best  'understood'  in Jerusalem! 
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Festus was thinking  “worldly”,  inasmuch the  “central city”  within  “Judaism”  should be most knowledgeable about  “The Law of The Jews”! 
What a big mistake was that,  noting what Jerusalem really means regarding  “The Three Monotheistic Religions”  of The World,  all 
claiming to represent  “The Almighty God”  in  all their different ways  (= customs)  under  the common worldly banner of  “Hypocrisy”! 

Also knowing,  these religious leaders of Jerusalem hated Paul,  and would make every attempt to kill him! 
In precisely the  one/same  manner as they,  “Leaders of Religion”,  had done so,  generation after generation  (Matt.23v37, Luke.13v34)  for  “The 
Jewish Religion”,   and subsequently throughout The Gospel Age for  “The Christian Religion”,  and then  “The Islamic Religion”  from about 630 CE!    

Same-minded  people take the  same  positions in  “Religion”  throughout  “The Ages of Mankind”! 
It wholly occurs today! 

 
942nd Comment – Paul refused my invitation for a trial in Jerusalem,  and requested to be safely kept within my 
establishment until he can travel to Rome to present his case to Caesar. 
803rd Reasoning – This request by Paul wholly pleased Festus,  he was freed from the inevitable  “Religious Backlash”. 
Also he could correctly apply justice without being browbeaten into possible submission by  “The Religious Leaders”. 
804th Reasoning – Paul knew  “The Religious Leaders”  were constantly seeking his death and this was the only way to 
escape them  “to achieve justice”  was through a  “Heathen Leader”,  Caesar! 
367th Warning – TCs actively fulfilling Yahweh's Desire to teach  “The Word of God”,  expose  “The Hypocrisy”  
constantly practised by  “Religious Leaders”  shall inevitably bring upon themselves  “The Wrath of Religious People”. 
Acts   25v21 og of the  And  Paul  (of the having) entitled/{invoked decision/aid}/appealed/{called upon} (middle voice)   
Acts   25v21 og (to be) {watched/guarded over loss/injury}/detained/maintained/{held fast}/kept  (the) him  into/unto  
Acts   25v21 og the  of the  Augustine  (the) {(magisterial) examination}/'diagnosis'/hearing,  
Acts   25v21 og (I) {urged on}/'hail'/{incited (by word)}/ordered/commanded  
Acts   25v21 og (to be) {watched/guarded over loss/injury}/detained/maintained/{held fast}/kept  (the) him,  
Acts   25v21 og until/while/{as long as}/unto  who/what/which/that  
Acts   25v21 og (I may) {dispatched (from the point of departure)}/transmitted/bestow/wield/send/{thrust in}  
Acts   25v21 og (the) him  toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) Caesar  
Acts   25v21 And  of the  Paul  the having  (personally)  appealed/{called upon}  the him  (= Paul)   to be  detained/kept   

unto  the   {magisterial examination}/{diagnosis hearing}   of the   Augustine. 
I  (Festus)   ordered/commanded  the him  to be  detained/kept  until  that  I may  dispatch/send   the him  toward  the Caesar. 

 

And Paul having personally called upon himself to be kept   (safe and thus away from the clutches of the leaders of “Religion”) 
unto the magisterial examination of the  (Caesar)  Augustine   
I  (Festus)  commanded him  (= Paul)  to be kept  (safe)  until that I may send him toward the Caesar  
 

In conclusion to this initial trial of which I had arranged: 
Paul,  as a Roman citizen,  called upon his right to be judged by Caesar Augustine in Rome. 
Which meant because Paul was a Roman Citizen,  then I was forced to keep Paul safe so that he may fulfil his request! 
It is my responsibility to send him to Rome and not to Jerusalem! 

 
943rd Comment – King Agrippa  confirmed  his interest to hear Paul speak,  and Festus would make this possible. 
805th Reasoning – This was welcomed news for Festus,  they could confer notes afterwards and write a charge sheet. 
Acts   25v22 og (the) Agrippa  And  toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  Festus  
Acts   25v22 og (he) showed/{made known his thoughts}/affirmed/said: 
Acts   25v22 og (I was) {be willing/disposed}/minded/intended/purposed (middle voice)   also  he (= myself)   
Acts   25v22 og of the  countenance/{human-being}/man  (to) hear/listen/understand/respond   
Acts   25v22 og the (one = Festus)  And  (the) {fresh breeze of new day}/{next day}/tomorrow  
Acts   25v22 og (he) shows/{makes known one’s thoughts}/affirms/says  
Acts   25v22 og (you will)  hear/listen/understand/respond  (of the) him  
Acts   25v22 And  the  Agrippa  he  {made known his thoughts}/said  towards  the  Festus: 

I was  willing/disposed/minded  also  myself   to  hear/listen  of the  {human being}/man. 
And  the  (one = person = Festus)   he  {makes known his thoughts}/says: 
The  {next day}/tomorrow  you  (Agrippa)   will  hear/listen  of the  him  (= Paul). 

 

And   (King)  Agrippa,  he made known his thoughts towards Festus: 
   I was  disposed/minded  also myself to listen of the  man  (= Paul)  
                (= Inasmuch,  Agrippa has been meaning to talk to Paul when a convenient opportunity arose  [when paths crossed],  now it had!) 
And he  (= Festus)  makes known his thoughts: 
   Tomorrow you  (Agrippa)  will listen  (to)  him  (= Paul)  
 

We read of how King Agrippa had previously heard of Paul and of his exploits in foreign countries. 
“Royalty”  would have the opportunity to travel and hear of  'world news'  far more readily than a  “commoner”! 
This may have been a chance meeting or a response to an invitation from Festus,  but I prefer the latter understanding. 
This matter regarding Paul would have been of mutual interest,  which may be the reason as to why King Agrippa came,  to welcome Festus in his new 
position of Governor over this province,  and perhaps in response to an invitation to help Festus in this matter.  King Agrippa would also have heard of 
Paul being detained by Festus,  and Paul would not be coming to Jerusalem  (news like that would have been spinning around in the religious circles in 
Jerusalem,  and King Agrippa would have heard of it)!   
Consequently,  the,king responds positively to Festus' possible request,  being of mutual interest to both parties! 
 
944th Comment – The King Agrippa,  also Bernice entered into the auditorium with much ceremony together with other 
dignitaries having come down from Jerusalem to visit Festus in Caesarea.   Festus then invited Paul to speak. 
Acts   25v23 og to the  Therefore/Then  
Acts   25v23 og {upon the morrow}/{occurring on the succeeding day}/{day following}/{next day (after)}  
Acts   25v23 og (the) accompanying/appearing/bringing/coming  of the  Agrippa  also  of the  Bernice   
Acts   25v23 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  
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Acts   25v23 og (the) many/much/plenteous  (of the) {(vain) show}/'fantasy'/pomp,  
Acts   25v23 og also  (the) entering/{arising into}/{going in}  into/unto  
Acts   25v23 og the  {listening/audience room}/{place of hearing}/auditorium,  
Acts   25v23 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  both   
Acts   25v23 og to the  {commanders of one thousand men}/chiliarchs  also  (the) men/husbands/fellows  
Acts   25v23 og to the (plural)  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
Acts   25v23 og (the) {from/out  of  hold}/{to stand out}/prominence/principal/eminence  being/have  
Acts   25v23 og of the  {town large/or with walls}/city,  
Acts   25v23 og also  (the having) {urged on}/'hail'/{incited (by word)}/ordered/commanded  of the  Festus  
Acts   25v23 og (he was) {led away}/brought/driven/went/induced  the  Paul  
Acts   25v23 Therefore/Then  to the  (= in/on)   {upon the morrow}/{day following}   

the   appearing/coming   of the  Agrippa  also  of the  Bernice   together/with  much/plenteous   {vain show}/pomp,   
also  the  entering/{going in}   into/unto  the  {listening room}/auditorium, 
{united as companions}/together  both   (1) to the  (= with)  chiliarchs   
also   (2) to the  intensity (= most)   prominent/principal/eminent  men/husbands  of the   city. 
also  the  Festus  the  having  ordered/commanded,   the Paul  was  {led away}/brought. 

 

Therefore on the day following,  Agrippa  also Bernice coming  together/with  much pomp, 
also entering into the auditorium,  united as companions both 
(1) with the chiliarchs  also  (2) with the most  prominent/eminent  men/husbands  of the city  
Also Festus the having commanded;   Paul was brought  (into the auditorium)  
 

The following day now arrives,  and as arranged,  King Agrippa and his  sister/“partner”   Bernice come into The Auditorium with much fanfare,  to 
hear Paul speak about his dispute with  “The Leaders of Religion”.   They came with their  (excessive)  entourage of army commanders,  many prominent 
men and leaders of the city  (= Jerusalem and not Caesarea  [because the king would not come by himself from Jerusalem]).   
Most of these people would be  “hangers-on”  -  wanting to be associated with The King,  and to dine at the  king's/governor’s  expense. 
When all the guests are seated and settled,  Festus summons Paul to be brought into The Auditorium to give his account of what he has been doing. 
 
945th Comment – Festus begins The Proceedings to explain  why  these people have been called together: 
King Agrippa and his associates have convened together to hear Paul give his defence against  “The Religious Leaders”  
who have implored me,  both in Jerusalem and here  (when I invited them)  to give him “The Death Penalty”! 
806th Reasoning – It is clear this meeting was pre-planned as I had proposed earlier.  Festus had invited King Agrippa to 
help him resolve this issue and write a charge sheet. 
368th Warning – “Leaders of Religion”  persistently seek their  quarry/prey,  motivated only to silence a TC from 
exposing their delinquency and hypocrisy  (all hidden behind the warm and charming smile professionally crafted to 
swindle their deluded,  unthinking devotees  'paying for this service')!   
Acts   25v24 og Also  (he) shows/{makes known one’s thoughts}/affirms/says  the  Festus: 
Acts   25v24 og (the) Agrippa  (The) {foundation of power}/sovereign/king,  
Acts   25v24 og also  (the) all/whole/every (persons)  
Acts   25v24 og the  (ones = persons)  {near with}/{be at hand together}/{now present}/{be here present with}  {to us}  
Acts   25v24 og (the) men/husband/fellows,  
Acts   25v24 og (yourselves) {(to be a) spectator of}/discern/experience/behold/consider/{look on}/perceive  
Acts   25v24 og (of the) this (specific)   (one person = Paul)   concerning/about  {of whom/which}  (the) all/whole/every  
Acts   25v24 og the  {large number}/throng/populace/bundle/company/multitude  of the  Jews  
Acts   25v24 og (they) {spoke on the behalf}/{made intercession for}/entreated/pleaded  {to me}  in  both  
Acts   25v24 og (to the) Jerusalem  also  within/here/hither,  
Acts   25v24 og (the) {upon halloo/shouting}/{exclaiming against}/{crying out}:  
Acts   25v24 og Not  (he) {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must  (to) live/exist  (the) him  
Acts   25v24 og {no longer/further}/{not anymore}  
Acts   25v24 Also  the  Festus  he  {makes known his thoughts}/says: 

The  King  Agrippa,  also  the  all  persons,  the  men/husbands  {now present}/{here with}  {to us}, 
yourselves  discern/behold/{look on}  of this specific  person  (= Paul)    
concerning/about  {of whom}  all  the  throng/populace/multitude  of the  Jews 
they  {spoke on the behalf}/entreated/pleaded  to me  (Festus)  
both  within  Jerusalem  also  within/here,   the  {exclaiming out}/{crying out}: 
Not  the him;  he  should/ought  to  live/exist   {no longer}/{not any more}. 

 

Also Festus makes known his thoughts   (to this huge grouping of  “The Most Eminent People”  from Jerusalem and around about): 
   The King Agrippa,  also all the  men/husbands  presently here with us, 
   yourselves  discern/behold  of this specific person  (Paul)  concerning of whom  (=  Paul)    
   all the  populace/multitude  of the Jews,  they  (= The Religious Leaders)  entreated/pleaded  to me  (Festus)   
   both  (1) within Jerusalem  also  (2) here  (at Caesarea),  the crying out: 
      He  (= Paul)  should not  live/exist  anymore! 
 

Festus takes centre stage and gives The Introduction.    
Simply stated: 

Festus needs to know what to write in his letter to Caesar and hopes that Paul will explain what he has been doing,  and perhaps King 
Agrippa and his sister,  both being Jewish,  may be able to help him construct this  “Charge sheet”! 

Festus states: 
King Agrippa and all the men here with us,  behold this man, 
of whom all  “The Religious Leaders”  have pleaded to me within both Jerusalem and Caesarea  
to have cried out:  He should live no more! 
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Festus has made it very plain: 
“Leaders of Religion”  want to kill a TC,  just as they did to JC  (= “The Word of God”  that becomes  “The Template”  for TCs to copy)! 

It seems we should take something away with us here. 
“Leaders of Religion”  do  NOT  want  “The Word of God”  taught to The World   (they only want to kill TCs)! 

It does not matter what religion it is  (under the general banner of “Religion”),  the very worst being  “worldly Christianity”  that presently wholly 
covers The Earth because it pretends to be  “what it is not”  (through its leaders)  -  as history throughout The Gospel Age clearly shows us! 

All of which shall be completely and publicly exposed in The Millennium  (Luke.12v2-3). 
“Christendom”  is  “so bad”  because it has  “All of God's Word”  (of both The Old and New Testament)  and yet The Leaders maul it mercilessly and 
mince  “Supreme Quality”  into  “Worthless Trash”  after it has passed through their mind  -  Yahweh shall be merciless unto them in The Millennium! 

They  only  do this because they want to  “excuse themselves”  from gaining Yahweh's Methodology,  because they:  “Prefer the World”! 
Acts has been written to  forewarn  us of how leaders of  “Religion”  would behave to TCs throughout The Gospel Age! 

 
946th Comment – Festus explains his opinion completely changed when hearing the evidence: 

Paul had done nothing deserving of death,  and because he requested trial by Caesar,  then Festus agreed to 
make the necessary arrangements to facilitate this future meeting. 

807th Reasoning – Festus is following The Law,  but by contrast,  “Leaders of Religion"  tried to bypass  “The Secular 
Law”  and impose their own self-indulgent law to  'get their own way'  through  falsified evidence. 
Acts   25v25 og (emphatic) I/me  And  (the having) {taken eagerly}/seized/apprehended/grabbed/grasped (= quickly grasped)   
Acts   25v25 og {no longer/further}/{not anymore}  
Acts   25v25 og (the) {deem entitled for}/{deserving of}/{suitable for reward}/worthy  
Acts   25v25 og (of the) death/{deadly result}/fatality  (the) him   
Acts   25v25 og (to had) {at sometime/ever}/then/previously/(enclitic particle of time)},   
Acts   25v25 og also  his/it  and  {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabout  
Acts   25v25 og (of the having) entitled/{invoked decision/aid}/appealed/{called upon} (middle voice)   (the) Augustus,  
Acts   25v25 og (I) {judiciously/mentally decided}/tried/concluded/judged  
Acts   25v25 og (to) {dispatched (from the point of departure)}/transmitted/bestow/wield/send/{thrust in}  (the) him  
Acts   25v25 And  emphatic  I  (Festus)   the having  {quickly grasped}  the him  to had {done sometime previously}  {not anymore}   

the  {deserving of}/worthy   of the  death/{deadly result},   and  {concerning  this}   (person = Paul) 
also  of his  the  having  (personally)  appealed/{called upon}  the  Augustus, 
I  (Festus)   concluded/judged  to  dispatch/send  the  him. 

 

And  (Emphatic) I (Festus)  the having  (quickly)  grasped   
he  (= Paul)  previously had done nothing the deserving of death    
and  concerning this  (person = Paul),  also himself having personally called upon   (Caesar)  Augustus, 
I  (Festus)  concluded to dispatch him   (to Caesar Augustus in Rome)  
 

Festus unashamedly takes a contrary view to that of  “The Religious Leaders”: 
Upon hearing the evidence,  I quickly grasped this man has done nothing deserving of death! 
And because this man has personally called upon Caesar to judge him,  then I decided to send him to Rome! 

Can the reader see some common denominators here? 
Shall we go through them together: 

JC and Paul  accurately teach  “The Word of God”  (JC set The Standard,  and Paul, as a TC,  copies – precisely)! 
“The Leaders of Religion”  actively want to kill JC and Paul   (as they do to all TCs throughout The Gospel Age, as The Records show). 
It required The Heathen,  Pontius Pilate and Festus,  to state JC and Paul to be innocent of anything worthy of Death or Bonds. 

What can the conclusion be from this consideration,  other than … … … ? 
“The Professional Religious Leaders”  of  “The Three Harlots”  try to exterminate any trace of  “God's Word”  being taught to The World! 
It requires  “Heathen”,  or people calling themselves  “Atheists”  outside this  “three party cartel”  to recognise this demonstrable fact! 
That is why Yahweh's supposed representatives are completely rejected by Yahweh,  from any position of responsibility in The Millennium. 
Because  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  represent(ed) Satan,  which is to be adversarial to Yahweh achieving His “Early Adopters”! 

Why?   Because they prefer worldly methodology   (= to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt)   behind a painted facade! 
It is so simple to recognise when simply explained! 
 
947th Comment – Festus publicly concedes: 

I am not sure what to write to Caesar,  so I have brought Paul before you all,  especially King Agrippa so that 
through this judicial review I may gather the necessary information to write upon the charge sheet. 

808th Reasoning – I think this was the  real reason  why Festus invited King Agrippa to visit him at Caesarea.  The Roman 
Festus just could not understand The Jewish Law,  and why Jesus had caused so much consternation within  “The Leaders 
of Religion”!   He needed King Agrippa to help him to understand the background behind this case! 
Acts   25v26 og Concerning/About  who/what/which/that  {not fail}/secure/certain/safely  {some/any/certain thing}  
Acts   25v26 og (to) write/scribe/engrave  to the  lord/master  no/not/none  (I) hold/take/possess/obtain/have    
Acts   25v26 og Therefore/Consequently  (I) {led forward}/preceded/{went before}/brought  (the) him   
Acts   25v26 og over/upon/concerning  {of yourselves},   
Acts   25v26 og also  {very most}/{in the greatest degree}/chiefly/{most of all}/especially   
Acts   25v26 og over/upon/concerning  (of) thee/thy/thou/you,  
Acts   25v26 og (the) {foundation of power}/sovereign/king  (the) Agrippa,  
Acts   25v26 og {whatever how}/{in the manner that}/{so that}  of the  {(judicial) investigation}/examination  
Acts   25v26 og (the having) {become to be}  (I may) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  {some/any/certain thing}  
Acts   25v26 og (I may) write/scribe/engrave  
Acts   25v26 Concerning/About  whom  (= Paul)   not  I  have/possess  {any/certain thing}  secure//certain  to  write  to the  lord. 

Consequently  I  {led forward}/brought  the him  over/upon  of yourselves, 
also  chiefly/{most of all}/especially   over/upon  of  thee/you   the  King Agrippa, 
{in that manner}/{so that}  of the  {judicial investigation}/examination  the having  become to be   (= occurred) 
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(then)  I  may  have/possess  {some/any/certain thing}  I may  write/scribe. 
 

Concerning whom  (= Paul)  I have no  sure/secure  thing to write to the lord   (Caesar Augustus,  regarding this matter)  
Consequently I brought him  (= Paul)  upon yourselves,  also especially upon you,  King Agrippa,   
so that the judicial investigation having occurred  (then)  I may have something I may write   (to explain why I have sent Paul)! 
 

It seems that Festus wants some help! 
I have no idea what to write about Paul's charge! 
I have brought him to yourselves,  especially to you,  King Agrippa,  by virtue that you may be able to help me, 
so after this judicial investigation,  then I may know what to write upon Paul's charge sheet! 

 
948th Comment – Festus philosophically concludes: 

I cannot send Paul to Caesar without something written on a charge sheet! 
809th Reasoning – Presently Festus is at a loss,  not knowing about what to write because Paul appears to be an innocent 
man,  and has certainly not contravened any Roman Law. 
549th Instruction – Festus was only in this invidious position,  because the  “Leaders of Religion”  had forced Paul to 
respond in this manner for his own protection from false charges made against this TC. 
Comment – repeat - I close each chapter with this plea.  I only write like this to gain the rare Nicodemus prepared to  constructively  criticise  
“God's Word”  from out of millions  of  “Leaders of Christendom”  only prepared to  destructively  criticise  “God's Word”  as to what it means for 
“The Early Adopters”.   The  “Probability”  of a Christian leader fulfilling Yahweh's Desire is about 0.00003   (corresponding to 1:30,000 Christians) . 
Acts   25v27 og (the) {not thoughtful}/irrational/brute/unreasonable  For  {to me}  
Acts   25v27 og (it) thinks/{be accounted}/deems/supposes/presumes/seems  
Acts   25v27 og (the) {dispatching (from the point of departure)}/transmitting/bestowing/wielding/sending/{thrusting in}  
Acts   25v27 og (the) {a captive}/{bound person}/prisoner/{in bonds},  
Acts   25v27 og not  also  the (ones = charges)   down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (of the) him  
Acts   25v27 og (the) causes/{as if asked for}/{the reasons for}/accusations/cases/faults/charges  
Acts   25v27 og (to) mark/indicate/signify  
Acts   25v27 For  it  supposes/seems  the  irrational/unreasonable  {to me}  the  dispatching/sending  the  captive/prisoner, 

also  not  to  mark/indicate  the  causes/accusations/charges  against   of the  him. 
 

For it seems unreasonable to me  (Festus),  sending the prisoner,  also not to indicate the accusations against  him  (= Paul)     
 

I have some sympathy for Festus. 
The governor was thrust into this land,  whose religious leaders have their own religious faith,  and are despotically trying to kill Paul whose 
only crime is to give his opinion about a man  (= Jesus)  who was murdered,  and yet he claimed:   “JC was resurrected”. 

Moreover,  Paul gave  all the background support structure  -  that actually made this statement:  “Credible”! 
Then Paul calls upon Caesar to be his judge,  over a matter that Festus could not personally understand,  of which it does not deserve death,  
and yet he must construct a  “Charge Sheet”  enabling Caesar to have The Facts upon which to judge Paul! 

It was a nightmare situation for the Governor Festus! 
He thus hoped the Jewish King Agrippa  (knowing Jewish Law/Custom)  may give some insight to help resolve Festus' conundrum. 

 
 
949th Comment – The King Agrippa was now ready and requested Paul to start speaking. 

Paul responded and began to speak.  
Acts   26v1 og (the) Agrippa  And  toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  Paul   
Acts   26v1 og (he) showed/{made known his thoughts}/affirmed/said:  
Acts   26v1 og (it is) {turned over (transfer)}/{given leave}/allowed/let/permitted  {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy   
Acts   26v1 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  (of the) {of thyself}/{of your own self}  
Acts   26v1 og (to) {lay out}/state/exclaim    
Acts   26v1 og then/{at the time}  the  Paul  
Acts   26v1 og (he) {gave an account (legal plea) of oneself}/exculpated/{made defence}/ 

/{answered/excused self} (middle voice)  
Acts   26v1 og (the) stretching/extending/{casting/putting/stretching forth}  the  {hollowness for grasping}/hand  
Acts   26v1 And  the  Agrippa  he  {made known his thoughts}/said  towards  the  Paul: 

It is  allowed/permitted  to thee/you   {for the sake/behalf of}  of the  {your own self}  to  state. 
Then  the Paul  the  stretching/extending  the  hand,  he  (personally)  {gave a legal plea of himself}/{made defence}: 

 

And  (King)  Agrippa made known his thoughts towards Paul: 
   It is allowed to you for the sake of your own self to state  (your defence)  
Then Paul stretching the hand,  he personally gave his legal plea: 
 

Because Festus has invited King Agrippa to help in the writing if Paul's Charge Sheet,  then King Agrippa takes control of the proceedings. 
King Agrippa gives command for Paul to give his account leading up to his arrest at The Temple. 
Paul addresses all the present company with his raised hand and starts his legal plea. 

 
950th Comment – Paul begins: 

I am very pleased to give my personal legal plea to you King Agrippa,  today, 
to counter all the slanderous things  “The Leaders of Religion”  have stated against me. 

810th Reasoning – Paul is very happy to present his case to King Agrippa to explain what has driven him to become a  “1st 
Century Christian”  which sadly,  has brought  “The Leaders of Religion”  against him. 
Acts   26v2 og Concerning/about  (of the) all/whole/every (things)  {of whom/which}  
Acts   26v2 og (I am) {called in debt/demand}/{brought to account}/accused/charged  
Acts   26v2 og under/through/inferior/below/by  (of the) Jews,  
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Acts   26v2 og (the) {foundation of power}/sovereign/king  Agrippa  
Acts   26v2 og (I) {to lead}/command/{to deem}/consider/account/{rule over}/think (middle voice)   {my own}/myself   
Acts   26v2 og (the) {supremely blessed}/fortunate/{well off}/{very happy}  
Acts   26v2 og (the being to) occur/expect/intend/necessity/go/come/{about to}  
Acts   26v2 og (to) {give an account (legal plea) of oneself}/exculpate/{make defence}/{answer/excuse self} (middle voice)   
Acts   26v2 og over/upon/concerning  (of) thee/thy/thou/you  
Acts   26v2 og (the) {(on) the/this day (or) the/this night (just passed)}/now/present/hitherto  
Acts   26v2 Concerning/About  of the  all things   {of which}  I am  {called into debt}/{brought to account}/accused  under/by  the  Jews, 

I  (personally)  deem/consider/think  myself  the  {supremely blessed}/fortunate/{very happy}  the  King  Agrippa   
the being  {to occur}/{about to}  to  (personally)  {give a legal plea of myself}/{make defence}/{answer self}   
{this present day}  over/upon/concerning  of thee/you. 

 

I personally consider myself very happy,  King Agrippa,  being about to personally give a legal plea of myself  
this present day upon you, 
concerning of all the things of which I am  {brought to account}/accused  by the Jews   (= “Leaders of Religion”), 
 

Paul is  genuinely  very happy  to be positioned to teach what made him become a  “1st Century Christian”. 
Why? 

Because it is what makes Paul completely different to professional  “Leaders of Religion”. 
Paul is happy to fulfil  Yahweh's  Desire. 

Yahweh wants His next generation of TCs to bring forth The Millennium. 
By contrast:- 

“Leaders of Religion” are happy fulfilling their  own  desire! 
Satan does  not  want the next generation of TCs  (else at 144000 TCs,  then Rev.20v1-3,  and followed by  Rev.20v10). 

That is why Satan allows leaders of The World  (under his heaven [singular]  1John.5v19)  to fulfil their own desire  (and not fulfil Yahweh's Desire). 
However,  TCs reject Satan's methodology and operate under  Yahweh's Heaven [plural]  that is  local  within their own mind  (Luke.17v21)! 

Thus,  Paul uses every opportunity to  freely  teach  “The Word of God”  without favour to any human;   rich or poor,  king or slave! 
Because  “JC as The Word of God” wholly inculcated within Paul's mind makes  “JCg as The Word of God” his  lord/master  over his mind! 

That simple sentence is completely  unintelligible  to our  “Leaders of Religion”  (especially those of Christendom operating in “hypocrisy”)! 
Paul continues: 

I wish to give by means of explanation as to why I am accused by  “The Leaders of Religion”! 
 
951st Comment – Paul credits King Agrippa as being specifically knowledgeable in the customs and debates regarding 
The Jewish Law and consequently asks The King to carefully listen to what Paul must explain as to what drove him. 
811th Reasoning – This is an important combination.  The Roman Festus can be guided by the knowledgeable king to later 
corroborate what Paul has given in relation to what had originally been laid out  “The Law of Moses”. 
550th Instruction – It must be clearly understood  “1st Century Christianity”  as explained by Paul  righteously answers  
at  “The Spiritual Level”  what  “The Law of Moses”  laid down at  “The Physical Level”  in just about everything written 
down in The Torah  (= The Pentateuch containing “The Law”).  
952nd Comment – This is why The Jews are so privileged in having all that knowledge of The Tanakh upon which to build 
what JC answered.   It is so much more difficult for gentiles to  see/understand  this,  because they do not know The 
Tanakh well enough  (or appreciate its real relevance)  upon which to build,  thereby truly recognising Yahweh's Majesty. 
Acts   26v3 og (the) {very most}/{in the greatest degree}/chiefly/{most of all}/especially  
Acts   26v3 og (the) {a knower}/expert/knowledgeable  being/have  thee/thy/thou  
Acts   26v3 og (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving  (of the) all/whole/every   
Acts   26v3 og of the (ones = customs)  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  
Acts   26v3 og (of the) {usages (prescribed by habit/law)}/customs/manners  both   
Acts   26v3 og also  (of the) {searches (in words)}/debates/questions,   
Acts   26v3 og therefore/consequently  (I) {beg, as binding oneself}/petition/beseech/pray/{make request} (middle voice)   
Acts   26v3 og (of) thee/thy/thou/you  {long-passion}/{with long (endearing) temper}/leniently/patiently  
Acts   26v3 og (to) hear/listen/understand/respond  {of me}/I/me/mine/my  
Acts   26v3 The  {very most}/chiefly/especially   thee/you   being  the  expert/knowledgeable 

the  knowing/understanding/perceiving  accordingly/intensely (= specifically)   all   
both  (1) of the  {usages prescribed by habit/law}/customs/manners  also  (2) of the  debates/questions, 
consequently  I  (personally)  petition/beseech/{make request}  of thee/you  to  hear/listen  {of me}  leniently/patiently. 

 

Especially you  (Agrippa)  being the expert,  knowing/understanding  specifically all   
both  (1) of the  customs/manners  also  (2) of the  debates/questions   (within Jewish Law)  
Consequently,  I personally  beseech/{make request}  of you to hear me patiently  
 

Paul recognises King Agrippa is positioned to help  'The Heathen'  Festus write Paul's Charge Sheet,  which pleases him because King Agrippa's Jewish 
background will enable him to latch onto what Paul shall be teaching,  and thus angle the following  write-up  from Paul's view point. 
The Jewish Laws and customs,  also the discussions within Jewish groupings as they tried to reason  (1) where The Tanakh was supposed to be going,  
inasmuch  (2) how it was to be answered.   

It was through these discussions that Paul was able to explain by means of what JC taught by both word and deed. 
Consequently,  Paul wants to explain this now to his audience! 
 
953rd Comment – Paul begins with a bold statement  (covered over the next two verses): 

All the people of Jerusalem know precisely how I have lived all my life! 
All “The Leaders of Religion”  know … …  

812th Reasoning – Paul confidently states:   
“Everyone in Jerusalem knows me since a child,  especially  “The Leaders of Religion”  … … !   

Paul is beginning to make the point that  all  people knew he was fastidious in the upkeep of  “The Law of Moses”. 
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Acts   26v4 og the  truly/indeed/{that one}  Therefore/Then  (the) {(the mode of) living}/{manner of life} 
Acts   26v4 og {of me}/I/me/mine/my  the  {from/out of}  (of the) newness/youthfulness  the  off/away/separated/from 
Acts   26v4 og (of the) {commencement/chief (in order/time/place/rank)}/beginning  (the having) {become to be}  
Acts   26v4 og in  to the  gentile/nation/heathen/people  {of me}/I/me/mine/my  in  (to the) Jerusalem  
Acts   26v4 og (they) know (irreg. of 1492)     (the) all/whole/every  the  Jews  
Acts   26v4 Therefore/Then  truly/indeed  the  {mode of living}/{manner of life}  {of me}  {from out of}  of the  youthfulness   

the having  {become to be}  of the  {commencement of time}/beginning  within  the  nation/people  of me  within Jerusalem. 
All the  Jews  they  know   (this)!   

 

Therefore  truly/indeed  the  {mode of living}/{manner of life}  from out of my youth 
having become to be  (from)  of the beginning within my  nation/people  within Jerusalem  
All the Jews  (= “The Religious Leaders”)  they know   (this information about me to be true) 
 

Paul begins with his background to show that he thoroughly knows The Tanakh as sourced by Yahweh through His  “Early Adopters”  (1) The Ancient 
Worthies  (before “Israel”),  (2) The Prophets  (during 1st Epoch Israel).  Thus stating he has  “The Credentials”  and  “The Authority”  to speak 
regarding The Tanakh  –  he thoroughly knows his  “Subject Matter”  which is key as to why  “The Leaders of Religion”  detested him,  because 
metaphorically his  'mouth consumed religious opposition in fire'  (Rev.11v5)  in the same manner as did JC  (Matt.22v46). 

“Leaders of Religion”  stood no chance in a debate because of  “The Knowledge”  Paul had within his mind,  wholly surpassed theirs! 
TCs are able to do likewise – because they  make it their business  to learn and thoroughly know,  but  also understand  their subject matter. 
In this manner they become formable apostles,  “appointed (by Yahweh) to tell”,  which Yahweh makes public at  “The 1st Resurrection”. 

Then  “Religious People”,  in precisely the manner as we read in these chapters,  will use all means to attack a TC teaching  “The Word of God”  
because they do  not  want to leave their presently secure and comfortable lifestyle   -   because:  What driver is there to change? 
It is presently Satan's World  (1John.5v19, Eph.2v2, etc.)  and people who think like him will take positions of leadership within a world they call  “their 
own/home”  by setting Satan's standards in their life (= self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt,  for example:  not paying taxes as do  'normal people',  or 
abusing expenses  –  as shown by leaders in power).   Likewise,  Yahweh rejects any  “Religious Person” (“Christian”)  who lies, cheats or defrauds any 
person, organisation, institution or government authority,  from becoming a TC to rule in The Millennium.   
All of which,  I have explained exactly why elsewhere. 

Paul then calls these leaders to deny that he has not been taught in  “The Ways of The Law of Moses”  (which was to show how a Perfect 
Society was to operate  -  if  everyone obeyed  “The Rules”)! 
The link is that  “The Law of Moses”  was supposed to yield a  “perfect society by works”  that did  not  lie/cheat/defraud  one's neighbour. 
The problem why society failed,  was  “The Mind was wrong”  (operating in “darkness”)  to be  hiding by  excuse/deny,  the works done! 

The “Leaders of Religion”  cannot deny what Paul states! 
 
954th Comment – Paul confidently continues: 

    (The Leaders of Religion know)  
from the beginning  (as a child)  up to now  (when arrested in the temple) 
if they choose to witness here    (before you – Festus and Agrippa) 
I have lived as a strict Pharisee,  worshipping in accordance to the most exacting standard. 

813th Reasoning – Paul makes it very clear to his assessors that  “The Leaders of Religion”  have absolutely no basis 
upon which to slander his character to The Public!   He even dares by invitation for the  “Religious People”  to state that: 

“Paul was not most enthusiastic to follow  “The Strict Law”  of a high class Pharisee!” 
551st Instruction – Paul followed  most exactly  “The Law of Moses”  throughout his life.    
“The Religious Leaders”  cannot deny this!    Likewise for us  “Christians”  at  “The Next Level”  (Spiritual): 
We aiming to be TCs must follow  most exactly  “The Law of JC”.   It is this that exposes  “The Leaders of Religion”  to 
be hypocrites to  “The Requirement”.    “The Religious leaders”  (throughout The Gospel Age)  cannot deny this! 
Acts   26v5 og (the) {knowing beforehand}/foreknowing/foreseeing  I/me/my   
Acts   26v5 og {from above}/{from the first}/anew/{from the  beginning/top},  
Acts   26v5 og if  (they) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}  (to) witness/report (= the person giving the evidence),  
Acts   26v5 og because  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   the  {most exact/straitest}/{highest precision}  
Acts   26v5 og the  {choice (of parties)}/disunion/heresy/sect/schism  
Acts   26v5 og of the  {our/my (possessive)}/{your (by a different reading)}  {ceremonial observance}/{pious ritual}/worship  
Acts   26v5 og (I) lived/existed  (the) Pharisee    
Acts   26v5 (They)  {knowing beforehand}/foreseeing  me  {from the first/beginning}   

if  they  determine/desire/{be pleased}  to  witness/report  (as the person giving the evidence), 
because  down/accordingly/intensely  to  the  {most  exact}/{highest precision}  the  sect/schism   
of the  our/my  {ceremonial observance}/{pious ritual}/worship,   I  lived/existed  the  Pharisee. 

 

(“The professional Leaders of Religion” … … ) 
The knowing me beforehand  (of what they claim now),  from the beginning   (of my childhood), 
if they  (= leaders of “Religion”)  desire to  witness/report   (as a person giving the evidence), 
because accordingly to the most exact  sect/schism  of our  {ceremonial observance}/{pious ritual}/worship, 
I lived/existed  (as)  the Pharisee  
 

Paul affirms: 
“The Leaders of Religion”  thoroughly know of my background. 

Paul invites them to testify: 
Yes,  Paul lived a most pious life while a youth! 
He was from the most exacting sect of The Pharisees and observed every ritual as instituted within  “The Laws of Moses”. 

Therefore,  Paul had  “The Credentials”  to know and understand what Yahweh wanted! 
The question is: 

Was he going to  (1) become,  and then  (2) remain a  “Religious Leader”  for the remaining part of his life? 
Paul had The Education!   He had been to The Best Seminary – The Highest Rabbinic School in Jerusalem for perhaps 10+ years! 
He had even been personally  educated/taught  by  the highest scholar,  Gamaliel having a personal seat in The Sanhedrin! 

Therefore,  all the religious leaders precisely knew of Paul’s character,  of his background and of his zealous fervour to:  “Get a job done”! 
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955th Comment – Paul expands upon this declaration: 
I now stand before you    (Festus and Agrippa)   
being judged upon  “The Anticipation/Expectation”  of  “The Promise”    (of  “The Birthright”) 
that Yahweh gave towards our fathers    (= The Ancient Worthies and The Prophets). 

814th Reasoning – The connection of  “JC's Death/Resurrection”  with  “The Birthright”  that was handed down with  
“The Law of Moses” as “The Required Link”  become  the fundamentals  upon which  “1st Century Christianity”  is based 
552nd Instruction – JC fulfilled “The Law of Moses”  during his life to achieve “The Birthright”  as promised by Yahweh,  
which enables JC to be resurrected as JCg as   “The First of  The First-fruits”  (= The Barley waved).  “This Proof”  
becomes  “The Expectation”  of  “The 144000 TCs”  (Rev.14v1-4)  who,  by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  
become  “The First-fruits”  (= The Wheat waved 50 days later).   To become  brothers/sisters  to JCg as  “The Rulers”  
over  “The Resurrected World” (Matt.12v48-50, 2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet,5v4, Rev.1v6)  as elected by Yahweh  (Matt.20v23).  
369th Warning – While  “Leaders of Religion”  as  “The Jews”  'could be excused'  for not understanding this,  “Leaders 
of Religion”   as  “The Christians”  have absolutely  “NO EXCUSE”  for not understanding this! 
They teach  everything other  than the above,  being their  “Gospel of Excuses”  so as  “not  to achieve The Birthright”! 
Precisely as The Bible tells us in so many places -  see my commentaries of The Gospels and Epistles on FutureLife.Org. 
Acts   26v6 og Also  now/present/immediate  over/upon/concerning  (to the) anticipation/expectancy/confidence 
Acts   26v6 og of the  toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  fathers/forebears  
Acts   26v6 og (of the) announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise  (the having) {become to be}   
Acts   26v6 og under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  God  (I) {stand staunch}/establish/{hold up}/appoint/abide  
Acts   26v6 og (the being) {judiciously/mentally decided}/tried/concluded/judged  
Acts   26v6 Also  now/presently I  {stand staunch}   (and)   the being  tried/judged   

over/upon/concerning  to the  anticipation/expectation/confidence  of the  pledge/{divine assurance}/promise   
the having  {become to be}  under/by  of the  God  (= Yahweh)   towards  the  fathers/forebears. 

 

Also now I stand staunch  (and)  being  tried/judged  concerning   (“1st Century Christianity”  which is … … ) 
to the  anticipation/expectation/confidence    (= this is  not  [blind]  “hope”  built on  “blind Faith”  throughout all  of Christendom)    
              (The Surety of  “Anticipation/Expectation/Confidence”   is built upon  “Real Faith”  =  “accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity”.) 
of the  pledge/promise   (= “The Invitation”  of  “The Birthright”  which is to become a future  “Son of God”) 
the having become to be   (brought into existence)  by the God  (= Yahweh)    
towards the fathers   (= The Ancient Worthies and to The Prophets)  
 

Because of this background,  then Paul knows of  “The Promise”  given to  “The Ancestors of Israel”  by Yahweh. 
What is this promise? 

Is  this a promise of  'Everlasting Life'  because JC died for us  (provided we believe in JC by being a ‘Christian’)? 
Inasmuch this is what  worldly Christian leaders teach us! 

‘Shock and horrors!’  -  No it is  NOT! 
It is certainly  NOT  this! 
This is  not  “The Primary Thing”  that  “The Ancestors”  taught   (- of which JC made a reality)! 
The Primary thing taught was to make  “The Promise”  a reality:- 

We are taught of  “The Birthright”. 
We are taught of  “The Inheritance”. 
We are taught of  “Becoming Heirs”. 
We are taught of  “(The New) Jerusalem”. 

The Secondary thing taught was:- 
We are taught of  “The Millennium”. 
We are taught of  “(The New) Israel”. 

Paul understands that JC answered the above  -  to make  “This Promise”  possible to us of The Gospel Age.   This  is   “The Invitation”! 
Hence both JC’s and Peter’s comments at Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 1Pet.1v10,  of which I thoroughly explain in my local commentaries. 
But:- 

We are  not  taught of these things in Christendom! 
We are taught  “The Gospel of Excuses”  so that we  CANNOT  (in Yahweh’s Judgment  [of The Special/Greater {1st} Judgment], James.3v1):- 

“Gain the Birthright”. 
“Attain the Inheritance”. 
“Become an Heir”. 
“Form the New Jerusalem.” 
“Make possible The Millennium.” 
“Yield the New Israel.” 

However,  our  worldly Christian Leaders confidently  (in the error of  “blind faith”)  fraudulently  proclaim:- 
 “You are  (all)  children [sons] of God”  (Because you come and listen to what I say,  then gratuitously pay me for saying so)! 

What a Scam! 
Only 144000  “Sons/Children of God”   (as  only  determined by Yahweh  [Matt.20v23]  as having precisely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  as The 
Bible distinctly tells us at  Rev.7v4-8,  19v1-4 are able to: 

“Gain the Birthright”. 
“Attain The Inheritance”. 
“Become an Heir”. 
“Form the New Jerusalem.” 
“Make possible The Millennium.” 
“Yield the New Israel.” 

Moreover,  because  “The 1st Resurrection”  has  not  yet occurred  (at 2017 CE),  then there are still a few places open to be filled! 
Yahweh wants these few remaining places to be filled,  so that He can,  according to fulfilment of prophecy:   

Directly intervene and remove the power of Satan and his millions of cohorts on this planet despoiling The World  (through its  
customs/systems/protocols  of basic cheating and fraud  [under the cover of  “Darkness” with regard to what they do])! 

This is what Paul knew,  as he tells us at Heb.4v4 and associate verses in context  (please see all my local commentaries as cited in this commentary). 
This is what Paul taught;  else,  he would not have written it in his epistles! 

Seems obvious,  does it not? 
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Yet this is  not  what our  worldly Christian leaders teach  (pretending  to represent “God” 2Tim.3v5, Tit.1v16,  hence  they are fraudsters)!   
They teach of a  “New Jesus” (2Cor.11v4)  that supposedly excuses us  (Jude.v4)  so that we are presumably only saved on  (blind) faith  (supposedly)  
having no need to demonstrate works and thus ignoring James.2v16-26,  given only to  “Flatter”  the ears  for fleshly payment  (2Tim.4v3-4).   
It is all a mixture of  half-truths  and lies that exit their mouth  (noting James 3v11-12),  all of which  exhibits what is in their mind! 
Yahweh wants people who  demonstrably imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  that represents Yahweh’s Methodology and  not  people who are led by Satan’s 
methodology,  but pretending on the outside to be representatives of God  (repeating, 2Tim.3v5, Tit.1v16).  This is now  (and has been)  pandemic,  which 
is precisely why Yahweh is  still waiting, and has been  for the last some 2000 years to achieve  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs. 

Again,  this is   unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders,  but they are so good at  “making excuses”  and teaching  “Religion”! 
That is why they are presently fulfilling Satan’s desire,  and  actively  delaying  “The Onset of The Millennium”! 

So I ask: 
Can the reader understand this righteous logic? 

Furthermore,  I ask you: 
What is stopping you from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  and perhaps,  ideally become a future  “Son of God”? 

This is what Paul taught as  “1st Century Christianity”. 
This is why  unrepentant  leaders of “Religion”  made it their objective  to oppose, frustrate (Satanic)  this teaching by whatever means they could use! 
Therefore, I simply ask the reader: 

When were you,  last taught what was in this commentary? 
The answer to that pertinent question exposes precisely what I have been writing! 
 
956th Comment – Paul carefully explains: 

The 12 Tribes of  “Israel”  have access to this  “Birthright”   
     (1st and 2nd Epoch  “Early Adopters”  achieve  “The Birthright”,  3rd Epoch is to  learn from  “The Birthrght”) 
the above must be achieved both  day/night  with exactitude  to be successful  within The 3 Epochs of Israel. 
Where it is  “The Hired Menials”     (to Yahweh,  by  accurately  serving out  “The Word of God”  to The World)  
(become “The Early Adopters”)    in the  expecting/entrusting   
about  “The Anticipation/Confidence”    (in  “The Birthright”) 
of which,  Oh King Agrippa,  I am brought to account by  “The Leaders of Religion” 

815th Reasoning – I felt it best to add the contents within The Parenthesis to help aid our understanding.  This is what was 
in Paul's mind as he was speaking to Festus and Agrippa.  It was this knowledge that drove his teaching,  but  none  of this 
is taught by our  “Leaders of Religion”  because they believe  none  of it,  and have  zero  interest in it!  (Matt.23v13). 
816th Reasoning – Paul is simply telling us of this linkage: 
JC  fulfilled The Requirement  to become  “The Premier Early Adopter”  for  “Sonship to Yahweh” = “The Birthright”.   
For which Yahweh  resurrected  him as  “The  First/Chief  Son of God”  (and “Only” at the time of writing). 
553rd Instruction – We must open our mind to this knowledge that drove Paul's mind and  make our mind like Paul's,  
which was the  one/same  mind as that of JC to fulfil Yahweh's Desire by  precisely imitating  JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
554th Instruction – We must  not  make our life  “full of excuses”  as to why we cannot  “precisely imitate JC”! 

We must  not  become like  “Leaders of Religion”  -  “Only in it  –  for  The  Money/Power/Glory/Leverage”. 
370th Warning –  If  we become like  “Leaders of Religion”  then Yahweh  will  reject us  for  “The Birthright”! 
Acts   26v7 og onto/unto  which/whom/that  the  {twelve tribes}  {of/from us}   
Acts   26v7 og in  (to the) intentness/intenseness/earnestness/assiduousness  (the) night  also  (the) day/{period of time}  
Acts   26v7 og (the) {as a hired menial}/{ministering (to God)}/worshipping/{divine serving}/{rendering homage}  
Acts   26v7 og (to the) expecting/confiding/entrusting  (to) {meet against}/{arrive at}/attain/come  concerning/about   
Acts   26v7 og {of whom/which}  (the) anticipation/expectancy/confidence  
Acts   26v7 og (I am) {called in debt/demand}/{brought to account}/accused/charged  
Acts   26v7 og (the) {foundation of power}/sovereign/king  (the) Agrippa  under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  Jews  
Acts   26v7 Unto  which   (= “The Promise”  of  “The Birthright”)     

the  twelve tribes  {of us}  within  the  intentness/earnestness/assiduousness/exactitude  the  night  also  the  day/{period of time} 
the  {as a hired menial}/{ministering to God}/{divine serving}  to the (=in)   expecting/entrusting  to  {arrive at}/attain/come,  
concerning/about  {of which}  the  anticipation/expectancy/confidence,  the  King Agrippa, 
I am  {called in debt}/{brought to account}/accused  under/by  of the  Jews  (= The Leaders of Religion). 

 

Unto which   (= “The Promise”  of  “The Birthright”  originally given to Abraham by Yahweh,  for those people from out of his  [spiritual]  loins) 
our twelve tribes   (“of Israel”  comprising in  total of  “Three Epochs”:   [1] Jews,  [2] Christians,  [3] Resurrected World.) 
within the  intentness/assiduousness/exactitude   (being performed by  “The Early Adopters”  within Epochs  [1]  and  [2]  of “Israel”) 
the night  also the day   (inasmuch  “The Night” spiritually comes first with Satan’s methodology,  followed by “The Day of Yahweh’s Methodology”) 
the  {hired menials}/{ministering to God}   (= “precisely fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire”.  Professional religious leaders  cannot  do this,  Matt.6v24) 
in the  expecting/entrusting  to  attain/come   (= achieving  “The Birthright”  upon our resurrection  to rule  “The Resurrected World”) 
concerning of which the  anticipation/expectancy/confidence   (= “The Promise” of  “The Birthright”  2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rom.8v17, etc.) 
King Agrippa,  I am brought to account by the Jews   (= The Leaders of “Religion”  opposing all the above)  
                 (Inasmuch:   “I am only doing what  we  all  should be doing”  and yet  “Leaders of Religion”  are trying to stop me!) 
 

Much of the explanation is given within the parenthesis alongside Paul’s statements,  but I shall expand to aid understanding. 
Paul explains further,  the reason of his driver: 

Paul is looking towards this  “Promise of the Birthright”.  This was given to  “Abraham”  (whose name = “The Loving Father” and thus 
represents “Yahweh”)  for the people who were ultimately to come through  “his loins”.  “His loins” means “spiritually reformed”  that 
requires our mind to be built upon Yahweh’s Methodology  as  “The Spiritual RNA”,  to be operating within our minds,  over what will 
become the next 3 Epochs of Israel  (hence  “The 12 Tribes”,  noting my very important commentaries of Rev.7v4-8). 

The  successful  people of:- 
The 3 Epochs of Israel  (noting Isa.10v20-22)  are:- 

1st Epoch Israel = The Jews,  The Remnant that returns to The Lord = The Prophets  (and such like people, noting Heb.11v38-40). 
2nd Epoch Israel = The Christians,  The Remnant that returns to The Lord = The 144000 TCs  (Rev.19v1-4). 
3rd Epoch Israel = The Resurrected World,  The Remnant that returns to The Lord  =  The Reformed Humans  (Rev.22v14, etc.) 

Those people of 1st and 2nd Epoch Israel are judged  ONLY  by Yahweh  (Matt.20v23) 
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Those people of the 3rd Epoch Israel are judged  ONLY  by JCg and the 144000 TCs  (John.5v22,27,30,  Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.). 
The  rejected  people of:- 
The 3 Epochs of Israel  (noting Isa.10v20-22)  are:- 

1st Epoch Israel = The Jews, the rejected people  = All remaining Jews shall be resurrected into The Millennium and learn how to imitate JC. 
2nd Epoch Israel = The Christians,  the rejected people  = virtually all Christians,   whose future is the same as The Jews above. 

(Note: charlatan Christian leaders shall  never  be resurrected,  Heb.6v4-6, 10v26, 2Pet.2v18-22, etc.) 
3rd Epoch Israel = The Resurrected World,  the rejected people after having experienced both bad and then good systems, then follow Satan’s 
desire to oppose imitating JC’s lifestyle  are annihilated at  “The 2nd Death”,  at the end of The Millennium  (Rev.20v12-15, 22v15 etc.). 

As the reader may or may not know:   
Nothing like that  “Righteous”  scenario  has been,  or is,  taught in The World  (for the last some 1700+ years)! 

Christians do not teach it because they are bogged-down in the unrighteous copyist addition at Rev.20v5,  please see my local 17,000 word commentary. 
Nevertheless,  this  is  what JC and Paul taught as  “1st Century Christianity”  (that is  NEVER  taught today)! 

Paul continues: 
With exactitude,  these  “Early Adopters”  precisely fulfilled  “The Word of God”  as revealed specific to their  “Time Slot”  within Human History. 
Yahweh selects these People as being  Righteous to His  “Specific Requirement of them”  in the manner as Paul explained at  1Cor.12v12-22. 
Their internal driver worked both night and day to fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 

So what does this mean? 
It operates at several levels. 
The very most important thing is have a  wholly repentant  mind that  desires to learn  from what Yahweh chooses to teach us. 
Today it is very easy – because we have both  “Part 1 and Part 2”  of God's Word   (= The Old and New Testament of The Bible). 

“Part 1” was hearkening humans learning God's Word by how Yahweh interacted with them  -  they generated The Contents of The Tanakh. 
“Part 2” was fulfilled by JC  righteously answering  what Yahweh laid down as  “The Required Standard” given by hearkening humans. 

“The Early Adopters”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  took up  “The Golden Standard”  for  “Kingship”  by emulating JC's ministry/lifestyle  driven by a 
mind that solely operated upon  “The Word of God”  and thus had JC spiritually infused within them.   
However our  worldly Christian Leaders have  removed/hidden  this  “Required and Essential Standard”  from their church members,  thereby 
'successfully'  inhibiting  Yahweh from achieving His 144000 future Sons of God,  that upon fulfilment would allow Yahweh to  bring-in  The Millennium. 

Yahweh needs these future rulers to teach  “The Resurrected World”  -  “Righteousness”. 
But these future leaders  must  “prove themselves righteous”  not  to Yahweh,  but to  “The World”  so  “The World”  must hearken to them! 

It thus becomes a  “Righteous Scenario”  -  “The Resurrected World”  learns from people who  proved themselves perfect  to  “Yahweh's Requirements”  
in the 1st part of their life –  else these leaders would be “Hypocrites”!   Moreover,  we know what Yahweh thinks of “Hypocrites” as spoken through JC! 

Can the reader start to see  how  all this  righteously  comes together? 
The second point to be made is that  “The Early Adopters”  of The Gospel Age  are expected  by Yahweh to  thoroughly know  their subject matter,  assay 
it to  (1) ensure that it has been sourced by Yahweh  [and  not  by Man, Gal.1v10-12]  and  (2) to gain assurance and competency,  to then be positioned 
to  accurately  represent Yahweh with fidelity.  This procedure generates “Real Faith”,   leaders of Christendom do  NOT  go through this 3 stage 
process and thus only operate in fruitless  “blind faith”  and  “hope”!    But  not  upon  “Real Faith”  that works to yield  “Expectation”! 
This is wholly substantiated when I audit their sermon transcripts  -  to find virtually  no  “Truth”  present,  but all containing mixture of half-truths and 
lies when compared with what The Bible  really teaches  us! 

Yet how does the spiritually blind congregations know – when they are only taught the worldly things of  “Religion”  (= “fiction”)? 
That explains the  “Night and Day”  at a spiritual level – TCs operating in The Day of Yahweh's Methodology,  while The World operates in The 
Darkness of Satan's methodology.   This will change for The World in The Millennium  (Rev.20v3-7). 
Now continuing. 
Paul further states about these  “Early Adopters”  working night and day as hired menials of God! 

So what does this mean at a physical level? 
Firstly I detest the word  “minister”  because of how badly Political and Religious Leaders have maligned what this word should mean because of their 
“hypocrisy”  –  falsely claiming  “to serve”,  but only position themselves within society  “to take”   (under a pretence  “to give”)! 

This  “hypocrisy”  is an abomination  –  detested by Yahweh! 
I therefore use the words  “hired menials”  as being the most appropriate mental attitude,  where  the  ONLY  payment  for services rendered occurs by 
Yahweh making them  “The Subject”  of  “The 1st Resurrection”  as future  “Sons of God”  (hence Matt.20v1-12, 25v1-12, Rev.20v6, etc.). 
Secondly,  “night and day”  means precisely that!   These  “hired [by Yahweh] menials”  work during the day in  “teaching work”  (outside their secular 
occupation)  and during the night either learning more from The Bible  (by personal study)  or planning their next day's work load. 
These people are  very unlikely  to go on holidays - because a holiday just consumes valuable time that can be used in The Ministry Work of however it 
may be done.  This type of steadfast approach to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  which is of a physically expressed attitude that makes them worthy in the eyes of  
“The Resurrected World”  to rule over The World  and teach its members  “Righteousness”  when all is made public in The Millennium  (Luke.12v2-3). 
Paul explains: 
He equally works with great commitment as a hired menial in  expecting/entrusting  with great  anticipation/confidence  to attain  “The Birthright”  
(2Tim.4v6-8)  by following  “The Rules of Precisely Imitating JC” (2Tim.2v5),  as did  Peter  (1Pet.5v4, 2v21)  being what JCg has attained by leading 
The Way forward  (hence 1Cor.4v16, 11v1).  This is what JCg demonstrated by Yahweh resurrecting him as  “The Premier Son of God”  regarding this 
planet and all life upon it,  hence  Rev.19v16. 
Thus, Paul states: 

King Agrippa,  It is over these things as laid down by  “The Ancient Worthies”  and  “The Prophets”  that  “The Leaders of Religion”  are 
disputing with me! 

 
957th Comment – Paul asks King Agrippa  (and us): 

Do you really believe it is impossible for Yahweh to awaken the dead people? 
555th Instruction – “Yahweh”  means  “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”. 
Therefore Yahweh is able to do whatever,  towards which He chooses to put His Mind!  -  Do we want to be part of this? 
817th Reasoning – The point behind this question,  becomes much deeper than to be taken at face value! 

It is directed to us – likewise! 
The question is this  (within The Context that Paul gives it to us): 

Do we want to become part of:  This route that JC led for us  to partake in The Birthright?  (Of The Anointing) 
818th Reasoning – Yahweh will resurrect  “The Early Adopters”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  -  and for  “us”  of The 
Gospel Age  -  This should be the  only  “Resurrection of Real Interest”  being  “The Target  of our Interest”! 
  Not  to fulfil our desire,  –  but only Yahweh's Desire,  to show that we have the  one/same  mind as Yahweh. 
Instruction – repeat - While the above can be delineated as shown,  it was unintelligible to The Jewish Leaders,  it should  
  not  be unintelligible to Christian Leaders,  but sadly it is  -  just listen and watch their output today! 
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Reasoning – repeat - Paul has been explaining  “The Two Part Salvation”  of which JC has made possible.  Being of  
“The 2 Part Physical”  and of  “The 2 Part Spiritual”  of which is  wholly unintelligible  to leaders of Christendom. 
Warning – repeat - While the above is  incomprehensible  to leaders of  “Religion”,  it should  not  be to  “leaders of 
Christendom”,  but sadly they are the worst offenders,  having  “The Knowledge”  and yet  they wholly defame it! 
That is why much of JC's teaching expressly speaks of “Professional Leaders of Christendom” being rejected by Yahweh! 
Acts   26v8 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  (the) unbelieving/{without faith}/infidel/heathen  
Acts   26v8 og (it is) {judiciously/mentally decided}/tried/concluded/judged  near/beside/with/against/alongside  
Acts   26v8 og {to yourselves}  if  the  {specific God}  (of the) dead/corpses/mortified/cadavers  
Acts   26v8 og (he) {collects the senses}/awakens/rouses/raises? 
Acts   26v8 Wherefore/Why  is it  {mentally decided}/concluded/judged  the  unbelieving/{without faith}/heathen   

near/with/alongside  to yourselves  if  “the specific god”  he  {collects the senses}/awakens/rouses  of the  {dead persons}/corpses? 
 

(I must ask you,  King Agrippa and Festus,  this simple question: … … ) 
  Why is it  concluded/judged  unbelievable/inconceivable  with yourselves,   
  if   “The Specific God”   He  {collects the senses}/awakens/rouses  of the  {dead people}? 
 

Paul pushes forward with a simple question: 
Why do you,  King Agrippa and Festus,  think it is not possible for  “The Specific God”  (= “Yahweh”  being relative to JC) 
{collect the senses}/awakens/rouses  the  dead people? 

Starting with JCg by demonstration of His Omnificence! 
This simple question demands an answer! 
 
958th Comment – Paul recalls how he initially felt towards Jesus of Nazarene: 

I perpetually worked against  “The  Name/Character/Authority”  of Jesus. 
819th Reasoning – Paul is not really speaking about  “The Name”,  but rather he was  personally considering  “The 
Character and Authority”  of Jesus the Nazarene.   Paul blasphemed against  what JC represented  through ignorance at 
the time (1Tim.1v13-16)  inasmuch Paul did not operate according to JC's Character at the time,  nor have his Authority 
because  “Paul did  not  understand God's Word as answered by JC,  to have JC's Authority”  (Rev.19v13). 
556th Instruction – We must realise  “Character and Authority”  is  far more important  than  “Name”! 
371st Warning – “Leaders of Religion”  only speak of  “The Name”,  they  never  teach of  “The Character or Authority”  
because it is so easy to say “The Name”,  but so very much more difficult to come in  “The Character and Authority”!   
They have  no  interest in educating their deluded devotees to understand  “The Character/Authority”  of JC! 

For which Yahweh holds them wholly accountable – hence Matt.8v12, etc. 
Acts   26v9 og (emphatic) I/me  truly/indeed/{that one}  Therefore/Then   
Acts   26v9 og thought/{became accounted}/deemed/supposed/presumed/seemed  (to the) {my own}/myself   
Acts   26v9 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  name/character/authority  (of the) Jesus  of the  Nazarene  
Acts   26v9 og (to) {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must  (the) opposite/antagonistic/{(over) against}/contrary  
Acts   26v9 og (to) {habitually practice}/{perform repeated deeds}/{regularly execute}   
Acts   26v9 Indeed/Truly  emphatic  I  (Paul)  then  thought/deemed/supposed  to  myself   

(to)  {be necessary}/ought/must  (to)  {habitually practice}/{repeat deeds}/{regularly execute}   
the  opposite/contrary  toward  the  name/character/authority  of the  Jesus  of the  Nazarene. 

 

Indeed  (emphatic) I (Paul)  then  (as Saul, before my conversion)  deemed/supposed  to myself to be necessary to habitually practice deeds   
the  opposite/contrary  toward the  name/character/authority  of the Jesus of the Nazarene  
 

Paul now backtracks,  after having stated his present driver that leads to “The Resurrection” ideally for “The Birthright”  that “The Ancient Worthies”  
had been promised through  “The (spiritual) Loins of Abraham”  -  of which  “The Leaders of Religion”  deny  (today,  by  never  teaching of The Goal).   
Paul says of himself: 

Yes,  I was once like them  -  “spiritually blind”  about Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 
I use to think:    

It is important for me to constantly oppose the  name/character/authority  of JC  (as demonstrated by his ministry and lifestyle). 
I ask the reader: 

Why did Paul initially think like this? 
For several reasons: 

Most importantly,  Paul was exceedingly impassioned to fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
After 20+ years of intense study of The Tanakh  (as did JC in his youth,  as by example Luke.2v46-50)  Paul was resolute to defend it. 
Paul was completely committed to keep  “The Word of God”  as given in The Tanakh  pure and intact! 
By contrast,  “Leaders of Religion”  did not care about its purity being maintained;  only that it did not affect their worldly income! 

That is the basic difference between Paul's Driver against the  “1st Century Christians”,  and  “The Driver” of  “The Leaders of Religion”. 
Paul's motive was  “to defend  Yahweh's  Honour”;   
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  motive was   “not  to lose  personal  honour and income”  (John.11v47-53)! 

The two drivers were different between Paul and  “Leaders of Religion”. 
In Paul's  “worldly innocence” (1Tim.1v13-16)  he was politically naive,  he thought  “The Diver” of the “Leaders of Religion”  was the same as his! 

It was for this reason that he did their  “dirty work”  for them! 
Paul was  “The Fall Guy”  to fulfil their own worldly desires! 

Of which we now read in the next few verses. 
 
959th Comment – Paul continues to explain how he worked against  “The  Character/Authority  of  JC”: 

I began in Jerusalem    (where he was educated,  and had the most support of The Religious Authorities) 
and I jailed many  “1st Century Christians”    (presuming his Religious Leaders were correct in their thinking) 
I received the authority from The High Priests    (to go out and arrest “1st Century Christians”) 
and I agreed to them being executed    (the most prominent victim of Paul's,  would have been Stephen). 
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820th Reasoning – Paul explains:  The Leaders of Religion”  thoroughly endorsed what I did to  “1st Century Christians”  
and naively,  I followed what they inculcated within me  (when I was trained at the seminary).  I sincerely thought I was 
doing the correct thing,  inasmuch  (then)  protecting  “The Authenticity of The Ward of God”!   
(Note: By contrast today:  they want to destroy God's Word – by destructive “Criticism” - Yahweh detests them!) 
372nd Warning – People are taught  “Not to think for themselves”  at seminaries,  but  “ Only think as we tell you”! 
This is what Paul was like when he came out of  “The Most Prestigious Seminary in Israel” 
Likewise today,  the leaders within seminaries teach people to  “Think in the same manner as did Paul originally”! 
Instruction – repeat - We must open our mind to what Yahweh is teaching us through the various  “Epochs of Israel”. 
821st Reasoning – Paul thoroughly knew The Tanakh,  in precisely the  one/same  manner as did JC  (having access to The 
One/Same Source Material),  but Paul misapplied it  -  he could  not  understand it in the same manner JC taught as  “1st 
Century Christianity”.  Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”  did not register in his mind,  unlike that of JC's Mind. 
373rd Warning – The leaders in seminaries turn out clones of themselves,  presuming they are all knowing,  but actually 
only all-knowing  in the ways of The World,  they  cannot  think like Yahweh,  that is why Yahweh wholly  rejects them! 
The point with Paul is that he  truly  wanted to fulfil Yahweh's Desire – as we are to read;  however by contrast,  leaders 
of seminaries truly do  NOT  want to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  but their  own worldly desires -  they have the  wrong  mind! 
822nd Reasoning – We can infer from the contents of this one verse,  together with what was written at Acts chapter 7,  
that Paul was instrumental in capturing Stephen,  jailing him,  being a witness at his trial and commending his execution! 
This shows how much  “Leaders of Religion”  had corrupted Paul's way of thinking upon  “The Word of God”! 
Acts   26v10 og who/which/that  also  (I) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced  in  (to the) Jerusalem,   
Acts   26v10 og also  (the) many/much/plenteous  of the  blameless/{holy persons}/saints  (emphatic) I/me  
Acts   26v10 og (to the) {a guarding}/cage/hold/prison/watch/jail  
Acts   26v10 og (I) {against/down shut}/{shut down (in a dungeon)}/incarcerated,   
Acts   26v10 og the  near/beside/with/against/alongside  of the  {the High Priest}/{Chief of all priests} (plural)  
Acts   26v10 og (the) privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power  
Acts   26v10 og (the) {getting hold of}/{taking up/away}/having/receiving  
Acts   26v10 og (the being) {taken up again}/adopted/{taken away (violently) abolished/murdered}/ 

/slayed/executed/killed  both  
Acts   26v10 og {of them}  (I) {bore/carried down}/overborne/overcome (with drowsiness)}/fell/gave/{sunk down}  
Acts   26v10 og (the) {small stone}/pebble (= vote)  
Acts   26v10 which  also  I  did/produced/performed   within  Jerusalem,    

also  the  many/plenteous  of the  blameless/{holy persons}  emphatic  I  (Paul)  {shut down}/incarcerated  to the (= in)  prison/jail, 
the  {getting hold of}/having/receiving  the  privilege/power/authority  beside/near/alongside  of the  high priests 
both   (1)  {of them}  the being  executed/killed   (2)  I  {bore down}/gave/{sunk down}  the  vote. 

 

(Thus working against what JC  [as  “God's Word”]  was yielding within society … … ) 
which also  I  (Paul)  did/performed  within Jerusalem,  also the many blameless people  (emphatic) I (Paul)  incarcerated in prison, 
receiving the  authority/power  from/alongside  the high priests both 
(1) of them being executed  (2) I gave the vote     (= Paul concurred to their execution,  organised by  “Leaders of Religion”  [Acts.7v58-60]) 
 

Paul stated: 
I was actively working against  The  Name/Character/Authority  of JC! 

And he continues: 
I started in Jerusalem and put many  “1st Century Christians”  in jail. 
I received the authority from  The High Priest  to bring them for execution and I agreed to their execution. 

This weighs so heavily on Paul's Shoulders,  the intense guilt he has over his past actions. 
The fact that Paul has raised this issue here and that  he was on location  to hold the coats of the stone casters,  murdering Stephen  (Acts.7v58-60)  then  
‘joining the dots’  I conclude this.    It was Saul as The High Priest's  right-hand  henchman,  who arrested Stephen,  put him in jail and perhaps was a 
witness in The Sanhedrin at Stephen's trial to state that Stephen was teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  and then came out to witness  'justice'  was 
served on this supposed apostate to Judaism!   That is why  Saul/Paul  'so happened'  to be within the vicinity to hold the coats,  after  personally hearing  
Stephen's testimony and thus able to repeat it all to Luke,  for him to faithfully write down for us to read in  “Acts”! 

Paul cannot get this out of his mind,  and thus drives him evermore intensely to fulfil Yahweh's Desire after his conversion! 
 
960th Comment – Paul continues in his listing of personal shame: 

I was pursuing  “1st Century Christians”  from synagogue to synagogue    (to keep Judaism pure) 
(in the manner that showed)    I was blaspheming against them and what they represented 
(and being so exacting for Judaism)    I was furious with them    (tainting Judaism with what JC taught) 
I pursued after them outside Jerusalem and into outlying cities. 

557th Instruction –  “Blaspheme” means  “Deny by rebellion”.   Words  (as works)  are only the outward manifestation of  
what occurs within The Mind.   All forms of  “works”  that oppose  “God's Word”  are covered by  “Blaspheme”. 
823rd Reasoning –  Paul was driven to:  “Maintain  the purity of Judaism as given in The Tanakh”.  He naively thought  
“Leaders of Religion”  had his motivation!   But No!   Their motivation was  completely different -  they wanted to make 
personal gain  out of  “God's Word” -  to sequestrate off Yahweh what belonged to Yahweh! 
824th Reasoning –  Quite simply Paul was doing  “The Dirty Work”  for  “The Leaders of Religion”,  effectively Paul 
became their   “Fall Guy”  -  while they stood back being:  The nice/clean  “Whitewashed Wall”  for  “Public viewing”! 
825th Reasoning –  Paul is making the point:  He was an  “Insider”  to  “Leaders of Religion”  he knew all about them,  
and that is why they now wanted him dead!   Any  “Turncoat”  will be hunted mercilessly by the original grouping,  
because these members have a fixation within their mind of which they cannot remove. 
Acts   26v11 og also  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) all/whole/every  the  synagogues  
Acts   26v11 og (the) {many times}/frequently/{often-times}  
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Acts   26v11 og (the) {protecting one's honour}/avenging/{inflicting a (required) penalty}/punishing/vindicating  them,   
Acts   26v11 og (I) necessitated/compelled/constrained  (to) vilify/{speak impiously}/defame/revile  
Acts   26v11 og (the) superabundantly/exceedingly/{out of measure}/{the more}  both  
Acts   26v11 og (the being) {in crave}/{rave on}/{rage at}/{be mad/furious against}  {to them},  
Acts   26v11 og (I) {followed after}/pursued/persecuted/suffered  until/while/{as long as}/unto  also  
Acts   26v11 og into/unto  the  outside/{away from}/without/outward  (the) {towns large/or with walls}/cities  
Acts   26v11 Also  the  {many times}/frequently  the  avenging/punishing/{inflicting required penalty}  them, 

accordingly/intensely  to  all  the  synagogues   (= from  synagogue  to  synagogue) 
(of whom)  I  compelled/forced  to  vilify/defame/revile   
both   (1)  the being  {raged at}/{furious against}  superabundantly/exceedingly  to them  
(2)  I  pursued/persecuted  {as long as}  also  into/unto  the  outside/outward  cities. 

 

Also frequently  avenging/punishing  them   (= the blameless people  =  “1st Century Christians”) 
from synagogue to synagogue,  (of whom)  I compelled to  vilify/defame   (what they claimed to hold dear to them) 
both  (1) (I, Paul)  being exceedingly furious against to them,  (2) I pursued as long as  also unto the outside cities  
                (= Paul was not prepared to allow  “1st Century Christians”  escape,  having found them in synagogues he would chase them from city to city.) 
 

Paul expresses his intense zealous drive to King Agrippa and Festus: 
I was regularly avenging the  “1st Century Christians”   (=  Jews  having converted to  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC). 
I was following them from synagogue to synagogue   (Paul would not  let-up  in his quest to supposedly uphold The Purity of God's Word)! 
I attempted to force them to renounce  “1st Century Christianity”   (only because I was ostensibly trying to bring more people to Yahweh). 
I was so furious in my passion towards them that I pursued them from city to city  (to ensure that Yahweh was vindicated)! 

Paul was trying to impress upon King Agrippa and Festus how resolute he was in defending what these  “Religious Leaders”  supposedly held dear! 
By inference then,  how is it possible that I would now want to defame The Law and desecrate The Temple if this is my background? 

 
961st Comment – Paul continues: 

I was motivated to journey unto Damascus  (to continue my  [ignorance in]  blaspheming against God's Word) 
for which aim,   I had  “The Authority” and “Permission”  from The High Priests. 

826th Reasoning – Paul was ignorantly blaspheming against God's Word,  misthinking he was fulfilling Yahweh's Desire,  
but he had  not  assayed what he knew for  “Righteousness”  to all people!   
374th Warning – “Religious People”  have tunnelled vision,  having been trained  “Not to think outside their cult”  of 
“Group think”  and consequently they  'think they are correct',  when quite simply:  “They are wrong”! 
Paul was exactly like these people today,   –  he blindly followed what  “Leaders of Religion”  had told him! 
Instruction – repeat - “Blaspheme” means  “Deny by rebellion”.   Words  (as works)  are only the outward manifestation 
of  what occurs within The Mind.   All forms of  “works”  that oppose  “God's Word”  are covered by  “Blaspheme”. 
Acts   26v12 og in  {to whom/which}  also  (the having) traversed/travelled/departed/journeyed (middle voice)   
Acts   26v12 og into/unto  the  Damascus  amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}   
Acts   26v12 og (the) privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power  also  
Acts   26v12 og (the) permission/{full/decision power}/commission  of the  near/beside/with/against/alongside   
Acts   26v12 og of the  {the High Priest}/{Chief of all priests} (plural)  
Acts   26v12 Within  which   also  the having  (personally)  travelled/journeyed  into/unto  Damascus   

together/with  the  privilege/authority/power  also  the  permission/commission   
of the  near/alongside   of the  high priests. 

 

Within which  (activity/quest  to pursue  “1st Century Christians”)  also the having personally journeyed unto Damascus 
together/with  the  authority/power  also the  permission/commission  from/alongside  of the high priests   (= The Religious Leaders)  
 

I Saul,  had the full support of  “The Leaders of Religion”  to go unto Damascus and pursue after  “The 1st Century Christians” ,  some of whom had fled 
from out of Jerusalem because of The Persecution having commenced within that city. 
 
962nd Comment – Paul now continues to explain what shook him into a change  -  to wake him up from his narcosis: 

Oh, King Agrippa    (to personally engage Agrippa with Paul – likewise a Jew), 
It was midday,  I saw a light much brighter than the midday sun! 
Also my henchmen saw this light    (by implication – ask them to verify this event,  they are still alive)! 

827th Reasoning – Paul is personally  linking-in  with  King Agrippa,  knowing that  perhaps  he  is  a free thinker,  being 
a “Leader of Politics”  rather than a “Leader of Religion”,  and thus freed in that respect!   However,  it is his choice. 
Paul,  as the catalyst,  is merely trying to facilitate The Mind of The King  “to open-up”  based upon what he knew. 
558th Instruction – This was an  “Extra-Terrestrial Event”  of great significance,  of which hearkening people would take 
note,  provided they were interested.  Paul was interested  -  his henchmen were  not  intrinsically interested!  
Acts   26v13 og (the) day/{period of time}  (the) middle/{before them}/among/between/midst   
Acts   26v13 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  way/journey/progress/mode/means  
Acts   26v13 og (I) knew/understood/{was aware}/saw/perceived,  
Acts   26v13 og {foundation of power}/sovereign/king  (vocative)    (= “Oh King”) 
Acts   26v13 og {from the sky/heaven}  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   
Acts   26v13 og the  brilliancy/brightness  of the  {light ray}/sun,  
Acts   26v13 og (the) {illuminating all around}/{investing with a halo}/{shining round about}  I/me/my  
Acts   26v13 og (the) shining/illumination/fire/light/radiance    
Acts   26v13 og also  the (ones = persons)  {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  {to me}  
Acts   26v13 og (the) traversing/travelling/departing/journeying (middle voice)  
Acts   26v13 (At)   the  middle   (of)   the  day  accordingly to  (=  during)   the  progress/journey,   Oh  king, 

I  saw/perceived  the  light/radiance  {from the sky}   beyond/instead  the  brilliancy/brightness  of the  sun, 
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the  {illuminating all around}/{shining round about}   me 
also  the persons  the  (personally)  travelling/journeying   {united as companions}/together  {to  (= with)  me}. 

 

(At)  the midday during the journey,  Oh King  (Agrippa), 
I saw the light from the sky beyond the brilliancy of the sun illuminating all around me  (Paul) 
also the people  (= Paul's henchmen)  personally journeying together with me  
 

Paul has set the scene – he is fulfilling the desires of  “The Religious Leaders”  to arrest all  “1st Century Christians”  in Damascus. 
However,  while he was travelling to Damascus,  suddenly at midday  extra-terrestrial  intervention took place! 

A bright light from the sky,  brighter than the sun,  shone all around Paul. 
Both Paul and his henchmen journeying alongside saw this bright light.   Paul states it like this to King Agrippa,  so that by implication:  You ask them 
because they are still alive some 20 years later!   Nevertheless, we should realise “The Leaders of Religion” would  cover-up  as shown at Matt.28v11-13 
 
963rd Comment – Paul continues to explain this Extra-Terrestrial Event. 

We all saw the light and fell down to the earth upon our knees in submission to this  “Imposing Authority” 
I heard  “a voice”  (but Paul's henchmen heard  “a noise”)  saying to me in Hebrew: 

Saul, Saul,  why do you persecute me? 
It is difficult for you to be recalcitrant against something that will hurt you! 

Instruction – repeat - This was an  “Extra-Terrestrial Event”  of great significance,  of which hearkening people would 
take note,  provided they were interested .  Paul was interested  -  his henchmen were  not  interested!  
828th Reasoning – Paul  “Understood”  The Words because his mind was  “Motivated to hearken”.  By contrast,  Paul's 
henchmen heard a noise,  but their mind was  not  “Tuned-in”  to “Understand”  because they were  “Not Motivated”. 
375th Warning – Likewise,   “Religious People”  (especially “The Leaders”)  are  “Not Motivated to Hear”   (= “Not To 
Hearken”)  and will only give to their devotees what their devotees  want to hear  -  being  universal  “Religion”! 
559th Instruction – Paul is motivated to bring  “The Next Generation of TCs”  to Yahweh   (= people  educated  to 
precisely imitate JC),  by contrast,  “Leaders of Religion”  create devotees to feed their masters' worldly cravings! 
Reasoning – repeat - JCg explains:  Saul is persecuting  “The Word of God”  whom he supposedly supports! 
Saul does not realise that it is  “The Word of God”  (= JC)  that answers  “The Word of God”  given by  The Prophets  
within The Tanakh.  JC  is required  to make  “The Word of God”  in The Tanakh  (of which Saul knows)  a reality! 
Allegory – repeat - hard = difficult. 
Allegory – repeat - kick = be recalcitrant. 
Allegory – repeat - sting = being what hurts. 
Reasoning – repeat - JC states  “the obvious”,   but it is only obvious to a TC,  not  to a  worldly  reasoning person.   

Why?   Because:  “The Goals are different!”    
The Goal for a TC is  “The Future Millennium”  in the 2nd part of our life  (to fulfil Yahweh's Desire).   
The Goal for a worldly person is  “this present life”  and of our pension  (to fulfil 'our' desire)! 
This is what  “1st Century Christianity”  teaches  in direct contrast  to  “Religion”  (that includes  worldly Christianity). 
Reasoning – repeat - What is JCg really telling Saul?     
JCg is telling Saul that he cannot fulfil Yahweh's Desire by fighting “The Word of God”,  this is based upon JC's teaching 
at  Matt.21v42-44, Luke.20v17-18.   Yahweh knows Saul wants to do the correct thing,  but is presently doing it badly! 
Thus Saul is  hurting his future prospects  and  cannot become a future son of God,  by behaving as he presently is! 
Saul must change his reasoning processes away from being worldly,  and start thinking like JC. 
Instruction – repeat - This is a direct call to – especially (virtually all)  “Christians”;  most of whom think precisely in the  
one/same  manner as did Paul about the apparent correctness’  of what he presently believes!   He was taught by Jewish 
Religious Leaders to think upon God’s Word,  just as we are today taught by Christian leaders to think upon God’s Word! 
Warning – repeat - Almost all Christians (2017 CE)  do not  understand  “The Word of God” and yet errantly,  most think 
they do,  just as Saul thought: “He knew God’s Word” and yet he did not know;  then like virtually ALL  Christians today! 
Why?  Because they are taught “not to think”  by their fearful (of exposure)  and equally blind, worldly Christian leaders! 
Acts   26v14 og (the) all/whole/every (persons)  Both  (the having) {against/intensity alighting/down}/{fallen down}   
Acts   26v14 og {of/from us}  into/unto  the  Earth/land/province/country/region,  
Acts   26v14 og (I) heard/listened/understood/responded  (the) disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice  
Acts   26v14 og (the) speaking/uttering/saying  toward/nearness/{accession to}  I/me/my  also   
Acts   26v14 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming  to the  Hebrew/Aramaic  {(mode of) discourse}/'dialect'/language:  
Acts   26v14 og Saul,  Saul,  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  I/me/my  
Acts   26v14 og (you) {following after}/pursuing/persecute/suffer?    
Acts   26v14 og (The) dry/hard/tough/harsh/severe/fierce  {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy  toward/nearness/{accession to}   
Acts   26v14 og (the) pricks/points/stings  (to) heelwise/recalcitrant/kick  
Acts   26v14 Both   (1)  all  the  persons  {of us}   (2)  the having  {fallen down}  unto  the  earth/land, 

I  heard/listened/understood  the  disclosure/address/voice  the  speaking/saying  towards  me, 
also  the  stating/exclaiming  to the (= in)  Hebrew/Aramaic  dialect/language: 
Saul,  Saul  wherefore  me  (= JCg)   you  {pursue (to hurt)}/persecute? 
The  dry/hard/tough  {to you}  to  heelwise/kick  toward  the  pricks/points/stings. 

 

Both  (1) all the people of us   (2) the having fallen down unto the  earth/land 
I (Paul)  heard the  disclosure/voice  the saying towards me,  also stating in Hebrew language: 
   Saul,  Saul  wherefore you persecute me  (= JCg,  as  “The Word of God”  accurately taught within The Environment  by faithful stewards)? 
   The  hard/tough  unto you to kick toward the  pricks/stings     
              (= It will be  difficult  [= hard]  to be  recalcitrant  [= kick toward]  to what is  ultimately  painful  [= pricks/stings]) 
              (Inasmuch the  “prick/sting”  is  “The Resultant”  of  “a previous foolish action”.) 
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Paul now relates to King Agrippa and Festus of this profound  Extra-terrestrial  intervention. 
Any  sane/sound/reasoning  person must take note of this intervention  -  we would be mad not to positively respond! 
Therefore please understand my position  -  I, Saul (cum Paul),  must make the required change to my life,  because I thought I was doing the correct 
thing and I was told:   I was persecuting the very thing I was trying to uphold and protect! 

I present a  “copy and paste”  of my commentary of Acts.9v4. 
Saul/{cum Paul}  had to immediately admit  “defeat of purpose”  before  “The Imposing Might of Yahweh”  through JCg. 
“Saul’s Purpose”   had been humbled,  and then the question:- 

Why … ? 
“Saul,  Saul,  why  are you persecuting me?” 

Saul had  “to reason”  upon his actions,  and follow through to the logical conclusions. 
Being something,  he had been taught  not  to do  at a religious seminary  (creating ‘zombies’  [= an unreasoning mind]  beholden to  “Religion”). 

This was a  “new mind”  being created in an instant. 
To begin  “Questioning”  all the theology imposed upon his mind for the previous some 20 years! 

Some questions would be:- 
How am I persecuting what I  'know to be correct'  (with the inference:  What he knew [by application] was  not  correct). 
Where am I going wrong? 
Why am I being targeted for this  extra-terrestrial  intervention? 
What is my next duty  (because I  am  the recipient of this special  extra-terrestrial  intervention)? 

The important thing to understand is that Yahweh knew He could work with this individual as an  “Early Adopter”,  because Saul was beginning  “to 
prove himself”  (albeit in the wrong direction)  but having been built on  some 20 years of  educating  himself in  “The Word of God”  (= The Tanakh).  

Hence the call for us likewise at 2Tim.2v15, 3v15-17  (also Titus chapter 2 is very useful for us),  that JC showed by example Luke.2v46-50. 
It would be wonderful if leaders of Religion would do this,  but they do not,  as we witness in their sermons  (of which I have 100s of transcripts). 
That is why Yahweh  rejects them  to represent Him,  because they are only interested in representing themselves,  in direct contrast with what Paul 
teaches us by both word  (e.g. Gal.1v9-12, etc.)  and deed in his specific epistles  (all as I explain within my inter-verse commentaries to all the epistles). 

This will all be disclosed in The Millennium – when:  “All will be explained”  (Luke.12v2-3)  by  “The Early Adopters”,  then ruling us! 
We understand:- 

Saul was persecuting  “The Word of God”  being  accurately  communicated to The World. 
That is precisely what leaders of  “Religion”  wholly do   –   by definition! 
Inasmuch  “leaders of Religion”  are demonstrably  adversarial/oppose/satanic  to Yahweh’s Desire being made manifest within The Environment:- 
Which is for The Gospel Age: 

1.   To gain the 144000 TCs so that Yahweh can increment forward His next stage for Human Salvation. 
2.   To teach of The Vista  (and of its support structure)  of The Millennium and what  “Life”  will be like in that environment. 

And: 
“Leaders of Religion”  do  none  of the above,  therefore  by definition  they  are:  adversarial/oppose/satanic  to what Yahweh Desires! 

Perhaps they could send me an email to  explain their actions? 
Then I will have more material with which to publicly use against them – not to criticise, –  but only to inform and edify in a  two-way  discourse! 
 
964th Comment – Paul continues with his  “Extra-Terrestrial Encounter”  by asking: 

Who are you? 
And the voice replied: 

I am Jesus  (= JCg)  whom you persecute!     (Where  “JC”  is  “The Word of God”,  Rev.19v13, etc.) 
Instruction – repeat - Saul does not yet realise it is  “The Word of God”  that must rule his mind as  “The Lord/Master”  
before  he can come to Yahweh  (as a future son of God).  Saul is a human,  like us,  and thus we too must learn to be like 
Saul  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.)  and have  JC as  “The Word of God”  as  The Lord/Master  to ultimately  control our mind. 
829th Reasoning – “The Word of God”  was given to us by  both  “Word and Deed”  in a human form of JC.  JC needed to 
show Mankind  by physical example  how to behave when having The Mind driven by Yahweh's Methodology – to show 
that it was possible!   Paul likewise shall show it is possible to imitate JC to  “edify our neighbour to our own hurt”. 
376th Warning – By contrast,  “Leaders of Religion”  (as was Paul)  persecute JC as  “The Word of God”!   Because they 
falsify (= defraud)  what  “The Word of God”  means by both word and deed,  and thus they  “self-indulge to their 
neighbour's hurt”,  by misappropriating  what  God's Word  should yield  within The Environment! 
830th Reasoning – We see here how Paul was  “persecuting JC”  by trying to  eliminate  “The 2nd Stage”  of what  “The 
Word of God”  was supposed to yield within The Environment,  and that is why Yahweh  stepped-in  through JCg knocking 
at The Door of Paul's heart  (Rev.3v20).   Because Paul was genuine in fulfilling Yahweh's Desire. 
377th Warning – Also we are able to witness how  “Leaders of Religion”  now  “persecute JC”  by  ''spinning JC around'  
in the recipient's mind to look like a  “New Jesus”  (2Cor.11v4),  being a  “Jesus of Excuses”  (Jude.v4)  so that we 
apparently have no need to imitate him  'to be saved'.  This is a heinous lie  -  that stops Yahweh from achieving His future 
Sons of God.  This is how  “Leaders of Christendom”  stop  “The 2nd Stage”  from occurring! 
“Leaders of Religion” have  absolutely no  inclination to “Fulfil Yahweh’s Desire”, else they would change (as did Paul)! 
Acts   26v15 og (emphatic) I/me  And  (I) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:   
Acts   26v15 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  {thou art}/{you are}  Lord/Master/Sir  (vocative)?   
Acts   26v15 og the  And  (he/it) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:  
Acts   26v15 og (emphatic) I/me  am/exist  (the) Jesus  whom/which/that  thou/you  
Acts   26v15 og (you) {follow after}/pursue/ensue/{press forward}/suffer/persecute  
Acts   26v15 And  emphatic  I  (Paul)   said/spoke: 

Who  are you  Lord/Master? 
And  the  (voice)   he/it  (= JCg)   said/uttered: 
(Emphatic)  I  am/exist  Jesus  whom  you   {pursue (to hurt)}/persecute. 

 

And  emphatic  I  (Paul)   said:     
  Who  are you  lord/master?       (Therefore Paul knew this supernatural event had Yahweh's Authority  behind it) 
And  the  (voice)   he/it  (= JCg)   said:   
  (Emphatic)  I  exist   Jesus   whom  you  persecute   (= Stop opposing  “The Word of God”  [Rev.19v13])  
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It must be understood that Paul is expressing this encounter slightly differently to this audience,  because it is a more sincere grouping of listeners,  than 
to the earlier groupings.   He is trying to  win-over  King Agrippa by engaging him into The Subject Matter in  “bite-size”  pieces. 
Paul continues to explain to King Agrippa and Festus why he had to change! 
This  extra-terrestrial  Entity was telling me that I was persecuting him by following  “The Instructions”  of our  “Religious Leaders”! 

I, Paul,  had to change my direction in life! 
Surely both of you  (Festus and Agrippa)  would change if you were in my position,  having experienced what I had thrusted upon me! 

A  “copy and paste”  of my commentary of Acts.9v5. 
Saul knows that this event can only come from Yahweh,  being  'The Supposed God'  that he was serving! 
And yet he,  Saul,  is being admonished,  told to stop hurting himself,  being where his operating methodology shall ultimately take him  (= annihilation). 

He must bend his mind to  “The Word of God”  and start to operate upon it. 
That is specifically why it is JCg speaking,  and not Yahweh,  even though Yahweh has organised and made possible everything.  

         (1) JC is “The Word of God”  and  (2) it is JC of the  “1st Century Christians”  whom Saul is directly trying to suppress in his actions. 
Saul thinks it is Yahweh speaking,  but he must understand that it is JC as  “The Word of God”  that  must control  his/our  mind  as  “The Lord/Master”  
for us to become an  “Early Adopter”  before  we can become a future son of God.  This can only occur by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  in  
pure sacrifice  (spiritually and for  some/most  “Early Adopters”,  physically by martyrdom),  hence Paul's exhortation at  1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.  (and 
ultimate execution).  
Therefore:- 
The  “The Stinging Statement”: follows:   -  ‘I am JCg speaking to you,  being The One whom you are persecuting!’ 
This is a painful blow to Saul because he sincerely thought he was fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire by keeping  “Judaism Pure”  throughout The World. 

Unto which he thought  “1st Century Christianity”  a dangerous heretical  spin-off  from Judaism that must be exterminated. 
He did not comprehend that  “1st Century Christianity”  completely and  righteously answers  “Judaism”. 

The Reader must clearly understand that  “worldly Christianity”  as taught today and for the last some 1800+ years is  wholly  adversarial/opposed  to 
“1st Century Christianity”  having been  “moulded to suit the minds of its leaders”   -  and the devotees dutifully and unquestioningly  “lap it up”! 
They are taught to question:  “Nothing”,  but only think what the leaders want them to think  -  else be seriously reprimanded by them,  supposedly 
representing  “Big Daddy”  and yet  “The Almighty God”  has  wholly rejected  these leaders of “Religion”  as to be representing Him!  
And by consequence  all  these people of  “worldly Christianity”  will feel the pain  to various levels   (in both the 1st and 2nd part of our life)  as JCg 
warns here  (noting Matt.21v42-44, Luke.20v17-18)  -  unless we personally care  to repent and take note  –  by hearkening to  “The Word of God”. 
And to be in the position to intelligently know  “The Word of God”,  –  then like Paul,  perhaps we should study it for 20 years (full time),  rather than 
just turning up at a church every week for a few hours.  Solely to have a ‘chin-wag’ with like-minded people,  and to have our ears and sentiments 
flattered  (2Tim.4v3-4)  with  worldly teaching  of  “sweet nothings”  that itself has been passed through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19! 

This is absolutely  not  worshipping Yahweh! 
But  “naturally”  our  worldly Christian leaders will not tell us this,  and thus teach otherwise.    

And we are back to:  They are being  “wholly  adversarial/opposed  to 1st Century Christianity”  as I mentioned earlier! 
 
965th Comment – Paul explains what his commanded mission was to be: 

He must stand up upon his feet    (= become focused upon The New Journey of his life)   
for this reason  I (JCg)  have  personally shown  myself to you   (to be  personally invited as “The 12th Disciple”)   
to convert your way of thinking    (away from worldly methodology unto Yahweh's Methodology) 
to make you ready for future use    (to become a TC and a future son of God – see my commentary at 2Cor.12v1-3) 
as an under worker    (= a slave to me [= JCg]  and a future son of Yahweh) 
also a martyr    (= personally sacrificing yourself away from what The World can supply) 
of which you know    (= the many 1000's of man hours studying The Tanakh) 
I (JCg)  shall personally show myself   (to you, Paul,  [1] spiritually by understanding JC,  [2] physically at “The 1st Resurrection”). 

831st Reasoning – My explanation in parenthesis helps to give understanding behind what Paul is trying to convey unto 
Festus and King Agrippa,  to appreciate that he was under strict orders to go out and teach  “1st Century Christianity”  by 
an Extra-terrestrial Entity!   How could he refuse such a personal invitation? 
560th Instruction – Yahweh through The Bible is likewise giving  each one  of us  “The Instruction”  to go out and  
accurately  teach by explanation  “The Word of God”  so that  Yahweh  can achieve His future  “Sons of God”. 
378th Warning – “Teach by explanation”  does  not  mean read a bit out of The Bible  (as can an atheist)  and then twist it 
to  “underwrite some worldly activity”  as do our leaders of Christendom  -  that Yahweh scorns!   This is an abomination 
and occurs a million times over,  again and again around The World today,  and has done for the last some 1900 years. 
Allegory – repeat - stand up = Prepare yourself for some work. 
179th Allegory – Feet (always)  = Travel,  go to different places. 
Allegory – repeat - Personally shown = The personal  “Invitation”  has been given  (specifically to be “The 12 Disciple”) 
Allegory –  repeat - personally show self = (1) Paul will comprehend God's Word,  (2) is The Bride at The 1st Resurrection 
180th Allegory – under worker = Learning from The Master =  Learning to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
Warning – repeat - To be an  “Early Adopter”  requires spiritual martyrdom,  but often physical martyrdom will occur. 
Instruction – repeat - The Early Adopters are to  “make Yahweh’s pure desire manifest within The Environment”  (= HS 
driving them)  to yield the next generation of TCs,  this keeps occurring generation after generation throughout The World 
during The Gospel Age,  until Yahweh acquires His 144000 sons of God  (as only elected by Yahweh, Matt.20v23). 
Instruction – repeat - We are duty bound to become  “The Witnesses/Martyrs for The Cause”  to  accurately  teach  “The 
Word of God”  in the midst of  so much corruption  (= lack of precision)  given out by  “professional leaders of Religion”! 
832nd Reasoning – Paul is simply telling Festus and King Agrippa through these allegories that he is  duty-bound  to 
follow orders as given by The Extra-Terrestrial Entity!   They surely cannot blame him for  “following orders”! 
Surely as leaders,  Festus and Agrippa would want their subjects to  “follow their orders”!    This is what Paul did! 
833rd Reasoning – Paul explains he was given a prophecy of which he has partly fulfilled at the  first  level: 

Paul has come to fully understand “The Word of God” – of which he teaches to The World. 
But also  “By Expectation/Anticipation”  at the  second  level: 

Paul shall see JCg at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to become part of his wife  (= 144000 TCs, Rev.21v2, 9). 
Acts   26v16 og But  (you) {stand up}/arise/{rise up},  also  (you) {stand staunch}/establish/{hold up}/appoint/abide   
Acts   26v16 og over/upon/concerning  the  feet  (of) thee/thy/thou/you,   
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Acts   26v16 og into/unto  that/this/there/here  for  (I) {gaze wide eyed}/{shown self}/appeared (middle voice)   
Acts   26v16 og {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy,  
Acts   26v16 og (to) {handle for oneself in advance}/purpose/choose/{make ready for use in future}/ 

/constitute/destine/{before appoint}  
Acts   26v16 og thee/thy/thou  (the) {under  worker/servant}/subordinate/deputy  also 
Acts   26v16 og (the) witness/martyr/{for the record/cause}  {of whom/which}  both  
Acts   26v16 og (you) knew/understood/{was aware}/saw/perceived  {of whom/which}  both  
Acts   26v16 og (I shall) {gaze wide eyed}/{show self}/appear (middle voice)   {to you}  
Acts   26v16 But  you  {stand up}/arise,   also  you  {stand staunch}  upon  of thee/your   feet, 

for  into/unto  this  I  (personally)   {shown self}/appeared   to thee/you, 
to  purpose/{make ready for future use}/{before appoint}  thee/you   
both   (1)  the  {under worker}/subordinate  also   (2)  the  martyr/{for the record/cause}   
both   (1)  {of which}  you  knew/understood   (2)  I shall  (personally)  {show self}/appear  {to you} 

 

But you  (Saul/Paul)  stand up,  also you stand staunch upon your feet, 
for into this  (reason)  I  (JCg)  personally shown self to you,  to make you ready for future use 
both  (1) the under worker   (= JCg as  “The Word of God”  controlling Paul's mind) 
also  (2) the  martyr/{for the record/cause}   (= you will need to  truly  sacrifice your life away from The World) 
both  (1) of which you  knew/understand   (by your grounding of many years  of thoroughly learning The Tanakh) 
(2) I shall personally show self   (at  “The 1st Resurrection”,  when you physically become a future “Son of God”  with 143,999 other TCs) 
 

Paul explains: 
While I was completely nonplussed by the enormity of this  life-changing  event  (of the simple question:  “Why are you persecuting me?”  And the 
statement:  “It is hard to kick against me!”)  that I needed to be instructed –  not knowing want to do next  -  I had to be guided  -  because upon what I 
had built my whole life of some 30 years previously,  had just been pulled down in 10 seconds!   
“The Word of God” continues: 

I,  JC as  “The Word of God”  have shown myself to you,   both physically and spiritually. 
Physically through “The Bright Light”, and spiritually by unlocking Paul’s mind away from closed,  unthinking mind created by “Leaders of Religion”! 
Yahweh through JCg is to  “make Paul ready for future use”  at two levels:- 

During The 1st part of his physical life to gain more TCs as future  “Sons of God”  to rule over The Millennium. 
During The 2nd part of his physical life to turn around people of  “The Resurrected World”,  so that they too shall imitate JC. 

Both as: 
“The under worker” = a person working under the instructions of a master  (Paul as a  slave  to  “The Word of God”  controlling  his mind). 
“The Martyr” = a person who sacrifices his life for a cause  (TCs spiritual sacrifice their life away from worldly methodology,  and in many 
instances will be physically murdered by  “Leaders of Religion”,  because  no other type of person is sufficiently motivated to murder TCs!) 

Where Paul will be both: 
“The representation of JC”  Paul already knows of  “The Word of God”  as contained in The Tanakh,  and upon which,  then learning about 
me as JCg,  as God’s Word  answering  The Tanakh,  then you shall be perfectly equipped to represent me.  For example,  writing the epistle 
to The Hebrews to thoroughly explain  “The Word of God”  by reasoned argument  (just as did JC). 
“Physically with JCg”  Also because of the above then you shall personally see me at  “The 1st Resurrection”,  as you shall write by means of 
prophecy in your future epistles of  1Cor.15v50-55 and 1Thes.4v13-18  (as examples),  to become JCg's other half with 143999 other TCs 

This is what Paul  will make occur  in his life,  he will not apathetically allow things to occur around them  (as presently taught by:  “You know who!”). 
 
966th Comment – Paul speaks further of this  “Invitation”: 

JCg was personally selecting him    (to become a TC  [and ideally a future Son of God]) 
from out of  The People (= Jews)  also  The Nations    (being the pool [= The Sea] of people into which to fish) 
unto whom    (= 'the fish'  within  'the sea of Mankind')   
I (= JCg as “The Word of God”)  now commission  you  (as a TC being controlled by God's Word).  

834th Reasoning – JCg makes this  “Invitation of The Requirement”  very clear to Paul.  He is to go out into “The Sea of 
Mankind”  and become a  “Fisher of Men”  (Matt.4v19, Mark.1v17)  as  “The 12th Disciple”  to replace Judas Iscariot. 
561st Instruction – We are likewise  “Invited”  to imitate Paul as he imitated JC  (1Cor.3v16, 11v1)  and they both 
thoroughly learnt The Tanakh  first  as The Bedrock,   before they then made  “The New Testament”  themselves!   
This becomes our instruction -  but  “Leaders of Christendom”  defy God's Word and teach that we do not need to know! 
379th Warning – Beware of  “Leaders of Christendom”  who have  NOT  been personally selected,  but selected 
themselves to live off their own flocks of sheep  pulled away from being part of JCg's flock of 144000 TCs  (John.10v1-10). 
They want to keep their flocks ignorant,  so they do not ask those  difficult/searching  questions that expose incompetence! 
Acts   26v17 og (the) {tearing out}/selecting/releasing/delivering/rescuing/{plucking out} (middle voice)   thee/thy/thou   
Acts   26v17 og {from/out of}  of the  populace/{grouping of people}  also  of the  gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples,   
Acts   26v17 og into/unto  whom/which/that  now/present/immediate  thee/thy/thou 
Acts   26v17 og (I) {set apart}/send/{put out/forth}/dispatch/commission  
Acts   26v17 the  (personally)  {tearing/plucking out}/selecting   thee/you    

{from out of}  of the  populace  also  of the  gentiles/nations, 
into/unto  which   I  (= JCg)   {set apart}/{put forth}/commission   thee/you   now. 

 

The personally  {plucking out}/selecting  you   (Paul  to become a future  “TC”) 
from out of the populace  (= The Jews)  also of the nations  (= non-Jews), 
unto whom  I  (= JCg as “The Word of God”)  now  {put forth}/commission  you   (because “God's Word” [Rev.19v13]  will control Paul's mind)  
 

Paul continues to explain what was prophesied about him: 
JC as  “The Word of God”  has  {plucked out}/selected  Paul from out of The Jewish Nation  ( ONLY  because Paul has positively responded 
to then: “Precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle”). 
Also from out of the nations,  is a reference to indicate that  all  nations and not only The Jews are invited to become part of The 144000 TCs. 
(Which nullifies the argument that  “144000”  only refers to The Jewish Nation!   -   Being a nonsense suggestion  by  “You know who!” 
An errant statement made because they do not understand what  “Israel” means in relation to how Yahweh views “Israel”). 
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Unto whom I now commission you  (therefore Paul is commissioned to The Jew first and then to The Gentiles to gain the 144000 TCs). 
It must be clearly understood:  We are told that JCg has  personally invited  Paul  (1Cor.15v8)  to become  “The 12th Disciple”  (to replace Judas,  not 
Matthias Acts.1v25-26,  selected only by lots). 
Also Paul was selected by what he knew and was prepared to carefully assay it to gain assurance and competence,  and as we have read,  practiced with 
fidelity what he knew by traveling on three missionary journeys and received much abuse  (2Cor.11v24-28). 

Paul was  not  selected because he  (1) said  ‘nice things’  to his listeners,  and  (2) paid to do so! 
Paul was  not  selected because he attended church every week, sang a few songs,  said pleasantries to his neighbour and went home again! 

Can the reader see where I am going with this at  “The Two Levels”  (of leader and devotee)? 
Noting his instruction to us at  1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1The.1v6, and Peter’s at 1Pet.2v21;  and why these are not taught to us today! 

I only write like this because I am exhorting  YOU  to start  “Thinking like The Apostles”  and put yourself out on a limb to  accurately  teach  “The 
Word of God”  in whatever method best suits your particular gifts and capabilities.   Because it is  only  these type of people that Yahweh is seeking to 
become  “The New World Leaders”  of The Millennium.   And Yahweh wants that to occur as soon as possible  (with it being in His “Foreknown Time”). 

It is The People who take upon themselves:  “Accountability, Ownership and Responsibility”  with “The Word of God”  that Yahweh selects! 
Because it is those people who  can be trusted  (proven as such)  to be  “Good World Leaders”  driven to faithfully purify The World! 

And to be in this position means that we must thoroughly learn God’s Word,  assay it and then act with fidelity to gain  “Real Faith”,  and if we do not go 
through this  required  3 stage process then we  are  “Fraudsters”,  most particularly if we solicit donations  (by exchange in whatever manner)! 
Sadly  “The Vast Majority of Christian Leaders”  (as determined by Yahweh)   are precisely that: “Fraudsters”  to what Yahweh desires to be taught! 

Many are  ‘innocent’  fraudsters  (= worldly),  while the remainder are  deliberate  fraudsters  (= charlatan). 
I write  “innocent”  in  ‘’  because  if they were sufficiently motivated,  then they could become like Paul,  but they choose not to be like him! 

 
967th Comment – Paul continues to state his commission (reworded): 

Paul is to  accurately teach  “The Word of God”  so the recipients  fully understand it! 
    (Yahweh is seeking out  “The Early Adopters”  to become His 144000 future  “Sons of God”) 
Thereby the recipients personally turn their mind away from worldly methodology unto Yahweh's Methodology 
    (because they  thoroughly understand  why/how  they must make this  complete change  to their life) 
by leaving  The Darkness   
    (of formally  hiding their private lives of hypocrisy  and falling afoul of Yahweh's Requirements ) 
and entering  The Light   
     (of now  welcoming an audit of our private life  with nothing to hide and works that fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 
also leaving the  power/authority  of Satan to control our thought processes   
    (“The Word of God”  thoroughly understood,  practiced with fidelity  “sets us free”,  John.8v33-36) 
as  “The Early Adopters”  we have Yahweh's  power/authority  controlling our mind 
    (of what  “Life”  will be like in The Millennium  -  under  kings/priests  =  “The Early Adopters”) 
that enables  “The Early Adopters”  precisely imitating JC will naturally  
give them freedom from  sins/faults/offences 
    ([1] from the 1st part of their spiritual life,  [2] to be judged upon The Mind in the 2nd part of their spiritual life) 
also  “The Early Adopters”  (precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle)   
shall become  “The Heirs/Inheritors”   (as The 144000 “Sons of God”)   
    (to co-rule [Rom.8v17]  as kings/priests [2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4]  over The Inheritance [= Resurrected World]) 
who  truly  have become  holy/pure/blameless/innocent  in mind  (and ideally works)   
    (only because they truly have the  one/same  mind as JC  -  importantly:  as determined by Yahweh) 
in Real faith   (where God's Word has been assayed to ensure it is sourced by Yahweh and  not  by Man) 
    (Real faith =  accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity) 

380th Warning – The Reasoning has been given in parenthesis to combat  “Leaders of Christendom”  endeavouring to 
destroy what Yahweh truly desires from us!   They will twist and spin God's Word within these lines by taking much out of 
context to promote half-truths  (= lies)  in the same manner as does Satan  (John.8v44, 2Cor.11v13-15, etc.). 
They only care for themselves,   not  for their devotees  nor for Yahweh,  being  His Plan for Human Salvation! 
That is why Yahweh wholly rejects them for any future role of responsibility in The Millennium  (Matt.8v12, Luke.20v16)! 
562nd Instruction – Quite simply:  1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Thes.1v6, 1Pet.2v22, etc. 
Allegory – repeat - illumination/light = to show how we must safely walk  (avoid worldly traps)  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
Also those persons in “The Light” have no fear of open public scrutiny of their private life  –  they have nothing to hide. 
Acts   26v18 og {to open up}  (the) eyes/vision/sight (plural)  {of them}  also  
Acts   26v18 og (to) {to revert}/{come/go  again}/convert/{re/turn  around}  off/away/separated/from  
Acts   26v18 og (of the) shadiness/obscurity/darkness  into/unto  (the) shining/illumination/fire/light/radiance  also  
Acts   26v18 og of the  privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power  
Acts   26v18 og of the  Satan/Resister/Opposer/Adversary  over/upon/concerning  the  God,  
Acts   26v18 og of the  (to) {get hold of}/{take up/away}/have/receive  them  
Acts   26v18 og (the) freedom/pardon/deliverance/forgiveness/liberty/remission  (of the) sins/faults/offences,  
Acts   26v18 og also  (the) {drawing bits together}/acquisition/patrimony/heritage/inheritance/lot  
Acts   26v18 og in  to the (ones = persons)  (the being) purified/consecrated/{made holy}/sanctified  
Acts   26v18 og (to the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  to the  into/unto  I/me/myself  
Acts   26v18 {To open up}  the  eyes   {of them}   

also  to  convert/{turn around}  off/away/from  of the  shadiness/obscurity/darkness  into/unto  the  illumination/light/radiance 
also  of the  capacity/authority/power  of the  Satan/Opposer/Adversary   upon/concerning  the  God  (= Yahweh), 
of them  to  {get hold of}/receive   the  freedom/pardon/deliverance   of the   sins/faults/offences, 
also  the  acquisition/heritage/inheritance  within  the  (ones = persons = 144000 TCs)   
the being  purified/{made holy}/sanctified  in  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  within  myself  (= JCg) 

 

To open up their eyes   (of  “The Early Adopters”  within both the hearkening Jews and Gentiles) 
also to turn around   (people who want to become  “The Early Adopters”) 
off/away/from  the  obscurity/darkness   (= “worldly methodology”  and “Religion”  wholly  covering the planet today) 
unto the  illumination/light   (= “Yahweh's Methodology”  which  internally  shows us how to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
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also  (to turn around  [and thus exposes and thus enables release])    
of the  authority/power  of the  Satan/Opposer   (presently controlling our minds  yielding  today's world) 
upon the God   (= being what Yahweh is working towards in The Culmination  = a  Millennium perfected society  that wholly imitates JC's lifestyle) 
(enabling)  them  (= “The Early Adopters”)  to get hold off   (because they truly transform their mind to be the  one/same  as JC) 
the  (guaranteed)  freedom/deliverance  of the  sins/faults/offences   (because they are  only  being judged upon  “their mind”) 
also the  acquisition/inheritance  within the people   (= “The Early Adopters”  as  “The Heirs”  to  “The Resurrected World”  [of “The Promise”]) 
the being  purified/{made holy}   (because their mind  is  the  one/same  as JCg and Yahweh   [John.14v20, 17v21-26]) 
in the  (Real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   within  myself   (= JCg as  “The Word of God”  controlling our mind)  
                (Obviously none of this will be taught by our leaders of “Religion”,  - because they choose not to apply it to themselves,  “agnoeo”) 
 

Paul explains: 
He is to take upon himself  “Accountability, Ownership and Responsibility”  with  “The Word of God”  as  “only  given  in The Tanakh and 
answered by JC”  to spiritually  “open the eyes”  of  “The Early Adopters”  (because it is  only  they who actively hearken and positively 
respond  by imitating JC). 
He  accurately  explains Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”  by giving all  'The Foundation Material'  to underwrite Yahweh's Majesty 
within the mind of The Recipient  (as is  NOT  done in Christendom,  but  the very opposite  [only to support worldly methodology]).  This 
approach turns people's mind around,  away from  worldly methodology  (within which they hide their thoughts and works in “Darkness”  
from outside examination)  unto  Yahweh's Methodology  (within which people are  “righteously proud”  to expose their thoughts and works 
in the  “Light”  of outside examination). 
His Teaching of  “The Word of God”  (this is  NOT  “Religion”  [which itself is  adversary/satanic])  will turn people  (= “The Early 
Adopters”)  away from  Satan  (who opposes Yahweh)  and direct them towards Yahweh (= “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”,  
and sources all intrinsically  ideal/good  things into The Universe).   
The positive  gifts/favours/benefits (= grace)  from  “Repentance and The Hearkening unto The Word of God”  as accurately taught by Paul 
(and the following TCs)  shall give people  release/deliverance  from  sins/offences  (because  “The Early Adopters”  [not  being  'human'  
anymore,  by virtue they now imitate JC  and do  not  consciously  sin/offend  anymore]).  It does not only mean what leaders of Christendom 
teach  (Jude.v4)  to excuse themselves  (as robbers and hirelings)  and their many flocks  (John.10v1-9). 
Also these  “Early Adopters”  (=The 144000 TCs of The Gospel Age)  shall attain  “Heirship”  (Rom.8v17,23)  over  “The Inheritance”  (of 
“The Resurrected World”)  because they precisely imitate JC and thus become  demonstrably qualified  to teach  “Righteousness”  to  “The 
Resurrected World”  (= “The 3rd Epoch Israel”). 
Because these  “Early Adopters”  truly  imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  then,  they  have  demonstrably been  internally  
purified/innocent/{made separate from this world of sin}  (as only determined by Yahweh,  1Sam.16v7-13 for future kingship).  This occurs 
because of their  “Real Faith”  through the required 3 stages of  “Accurate Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity”  (all this makes a nonsense 
to what leaders of Christendom teach about this when they teach in the manner warned at Jude.v4, 1Thes.2v3-6, etc.). 

Paul finally states: 
I do all the above within myself,  because I am aiming to become judged by Yahweh as being worthy of this future role. 

When we truly understand what Paul is teaching us through this monologue and compare it with the  “unrighteous nonsense”  emitted from out of the 
mouths of our millions upon millions of Christian leaders past and present,  then we can understand why Yahweh wholesale rejects them from any future 
role of ruling in The Millennium (Luke.10v16, etc.)!   They  only  represent Satan,  by being adversarial to what Paul is truly teaching us here within this 
verse,  and therefore  actively  delaying   (1) “The Goal of Sonship”   and  (2) “The Means to purify Mankind of The Millennium”!  -   How bad is that! 

I welcome the world's  very best  scholars/theologians  to  'explain themselves',  so that I may have more material with which to publicly 
expose their  delinquent methodology,  by my wholly righteous and logical reasoning based solely upon The Bible contents! 

Can I ask this one  (and subsequent)  question(s)  of “Religious Leaders: 
What will we be doing in The Millennium? 
Will it be bowing down 5 times a day?   As some do in Judaism and Islam? 
Will it be all the various customs as supposedly required in “Religion” to be saved? 
Etc.,  being all the useless things that Religious Leaders make a custom to  “Divide and Rule”? 

No!   
We will be required to do an honest day's work to sustain our fleshly body,  certainly not by defrauding each other as  ‘a leader’  over another person!   
Also,  certainly not people making money out of moving money from  “A to B”  in  ANY  form of financial transaction! 
We will be courteous and kind to edify one another  –  to  ALL  people! 
That is it!   That is  ALL  that Yahweh requires  (as The Prophets of The Old Testament  clearly tell us)! 

So  why  are we commanded to perform  “Religious customs/observances”  now,  as instructed by our professional leaders of “Religion”? 
        Do I  really  need to repeat myself again –  to explain why they insist we do all these nonsense things and ignore the important things (Matt.23v23)? 
 
968th Comment – Paul feels he must interject his monologue,  with this observation: 

King Agrippa,  for what reason can I be disobedient to this Extra-Terrestrial Intervention? 
835th Reasoning – Paul makes this  “Call to reason”  unto King Agrippa: 

If you were in my position -  then what would you do? 
836th Reasoning – It is a sensible plea from Paul's point of view,  but consider it from a normal person's point of view. 
Yahweh would  not  intercept a normal person in this manner,  because they are  not  “Early Adopter”  material! 
So it may be difficult for  “normal people”  to appreciate the full implications of what Yahweh has offered to Paul. 
381st Warning – Beware of  charlatan Christian leaders  'spinning the yarn',  giving supposed apparitions,  manipulating 
The Environment themselves  and  falsely claiming it is Yahweh doing these things!    They are  “Rogue Traders”  selling 
God's Word by soliciting 'donations'!   Get away from these  “Spiritual Paedophiles”  (Matt.18v6)  for your safety! 
Acts   26v19 og {from which (place/source/cause)}/{from thence}/wherefore  (the) {foundation of power}/sovereign/king   
Acts   26v19 og (the) Agrippa  no/not/none  (I) {became to be}  (the) unpersuadable/contumacious/disobedient  
Acts   26v19 og to the  celestial/{belonging to (or) coming from the sky}  (to the) visuality/apparition/vision  
Acts   26v19 {From which  source/cause}  (= JCg),   the  King  Agrippa,   

not  I {became to be}  the  unpersuadable/disobedient  to the  celestial  visuality/vision. 
 

From which  source/cause  (= The Direct Intervention by JCg),  the King Agrippa,  
not  I  (= Paul)  became to be the  unpersuadable/disobedient  to the celestial vision  
 

Paul defiantly states: 
It is for This Cause  (to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire by copying JC's ministry/lifestyle),  King Agrippa,  that I have wholly dedicated my life because 
I cannot be disobedient to what this  Extra-terrestrial  intervention  has commanded of me to do! 
I must be wholly subservient to what  “The Almighty God of The Universe”  has commanded of me to do through His Word,  JCg. 
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(Paul knows this scripture very well:  Ecc.12v13-14). 
Paul cannot state it more clearly than that!    Neither can I within my commentaries to wake-up the mind unto  “Reality”! 
 
969th Comment – Paul elucidates to his listeners,  Yahweh's Instruction of which Paul must follow: 

I must start teaching the people in Damascus    (where I was intercepted on route) 
and then return to Jerusalem to teach,  and afterwards spread out unto all of Judea,  then onto The Gentiles! 
I announced to all my listeners they must think differently 
     (to what comes  normally/naturally  to us in Satan's present world) 
also to  turn around   
     (away from worldly methodology and move unto Yahweh's Methodology) 
upon  Yahweh   
     (sourcing His Methodology through  “The Word of God”  =  JC) 
to produce works that are deserving of us to be thinking differently! 
     (= we have a deportment that  imitates JC,  because we have a mind like JC  [God's Word is our Lord/Master]) 

837th Reasoning – All very obvious  -  as I explain within my necessary parenthesis. 
Warning – repeat - The Reasoning has been given in parenthesis to combat  “Leaders of Christendom”  endeavouring to 
destroy what Yahweh truly desires from us!   They will twist and spin God's Word within these lines by taking much out of 
context to promote half-truths  (= lies)  in the same manner as does Satan  (John.8v44, 2Cor.11v13-15, etc.). 
They only care for themselves,   not  for their devotees  nor for Yahweh,  being  His Plan for Human Salvation! 
That is why Yahweh wholly rejects them for any future role of responsibility in The Millennium  (Matt.8v12, Luke.20v16)! 
Instruction – repeat - Quite simply:  1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Thes.1v6, 1Pet.2v22, etc. 
382nd Warning – Beware of  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders  devaluing  God's Word by passing it via  
“The Mincer”  of Rev.22v18-19  and this is one such verse!  They just preach a “Gospel of Excuses”  that inhibit Yahweh 
from achieving His future  “Sons of God”  and by so doing prolong Satan's hold over this world by  delaying  “The Onset 
of The Millennium”!    Because The World must wait longer for Yahweh to achieve His  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  
of 144000 TCs  (Rev.19v1-4)  who are  personally required  to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 
Acts   26v20 og But  to the  (ones = persons)   in  (to the) Damascus  firstly/before/{at the beginning}/chiefly,  
Acts   26v20 og also  (to the) Jerusalem  into/unto  (the) all/whole/every  both  
Acts   26v20 og the  {empty (expanse)}/{room (around)}/{(space of) territory}/coast/country/fields/ground/land/region  
Acts   26v20 og of the  Judea,  also  to the  gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples,  
Acts   26v20 og (I) announced/{brought word again}/declared/reported/told  
Acts   26v20 og (to) {think  differently/afterwards}/{reconsider (feel remorse/compunction)}/repent  also  
Acts   26v20 og (to) {to revert}/{come/go  again}/convert/{re/turn  around}  over/upon/concerning  the  God,  
Acts   26v20 og (the) {deemed entitled for}/{deserving of}/{suitable for reward}/worthy  
Acts   26v20 og of the  {thinking  differently/afterwards}/{reconsider (feel remorse/compunction)}/repentance  
Acts   26v20 og (the) {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed  
Acts   26v20 og (the) {habitually practicing}/{repeated deeds}/{regularly executing}  
Acts   26v20 But  to the  (ones =  persons)   firstly/{at the beginning}  within  Damascus   

also  in  Jerusalem  unto   both   (1)  the  all/whole  country/land/region  of the  Judea  also   (2)  to the  gentiles/nations, 
I  (Paul)   announced/declared/reported  to  {think differently}/reconsider  
also  to  convert/{turn around}  upon/concerning  the God, 
the  {habitually practicing}/{repeated deeds}  {deemed entitled for}/{deserving of}/worthy   
of the  {thinking differently}/{reconsidering through remorse}/repentance. 

 

But to the people   (= “The Early Adopters”  =  “The 144000 TCs”  elected out of  “The Christian Nation”  over some 2000 years) 
firstly within  Damascus  also in Jerusalem unto  
both  (1) all the  land/region  of Judea  also  (2) to the  gentiles/nations   (= both Jews and non-Jews,  outside Judea) 
I  (Paul)   announced/reported  to  {think differently}/reconsider   (to what we presently  naturally  think  =  “worldly methodology”) 
also to turn around   (= we must  train  our mind to  think/reason  only  upon  “Yahweh's Methodology”;   firstly:  “We must learn it”!)   
               (Sadly, we are taught a  heavily  distorted  version  of  “God's Word”.   Christian Leaders  only  teach  “Religion”  today,  to self-indulge) 
upon the God,   (= We must wholly and completely  [1] learn God's Word  [2] thoroughly assay it  [3] act with fidelity to what is  known/tested) 
the  “habitually practicing deeds”  deserving/worthy  of the  “thinking differently”   
              (A crucial line:  “The Works”  underwrite  “The Mind”  [James.2v16-26].   Sadly, the same can be said of  “Christians”  [by bad report].)  
 

A verse our leaders of “Religion”  wholly ignore  -  just as Jude tells us at  Jude.v4. 
Because  unless  we wholly reform as individuals,  then  society  cannot  reform. 

Yahweh demands us to  completely reform  and become  truly  Christ-like  (as our redeemer)  over what becomes our “2 part life”  for  “The Future 
success of Mankind”  to exist into The Eternity within  “His Environment”  =  “The Universe”.   The vast majority of people  (= 99.9+% of Mankind)  
require The Millennium,  but it is  only  “The Early Adopters”  of  “The 1st and 2nd Epochs of Israel”  (= Jews and then Christians)  who are personally 
able to totally reform  (= purifying  “the 2nd part of their  spiritual life”)  in the  “1st part of their  physical life”.   These verses are speaking about  “The 
Invitation for Heirship”  of which  “The Early Adopters”  achieve  (within 1st and 2nd Epochs of Israel). 
Yahweh needs these  “Early Adopters”  FIRST  before  He can gain  “The Late Adopters”  in  “The Millennium”  after  they have been taught by  “The 
Early Adopters”  ruling as co-heirs (Rom.8v17, 23)  as  kings/priests  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4)  in The Millennium.   This is  “True Righteousness”! 

That  sums-up  both of what  “Original Judaism”  and  “1st Century Christianity”  teach The World. 
However,  our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  will hardly teach us this knowledge,  because they are  demonstrably  NOT  “The Early Adopters”! 
      Moreover,  they are not going to become worldly fat on a ratio of 30,000 :1 !   They are not interested in the  “1”,  but  only  the “29,999”! 

Can the reader understand this righteous inductive logic? 
This is precisely what The Bible tells us throughout its pages  -  naturally  selectively hidden  by our leaders of “Religion”  (Rev.22v18-19). 

How is it possible for me to go to any person in the street and state:  “The Truth”  that  “The Almighty God”  (presently)  rejects them? 
Also,  further,  quite able to state that:  The Almighty God  does  not  Love (Phileo) them. 
Being  precisely  the opposite  what our  worldly Christian leaders would naturally  (by definition)  tell us  in their  “Lies”! 

(But:     It is accurate to state:  Yahweh  “Agapao” (Love)   humans,  hence of what JC has done to yield The Millennium). 
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This  “Righteous Exegesis”  is  unknown and unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian Leaders, Theologians and Scholars! 
They really need to:  “Get their mind around this”  and start to:  “Get to grips with God's Word”! 
Else, they  remain  as Satan's representatives  (2Cor.11v13-15)  twisting and distorting  God's Word! 

Yahweh wants  “People”  to be like JC  (their saviour)  who are live into The Eternity! 
We are  not  there yet,  that is why we physically die! 

Yahweh does  not  want  “Humans”  remaining as  “Humans”! 
Our leaders of Christendom are doing their utmost to ensure: 

Yahweh does  ‘not’  attain  “People who imitate JC”  to live into The Eternity! 
Therefore,  they are delaying The Millennium,  thus prolonging the present pain,  and suffering within The World! 

(I write “not” in ‘’ because it is  “The Early Adopters”  who  make/fulfil  Yahweh’s Prophecies,  He foreknowing it shall occur!) 
I write like this to cause redirection by shaking the mind,  in the same manner,  as did JCg to Paul  (and for no other reason). 

Quite simply: 
The ratio is about  1 in 90,000  people walking in the street today,  for that person to be an  “Early Adopter”  as elected by Yahweh. 
However,  within a grouping of “Christians”  the odds are becoming better,  being now about  1 in 30,000  people claiming to be Christians! 

Moreover,  the reason this  is  True,  is precisely what we are told in these verses,  of which our  worldly Christian leaders either twist or ignore! 
That now makes for some salutary reading!    Does it not? 

 
970th Comment – Paul concludes: 

This I have done over some 20 years to fulfil Yahweh's Request of me! 
But  “The Leaders of Religion”  seized me in The Temple  
     (while I was purifying myself to Yahweh – to show I had done my very best in answering His Request of me) 
and then  “The Leaders of Religion”  attempted to kill me! 
     (For only doing what Yahweh  [as The Extra-Terrestrial Entity]  commanded me to do!) 

Reasoning – repeat - Their mind is closed to understanding where Yahweh is taking Mankind. 
Instruction – repeat - We must open our mind to what Yahweh is teaching us through the various  “Epochs of Israel”. 
838th Reasoning – Paul had purified himself over the seven days and was just about to offer his sacrifice,  at which point 
he was violently seized,  contrary to what  “The Law of Moses”  allows.    Then  “The Leaders of Religion”  move to kill 
him – which again is contrary to what  “The Law of Moses”  allows.   So the point Paul is making to Agrippa,  is this: 
      You know  “The Law of Moses”  condemns what  “The Leaders of Religion”  did to me! 

So how is it that I am being charged,  and not they?! 
Acts   26v21 og {on account of}/{by reason of}/{for the sake of}  {from/concerning these persons/things}  I/me/my  
Acts   26v21 og the  Jews  (the having) clasped/seized/arrested/conceived/aided/helped/taken  
Acts   26v21 og in  to the  {sacred place}/temple/{place separated from this world}  (they)  tested/attempted/assayed/tried   
Acts   26v21 og (to) {through hands}/{handle thoroughly}/{lay violent hands upon}/{(and by consequence to) kill/slay}  
Acts   26v21 {On account of}/{By reason of}   {concerning these things}   

The  Jews  (= religious leaders)   the having  seized/arrested/taken  me  within  the  {sacred place}/temple    
they  attempted/tried   to  {lay violent hands upon}/{by consequence to kill/slay}. 

 

By reason of concerning these things   (that I, Paul,  have accurately taught  “The Word of God”  to both the Jews and Gentiles over many years) 
The Jews  (= The Religious Leaders)  the having  seized/arrested  me  (= Paul)  within the temple, 
they  (= The Religious Leaders)  attempted to lay violent hands upon to kill  (me, Paul)  
 

Paul exclaims: 
It is because I have    
(1) Followed  “The Command”  of the  Extra-Terrestrial Intervention  (that can only be sourced by  “The Almighty God”). 
(2) Which is to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  (of The Tanakh  answered by  JC)  to The Jew first and then to The Gentile. 
(3) Of which I have learnt over many years thereby qualifying me to teach. 

That these  “Leaders of Religion”:- 
(1) Seized me in The Temple  (of which I demonstrably hold dear). 
(2) They tried to kill me  (contrary to The Law of which I uphold  [and they pretend to uphold]). 

As it can be seen: 
“Paul”  fulfils what Yahweh desires by copying JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.). 
“Leaders of Religion”  fulfil what Satan desires by attempting to kill Paul  (representing JC as  “The Word of God”).  

Therefore,  I ask the reader: 
Can something important be learned here? 
Noting what JC taught in many of his parables and illustrations. 
Please see my many hundreds of exhaustive  inter-verse  commentaries of The Four Gospels that  explain Yahweh's Mind  regarding us. 

 
971st Comment – Paul confirms: 

Yahweh has worked alongside me,  and helped me in what I do until this specific day! 
I have personally  testified/reported  God's Word     (= teaching how God's Word is to be  applied within us) 
to the lowliest person,  and to the greatest person    (= Paul has  not  been  partisan/choosy  to whom he has taught) 
only the things that The Prophets prophesied and,  also what Moses taught us! 

839th Reasoning – Because Paul has truly taught God's Word  -  being of its application within us to become TCs,  then 
Yahweh truly works within The Environment to both protect Paul and to make him more efficient in his teaching. 
563rd Instruction – While Yahweh works within and around TCs,  because TCs fulfil Yahweh's Desire in producing The 
Next Generation of TCs,   Yahweh will  not  work within and around  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders in 
their millions today,  because they are demonstrably  not  TCs and neither are they producing TCs. 
Instruction – repeat - Yahweh will work for us within our local environment to achieve His Goals,   if and only if,  we 
place ourselves out on a limb by  accurately teaching  “The Word of God”  by both word and deeds. 
Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh wants His next generation of TCs,  and He will support this aim.  However He will  not  
support any person who behaves  “not precisely like JC” (James.1v6-8)  because that brings shame on Him both now and 
in The Future as  not  being  “Righteous” to “His Goals”  which is to yield a perfect society that is  “precisely like JC”! 
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It is so obvious when written down like that! 
564th Instruction – Paul will teach any person who will listen  -  irrespective of their position,  culture or financial 
background  -  God's Word must be given freely  without any strings attached.   We must do likewise,  and to be in this 
position then we must  accurately  learn/know  our subject matter.  We must  not  be like  “Leaders of Religion”. 
565th Instruction – Paul thoroughly learnt his subject matter based  solely upon The Tanakh  (and  not  upon Man's 
imaginations to generate “Religion”),  he also understood  “The Righteousness”  of Yahweh's Plan for every human who 
has existed.   We must learn to do likewise!   Do  NOT  go to a seminary  (Matt.23v15),  but learn The Bible privately. 
566th Instruction – Paul also understood how JC was able to  righteous answer  The Tanakh and thus become The 2nd 
Stage to Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”,  from which Yahweh could then build The 3rd Stage to His  “Plan for 
Human Salvation” in The Millennium.  This last stage then becomes  “The Righteous Means”  to save  “The Late 
Adopters”  (from out of  “The Resurrected World”  that shall comprise of about 99% of Mankind). 
383rd Warning – Just  ignore  the  “Unrighteous Hearsay”  that  “Religion”  generates which would be thrown out of any 
court,  just as does Yahweh in His assessment of The World today and of its past some 6000 years!  Yahweh categorically 
does  not  support  “Religion”.   JCg through John told us to  “get out of her”  for our own safety,  Rev.18v4. 
Of which  “Christendom”  is  “The Great Harlot”,  and  “Babylon” (= “Religion”)  is  “The Mother of  (three) Harlots” 
plus much false religion alongside  (please read my commentaries to The Book of Revelations on FutureLife.Org). 
Acts   26v22 og (of the) {desiring to assist/help/aid} (as a servant)   Therefore/Then  
Acts   26v22 og (the having) {made ready}/{brought to pass}/attained/perchanced/occurred  
Acts   26v22 og of the  near/beside/with/against/alongside  of the  God  {up to}/{as far as}/until  
Acts   26v22 og of the  day/{period of time}  this/that (specifically)   (I) {stand staunch}/establish/{hold up}/appoint/abide   
Acts   26v22 og (the) witnessing/reporting(= the person giving the evidence) (middle voice)   (to the) small/least/less/little   
Acts   26v22 og both  also  (to the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great,   
Acts   26v22 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  exterior/{aside from}/besides/outside/{out of}  
Acts   26v22 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming  {of whom/which}   
Acts   26v22 og both  the  prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers  (they) spoke/uttered/said  
Acts   26v22 og (of the) {to occur}/expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming/{about to}  (plural)    (things) 
Acts   26v22 og (to) {become to be}  also  (the) Moses  
Acts   26v22 Therefore/Then  the having  {made ready}/{brought to pass}/occurred 

of the  {desiring to assist/help/aid  as a servant}  from/alongside  of the  God  (= Yahweh) 
{up to}/until  of  this specific  day/{period of time},   
(personally)  witnessing/reporting  (as the person giving the evidence)    
to the  small/least/little  (person)   also  to the  big/large/mighty  (person), 
the  stating/exclaiming  nothing  {aside from}/besides/outside  {of which} 
both   (1)  the  prophets/{inspired teachers}  they spoke/said  of the  things  {to occur}/intending/about  to  {become to be} 
also   (2)  the Moses  (taught us). 

 

Therefore the God  (= Yahweh)  having made occur to  assist/help/aid  from/alongside  (me)  
              (= The Almighty God has desired to  assist/help/aid  Paul through all his missionary travels to keep him alive during much vicious opposition) 
until of this specific day,  (I, Paul)  personally  witnessing/reporting   (as the person giving the evidence)  
to the  small/least  (person)  also to the  big/mighty  (person)    (within society), 
the stating nothing  {aside from}/outside  of which   
both  (1) the prophets they said of the things intending to become to be  (= the prophecies), 
also  (2) the Moses  (taught us): 
 

Paul reiterates his Cause: 
With much help from Yahweh  (in Paul’s impossible to personally resolve situations)  to provide release from  “Leaders of Religion”  actively 
trying to stop Paul from teaching  “God’s Word”  unto this very day that I am now standing in front of you,  pleading my case. 
I have personally  testified/reported  “The Word of God”   to all people,  with no care to their position in society,  both to the lowliest and 
highest person in society  (being  any  person who would  hearken  [= listen and  then do it]). 
During which time I have never strayed from only teaching of what The Prophets said would occur  (= JC being  “The Means”  for The 
Millennium).  Also of Moses  (being what The Law was to yield,  firstly JC as the only  ‘human’  to succeed upon it,  which shall also yield a 
perfected society based upon all of us having a mind like JC within The Millennium  and after  The Millennium). 

As we can see here,  Paul taught of  “complete and total reform”,  knowing that  only  “The Early Adopters”  shall achieve it,  which is why we then 
need The Millennium to then reform all possible people unto Salvation  (noting what The Bible says about Yahweh at Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9;  wholly 
ignored by  worldly Christian leaders  [in their unrighteousness,  ‘writing-off’  all  “non-Christians”]). 

Can the reader start to see the cracks in the  “unrighteous nonsense/blarney”  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders? 
That shows them to be completely incompetent to represent “The Righteous Yahweh” =  “The Almighty God of The Universe”! 

 
972nd Comment – Paul concludes his legal plea: 

Inasmuch  “The Goal for Anointing”    (to become a Son of God)   
requires the experiencing of pain    (produced by  “Leaders of Religion”  against people aiming to achieve  “The Goal”)   
Inasmuch JCg was  The First/Chief    (of a further 144000 TCs to follow,  who shall achieve  “The Goal of The Anointing”) 
from out of the resurrection of the dead people    (for “Sonship to Yahweh”) 
    (= JCg as  “The Barley Waved”,  leads 144000 TCs as  “The Wheat Waved”  following on at  “The 1st Resurrection”.) 
Where it was he (= JC)  intending to proclaim  “The Light”  to the People and,  also to The Nations. 
    (= JC started this  [by answering The Tanakh]  and the 144000 TCs follow likewise to achieve  “The Gaol of The Anointing”.) 

‘Allegory’ – repeat - “Christ/Anointed” = by extension this becomes “The Goal” of “The Early Adopters”  of The Gospel 
Age,  the 144000 TCs (Rev.14v1-4)  that Yahweh  elects/chooses  as being equivalently worthy to JC  (Matt.20v16, 22v14) 
384th Warning –  “It comes with The Job”    To be a TC automatically means  “pain and suffering”  brought about by  
“Leaders of Religion”  because there is no other member of society who is sufficiently motivated to be vindictive to TCs. 
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TCs expose  “The Hypocrisy and Delinquency”  pandemic in  “Leaders of Religion”,  that makes TCs automatic targets! 
Reasoning – repeat - Importantly because JC was baptised,  hence the comment at Matt.3v15,  then JC had no need to 
return in a fleshly body because he had spiritually cast that away at his baptism,  then Yahweh was freely able to resurrect 
him into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  (1Cor.15v35-55)  as that which JC inhabited  before  his fleshly existence. 
Reasoning – repeat - JC is able to righteously cover each person at an individual level in The Midst of Yahweh Decree on 
Sin by stating:  I have  volunteered my existence  to cover  “by balance”  this individual person's sinful  past  (not future)  
and thus You,  Yahweh,  can  righteously  resurrect  him/her  based upon what I did.   Then JCg can effectively move to the 
next person and state the same thing to Yahweh,  this can be repeated some  '18'  billion times as required  (to cover  all  
humans over the last some 6000 years  [but he  cannot  “righteously cover”  charlatan Christian leaders]). 
Instruction – repeat - JCg was resurrected from out of a fleshly body to be:-  

The  (1) First,  (2) Chief,  (3) Only  Begotten Son of God  within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body. 
Reasoning – repeat - JC resurrected by Yahweh to become JCg is named:- 

(1) The First of a future 144000 sons of God  (to occur at “The 1st Resurrection”). 
(2) The Chief over the future 144000 sons of God  (being The Bridegroom to his bride, Rev.21v2, 9, etc.). 
(3) The Only son of God  (at the time of writing The Epistles)  from a  fleshly to celestial  physical body. 

All the above being specifically what  “The Invitation”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  gives to us  'accepting the offer'! 
Reasoning – repeat - The Christ Jesus.  JC showed The Way (John.14v5-15) to “The Anointing” as a future “Son of God” 
which ideally is to be our goal,  by precisely imitating JC in ministry and deportment yielding good works.  Led by The 
Mind that is wholly built upon  “The Word of God”  that becomes  “The Lord/Master”  of how we think and what we do. 
Allegory – repeat - illumination/light = to show how we must safely walk  (avoid worldly traps)  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
Also those persons in “The Light” have no fear of open public scrutiny of their private life  –  they have nothing to hide. 
567th Instruction – It is  “The Responsibility”  that people  “aiming to become TCs”  must take upon themselves.  This 
Responsibility is to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  to hasten  “The Closure”  of this present worldly system. 
These TCs become  “luminaries”  by both word and deed,  to explain and to show how we must fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
Acts   26v23 og If/Whether  (the) {possible/liable (thus) doomed to experience pain}/{subject to suffering}  
Acts   26v23 og the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed   if/whether  (the) foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former   
Acts   26v23 og {from/out of}   (of the) {standing up again}/resurrection/{rising again}   
Acts   26v23 og (of the) dead/corpses/mortified/cadavers,    (the) shining/illumination/fire/light/radiance   
Acts   26v23 og (he) {to occur}/expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming/{about to}  
Acts   26v23 og (to) proclaim/promulgate/declare/preach  to the  populace/{grouping of people}  also  
Acts   26v23 og to the  gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples  
Acts   26v23 If/Whether  (= Inasmuch)   the  Christ/Anointed  the  {possible/liable/doomed to experience pain}, 

if/whether  (= Inasmuch)   the  first/chief  {from out of}  of the  {standing up again}/resurrection  of the  {dead persons}/corpses, 
the  illuminance/light/radiance  he  expecting/intending  to  proclaim/promulgate/preach  to the  populace 
also  to the  gentiles/nations/peoples. 

 

Inasmuch the  Christ/Anointed  (was) {liable to experience pain}, 
Inasmuch  (JCg was)  the  first/chief  (entity)  from out of the  {standing up again}/resurrection  of the  dead people, 
he  expecting/intending  to  proclaim/preach  the  illumination/light  to the populace  (= Jews)  also to the nations  (= non-Jews)  
 

What does this verse  really  mean? 
Being  “The Context”  of what Paul stated  (in the previous verse)  and importantly:   

“Specifically  how  Luke wrote it for us to read”   being  how he understood  “1st Century Christianity”  (that is  NEVER  taught today)! 
We have an important departure,  which is very common throughout all The Epistles. 
“Christ/Anointed”  not  used alongside  “Jesus”. 
The simplistic view is: 

So what? 
It just means “Jesus Christ”. 

Yes! -  And,  No! 
Yes!   In the minds of  “Christians”  taught to think like that by their leaders  (not knowing  [nor caring]  any better). 
But No!   If we get into The Mind of Yahweh and The Apostles teaching  “1st Century Christianity”! 

The Point was  “The 1st Century Christians”  thoroughly knew what Yahweh wanted! 
Let me stated for The Record: 

Yahweh wants humans who change,  to then precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  (for Yahweh to say Matt.3v17, 17v5 to them). 
Yahweh does  not  want humans  being  “human”  (to continue into The Eternity,  hence unreformed people shall be removed)! 

Therefore: 
The 1st Century Apostles taught that we  must precisely imitate JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  and  not  remain as “humans”! 
Worldly Christian leaders have taught ever since we have no need to imitate JC,  but we are only to  'believe in him’ (and remain as humans)! 

And supposedly we are only  “to believe”  in the manner as  'we believe in any entity'  of  “Religion”  (see John.6v64)! 
This is  “The Fundamental Difference”  between  “The Teaching”  of the two groupings. 

The 1st Group of some 50 years fulfils Yahweh's Desire. 
The 2nd Group of the last some 1700+ years  (since Nicea, 325 CE)  fulfils Satan's Desire! 

Thus the teaching of: 
The 1st Group yields  “The Remnant of Israel”  that returns to The Lord  (Isa.10v20-21)! 
The 2nd Group yields  “The Rest of Israel”  that does  not  fulfil The Desire of The Lord! 

I am trying to write this starkly to get the reader to seriously think about what is occurring around The World today,  and has done so for millennia! 
So having exposed The Background behind the teaching of  “1st Century Christianity”  then let us understand what this verse really telling us! 

“The Goal”  as taught by JC is  “for us to become like him”  –  so that Yahweh can give to JCg his future bride of 144000 TCs. 
Precisely as we are told in many places within The Bible by allegory  (the first at Gen.14v19-20,  that I explain in Hebrews). 

By contrast,  Leaders of Christendom teach that Yahweh loves us as we are now!    
This is said by people who do  NOT  understand The Bible!   They demonstrably do  NOT  have  “The Mind of Yahweh”,  nor that of JCg! 

Hence a definite  -  NO!      
Let me explain what they demonstrably are unable understand  (neither The Resultant of their spiritually blind teaching)! 
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While Yahweh detests us as we are,  He  also/presently  collectively  agapao (= edifyingly loves)  us now,   
Yet He shall  phileo (attractively love)  only  the people who  reform to imitate JC  over what is to become our 2 part life. 
So that ultimately,  the  successful people  can be  storge  (= family loved)  into The Eternity. 

Thus,  Paul is saying here: 
All people aiming for  “The Goal of Anointing” (= Christ)  to be  “The Early Adopters”, will suffer persecution  (by leaders of “Religion”). 

As JC said to his disciples (John.16v1-4).   As Paul told Timothy  (2Tim.3v11-13). 
Because the TCs' lifestyle becomes a severe irritant to leaders of  “Religion”. 

Inasmuch  “The  First/Chief “ of this process in achieving  “The Goal of Anointing”  was JC himself. 
And this occurred from out of  “The Resurrection”,  when he was a dead person   (Psm.2v7, Rev.1v5, etc.). 

By inference  (of The First),  there shall be 144000 people to follow JC's footsteps -  from martyrdom through resurrection and unto  “Anointing”! 
Further  (as The Chief)  as we are told at Rev.19v16. 
He  (being JCg followed by 144000 people imitating him during The Gospel Age  [for JC to be The Master/Lord])  through his actions was to: 

Proclaim the  light/illumination  to both  The Jews and to The Non-Jews! 
We must ask the similar questions again: 

So what does this  last part of the verse really mean? 
“What really  is  'The Light'  that JC is proclaiming to all people of The World?” 

Is it merely “Just the resurrection”  as we are taught by Christendom? 
No! 

Because there are many “Religions” that loosely,  speak of some form of existence  (being a resurrection into another  body/existence  etc.). 
This is nothing new  (except to the Sadducees thought it would not be in a physical body,  but some type of 'soul' [not understanding this word],  in fact 
pretty much in the same manner as many  worldly Christian leaders teach today)!  

What JC and Paul taught was all the  support  under-structure  as given in The Tanakh to give  validity/credence  to  “1st Century 
Christianity”  that separated it from “Religion”  around about in those days. 

This showed Yahweh was operating a  two level  “Salvation Process”  first requiring  “The Early Adopters”  (proven in an evil system  [now])  to then 
teach  “The Late Adopters”  (educated in a good system [The Millennium]),  thereby wholly underwriting Yahweh's  “Righteousness and Omnificence”  
throughout  “The Whole Human Salvation Process”!    This proves Yahweh “Innocent/Blameless/Holy”  noting Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9. 

I explain how all this  righteously  operates within my very many other exhaustive commentaries and dissertations. 
“Light”  always  operates at  two levels: 

1.  Yahweh's Methodology clearly shows us the correct path to take so that we do not hurt ourselves  (or other people). 
2.  We who operate according to Yahweh's Methodology do not fear public examination of our private lives  (because we do nothing wrong). 

(These type of people are certainly  not  hypocrites!) 
From the above it becomes obvious that these type of people do  not  lie, cheat or defraud any person, organisation or authority! 
By definition,  this cannot be said of  “Religious People”  because their methodology is demonstrably  “worldly”  and thus alien to the above! 
Therefore,  what is being claimed in  “The Light”  is  not  merely  “a resurrection”  but rather: 
The Means: 

To precisely imitate JC for achieving  “The Goal of The Anointing”  and becoming like JCg  (upon our resurrection)  because we have proven 
our mind is operating like JC in the 1st part of our physical life! 
Moreover,  in this manner we are incrementing Yahweh's Plan for Human Salvation by bring The Millennium ever closer. 

For what reason? 
So that “we”  (as “The Early Adopters”)  can bring forth  “The Late Adopters”  from out of The Resurrected World for Yahweh’s Pleasure! 

So again,  I ask: 
Can the reader start to understand  specifically why  Yahweh detests  “Leaders of Christendom”  because: 

They deliberately  stop short  of what Yahweh  really  wants them to teach! 
They teach all the  'nice trappings'  of “Religion”  spun in this instance to have JC  thrown-in  for our resurrection provided you are a  “Christian”! 
Nevertheless,  they fail to teach that actually   -   for  “guaranteed salvation”  then:   

“We are to learn how to specifically think and behave like him! 
Interestingly Paul, John and Jude could start to see this occurring when they write at  2Cor.11v4, 1John.2v18-19 and Jude.v4. 
All of which then completely filled The World for the next 1900+ years so that  “Professional Christian Leaders”  could physically live off the back of 
what they have learnt to  the exclusion  of  “thinking and living like JC”  (else they would have imitated Paul,  1Cor.4v16, v11v1, etc.)! 
Again comes the repeated question: 

Can the reader understand what I am driving at? 
I write like this only so that it becomes like a wedge to prise open the thought processes of The Mind,  to become  “The Bright Light”  to shine into  “The 
Dark Recesses of The Brain”,  presently made  so dark  by leaders of  “Religion”  closing  “The Door to Sonship”  (Matt.23v13, taught to be at v15). 

Can the reader understand what is actually occurring  -  can any person really,  sensibly deny this? 
In summary,  “The Invitation”  behind this verse is this: 

Go out into The World and  accurately  teach about  “The Light of God's Word”  (from The Tanakh,  answered by  JC)  which shall produce 
144000 TCs who will become anointed,  by personally following the same path as originally laid out by JC that was also through persecution. 
Whose mind is  pure/holy/innocent/blameless  producing likewise works  (not of  lies/fraud/cheating  either physically  or spiritually).  

So: 
How much more succinctly can this be put? 

However, importantly: 
Would you have gained the contents of this commentary from our leaders of Christendom,  whose  direct responsibility  it is to teach this, 
 if  they were to truly fulfil Yahweh's Desire?! 

 
973rd Comment – Paul completes his legal plea,  and Festus exclaims: 

Paul you are crazy! 
Your learning from all those religious books has made you  think completely differently to normal people! 

840th Reasoning – This information has completely gone over the head of Festus!   He has no mental landmark upon 
which to build the vista within his mind!   And he reacts as would any normal person:  You are crazy! 
And underwrites his comment by saying:  Your academic background makes you think so differently to normal people! 
568th Instruction – What  “normal people”  cannot understand;  “The Early Adopters” (by definition)  can understand! 
841st Reasoning – Their mind is  “Responsive”  to  “The Knowledge”.   Firstly they  must  be  “repentant”  because this 
becomes  “The Key”  to unlock  “The Door of The Mind”.   We must then have the internal motivation  “To Learn”  
(absolutely do  NOT  go to a seminary,  it is unnecessary and  very dangerous,   John.7v15, Acts.4v13,  Matt.23v15),  and 
thus read The Bible several times.   The very best source is to read  “FutureLife.Org”  because I explain God's Word. 
Test/Assay  EVERYTHING for “Righteousness”  for  every individual  having lived on the planet over the last 6000 years!   
Having gained  assurance/competence  on  “The Knowledge”  is source by Yahweh (not by Man),  then  act with fidelity. 
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569th Instruction – While what  “normal people”  presently  cannot understand,  they  will  in The Millennium when 
having been taught by  “The Proven Early Adopters”  by both word and deed  -  by  “Example”  (as they learnt from JC). 
Acts   26v24 og these (things)  And  (of the) him   
Acts   26v24 og (of the having) {given an account (legal plea) of oneself}/exculpated/{made defence}/ 

/{answered/excused self} (middle voice),   
Acts   26v24 og the  Festus  (to the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great  
Acts   26v24 og to the  disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice  
Acts   26v24 og (he) showed/{made known one’s thoughts}/affirmed/said:  
Acts   26v24 og (you) {to long for}/{insensate craving}/{rave as a maniac}/mad  Paul (vocative),   
Acts   26v24 og the  many/much/plenteous  thee/thy/thou  (the) writings/letters/notes/epistles/books/scriptures   
Acts   26v24 og into/unto  (the) {(from) craziness}/{made mad} 
Acts   26v24 og (he/she/it) {concerning turn/revolution}/{turning around}/craze/{into madness}  
Acts   26v24 And  these things   of the him  having  (personally)  {given a legal plea of himself}/{made defence}, 

The  Festus  to the (= in)  large/mighty/great  disclosure/address/voice  he  {made known his thoughts}/said: 
Paul!   You  {rave as a maniac}/{are mad},  the  many/plenteous  writings/letters/books/scriptures   
it  {upon/concerning turn}/{about turning}/{turning around}  thee/you  into/unto  the  craziness/{made mad}. 

 

And  he (= Paul)  having personally given a legal plea of these things, 
The  (Roman Governor)  Festus in a great voice,  he made known his thoughts: 
   Paul!   You are mad!   
   The many  writings/books/scriptures   (you have read during your life as a student,  principally the Tanakh  [and written yourself to the ecclesia])    
   it is turning you around into craziness! 
 

Paul completes his plea explaining his actions for the last some 16+ years. 
The heathen Festus is taken aback,  not quite knowing how to respond to such an  unusual  disclosure in Paul's monologue! 

Can this really be taken seriously? 
Yet,  Paul is so obviously passionate in what he believes,  to have  dedicated 18+ years  to  freely  teach other people about what he knows! 
Paul is clearly a very educated person,  thoroughly knowing his subject matter! 
It seems to Festus that perhaps this education has  'unhinged Paul',  taken Paul  'over the edge'  and made him insane! 

Inasmuch:  Paul does not seem to  think/reason  like normal  (= worldly)  people! 
The only thing that comes to Festus' mind when Paul finishes speaking is: 

“Paul you are mad!” 
Then Festus tries to qualify that statement by adding: 

“It is all your learning and the studying of religious books that has made you not to think like  normal (= worldly)  people!” 
We must understand Paul  is a TC  -  he does  NOT  think and operate like  “normal people”! 

“Normal people”  are  not  “The Early Adopters”  of Yahweh's Methodology,  and thus they remain as  “worldly people”  operating to  “worldly 
methodology”.  This does  not  necessarily make “worldly people”  ‘evil people’  supposedly  'destined to damnation'  as  worldly Christian leaders 
falsely  teach about “non-Christians”,  but rather they do not understand what is required of them because  “worldly methodology”  is all-pervasive 
around them,  and they are unable to think outside what they know  (Eph.2v2)!   That is why it becomes The Responsibility of  “The Early Adopters”  to  
accurately  teach by  both “Word and Deed”  what  “The New World”  will be like  by living like  “The Early Adopters of The New World”  which 
means  “living like JC”. 

Actually,  worldly Christian leaders should be doing this,  but they demonstrably do not  (as their output testifies,  as judged by Yahweh)! 
That is why The Millennium has not yet started,  because Yahweh is still waiting for 144000 TCs to prove themselves to The World! 

This is why we must  completely change  our lifestyle  (= the outward manifestation)  that reflects  how we think inside  because we  are  to publicly 
exhibit  external  works that show we  are  truly being driven by Yahweh's Methodology  internally. 

We must  not  live by a  “Life of Excuses”  as do normal  “worldly Christians”,  which then becomes their “hypocrisy”! 
(For example:  “God loves us, but not our works”!   This is a nonsense,  unrighteous  excuse  [Jude.v4]  sourced by Satan!) 

By which means the people  thinking/operating  like this,  fail  The Judgment made by Yahweh for  “Sonship”! 
And by consequence,  “Actively delay  The Millennium”  from occurring  –  thereby fulfilling Satan’s desire! 

Can the reader start to understand this,  and specifically why professional leaders of Christendom detest TCs,  who expose their hypocrisy? 
This is why we  need  The Millennium for  “The Vast Majority of People”  to understand by practically  “The Gifts/Favours/Benefits”  (= “Grace”)   
that comes to all people from a society which truly does live under an  enforced  Yahweh's Methodology. This condition made so by the proven,  then to 
be ruling,  “Early Adopters”  having absolutely  infinite   (= far beyond present comprehension)  authority/power/capability  to make things  “just so”. 

Again,  can people understand The Righteousness of  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and The Apostles? 
But is  NEVER  taught today  (by both word or deed through our leaders of Christendom,  because they  are still  very “worldly”)! 

Therefore,  this understanding becomes  The Distinction  between Festus and Paul,  showing why Festus answered Paul in the manner that he did. 
And knowing this background,  then  we can understand why Paul answered as he did in the next verse … … …  

 
974th Comment – Paul confidently states  (based upon his  assayed  knowledge): 

This is not madness,  most honourable Festus  
But I speak with clarity of Truth    (= I explain everything based upon what Yahweh has given in The Tanakh)  
also I speak with  sanity/sensibleness! 

842nd Reasoning – Paul has  “Real Faith”  having personally passed through all the  three  most important stages with  
“The Knowledge”  -  he has  “The Genuine Competence”  to teach in  “The One/Same Manner”  did JC.   Paul does  not  
“teach to delude”  through mystery and intrigue,  nor through fancy props to manipulate The Environment for The Hype 
and Sensationalism within which many churches wallow!     Yahweh desires The Former,  and detests The Latter! 
385th Warning – It is so interesting that  “Leaders of Religion”  speak with truth and are so sensible when it comes to 
repeating  what Atheists teach about what makes a “Good Society”.  But as soon as they speak about what makes their 
religion specific,  then they teach a  “load of unrighteous nonsense”,  showing themselves to be speaking lies and insanity!   
Thereby showing themselves  not  to be sensible,  by speaking in unreasoned mystery! 
  But they do not care -  they just  'want our vote'  in  money/power/leverage/glory/honour/sex/pension/etc.   As we witness! 
570th Instruction – TCs teach with knowledge and intelligence.  They  thoroughly know their subject matter  and are very 
eager to speak to  any  “Religious Person”,   if  the  “Religious Person”  is  only  prepared to reciprocate! 
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Sadly,  “Religious People”  prefer not to reciprocate – because their faith is  so weak,  as to be almost non-existent. 
Acts   26v25 og the  And  no/not/none  (to) {long for}/{insensate craving}/{rave as a maniac}/mad  
Acts   26v25 og (he) showing/{making known his thoughts}/affirms/says:  
Acts   26v25 og {strongest (in dignity)}/{most excellent}/{most honourable} (vocative)  Festus (vocative),   
Acts   26v25 og but  (of the) truth/verity  also  
Acts   26v25 og (of the) {soundness of mind}/sanity/{self-control}/soberness/sobriety/sensibleness  
Acts   26v25 og (the) utterances/topics/narrations/words  (I) {to enunciate clearly}/{speak with clarity}  
Acts   26v25 And   he  (= Paul)   {made known his thoughts}/said: 

Not  to  madness; 
Most Honourable  Festus, 
but  I (Paul)  {enunciate clearly}/{speak with clarity} 
of the  truth  also  the  utterances/narrations/words  of the  {soundness of  mind}/sanity/sobriety/sensibleness. 

 

And he  (= Paul)  made known his thoughts: 
   Not to madness, 
     Most Honourable Festus, 
   but  I (Paul)  speak with clarity of the  (Absolute)  Truth,   also the utterances of the  sanity/sobriety/sensibleness  
 

It is because Paul  truly  has this fixation within his mind of  “The New World Order”  operating under Yahweh's Methodology  (based upon his 
extensive knowledge of The Tanakh)  that drives him to behave in the manner that he does  (hence Luke.17v21).  This is repeated in the  one/same  
manner as do  all  144000 TCs of The Gospel Age,  which truly does make them think  and reason so  very differently  to  worldly  thinking people. 
I repeat:   This does  not  make most worldly people “evil”,  but they do not know how to think and reason like JC for this  “New World Order”. 
They need to be  “taught by example”  which is why we need  “The Early Adopters”  FIRST,  for  “The Late Adopters”  to then follow! 
(However, for the vast majority of people,  then they require The Millennium,  because  “The Early Adopters”  only generate TCs in  “The Gospel Age”.) 

This is what JC and Paul taught at John.15v1-6 and Rom.11v15-25  (please read my local commentaries). 
This is what The TCs do in the 1st part of their physical life,  while purifying the 2nd part of their spiritual life on  “The Word of God.”! 

So again,  I ask: 
Can the reader see the logical and righteous reasoning behind this  “1st Century Christianity”  being taught? 
Can the reader also understand   “the words of  sanity/sobriety/sensibleness”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught here? 

Especially when compared with what is taught in  “Religion”  (that only underwrites worldly methodology)! 
 
975th Comment – Paul realises this knowledge is beyond Festus,  that is why he was so pleased King Agrippa was here to 

listen to his legal plea,  and that is why Paul now appeals to The King: 
King Agrippa  -  you personally understand these things of Judaism  (as laid down by Yahweh) 
    (because you have grown up with them  -  and know of them,  but perhaps you do not understand how they are linked together) 
I speak to you in complete confidence of what I speak     (knowing that you shall not contradict me speaking The Truth)  
For I know King Agrippa has been taught these very same things throughout his life, 
because all these things have all been repeatedly spoken very openly within Israel! 

843rd Reasoning – Paul feels connected with King Agrippa because of his background knowledge  (hence  “to The Jew 
first and then to The Gentile”, Rom.1v16, etc.),  of which later he can clarify Paul's legal plea to Festus in private. 
Reasoning – repeat - Paul is personally  linking-in  with  King Agrippa,  knowing that  perhaps  he  is  a free thinker,  
being a “Leader of Politics” rather than a “Leader of Religion”,  and thus freed in that respect!  However, it is his choice 
Paul,  as the catalyst,  is merely trying to facilitate The Mind of The King  “to open-up”  based upon what he knew. 
571st Instruction – It is important that we gain “The Knowledge”;  ultimately it is  “The Knowledge”  that becomes  “The 
Power over our Life”,  and it is best we gain  “The Knowledge from Yahweh”  and  not  “The Knowledge of Religion”! 
The  “Knowledge of Religion”  ultimately kills us,  but Yahweh's Knowledge inculcated brings  “Everlasting Life”! 
Acts   26v26 og (he) {puts the mind upon}/comprehends/{acquaints with}/understands (middle voice)  For  concerning/about   
Acts   26v26 og {from/concerning these persons/things}  the  {foundation of power}/sovereign/king,   
Acts   26v26 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  whom/which/that  also  
Acts   26v26 og (the being) {frank/honest in utterance}/{confident in spirit/demeanour}/{to teach/speak  evermore boldly}   
Acts   26v26 og (I) speak/utter/say  
Acts   26v26 og (to) {lie hid}/unwittingly/{be ignorant of}/{be unawares/unknowing}  for  (the) him   
Acts   26v26 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  {from/concerning these persons/things}  no/not/none  
Acts   26v26 og (I am) pacified/conciliated/agreed/persuaded/confident/assured/trusted/obeyed,  
Acts   26v26 og (the) {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing,   
Acts   26v26 og no/not/none  for  (it) is  in  (to the) {an angle}/corner/quarter  
Acts   26v26 og (the having been) {habitually practiced}/{repeated deeds}/{regularly executing}  that/this/there/here  
Acts   26v26 For  the  king   (Agrippa), 

he  (personally)  comprehends/understands  concerning/about  {concerning these things}, 
towards  whom  I  speak/say  also  the being  {frank in utterance}/{confident in spirit}/{to speak evermore boldly}. 
For  I am  persuaded/confident/assured  that  {concerning these things}  the him  not  to  {be ignorant/unawares},  the nothing, 
for  the having been  {habitually practiced}/{repeated deeds}  this  is  not  within  the  corner/quarter. 

 

(Paul continues … ) 
   For the king  (Agrippa) 
   he personally  comprehends/understands  about concerning these things,   
   towards whom  (= Agrippa)  I speak  also the being  {frank in utterance}/{confident in spirit}! 
   For I am  confident/assured  that he is not ignorant concerning these things,  the nothing,    (= he knows everything about what I speak)   
   for the  habitually practiced deeds  (of)  this  (having been described previously)  is not within the corner  
                (= My described  “repeated deeds”  have not be hidden,  but publicly broadcast to The World,  so King Agrippa,  you do know of them!) 
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Now King Agrippa  (was in a  far better position  than  most people of today  because he)  (1) knows Judaism and  (2) has heard much about Paul and JC 
teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  (hence earlier the comment that he wanted to meet Paul,  Acts.25v22).  Because of this then he is  'half-way there'  
to become a TC  -  if  he was only prepared to make that final push! 
Paul equally knows this,  hence his comment: 

You know  (and personally understand)  all these things of which I speak to you! 
For I am confident you are not ignorant about these things, 
for I have not habitually practiced these things hidden away in a corner  (unseen)! 

(But I have been most public and outspoken  [like JC at John.18v20]!) 
This is my point. 

The TC makes it  his/her  business to make all these things  (exhibited through their lifestyle – hence in “The Light”)  publicly known that they  
are  different  to normal people,  because they  are  setting a new standard  that is  not  based upon the  all-prevailing  worldly methodology. 
They demonstrate to The World they are  NOT  hypocrites to  “The Methodology”  of which they claim to be part! 
By this means,  they show themselves worthy for  “The Greater Responsibility”  (Luke.19v16-19)  to rule over  “The Resurrected World”. 

This is the type of reliable,  honest slave  (to Yahweh's Methodology)  Yahweh is seeking  -  and  not  a  “hypocrite”  (= James 1v6-8). 
Thus Yahweh is seeking a TC and  not  a  worldly (or worse, charlatan)  Christian leader  (hence operating in  “The Darkness”). 
Which is precisely why Yahweh is forced to wait some 2000 years before  “The Prophesied Target Threshold of 144000 TCs”  is achieved. 

I must state: 
This logical reasoning is so very important to understand  –  because it explains exactly what is occurring within The World  -  TODAY! 

 
976th Comment – Paul's final exhortation to King Agrippa: 

You trust in The Prophets    (being what they taught us in The Tanakh)? 
I know that you trust in them    (being what they foretold to us  [1] The Saviour/Anointed  and  [2] The Millennium)! 

844th Reasoning – The Prophets gave many, many prophecies about The Messiah and of The Millennium which Paul was 
able to explain to his listeners.   King Agrippa would have known some of the prophecies and thus what Paul would have 
said clicked into place within his own mind.  Paul was able to construct a very good argument for accepting precisely 
what The Prophets told us in The Tanakh. 
386th Warning – Worldly  scholars/theologians  have absolutely  no  interest in  “constructively criticising”  The Bible,  
because they cannot gain a  “worthless paper doctorate”  doing that,  but they would much rather  “destructively 
criticise”  The Bible,  because that gives a worldly reward from  equally minded  peer reviewers!   From Yahweh's 
viewpoint they are presently  useless/adversarial  in promoting His Interests and thus He  comprehensibly rejects them! 

They are as much use as a tyre tube with a puncture! 
Acts   26v27 og (you) {commit upon}/believe/entrust  (the) {foundation of power}/sovereign/king  Agrippa  
Acts   26v27 og the  prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers?   
Acts   26v27 og (I) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  because  (you) {commit upon}/believe/entrust  
Acts   26v27 The  King Agrippa,   you  {commit upon}/entrust  the  prophets/{inspired teachers}? 

Because  I  know/understand  you  entrust. 
 

King Agrippa,  you entrust the prophets? 
Because I know you entrust! 
 

Paul states: 
King Agrippa.  I know that you entrust the Prophets! 

So I may ask: 
Has the reader thought why Paul has made that statement? 

It is  not  an idle  thrown-in  comment! 
Paul has specifically made that comment  to underwrite  what JC had done! 

The Prophets become The Bedrock upon what JC did and proclaimed! 
So I may also ask: 

What  does the reader know about The Prophets teach about  (1) JC and  (2) The Millennium? 
If the answer is  “nothing”,  then how on Earth can the reader profess to be a Christian  (if knowing nothing about  “The Bedrock”)? 

Because it was upon The Tanakh,  that JC built his teaching of  “1st Century Christianity”  for  “Three Years”  of teaching! 
I may further ask: 

What was JC teaching for three days at a time  (Mark.8v2-3, Matt.15v32,  etc.)  to  the  SAME  people"? 
Because if it was a normal Christian leader then they would  'dry-up'  within about 10 minutes  (saying anything that is barely useful)  before they moved 
on to be patronising the ears of their listeners with much supposed  “worldly truths”  (= “justifying  Satan's worldly methodology”)  being much useless 
waffle.  By reason,  they know nothing about The Prophets and presumptuously perceive the audience would have no interest in The Prophets,  but only 
present day worldly things created by Man! 

The whole thing  is a farce  to what they should really be teaching  -  as compared to what JC showed by example. 
Likewise,  equally of The Prophets is precisely what all  “The 1st Century Apostles”  taught  –  because  they copied JC. 

So again,  I make the important statement: 
This logical reasoning is so very important to understand  –  because it explains exactly what is occurring within The World  -  TODAY! 

And now the important verse follows next … … …  
 
977th Comment – Paul's defence plea has quite an impact upon King Agrippa!    He responds by exclaiming: 

If you keep talking like this,  then I shall be converted to become a  (1st Century)  Christian! 
845th Reasoning – Paul is able to put a convincing argument together for those people who have some knowledge.   Paul 
can join all the dots together by linking The Information as given within The Tanakh to thoroughly explain Yahweh's Plan. 
572nd Instruction – Yahweh wants more people to behave like Paul  -  so that all people can become recipients of  “The 
Knowledge”  carefully explained to give  “The Required Assurance”  of a  certain future. 
Acts   26v28 og the  And  Agrippa  toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  Paul   
Acts   26v28 og (he) showed/{made known his thoughts}/affirmed/said:  
Acts   26v28 og In  (to the) {puny (in anything)}/short/little/small/{a while}/few  I/me/my  
Acts   26v28 og (you) pacify/conciliate/agree/persuade/confident/assure/trust/obey  (the) Christian  (to) {become to be}! 
Acts   26v28 And the  Agrippa,  he   {made known his thoughts}/said  towards  the  Paul: 
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Within  the  short/small/while  you  persuade/assure  me  to  {become to be}  the  Christian! 
 

And the Agrippa made known his thoughts towards Paul: 
   Within the while you persuade me to become to be a Christian! 
 

This becomes  “The Crunch Verse”! 
This is the  resultant  of Paul's teaching! 

Paul is teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  of a new future society made possible by JC.  Yet because the present religious leaders of this present 
worldly system like what the existing system brings,  they are obliged to operate in hypocrisy and thus feel motivated to silence a TC from speaking,  in 
the same manner they have done to Paul.  Thus, Paul and people like him by consequence are subject to pain and suffering in the 1st part of their physical 
life that only occurs by leaders of “Religion”  or ancillary trades  living off  “Religion”  because  no  other individual is personally motivated to attack 
them!    The Police look for “A Motive”  to solve a crime!   The members of the general public have no motive to persecute and kill TCs! 

TCs are  truly  “good people”  and  innocent  of all charges  (hence “holy”)!   That is why Yahweh judges them to be TCs! 
This is  never  taught by leaders of Christendom,  but often  the very reverse  when maligning a TC  (all precisely as “history”  shows by record)! 
Moreover,  this is the point. 

Paul, as a TC, has given a witness  (unlike  testimonies given by people of Christendom,  underwriting self-indulgence)  to King Agrippa and: 
King Agrippa must make a personal choice! 

Paul's reasoned argument makes perfect sense  (unlike the unrighteous nonsense that comes out of Christendom),  and yet King Agrippa fears  “The 
Immediate Consequences”  of Paul's rational argument unto himself. 
King Agrippa,  as a leader of The World,  must become like Paul,  and yet as a leader of The World,  he does not want to change because  “The 
Immediacy”  that supports an  animalistic/carnal  mind appears to be better,  rather than a mind that lusts for The Millennium and what The Millennium 
shall yield  for society  as a whole!   

This former mind has no driver for The Millennium  (and thus sinks back into worldly methodology [= self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt]).   
But The latter mind only exists to be in The Millennium (hence Luke.17v21)  and that is why it has made the step change from operating as 
does a worldly mind to become a mind that operates like JC's mind to have  “The Kingdom of God”  within it now  (= to edify our neighbour 
to our own hurt). 

Therefore purifying the 2nd part of our spiritual life upon  “The Word of God”,  like a new spiritual  creature/creation  growing upon the RNA of the 
imbued  “Word of God”   (Gal.6v15, etc.).    

This  New  Creature/Creation  has  NONE  of the worldly methodology operating in it  -  else it remains as  The  Old  Creature/Creation! 
Paul also speaks about  “New Clothes”  to mean the same thing,  being how people  “See us”,  which becomes how they  “Judge our personality”,  
where  “our personality”  should be built upon  “The Word of God”  (as likewise explained by the RNA analogy). 

Can the reader understand all of this? 
 
978th Comment – In reply to King Agrippa, Paul makes a further plea: 

I personally wish to Yahweh    (= to fulfil what Yahweh desires to occur in The Environment) 
if the smallest    (amount of what I teach)    or ideally much    (of what I teach registers within the mind)  
not only unto you (Agrippa),  but also to all the people here listening to me today  
to become like me    (= able to coherently teach  “The Word of God”  to eager recipients) 
except though,  not chained as I am presently before yourselves. 

846th Reasoning – Paul wants his knowledge  (as contained in his mind)  to be disseminated out to all people so that they 
all can have an opportunity become like him,  because if this knowledge was acted upon with fidelity through society,  then 
most of society's problems would be removed.   He has done as much as he can to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  thus blameless. 
573rd Instruction – “1st Century Christianity”  teaches us  how  we have arrived to the present day,  and most importantly 
where  we are going in The Future – so that we know how Yahweh is righteously leading Mankind into The Eternity. 
847th Reasoning – This knowledge is  open to all people to imbue,  – but the question must be:  Are they interested? 
387th Warning – Sadly the  driver/motivation  within Paul is  not  the same as that within  “Leaders of Religion”  because 
they teach none of  “The Key Things” within “1st Century Christianity”  that separates what Paul taught from “Religion” 
Acts   26v29 og the  And  Paul  (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted: 
Acts   26v29 og (I) wish/desire/pray (middle voice)  wish/suppose  to the  God,  
Acts   26v29 og also  in   (to the) {puny (in anything)}/short/little/small/{a while}/few (m/neut.)   
Acts   26v29 og also  in  (to the) many/much/plenteous (m/f/neut.)  no/not/none  merely/alone/only  thee/thy/thou  
Acts   26v29 og but  also  (the) all/whole/every (persons)  the  (ones = persons)   hearing/listening/understanding/responding   
Acts   26v29 og {of me}/I/me/mine/my  {(on) the/this day (or) the/this night (just passed)}/now/present/hitherto,  
Acts   26v29 og (to) {become to be}  {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such ones}  
Acts   26v29 og {of what kind}/{how great/excellent}/{what manner}  {I also}/{even I}/{and me}  (I) am/exist   
Acts   26v29 og {near outside}/besides/except/without  
Acts   26v29 og of the  bands/{ligaments of body/shackle}/bonds/chains/strings  {from/concerning these persons/things}  
Acts   26v29 And  the  Paul  he  said/spoke: 

I  (personally)  wish/desire  to the  God  (= Yahweh), 
also  within  the  small/little  also  within  the  much/plenteous   
not  merely/only  thee/you  (Agrippa),   but  also  the  all persons,   
the  (ones = persons)  hearing/listening  {of me}  {on this  present day}, 
to  {become to be}  {such ones}  {of what kind}  {I also}   am/exist 
except/without  {concerning these things}  of the  bands/shackles/bonds. 

 

And Paul he said: 
   I personally  wish/desire  to the God   (= Paul works to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  which underwrites his  genuine  desire of expressing  “agapao”) 
   also within the  small/little  (knowledge   [or  people of  lowly position  imbue this knowledge])    
   or  within the  much/plenteous  (knowledge  [or  people  with opportunity  imbue this knowledge]) 
               (= if only a  small amount  of what I teach or a  large amount  of what I teach registers within yourselves -  then it can improve you) 
   not only you  (Agrippa  [with much opportunity]),   but  also all people   (having little opportunity) 
   the people hearing of me on this present day,  such ones  (= people)  to become to be of what kind I also  am/exist  (= like me), 
   except/without  concerning these  bands/shackles  
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Paul knows that he has a foothold within King Agrippa's mind,  but he also knows The King has too much to lose within his present life if he decided to 
become a TC and therefore,  this is perhaps as far Paul will be able to go in the process of directing The Route to  “Sonship”  for King Agrippa. 
Paul by consequence states: 

All he desires is to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  which is that: 
If just a small amount of what I teach or ideally a large amount of what I teach  registers within the mind of … …  
not just you,  but all people hearing today within this assembly  
to become  like me,  a  TC,  except he does not wish them to be in physical bonds like himself! 

Paul pleads to these people to become like him  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.,)  because it is essential for them,  and those people following afterwards. 
Sadly, our  worldly Christian leaders teach  anything other  than  “to copy Paul as he copied JC”! 
They use  every excuse under the Sun  for them,  or their congregational members,  to supposedly have no need to heed Paul's example or 
much of his teaching,  except little snippets that suit their theme on 'love',  but  not  understanding what Paul really taught about this subject! 

Especially when our translators cannot differentiate between the  different  types of  “love”  especially in  the  one/same  verse! 
Where also,  “The enough” given is only to be used as a tool to extract a worldly living from their deluded devotees! 

The whole thing is just  criminal  (to Yahweh's Way of thinking on this subject matter)! 
However, the translation given on FutureLife.Org carefully differentiates between the different forms of  “Love”  and thus brings out the full sense in the 
verses,  and especially the verses that have both agapao and agape within them (in John’s Gospel)!   All of which is not seen in worldly translated bibles! 
 
979th Comment – After Paul completes his defence plea,  The King Agrippa and Festus arise,  closely followed by Bernice 
and their dignitaries afterwards. 
Acts   26v30 og Also  these (things)   (of the having) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  (of the) him,  
Acts   26v30 og (he) {stood up}/arose/{raised up}  the  {foundation of power}/sovereign/king  also  
Acts   26v30 og the  leader/{chief (person)}/governor/prince/ruler,   or/than/either/rather  both  (the) Bernice   
Acts   26v30 og also  the (ones = persons)   (the having been) {seated oneself in company with}/{sat with} (middle voice) 
Acts   26v30 og {to them}  
Acts   26v30 And  of the  him  (= Paul)   of the  having  said/spoke  these things, 

the  king  he  {stood up}/arose  also  the  leader/governor, 
both  rather  (1)  the  Bernice  (then)  also   (2)  the people  having  (personally)  {sat with}  to them. 

 

And he  (= Paul)  the having said these things, 
the king  (Agrippa)  stood up  (together with)  also the governor  (Festus), 
both rather  (1) Bernice  (before)  also  (2) the people  having personally sat with them  (= Agrippa, Festus and Bernice)  
                 (The wording indicates  “the people”  waited for the correct order of arising  King, Governor then Bernice  before the people arose.) 
 

This is one example of very many within The New Testament where  I retain the detailed nuances  within the text,  but our  worldly bibles broad brush 
this fine structure out of their translations.  Here it is not particularly important,   but sadly,  this practice  (of Rev.22v19)  abounds where detailed 
knowledge regarding Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”  is covered-up  by removing it from the original text by our translators. 
Fortunately for the reader,  “FutureLife.Org”  gives a  wholly transparent translation  that exposes our  universally flawed translations  at  key doctrinal 
positions  produced by the  less than professional  translators having a demonstrable worldly mind!   

Simply stated:  They “care not for Yahweh's Knowledge”,  so they hide it from us  -  because they  choose  not to recognise it themselves! 
(Precisely as JC tells us at Matt.23v13). 

After Paul had fully completed his plea,  then The King Agrippa stood up together with the Governor Festus, 
then following protocol,  Bernice stood up followed by the other people sitting with them. 
 
980th Comment – When convening in private,  these leaders conferred stating: 

Paul has done nothing wrong that deserves The Death Penalty or of his present bonds! 
848th Reasoning – These leaders state  “The Obvious”, -  but their  'hands have been tied'  by  “The Leaders of Religion”  
'pushing Paul into a box'  of which he requested for his own protection,  else these professional  “Religious People”  
would have already unlawfully murdered Paul. 
Acts   26v31 og also  (the having) {to retire}/departed/{given place}/{gone turn/self/aside}/{withdrawn self}  
Acts   26v31 og (they) spoke/uttered/said  toward/nearness/{accession to}  {one another}/mutual/together,  
Acts   26v31 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:   
Acts   26v31 og Because  {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  (of the) death/{deadly result}/fatality  
Acts   26v31 og (the) {deem entitled for}/{deserving of}/{suitable for reward}/worthy  or/than/either/rather  
Acts   26v31 og (of the) bands/{ligaments of body/shackles}/bonds/chains/strings  
Acts   26v31 og (he) {habitually practises}/{repeated deeds}/{regularly executes}{repeatedly does}   
Acts   26v31 og the  countenance/{human-being}/man  this/that (specifically)  
Acts   26v31 Also  the having  retired/departed/{withdrawn selves}   

they  (Agrippa, Festus and Bernice)   spoke/said  towards  {one another}  the  stating/exclaiming: 
Because  this  specific  {human being}/man  he  {habitually practises}/{repeated deeds}  nothing  
the  {deserving of}/worthy  of the  {deadly result}/fatality  or  of the  bands/shackles/bonds! 

 

Also  (Agrippa, Festus and Bernice)  having withdrawn selves they spoke towards one another the stating: 
   Because this specific man  (= Paul)  habitually practises deeds the nothing  deserving/worthy  of death or of  bonds/shackles! 
 

These three leaders withdrew themselves from the multitude to have a quiet discussion between each other about Paul's plea. 
They stated the obvious: 

The consistent works of this TC makes him wholly  innocent/blameless,  and therefore he should  not  be killed or even be bound! 
The lifestyle of  (1) “Neutrality” and (2) being “Good”  affords much protection to a TC,  because “The Religious Leaders”  must work so very much 
harder to bring any form of accusation against TCs.   Therefore everything is done in an underhand manner  (hence,  “Darkness”). 
Which also separates  “TCs”  from “Christians”  at both levels of which I copiously explain elsewhere.  
 
981st Comment – King Agrippa expressed his thoughts: 

Paul could be freed – if he had not called for a trial in the midst of Caesar. 
849th Reasoning – Paul should righteously be freed,  and these political leaders were pleased that Paul had called upon 
Caesar because  it freed them  from having to combat the skulduggery of  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  
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protecting their own lifestyle over The People  (John.11v47-53).   It means Paul is now taken about 1500 miles away from 
their jurisdiction and can be dismissed from out of their minds! 
850th Reasoning – If Paul had not taken this option to call upon Caesar,  then  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  
would be constantly scheming how they could murder him!   He had done all he can on this side of The Mediterranean  (as  
“The Centre of Religion”,  noting what “Jerusalem” really means),  and he must now continue his missionary work in 
Italy based within Rome  (as “The Centre of Secular/Political Rule”).  This was to complete his driving goal. 
Comment – repeat - I close each chapter with this plea.  I only write like this to gain the rare Nicodemus prepared to  constructively  criticise  
“God's Word”  from out of millions  of  “Leaders of Christendom”  only prepared to  destructively  criticise  “God's Word”  as to what it means for 
“The Early Adopters”.   The  “Probability”  of a Christian leader fulfilling Yahweh's Desire is about 0.00003   (corresponding to 1:30,000 Christians) . 
Acts   26v32 og (the) Agrippa  And  to the  Festus  (he) showed/{made known his thoughts}/affirmed/said:  
Acts   26v32 og (to) {free fully}/relieve/release/dismiss/divorce/{set at liberty}  
Acts   26v32 og (he/it was) able/possible/capable (middle voice)  the  countenance/{human-being}/man  this/that (specifically),   
Acts   26v32 og if not  (= except)   (he had) entitled/{invoked decision/aid}/appealed/{called upon} (middle voice)   
Acts   26v32 og (the) Caesar  
Acts   26v32 And  the  Agrippa  he  {made known his thoughts}/said: 

It was  (personally)  able/possible   to  release/dismiss/{set at liberty}  this specific  man   
if not  (= except)   he had  (personally)  appealed/{called upon}  the  Caesar. 

 

And the Agrippa made known his thoughts: 
   It was personally possible to set at liberty this specific man  (= Paul) 
   except he had personally called upon the Caesar  
 

King Agrippa expressed his thoughts: 
It was possible to have set Paul free had he not personally called to be judged by Caesar! 

However,  The Crux behind this statement is this: 
Paul would  not  be alive now! 

Paul would have been murdered by leaders of “Religion”  previously,  if he had not appealed to Caesar  (see Acts.25v3). 
Note:  In reality,  these leaders were pleased that Paul had called upon Caesar,  because now,  the political leaders had no need to make account for 
themselves to  “The Leaders of Religion”  baying for blood.  If these religious leaders could not have Paul’s blood,  then they would have King Agrippa’s 
or Festus’  blood in some form or other  (in a similar manner they threatened Pontius Pilate’s position at John.19v12). 

When driven to protect their worldly livelihood,  then  ‘by necessity’  they attack  (as night follows day),  they just cannot help themselves! 
“Today”  is more important to  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  than  “The Eternity”  following The Millennium! 

 
 
982nd Comment – Luke and some other disciples choose to sail together with the prisoner,  Paul,  to Rome. 
Julius,  the centurion,  and his soldiers of the Augustan squad guarded their prisoners. 
851st Reasoning – Luke and colleagues thought so highly of Paul that they wanted to travel with him: 

1.  To learn from him – through detailed discussions of The Scriptures. 
2.  To give both moral and physical support to Paul. 
3.  To enable a line of communication between Rome and Jerusalem. 

100th Good News – TCs will always give  genuine  support to one another. 
Acts   27v1 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  And  (it was) {judiciously/mentally decided}/tried/concluded/judged   
Acts   27v1 og of the  (to) {from/away to sail}/{set sail}/{sail away}  us/our/we  into/unto  the  Italy, 
Acts   27v1 og (they) {yielded up}/surrendered/delivered/betrayed/{cast over}  the  both  Paul   
Acts   27v1 og also  {some/any/certain persons}  other/different/altered  (the) {people in bondage}/prisoners  
Acts   27v1 og (to the) {the captain of one hundred men}/centurion,  (to the) name/character/authority  (to the) Julius  
Acts   27v1 og (of the) {a mass of men}/{(military) cohort}/squad   (of the) Augustan  
Acts   27v1 And  {in that manner}  it was  {mentally decided}/concluded   

of the (= for)  us  to  {set sail}/{sail away}  into/unto  the  Italy, 
they  {yielded up}/delivered/{cast over}  both  the  Paul  also  {some persons}  other  prisoners   
to the  centurion  to the  name/character/authority  to the  Julius,   of the  cohort/squad  of the  Augustan. 

 

And in that manner it was mentally decided for us  (implies Luke, the scribe, is in this grouping)  to set sail unto Italy, 
they delivered both Paul  also some other prisoners to the centurion,  named  Julius,  of the Augustan squad  
 

This new chapter follows a few days later after Festus has had an opportunity to write Paul's charge sheet with the help of King Agrippa. 
The use of  “us choosing to set sail to Italy,  and Paul is yet to be delivered to the boat”;  tells us that Luke went with at least one other disciple  
(Acts.27v2)  to keep Paul company on the ship and within his house arrest in Rome (Acts.28v16).  There was Paul and some other prisoners alongside 
him  (Acts.27v42)  under the jurisdiction of The Centurion,  Julius,  and his squad of 100 men entitled  “The Augustan Squad”. 
Paul was receiving a free passage (as a prisoner)  to Rome in about 58 CE  -  his planned final place to complete all of his missionary journeys. 
 
983rd Comment – Paul, disciples, centurion, soldiers, prisoners and other passengers embarked on the ship registered in 
Adramyttium,  planning to sail along the coast of Asia Minor,  port hopping. 
Acts   27v2 og (the) {walking upon}/{setting foot}/mounting/ascending/embarking/arriving/ 

/{going abroad}/{taking ship}   
Acts   27v2 og And  (to the) vessel/ship/boat  (to the) Adramyttium  
Acts   27v2 og (the) occurring/expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming/{being about to}  
Acts   27v2 og (to) {(from) plunge (through water)}/{pass in vessel}/sail  the (plural)  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
Acts   27v2 og the  Asia  spot/space/{positions/places of occupancy}/locations/plains/rooms  
Acts   27v2 og {I/We) {led up}/{brought out}/{set forth}/sailed/departed/launched  being/having  
Acts   27v2 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  {to us}   
Acts   27v2 og (the) Aristarchus  (the) Macedonian  (of the) Thessalonica  
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Acts   27v2 And  the  embarking/{taking ship}  to the (= on)   ship   to the   Adramyttium 
the  intending/expecting  to  sail  the  locations/places  against  (= along the coast of)   the Asia. 
We  {set forth}/sailed/launched,  the  Aristarchus  the  Macedonian  of the Thessalonica, 
being  {united as companions}/together  {to  [= with]  us}. 

 

And embarking on the ship  (registered in)  Adramyttium   (now sailing from Caesarea,  where Paul was judged) 
the intending to sail the places  {along the coast of}  the Asia  (Minor)  
We  (= Paul, Luke and associate disciple[s])  sailed forth,   
being together with us  (the disciple)  Aristarchus the Macedonian  (from)  of the Thessalonica,   
 

Adramyttium is located on the coast of Mysia  (in Asia Minor),  and this ship was a specifically large ship for its day carrying much grain,  and up to 
several hundred passengers.   
 
984th Comment – On the next day they land at Sidon and the centurion kindly allowed Paul to visit the local brethren. 
852nd Reasoning – Paul showed himself to be trustworthy,  and by consequence the centurion allowed Paul a day of 
freedom from the boat. 
Acts   27v3 og to the  both  other/different/altered  (day)  (we) {led/tied down}/landed/touched/brought  into/unto   
Acts   27v3 og (the) Sidon  (the) {friendliness/fondness to man}/'philanthropically'/humanely/courteously/kindly   
Acts   27v3 og both  the  Julius  to the  Paul  
Acts   27v3 og (the) {furnishing a need}/employing/{using it}/{acting/treating towards someone}  
Acts   27v3 og (he) {turned over (transfer)}/{gave leave}/allowed/let/permitted  toward/nearness/{accession to}  
Acts   27v3 og the  dear/friend/fond (plural)   (the) traversing/travelling/departing/journeying (middle voice)   
Acts   27v3 og (the) carefulness/{kind attention (hospitality)}/{refresh self}  
Acts   27v3 og (to) {make ready}/{bring to pass}/attain/perchance/occur  
Acts   27v3 Both   (1)  to the  (= on)   other/different  (day)   (2)  we  {tied down}/landed  into/unto  the  Sidon 

the  Julius   both  (1)  the  {furnishing a need}/{acting towards someone}  philanthropically/courteously/kindly  to the  Paul 
(2)  he  (= Julius)   allowed/permitted   (him = Paul)   (personally)  travelling/journeying  toward  the  friends 
to  {make ready}/{bring to pass}/attain/occur  the  carefulness/{kind attention}/{refresh self}. 

 

Both  (1) on a different  (day)   (2) we landed into Sidon   
the  (centurion)  Julius both  (1) the acting kindly towards Paul    
(2) he  (= Julius)  allowed  (him = Paul)  personally travel toward the friends to attain kind attention  
 

The ship sailed north to Sidon  (about 67 miles due north)  along the coast of the Mediterranean Sea. 
The Centurion Julius,  knew Paul was wholly trustworthy  (based upon The Report given by Festus)  and kindly allowed him to travel and visit his friends 
while the ship docked in the port of Sidon. 
 
985th Comment – The ship sailed north along the Phoenician coastline past Cilicia, and then sailed west along the 
southern coast of Asia Minor on the northern side of Cyprus,  past Pamphylia and docked at Myra of the Lycia coastline. 
Acts   27v4 og {likewise from that place/time}/{and afterward}/{thence also}  
Acts   27v4 og (the) {leading up}/{bringing out}/{setting forth}/sailing/departing/launching  
Acts   27v4 og (we) {under plunging (through waters)}/{sailed under (the lee of)}  the  (lee)   (of the) Cyprus  
Acts   27v4 og through (reason of)  the  (opposite)   of the  wind/blow (plural)  being/existing  
Acts   27v4 og (the) opposite/antagonistic/{(over) against}/contrary  
Acts   27v4 {And afterwards}  the  {setting forth}/sailing/launching   

we  {sailed under the lee of}  of the  Cyprus  through reason  of the  wind  being  opposite/contrary. 
 

And afterwards,  the  {setting forth}/launching   
we  (= Paul, Luke and fellow disciple[s])  sailed under the lee of Cyprus through reason of the wind being contrary  
 

Luke explains the wind was against them from going the more direct route on the southern side of Cyprus to reach their next port of Myra,  so they were 
force to go the longer route around the northern side of Cyprus. 
 
Acts   27v5 og the  both  sea  the  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   the  Cilicia  also  (the) Pamphylia  
Acts   27v5 og (the) {through plunging (through water)}/{sailing through/over}  
Acts   27v5 og (we) {came/went down}/departed/descended/alighted  into/unto  Myra  of the  Lycia    
Acts   27v5 Both   (1)  the  {sailing through/over}  the  sea  accordingly to  the  Cilicia  also  the  Pamphylia 

(2)  we  {came down}/descended  into/unto  Myra  of the  Lysia. 
 

Both  (1) the sailing over the sea accordingly to Cilicia  also Pamphylia  (2) we came down into Myra of Lycia  
 

Cilicia and Pamphylia are provinces in the southern coastline of Asia Minor that lies opposite to the northern coast of Cyprus. 
Myra is a sea port of Asia Minor that lies on the southern bulge of land that juts down into The Mediterranean Sea. 
This was a sea journey of about 400 miles. 
 
986th Comment – At Myra,  the centurion found the ship,  Alexandrian,  sailing to Italy on which he organises his guard 
and prisoners to embark. 
Acts   27v6 og {likewise in that place}/{and there}/{there also}  (the having) found/obtained/seen/perceived  
Acts   27v6 og the  {the captain of one hundred men}/centurion  (the) vessel/ship/boat  (the) Alexandrian  
Acts   27v6 og (the) {(from) plunging (through water)}/{passing in vessel}/sailing  into/unto  the  Italy,   
Acts   27v6 og (he) {placed on}/{transferred (aboard a vessel)}/{put in}  us/our/we  into/unto  it/same  
Acts   27v6 {And there}  the  centurion  the having  found/obtained  the  ship,  the Alexandrian  sailing  into/unto  the  Italy, 

he  {placed on}/transferred/{put in}  us  into/unto  it/same. 
And there  (at Myra)  the centurion having found the ship  (named)  the Alexandrian,  sailing unto Italy, 
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he  (= Julius)  transferred us into it  
 

The Centurion Julius,  wanted to reach Rome as quickly as possible and took a ship,  whose ship's captain and owners had planned to terminate on the 
coast of Italy near Rome.   He ordered his squad to take the prisoners on-board,  together with the Luke and fellow disciples,  plus other passengers.  
 
987th Comment – The boat came to the town of Cnidus and then sailed south 200 miles slowly,  to then past Cape Salmone 
on the eastern most part of Crete,  and westwards alone the southern coast of Crete. 
Acts   27v7 og in  (to the) {to arrive}/{coming into season}/ample/fit/great/many/sufficient/considerable  And  
Acts   27v7 og (to the) days/{periods of time}  (the) {sailing slowly} 
Acts   27v7 og also  {with difficulty}/hardly/scarcely/{with much work}  
Acts   27v7 og (the having) {become to be}  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   the  Cnidus,  
Acts   27v7 og not  (the) {toward/near permitting}/{leaving alone}/{permitting further (progress)}/suffer/allowing   
Acts   27v7 og us/our/we   of the  wind/blow, 
Acts   27v7 og (we) {under plunging (through waters)}/{sailed under (the lee of)}  the  (lee)   
Acts   27v7 og (of the) Crete  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the)  Salmone  
Acts   27v7 And  within  ample/many/sufficient  days/{period of times}   

the  {sailing slowly}  also  {with difficulty}  the having  {become to be}  accordingly/against  the  Cnidus, 
the  wind  not  the  {permitting further progress}/allowing  us, 
we  {sailed under the lee }  of the  Crete  down/against  to the  Salmone. 

 

And within many days sailing slowly  also with difficulty the having become to be against the Cnidus 
the wind not allowing us,  we sailed under the lee of Crete against the Salmone  
 

This was a sea journey of about 200 miles due west from Myra along the coast to dock at the port of Cnidus  (lying between the islands of Cos and 
Rhodes),  and then due south to skirt past the most eastern part of Crete called Cape Salmone,  a journey of another some 200 miles.  
It had been a slow journey because the wind was against them. 
 
988th Comment – The ship made slow progress to the port, Fair Havens on the mid-southern coast of Crete. 
Acts   27v8 og {with difficulty}/hardly/scarcely/{with much work}  both  
Acts   27v8 og (the having) {laid (one's course) near}/{sailed past}/{passed/sailed by}  him/it  
Acts   27v8 og (we) accompanied/appeared/brought/came  into/unto  
Acts   27v8 og (the) spot/space/{position/place of occupancy}/location/plain/room  {some/any/certain thing}  
Acts   27v8 og (the being) called/bided/summoned/announced/named/assigned  (the) Fair  (the) Havens  
Acts   27v8 og {to whom/which}  (the) squeezed/throttled/restricted/{near at hand}/ready   
Acts   27v8 og (it) was/were  (the) {town large/or with walls}/city  (the) Lasea  
Acts   27v8 Both   (1)  {with difficulty}/{much hard work}  the having  {sailed past}/{pass by}  it, 

(2)  we appeared/came  into/unto  the  {some/certain thing}   place/location  the being  called/named   the  Fair  Havens 
the  {near at hand}/close  {to which}  it was  the  city,  the Lasea. 

 

Both  (1) with difficulty the having sailed past it, 
(2) we came into the certain place being called Fair Havens,  near to which was the city,  Lasea  
 

“Fair Havens”  was a harbour about midway on the southern coast of Crete,  and perhaps 12 miles past the inland city of Lasea. 
The wind was contrary and they docked at this port for the wind to change and blow from a more favourable direction. 
 
989th Comment – The ship had lost much time on this journey against contrary wind and the people had been subjected to 
an abstinence of food – either externally imposed by circumstance or  self-chosen  by custom. 
Acts   27v9 og (of the) {to arrive}/{coming into season}/ample/fit/great/many/sufficient/considerable  And  
Acts   27v9 og (of the) {unspecified space of time}/opportunity/delay/while/time  
Acts   27v9 og (of the having) {through become to be}/{elapsed meanwhile}/after/passed/{been spent},   
Acts   27v9 og also  being/have  {even now}/already/{by this time}  
Acts   27v9 og (of the) {superimposition of to trip}/{on the verge of falling}/insecure/hazardous/dangerous  
Acts   27v9 og of the  {(from) plunging to sail}/navigation/{set course}/voyage,  
Acts   27v9 og through (reason of)  the  also  the  abstinence/{lack of sustenance/indulgence}/fast  
Acts   27v9 og {even now}/already/{by this time}  
Acts   27v9 og (to have) {come near}/{passed aside/by}/approached/{gone/went by/away}/perished,  
Acts   27v9 og (he) {near/beside praise}/mispraised/{advised/recommended (a different course)}/exhorted  the  Paul  
Acts   27v9 And  of the  ample/great/much  of the  delay/while/time  of the having  {elapsed meanwhile}/passed     

also  of the  {set course}/voyage  already/{by this time}  being  of the  insecure/hazardous/dangerous,   
also  through  reason of  the  abstinence/fast  already/{by this time}  to have  {passed aside/by}/{went away}, 
the  Paul,   he  advised/recommended/exhorted: 

 

And much time the having passed,  also the voyage already being the dangerous,  
also through reason of the abstinence  (of food [or Festival of Atonement])  already to have passed by,  Paul advised: 
 

This abstinence of food could have been due to one of two things: 
1. The externally imposed: 

The weather had been against them and as such,  the ship's crew had been fighting the elements and become weakened by their lack of food. 
2. Self chosen by custom: 

The time was in the autumn,  and it could be a reference to The Atonement when The Fast occurs  (Lev.16v29-30, 23v27). 
 
990th Comment – Paul advises: 

If we travel from this port,  then I perceive we shall loose the ship, its cargo also of our conscious existence. 
853rd Reasoning – Paul is looking back at the weather through which they have sailed and thinks there is worse to come.   
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So he gave a warning that it would be dangerous to sail on.   Perhaps Yahweh has given him a premonition,  upon which 
he can build in about 2 weeks’ time  -  in a  “I told you so”!   (Acts.27v21). 
72nd Prophecy – Paul prophesises that it will go badly for the ship if the leave port now! 
Acts   27v10 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming  {to them}  (the) men/husbands/fellows  
Acts   27v10 og (I) {(to be a) spectator of}/discern/experience/behold/consider/{look on}/perceive  because   
Acts   27v10 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  
Acts   27v10 og (the) insolence/{over-bearing}/insult/injury/harm/hurt/reproach   
Acts   27v10 og also  (the) many/much/plenteous  (the) detriment/damage/loss,  
Acts   27v10 og no/not/none  merely/alone/only  of the  {(something) carried}/{cargo (of a ship)}/loading  also  
Acts   27v10 og of the  vessel/ship/boat  but  also  of the  breathings/lives/souls/{conscious existences}  {of/from us},  
Acts   27v10 og (to be) {to occur}/expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming/{about to}  
Acts   27v10 og the  {(from) plunging to sail}/navigation/{set course}/voyage  
Acts   27v10 Stating  {to them}:  

The  Men/Husbands  because  I  discern/behold/perceive  together/with  the  {set course}/voyage  to be  expecting/coming 
the  hurt/harm  also  the  many/much  detriment/damage/loss, 
not  only  of the   cargo/loading  also  of the  ship, 
but  also  of the  breathings/lives/souls/{conscious existences}  of us. 

 

Stating to them   (Ship's company,  centurion and soldiers): 
   Men/Husbands  because I perceive with the voyage to be expecting the harm  also the much loss 
   not only of the cargo,  also of the ship,  but  also of our  breathings/lives/souls/{conscious existences}  
 

Paul has a premonition that things shall go badly for the ship,  its contents,  crew and passengers if it continues to sail,  and gives his warning. 
 
991st Comment – The centurion ignores the prisoner, Paul;  and hearkens to the Captain and ship owners to set sail onto 
the next port, Phoenice,  along the Cretan coastline that offered better overwinter facilities and protection. 
854th Reasoning – The Centurion had considerably more faith in the experience of The Captain and ship owners than a 
non- seafaring prisoner!    He had not reckoned on Paul having the better credentials  (= Yahweh supporting  Paul)! 
Acts   27v11 og the  And  {the captain of one hundred men}/centurion  to the  helmsman/captain/director/administrator   
Acts   27v11 og also  to the  captain/{owner of ship}  
Acts   27v11 og (he/it was) pacified/conciliated/agreed/persuaded/confident/assured/trusted/obeyed  
Acts   27v11 og {greater degree}/{more than}/better  or/than/either/rather  to the (plural, statements)   
Acts   27v11 og under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  Paul  (to the) statements/exclamations  
Acts   27v11 And  the  centurion  he was  persuaded/assured  to the  (= by)   helmsman/captain  also  to the  {owner of ship} 

{more than}/better  than  to the  statements/exclamations  through/by  of the  Paul. 
 

And the centurion was persuaded by the captain  also the ship owner more than the statements of Paul  
                (= The Centurion ignored Paul and took the advice of The Captain and Ship Owner  [losing money if ship is detained in port and not sailing!]) 
 

The Centurion  (as a representative of The Ruling Empire)  is respected as having certain jurisdiction over the commissioned boat took the advice of the 
ship's captain and owners who wanted to leave Fair Havens,  preferring to reach and  rest-up  in a safe port of Phoenice further along the coast. 
Because (according to the centurion):  Why should Paul be believed,  he was only a prisoner with no seafaring experience!    
The Centurion thinking Paul may have only been saying this,  because he was becoming fearful of going to Rome and merely delaying his arrival! 
However,  Julius took the advice of the captain and ordered the launching of the ship. 
It should be noted,  any boat laid-up in shore is not making money!   Like an aeroplane,  it only makes money when travelling (in the air)! 
Acts   27v12 og (of the) {not well placed/set}/{not appropriate}/inconvenient/{not commodious}  And  
Acts   27v12 og of the  harbour/haven/port  (the) {beginning under}/{coming into existence}/after/living/behaving   
Acts   27v12 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) wintering,   
Acts   27v12 og the  more/greater/many/most   (they) placed/ordained/settled/{sunk/laid down}/purposed/appointed     
Acts   27v12 og (the) volition/advice/purpose/counsel   (to) {lead up}/{bring out}/{set forth}/sail/depart/launch   
Acts   27v12 og {likewise from that place/time}/{and afterward}/{thence also}  {if somehow}/{if by any means}  
Acts   27v12 og (they may be) able/possible/capable   (the having) {met against}/{arrived at}/attained/came  into/unto  
Acts   27v12 og (the) Phoenice  (to) {winter near}/{stay over winter}   (the) harbour/haven/port  of the  Crete  
Acts   27v12 og (the) beholding/seeing/looking/beware/{taking heed}  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
Acts   27v12 og (the) southwest  also  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) northwest  
Acts   27v12 And  of the  harbour/haven/port   

{not well placed}/{not appropriate}  {being under}/behaving/fit/existing  toward/nearness  the  wintering, 
they  placed/purposed  the  more/greater  volition/counsel  to  {set forth}/sail/launch, 
{likewise from that place}/{thence also}  {if somehow}  they may be  able/capable   
the having  {arrived at}/attained/came  into/unto  the Phoenice  to  {stay over winter}  the  harbour/haven/port  of the  Crete 
the  seeing/beholding  accordingly  to  the  southwest  also  accordingly to  the  northwest. 

 

And the port  (Fair Havens,  was)  not appropriately  fit/existing  towards the wintering    
they  (= ship's Captain/Owner)  purposed the greater  volition/counsel  to  sail/launch, 
thence  also if somehow they may be capable  (when)  having arrived at into Phoenice   
to stay over winter  (in)  the  port of Crete, 
beholding  (= the land around Phoenice opening out)  accordingly to the southwest  also accordingly to the northwest  
 

The port of Fair Havens was not a sheltered port from the full blast of the winds coming off  The Mediterranean Sea,  which possibly swayed the ship's 
captain to travel about another 50 miles west hugging the Cretan coastline to reach the western port of Crete called Phoenice which was protected by 
land to the southwest and northwest. 
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992nd Comment – With the south wind blowing,  would enable the ship to hug the southerly Cretan coastline to reach 
Phoenice about 50 miles due west. 
856th Reasoning – The Captain thought it was worth taking the chance to hug the coast with an onshore wind for 50 miles,  
that would take about 5 to 10 hours to complete the journey. 
Acts   27v13 og (the) {breathing gently}/breezing/{blowing softly}  and  (of the) {south wind}  
Acts   27v13 og (the) thinking/{being accounted}/deeming/supposing/presuming/seeming  
Acts   27v13 og of the  {setting forth}/purpose/{proposal of intention}  (to have) {used strength to seize/retain/obtain}  
Acts   27v13 og (the) {lifting/taking  up/away}/carrying/taking  (the) {more nearly}/{very nigh/near}/close   
Acts   27v13 og (they) {laid (one's course) near}/{sailed past}/{passed/sailed by}  the  Crete  
Acts   27v13 And  the  {south wind}  {blowing softly},    

the  thinking/supposing/presuming  of the  {setting forth}/purpose/{proposal of intention}   
to have  {used strength to seize/retain/obtain}  the  {lifting up/away}/taking   (“an anchor”  or  “The Opportunity”)   
they  {sailed past}/{passed by}  the  {very near}/close  the  Crete. 

 

And  (with)  the south wind blowing softly   
the  (Captain and Ship owner)  presuming of purpose to have used strength to seize the taking  (of opportunity  [of favourable weather])   
they sailed past very close  (to)  Crete   (on its southern coast line aiming for Phoenice)  
 

This is another instance of many where I depart from ‘bland translations’  given by  worldly translators  (choosing not to understand the subject matter)! 
They all give a puerile translation ignoring the context,  racking their brains to think  “anchor”  best fits. 
Rather,  I look at the context and give a more appropriate translation. 
Most importantly,  all my translations are  open and transparent  -  expose  all  options and  allow the reader to choose for themselves. 
I do  not  hide things  (in “Darkness”)  –  as do our  worldly  translators. 
Let us place ourselves in the position of  The Captain and Ship Owner. 

Paul has told them they are going to lose everything –  possibly even their life –  if they set sail. 
This warning would still be bearing hard on their mind  (especially they know of Paul's history,  –  it would not be a secret)! 

They were located at an inappropriate port for winter so the pressure was on for them to sail. 
They had conflicting information,  and now comes the opportunity for them to  “use strength to grasp”  … … … something. 

Would it be  “an anchor”  or  “the opportunity”  as we read:  “to sneak around close to the coast  [for protection]  to reach a better port”?  
“The opportunity”  to  “grasp the  good weather”  (as we are told)  in direct contrast  to what Paul had apparently prophesied! 

“Anchor” is puerile;  “Opportunity”  fits all the words within The Verse and local context. 
This verse tells us. 

The ship’s captain chose  to grasp the opportunity  of the fair weather to sail 50 miles along the southern coast of Crete to overwinter in the  
protected port of Phoenice. 

 
993rd Comment – After perhaps an hour into the journey the weather changed completely,  and became typhonic! 
The wind had swung round and drove hard against the boat and drove it uncontrollably into a south-westerly direction. 
Acts   27v14 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  no/not/none  (the) many/much/plenteous  And  
Acts   27v14 og (it) {threw (in all forms of application/intensity)}/arose/cast(out)/laid/poured/put(up)/sent/struck/threw(down)/thrust   
Acts   27v14 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   her/it  (the) wind/blow  
Acts   27v14 og (the) {stormy (as if) smoky}/tempestuous/typhonic  
Acts   27v14 og the  (having been) called/bided/summoned/announced/named/assigned  
Acts   27v14 og (the) {(from) [south/north (of differing renderings)] east storm}/Euroclydon,   
Acts   27v14 And  not  much  (time)  after,  

the  tempestuous/typhonic  wind  the  having been  called/named  Euroclydon   
it  poured/struck/threw/thrust  down/intensely  to  her/it  (= the ship). 

 

And not much  (time)  after   (leaving “Fair Havens”  and aiming to sail to Phoenice)    
the typhonic wind the having been named Euroclydon,  it  poured/struck/thrust  down/intensely  to  her/it  (= the ship)  
 

The anticipated journey time between Fair Havens and Phoenice should have been 5 to 10 hours,  but during this journey time,  a storm quickly formed 
and took control of the boat,  threatening to break the rigging and masts unless the sails were furled. 
Acts   27v15 og (the being) {snatched together}/{jointly seized}  And  of the  vessel/ship/boat  also  not 
Acts   27v15 og (of the being) able/possible/capable  (to) {render secure}/{make fast/sure/firm}  
Acts   27v15 og (to) {opposite/instead/because the eye}/{to face}/{bear on into}  to the  wind/blow   
Acts   27v15 og (the) {giving over (by hand or surrender)}/{delivering unto}/offering  
Acts   27v15 og (we were) endured/{borne/carried}/{gone on}/upheld/led/moved/reached/brought  
Acts   27v15 And  the being  {snatched together}/{jointly seized}  of the  ship  

also  not  of the being  able/capable  to  {render secure}/{make sure/firm}  to  face/{bear on into}  to the  wind, 
the  {giving over in submission}/{delivering unto}  we were  carried/moved/{borne along}. 

 

And the ship being snatched together  also not being able to make secure to bear on into the wind, 
the giving over in submission we were borne along   (out of control)  
 

With the sails being furled then the very strong wind catches the hull of the boat and control of the boat is lost   (the rudder is then almost useless). 
The ship becomes at the mercy of the wind,  and the seafarers are impotent to do anything,  except go where the storm takes them. 
 
994th Comment – Within perhaps an hour the fierce wind had pushed the boat close to Clauda (= “Gavdos” today)  and 
the sailors tried to gain control of the boat on the island's lee side,  but they could not. 
Acts   27v16 og (the) {small island}/islet  And  {some/any/certain thing}  (the) {running under}/{sailing past}  
Acts   27v16 og (the being) called/bided/summoned/announced/named/assigned  (the) Clauda  
Acts   27v16 og {with difficulty}/hardly/scarcely/{with much work}  
Acts   27v16 og (we had) {to have/exercise force}/{be able}/{can do}/{be of strength}   
Acts   27v16 og {concerning/about vigour/dominion}/{strong all around}/{mastery (manager)}  (to) {become to be}  
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Acts   27v16 og of the  {'skiff' (as if dug out)}/{yawl (carried aboard a large vessel for landing)}/lifeboat  
Acts   27v16 And  the  {sailing past}  the  {some/certain  thing}  the  {small island}/islet  the being  called/named  the  Clauda 

{with difficulty}/{with much work}  we had  {to exercise force}/{be of strength} 
to  {become to be}  (= gain)   {concerning vigour/dominion}/{strong all around}/mastery  of the  skiff/lifeboat. 

 

And sailing past a certain small island being named Clauda 
with difficulty we had to exercise force to gain mastery of the lifeboat  (tied on the back of the ship,  that was coming loose)  
 

The island Clauda  (now called Gavdo/Ghavdo/Gavdos)  is about 7 miles long by about 3 miles wide,  located about 38 miles southwest of Fair Havens. 
The sailors tried to grasp the opportunity that this island afforded  (by weakening the winds on its lee side)  to gain control over the lifeboat that was 
becoming loosened on the back of the ship and could be lost over the side of the ship. 
 
995th Comment – Anything that was lose upon the deck was tied down securely,  holes in the deck and hull were plugged 
to stop water from entering the volume of the boat.  Cables and ropes  (called “Helps”)  around the underside of the boat 
to stop any weak planks of wood in the hull becoming loosened under the strain of the lashing waves and wind. 
857th Reasoning – This was a serious storm and the sailors were doing everything to remain afloat. 
Acts   27v17 og whom/which/that  (the) {lifting/taking  up/away}/carrying/taking   
Acts   27v17 og (the) aids/{(ropes/chains for) frapping (a vessel)}/helps 
Acts   27v17 og (they) {furnished a need}/employed/{used it}/{acted towards someone},  
Acts   27v17 og (the) {girding under}/{frapping (a vessel with cables across the keel, sides and decks)}/undergirding   
Acts   27v17 og the  vessel/ship/boat,   
Acts   27v17 og (the) {being frightened/alarmed}/{in awe}/revering/fearing/respecting/deferring  both  not  into/unto  
Acts   27v17 og the  Syrtis (sandbar)   (they) {drop away}/{become inefficient}/failed/{fall from}  
Acts   27v17 og (the) lowering/{letting down}/striking  the  implement/equipment/apparatus/vessel  (= tackle),   
Acts   27v17 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  
Acts   27v17 og (they were) endured/{borne/carried}/{gone on}/upheld/led/moved/reached/brought  
Acts   27v17 Which  they  employed/{used it}/{acted against something}  the  aids/{ropes/chains for frapping/binding a vessel}   

the  {girding under}/{frapping boat with cables across the keel, sides and decks}  the ship, 
both   (1)  the  {being frightened/alarmed}/fearing  not   (to ground)   into/onto  the  Syrtis (sandbar)    
(2)  they  {drop away}/{fall from}  the  lowering/{letting down}  the  implementation/equipment (= tackle/sail), 
they were  carried/moved/{borne along}. 

 

Which they  employed/used  the  ropes/chains  for binding a ship,  to bind these cables across the keel,  sides and deck  (of)  the ship, 
both  (1) fearing  not/lest  (to ground the ship)  onto the Syrtis sandbar   (and be destroyed) 
(2) (so)  they drop away,  lowering the  tackle/sail  (and)  they were borne along  (by the tempest acting only upon the wooden hull)  
 

The sailors,  used ropes and chains  (called “Helps”)  to bind weak parts of the ship's hull, normally where the joints of planks were brought together  
and could start to  peel-off  under the force of the waves beating upon the side of the vessel.  Also they were trying to afford some protection for a 
possible eventuality of the ship running aground upon reefs or sandbars in the future,  because the captain using this island as a known reference point,  
perceived the ship was being driven southwest to Cyrene located on the northern coast of Libya, and the Syrtis sandbar lay to its western side.  These 
seafarers were terrified of perishing in the  'middle'  of the sea upon these sandbars miles from the safety of land within this storm. 
 
996th Comment – After a day into the storm, with the boat still being uncontrollably tossed about,  the sailors started to 
throw overboard all loose fittings to lighten the ship. 
Acts   27v18 og (the) {very much}/exceedingly  And  (the being) {labour under a storm/gale}/{be tossed with tempest}   
Acts   27v18 og {of/from us},  
Acts   27v18 og to the  (the) {taking the hold of}/adjoining/successive/afterwards/following/{on the next (day/ship/etc.)}   
Acts   27v18 og (the) ejection/{throwing overboard (of the cargo)}/{lighten the  boat/ship}  
Acts   27v18 og (they) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practiced (middle voice); 
Acts   27v18 And  {of us}  being  exceedingly  {laboured under a storm}/{tossed with tempest}, 

to the (= in)  adjoining/successive/following  (day)    
they  (personally)  did/performed/practiced  the  ejection/{throwing overboard of cargo}; 

 

And we being exceedingly tossed with tempest,  in the following  (day)  they personally  did/performed  ejection  (to lighten the ship); 
 

The water was coming  on-board  during The Storm and the sailors had to lighten the ship. 
This is no easy matter!   Just imaging the state of affairs: 

The boat was  rolling around uncontrollably,  water blown horizontally onto the deck and much of this running down the stairways as they 
were walking up with things to throw overboard.  In addition, there would be a  drenched human chain  with buckets bailing out water from 
the lowest part of the ship's hold.  It was a nightmare situation! 

 
997th Comment – On the third day,  even the passengers joined the sailors to cast overboard furniture and fittings, 
Acts   27v19 og also  to the  third  {self-handed}/{doing personally}/{with own hands}  
Acts   27v19 og the  {(from) furniture}/{spare tackle}/tackling  of the  vessel/ship/boat  
Acts   27v19 og (we) {rapidly threw (almost without consideration)}/flung/{quickly tossed}  
Acts   27v19 Also  to the (= in)  third  (day)   we  {rapidly threw}/flung/{quickly tossed}   

{self-handed}/{with own hands}  the  furniture/fittings/tackling  of the  ship. 
 

Also in the third  (day)  we rapidly flung with own hands the  furniture/fittings/tackling  of the ship  
 

They were now throwing overboard anything that was not fixed to the boat! 
 
998th Comment – For many days or nights neither was the sun or stars seen because of the typhonic clouds covering the 
sky.  No confidence was remaining within the seafarers for their own safety. 
Acts   27v20 og {not too/even}/neither  And  (of the) {light ray}/sun   
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Acts   27v20 og {not too/even}/neither  (of the) {(from) constellation}/{(single) star} (plural)  
Acts   27v20 og (of the)  {shining upon}/{lighten over}/{becoming visible}/appearing/{making known}   
Acts   27v20 og over/upon/concerning  (the) more/greater/many  days/{periods of time}  
Acts   27v20 og (the) {storm (of channelled pouring rain)}/{rainy season}/{foul weather}/winter  both  no/not/none  
Acts   27v20 og (of the) {puny (in anything)}/short/little/small/{a while}/few  
Acts   27v20 og (of the) {resting upon}/imposing/{being insistent}/{laying on}/{pressing upon},  
Acts   27v20 og (the) remaining/besides/finally/rest/moreover  
Acts   27v20 og (it was) {removed all around}/unveiled/{cast off}/expiated/{taken away}  all/whole/every   
Acts   27v20 og (the) anticipation/expectancy/confidence  to the  
Acts   27v20 og (to be) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved  us/our/we  
Acts   27v20 And  neither  of the  sun,  neither  of the  stars   

{shining upon}/{becoming visible}/{making known}   over/upon  the  many  days/{periods of time}, 
both   (1)  not  the  storm/{foul weather}  of the  short/little/small  of the  {resting/pressing upon}/{imposing self}/{being insistent} 
(2)  the  finally/besides  it was  {removed all around}/{taken/cast off/away}  all  the  anticipation/expectancy/confidence 
to the (= in)   us/we  to be  delivered/saved/protected/preserved. 

 

And neither the sun,  nor the stars  {shining upon}/{becoming visible}  over many  days/{periods of time}, 
both  (1) not the small  (hence = “very large”)  storm imposing self   (upon us) 
(2)  (so that)  finally all  anticipation/confidence  in us to be  delivered/saved  was taken away  
 

Luke personally records his and their desperate situation within this typhonic storm. 
For many days,  the black clouds covered all the celestial bodies and thus any form of navigation was impossible. 
In addition, the intense storm winds caused the sea to become very tempestuous as to make the seafarers think they would soon perish. 

At the time they had no idea where they were on the Mediterranean Sea with sandbars  'anywhere',  and worse,  thought the ship would soon capsize! 
 
999th Comment – After perhaps 13 days of this typhonic storm,  the seafarers had eaten nothing and very fearful. 
Paul stood up and announced to the seafarers: 

Men -  you should have listened to me -  when I warned you not to leave Fair Havens! 
By leaving Crete,  you have suffered both injury and loss! 

858th Reasoning – Paul can now confidently take control of the proceedings – because he has had specific Divine 
intervention,  a few hours earlier!   In the midst of this storm,  he will give consolation and expectation. 
He only spoke like this to show his authority of  “Prediction”  for them to  now  listen and then hearken unto him! 
Acts   27v21 og (the) many/much/plenteous  And  {(the state of) fasting}/abstinence  
Acts   27v21 og (the) {beginning under}/{coming into existence}/after/living/behaving,   
Acts   27v21 og then/{at the time}  (the having) {stood staunchly}/established/{held up}/appointed/abided  the  Paul  
Acts   27v21 og in  (to the) middle/{before them}/among/between/midst  {of them}  
Acts   27v21 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:  
Acts   27v21 og (It) {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must  truly/indeed/{that one}  {to whom/which}  
Acts   27v21 og (the) men/husbands/fellows  
Acts   27v21 og (the having been) {persuaded by a ruler}/{submitted to authority}/{conformed to advice}/hearkened/obeyed   
Acts   27v21 og {to me}  not  (to have) {led up}/{brought out}/{set forth}/sailed/departed/launched   
Acts   27v21 og off/away/separated/from  of the  Crete,   
Acts   27v21 og (to) gain/win/profit  both  the  insolence/{over-bearing}/insult/injury/harm/hurt/reproach   
Acts   27v21 og this/that (specifically)  also  the  detriment/damage/loss  
Acts   27v21 And  the  {being under}/existing  the  much/plenteous/(long)   fasting/abstinence, 

the  Paul  then  the having  {stood staunchly}  within  the  middle/midst   {of them}  he  said/commanded: 
the  men/husbands  {to whom}  truly/indeed  it was necessary  the having been  {submitted to authority}/hearkened  {to me} 
not  to have  {set forth}/sailed/launched  off/away/from  of the  Crete,  
both   (1)  to  gain  this specific  injury/hurt/reproach   also   (2)  the  damage/loss. 

 

And the being under  much/long  fasting/abstinence   ( [1] working too hard to feed selves,  [2] some men perhaps ‘to be appeasing gods’) 
then Paul having stood staunchly within the middle of them he commanded: 
   Men/Husbands  to whom  truly/indeed  it was necessary  (to)  the having harkened unto me,   (= You really should have listened to me!) 
   not to have  {set forth}/launched  off/from  Crete, 
   both  (1) to gain this specific  injury/hurt  also  (2) the  damage/loss  
 

These sailors had been working for perhaps more than a week  (see Acts.27v27)  without having time for food or be gaining the required sleep. 
They were exhausted and not coordinated;  their bodies were only running on adrenaline to keep them moving and awake. 
Paul stood in front of the ship’s crew and said: 

I told you this would happen! 
You should have listened to me when I said we should not leave Crete,  else we shall suffer hurt and loss! 

That would not go down very well,  -  no one likes a person who says:  “I told you so!” 
But Paul only said that,  not to boast or  “to rub it in”,  but as a plea for them to listen to what he was about to advise for their future  well-being  to take 
them out of the present danger,  forced upon them by their own misadventure. 
 
1000th Comment – Paul confidently continues: 

While we are still in the middle of this violent storm,  
I suggest that you all now be merry because you shall not die,  however the ship will be lost! 

859th Reasoning – Paul needs to give them confidence about their future personal prospects through this frightening time, 
with the ship having been torn about by the winds and waves for the last some 13 days,  and they not knowing where they 
were on the sea, 
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Acts   27v22 og Also  the (things)  now/present/immediate   
Acts   27v22 og (I) {near/beside praise}/miss-praise/{advise/recommend (a different course)}/exhort}  
Acts   27v22 og {specifically yourselves}  (to be) {to cheer up}/{be cheerful}/{more cheerfully}/{be merry},  
Acts   27v22 og (the) rejection/{casting off}/loss  for  (the) breathing/life/soul/{conscious existence}  
Acts   27v22 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  (it) {shall be}/{come to pass}  {from/out of}  {of yourselves},  
Acts   27v22 og moreover/besides/nevertheless/notwithstanding  of the  vessel/ship/boat  
Acts   27v22 Also  the  present things   (now being upon us)   

I  {advise/recommend  (a different course of action)}  {specifically yourselves}  to be  cheerful/merry, 
for  the  rejection/loss  of the  breathing/life/soul/{conscious existence}  none  it  {shall be}  {from out of}  {of  yourselves}, 
nevertheless/notwithstanding  of the  ship       (= except however,  the ship will be lost) 

 

Also  (with)  the present things   (being upon us) 
I  advise/recommend  specifically yourselves to be  cheerful/merry   (and not fearful about your future lives) 
for not it shall be from out  of yourselves  the loss  of the  breathing/life/soul/{conscious existence}  (= all people shall be saved), 
notwithstanding of the ship   (= except however,  the ship will be destroyed)  
 

Paul states: 
During this present calamity then I advise the following course of action. 
Importantly,  be merry in knowing that none of you  (being all of the people on board)  will lose your  life/soul/{conscious existence}. 
However,  the ship will be lost. 

Paul explains why he is so confident in the next verse. 
An aside. 
Whenever the word  “psuche”  is used in The New Testament text,  then it  becomes  my responsibility  to explode the myth of  the  (immortal)  “soul”. 
A concept perpetuated by our  corrupt  translators and our  fraudulent  leaders of Christendom supporting  “The Father of The Lie” (John.8v44)  who 
gave  “The Lie”  that  'we shall be like god and not die,  but live'  (Gen.3v4-5),  contrary  to what God stated at Gen.2v17. 
Of which our translators  deliberately  “spin the truth”  by swapping between  “soul”  and  “life”  to  maximise the myth  of the  'immortal soul'! 

They have so much for which to answer if fortunate to be resurrected into The Millennium! 
So what does  “psuche”  really  mean? 

“psuche”  means  “to breathe”  from which we realise it means  “life”,  extended to mean  “Conscious existence”. 
Thus, animals (including humans)  “consciously breathe”,  to have a  “conscious existence”  of their environment,  then  “psuche”  equally applies. 

“Soul”  as used in our translations is  only another  word for  “Life”.   It is nothing more,  nor nothing less! 
Therefore,  while we are  “alive”  (to “consciously breathe”)  then we are a  “soul”.    
When we are  “dead”  then we are  “not a soul”  =  “non existent”. 
This is  “The Absolute Truth”  as  The Bible clearly tells us,  as I greatly expand in my dissertation entitled:  “What is a Soul”. 
Therefore,  a  “soul”  comprises of two parts,  (1) an operating physical body within which  (2) a  spiritual/thinking  mind operates. 
If  any  one of the two does not operate,  then the originally alive  animal/person  becomes dead,  and has  no  soul! 

It is  very simple  to understand,  with  no mystery! 
More importantly,  it is  precisely what The Bible tells us,  but  not  what our leaders of Christendom errantly tell us! 

The very best thing for our future wellbeing  is to completely ignore them,  which is also,  what The Bible advises us in  numerous  places! 
 
1001st Comment – Paul now explains the reason for his confidence: 

God  (= Yahweh)  sent me a messenger who stood beside me during this specific night. 
It is through reason of Yahweh that I  exist/live  (= He supports, protects and nurtures me) 
and it to Him that I am a dutiful hired worker. 

860th Reasoning – Paul can exude this confidence through his persona to them,  because he has had a visitation from The 
All  Powerful Entity.  of Whom Paul faithfully serves.   This Entity has specifically communicated to Paul through one of 
His messengers to specifically tell Paul about their imminent future. 
Acts   27v23 og (he/it) {stood beside}/exhibited/proffered/substantiated/provided/yielded/commended/showed/presented   
Acts   27v23 og for  {to me}  to the  night  this/that (specifically)   (the) {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel  of the  God  
Acts   27v23 og {of whom/which}  (I) am/exist  {to whom/which}   
Acts   27v23 og also  (I) {as a hired menial}/{a minister (to God)}/worship/{give divine service}/{render homage}  
Acts   27v23 For  the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel  of the  God   he/it  {stood beside}/showed/presented  {to me}  

to the (= in)   this specific  night,   {of whom}  I  am/exist,  also  {to whom}  I  {am a hired menial}/{give divine service}. 
 

For the  {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel  of the God  (Yahweh),   
he/it  {stood beside}/showed/presented  to me in this specific night, 
of Whom  (= Yahweh)  I  am/exist   (= my  “whole being”  is only possible through Yahweh making it possible) 
also to Whom  (= Yahweh)  I  {am a hired menial}/{give divine service}   (I thus gratefully give all my  “service life”  to magnify Yahweh)  
              (Note:  We are  only  able to magnify Yahweh by educating  [through word/deed]   OTHER people  to  truly understand  Yahweh’s Omnificence.) 
 

Paul explains why he is so confident about their future. 
A  {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel  of God (= Yahweh)  stood before me last night. 
I only exist because of Yahweh  (giving me  life/soul  and protecting my  life/soul), 
In addition,  I am a hired menial to Yahweh  (= I do  everything  He commands of me). 

Paul was a TC,  and  all  TCs have  one  objective in their life  -  it is to  wholly fulfil  Yahweh's Desire which is to precisely copy JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
A leader of Christendom  absolutely does  not  fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  because they do  not  “precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle”! 

Paul has thoroughly learnt his subject matter,  rigorously assayed it to  (1) ensure it is sourced by Yahweh (and not by Man)  and  (2) to gain assurance 
and true competence to teach,  and finally,  to operate with fidelity to  “The Assayed Knowledge”  knowing of its authentic provenance.  In this manner,  
he proves himself  not  to be a reprobate to Yahweh's Requirements  (unlike:  “You know who in The Professional Community!”) 

Leaders of Christendom very rarely get past the 1st stage,  let alone pass through all 3 stages to demonstrate  “Real Faith”. 
That is why  “Leaders of Christendom”  are  completely  rejected  by Yahweh for a position of rulership in The Millennium  (as The Bible  tells us). 
 
1002nd Comment – The messenger proclaimed to Paul: 

Paul,  Do not fear! 
It is a requirement for you to stand in front of Caesar!     (By implication,  then you are to live!) 
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Also understand! 
The Specific God (= Yahweh)  has personally granted you a favour  (= survival) 
and for all the people sailing together with you! 

861st Reasoning – This was very encouraging news!   As they say:  “There is no atheist in a Force 10 Storm on The Sea!” 
By consequence,  these seafarers would want to pin their confidence upon any external Deity able to give salvation! 
574th Instruction – These seafarers would learn to put their trust in Yahweh for their future salvation that ultimately will 
necessitate us to thoroughly inculcate  “The Word of God” (= JC as “the specific god” of us)! 
388th Warning – If we rebel against  T/the S/specific G/god  at the  two  levels then we shall perish everlastingly! 
Acts   27v24 og (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:   Not  (you) frighten/alarm/awe/revere/afraid/fear/respect/defer,   
Acts   27v24 og Paul (vocative)    (the) Caesar  thee/thy/thou  {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must  
Acts   27v24 og (to) {stand beside}/exhibit/proffer/substantiate/provide/yield/commend/show/present  
Acts   27v24 og Also  behold/lo/look/see!   
Acts   27v24 og (He has) {granted as a favour}/{gratuitously in kindness/forgiveness/pardoning/rescuing} (middle voice)  
Acts   27v24 og {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy  the  {specific god}  (the) all/whole/every  
Acts   27v24 og the (ones = persons)  {(from) plunging (through water)}/{passing in vessel}/sailing  
Acts   27v24 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  (of) thee/thy/thou/you! 
Acts   27v24 The  stating/exclaiming:   

Not  you  alarm/fear  Paul! 
{It is necessary}  thee/you  to  {stand beside}/exhibit/present  the  Caesar. 
Also  behold/see! 
“The  Specific God”  (= Yahweh),   He  has  (personally)  {granted as a favour}/{gratuitously in pardoning/rescuing}  to thee/you   
the  all  (ones = persons)   {passing in vessel}/sailing  together/with  of thee/you! 

 

The  (messenger)  exclaiming: 
   Not you fear,  -  Paul! 
   It is necessary  (for)  you to  {stand beside}/exhibit/present  (yourself to)  the Caesar  
   Also  behold/see! 
   “The Specific God”  (= Yahweh),  He has personally  {granted as a favour}/{gratuitously in pardoning/rescuing}  to you  
   all the people sailing  together/with  you! 
 

Paul repeats what Yahweh's Messenger told him. 
Do not fear -  Paul! 
It is necessary for you to stand in front of Caesar -  as you have wanted. 
Also,  you must understand: 
The Specific God  (Yahweh)  has personally  “gifted a rescue”  to you,  also to all the people sailing with you. 

“The Specific God”  is relative to Paul  (= a TC)  and hence points directly to Yahweh. 
Paul is a TC,  and thus shall be alongside JCg in The Millennium as elected by Yahweh  (Matt.20v23)  as one of the 144000 TCs. 
Paul does not  require JC as an intercessor,  but by contrast,  virtually all humans require JC as their intercessor during the 1st part of their physical life. 

All this is completely  unintelligible  to our leaders of Christendom,  as their sermons testify to their delinquency and incompetence as 
certainly judged by Yahweh in His  (= The 1st Judgment)  of them! 

 
1003rd Comment – After this reassurance,  Paul can confidently state: 

Consequently men:   You all be cheerful! 
For I completely trust Yahweh,  and know our future shall unfold as prophesied to me! 

862nd Reasoning – This would be reassuring News,  and all the seafarers will pin their salvation upon what Paul has 
disclosed unto them. 
Acts   27v25 og therefore/consequently  (yourselves be) {cheered up}/{more cheerful}/merry  (the) men/husbands/fellows,   
Acts   27v25 og (I) {commit upon}/believe/entrust  for  to the  God  because  {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so   
Acts   27v25 og (it) {shall be}/{come to pass}  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   whom/which/that  
Acts   27v25 og (the) {a turn (in mode or style)}/{change in deportment/character}/manner/means/way  
Acts   27v25 og (it was) spoken/uttered/said  {to me}  
Acts   27v25 Consequently  the  men/husbands,  yourselves be  {cheered up}/merry, 

For  I  {commit upon}/entrust  to the  God  (= Yahweh)   
because  {in this manner}/as  it  {shall be}  accordingly to  which/that  manner/means/way  it was  spoken/said  {to me}. 

 

Consequently  men/husbands,  yourselves be cheered up, 
For  I  (Paul)  {commit upon}/entrust  to the God  (= Yahweh) 
because it shall come to pass in this manner according to that  manner/means/way  it was spoken to me  
 

Paul's confidence would shine through his speech. 
Moreover, no doubt,  Luke and fellow disciples would give an independent validation to Paul's unique position with Yahweh  to endorse  this encounter. 

Paul states: 
I completely entrust Yahweh for our future to occur in this manner as described to me. 

 
1004th Comment – Paul continues to speak in Authority and Certainty with this message: 

We must all drop off upon an island  (and hence be safe)! 
Acts   27v26 og into/unto  (the) island  And  {some/any/certain thing}  {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must   
Acts   27v26 og us/our/we  (to) {drop away}/{become inefficient}/fail/{fell from}/{fall off}  
Acts   27v26 And  into/unto  {some/certain thing}  the  island  {it is necessary}/must  us/we  to  {drop away}/{fall off}. 
 

And we must  drop/fall  off unto  some/certain  island  
 

Paul continues with stating what shall occur  (something obvious,  inasmuch a ship must reach land for the passengers to survive). 
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We shall drop off upon an island. 
 
1005th Comment – In the middle of the fourteenth night,  while the ship was still being blown across The Mediterranean 
Sea,  the sailors espied what they presumed to be land in the distance. 
Acts   27v27 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  And  (the) fourteenth  night  (it) {became to be} what they thought  
Acts   27v27 og (the being) {borne through/apart (as transport)}/{driven up/down}/differing/{to surpass}/ 

/{made more (excellent)}/{made matter}   
Acts   27v27 og {we ourselves}  in  to the  Adriatic  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
Acts   27v27 og (the) middle/{before them}/among/between/midst  of the  night  
Acts   27v27 og (they) {thought under (privately)}/surmised/conjectured/supposed/deemed  
Acts   27v27 og the  boatmen/seamen/sailors/shipmen  
Acts   27v27 og (to) {lead toward}/{conduct near}/summon/present/approach/{draw/come near}/bring   
Acts   27v27 og {some/any/certain thing}  {to them}  
Acts   27v27 og (the) {empty (expanse)}/{room (around)}/{(space of) territory}/coast/country/fields/ground/land/region  
Acts   27v27 And  {in that manner}/as  it  {became to be}  the  fourteenth night,   

the being  {borne through as transport}/{driven down}  {we ourselves}  within  the Adriatic, 
accordingly/intensely  to (= in)   the  middle/midst  of the  night  the  sailors/shipmen,   
they  {privately thought under}/surmised/conjectured  to  {lead toward}/approach/{draw near}/bring 
{some/certain thing}  the  coast/land/territory/country  {to them}. 

 

And as it became to be the fourteenth night,  we ourselves being borne through as transport within the Adriatic, 
accordingly in the  middle/midst  of the night the sailors  
they  surmised/conjectured  themselves to  approach/{draw near}  some  coast/land  
 

The ship had been tossed around for perhaps fourteen days in this storm since they left Crete,  and because of the dark clouds,  they had absolutely no 
idea where they were on The Mediterranean Sea,  except one thing for certain,  they had not yet landed on the Syrtis sandbar! 

Actually they had sailed a torturous course in the northwest direction,  heading towards the large island of Malta,  due south of Sicily. 
 
1006th Comment – The sailors took depth soundings and measured 120 feet (36 m),  then being blown a little further they 
measured 80 feet  (24 m),  hence realising they were coming closer to land. 
Acts   27v28 og Also  (the) {heaving the lead}/{making a depth sounding}  (they) found/obtained/saw/perceived   
Acts   27v28 og {stretch of the arms}/fathoms  twenty,  
Acts   27v28 og (the) {short (of time/place/quantity/number)}/{few words}/{little (space/while)}  and  
Acts   27v28 og (the having) {through standing staunchly}/{stood apart}/removed/intervened/{gone further}/ 

/{been parted}/{after the space of}/moved,  
Acts   27v28 og also  (the) anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again  
Acts   27v28 og (the) {heaving the lead}/{making a depth sounding}  (they) found/obtained/seen/perceived  
Acts   27v28 og {stretch of the arms}/fathoms  fifteen  
Acts   27v28 Also  the  {making a depth sounding}  they  found  twenty  fathoms, 

and  the  {short time}/{little while}  the having  {stood apart}/{gone further}/{moved more}, 
also  the  anew/{back once more}/further  the  {making a depth sounding}  they  found  fifteen  fathoms. 

 

Also making a depth sounding,  they found twenty fathoms, 
and  (during)  a little while,  having gone further  also back once more making a depth sounding,  they found fifteen fathoms  
 

The Sailors thinking they have seen land through the storm mist at night,  started to take depth soundings fearing the boat would run aground,  which 
seemed likely because the sea depth lessoned from 20 fathoms to 15 fathoms between the two readings! 
A fathom is about 6 feet,  that is equivalent to 1.8 metres. 
 
1007th Comment – With approaching land the sailors threw out four ship's anchors to hold the vessel firmly,  should the 
ship run aground on a reef and rip the stern apart. 
863rd Reasoning – It must be understood that it was in the middle of the night,  with a storm raging around them, and not 
knowing where they were within The Mediterranean Sea,  and fearing an uncontrollable shipwreck,  drove them to cast 
out anchors to hold the ship firmly until daylight occurred.   This would give best visibility to organise the beaching. 
Acts   27v29 og (the) frightened/alarmed/awed/revering/afraid/fearing/respecting/deferential  both  
Acts   27v29 og {lest somehow}/haply/perhaps  into/unto  (the) {ragged (by rents)}/uneven/rocky/reef/rough 
Acts   27v29 og (the) places,  (they may) {drop away}/{become inefficient}/failed/{fell from}/{fall off} 
Acts   27v29 og {from/out of}  (of the) hindmost/{stern (of a ship)}/{hinder most},  
Acts   27v29 og (the) {rapidly throwing (almost without consideration)}/flinging/{quickly tossing}  (the) anchors  four,  
Acts   27v29 og (they) wished/desired/prayed (middle voice)   (the) day/{period of time}  (to) {become to be} (middle voice) 
Acts   27v29 Both   (1)  the  frightened/afraid  {lest somehow}/haply/perhaps  into/unto  the  rocky/reef  places 

they may  {drop away}/{fall off}  {from out of}  of the  hindmost/stern   (of the ship), 
(2)  the  {rapidly throwing}/flinging  the  four  anchors,    
they  (personally)  wished/prayed  the  day  to  (personally)  {become to be}   ( = occur) 

 

Both  (1) frightened perhaps they may fall out from out of the ship's stern unto the  rocky/reef  places, 
(2) the rapidly throwing the four anchors,  they personally  wished/prayed  the day to occur  
 

The sailors fearing the stern would come aground on a reef around the island;  they threw out anchors from the stern to hold the ship safely away from 
the rising seabed and waited until morning to decide what to then do with the ship,  when daylight would make things easier. 
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1008th Comment – Certain sailors wanted to escape from the ship,  while presently held by its anchors,  proceeded to 
unleash the lifeboat and to lower it over the side of the ship under the pretence to assist in the  lowering/untangling  of the 
anchors at the ship's prow. 
864th Reasoning – These sailors were self-indulgent and looking after themselves,  because there was only one  
skiff/lifeboat  that could only take perhaps 30 people and yet there was a total of 276 people on the ship! 
389th Warning – Beware of  “self-indulgent people”  – and yet there are billions of people like this in the world today,  
because they know no better  (= self-indulge to our neighbours hurt)  –  that is why they  (and we)  need The Millennium to 
learn how to think with Yahweh's Methodology like JC  (edify our neighbour to our own hurt). 
Acts   27v30 og of the  And  boatmen/seamen/sailors/shipmen  (the) seeking/searching/endeavouring/inquiring  
Acts   27v30 og (to) {run away}/shun/vanish/escape/flee  {from/out of}  of the  vessel/ship/boat,   
Acts   27v30 og also  (the) lowering/{letting down}/striking   
Acts   27v30 og the  {'skiff' (as if dug out)}/{yawl (carried aboard a large vessel for landing)}/boat/lifeboat  into/unto  the  sea,  
Acts   27v30 og (to the) {an outward showing}/pretext/cloak/colour/pretence/show   
Acts   27v30 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  {from/out of}  (the) forefront/{prow (of a boat)}  
Acts   27v30 og (the being) {to occur}/expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming/{about to}  (the) anchors  
Acts   27v30 og (to) {to stretch}/extend/{cast/put/stretch forth}  
Acts   27v30 And  of the  seamen/sailors  the  seeking/searching/inquiring   to   {run away}escape/flee  {from out of}  of the  ship, 

also  the  lowering/{letting down}  the  skiff/lifeboat  unto  the  sea, 
to the (= in)  {outward showing}/pretext/pretence  {in that manner}/as   
the being  expecting/intending  to  stretch/extend/{cast forth}  the  anchors  {from out of}  the  forefront/prow  (of the ship). 

 

And the sailors  seeking/searching  to  {run away}/escape  from out of the ship, 
also the lowering the lifeboat unto the sea in the  {outward showing}/pretence 
as the being expecting/intending  to  stretch/{cast forth}  the anchors from out of the ship's prow  
 

The sailors driven by  self-preservation  (to “look after Number One”),  decided during the night to make an escape,  by means of the lifeboat under the 
pretence they were going to loosen the anchors out of the ship's prow.  They started to prepare the lifeboat for lowering over the side of the ship under 
the cover of  “darkness”,  but Paul spots them doing so and informs the centurion. 
 
1009th Comment – Paul alerted the authorities: 

If any person leaves this boat early,  then yourselves will not be saved! 
865th Reasoning – That was quite an incentive for the centurion to stop these sailors from escaping off the boat by 
themselves.  Why was it imperative for the sailors to stay on-board? 

1.  They were knowledgeable in knowing how to ram the boat onto the shore. 
2.  There would be panic  on-board  amongst the remaining people – that could lead to death. 
3.  The sailors could easily die in an upturned skiff if overloaded,  they were still away from the island. 
4.  Yahweh promised “life”  for those people  who stayed with Paul  (physically,  but importantly spiritually) 

575th Instruction – We are  “All in The Boat together”  being  “The Boat of this Planet”  carrying us through space.   We  
must  not  “self-indulge to our neighbours' hurt”,  but to  “edify them to our own hurt”!    This is The New and Successful 
Methodology  (sourced by Yahweh)  that shall cover The Planet in The Millennium. 
Acts   27v31 og (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  the  Paul  
Acts   27v31 og to the  {the captain of one hundred men}/centurion  
Acts   27v31 og also  to the  {campers out}/{(common) warriors}/soldiers: 
Acts   27v31 og If  not (= except)  these/those (specifically)   (they) stay/remain/abide/dwell/endure/stand/continue  
Acts   27v31 og in  to the  vessel/ship/boat,  
Acts   27v31 og {specifically yourselves}  (to be) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved  
Acts   27v31 og no/not/none  (yourselves are) able/possible/capable! 
Acts   27v31 The Paul,  he  said/commanded  to the  centurion  also  to the  soldiers: 

If  not  those  specific  (ones = persons  = sailors)  they  stay/remain  within  the  ship, 
not  specifically yourselves  are  able/possible  to be  delivered/saved/preserved! 

 

Paul commanded to the centurion,  also to the soldiers: 
   If these specific people  (sailors)  not  stay/remain  within the ship 
   (then)  not specifically yourselves are able to be  delivered/saved! 
                 (=  If these sailors escape in the lifeboat then you Romans will die!   That is quite an incentive to keep the sailors on-board!) 
 

Paul commanded to the centurion: 
These sailors must stay with the ship else,  they and we shall be destroyed. 

Paul knows that Yahweh wants to keep everyone together with him,  because Yahweh has  “promised salvation to everyone”  because of Paul,  and to 
make this possible,  then they  must stay  next to him  for their safety to be assured.   
While this was a  physical  necessity then,  it should not be lost that they  and we  should  spiritually  keep very near to Paul  (by learning what he knew 
and then copying his lifestyle)  so that we should not be lost  (within worldly methodology),  by not achieving what Paul shall receive  (Sonship and 
guaranteed eternal life)! 
 
1010th Comment – The soldiers take control of the situation and cut the ropes of the skiff to let it float away with no person 
on it,  thus inhibiting any person having a preferential escape route! 
866th Reasoning – They were now are all in The Boat together with no preferences separating each other,  just as we are 
on This Planet together,  and we should all work together without preferences between us, as it will be in The Millennium! 
Acts   27v32 og then/{at the time}  the  {campers out}/{(common) warriors}/soldiers  
Acts   27v32 og (they) amputated/mutilated/{cut off}/severed  the  rushlets/{grass-withes/ties}{small cords}/ropes  
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Acts   27v32 og of the  {'skiff' (as if dug out)}/{yawl (carried aboard a large vessel for landing)}/boat/lifeboat,  
Acts   27v32 og also  (they) {let be}/permitted/{left alone}/committed/allowed  her/it  
Acts   27v32 og (to) {drop away}/{become inefficient}/fail/{fall from}  
Acts   27v32 Then  the  soldiers, 

they  {cut off}/severed  the  rushlets/ropes  of the  skiff/lifeboat, 
also  they  (= solders)   permitted/allowed  her/it  to  {drop away}/{fall from}. 

 

Then the soldiers, 
they cut off the ropes of the lifeboat  also they  (= soldiers)  allowed it to drop away   (into the sea)  
 

The centurion having been notified by Paul,  gave command for the lifeboat to be cut away and thrown overboard. 
This would have not gone down well with the sailors,  but it would force all the seafarers to work together for each other's own safety. 
It should be noted that The Centurion was now entirely hearkening to Paul;  he was the only one who seemed to know of their future and what to do! 
 
1011th Comment – Paul confidently continues: 

While we are still in the middle of this violent storm,  then now eat because we have been weakened by hunger 
and we will need our strength to combat what shall be thrust upon us in daylight! 

867th Reasoning – All the people on this ship were weakened from lack of food,  but now Paul instructs them to ingest food 
for the physical strength. 
576th Instruction – Likewise we should follow Paul's advice when it comes to “The Ingestion”  of  “The Spiritual 
Knowledge”  that Paul is able to give to us in his epistles,  especially in Hebrews.  Caution:  Ignore “The Nonsense”  that 
comes from our infamous Christian Scholars  -  Hebrews was written by Paul as I teach in my commentaries to Hebrews. 
We must  “cut adrift”  our  “Professional  Christian Scholars”,  lest they drag us down with them! 
Acts   27v33 og {up to}/{as far as}/until  And  {of whom/which}  
Acts   27v33 og (it was) {to occur}/expecting/intend/necessity/going/coming/{about to}  (the) day/{period of time}  
Acts   27v33 og (to) {become to be},  
Acts   27v33 og (he) {set beside}/{called near}/{invoked by imploring}/beseeched/exhorted/entreated/urged/comforted   
Acts   27v33 og the  Paul  (the) {absolutely all}/{every (one)}/{all (things)} (persons) 
Acts   27v33 og (to) {get hold of together}/participate/{accept and use}/{be a partaker}  
Acts   27v33 og (of the) nourishment/{rations (wages)}/food  (the) {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:  
Acts   27v33 og (the) fourteenth  {(on) the/this day (or) the/this night (just passed)}/now/present/hitherto  
Acts   27v33 og (the) day/{period of time}  
Acts   27v33 og (the) {(from) watching}/{anticipating (in thought, hope or fear)}/{awaiting (in expectation)}/ 

/{looking (for)}/{when looking}/tarrying/{waiting for}  
Acts   27v33 og {without (taking) food}/fasting  (yourselves) {accomplished thoroughly}/persisted/continued  
Acts   27v33 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  
Acts   27v33 og (the having) {taken to oneself}/{leaded/admitted (to friendship/hospitality)}/received (middle voice)  
Acts   27v33 And  {up to}/until  {of which}  it was  expecting/{about to}  the  day/{period of time}  to  become to be  (= occur), 

The  Paul,  he  {called near}/beseeched/entreated/urged  the  {absolutely all}  persons   
to  {get hold of together}/participate  of the  nourishment/food  the  stating: 
{on  this  present/hitherto  day}  the  fourteenth  day/{period of time},  
yourselves  persisted/continued  the  tarrying/awaiting  {without taking food}/fasting, 
the  having  (personally)  {taken to yourselves}/received  nothing. 

 

And until of which the day was about to occur,   
Paul  beseeched/urged  absolutely all people to participate of food,  the stating: 
   On this present day,  the fourteenth day yourselves continued the  tarrying/awaiting  without taking food 
   the having personally taking to yourselves nothing   (to eat), 
 

It was still dark and the sun had not risen,  so Paul advised that because the ship was now stable and stationary,  then everyone should now relax and 
have some food to bring strength back to the aching bodies of the previous 14 days fighting the storm's effects upon the ship. 
These sailors and passengers would have been starving,  having no time earlier to feed themselves while saving the ship and themselves for a fortnight. 
In addition,  they having been constantly wet and cold for many days,  this condition would have been continuously sapping their strength  (the cold 
stopping the muscles from effectively operating,  chemical reactions slow-down in the cold and become ineffective). 
 
1012th Comment – Paul pleads with the people on the ship to hearken unto his advice: 

I implore you all to eat of the food to nourish your physical body, 
for this will add to your health and safety. 
For if you heed my advice then not even one hair upon your will be lost forever! 

868th Reasoning – Paul has their full interests at heart – this is what drives him,  other people's welfare. 
577th Instruction – Likewise we must take Paul's advice to nourish our spiritual body (= the mind)  because it is only by 
inculcating this knowledge  and then doing it,  that will lead to our health and safety into The Eternity! 
390th Warning – We must not reject  “The Advice”  Paul gives to us within his epistles  -  else we shall die (eternally). 
Acts   27v34 og Therefore/Consequently  
Acts   27v34 og (I) {to set beside}/{call near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseech/exhort/entreat/urge/comfort  
Acts   27v34 og {specifically yourselves}  (to) {take to oneself}/{lead/admit (to friendship/hospitality)}/receive  
Acts   27v34 og (of the) nourishment/{rations (wages)}/food;   
Acts   27v34 og that/this/there/here  for  toward/nearness/{accession to}  of the  {your own}   
Acts   27v34 og (of the) rescue/deliverance/salvation/health/safety 
Acts   27v34 og (it) {begin under}/{come into existence}/after/live/behave,  
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Acts   27v34 og (of the) {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing (person)  for  {of yourselves}  (the) hair   
Acts   27v34 og {from/out of}  of the  head   (it will be) alighting/{gently fall down} (middle voice)  
Acts   27v34 Therefore/Consequently  I  {call near}/beseech/implore/urge  {specifically yourselves}   

to  {to take to yourselves}/receive  of the  nourishment/food; 
for  this  towards  of the  rescue/health/safety  {your own}  it  {being under}/{come into existence} (= makes possible), 
for  of the  {not even one}  person  {of yourselves}  the  hair  {from out of}  of the  head  it will  (itself)  gently fall down  (=be lost) 

 

Consequently  I  (Paul)  beseech/implore/urge  specifically yourselves to receive food   (to build up your strength  [for tomorrow]) 
for this makes possible towards of your own  health/safety; 
for of yourselves,  not even one person  (shall have)  the hair from out of the head it will gently fall down   (to “be lost forever”)  
               (Paul means:  If you follow my advice then no person shall even be losing  [by imagery, to death]  a single hair from out of your head.) 
 

Paul states: 
I beseech you to feed yourselves because this nourishment will make you fit to face the future when we land. 
I want to ensure yourselves,  that not even a hair of your head shall be lost. 

 
1013th Comment – After forcibly giving his advice,  Paul takes the bread and gives thanks to Yahweh in the midst of all the 
other 275 people on the ship,  also then breaking the bread,  Paul distributes it to the ship's company. 
869th Reasoning – Paul takes  “The Lead”  over the community with this act of giving thanks to Yahweh and then  “The 
Breaking of Bread”  of which Paul distributed this bread.  He wants them to follow his lead,  to eat and inculcate. 
578th Instruction – Paul takes  “The Lead”  as a TC,  and we must take  “The Bread”  (always = “deportment”)  as 
distributed by Paul  (in his missionary journeys and writings)  and behave likewise  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.). 
391st Warning – We must imitate Paul,  else we cannot become a TC,  nor become a future  “Son of God”. 
Acts   27v35 og (the) saying/uttering/speaking/commanding/granting  And  these (things)  
Acts   27v35 og also  (the) {getting hold of}/{taking up/away}/having/receiving  (the) bread/loaves,  
Acts   27v35 og (he) {gave thanks}/{expressed gratitude}/thankfulness  to the  God  
Acts   27v35 og {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}  (of the) all/whole/every,   
Acts   27v35 og also  (the) breaking  (they) {precedence/commenced (in time)}/began (middle voice)   (to) eat/devour    
Acts   27v35 And  the  saying/commanding  these things 

also  the  {getting hold of}/{taking up}  the  bread/loaves   
he  {gave thanks}/{expressed gratitude}  to the  God  {in the face/sight of}   of the  all  (ones = persons), 
also  the  breaking  (= distributing the bread),   they  (personally)  began  to  eat/devour. 

 

And the commanding these things,  also getting hold of the  bread/loaves 
he  (= Paul)  gave thanks to the God  (Yahweh)  in the  face/sight  of all the people, 
also the breaking  (the bread)  they personally began to eat  
 

Paul gave instruction for all people to  follow his advice for their salvation  (as he does for us – if we only care to hearken). 
Paul took the bread and gave thanks to Yahweh in the midst of all these people  (some 276 in number [including himself],  see v37). 
He broke the bread and distributed it amongst all the 275 persons within the grouping. 

Just a note: 
“Breaking bread”  does  not  mean  “holy Communion”  as we are  falsely  told by some leaders of Christendom,  but rather it becomes an 
acknowledgment to Yahweh for His providing  “The Means”  of our nourishment and survival in all things,  of which  “bread”  is just one part. 
Paul teaches this through group appreciation of Yahweh's gifts and favour. 
 
1014th Comment – Paul's confident deportment put everyone into a good frame of mind,  and they ate the food. 
Instruction – repeat - Likewise we must take Paul's advice to nourish our spiritual body (= the mind)  because it is only by 
inculcating this knowledge that will lead to our health and safety into The Eternity! 
Warning – repeat - We must not reject  “The Advice”  Paul gives to us within his epistles  -  else we shall die  (eternally). 
Warning – repeat - We must imitate Paul,  else we cannot become a TC,  nor become a future  “Son of God”. 
Acts   27v36 og (the) {in fine spirits}/{being cheerful}/{of good cheer}/{more cheerfully} (plural)   And  
Acts   27v36 og (the having) {become to be}  (the) all (persons),  
Acts   27v36 og also  they  {took to oneself}/{led/admit (to friendship/hospitality)}/received (middle voice) 
Acts   27v36 og (of the) nourishment/{rations (wages)}/food  
Acts   27v36 And  the  all  (persons)  the having  {become to be}  {in fine spirits}/{be of good cheer}, 

also  they  (personally)  {took to themselves}/received  of the  nourishment/food. 
 

And all the people having become to be in fine spirits   (because of Paul’s reassurance and direction) 
also they personally took to themselves of the food   (to replenish their strength for the future)  
 

Paul was able to take command of the situation by virtue of the assurance that Yahweh's Messenger was able to directly give to Paul. 
Because Paul confidently took the lead,  then all the people became of good cheer,  and began to eat from the ship's provisions. 
 
1015th Comment – There were 276  breathings/lives/souls/{conscious existences}  on the ship. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “soul” = the  “conscious existence of a reasoning entity”  (I realise this is  not  an allegory,  but a  
very necessary  definition due to the utter foolishness spoken by people who claim to know,   yet obviously do  not  know!) 
Please see glossary and dissertations on this word within this website – that clearly explains what the word  really means! 
870th Reasoning – Obviously quite a large ship!   Also it had a cargo of grain  (as we are to read in the next verse). 
Acts   27v37 og (we) were  And  in  to the  vessel/ship/boat  the  all/whole/every  
Acts   27v37 og (the) breathings/lives/souls/{conscious existences}  {two hundred}  {seventy six}  
Acts   27v37 And  we were  the  all  (persons)  within the  ship, 

two hundred and seventy six  breathings/lives/souls/{conscious existences}. 
 

And we were all persons within the ship two hundred and seventy six  breathings/lives/souls/{conscious existences}  
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This was a large ship! 
It was also carrying much wheat grain as cargo  (see next verse). 
 
1016th Comment – Having completely filled themselves with food,  they began to lighten the ship of its cargo. 
871st Reasoning – They were lightening the ship so that it floated higher in the water,  thereby enabling the ship to beach 
closer to the shore,  to improve the peoples' survival chances. 
Acts   27v38 og (the having been) crammed/glutted/sated/filled  And  (of the)  nourishment/{rations (wages)}/food  
Acts   27v38 og (they) {lightened (in weight)}/unloaded  the  vessel/ship/boat,  
Acts   27v38 og (they) ejected/{cast/drove forth/out}/expelled/{sent/thrust away}  the  wheat  into/unto  the  sea  
Acts   27v38 And  the having been  crammed/sated/filled  of the  nourishment/food,  they  unloaded  the  ship, 

they  ejected/{thrust out}/expelled  the  wheat  into the  sea. 
 

And the having been  sated/filled  of food,  they unloaded the ship,  they  ejected/expelled  the wheat into the sea  
 

During the final hours of the night,  they finished eating and were now ready to prepare the ship for a beached landing on the island. 
They lightened the ship so that it floated higher in the water and they could run it closer into the land,  thereby allowing all people a better chance of 
survival,  especially the  non-swimmers  amongst them. 
 
1017th Comment – When morning came,  these sailors could not recognise the land near to which they were anchored,  
but could see a bay within which to drive the ship onto the beach as safely as possible. 
872nd Reasoning – They were looking for a straight run onto the sand,  without rocks in the way.  It was essential to try 
and keep the ship whole until it beaches as close to land as possible.  Rocks only hamper this process by stopping the ship 
further away from the beach and sinking it,  spilling the people out to be dashed against the rocks unable to climb out of 
the water, nor able to safely swim to mainland. 
Acts   27v39 og {at which too}/when  And  (the) day/{period of time}  (it) {became to be}  
Acts   27v39 og the  Earth/land/province/country/region  no/not/none   
Acts   27v39 og (they) {knew upon some mark}/recognised/{fully acquainted}/acknowledged/perceived,  
Acts   27v39 og (the) bosom/bay/chest/creek  and  (the) {some/same/certain thing}  
Acts   27v39 og (they) {observed fully}/beheld/considered/discovered/perceived   
Acts   27v39 og (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  (the) {rush unto the sea}/beach/shore,  
Acts   27v39 og into/unto  whom/which/that  
Acts   27v39 og (they) advised/deliberated/resolved/consulted/determined/purposed/counselled  
Acts   27v39 og if  (they were) able/possible/capable  (to) push/expel/propel/{drive out}/{thrust in}  the  vessel/ship/boat  
Acts   27v39 And  when  it  {became to be}  the  day/{period of time}   

the  land/country/region  not  they  {knew upon some mark}/recognised, 
and  they  {observed fully}/discovered  the  {some/certain thing}  the  bay/creek  the  having/possessing  the  beach/shore, 
into/unto  which  they  deliberated/consulted/counselled  if  they were  able/capable  to  push/propel/{thrust in}  the  ship. 

 

And when it became to be the day  (time),  the land  (near to which they anchored during the night)  not they recognised, 
and they discovered a certain  bay/creek  having a beach unto which they deliberated if they were able to thrust in the ship  
 

After making the ship as lightweight as possible,  then the ship was ready to ground as close as possible to the land. 
The navigators had no idea where they were in the morning,  but at least they could see an inviting beach upon which to ram the ship. 
 
1018th Comment – The sailors lifted the anchors and allowed the ship to the mercy of the sea.   They also freed the rudder 
ropes and raised the sails to ram the ship onto the beach. 
Acts   27v40 og Also  the  anchors  (the having) {removed all around}/unveiled/{casted off}/expiated/{taken up/away}  
Acts   27v40 og (they) {let be}/permitted/{left alone}/committed/allowed  into/unto  the  sea,  
Acts   27v40 og {(at the) same (time)}/{close association}/together  
Acts   27v40 og (the) {letting up}/slackening/deserting/{desisting from}/forbearing/leaving/loosening/freeing   
Acts   27v40 og the  {(from) yoke}/{fastenings (tiller rope)}/bands  the  {blades of an oar}/{“pedal” as helm}/rudders,  
Acts   27v40 og also  (the) {raising up}/{exulting self}/{poise (lift/take) up}  the  foresail/jib  
Acts   27v40 og to the  {breath (hard)}/breeze/blow  (they) {held down}/clasped/retained/possessed/adhered  
Acts   27v40 og into/unto  the  {rush unto the sea}/beach/shore  
Acts   27v40 Also  the having  {removed all around}/{taken up}  the  anchors, 

they  {let be}/permitted/allowed  (themselves)  unto  the sea   (to do what it willed), 
{at the same time}/together  the  slackening/loosening/freeing  the  rudders  {tiller rope}/bands, 
also  the  {raising up}  the  foresail/jib  to the  breeze  they  {held down}/{made for}/adhered  unto  the  beach/shore. 

 

Also having taken up the anchors,  they allowed  (themselves)  unto the sea   (to do what it willed), 
at the same time  slackening/freeing  the rudders tiller ropes, 
also the raising up the foresail to the breeze,  they made for the beach  
 

The sailors lifted the anchors and freed the rudder,  raised the sails for the wind and sea to thrust the ship as far onto the beach as possible. 
 
1019th Comment – The ship rammed onto the shore upon a sandbar formed by two sea currents. 
While the prow was firmly wedged on the shore,  the stern started to break-up under the pounding of the waves. 
873rd Reasoning – The ship was now as close as possible to the land to enable a safe escape off the ship. 
Acts   27v41 og (the) {falling (into something)}/{(all) around}/{alighting  among/upon}/ 

/{surrounded with}/{falling among/into}  
Acts   27v41 og into/unto  the  spot/space/{position/place of occupancy}/location/plain/room  
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Acts   27v41 og (the) {having two seas}/{washed on both sides by the sea}/{sound with two outlets}/ 
/{shoal or sandbank formed by two opposing currents}  

Acts   27v41 og (they) {urge/drove upon a shore}{beached a vessel}/{ran aground}  to the  vessel/ship/boat  
Acts   27v41 og also  the  truly/indeed/{that one}  (the) forefront/{prow (of a boat)}  (the having) {stuck firmly}  
Acts   27v41 og (it) stayed/remained/abided/dwelt/endured/stood/continued  
Acts   27v41 og (the) unshaken/unwavering/immoveable/{which cannot be moved},  
Acts   27v41 og the  and  (the) hindmost/{stern (of a ship)}/{hinder most}  
Acts   27v41 og (it was) loosened/{break-up}/dissolved/{put-off}/unwrapped/undone  under/through/inferior/below/by  
Acts   27v41 og of the  {vital activity}/force/violence  of the  swell/bend/curves/billows/{bursting/toppling}/waves  
Acts   27v41 And  the  {falling into}/{alighting upon}  into/unto  the  place/location  the having  {washed on both sides by the sea}    

they  {drove upon the shore}/{ran aground}  the  ship,   
also  the  forefront/{ship’s prow}  truly/indeed  the having  {stuck firmly}   
it  stayed/remained/continued  the  unshakable/immoveable, 
and  the  hindmost/{ship’s stern}  it was  loosened/dissolved/undone  under/by  of the  force/violence  of the  swell/billows/waves. 

 

And the falling into unto the place having washed on both sides by the sea,  they ran the ship aground,   
also the ship’s prow truly having firmly stuck,  it remained immoveable  (on the beach) 
and the ship’s stern it was  loosened/undone  by the violence of the waves  
 

The wind and sea pushed the bow of the ship firmly onto a sand bar formed by two currents of water. 
The bow became stuck fast and the force of the sea started to  break-up  the rear of the ship. 
 
1020th Comment – The Roman Soldiers were about to kill the prisoners to stop them from escaping out of custody. 
874th Reasoning – Some of these prisoners may have been killers who should not be loosed into the community. 
Acts   27v42 og of the  And  {campers out}/{(common) warriors}/soldiers  (to the) volition/advice/purpose/counsel/mind  
Acts   27v42 og (it) {became to be}  that  the  {persons in bondage}/prisoners  
Acts   27v42 og (they should) kill/{put to death}/slay (intention to destroy),  
Acts   27v42 og {whether any}/{that not any}/{no one (person)}   (the) {escape by swimming}/{swim out}  
Acts   27v42 og (he/she should) {flee through}/escape  
Acts   27v42 And  it  {become to be}  to the (= in)   volition/purpose/counsel/mind  of the  soldiers   

that  the  prisoners   they  should  kill/{put to death}/slay, 
{that not any}/{no one}  (person)   he/she  should  {flee through}/escape  (by)  the  {escape by swimming}/{swim out}. 

 

And it became to be in the  purpose/mind  of the soldiers that they should  kill/slay  the prisoners   (on board of the ship), 
that not any  (person)  he/she  should swim out  (and)  flee/escape   (away from custody)  
 

The soldiers believing some of these prisoners were a danger to society became minded to kill them before people disembarked from the ship. 
It was their duty to take them to Rome and not allow them to run  loose/amuck  in society. 
 
1021st Comment – The Centurion,  wanting to save Paul,  forbid his soldiers from killing the prisoners and commanded 
the swimmers to jump into the sea and swim unto land. 
875th Reasoning – The Centurion had been informed by The Governor Festus that Paul was innocent of any crime, and 
could be trusted.  Also it seemed Paul's deportment was not like that of normal people,  and he seemed to have an uncanny 
knowledge of their future.   This man should not be killed  (especially when Paul stated all people would be saved). 
876th Reasoning – The Centurion would also have remembered Paul's prophecy about  “no person would be die if they all 
kept together”  -  this Roman Soldier would honour what Paul had stated.  It also showed The Centurion's great respect 
for Paul's Deity,  as not to oppose Yahweh's dictate. 
579th Instruction – It was Paul's deportment,  recognised and then acknowledged by The Centurion when he granted life 
to these prisoners,  thereby fulfilling Yahweh's Prophecy given to Paul.   We must be copy Paul in our deportment. 
Acts   27v43 og the  And  {the captain of one hundred men}/centurion,  
Acts   27v43 og (the having) {be willing/disposed}/minded/intended/purposed  
Acts   27v43 og (to) {through (complete) rescue}/{save thoroughly}/{made wholesome}/{bring preservation}  the  Paul,  
Acts   27v43 og (he) estop/{prevented (by word or act)}/forbid/{kept from}/withstood/halted   
Acts   27v43 og them  of the  resolve/purpose/will,   
Acts   27v43 og (he) {urged on}/'hail'/{incited (by word)}/ordered/commanded  both  
Acts   27v43 og the (ones = persons)   (the being) able/possible/capable  (to) {plunge into water}/dive/swim  
Acts   27v43 og (the) {hurling off}/{throwing overboard}/casting/{precipitate (oneself)}   
Acts   27v43 og foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former  over/upon/concerning  
Acts   27v43 og the  Earth/land/province/country/region  
Acts   27v43 og (to) {(from) go/issue}/{leave (a place)}/{escape (to a shore)}/depart/{get (to land)}/{go out}  
Acts   27v43 And  the  centurion,  the having  minded/intended/purposed  to  {save thoroughly}/{bring preservation}  the  Paul, 

he  prevented/forbid/halted  them  of the  resolve/purpose/will   (to kill the prisoners), 
he  ordered/commanded  both 
(1)  the (ones = persons)  being  able/capable  to  dive/swim,  the  {hurling off}/{throwing overboard}/casting  foremost/first   
to  go/leave/escape/depart  over/concerning (= towards)   the  land. 

 

And the centurion the having  intended/purposed  to  {save thoroughly}/{bring preservation}  Paul, 
he  prevented/forbid  them  (= his soldiers)  of the  resolve/purpose   (to kill the prisoners), 
he commanded both: 
(1) the people being able to swim,  the throwing overboard first to  go/leave/escape  towards the land  
 

The Centurion Julius,  was determined to thoroughly save Paul,  having a high regard of Paul and of his demeanour. 
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It should be specifically stated:    
“Normal People”  (= Atheists)  have a very high regard for TCs  (because TCs exhibit a very high standard of living within society). 
“Religious People”  highly  resent/loath  TCs  (because TCs expose the hypocrisy of  “Religious People”). 

This is true throughout all societies during The Gospel Age  -  which is why only TCs become the 144000 future  “Sons of God”. 
The centurion forbid the soldiers from killing the prisoners,  and then commanded the swimmers amongst the party to jump overboard and swim to land. 
It is an interesting observation: 
This verse answered the statement given by The Messenger to Paul at v24. 

“The Specific God”  (= Yahweh),   He has  personally  {granted as a favour}/{gratuitously in pardoning/rescuing}  to you  
all the  people  sailing  together/with  you! 

Therefore,  because of Paul's demeanour  showing himself to be  “most worthy of life”,  the centurion in sparing Paul's life also spared the life of the 
fellow prisoners!   It also showed how much Julius respected The Decree of Paul's Deity stating  “All people being saved  through/to  Paul”,  because 
Paul's deportment showed himself to be a reflection of Yahweh operating here upon The Earth  -  Paul's behaviour  magnified/edified  Yahweh within the 
mind of The Centurion, Julius.   This is how we  all  should behave  now,  and must behave like this to  survive into The Eternity - after  The Millennium! 
We must  never  bring Yahweh's  Name/Character/Authority  into disrepute as is done within many Christian Congregations behind the glitz! 
 
1022nd Comment – The Centurion arranged for the non-swimmers to hold onto wooden planks  (from off the ship's broken 
hull)  to float unto the shore under the  off-sea  breeze taking flotsam onto the land.   All the people were saved. 
580th Instruction – Because all the people followed the advice and instruction,  they were saved! 
Comment – repeat - I close each chapter with this plea.  I only write like this to gain the rare Nicodemus prepared to  constructively  criticise  
“God's Word”  from out of millions  of  “Leaders of Christendom”  only prepared to  destructively  criticise  “God's Word”  as to what it means for 
“The Early Adopters”.   The  “Probability”  of a Christian leader fulfilling Yahweh's Desire is about 0.00003   (corresponding to 1:30,000 Christians) . 
Acts   27v44 og also  the (ones = persons)  {remaining ones}/residues/rest  whom/which/that  truly/indeed/{that one}  
Acts   27v44 og over/upon/concerning  (the) planks/boards,  
Acts   27v44 og whom/which/that (plural)  and  over/upon/concerning  {some/any/certain things}  of the (things)   
Acts   27v44 og off/away/separated/from  of the  vessel/ship/boat   
Acts   27v44 og Also  {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  (it) {became to be}  (the) all/whole/every 
Acts   27v44 og (to be) {through (complete) rescue}/{saved thoroughly}/{made wholesome}/{brought preservation}  
Acts   27v44 og over/upon/concerning  the  Earth/land/province/country/region  
Acts   27v44 Also   (2)  the  (ones = persons)   {remaining ones}/rest   (some)  whom  truly/indeed  over/upon  the  planks/boards, 

and  (some)  whom  over/upon  {some/any/certain things}  of the  (things)  separated/from  of the  ship. 
Also  {in this manner}/so  it  {became to be}  the  all  (persons)   to be  {saved thoroughly}/brought preservation} 
over/upon  the  earth/land. 

 

Also  (2) the remaining people  (who could not swim),  (some of)  whom truly upon planks, 
and  (some of)  whom upon certain things  separated/from  of the ship  
Also in this manner it became to be all the people to be saved thoroughly upon the land  
 

After the swimmers had jumped overboard then the centurion turned his attention to the non-swimmers. 
He arranged for wooden parts of the ship to be used as floats upon which the  non-swimmers  could cling for their salvation as the wind and sea pushed 
them in onto the land. 
As it states here,  all 276 people of the ship's company were able to be saved  because of Paul's demeanour  so impressed the centurion. 
This is the effect  all  TCs  (as deemed by Yahweh)  have on the normal population;  it is  only  those people  (whose income is derived from “Religion”  
in all its manifestations)  who have their livelihood adversely affected by the TC's presence,  wish to rid  “the irritant TC”  out of their life! 

And likewise this is precisely  why  Yahweh  only  chooses these  “Type of People”  to rule  (by example)  “The Resurrected World”! 
 
 
1023rd Comment – Having collected their senses,  the seafarers and passengers recognised the place to be Malta. 
877th Reasoning – Yahweh had preserved the lives of all the crew and passengers,  also guided the ship through the 
maelstrom unto a final resting place that was not too far away from their destination. 
Acts   28v1 og Also  (the having been) {through (complete) rescue}/{saved thoroughly}/ 

/{made wholesome}/{brought preservation},   
Acts   28v1 og then/{at the time}  
Acts   28v1 og (they) {knew upon some mark}/recognised/{fully acquaintance}/acknowledged/perceived   because   
Acts   28v1 og (the) Melita/{Honey Sweet}  the  island  (it is) called/bided/summoned/announced/named/assigned  
Acts   28v1 Also  the having been  {saved thoroughly}/{brought preservation}  then  they  {knew upon some mark}/recognised 

because  the  island  it is  called/named  the Melita/{Honey Sweet}. 
 

Also having been saved thoroughly,  they recognised the island is named Melita   (now named “Malta”)  
 

(Malta/Melita  is located about 60 miles south of Cape Passaro in Sicily,  and is about 18 miles long by about 10 miles wide). 
This island should not be confused with  “Meleda”  located on the East Coast of the Adriatic Sea,  being an ancient error in falsely including  the Ionian 
and Sicilian seas under the term Adria. 
 
1024th Comment – The Maltese gave more than normal kindness.   They welcomed all of us and lit numerous fires to keep 
us warm while it rained down upon us. 
878th Reasoning – The Maltese would have lit at least 12 fires enabling 23 people to huddle around each fire to keep them 
warm from the cold rain. 
Acts   28v2 og the  And  foreigners/{non-Greeks}/barbarians/heathens  
Acts   28v2 og (they) {held near}/presented/afforded/exhibited/{furnished occasion}/brought/done/gave/ 

/kept/ministered/offered/provided  
Acts   28v2 og no/not/none  the  {made ready}/{brought to pass}/attained/perchanced/occurred/common  
Acts   28v2 og (the) {fondness of mankind}/benevolence/'philanthropy'/kindness/{love toward men}  {to us},  
Acts   28v2 og (the having) {repeatedly ignite}/{enkindle again}  for  (the) fire/flames,  
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Acts   28v2 og (they) {took to oneself}/{leaded/admitted (to friendship/hospitality)}/received/welcomed  
Acts   28v2 og (the) all/whole/every (persons)  us/our/we,  
Acts   28v2 og through (reason of)  the  rain/{shower (water)}  
Acts   28v2 og the  {standing upon}/{being present}/{thrusting onto}/{coming upon}/{being at hand}/ 

/imminently/insisting/urgently, 
Acts   28v2 og also  through (reason of)  the  coolness/cold  
Acts   28v2 And  the  foreigners/{non-Greeks}  they  {held near}/presented/gave/provided   

not  the  common/normal/{brought to pass}/usual  the  benevolence/philanthropy/kindness  {to us} 
for  the having  {enkindled again}  the  fire/flames, 
also  they  {took to themselves}/welcomed  the  all (persons)  us, 
through reason  of the  {being present}/{thrusting onto}  the  rain/shower,  also  through reason  of the  coolness/cold. 

 

And the foreigners  (= Maltese)  they  presented/provided  not the  common/normal  benevolence/kindness 
for the having enkindled again the  fire/flames  (= made a fire for these shipwrecked people),    
through reason of the being present rain,  also through reason of the cold,  also they welcomed us all, 
 

These Maltese people were very friendly towards this shipwrecked company. 
They enkindled multiple fires so that all the 276 people could huddle around in a distributed manner these many fires,  so they all could become warm. 
It was raining and cold,  therefore these multiple fires,  perhaps 27 fires in total,  would mean 10 to 11 people huddling around each fire. 
This would provide a warming welcome.   
 
1025th Comment – Paul having collected twigs was about to drop his collection upon a fire,  when a viper hidden within 
the twigs struck out and hung upon Paul's hand.   
879th Reasoning – Paul must have grabbed a large bunch of  twigs/branches  within his hands,  and the snake 
camouflaged within the twigs would have not been noticed by the  cold/wet  Paul  concentrating only upon keeping the 
grouping of people warm. 
581st Instruction – We should imitate Paul,  go out  'to our hurt'  in the cold and wet to bring warmth to the recipients.   
This was The Physical as demonstrated by Paul,  becoming The Spiritual which  (he did)  we should exhibit to The World. 
Acts   28v3 og (the having) {twisted together}/{collected  (a bundle/crowd)}/gathered  And  of the  Paul  
Acts   28v3 og (of the) {to roast/parch}/{something desiccated}/{dry twigs}/sticks  
Acts   28v3 og (the) {large number}/throng/populace/bundle/company/multitude,  
Acts   28v3 og also  (the) {placing upon}/imposing/laying  over/upon/concerning  the  fire/flames,  
Acts   28v3 og (the) adder/viper/snake  {from/out of}  of the  warmth/heat  
Acts   28v3 og (the) issuing/{coming/going forth/out}/departing/{spreading abroad}/proceeding  
Acts   28v3 og (it) {seized upon}/{fastened on}  of the  {hollowness for grasping}/hand  (of the) him  
Acts   28v3 And  the  Paul  the having  collected/gathered  the  {large number}/bundle/multitude  of the  {dry twigs}/sticks,  

also  the  {placing upon}/laying  over/upon  the  fire/flames. 
the  adder/viper/snake  the  issuing/{coming forth}/proceeding  {from out of}  of the  warmth/heat 
it  {seized upon}/{fastened on}  of the  hand  of the  him. 

 

And Paul having collected the bundle of the dry twigs,  also the laying upon the  fire/flames 
the  adder/viper  issuing from out of the heat,  it seized upon of his hand  
 

Paul behaving as would any TC,  left the party and went out to gather sticks for the advantage of all people by the fires,  and coming close to the fire 
upon which to put these gathered sticks,  then an entrapped viper struck out at Paul and seized his hand. 
 
1026th Comment – The Maltese people seeing the snake hanging off Paul's hand,  considered this divine judgment.  Paul 
must have been a murderer and having escaped the shipwreck is now receiving what he deserved  -  death! 
880th Reasoning – The Maltese had no other instruction from their  “Religious Leaders”  other than to assume this!   
Sadly, the same nonsense is taught today within and throughout  “Religion”!   
582nd Instruction – The Bible CLEARLY tells us:  Yahweh will  not  involve Himself at an individual level  (and certainly 
not to kill a person,  because He sources only intrinsically  ideal/good  things),  but if the person aims to be a TC,  then 
Yahweh will  step-in  only  to bring forward  His “Plan for Human Salvation”. 
392nd Warning – Beware of “Leaders of Religion”  presumptuously and errantly teaching us that “God”  directly involves 
Himself with  “worldly people”.   They do  NOT  understand  “The Righteous Logic”  of which I explain,  and The Bible 
clearly tells us.   Reason:  They want to be  'the supposed conduit'  to “God”   (2Tim.3v5, Tit.1v16)  so they can  tithe/tax  
people on the way  -  hence they teach  “what the people want to hear”  (2Tim.4v3-4)!      We  all  have The Millennium! 
Acts   28v4 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  And  (they) knew/understood/{was aware}/saw/perceived  
Acts   28v4 og the  foreigners/{non-Greeks}/barbarians/heathens  (the) hanging  
Acts   28v4 og the  {dangerous animal}/{(venomous/wild) beast}  
Acts   28v4 og {from/out of}  of the  {hollowness for grasping}/hand  (of the) him,  
Acts   28v4 og (they) {laid out}/stated/exclaimed  toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) {one another}/mutual/together: 
Acts   28v4 og entirely/{at all events/occasions}/{by all means}/surely  (the) murderer/homicide  (he) is 
Acts   28v4 og the  countenance/{human-being}/man  this/that (specifically),   whom/which/that  
Acts   28v4 og (the being) {through (complete) rescue}/{saved thoroughly}/{made wholesome}/{brought preservation}   
Acts   28v4 og {from/out of}  of the  sea,  
Acts   28v4 og the  {(self-evident) correctness}/justice/{righteous decision}/penalty  (to) live/exist  no/not/none  
Acts   28v4 og (he/it) {let be}/permitted/{left alone}/committed/allowed  
Acts   28v4 And  {in the manner}/as   the  foreigners/{non-Greeks}  they  knew/saw   

the  {dangerous  animal}/{wild beast}  the  hanging  {from/out of}  of the  hand  of the  him, 
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they  stated/exclaimed  towards  the  {one another}/together: 
{By all means}/Surely  this specific  {human-being}/man  he is  the  murderer, 
whom  the being  {saved thoroughly}/{brought preservation}  {from out of the}  of the  sea, 
the  justice/{righteous  decision}  not   it/he (= him)    {let be}/allowed  to  live/exist   

 

And as the foreigners saw the dangerous animal the hanging from of his hand,  they stated towards the one another: 
   Surely this specific man he is a murderer,  whom the being saved thoroughly from out of the sea, 
   the righteous decision not allowed him to live  
 

When all the foreign people  (not knowing Paul)  saw this poisonous serpent hanging off Paul's hand,  they started to mutter amongst themselves: 
Surely this person is a murderer  (being a prisoner of The Romans),  and yet while being saved from the sea, 
then  (the gods have made)  the righteous decision that he should die! 

Now clearly not all people would be thinking that,  for example Luke and fellow disciples keeping Paul’s company and likewise the centurion. 
 
1027th Comment – Paul using the fire,  shook the snake off his hand and he suffered no harm afterwards. 
881st Reasoning – Quite obviously,  Yahweh could have intervened and neutralised the poison,  but perhaps a simpler 
explanation would be that the snake had just emptied its venom sacs in a kill the night before,  and it was simply snoozing 
to digest its recent kill. 
393rd Warning – Beware of bogus religious sects  (including those in [worldly] Christianity amplifying this incident)  who 
use snakes  (or any animals)  as reverential parts of their religious acts  –  this  is  Satanic! 
Acts   28v5 og the (one = person)  truly/indeed/{that one}  Therefore/Then  
Acts   28v5 og (the) {from/off jostling}/{brushing/shaking off}  the  {dangerous animal}/{(venomous/wild) beast}   
Acts   28v5 og into/unto  (the) lightening/power/energy/fire,   
Acts   28v5 og (he) {experienced/felt (usually pain)}/passion/vexed/suffered  no/not/none  
Acts   28v5 og (the) worthless/depraved/hurt/badness/harm/evil/wickedness  
Acts   28v5 Therefore/Then  the  (one = person = Paul)    

truly/indeed  the  jostling/shaking  off  the  {dangerous animal}/{wild beast}  into/unto  the  power/energy/fire, 
he  experience/suffered  no  hurt/harm. 

 

Therefore the person  (= Paul)  truly/indeed  the shaking off the dangerous animal into the  energy/fire 
he experienced no  hurt/harm  
 

Yet, Paul had done nothing worthy of death,  and he was able to shake the serpent off his hand by means of the fire causing the snake to loosen its grip. 
Paul remained unharmed. 
It should be noted that if a poisonous serpent has spent its venom in catching its prey an hour or so earlier,  then its venom sacs are empty.  Which was 
perhaps the case here because the serpent stayed in a dormant state when digesting a recent meal,  and only became active when nearing the fire,  else it 
would have wriggled free much earlier. 
 
1028th Comment – The Maltese people and many of the ship's castaways expected Paul to become inflamed or die from 
the snake bite!   Most people were closely watching him for any signs of functional deterioration.  And, after nothing had 
occurred,  then they changed their mind and proclaimed him to be from God! 
882nd Reasoning – Because Paul had suffered no ill effects from this snake bite,  then the people thought him to be a 
representative of the God,  having God's protection.   Well Yes!   Paul was Yahweh's representative and Yahweh protected 
him.   Note: “The Accusative” Theos is used here  -  see commentary discussion. 
394th Warning – Beware of worldly Christian leaders who ignore James' teaching at James.3v11-12 for both themselves 
and with what Paul kindly wrote for our edification!   They who  'pick and choose'  what they want to accept in Paul's 
writings  (to give an  unclean  message for their deluded devotees)  and yet Paul wrote the text of  entire cleanliness! 
Acts   28v6 og the  (ones = persons)   And  {watched toward}/{anticipated (in thought/hope/fear)}/awaited/{looked forwards}  
Acts   28v6 og (the) him  (to) {to occur}/expect/intend/necessity/going/coming/{about to} 
Acts   28v6 og (to) {fire/burn}/{become inflamed (with fever)}/{swell up}  or/than/either/rather  
Acts   28v6 og (to) {against/intensity alighting/down}/{fall down}  unawares/expectantly/suddenly  
Acts   28v6 og (the) dead/corpse/mortified/cadaver    over/upon/concerning  many/much/plenteous  And   {of them}  
Acts   28v6 og (the) {watching toward}/{anticipating (in thought/hope/fear)}/awaiting/{looking forwards},  
Acts   28v6 og also  (the) {(to be a) spectator of}/discerning/experiencing/beholding/considering/{looking on}/perceiving   
Acts   28v6 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  
Acts   28v6 og (the) {out of place}/improper/noxious/amiss/harmful/injurious/unreasonable  into/unto  (the) him 
Acts   28v6 og (the having) {become to be},  
Acts   28v6 og (the) {throwing amid/together/with}/{throwing over}/{turning about (in opinion)}/{changing mind}  
Acts   28v6 og (they) {laid out}/stated/exclaimed:  (the) God  (the) him  {to be/exist}  
Acts   28v6 And  the  (ones = persons)   {watched toward}/awaited  the him  (= Paul)   {to occur}/going/{about to}   

to  {become inflamed}/{swell up}  or  suddenly  to  fall down  the dead/corpse. 
And  concerning  many/plenteous  {of them}  the  {watching toward}/awaiting,   
also  the  discerning/beholding/perceiving  nothing  the  {out of place}/amiss/harmful  the having  {become to be}  into/unto  the him,   
the  {turning about in opinion}/{changing mind}  they  exclaimed:   The Him  to  be/exist  the  God. 

 

And the people watched toward him  (= Paul)  about to become inflamed or suddenly to fall down dead  
And concerning many of them the watching toward, 
also discerning nothing the out of place having become to be unto him  (= Paul), 
the changing mind they exclaimed: 
   Him (= Paul)  to  be/exist  the/a  G/god  (see commentary)  
 

Paul would become the subject of intense interest for the next hour or so amongst all these people  (including the Maltese people)! 
They expected Paul to succumb to the poison within due time and were just waiting for the effects to occur. 
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After perhaps an hour or so,  Paul showed no ill effects from his encounter with the serpent,  then their attitude entirely changed! 
They thought he must be a god to have survived this snakebite! 

A discussion of  “The Accusative Theos”.    
Standard Greek translators almost toss a coin as to whether they use “a” or “the”  for  “Accusative”  case of  “theos”  and pretty much the same occurs 
with  “Nominative”  case of  “ho theos”.   Perhaps that is a bit too disingenuous;  they actually look at the context and assume one or the other!  My 
point is that they have no defined rules,  but  ad-lib  the translation for the case of  “theos”!   They may say they have rules,  but actually disregard them! 
I am of a scientific background and people of the scientific community do  not  operate like this,  we generally operate according to rules and principles! 
And that is how and why I generated  my rules  that work correctly and reliably throughout  THE WHOLE  of The New Testament,  unlike unthinking 
translators who just repeat what their older peers tell them  (who were not around when The Bible was written)! 
The Rules I use become The Same Rules of which The Scribes used,  of which I proved when I analysed every instance of “theos” in The New Testament 
within my dissertation entitled:  “What is The Trinity”  and conclude it is nothing,  but a worldly myth generated by Satan to confuse Christendom! 
For The Record: 
I always use “the” God  (as perceived by humans)  as being  “an Entity greater than humans”  (ignore singular [the] or implied plural [a]) so that I do 
not imply uniqueness,  –  but  “uniqueness”  is  only  implied by  “The Context”.    This is what we should  always  do! 
Secondly,  I always treat  “The Nominative”   “ho theos”  as  “The Specific God  of The Context”  in relation to our Deities as I explain elsewhere. 
These rules work much better than the  ad-lib  translations given by our  “Professional Greek Scholars”  who think in the same manner as do our  
“Professional Religious Leaders”  -  of whom I have  very little regard! 
Now regarding this verse. 
These Maltese considered Paul to be  “a god”  incarnate,  or to have  “The God's  Protection”  and hence  “God's Representative”. 
Worldly translations give  “a god”,  and while this is an acceptable translation  in this instance,  based upon  “The Context”  with regard to their 
perception  (as according to  my inviolate rules),  I prefer to look  “over The Scene”.  In this manner,  I am able  to interpret  “The Reality”  of the 
situation and elect Paul to be recognised as  “Yahweh's Representative”  having Yahweh's Protection – as perceived by Luke and Paul's associates.  Of 
which I naturally try to educate my readers,  as I do in all my commentaries,  rather than  “the nonsense”  I read in some commentaries generated by:  
“You know who”! 
 
1029th Comment – The island chief,  Publius,  inherited the local land upon which the castaways had landed,  courteously 
invited these 276 people to become his guests for the next three days.   
883rd Reasoning – Publius took it upon himself to offer accommodation,  clothes, food and drink for all these shipwrecked 
people.   He had the correct mind to  “help people to his own hurt”. 
583rd Instruction – We must help people for  no  worldly gain.   Ideally  spiritually to  ACCURATELY  teach  “The Word 
of God”  to combat the  “unrighteous nonsense”  specific to “Religion”  that can save  no  person into The Eternity! 
Acts   28v7 og in  And  to the (ones = parts/quarters)  concerning/about  
Acts   28v7 og the  spot/space/{position/place of occupancy}/location/plain/room  {that one}/those  
Acts   28v7 og (it was) {beginning under}/{coming into existence}/after/living/behaving  
Acts   28v7 og (the) {spots or plots of land}/fields/lands/{parcels of ground}/places/possessions  
Acts   28v7 og to the  foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former  (man)   of the  island  
Acts   28v7 og (to the) name/character/authority  (to the) Publius  who/which/that  
Acts   28v7 og (the having) {repeatedly received}/{entertained (as a guest receiving)}/received  us/our/we  
Acts   28v7 og three  days/{periods of time}  {with friendliness of mind}/{in a kindly/courteous manner}  
Acts   28v7 og (he) hosted/{made/appeared strange}/entertained/lodged  
Acts   28v7 And  within  the  fields/lands/possessions   concerning/about  {that one}  place/location  

it was  {beginning under}/{coming into existence}  to the  foremost/chief  (man)  of the  island, 
to the (= by)  name/character/authority  to the  Publius, 
who  the having  {entertained  (us)  as guests}/received,  he  hosted/lodged  us  three days/{periods of time}   
{in a kindly/courteous manner}. 

 

And within the  fields/possessions  concerning that one location  
it was beginning under  (= belonged/owned)  to the chief  (man)  of the island  by the name Publius 
who the having entertained (us) as guests,  he lodged us three days in a  kindly/courteous  manner  
 

The place of occupancy of these 276 shipwrecked people was in the area owned by the chief man called Publius. 
He organised the hospitality for all these weary and dishevelled people in a very courteous manner. 

Perhaps he was thinking of putting in a claim for the cost to The Roman Empire or to the ship’s owners! 
However,  that is still a large amount of people for him to find accommodation for them! 
 
1030th Comment – Publius' father became ill,  afflicted with fever and dysentery.  Paul heard of this and wanted to show 
his appreciation of the hospitality by supplicating,  and then placing his hands upon Publius' father,  and he recovered. 
884th Reasoning – Paul having the  one/same  mind as Yahweh,  knew Yahweh would respond positively to this act of 
hospitability and generosity to the ship's castaways.   Paul supplicated and Yahweh would respond if the mind is  NOT  
closed to understanding where Yahweh is taking Mankind. 
584th Instruction – We must clearly understand what The Bible teaches us by example.   Yahweh will  NEVER  involve 
Himself directly unless the individual has demonstrated acts of worthiness towards  or/by  a TC  (= “Early Adopter”). 
395th Warning – This is  never  taught correctly by  “worldly Christian Leaders”  because it is  not  in their worldly 
interests to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  -  so they distort it!   I welcome their feedback,  for me to have more 
material within which to publicly expose their subversive delinquency! 
Instruction – repeat - laying on hands = A public affirmation that the recipient is  “starting a life changing event”  and it 
is a public sign of unity,  where everyone is agreed that this person is worthy of this new  beginning/adventure. 
Warning – repeat - Beware of  charlatan Christian leaders who twist God's Word to  'gain a following'  of  captivated 
people lusting to have their animalistic desires fed by stage magicians performing for  “Entertainment”  to gain return! 
This is absolutely not  what Yahweh Desires,  because it cannot bring forth The Salvation of Mankind that can  only occur 
through His Early Adopters who  behave/reason/operate  precisely as did JC  (to become the leaders of The Millennium). 
Warning – repeat - Beware of  charlatan Christian leaders  'playing the game'  entitled  “Defrauding Devotees”! 
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Pretending every week to be giving HS to their deluded devotees in the created mass euphoric hype.  This is an 
abomination and a fraudulent practice detested by Yahweh.  These  charlatan Christian leaders will  never  be resurrected 
at their forthcoming death unless they wholly and completely repent from their evil ways of  “scamming their devotees”. 
Reasoning – repeat - It must be clearly understood:   The Bible teaches us that the laying on of hands  only  occurs when 
The Individual is about to undertake a life changing event.  It was not done in a frivolous manner as it is done today! 
Acts   28v8 og (it) {became to be}  And  the  father/forbear  of the  Publius  (to the) inflamed/feverish (plural)  
Acts   28v8 og also  (the) {difficult inside/bowel}/dysentery/{body flux}  
Acts   28v8 og (the having) {held together}/{to compress}/crowded/arrested/compelled/perplexed/afflicted/ 

/preoccupied/constrained/held/{kept in}/{laid sick of}/straitened/{been taken with}/thronged  
Acts   28v8 og (to be) {lying down (as sick)}/{in recumbent position}/{reclining (at a meal)} (middle voice),   
Acts   28v8 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  whom/which/that  the  Paul  (the having) entered/{arose into}/{went in},   
Acts   28v8 og also  (the having) supplicated/worshipped/{prayed earnestly},  (the) {placing upon}/imposing/laying  
Acts   28v8 og the  {hollowness for grasping}/hands  (to the) him,   (he) cured/healed/{made whole} (middle voice)  
Acts   28v8 And  it  {became to be}  the  father  of the  Publius  to be  (personally)  {laying down as sick}   

afflicted/{been taken with}  to the  fevers  also  the having  dysentery, 
towards whom  the  Paul  the having  entered/{went in},  also  the having  supplicated, 
the  {placing upon}/laying  the  hands  to the  him,   he  (personally)  cured/healed. 

 

And it became to be the father of the Publius to be personally laying down as sick 
afflicted with the fevers  also having dysentery,  towards whom Paul having entered, 
also having supplicated,  the placing upon the hands to the him,  he personally  cured/healed   (Publius’ father)  
 

Just by chance,  after the first three days,  it so happened that Publius’ father became ill with dysentery,  which had become known to Paul. 
Paul came to the father’s side,  placed his hands upon him and  Yahweh cured him  of his ailments  (to underwrite  “Paul's Authority”). 
Obviously,  this was not Paul making the cure occur,  but rather Yahweh working behind the scenes of His frontman,  Paul. 
It was only because Paul was imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  that Yahweh freely choose to work through Paul,  by virtue Paul  was  a faithful 
ambassador (words and works, James.2v16-26)  to what Yahweh represented within The Environment. 

This was a  (1) genuine illness and a  (2) genuine cure. 
It is with great sadness that I must write that simple sentence,  to counter the plethora of bogus cures orchestrated by  charlatan Christian leaders on 
their circuits to bewitch the  paying  clientele and  relieve them of much money!   These type of leaders shall  never  be resurrected into The Millennium. 
 
1031st Comment – The news of this healing  (and of the snake bite)  made all the island's people realise they had a person 
within their midst having Yahweh 's Favour operating through him,  and they brought all their sick people to Paul for  
'him'  (actually it was Yahweh)  to cure them,  as Yahweh's Representative. 
885th Reasoning – The Maltese people were to host these 276 people on their island for some considerable time,  and it 
was natural for Paul to reciprocate the same nature that Yahweh would have for people  “edifying their neighbour to 
one's own hurt”  which is Yahweh's Methodology.   Where they supported Yahweh's Representative,  a TC. 
Acts   28v9 og {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabout  Therefore/Then  (of the) {becoming to be}, 
Acts   28v9 og also  the (ones = persons)  {remaining ones}/residues/rest  
Acts   28v9 og the (ones = maladies)  holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  
Acts   28v9 og (the) feebleness/maladies/infirmities/weaknesses  in  to the  island  
Acts   28v9 og (they) {came near}/approached/consented/assented/{drew close}  (to him)  also  
Acts   28v9 og (they were) {waited upon menially}/{adored (God)}/{relieved (of disease)}/cured/healed/worshipped,   
Acts   28v9 Therefore/Then  {from/concerning this}  of the  {becoming to be}  (= occurring) 

also  the  (ones = persons)   {remaining ones}/rest  having/possessing  the  maladies/infirmities  within  the island, 
they  {came near}/approached/{drew  close}  (to him)  also  they were  {waited upon menially}/cured/healed. 

 

Therefore from concerning this  (healing)  occurring,  also the remaining people having maladies within the island, 
they approached  (him = Paul),  also they were  {waited upon menially}/healed  
 

The news of this cure travelled quickly around the island,  and any person having an ailment came forward to Paul expectant for a cure! 
Yahweh would be pleased to  underwrite Paul’s Authority  to represent Yahweh,  and felt obliged to cure any person with  “the faith”  “to come to Paul 
in an expectancy of a cure,  based upon what was known and assayed”.  This expresses “Real Faith”,  and Yahweh positively reciprocated. 
 
1032nd Comment – The Maltese recognised Paul to be truly an ambassador for Yahweh and thus felt moved to provide the 
necessities of life,  and at their departing some 3 months latter providing all the necessary things for their travel. 
886th Reasoning – Paul had a contrite mind to be representing Yahweh,  and would never accept praise or worldly return 
from any person.  However,  in their great appreciation  of what he had freely done for them the Maltese offer the 
necessities of life,  and  at his departure  they offered the necessaries to assist in the castaways' travel to Rome. 
585th Instruction – We must  NEVER  solicit  worldly return,  especially money in  the form of  'begging bowls'  or by 
'electronic means'  today.  If what we have done merits a gift as a  “thank-you”  when  we leave,  then it is rude not to 
accept a necessity of life like food or clothes.  Never  give  “money”  because it can be used upon which to self-indulge. 
396th Warning – Beware of  “Leaders of Religion”  soliciting money by whatever means of  'begging bowls'  or  by 
'electronic transfer', they “present a service for a worldly return”.  They ONLY  “give to receive”,  keep away from them! 
The worst are the  'millions'  of  charlatan Christian leaders who do know better,   but do not care  -  hence “Iniquitous”! 
Acts   28v10 og who/which/that (plural)  also  (to the) many/much/plenteous  
Acts   28v10 og (to the) value/esteem/honour/precious/dignity/price (plural)   
Acts   28v10 og (they) {to prize}/{fixed a valuation (upon)}/revered/honoured/valued  us/our/we,  
Acts   28v10 og also  (to the) {leading up}/{bringing out}/{setting forth}/sailing/departing/launching  
Acts   28v10 og (they) {placed upon}/imposed/laid  the (things)  toward/nearness/{accession to}  
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Acts   28v10 og the  affair/need/demand/requirement/necessity/want  
Acts   28v10 Who  also  they  revered/honoured/valued  us  also  to the  (= in/with)   many/plenteous  to the values/honours/esteems, 

also  to the (= on)  {setting forth}/departing  they  {placed upon}/laid  the  things  toward/nearness  the  need/want/necessity. 
 

Who,  also they  revered/valued  us,  also with many honours 
also on the  {setting forth}/departing  they placed upon  (us)  the necessary things   (for our present and future needs)  
 

Yahweh had worked through Paul to give these people physical healing,  and no doubt Paul would have used all his time teaching  “The Word of God”  
to them,  for their  spiritual  healing.  These islanders were exceedingly thankful,  and showed their gratitude by giving all the required food and shelter 
over the winter period of some 3 months  (see next verse)  for these 276 shipwrecked people. 
They stayed on the island until a suitably sized ship came to take them to an Italian port,  and then a march on to Rome,  either by chance of a periodic 
sailing ship or one summoned by the centurion. 
 
1033rd Comment – After 3 months in Malta overstaying winter,  The Centurion and soldiers,  Paul, Luke, the disciples and 
prisoners embark upon an Alexandrian ship entitled “The Twin Brothers”  to continue their journey to Italy and Rome. 
887th Reasoning – The 3 month delay may have been due to not many ships  stopping-off  in winter,  or perhaps not going 
in the correct direction,  or maybe the boats coming were not large enough to take everyone,  or just simply other 
passengers had priority  (in taking smaller boats)  over the solders and prisoners. 
Acts   28v11 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  And  three  months  
Acts   28v11 og (we) {led up}/{brought out}/{set forth}/sailed/departed/launched  in  (to the) vessel/ship/boat  
Acts   28v11 og (to the having) {wintered near}/{stayed over winter}  in  to the  island,  
Acts   28v11 og (to the) Alexandrian,  (to the) {side marked/labelled/named}/figurehead/ensign   
Acts   28v11 og (the) {Twin Brothers}/{Castor and Pollux}  
Acts   28v11 And  after  three months   

we  {set forth}/departed/launched  within the ship  to the having  {stayed over winter}  within  the  island,   
to the  Alexandrian  (= registered in Alexandria),   to the  figurehead/ensign/{side marked}  the  “Twin Brothers”. 

 

And after three months we  departed/launched  within the ship of Alexandria,   
having stayed over winter within the island;  the side marked the  “Twin brothers”   (which could have been “Castor and Pollux”)     
 

When the  winter was complete after a period of about 3 months the ship's party departed from Malta on board a ship called  “The Twin Brothers”. 
It may have been the whole of the ship's party or perhaps just that of the soldiers and prisoners,  other passengers may have gone ahead earlier on 
smaller ships. 
 
1034th Comment – On their sailing,  taking about 8 to 16  hours,  they reach the port of Syracuse on the south-eastern tip 
of Sicily and the ship stayed there for 3 days to  unload/load  cargo before they sailed north again. 
Acts   28v12 og Also  (the having been) {lead/tied down}/landed/touched/brought  into/unto  (the) Syracuse  
Acts   28v12 og (we) {stayed over}/persevered/abided/continued/remained/{kept on}  days/{periods of time}  three, 
Acts   28v12 Also  the having been  {tied down}/landed  into/unto  the  Syracuse, 

we  {stayed over}/abided/tarried/remained  three  days/{periods of time}. 
 

Also having been  {tied down}/landed  into Syracuse,  we remained three days  
 

The ship sailed north for about 90 miles and docked at the port Syracuse located on the south-eastern side of Sicily and stayed there for 3 days to unload 
and then load cargo. 
 
1035th Comment – The ship departed from Syracuse on Sicily,  and came around up to Rhegium on  “The Toe of Italy,  
perhaps just to  collect/unload  passengers.  On the next day,  they departed north for the relatively long journey of some 
200 miles to The Port of Puteoli,  which they reached on the next day under a favourable southerly wind. 
Acts   28v13 og {from which (place/source/cause)}/{from thence}/wherefore  
Acts   28v13 og (the) {coming all around}/strolling/vacillating/vagabond/{wandering about}  
Acts   28v13 og (we) {met against}/{arrived at}/attained/came  into/unto  (the) Rhegium,  
Acts   28v13 og also  amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  first/certain/one  day/{period of time}  
Acts   28v13 og (of the having) {arrived upon}/{sprung up (as a wind)}/blown  (of the) south/{southern quarter}  
Acts   28v13 og (the) secondary/{on the second (day)}/{next day}  
Acts   28v13 og (we) accompanied/appeared/brought/came  into/unto  (the) Puteoli  
Acts   28v13 {From which place}  the  {coming all around}/{wandering about}  we  {arrived at}/came  into/unto  the   Rhegium, 

also  after  first/one  day/{period of time}   of the having  {arrived upon}/blown  of the  south, 
the  {second/next day}  we  appeared/came  into/unto  the  Puteoli. 

 

From which place  (after)  the coming all around,  we came unto Rhegium, 
also after  first/one  day,  the south  (wind)  having  {arrived/blown upon}  (us), 
the  second/next  day we came unto Puteoli    
 

The ship then sailed north another 80 miles or so,  to dock at Rhegium located on the most  south-westerly  part of Italy  (at the closest point to Sicily). 
The ship then departed and sailed north,  but with a firm southerly wind enabled the ship to reach Italy's coastal port of Puteoli on the next day after 
travelling some 200 miles.  Puteoli is located about 30 miles northeast of Pompeii. 
 
1036th Comment – Luke and the travelling disciples stayed with the local Brethren,  and were urged to stay a week with 
them,  and then for us  (= Luke and disciples)  to travel to Rome. 
888th Reasoning – The context suggests Luke kept close with Paul and the traveling disciples separated here.  The 
Centurion and soldiers would take their prisoners  (to include Paul)  directly to Rome by land,  marching them 
northwards,  with Luke keeping Paul company. 
Acts   28v14 og {of whom/which}  (the having) found/obtained/seen/perceived  (the) brothers/{The Brethren},  
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Acts   28v14 og (we were) {set beside}/{called near}/{invoked by imploring}/beseeched/exhorted/ 
/entreated/urged/comforted  

Acts   28v14 og over/upon/concerning  {to them}  (to) {stay over}/persevere/abide/continue/remain/{keep on}   
Acts   28v14 og days/{period of time}  seven,  also  {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  into/unto  the  Rome   
Acts   28v14 og (we) accompanied/appeared/brought/came    
Acts   28v14 {Of which}  (place)   the having   found/seen   the  brothers/{The Brethren}    

we were  {called near}/beseeched/exhorted/urged   
to  {stay over}/abide/remain  over/upon/concerning  {to [= with]  them}  seven  days/{periods of time}, 
also  {after that}/so  we  appeared/came  into/unto  the  Rome. 

 

Of which   (place)   the having found The Brethren,   
we were  beseeched/exhorted/urged  (by them)  to  {stay over}/remain  with them seven days, 
also after that we came into Rome  
 

Luke tells us,  the travelling party joined with The Brethren living within Puteoli, who then urged us to stay a week with them. 
The context of the next few verses suggests that Paul was immediately forced to leave their company,  because being a prisoner;  he was compelled to 
travel with the other prisoners to be in Rome within seven days.  The context also suggests that Luke went with Paul and left the other fellow disciples 
with the brethren,  inasmuch Luke refused The Brethren's offer,  but the fellow travelling disciples accepted the brethren's offered hospitality. 
It is interesting to consider:   

Why were there Brethren in Italy? 
Paul had never been there! 
There is no record that Apollos went there! 

So again,  we should ask: 
Why were there Brethren  (= “1st Century Christians”)  in Italy? 

The point I am trying to make behind this rhetorical question is that it did  not  require  “The Known Pioneers/Apostles”  to create these groups of 
people located in these more  'remote'  areas.   It was  “the normal person”  (= “The 1st Century Christian”)  teaching their neighbour about this  'New 
Philosophy'  (I do not trash what they taught by calling  “1st Century Christianity”  a  “religion”). 
So I ask now: 

How many Christians today feel sufficiently motivated to teach their neighbour about “Christianity” (being  Real “1st Century Christianity”)? 
Actually,  there may be quite a few,  but sadly, they only teach  “Religion”  which trashes Yahweh within a  sane/reasoning  mind! 

I only write like this to cause some detailed consideration about what is taught,  compared with what Yahweh desires to be taught! 
Yet to be sufficiently educated to differentiate between the two then we must  daily  read a  good quality  Bible  (not the NIV)! 

 
1037th Comment – Clearly during the next day,  the fellow disciples would have carefully explained what Paul had done,  
and what he had to endure over the last some 20 years to these  “1st Century Christian”  Brethren.   
The Brethren and disciples quickly chase northwards after Paul and Luke,  traveling with the prisoners under the custody 
of the centurion and soldiers.  It seems the Brethren, disciples were able to catch up with Paul and Luke at the Appii 
Forum, and then they all travelled together for another 10 miles unto The Three Taverns.   This hasty visit by The Brethren 
cheered Paul and he expressed thanks to Yahweh for these brethren taking the trouble to come and give Paul support. 
Acts   28v15 og {likewise from that place/time}/{and afterward}/{thence also}  the  brothers/{The Brethren}  
Acts   28v15 og (the having) heard/listened/understood/responded  the (things)  concerning/about  {of/from us},  
Acts   28v15 og (they) issued/{came/went forth/out}/departed/{spread abroad}/proceeded  into/unto  
Acts   28v15 og (the) {meet away}/{friendly encounter}  {to us}  {up to}/{as far as}/until  (of the) Appii  (of the) Forum   
Acts   28v15 og also  (of the) Three  (of the) huts/{wooden-walled (buildings)}/Taverns;  
Acts   28v15 og whom/which/that  (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving  the  Paul  
Acts   28v15 og (the having) {gave thanks}/{expressed gratitude}/{expressed thankfulness}  to the  God  
Acts   28v15 og (he) {got hold of}/{took up/away}/had/received  
Acts   28v15 og (the) {had courage}/{being of good cheer}/confidence/emboldened    
Acts   28v15 {Likewise from that place}/{And afterward}  the  brothers/{The brethren} 

the having  heard/listened  the things  concerning/about  {of us}, 
they  {came forth}/proceeded  the  {meet away}/{friendly encounter  {to (= with)  us}   
{up to}/{as far as}  of the  Appii  of the Forum  also  of the  Three  of the  Taverns; 
whom  (= these brethren)   the Paul  the  knowing/seeing 

the having  {gave thanks}/{expressed gratitude}  to the  God  (= Yahweh), 
he  {got hold of}/{took up}  the  courage/confidence/cheerfulness. 

 

Likewise,  from that place  The Brethren  having heard the things about us, 
they came forth to friendly meet with us as far as the Appii of the Forum  also of the Three Taverns; 
whom  (= these brethren)  Paul  seeing/knowing  (them,  and)  having expressed gratitude to the God  (= Yahweh) 
he  got hold of  courage/confidence   (to face his future  [in this one-way trip])  
 

Therefore, we understand from the verse: 
The fellow disciples originally travelling with Paul and Luke,  relayed everything that occurred to Paul unto these brethren within Puteoli ,  
after which,  these brethren were motivated to follow after Paul  (in company with the prisoners)  and met both him and Luke at the Appii of 
the Forum and continued with Paul and Luke unto The Three Taverns. 

Appii of the Forum was about 25 miles north west of Puteoli,  and the Three Taverns was another 10 miles closer to Rome. 
These brethren from Puteoli found Paul,  who felt greatly encouraged to see the effort these brethren had made to come and comfort him,  of which he 
gave gratitude to Yahweh. 
 
1038th Comment – The Brethren left Paul and Luke at The Three Taverns to return home.  When the centurion reached 
Rome, he deposited the prisoners to The Army commander,  while Paul was allowed to find his own accommodation,  but 
had a solder keeping a watchful guarding over him.  Luke was able to stay alongside Paul. 
889th Reasoning – The Centurion had been with Paul every day for about 4 months,  and seen Paul's deportment first-
hand.  He knew Paul was wholly trustworthy,  and innocent,  based upon what Festus had told him.  Paul was no risk! 
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Acts   28v16 og {at which too}/when  And  (we) accompanied/appeared/brought/came  into/unto  (the) Rome,  
Acts   28v16 og the  {the captain of one hundred men}/centurion  
Acts   28v16 og (he) {yielded up}/surrendered/delivered/betrayed/{cast over}  
Acts   28v16 og the  captives/{bound people}/prisoners/{people in bonds}  
Acts   28v16 og to the  {ruler of an army}/{camp commander}/{captain of the guard},  
Acts   28v16 og to the  and  Paul  (he was) {to turn over (transfer)}/{gave leave}/allowed/let/permitted  
Acts   28v16 og (to) stay/remain/abide/dwell/endure/stand/continue  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
Acts   28v16 og {my/our/your/it them self} (= himself),   
Acts   28v16 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  
Acts   28v16 og to the  {isolation (to) watch}/{be on guard}/preserve/obey/avoid/beware/keep  (the) him  
Acts   28v16 og (to the) {a camper out}/{a (common) warrior}/soldier  
Acts   28v16 And  when  we  appeared/came  into/unto  the  Rome, 

the  centurion  he  {yielded up}/delivered/{cast over}  the  captives/prisoners  to the  {camp commander}/{captain of the guard}, 
and  to the (= with)  Paul,   he was  allowed/permitted  to  stay/remain/dwell  accordingly to  himself  
{united as companions}/together  to the  (= with)   soldier  to the  {be on guard}/keep  the  him  (= Paul). 

 

And when we came into Rome,  the centurion,  he delivered the prisoners to the camp commander, 
and with Paul,  he was allowed to  stay/dwell  accordingly to himself,  together with a soldier to  {be on guard}/keep  him  (= Paul)  
 

The journey from the Three Taverns to Rome was about 80 miles following the coastal road. 
When having reached Rome,  the centurion delivered the prisoners to the camp commander,  and Paul was allowed to dwell in a suitable apartment 
having a soldier stationed with him.   Paul was again under a form of house arrest. 
 
1039th Comment – After 3 days,  Paul called together the leaders of  “The Jewish Community”  living in Rome. 
When they all had convened,  together in this  introductory  meeting,  Paul then stated to them: 

Men,  brothers    (= descendants of Abraham,  as was Paul) 
I have done nothing against  The Jews  or to  The Customs of our fathers    (= as given by Moses and The Prophets), 
and yet I was made a prisoner in Jerusalem and handed to The Romans. 

890th Reasoning – There was a need for Paul to introduce himself to these leaders.  His ideal goal was to make all of them 
“1st Century Christians”.  He had  assumed  that he must first counter the misinformation given as propaganda by  “The 
Leaders of Religion”  living  within Jerusalem.   As we read later,  this was possibly unnecessary. 
He then explains his position as a prisoner now,  hence The Roman Solder in the corner of the room,  listening! 
Acts   28v17 og (it) {became to be}  And  amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  
Acts   28v17 og (the) days/{periods of time}  three  (he) {called together}/convoked  the Paul  
Acts   28v17 og the (ones = persons)  being/have  of the  Jews  (of the) foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former, 
Acts   28v17 og (the) {convening/departing in company}/{associating with}/cohabiting/assembling  And  {of them}  
Acts   28v17 og (he) {laid out}/stated/exclaimed  toward/nearness/{accession to}  them: 
Acts   28v17 og (the) men/husbands/fellows,  (the) brothers,   (emphatic) I/me  {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  
Acts   28v17 og (the) opposite/antagonistic/{(over) against}/contrary  
Acts   28v17 og (the) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practised  to the  populace/{grouping of people}   
Acts   28v17 og or/than/either/rather  to the  {usages (prescribed by habit/law)}/customs/manners  
Acts   28v17 og to the  {(from) paternal}/hereditary/{of fathers}/ancestors (plural),  
Acts   28v17 og (the) {a captive}/{bound person}/prisoner/{in bonds}  {from/out of}  (of the) Jerusalem  
Acts   28v17 og (I was) {yielded up}/surrendered/delivered/betrayed/{cast over}  into/unto   
Acts   28v17 og the  {hollowness for grasping}/hands  of the  Romans, 
Acts   28v17 And  it  {became to be}  after  the  three  days/{period of time}  the  Paul 

he  {called together}/convoked  the  (ones = persons)  being  of the  foremost/chiefs  of the  Jews, 
and  the  {convening in company}/{associating with}  {of them}  he  stated/exclaimed  towards  them: 
The  men/husbands,  the  brothers,   emphatic  I  (Paul)  nothing  the  opposite/contrary  the  did/yielded/performed/practised   
to the  populace  or  to the  customs/manners  to the (= given by our)  fathers/ancestors, 
(and yet)  I was {yielded up}/delivered/{cast over}  the  captive/prisoner  {from out of}  of the  Jerusalem 
into/unto  the  hands  of the  Romans. 

And it became to be after three days, Paul called together the foremost people of the Jews, 
and convening in company with them he stated towards them: 
   Men/husbands,  (DNA)  brothers  (of Abraham),   
   (emphatic) I (Paul)  did/performed  nothing  opposite/contrary  to the populace  (= The Jews)  or to the customs of  (our)  fathers, 
   (and yet)  I was delivered  (as)  the prisoner from out of Jerusalem into the hands of the Romans  
 

After three days,  when Paul had collected himself,  he called together the foremost Jews living in Rome. 
These were devout Jews,  and  not  Jews having converted unto  “1st Century Christianity”. 
Paul wants to explain his situation to them,  because there may have been many false rumours circulating that needed to be dispelled. 
Paul begins: 

Men,  my brothers, 
I have done nothing against the Jewish People or against the customs of our  fathers/ancestors, 
and yet The Jewish Leaders caused my arrest by The Romans.  

Paul does not pull any punches,  he states it as it is! 
And he goes even further … … ... 

 
1040th Comment – Paul continues: 
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The Romans then investigated what I had done as supposedly claimed by  “The Leaders of Religion”,  and were 
prepared to release me,  because I had done nothing wrong,  certainly nothing deserving of death as demanded 
by “The Leaders of Religion”  of Jerusalem.   (Noting what  “Jerusalem” really represents:   Judaism, Christianity and Islam.) 

891st Reasoning – Paradoxically,  it required  “The Heathens”  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire!   To find Paul  “Innocent”. 
“The Religious Leaders of Jerusalem” (= “The Leaders of Judaism, Christianity and Islam”)   find TCs guilty and 
deserving of Death!    By contrast,  “Heathens” (= “Atheist”)   find TCs innocent of all charges,  as does Yahweh! 
892nd Reasoning – Quite simply:  TCs expose  “The Leaders of Religion”  (of Judaism, Christianity and Islam)  as 
hypocrites to be representing  “The Monotheistic God”,  Yahweh.  That is why  “Religious Leaders”  want TCs 
annihilated,  and why Atheists,  who do not believe in “God”,  therefore see no reason as to why TCs should be 
annihilated! 
It really is  not  difficult to understand,  and it is precisely what JC and the apostles taught us in The New Testament! 
397th Warning –  “Leaders of Religion”  have obvious reasons as to why they teach  very little  of The Bible,  hence they 
pass The Bible through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19,  by  “self-indulging to the hurt of their devotees”  (Matt.23v13)! 
Acts   28v18 og who/which  (the having) scrutinised/investigated/interrogated/determined/questioned/examined  I/me/my   
Acts   28v18 og (they were) {be willing/disposed}/minded/intended/purposed  
Acts   28v18 og (to) {free fully}/relieve/release/dismiss/divorce/{set at liberty},   
Acts   28v18 og through (reason of)  the  {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  
Acts   28v18 og (the) {a cause}/{as if asked for}/{the reason for}/accusation/case/fault/charge  
Acts   28v18 og (of the) death/{deadly result}/fatality  (to) {begin under}/{come into existence}/after/live/behave  
Acts   28v18 og in  {to me}  
Acts   28v18 Who  (= the Romans)   the having  scrutinised/investigated/examined  me  (Paul)  

they were  willing/intending/purposed  to  {free fully}/release/{set at liberty}, 
through  reason of  {not even one}  cause/accusation/fault  of the  death/fatality  to  {begin under}/exist  within  me  (Paul). 

 

Who  (the Romans)  having  scrutinised/investigated/examined  me  (= Paul)  they were  willing/intending  to  release/{set at liberty},   
through reason of not even one  cause/fault  of death to exist within me     
                  (= The Romans  deemed Paul wholly innocent,  see also what the  same grouping of people  said of JC at John.18v38, 19v4) 
                  (= It was only  “The Leaders of Religion”  seeking to murder  “The Word of God”  and of its representatives,  being true throughout history!) 
 

Paul continues to explain his situation to these Jews living in Rome. 
The Romans having examined the evidence concerning me were prepared to release me, 
because there was no fault discovered deserving of death as falsely claimed by the leaders of Religion in Jerusalem. 

This is true throughout The Gospel Age,  because a TC  is a threat  to  'The Way of Life'  for a  “Professional Leader of Religion”. 
By virtue,  a TC publicly exposes the hypocrisy operating within professional leaders of  “Religion”. 
Quite simply,  let us examine the contrasts:  

(1)  A  TC operates freely (Yahweh comes first),  professional religious leaders charge for their services (money/glory comes first). 
(2)  A  TC accurately teaches what Yahweh desires to hear,  professional religious leaders teach what  men/women  what to hear. 
(3)  A  TC imitates JC's ministry/lifestyle,  professional religious leaders live in the same manner as do worldly people. 
(4)  A  TC teaches about what life shall be like in The Millennium,  professional leaders teach about perpetuating Satan's world. 
(5)  A  TC will sacrifice their life to edify their neighbour,  professional religious leaders will not do this  (but self-indulge themselves). 
(6)  And so on … …  

I hope the reader will understand the difference and specifically why  “professional religious leaders”  are so motivated to eradicate the effectiveness of 
TCs within The Environment.  It occurred then,  and ever since,  and shall do until  “The 1st Resurrection”,  where,  Yahweh shall then entirely  “Turn 
The Tables”,  upon which,  The 144000 TCs shall return to rule The Earth under their leader JCg  (Rev.19v16-21, Dan.12v11-12). 
 
1041st Comment – Paul further explains: 

“The Religious Leaders of Jerusalem”  (noting the allegory)  refused to accept  “The Judgement of The Heathens”  
regarding me  (Paul)  as a TC  (= “1st Century Christian”  aiming to fulfil Yahweh's Desire),   
and still wanted to annihilate me!     
I was therefore compelled to personally call upon Caesar's Judgement against The Jewish Leaders! 
However,  I have nothing against The General Jewish Public;   
they are wholly innocent of any charge against me! 

893rd Reasoning – So Paul tells it as it is!   It was  “The Religious Leaders of Jerusalem”  who wanted Paul (a TC)  dead,  
but certainly not The General Public!   The General Public had nothing against Paul – they were either indifferent to him,  
or loved him!   It was only  “The Religious Leaders”  (= “The Jews”)  who  stirred-up  any opposition to Paul!  
894th Reasoning – It was for this reason that Paul had to go to  “Higher Authority”  which he was able to do,  being born 
a Roman Citizen.  He called upon Caesar to make  “The Supreme Judgement”  against him outside and above  “The 
Jurisdiction”  of  “The Religious Leaders within Jerusalem”. 
586th Instruction – It is  not   The General Public  that is against TCs,  because  “The General Public”  has no grievance 
and thus has  not  “The Motivation”  to  “pursue to persecute”  a TC.   It is either  (1)  exposed hypocrisy which is  “Most 
Painful”  that becomes The Driver for people to  “peruse to persecute”  that itself can lead to   (2) loss of income of 
whatever worldly means,  some examples would be  money/influence/credibility! 
398th Warning – “Leaders of Religion”  will  always  dispute  “The Judgement of Innocence”  made upon a TC. 
Acts   28v19 og (of the) disputing/refusing/contradicting/gainsaying  And  of the  Jews 
Acts   28v19 og (I was) necessitated/compulsory/constrained/compelled  
Acts   28v19 og (to) entitle/{invoke decision/aid}/appeal/{call upon} (middle voice)   (the) Caesar,  
Acts   28v19 og no/not/none  {in that manner}/likewise/as  of the  gentile/nation/heathen/people  {of me}/I/me/mine/my   
Acts   28v19 og (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  {some/any/certain thing}  
Acts   28v19 og (to) {to be a plaintiff}/{to charge with some offence}/accuse/object  
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Acts   28v19 And  of the  Jews  disputing/refusing/contradicting   (The Judgment stating Paul's innocence) 
I was  constrained/compelled  to  (personally)  appeal/{call upon}  the  Caesar, 
not  {in that manner}/as  of the  having/possessing  {some/any/certain thing}  to  {be  a plaintiff}/accuse   of my  people/nation. 

 

And the Jews  (= The Religious Leaders)  disputing/refusing  (it)   (= The Judgment stating:  Paul was innocent of all charges) 
                (The Religious Leaders were planning to have a 2nd trial in Jerusalem,  so that they could murder Paul on route!) 
I  (Paul)  was compelled to personally call upon the Caesar   (only to protect myself from these religious leader's plot to kill me) 
not in that manner of having anything to accuse of my  people/nation   (= The Jews generally) 
                (= even though I charge nothing against The General Public of The Jews  [they are wholly innocent;  only “The Religious Leaders” are guilty) 
 

Paul continues: 
“The Leaders of Religion”,  ruling in Jerusalem disputed this judgment made by The Heathen Romans  (doing things  “The Roman Way”,  
which was to be  fair and honest to the accused,  Acts.25v16).   The leaders of “Religion”  were still plotting to kill me  (Acts.25v3)  whatever 
may be the judgment made by The Romans,  and thus I had no option other than to appeal for a judgement in the midst of Caesar. 
Because my people  (= The Jews)  had nothing unto which they could accuse me! 
A Jewish person could only obtain a fair trial from a heathen Ceasar,  but an infar trial from his own Jewish “Leaders of Religion”! 

What a perverse (but true) statement! 
It is often true  people of the TC's family  (and by extension, the nation)  will attack a TC because what is being taught is  “too close for comfort”.  This is 
what JC taught on several occasions by means of warning of would occur to a TC  (Matt.10v35, Luke.12v53).  We must understand,  only those very 
specific people precisely imitating JC are people who do  “The Will of Yahweh”  and thus become  JC’s  brother/sister  (Matt.12v48-50,  noting 
Eccl.12v13-14). 

This  “too close for comfort”  is derived from  “The Resistance to Change”  which is all too prevalent within  “humans”. 
Most  “humans”  are fearful of the  “unknown”  that  “change”  yields,  and much prefer to  “self-indulge”  fleshly wants. 
Humans feel  (more)  secure in the present world of what they know,  rather than consider what an unknown and untested existence may yield. 
It is for these reasons humans reject what Yahweh introduces as  “The Word of God”  (especially if it has been made filthy by leaders of  “Religion”  
within  sane/reasoning  minds). 
Moreover it is specifically for these reasons that Yahweh righteously gives the doubters  (99.9% of all humans)  a taste of The Millennium,  so that they 
can grow to like this new environment  -  this is what makes  “Yahweh and JC”  righteous   (and  “Leaders of Religion”  unrighteous)! 
The TC accurately teaches  “The Word of God”  by both word and deed,  to be setting a  blameless/innocent  lifestyle as judged by both Yahweh and by 
the general public having nothing to fear from the TC's deportment.  That is why the TCs  are  blameless/innocent  (hence “Holy”). 
 
1042nd Comment – Paul firmly tells them: 

It is over this matter of what  “The Leaders of Religion”  claimed I had done,   
and then refusing to accept  “The Decision”  of  “The Local Secular Roman Leaders” (principally of Felix, then Festus)   
that I now wish to discuss with you.    
I would like to explain what I truly did for the last some 20 years  for the anticipation of Israel! 
This will give you all the information as to why you now see me bound with manacles. 

895th Reasoning – Succinctly stated by Paul!     
He gives the reason as to why he has been transported to Rome in manacles,  and now he wants to give The Background. 

For some 20 years he has been teaching of  “The Anticipation/Expectation of Israel”.   What does this mean? 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Israel = operates over 3 Epochs of Time   (1) Jews   (2) Christians   (3) The Resurrected World. 
And  always  comprises of the two groupings of people in each of the  three  epochs of  “Israel”  (having “God's Word”):- 

1.  People who persevere  positively  with  Subjector/Yahweh. 
2.  People who persevere  negatively  with  Subjector/Yahweh. 

Allegory – repeat- “The 1st Epoch Israel” (= Jews)  is  always  allegoric for  “The 2nd Epoch Israel” (= Christians). 
Prophecy – repeat - By allegoric prophecy,  there will be 12 Tribes of Israel.  12 tribes of Spiritual Israel  and  12 tribes of 
Fleshly Israel.  Peter is establishing The 12 Tribes of Spiritual Israel to ultimately yield The 12 Tribes of Fleshly Israel. 
Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh needs His  “Early Adopters” (= Spiritual Israel)  to yield  “The Late Adopters” (= Fleshly 
Israel)  in The Millennium  (occurring in The Millennium under Yahweh's prevailing Methodology).  Yahweh gains His  
“Early Adopters”  (elected from out of The 1st and 2nd Epoch Israel)  as  “The Spiritual Israel”  elected  (by Yahweh)  
from out of  “Fleshly Israel over its two epochs”  while being forced to presently live under Satan's prevailing 
methodology in the 1st part of their life.  This is true  “Righteousness”  never  taught in  “Religion”. 
589th Instruction –  “The Anticipation of Israel”  that Yahweh Desires to occur  (being The Point to What Yahweh is 
driving towards  =  “The Successful Individuals”  of  Each Epoch)  comes directly from  “The Promise”  given to 
Abraham  (as The Loving Father = Yahweh):   
  From out of your loins a great Nation (= The Early Adopters [of 2 Epochs of Israel])  and you will be blessed (Gen.12v2-3). 
The  first  part was  “JC fulfilling  The Prophesies  given by The Prophets  (= The Early Adopters)” 
The  second  part is  “144000 TCs (= The Early Adopters)  fulfilling  Prophecy  to yield JCg  (at “The 1st Resurrection”)” 
The  third  part will be   “JCg leading The Early Adopters”  shall purify who they can of  “The Resurrected World”. 
590th Instruction – Yahweh is  not  speaking about The Physical,  because both Jews and Arabs came out of Abraham’s 
loins through Isaac and Ishmael,  but rather  “The Early Adopters”  (headed up by Abraham/Yahweh)   that become  “The 
Great Spiritual Nation” to rule over “The Resurrected World”  under the headship of JC (Rev.18v16) that is blessed 
896th Reasoning – It is  “The Early Adopters”  comprising of  The Prophets (+ Ancient Worthies)  who came directly out 
of “The 1st Epoch Israel”  that were required to yield  “JC's 1st Advent”  (by prophecy).  It is  “The Early Adopters”  
comprising of the 144000 TCs  (by prophecy)  who came directly out of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  required to yield  “JC's 
2nd Advent”   starting with  “The 1st Resurrection”  to collect the 144000 TCs.   It is JCg leading these two groupings of  
“Early Adopters”  (Rev.19v16)  from out of Satan's present heaven (singular = authority over The World)  who,  as a total 
grouping,  shall be blessed by  “The Resurrected World”.  This occurs when  “The People”  of  “The Resurrected World”  
come to recognise what these  “kings/priests”  had done in the 1st part of their physical life to become these now 
kings/priests  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.4v5, Rev.1v6, Rom.8v17, 23,  etc.,   as  only  determined by Yahweh,  Matt.20v23). 
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897th Reasoning – It is “The Anticipation/Expectation of The Spiritual Israel”  (=  “The Reasoning Heads”)  which is 
demonstrably apparent  ONLY  in  “The Early Adopters”  because it is  ONLY  they who fulfil Yahweh's Desire to 
actively bring forth The Salvation of Mankind  because they are true slaves of  “The Lord/Master”  controlling their mind. 
“The Failed Remnant” (Isa.10v20-22)  = “The Fleshly Israel”  only has  “blind hope”  built of  “blind faith”  of 
“Religion”  because they do  not  actively bring forth  “The Salvation of Mankind”. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
399th Warning – The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of  “Religion”  because they are part of  “The 
Failed Remnant”  (witness their output)  that is  adversarial  to Yahweh bringing forth  “The Salvation of Mankind”! 
Warning – repeat - Beware of people assuming positions of leadership in  “Religion”  they do  not  understand Yahweh,  
else quite simply they would not take those positions  -  because Yahweh shall reject them! 
Acts   28v20 og through (reason of)  this/that (specifically),  therefore/then,   
Acts   28v20 og the  cause/{as if asked for}/{reason for}/accusation/case/fault/charge  
Acts   28v20 og (I) {set beside}/{called near}/{invoked by imploring}/beseeched/exhorted/entreated/urged/comforted   
Acts   28v20 og {specifically yourselves}  (to) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  also  
Acts   28v20 og (to) {towards/near talk/speak}/{converse with}/{speak to}/discuss;  
Acts   28v20 og {on account of}/{by reason of}/{for the sake of}  for  of the  anticipation/expectancy/confidence  
Acts   28v20 og of the  Israel,  the  fetter/manacle/bond/chain  this/that (specifically)  
Acts   28v20 og (I am) {laid outstretched all around}/enclosed/encircled/hampered/{bound (compassed) with}/{hung about}  
Acts   28v20 Through reason of  specifically this  cause/accusation/charge/fault,   therefore/then   

I  {set beside}/{called near}/urge  {specifically yourselves}  to  know/understand/perceive  also  to  {converse with}/discuss; 
for  {on account}/{by reason}/{for the sake of}  of the  anticipation/expectancy/confidence  of the  Israel, 
I  am  enclosed/encircled/{bound with}  this specific  the  fetter/manacle/bond. 

 

Therefore  (it is)  specifically through reason of this  accusation/charge 
I  {set beside}/{called near}  specifically yourselves to  know/understand  also to discuss; 
for  {on account}/{by reason}  of the  anticipation/expectation/confidence  of the Israel   (noting its  real  significance  – see commentary) 
I am  encircled/{bound with}  this specific  fetter/manacle   (noting its  real  significance  – see commentary)  
 

Paul now concludes: 
It is through this wholly unsubstantiated charge of me supposedly: 

(1) Attacking the Jewish people and disrespecting the temple. 
(2) Going against The Law,  The Prophets  and the customs of our fathers. 

That I now wish to discuss with yourselves so that you can understand why I have behaved impeccably in all things and to all people. 
A simple question: 

Could  (or even “would”)  we behave in the  one/same  manner as did Paul? 
Would we  (1) have The Knowledge to do so, and  (2) wish to place ourselves in that position to do so? 

These are all pertinent questions we should be asking of ourselves,  and all this forms part of The Judgement Yahweh is making upon  every Christian. 
Now obviously our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders would wholly disagree and argue in entirely the  opposite  manner  (to oppose and 
thus be satanic)  with many groundless excuses as to supposedly support what they claim.  Nevertheless, The Bible says they  will  do this because they 
represent The World and their own position in it.  This is why Yahweh tells us that He can  only  find 144000 TCs  (Rev.4v7-8, 14v1-4)  out of some 3 
billion Christians of The Gospel Age  (Matt.20v16, 22v14),  being these TCs who completely fulfil His Desire of them as individuals behaving as 2 and 5 
talent stewards  (Matt.25v14-21)  given  according to their ability. 
Paul explains at the end of his conclusion: 

The reason he teaches of all this  “Knowledge”  is to explain  “The Expectation of Israel”. 
(Never taught today). 

Moreover, for his pains,  he is manacled by  “The Leaders of Religion”,  to stop him from teaching this to Israel.   
(That is why it is never taught today)! 

To accurately explain what Paul precisely means then I need to go  “back to basics”. 
“Israel”  means  “To persevere with Subjector/God”. 

“The People of Israel”  can  only  be called  “Israel”  when  they have  “The Word of God”  appropriate to  “The Epoch/Age/Era  (of Israel)”. 
In The Culmination of Yahweh's Plan for Human Salvation: 

This is how Yahweh views  “Israel”  (=  “People with His Word”),   it is absolutely  NOT  “The Physical Place Israel”  as viewed by Men. 
Neither  is it the physical nation of  Jews/Israel  today,  because that  “written entitlement”  was destroyed in 70 CE by The Romans. 
I explain all the low level details elsewhere,  especially in my dissertation entitled  “What does Israel Mean?” 

In Yahweh's  Righteousness,  then He shall  not  Judge any person  without  “His Word of God”. 
That simple statement is  unintelligible  to leaders of Judaism, Christianity and Islam,  because quite simply they have no driver to want to understand it. 
Their worldly income comes from perpetuating the myth that:   'Only they'  are required as  “The Conduit to God”  and they  tithe accordingly. 
It is an abomination!   It is only JC as  “The Word of God”  wholly imbued and inculcated within us  that becomes  “our conduit to Yahweh” 

That is hardly likely to be taught by the leaders of those three harlot religions  (as fronted by the leaders)  is it  (Rev. chapters 17 to 19)? 
The point behind this is that  “The People of Israel”  have  “The Word of God”  pertinent to their respective Epoch  which is:- 

1st Epoch Israel = The Jews that yield  The Prophets  who hearken to God's Word  (as elected by Yahweh,  to yield JC's 1st Advent) 
2nd Epoch Israel = The Christians that yield  The 144000 TCs  who hearken to God's Word  (as elected by Yahweh,  to yield JC's 2nd Advent). 
3rd Epoch Israel = The Resurrected World to yield  The Reformed People  who hearken to God's Word  (as judged by JCg and 144000 TCs). 

Where,  “Israel”  (having “The Word of God”)  comprises of  two  groupings of people  (as JC  repeatedly  explains in his parables):- 
The people who  “Persevere  positively  with subjector/God”. 
The people who  “Persevere  negatively  with subjector/God”. 

Where,  “positively”  means to  wholly fulfil  Yahweh's Desire of us as individuals pertinent to  “The Epoch of Israel”. 
Where,  “negatively”  means to  (1) actively oppose  or  (2) just be apathetic  in the fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire pertinent to  “The Epoch of Israel”. 

To understand the above then we must wholly imbue  “The Word of God”  within us for a successful judgement to be made upon us. 
As I keep saying: 

The above is wholly  unintelligible  to our leaders of  “Religion”  because they do  not  have  “The Word of God”  within them. 
Else,  they would understand it and then operate with fidelity to what  “The Word of God”  tells them, -  but they demonstrably do not,  
because they have not the faintest idea about what they should be teaching or doing! 

But everything as taught on  “FutureLife.Org”  is precisely what  “JC and The 1st Century Christians”  taught as  “1st Century Christianity”  and it was 
the  “Professional leaders of Religion”  who  ‘sneaked-in under the radar’   (2Pet.2v1)  and changed  “1st Century Christianity”  into  “worldly 
Christianity”  by teaching of a  “New Jesus” (2Cor.11v4).  “A New Jesus”,  being a  “Gospel of Excuses”  (Jude.v4)  for us to  “Remain Human”  and 
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then they have the audacity to charge for this  (deadly)  information that shall lead to our annihilation  –  if it was not for The Millennium to put matters 
straight! 
Again this is precisely what Paul prophesied  (Acts.20v29)  and what John saw occurring  (1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3)  and  now covers the entire planet. 

This  “deadly information”  (Matt.7v12-15)  is what we are taught today  (being to  [just]  'believe in Jesus',  ignoring John.6v64). 
Furthermore,  they state  ‘we are not saved on works’  (ignoring James.2v16-26,  and that:  “Works”  are driven by  “The Mind”). 
All this  “Misinformation”  is like a fog to the gullible and weak minded,  unable to reason upon The Scriptures  (hence Luke.12v46-48).  
Our leaders of  “Religion”  (specifically of “Christianity”)  have some very serious questions to answer over their present behaviour! 

Please read all my cited commentaries given within this commentary. 
After my mini-rant and background to what “Israel” means  in Yahweh’s eyes  then let me explain what Paul really means in the last part of this verse. 
Paul is teaching what  “FutureLife.Org”  has now picked up the baton and running with it (some 1900+ years later),  to be explaining it to The World. 
The  “Israel”  of what Paul is telling us is  “1st Century Christianity”  spreading first through The Jews and then to The Gentiles  (Rom.1v16, etc.). 
It is The Jews who have The Tanakh,  of which JC answered;  and thus it is right to go to  “The People who have The Knowledge”  to underwrite what 
JC has done!   It then becomes their responsibility to go and tell The Gentiles. 
However while this is still true,  The responsibility over the intervening years,  has shifted from The Jews to teach The Gentiles,  to The Leaders of 
Christendom to  behave responsibly  with  “The Word of God”.   To start teaching  “The Background”  (= contents)   of The Tanakh to the Gentiles  
(actually congregational members)  and it is they  (= congregational members)  who should be exhorted to teach The Gentile Neighbours. 

As we know,  absolutely  none  of this happens;  “delinquency to this responsibility”  is  pandemic all through the chain! 
Returning to Paul  (as a 2nd generation TC). 

Paul is teaching all the background of The Tanakh to underwrite what JC taught. 
JC  brought-in  The New Covenant for The Mind  (to “lead the body” = generate “works”). 
This inaugurated  “The New Israel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  requiring an acknowledgement of entrance by baptism. 
So both JC and Paul were teaching of  “The Expectation of Israel”  (= “The Expectation of 1stCentury Christians”). 
Both JC and Paul  led by example  for This Expectation,  JC has achieved it as JCg,  and Paul is still waiting for  “The 1st Resurrection”.   
The Expectation is to become an Early Adopter by those people who  “Put in The Effort to make this a reality”  (else, it is a vain “hope”)! 
It is  “The Early Adopters”  imitating Paul as he imitated JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  who  achieve what they expected  by making it occur! 

Moreover,  if we do  not  have  “The Early Adopters”  making their expectation occur,  then we do  not  have  “The Expectation”  occurring! 
All very logical and very righteous to  “The Righteous Yahweh”  (having perfectly laid out this plan through millennia)! 

But completely  unintelligible  to leaders of Christendom,  teaching anything other than this! 
Yahweh wants “The Expectation” to occur  ([1] to gain 144000  new  sons of God  and  [2] to perfect who He can in The World over The Millennium). 
Satan wants anything else,  other  than  “The Expectation”  to occur  (else, Rev.20v1-3 and then v10 occurs). 
Thus: 

The 144000 TCs,  make sure of  The Expectation  to occur  (when auditing their works),  support Yahweh. 
The Leaders of Religion,  by examination of their  (vain)  hope  (as displayed in their hypocritical works),  support Satan. 

It is so crystal clear and obvious,  we really do not need to be a  ‘rocket scientist’  to understand it! 
So in conclusion,  Paul is saying this: 

He is teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  to form  “The New Israel”.  That once it having  “The Word of God”  (by its members truly 
understanding JC by  wholly inculcating  “The Word of God” through the  required 3 stages  to gain  “Real Faith”),  then the present 
generation of TCs  grow-on  the next generation of  “Early Adopters”.  This whole process makes The Expectation occur,  being of  (1) The 
Millennium and  (2) to ideally become part of its  (proven perfect)  144000 rulers  (Rom.8v17, 23).   

This is what JC taught by both word and deed to be The Example/Template  –  as I thoroughly explain in my hundreds of commentaries to The Gospels,  
and what The Apostles taught as I explain in my several thousand of commentaries to The Epistles,  all available to be  freely  read on,  and down-loaded 
from  “FutureLife.Org”. 
 
1043rd Comment – And the various  “Leaders of The Jewish Community”  said to Paul: 

We have not received letters from  “The Religious Leaders in Jerusalem”   (noting its allegory) 
Nor have we heard any of The Brethren having come from Jerusalem say anything against you. 

898th Reasoning – This should be  carefully read  -  there are actually  TWO  statements being said here: 
1. The Religious Leaders of Jerusalem have said  absolutely nothing  about Paul! 
2. The Brethren have said plenty about Paul,  but it has  all been supportive! 

How can we come to this judgement?   For the last some 20 years Paul has been converting the whole of Asia Minor to  
“1st Century Christianity”  and there are known  “Brethren”  as “1st Century Christians”  rushing up to see their hero,  
Paul  (Acts.28v15)  of which Paul was greatly appreciative.  Thus, clearly,  these Jewish Leaders had heard of Paul's 
exploits in a  positive sense  from  “The Jews cum 1st Century Christians”  -  travel was extensive in those days as we have 
read in Acts,  and notice their comments in the next verse.   By contrast  “Leaders of Religion in Jerusalem”  (noting its 
allegory)  had been organising clandestine meetings to eradicate TCs off the face of The Earth  -  in the most quiet 
manner!   The last thing they want is to make public the effectiveness of a TC in  his/her  ministry work,  it must all be kept 
secret!    Hence these leaders'  “hypocrisy”  and  “Darkness”! 
591st Instruction – It is important to note the very different attitude and contrasting works done between  “The Religious 
Leaders of Jerusalem”  (noting its allegory)  actively suppressing The Millennium from occurring  (hence “Anti-Christ”),  
and those people actively aiming to become TCs  (hence “For-Christ”)  who are sincerely fulfilling Yahweh's Desire by 
commensurate works that  actively bring forth The Millennium. 
Acts   28v21 og the (ones = persons)  And  toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) him  
Acts   28v21 og (they) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:  {we ourselves}  {not too}/neither/none/nor  
Acts   28v21 og (the) writings/letters/notes/epistles/books/scriptures  concerning/about  (of) thee/thy/thou/you   
Acts   28v21 og (we) received/accepted/taken/welcomed (middle voice)  off/away/separated/from  of the  Jews,  
Acts   28v21 og {not too}/neither/none/nor  (the having) {become near}/approached/arrived/{appeared publicly}/came   
Acts   28v21 og {some/any/certain person}  of the  brothers/{The Brethren}  
Acts   28v21 og (he/she/it) announced/{brought word again}/declared/reported/told  or/than/either/rather  
Acts   28v21 og (he/she/it) spoke/uttered/said  {some/any/certain thing}  concerning/about  (of) thee/thy/thou/you  
Acts   28v21 og (the) hurtful/evil/wicked/harmful/malicious/grievous/lewd  
Acts   28v21 And  the  (ones = persons)   they  said/spoke  towards  the  him  (= Paul): 

{We ourselves}  neither  (personally)  received/taken  letters/epistles  off/away/from  of the  Jews  concerning/about  of thee/you, 
(hence “Jews” = “The Religious Leaders”) 
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neither  {some/any/certain person}  of the  brothers/{The Brethren}  the  having  approached/arrived/came 
he/she  spoke/said  {some/any/certain thing}  the  hurtful/harmful/evil  concerning/about  thee/you. 

 

And the  (foremost amongst The Jewish)  people,   they said towards him   (= Paul): 
   We ourselves neither personally received letters  off/from  the Jews  (= The Religious Leaders in Jerusalem)  about you, 
   neither any person of the brothers the having arrived   (from Jerusalem to visit us in Rome) 
   he/she  said any  hurtful/harmful  thing about you  
 

The Foremost Jews living in Rome gave two different answers regarding Paul,  depending upon who was the source. 
       1.  The Leaders of Religion in Jerusalem wanted Paul dead  –  as  quietly  possible  -  so they tried to suppress everything about Paul. 
       2.  The Brethren knew everything about Paul,  and said he was a good man,  having obviously spoken much about Paul – see next verse! 
A very predictable response based upon whosoever was The Source of the specific interaction with Paul. 
 
1044th Comment – These  “Leaders of The Jewish Community”  within Rome replied to Paul: 

It is good practice to listen to what someone has to say,  and we wish to hear directly from you having been the 
prime mover in establishing this new sect of which we have heard is widely spoken about within The World.      

1045th Comment – This verse tells us these leaders  have heard  much about  “1st Century Christianity”  and they would 
have heard about Paul as being  “The Prime Mover”  in making this occur!   So obviously they would have heard good 
reports from  “Jews cum 1st Century Christians”  coming into  “The Jewish Community”  within Rome.   They would 
hardly give bad reports of Paul,  if they have just been converted unto something Paul promoted! 
899th Reasoning – At least these  “Leaders of The Jewish Community”  within Rome had an open mind to listen to Paul,  
because they wanted to discover for themselves what had made these people change to a “Subset of Judaism”  being  “The 
Next Stage Judaism”  where  “JC answered The Tanakh”! 
400th Warning – By contrast,  “Religious Leaders of Jerusalem”  (noting it’s very important allegory)  embedded within 
the hierarchy of  “The Centralised Professional Worldly Establishment”  have  absolutely no  interest in hearing The 
Knowledge as given by a TC such as Paul.   Why?  Because it adversely effects their worldly income  -  being any of the 
following worldly benefits:  money/power/leverage/honour/glory/sex/{debilitating habits}/pension/etc. 
Acts   28v22 og (we) {deem entitled}/{think good}/{count worthy}  And  near/beside/with/against/alongside  
Acts   28v22 og (of) thee/thy/thou/you  (to) hear/listen/understand/respond  who/which/that (things)  
Acts   28v22 og (you) {exercising the mind}/{interest oneself}/regard/think;  concerning/about  truly/indeed/{that one}   
Acts   28v22 og for  of the  {choice (of parties)}/disunion/heresy/sect/schism  this/that (specifically)  
Acts   28v22 og (the) {well known}/acquainted (either publicly/privately)}/notable  (it) is  {to us},   
Acts   28v22 og because  universally/{in all places}/everywhere  
Acts   28v22 og (it is) disputed/refused/contradicted/gainsaid/{spoken against}  
Acts   28v22 And  we  {deem entitled}/{think good}/{count worthy}  near/beside  of  thee/you  to  hear/listen   what  things  

you  {exercising the mind}/consider/think, 
for  concerning/about  truly/indeed  of  this  specific  {choice of belief}/sect/schism  it is  the  {well-known}/acquainted/notable  {to us} 
because  it is  disputed/contradicted/{spoken against}   {in all places}/everywhere. 

 

And we think  (it)  good  (to be)  beside you to  hear/listen  what things you  {exercise the mind}/think, 
for concerning  truly/indeed  of this specific  {choice of belief}/sect  it is  {well-known}/notable  {to us}  (= Jews here in Rome) 
because it is  disputed/{spoken against}  in all places. 
 

The Good News is that these religious leaders  start  “with an  open  mind”. 
They acknowledge the rumours concerning “1st Century Christianity”  and are now pleased to be in the position to hear about it from one of 
its leading advocates! 

It is important to note these religious leaders knew almost nothing about:   
How JC was able to  answer  The Tanakh. 

They only knew of  one-half  of Yahweh’s Word,  they had no knowledge on how JC as  the other half,  specifically answered  what they knew! 
All they knew was of controversy surrounding  “1st Century Christianity”  within Jewish communities. 
Because it was  “To the Jew first and then to the Gentiles”  (Rom.1v16, etc.,)  by virtue, it was they who had The Tanakh,  which needed to be answered! 

Moreover,  JC (God’s Word Part 2)   personally answered  The Tanakh  (God’s Word Part 1). 
The Tanakh laid down  “The Requirements”  and JC  “Answered The Requirements”! 
By this means, JC showed us how to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  when equally giving us a  “2 part life”  without favour  (Matt.22v16). 
Because it was  “without favour” and  “freely given”,  then it is given to  all  people  without  conditions! 
As we are told,  there is nothing any person can do to pay for this gift,  therefore by default  –  it must be available to  every person! 
Just as Yahweh offers  “The Invitation”  (to become a future son of God)  to all people  “without favour” (Acts.10v34-35)  and thus it is our 
personal responsibility  not  to hold  “The Invitation”  back from any person  (by not thoroughly explaining it and of its requirements). 

It is so  “righteously obvious”,  and yet completely  unintelligible  to our leaders of Christendom  –  as their  (ever so worldly)  sermons testify! 
I can find about three errors per minute when they open their mouth that directly oppose what The Bible specifically teaches us! 
But I am only  “in that educated position”  because I have  objectively studied  The New Testament for 50,000+  hours of my life  (outside secular and 
family life)  from out of which I am able to generate  “The Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  that can  only  be sourced by  “The Most 
Righteous Yahweh”!   
Moreover,  I challenge  ANY  “Religious Person”  (especially  and  most particularly  “The Scholars of Religion”)  on this planet to produce a more  
coherent/righteous  plan for  every  individual who has existed on this planet  pre/post  JC's 1st Advent,  than the one I unfold as given to us by Yahweh. 

Now that  is  an  “Invitation”! 
 
1046th Comment – A day was arranged at the close of the introductory meeting,  earlier,  and now this day had arrived to 
discuss at a very detailed level how:  “JC specifically  answered  The Tanakh”! 
“The Leaders of Judaism in Rome”  came on that day to begin a deep theological discussion with Paul,  which lasted from 
early morning until into the evening  -  at least 10 hours of detailed discussions based on The Tanakh. 
1047th Comment – Paul explained in great detail: 

1. How “The Kingdom of God”  operated at its two levels  (A) spiritual now,  (B) physical in The Millennium. 
2. How JC answered The Tanakh to make  righteously  possible  (A) and (B)  above. 
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3. How  (1) and (2)  was built upon The Law. 
4. How  (1) and (2)  was laid down by The Prophets. 

Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
1048th Comment – Let me explain at a very high level what is  “unintelligible”  to our leaders of Christendom  (as above). 
900th Reasoning –  1(A).  As I profusely explain elsewhere,  JC as “The Word of God”  is to  “wholly control our mind”  
so that we become  “The Early Adopters”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  We personally gain and exude  
“The Character/Authority of JC”   so that  OTHER  people can  confidently state  we come in  “The Name of JC”. 
901st Reasoning – 1(B).  As I profusely explain elsewhere,  it is The Early Adopters that make possible  “The Onset of The 
Millennium”,  because they have  personally made possible  The Millennium  by fulfilling Yahweh’s Declared Prophecy of 
144000 TCs are required  first  before He can call JCg (2nd Advent)  to collect his bride.   It is these  “Early Adopters”` 
who then administer The Millennium  (as The Policemen/Kings/Priests/Judges)  having  infinite  authority/capability  as 
an extension of Yahweh.  They shall be wholly underwritten by Yahweh as was JC in his 1st Advent,  to be  “The Lions”  
(in the 2nd part of their physical life)  and  not  “Lion Cubs” (Gen.49v8-12 [ref JC]  in the 1st part of their physical life).   
They shall ensure by whatever means required,  that Society shall become perfected,  harmonious and equal throughout. 
902nd Reasoning – 2.  JC answered the several hundreds of prophecies regarding what he would do,  and be like,  during 
his 1st Advent,  and of his Authority ruling over The World in The Millennium (Rev.19v16),  to make The Millennium a 
peaceful and harmonious society,  with its outlaws  (Rev.22v15)  under extremely strict control.  JC showed how His (= 
Yahweh’s) Methodology righteously conquered  “The Religious Leaders”  (Satan’s) worldly methodology in The Midst of 
Yahweh’s Judgement  (and it is only His Judgment that counts)  which enabled JC to be resurrected as JCg  and  for each 
one of us to have a 2nd part to our Physical Life  -  I explain all this elsewhere to its lowest level. 
903rd Reasoning – 3.  JC tells us that he came to  “Fulfil the Law”  and that  nothing shall be taken away until all be 
fulfilled’  (Matt.5v17-18).  Some People interpret that to be at JC’s Resurrection,  but correctly  “the time”  means at  
“The End of The Millennium”  when  “The Remnant of Mankind”  has been wholly purified  (after Rev.20v12-15). 
JC physically showed that he was pure against  “The Law of Moses”  and thus deserved to live,  and not be murdered by 
“The Leaders of Religion”  (John.11v47-53).  Thus, Yahweh was righteously forced’ to resurrect JC to maintain integrity 
against His Mandatory Law.  Thus, The Law was positioned  to prove JC perfect.  But JC was only perfect because he had 
a pure mind built upon  “The Word of God”,  and thus he was able to become  “The Word of God”  to us  (Rev.19v13)  in 
both spoken word and also deed by example  (both of which are to educate us). 
904th Reasoning – 4. As I mentioned earlier,  there are several hundred prophecies directly relating to JC,  of which he 
perfectly fulfilled and it was in this manner,  he  “Answered”  their prophecies  “proving Yahweh Righteous”. 
Yahweh was able to  (1) prophecy accurately,  (2) ensure The Early Adopters faithfully recorded it,  (3) The Writings were 
faithfully maintained throughout millennia,  and that  (4) JC in some instances had no choice,  but to fulfil prophecy  
(being when and where he was to be born)  and  (5) consciously fulfilled it by being  “The Lord’s faithful Servant”. 
592nd Instruction – All these things Paul explained to these  “Roman Jewish Religious Leaders”  for  The First Time   to 
the very lowest level over many, many hours;   that then created  “The Split”  within  “Little Israel”  comprising solely of  
“Roman Jewish Religious Leaders”. 
593rd Instruction – Likewise,  it is our  personal responsibility  to thoroughly learn our subject matter and then to operate 
with fidelity to what we know and have tested for its authenticity to have been sourced from Yahweh and  not  by Satan via 
“Man”.   (When reading “Man”,  read  “Leaders of Religion”,  2Cor.11v13-15, etc.   It is  essential  to  bypass them!) 
401st Warning – “Leaders of Religion”  explain  none  of the above,  either at the highest level as I have done here,  or to 
the lowest level as I do elsewhere.   They are wholly and absolutely delinquent in what they are supposed to be doing – 
and thus Yahweh  completely rejects them,  considered reprobates  from any future responsibility in The Millennium.  
Precisely as JC tells us in many of his allegories and parables  -  speaking  directly about them! 
Acts   28v23 og (the having) arrangement/assigned/determined/ordained/set  And  (to the) him  (the) day/{period of time}   
Acts   28v23 og (they) came}/arrived/{were present}  toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) him  into/unto  
Acts   28v23 og the  hospitality/{a place of entertainment}/lodging  (the) more/greater/many  {to whom/which} 
Acts   28v23 og (he) {from/out of  place/purpose/advise}/exposed/declared/expounded/{cast out}  
Acts   28v23 og (the) {through/channel of witnessing}/{solemnly affirmation/charge}/{protesting earnestly}/ 

/hortatively/testifying  
Acts   28v23 og the  kingdom/reign/realm  of the  God  
Acts   28v23 og (the) pacifying/conciliating/agreeing/persuading/confidently/assuring/trusting  both  them  the  (things) 
Acts   28v23 og concerning/about  of the  Jesus  off/away/separated/from  both  
Acts   28v23 og of the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law  (of the) Moses  
Acts   28v23 og also  of the  prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers,  
Acts   28v23 og off/away/separated/from  {at dawn}/{day break}/{early (in the morning)}   
Acts   28v23 og until/while/{as long as}/unto  (of the) evening  
Acts   28v23 And  the having  arranged/assigned   to the  him  (= Paul)   the  day/{period of time} 

they  came/arrived  toward  the  him  into/unto  the  hospitality/lodging   
to whom   
the  kingdom  of the  God  (= Yahweh) 
both   (1)  the  persuading/assuring  them  the things  concerning/about  of the  Jesus  
(2)  off/away/from      
both   (1)  of the  regulation/law  (of Moses),   also   (2)  of the  prophets/{inspired teachers}; 
off/from  {at dawn}/{early morning}   until/unto  of the  evening. 

 

And the having arranged to him  (= Paul)  the day   (to have this  two-way  discussion) 
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they arrived toward unto his lodging  
to whom  (= Jewish religious leaders living in Rome),  he set out,  earnestly testifying the kingdom of the God 
both  (1) the  persuading/assuring  them the things concerning of the Jesus    (= “The 2nd Covenant”  for  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”) 
(2) off/from  … … 
both  (1) of the law  (of Moses),   (= “The 1st Covenant”  for  “The 1st Epoch of Israel”  -  to set  “The Required Standard”  in  “Works”) 
also  (2) of the prophets    (explaining how Yahweh righteously  [1] makes possible The Route into The Millennium and  [2] what it will be like) 
from early morning until the evening  
            (Where  “The 2nd Covenant”  sets  “The Required Standard”  for  “The Mind” as exemplified by JC,  that is why  Yahweh judges to gain The TCs) 
 

I can perhaps accurately state this was: 
The Most Intensive  teaching program Paul had ever done in his life! 

He had the foremost Jewish leaders of Rome  (who should thoroughly know The Tanakh contents)  and it is my experience,  generally The Jews  do  know 
their (half of the)  ‘Bible’  far more intimately than do leaders of Christendom know their ‘bible’  (having pushed their copy through Rev.22v18-19). 
Paul would have explained Genesis in the manner as I give in my dissertation  “Yahweh's Plan as given in Genesis”.  Then proceeded to explain both 
Isaiah's and Zechariah's  many, many prophecies concerning  (1) JC and  (2) of The Millennium,  then further,  to show how King David was  “The 
Fleshly King”  to represent JC as  “The Spiritual King”  through at least ten allegories as I explain elsewhere.  He would move on to explain many of 
King David's psalms for example Psm 45, 110 and many others to show what would occur in The Millennium. Then continued onto explaining all the 
prophecies given by Daniel and the lessor prophets to underwrite JC's authenticity as The Future World Leader to become The King of kings and The 
Lord of lords (Rev.19v16). 

To be all the things that I explain,  and yet  none  of our worldly Christian leaders teach any of this,  to their  great shame and incompetence! 
However,  they are so very good at teaching “Religion”  for a worldly  'kick-back';  -  it is an utter abomination! 

After my usual and very justified outburst,  then continuing: 
These religious leaders came to learn about  “1st Century Christianity”  taught by someone who thoroughly knew his subject matter. 
Paul taught about  “The Kingdom of God”  that operates at  two  very distinct levels. 
The first level  is  spiritually  within  The Mind. 

This can  only  occur within  “The Early Adopters”,  because The Environment operates under Satan's local physical heaven (singular). 
Thus like JC,  “The Early Adopters”  operate very much within their local environment proving their integrity  (to Yahweh's Methodology)  in 
small matters to their neighbour by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle.   This is the very best that they are able to do.  
They are thus able to produce the next generation of TCs who think likewise,  which continuously repeats itself,   until Yahweh achieves His 
“Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4)  to then  bring-in  The Millennium  –  then comes  “The Second Level”. 

The second level  is  physically  within  The Environment. 
This shall physically occur entirely throughout The World,  made just so by JCg and the 144000 TCs (at Rev.19v16-21), all having  infinite  
authority/capability  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15),  to do whatever is necessary to ensure that Yahweh's Methodology operates entirely throughout 
society.  However there will obviously be pockets of resistance  (Rev.22v15, etc.),  but these specific people will be suppressed  before  their  
“Hurtful Action”  could be accomplished,  and the  “perpetrators of the conspiracy”  shall be made to perform  “community service”  in 
attempt to bring forth personal reform. 

Paul would have explained all this to these Jewish Religious Leaders,  detailing how JC was  “The Lynchpin”  to make all this  righteously  occur  
according to The Stipulations as laid down by Yahweh  (within The Tanakh) -  “The Adjudicator”  ensuring  “fair play”  occurs within  His  Universe! 
 
1049th Comment – After the detailed discussion,  there were Jewish leaders who agreed with Paul's understanding of how 
The Scriptures had moved on to  “The Next Epoch of Israel”   (= [1st Century] Christianity).  Yet there were other Jewish 
leaders who could not accept what Paul had delineated in their midst,  for a single or serval reasons to raise later.  
905th Reasoning – Those people who were persuaded by Paul's teaching would have an opening and questioning mind,  
desiring to have answers to the prophecies given in The Tanakh,  thereby learning to understand how Yahweh's Mind 
operates regarding to His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”.  
906th Reasoning – By contrast those people who rejected Paul's teaching would have a closed mind,  having no interest to 
explore as to why Yahweh had operated in  “The Specific Manner”  as given throughout The Ages.  Very often, there is a  
self-indulgent  reason as to why people operate like this.  They could be insecure and latched onto what is already known, 
“The Required Change” would lead to an unwanted adjustment in future lifestyle, or perhaps it would adversely affect 
their worldly income of whatever, money/glory/leverage/power/etc. 
Instruction – repeat - We must open our mind to what Yahweh is teaching us through the various  “Epochs of Israel”. 
594th Instruction – We must gain The Knowledge first from The Bible or a TC,  then carefully  assay/reason  through it,  
and operate with fidelity to what we have assayed,  so that people around us recognise that Yahweh is working through us. 
402nd Warning – Do not behave like a  “Religious Person”  who steadfastly closes  his/her  mind for one of the three 
reasons given above.  “Religion”  cannot  righteously explain Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”,  but  “Religious 
People”  just do not care,  else they would make it their business to understand it  -  and then:  “Make it occur”! 
Acts   28v24 og also  the (ones = persons)  truly/indeed/{that one}  
Acts   28v24 og (they were) pacified/conciliated/agreed/persuaded/confident/assured/trusted/obeyed  to the (things)  
Acts   28v24 og (being) {laid out}/stated/exclaimed,  the (ones = persons)  and  disbelieved/disobeyed/{believed not}    
Acts   28v24 Also  the  (ones = persons)   truly/indeed   they  were  persuaded/assured  to the  things  being  stated, 

and  the  (ones = persons)   disbelieved/disobeyed. 
 

Also  (some)  people,  they were truly  persuaded/assured  to the things being stated   (by Paul,  through his  accurate  teaching), 
and  (other)  people  disbelieved/unconvinced   (for various  [personal]  reasons)  
 

The natural split occurs when  “Information”  is distributed. 
There are people who believe  “The Information”  presented,  and people who do not want to accept  “The Information”! 

For example:   
    There are still people who believe   'the Earth is flat'  (only a few now). 
    However,  there are millions of people who believe  'the Earth is not warming up'  over the last century. 
   Moreover,  there are millions upon millions of people who believe in the  'Trinity'. 
    And so on … …  
These people still believe these myths against so much evidence that can be,  and  is,  presented,   but it is still ignored within The Mind. 
Often people just do not want to move from their entrenched position for one,  or many,  irrational  reasons,  all of which we could discuss here,  but this 
verse has not the remit for this expansion,   except to state:  “Information will lead to a dichotomy of opinion”. 
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It is interesting to state; 
This dichotomy of opinion will  still occur  when we are living in the 2nd part of our physical life in The Millennium! 

Yahweh through JCg and the 144000 TCs  shall  establish paradise  (Rev.21v1-4,  perhaps some of the most beautiful words in The Bible)  and prove by 
practical example through application exactly how society shall operate to edify all humans  to equal standing  in a perfect society and yet … … … 

People will still rebel against this  –  because they want to:  “self-indulge to their neighbour's hurt”! 
These people shall become  “outlaws”  to Yahweh's Methodology  (= edify our neighbour to our own hurt)  that shall cover the planet. 
Ultimately these people who continuously refuse to reform within this perfect environment shall be permanently removed from society  (Rev.20v12-15)  
that shall personally become “The 2nd Death of Annihilation”  for them,  as I copiously explain elsewhere  (see my commentaries at the given citations).  
It shall be  “wholly righteous”,  because these specific people will have had personal access to  both  societies  (“evil”  now,  and  “good” in  The 
Millennium)  having been  educated in both.   Unintelligibly, they still prefer their previous existence under Satan's methodology having firmly taken hold 
over their mind -  because they are  self-indulgent  people  “taking from society”  rather than to be  “giving to society”! 

Can any person today,  tell me what is  “unrighteous”  here?    
When compared with  “the utter nonsense”  that  “Unrighteous Religion”  perpetuates  (about our supposed salvation)! 

So I ask  (with the answers given): 
What Knowledge is sourced by Yahweh (= 1st Century Christianity),  and what  'knowledge'  is sourced by Satan  (= Religion)? 

Perplexingly,  people when given The Evidence,  will still irrationally operate  against  “common sense”. 
The Bible calls them:  “Foolish”,   and it is impossible to force a foolish person to become “Wise”! 

Moreover,  this is what we read here,  the group has split into  “The Wise”  and  “The Foolish”! 
They have their reasons that make them react as they do  (either justified or ridiculous): 

“The Wise”  could become  “The Early Adopters”  to achieve  “The Goal of Sonship”  and become  “The Heirs”! 
“The Foolish”  could become  “The Late Adopters”  within The Millennium  and become part of  “The Inheritance”. 

“The Exceedingly Foolish”  shall become  charlatan Christian leaders  (of which there seem to  [have been]/be  'millions')  of The Gospel Age,  who 
having demonstrated themselves as being  “Iniquitous”  (with “The Knowledge”)  personally placed themselves into  “The 13th Tribe of Israel”  headed-
up  by Judas Iscariot.  These people  shall be annihilated  at  the end of their present existence  and  NEVER  be resurrected  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 
2Pet.2v18-22, etc.).   It is my responsibility  “to give warning”   -  else I  “become accountable”  for remaining silent  (Eze.33v1-20). 
  
1050th Comment – “The Roman Jewish Leaders”  separated at the end of Paul's detailed discussion of The Tanakh,  and 
how it was answered by JC.  The unconvinced leaders left Paul's abode having no desire to continue. 
By contrast,  the convinced Jewish Leaders stayed with Paul to continue with their discussions. 
Paul considered what Isaiah,  The Prophet,  stated against such leaving people: 

It seem appropriate for the Holy Spirit to speak through Isaiah concerning our fathers. 
(Who likewise behaved as did these Jewish leaders in Rome,  refusing God's Word by walking out,  and away!) 

Reasoning – repeat - By contrast those people who rejected Paul's teaching would have a closed mind,  having no interest 
to explore as to why Yahweh had operated in  “The Specific Manner”  as given throughout The Ages.  Very often,  there is 
a  self-indulgent  reason as to why people operate like this.  They could be insecure and latched onto what is already 
known, “The Required Change” would lead to an unwanted adjustment in future lifestyle, or perhaps it would adversely 
affect their worldly income of whatever, money/glory/leverage/power/etc. 
Instruction – repeat - We must open our mind to what Yahweh is teaching us through the various  “Epochs of Israel”. 
Instruction – repeat - We must gain The Knowledge first from The Bible or a TC,  then carefully  assay/reason  through it,  
and operate with fidelity to what we know,  so that people around us recognise that Yahweh is working through us. 
Warning – repeat - Do not behave like a  “Religious Person”  who steadfastly closes  his/her  mind for one of the three 
reasons given above.  “Religion”  cannot righteously explain Yahweh's Plan for Human Salvation,  but “Religious 
People”  just do not care,  else they would make it their business to understand it  -  and make it occur! 
Reasoning – repeat - Their mind is closed to understanding where Yahweh is taking Mankind. 
595th Instruction – Generation after generation,  precisely the  one/same  type of people take the  one/same  type of 
positions within  “Religion”,  it is as true as  'night follows day'!   Precisely the  one/same  thing occurs today!  
907th Reasoning – “The Early Adopters”  (= The Prophets and TCs)  know this,  but they are resolute to fulfil Yahweh's 
Desire,  which is also  the  one/same  desire that operates within  “The Early Adopters”   (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
403rd Warning – Beware of  “Religious People”  taking commanding positions within  “Religion”  because they wish to 
fulfil their own desire,  rather than the  One/Same  Desire of Yahweh.   By consequence, they do  not  have the  HS. 
Acts   28v25 og (the) inharmonious/{agreed not}/disagreed  And  being/have  toward/nearness/{accession to}  
Acts   28v25 og {one another}/mutual/together,  
Acts   28v25 og (they were) {self-chosen}/voluntary/{of own accord}/{willing of the self}{let self go}  
Acts   28v25 og (the having) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  of the  Paul  (the) utterance/topic/narration/word   
Acts   28v25 og one/singularly:  
Acts   28v25 og because:  {(appears/looks) well/worthy/honestly}  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
Acts   28v25 og the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  
Acts   28v25 og (it) spoke/uttered/said  through (reason of)   (of the) Isaiah  of the  prophet/{inspired teacher}/foreteller   
Acts   28v25 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  fathers/forebears  {of/from us}  
Acts   28v25 And  being  the  inharmonious/disagreed  towards  {one another},    they were  {willing to depart}/{let self go}, 

of the  Paul  the having  said/spoken  the  one/singularly  utterance/topic/narration,    
Because  {appears well/worthy}   
the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin} 
it  spoke/said  through reason  of the  Isaiah  of the  prophet/{inspired teacher}  towards  our  fathers/forebears. 

 

And being disagreed towards one another,  they were willing to depart   (= they could not accept what Paul had taught them,  and left) 
Paul the having said the one  utterance/topic: 
   Because appears worthy the spirit  (= personality/desires/traits)   the holy  (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin) 
   it spoke through reason of the prophet Isaiah towards our fathers  
 

Upon seeing this dichotomy,  where  “The Foolish”  left Paul's presence and  “The Wise”  stayed alongside with Paul,  then Paul sadly said to the 
remainder of these Jewish Leaders  (lapping up Paul's teaching)  what The Prophet Isaiah uttered to the generation of  “Israel”  within his day. 
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Likewise,  I feel the same when I freely distribute  “The Word of God”  so very carefully explained to edify society into The Eternity! 
Paul states it is quite appropriate for  “The Mind of Yahweh”  to speak through His mouthpiece,  Isaiah,  because Isaiah had the  one/same  mind as 
Yahweh.  This is true because Isaiah was  entirely  humble/contrite  and full of humility,  and therefore  quite  unlike  our leaders of “Religion”. 
Consequently Yahweh speaks through Isaiah,   by contrast,  “Leaders of Religion”  are wholly ignored by Yahweh  (only because they  demonstrably  
first  ignored Yahweh's Word themselves,  being what it should yield within themselves)! 
 
1051st Comment – Isaiah wrote: 

You  (Isaiah/Paul/TCs as Early Adopters)   travel toward this people   (= 1st, 2nd and 3rd Epochs of “Israel”)    
also you state: 
Yourselves will hear of the report of God's Word,  but yourselves shall certainly not comprehend 
also  yourselves will see The Evidence,  but yourselves shall certainly not understand. 

908th Reasoning –  “The Fleshly Part of Israel”  will  not  understand  “The Spiritual Part of Israel”  guiding  “Israel”! 
Quite simply:  “Fleshly Israel”  “choses to be ignorant”  by  not  listening to  “Spiritual Israel”. 

“Fleshly Israel”  prefers The World of today,  while  “Spiritual Israel”  prefers The World of The Millennium. 
The World today is ruled by Satan  (1John.5v19),   but  The Millennium is ruled by JCg  (Rev.19v16). 

596th Instruction –  “The Early Adopters”  to prove their  “Righteousness”  to  The World,  must go to  “Israel” and: 
1. Give  “Report”  of God's Word to Israel   (being how The Plan righteously operates over millennia) 
2. Provide  “The Evidence”  in their works   (being The Works of  “The Early Adopters”  per generation). 

909th Reasoning – Yahweh through JC and  “The Early Adopters”  gives instruction, warning, time and then He acts. 
This  proves/justifies  Yahweh's, JC's and  “The Early Adopters'”  “Righteousness to Rule”  in The Millennium. 
Instruction – repeat - Generation after generation,  precisely the  one/same  type of people take the  one/same  type of 
positions within  “Religion”,  it is as true as  'night follows day'!   Precisely the  one/same  thing occurs today!  
Reasoning – repeat - “The Early Adopters”  (= The Prophets and TCs) know this,  but they are resolute to fulfil Yahweh's 
Desire,  which is also  the  one/same  desire that operates within  “The Early Adopters”   (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
Warning – repeat - Beware of  “Religious People”  taking commanding positions within  “Religion”  because they wish 
to fulfil their own desire,  rather than the  One/Same  Desire of Yahweh.   By consequence, they do  not  have the  HS. 
Acts   28v26 og (the)  {laying out}/stating/exclaiming:  (you) traverse/travel/depart/journey (middle voice)   
Acts   28v26 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  populace/{grouping of people}  (of the) this (specific)   
Acts   28v26 og also  (you) say/utter/speak/command/grant: 
Acts   28v26 og (to the) hearing/fame/report/rumour/audience  (yourselves will) hear/listen/understand/respond,  
Acts   28v26 og also  no/not/none  not  (yourselves) {put together}/{mentally configure}/comprehend/understand,  
Acts   28v26 og also  (the) beholding/seeing/looking/beware/{taking heed}  (you will) behold/see/look/beware/{take heed}  
Acts   28v26 og also  no/not/none  not  (yourselves) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  

Old Testament reference located at Isa.6v9-10. 
Acts   28v26 The  stating: 

You  (personally)  travel/journey  toward  of this specific  populace,   also  you  say/utter: 
To the  (= in)  hearing/report/audience  you will  hear/listen,  also  no  not  (= certainly not)   you  comprehend/understand, 
also  the  beholding/seeing  you will  behold/see   also  no not  (= certainly not)  you  know/understand. 

 

The stating: 
    You personally travel toward this specific populace  (= The 1st Epoch Israel  [= Jews]),  also you utter: 
               (Being specifically what the 144000 TCs  [Early Adopters]  are able to state about  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  [= Christendom])  
        The  report/audience  (of God's Word given)  yourselves will hear,  also certainly not yourselves  comprehend/understand  
               (Importantly the recipients  “choose to remain ignorant”  “preferring not to know”  because they personally favour  “worldly methodology”) 
        also the seeing  (The Evidence)  yourselves will see,   also certainly not yourselves  know/understand  
 

Paul quotes The Prophet Isaiah  who lived about 770 years earlier during the days of the Kings  Ahaz and Hezekiah ruling over Judah. 
Ahaz and supporting religious leaders wholly ignored the advice and guidance given by Isaiah,  leading a nation of Judah where the vast majority of 
people refused to take heed  (Isa.6v1-13).  Hezekiah was the opposite and  outstandingly loyal to Yahweh,  especially when faced by a large and powerful  
Assyrian Army having conquered Israel (see “Brief Background” at the end),  he  called upon Yahweh to intervene on his behalf,  of which He did  
(2Kings.19v35). 
Isaiah states (just prior to the fallen Israel,  and of the corrupt Judah under Ahaz): 

Yahweh commanded me  (as an “Early Adopter”)  to travel to the  “People of Israel”  and state to them: 
You will hear Yahweh speaking  advice/instruction  to yourselves through His Representatives  (Isaiah/Paul/{Early Adopters})   
     and certainly yourselves will not  (choose to)  understand what  “The Early Adopter”  is  teaching you. 
Also you will see The Evidence presented in front of yourselves 
     and certainly yourselves will not  (choose to)  understand what is being showed to you. 

The problem is that  “Leaders of Religion”  (both Jews and the Christians)  choose  not  to hearken to  “The Early Adopters”  representing Yahweh. 
The reason is due to their mind being hardened because of what their position yields over society  (and thus do not want to conform to Yahweh). 

Yahweh does  not  want these sort of people to rule in The Millennium  (as JC repeatedly tells us in The Gospels)! 
Yahweh ensures  only  “The Early Adopters”  shall rule in The Millennium,  because their mind  is  repentant, demure and humble. 

That is  NOT  the type of mind within a leader of  “Religion”  (by definition of  “being a leader within Satan's present world”)! 
Brief background. 
King David ruled for 40 years (about 1077 to 1037 BCE)  He united Israel under 12 tribes and made the country very powerful and wealthy. 
King Solomon ruled Israel for 40 years (about 1037 to 998 BCE)  He started very well,  but degenerated following the foreign gods of his harem! 
Israel then split into 10 tribes of the north (Israel) and 2 tribes of the south (Judah)  under two rebellious sons of Solomon. 
(It is of no coincidence the breakup of Israel mirrors The Report from the 12 spies returning from Canaan [Num.13.1-13],  this is how Yahweh operates.) 
Israel of the north lasted from about 998 to 730 BCE, before being overrun by Assyria . 
Judah of the south held out until 605 BCE before it succumbed to the forces of Babylon. 
Note: The are hundreds upon hundreds of prophetic allegories laid down in the potted history,  of which JC taught in his 3.5 year ministry (Mark.1v22). 
 
1052nd Comment – Paul continues to quote Isaiah  (speaking of “Religious People”,  especially of the leaders [= Israel over two Epochs]): 

Because of this   (intransigence,  to listen and then to hearken to  “The Real God’s Word”  thoroughly assayed) 
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the  heart/{seat of motivation}  of the population is hardened    (against hearkening to God's Word) 
    (= these people have  no  motivation to conform to God's Word – they much rather  “choose not to understand it”) 
also they had trouble in hearing with their ears    (by implication they put their hands over their ears) 
also they closed their eyes,  lest they may see with the eyes    (they do  not  want to be informed) 
    (= but in The Millennium,  in a  perfect world  made just so by  “The Early Adopters” then fleshly Israel … … ) 
also in the ears they may hear    (and thus hearken) 
also in the  heart/{seat of motivation}  they may comprehend    (how to precisely imitate JC's deportment) 
also they may be converted    (away from worldly methodology unto Yahweh's Methodology) 
also I  (Yahweh through JCg  [as The Word of God])  should  (spiritually)  cure/heal  them. 

Reasoning – repeat - Their mind is closed to understanding where Yahweh is taking Mankind. 
Instruction – repeat - We must open our mind to what Yahweh is teaching us through the various  “Epochs of Israel”. 
Reasoning – repeat - The Old Covenant was an outward showing of contract of supposedly only works  (while The Mind 
rebelled),  The New Covenant was an inward showing of contract to Yahweh  (with a Contrite Mind)  yielding good works. 
Warning – repeat - Beware of people assuming positions of leadership in  “Religion”  they do  not  understand Yahweh,  
else quite simply they would not take those positions  -  because Yahweh shall reject them! 
Reasoning – repeat - “The Fleshly Part of Israel”  will  not  understand  “The Spiritual Part of Israel”  guiding “Israel”! 
Quite simply:  “Fleshly Israel”  “choses to be ignorant”  by  not  listening to  “Spiritual Israel”. 

“Fleshly Israel”  prefers The World of today,  while  “Spiritual Israel”  prefers The World of The Millennium. 
The World today is ruled by Satan  (1John.5v19),   but  The Millennium is ruled by JCg  (Rev.19v16). 

Instruction – repeat - “The Early Adopters”  to prove their  “Righteousness”  to  The World,  must go to  “Israel” and: 
1. Give  “Report”  of God's Word to Israel   (being how The Plan righteously operates over millennia) 
2. Provide  “The Evidence”  in their works   (being The Works of  “The Early Adopters”  per generation). 

Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh through JC and  “The Early Adopters”  gives instruction, warning, time and then He acts. 
This  proves/justifies  Yahweh's, JC's and  “The Early Adopters'”  “Righteousness to Rule”  in The Millennium. 
181st Allegory – eyes = refusing to  “see The Evidence”   (to then hearken [= think and then do]). 
Allegory – repeat - ears = refusing to  “listen To Advice”  (to then hearken [= listen and then do]). 
Comment – repeat - The above wholly describes worldly leaders  (especially political and religious)  in their present form 
They are so presumptuous as to reason that they do not need to hear advice – that is why they want to be leaders to rule! 
910th Reasoning – This verse is well used while under Satan’s Tenure  (aimed at The Population and of its Leaders):- 

1. The Prophets said this about Israel  (= Jews  [populace and leaders])  during  “The 1st Epoch Israel”. 
2. The TCs say this about Israel  (= Christians  [populace and leaders])  during  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”. 

The point is:  Isaiah said it relative to his time,  Paul is saying relative to his Time,  to people having “The Word of God” 
applicable to their time.  These leaders were no longer 1st Epoch Israel,  but 2nd Epoch Israel  whether they liked it or not! 
            Where crucially “The Judgement” is made by Yahweh  (about them having “The Word of God”)  and not by men! 
597th Instruction – I must categorically state:  It is Absolutely Crucial to understand the above “Reasoning” statement. 
911th Reasoning – It is very important to separate the first two epochs of Israel out from “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”. 
The first two epochs of Israel operate under Satan’s Local Heaven  (singular)  to The World,  but The Early Adopters 
make it  “Their Responsibility”  to have Yahweh’s Methodology as Their Local Heaven/Authority”.    By contrast,  “The 
Leaders of Religion”  demonstrably do not,  and that is why they are  lumped-in  with The World. 
912th Reasoning – By contrast  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  = “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium is 
comprehensibly under Yahweh’s Methodology as  “The Universal Heaven”   (plural)  (which is  also  “Local Heaven” 
[singular]),  whose leaders shall then  NOT  be worldly,  but “Heavenly”,  being  “The 144000 TCs”  and their support 
staff  who are  “The Prophets”  and “The Ancient Worthies”.   These leaders and support staff become “The New 
Jerusalem” (Rev.21v1-4),  while The 144000 TCs become The Temple  (= the command/control/centre)  in the middle of  
“The New Jerusalem”. 
Therefore it is  only  “The Resurrected World” (= all people  not  becoming  “The Early Adopters”  of the first two 
epochs of Israel)  who come into this category as mentioned by Isaiah and Paul.  Because The Leaders are those people 
who have demonstrably proved themselves as to have listened and hearkened in the 1st part of their physical life! 
913th Reasoning – It is only then,  that  “The Resurrected World”  become The Subject of the second half of this verse 
when presented The Evidence of  all  things.   Inasmuch:  (1) they have been resurrected  (2) JCg through the 144000 TCs 
prove themselves having infinite  authority/capability to bring The World into a perfected state.  (3)  wickedness/evil will 
not be tolerated and stopped with 100% success rate  (BEFORE  it is even committed)! 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of  “Religion”  because they are part of  “The 
Failed Remnant”  (witness their output)  that is  adversarial  to Yahweh bringing forth  “The Salvation of Mankind”! 
Acts   28v27 og (it was) thickened/fattened/stupefied/{rendered callous}/{becoming gross}  for  
Acts   28v27 og the  heart/{seat of motivation}  of the  populace/{grouping of people}  
Acts   28v27 og {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabout  
Acts   28v27 og also  to the  ears  heavily/{with difficulty}/dully/stupidly/unresponsively  
Acts   28v27 og (they) heard/listened/understood/responded,  also  the  eyes/vision/sight  {of them}  
Acts   28v27 og (they) {shut down}/{closed the eyes}/closed  {may sometime/ever}/{if perchance}/{lest perhaps}  
Acts   28v27 og (they may) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  to the  eyes/vision/sight,  
Acts   28v27 og also  to the  ears  (they may) hear/listen/understand/respond  also  to the  heart/{seat of motivation}  
Acts   28v27 og (they may) {put together}/{mentally configure}/comprehend/understand  
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Acts   28v27 og also  (they may be) reverted/{came/went  again}/converted/{re/turned  around}  
Acts   28v27 og also  (I should) cure/heal/{make whole} (middle voice)  them  

Old Testament reference located at Isa.6v9-10. 
Acts   28v27 For  {concerning this}  the  heart/{seat of motivation}  of the  populace  it was  thickened/stupefied/{rendered callous}, 
also  they  heard/listened  heavily/{with difficulty}/dully/unresponsively  to the (= in)  ears, 
also  they  {shut down}/closed  the  eyes  of them  {if perchance}/{lest perhaps}  they may  know/understand/see  to the (= with)  eyes/sight, 
also  to the (= in)  ears  they may  hear/listen  also  to the (= in)  heart/{seat of motivation}  they may  comprehend/understand   
also  they may be  converted/{turned around}  also  I should  (personally)  cure/heal  them. 
 

For concerning this   (personal choice to be ignorant of what Yahweh truly desires,  because  “worldly methodology”  is preferred) 
the  heart/{seat of motivation}  of the population it was  thickened/calcified   (not to truly reform,  that is to say:  “Leave hypocrisy”) 
also they heard  {with difficulty}/unresponsive  in the ears,    (= choosing not to hear,  ignoring advice and instruction) 
also they closed their eyes lest perhaps they may  know/understand  with the eyes,    (= refusing to intrinsically see what God has done) 
                (Therefore ideally in The Millennium in a perfect world,  made so under  “New World Leaders”  as selected by Yahweh,  then … … ) 
also in the ears they may hear   (when having correct instruction and a perfect environment) 
also in the  heart/{seat of motivation}  they may  comprehend/understand    (under Yahweh’s prevailing Methodology) 
also they may be  converted/{turned around}   (much of “The Resurrected World” will come around to Yahweh’s Way of thinking) 
also I should personally  cure/heal  them   (in a  mental/spiritual  sense – commensurate to the perfected body  given  in trust)  
 

Paul continues to quote Isaiah  (because  “The Early Adopters”  always  have the  one/same  problem with leaders of “Religion”): 
Concerning this problem of refusing to listen to Yahweh's Advice as given through His  “Early Adopters”  then it shows 
The  heart/{seat of motivation}  of the population of Israel  (as led by its religious leaders)  to be  calcified/hardened 
also they heard with unresponsive ears  (choosing not to hear Yahweh's  advice/instruction  given by  “The Early Adopters”) 
also they closed their eyes lest they may  know/understand  with the eyes  (choosing not to  'see'  reason/rational  of God's Word) 

But for those people who repent and then hearken  (over their 2 part life) … …  
they will use their ears to hear  Yahweh's Instruction  (given by  “The Early Adopters”) 
also in their  heart/{seat of motivation}  they will desire to  comprehend/understand  (= they will try to hearken) 
also they may be converted  (away from worldly methodology unto Yahweh's Methodology) 
also I  (= Yahweh by His Word via JCg and Early Adopters)  will  personally  heal them  (the mind from the death of worldly methodology). 

All this must be read in conjunction of having  “The Knowledge” of  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and The Apostles. 
Now clearly this  “Knowledge”  will not be known unless  “FutureLife.Org”  has been read  (and yet I have hardly scratched the surface to explain all 
the things Yahweh has prophetically done through millennia),  but  none  of this will be taught by: “You know who!” 

Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  must be understood to see how Isaiah's  observation/prophecy  pans out. 
In addition, we must understand specifically why Paul quotes Isaiah for precisely the  one/same  reason. 

Isaiah  speaks about  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  (Jews)  not hearkening to Yahweh's Instruction  (given by His Word Part 1). 
Paul  speaks about  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (Christians)  not hearkening to Yahweh's Instruction  (given by His Word Part 1+2). 

Now a critic may argue Paul is not speaking to  “Christians”  here,  but rather to the  “Jews”. 
A person speaking in this manner are likened to the people here,  having walked away,  who choose not to hear nor see.  

What we must realise is that JC has risen and now  “The Fleshly Jewish Nation”  is:  As  nothing  in Yahweh's Eyes!    
“The Covenant”  (with  “The Word of God”  in its composite form)  has moved onto  “The Christian Nation”  which now becomes  “The 2nd Epoch 
Israel”.  Starting first with The Jew and then The Gentiles  (as begun with Cornelius, Acts. chapter 10,  endorsed at 70 CE when The Romans destroyed 
Jerusalem and importantly  “The Physical Temple”,  because Yahweh is now building The Spiritual Temple of The 144000 TCs during The Gospel Age. 
The point here  at this transition stage  (starting with The Jews, Rom.1v16, etc.)  is that The People  (= The Jewish Leaders)  with  “The Word of God”  
(from The Tanakh as “The 1st Part”)  have an  inherent  responsibility to run with  “The Word of God” of JC  (as “The 2nd Part”),  where  both together 
yield  “The Means”  of Mankind's Salvation. 

Where,  JC personally fulfils The Many Prophecies given about him in The Tanakh to yield The Millennium. 
Where,  the 144000  (precisely imitating JC)  fulfil Prophecy given in The New Testament to personally bring forth The Millennium. 

As I have stated earlier in many places: 
This righteous exegesis is  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders having had enough time to accurately teach “The Word of God”. 
They have had  all the time  since 325 CE to learn  “The Word of God”  and accurately teach it  -  and yet done  nothing  except perpetuate 
and enhance a  “New Jesus”  of  “Excuses” and  “Flattery”  for the worldly returns this brings to them!   They are wholly deplorable! 

When  “Righteously Understanding”  Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”  then  we can understand the  two level  nature of what shall occur. 
While we presently live under Satan's heaven (singular, 1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4, Eph.2v2)  during the last some 6000 years  (Heb.4v4)  then almost all 
people are unable to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  and thus they are  “not hearing or seeing”  (Yahweh operating through  “The Early Adopters”). 
However during The Millennium when living under Yahweh's Heaven (both  singular and plural)  brought into effect through JCg and the 144000 TCs 
(= “The Early Adopters” of The Gospel Age)  then these people living in a perfected society shall personally reform by then  “hearing and seeing”. 
Therefore,  Yahweh's Methodology when thoroughly inculcated cures our mind away from Satan's worldly methodology. 

Yahweh's Methodology (= edify our neighbour to our own hurt)  leads to Salvation. 
Satan's methodology (= self-indulge to our neighbour hurt)  leads to Annihilation  (= The 2nd Death).. 

Again,  all this is  unintelligible  to our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders  (“preferring to be ignorant” = “agnoeo”, StrongsTM = 50). 
 
1053rd Comment – Paul makes the specific point: 

Yahweh made the situation  technically possible  for JC to become the  deliver/salvation. 
Also they will  hear/listen/understand/respond. 

914th Reasoning – Yahweh had set in motion  “The Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  the very day  Adam/Eve  
sinned  (Gen.3v15)  and has followed through with this Plan through millennia.  He has worked through  “The Early 
Adopters”  over millennia,   of which JC was  “The Supreme/Perfect One”.  JC becomes  “The Template”  for us  to 
imitate,  ideally to become one of  “The Early Adopters”  during The Gospel Age,  else if we cannot while presently under 
Satan's rule,  then we have our  last  opportunity in The Millennium to learn how to imitate  “The Supreme/Perfect One”  
and become part of  “The Late Adopters”. 
598th Instruction – We have the opportunity  now  to become “An Early Adopter”  by imitating JC  (during the 1st part of 
our life)  and thus making JC our saviour  (= Guaranteed Salvation as a future Son of God).   Or we have our  last  
opportunity to become  “A Late Adopter”  by  continuously imitating JC for the rest of our existence  that could last 
forever  (while we still imitate JC)  and thus make  JC our  deliver/salvation  from  “The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation.   
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Because we shall then have  “The Knowledge”  having been taught to us,  and thus know  then  “How to copy him”    -   
as Paul instructs us  (presently aiming to be  “Early Adopters”  in the 1st part of our life)  1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc. 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of “Religion”  (witness their sermons). 
Warning – repeat - The above is  unintelligible  to our professional leaders of  “Religion”  because they are part of  “The 
Failed Remnant”  (witness their output)  that is  adversarial  to Yahweh bringing forth  “The Salvation of Mankind”! 
Warning – repeat - Beware of people assuming positions of leadership in  “Religion”  they do  not  understand Yahweh,  
else quite simply they would not take those positions  -  because Yahweh shall reject them! 
Warning – repeat - Also we are able to witness how  “Leaders of Religion”  now  “persecute JC”  by  ''spinning JC 
around'  in the recipient's mind to look like a  “New Jesus”  (2Cor.11v4),  being a  “Jesus of Excuses”  (Jude.v4)  so that 
we apparently have no need to imitate him  'to be saved'.  This is a heinous lie  -  that stops Yahweh from achieving His 
future Sons of God.  This is how  “Leaders of Christendom”  stop  “The 2nd Stage”  from occurring! 
“Leaders of Religion” have  absolutely no  inclination to “Fulfil Yahweh’s Desire”, else they would change (as did Paul)! 
Warning – repeat -Beware of  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders  devaluing  God's Word by passing it via  
“The Mincer” of Rev.22v18-19  and this is a such verse!   They just preach a “Gospel of Excuses”  that inhibit Yahweh 
from achieving His future “Sons of God” and by so doing prolong Satan's hold over this world by  delaying  “The Onset 
of The Millennium”!   Because The World must wait longer for Yahweh to achieve His  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  
of 144000 TCs  (Rev.19v1-4)  who are  personally required  to rule  “The Resurrected World” in The Millennium. 
Acts   28v28 og (the) {well known}/acquainted (either publicly/privately)}/notable  therefore/then  {let it be}/{let them be}   
Acts   28v28 og {to yourselves}  because  to the  gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples  
Acts   28v28 og (he/it was) {set apart}/sent/{put out/forth}/dispatched/commissioned  the  defender/deliverer/salvation  
Acts   28v28 og of the  God  they  also  (they will) hear/listen/understand/respond  
Acts   28v28 Therefore  {let it be}  the  {well known}/notable  {to yourselves}   
because  to the  gentiles/nations  the  defender/deliverer/salvation  of the  God 
he/it was  {put forth}/dispatched/commissioned,  also  they will  hear/listen/understand/respond. 
 

Therefore let it be the  well-known  to yourselves, 
because the  defender/deliverer/salvation  (= JC providing  “The Means”)  of the God  (= Yahweh) 
he/it  (= JC providing  “The Means”)  was  {put forth}/commissioned   (to bring about personal reform,  by example … ), 
also they will  {hear (then) listen (then) understand (then) respond}  
                (Firstly  “The Early Adopters”  during The Gospel Age,   then  “The Late Adopters”  in  The Millennium.) 
 

“The Early Adopters”  boldly state: 
You  (of Israel having “The Word of God”)  have  no  excuse to be ignorant! 
The Deliverer  (= JC as  “The Word of God”)  of Yahweh  (= The Father sourced JC) 
He (= JC)  was put forth  (= Yahweh made possible)  within The World  (to yield Salvation), 

(“JC” physically,  “The Word of God” spiritually) 
Also  they will  hear/listen/understand. 

Easy question: 
Of those persons mentioned within the earlier two verses:  “Who shall listen”  (when previously not listening)? 

At The 1st Level  (in The 2nd Epoch Israel)  “The Early Adopters”  (for example,  Saul cum Paul,  and a further 143999 TCs of The Gospel Age). 
At the 2nd Level  (in The 3rd Epoch Israel)  “The Late Adopters”  (= those people personally choosing to reform when placed in a perfect environment). 
This was all  so clearly known  when JC and The Apostles taught this as  “1st Century Christianity”  that is  NEVER  taught today by  'any'  person. 
The Thrust of  “1st Century Christianity”  was to become one of the 144000 TCs and thus  bring-in  The Millennium supposedly  'early'  because  
“144000”  is  'not such a large number'  when considering The Population of The World.  Because  'all'  that  “1st Century Christians “  had to do was 
“precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle”  (which they did)  and precisely why  “1st Century Christianity”  spread so quickly for  “The Expectation of 
Sonship and Millennium”. 

That also explains why  “persecution”  was so rampant by  “The Religious Authorities”  trying to snuff out  “The Word of God”. 
However Satan had a much more effective method to  snuff-out  “1st Century Christianity”  of which JC warned for example at  Matt.13v18-22,  and the 
apostles later witnessed and wrote down in their epistles for us to read,  given for our warning and protection (if we choose to read them).   
Satan operating through his religious cohorts  (2Cor.11v13-15,  fulfilling their own desire  –  that  was/is  aligned to Satan's  [= self-indulge to our 
neighbour's hurt]  thereby making Satan their god)   was to change  “1st Century Christianity”  into “Worldly Christianity”  that completely covers The 
Planet today,  placing it inside the envelope of “Religion”.  ! 

 “Religion”  pretends to 'help' people!   
Yet it does nothing of the sort,  it is just a masquerade behind which,  its leaders live like parasites on the backs of their deluded devotees!   
Noting any intelligent leader realises  he/she  must have some  'Showcase'  to supposedly justify their worldly position! 

But inwardly it is all  “hypocrisy”,  of which JC repeatedly recognised operating within  “Religion”  around him  (Luke.12v1, etc.). 
This is truly, what Yahweh is judging:  “The Seat of Motivation”  (= heart)  in His Special/Greater (1st)  Judgment  (1Sam.16v7-13  for future kingship). 
“1st Century Christianity”  truly  does not operate with hypocrisy in its members.   The Leaders of  “1st Century Christianity”  live by example in  “truly 
laying their life upon the line as a complete sacrifice by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle”   (rather than  'getting their acolytes to do the dirty 
work'  as is done in “Religion”).   “1st Century Christian”  leaders personally and actively usher ever-closer The Millennium by bringing forth  “The 
Next Generation of TCs”  so that over some 2000 years,  Yahweh achieves His future  “Sons of God”  to rule in The Millennium.   Where these specific 
individuals have demonstrably taken  absolutely nothing  from their neighbour by  freely  teaching  “The Word of God”,  while  in the pain and 
suffering  metered out solely by people  (2Tim.3v11-13)  who had their worldly income threatened  (John.11v47-53, etc.),  predominately caused by  
“Professional Leaders of Religion”. 
As I state elsewhere  “The Leaders of Religion”  in  “The 1st and 2nd Epochs of Israel”  during Satan's reign,  are merely  “A Continuum”  out of which 
spawns  “The Early Adopters”  recognising  “The Hypocrisy”  (Rom.1v16-32)  within  “The Echelons of Israel”  (of its  two  Epochs). 

This is all part of Yahweh's  “Sifting Process”  of  The Mind  (with “Knowledge attained”)  and of  The Heart  (as the “Seat of Motivation”). 
This forms: 

“The Basis of The Judgement”  (by Yahweh)  to yield  “The Early Adopters from out of Persecution”  (that becomes their personal “Great 
Tribulation” [hence Rev.7v14,  see my local commentary because it does  not  mean what our Christian Scholars/Theologians  tell us]).   
This becomes  “The Proven Route”  to yield  “The Perfect Leaders”  for The Millennium of which  “The Resurrected World”  can only,  but  “Wholly 
Respect  their Fortitude  and  Resilience  to  Maintain  Yahweh's Standards”  within their own life,  as  demonstrably shown! 
So I ask again: 

Can the reader understand this  “Righteousness? 
Because you will  NEVER  be taught this by :  “You know who!”     For the many obvious reasons! 
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1054th Comment – Paul had finished everything he had to say that day,  –  it was late and he had been speaking for 
perhaps 12 hours giving detailed exegesis to support  “1st Century Christianity”. 
The remaining Jewish Religious Leaders of Rome departed from Paul.  These would have been  “The Jews”  who had 
taken heed of Paul's teaching and could become  “1st Century Christians”.  The scornful others would have left earlier. 
These latter Jews vacated Paul's company discussing in detail what had been explained to them. 
1055th Comment – A Question:  Could our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders give a 12 hour detailed and 
unscripted discussion that  fully underwrote  Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”  without error?     Hardly! 
They have an  “error rate”  of about  “three errors per minute”  in a scripted sermon,  so I dread to think what would 
come out of their mouth in an unscripted debate!   As my detailed audits of their sermon transcripts publicly testify. 
915th Reasoning – “An Israel”  had been formed within this Jewish grouping who visited Paul for that day.   There were 
those  “Religious Leaders”  who rejected  “The Word of God”  and departed early,  and the others who remained to 
imbue  “The Word of God”.  If they became like Paul then they would become “The Early Adopters”,  being those people 
who:  “Persevere  positively  with Yahweh”. 
599th Instruction – Likewise,  we must question and discuss to thoroughly ascertain if  “The Information”  presented is 
sourced by Yahweh or by Man.  It must be questioned for  “Righteousness”  for every person who has existed,  if it does,  
then it is sourced by Yahweh.   In this manner, we gain assurance and competence to teach  “1st Century Christianity”. 
404th Warning – All  “Religion”  is  “Unrighteous”  and  “Sourced by Man”  (hence Rev.18v4).   The absolute vast 
majority  (> 99 %)  of  “Christianity”  as taught  today is  “Sourced by Man”  and  not  by Yahweh.  Christendom teaches 
of a “New Jesus” (2Cor.11v4)  being a  “Jesus of Excuses”  (Jude.v4).   But they are so good at teaching  “Religion”! 
Acts   28v29 og Also  these (things)  he/its  (the having) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  
Acts   28v29 og (they) {gone off}/departed/{become apart}/followed/{come/gone/went away}  the  Jews  
Acts   28v29 og (the) many/much/plenteous  (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  
Acts   28v29 og in  (to the) {my/our/your/it them self} (= themselves)  
Acts   28v29 og (the) {mutual questioning}/discussion/disputation/reasoning  
Acts   28v29 Also  he  (= Paul)   the having  said/spoke  these  things   the Jews  they  departed/{went away},   
the  having/possessing  the  many/plenteous  the  {mutual questioning}/discussion/disputation/reasoning   within  themselves. 
 

Also he  (= Paul)  the having  said/spoke  these things,   
the Jews  (= the religious leaders  [see v17 earlier]  within Rome,  not quite as  hardened/callous  as those leaders  higher-up  in Jerusalem)    
they departed   (to consider the phenomenal amount of understanding given by  “1st Century Christianity”   that is  never  taught today) 
the having much  {mutual questioning}/discussion/disputation/reasoning  within themselves  
 

Paul drove  “The Sword”  of  “The Word of God”  (Matt.10v34, Luke.22v36, Eph.6v17, Rev.2v16, 19v15, etc.,)  straight into them! 
What would  “The Word of God”  do to these people? 

It  “cuts them asunder”  and  “thoroughly divides”  as JC as The Apostles tell us within their teaching. 
Would they become like Nicodemus  (John.3v1-12),  or like Caiaphas  (John.11v47-53)? 

It is solely dependent upon the heart condition,  being  “The Motive”  driving their life!     
Do they want to preserve their life  (as it is now)  to destroy it  (in the 2nd part of their life),  or sacrifice their life  (away from worldly methodology)  to 
save their life  (by living according to Yahweh's Methodology),  Matt.10v39, 16v25, Mark.8v35, Luke.9v24, 17v33, John.12v25, etc.? 

In The End:  “This is The Crux”  that  each one of us  as individuals  must  personally make  within our life  (of its 2 parts)!      
No one else can make this decision for us! 

What do we really want? 
“The Present”  (that shall ultimately  perish [under Satan])  or  “The Future”  (that shall  permanently remain [under Yahweh])? 

It is a personal choice;  I cannot make it for you! 
You stand or fall upon  “The Choice”  that  YOU personally make! 

This is all that  “1st Century Christianity”  freely teaches to The World  (over what shall be our “2 part life”). 
 
1056th Comment – Paul stayed under “house arrest”  within a rented house for two years.  He was always willing and 
ready for people to come and discuss  “1st Century Christianity”  with him during this time. 
600th Instruction – We must gain  “The Knowledge”  as only sourced by Yahweh,  as did Paul directly from The Tanakh  
(= The Old Testament.  [2Tim.3v14-16)  to understand what Yahweh is laying down,  and then read “The New Testament”  
which explains “The Old Testament”.   Do  NOT  go to  “professional leaders of Christendom” – they teach nonsense! 
601st Instruction – Once we have this knowledge then we become duty-bound to  freely  teach this  “Assayed Knowledge”  
to other people,  so that they too,  know  why/how  they can fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
405th Warning –  The usual about  “Professional Leaders of Religion”!    

They only teach for pay,  being what their paymasters want to hear! 
But Yahweh closes His ears to them!    Totally rejected for any future teaching role in The Millennium! 

This is what The Bible  specifically tells us  in many places!   But how do you know unless you read The Bible! 
Acts   28v30 og (he) stayed/remained/abided/dwelt/endured/stood/continued  And  the  Paul  {two years}  
Acts   28v30 og (the) whole/all/completely/throughout  in  (to the) {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}/privately  
Acts   28v30 og (to the) {rented (building)}/{hired (home/place)}  
Acts   28v30 og also  (he) {took fully}/{welcomed (people)}/{approved (things)}/accepted/{received gladly} (middle voice)   
Acts   28v30 og (the) all/whole/every  the (ones = persons)   
Acts   28v30 og (the) {unto/into the entrance}/{come/go into}/entering (middle voice)   toward/nearness/{accession to} 
Acts   28v30 og (the) him, 
Acts   28v30 And  the  Paul   
he  stayed/remained/dwelt  the  two  whole/complete  years  within  {one’s own}/privately  to the  {rented building}/{hired house} 
also  he  (personally)  {took fully}/{gladly received}  the all  the (ones = persons)  the  (personally)  coming/entering  towards  the  him, 
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And the Paul,  he  stayed/dwelt  two whole years within his own hired house 
also he personally gladly received all the people personally coming towards him, 
 

Luke states:  Paul stayed here for two years receiving any person who freely chose to speak to him about  “The Word of God”. 
Paul was only too eager to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to any person who was willing to listen to him – as we read through all of  “The Acts 
of The Apostles”  as so fastidiously recorded by Luke for our edification and benefit.   It also teaches us about what we should expect to receive in our 
life from  “The Leaders of Religion”  so that we become forewarned and thus forearmed,  always knowing the  one/same  mind exists within these places,   
generation after generation  throughout the last some 6000 years  (precisely as JC and the Apostles told us in The Bible).  
 
1057th Comment – Paul taught of: 

The Kingdom of  The God     (= Yahweh,  sourcing The Knowledge,  that becomes realised at TWO levels)    
All the things concerning  The  Lord/Master  the  Jesus Christ.   (= JC completely controls our mind,  we are  his slave) 

(= His way of life is our way of life – we do  NOT  defraud/hurt  any person, institution, company or authority). 
All of which Paul did with  “all out speaking”,  spoken boldly and bluntly,  in absolute clarity. 
Paul was not beholden to any person or to their favour,  nor be teaching for a worldly return. 
916th Reasoning – Paul told it:  “As it is”!    Not as the people wanted to hear,  to have Paul excusing themselves! 
Paul would  never  teach for money,  never give a fancier sermon for  “The Hype”  to gain more money from an 
enthralled and bewitched clientele  'loving'  (eros)  their emotions to be running wild! 
406th Warning –  Never  go to the assemblies where Christian leaders teach with music being played in the background 
for the intention to excite the emotions.  Paul would  never  do this!   And we must copy him  (Cor.4v16. 11v1, etc.). 
Paul would  never  raise his voice in an excited manner,  in repeated phrases,  but keep his voice calm and collected as he 
explained The Scriptures in detail.  If Paul sung a psalm it would done in a considered manner,  it was  not  done in the 
manner today with the same line repeatedly sung  (as in charismatic groupings)  contrary to JC's guidance  (Matt.6v7). 
917th Reasoning – “The Kingdom of God”  is  Spiritually  within  “The Early Adopters”  (Luke.17v21) which they exude 
physically into The Environment – so that  Atheists  can state  “The Early Adopters”  come in  “The Name of JC”. 
“The Kingdom of God”  shall  Physically  occur within  “The Environment”  in The Millennium under  “The Very Strict 
Control”  of JCg and “The Early Adopters”  of the first two Epochs of Israel.  Where  “The Resurrected World”  shall be 
“Spiritually taught”  “The Word of God”  in precisely the  one/same  manner as did Paul,  but absolutely  NOT  in the 
manner as taught by  “Leaders of Religion” today  (coming as Spiritual Paedophiles and Rogue Traders). 
Reasoning – repeat - Paul boldly teaches in detail about  “The Kingdom of God”.  It starts with ourselves!  (Luke.17v21)  
Because without Yahweh achieving His 144000 TCs then we shall never be resurrected in The Millennium. 
Thus Paul's teaching is  two-fold  (1) precisely imitate JC by wholly inculcating  ALL  “The Word of God”,  rigorously  
assay/test  it and then operate with fidelity to it;  (2) it is these people who lead The Millennium by personal example with 
infinite authority and capability entrusted with them by Yahweh to yield what is described at Rev.21v1-4 in the future.   
Reasoning – repeat - Paul has accurately taught the three levels of God's Kingdom: 

1.  Spiritually gaining God's Kingdom within us by inculcating God's Word to become a TC  (Luke.17v21). 
2.  Physically being within God's Kingdom during The Millennium  on The Earth. 
3.  Ideally becoming a future  “Son of God”  to teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”. 

Warning – repeat - Leaders of “Religion”  never  teach anything about God's Kingdom,  but dangle out some Eutopia 
where supposedly it fulfils our dreams  (but whose dreams and what sort of dreams?)!   They are an utter abomination to 
what Yahweh really wants to be taught to us in both The Old and New Testaments,  and yet they claim to represent Him! 
Instruction – repeat - We must gain this knowledge and make God's Kingdom a reality by inculcating  all  of God's Word! 
Comment – repeat - Let me explain at a high level what is  “unintelligible”  to our leaders of Christendom  (as above). 
Reasoning – repeat - 1(A).  As I profusely explain elsewhere,  JC as “The Word of God”  is to  “wholly control our mind”  
so that we become  “The Early Adopters”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  We personally gain and exude  
“The Character/Authority of JC”   so that  OTHER  people can  confidently state  we come in  “The Name of JC”. 
Reasoning – repeat - 1(B).  As I profusely explain elsewhere,  it is The Early Adopters that make possible  “The Onset of 
The Millennium”,  because they have  personally made possible  The Millennium  by fulfilling Yahweh’s Declared 
Prophecy of 144000 TCs are required  first  before He can call JCg (2nd Advent)  to collect his bride.   It is these  “Early 
Adopters”` who then administer The Millennium  (as The Policemen/Kings/Priests/Judges)  having  infinite  
authority/capability  as an extension of Yahweh.  They shall be wholly underwritten by Yahweh as was JC in his 1st Advent,  
to be  “The Lions”  (in the 2nd part of their physical life)  and  not  “Lion Cubs” (Gen.49v8-12 [ref JC]  in the 1st part of 
their physical life).    
918th Reasoning – Paul spoke bluntly, clearly, without falsifying God’s Word.  This meant Paul taught  what Yahweh 
wanted to hear  and  NOT  what  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders in their millions teach today,  being 
what deluded devotees want to hear – being a  “Gospel of Excuses” and a “Gospel of Flattery”.  This is absolutely  NOT  
what The Bible teaches – and I would be very pleased to have dialogue with any dissenter to what The Bible teaches us! 
602nd Instruction – Paul explained  why and  how  “we must precisely imitate JC”,  with no excuses!   
Paul did not pander our minds with Flattery by irresponsibly saying that  “We are all Children of God”  or inclusively 
that  “God is inside us”.  The two statements are  “Absolute Lies” -  all as I meticulously explain elsewhere and clarify 
these expressions in context.  However, we must  “endeavour  to be Children of God and have God’s Word in us”! 
603rd Instruction – Paul  never  spoke in mysteries,  but clarified everything – so that the recipient could understand 
everything,  even though Peter makes the comment that it may be detailed exegesis to the new mind  (2Pet.3v15). 
This is contrary to how  “Leaders of Religion”  behave,  always dangling some  esoteric nothing’  in the air,  to 
supposedly  justify their position’  in the manner to tithe their expectant and deluded devotees,  lapping up mystery’! 
604th Instruction – Paul  never  bent his ministry’  to suit  “The Whims”  of his listener!   He told it:  “As it is”! 
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We are taught by JC, Paul and James that Yes is to mean Yes,  and No to mean no!  Keep The Message black and white! 
It is  “The Responsibility”  of  “The Recipient”  to reform unto  “The Correct and Straight Message”  given by Paul. 
407th Warning – “Professional Leaders of Religion”  find it  impossible  to imitate Paul as he copied JC,  because they do 
not have a mind to do so  (as their output testifies)!   But we need to thoroughly know The Bible to recognise “Deviance”! 
Comment – repeat - I close each chapter with this plea.  I only write like this to gain the rare Nicodemus prepared to  constructively  criticise  
“God's Word”  from out of millions  of  “Leaders of Christendom”  only prepared to  destructively  criticise  “God's Word”  as to what it means for 
“The Early Adopters”.   The  “Probability”  of a Christian leader fulfilling Yahweh's Desire is about 0.00003   (corresponding to 1:30,000 Christians) . 
Acts   28v31 og (the) heralding/proclaiming/publicising  the  kingdom/reign/realm  of the  God  
Acts   28v31 og also  (the) {causing to learn}/teaching/training  the (things)  concerning/about  of the  lord/master 
Acts   28v31 og (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,  
Acts   28v31 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative or infinitive)}  (the) all/whole/every  
Acts   28v31 og (the) {all out speaking}/frankness/boldness/bluntness/publicity/plainly/clearly  
Acts   28v31 og (the) {unhindered manner}/freely/{no man forbidding him}/{without hindrance}  
Acts   28v31 the  heralding/proclaiming/publicising  the  kingdom/realm  of the  God  (= Yahweh) 
also  the  teaching/training  the things  concerning/about  of the  lord/master  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed, 
together/with  the  all/whole   the  {all out speaking}/frankness/boldness/bluntness/publicly/plainly/clearly 
the  {unhindered manner}/freely/{no man forbidding him}/{without hindrance}. 
 

heralding/proclaiming/publicising  the  kingdom/realm  of the God  (= Yahweh)    (see commentary) 
also  teaching/training  the things  concerning/about  the  lord/master  of the Jesus of the  Christ/Anointed,    (see commentary) 
together/with  all the  {all out speaking}/frankness/boldness/bluntness/publicly/plainly/clearly,    (see commentary) 
{unhindered manner}/freely/{no man forbidding him}     (see commentary) 
 

What an interesting verse,  having many issues for expansion here! 
“heralding/proclaiming/publicising” 
Standard worldly bibles badly twist the original Greek by swapping  “heralding/proclaiming/publicising”  with  “preaching”. 

‘Everyone’  “preaches”  various versions of  “nonsense Religion”. 
But,  virtually no one  “heralds/proclaims/publicises”   “Yahweh’s Millennium”  (God’s Kingdom)  and of its requirements and expectations! 
Nor do they teach how we should actively aim to become  “Early Adopters”  by  precisely imitating  JC's ministry/lifestyle! 
     (Note:  This does  not  mean how to become a  “Leader of Christendom”,  taught to become a person   further removed  from Yahweh!) 

So I ask:- 
Can the reader start to differentiate between  “Religion”  and  “1st Century Christianity”? 

Quite simply:- 
“Leaders of Religion”  intrinsically do  NOT  want The Millennium! 

That is why: 
They teach  nothing  about it! 
Nor do they teach  how  to become precisely like JC in his ministry and deportment  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Pet.2v21). 

This is in direct contrast to what  “JC and The 1st Century Christians”  taught as  “1st Century Christianity”! 
Because  “leaders of Religion”  intrinsically like  “The Present World”  (John.17v14-16, 18v36)  and of its methodology sourced by 1John.5v19, 
2Cor.4v4,  thereby making him their god! 
When I  (painfully with righteous anger)  listen to their prayers and thoughts and sermons,  they spend most of their time speaking about The World 
through poets and pundits and supposed sages,  but they  never  teach The Foundation Material that truly magnifies Yahweh's Majesty and Omnificence. 
They therefore magnify the things of Man over and above The Things of Yahweh  -  that is why Yahweh as a rightfully Jealous God  detests them. 
I repeat: 

Can the reader start to differentiate between  “Religion” (to especially include “worldly Christianity”)  and  “1st Century Christianity”? 
It is imperative to get your mind around what is occurring;  else you cannot see your way out through the forest  (Matt.23v13, 23, etc.). 
It is essential to get some dependable landmarks  within hostile territory  -  else you  will  become lost in the fog  (given out by “Religion”). 
“the kingdom/realm” 

What does this really mean? 
Is it what we are taught by leaders of “Religion”? 

Based upon what we know of what they teach,  then,  of course it is not! 
“kingdom/realm”  means a location whose inhabitants are ruled by a set of laws of which people must abide,  else they become  “outlaws”  
and are permanently removed,  being termed:  “Undesirables to The Community”  (see my commentaries at  Rev.22v14-17). 

“of the God”  (= Yahweh) 
The point is that we must learn  “The Rules”  of  “The New Kingdom”  (2Tim.2v5)  to have  “The Kingdom of God within you”  (Luke.17v21). 

What are these rules? 
We are to live in  “The Light”  and  not  in  “The Darkness”! 
1.  Inasmuch we live as though we are under  “permanent public examination of our private life”  (Luke.12v2-3),  hence living in  “The Light”. 
     Therefore, we do  not  live in  “hypocrisy”  (Luke.12v1, etc.),  by hiding our life in  “The Darkness”. 
2.  But importantly,  overriding all this,  we live according to Yahweh’s Methodology  =  “We edify our neighbour to our own hurt” 
When  we apply these “Two very Simple Rules”  (and there are  no  other rules in this community)  then  we are  “Holy”. 
Where: 

“Holy”  means:  “Pure  -  Innocent -  Blameless – {Separate from this world of sin}” 
Inasmuch  no  human can point a  “finger of blame”  against a member of this community operating in  The Kingdom/Realm  administered according to 
Yahweh’s Rules!    

Whose rules  “For The Mind”  under  “The 2nd Covenant”  are to lead ultimately unto a  “society of Works”  as given by the original 
requirement of  “The 1st Covenant”  (hence Matt.5v17-18). 

“The Body follows The Mind”,  so  “Get  the mind correct,  and  the correct works  will follow”! 
This  simple  inductive logic is  incomprehensible  to our leaders of “Religion”  because they operate in  “Hypocrisy”  preferring  “Darkness”  to cover 
their life  (minute by minute)  from public examination.  This is precisely what JC taught us about leaders of Religion,  which is why  they detested him! 

This is what  “1st Century Christians”  taught  –  and that is specifically why they were murdered for it! 
That is why  “1st Century Christianity”  died  (actually,  it was  “put to death”)  after the  “1st Century”  made so by  “Leaders of Religion”. 

Leaders of “Religion”  teach anything else other than “1st Century Christianity”  (Matt.23v23)  because they need to  “divide and rule”,  thereby making 
themselves criminals to “The New System of The Millennium”,  and are thus  “not holy” (hence  “not  blameless/innocent”  to Yahweh’s Requirements). 
But they are so very good at teaching  “Religion”  whose common points are  also  taught by an  “Atheist”  in an attempt to produce an ideal society,  
then the leaders of  “Religion”  fracture  “Religion”  into worthless customs  (to  “divide and rule”)  supposedly for a future life,  -  but it is  all 
unrighteous nonsense  and  cannot  “Righteously”  bring forth  Mankind's Salvation! 
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I am only  ‘scratching the surface’  here and could expand here,  but these commentaries become so long,   but I have explained elsewhere! 
“also the  teaching/training” 

Teaching and training of what? 
The Crux is for Yahweh to attain His 144000 TCs over The Gospel Age so that He can increment forward His Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation. 
Yahweh  cannot  move forward according to His Word  (as given by JCg [Rev.1v18, 19v13])  given in prophecy  (Rev.14v1-4)  which must first be 
fulfilled before  “The 1st Resurrection”  can occur  (Matt.24v40-44, 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.11v11-13, 19v4-19, 20v6. etc.),  and then 3.5 
years later The Millennium shall begin  (Rev.20v1-3). 
That is The Background of what  must  occur first – to rid this planet of Satan’s  all-prevailing  influence  (1John.5v19, Eph.2v2). 

Paul knew all of this! 
This is precisely what he taught! 

He was  bringing-on  new trustworthy leaders who took upon themselves  “Ownership,  Accountability, Responsibility”  with  “The Word of God”. 
These three terms mean:  “Precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle”  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.) 

This is what  “he was teaching”  in specifically  “His Training”  for  “The Next Generation”  of people  to replace him. 
Being  “to replace him”  –  means precisely that  (again,  because it is so important:  1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.). 

This is precisely  “The Opposite”  to what we are taught in  “Religion!  
We are taught all manner of worldly customs in the  supposed delusion  that we are looked upon favourably  (by a higher Entity)! 

This is all nonsense! 
We are only taught these things,  because it  (actually)  underwrites The Leaders’ positions over their deluded flock  (hence The Robbers, John.10v1-12). 
Thus, these leaders are not taking these positions to magnify Yahweh,  but only to  sequestrate  off  “The Word of God”  to fund their own fleshly living! 

Nothing is done “simply”,  but have  miles/kilometres  of strings attached,  all of which are designed to be pulled later! 
This is the result of operating according to  “worldly methodology”  falling afoul of Matt.6v24,  having rejected Yahweh’s Methodology. 
Can the reader start to “get it”  -  by looking behind  “The Painted Façade”  so professionally crafted by the religious  “Public Relations”  industry? 

This is  not  what Yahweh wants! 
He is seeking out  “The New World leaders”  who need to  demonstrably prove themselves  to   (1) The World first  and  (2) to themselves secondly. 
They have  no need to prove themselves to Yahweh;  Yahweh already knew whom these  individuals  would be,  long before  “The Creation of Mankind”! 

These individuals  prove themselves to The World  demonstrably worthy  by visible works  (Heb.11v1-40,  James.2v16-26). 
Now all this is precisely  “The Opposite”  to what we are taught by our leaders of Christendom,  because they teach of a  “New Jesus” (2Cor.11v4)  that 
is  different  to  “The Original Jesus”.  This yields a  “Gospel of Excuses”  (Jude.v4),  where apparently we are able to  “vainly believe”  carried upon 
words of “Flattery”  and  only live in  “(blind) faith”,   being a worldly sourced faith,  that has as many holes in its  ‘reasoning’  as does a colander! 

No one is taught today,  as Paul would have taught his listeners! 
“The things” 

What things? 
Being the things that JC taught for at least  “three whole years”  where he absolutely mentioned  nothing  about his forth coming  “death”,  until on his 
last trip to Jerusalem to become  “The Passover Lamb”  six months later  (having  first come  for his bride of 144000 TCs,  Rev.21v2,9),  as we realise 
from Peter’s shock and subsequent outburst  at Matt.16v22-23. 
However Christians today do not really comprehend what JC taught – they do not understand what  “The Beatitudes”  and subsequent parables  really 
mean  because our leaders of Christendom do  not  intrinsically know what they mean either!   Actually,  they are given  as warnings  specially aimed at 
the leaders of Christendom!   But in their spiritual blindness they do not realise this!    Please see my commentaries of  “The Beatitudes”  (Matt.5v1-12,  
Luke.6v20-30). 
“The Things”  JC taught for three years and subsequently afterwards by  “The 1st Century Christians”  was how:- 

“1st Century Christianity”  righteously answered  what Yahweh had laid down by prophecy within “Judaism”  (as given in The Tanakh). 
Which righteously yields  “The Salvation of Mankind”  over our  “2 part life”. 

Both  “2 part physical”  and  “2 part spiritual”. 
JC used  everything  that Physically occurred within The Tanakh to show that each thing was an  allegoric prophecy  of what was to occur at  “The 
Spiritual Level”  in The Gospel Age and through into The Millennium,  thereby underwriting Yahweh's Omnificence throughout The Ages. 

This teaching died,  when The Apostle John died in Patmos,  to close  “The 1st Century”. 
However,  in The Meantime this does not righteously matter,  because it  fulfils Yahweh’s Plan  to  actively draw out  “The Early Adopters”  who 
personally incrementally  rediscover  this through their limited lifetime  (Matt.7v7-8)  so that as The Gospel Age closes,  all this  “Knowledge”  has been 
rediscovered as Yahweh draws an end to Satan’s present tenure over The World. 

This is:  “The Sifting Process”  that Yahweh uses to  draw out  His  demonstrably proven  “Trustworthy Rulers”  for The Millennium.  
(“The Good”  2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6,   
and  “The Bad”  Luke.12v46-48, Rom.1v16-32,  hence Luke.20v16.  
and perhaps a  ‘page more’  of citations could be given to support the above.) 

These are  “The Things”  that have  not  been taught for the last some 1700+ years! 
“lord/master” 

What does this truly mean? 
It means: 

Someone who  controls absolutely  what you do! 
It does not mean blandly saying  “Lord”  as do virtually all Christians,  and then wholly ignoring what  “The Master”  commands us to do! 
Only  “The 144000 TCs”  as  “The Early Adopters”  throughout the some 2000 year Gospel Age  precisely fulfil  The Master's Desire.  This is because 
they  (1) wholly learn  “The Word of God”,   (2) thoroughly  assay/test/prove  it  (for righteousness)  to ensure  (A) it is sourced by Yahweh and  not  by 
Man,  (B) they fully understand it to gain assurance and competence,  and finally  (3) operate with fidelity to this proven knowledge within the mind. 
Where,  JC as  “The Word of God”  is wholly imbued within  “The Early Adopter's mind”  that completely controls the reformed,  hearkening mind. 
Very simple to understand,  – but our leaders of Christendom  “Excuse our need to do this”  (Jude.v4).   That is why Yahweh completely  rejects them! 
“Jesus”  
This means  “Yahweh is Salvation”.  He is  “The Exemplar”  for “Salvation”.  He is  “The Goal”  for us to  precisely imitate  to achieve ultimate 
salvation,  because Jesus  'only'  saved us from  “The 1st Death”,  he did  NOT  save us from  “The 2nd Death of Annihilation”.  We save ourselves  from 
“The 2nd Death”  by  building  our mind upon our Saviour as  “The Word of God”.   When we imitate JC,  then we are saved from  “The 2nd Death”! 
When I was very young and completely spiritually naive,  I thought imitating JC meant trying to do what  (I now know to be charlatan)  Christian leaders  
supposedly do,  who are displaying miracles supposedly underwriting their position to  'speak for Yahweh'.   I now realise this is  absolute nonsense  and 
these Christian leaders are no more than  “Rogue Traders”,  acting as  “Spiritual Paedophiles”  (Matt.18v6)  behaving like wolves  (Matt.10v17, 
Acts.20v29)  feeding off their devotees  (naturally,  'in the nicest possible manner')  who shall  NEVER  be resurrected to see The Millennium! 
Actually what  “imitating JC”  really means is firstly  “Getting The Mind Correct”  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”. 
It is all about  “The Internal Mind”  and  “The Motive of Operation”  of which Yahweh Judges  (1Sam.16v7-13 for future kingship)  -  not  the feigned 
works of hypocrisy given for public show and applause  (Matt.6v1-8). 
       This is the  precise opposite  to what these  charlatan Christian leaders are really thinking within their mind behind the crafted sales spiel. 
       They are  (1) living off their devotees and  (2) shutting the door for their devotees to achieve Sonship  (Matt.23v13). 
       Where both parties are only pleasing an  animalistic/carnal  mind lusting for  “The Immediacy”. 
Which conveniently leads us to the next words:- 
“Christ/Anointed” 
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JC is  “The Exemplar”  for us to  “precisely imitate”  (in The Mind,  delivering commensurate works),  and because JC precisely fulfilled Yahweh 's 
Desire,  then he was:- 

The Only  (at the time of writing) 
The First  (of another 144000 following TCs) 
The Chief  (as The Bridegroom  [= JCg]  over his wife [= 144000 TCs]) 

  Begotten Son of God. 
And this is The Specific Point:  JC becomes  “The Model/Template”  that we must precisely copy,  and  if  Yahweh determines us to be personally worthy 
for the future responsibility over many cities  (as Co-Heirs,  Rom.8v17, 23, Luke.19v16-19, etc.)  then  we shall be anointed into this position of Sonship 
to Yahweh at  “The 1st Resurrection”.   Where the 144000 TCs become  “The Fulfilled Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  for  “The 1st Resurrection”  and 
The Millennium automatically starts about 3.5 years later  (Dan.12v11-12). 
“Together/with” 
   This means something else follows of which we must personally do  (as given in the listing below)! 
{all out speaking} 
   Thoroughly knowing our subject matter,  we are confident and competent to communicate  “Accurate Knowledge”. 
frankness  
   To be honest, open and direct in the transfer of  “Accurate Knowledge”. 
boldness 
   To confidently and competently freely teach  “The Word of God”  even against much physical and verbal opposition. 
bluntness 
   To say something that is direct and truthful,  without  using carefully chosen words that are nice to hear,  and thus hide the importance of the topic. 
Publicly 
   Teaching openly to the public so that all people may learn  -  rather than to a selected group of people for some gratuitous return. 
Plainly 
   Nothing within the subject matter is hidden or twisted to gain some personal advantage. 
Clearly 
   Everything is explained thereby enabling the recipient to understand everything.  Teaching is given in the same language  (not feigned  “tongues”). 
So we look at the listing above and realise that most leaders of “Religion”  inclusively fail upon virtually  all  the points given above! 
However:  We can  only  make that accurate judgment by becoming a  “competent auditor”  of their output  (of both words and deeds  [presently publicly 
crafted and privately done])   which requires us to gain  “Knowledge”  from an accurate source.   
Most Importantly: “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are demonstrably  NOT  an accurate source,  but  “The Very Opposite”,  paid by The World to 
deliver what The World wants to hear,  and pay handsomely for it  (2Tim.4v3-4)! 

It is about the only job in Mankind,  that an education makes them  “unfit to teach”  (in The Manner that Yahweh Desires, Matt.23v15)! 
“{unhindered manner}/freely/{no man forbidding him}” 
This means not succumbing to any outside influence,  that itself,  is trying to stop the  accurate  teaching of  “The Word of God”. 

What does this verse teach us? 
The type of people given in this verse demonstrate the qualities that make them worthy to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium,  as sought 
by Yahweh,  because as proven  “Early Adopters”  they demonstrate themselves as suitably minded people for this important and very responsible task 
ahead of them. 
These type of people have taken upon themselves: 

“Accountability, Ownership and Responsibility”  with  “The Word of God”  to  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle! 
I really cannot say it more clearly than that! 

This  is  “1st Century Christianity”! 
 
To close off The Acts of The Apostles. 

Luke completes Acts of the Apostles at this point,  because Paul has his trial before Caesar and wins his case to become a freed man. 
He spends several years in Rome,  and then after  “The Great Fire in Rome”  in the year 66 CE,  many Christians were arrested and executed 
in The Amphitheatre,  Paul likewise alongside them.  The Caesar Nero used these Christians as the excuse for Rome's disastrous fire.    

This fire would have been the reason why The Roman Soldiers were recalled from surrounding Jerusalem to quell any riots,  only to return in 70 CE to 
raze Jerusalem to the ground.   This fulfils JC's prophecy  (Luke.21v20-24)  and physically closes The Jews from representing Yahweh's Interests on the 
planet because their written lineage to Abraham  (= The Loving Father representing Yahweh)  was burnt in the fire and they were found “wanting” 
(1Cor.3v13).  Their physical DNA now spread out into The World because of their intermarriage,  therefore underwriting what I teach in my 
commentaries to Rev.7v4-8.   However The Gentiles were  “Spiritually Invited”  at The Baptism of Cornelius,  as The Opening Start of  “The New 
Spiritual Temple”  of  Revelations that is to be built out of 144000  white (= purified)  stones (= everlasting/steadfast)  as TCs elected from out of both 
The Jews and Gentiles for the next some 2000 years of The Gospel Age.. 
I could continue further to explain this and so much more with a huge book,  but please read my thousands of original commentaries to The New 
Testament as given on  “FutureLife.Org”  for your gain and Yahweh's Pleasure. 
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Appendix 
 
Reference sources: 
 
Original Greek Text: The Interlinear New Testament Greek/English.   ISBN 1-878442-81-3,   

The Interlinear KJV-NIV Parallel New Testament.   ISBN 0-310-95070-8,   
The Kingdom Interlinear Translation of the Greek Scriptures. 
Concordant Greek Text 

 
Concordance:  King James New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance.   ISBN 0-7852-4723-8 
   Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of The Bible.   ISBN 0-529-07235-1 
 
Lexicon  The New Analytical Geek Lexicon.   ISBN 0-943575-33-8 
   The Analytical Greek Lexicon.  Zondervan. 
 
Grammar  Basics of Biblical Greek Grammar.   ISBN 0-310-25087-0 
   Greek Grammar – Beyond the Basics.   ISBN 0-310-21895-0 
 
Various Translations: The New Testament in Four Versions.   KJV, RS, PME, NEB. 

Concordant Literal New Testament with the Keyword Concordance. 
The Jerusalem Bible. 
NAS 
NWT 

 
Reference Material: Publications and books from  four  different  Christian schisms  

Of which I consider the  closest  to “1st Century Christianity”,  even though 
they have numerous unrighteous errors within their exegesis,  they are much 
superior to the more popular schisms (both the very old and new)! 
Various websites delivered by The Internet search engines. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


